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P R E F A C E.
E. have now finiſhed the happy and wonderful ??ar 1759:—
A 1-ar as glorious as ever appeared, even in the glorious Annals

:

of this Nation.—Some Part of our
we prophetically
foretold, in the Preface to our Magazine for la/; Year ; but it

has far exceeded our moſt ſanguine Hopes;

for the Glory of

Great-Britain may now be juſtly ſaid to extend from the Southern to the
Northern Pole,_from the riſing to the ſetting Sun; and our Wieſſories, at
Land eſpecially, are the more dazzling, as they were obtained, not by the

Superiority of Numbers, or by the Stratagems of War, but meerly by the
irreſiſtible Bravery of our Troops.—Even at Sea, though we be ſuperior in

naval Strength to our Enemies, yet one famous Engagement * has ſhown,
that our Seamen are as little capable cf. being daunted by a ſiperior Number

of hoſtile Ships, as our Troops by a ſuperior Aumber ºf hoſtile Battalions.
Our magnanimous Ally, the King of Pruſſia, has, it is true, in the courſe
of this rear, met with ſome Checks frºm the Fortune of Iſar; but they
rem to have been deſigned by Provideº, cºyºn jº, that he riſes ſuperior
to every Misfortune, and that he can, by his Prudence and Diligence,

quickly repair the Breaches that may be made in his Affair; by any adverſe
Fate; for his Enemies are now again all retired or retiring from before

him, and in one hold Stroke, at the Beginning of the enſuing ºar, he may
*:::::/ find a Recompence for all the Loſſes he met with during the courſe
affhe former.

Włż

are the Triumphs of War, aud to theſe our Miniſters have added
a Triumph equally glorious, by ſhewing that they cannot be tempted by J’ić/ory
to delight in Blood, or to rejoice in oppreſſing 1–By offering Peace upon
reaſºnable Terms #, they have ſhewn, that this Nation can even triumph
dºwer
% as not to forget Moderation in the midſt of Conqueſ?, but to

#.

prefer the Peace of Mankind to a moſt juſt Reſentment, though every 1zar
the War continues, would, in all human Probability, put it more and more

into our Power to ſatisfy that Reſentment, and to provide fºr our future
Tranquillity, by ſtripping our Enemies of every Paſſion they have yet
remaining in America.

If the Terms of Peace now offered by us ſhould be reječied by the Pride
and Obſtinacy of our Enemies :-If their preſent pacifick Pretences ſhould

be fºund to be like the Tears of the Crocodile, we have Reaſºn to hope that
the ſame Providence which inſpired our Miniſters with ſo much Wiſdom in

directing, and our Troopſ, both by Sea and Land, with ſo much Courage
in executing, the Operatiºns of JWar will be as propitious to us, in the en
3.
ſuing
* See Lond, Mag. fºr 1758, t. 9-, 5-6.

+ See dittºo, for 1759, p. 680.
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Juing rear, as it has been in the paſt.—The future Sufferings of our Ene
*ies muſt therefore he aſcribed entirely to their own Oºſtinacy, and not in
the leaſt to the Cruelty or Injuſtice of this Nation.
//hatever the Events may be, we ſhall give as full and as exač; an Ac
count of them as the beſt Intelligence can furniſh.—From the general Ap

probation with which the Publick has ſo kindly indulged us, we have Reaſon
to conclude, that our Account of paſt Events has been the moſt compleat of

any they could meet with ; and the beſt Proof we can give of our Gratitude,
is to continue our Care and Diligence, in colle&ling what may be moſt agree
able and entertaining to our Readers, with whom we moſt heartily join in

praying, that the Triumphs of this Nation, in 1760, may at leaſt equal, if
not exceed, thoſe of 1759.

-

-

º
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he REAs ofteåraná. §elied

Richard Baldwin, of Pater-refler-Row, in
Our City of Lohdh, "Bookfölker, hitby by his Petition, humbly repreſented unto Us,

that he is the Proprietor of a Work that is publiſhed monthly, entitled,

The LON DO N M A G A Z IN E,
In which is contained many original Pieces, that were never before printed ; and that he
is at a great Expence in paying Authors for their Labours in writing and compiling the ſaid
Work, which has been publiſhed once a Month for near Thirty Years paſt, and hath met
with great Approbation from the Public.
That he is now publiſhing therein

An Impartial and Succinét History of the Origin and Progreſs
of the PR E S E N T WAR,
To be illuſtrated with many Maps and Charts, which bath already been ſo well received,
as to induce ſeveral perfors to reprint it in other periodical Publications; and being
defirous of reaping the Fruits of his very great Expence and Labour, in the Proſecu
tion of this Work, and enjoying the full Profit and Benefit that may ariſe ſrom
printing and vending the ſame, without any other Perſon interfering in his juſt Property,
he moſt humbly prays Us, to grant him Our Royal Licence and Protećtion, for the ſole
printing, publiſhing, and vending the ſaid work. And we do therefore, by theſe Preſents,
ſo far as may be agreeable to the Statute in that caſe made and provided, grant unto him,
the ſaid Richard Baldwin, his Executors, Adminiſtrators, and Affigns, our Licence for the ſole

printing, publiſhing, and vending the ſaid work, for the Term of Fourteen Years, ſtrictly
jorbidding all Our Subjećts, within Our Kingdoms and Dominions, to reprint, abridge, or
publiſh the ſame, either in the like or any other Volume or Volumes whatſoever, or to im
port, buy, vend, utter, or diſtribute, any copies thereof, reprinted beyond the Seas, during
the aforeſaid Term of Fourteen Years, without the Conſent and Approbation of the ſaid
Richard Baldwin, his Heirs, Executors, or Aſſigns, under their Hands and Seals firſt had
and obtained, as they will anſwer the contrary at their Perils. Wherefore, the Com
miſſioners, and other Officers cf Our Cuſtoms, the Maſter, Wardens, and Company of
S. avioners, are to take Notice, That due Obedience may be rendered to Our Will and

Pleaſure herein declared. Given at Our Court at Kenſington, the 23d Day of 0&ber, 1759,
in the Thirty-Third Year of Our Reign,

By His Majesty's Command,
w. P ITT,

GAZINE :
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Lo N DO N M A G A z IN E.
For

J A N U A R Y,

1759.

to conſpire to diſtreſs the inhabitants.
The river and all thoſe which join it,
heavily of the Coll; and other Inconveni over flow their banks, and lay uniºn v ter the whole country.
caim
encies which that Seaſon expoſes them to ; renders the refreſhing windsThe long
very defiable,
therefºre, to reconcile ſuch Peºple to their and the innumerable ſwarms
of inſects
native Climate, ºve ſhall, from Dºn A and vermin, infeſt both the air and
George Juan'ſ Voyage to South-America, ground in an intolerable manner.
give them a Sample of the Inconvenien
ſnakes,

In the Winter Time we often meet with
People in this Country, who complain

cies to which the Inhabitants are expoſed

in hot Climates. That Gentleman, in
his Account of the temperature of the

Air, and the different Seaſºns at Guay

poiſonous vipºs, ſcorpions
The
and ſcolopendia, in this ſeaſon, find me

thods of getting into the houſes, to the
deſtru%tion of many of the inhabitants.
And though they are not actually free

aquil, writer as fºllºwſ :
B from them all the reſt of the year, yet at
N Guayaquil the this time they are far more numerous, and
… winter ſets in, alſo more ačtive; ſo that it is abſolutely
during the month neceſſary to examine carefully the beds,
º

December,

ſome of theſe animals having Seen known

ſometimes at the

to find their way into them ; and both as

beginning, ſome

a fateguard againſt the danger, and to

of

times in the mid C avoid the tortures of the notchitos and

dle, and ſome

other infects, all perſons, even the Negro

...] times not till the
and laſts till April or
May. During this ſeaſon, the elements,
the inſe&s, and vermin, ſeem to have
joined in a league to incommode the hu:

ſlaves and Indians, have toldos of cano
ies over their beds. Thoſe uſed by the
!. claſs of people are made of ticuvo,
or cotton, wove in the mountains : Others

uſe white linen faced, according to the
man ſpecies. Its extreme heat appeared D temper or ability of the owner.
from ſome thermometrical experiments;

Though all theſe hot and moiſt coun

for, on the 3d of April, when its intenſe

ties ſwarm with an infinite variety ºf

reſs had begun to abate, at fix in the
morning the liquor ſtood at 1322 ; at

volatile inſe&ts, yet the inhabitants are ro
where ogreatly incommoded as at Guay

noon at 1625; and at three in the after aquil, it being impoſſible to keep a card'c
noon at 1027 ; which ſhews the heat in

burning, except in a lantern, alºve three

the middle of winter to be greater than E or four minutes, number!eſsiºs flyin :
at Carthagena. The rains alſo continue into its flame and extinguiſkºg it. Any
day and night, accompanied with fre perſon,... therefore, being obliged to be
quent and dreadful tempeſts of thunder near a light, is ſoon driven frºm 'is poſt
and lightening. So that everything ſeems
January, 1759.

by the ºf nite numbers which fi! his cres,
A 2.

cats,

Wintry Torments in South-America.
ears, and noſtrils.

Theſe inſe&ts were

almoſt inſupportable to us, during the
ſhort clear intervals of ſome nights,
which we ſpent in making obſervations
on the heavenly bodies. Their ſtings
were attended with great tortures; and

Jan.

negleśt, and partly to an averſion to the
uſe of the cortex, being prepoſſeſſed with
a motion, that as hot, it can have no

good effect in that climate; ſo that blind
ed with this prejudice, without ever con
ſulting phyſicians, who would undeceive

more than once obliged us to abandom our Athem, they ſuffer, the diſtemper to prey
obſervations, being unable either to ſee

upon them, till they are often reduced to

or breath: for their multitudes.
Another terrible inconvenience

at

an irrecoverable ſtate.
The natives of
the mountains, who are enured to a cold

tending the houſes here, are the numbers
of pericotes, or rats, every building be
ing ſo infeſted with them, that, when

air, cannot endure that of Guayaquil, it
having a natural tendency to debilitate
them, and by an intemperate uſe of its

night comes on, they quit their holes, and B delicious fruits, they throw themſelves in
make ſuch a noiſe in running along the
cc;ling, and in clambering up and down
the fides of the rooms and canopies of the
beds, as to diſturb perſons not accuſtomed
to them. They are ſo little afraid of the

to thoſe fever, which are as common to
them in one ſeaſon as another.

Beſides this diſeaſe, which is the moſt

general, ſince the year 1740, the black
vomit has alſo made its appearance, the
human ſpecies, that, if a candle be ſet galleons of the South-Sea, having, on
down without being in a lantern, they C account of the war, touched here, in or
immediately carry it off; but as this der to ſecure the treaſure, among the pro
might be attended with the moſt melan vinces of the Cordillera. At that time
choly conſequences, care is taken that great numbers died on board the ſhips,
their inpudence is ſeldom put to this trial, together with many foreigners, but very
though they are remarkably vigilant in few of the natives. In ſaying that the
taking advantage of the leaſt negle&t. galleons brought this diſtemper to Guay
All theſe inconveniences, which ſeem in-D aquil, I follow the general opinion, as it
fupportable to ſtrangers, and alone ſuffi was before that epoca unknown there.
The natives are very ſubječt to cata
cient to render ſuch a country uninha
bited, little affect the natives, as having raćts, and other diſtempers of the eye,
which
often cauſe a total blindneſs.
been uſed to them from their infancy;
and they are more affected with cold on Though theſe diſtempers are not general,
the mountains, which the Europeans yet they are much more common than in
fearce feel, or, at leaſt, think very mo- E other parts, and I am inclined to think
derate, than with all theſe diſagreeable it proceeds from the aqueous exhalations
during the winter, when the whole coun
particulars.
-

The leaſt troubleſome ſeaſon here is the

try is overflowed with water, and which,

fummer, as then both the number and
activity of theſe vermin are diminiſhed;
it being a miſtake in ſome authors, to ſay

from the chalky texture of the ſoil, muſt
be viſcid in the higheſt degree, and pe
netrating the external tunick, not only

they abound moſt in that ſeaſon. The Ffoul the cryſtalline humour, but alſo co
heat is then abated, by the ſetting in of ver the pupil, fiom whence cataraćts, and
the S. W. and W. S. W. breezes, called

here chandui, as coming over a moun

tain of that name.

Theſe begin con

other diſorders of the eyes, have their
origin.”
And in the account of his paſſage from

*antly at noon, and continue to refreſh

this place to the town of Caracol, he
the earth till five or fix in the morning of writes thus :
the following day. The ſky is always G “On receiving advice that the mules,
ferene and bright, the gentleſt ſhowers be
ing rarely known. Proviſions are alſo in
retter plenty, and thoſe produced in the
country of a very agreeable taſte, if uſed

provided by the corregidor of Guaranda,
were on the road to Caracol, we imme

Fruits are alſo more com

diately embarked at Guayaquil on the
3d of May, 1736, on board a large chata ;
But the uſual impediment of the current,

anon, eſpecially melons and water-melons,

and ſeveral unfortunate accidents, ren

while freſh.

which are brought in large balzas to the H dered the paſſage ſo very long, that we
tity. But the capital advantage is the
remarkable ſalubrity of the air in that

did not land at Caracol before the 11th.
The tortures we received on the river,

ſeaſon.

from the moſchitos, were beyond imagi
nation. We had provided ourſelves with
guetres, and moſchito clothes; but to very

-

During the winter, tertian ſevers are
very common, and are here particularly
painful and dangerous, owing partly to
*
-

little purpoſe. The whole day we were
tn

Torturing Swarms
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in continual motion to keep them off;
but at night our to: ments were exceſſive.
Our gloves were indeed ſome detence to
our hands, but our faces were entirely
expoſed, nor were our clothes a ſufficient
defence for the reſt of our bodies; for

of Moschitos.

5
trees, we arrived at the river Ojibar; and
continued our journey during the whole
day along its banks, fording it no leſs
than nine times, though with no ſmall

danger from its rapidity, breadth, depth,
and rocky bottom; and about three or

their ſtings penetrating through the cloth, A four in the afternoon, we halled at a place
cauſed a very painful and fiery itching.
The moſt diſinal night we ſpent in this

paſſage, was when we came to an anchor
near a large and handſome houſe, but
uninhabited ; for we had no ſooner ſtated
ourſelves in it, than we were attacked on

called Puerto de Moſchitos.

All the road from Caracol to the Oji
bar, is ſo decp and boggy, that the beaſts
at every ſtep funk almoſt up to their bel.
lies; but along the banks of that river
we found it much more firm and com

all ſides, with innumerable ſwarms of B modious. The name of the place where
moſchitos ; ſo that we were ſo far from we were to take up our lodging that
having any reſt there, that it was im night, ſufficiently indicates its nature.

poſſible for a perſon ſuſceptible of feeling

The houſe had been for ſome time for

to be one moment quiet. Thoſe who had

faken, like that already mentioned on
Guayaquil river, and become a neſt of

covered themſelves with their moſchito

cloths, after taking the greateſt care that moſchitos of all kinds; ſo that it was im
none of theſe malignant inſects were con-C poſſible to determine which was the worſt.
tained in them, found themſelves in a

Some, to avoid the torture of theſe in

niement ſo attacked on all fides, that ſects, ſtripped themſelves, and went into
they were obliged ſoon to return to the the river, keeping only their heads above
place they had quitted. Thoſe who were water; but the face, being the only part
in the houſe, hoping that they ſhould find expoſed, was immediately covered with
ſome relief in the open fields, ventured them ; ſo that thoſe who had recourſe to
out, though in danger of ſuffering in a D this expedient, were ſoon forced to deli
more terrible manner from the ſerpents; wer up their whole bodies to theſe tor
but were ſcom convinced of their miſtake;

menting creatures.”

it being impoſſible to determine which
was the moſt ſupportable place, within

The Behaviºur of Captain Tyrrell, Hi,

Officers and Crew, does ſo much Honour
to their Country, that though we gave a
open fields. In ſhort no expedient was
of any uſe againſt their numbers. The E /hort Account of his Engagement, with
the Floriſſant, in our Appendix, we think
ſmoke of the trees we burnt to diſperſe
it prºper to inſert his whole gallant Let
theſe infernal inſe&ts, beſides almoſt choak
ter, in relation to that Affair.
ing us, ſeemed rather to augment than
diminiſh their multitudes. At day-break
Admiralty. Office, Jan. 23.
we could not without concern look upon
the moſchito cloth, without it, or in the

each other. Our faces were ſwelled, and Extrađ of a Letter from Captain Tyrrell,
our hands covered with painful tumours, F of his Majeſty's Ship Buckingham, dated

in Old Road, St. Chriſtopher's, the 9th

which ſufficiently indicated the condition
of the other parts of our bodies, expoſed
to the attacks of thoſe inſects.

of November, 1758, to John Moore,

Eſt; Commander in Chief, &c. at the

The fol

Leeward Iſlands.

lowing night we took up our quarters in
a houſe inhabited, but not free from

moſchitos; though in much leſs numbers

-4

Aº

to your orders,
I ſailed on Thurſday night from

than before. On informing our hoſt of G St. John's Road; the next morning I got
the deplorable manner in which we had
ſpent the preceding night, he gravely told
us, that the houſe we ſo greatly complain
ed of, had been forſaken on account of

its being the purgatory of a ſoul. To
which one of our company wittily an

between Guadalupe and Montſerat, and
gave chace to a ſail we eſpied in the
N. W. which proved to be his majeſty's
ſloop Weazle; and, upon enquiry, hav
ing found ſhe had not met his majeſty's
ſhip Briſtol, I ordered capt. Boles to

ſwered, that it was much more natural to H come on board, for dire&tions for his ſui
think that it was forſaken on account of

ther proceedings.

its being a purgatory for the body.
The mules being arrived at Caracol,
we ſet out on the 14th of May, and af
ter travelling four leagues, through ſa
vannahs, wºods of plantane,
and cacao
-

Whilſt his orders were writing out,
we diſcovered a fleet of nineteen ſail,

bearing W. S. W. ſtanding to the S.S.W.
U; on which we immediately gave chace,
w.tl, all the ſail we could poſſibly crowd.
About

6 Oºſtinate Engagement of the Buckingham and Floriſſant. Jan.
About two o'clock we diſcovered that

they were convoyed by a French man of
war of 74 guns, and two large frigates.

ran upon deck again; but finding the
ſtraining made my wounds bleed afreſh, I
ſent for my firſt lieutenant, and told him

About half an hour after two, the Wea

to take the command of the deck for a

zle got ſo cloſe, as to receive a whole while. He anſwered me that he would,
broadſide from the 74 gun ſhip, which and run along ſide the Floriſſant, yard
did her little or no damage. I then made A arm and yard arm, and fight to the laſt
the ſignal to cali the Weazle off, and gave gaſp 5 upon which I made a ſpeech to the
her lieutenant orders not to go near the men, exhorting them to do their utmoſt,
74 gun ſhip, or the frigates, as the leaſt which they chearfully promiſed, and gave
of the latter was vaſtly ſuperior to him in three cheers.
I went down a ſecond time much more
force; by following which advice, he
could not corne to file a ſhot during the eaſy than before. Poor Mr. Marſhal was
whole action, neither indeed could it be B as good as his word, he got board and
board with the Flo iſlant, and received a
of any ſervice.
Whilſt I made all the ſai! I could, they broadſide from her, which killed him as
were jogging on under their foreſails and he was encouraging the men; and thus
topſails; and when we came up within he died, an honour to his country, and
half gun ſhot, they made a running fight, - the ſervice. The ſecond lieutenant then
in firing their ſtern-chace, and the frigates came upon deck, and fought the ſhip
ſometimes taking fore and aft, annoyed C bravely, yard-arm and yard arm. We
me pretty much, but retarded their way ſilenced the Floriſſant for ſome time, upon
ſo much, that I got up with my bow which ſhe hauled down her colours, and
-

ſprit almoſt over the Floriſſant's ſtern.

after that, fired about eleven of her low

Finding I could not bring him to a general
aćtion, I gave the Buckingham a yaw
under his lee, and gave him a noble doſe

er tier, and gave us a volley of ſmall arms,
which our people returned with great
fury, giving her three broadſides, ſhe not

of great guns and finall arms, at about D returning even a ſingle gun. Capt. Troy,
the diſtance of half muſket ſhot, which

at the ſame time, at the head of his ma

he ſoon after returned, and damaged my rines, performed the ſervice of a brave
rigging, maſts, and ſails, very much. and gallant officer, cleared her poop and
The largeſt frigate being very trouble quarter-deck, and drove her men like
home, I gave him a few of my lower -ſheep down upon their main deck. Our
deck pills, and ſate him a ſcouting like a top men were not idle, they plying their
juſly fellow, and he never returned to the E hand-grenades and ſwivels to excellent
action again. The Fioriſſant likewiſe purpºſe. It is impoſſible to deſcribe the
bore away, by which means he got under uproar and confuſion the French were in.
It being now dark, and we having
my lee, and exchanged three or four.
broadſides (he endeavouring to keep at a every bit of rigging in the ſhip ſhot away,
diſtance from me) which killed and ſhe ſeeing our condition, took the oppor
wounded ſome of my men ; and I pre tunity, ſat her foreſail and topgallant fails,
fume we did them as much damage, as F and ran away. We endeavoured to pur
cur nen were very cool, took good aim, ſue her with what rags of fails we had
were under very good diſcipline, and left, but to no purpoſe. Thus we loſt
one of the fineſt two-deck ſhips my eyes
fought with a true Engliſh ſpirit.
An unlucky broadſide from the French ever beheld.
I cannot give you too great encomiums
made ſome ſlaughter on my quarter-deck,
in which I got wounded, loſing three on the people and officers behaviour, and

fingers of my right hand, and a ſmall G I hope you will ſtrenuouſly recommend
my officers to the lords of the Admiralty,
as they richly deſerve their favour. Not
while : I at the ſame time got ſeveral con withſtanding the great fatigue the ſhip's
tufions over my body by ſplinters; but I company had all day, they cheat fully
recovered immediately, and would not go ſtayed up all night, knotting and ſplicing
off of deck till the loſs of blood began the rigging, and bending the ſails.
to weaken me. The maſter, and lieute-H I flatter myſelf, when you refle&t, that
nant of marines got dangerouſly wound one of the ſhips of your ſquadron, with
ed at the ſame time.
no more than 65 guns (as you know ſome
I called to my people to fland by and of our guns were diſabled laſt January,
do their duty, which they promiſed to do and not ſupplied) and but 472 well men
with the utmoſt cheaºulneſs. I juſt ran at quarters, ſhould beat three French men
down, and got the blood ſtopped, and of war, one of 74 guns and 7 oo men,
wound over my right eye, which, by the
effuſion of blood, blinded me for a little

i

another

º
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another of 38 guns and 350 men, and The taking and deſtroying ſo many of the
one of 28 guns and 250 men. If we had enemy's ſhips on this, occaſion, whereby
had the good luck to join the Briſtol, it the French navy is conſiderably weakened,
would have crowned all.
is an additional heavy loſs to them; and
Capt. Boles being on board the Buck all this has been atchieved with ſo little
ingham, I gave him direétions to go loſs on our part, as is ſcarcely to be pa
down and ſuperintend the lower deck, A ralleled in any inſtance.
which he performed with great alacrity.
And though by our repulſe and retreat
As we have been ſo greatly damaged from Ticonderoga, the ſanguine hopes
in our maſts, yards, ſails, and rigging,

we had entertained of ſucceſs in that

particularly our maſts, I thought it pro
per to ſend the carpenter of the Bucking
ham, as he can better give you an account

quarter, have been diſappointed, yet the
tnemy have gained no ground there; and
things are as they were on Hudſon's river

by word of mouth, of what fiſhes we B at the beginning of the campaign.
ſhall want, than many words of my
On the other ſide, major-general Aber
writing.
Before I conclude, I cannot help re

cromby ſent brigadier Stanwix, with a

conſiderable body of Provincials, up the

preſenting to you the inhuman, ungene

Mohawk's river, where a fort has been

rous,

and barbarous behaviour of the

built at the Oneida ſtation; whereby an

French during the action. No raſcally

important paſs is ſecured, through which

piccaroon, or pyrate, could have fired C one of the French generals was to have
worſe ſtuff into us than they did, ſuch as made an irruption laſt ſpring, but was
ſquare bits of iron, old ruſty nails, and,
in ſhort, everything that could tend to
the deſtruction of men; a ſpecimen of
which, pleaſe God, I ſhall produce to you
upon my arrival.

prevented by the diligence of our army,

which advanced ſo faſt, as to oblige the
French general at Ticonderoga, to itcail
him, to oppoſe our troops.
It was from this ſtation that lieutenant

I ſend you incloſed a liſt of the ſlain D colonel Bradſtreet, in conſequence of ol
and wounded.
ders received from general Abercromby,
Officers; one killed, three much wound

proceeded to attack the French fort Fron

ed.—Midſhipmen; two ſlightly wound

tenac, at Cadataqui, which he accom

ed, one died of his wounds.-Seamen ;

liſhed, taking and deſtroying the fort.
his event was attended with happy cir

five killed, nine much wounded, twenty

ſlightly wounded, one died of his wounds. cumſtances. At this place were taken all
— Marines; one killed, three much E the veſſels the French had on the lake,
which have been burnt: In the fort were
wounded, three ſlightly wounded.
N. B. The officer killed, was Mr. found a great number of arms, an im
George Marſhal, firſt lieutenant; and the menſe quantity of proviſions, and Indian
officers wounded, were capt. Tyrrell, goods of all kinds, being the magazine
Mr. Matthew Winterborne, maſter, and from whence Niagra and the other French
Mr. Harris, lieutenant of marines.
poſts weſtward were to be furniſhed.

F Theſe have all been deſtroyed or brought
The Speech of the Honouralle James de
Lancey, Eſq; his Majºſy'ſ Lieutenant
Governor and Cºmmander in Chief in
and over the Province of New York,
and the Territories depending thereon in
America: To the Council and

Aſſembly of the ſaid Province.

away, the effects of which will be ſevere

ly felt by the enemy this winter.
I mention the events in North-Ame

rica, as being near to you, and more
immediately engaging your attention.
General I have, however, the pleaſure to acquaint
G you, that by the lateſt advices, affairs in
Europe take a favourable turn for his

Gentlemen of the Council
and General Aſſembly,

majeſty and his allies, and we may hope
for a happy iſſue of the campaign.

TAKE this firſt opportunity of
our meeting, to congratulate you
cn the ſucceſs of his majeſty's arms in

Gentlemen,

-

I have now to recommend to you to
North America. The reduction of Lou-H proceed with diſpatch on the uſual buſ
iſbourg, and, in conſequence, of the iſlands neſs of this ſeaſon, and muſt acquaict
of Cape Breton and St. John's, is an
acquiſition of the utmoſt importance to
the trade of Great-Britain, and the ſafety

you, that the publick ſervice has called
me to Albany once laſt year, and twice
this, which you will take into your con

of the Northern colonies: May they aſ.

ſideration.

ways continue in the Britiſh- poſſeſſion.

On repreſentations from the

*
º
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of Ulſter and Orange, of the incurſions there is a variety of hills, valiies, fertrie
of the Indians inte their ſettlements, I

fields and meadows, along the banks of

ordered an officer and twenty-four addi

the Danube, Rhine, &c. It is adorned

with abundance of fine cities, caſtles, and
rotećtion; and colonel Hardenbergh palaces, and is very populous. The three
ordered a party of militia out, religions which are principally profeſſed
upon the Indians killing one of the in-A in Germany, are the Roman Catholick,
habitants within a mile of the church at the Lutheran, and the Calviniſt ; and
Rocheſter, I directed him to keep them the two latter (though brother Proteſtants,
on the ſcout till the danger of any far as well as Fellow-Chriſtians) hate, and
ther miſchief was over : When the ac would perſecute one another, as much as
counts of the expence accruing from this the Papiſts do both, when let looſe, ex
ſervice, are brought in, they ſhall be laid ther through blind zeal, or the policy of

tional men into the blockhouſes, for their

i.

before you. Theſe militia I have order- B their princes. The treaty of Weſtphalia
ed to be diſmiſſed, as general Abercrom eſtabliſhed the Proteſtants in the true en
by has ordered the light armed infantry joyment of their religion; after many
to be poſted in thoſe parts : He has alſo hundred thouſand people had been maſ
acquainted me that he would order the ſacred in the conteſts between the Papiſts
New-York regiment to be diſbanded as and them, ſince the reformation.
Germany produces corn, wine, oil,
ſoon as poſſible, and I am in daily ex
C ſheep, black cattle, and an excellent breed
pectation of heaving it is done.
Gentlemen,

If there be any laws to be revived or

of horſes, fit for the coach or army, and
with theſe the French uſually remount their

continued, or new to be made, for the cavalry. The country alſo produces great
benefit of his majeſty's ſubjects within quantities of flax and hemp, and they have
my government, you will find me ready abundance of good timber; nor ſhould
their bacon, beer, and mum, be forgot;
to give my aſſent to them.
City of New-York 'JAMES DE LAN cey. D they have alſo mines of iron, copper, and
ſilver, lead, ſalt, coal, vitriol, quickſilver,
Nov. 21, 1758,
nitre, ocre, and ſulphur, and ſome of the
A brief Account of the Empire of GER beſt medicinal ſprings and baths in Europe;
MA NY, with an accurate MAP of as at Pyl mont, Baden, Aix-la-Chapelle,
the Seat of War in that Empire, and the &c. They have alſo plenty of deer, fiſh,
adjacent Countrieſ.
and fowl; and their orchards are full of
HIS extenſive country is fituated E the beſt fruits. The people are excellent
between 5°. and 19°. of eaſtern mechanicks and chymiſts : The invention
longitude, and between 45°. and 55°. of of printing and gun-powder, is generally
north latitude.

It is bounded on the

aſcribed to them; clocks, watches, locks,

north, by Denmark, the Baltick ſea, and

ſwords, and fire-arms, they have alſo
the German ocean; on the eaſt, by Po brought to great perfection ; and they
land, Bohemia, and Hungary; on the have in a manner monopolized the manu
ſouth, by Switzerland and the Alps; F facture of tin plates, or white iron. They
and on the weſt, by the dominions of are reckoned good artiſts at painting and
France, and the Netherlands. It is ge engraving, and are excellent engineers.
nerally divided into io circles, viz. thoſe They carry on their foreign trade by the
of the Upper Saxony, Lower Saxony, rivers Rhine, Elbe, Oder, Weter, and the
and Weſtphalia, on the north : Thoſe of Baltick ſea; particularly from the ports
Auſtria, Bavaria, and Swabia, on the of Hamhurgh, Lubeck, Bremen, Stetin,
ſouth : Thoſe of Franconia, Upper G &c. and by land with Italy, Switzerland,
Rhine, and Lower Rhine, in the middle ; France, and Holland; they export a good
and the circle of Burgundy, which laſt deal of linen, particularly to England;
has been long torn from the empire.
and what we call Dutch toys, come ſtom
The Germanick body conſiſts of above hence : Proviſions, and conſequently la
3oo ſovereign princes and ſtates, which bour, is very cheap, or it could never turn
may be included under the following ge to account to employ their hands in ſuch
neral claſſes. 1. The emperor. 2. The H trifles.
Of moſt of the countries included in this
electors. 3. The eccleſiaſtical princes.
4. Secular princes. 5. Free cities, which MAP, we have given particular MAPs,
are either imperial towns, as Franckfort, with deſcriptions annexed, in our former
or hanſe towns, as Hamburgh and Bremen. Volumes, where all that relates to the em
Germany, towards the north and eaſt, pire of Germany, its conſtitution, govern
is a level country; on the ſouth it is ment, &c. Inay alſo be ſound ; to which,
h
mountainous; but in the middle parts therefore, we refer our readers.
7 he
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Dec. 1, 1757, evith an Ar
count of all the material Quºftions therein determined, and of the political Diſputer
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued / on our Appºmata to laſt rear, p. 661.
HUS they had full information, aſſºnt by commiſſion, being entitled, An
as to every thing relating to the Act to permit the Importation of ſalted
matters under conſideration ; yet, Beef, Pork, and Butter, from Ireland, for

|

from the bad ſucceſs of the two bills they
had ſent up to the other houſe, they found
they had hitherto proceeded without any

a limited Time.

The preamble of this a&t ſets forth,
That the permitting the importation of
effect : However, they reſolved, it ſeems, A ſalted beef, pork, and butter, into this
to do ſomething, if poſſible, for the be kingdom from Ireland, for a limited
nefit of trade and navigation, and for time, may, at this time, be of great ad
the relief of the poor. With this view vantage to both kingdoms, therefore it is
it was, on the 19th of April, ordered, enacted by
that there ſhould be laid before the houſe,
Clauſe 1. That from and after the 24th
an account of the prices that had been of June, 1758, all ſorts of theſe proviſions
paid for beef for vićtualling his majeſty's B may be imported into this kingdom from
navy, from Chriſtmas, 1730, to Chriſtmas, Ireland, during fix months next enſuing,
1757, diſtinguiſhing each year; which free from all ſubſidies and penalties, other
account was accordingly preſented on the than the aftermentioned, viz.
26th, and ordered to lie on the table, to
2. There ſhall be paid to the
-

be peruſed by the mem'ers of the houſe ;

ſalt duty officer, at the port of importa

and on the 8th of May it was ordered, tion, and before the landing 1s. 4d. for
that leave be given to bring in a bill for C every hundred weight of ſalted beef or
the free importation of ſalted beeſ, pork, pork; and 4d. for every hundred weight
and butter, into this kingdom from Ire of ſalted butter, and ſo in proportion.
land, for a time to be limited; and that
3. If landed before payment of
Mr. Thomas Coventry, Mr. Staunton,

theſe duties, tº be forfeited ; and the im

and Mr. Gybbons, ſhould prepare and

porter moreover to forfeit zos. per barrel,

bring in the

*:

and ſo in proportion.

As the bill had been before thought of, D — 4. No bounty to be allowed up
and was very ſhort, it was next day pre on the re-exportation of ſuch proviſions.
ſented to the houſe by Mr. Thomas Co
— 5. The uſual one for preventing
ventry, when it was read a firſt time, and vexatious aélions or ſuits, for any thing
ordered to be read a ſecond time. On the done in purſuance of this act.
10th it was read a ſecond time, and com.
From this whole affair, relating to the
mitted to a committee of the whole houſe;

importations from Ireland, every reader

and, on the 24th, the houſe having re E muſt obſerve, That it was a diſpute be
folved itſelf into the ſaid committee, they tween the trading intereſt and the pre
went through the bill witb ſeveral amend ſent landed intereſt of this kingdom. I
ments, which were next day reported and ſay the preſent landed intereſt, for as to
agreed to ; and the houſe having made that which is future, it muſt in every
an amendment to the bill, ordered it, with country coincide with the trading intereſ',
the amendments, to be ingroſſed. On What is prejudicial to the trading intereſt,
the 26th it was read a third time, and a F will always, at laſt, be prejudicial to the
motion made for its being paſſed, where landed intereſt ; and what ſerves to pro
upon a debate aroſe in the houſe, which mote and increaſe the trade of any coun
was adjourned till next morning, but was try, will always, at laſt, be of ſervice to
not reſumed till the Monday following, the landholders of that country. But as
when an ingroſſed clauſe was added, by to the preſent landed intereſt of this
way of Ryder, and an amendment made, kingdom, it is certain, that a free impor
by the houſe, to the bill, after which it G tation of proviſions from Ireland would
was paſſed, and ſent to the lords, by whom at firſt, and perhaps for a confiderable
it was paſſed, and on the 13th, of June time, lower the rents of moſt of our
their lordſhips, by meſſage, acquainted farms; for a farmer who pays a rent of
the commons, that they had agreed to the aos. an acre, cannot ſell the produce of
bill without any amendment; and at the his farm ſo cheap, as a farmer may do
end of the ſeſſion it received the royal who pays but los. an acre for laid of
January, 1759.
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equal goodneſs; and a farmer who, by rea
ſon of high taxes, muſt expend yearly zos.

but cutting the throats of our neighbours,

an acre in the cultivation, cannot fell the

ſuppoſe, that every county had a ſupreme
legiſlature of its own, and a power to

or of one another.

In this ſtate let me

produce ſo cheap, as a farmer may do
who expends but 1 os. an acre in the ſame make laws to be of force within that
fort of cultivation, ſuppoſing them, in county; and that three or four rich
both caſes, of equal ſkill and induſtry. A maſters of manufacture, expelled from
Iſ then it be true, as I believe it is,

Flanders, or the Hans Towns, came over

that our farmers in England generally pay
higher rents, and are at a greater expence

to ſettle, and ſet up their reſpective ma
nufactories in one of our counties ; in

in the cultivation, than the famers in

Kent for example. They would of courſe
bling ſome ſkilful workmen along with
tation of proviſions from Ireland, would them; and they would give good wages
run all our farmers, and oblige their B to every native, male or female, old or
landlords to lower their rents; and every young, that could be uſeful in their ma
partial free importation will have a pro nufačtories. The poor would flock into
portionable effect. But then, if we con Kent for employment, and the neigh
ſider the ſuture landed intereſt, and the bouring counties would ſend thither for
general intereſt of the nation, it is cer all the manufactures they had occaſion
rain, that if the proviſions neceſſary for for. By this means there would ſoon be
the ſupport of the poor be held at a C a great increaſe in the numbers of their
dearer rate in any one country, than in people, and in the quantity of gold and
its neighbouring countries, either by ſilver current among them; and, by both,
taxes, or by prohibitions, in order to raiſe the price of all ſorts of proviſions, pro
or keep up the rents of the landholders, duced in that county, would be greatly
that country will, at laſt, loſe both its inhanced, which of courſe would en
commerce and manufactures; and then courage and increaſe their agriculture;

Ireland, it is evident, that a free impor

the rents of the landholders will be re-D but their people and current money ſtill
duced much lower than they could ever

continuing to increaſe in a greater pro
portion, and the price of proviſions con
ſequently to riſe; the neighbouring coun
ties would ſend into Kent all the ſpare
proviſions they could raiſe, which, while
workmen, in all ſorts of manufacture, it continued, would prevent the price of
will be higher than in any neighbouring E proviſions in Kent, from riſing much a
eountry, and conſequently their manu bove what they ſold for in the neighbour
factures cannot be ſold ſo cheap at foreign ing counties, and conſequently the price
markets, as the manufactures of any of labour, and the rents of their lands,
neighbouning country, who can rival would ſtill continue at a moderate rate.
have been, by allowing a free importation
of proviſions neceſſary for the ſupport of
the poor ; for in ſuch a country, the price
of labour, that is to ſay, the wages of

them in the ſame ſort of manufacture; ſo
In theſe circumſtances, the farmels of
that their manufactures will, at laſt, be Kent would repine at their being kept
confined to their own home conſumption, F down in their prices, by the foreign pro

and a great part, even of that, will, at
laſt, be ſupplied by foreign manufactures,
clandeſtinely run in upon them, which
cannot be prevented by the ſevered laws
againſt ſmuggling, eſpecially in manu

viſions imported, and would thereupon
make heavy complaints to their landlords.
On the other hand, the landlords fore

ſeeing the immediate conſequence, that if
their farmers could ſell the produce of
factures wherein it is impoſſible to diſtin their farms at an higher rate, they could
guiſh between what is foreign and what is G pay them an higher rent; but not fore
home made.
ſeeing, or neglecting, the remote conſe
This I take to be an infallible maxim, quences with regard to trade, and being
with regard to trade and commerce, and met in their wiſe county-court, they
as it is of great importance to this nation would make a ſtrićt and ſevere law againſt
to have it well underſtood, and conſe the importation of any foreign proviſions,
quently aſſented to, by the high as well as meaning by the word foreign, every place
the low, I ſhall endeavour to illuſtrate H not within the county of Kent. Upon
and confirm what I have ſaid. For this this, the price of proviſions, the price of
pua poſſe I ſhall ſuppoſe this nation in the labour, and the rents of lands, would
fame ſtate which it was in the days of liſe to an extravagant height all over the
Henry III, or Edward I. when we had county of Kent ; and the manufacturers
neithe, agriculture, manufactures, or com and merchants, who exported their manu
me, ce: When we thought of nothing factures, would be ſenſible of the expence
they
-
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they were put to, by the increaſed wages the importation of foreign proviſions re
they were obliged to pay to their work pealed. If their requeſt ſhould be grant
men and ſervants, and the increaſed price ed, the price of proviſions and labour
they were obliged to pay for proviſions to would ſoon come to be in Kent, upon a
ſupport their families; but they would par with the neighbouring counties, ſo
not complain, becauſe, having no rivals that they could work up their manufac
in any other county, they could make A tures at as cheap a rate as ſuch manufac
good their loſs by raiſing, in proportion, tures could be work'd up in any other
the price of their manufactures, for ex county; and if they, being eſtabliſhed in
portation as well as for home conſump the manufacture, and as yet jn poſſeſſion
tion; ſo that the county of Kent would of the foreign-markets, and by their great
continue increaſing, both in the numbers capitals enabled to trade at a leſs profit,
ef their people, and in the quantity of than young beginners, could afford to do,
their current coin ; for the poor will al-B the latter would ſoon be undone, which
ways flock to that country where they would be ſuch a diſcouragement that no
hear that wages are high, without confi. one would attempt any ſuch undertaking
dering the difference in the expence of for the future. By this means the county
living ; and the additional price of the of Kent would ſoon recover the little
manufactures exported, would bring more trade they had loſt; and their merchants
money into the county, while at the ſame would be daily extending their correſpon
time it would be prevented from going C dence and finding out new markets for
out by the prohibition of foreign pro the ſale of their goods : Their towns
wifions.

would increaſe both in extent and mum

bers of people, many of their villages
would become large towns, and new vil
ral years, for nothing but force, or very lages would be almoſt every year b:gin
ill treatment, can oblige manufacturers or ning to be formed, for no one can tell how
merchants to remove from a place where D far the trade even of a ſingle county
they are well ſettled in buſineſs, and in a might be extended by good laws and good
way of living handſomely, if not of growing management, as is evident from the pre
rich. In the mean time the rents of the
ſent ſtate of the provinces of Holland and
landholders would be vaſtly increaſed, not Zealand.
Let us now ſee what would be the ef
only by the increaſed rents of their farms,
but by the rents of new houſes and gar ſe&t of the repeal of this law with regard
In theſe flouriſhing circumſtances the
county of Kent might continue for ſeve

dens in all their towns and villages, which E to the landholders.

As their

farmers

being very populous, would give an ad

could not now ſell the produce of their

ditional riſe to the rents of all the farms

farms at ſo dear a rate, it is certain they

in their neighbourhood, by furniſhing

would be obliged to lower the rents of

them with plenty of rich compoſt for their farms; but the rents of all the houſes
and gardens upon their reſpective eſtates
manuring and fertilizing their grounds.
In theſe flouriſhing circumſtances I ſay, would continue at leaſt as high as ever;
the county of Kent might continue for F and what they loſt by the redućtion of
ſeveral years, without any rival in their their farm rents, would ſoon be more than
trade or manufačture; but at laſt ſome compenſated by the great number of new
of the poſterity, or apprentices of the Ken houſes and gardens that would be built
tiſh manufacturers, obſerving the low price and laid out within their eſtates, and all
of proviſions and labour in the neigh let at high rents to thriving merchants or
bouring counties, and from thence juſtly tradeſmen, or to induſtrious and frugal
concluding, that manufactures of all kinds G workmen or labourers. Even the farms
might there be carried on at a leſs expence, in the neighbourhood of new towns and
inſtead of ſetting up in Kent, they would villages might be ſoon raiſed to their old
go and ſet up manufactories in ſome of rents, by the improvement they would
the neighbouring counties and ſoon de receive from ſuch a neighbourhood.
prive Kent of vending any of their manu Therefore I muſt conclude, that the
faëtures in thoſe counties, after which landholders in Kent would in general be
they would become their rivals, and un-H great gainers by agreeing to the merchants
derſºll them not only at all ſoreign mar and traders requeſt, in the repeal of ſuch
kets, but even in the county of Kent itſelf. a prohibitory law.
From hence one would be apt to think
This would give the alarm to all the
merchants, manufacturers, and traders in it impoſſible, that ſuch a requeſt could be
Kent; and they would of courſe apply to reješted by rational creatures, and yet it
the county court to have the law againſt the county-court of Kent coºted moſtly
B. z.

º
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of landholders who were neither concern

ber of people remaining in the county,
ed in trade, nor underſtood any thing of could not conſume near the former pro
its nature, the requeſt would, I am per duce of the farms : The farmers there
ſuaded, be rejected. What then would fore muſt either produce leſs of all ſorts
be the conſequence? The manufačturers of proviſions, or they muſt ſend the fur
foreſeeing that it would be no longer plus to be ſold in the neighbouring coun
poſſible to carry on their manufactures in Aties : If they produced leſs, they could
Kent, ſuch as were rich enough would not pay the high rents they had been rai
give up all trade, and many of the reſt fed to . If they ſent the ſurplus to the
would remove into the neighbouring coun neighbouring counties, they could not
ties : Nay, ſome of the lich would, out ſell it but at ſuch a low price as would
of reſentment, remove thi: her in order to diſable them from paying the high rents
carry on and eſtabliſh the manufactures of they had been raiſed to : Conſequently the
thoſe counties; and the merchants con- B farmers would all be ruined in a few

cerned in the export trade, not finding
any thing in Kent that they could export,
would likewiſe give up all trade, or re
move into the neighbouring counties; ſo

years, and the landholders, at laſt, forced

that no manufaëtures would remain, nor

chants, whilſt the trade and manufactures

to reduce the lent of their farms, much

lower than would have been neceſſary,
had they agreed to the requeſt of the mer

would any manufactures be made in Kent, of the county were in a vigorous and
but juſt ſufficient for their home conſump-C flouriſhing condition.
tion ; and great part even of this would
In my ſeaſoning upon this ſubjećt, I
ſoon be ſupplied from the neighbouring have confined myſelf to the ſuppoſed con
ccurties, either by an open trade, or a

dućt and trade of one ſingle county, he

clandeſtºne importation, if the open trade cauſe in ſuch a ſmall limit, the effects
would follow their cauſes much more
fhould be prohibited.
Thus in a ſmall number of years, there quickly, than they can ever do in a large
would be neither trade, nor manufacture, D and extenſive kingdom, therefore the cou
ror any extraordinary number of people ſequences may be more eaſily compre
in the county of Kent; for all the labour hended, and more clearly ſeen ; for in
ing people, and all thoſe concerned in any ſuch a ſmall limit, the effects would pro
branch of manufacture, would follow the

maſters into the neighbouring counties;

bably follow their cauſes in the ſpace of
forty or fifty years, whereas, in a large

and ſuch as could not ſollow them would

and extenſive kingdom, two or three cen
become a burden upon their reſpective pa- E turies may intervene, and the effects may
riſhes; by which means the towns and be accelerated or retarded by various acci
the villages in Kent would become deſo dents that may happen to the kingdom, or
Jate, and the houſes ruinous ; ſo that of its neighbouring ſtates, ſo that when the
many of them it night in a few years be effects begin to be perceived, the cauſes
would be unknown to the vulgar; but in
faid, as was of old ſaid of Troy :
both caſes the conſequences are equally
Eff ſeges ubi Troia fuit.
Can we think that in this general wreck F natural and neceſſary, as might be con
of the trade and people of the county of firmed from hiſtory, if my deſigned bre
Kent, the landholders would remain un vity would allow me to enlarge upon the
hut and unaffected In the firſt place they ſubjećt; therefore it may be laid down
would loſe, not a part but the whole of as a general and certain maxim, that a
the rent of all thoſe houſes and gardens, government which aims at trade, or at
within their reſpe&tive eſtates that were preſerving what it is poſſeſſed of, ought
become ruinous; and as there would be G never to prohibit or to load with heavy
ro demand for building materials, it duties, the importation of the neceſſaries
would coſt them a large ſum of money to of life, or the rough materials for manu
get the lubbiſh removed, in order to make fačture, even from foreign countries, and
the ſcite fit for paſturage or tillage : Even much leſs from any one part of its own
thoſe houſes that continued to be occupi dominions to another.
But in this country, we have been ſo
*d, would fall perhaps to a third of their

former rent ; by which means moſt of H far from obſerving this maxim, that we
the landholders would find the yearly in
i. of their eſtates greatly diminiſhed.
ut would they ſuffer nothing in the rent
of their farms ? Would that rent conti

nue at it's former extravagant rate

It is

impoſſible to ſuppoſe it. The ſmall num

have not only prohibited, or loaded with

heavy duties, the importation of the ne
ceſſaries of life, and many of the rough
materials (or manufacture, even from ſome
of our own dominions, but alſo have load

ed with heavy dutics, all the

“ºng
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of life that can be produced amongſt our
ſelves; and we now make uſe of this as
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can we ever have any concern, in what is

called the tranſport trade, that is to ſay,
the trade of carrying goods from one for

an argument for not permitting the free
importation of the neceſſaries of life, and

reign country to another

ſome of the rough materials for manufac
ture, from Ireland. This is a ſtrange

we muſt allow to be of all others the beſt

Yet this trade

nurſery for breeding expert ſeamen. This

heterodox ſort of conduct; and becauſe it A the Dutch are ſo ſenſible of, that they are

has not produced any very ſenſible bad
effeºt for theſe fixty or ſeventy years, we

now threatening an open breach with this
nation, rather than to allow a moſt juſt
and reaſonable reſtraint upon the privilege

are apt to conclude, that it will never do
ſo ; but if it does not produce a moſt fa.
tal effect, with regard to both our trade

which they obtained by their treaties with
us in the years 1668 and 1674; and this

and navigation, within the next fixty- or ſhould make us think of methods for low
feventy years, I will ſay, that it will be Bering the price of, by aboliſhing all taxes
more owing to the convulſions and wars upon, the neceſſaries of life, and by ad
that may happen among our neighbours mitting a free importation of ſuch neceſſa
upon the continent of Europe, than to ries at leaſt from every part of our own
our own good condućt or wiſe regulations. doininions to another as it is ſo evident
Having mentioned our navigation, I that our landholders in England muſt
fhall conclude this ſubject with obſerving ſuffer more by the loſs of our trade and
from the ačt laſt abovementioned, what a C navigation, than they can ſuffer by ſuch
dangerous influence our taxes upon the a free importation.
neceſſaries of life, and the high rents paid
[To be continued in our next.)
\by our farmers, muſt have upon our navi
ation, which is ſo neceſſary for our ſub Account of the British Colon its in the
Iſlands of AME Rica, commonly calleſ the
as an independent nation, as well
Weſt-Indies, continued from p. 684, of
as for the ſupport of our foreign com

É.

merce.

Whilſt this a& was depending in

D

our Magazine for 1758.

PON the ſurpriſing revolution in
the houſe of commons we may ſuppoſe,
England, the French court foreſaw,
that a very exa&t calculation was made of
what quantity of ſalt would be neceſſary that England would join againſt them in
for curing an hundred weight of beef or the war which they had then moſt unjuſtly
pork, and how much the duties upon that begun in Europe; therefore they preſently
quantity of ſalt would amount to, from ſent orders to their governor in St. Chri
whence we may with authority compute E ſtopher's, to attack and drive the Engliſh
the proportion which the duties bear to out of that iſland, notwithſtanding a
the prime coſt of the beef or polk. Now treaty then ſubſiſting between the two na
the prime coſt of ſalt beef or pork in Ire tions, by which it was ſtipulated that, in
land, is not even now above a penny per caſe of a war between them in Europe,
pound, which is 9s. and 4d. per hundred their reſpective people in America ſhould
weight : In the year 1679, it appears from continue neutral: As with theſe orders they
Papillon's Memoirs, that ſalt beef or F ſent their governor two men of war with
pork then ſold in Ireland at no more then

ſome troops, he immediately began the

6s. or 7s. per hundred weight; and if it attack, and being by this ſupply rendered
were not for our high rents and heavy du ſuperior to the Engliſh ſettled in that
ties it would now fell for very little more iſland, they were forced to take refuge in
either in England or Ireland ; However, their forts; and theſe too they were oblig
I ſhall reckon it at 9s. 4d. and from this ed to fu: render by capitulation, and all
aët it appears, that the duty upon the G to abandon the iſland on the 29th of July,
ſalt neceſſary for ſalting this quantity of 1689; whereas no war had been declared
beef or pork, amounts to 1s. 3d. which by England againſt France, until the
is a load of 131. per cent. with reſpect 17th of May that year; ſo that this at
to vićtualling, upon our navigation, by tack upon the Engliſh in St. Chriſtopher's
means of this duty alone, beſides the ad was not only an unjuſt but a treacherous
ditional weight, by means of the advan

ſort of condućt, which ſeemed to be re

ced price of ſalt beef and pork in Eng. H ſented by Providence; for ſoon after, and
land. Why then ſhould we wonder that whilſt the French were ſole poſſeſſors of
foreigners who pay no ſalt duty, nor any the iſland, there happened a moſt violent
higher price for their ſalt beef or pork earthquake, by which many of their plan
than is now paid in Ireland, ſhould na tations, houſes, and ſugar-mills were de
vigate their ſhips at a much cheaper rate ſtroyei, and ſome of their people ſwal
than we can: Under ſuch a heavy load lowed up alive.
º
This
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This treacherous attack, however, did
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ſoon came to the ears of Mr. Ibberville,
and put him in ſuch a fright, that he re
tired in a hurry with his ſquadron from
the Leeward Iſlands, and St. Chriſtopher's
continued wholly ſubject to the Engliſh

not long remain unreſented by us; for the
very next year Commodore Wright was
ſent out with a ſquadron of men of war
and a regiment of regular troops, and
theſe being joined by all the troops that government.
could he raiſed in Barbadoes and the A However, the French were allowed to
Engliſh Leeward Iſlands, the whole under continue in it, and in the poſſeſſion of
the command of colonel Codrington, who their eſtates, until the treaty of Utrecht
had been appointed governor of the Lee in 1714; but the whole iſland being by
ward Iſlands, and was upon this occaſion

that treaty added to the crown of Great

appointed general in chief of all the land

Britain, as the French remaining there

forces, they landed in St. Chriſtopher's in were either to retire, or to take the oaths
June, 1699, and before the end of the B to, and declare themſelves ſubječts of the
next month, they reduced all the French crown of Great-Britain, tho' by the treaty
forts, drove moſt of their people out of all of them night have remained, and
the iſland, and ſubjećted the whole to the profeſſed their own religion, yet, rather
crown of England, as they ſoon after did than take the oaths to our government,
the iſlands of St. Euſtatia, and St. Bar

moſt of them choſe to retire with their ef

tholomew ; and likewiſe obliged the fećls, and left their lands to the diſpoſal
French to deſert Guardalupe, tho' none C of our government, by the ſale of which
of our people were ſo wife as to take a pretty conſide able ſum was raiſed for
offeffion of it. But as our count have the publick ſervice.
ſeldom had any regard, in their treaties, to
Since the year 1714, I do not find any
our colonies or plantations in America, thing very remarkable in the hiſtory of
the French were, by the treaty of Ryſwick, St. Chriſtopher's, nor is there any thing
reſtored to all they were poſſeſſed of before in the hiſtory of the other Leeward Iſlands,
the war in the Weſt-Indies, and among D viz. Nevis, Montſerrat, and Antego,
the reſt to their moiety of St. Chriſto. that deſerves a place in ſuch a ſhort hiſ.
pher's ; and the Dutch had before been tory, except what happened to colonel
reflored by us to the iſland of St. Euſtatia; Park, the governor at Antego. This
from whence they now carry on the trade gentleman was, it ſeems, a native of Vir
of the French iſlands for them, and fur ginia, but being at London when the war
broke out in 1702, he became an officer

niſh thoſe iſlands with proviſions; and

even pretend to a right to do ſo, with- E in our army, and found means to recom
out being reſtrained or interrupted by us.
From the year 1697 therefore, the
French and we continued joint poſſeſ

mend himſelf ſo ſtrongly to the duke and
dutcheſs of Marlborough, that the duke
not only made him his aid de camp, but

ſors of the iſland of St. Chriſtopher's until

ſent him home with the news of the bat

17 oz, in which year colonel Codrington,
ſon of the general before-mentioned, was

tle and vićtory at Hochſtet, and after
wards got him appointed governor of the

governor of the Leeward Iſlands,

and as

F Leeward Iſlands, a poſt he was very unfit

foon as he heard of war being declared

for, confidering his haughty and violent
temper; but as men of this caſt are often
the moſt ſubmiſſive to thoſe who, they

in England againſt France, he aſſembled
forces, attacked the French in St. Chri
ſtopher's, and obliged them all to ſubmit
to the crown of England; in revenge of
which the French ſent a ſtrong ſquadron

thither in 1705, with troops on board un- G
der Monfieur Ibberville, who did great da

mage to the , Engliſh inhabitants, and
would probably have drove them out of
the iſland, had it not been for a contri
vance of Sir Bevill Greenvill, then go
vernor of Barbadoes, who ſent a ſloop

think, can forward their views of intereſt

or ambition, the duke perhaps knew no
thing of his natural diſpoſition.

July 14, 1706, he arrived at Antego,
which he made the place of his reſidence,
that iſland being then in the moſt flouriſh
ing condition, as it had not been at
tempted by the French in the invaſion
they had made the preceding year upon
the other Leeward Iſlands. Upon his

with a letter to the governor of the Lee Harrival they ſettled upon him iodol. a
ward Iſlands, adviſing him, that a moſt year, not as a ſalary, for that would
formidable Engliſh ſquadron was arrived have been contrary to , the inflrućtions
at Barbadoes; and as ſoon as the men
were a little refreſhed, was to ſail for the

then given to all our American gover
nors, but as a rent for a houſe. But

Leeward Iſlands, which news being ſpread

before he had been a year in the iſland, he

among the Engliſh
at St. Chriſtopher's, had ſallen out with moſt of the chief
I
Intrºl
-
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troops, there were circular letters ſent
round the iſland, inviting the inhabitants
been, his appointing a common foot ſol to come armed to town, on the Thurſday
dier of the regiment ſtationed in thoſe following, being the 7th of December,
iſlands, to be provoſt-marſhal of Antego, 171 o, to protect their repreſentatives.
On that day, early in the morning, .
which was certainly a moſt arbitrary and
inſufferable a&, as the office of that offi. A 3 or 4oo men, well armed, appeared in
cer is the ſame with that of our high St. John's town, and the gentlemen of
ſheriffs in England; and this appointment the aſſembly declared, that they had no
he made ſtill the more to be apprehended, deſign againſt the governor's life, but as
by declaring, that he would have no pro he had diſobeyed the queen's order, and
1759.

men in that and all the other iſlands, one
of the firſt cauſes of which ſeems to have

voſt-marſhal who would not return ſuch

had continued the exerciſe of his power

juries as he ſhould direct. It is likewiſe after it was ſuſpended, they were reſolved
ſaid, that being a man of gallantry, he B to ſeize upon his perſon, and ſend him
made too free with the wives and daugh priſoner to England; and as they heard that
ters of ſome of the chief men under his

the governor had reſolved to defend his

houſe, and had got a palty of the regu
lar troops, and ſeveral gentlemen of his
friends, into it, with proper arms for
that purpoſe, they ſent a meſſage to him,
Iſlands.
C by the ſpeaker of the aſſembly, and one
In ſhort, he was guilty of ſo many ar gentleman of the council, deſiring only,
bitrary and illegal actions, that in the that he would, to prevent the ... of
ſecond or third year of his government, blood, diſiniſs his guards, and quit the
the people ſent an agent to Englard, fº which propoſal he abſolute
with a petition, containing many heavy y rejected, whereupon a filing began on
complaints againſt him ; whereupon her both fides, and the people, at laſt, broke
majeſty queen Anne, in council, ordered D into the houſe in great fury, ſo that by
the facts to be inquired into, by an exa the firing, or after the people got into
mination of witneſſes upon the ſpot, and the houſe, a good many were killed or
that as ſoon as that examination ſhould wounded on both fides; and among the
be, on both fides, compleated, the governor reſt the governor hinuſelf was killed, and
ſhould return to England, by the firſt his body thrown into the ſtreets.
There was afterwards ſome enquiry
ſhip of war, to juſtify himſelf before the
council. The examination was accord- E made into this affair; but though be
ingly compleated, ſoon after the beginning tween 20 and 30 men had loſt their lives
of the year 1710, and the people ex in the ſcuffle, beſides thoſe that were
pećted that their governor was to leave wounded, I do not find that any perſon
them, and return to England, in obedi was puniſhed for being concerned in it,
ence to the queen's orders, by a ſhip then therefore it is probable our miniſters
preparing to ſail; but the governor ei thought, that governor Park had, by his
ther was not, or pretended that he was F bad condućt, brought the misfortune up

government, a conduct in a chief ma
iſtrate which has produced many revo
f. and therefore we cannot wonder
at its Producing one in the Leeward

not ready : The ſhip ſailed without him ;
and he continued not only to exerciſe his

on himſelf, and deſerved what he met

government, but to exerciſe it in the ſame
manner, ſo that the people began to look
upon him, not only as a tyrant, but as an
uſurping tyrant, becauſe they thought

And now, as to the produce and trade
of the Leeward Iſlands, they are of the
ſame nature with the trade and produce
of Barbadces; and their form of govern

with.

his power ſuſpended, at leaſt, by the G ment is the ſame 5 only that each iſland
queen's order to return.
has a deputy-governor, or lieutenant ge
Whilſt the people were generally in neral, and a council and aſſembly of its
this diſpoſition, at a meeting in the court own, and over the whole there is a chief
houſe at St. John's, ſome high words governor, or captain-general, who calls a
began to paſs between him and the aſſem
eneral meeting, or parliament, of all the
bly, whereupon a lieutenant of the re. iſlands, to meet him in any one of them
gular troops ran and brought a party of H he pleaſes, when any thing is to be re
grenadiers into the court-houſe ; but ſolved on for the good of the whole;
whether he did ſo of his own motion, or which parliament conſiſts of a general
by the governor's order, is not ſaid. council, compoſed of deputies ſent by
Upon this the aſſembly retired, and as the council of each iſland, and a general
they looked upon this as a deſign to over aſſembly, compoſed of deputies ſent by

awe them, by means of the regular the aſſembly ºf each iſland; and when a
->

captain
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captain general dies, or leaves the iſlands, fore the principal moving cauſe of all the
before a new one arrives, the lieutenant fluids and ſolids of the human body, we
general, whoſe commiſſion is of the ought to be very careful in chufing a
oldeſt date, ſucceeds of courſe to the go healthy air, as far as it is in our power.
vernment of the whole, which he holds
1. That air is beſt which is pure *,
until the arrival of a new captain-general dry, and temperate, untainted with noxi
A ous damps, or putrid exhalations from
appointed by the crown.
-

[To be continued in our next.]

any cauſe whatſoever; but the ſureſt mark

of a good air, in any place, is the coin
Proper Rules for preſerving HEAlth.
mon longevity of its inhabitants.
2. A houſe is healthy which is ſituated
From a Book lately publiſhed, entitled, The
Hiſtory of Health, and the Art of pre on a riſing f ground and a gravelly ſoil,
ſerving it, by James Mackenzie, M. D. in an open dry country; the rooms ſhould
be pretty large, but not cold; the expo
“we ſhall give what muſt be uſeful to B ſure
prudently adapted to the nature of
every one of our Readers.
the climate, but ſo contrived that your
In the ſecond Chapter of the ſecond Part the houſe may be perflated by the eaſt or
Author writes as follows, viz.
north winds whenever you pleaſe, which
the rules requiſite to preſerve ſhould be done, at leaſt, once every day, to
health, ſome are general or com blow away animal ſteams, and other nox
mon to all ages and conditions of men ; Cious vapours. But eſpecially let the air
and ſome are particular, or adapted to of your bed-chamber be pure and untaint
different periods and circumſtances of life. ed, nor near the ground, or any kind of
Under the general rules are comprehend dampneſs.
3. Evident marks of a bad air in any
ed thoſe which relate to the ſix inſtruments
of life, as air, aliment, &c. together houſe, are dampneſs or diſcolouring of
with ſome other uſeful maxims. Under plaiſter or wainſcot, mouldineſs of bread,
the particular rules are reckoned, Firſt, D wetneſs of ſponge, melting of ſugar, ruſt
Thoſe which are peculiar to different tem ing of braſs and iron, and rotting of
peraments, namely, the bilious, ſanguine, furniture.
4. There is nothing more apt to load
melancholic, and phlegmatic. Secondly,
Thoſe rules that belong to different pe. the air with putrid ſteams, or breed bad
riods of life, as infancy, youth, man diſtempers, than the general and pernici
hood, and old age. Thirdly, Thoſe that ous cuſtom of permitting common and
are appropriate to different conditions E crowded burial flaces to be within the pre
and circumſtances of men, conſidered as cinéts of populous cities.
5. The air of cities being loaded with
aćtive or indolent, wealthy or indigent,
free or ſervile.
ſteams of fuel, and exhalations from ani
I ſhall mention all theſe in order, be mals, is unfriendly to infants I not yet
ginning with the general rules which re habituated to ſuch noxious mixtures.
Sudden extremes of heat and cold
late to Galen's ſix non-naturals, viz. air,
aliment, exerciſe and reſt, ſleep and wake F ſhould be avoided, as much as poſſible ;
fulneſs, repletion and evacuation, toge. and they commit a moſt dangerous error,
ther with the paſſions and affections of the who in the winter nights, come out of the
mind.
cloſe, hot rooms of publick houſes, into
a cold and chilling air, without cloaks or

O°

Of A I R.

ſurtouts.

Air, by its extreme ſubtilty and weight,
of A L I M E N T.
penetrates into, and mingles with every G
1. The beſt food is that which is fimple,
part of the body; and by its elaſticity
gives an inteſtine motion to all the fluids, nouriſhing, without acrinony, and eaſily
and a lively ſpring to all the fibres, which digeſted ; and the principal rule to be ob
promote the circulation. As it is there- ſeived with regard to aliment in general,
-

ls

* By pure and dry is not meant an air abſºlutely clear from any heterogeneºus mixture,
for that is impºſſible, nor would ſuch be fit for animals, but an air not overcharged with
any fleams.
t See Columel. de re Rift, lib. i., cap. iv. Petatur igitur air calore
et frigore temperatus, quem medius ſere obtinet collis, loco paululum intumeſ:ente, quod re
que depreſſus hieme pruinis torpet, aut torret affate vaporibus.
1 Founded upon
experience, is mentioned a calculation in the biſhop of harcºffer's excellent ſermon (p. 18,
19.) preached for the benefit of the Foundling. Hoſpital, anno 1756, ſhewing that may
more children die in proportion, which are nurſed in a populous city, or brought up is

£ard, than if they were nurſed in the county, and neuriſhed at the brewſ.
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is to eat and drink wholeſome things in a valuable article of our diet, wholeſome
proper quantity. But, you will aſk, how and nouriſhing by itſelf, mixing well with
ſhall the bulk of people diſtinguiſh whole. all ſorts of aliment, and frequently agree
ſome aliment from unwholſome
And able to the ſtomach when it loaths every
how ſhall they meaſure the quantity pro other food.
per for them I anſwer, that almoſt all
5. It is to be obſerved, that liquid ali
the aliment in common uſe has been found A ments, or ſpoon meats, are moſt proper,
wholeſome by the experience of ages, when immediate refreſhment is required,
and a moderate healthy man need not be after great abſtinence or fatigue, becauſe
under great apprehenſions of danger in they will mingle ſooner with the blood
partaking of ſuch. But there is an ob than ſolid aliments.
6. As drink makes a confiderable part
vious rule which will direct every indivi
dual aright in the choice of his aliment. of our aliment, it may not be ami's here
Let him obſerve what agrees with his con B to enquire what fort of common drink,
ſtitution and what does not, and let his generally ſpeaking, is the moſt proper to
experience and reaſon dire&t him to uſe preſerve health. “ Pune water (ſys Fre

-

the one and avoid the other.

And as to

derick Hoffman +) is the beſt drink for

the proper quantity of aliment, the rule
is, to take juſt ſuch a proportion as will
be ſufficient to ſupport and nouriſh him,

perſons of all ages and temperaments. By
its fluidity and mildneſs it promotes a free
and equable circulation of the blood and
but not ſuch as will overload the ſtomach, C humours through all the veſſels of the bo
and be difficult to digeſt; yet in this mea dy, upon which the due performance of
ſure alſo, every individual has a ſure guide, every animal fun'tion depends; and hence
if he will be direéted by a natural unde water drinkers are not only the moſt ac
praved appetite; for whenever he has eat, tive and nimble, but alſo the moſt chear
of any good food, as much as his appe ful and ſprightly of all people. In fan
tite requires, and leaves off before his ſto guire complexions, water, by diluting
mach is cloyed ", or finiſhes his meal with D the blood, renders the circulation eaſy and
ſome reliſh for more, he has eat a proper uniform. In the cho'eric, the coolneſs of
quantity. But to prevent any deception, the water reſtrains the quick motion, and
he may be ſtill farther convinced that he intenſe heat of the humours. It attenu
has committed no exceſs, if immediately ates the glutinous viſcidity of the juices
after dinner he can write or walk, or go in the phlegmatick, and the groſs earthi
about any other neceſſary buſineſs with neſs which prevails in melancholick tem
pleaſure ; and if after ſupper his ſleep E peraments. And as to different ages, wa
ſhall not be diſturbed, or ſhortened by ter is good for children, to make their te
what he has eat or drank; if he has no nacious, milky diet thin, and eaſy to di
head-ach next morning, nor any uncom. geſt: For youth and middle aged people,
mon hawking or ſpitting, nor a bad taſte to ſweeten and diſolve any ſcorbutick acri
in his mouth ; but riſes at his uſual hour mony, or ſharpneſs that may be in the
refreſhed and chearful.
humours, by which means pains and ob
2. Another uſeful rule is, that we F ſtructions are prevented : And for old
ſhould not indulge ourſelves in a diſcor people, to moiſten and mollify their rigid
dant variety of aliments at the ſame meal. fibres, and to promote a leſs difficult cir
Tho' a good ſtomach, for example, may culation thro’ their hard and ſhrivelled
make a ſhift to digeſt fiſh, fleſh, wine, and pipes. In ſhort (ſays he) of all the pro
beer, at one repaſt; yet if one adds ſallad, dućtions of nature or art, water comes
cream, and fruit to them (which is too neareſt to that univerſal remedy or pana
frequently done) the flatulent mixture will G cea, ſo much ſearched after by mankind,
diſtend the bowels, and pelvert the digeſ but never diſcovered.” The truth of it
tion.
is, pure, light, ſoft, cold water, from a
3. The quantity and ſolidity of a man's clear ſtream, drank in ſuch a quantity
aliment ought to bear a juſt proportion to as is neceſſary to quench their thuſt, di
the ſtrength of his conſtitution, and to lute their food, and cool their heat, is the
the exerciſe which he uſes : For young, beſt drink for children, for hearty people,
ſtrong, laborious people, will turn to good H and for perſons of a hot temperament,
nouriſhment any kind of food in common eſpecially if they have been habituated to
uſe; and they can digeſt with eaſe a quan the uſe of it: But to delicate or cold conſti
tity that would oppreſs or deſtroy the deli tutions, to weak ſtomachs, and to perſons
unaccuſtomed to it, water without wine is
cate and ſedentary.
4. Bread made of good wheat flour, improper drink f ; and they will find it ſo,
properly fermented and baked, is the moſt who try it under ſuch circumſtances.
January, 1759.

Good

Uhi copioſor frater naturam cibus ingºſus
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Good wine * is an admirable liquor, day that the ačtive t are ſtronger than the
and, uſed in a moderate quantity, anſwers ſedentary; and that thoſe limbs of la
many excellent purpoſes of health. Beer bouring men which happen to be moſt
will brewed, light, clear, and of a proper exerciſed in their reſpective occupations,
ſtrength and age, if we except water and grow proportionably larger and firmer
wine, is perhaps the moſt ancient, and than thoſe limbs which are leſs employed.
bett ſort of drink in common uſe among A 1. Three things are neceſſarily to be
mankind.
confidered with regard to exerciſe. Firſt,
7. It is neceſſary to obſerve, that wa What is the beſt ſort of exerciſe. Secondly,
I8

What is the beſt time to uſe it : And,

ter or ſmall beer, or ſome other weak Hi
quor, ſhould be drank at meals, in a

Thirdly, What is the proper degree or

quantity ſufficient to dilute our ſolid food,

meaſure to be uſed.

and make it fluid enough to circulate

various exerciſes ſuit various conſtituti

As to the firſt, tho’

through the ſmall blood-veſſels, otherways Bons, as they happen to be robuſt or deli
the animal funètions will grow languid, cate, yet in general that ſort is beſt to
and obſtructions muſt follow.

which one has been accuſtomed, which he

has always found to agree with him, and
in which he takes the greateſt delight.
2. In the ſecond place, the beſt time to

8. Tea, to ſome, is a refreſhing col dial

after any fatigue. To ſome it is uſeful,

and ſeems to aſſiſt digeſtion, drank at a
proper diſtance of time after dinner: But uſe exerciſe is when the ſtomach is moſt
to others it occaſions ſickneſs, fainting, C empty. Some cannot bear it quite fail
and tremors at all times; ſo that the ex ing, and therefore to them exerciſe is pro
perience of every individual muſt deter per enough after a light breakfaſt, or to
mine not only the uſe or forbearance, but wards evening when dinner is pretty well
alſo the ſtrength and quantity of this digeſted, but ſhould never be attempted
ſoon after a full meal, by ſuch as are un
exotic beverage.
As the nature of coffee is more fierce
der no neceſſity to work for their daily
and ačtive than that of tea, and the fre D ſubſiſtence.

quent uſe cf it may conſequently be more
dangerous, every man's own experience

3. Laſtly, The meaſure or proportion of
exerciſe fit for every individual, is to be
eſtimated by the ſtrength or weakneſs of
his conſtitution : For when any perſon
begins to ſweat, or grow weary, or ſhort
breathed, he ſhould forbear a while, in

ſhould direét him how, and when, to uſe
or forbear it; but the trial ſhould be

fairly made with care and caution.
Chocolate is nouriſhing and balſamic,
when freſh and good, but very diſagreea E order to recover himſelf, and then re
ble to the ſtomach when the nut is badly ſume his exerciſe again, as long as he can
prepared, and is greaſy, decayed, or rancid. purſue that method with eaſe and plea
9. Perſons of tender conſtitutions ſhould ſure : But if he perfiſts until he turns
be careful to chew their meat well, that pale, or languid, or ſtiff, he has pro
it may be more eaſily digeſted.
ceeded too far, and muſt not only forbear
exerciſe for the preſent, but ſhould alſo uſe
of Ex E R C Is E.
F leſs next day. In general it is to be ob
As the human body is a ſyſtem of pipes, ſerved, that children and old people re
through which fluids are perpetually cir quire much leſs exerciſe than thoſe who
culating ; and as life ſubſiſts by this cir are in the vigour of life.
culation, contrived by Infinite Wiſdom to
4. Exerciſe may properly be divided
perform all the animal funétions, it is into three ſorts. Firſt, That which is
obvious that exerciſe muſt be neceſſary to performed by the intrinſic powers of our
health, becauſe it preſerves this circula. G own body only, as walking, running,
tion by aſſiſting digeſtion, and throwing dancing, playing at ball, reading 1 aloud,
off ſuperfluities. Beſides, we ſee every &c. Secondly, ºr. which is performed
by

* Plutarch in his life of Caſar tells us, that when we had taken Gomphi, a town in

Theffaly, by aſſault, he not only found proviſions for his army, but phyſick alſo : For there
they met with plenty ºf wine, which they drank freely. Warmed with this, and inſpired
with the god, they jollily danced along, and /book ºff their diſeaſe contračied from their
former crude and ſcanty diet, and changed their whole conſiitution.
† julius Caſa”
was of a weak and delicate conſtitution, ſays Plutarch, which however he hardened by
exerciſe, and drew even from the incommodifies of war a remedy for his indiſpºſitions, by
inuring himſelf to all ſorts of fatigue, and turning even his repoſe into acion.
I Dr.
obſerves, that ſinging is a moſt healthful exerciſe, and ſuijoins the following words :
“Tanta denique ºff waci, et loquela in exercendo corpore praſantia, at id forlºſe cauſa
ft, curfaemina non tanto alia; exercitio indigent quanto indigent viri, quonian filºt

#.

#,

/*nt ille loquaciores. Qºţaft. medic. An precipua valeiudini; tutela exercitatio º in ſºo.

Of SLEEP and WAKE FULNEss.
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by the powers of ſome other bodies ex ſhould be aſſigned to ſleep The anſwer
trinſic to us, as geſtation in wheel ma is, that tho’ different conſtitutions require
chines, horſe litters, ſedan chairs, ſailing, different meaſures of ſleep, yet it has been
&c. And, Thirdly, That which partakes in general obſerved, that ſix or ſeven hours
of both the former, as riding on horſe are ſufficient for youth or manhood, and
back, wherein we exerciſe our own pow eight or nine for infancy or old age, when
ers by managing our horſe, and holding A they are ſtrong and healthy, but the in
our bodies firm and upright, while the

firm are not to be limited; and the weak

horſe performs the part of a vehicle.
Without entering into the ancient diſ
putes of philoſophers, about the moſt

ºr any perſon is, the longer he ought to
indulge himſelf in ſuch a meaſure of ſleep
as
he him.
finds by experience ſufficient to re
freſh
•

healthful of all theſe ſorts, we may ven

ture to affirm in general, that what is
2. Moderate ſleep increaſes the perſpi
performed by our own powers, is the B ration, promotes digeſtion, cheriſhes the
Inoſt proper for perſons of a ſtrong and body, and exhilerates the mind; and they
healthy conſtitution; that what is per whoſe ſleep is apt to be interrupted by
formed by external helps only, is mott flight cauſes, ſhould nevertheleſs keep
proper for the infirm and delicate; and themſelves quiet and warm in bed, with
that the exerciſe performed partly by our their eyes ſhut, and without toſſing or
ſelves, and partly by foreign aſſiſtance, is tumbling, which will in ſome degree an

moſt ſuitable to ſuch as are neither very C ſwer the purpoſes of a more ſound ſleep.
robuſt nor very tender: And as to the
3. Exceſſive ſleep, on the other hand,
particular benefits which ariſe from riding renders the body phlegmatic and inactive,
on horſeback, they have been ſet forth in impairs the memory, and ſtupifies the un
ſo rational and lively a manner by Syden derſtanding. And exceſſive wakefulneſs
ham and Fuller, that nothing material diſſipates the ſtrength, produces fevers,
can be added to their arguments; and it dries and waſtes the body, and anticipates
has been already obſerved, that whatever D old age.
advantage can be received from a good
4. He who ſleeps long in the morning,
digeſtion, may in an eminent degree be and ſits up late at night, inverts the or
expected from this exerciſe, adjuſted ac der of nature, and hurts his conſtitution,
without gaining any time; and he who
curately to the ſtrength of the rider.
5. After exerciſe we run a great riſk will do it merely in compliance with the
of catching cold (eſpecially if we have faſhion, ought not to repine at a faſhiona
been in any degree of ſweat) unleſs we E ble ſtate of bad health.
take care to prevent it, by rubbing our
5. A man ſhould forbear to ſleep after
bodies well with a dry cloth, and chang dinner, or indeed at any other time of the
ing our linen, which ſhould be previouſly day in our cold climate, except where a
well aired : But of all the follies com

mitted immediately after exerciſe, the moſt
pernicious is that of drinking ſmall li

long habit has rendered ſuch a cuſtom al
moſt natural to him, or where extraor

dinary fatigue, or want of reſt the pre

quors of any ſort quite cold, when a man F ceding night, obliges him to it in which
is hot; whereas if we drank them blood

caſe he ſhould be well covered to defend

warm, they would quench our thirſt bet him againſt catching cold.
6. Two hours or more ſhould inter
ter, and could do us no injury.
6. Lean people are ſooner weakened vene between ſupper and the time of go
and waſted by too much exerciſe than ing to bed; And a late heavy ſupper is a
thoſe who are plump: And every man great enemy " to ſleep, as it diſtubs that
ſhould reſt for ſome time after exerciſe, G ſweet tranquillity of the body and mind,
which is ſo refreſhing to both.
before he ſits down to dinner or ſupper.
Of SLEEP and WAKE FULNESS.

Of REPLETION and EVACUATION.

1. Sleep and wakefulneſs bear a great

1. The whole art of preſerving health

reſemblance to exerciſe and reſt; and
wakefulneſs is the natural ſtate of ačtion,

may properly enough be ſaid to conſiſt in

filling up what is deficient, and emptying

in which the animal machine is fatigued H what is redundant, that ſo the body may
and waſted, and ſleep the ſtate of eaſe, in be habitually kept in its natural ſtate ;
which it is refreſhed and repaired. The and hence it follows, that all the ſupplies
viciſhtude of ſleeping and waking is not from eating and drinking, and all the diſ.
only neceſſary, but pleaſing to our nature, charges by perſpiration, and by the other
while each is confined within its proper channels and diſtributions of nature,
limits. But you will aſk what limits ſhould be regulated in ſuch a manner that
C 2.

t' -
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the body ſhall not be oppreſſed with re

quer his paſſions, and keep them in ab

pletion, or exhauſted by evacuation. Of

ſolute ſubjećtion to reaſon; for let a man

theſe twe, one is the cure or antidote of be ever ſo temperate in his diet, and re
the other; every error in repletion being gular in his exerciſe, yet ſtill ſome un
corrected by a ſeaſonable and congruous happy paſſions, if indulged to exceſs,
evacuation ; and every exceſs in evacua will prevail over all his regularity, and
tion (if it has not proceeded too far) be A prevent the good effects of his tempe
ing cured by a gradual and ſuitable re rance ; it is neceſſaly, therefore, that he
pietion.
ſhould be upon his guard againſt an in
2. When any repletion has been accu fluence ſo deſtrućtive.
mulated, it requires a particular and cor
2. Fear, grief, and thoſe paſſions which
reſpondent evacuation, well known to partake of them, as envy, hatred, ma
phyſicians. Repletion, for inſtance, from lice, revenge, and deſpair, are known by
eating or drinking, requires a puke or ab B experience to weaken the nerves, retard
ſtinence. A fulneſs of blood requires the circular motion of the fluids, hinder
immediate venæſection. A redundancy perſpiration, impair digeſtion, and often
of humous requires purging. And a to produce ſpaſms, obſtructions, and hy
retention of any excrementitious matter, pochondriacal diſorders. And extreme
which ſhould have been diſcharged by ſudden terror || has ſometimes brought on
ſweat, urine, or ſpitting, requires aſſiſt immediate death.
ance from ſuch means as are found by C 3. Moderate joy and anger, on the o
experience to promote theſe ſeveral eva ther hand, and thoſe paſſions and affec
cuations. And if thoſe cautions are neg tions of the mind which partake of their
Iešted, there will ſucceed an oppretion nature, as chearfulneſs, contentment,
of the ſtomach or breaſt, a weight of the hope, virtuous and mutual love, and
head, a rupture of the blood veſſels, or courage in doing good, invigorate the
ſoune o' her troubleſome diſorder.
nerves, accelerate the circulating fluids,
3. It is to be obſerved that a perſon in D promote per piration, and aſſiſt digeſtion;
effect health, all whoſe ſecretions are du but violent anger (which differs from
y performed, ought never to take any madneſs only in duration) creates bilious,
medicine that is either evacuating or inflammatory, convulſive, and ſometimes
acrimonious, becauſe it may diſturb the apoplećtick diſorders, eſpecially in hot
operations of nature without any neceſſi temperaments; and exceſs of joy deſtroys
ty; and Hippocrates expreſly declares ", ſleep, and often has ſudden and fatal $
that thoſe who are of a ſtrong and heal. E effects.
thy conſtitution are much the worſe for
4. It is obſervable, that the perſpira
taking purges f. But as to external ab tion is larger from any vehement paſſion
lutions of the ſkin, by waſhing, bathing, of the mind when the body is quiet, than
or ſwimming, they are proper for healthy from the ſtrongeſt bodily exerciſe when
people, provided they are not carried to the mind is compoſed. Thoſe therefore
-

exceſs.

who are prone to anger, cannot bear
4. It alſo is to be obſerved, that chew. F much exerciſe, becauſe the exuberant per
-

ing or ſmoaking tobacco ſoon after meals,
generally deſtroys the appetite, and hurts
the conſtitution, both by weakening the
ſprings of life (as other opiates do) and
by evacuating the ſaliva which nature has
appointed to fall into the ſtomach to pro

ſpiration of both would exhauſt and waſte
the body. It is alſo remarkable, that a
diſorder which ariſes from any vehement
agitation of the mind, is more ſtubborn
than that which aiſes from violent cor

poral exerciſe, becauſe the latter is cured

G by reſt and ſleep, which have but little

mote digeſtion.

5. Nothing exhauſts and enervates the
body more, or hurries on old age faſter
than premature concubimage; and hence

influence on the former.

5. A conſtant ſtrenity, ſupported by
hope, or chearfulneſs, ariſing from a good

the ancient Germans i are extolled by conſcience, is the moſt healthful of alſ
Tacitus for not marrying before they ar the affections cf the mind. Chearfulneſs
of ſpirit (as the great lord Verulam ob
rived at their full vigour.
H ſerves) is particularly uſeful when we fit
of the PASSIONS and AFFECTIONS down to our meals, or compoſe ourſelves
of the Mind.
to ſleep; becauſe anxiety or grief are
1. He who ſeriouſly reſolves to preſerve known to prevent the benefits which we
his health, inuſt previouſly learn to con
ought
* Seº. 2. aphor. 36, 37.
+ It is to be obſerved that the purges uſed in Hip
focrates' time were all fºre what violent.
f Tarda illis Penus, et pares vali
ºrue ºftebanºur. De Mar. German,
| See Valer. Maxim. who mentions ſeve
ſich ºftancer.

§ Wid. Plin. Hºff, Nat, lić. vii, cap. iiii. dul. Gell, No.:7.

General Rules
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ought naturally to receive from theſe re
freſhments: “If therefore, ſays he, any
violent paſſion ſhould chance to ſurprize
us near thoſe times, it would be prudent
to defer eating, or going to bed, until it

of Health.

2 I

Rule the ſecond : It is dangerous ſud
denly * to alter a ſettled habit or an old
cuſtom, and to fly from one extreme to
another. Even thoſe things which are

in themſelves bad, as dram drinking,
chewing tobacco, ſitting up late at night,
tranquillity.” (See our laſt Vol. p. 641.) A ſleeping immediately after dinner, morning
Having thus mentioned the principal whets, as they are called, &c. when by
rules relating to the ſix things neceſſary to long uſe they have unhappily grown fa
life, confidered ſingly, I ſhall here ſub miliar to any perſon, muſt not be broke
join a very important rule, which confi off all at once, but ſhould be relinquiſhed
ders two of the fix together, and ſhews by degrees.
The third rule is, that whatever tends
the mutual influence which they have one
upon the other, with reſpect to health. B to impair our ſtrength, ſhould be care- ,
The rule is, that our exerciſe ſhould bear fully avoided. To bleed often, for in
an exact proportion to our diet, and our ſtance, without an urgent cauſe ; to take
diet in like manner to our exerciſe; or, ſtrong purges or vomits; to go into a
in other words, that he who eats and ſlender and vegetable diet rathly, and ra
drinks pientifully ſhould uſe much exer ther from whim than neceility : All ſuch
ſubfides, and the mind recovers its former

ciſe ;

and he who cannot uſe exerciſe

errors as theſe, I ſay, change the ſmall

ſhould, in order to preſerve his health, C pipes, through which the circulation is
- live abſtemiouſly. Perſons who can uſe performed, into impervious cords, and
moderate and conſtant exerciſe, are able impair the ſtrength by drying up the
to digeſt a large quantity of aliment, conduits of life.
without any injury to their health, becauſe
their exerciſe throws off whatever is ſu
A Compariſon between antient and modern
Education.
Perfluous; but tender people, who can
uſe little or no exerciſe, if they ſhould D
of the LONDON
take in a large quantity of food, ſome To the AUTHOR
M A G A Z IN E.
indigeſted ſuperfluity muſt remain in the
S I R,
body, which becomes a perpetual ſource
N a Latin dialogue often printed with
of difiempers. Hippocrates looks upon
the works of Tacitus, but by ſome
this lule of adjuſting out diet to our ex
erciſe, as the moſt important in the whole ſuppoſed to have been written by Quinti
art of preſerving health, and has taken Elian, there is a compariſon between the
articular care to recommend it, as we

antient and modern education of children

ave ſeen before.
But one caution I muſt here recom
mend, which is leſs attended to than it

deſerves, viz. when a man happens to be
much fatigued and ſpent after a hard
journey or violent exerciſe, and ſtands in

among the Romans, which ſeems to be
ſuch an exačt repreſentation of the anti
ent and preſent method of educating chil
dren in this country, that I have ſent you
a copy of it, for ſuch of your readers as
underſtand Latin, together with an Engliſh

need of immediate retreſhment, let him

F tranſlation, or rather paraphraſe, for thoſe

eat things that are light and eaſy to digeſt,
and drink ſome ſmall liquor warm ; for
heavy meat and ſtrong diiak will increaſe
the artificial fever (if I may ſo call it)

that do not.

which violent exerciſe raiſes in the blood,

orators of the former age, ſo much ex

The dialogue is between Vipſanius Meſ
ſalla, Maternus, Julius Secundus, and

M. Aper ; and the queſtion is, why the

and will rather waſte than recruit his

celled thoſe of the preſent ; upon which
G Meſſalla is deſired to give his opinion,
Beſides thoſe appertaining to the fix whereupon he ſpeaks as follows:
things already mentioned, there are three
XXVIII. Et Meſſalia, non reconditas
other general rules greatly conducive to Materne cauſas requiris : Nec aut tibi it'ſ,
the preſervation of health, which muſt aut huic Secundo, ºvel huic apro ignotas,
not be forgotten.
etiam/i mili partes affignatis proferendi in
The firſt rule is : Every exceſs is an metiºn, quae omnes ſentimus. Qºis enim
enemy to nature. Whether it be in heat H ignora & eloquentiam & ceteral artes deſ
or cold, in grief or joy, in eating or civije ab ifta vetere gloria, non inspia ho
drinking, or in any other ſenſual gratifi minum ; ſed deſidia juventutis, & negli
cation, exceſs never fails to diſorder the gentia parentum, & inſcientia praeripien
body whereas, to be moderate in every tium, & oblivione maris antiqui º Aºuae
affection and enjoyment, is the way to mala primum in urbe nata, max per Italian

ſtrength and ſpirits.

Preſerve heal.h.

-

fºſ”,
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juſa, jam in provincia manant ºuam que nullan apud majore, noſtros audiorita
quan nºira nobis noticra ſunt. Ego de urbe ten hakuit, ſtatim docucro.
& his proprii ac ºvernaculi: vitiis loquar,
Which may be engliſhed, or para
quae natos flatim excipiunt, & per ſingulos phraſed thus :
Chap. XXVIII. Meſſalla. Altho' you
artatis gradus cumulantur, ſº prius de ſeve
ritate ac diſciplina majorum circa educan have put upon me the taſk of explaining
dos formandoſºme liberos hauca praedixero. A the reaſons of that which we are all agreed
7amprimum ſuu cuique filius ex cafta pa in, yet, my Maternus, you do not defire
rente natus, non in cella emptae nutricis, that I ſhould give any hidden cauſes, but
fed gremio at ſinu matris educatalur, cujur ſuch only as are known to you, to Secun
pracritua laur erat, tueri domum, & in dus, and to Aper ; for who does not
ſervire liberir. Fligebatur autum aliqua know, that eloquence and the other arts
major natu prºpinqua, cujus probati; ſheeta have fallen from their antient glory, not
tiſſue nortbus, omni: critiſpian familiae ſu B thro' any defe&t in mankind, but thro’ the
hole; committeretur, coram qua neque dicere lazineſs of our youth, the negligence of
fas eral quod turpe dićtu, nequefacere quod parents, the ignorance of ſchoolmaſters,
inhoneſium faciº videretur. Ac non ſtudia and a total neglect of the antient method
modo curaſque, fed remiſſiones etiam luſuſſue of education ; which evils firſt aroſe in
fuerorum, ſančištate quadam ac ºverecundia this city, ſpread preſently through Italy,
temperabat. Sic Corncliam Gracchorum, and are now flowing through all our pro
fic Aureliam Caeſaris : Sir Attiam Auguſi C vinces. But thoſe of our own growth are
matrºn pracfalſe educationibus, ac pro beſt known to us. I ſhall ſpeak of thoſe
duxiffe principes liberos accepimus, quae diſ which are peculiar to, and natives of this
ciplina ar ſeveritas eo pertinebat, ut ſincera city, which catch the children as ſoon as
& integra & nullis pravitalibus detoria born, and through every ſtage of life are
wniuſcujuſ ue natura, toto ſlatim préfore ar heaped upon them ; but I muſt firſt pre
riperet artes honeſias : & five a rºm mili miſe a few words relative to the diſcipline
tarem, five adjuris ſcientiame, ſive ad elo D and ſeverity of our anceliors in educating
quentiae fudiº inclinaffet, id ſalum ageret, and forming the minds of their children.
Firſt then, no man's ſon, bein of a chaſte
id univerſiºn hair iret.
XXIX. At muſic natus infams delegatur and frugal mother, was committed to the
Graeculae alicut ancillae, cut adjungitur cottage of an hired nurſe, but was brought
wnits aut alter ex ornnibus ſervis plerumque up under the eye and in the boſom of the
‘viliſimus, mec cuiquam ſerio minſterio ac mother, whoſe chief glory was to manage
commodatus. Horum fabulis & erroribas F her houſe, and to overſee the education of
tenºri ſtatin & rudes animi imbuuntur. Nec her children, However, ſome antient
quiſ?uam in tota domo penſ habºt, 7uid co female relation of known and approved
ram infante domino, aut dicat, aut faciat:

manners was often choſen, to whom was

:24ando etiam itſ parentes acc probitatine committed the care of the offspring of the
que modeffiae parvulns aſſuefactunt, fed laſ family; and before her, no one was al
civiae & libertati, per quae faullatim im lowed to make uſe of any low or ſcanda
pudentia irrepit, & ſui alienique contemptuº. Flous word in their diſcourſe, much leſs to
jam vero propria & peculiaria hujus urbis be guilty of any indecent astion in their
vitia poeme in utero matris concipi mihi vi behaviour. She took care to intermix a
dentur, hiſtrionalis favor, & gladiatorun ſort of ſančtity, and modeſty, not only
º:
fiudia. Quibus occupatus & in the ſtudies and exerciſes of the chil
tººiſſus animus quantulum loci bonus artibus
dren, but even in their vacations and di
relinquit. Quatum quemgae inventris qui verſions. Such we have heard was the
domiquidguam aliud loquatur P &uos alios G education of the Gracchi under Cornelia,
adoleſcentulorum ſermories excipimus, ſi quan and of Julius Caeſar under Aurelia; and
do auditoria intravimus * Nec praeceptores ſuch was that of Auguſtus under his mo
quidem ullas crebriores cum auditoribur ſuis ther Attia. By this their children became
fabular habent. Colligunt enim diſcipulos eminent in their country ; and the effect
non ſºveritate diſciplinae, nec ingenii expe of this diſcipline and ſeverity in education
rimento, ſed ambitione ſalutantium, & ille was, that every one's nature thus remaining
cebris adulationis. Tranſco prima diſcen H Pure and entire, and without being warp
tium elementa, in quibus & ifyi, parum ela ed by any bad habits, they applied them
boratur. Nec in auctoribus cognoſcendis, ſelves early and heartily to the liberal
mec in evolvenda antiquilate, nec in notitia arts; and whether they turned their minds
ºvel rerum, ºvel hominum, Tiel temporum towards the military, the law, or the ſtudy
ſatiº operae iºfumitur, fed expetuntur quot of eloquence, they applied themſelves
Rhetoras vocaat : Q43ram profeſſo quando wholly to that, and made themſelves com
*::mum in lan: urbºn introducia ſit, quam pleat maſters of whatever they aimed at.
Chap.
3

1759.
Chap. XXIX.

Antient and modern Education.
But now the child as

ſoon as born is committed to the care of

ſome little French woman, to whom is

23
and fornicatio, and from thence our Eng
liſh word fornication.
Jan. 15, 1759.

I am,

&c.

added a ſervant or two, of the very low
eſt in the family, and ſuch as are never

employed, or fit to be employed in any
buſineſs of conſequence. With the idle A
tales and vulgar errors of theſe, the raw
and tender minds of the children are firſt

imbrued ; nor is there any one in the fa
mily that minds what he either does or
ſays before his young maſter; whilſt even
the parents themſelves accuſtom their little

Statutes and Rules relating to the Inſpešion
and Uſe of the BRIT is H Museum,
lately publiſhed by Order of the Truſtees.
H E firſt ſtatute dire&ts the times

when the Muſeum is to be kept
open, as follows:

1. That the Muſeum be kept open at
the hours mentioned below, every day
throughout the year, except Saturday and

ones neither to probity nor modeſty, but B Sunday in each week; and likewiſe ex
to liberty and licentiouſneſs; from whence cept Chriſtmas-day and one week after;
impudence, and a contempt of their pa one week after Eaſter day and whitſan
rents, as well as all others, creep by little day reſpectively ; Good-Friday, and all
and little into their minds.

Now indeed,

days, which are now, or ſhall hereafter

the proper and peculiar vices of this city,

be ſpecially appointed for thankſgivings
or faſts by publick authority.
dren, even in the womb of the mother. C 2. That between the months of Sep
That reſpešt for ſtage-players and rope tember and April incluſive, from Mon
dancers, and that fondneſs for converſing day to Friday incluſive, the Muſeum be
with horſe-courſers, huntſmen, and brui opened, from nine o'clock in the morning
ſers, of which the minds of young gen. till th: ee in the afternoon ; and likewiſ
tlemen are fully poſſeſſed, what room at the ſame hours on Tueſday, Wedneſ
can it leave for any of the liberal arts or day, and Thurſday, in May, June, Je'v,
ſciences Where ſhall you find one who D and Auguſt ; but on Monday and Frt
at home ever ſpeaks of anything elſe Go day, only from four o'clock to eight in
into any of the little aſſemblies of young the afternoon, during thoſe four months,
gentlemen among us, what other converſa except at the times above excepted.
ſeem to me to be conceived with the chil

tion ſhall you hear? Even our ſchoolmaſters

t

º

|

The ſecond dire&ts the manner of ad

have no ſort of diſcourſe more frequently miſſion to view the Muſeum, as follows :
with their pupils; for they do not now
1. That ſuch ſtudious and curious per
endeavour to get ſcholars by the ſeverity E ſons, as are deſirous to ſee the Muſeum,
of their diſcipline, or the brightneſs of ſhall make their application to the porter,
their parts, but by attending levies, and in writing ; which application ſhall con
by the allurements of flattery. I paſs over tain their names, condition, and places of
the firſt elements of learning, in which the abode ; as alſo the day and hour at which
ſcholars themſelves take but very little they deſire to be admitted ; and ſhall be
pains. They do not take time enough to delivered to him before nine in the morn
make themſelves acquainted with the beſt Fing, or between four and eight in the
authors, or to enquire into antiquity, or evening, on ſome preceding day : And
into the knowledge of things, men, and that the ſaid names, together with the re
times ; but preſently apply to thoſe we ſpective additions, ſhall be entered in a
call le&ture readers, the firſt introduction regiſter to be kept by the porter. And
of whoſe profeſſion, and what little regard the porter ſhall, and is hereby required,
it met with from our anceſtois, I ſhall

to lay ſuch regiſter

every night before the

G principal librarian; or, in his abſence, be
preſently ſhew.
Upon this dialogue I ſhall make but one fore the under librarian, who ſhall offici
remark, which is, That even in the de ate as ſecretary for the time being, or in
enerate age of Quintilian, common bawdy his abſence, before one of the other under
i.
and common proſtitutes made, it librarians; to the end that the principal,
ſeems, no part of the converſation among or ſuch under librarian, may be informed,
theyoung gentlemen of Rome, tho' among whether the perſons ſo applying be proper
the young gentlemen of this country, it is H to be admitted according to the regula
too often the chief topick of converſation; tions made, or to be made, by the truſtees
but the young Romans, it ſeems, were not for that purpoſe. And if he ſhall judge
ſo ridiculouſly vain, as to talk of their them proper, he ſhall direct the porter to
amours with common proſtitutes, nor ſo deliver tickets to them, according to their
abandoned as to frequent their common requeſt, on their applying a ſecond time
brothels, which they called fornicer, from for the ſaid tickets.
whence came the Laº words formicare
2. That

-
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2. That no more than ten tickets be

printed books, . manuſcripts, and other
delivered out, for each hour of admit parts of the collection, diſtinguiſhed by
tance; which tickets, when bronght by numbers, be depoſited in ſome one room
the reſpective perſons therein named, are of each department, to which the ſame
to be ſhewn to the porter ; who is there ſhall reſpectively belong, as ſoon as the
upon to direct them to a proper room ap-A ſame can be prepared.
pointed for their reception, till their hour.
9. That written numbers, anſwering
of ſeeing the Muſeum be come; at which to thoſe in the catalogues, be affixed both
time they are to deliver their tickets to to the books, and other parts of the col
the proper officer of the firſt department : lečtion, as far as can conveniently be
And that five of the perſons, producing done.
ſuch tickets, be attended by the under
10. That in paſſing through the rooms,

librarian, and the other five by the aſſiſt. B if any of the ſpectators defire to ſee any
ant, in each department.
3. That the ſaid number of tickets be
delivered for the admiſſion of company at

book, or other part of the colle&tion,
it be handed to them by the officer, as far
as is conſiſtent with the ſecurity of the
the hours of nine, ten, eleven, or twelve colle&tion, to be judged of by the ſaid
reſpectively, in the morning; and at the officer; who is to reſtore it to its place,
hours of four or five, in the afternoon of before they leave the room ; That no
thoſe days, in which the Muſeum is to be more than one ſuch book, or other part
open at that time : And that, if applica-C of the collection, be delivered at a time
tion be made by a greater number of per to the ſame company: And that the offi
ſons than can be accommodated on that cer do give the company any information
day and hour, which they had named ; they ſhall defire, relating to that part of
the perſons laſt applying have tickets the colle&tion which is under his care.
granted them for ſuch other day and hour,
11. That upon the expiration of each
as will be moſt convenient for them; pro hour, notice be given of it by ringing a
vided it be within ſeven days; a ſufficient bell; at which time the ſeveral companies
number of tickets being ordered to be left D ſhall remove out of the department in
in the hands of the porter, for that pur which they then are, to make room for
freſh companies,
poſe.
4. That if the number of perſons pro
12. That the coins and medals, except
ducing tickets for any particular hour does ſuch as the ſtanding committee ſhall or
not exceed five, they be defired to join in der, from time to time, to be placed in
one company; which may be attended Eglaſs caſes, be not expoſed to view, but
either by the under librarian, or aſſiſtant, by leave of the truſtees, in a general
as ſhall be agreed on between them.
meeting, or the ſtanding committee, or
5. That if any perſons having obtained of the principal librarian : That they
tickets, be prevented from making uſe of be ſhewn between the hours of one and
them, they be deſired to ſend them back three in the afternoon, by one of the of.
to the porter in time; that other perſons ficers, who have the cuſtody of them :
wanting to ſee the Muſeum may not be F That no more than two perſons be ad
-

-

excluded.

mitted into the room to ſee them at the

6. That the ſpectators may view the
whole Muſeum in a regular order, they
are firſt to be conducted through the de

ſame time, unleſs by particular leave of
the principal librarian ; who in ſuch caſe
is required to attend, together with the

partment of manuſcripts and medals;

ſaid officer, the whole time: ' And that

then the department of natural and arti but one thing be taken, or continue out
ficial productions; and afterwards the G of the cabinets and drawers at a time,
department of printed books, by the par which is to be done by the officer, who
ticular officers aſſigned to each depart ſhall replace it, before any perſon preſent
ment.
goes out of the room.
13. That if any of the perſons who
7. That one hour only be allowed to
the ſeveral companies, for gratifying their have tickets, come after the hour marked
curioſity in viewing each department, ſo in the ſaid tickets, but before the three
that the whole inſpection for each com. H hours allotted them are expired, they be
ermitted to join the company appointed
pany may be finiſhed in three hours; and
that each company keep together in that }. the ſame hour, on their removing into
room, in which the officer who attends another department, in order to ſee the
them, ſhall then be.
remaining part of the colle&tion, if they

8. That a catalogue of the reſpective

deſire it.

14. That

Account of Fort FrontRNAc.
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14. That the Muſeum be conſtantly ſame name, and on which it is built, and
ſhut up at all other times, but thoſe

by whoſe means they may tranſport their

above-mentioned.

furs in canoes, with more eaſe than they

15. That if any perſons are deſirous can carry them over land to New-York.
of viſiting the Muſeum more than once, It was built to ſuppreſs the ravages of
they may apply for tickets in the manner theſe Indians, into the heart of whoſe
above-mentioned, at any other times, and A country they can thence make excurſions
as often as they pleaſe : Provided that no in twenty-four hours; but they demoliſh
one perſon has tickets at the ſame time

ed it in 1633, before which time it was a

for more days than one.

ſquare, conſiſting of large curtains, flanked

-

16. That no children be admitted into

with four little baſtions; theſe flanks had

the Muſeum.

but two battlements, and the walls ſo low,
that one might eaſily cimb over them
any fee, reward, or gratuity, of any per- B without a ladder; and all of it but indif
ſon whatſoever, except in ſuch cafes as ferently fenced with mud banks and palli
are herein after mentioned, under the pe. ſades. It ſtands near the junction of lake
17. That no officer, or ſervant, take

naity of immediate diſmiſſion.

-

-

Ontario with the great river St. Lawrence.

The third directs the manner of ad

It was here that the famous M. de la Sale

mitting perſons, who deſire to make uſe

built two barks, both which lie at this

of the Muſeum for ſtudy, or ſhall have

day ſunk near the caſtle. It is about 150
occaſion to conſult the ſame for evidence, C miles S. W. from Montreal; and 13o
or information : But as every ſuch perſon leagues above Quebec. The winter a
will certainly provide himſelf with the bout this place is much ſhorter than at
book itſelf, we ſhall not ſpare room for it. Quebec, and the ſoil ſo well cultivated,
And at the end there is an order, as as to yield all ſorts of European and In
follows:

Although it may be preſumed, that

dian corn, and other fruits.

When his majesty's forces under colo

perſons who ſhall be admitted to ſee the D nel Bradſtreet took this important place,
Muſeum, will in general conform them it was ſurrounded with walls, baſtions,
ſelves to the rules and orders above and other fortifications of ſquare ſtone,
mentioned ; yet as it may happen, that which are found in great plenty, and
theſe rules may not always be duly ob ready cut and poliſhed by the beating of
ſerved : . The truſtees think it neceſſary, the waves of the lake above-mentioned, on
for the ſafety and preſervation of the Mº the north fide of which it is built, on a
feum, and do hereby order, That in caſe E peninſula, and near which is a good
any perſons ſhall behave in an improper haven for all ſorts of veſſels to ride in
manner, and contrary to the ſaid rules, ſafety. It mounted fixty pieces of cannon,
and ſhali continue ſuch miſbehaviour, af and is ſituated in lat. 44° 2 o'.
Some of the colonies that came hither,
ter having been admoniſhed by one of
the officers; ſuch perſons ſhall be obliged brought with them ſeveral ſorts of horned
forth with to withdraw from the Muſeum; cattle, fowl, and other uſeful creatures;
and their names ſhall be entered in a book F ſo that there ſeldom or never was a want
to be kept by the porter : Who is hereby of any thing in it. When we took it
ordered, not to deliver tickets to them for there were vaſt magazines of all ſorts of
their admiſſion for the future, without a proviſion and ammunition in it, which it
ſpecial direction from the truſtees in a ge will be very difficult for the French to re
eſtabliſh.
neral meeting.
The only natural misfortune attending
4, we had not Room in our laſ, Volume, this place is, that the advantageous com.
p. 552, for a longer Account of Fort

munication between this lake, Montreal,

Frontenac, of which Fort and Bay we and Quebec, is ſomewhat difficult and
there gave an elegant Plan, we ſhall dangerous, becauſe the river of the Iro
Here give our Readers one ſºmewhat quois is full of rocks, cataraćts, and may
more particular, as alſo of the Lake On be eaſily obſtructed by the ambuſhes of
tario, referring them, at the ſame Time. that wild people, who lic on each ſide.
to our Map of the Five Great Lakes, in
This fort was one of the princinal
our Pal. for 1755. p. 432.
ºt
RON TENAC, called by the natives marts the French had in North-America,
for a trade with the Indian: ; which took

Cataraqui, is a fort advantageouſly

fºuated for a trade with the Iroqueſe, or

off a great quantity of coarſe woollen
goods, ſuch as ſtroids and duff's, and

Five Nations; for their villages lie in the

with theſe, guns, hººchets, knives, hoes,

neighbourhood of the lake which bears the

kettles, powder and ſhot; beſides ſhirº,

January, 1759.
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Produćlion and Degradation of double Flowers.

cloaths ready made, iron and braſs work,
and trinkets of all ſorts, with ſeveral other
articles, in exchange for all ſorts of furs.

Jan.

ſtones, very curious both for their ſoftneſs
and durability.” (See our Vol. for 1757,
p. 14-17.)

The Indians come to this inart from all

Dr. Hill has juſt pabliſhed A Method of

parts of North-America, even from the
diſtance of a thouſand miles.

The trade

now is wholly confined to fort Frontenac A
and Montreal; for tho' many, if not moſt

le,

y a

ich

º: Courſe of Culture.

he has exemplifted in ſix Copper-Plater
of the different States of the Tulip, and
one of the Veronica. As on theſe Plates
depends the Demonſtration, we cannot well

of the Indians, ačtually paſs by our ſet
tlement of Albany in New-York, where
they may have the goods they want cheap
er conſiderably than at either Montreal
or Fortenac; yet they travel on many
miles further to buy the ſame commodi
ties at ſecond-hand, and enhanced by the
expence of ſo long a land carriage, at the

roducing double Flowers from

make an aiºraº ºf bit whole Perform
ance ; which, by the lye, is moſt incor
&g

reilly printed; but at #. Cloſe be tell as :
Tº
. to effect theſe changes

the French find it

by a regular culture muſt be thus:
The roots muſt be new planted every au

cheaper to buy our goods from the New

tumn, and marle added to the mould. We

York merchants, than to have them from
their own, after ſo bad and ſo tedious a

trees, which forms the filaments in flow

French marts.

É.

find this encreaſes that part of the timber of

paſſage as it is from the mouth of the ri- C ers. Every plant muſt have a yard ſquare
wer St. Lawrence to Frontenac; ſo much

of ground, whereon nothing elſe grows;
and the ſtalks muſt be annually cut down

do the French exceed us in induſtry, oe.
conomy, and the arts of conciliating the
affections of mankind; things that even
ballance all the diſadvantages they natu
rally labour under in this country.”

as ſoon as they begin to flower ; water
ing the root daily for a month after. This
fills the bud for the ſucceeding year with
the fit nouriſhment.”

“The lake Ontario is near 280 lea-D
gties in circumference; its figure is oval,
and its depth rums between twenty and
twenty-five fathom. On the north ſide
are ſeveral little gulphs. There is a

“As a peculiar degree and kind of
nouriſhment given to the roots in a par
ticular manner, has ſwelled and expand
ed the fleſhy ſubſtances of the ſtalk, and
made it, in theſe inſtances, luxuriant in the

communication between this lake and that

filaments, the conſequence of negle&t will

of the Hurons, by the river Tanaouate;

be a degradation of the flower, as regu

from whence you have a land-carriage of E

lar as was the riſe to this kind of excellence.

fix or eight leagues to the river Toronto,
which falls into it.

When a tulip has, from favouring cir

The French have

cumſtances, in the courſe of four, or, with

two forts of conſequence on this lake.

interruptions, in five, fix, or more years,
been paſſing the ſeveral ſtages to perſe&t
... the filament firſt expanding
ſimple, then dividing, the anthera being
F obliterated in the third flage, and the body
of the filament ſplit flatwiſe in the fourth;
ſo in the ſame courſe of years, or perhaps

Frontenac, which commands the river St.

Lawrence, where the lake communicates
with it. And Niagara, which commands
the communication between lake Ontario
and Erie; The Iroqueſe blocked up and
itarved the garriſon of this fort, ſome time

ago; but #. French wheedled the In
dians, by their prieſts, to let then erect the
fort again, under the notion of flore
houſes.

On the ſouth-eaſt fide of this lake ſtood G
our fort of Oſwego, an infant ſettlement,

made by the province of New York, with
the : view of gaining to the crown
of Great Britain the command of the Five

Lakes, and the dependence of the Indians
in the neighbourhood; and to its ſubjests
the benefit of trade carried on by the In
dians, both upon the lakes and the rivers
which flow into them. On the point

formed by the entrance of the river, ſtood
the fort, or trading caſtle. It was a ſtrong

fewer, with negle&t, it will deſcend to its
original ſimplicity again; unleſs the ſame
good management, which favoured the en
creaſe of the petals, continue, and pre
ſerve it.”
* In the veronica it is the ſame.

Let

a plant of it in the beſt ſtate of doubleneſs
we know, be left in an undug border ;
the ſecond year ſhall ſhew the #. of an
imperfect anthera upon a pale and ſome
what narrow inner petal. The third ſea

ſon the anthera will ſhew its proper form,
and the filament will become narrow and

be but little coloured; and the fourth ſum
mer ſhall produce a common ſingle flower."

houſe, encompaſſed with a flone wall near

A ſhort Account of the Light Ruſſian Troopſ.

twenty feet high, and one hundred and
twenty paces around, built of large ſquare

HERE are three corps of them :

——===º-

1. Coſſacks, who art of a middling
ſtature,

Account of the Light Ruſſian Troops.
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or to carry on a clandeſtine commerce
with the enemies of Great. Britain.

flature, but robuſt, and of a very fierce
aſpect; they may be ſaid to kill with
their looks; and, accordingly, are ſtran
gers to mildneſs and compaſſion. Their
uniform is a blue jacket, with very wide

A year, which has demonſtrated, by
the great increaſe of its commerce, that
the ſtrength and riches of the nation de
Pend upon thoſe meaſures, which have

breeches of the ſame colour, reaching
down to their half boots; a red Poliſh Abeen taken to protećt our navigation, and
to beat all oppoſition out of the ſeas.

coat with open ſleeves; and on their
heads, which are always ſhaved, a ſmall
red cap. Their arms are a ſort of ſpear,
15 feet long, ſupported within a leather
caſe on the right boot; two piſtols at
their belt, and a third at their back; a

The plan, laid down by the miniſtry
for the operations of that year, was to ſe.
eure this iſland from an invaſion, and to

defeat the ſchemes for ruining our colo

nies in America, in preference to any in

and, on the B tereſt of our allies on the continent;
left . of the ſaddle, a knife of about though not without paying a due regard
ten inches in the blade; and the Kanſ to thoſe treaties, and that intereſt, which
muſquetoon; a large ſabre

chuk. Theſe are the Coſſacks of Don,
who form a corps of ten thouſand men,
are regulars, and have a particular com
mander in chief. The irregulars differ

require the aid of Britain in defence of

their arms are only the bow and arrow ;

guard our coaſt againſt a French invaſion:

but ſuch is their dexterity, that they hit
to a hair's breadth at two hundred paces

A meaſure by which former miniſters had
laviſhed away the riches of the nation,

Theſe are much more brutal

expoſed the Britiſh courage to the ridicule

the liberties of Europe in general, and of
the proteſtant j. in particular.
For this º: they did not apply to
from them only in this, that their uniform C Hanover, He e, nor to Holland, for a
military aid, to be tranſported into Bri
is all blue.
2. Calm'cks, who wear all blue, and tain at a moſt extraordinary expence, to

diſtance.

than the former, not having ſo much as a D and contempt of the enemy, encouraged
them to hector over a diſarmed people,
terrified by every report of their motions

ſpark of their ſavage courteſy. They
are eaſily known by their monitrous thick
lips, flat noſes, and ſmall dripping eyes.
3. Carcolpacks are likewiſe a frightful
tribe. Their uniform is all grey; ſhirts
they wear none;

º:

towards the coaſt of the channel, and

endangered the common liberty of theſe
kingdoms, by placing our privileges,

are very ſavage
the cº E
and their arms are like thoſe
ſacks : Their look is enough to frighten

one, their

whole

#:".

airy.

Some with beards near a foot long.
Theſe are all cavalry, and are as ſwiſt as
eagles; the private men live by plunder,
receiving no pay. (See our laſt Vol.
P. 503, 509.)
To the MONITOR.

you with a new-year's gift. It
I Preſent
contains a brief account of the memo
rable year 1758, in which we have ſeen
the Britiſh flag reflored to its ancient dig

property, and lives, under the

..

of a foreign army: But,
They provided for the internal ſecurity,

: conſtituting a

regular and well diſci

plined militia, whoſe expence docs not
amount to a tenth part of the change of

foreign troops imported;
ten, thouſandſtrength
is ten times more to
and whoſe

F be relied on.

he hireling will flee in
time of danger; he who takes up a wea
p. for ſelf defence, will die, rather than
made a flave.

Our fleets were not locked np in the
ports of England, to wait the motions of

the French armaments and preparations

nity, and our enemies obliged to yield up G to waft their armies into this iſland in
the dominion of the ſeas to the ſuperio
rity of the Britiſh navy.

A year, which will for ever record the

flat-bottomed boats; neither was our
army augmented to conſume the national
treaſure in idleneſs at home, and in un

wiſdom of our national counſels; the

profitable expenſive encampments and

conduët of our officers, and the bravery
of our men employed in the publick ſer

parade.

vice, both

The Britiſh navy was permitted to car
by ſea and land; , and the Hry its power into the ocean, and the army

chearfulneſs with which all ranks of peo to enter into ačtual ſervice. The happy
fruits of which councils have been ga
ple contributed towards their ſupport.
A year, which will be moſt ſeverely thered in the conqueſt of Senegal; the
felt by all thoſe that direaly or indirealy acquifitions in North America; and in
ventured to diſturb the Peace, and inter the damages done to the enemy on the
the de
rupt the trade of the Britiſh dominions, coaſt Dof 1 France, excluſive of ſtructinº
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frustion of the French navy, and the to

when taken in the act of covering the

tal ſtop put to their trade, both in their

enemy's property.

Yet theſe

Their diſtreſs in France is not to be

great and glorious advantages are no

deſcribed : The new manner of attacking

more than an earneſt of the ſucceſs ex-

them has thrown their miniſters into coin

own and neutral bottoms.

pe&ted from the vigorous meaſures already fuſion; their councils always depend on a
taken, in purſuance of the ſame plan of A land war ; their ſyſtem was to divert
England from her natural advantages at
operations.
Till then the Britiſh lion was not at
ſea, by drawing her into continental ope
liberty to make uſe of his natural wea rations. There they had nothing to fear,
pons, to exert his ſtrength ; nor in a ſitu every rupture was ſure to turn to their ad
ation to prove his conduct and courage. vantage at a general peace ; and during
A long ſeries of pacifick meaſures had the war, they could increaſe our fears and
almoſt worn out the veterans, and the B
diſturbing our internal peace,
feet and army were too much under the either by ačluai invaſions or fomenting
command of fine gent}emen, whoſe gaie rebellions.
But the moment this ſyſtem was broke
ties, pleaſures, ſelf-indulge.ce, and con
nections with men in power, who pre through by our ministry, who could not
ferred any meaſures to a neceſſary war, as uſual be drawn into a continental war,
were bad incitements to military glory. as principals; and the French were made
Yet that inmate courage, which will al-C to feel all the weight of our ſtrength,

º:

ways diſcover itſelf in the Fngliſh when
le

where nature enables us to maintain a ſu

to ačtion, was no ſooner delivered

periority ; their councils, which have been
from the toils which had for many years cried up ſo much for unanimity and con
kept them in a ſtate of ina&tivity, but we ſiſtency, were divided, confuſed, and
faw them brave all dangers : St. Maloes rendered uncapable of doing any thing
and Cherburgh have felt the power of effectually, either for invading us, or de
their arms: St. Cas is a monument of D fending their own trade and dominions.
their intrepidity; and the undaunted re Nothing has proſpered in their cabinet ;
ſolution with which the landing was nothing ſucceeded in their operaticns, ei
made at Gabarus Bay, in the face of an ther by ſea or land, during the whole
able
enemy deeply and ſtrongly ent enched and year. Their merchants are no
fortified, ſhews that our ſeamen and ſol to ſupport their credit, their manufactures
diers only want an opportunity to convince are at a ſtand, and their whole land
the world, that they are the deſcendants E mourns at the ravages made by the
of thoſe heroes, who conquered France, diſtreſſes of an inglorious, bloody, and
and for many years maintained the domi ruinous war.

...;

nion of the ſeas.

From this time we have not been ter

How far theſe meaſures tended to com

rified with reports of a French army to

poſe all murmurings at home, and to in invade us and to cut our throats. We
fluence foreign ſtates in our favour, is have had no heart-burnings at home about
readily ſeen in the uniting of parties for F raiſing of money to carry on a war for
the promoting the national intereſt, and the ſole advantage of ſome petty ally,
in that weight which our advantages have neither have our trade and commerce been
amongſt ſome pºiſons abroad, who might expoſed to the force of our enemies, nor
otherwiſe he induced by family attach to the intrigues of our falſe friends.
The flouriſhing ſtate of our colonies,
ments and Gallic intrigue, to join our
tnerin res.

of our iſlands, of all our ſettlements, and

By theſe meaſures, our enemies are de-G kingdoms, both for their imports and ex
prived of thoſe means, without which it
will be impoſible to continue a war,

which they began to ruin their neighbours.

ports, in the courſe of the year paſt, has
never been equalled. Our merchants and
manufacturers, our planters and our na

and their device to avail themſelves of the

vigators, were never in ſo fair a way to
ſerve themſelves and their country. Both

friendſhip of Dutch carriers has turned

riches and ſeamen increaſe under the pro

Their navigation

is entirely ruined,

out, not only to their greater loſs, but H tection of a well-regulated and appointed
alſo has given England an opportunity to navy. The nation that can beſt protect
convince a treacherous ally, that who
ever, under the cover of a neutrality, take
upon then to counſel, aid, or ſupport the

their trade will always be moſt capable

enemies of Great Britain, muſt expect

turn out the greateſt number of able

to be treated as her profeſſed enemies,

bodied

of finding the finews of wat; and the
moſt extenſive navigation is moſt likely to
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bodied ſeamen, without whom a maritime
nation cannot ſubſiſt.

Therefore we have nothing to fear, ei
ther in regard to the ſucceſs of the war,
or to the goodneſs of a peace, if we per
were in the councils and meaſures that
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ſand reaſonable beings are heard all groan
ing in unneceſſary miſery, not by the in
firmity of nature, but the miſtake or neg
ligence of policy, who can forbear to pity
and lament, to wonder and abhor : (See
our laſt Vol. p. 649.)

have put us into ſuch an advantageous ſi- A There is no need of declamatory vehe
tuatiºn. An unchangeable reſolution to
purſue the war on the plan it is now car
ried on muſt baffle all the attempts of a
confuſed, enfeebled enemy. But if we

give up, or negle&t our intereſt at this

mence; we live in an age of commerce

and computation; let us, therefore coolly
enquire what is the ſum of evil which the
impriſonment of debtors brings upon our
country.

It ſeems to be the opinion of the later
time, not only France, but Spain, and
every little republick, will inſult our mer. B computiſts, that the inhabitants of Eng
charts, interrupt our navigation, and de land do not exceed ſix millions, of which
twenty thouſand is the three-hundreth
ſpiſe our flag.
What has exalted Britain to its preſent part. What ſhall we ſay of the huma
power and glory? Its naval ſtrength duly mily or the wiſdom of a nation that vo
employed. What has humbled France 2 luntarily ſacrifices one in every three-hun
The Britiſh power by ſea, leveiled againſt dred to lingering deſtruſtion!
her ſhipping, her coaſts, and her ſettle-C The misfortunes of an Individual do
ments, What has made this nation re not extend their influence to many ; yet,
-

ſpectable to the reſt of Europe

Her for

if we conſider the relations and effects of

midable fleets, and wiſe miniſtry. What conſanguinity and friendſhip, and the ge
multiplies our riches at home 2 The care neral reciprocation of wants and benefits,
that is taken of our navigation.
which make one man dear or neceſſary to
Should our expe&tations be crowned another, it may reaſonably be ſuppoſed,
with ſucceſs from the ſame meaſures, D that every man languiſhing in priſon gives
which are now taken to compleat the pull trouble of ſome kind to two others who
ing down of French ambition : Should love or need him. By this multiplication
we live to hear of the repeated ſtroke of of miſery we ſee diſtreſs extended to the
the expedition againſt the French ſettle hundredth part of the whole ſociety.
ments on the coaſt of Africa, and in
If we eſtimate at a ſhilling a day what
North and South-America: Should we

is loſt by the inaction, and conſumed in

repeat thoſe deſcents made on their coaſts E the ſupport of each man thus chained
laſt year, and extend them to the ſouth down to involuntary idleneſs, the publick
of France, at the ſame time we might loſs will riſe in one year to three hundred
land a ſufficient body of troops on the thouſand pounds; in ten years to more
weſtern coaſt to maintain their gound for than a ſixth part of our circulating coin.
I am afraid that thoſe who are beſt ac
one campaign : Verſailles would tremble;
our friends in Germany would be per quainted with the ſtate of our priſons, will
mitted to purſue their particular intereſts F confeſs that my conjećture is too near the
againſt their oppreſſors, and Britain would truth, when I ſuppoſe that the corroſion
be able to preſcribe ſuch a peace, as would of reſentment, the heavineſs of ſorrow,
put it out of the power of a popiſh com the corruption of confined air, the want
bination, ever after to diſturb the tran

of exerciſe, and ſometimes of food, the

quillity of the proteſtant ſtates, or of the contagion of diſeaſes from which there is
united force of France, Spain, and Hol no retreat, aad the ſeverity of tyrants a
land, to contend with Britain for the G gainſt whom there can be no reſiſtance,
dominion of the ſeas.
and all the complicated horrors of a pri
Z. ſon, put an end every year to the life of
one in four of thoſe that are ſhut up
From the I D L E R.
from the common comforts of human life.

V

E of en look with indifference on

Thus periſh yearly five thouſand men,
the ſucceſſive parts of that, which, overborn with ſorrow, conſumed by fa
if the whole were ſeen together, would H mine, or putrified by filth; many of them
ſhake us with emotion.
A debtor is in the moſt vigorous and uſeful part of
dragged to priſon, pitied for a moment, life; for the thoughtleſs and imprudent
and then forgotten ; another follows him, are commonly young, and the active and
and is loſt alike in the caverns of obli

buſy are ſeldom old.

vion; but when the whole maſs of cala

According to the rule generally receiv

mily riſes up at once, when twenty
thou
e

ed, which ſuppoſes that one in thirty dies
yearly,

-
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yearly, the race of man may be ſaid to be others ſurvive only to propagate villainy:
renewed at the end of thirty years. Who It may be hoped that our lawgivers will
would have believed till now, that of e ſome time take away from us this power
very Engliſh generation an hundred and of ſtarving and depraving one another
fifty thouſand periſh in our goals t That But, if there be any reaſon why this in
in every century, a nation eminent for veterate evil ſhould not be removed in
ſcience, ſtudious of commerce, ambitious A this age, which true policy has enlighten
of
ſhould willingly loſe, in noi ed beyond any former time, let thoſe,
ſome dungeons, five hundred thouſand of whoſe writings form the opinions and the
its inhabitants : A greater number than modes of their contemporaries, endeavour
has ever been deſtroyed in the ſame time to transfer the infamy of ſuch impriſon
ment from the debtor to the creditor, till
by the peſtilence and ſword
A very late occurrence may ſhew us the univerſal infamy ſhall purſue the wretch,
value of the number which we thus con-B whoſe wantonneſs of power, or revenge of
demn to be uſeleſs; in the re-eſtabliſh diſappointment, condemns another to tor
ment of the trained bands, thirty thouſand ture and to ruin, till he ſhall be hunted
are conſidered as a force ſufficient againſt thro’ the world as an enemy to man, and
all exigencies t While, therefore, we de find in riches no ſhelter from contempt.
Surely, he whoſe debtor periſhed in
tain twenty thouſand in priſon, we ſhut
up in darkneſs and uſeleſſneſs two thirds priſon, tho' he may acquit himſelf of deli

.

of an army which ourſelves judge equal C berate murder, muſt at leaſt have his mind
to the defence of our country.

clouded with diſcontent, when he confi

The monaſtic inſtitutions have been of.
ten blamed as tending to retard the in

ders how much another has ſuffered from

him; when he thinks on the wife be
creaſe of mankind. And perhaps retire wailing her huſband, or the children beg
ment ought rarely to be permitted, except ging the bread which their father would
to thoſe whoſe employment is confiſtent have earned. If there are any made ſo
with abſtraćtion, and who tho’ ſolitary, D obdurate by avarice or cruelty, as to re
will not be idle; to thoſe whom infirmity volve theſe conſequences without dread or
makes uſeleſs to others, or to thoſe who
ity, I muſt leave them to be awakened
ſome other power, for I write only to
have paid their due proportion to ſociety,
and who, having lived for others, may be human beings.
To the above, we ſhall ſubjoin ſome
honourably diſmiſſed to live for themſelves.
But whatever be the evil or the folly of very pertinent refle&ions on the ſame ſub

‘.

theſe retreats, thoſe have no right to cen- Ejećt, of one of the authors of the Criti
fure them whoſe priſons contain greater
numbers than the monaſteries

cal Review.

.# other

“ It is but too common a ſaying with
countries. It is, ſurely, leſs fooliſh and creditors, where they expect no benefit or
leſs criminal to permit imaštion than com intereſt from throwing their unhappy fel
pel it, to comply with, doubtful opinions low-creature into a jail, “that they do
of happineſs, than condemn to certain it by way of puniſhment, and that they
and apparent mifery; to indulge the ex-F will at leaſt have that ſatisfaëtion.”. In

travagancies of erroneous piety, than to too many caſes they have indeed a right
multiply and enforce temptations to wick to be exaſperated at ſome particular cir
edneſs.

The miſèry of gaols is not half their
evil, they are filled with every corruption
which poverty, and wickedneſs can gene

cumſtances that may have attended the
incurrence of the debt, on the part of the
debtors.

But the law, which never at

tends to the vindićtiveneſs of private par

rate between them; with all the ſhame. G ties, beyond what is neceſſary for the good
left and profligate enormities that can be of ſociety, might ſurely interpoſe, with

produced by the impudence of ignominy, out injuſtice to them, and oftner to their
the rage of want, and the malignity of advantage, to limit the extent and dura
deſpair. . In a priſon the awe of the pub tion of that puniſhment, which, as things
lick eye is loſt, and the power of the law ſtand, is now arbitrarily left to the credi
is ſpent; there are few fears, there are no tors, who, blinded themſelves by a reſent
tluſhes. The lewd inflame the lewd, the H ment, not ſeldom the greater in proportion
audacious harden the audacious. Every to its injuſtice, will ſuffer their debtors to
one fortifies himſelf as he can againſt his languiſh out their lives in a jail, whilſt
own ſenſibility, endeavours to practice on every day's confinement leſſens the pro
others the arts which are pra&iſed on ſpe&t of their payment, by increaſing their
himſelf, and gains the kindneſs of his aſſo diſability. And what is worſe is, that
this rigour of the law generally falls on
ciates by fimilitude of manners.
Thus ſome ſink amidſt their miſery, and the moſt innocent and the moſt

*
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of commiſeration : Whilſt the unfair deb
tors, thoſe who have meditated their fraud,

are always thoſe who are the leaſt liable
to the ſufferings the others undergo, in a
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But, if even the caſe of fraudulent or

ill-defigning debtors claims the emenda
tion of the law for the ſake of their cre

ditors, how much more does that of only

greater degree for want of having deſer

unfortunate ones deſerve it for their own?

wed them.

And for the honour of human kind, it

A fraudulent debtor, who is in courſe Ais to be hoped, they are infinitely the great
er number of the two, and whom it
fed creditor, commonly takes his meaſures would be conſequently the greateſt in
fo well, that when the circumſtance of juſtice, as well as cruelty, to ſacrifice to
confinement falls upon him, he has al any confiderations of the other even if
ready ſecreted wherewithal to make his thoſe confiderations did not favour the
impriſonment eaſy to himſelf, and to noſe creditors themſelves, or that tenderneſs
his creditors with his riot at their expence, B for liberty, which charaćteriſes our nation,

prepared for an arreſt by his juſtly incen

whilſt he looks on himſelf as in ſome ſort

did not ſo ſtrongly recommend it.

acquitted to them, by the ſatisfaction the
loſs of his liberty is ſuppoſed to give them. • Cºpy ºf a Letter from the Mate of an Eaſt
If the ſenſe of that loſs has ſometimes

adiaShip, to his Wife in Cartſdyke, near

Grenock, in Scotland.
engaged ſome ſuch debtors (and they are
[This Letter we will not pretend to com
the leſs apt to be engaged to it from their
anticipation of that caſe) to pay, their c mºtºponi, there are ſome improbabilities
debts, in whole or in part, according as and ſºme Abſurdities init; but it ſtemſ, fres
they might be able ; by much the greater T. B't Letter, that many ºf our Readers

have been ſurprized into a liking ºf it, and,
number, having already loſt their reputa at
their Requeft, we record it.]

tion, even by the manner in which it be

comes known their debts were contraćted;

My Dean,

This

is to acquaint you that I am
to ſay nothing of their being expoſed by the
yet living; and I do think there is
bare arreff, or circumſtance of being carri D
ed to a jail, reſerve what they have got not on earth, a more remarkable inſtance
by their unfair dealings, to ſweeten the of the great mercy and goodneſs of God,
horrors of one, and to ſecure a ſupport, at than has been ſhewn in my preſervation.
leaſt for ſome time, without thinkin

1 arrived in India, Auguſt 15, 1753,

themſelves obliged to conſult the .#
of thoſe creditors eſpecially who ſhall not

and agreed to go mate along with ca
Hugh Kennedy, an old comrade of mine

have ſpared them, and whoſe ſufferings E in Virginia. I will be particular in my firſt
they look on as compenſated in ſome

voyage; and I hope you will cauſe what

Whereas, was

follows to be put in the news-papers, that

the law, which with ſo much propriety and
juſtice grants to the injured creditors the
attachment and impriſonment of their per
ſons, to compel from them a mott exa&
and rigorous account of what they ſhould

all concerned may have a true and impar

on, to be im

mediately ſecured for the benefit of the
creditors, with ſuch reparation and far
ther ſecurity to them, as the nature of the

and navigated by a captain, four mates,
and a gunner, Europeans. We took on
hoard soo merchants and other paſſen
gers, going to pay their yearly devotions

debtor's circumſtances ſhould admit; how

at Mahomet's tomb at Mecca, and ſailed

meaſure by their own.

have at that time in

tial account of the fate of their friends
and relations.

Our ſhip was about 900 tons burthen,
manned with loo Laſcars, or black ſailors,

many creditors would have reaſon to bleſs from Suratin India, April 10, 1754, with
ſuch a diſpoſition And the ſame law de G 2 cargo on board valued at 200,000l. ſterl.
termining the duration of a debtor's impri for Mocha and Jodda, in the Red Sea,
ſonment, according to the dictates of rea with a good wind, and, on the 13th, at
ſon and humanity, after his making all noon, we found ourſelves in the latitude
the ſatisfaction in his power (and what of 15 north, and nine degrees of longitude
more ought to be required 2) would not to the weſtward of Surat. At one after
only favour the creditor's greateſt intereſt, noon (may God preſerve me from the like
but reſtore to the uſes of civil life, num fight for ever !) we obſerved a ſmoke
bers of debtors, reformed, if ſuſceptible coming up thro' the deck in the galley or
of reformation, by ſuch a reaſonable tem forecaſtle. We immediately got the fore
porary puniſhment, and, at the worſt, ren hatches off to ſee where the fire was ;
dered by the loſs of credit, more incapa but the flame having vent, burſt out with
ble of hurting others, whom ſuch a cir ſuch rage, that it burnt both the ſecond
;
sumſtance muſt naturally put on their guard. mate's ſhirt and trowſers, and mine
and
*

-
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Adventures
and having got hold of the main ſtay ſail,
in five minutes communicated itſelf to the

rigging and ail the ſails in the ſhip. Our
boats were all on board but the long-boat,
and our rigging being on fire, we could

of John Iver.

Jan.

We rowed 24 hours towards the coaſt

of Malabar, and then gave over. I de
fired them to take their turbands, bein
Moors, and ſtitch them with ſome rope

yarn, out of the long boat's cable, for

make no uſe of our tackles to hoiſt them

ſails, and laſh the oars together for maſts;
out. The Laſcars all ran aft from the A which they did with all expedition; and
flames, and aſſiſtance we had none. I being a ſide wind, and fair weather, we
went down to the powder-room, which always went two ar three knots; but from
was be-aft, with the gunner, to heave the the want of ſleep (conduéting the boat by
powder overboard, and whilſt we are the ium in the day, and the ſtars in the
throwing it out, I obſerved the long boat night) I envied the death of my ſhipmates
cut advitt by the ſailors, which was the who were burnt or drowned. We were
only proſpect we had of life; on which B never hungry, but our thirſt was extreme =
account I went up to the deck, and told The ſeventh day our throats, and tongues
the captain, that, as the fire was ſo vio ſwelled ſo that we ſpoke by figns; on that
lent, they had but two choices, to burn day fourteen died, and almoſt the whole
or drown. He, with his uſual calmneſs, company became ſilly, and began to die
told me, he had ſeen me ſwim farther in laughing. I petitioned God earneſtly to
Virginia than to the long-boat, and as it continue my ſenſes to the end, which

was death to ſtay on board, I might yet C he was pleaſed to do, being the only per
reach her, and ſave him and the reſt of

ſon the eighth day that had them. On that
the Europeans. I took a cutlaſs in my day twenty inore died, and on the ninth
mouth, and direétly jumped overboard I ſpied land, which fight overcame my .
(at that time the fire had got to the quar ſenſes, and I fell in a ſwoon with thank
ter deck with ſuch violence that nobody fulneſs and joy. When I recovered, I
durit go nigh it.) I had ſo far to ſwim, took the helm, and ſteered in for the land,
I was obliged to quit the cutlaſs, and D and ran into a bay between two rocks
ſwim for my life.
about eleven o’clock in the morning, ten
At laſt I reached the long-boat; and leagues to the ſouthward of Goa, a Per
going to uſe my authority, tho' I was be tugueze ſettlement on the coaſt of Ma
loved by the ſailors, they ſoon let me labar. The natives are Gentoos, or Pa
know it was at an end, and told me, gans, who uſed us very civiliy. They
“Did I not ſee 3 or 400 people ſwim took all the black people out of the boat
ing towards the long-boat That already E firſt that were alive ; and when I locked
ſhe was full; that they left their own fa-. round, ten lay dead in the boat. Fifty
thers and brothers to periſh, and could I. got alive to ſhore, of wirich I was one;
think they would return to take in five. tyventy died in two days more, and only
infidels, on whoſe account Mahomet had thirty of us got to Bombay, having 555
burnt the ſhip And tho’ they ſhould, miles to travel, naked, in the heat of the
would not every one ſtrive to get in his ſun. I was taken care of in Bombay by
own relations, by which they would all F the Engliſh government, who allowed me
periſh.” I told them we had neither wa 50 rupees (which is 6l. 5s.) per month.
ter nor proviſions of any kind on board, for my ſubſiſtance, being juſt enough to
nor a compaſs to fleer by ; that we were live on there.
I recovered in about ſix months, and
zoo leagues from the neal cſl land, part of
the coaſt of Malabar; but my remon went mate to another ſhip, to Africa and
france ſignified nothing, they were re Ethiopia, and returned to Bombay with
ſolved to purſue for it with oars, being 96 G out any accident. I went again in the
ſouls on board, of which eight were ſame ſhip to the Straits of Molucca, where
Black Roman-Catholicks. The ſhip blew the Malayans, cut off the moſt part of our
up about eight at night, with a noiſe like crew in the night; however, the captain
thunder, and every ſoul on board periſhed. and I were ſaved, and with the remain
Hugh Kennedy, the captain, was bio der of the black ſailors, we got the ſhip
ther to a gentleman cloſe by Air. John home to Bombay.
Short ſecond mate, was ſome time a com-H I went the next voyage, with the ſame
mander in Minorca. John Richardſon, captain, to Bengal, and arrived there juſt
the third mate, was a Yorkſhire man. as the Moors came to beſiege it. We
William Campbell, the fourth nate, was fought the ſhip till we could fight no lon
brother's ſon to Dr. Campbell in Air, ger, the captain being killed, myſelf and
and brother to Dr. Campbell, cloſe by the reſt of the mates wounded in many
Air. The gunner was named Hanjilton, places. We had on board twenty-ſix
kuro
a Scots gentleman's ſon.
-
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European ladies, that fled to our ſhip for
protection when the town was taken by
the Moors. , You have head, I ſuppoſe,
of the cruel maſſacre of thoſe that re
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Thus it ſtands as long as the fibres
continue too tenſe, the motion of the
blood is too impetuous, and the humours
are thick and ſizcy; but, on the other ſide

mained in the town. I cut my cable and of the queſtion, when the fibres are grown
run down the river, having three Mooriſh lax and ſpongey, when the craſis of the
forts to paſs. The ladies were in the Ablood is diſſolving, when the circulation
hchi in ſafety; but the moſt of my Laſ is too weak, and ſome putrid malignity
cars, or black ſailors, were killed, and I is in the humours, you very.well know
received a ſhot, which took me in the head that our chief dependance is upon the
and ſhattered my ſkuli; but blood and Peruvian bark, which, without doubt, is
bones I tied up all together, having a the beſt antiſeptic, the beſt reſtorer of
Bengal doctor on board, one Gray, a ſtrength to the fibres, and what recovers
Scotſman; and having paſſed all the forts B the natural craſis of the bloºd, beyond
to the mouth of the river, my wounds any other medicine.
threw me into a fever, and then I made
The regimen now ſhould be warm, ſpicy,
this will and power which I here incloſe ſubaſtringent, ſubacid, and antiſeptic in
#: When I recovered I returned to every reſpect. Your outward applications
ombay, and continued in the command alſo ſhould be of the ſame nature, the
of the ſhip, and have made ſeveral ſuc frog-beer pullice, London treacle, car
ceſsful voyages ſince ; but finding my C pharated ſpirit of wine, oil of turpentine,
health declining, I propoſe to return home tinéture of myrrh, and ſuch like, are pro
in the ſummer, 1759, though i need ne per : But how often have I ſeen volatile
wer want a command in India, through falt of hartſhorn added to ſome of theſe
the intereſt of the Bengal ladies whoſe dreſſings : Nay, I have frequently known
lives I ſaved.
Jo HN Iv ER. it given inwardly along with the bark;
but ſurely nothing can be more wrong
Dr. LANG F is 11, to the Second Edition ºf D than ſuch practice, as it melts down the
his Plain Dire&ions in regard to the blood-globules, and diſpoſes the fleſhy
Small-Pox, has added an Aſraél of a fibres to putrify ſooner than almoſt any
Letter to a young Surgeon, concerning other thing in the whole materia medica :
Martification: ; which ſtems to be very In ſhort, all volatile alkalious ſubſtances
‘worthy of Notice : It is as fºllºws.
aćt here as poiſons; as you may ſee by
S mortifications proceed from very conſulting Dr. Pringle's ingenious expe
different cauſts; ſo the method of E riments upon ſeptic and antiſ-Ptic incai

ture depends upon very oppoſite remedies.
When a mortification ariſes merely from
too great a preſſure, or ſtricture on any
part of the body, and is attended with in
ſtammation, a high, full, quick pulſe, and
where the crafis of the blood is too thick

Clines.

I do not approve of ſcarifications in this
caſe, becauſe I have ſo often obſerved the

mortification to ſpread among them, much
fooner than I think would have happened
otherwiſe ; and indeed, where the fibres

and ſizey, and the fibres are too tenſe; F and blood are in ſo weak a ſtate, nothing

ſome of the confined fluids, and thereby

elſe can be expc&cd. If you are ſo happy
as to ſtop the progreſs of the diſeaſe, di
geſtion will ſoon appear round the edges
of the mortified part, without their being

to abate the tenſion round the mortified

fcarified.

bleeding, purging, and a cooling regimen, are
indicated by all the ſymptoms.
Scarifications may be neceſſary to releaſe

If you conſider the nature of ſuch a
part. Emollient fomentatious are proper to
relax the fibres, and to promote a diapho-G mortification, as I have laſt deſcribed, you
reſis around the parts they are applied to ; will early perceive what a tendency to
but then great care is to be taken that wards putrification there muſt be, at this
they are never applied too hot; they ſhould time, in the blood and humours; for which
be no warmer than what will produce an reaſon all your applications, both inward
agreeable ſenſation: For whenever they ly and outwardly, ſhould be of the anti
ſcald, or heat too much, they brace up the ſeptic ſort. Warm, ſpicy, ſatuſº, with a
fibres, and incraſſate the ſtagnant flºids, good deal of fircrg, diſtilled vinegar in
whereby the complaints are rather aggra them, are proper; and I have often
wated than relieved. In fine, whatever is thought that if the mortified part was to
poignant, acrid, and ſtimulating, ſeems to be waſhed with warm vinegar at every
be wrong in ſuch a ſtate of the blood and dreſſing, it would be highly uſeful, as be:
fibres; and therefore even the cataplaſms ing antiputrefºent, attenuating, and diſ
and digeſtives, outwardly applied, ſhould cuſſing in a Yº..." degree. But above
be of the ſofteſt kind.
all let your chief deper dance be upon a
E
libe: ai
January, 1759.
-
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34.
IDEA of a NATIONAL Ass EMBLY.
Jan.
Such, in general, is the notion that
liberal uſe of the bark, keeping up the
ſpirits with good old port wine, either ought to be formed of theſe great, theſe
by itſelf, or mixed with water; but be auguſt aſſemblies; thoſe men of whom
ſure to avoid ſpirit of hartſhorn, ſalvo one imagines, that they muſt come thi
latile, or any ſuch kindof alkalious fiery ther with minds full of wiſdom and pub
cordials.
lick ſpirit, warm with all the zeal that
Thus, Sir, you ſee what a nice diſtinc-A animated the ancient legiſlators, com
tion is neceſſary to be made between a monly think of no other buſineſs than
mortification proceeding merely from how to make a ridiculous diſplay of their
preſſure, or ſtrićture upon the part, whe pomp, and ſhew their effeminacy to moſt
ther by contuſion, by any extraneous bo. advantage; and whoſe appearance would
dy, or fiom inflammation; and a morti fink them into contempt, if they were
fication proceeding from great debility in beheld without prejudice. To complete
the ſolids, and a melting down of the B the notion, we muſt take in the diſcord
blood-globules, either from exceſſive weak of the ſeveral bodies which compoſe theſe
neſs, or from a putrid malignity in the aſſemblies, their contrarieties of intereſt,
blood and humours.
their oppoſition of opinion, the deſire of
How often do we meet with a mortifi each to over-reach another, their intrigues
cation from the ſlighteſt ſcratch upon the and their confuſion ; all which, together
ſkin; or from cutting a corn ? In all which with that meanneſs diſcovered in the pro

caſes, there muſt be a very great tendency C ſtitution of eloquence, have their original
towards putrifaction in the blood and hu
mours, previous to the injury received ;
indeed ſuch conſequences moſt commonly
happen in old age, which further confirms
what has been ſaid.

from the ſame hateful cauſe: For by ſome
fatality it comes to paſs, that thoſe im
rovements which an age makes in know
edge, above preceding times, are not ap
plied to the advancement of virtue, nor

ſerve any other purpoſe, than to refine
An Idea of a National Aſſembly of French-D wickedneſs. It is true, that in theſe aſ
men, extracted from Sully's Memoirs.
MIDST the contentions between
the council of finances and the baron

de Roſny (afterwards created duke de

Sully) who was detecting their knavery,
came the day appointed (ºn 1596) for the

ſemblies there may be found a ſmall num

ber of men of great abilities and great
virtues, men whoſe qualities nobody diſ
putes : But, inſtead of being forced into
publick notice, they are treated with an
affectation of negligence and contempt,

meeting of the ſtates of the kingdom, or E which ſink them into ſilence, and with
rather of the aſſembly of notable: ; that is,

of perſons of confideration; for ſo they

them ſuppreſs the voice of the publick
good.
us long experience has ſhewn,

were called. The eaſon of adopting

that an aſſembly, of theſe ſtates rarely

this name, inſtead of that of the ſtates produces the good expected from it : For
of the kingdom, which ſhould naturally that ſuch might be its effect, the members
have been uſed, aroſe wholly from the ought to be equally inſtructed in true and
lawyers and financiers, who, perceiving F honeſt policy; at leaſt ignorance and
that at this time they had riches and influ knavery ſhould fit dumb in the preſence
ence to give them º a ſuperiority over of men of knowledge and integrity:

the other claſſes, as they were unwilling
any but the clergy ſhould ſhare with them,
diſdained to ſee themſelves levelled with

the people by one common denomination;

But ſuch is always the chara&ter of multi
tudes, that for one wiſe man there are

many fools, and preſumption is the con
ſtant attendant on folly; and it is here

which yet muſt have been the caſe, if G more than in any place, that great virtues,
the forms uſed in theſe aſſemblies, and

inſtead of exciting reſpect and emulation,
provoke hatred and envy.
Some Experiments made with the EN Glish
AGARic, in ſtopping arterial Haemor
rhages.
nobility, the ſoldiers, and other members
of the ſtate, below confideration, fince H
R. Broſſard, a French ſurgeon,

particularly the diſtinčtion of the three
orders, had been preſerved. They, in
deed, made their appearance with mag
nificence and ſplendor, which ſunk the

they were not able to dazzle the eyes with
ſplendid equipages, the glitter of gold,
nor a long train of attendants; things

was the firſt that made uſe of aga
ric of the oak, as a ſtyptick for ſtopping
the blood after amputations of the larger

which will always draw the envy, the re

limbs; by making ſome ſucceſsful trials,

verence, and the worſhip of the people,

he obtained a premium of the king of

or more truly, will always ſhew our de
pravity and folly.

France ; ſince which many experiments
have

ExPER IMENTs with Ac AR1c.
1759.
35
have been made of the foreign agaric in and when inflamed to mortify ſhould a
England.
man be ſoiled in tying his veſſel (which
Happening to find a piece of agaric of may be the caſe) might not one conclude,
the oak, put me upon trying, if it may without ſaying too much in praiſe of this
be depended on in ſtopping arterial hae fungus, that in ſuch caſes ſome lives may

morrhages; not thoſe in amputations of

be ſaved by its uſe, in place of the aqua

the larger limbs,

but thoſe of leſſer Avitrioli, or ſuch like application.
diameters.
Caſe V. Was a man, aged 64, with a
I cannot ſee why ſurgeons ſhould look reputed carcinomatous ulcer of his lower
out for any other method to ſtop a flux lip for ſome years ; to the touch it ſeemed
of blood from ſuch large arteries, when to have the true ſchirous hardneſs, with
they have one ſo certain as the ligature; the colliflower fungus ſprouting from it,
it is true, the pain is exceſſive in making diſcharging an ichor only, attended with
it; that is but momentary, as to the ſymp-B great itching and tingling, as if nettled,
toms which are ſaid to ariſe from it, viz. and bled frequently ", yet wanted the
ſpaſms, convulſions, &c. I declare I ne criterion which characteriſes the true can
verſaw ſuch conſequences enſue.
cer, ſharp, poignant pain : The diſeaſe
The firſt caſe that offered was June 6, was local ; he obtained his cure by ex
1753. A man, aged 35 years, with a ciſion ; two ſmall arteries were divided,
calles in the firſt joint of the great toe, yet not ſo inconſiderable, but that, without
and its metatarſal bone; in taking off that C this fungus to apply, I ſhould have made
part of the foot, three arteries were di a ligature on each; they were ſtopped by
vided ; the two ſmalleſt I tied ; to the .."; a piece of agaric, as a ſurgeon
largeſt, a piece of Engliſh agaic was ap would a pledget of lint, with a ſlip of
plied, and kept too, by a preſſure upon the linen rag over it, and pinned to his
veſſel, about two minutes; upon which night-cap.
ſome dry lint, and a bandage over ail,

In cancerous caſes, where the coats of

not tighter than common, by which it was D the arteries are eat through by the acri
effectually ſtopped.
mony of the cancerous ichor, this fungus
Caſe II. June 23. A bov, fourteen muſt be excellent: The induration in
years old, with a ſtone in his bladder, in ſuch caſes, is ſo great, that the veſſel
operating two arteries were divided ; a cannot be compreſſed by a ligature; for
piece of agaric was applied to each, what will compreſs the mouth of a veſſel
which anſwered its intended end.
in ſoft parts not indurated, will cut its
Caſe III. Auguſt 17. Was a man, E way through in theſe caſes, and conſe
aged 35 years, with a ſtone in his blad quently be ineffectual; moreover, the pain
der alſo, which weighed three ounces, that attends a ligature, in cancerous caſes,
five drachms: In the operation, three arte undoubtedly muſt be very great; the con
ries were cut, one ſo
that had my ſequence . muſt be obvious to
dependance been upon a ligature, and every ſurgeon. To expect any fungus to
foiled in tying the veſſel, I greatly queſ have the power of reſtraining the blood
tion but the haemorrhage had been fatal; F of the large veſſels, in amputations of
theſe alſo were effectually ſtopped by the the larger limbs, is expecting too much ;
ſame.
to expel it wholly as a ſtyptick, is cer
Caſe IV. O&ober 23, was another cal tainly doing it great injuſtice.
culous caſe. A man, aged 23 years, was
Theſe experiments were made in the
cut for the ſtone; I divided one conſider publick hoſpital in Shrewſbury (the fifth
able veſſel, which haemorrhage was ſtop caſe excepted, which was a private pa
ped as the others were, by the Engliſh G tient) in the preſence of many who can
agaric. The fungus came away the ſe atteſt the truth of them, as well as the
cond or third dreſſing, in each of my pa patients themſelves, living witneſſes alſo,
tients (the fourth caſe excepted, in which ſhould my veracity be queſtioned.
it was not diſcharged before the fixth Salop, Jan. 14,
Richard PRY ce.
1759.
dreſſing). The day following a ſtrong
thrombus was diſcharged, which induces
me to believe, that it ačts by coagulating H
NEW book has been lately publiſh
the blood only, and with this happy cir
ed, under the title of, Chronographia
cumſtance, #. it gives no pain : The Aſiatica et Agyptiaca Specimen, or a Speci
preference of this application to thoſe men of the Aſiatic and Egyptian Chrono
called ſtypticks (or rather eſcaroticks) logy. This is deſigned only as a preli
muſt be obvious ; and in the operation of minary to a much larger work, which the
lithotomy, in particular, as the parts author deſigns to publiſh if he meets with
E 2
en Cou
wounded are very liable to inflammation,

i.

-

A

• Callous ulcers of the lips, have generally a calºfty round their circumference, intent

36

Diºulºs in ancient Chronology ſolved.

Jan.

aſ well as a good Lawyer, relates a
encouragement; and therefore he has
Caſe, wherein a poor Plaintiff had a
added a ſhort view of the contents of the
ji gment, which he had obtained at a
work he deſigns to publiſh. As the book
great Experce, ſet aſide upon a meer Law
is wrote in Latin, we ſhall not give our
readers any extract from it; but we ſhall -- Q4:5!!, ; after which he adds as fºllowſ:
HIS particular caſe is here ſet
obſerve, that the author ſolves two very
down, becauſe it is ſo freſh in me
great difficulties in the antient chronolº-A
y one is, that which ariſes from the mory; but if any one will give himſelf

#. between the Septuagint and the

the trouble to look into two or three mo

Hebrew text of the holy ſcriptures; for dern books of practice, he will meet with

the Septuagint reckons 22.56 years from many hundreds of ſimilar caſes, or more
properly quibbles, which could happen
but very ſeldom (if at all) were there
4328 : Whereas the Hebrew text reckons B any certainty or ſtability in the rules of
but, with great deference, ſo
but 1656 years from the creation, to the
flood, and but 292 from the flood to the ong as acts of pariiament, making alte
birth of Abraham; in all 1948. This rations in the law, are continually paſſing,
difficulty he ſolves, by ſuppoſing that the and the courts themſelves make rule upon
Jews had two methods of computing time; rule, and order upon older, to change and
one ſupernatural and myſtical, the other vary the law and praćtice thereof, we muſt
natural and hiſtorical; and that the for C not wonder, that, after ſerving a clerk
mer is the method made uſe of in the He {hip, or ten times as long, an attorncy for
brew text of the holy ſcriptures, as it rela: ever remains ignorant of his buſineſs.
The monſtrous increaſe of the expence
ted to their religion; but that the other
method is made uſe in the Septuagint of law ſuits, ariſing from the extravagant
tranſlation, as it was deſigned for the uſe fees of counſel, officers, ſtamp duties, &c.
of firangers. And this ſuppoſition, he &c. as well as for many other cauſes
ſays, is founded upon ſome of the oldeſt D which have been already hinted at, and
Hebrew antiquities ſtill to be met with, many others that might be mentioned,
and upon ſome other arguments he men have very nearly deſtroyed the law, and
deprived the ſubject of his moſt valua
tions.
The other difficulty is, that which ari ble birthright; for it is the ſame thing

the creation to the flood, and 1072 from
the flood to the birth of Abraham ; in all

|...}

-

-

ſes from the chronology of the Egyptians,

to the ſubject whether right be denied

who computed, that the world was 33,984;

him, or ſo high a price be ſet upon it,

or, according to others, 36,515 years ºld E. that he is unable to purchaſe it. Theſe
when their monarchy was founded. This cvils are daily before our eyes, yet is

difficulty he ſolves, by ſuppoſing that theſe

there no man to be ſound who will lend

ears are lunar months and not ſolar years;

the aſſiſtance of his little finger to re

cauſe upon ſuch a ſuppoſition the leſſºr

move them.

The above few hints, which

number exactly correſponds with the time,
when, according to the
iman

are moſt certainly true, and not in the
leaſt exaggerated, are therefore moſt ear
kind were diſºrſed by the confuſion of F neſtly recommended to the conſideration
languages, and conſequently the greater of thoſe, who have power to corre& the
number muſt relate to the time when miſchiefs and inconveniencies, ſo loudly,
Thebes in upper Egypt was built by Menis, at this time, complained of.”

sº

whom he ſuppoſes to have been a different

perſon from Meſraim, the firſt founder
of the Egyptian monarchy.
To this we muſt add, that this ſuppoſi- G

tion is really founded upon the nature
of things; for in a country where there is
no very remarkable difference, between
ſummer and winter, or between the length

Tº the AUTHOR of the L ON DON
M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,

DESIRE you will pleaſe to publiſh
in your next, the following anſwer to
the remarks, in your O&tober Magazine,
1758, p. 523, touching my ſolution to
the law queſtion propoſed in that for June,
1758. p. 303, and anſwered by me in

of days and the length of nights, through
out the year, it is highly probable that
mankind would firſt begin, and for many H. September, p. 474.
Mr. Eagland (the remarker) ſays I
ages continue, to compute time by the
moon, that is to ſay, by lunar periods, am wrong upon my own aſſumption, and
and not by the ſun, or ſolar periods.

tells the world I ſaid the nephew muſt

H, a Pamphlet lately publiſhed, entitled, Re

have one ſixth of the whole at all events ;
whereas, I ſaid he was to have one fixth,

fleštions on the Law, Lawyers, &c.

The Author, who ſeems to be a good Mian,

not mºſ,
Mr.

ANswer to the LAw Question.

1759.

Mr. Eagland further ſays I have divided then, being dedućted for the widow, the
the eſtate into 44 equal parts; this remark

remainder being 13331.6s.
properly divided between
daughter, and the nephew.
ſº by the will that the

is alſo a miſtake. Therefore I let him know

I divide the whole bequeſts into 36 parts,
of which 18 are due to the ſon, the mother

has the ſame right to 12, the daughter to 8,

8d. is to be
the ſon, the
Now it ap
nephew is to

ave half as much as the daughter, and

and the nephew to 6; and if theſe ſelected A one third as much as the ſon; and conſe
numbers be added together, their ſum is
44, and anſwers to my firſt term in pro

of what the ſon is to have ; ſo that their

quently, the daughter is to have two-thirds

portion (ſee my Solution, p. 474.) and

proper ſhares will ſtand thus :
.

18, 12, 8 and 6, muſt be third terms,
To the widow
To the ſon

which will give each party's juſt ſhare, as

expreſſed by will.

–
-

.

d.

666 13
666 13

4.
4

t is plain Mr. P. P. as well as his B To the daughter — 444 $ 10 ;
adherent, deviates from truth, or they
To the nephew
– 222 4 5 §
would rot have ſaid (as in effect they
2 o'co
o
o
have) that he that has but a groat muſt
But if it ſhould be judged reaſonable
raiſe as large a ſum towards a contributi
on, as he does that has a ſhilling, which that the widow ſhould contribute propor
is preciſely the caſe between the ſon and tionably out of her third part toward the
nephew; a ſtrange method to diſtinguiſh C daughter's portion, &c. then the account
truth from falſhood.

will ſtand as follows:

For a further demonſtration, I look

To the ſon

upon the ſon and nephew (and in fact all
.# the claimants) as partners in trade;
now if, as Mr. Eagland ſays, the ſon (who
was to have 1 cool.) muſt yet have $57). ºr
it is plain his ſtock is diminiſhed 1421. . ;
only . Then as the nephew was to have
3.33). 6s. 8d. he muſt, according to the
rules of partnerſhip, loſe 4 of as much as
the ſon loſt, and then his remaining ſtock
will be much greater than I, or any other,

2Coo

o

o

Here the whole ſum is ſuppoſed to be
divided into 17 equal parts; of which
The ſon has
The widow

The daughter
The nephew

have allowed it to be, or even than equity
itſelf will allow.

70; 17 7 #;

-

To the widow — 588 4 8 Iº,
To the daughter — 470 1 1 9 °.
To the nephew — 235 5 10 #3

—
-

—
—

—
-

—
—
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But, if as my anſwer allows, the ſon is
to have yet 8181. 3s. 7d. }, he has ſunk
1814. 16s. 4d. }. Now ſay, as ſon's ſhare

1oool. : his loſs 1811. 16s. 4d. 4 ; ; ne
phew's ſhare 333]. 6s. 8d. 6o 12 1 }
nearly, for the nephew's abatement, which
is a ſelf-evident proof.
I am Sir,
Tollerton,
Your humble Servant,
Dec. 22, 1753.
J. Hoo LEY.

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,

T H E following anſwer to your queſ
tion in the London Magazine, for
June, 1758, p. 305, being ſent me by an
ingenious correſpondent of mine, I beg
you will inſert it in your next Magazine,
and you'll oblige, your humble ſervant,

17

The ſon has half as much again as the
daughter; and the daughter as much a
gain as the nephew ; and the widow half
as much as the ſon and daughter together,
which is entirely agreeable to the teſtator's
intention; for ſhe (the widow) was to
have had juſt as much leſs than the ſon
had (had there been only a ſon) as more
than the daughter (had there been only a
daughter) but as there was both a ſon
and daughter, equity requires ſhe ſhould
have half as much as they both.
It may be objećted to Mr. Chapman's
ſolution in July, 1758, p. 353, that it was
not the teſtator's intention that the daughter
ſhould have but half as much as the ſon;
fhe was to have two-thirds ; nor does it

ceaſed intended his widow ſhould have -

appear the ſon was to have a fixth part
of the whole, more than the widow; un
leſs there had been no daughter. It is
clearly the teſtator's intention that the
daughter's portion ſhould be two-thirds, of

one third of the whole at all events, ſince

what the ſon was to have, if there ſhould

he leaves her that, even if ſhe ſhould have
a ſon, and the law has determined that

be a ſon. Mr. Cunningham I think de
viates further from the truth, and does the
nephew great injuſtice,

. C.

It ſeems highly probably, that

Proportion in her favour,

66%,

o: de

13s. 4d.

Nov. 27.

T2
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ARGUMENTs againſt

Jan.

trade at our mercy

her colonies upon

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

the brink of ruin, and her Indian allies

M A G A Z IN E.

ready to riſe againſt her on the firſt

S 1 R,

reverſe of fortune: Nay, they have already

T was obſerved by the late duke of Ar abandoned them to their fate, according
gyle, about the latter end of queen to our advices from the Ohio. In this
Anne's war, that, in travelling thiough A critical conjuncture, unanimity in council,
France, tho' it was a moſt delightful and in action, will beſpeak the favour of
country, yet there were evident marks in Providence. When a nation has been
it of general devaſtation; that he had devoted, the men in power have generally
gone
miles together in it, without done more by their animoſities to haſten
meeting a man fit to bear arms; that the its deſtrućtion than the enemy. No man
bulk of the people were in the utmoſt deſerves the name of patriot, who prefers
mifery and want; and that nothing was B his own private concern to the great con
more viſible than an uriverſal dejection cern of his country; no man deſerves the
higheſt command who would not do his
through all parts wherever he paſſed.
It will ſcarce ever be forgotten, with duty in a ſubordinate ſtation. Let no
what zeal the treaty of Utrecht (which man be employed in a great enterprize,
followed ſoon after this obſervation was who is already known to diſlike the ſer
made) was oppoſed by the allies, who vice ; for it is odds but his backwardneſs
foreſaw, tha France would again, in a very C will have an evil influence in time of ac

#,

ſhort time, recover from the then wretched
ſituation, to which ſhe was reduced, unleſs

tion: Cowards will avail themſelves of

his example ; diſgrace inſtead of vićtory
will naturally enſue, and the blood and

the advantages they had already gained
were imploved, and a blow given that treaſure of the nation be waſted. I am, &c.
ſhould put an end to her ambition, by
reducing her power. What was ſo clear We have had lately tranſlated and publiſhed
ſy foreſten, ſoon came to paſs : He ji. D here, A Letter from M. Rouſſeau, of
Geneva, to M. d’Alembert, of Paris,
leſs diſpoſition increaſed in proportion as
concerning the Effects of theatrical
ſhe gathered ſtrength ; and Europe has
Entertainments on the Manners of
fince been involved in three bloody wars

Mankind ; and as M. Rouſſeau has,
through her means, in leſs than ń. a
by his Writingſ, gained a great Charaºter
century. Paſt miſcarriages are uſeful
Abroad, our Readers muſi he pleaſed to
leſſons to ſtateſmen, if properly attended
to. We ſee France again in the like, or E ſee ſºmething of what he has ſaid upon
ſuch a curious Subjeć'; therefore we
worſe circumſtances, than at the end of the
/hall give then the firſt Argument he
queen's war, and ourſelves and allies in
makes uſe of againſ ſuch Entertainments
much better; and we hear of overtures of
in general, which is as follows :
peace now, as we did them, from more
O aſk whether publick entertain
quarters than one. Peace to a trading -inents are
or bad in them
nation is, indeed, a deſirable bleſfing; but

º

a temporary peace, to give a feeble enemy F ſelves, is too vague a queſtion; it is exa
time to recover ſtrength, is a great ſcourge,
as it is only laying the foundation of a
future war.

Now, therefore, is the time

to ſtrike the blow, that may give reſt to
Europe for many years to come.
The whole navy of France, to all hu

mining a relation before we have aſcer
tained the terms.

Publick entertainments

are made for the people, and it is only
by their effects on them that we can de
termine their abſolute qualities. There
may be an infinite variety of theſe enter

man appearance, is in our power; her G tainments", as there is an infinite va
riety

* “ There may he publick entertainments that are bad in themſelves, as thoſe which are
cruel, indecent, or licentious : Such were ſome of the games of the Pagans. But there are

others indifferent in their nature, and which become vicious only by the abuſe made of
them. For inſtance, plays have nothing bad in themſelves, ſo far as they repreſent the
different characters and actions of mankind; they might even be rendered not only agree

able, but inflructive to peºple of all conditions: Tet if they contain a corrupt morality, if
the perſons who exerciſe this profeſſion lead a debauched life, and contribute to debauch
others; if ſuch entertainments encourage vanity, idleneſs, luxury, incontinency, it is plain
then that they tend to a bad purpoſe, and that unleſ; we can find a way to correà or to
uard againſt this abuſe, we had better renounce ſuch kind of entertainment.” Chriſt.
t. 3. l. 3. c. 16.
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riety of manners, conſtitutions, and cha rage, whereas in right reaſon they ought
racters in different nations.

Nature is

to moderate their affections.

The ſtage in general is a pi&ure of
by religion, government, law, cuſtoms, the human paſſions, the original of which
prejudices, and climates, becomes ſo dif is imprinted in every heart : But if the
ferent from itſelf, that we muſt no longer painter did not take care to flatter theſe
enquire for what is ſuitable to man in ge- A paſſions, the ſpectators would ſoon be of.
neral, but what is proper for him in ſuch fended, not chufing to ſee their faces in
a place or country. Hence Menander's ſuch a light as muſt render them con
plays, which had been written for the temptible to themſelves. And if he draws
Athenian ſtage, did not at all ſuit that ſome in odious colours, it is only ſuch as
of Rome; hence the ſhews of gladiators, cannot be called general, and are natu
which in the times of the republick uſed rally hated. Thus the author ſo far, does
to inſpire the Romans with courage, had B no more than follow the
of the
no other effect, under the emperors, than publick; and then theſe odious paſſions
to make thoſe very Romans ferocious and are always employed to ſet off others,
cruel: From the ſame ſpectacle, exhibited though not more lawful, yet more agree
at different times, the people learned at able to the ſpectators. Reaſon alone is
firſt to undervalue their own lives, and of no uſe upon the ſtage. A man with
afterwards to ſport with thoſe of others.
out paſſions, or that has them abſolutely
With regard to the ſpecies of publick C under his command, would engage no
entertainments, this muſt be determined body in his favour; and it has been ob
by the pleaſure they afford, and not by ſerved, that the chara&er of a ſtoick in
their utility. If there is any utility to be tragedy would be intolerable; in comedy,
obtained by them, well and good : But at the moſt would make you laugh.
the chief intent is to pleaſe; and provided
Let us not then attribute to the ſtage a
the people are amuſed, this view is ſul power of changing opinions or manners,
filled. This alone will ever hinder theſe D when it has only that of following or
inſtitutions from having all the advan heightening them. An author, who of.
tages of which they are ſuſceptible; and fends the general taſte, may as well ceaſe
they muſt be greatly miſtaken, who form to write, for nobody will read his works.
an idea of perfection, which cannot be When Moliere reformed the ſtage, he
reduced to practice, without offending attacked modes and ridiculous cuſtoms;
thoſe whom we would willingly inſtrućt. but he did not affront the publick taſte",
Hence ariſeth the difference of entertain. E he either followed or explained it, as Cor
ºnents, according to the different cha neille did alſo on his part. It was the
raēter of nations. A people of an in ancient French theatre that began to of
the ſame I allow ; but nature, modified

º

trepid ſpirit, but determined and cruel,

fend this taſte; for though the age im

will have ſpectacles full of danger, where
valour and reſolution are moſt conſpi

proved in peliteneſs, the ſtage ſtill pre
ſerved its primitive rudeneſs. Hence the
general taſte having changed ſince thoſe

cuous. . A hot fiery people are for blood
ſhed, for battles, for the indulging of F two authors, if both their maſter-pieces
ſanguinary paſſions. A voluptuous na
tion wants muſick and dancing. A polite

people require love and gallantry. A
trifling people are for mirth and ridicule :

were ſtill to make their firſt appearance,
they would certainly be damned. Nor
does it ſignify that they are yet admired
by connoiſſeurs; if the publick ſtill ad

Trahit ſua quemiue voluptar. To pleaſe

mires them, it is rather through ſhame of

all theie, the entertainments muſt encou

retracting, than from any real ſenſe of
their

Here we ſee the right flate of the queſtion. The point is to know whether the morality
ºf the flage is neceſſarily corrupted; whether the abuſes are inevitable; whether the in
conveniencies ariſe from the nature of the thing, or from cauſes which it is poſſible to
frefºrgºne.

* Had Moliere appeared a little earlier, even this great poet would have found it very
ºfficult to maintain his ground; the compleateſ of all his works died at its very birth, be
cauſe it was acted too ſºon, and the publick were not yet ripe for the Miſanthrope.
The whole of this is founded on an evident maxim, namely, that a nation frequently

fºlloweth cuffoms which it deſpiſes, or is ready to dºffſe, as ſºon as a perſon farts up that
Bas the courage to ſet the example. When the folly of the Pantins was aéted in my time,
the comedians did no more than expreſ; on the ſtage, what they themſelves thought, who
fºent the whole day in this fooliſh amuſ ment : But the ſettled inclinations, cuffems, and pre
judices of a nation, ought always to be reſpected on the ſtage. Never did any poet find

#i, account in violating this law.º

-
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that we ſhould have the ſame feeling, as
will never miſcarry; indeed I believe it : a man really tormented by a paſſion.
And this is becauſe a good play never On the contrary, its aim more frequently
runs counter to the manners * of the is to excite quite different ſentiments
preſent time. Who can have the leaſt from thoſe with which it inſpires its
doubt, but that the very beſt tragedy of heroes.” They tell us further, that if
Sophocles would be hiſſed off our mo- A poets abuſe the power of moving the
dern ſtage 2 We cannot put ourſelves in paſſions, in order to engage us in favour
the place of people with whom we have of a bad character, this miſtake ought to
mot the leaſt refernblance.
be attributed to ignorance, or to the de
Every author who attempts to repreſent pravity of the artiſt, not to the art.
foreign manners, takes great care how They tell us, laſtly, that a faithful re

their beauties. It is ſaid that a good play

ever to accommodate himſelf to ours.

preſentation of the paſſions, and of the

Without this precaution it is impoſſible B anxieties attending them, is alone ſuffi
for him to ſucceed; and even the ſucceſs
of ſuch as have uſed it, depends fre

cient to make us avoid this rock with all

to things common and uſual, that ſome

joys which alſo flow from the ſame ſource,

poſſible care.
quently on cauſes different . thoſe
To be convinced of the infincerity of
ſuppoſed by a ſuperficial obſerver. When theſe anſwers, we need only to conſult
Harlequin Sauvage meets with ſo favour our own breaſts at the end of a tragedy.
able a reception, is it to be imagined that Can the concern, the pain, the pity we
this proceeds from the liking which the C feel during the play, and which continue
ſpectators have for the ſimplicity of his . ſome time after it is over, can theſe be
chara&ter, or that any one of them all ſaid to be the forerunners of a diſpoſition
would be glad to reſemble him * Far to regulate and ſubdue our paſſions
from it; the reaſon is, becauſe this play Thoſe lively impreſſions, which hyfre
humours their turn of mind, which is to quent repetition muſt needs grow habitual,
be fond of novelties. Now there are no are they proper to moderate our affections *
greater novelties to them, than thoſe of D Why ſhould the idea of pain ariſing from
nature. It is the very averſion they have the paſſions, efface the rememblance of
and which the poet takes care to repre
ſent in lively colours, in order to embel
From the firſt of theſe obſervations it liſh his play
Is it not well known that
follows, that the general effect of a play, all the paſſions are ſiſters, that one only is
is to heighten the national charaćier, to E ſufficient to excite a thouſand, and that to
ſtrengthen the natural inclinations, and to combat one by means of another, is the
give a new vigour to the paſſions. In way to render the heart more ſenſible to
this ſenſe one would imagine, that as this them all The inſtrument that ſerves to
effect conſiſts in heightening, and not in purge them is reaſon; and reaſon, I have
changing the eſtabliſhed manners, the already taken notice, has no ºffe&t upon
comic Muſe would have a good effect up the ſtage. It is true, we are not equally
times makes them return to things the
moſt ſimple.

on the good, and an ill one upon the F affected with all the characters : For as
vicious. Even in the firſt caſe the point
would ſtill be to know, whether when the

paſſions are too much irritated, they do
not degenerate into vices. I am not ig
morant that the poetick art, ſo far as it

regards the theatre, pretends to a contrary

their intereſts are oppoſite, the poet muſt
make us prefer ſome particular one to ano

|.

ther, otherwiſe we
not be affe&ted
at all : But to attain this end, he is far

from chufing the paſſion he likes himſelf;
he is rather obliged to chuſe that which is

effect; and to purge while it excites the G our favourite. What has been ſaid of
paſſions: But I have great difficulty to the ſpecies of plays, ought alſo to be un
underſtand this rule. Is it that to grow derſtood of the intereſt by which they
temperate and wiſe, we ſhould begin with engage the audience. At London a lady
intereſts the ſpectators in her favour, by
being intemperate and mad :
“Not at all ! it is not that, ſay the making them hate the French ; at Tu
defenders of the ſtage. Tragedy indeed nis the favourite paſſion would be piracy 3
pretends, that the ſeveral paſſions ſhould H at Meſfina, deep revenge; at Goa, the
move us; but it does not always require, honour of committing Jews to the flames.
Should

* I make uſe of the word; taſte or manners indifferently : For though thºſe are not the
fame things, yet they have ever a common original, and are ſubject to the ſame revolutions.
This by no means imports, that good toffe and good manner, obtain always at the ſame

time a propoſition which merits ſºme diſcuſſion ; but that a certain degree of taſie always
correſponds to a certain degree of manners, which is incontºſable.
>

\
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Should an author * offend againſt theſe

ADDREss.
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in the value of their ſaid freeholds, or
leaſed premiſes, by the removal of the

prejudices, he might write a very fine
play, which nobody would go to ſee

ſupreme court of judicature, and of the

a&éd; and then he would be taxed with

publick records, from the ſaid town to the

town of Kingſton. The act to enlarge
rule of his art, the baſis and foundation the juriſdiction of the ſeveral inferior
of all the reſt, which is to ſucceed. A courts of common pleas: And the act to
Thus the ſtage purges thoſe paſſions we appoint commiſſioners to creet and build
have not, and foments thoſe we have. a houſe and offices in the town of King
Is not this a fine way to adminiſter a ſton, for the reſidence of the governor ºf
this iſland, and to impower the juſtices
remedy ?
and veſtry, to aſſeſs and levy a tax upºn
A; we gave in our Hiſtory of Parliament the proprictors of houſes and lands, inha
for the lºft rear, p. 33, fºie decount ºf B bitants and traders in the ſaid town As
the Proceedings, on the Djutes between alſo, for your majeſty's having been gra

ignorance, for having failed in the firſt

the Governor and People of Jamaica,

ciouſly pleaſed to appoint Kingſton, 'sa

it will not be imprºper to inſert tie Jol vannah la Mer, Montgo Bay, and Port
lowing Addreſs.
Antonio, ports of entry and clearance, fºr
the eaſe and benefit of the trade and in
Tº the King'. Mºſ Excellent Maiſy.
habitants of this iſland.
The humble Addreſs of the Lieuterant-Co. C From this your majeſty's royal determi
‘vernor, Council and Aſſembly.
nation, diſcord muſt ceaſe, and peace and
May it pleaſe your Majºſly,
union, which have been ſtrangers amongſt
E your majeſty's moſt dutiful and us, effectually be reſtored. The joy that
loyal ſubjects, the lieutenant-go
vernor, council and aſſembly, of this your

º

has already pervaded the hearts, and
diffuſed itſelf over the countenances of the

majeſty's Iſland of Jamaica, with healts people, that have been ſo greatly diſtreſſ
overflowing with gratitude, beg leave, in all Ded, is ſuch, as no language can expreſs,
humility, to return your majeſty our moſt and can be exceeded by nothing but their
hearty, ſincere and unfeigned thanks, for zeal for your majeſty's ſervice, and their
the many and repeated acts of grace and earneſt pryers to Almighty God, for your
favour, which your majeſty has been majeſty's health and proſperity.
pleaſed to confer upon your ſubjects of
Senſible of the duty, we owe to your
this iſland; and, in particular, for the majeſty, and your people, we will, with

late gracious inſtance of your majeſty's E the utmoſt alacrity, make proviſion for
paternal care and affection, manifeſted in

their further eaſe and convenience, by a

reješting the act for removing the ſeveral diviſion of the iſland into proper diſtrics,
laws, records, books, papers, and writ and the eſtabliſhment of courts therein, for
ings, belonging to the ſeveral offices of the better and more effectual adminiſtra
ſecretary of this iſland, clerk of the ſu tion of juſtice.
That your majeſty may long continue
preme court of judicature, clerk of the
crown, clerk of the patents and regiſter F to reign over us, to the happineſs and
in chancery, and provoſt marſhal, from emolument of your people; and that
the town of St. Jago de la Vega, to the there may never be wanting a prince of
town of Kingſton, and to oblige the fe your illuſtrious race, to perpetuate the
veral officers of the ſaid ſeveral offices, to bleſſings of your majeſty's government,
hold and keep their reſpective offices, to lateſt poſterity, are the moſt ſervent
with the reſpective records and papers in prayers of your majeſty's moſt dutiful,

the ſame town of Kingſton; and alſo for G loyal, and grateful ſubjects,
holding the ſupreme court of judicature
The council and aſſembly of your
in the ſaid town of Kingſton for the fu
ture. The aët appointing commiſſioners

iſland of Jamaica.

to enquire, and ſtate what loſſes ſome of

From the Lo N p o N G A Z E t t F.

the freeholders of meſſuages and tenements,
in the town of St. Jago de la Vega, and
the leſſees of ſuch freeholders may ſuſtain

Hitehall, Jan. 20. Yeſterday a
mail arrived from New-York,
which brings an account of the ſucceſs
of

January, 1759.

* For inflance, let him repreſent upon the French ſtage, a man who is honºff, but with
al a ſimple clown, void of love and gallantry, and incapable of making fine ſpeeches;

Let him repreſent likewiſe a philoſºpher, free frºm prejudice, who after receiving an affront
rom a bully, does not think prºper to have hiſ throat cut by the offender; then let hiri ex

tauff the whole theatrical art to renter theſe charajer, as interfing to the French nation as
the Cid i I am much miſtaken if tº ſucceedi.
-
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Fort Du Queſne abandoned.—Princeſ of Orange dies. Jan.

of his majeſty’s arms on the river Ohio;
and the following extract of a letter from
brigadier-general Forbes to the com
mander in chief of his majeſty's forces in

Anne, princeſs royal of England, princeſs
dowager of Orange and Naſſau, and go
vernante of the United Provinces, in the
minority of the preſent ſtadtholder.
North-America, dated from Fort Du
The morning after her royal highneſs’s
Queſne, November the 26th and 3 oth, deceaſe, the ſtates general and the ſtates
contains the only particulars as yet receiv A of Holland were extraordinarily aſſembled,
and, upon the notification of this event
ed of that important event.
“I have the pleaſure of acquainting being made to them, they proceeded to
you with the ſignal ſucceſs of his ma confirm the regulations that had been
jeſty's arms over all his enemies on the made for the minority of the ſtadtholder;
Ohio, by having obliged them to burn, and his highneſs prince Lewis of Brunſ
and abandon their Fort Du Queſne, which wick was invited to affiſt in the aſſembly
they effectuated upon the 24th inſtant, B of Holland, where he was received and
and of which I took poſſeſſion, with my ſeated with all the reſpect poſſible, and
light troops, the ſame evening, and with took the oaths, as repreſenting the cap
my little almy the next day. The ene tain general of the Union. After which,
my made their eſcape down the river, his highneſs communicated to the aſſem
part in boats, and part by land, to their bly, the act of her royal highneſs, by
forts and ſettlements upon the Miſſiſſippi, which he was appointed guardian of her
having been abandoned, or, at leaſt, not C children ; and that, in conſequence of it,
ſeconded by their fiends the Indians, he had taken care of their perſons, and
whom we had previouſly engaged to ačt would provide for every thing belonging
a neutral part, after thoroughly convinc to them. This ceremony being over,
ing them, in ſeveral ſkirmiſhes, that all prince Lewis was likewiſe invited to the
their attempts upon our advanced poſts, aſſembly of the ſtates general. A reſo
in order to cut off our communication, lution was prepared and taken by their
were vain, and to no purpoſe ; ſo they D high mightineſſes, whereby they acknow
now ſeem all willing, and well diſpoſed ledge and agree to the reſolution of Hol
to embrace his majeſty's moſt gracious land, relative to prince Lewis's repreſent
ing the captain-general. Every thing
protection.
Give me leave, therefore, to congratu paſſed with great order and tranquillity,
late you upon this important event, of and to the ſatisfaction of the people.
having expelled the French from Fort Du
In the evening, the different colleges ef
Queſne, and this prodigious track of fine, E the government made formal deputations
rich country; and of having, in a man to the prince of Orange and princeſs Ca
mer, reconciled the various tribes, and roline, who were aſſiſted by prince Lewis
nations of Indians, inhabiting it, to his as their guardian and repreſentative, and
majeſty’s government.
who anſwered in their preſence for them
So far I had wrote you the 26th ; but both. His preſent ſerene highneſs, Wil
being ſeized with an inflammation in my liam V. prince of Orange and Naſſau, &c.
ſtomach and liver, the ſharpeſt and moſt F was born, March 8, 1748, and his fifter
ſevere of all diſtempers, I could proceed the princeſs Caroline, was born, Feb. 28,
no farther; and, as I have a thouſand

things to ſay, have ordered major Halkett
down the country, in order to explain the
motives upon which I proceeded, and the
various, and almoſt inſurmountable diſh

1743.]
List of SH 1 P S taken frºm the French, con
tinued from our laſ! Pºol. p. 686.
Dutch frow, from Marſeilles, for St.
Vallery.

culties I had to grapple with.
I ſhall leave this as ſoon as I am able

to ſtand; but God knows when, or if ever,
I reach Philadelphia.
*

--~~~ I expe&t the heads of all the Indians in
here to-morrow, when I hope very ſoon
to finiſh with them.”

Major Halkett, who has been diſpatch
ed, on this occaſion, by brigadier-general
Forbes, is not yet arrived from New York.
From the Lo N Do N GAz ETTE.

AGUE, Jan. 16. On Friday the
12th inſtant, late at night, died

here, greatly lamented, her royal highneſs

A privateer of 36 guns and 3oo men.
Furien, from Cape François, for Rochelle.

A ſhip with 350 hlids, of ſugar, and 53
caſks of indigo.
A Dutch ſhip with naval ſtores.

A letter of marque, from Curaſiao,

for

Mattirico.
H Le Ferne, privateer of eight guns.

Grand Champs, a privateer of 12 guns and
8o men.

A privateer of 16 guns.
A ſhip from Cork, with 11oo barrels of beef.
Nine French ſhips from St. Domingo, for
France, by the Auguſta. (See our laſt
Vol. p. 99, 320.)
A large ſhip from St, Domingo,
The
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The Gracieuſe, from St. Domingo, for Ro Hodgſon, Payne, from Virginia, for Lond.
chelle.
A ſmuggling cutter with tea and brandy.
A privateer of 16 guns and 145 men.
St. Roque, from Martinico, for Marſeilles.
A ſmall privateer.
A ſhip from St. Domingo, for Rochelle, of

Oſborne, Privateer of 12 guns.
Ranger, of Britol,
Vićtory, of London, Privateers.
Laurel, of Ditto,

Martha, Thompſon, 1. From Jamaica, for
Charles Dodd,
A Carliſle,

-co tons.

Raton privateer, of fix guns and 14 men.
A ſmall privateer.

London.

, ſºom Bergen, for Barbadoes.

Sea Nymph, Sexton, from London, for
Boſton.

Two veſſels, from Meſſina, for Marſeilles.
Phaeton, from Louiſbourg, for Cape Fran

Eliza, Caſſen, from Virginia, for Aberdeen.
Mary, Salmon, from Newfoundland, fºr

Ols.

Oporto.

A veſſel of 100 tons, from Quebeck, for . Calemburgh, Chambers, from
Rochefort.
B for the Streights.
Pere de Famille, from St. Domingo.

Yarmouth,

Mary, Giant, from Campveer, for Murray

Compte D'Argenſon, a privateer of 10 guns
and 8c men.

Firth.

Mary, Boyter, from Hamburgh, for Dy

A ſmall cutter privateer.
A privateer of 14 guns and 12c nien.
Ditto of eight guns and 84 men.
A ſmall veſſel, from St. Valery, for Bou
logne.

ſert.

Jonathan and James, Murphy, from Dub
lin, for Gibraltar.

Eliza, Pike, from Newfoundland, for Ire
land.

A Swediſh ſhip of 300 tons with proviſions
for Louiſbourgh.

Hefler, Sparks, from Philadelphia, for An
tigua,

[To be continued in our next.]
List of SHIPS taken by the French, con
tinued from our laſt Pºol, p. 686.
ENNY, Aſh, from London, for Seville.
Providence, Dovetle, of Boſton.

Lively Jane, Ramſay, from Clyde, for Ja.
TrialCa.

Helen, Duffus, from London, for Bamff,
Mermaid, Burnſtead,

Helen, Edie, from Charlſtown, for Leith:
Grace, Pinſon, from Newfoundland, for
Dartmouth.

A ſhip with 300 pipes of oil.
Five loaded colliers.

Charming Nelly, Harvey, from Aberdeen,
for Campveer.

Expedition, Cope, from Falmouth, for Na
les.

lº.

Lapwing, wheatley,

Coaſters.

, Meren,

David, Williams, from Sevil'e, for

London.

Suſannah, Foreſler, from ditto, for ditto.

Ellis, Simpſon, from Jamaica, for Liverpool. E Medina, Cox, from Newfoundland,
Swinton, Prout, from ditto for London,
A ſnow, fºom ditto, for ditto.

loſt af

ter taken.

Hankinſon, Dodgſon, from Peterſbourg, for
Liverpool.
-,
, from Barbadoes, for
London.

Baccalao, Parnel, from Ditto, for London.
Jane,
, from Dublin, for Plymouth.
Priory, Towgood, frºm Placentia, for Pool.
Bakeney, Baker, from Dublin, for Phila

Prudent Hannah, Voſs, from Amſterdam,

A ſloop from Gibraltar, for Cadiz.

-

delphia.
ſor Rhode iſland.

F Betſey, Grace, from Briſtol,
Hannah, Coats, from Maryland, for Lond.
Speedwell, Matty, from Salem, for St.

º:

Jane and Mary, Compton, a coaſter.

V.6tory, Meaſon, from ditto, for ditto.
Bellas, Pike, from Newfoundland, for Liſbon.

Elizabeth, Gaffney, from Boſton, for Lond.
Swan, Cowan, from Liverpool, for Africa.
Prince Frederick packet-boat.
Anne and Elizabeth, Stainſmore, from New

Nazaretta, Lamb,
Eliza, Parker,
Plymouth, Payle,

Sally, Donaldſon, from Briſtol for Jamaica.
Drake, Smith, from London, for Nova

Kitts.

foundland, for Bilboa.
Conſters.

Charming Kitty, Wilſon,
William, -,

Cambridge. Young,
Excharge, Craig,
Barbara, Bread.
Scotch ſhips.
Iſabel and Janet, Read,
Hammoze, Jones,
, –, from Newfoundland,
fºr Oporto.

Charming Molly, M'Keane, from Barba
does, for New-England.

Abrizantine, from London, for Helvoetſluys.
Humber, Hill, from Virginia, for London.
ohn and Robert, Burges, from Oporto,
for Plymouth.

Scotia.

Anne, M'Glee, from Jamaica, for London.
A brig, a ſchooner, and a ſloop, taken on
the coaſt of Africa.

Hannah, Piercy,

from

Port-Royal, for

London.

Mercury, Strahan, from Dundee, for Caro
lina.

Margaret, Browne, from Yarmouth, for
Alicant.

Mary, Bell, frºm Saltcºmbe, for Guernſey.
Molly, Boyd, from Boſton, for Barbadoes,

[I. be cºntinued in car next.)
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Tho' mild as the pleaſanteſt Zephyr that
(heds,

And receives gentle odours from violet beds,
Yet warm in affection as Phoebus at noon,
**d as chaſte as the ſilver-white beams of
the noon.
-

3.

Her mind was unſujiy'd as new fallen ſnow,

** as ºvely as tints of young Iris's bow ;

As clear as the ſpring, and as deep as the
flºod,
ſful, good.
She, tho' witty, was wiſe, and tho' beauti
4.

The ſweets that each virtue or grace had
in ſtore,
[flow'r ;
She cull'd, as the bee does the bloom of each

which treaſur'd for me, O how happy was i,
For tho' her’s to collett, it was mine to enjoy.
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The P R U S S I A N C A M P.

Caſt off one couple - then the man caſt off and woman caſt up at the ſame time +,
foot three and three a-breaſt top and bottom = the ſame fideways ==, ſwing right hands
- caſt off to the bottom + fix hands round = lead to the top, and caſt off is.
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The Musz debauched by ſuperſitious Fancy.
From Epifties Philoſºphical and Moral.
&c.

ITH idle fears the world tº abuſe,
Affiſtant the inventive Muſe:

The tale of wonder early taught,

When playful, young, and void of thought,
By ſtroling fancy led aſtray,
The vagrant troul'd the jovial lay,
Alas of mirth and pleaſure cur'd,
To horrour's browneſt ſhade inur'd :

"g*xt,
ry
in

Nor ſeldom, by tranſition led

From dying moraliſts to dead,
T iſłful, in Hypocondres vex'd,
#,
The muſing parſon chews his text :
*
Some ſolemn ſcene of dulineſs ſought,
To aid his reëtitude of thought;
The murky vaults, the haunted cells,
Where moping melancholy dwells,
And fear, that kneels in piteous plight,
Her ſtraggling hair all bolt upright.
Fit comrades theſe as eler could chuſe

By love of wonder ſince betray'd,
To lend fantaſtick ſpleen her aid :
From whom her numbers, ſad and ſlow,
In diſmal melancholy flow ;
Condemn'd to murmur all the day,
To figh and groan the midnight lay ;
The ſkull, the ſpade, the ſhroud, the herſe,
The doleful implements of verſe ;
Or doom'd prepoſt'rous tales to tell,

The ſplenetick or maudlin Muſe;
Her doleful ditties proud to fing,
where ſadneſs ſpreads her duſky wing,

By brain-fick fićtion brought from hell.

Whoſe motley Muſe, in fiorid ſtrain,

For know th' unwary Muſe was caught.
while fiáion yet her friend was thought ;
A hag, by ignorance badly nurs'd,
with craving appetite accurs'd,

With owls did to the moon complain :
Clear'd at the morn her raven throat,
To ſound the glibber magpye's note.

To ſpleen's embrace, while yet a maid,

To ſee grown piety a child;

The dire chlorºſis had betray'd.

Where croaks the Syren of the lake,

The light of heart from eaſe to wake;
And ſolemn owls, in concert grave,

Join hoot the worldly-wiſe to ſave.
‘Twas thus enthuſiaſtick Young;
'Twas thus aſſº &ted Hervey ſung ;

Mean- while religion gravely ſmil'd
In leading ſtrings to find her led,

Since when, the wretch has roam’d abroad,
Her ſullen tyrant's willing bawd ,
A vile procureſs, to ſupply
The love of wonder with a lie.

Hence bards, that reaſon leſs than rail,
Affect to tell the woful tale ;

Or vent their moralizing rage ;
As bugbears of a fearful age ;
To truth pretending to be led
By megrims in the tick man's head;
As if with zeal prophetick burn'd
The wretch whoſe bliſter'd head was turn'd ;
The fitteſt thoſe the truth to teach,
By fevers half-depriv'd of ſpeech ;
Whoſe fault’ring tongues moſt loud complain,
When death or doctors ſhake the bi ºn,
*

By thoſe her ſoft ring hand had bred.
For why confin'd the in oral Muſe,
To blaſted oaks or baleful yews :
O'er graves to make fantaſtick moan,
And deemen horrour's diſmal groan *

Say, hath alone the mould'ring tomb
For pious meditation room *
Ah! wont with meek ey'd peace to rove

Thro’ church-way path or ſilent grove ;
H-r grateful influence round her ſhed,
where groan the fick, or ſleep the dead;
With truth and ſoberneſs ſerene,
F nºv'ning ev'ry ſolemn ſcene;

Diſarming terror of its pow'r,
To wander at the midnight hour ;
S veet
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gºeet Philomel, harmonious ſpright,
The only ſpectre of the night.

A N U A R Y, 1759.
A fine ſtem purſe is not made—(man! d'ye
hear 2)

*

can love of truth impoſe the taſk,
To lurk beneath a gorgon maſk;
To ſtalk, in garb terrifick clad,
And ſcoul the weak and wicked mad 5

or drive the wretch, o'erwhelm'd with

As the proverb aſſerts—of a filly ſºw's ear.
And, a fellow, true Engliſh that hardly can write,

His viſits in verſe, ſhou'd no dare to endite (b).
Inſignificant ſeems een a cloſe application,

without bright natºral parts, and a good
[vain.

education ;

care,

And a ſºil may be cºff’d—yet, alas ! 'tis in
If theſein be compriz'd but a ſmall ſtock of
brain,
[very muddy =

In godly frenzy, to deſpair
Is follºw vice, fear makes it worſe ;
Reflection is the coward's curſe :
Unleſs remorſe in mercy given,

Or, the cranium be cramm'd with contents
No, there's nought to be done, without
genius and ſudy (c).

To damn ſelf-murderers to heaven.”

º, Thorough Diſcovery : Or, a Word of 43
vice to a vain Poetaſier.

Thus, a poet is not to be made; any morn,
When a man has a mind ; but is ſuch to be
born (d).

1 *-ºw the to thy Bottom ; from within
Thy ſhallow Centre, to thy atmºſ’ Skin.
Perſ. Sat. III,
fºr, ſat I ſpeak f Tºy Pºrſº wrºtºhed Rhyme,
Ard all thy Labours are but Lºſs ofId.Time.
Sat. I.

Then, priºthee! theſe rambling vagaries leave

IFR I END Jin civ 1–on proudly uſurp

Do you know, t'other day, what your
maſter decreed 2
I had it from very good hands, Sir—indeed
“Three foºts, ſaid he, in this neighbºrhood

e

!
ing the pen,
[ad a 1N (a):
“, leave us to curss—e'en again, and
- man find you out, yet there needs not
to follow,
ºrſooth !)—ct cris ºil i fragrus Afol' r, before to the end of your labours we're
got.
[Sir—a ratt
with what wonderful eaſe may we ſmell,
But, perhaps, by yourſelf—(fince you make
ſuch a pother)
[by another.
A. "ou had better be knºwn, than found out
For which purpoſe, ſuppoſe—as your front's
*
made of braſs,
glaſs;
I awhile condeſcend here to hold you the

so that thus you may ſee, upon ſerious in
ſpection,
[rifle&iion.
what room in your rhymes may be found for
And, firſt you'll obſerve, what an odd
ſort of figure,
are)
(in a garden, unwrung, you that ſo like a
A creature, quite cut ºf his element got,
Muſt make, that (it ſeems) has himſelf over
ſhot.
[water,
on this footing you'll find, that a fiſh out ºf

ſº

... (To make up our meals, tho' ſuch multi
*-

tudes caught are)

No diverſion affords —being entirely unable
Tº entertain us, except—when it comes to
the table.

And, a butler (you've ſhewn) an impertinent
aſs is,
[glºffer.
Unleſs, when he waits, with—his bottles and
(a) Ecce iterum Criſpinas 1 Juv.
(i) 24, reſcit, verſustamen audet fingere. Hor.
(c) Natură fieret laudabile carren, an arte,
&ſiºn eff : “go nec fludium ſine divite
-

‘uera,

A'er rud, quid prºfit video ingenium, Hor.
(d) Peera naſatºr, non fit.

(e) Teruz, habita, et port: gzim ſit tići carta
ſur-lex. Perſ.
(f) Neff ja rijum tellant infºni corºnae. Hor.
(g)
Si carnina cerdºs,
Nargº an te fallant animiſah vºye *ter:**g.

tº cr.
---

7-1 || --

* : ... ', " :

off (e) ;
[but laugh (f).
At your folly leaſt folks ſhou'd do nothing
Yet, your labours have met with applauſe,

'tis allow'd : [make you too proud (g).
But ſuch compliments, ſure, ſhou'd not

nºw ſpine ;

of mitric

“My blackſmith, forſooth t—and a ſervant
And a certain, pragmatical, ſaucy divine.”
Theſe words, more than once, at the hal!
have been ſpoke :
[joke.

For the mafiºr', oſt merry, and loves a good
There juſlice and truth, both alike, are rever'd,

vileſlanderdiſcourag'd, fair innocenccclear'd(b).
Yet, on proper occaſions, it muſt be confeſs'd,

In manner genteel that he knows how to
jeff (i);

[ſhines,

In his way too, himſelf, moſt remaikably
Making wonderful free with unworthy di
vines (k).
(above.
But, I'd have you to know, in the raill'ry
It cou’d not be me, that he meant to reprove,
Or deſign'd in ironical ſort to diſgrace ;
For, he’s always my very good friend—to
my face :
force (i).
And needs not he told, with what wonderful
On each ſubjećt I’m able to write, or diſ

courſe (m);
[down the law (n),
And can preach, and
Sir, and lay
And obſerve—in my betters, for focth 1–
many a flaw (o).
ſparſon (p),
No , he meant to expoſe a ſtrange, petulant
Of corruption the ſcheme, that has oft turn'd

"...

his a- on,
*

(i.

Rudely

II, profº

Reddere perſona fit convenientia cuique.
Hor.

(*) Accret ird riºt, liberºatſ?ve magiſter,
Cretire, pºllutes. Juv.
(i) Nºit's additius jurare in verba magiſtri,
Quo ºne curgue rapit tempeſias, deferor
hºſpes. Hor.

(m) Qaid dignum tanto fret bic promiſer
Fiata ?

Hor.

(n) ſºuri, bºrn:rem ſcar attwit adre Juv,
(o) — Fºret mi grºſco, Maenius
irot it.

Hor.

(?) & diº 4 tº r 7:2 bat, Her.
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Rudely treating thoſe truſty, well-principled
tribes,

of bribe: ;

That were never much fam'd for rejećting
And foully traducing their faithful intentions,

Who piouſly long’d after places and penſions.
He has oft diſapprov'd of the Mammonite
mode,

And decry'd to prºferment the principal road;—
Of miniſła's crafty iamented the meaſures,
Abhors the proud hoarders of ill-gotten tria
fare; ;Severeiy has rail'd in ſarcaſtical rhymes,
At theſe wonderful, precious, religious, pure
times ;[Sir) T to ſick up
And has conſtantly ſcorn'd (what a fool
Cºurt-ſlaver—for fear of the beart-burn, or
£ick-up.
[ing at college i
The man may have pick’d up ſome learn
But, alas ! of the world, Sir, has gain'd lit

tle knºwledge.

His cºntºy ſincerely he loves (by profeſſion;)
But has not imbib'd, ſure, a drachm of

diſcretion.
As Bazaar and conſcience are kick'd out o' doors,
(An event, the ſaid parſon, ſo deeply deplores)
And integrity's found ſo unfruitful a ſcheme,
How abſurd muſt it be not to ſwim with the
fiream 1
[wonder,

If aii's gone to wreck, Sir, what wiſe man, I
Would not willingly wiſh for a ſhare in the
plunder 2
[the whole,
In a word, rhyming friend—with regard to
What a madran is he –what an obſtinate ſºul!
As for Ch**dle, the blackſmith–I never
cou'd find,
[his mind,
To the bam'ring of verſe that he e'er gave
He to manage the fºot of a horſe underſtands,
And the right uſe of feet for the meas' ring of
lands ;
[friends)
But, with retrical views (I believe amongſt
Never reckon's 'em up, at his black fingers end.
Of the ſaid clever artiſt yet this I can tell;That he ſtudies the globes, and has read a
geod deal :
[embelliſh,
And the maſter might introduce jº" "n to
And give the ſaid ſuperfine joke a good reliſh.
As for you, Sir—the great whether bold
to beſpatter,
'flatter ;
Or the good, for baſe purpoſes, forward to
'Tis plain-you know notbing at all ºf the
matter (7).
Inſupportablefreedoms —I mortally hate 'em!
Sir you'd like t' ha’ been guilty of ſtand"lum
magnatum :
[paid ye,
And 'tis pity, a proper reward was not
For the compliments paſs'd on my 1°rd and my
1*dy (r) ;
[bold bard 1)
For whom, let me tell ye (preſumptuous
I a long time have had a prodigious regard.

shall a ſervant be ſaucy, and ſwell like a toad,
When admitted to wait on his mafter abroad?—

Or, a glutton diſplay

fore-part of the
ſover nice palate 2
when the diſhes don't juſt ſuit his di-mn'd,
Or, if what he's ſo good as to gorge and
ſwill down,
ſlapert clown.
In his ſtomach ſhould cloſe 2–what a ma
the

wallet (; ),

And then, with reſpićt to your dazeliºgs
and ſootbings,
[ſmooth things ;
And ſugar-plan words, Sir–and other fine
Shall a catch fart (good Lord ) or a man in
your ſtation,

Thus familiarly boaſt of a frank invitation,
With stepping, great fºlks, as if rais’d to a
level (t) *
[of the d-v-1 :
Falſe, preſumptuous pretence —O the pride
Pri'thee!—(once more I beg) never hunt
after fame,
[dºgrel dead-lane;
with your barſ, ruzzed rhymes, and your
which are deſtitute quite of pectical fire (::),
And which none, except fºotmen and fºr
can admire (x).
ſpear (; ;
Proceed not in prodigal manner to va
And obtrude no more traſh, in the Birming
ban paper.
[text,
For, behold —if you do—I ſhall flºw ry
And perchance may be far more ſºvere, in
my next.
[cºff,
For, who can forbear, friend, to give you a
Shou'd yºu pºer the world with ſuch pitif.;
ſuff?
[laſt.
And indeed, if your itch any longer ſhou'd
You'll deſerve to do penance for all that is
paſt (2).
[addreſs,
To conclude, in a word, this my candid
Wherein ſo much favour is ſhewn (you'll
confeſs)—
[der'd to you,
Theſe rhymes (I'm in hopes) have now ren
(As in juſtice they ought)—Mr. J1N Glº,
your du E (s).

| too warm :

Perhaps, you may think, I've been rather
But my bas' mºſt, you know, is—the world
to refºrm—
ſºvay
The wand'ring to ºvatch, and to point out the
To ſuch as are wont, Sir, to err and to

fircy (b).

[you're a part ;

of ºy clarge, now and then ('tis well known)
And your welfare, of courſe, I ſhou'd

*

ſure, at heart.

But, if you're reſolv'd to be petalant ſtill,
(Vain, ſturdy, preſumptuous, wild, obſtinate
w"t 1. )
[rude rate,
And to keep rambling on thus, at ſuch a
Your back ſhall be flºgg'd (c)
Staffordſhire,

Jan. 1, 1759.

By your friend,

+

E* * * * * * * B = * * *.
4

grandia

(?) Nºt ſatis apparat, cur verſus fiáitet. Hor.

(y)

(r) Si mala condiderit in quem quis carmina,
jus ºft
judiciumque. Hor.

(z) Ut mala quem ſalies, cat morbus regius

(*) Sid praecedentiſpeñatur marticaterge, Perſ.

Ast fanatiºus error, et iracunda Diana,

Prºf.ſas
turget.

Hor.

urget,
Hor.

(t) Dicere res grand… nºſºra dat miſa postae.
(u)

Perſ
Seálantem levia nervi

Deficiunt animique. Hor.
(x)

—-- nºt ante

judice, 74am nºſºi, Pºfalo ; ſui ſulius

(a) Pir bonus et prudens verſus reprebendet
1ne-tes,

Cupatit duros; , Hor.
(b)
ſublimes verſus ručiatur, et
errat.

Hor.
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Youth, wit, good nature, candour, ſenſe
A Farewell to the World.

combin’d

By Mrs. W-.
To ſerve, delight, and civilize mankind :

HILE ſickneſs rends this tencinent cf
clay,
| vey ;

In Sylvan ſcenes unrivalid forms we ſhore,

Th" approaching change, with rapture I ſur
O'erjoy'd I’ve reach'd the goal with eager

In wiſdom's lore we ev'ry heart engage,
And triumph to reſtore the golden age.
Now cloſe the bliſsful theme, exhauſted

pace,

Ere tardy life has meaſur'd twice its race.

Nor ſhall I droop with ſad old age accurs'd,
of all the plagues the heavieſt and the worſt;
Nor longer bear, man's wayward taſte to
pleaſe,
[eaſe;
The imard conſtraint of ſeeming much at
Nor wear an outward ſmile and look ſerene,

While ruin, racks and tortures lurk within.

Nor let me, partial grown to fleſh and
blood,

Record the evil and forget the good;
For both I'll humbleſt adoration pay,

And hail the power that gives and takes a

And glory'd in a paradiſe our own.

Muſe,
The lateſt bliſsful theme that thou ſhalt chuſe:
Satiate with life, what joys for me remain,

Save one dear wiſh, to balance every pain *
My ills incurable, and hopeleſs all,

On ſpeedy fate with earneſt cries I call.
So peeviſh babes, whoſe waking hour is o'er,
When glitt'ring baubles can delight no more,
Recline the head, with ſullen grief oppreſt,
Till born by friendly arms to welcome reſt.
Written while a Lady's Piòure was Drawing.
AYMAN! the piece begins to ſtrike,
The noſe and brow I ſwear are like :

way.

Long ſhall my grateful memory retain,
And oft recall the intervals of pain :

Nay, to high heaven for greater gifts I bend;
Health I've enjoy'd, and I had once a friend.
When pleaſing toil amus'd the joyous day,
I join'd the fair, the witty, and the gay :

The lip ſo red, the hair ſo brown,
The face unfully'd with a frown
But ſoftly, Hayman, have a care :-

The eyes—I fear thou'lt miſs it there;
The eyes I doubt are paſt thy ſkill :
It does—no faith-it never will.

Our labour ſweet (if labour it might ſeem)

Thy pencil drop-the fault I ſee

Admits the ſportive and inſtructive theme ;

Is in the art, and not in thee.—

Yet here no lewd or uſeleſs wit was found ;

We pois'd the wavering ſail with ballaſt
ſound :

Occaſioned by a young Lady weeping on bearing the
Autbor read Paradiſe Loft.
EASE to lament Eve's fall with tearful

The ev'ning crown'd the day by happy choice,
When all the ſons of induſtry rejoice;

Wit, mirth, and muſick, ſciences and arts,
Improv’d and exercis'd our nobler parts.

There learning plac'd her richeſt flore in
view,

Or, wing'd with love, the minutes gaily few:
True merit might unequall'd luſtre wear,
For envious, baſe detraction came not there.

Nay, yet ſublimer joys our boſoms prov’d,
Divine benevolence by heaven belov'd
Wan, meagre forms, torn from impending

eyes,
[wiſe;
Her fault ſhould make ſucceeding daughters
Yet view the ſex, c'en now thcy thoughtleſs
ſtray,
[way,
where wild imprudence points the devious
Art's abječt ſlaves, capricious faſhion's tools,
The dupes of gamblers and the ſport of fools :
Let conſcious virtue o'er your heart preſide,
Controul each thought, and ev'ry action guide;
Then, in your breaſt, ſhall Eden bloom anew,
And long loſt Paradiſc revive in you.
M. M.

death,

Exulting bleſt us with reviving breath:
The ſhiv'ring wretch we cloath'd, the mour
ner chear'd;
[pear'd ;
And fickneſs ceas'd to groan, when we ap
Unaſk'd our care aſſiſts with tend reſt art

Their bodies, nor negleds th’ immortal part.
Sometimes, in ſhades, impierc'd by Cyn
thia's beams,
[ſtreams,
Whoſe brightneſs glimmer'd on the dimpled
We lead the ſprightly dance through Sylvan
ſcenes,
[greens:
And bound, like fairies, o'cr the level

To join the dance our blooming partnershaſte,
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ALF the name of a prophet to Iſrael

H

ſent,

And a liquor which often to folly gives vent;
Diſcover a nymph both lovely and young,
The joy of my heart, and the theme of my
tongue.
F. I.

EP 1 T A P H on Robert Clavering, M. B.
H! come, who know the childleſs pa

O

rent's ſigh,
The bleeding boſom, and the ſtreaming eye :
Who feel the wounds a dying friend imparts,

With love for ever ſweet, for cwer chatte :

When the laſt pang divides two ſocial hearts :

In ev'ry breaſt a gen’rous fervor glows,

This weeping marble claims the gen’rous tear,

Soft bliſs' which mutual love alone beſtows.

From fragrant herbage, gem'd with orient
dews,
And flowrets of a thouſand various hues,

By wafting gales the mingling odors fiy,
And round our heads in vernal breezes figh :
All nature ſeem'd to heighten and improve
The Halcyon hours of innocence and love:

Here lies the friend, the ſon, and all that's dear?
He fell full bloſſom'd in the pride of youth,
The nobler pride of ſcience, worth, and truth.
Firm and ſerene he view'dhis mould'ring clay,

Nor ſear'd to go, nor fondly wiſh'd to ſtay i
And when the king of terrors he deſcry'd,

Kiſs'd the ſtern mandate, bow'd his head,
and dy'd,
T H e

4.
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Monthſ, Chromo/ager.
Most a y, Jan. 1.

ambaſſador at the court of Denmark, for the

• EVER AL houſes were con

diſcovery of any perſon concerned wherein

ſumed by fire at Limehouſe.

the lords of the Admiralty had proffered a

Wr on as day, 3.
The upper part of a houſe,
in Dog and Bear - Yard,
Southwark, was blown

reward of 5ool.
Tuesnay, 16.

down, by which accident
cne man was killed, and another wounded.
Thu Rs Day, 4.

An order from the ſecretary's office was
ſent down to all the ſea-ports in England,
to examine all patiengers that may arrive in
any ſhip which comes from Portugal, on ac

count of the late affair at Liſbon. (See p. 55.)

Several old houſes were blown down at

Salt-Petre Bank, and an old woman killed
in one cf them.

Friday, 5.
Alexander Stephenſon, a waterman, a
bout five o'clock in the morning, as he was
croſſing the river from Elephant-ſtairs to
Execution-do:k, was boarded by two men
with oars, on pretence of ſearching for un
Cuſtomed goods, who ſaid they were cuſtom
houſe officers; but finding no ſuch thing in

Fr I pay, 19.

Ended the ſeſſions at the Old-Bailey, at
which none were capitally convicted. Five
received ſentence to be tranſported for 14
years, and 23 for ſeven years.
Monday, 22.

Lord

chamberlain's-office.

Orders

for

the court’s going into mourning on Sun
day next, the 18th inſtant, for her late
royal highneſs the prioceſs dowager of
O: ange (ſee before, p. 42.) viz. The la

his boat, took him and his boat down to

dies to wear black bombazines, plain mutlin

Hanover-hole, and took out of his pocket

or long-lawn, crape hoods, ſhamoy ſhoes

two guineas, and nine ſhillings in filver, and
faid if he ſpoke one word, they would heave

and gloves, and crape fans. Undreſs, dark
Norwich crape. The men to wear black

him over-board, which obliged him to ſub

without buttons at the ſleeves and pockets,
plain muſlin or long-lawn cravats and weep
ers, ſhamoy ſhoes and gloves, crape hat

Init.

S v N pay, 7.
A manſion-houſe, at Gloſter-hill, near

Warkworth, in Northumberland, was con
ſumned by fire, and a maid ſervant loſt her
life in the flames.

Wr pses Day, 10.
Thomas Orby Hunter, Eſq; (one of the
lords of the Admiralty) ſet out for Harwich,
to embark for Germany. He is gone to
execute a new office, viz. that of ſuper
intendant, or direétor of forage, proviſions,
neceſſaries, and extraordinaries, for his ma
jeſty's combined army under the command
of prince Ferdinand of Brunſwick. By the
appointment of this place, a ſaving will be
made to the nation far exceeding the amount
of his ſalary (365cl. per ann. or lol. per
diem) the whole of which, if not more, he
will be obliged to expend in keeping open
table, paying clerks, &c. &c. But if there

bands and black ſwords and buckles.
dreſs, dark grey frocks.

Un

The lºrd marſhal's order fºr a general mcurring.
In purſuance of his majeſty's commands,
theſe are to give publick notice, That it
is expićted all perſons do, u.pon the preſen:
occaſion of the death of her late royal high

neſs the princeſs of Orange, put themſelves
into the deepeſt mourning, long cloaks ex
cepted : The ſaid mourring to begin upon
Sunday rext the 28th inſtant.
E F F 1 N G H A M, M4.

Tu esp.A y, 23.
Addreſſes of condolence were preſented to

his majeſty, from both houſes of parliament.
At a court of common-council, it was

agreed to petition the parliament for fur
ther aſſiſtance towards repairing London

bridge. (See our laſt Vol. p. 611.)

ſhould be no ſavirg, the prevention of fraud

Satur Day, 27.

Arrived at the Right Hon. Mr. Secrtary

muſt give pleaſure.
A barn was blown down at Cray, in
Kent, and three poor people killed.

Pitt's office, an expreſs from Commodore

FR 1 DAY, 12.

of
with little or no loſs ; by
which all the French ſettlements in Africa are

The logwood-mill, and ſeveral adjacent
houſes in Whitechapel, were conſumed by fire,
Satus day, 13.
A veſſel, laden with ordnance ſtores, was

conſumed by fire, near Chatham; damage
between 3 or 4ocol.
Monday, 75.
Six pirates were brought from Suſſex and
confined in the Marſhalſea, for plundering a

Dutch ſhip, with the baggage of the Spaniſh
January, 1759,

Keppel, of the taking of Goreč on the 20th

tº..."

now in our poſſeſſion. The garriſon conſiſted
of 300 French (beſides a great number of
ſlaves, &c. from Senegal) who were taken
priſoners, together with about 1oo pieces of
cannon, ſeveral mortars, and a confiderable
quantity of warlike ſtores and proviſions.

[we ſhall be enabled to give a more paſti
tular account of this important conqueſt
hereafter.]
G

[The
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[The iſland of Goreé, called Goeree by the
Dutch, or a good road of ſhipping, is W.
lon. 17. 4o, lat. 15. a ſmall iſland near Cape
Verd in Africa. It is all ſurrounded with
rocks, and inacceffible every where, except
at a little creek ſituated E. N. E. about zo

fathoms broad and 6: fathoms long, inclo
ſed between two points of ſand, one of
which is pretty high, and called the point
of the burying ground, the other is much
lower, and before it lies a ſand-bark, over
which the ſea beats with ſo much violence,

that it may be perceived from a great diſ
tance. There is a very good anchoring all
round this iſland, and particularly in the
abovementioned creek; between it and the
main land, the ſhips may ride ſecure from
the greateſt ſurges. It is a natural and moſt
ſafe harbour.

This iſland was yielded to

the Dutch in the year 1617, by Biiam,
king of Cape Verd ; and they built a fort,
called Naſſau on the hill, upon the north
weſt ſide of it, on a pretty high mountain,

very ſteep on all fides. But that fort not
being ſufficient to prevent an enemy from
landing in the creek, they built another,
called ſort Orange, to ſecure their ware
houſes It was taken by the Engliſh in 1663,
by com no cre Holmes, and retaken by De

Ruyter the Dutch admiral ſºme time after ;
but they did not stºp it long, for the French,
under count d'Etre és, made themſelves maſ

ters of it, in 1677, and demoliſhed the ſorts,
which they afterwards rebuilt, and conti

nued in poſſeſſion of the whole iſland until
the arrival of Commodore Keppel, as above
mentiºned.

It is but ſmall and barren,

without any wood or water but what the
inhabitants preſerve in ciſterns: But its
fituation, harbour, and good anchoring all
round, render it very conſiderable for thoſe
nations who have any ſettlements on that

part of the African coaſt that lies near it.}
(See our laſt Vol. p. 425.)
There was ſold lately in Smithfield-mark
et, a calf, only nineteen weeks old, for five
pounds ſeven ſhillings and fix-pence, and
weighed 316 lb. This calf was bred by Mr.
Sutton, of Downham, near Billericay, in
Eſſex.

His majeſty hath been pleaſed to order,
that a form of thankſgiving for the ceaſing
of the diſtemper amongſt the cattle be com
poſed, and ſent throughout the kingdom,
to be uſed in all churches and chapels on
Sunday the 18th of February next.

Jan.

chriſtened 375. Females 376. In all 751.
Males buried 433, Females 430. In all
868. Marriages 336. Increaſed this year
in chriſtenings 73. In burials 42. In mar
riages 29.

As a ſingular inſtance of the exceeding
great luxuriancy in vegetation of ſome
plants this laſt wet ſummer, the following
account of a radiſh now in the poſitfion
of Roger North, Eſq; of Rougham, in Nor
folk, may jºſtly ment the attention of the
publick. The diameter of the ſpread of the
leaves croſs the tuft or top, meaſured three
feet eleven inches; the length of the root is
two feet fixteen inclies and a half ; the girt,
near the top of the root, twenty inches and
a halt; at the bottom ten inches; and the
whole plant when freſh, weighed fixteen
pounds four ounces. This grew in the gar
den of Mr. William Davy, of Inglethorp, in
Norfolk.

A gentleman in the county of Galway, in

Ireland, hath kept, at his own expence, fer
above thirty years paſt, eighteen poor chil
dren, whom he compleatly cloathes, and
gives them their education in reading, writ
ing, and arithmetick, at the expence of only
twelve pounds a year, which is a leſs coſt
than a ſmall pack of hounds.
As the importation of Iriſh proviſions is
continued by act of parliament, it may be
uſeful to many poor families to know the
method of making the ſalt butter palatable,
by taking from it any rankneſs or diſagree
able taſte, it may acquire by long keeping.
The quantity propoſed to be rade uſe ct,
either for toaſts or melting, muſt be put into
a bowl filled with boiling water, and when
the butter is melted, ſkim it quite cff; by
this method it is ſo ſeparated from any groſs
particles, that it may require a ſmall addi
tion of ſalt, which may be put into the cold
water that is made uſe of in melting butter
for ſauce; and tho’ the butter is oiled by
hot water, it becomes a fine cream in the
boiling for ſauce.

a proclamation is iſſued by the governor
of Hallifax, importing, That as by the late
ſucceſs of his majeſty's arms in the reduc
tion of Cape. Bretc.n, and its dependencies,
as alſo by the demolition and entire deſtruc
tion of Gaſpey,

Meremichi, and

other

French ſettlements, fituated on the guiph
of St. Lawrence, and on St. John's river,
in the bay of Fundy, the enemy (who have
formerly diſturbed and harraſſed the pro

An addreſs from the borough of Leiceſter

vince of Nova Scotia, and much obſtructed

has been preſented to his majeſty, and moſt
graciouſly received. (See our laſt Vol. p. 650.)
belonging to Sir James Lowther, which
weighed above 136 ſtone the four quarters;
and had 19 ſtone of tallow taken out of
him. And they intended to kill his fellow

it in its progreſs) having been compelled to
retire and take refuge in Canada, and there
by left a favourable opportunity for the peo
pling and cultivating, as well the lands va
cated by the French, as every other part of
that valuable province : He therefore de
clares, that he will be ready to receive any

very ſoon.

Fºl.

Chriſtenings, burials, and marriages at
Liverpool, from the 24th of December, 1757,
to the 25th of December, 1758, Malcs

im for t fectually ſettling the ſaid vacated or
other lands in that province; one hundred
thouſand acres of which produce wheat,

An ox was lately killed at Lowther-hall,

3

that may be hereafter made to

1 yes
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rye, barley, oats, hemp, flax, &c., which ne
ver need manuring, as no part has failed of
crops theſe hundred years. Another hun
dred thouſand acres are cieared, and ſtocked

with Engliſh graſs, planted with orchards,
gardens, &c. The timber on the whole is
beech, black birch, aſh, oak, pine, fir, &c.
The lands are ſo intermixed that every ſingle
farmer may have a proportionable quantity
of plow-land, graſs-land, and wood-land;
and are 211 fituated about the bay of Fundy,
upon rivers navigable for ſhips of burthen.
The Enterprize, of 40 guns, with the
tranſports having on board ſix captains,
twelve lieutenants, twelve enſigns, and 6co

51

of 5o, ſailed from hence the 24th ult, to in
tercept the French ſquadron from Malta to
Toulon.— The Padrone of a Raguzan
veſſel reports, that he ſaw them engaged on
the 28th, to the weſtward of Malta.--

The French ſhips are the Tiiton of 34 guns,
the Minerva and Oiſeau of 26 (nine pound
ers) and the Tyger and Deal-Caſtle, which
the French had manned and fitted out as
men of war.”
The number of burials in Amſterdam

laſt year was 7189 (which is 90o leſs than
the year before) chriſtenings 427c, weddings
2417, veſſels arrived in the Texel 15, 6.
There have died in the city and ſuburbs

Only

of Vienna, during the year 1758, 1554 men,

Extraº of a Letter from Samuel White, Eſq;

1551 women, aooq male children, and 1635
female ; in all 6798. The number of chri
ſtenings amounts to 5167. So that the

men, are ſafely arrived at Jamaica.
one ſoldier died in the paſſage.

tº Britiſh Corful at Vigo, Dec. 17.
“Four days ago came in here a French
privateer called La Favorite, capt. Shurnel,
who, on the 27th ult. between Cape Ortugal
and Cape Finiſterre fell in with an Engliſh
brig, pink ſtern, about 1.cc tons burthen,
boarded her, and found only two Genoeſe

on board ; and ſeeing the veſſel all bloody
on the deck, and in the cabin finding that
all the papers had been thrown over board,
dire&ly ſuſpected they had murdered the
captain and crew ; and taxing them with
the ſač, they confeſſed that they had killed
the captain, his ſon, and every ſoul, being
ſeven in all. The cruel way they perpe
trated this maſſacre was as follows : Each of

theſe vilians was in different watches, one
in the maſter's, the other in the mate's. He

number of burials exceeds that of chriſten

ings by 1 <31 : The number of burials in the
year 1758 exceeds that in 1757 by 239;
and that of the births is leſs by 117
A certain artiſt at Vienna has co-ſtructed

an Automaton, dreſſed in the habit of an

Auſtrian gentleman, with a pen in one
hand, and a ſtandiſh in the other: After

dipping the former in the latter, he ſtrikes
upon a ſheet of paper a kind of ſpiral line,
and in the ſpaces between appears the fol
lowing inſcription : Auguſła, demui Auſtriac.e
st imperator: Deus nec metas nec finem for it :
That is, “ That God has not ſet either

bounds or period to the auguſt houſe of
Auſtria, or to the emperor.” His Imperial
majeſty has bought the piece, and ſettled a
conſiderable penſion on the inventor.

that was in the mate's watch went down

The number of burials laſt year in Paris

with them to ſleep, and waited till he found
them all faſt aſleep, then cut all their throats,
and ſtabbed them in ſeveral parts of the
body, and left them all dead. The captain
being on the deck, knew nothing of all this.
This fellow then came upon deck, and told
his comrade what he had done below : Upon
which they both at once fell on the cap
tain, and cleaved him down with a hatchet ;
being not quite dead, they finiſhed him with
a muſket; and the man at the helm they
cut in two ; and ſo made an end of them
all but the captain's ſon, who was left three
days crying for his father. The third day
they ſaid, that as he ſqualled like a cat,
they would diſpatch him likewiſe ; ſo they

was 21, 1zo; chriſtenings 19,369; marriages
4c 89; foundings 4969.

cut the child in two.

The veſſel is ſent to

Bayeux in France with theſe two villains in

her. She was, they ſay, the Peggy, capt.
Forman, was coming from Carolina to
Liſbon, and had got within 60 leagues of
the rock of Liſbon when this horrid barba

rity was perpetrated. This is the captain of
the aforeſaid privateer's declaration to the
conſul at Vigo, and ſays it is what the vil
lians confeſſed to him on board the brig.”
Extra4 of a Letter from George Tatum, Eſq;
dated Meſina, Nov. 14, 1753.
“The Swiftſure, capt. Stanhope, of 70
guns, the St. Albans of 60, and the Thetis

MAR R1A Grs and B1R THs.

Dec. 30.

HO MAS Concily, of Caſtle
town, in the county of Ki

dare, Eſq; was married to lady Louiſa Lenox,
third daughter of the late duke of Rich
mond, fifter to the preſent duke and to the
counteſs of Kildate.

Jan. 3. Perry Buckley, of Winkfield
place, in Berks, Eſq; to Mrs. Bingham.
Sir Richard Adams, Knt., a baron of the

Exchequer, to Miſs Amyard, of Leiceſter
fields.

4. — Colvil, Eſq; to Miſs A &on.
Thomas Truman, Ł q; to Miſs Polly
Davis, of Red. Lion ſqº are.
6. Mr. George Talataſh, an eminent at
torny, of Red-Lion-ſtreet, Clerkenwell, to
Mrs. Deborah weldon, of Thames-ſtreet.
2 o. Rev. Mr. Frank'in, to Miſs Venables,

22, Rev. Mr. Smart, prebendary of Litch
field, to Miſs tºeline, a fortune of 1 oocol.

27. Hon. col. Robert Brudentl, to Miſs
B,ſhop.
Jan. 5. Lady Charlotte Murray, daughter
of the duke of Athol, was delivered of a fon.
13. Mrs. Borrett, of Buntingſold, in Hert
*

fordſhire, of thret ſons.
G 2.

18. Lady

D E A T H S, Promotions Civil and Military.

* -,
J

13. Lady of William Duckett, Eſq; of a
ſon and heir.
DEATH s.

I R Rowland Alſton, of Odel,
in Bedfordſhire, Bart. aged 89.

Jan. z.

John Hope, Eſq; an eminent brewer.
Mr. Payne, partner with the late Meſſrs.
Hope and Stubbs, brewers, the latter of
whom died alſo laſt month,

Jan.

Mr. Wm. Thompſon, to the restory of Har
leflon, in Northamptonſhire —Mr. Berjamin
Morris, to the reëory of Bowerby, in Lincoln
ſhire. — Mr. Farmeworth, to the vicarage of
Roſtherne, in Cheſhire.— Mr. Water houſe, to

the reëtory of Langley, in Kent —Mr. Hor
wood, to the reëtory of Aſhbury, in De
vonſhire, —Mr. Harriſon, to the tºnited rec
tories of Colmer and Prior's Deane, in
Hampſhire. — Pichard Thompſon, L.L. B.

. Sir John Buckworth, Bart, who was

to the reëtory of Ickworth, in Devonſhire.

member for Weobly, in two parliaments.
He is ſucceeded in title by his brother, now
Sir Everard Buckworth, Eart.
william Watſon, Eſq; late an eminent

Somerſetſhire.—Mr. Le Hunt, to the reółory

-

Incre hant.

Richard Brodºc, Eſt; in the commiſſion
of the peace for Worceſtorſhire.

4. Thomas Piace, Lig; recorder

of York,

aged 70.
6. Mr.
Holborn.

Themas Trye, bookſeller in

Matthew Rolleſton, Eſq; lately choſen

ſherit of this city, but who declined ſervº
it g, aged 74.

firs. Nowerley, of Bloomſbury-market,

of Radburne, in Derbyſhire, — Mr. Bucke

ridge, to the reëory of Greſham, in Nor
folk. — Mr. Raymond, to the reëory of
Geſſingthorpe, in Eſſex. — Mr. Fiſher, to
the rectory of Broadwater, in Suffolk.-Free
man Gage, LL.B. to the rectory of Mahle
thorpe, in Lincolnſhire.—Thomas Lawſon,
LL. B. to the reëtery of Shi'itcne, in Kent.
— Walter Bagot, M. A. to the reëory of
Bligh, in Staffordſhire -- Mr. Aldrich, choſen

le&turer of the urited pariſhes of St. Mary
Abchurch and St. Laurence Pountney.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeal to enable
Francis Drake, M. A. to hold the vicarage

aged roc.

12. Joſeph Phillips, Eſq; a manager

of

the Sun-Fire oriice.

13 Thomas Micrſon, Eſq; who had

fined

for ſhe: iſ of this city.

Mrs. waidron, titler to the late admiral
Sir John Norris.

of Seaton, the chapel of Beer, and the vi
carage of Up-Lyme, in Devonſhire. — To
enable John Hill, M. A. to hold the reëo
ries of Thorpe-Manſen and Kelmaſh, in
Northamptonſhire.

-

Jºhn Knightley, of Ofchurch, in War

Promotions Civil and Military.
I G HT

wickſhire, Eſq;

Francis Treadagle, of Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields,
Eſq;

--Mr. Taylor, to the vicarage of Holt, in

-

*

Right Hon. the counteſs dowager of
Cie, carty, relićt of the late earl.

Hon. earl of

Weſtmoreland

elected chancellor of the univerſity of
Oxford, in the room of the earl of Arran,
deceaſed.—Earl of Lincoln, high-ſteward of
Weſtminſter, in the room of the ſaid noble

Mr. James Green, cngraver to the uni

man. — Peter Johnſon, jun, Eſq; recorder

verſity of Oxford.
17. Mr. withers, an eminent bookſeller,

of York, in the room of Mr. Place, de

in Fleet-ſtreet.

Chriſtopher Wilbram, of Nottingham,
Eſq;

!.

Sir Thomas Drury, of Overſtone, in

Northamptonſhire, Bart.

Lady Harriot Vane, woungeſt daughter of
the late tarl of Darlington.

22, Arthur Trevor, of Knightſbridge, Eſq;
Lady of the archbiſhop of York, aged 75.
Mr. Henry Freeman, 60 years a ſpeaker
amongſt the Quakers.

25. Mr. Oſborne, ſon of adm. Oſborne,
one of his majeſty's pages.

James Mur;' y French, Eſq; counſeller
at law. at Jamaica, on Nov. 7. ult.
Katherine Mackenzie, at Fowles-Caſtle,
in Rºſsſhire, aged 18, on Dec. 14.

Janet Blair, of Micninuſ, in Aberdeen
ſhire, aged 112.
£3 cl rº 1 as T ic Al PR ºf E R M ENTs.

R

E.W. Mr. George Nelſon was preſented
to the vicarage of Monkton-Wailop,

in Leiceſterſhire. — Mr. Harriſon, to the

, -ºxory of Potterhanworth, in Lincolnſhire.--

ceaſed. — William Ruſſel, Eſq; ſecretary to
the Turkey company. — Dr. Milner, phyſi
cian to St. Thomas's hoſpital, in the rocm
of Dr. Letherland, who reſigned, and Dr.
Akenfide, aſſiſtant phyſician, in the room
of Dr. Milner. — Mr. Whateley, rhetorick
prºfeſſor of Greſham college, in the room
of the late Dr. Ward.—Mr. Ingram, fur
geon to Chriſt's hoſpital, in the room of
Mr. Wall, who reſigned — Dr. Betteſworth
appointed chancellor of the dioceſe of Lon
don, in the room of Dr Simpſon, promoted,
Eyre Coote, Eſq; appointed lieutenant
colonel commandant, william Gordon, Eſq;
firſt major, and Robert Cordon, Eſq; ſe
cond major, of a battalion going to the
Eaſt-Indies.—Capt. Milbank, major to the
third regiment of dragoon guards.-John
Kellett, t ſq; major to the royal regiment
of horſe guards.-James Patterſon, Eſq; ma
jor to the royal regiment of artillery.—
Alexander Fraſer, Eſq; to be captain of a
new company to be raiſed for Fraſer's ſecond

Highland battalion.— Major Alexander Mur
ray, and major Farquhar, to take rank as
lieutenant-colonels in America, – Mungo
Campbell,
-

Courſe of Exchange.—Monthly Catalogue.
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Campbell, Eſq; to be captain of a new com
pany to be raiſed for the firſt Highland bat
talion.
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B 1 L L S of Mortality, from Dec. 26, to
Jan. 23.
Males
596
Chriſtened
Females
1 183

::::

-

Alterations in the Liſt of Parliament.
Aunceſton. Sir John St. Aubyn, Bart.

807
846

Males

Females

-

Buried

1653

in the room of Sir Geo. Lee, deceaſed.

Died under 2 Years old
Between 2 and 5 —
5 and 10 –
Io and zoº —
zo and 30 —
30 and 40 –
40 and 50 –

New Shoreham. Sir William Peere Williams,
Bart.
Richard Stratton, Eſq.; dec.
B—rs—ts.
Enjamin Beckett. Hate of Hindon, in Wilts, baker.
an.es Fiſher, of Liverpool, increnant.
as Reynell, Birt. of St. George, Hanovcr
gº-re, in M i."ºf…, brºker and chapman.
Fra. Fowler, of Mis-end Green, mariner and chapman.
Penyſton Marſhal, of Lire-ſtrect-flºa-e, merchant.
Jyºtis Anpleton, of Liverpool, merchant.
wº-Jam Rowlandſon, of the Old Jew, y, warehouſeman.
G org: La-dºr, of flondon, incrghºnt.
John Ecken, of Trippi, near Kingſton upon Hull,

5o and 6o

grºcer.

Geºrge strutton, of St. Ann, weſtminſter, carpenter.
** tº an x1, xen, of King's Lynn, in Norfolk, her...ant.
Tºnº ºvarº, of the Clife, in Suſſex, diſtiller.
tºward Rºbinſon, of Thaºs-ſtreet, ſlepſcher.
six-ºe Le-r', of Liverpool, grocer.

|

Nºnoa: Lily, of ſnººn under Line, and Iſaac H. any

*cºpy, of

-ni Peter
ani cracinth.

Tº

7o and 89

–

12:

8o and 99 —
99 and ico —

52

Buried

–

Mid.

Surry —

3

1653
15
3Sz
— 750

–
-

stockport, cºpartners, dealers

3: Ford, of Coalbrook-Dale,
4.

164

156

Without the Walls
In
and

393

City and Sub. Weſtminſte

Iſaac ºrary, Peter Heafy, and Thomas Worthingtºn,
ºf 5 to ºr, copartners nº hat-makerſ.
R-rt Dºnbar, Jºhn Adſitºr, and James Smith the
ºu-ger, of London, merchants, and partuers with
* 3:1; Dºuglas, now in fºreign parts.
ºrgº Squire, of ſybºrn-road, deale: in coa';.
- tº

—

60 and 79 —

Within the Walls
a

518
155
60
4?
1zz
1 16
162

1653

Weekly, Jan. 2

–

443

9

-

514

16

—

347

23

-

in Salop, iron maſter

ºrc-cr.

ºrancis, of Colcheſter, perike-maker.
s Lynch, of Liverpool, woollen-draper.

349

a rºck Dºwdall, of Liverpool, woollen-freper.
Joº Siii. Thomas Bridges, and Roger Blount, of
Kingſºon upon Hull, incretlants.
Richard Barlow, of starºane, in Lancaſhire, clothier.

Chriſtopher Harriſon, of Winconcley, in Yorkſhire,
merchant.

i.rider.n

Southgate, of Coddenham, in Suffolk, inn

1653

Wheaten Peck Loaf, Weight 17:b. 6 oz.
1 Dr. 1s. 8d. #.
*
*********!4++++++++++++++**

James Clark, of Whitehaven, ſhip-carpenter and tim
bºr-merciant.

The

M ONT H L Y

Jºhn Child, jun. of Kidderminſter, hop-increhant.
Thºz. Sarthall, of Bewdley, grocer.

CA. T A L O GUE

fºr January, 1759.

Charles Pººdlebury, of St. George's, Hanover-ſquare,
cºach-maker.
I.

D1 v in try and Con Ta over sy.
R. Newton's Diſſertations on the

Vºlº in Calycrt, of Thames-ſtreet, cheeſemonger.
William White, of New Windſor, innholder.
• Jºhn Brooks, of Gainsbºrough, grocer.

Hºry Lightfoot and John Lightfoot, of Hallifax, mer
chan's and partners.
Tºmas sain, of Bath, money-ſcrivencr.
william caul, jºin. of Norwich, woolcomber.

c O U R S E of E x C H A N G E,
London, Saturday, January 27, 1759.

Amſterdam 34 1r a

a 2 Uſance.

Ditto at Sight 24 7.
Rotterdam 35 2 # a 2 Uſance,
Antwerp, no Price,

Hamburgh 35 10.
Paris 1 Day's Date 31 5-16.
Ditto, a Uſance 31.
Bourdeaux, ditto 11.
Cadiz 4o #.
Madrid 40 .
Bilboa 40 k.
Leghorn 50.
Naples, no Price,
Genoa 49.
Venice 51 #.

Liſbon 5s. 5d. z º.
Porto

* {4. i.

Dublin 9 :-

Prophecies, Volumes II. and IIſ.
Tonſon.

2. Contemplations on the Hiſtory of the
New Teſtament. By Dr. Hall, Biſhop of
Norwich, pr. 6s. Davis and Reymers.
3. Remarks on ſeveral Paſſages of Scrip
ture. By Mr. Pilkington, pr. 3s. Whiſton.
4. A Synopſis of the Works of Plato,
pr. 15. Dodſley.
Philosophy, MATH E ** at 1 crºs.

5. Sir Iſaac Newton's AF ther realized,
By R. Lovett, pr. 15. Sandby.
6. A Diſcourſe of the reſidual Analyſis,

By John Landen, pr. 2s. 6d. Nourſe.
7. A Treatiſe on Fluxions. By Iſrael
Lycns, jun, pr. 7s. Millar.
Physica L.

2 A Differtation on the Cout.

Drake, pr. 5s.

By R.

Wilkie.

Histor Y, CHR or ology.

9. The Modern Univerſal Hiſtory, eight
volumes, 8vo, pr; 21. in Boards ; and three
Volumes, Folio, pr: 41. 4s. in Boards.
Hitch and Hawes.

to. Bower's Hiſtory of the Popes. Vol.
IV, Sandby,
1

Bower's

The Monthly Catalogue for January, 1759.
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11. A Specimen of a Work, entitled,
Chronographia Afiatica et Egyptiaca, &c.
pr. 2s. 6d. Cooper. (See p. 35.)

for EIGN AFFAIRS, 1759.
S all the armies have heen quiet in their
winter quarters ever fince our laſt, we
have but little to communicate relating to
the war, except from Pomerania, - where
ſeveral little ſkirmiſhes have happened be

Port R Y and ENT ER rain Mr N.T.

11. Ovid's Epiſtles, tranſlated into Eng
liſh Verſe. By S. Barret, M.A. pr. 3s. 6d.
Richardſon,

13. Spencer's Fairy Queen.

tween the Pruſſians, under count Dohrna,

By Mr. Up

ton, 2 Vols. 4to pr. ; l. 1s.

and the Swedes, under their new general,
Mr. Lantingſhauſen. The former, after
making a circuit through part of the dutchy
of Mecklenburgh, to colled proviſions, at
laſt entered Swediſh Pomerania, about the
beginning of this month, and in a few days
made themſelves maſters of Damgarten,

Tonſon.

14. Female Conduct : A poem, in two

Books. By T. Marriott, Eſq; pr: 4s. 6d.
Owen.

15. Bibliomaxia, or the Battle of the
Books, pr. 1s. Hope.
16. Milton's poetical Works, printed by
Baſkerville, 2 vols. Dodſley.
17. The Beldames, pr: 1s. Dodſley.
18. The Hero's Philoſophy, pr.6d. Cºoper.
19. The Hiſtory of W. Suſanna Dormer,
pr. 1s. 6d. Cooper.
20. The Intriguing Coxcomb, 2 Vols.
pr.6s. Scott.
21. The Campaign. A true Story, 2 Vols.
pr. 65. Harriſon.

Tribeſes, Richtenberg, Grimme, and Grip

M1 scrl LaNEous.

22. A Method of raiſing double Flowers

from fingle. By Dr. Hill, pr. 2s. 6d. Bald
win. (See p. 26.)
23. A Letter from M. Rouſſeau to M.

D'Alembert, concerning the Effects of thea
trical Entertainments, pr: 2s. 6d. Nourſe,
(See p. 38.)
24. An Eſſay to prove the Superiority of
the preſent Age and Nation, pr. 6d. Hope.
25. A Coll, ction of the yearly Bills of
Mortality, from 1657, to 1758, pr 9s. Millar.
26. Refie&tions or Hints touching the
Law, Lawyers, &c. pr. 1s. Davis and
Reymers. (See p. 36.)
27. Statutes and Rules for the Britiſh Mu
ſeum, pr: 6d. Davis and Reymers. (See
P. a. 3.)
28. A Scrutiny: Or the Critick Criticis'd,
pr. 1s. Wilcox.
29. An Anſwer to an anonymous Letter
to Dr. Lowth, pr. 1s. Dodſley.
30. A Letter to the Rev. Dr. B–n,
pr. 6d. Townſend.
31. A Letter to the Right Hon. william
Pitt, from Fort Frontenac, pr. 1s. Fleming.
(See p. 25.)
32. A Letter to the Hon. Author of the
Rout, pr. 1s. Thruſh.
33. A Collection of State Papers. By
Mr. Murdin, pr 11. 1 1s. 6d. Whiſton.
34. Populouſneſs with OEconomy, the
Wealth and Strength of a Kingdom, pr.6d.

-

ſwalde, the garriſons of all which places
retired upon the approach of the Pruſſians.
except that at Damgarten, which made a
ſhew of defending the place, but in a few
hours were obliged to capitulate, upon con
dition of marching out with the honours of
war, but not to ſerve againſt the king of
Pruſſia, or his allies, for a year. In the
mean time the Pruſſian troops, that were in
the iſle of Uſedom, took the opportunity of
the ice to paſs over, and make themſelves
maſters of Wolgaſt; and another detach
ment of Pruſſians, under major-general de
Platen, made themſelves maſters of Schlat kow, and a ſmall fort near Stolpe, at both
which places they made about go cfficers
ard ſoldiers priſoners of war. And all this
without ſuffering any loſ, as the Swediſh
army was retired under the cannon of
Stralſund.

Although the other armies remain
quiet in their winter quarters, yet great
preparations are making on all ſides for
opening the campaign very early in the
ſpring : Marſhal count faun is already re
turned to Prague fºom Vienna, with more

-

Owen.

35. A Catalogue of the Harleian Collec

abſolute powers, it is thought, than he ever
had before; and the king of Pruſſia, it is
ſaid, is already gone upon ſome ſecret ex
pedition from Breſlau, where he has been
ever fince the 24th ult. Prince Frederick
of Brunſwick is likewiſe preparing every
thing for being ready to take the field by
the end of next month ; and that the in

habitants of the three biſhopricks of Mun
ſter, Paderborn, and Oſnabrug, may not at
tempt any thing in the abſerce of his army,
he has itſued orders for them to bring in all
their arms by a certain day, under the ſe
vereſt penalties. On the other fide, the
French are likewiſe making all poſſible pre
parations; but they have lately committed
a ſort of treachery that muſt render them

tion of MSS. in the Britiſh Muſeum, 2 Vols.

odious to all true Germans, of which we

pr. al. 10s. in Sheets. Davis and Reymers.
36. The Works of Mr. Francis Barlow,
Nº I. pr. 1s. To be continued Monthly.

have the following account.
Mentz, Jan. 4. They write from Frank

Kilk,
St R Mons.

37. Aſſiſtance for Parents. By B. Daw.
ſon, LL.D. pr. 6d.

Henderſon.

38. Occaſioned by the Death of the Rev,
Mr. Newman, pr. 6d. Noon.

fort, that on the 2d inſtant, at ten in the

morning, the regiment of Naſſau preſenting
themſelves as if they only wanted to paſs
through the city, a detachment of the gar
riſon went to meet them, by way of cere

mony, as is uſual, and conduéted them as
far as Saxenhauſen-gate; but inſtead of

º

F O R E I G N

A F F A I R S,

poſt there, ſeized the grand guard, and
iskewiſe maſtered the gunner's guard : Soon
after, the regiments of Beauvoiſins, Rohan,
Rochefort, Bentheim, and Royal-Deux
Ponts, came and occupied the principal
places; and thus, while the inhabitants
leaſt ſuſpected it, the French troops made
that imperial city the head quarters of the
prince of Soubize.
This treacherous incroachment upon the
privileges of a free, imperial city, is highly
reſented throughout Germany; and even

the court of Vienna ſeems diſpleaſed at it,
the empreſs having wrote in very ſtrong
terms upon the ſubječt, to the court of Ver
failles; but as this city has always ap
peared favourable towards the king of
Pruffia, her imperial majeſty's ſincerity may
be ſuſpected, eſpecially if the French ſhould
hold the poſſeſſion they have thus taken.
Ratiſbon, Dec. 28. We had for ſome time
flattered ourſelves, that the affair of the

.
|

guardianſhip of the young duke of Saxe
Weymar would have been ſettled to the
ſatisfaction of all the parties concerned,
but the Aulic council has juſt iſſued a new
concluſum which cannot but be attended

with the moſt fatal conſequences ; inaſmuch
as the emperor, notwithſtanding all the re
preſentations that have been made to engage
his imperial majeſty to cauſe the will of the
late duke to be executed, has again appoint
ed the king of Poland, elector of Saxony,
to be guardian to the minor prince. The
forces the king of Denmark is aſſembling
afford matter of ſpeculation, and many will
have it that this prince will join the king of

Pruſſia, unleſs the cmperor repeals the above
decree.

Hague, Jan. 20. The day before the
princeſs gouvernante died (ſee p. 42.) the
aſſembly of the ſtates of Holland paſſed a
formal reſolution to fit out 25 men of war
inſtead of 18, and orders were immediately

diſpatched to the offices of admiralty to get
them ready as faſt as poſſible.
Liſbon, Dec. 30. A moſt dangerous and
wicked conſpiracy againſt the life of his moſt
faithful majeſty, having been happily diſco
vered, a number of perſons have been a reſt

ed by the king's order, of whom the follow
ing are the principal, viz,
Duke de Aveiro, marquis of Tavora, fa
ther, marquis of Tavora, ſon, Joſeph Maria,
ſon of the ſaid marquis, Joſeph Maria, bro
ther to the ſaid marquis, the count de Attou

guia, Manuel de Tavora, marquis de Alloria,
Don Manuel de Souza, Nuno de Tavora,

1759.
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of which his majeſty is now happily reco
wered, without the leaſt hurt remaining.
The ſame placart promiſes certain ho

nours and rewards for the diſcovery of any
of the criminals, with a pardon to any of
the accomplices, except the principals.
His moſt faithful majeſty has reſumed the
government of his kingdom.

And the following perſons have, we hear,
been fince taken up, viz. the count de Har
logie, the marquis de l'Orne, Don Ema
nuel de Souza. Caljary, and don Antonio da

Coſta, grand juſticiary of the kingdom;
together with ſome of the chief jeſuits.
The Extraordinary Gazette was happily pub
fiſhed lime enough to give it our Readers.
(See befºre, p. 49.)
The London Gazette Extraordinary.
Whiteball, january 29, 1759.
N Saturday night laſt was received the
following letter from the Hon. com

mcdore Keppel, to the Right Hon. Mr. Se
cretary Pitt.
Torbay in Gores Bay, jan. 3, 1759.
ARRIVED here with the ſquadron under
my command the 28th of December paſt,
in the evening; and the next morning,
agreeable to his majeſty's inſtructions, I at
tacked, with the ſhips, the forts and batteries
on the iſland of Goreé, which were ſoon
reduced to deſire to capitulate; and the go
vernor's demands were, to be allowed to

march the French troops out of the garriſon
with the honours of war.

His terms I

abſolutely rejećted, and began a freſh attack;
it was, bowever, but of a very ſhort durati
on, when the iſland, forts, garriſon, &c. ſur
rendered at diſcretion to his majeſty's ſqua
dron.

Lieutenant colonel Worge had his troops
embarked in the flat bottomed boats, in
good order and readineſs, at a proper diſ
tance, with the tranſports, to attempt a
deſcent, when it ſhould be found practicable,
or requiſite.
Two days after the ſurrender of the iſland,

I ordered it to be delivered up, with the can-,
non, artillery, ſtores, and proviſions, &c.
found in it, to the officer and troops lieu
tenant colonel Worge thought fit to garriſon

the place with ; and the colonel is taking all
imaginable pains to ſettle and regulate the
garriſon in the beſt manner, and as faſt as
things will admit of.
The incloſed, Sii, is the flate of the iſland,
with the artillery, ammunition, and proviſi
ons, ſound in the place, at its ſurrender.

John de Tavora, with all their families.
A placant has been publiſhed, in which
the king makes known his moſt providential
eſcape on the third of September laſt, when

State ºf the Iſland of Goreé, as it ſurrendered

he was attacked, at eleven o'clock at night,

French, made priſoners of war, about
3oo.—Blacks in arms, a great number ;

near the palace, by three of the conſpira
tors, armed with three blunderbuſſes, load
ed with large ſhot i one of the blunder
buſſes miſſed fire, but the others made two

large holes in the back of the carriage the
king was in, and wounded him in the arm,

to his Majºy's Squadron the 29th ºf be
cember, 1753.
Üut I am not well enough informed, as yet,

to ſay preciſely.—The loſs the enemy ſuſ
tained, as to men, is ſo very differently
ſta...d to me, by thoſe that have been

*:::
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that I muſt defer ſaying the number till ano
ther opportunity. — Ordnance, of iron, 38
twenty-four pounders, and one broke , 43
eighteen pounders, and one broke; 4 twelve
pounders. Of braſs, I twelve pounder.
Of iron, 5 fix pounders; 1 four pounder ;
2 three pounders, in all 94.—Iron ſwivels
mounted on carriages, 1 1.--Braſs mortars
mounted on beds, 2 of thirteen inches, 1 of
10 inches, and 1 iron mortar of ten inches.

in all 4 mortars.-Powder, in the magazine,
roo barrels.-Shells, filled and empty; ſhot
of different ſizes; cannon cartridges niled,

a great quantity.—Proviſions of all ſpecies,
for 4oo men, for four months.
Letter of the States-General to the King of
Great-Britain, on the Deatl ºf the Princeſs
Gºuverrante. (See p. 42.)

Jan.

the right between the 12th and 13th inſaant.
We can too well conceive, by our own

extreme affliction for the loſs of this great
and excellent princeſs, the ſituation of your
majeſty's pattraal heart on this melancholy
occaſion.

we feel it moſt ſenſibly, and wiſh that by
mingling out tears with thoſe of your ma
jeſty, we could in ſome meaſure leſſin its

bitterneſs. We pray that the Almighty may
be graciouſly pleaſed to ſupport your majeſ
ty to the moſt advanced age, and bleſs the

two illuſtrious branches that are left to us.
and which we cheriſh with all poſſible ten
derneſs.

--

We take the liberty to aſſure you, Sire.
that we will cºnploy all our care, and beſtow
our whole attention, on what concerns the

T is with the deepeſt concern we find

rights and intereſts of the young prince and
madame the princeſs his ſiſter, whom we
look upon as the children of the republick

ourſelves under a neceffity of informing
your majeſty of the melancholy event that

of your majcity's good will towards this

has juſt happened, by the death of her roy

ſtate. We ſhall endeavour to deſerve it more

al highneſs the princeſs gouvernatite, whom

than ever, by the zeal and devotion with
which we ſhall ever be, Sire,” &c. &c.

S I R E,

“

I

it pleaſed God to take out of this world, in
*

At the ſame time we requeſt a continuance

-–

--

--

REFERENCES to the above S K E T C H of Fort Du Quesne, now Pitts ºur on,
with the adjacent Country.

-

1. Mohongalo River—2. Fort Du Queſne, or Pittſburgh.-3. The Small Fort.-4: Al
legany River.— 5. Allegany Indian Town.— 6. Shanapins. – 7. Yauyaugany River.3: Ohio, or Allegany River.—9. Logº Town.-10. Beavor Sreek–11. Kuſkuſkies, the
Chief Town of the Six Nations.—12. Shingoes Town.—13. Alleguippes.-14. Sennakaas.
The Arrows ſhew the Courſe of the Rivers.
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two hundred horſe, and foure thouſand

Extrađs from the Memoirs of Robert

CARY, Earl of Monmouth, lately pub
liſhed.

foote, beſides voluntaryes which were ma
ny. After that my lord had ſtayed att
Arques : beſide Deep ſome three week,

ºf
the year,ſent
1591,
queen
Żºł
; NElizabeth
a body
of or nore, and had commodiouſly lodgeſ

his army, he made a journey to Noyon,
&S. troops, under the com: A and paſſed flill through the enemies coun
Š3, mand of the earl of Eſ. try, without any let or interruption, and

!

ſex, to the aſſiſtance of

tooke only his two hundred horſe for his

king Henryiv. of France;

guard. In three long dayes journey wee

24 and, in a few weeks after
he had been there, ſhe ſent him an order

game to the king to $ Noyon. There my

-

lord ſtayed with the king four days, and
to return home, and leave his command then returned towards Arques again :
to another, the reaſon of which is, by B But in the retourne wee might ſee many
our hiſtorians, generally aſcribed to her troopes of horſe of the enemies approach
Politicks; but from the account given of ing very neere us, but they never durit
this affair in theſe memoirs, it ſeems to ſet upon us, ſo that we came in ſafety to
have been rather owing to her love for | Giſors, a garriſon towne of the king's.
that young nobleman. The account is The next day wee were to go to Arques,
zis #.
(See our laſt Vol. p. 677.)
the way that wee came. Our carriages
“The next journey I undertooke was C were loaden, and gon out of the ports of
into France with my lord of Eſſex. I the towne, and my lord and his company
was a captain of one hundred and fifty were on horſeback ready to follow; but
men. This journey was very chargeable there came a French gentleman in good
to mee, for I carried with mee a waggon time to the towne, and ſtayed our car
with five horſes to draw it, I carried five riages, and came in great haſt to my lord,
* great horſes over with mee, and one and deſired to ſpeak with him in private :
little
nagge, and I kept a table D My lord alighted, and went into his
all the while I was there that coſt me
lodging with him, and moſt of the com
thirty pounds a weeke, which was from pany ſtayed on horſeback expe&ting his
Midſummer to almoſt Chriſtmaſſe; and retourne. When the Frenchman and my
et God ſo bleſſed mee that I never want lord were together, he diſcovered to my
ed, but hee ſtill ſent mee means to ſupply lord that he was betrayed by the gover
nour of the ** towne, and that by bis
my wants.
My lord [of Eſſex] had over with him E intelligence fif Monfieur Villiers with

º

February, 1759.

2.

above

* By great horſes are meant, dreſſed, or managed horſet.
+ 4 city in Normandy,
t Beſide Deep, ſºnſes near, or on 72
diffant about a league and a half from Diepe.
$ A town in Picardy ºpen the river Cºſa.
fide of Diepe. A port town in Normandy.
The ancient Nºviodunum, mentioned by Caeſar, as a fortification difficult to be taken. It is
| A town in Nor
the birth place of Calvin, who was born there in the year 1509.
mandy, which owes its original to a caſtle built there in the year 1 op7, by William II.
[Rufuſ) king of England, and duke of Normandy.
*" of Arque, . ff. The pºſºn

mentioned here, is André de Brancas, Seigneur de Villarſ, one of the principal chlºſs of
the league. Villars eſt celuy (ſay, a French hiſtorian) qui defendit Rouen contre Henry
IV. 1592, avec toute la bravoure et toute la conduite poſſible. The aritºſh, though un

fucceſsful, was critically intended. Moyieur de Villars aſpears to have been a "on of
bravery

6o

Expedition of the Earl of Essex

Feb.

ſpace and refreſhed themſelves, till it was
dred horſe, were layed in a great wood, reſolved that my lord and his troopes on
ſome three miles off o' the towne which
ly ſhould go to beſeige || Gornye, which
we were to paſſe through, to cutt us all in was ſome fortnight after. We had not
pieces. This being made known to my ſtayed long at Arques, but the whole
lord, ſome few of my lord's friends were army removed from thence towards
called to counſaile, and preſently it was A Gornye to beſeige the towne. Wee lay
reſolved that we ſhould make no ſtay before it ſome ten dayes, in which time
there, but tourne our courſe towards " there came letters out of England to my
Pont-large, ſo we marched a cleane con lord of Eſſex, to command him
trary way to that we ſhould have done, to repaire for England, and to leave his
and ſome nine miles off of the towne, charge with Sir Thomas Layton. He
wee put over the river Seine, and lay on preſently diſpatched Sir Thomas Darcy
the other ſide of the river in the open B to deſire longer ſtay 5 and to let the queene
field all that night. The next day we know that the “king intended ſhortly to
got betimes to Pont-large, where by the beſeige Roan, and what a diſhonour it
above two thouſand foote, and five hun

'...'.

f.". of the towne,

my lord and all

would be for ever to him, if he ſhould

is troopes were very well entertained. leave him at ſuch a time. Here colonel
By this means God ſo bleſſed us that we Cromwell left the campe, and went for
eſcaped this imminent danger. Being all England, having ſuch urgent occaſions
ſafe at Pont-large, my lord ſent to Ar-C of buſineſſe that he could ſtay no longer.
ques for all his foote to come to him, My lord of Eſſex upon his departure gave
which came in five or ſix dayes. After me his regiment, and I made choice of
they had reſted awhile, he tooke ieave of my lord of Valentia to be my lieutenant
the governour, and marched by ſmall colonel of my regiment, and gave my
journeys towards Arques (for then wee captainſhip to Sir Francis Rich, who was
feared no encounter of any enemy.) The lieutenant of my company before. After
fecond night wee lodged at a great village- D we had battered the towne, and made a
towne called + Pavillie, where finding breach, in a morning betimes wee were
great ſtore of vićtuall, and all things ne ready to give an aſſault; but the chief
ceſſary for the relief of the ſouldiers, it commanders of the towne, fearing their
was reſolved that we ſhould ſtay there four own weakene He, held out a white flagge
or five dayes. In which time, to ſhew to parley, and upon conference it was
Villiers how little we eſteemed him and
agreed, that the commanders and ſouldiers
his forces, in a morning betimes both E ſhould in ſafety paſſe out of the towne,
foote and horſe marched ſome five miles

and that the towne ſhould be delivered to

off, onely in a bravado, to ſee whether
Villiers, or any of his troopes in the

my lord for the king's uſe. All which
was performed that morning before twelve

towne durſt come out and ſkirmiſh with

of the clock.

us 1 : But there unfortunately we loſt $

From this towne my lord ſent me to
court with the news of the yielding of
brother, with a ſhott in the head, and F the towne, and the manner of it. I
ſo wee retourned that night to Pavillie, made what haſte I could to get over from
the whole army being full of ſorrow for Deepe, and within four daves after I left
the loſſe of ſo worthy a gentleman.
my lord, I arrived at Oatlands betimes in
The next night after, the towne ſell on the morning. Beſore I came Sir Thomas
fire, and in Jeſſe than an hour it was Darcy was ſent back with a ſtreight com
all burnt to the ground, ſo that wee had maund for my lord to retourne, as he
much adoc to #: our troopes and car-G would anſwer it at his utmoſt perill, with
riages ſafe out of the towne.
commiſſion for Sir Thomas Layton to
In four days after wee came to Arques, execute the place. I ſpake with moſt of
where our horſe and foote reſted a good the counſaile before the queene was ſtir
ring,
bravery in the field, of judgment in the cabinet, and of conduş in both. He died ad
miral of France, in the year 1595. The family was criginally Neapolitan, their nam,
Brancacio.
* Pont de l'Arche, a town in Norrlandy, upºn the Seine. This town
Mr. Waiter Devereux, my lord's only

Mand, three leagues above Roan, and was the firſt place that ſºrrºred to Ring Henry
IV, upon hiſ coming to the crown.

f Pavili, a town in Nory:andy, four league,

from Roan.

f The Aravery of theſe times was even wanton ant winerſary.
} Second ſon of Waller Devereux, the firſt earl of Eſºx, who in the year 1:73, had
ave from queen Elizabeth to go into Ireland to conquer the barony of Clandehoy at his
ºwn expence.
| Gournºy, a large city in Normandy, ſituated upon the river Epte,
ten leagues from Roan.

** Henry IV.

-

in F R A N C E.
61
1759.
ring, who aſſured mee that there was no mand mee any ſervice, I might know her
removeing of her majeſtie from her reſo pleaſure in the afternoone, for I meant
lution, and adviſed mee to take heed that

with all the haſte I could make to re

I gave her no cauſe to be offended with tourne to my charge. I had ſcarce made
mee, by perſwading her for his ſtay, an end of my dinner, but I was ſent for
which they aſſured mee would do no good, to come to her againe. She delivered me
but rather hurt. About ten of the clocke A a letter, written with her own f hand to
ſhe ſent for mee. I delivered her my my lord, and bade mee tell him, that
lord's letter. She preſently burſt out into “if there were any thing in it that did
a great rage againſt my lord, and vowed pleaſe him, he ſhould give mee thankes
ſhe would make him an example to all for it.” I humbly kiſs'd her hand, and
the world, if he preſently left not his ſaid to her, “I hoped there was in it that
charge, and retourned upon Sir Francis which would make him of the moſt de
Darcy’s coming to him. I ſaid nothing B jećted man living, a new creature, re
to her till ſhe had read his letter. She
joicing in nothing ſo much as that he had
ſeemed to bee meanely * well contented to ſerve ſo worthy and ſo gracious a
with the ſucceſſe at Gornye, and then I miſtreſſe.”
ſaid to her,
After I had with all due reſpe&ts taken
“Madam, I know my lord's care is my leave of her, I made no long ſtay,
fisch to obey all your commands, as he but that afternoon I tooke poſt horſe, and
vill not make one hour's ſtay after Sir C made for France. Thus God bleſſed mee
Francis hath delivered him his fatall in this journey, that through my poore
doome ; but, madam, give me leave to weakeneſſe I procured that from her which
let your majeſtie know before hand, what all my lord's friends in court, nor all her
you ſhall truely find at his retourne, after counſaile could procure.
I made all the haſt I could, but came
he hath had the happineſſe to ſee you,
and kiſſe your hand.

Hee doth ſo ſenſi

too late, for that tide that I came to the

bly feele his diſgrace, and however you D haven to Deepe, my lord having received
thinke it reaſon for this you have done,
yet the world abroad who know not the
cauſe of his ſo ſodaine leaving his army to
another, will eſteem it a weakneſſe in

her fueight command from Sir Francis

Darcy, refigned his charge to Sir Thomas
Layton, and put himſelfe into a little
ſkiffe in Deepe, and made all the haſte he
him, and a baſe cowardlineſſe in him to could for England.
When I came to
leave the army, now, when hee ſhould Deepe, they all wondered that I miſſed
meete the king and his whole army for E him, for they told mee it was not two
the befelging of Roan. You will be de hours ſince he ſet ſaile from thence. Miſ
ceived, madam, if you think he will ever fing him I went to my charge at Arques,
after this have to do with court or ſtate
and there ſtayed till my lord's retourne.
affaires. I know his full reſolution is to At my lord's coming to court, whereas he
retire to ſome cell in the countrey, and to expected nothing but her majeſtie's heavy
live there, as a man never deſireous to diſpleaſure, he found it cleane contrary,

looke a good man in the face againe. F for ſhe uſed him with that grace and fa
And in good faith, madam, to deal true
ly with your majeſtie, I thinke you will
not have him a long liv'd man after his

vour, that he ſtayed a week with her,
paſſing the time in jollity and feaſting ;
and then with teares in her eyes, ſhe

The late loſſe of his brother,

ſhewed her affection to him, and for the

whom he loved ſo dearly, and this heavy
doome that you have layd upon him, will

repaire of his honour gave him leave to
retourne to his charge againe 1.

retourne.

in a ſhort time breake his heart.

Then G

your majeſtie will have ſufficient ſatisfac
tion for the offence he hath committed

againſt you.”
She ſeemed to be ſomething offended at
my diſcourſe, and bade me go to dinner.
I defired her that if ſhe pleaſed to
com
-

IIee made all the haſte hee could to

Deepe. I mett hin there. As ſoon as
he ſaw me he drew his rapier, and came
running to me, and laid it on my ſhoul
der, and ſtreightly embraced mee, and
ſaid to mee, when he had need of one to

plead for him, he would never uſe any
other

+ This it as frong an inſtance as poſſible
* Greatly, it ſhould be wrote mainly.
of the queen's affection to lord Eſſex. It is evident her own heart, not the diſcourſe of
Mr. Cary, although proper and judicious, extorted from her that letter. . She ſatiſfied her

Jeff with the pleaſure of writing to him, when his giory deferred the pleaſure of her
1 The queen was naturally of a gay mirthfull temper. She could
aſſ-me, interd, all diſpoſitions; but in this account of her gravious reception of Eſſex, and
Her apparent diſturbance ºf zina in taking leave of him, ſhe was certainly ſincere.

feeing him.

Frb.
62
Letters of Sir Robert Cary and Lord Hunſdon.
other oratour than myſelfe. I delivered
My L. I have never refuſyd to ſerve.
him the queen's letter, then he ſaid, hyr; howſoever ſhe commandyd me, ſo
“ Worthy couſin, I know by herſelfe longe as I was able ; and beynge now,
how you prevailed with her, and what a by reaſon of the maryagys of my two
true friend I had of you, which I ſhall dawters, and beſyds theyr maryage-mony,
A was att as grete chargys with the tyme of
never forgett.”
In the appendix to theſe memoirs are theyr maryagys, as theyr maryage-mony
two letters, which may ſerve to ſhew the

came unto ; beynge now commanded too

repayre to Barwyke, I deſyerde only att
hyr majeſtie's hands the lone of 1 oool.
readers.
too be payde upon my intertaynment of
Barwyke and the wardenery, whereof too
Sir Rogert CARY to the Lord HUNs B be repayde the one halſe at Mychalmas
DEN his Father.
next, and the uther halfe at our Lady
&g
AY it pleaſe your lordſhip tº un day, whyche to be borrowyde of a mar

chara&ier of queen Elizabeth and her
court, therefore we ſhall give them to our

derſtande, that yeſterday yn the

chant, the intereſt comes nott too 1 col.

and trewly I wolde nott have made ſo
ſymple a feute unto hyr, but thatt upon
She cawkie me too her, and aſket me, thes occaſyons aforeſayde I hade layde all
when you ment too go too Barwyke I my platte to gage, without which ſ
towide hyr, that you determynde to be-C cowide nott with any credytt go thyther;
geyn your journey preſently after Whyt and hopy nge, that ſhe wolde confyder ſo
fontyd, She grew yntoo a grate rage, farr of my mede, I have ſtayde herapon,
byngynninge with Gods Hond, that ſhe the rather knowynge the matters both of
wolde ſett you by the feete, and ſende Scottland and the bordars to be yn ſuche
another yn your place, if you dalyed with ſtate, as ther was no ſuche neceſſitye of
her thus ; for ſhe wolde nott be thus da my ſaid haſty goynge to Barwyke. But
lyed with all. I tow!de her, that with as ſyns I fynde her majeſtie ſo ſmall care of
much poſſyble ſpeed as myght be, you D my neceſſyte, and ſo redy to threten mee,
wolde departe; and that your lyyng att not only with the placynge of ſumme
London thys fortnyght was too no other uther yn my place, butt alſo too impryſon
ende but to make provyſon for your me ; ſyns my ſuytt ys no better conſy
jorney. She anſeryd me, that you have deryd of by hyr, and that her majeſtie ys
byn goynge from Cryſtmas too Eſter, and ſo reddy apon ſo ſmall cawſe too deale
from Eſter to Whytfonday; but if you thus (nott hardly) but extremely with me,
differde the tyme any longer, ſhe wolde E as I hade the oſtyce of Barwyke of her
appoynt forme uther yn your place; and majeſtie ſpeeyally, and only by your L.
thys meſſage ſhe commandyd me to ſende goode meanes agenſte the wylls of uthers,
ou.
who ſought too putt me by ytt, too pre
ferre uthers of theyr frends unto ytt; ſo
Your Ips humble and obedient ſumme,
R. C A R Y.
am I moſt hartely too pray your L. that
To the ryghte honorable my very goode as you were the only brynger of me too
lord and father, my lord of Hunſden. F that office, wheryn I hope I have per
formyd my dewty, bothe for her majeſtie's
He n R Y Lord HUN SD on to Lord BURGH
ſervys, and for the goode of the hole
ley, Lord Treaſurer of England.
cuntrey, bothe too her majeſtie's honor,
My very goºde Lord,
the
benyfitt of the cuntrey, the commen
ºt
GE alwayſe ſounde your
dacyon of your L. who preferde me un
L. my goode L. and frende more to yet, and too myne owne credytt, yn
than any uther, I am the bowlder too G deſpight of myn ennymys wherſoever;
acquaynte your I, with a harde accy ſo I humbly pray your L. thatt ſyns I ſee,
dente too me, ſuch as I thyake your L. that hyr majeſtie ys ſo reddy to place
wolde as hardly beleve, as I dyd yttell ſume uther yn ytt, that your L. wyl be a
looke for ytt.
meanes, that I may with her favor departe
Thys day at dyner I recevyd a letter withall, as I dyd with hyr goode favour
from may ſunn Robartt Carey, of ſuch receive ytt For an offyce of that charge
ſpeechys as tyr majestic cuſy'd unto hym Hys not to be govern'd by any, that hath no
upon Sunday towchynge ine; which for better credytt or countenance of hyr ma
brevyty fake I ſende your L. the coppy jeſtic's then I have ; for I am nott ig
of ; wheryn I thyºk my ſºlfe ſo hardly morent, what q\varrels may be pykt too
dette with a'i by her majeſlie, as I cannott any mane, that hathe ſuch a charge, if
beyre it, nor obay it yn ſuche ſcrt, as the prynce ſhall be reddy, nott only too
heare
ſhe commands ytt.

afternoone, I ſtoode by her majeſtie, as
ſhe was att cards yn the preſóns chamber.

Hº.

-
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heare every complaynte, whyther ytt be the centurion, or Roman ſoldier, on horſe
falſe or trew ; and ſo apon imagynacion back, who with a lance pierces our Sa
too, condemn without cauſe. Well ! Iny viour's fide; the horſe is worth remark
L. Gode ſende them joy, that ſhall ſuccede ing, being done with full ſpirit and vi
me; and too do her majeſtie no worſe

gour, agreeable to the nature of that mar

ſervys theryn, then I have done; aſſurynge

tial animal.

your L. that I will parte from ytt with a A. Behind the croſs, a little to the left, is a
better wyll (fyndyng my ſelfe yn no bet
ter grace with hyr majeſtie than I do)

ſmall perſpe&tive view of the city of Jeru
ſalem.

Over the head of the thief, on the

right hand of our Saviour, appears an an
gel, repreſented as conveying the ſoul of
becauſe I doo by thys bearer wryght lyttle the thief to the manſions of the bleſſed;
les to hyr majeſtie : And for any impry which alluſion refers to that part of St.
ſonment ſhe cane uſe too me, ytt ſhall re- B Luke's goſpel, where the evangeliſt re
downde too hyr dyſhonor, bycauſe I ney lates the expreſſion of our Saviour to the
ther have nor wyll deſerve ytt, and there penitent thief on the croſs, “ This day
thou ſhalt be with me in Paradiſe.”
fore ytt ſhall nott troble me.
Thus havynge byn over tedyous too Over the head of the other thief, who re
your L. I commytt your L. too the tuy viled our Saviour, is repreſented, in a dif
cion of th’ almyghty. At Hunſdon this ferent attitude, his conveyance into the
C manſions of the wicked. On the ground
3 of June 1584.
Your L. to commande,
plot, which is diapered green, are ſtrewed
then ever I was too receive ytt. I am the
bowlder too trouble your L. thys muche,

H U N S 1) O N.

ſkulls, ſhin-bones, and jaw.bones, as the

To the ryght henorable, and my very
goode L. my L. Burghley, L. hyghe
treſurar of England.”
Whether this ſpirited letter prevailed ſo

emblems of the diſſolution of human na

ture; a fit alluſion to Golgotha, or the
place of ſkulls, where the ſcene of our
redemption was attes, for the propitia

far as to get my lord Hunſdon the loan of D tion of the fins of all markind.
1oqol. is not ſaid, but it had this effe&t,
that he continued warden of the eaſt

march until his death; for queen Eliza
beth, notwithſtanding the hereditary im
petuoſity of her temper, was always ready
to yield to the advice of a wiſe and faith
ful miniſter.

An Account of the fie PAINTING in the
Eaſt Window of St. Margaret's Church,
Weſtminſter.

The firſt capital figure, on your right
hand, ſtanding in a niche, as curiouſly
decorated and ornamented as the imagi
nation of the limner could laviſhly beſtow,
is that of St. George of Cappadocia, the
patron ſaint of England, ſtanding com

E pletely armed at all points, holding in his
left hand, partly unfurled, a white ban
ner, charged with a red croſs, and behind
him lies at his foot a red dragon.

He is

curious window (which has
the ſubject of much debate,
propriety of its ſituation) was
for 4oo guineas, and was
a private chapel belonging
to the ſeat of Mr. Conyers, of Copthall,
near Epping.
The middle piece is the hiſtory of the

ſaid to have ſuffered martyrdom in the 9th
perſecution, under the emperor Diocleſian,
about the year of our lord 290.
F The ſecond figure, on your left hand,
ſtanding in a niche, like to that of St.
George, is St. Catharine, the virgin and
martyr of Alexandria, ſtanding in a con
templative poſture, holding in her right
hand a book, and reſting her left hand on

crucifixion of our lord and ſaviour Jeſus

a ſword; her head incircled with a crown

HIS
been
as to the
urchaſed

tºo.

Chriſt, between two thieves ; the por. G of glory; and at her foot you behold
traiture of their perſons is ſo extremely part of a wheel, as an emblematical de
well done, that you may behold the ex vice of the manner of her ſuffering mar
tenſion of the muſcles of each limb, oc tyrdom.
In the third figure, under that of St.
caſioned by the different ways they are
expanded on the croſſes. Round about George, you behold king Henry VII. at
the croſs are the Roman officers and ſol

diers attending the execution, accompa

his devotions, attired in his royal robes,
crowned with a diadem, and kneeling un

nied with ſome of the chief rulers of the H der a canopy of ſtate; his countenance ex
Jews. At the foot of the croſs, you be preſſes the devotion of his mind.
In the fourth figure, under that of St.
hold the bleſſed virgin Mary, his mother's
fifter, Mary the wife of Cleophas, and Catharine, you behold his royal conſort,
Mary Magdalen, weeping and bewailing Elizabeth, arrayed in her royal robes, and
the loſs of their lord and ſaviour. On
the right hand of the croſs, you behold

at her devotions, under a canopy of ſtatein;
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Feb.
the above mentioned marquis, was in the
59th year of her age : She was of the
lower middle fize and thin, extremely gen
and in her youth had been very beau

Accommt of the executed Conſpirators in Portugal.

in her countenance is lively expreſſed the
devotion of her mind.

Laſtly above, in a row of ſmall panes,
are placed ſome of the apoſtles and ſaints;
on the right ſide of them is placed a white tiful.
roſe within a red one, to fignify the union
Luis Bernardo de Tavora, younger
of the families of Lancaſter and York, A marquis of that title, was the eldeſt ſon
in the perſons of Henry and Elizabeth, of the above-mentioned couple, and in the
before ſpoken of. Oppoſite to the white 36th year of his age. He was married,
and red roſe united, is a pomegranate, with a diſpenſation obtained for that pur
to ſignify the houſes of York and Lan poſe from the pope, to his father's young
caſter's deſcent from the royal houſe of eft fiſter Donna Thereſa de Tavola, and
Spain; as John of Gaunt, duke of Lan Lorena (or Lorain) who was twenty days
caſter, married Conſtance, the eldeſt daugh- B elder than himſelf. The marquis was a
ter and coheir of Peter, king of Caſtile little man and thin, well enough made,
and Leon; and his brother Edmund of but not of a pleafing aſpect, though with
Langley, duke of York, married Iſabel, a confiderable reſemblance of his mother.
the youngeſt daughter and coheir of the He was neither deficient in wit or humour,
but not amiable in his conduct, nor ex
aforeſaid king.

§

tremely corre&t in his morals.

The nolle Perſºns already executed for the C Joſeph Maria de Tavora, ſecond and
Late Conſpiracy (ſee p. 86.) in Portugal, youngeſt ſon of the elder marquis and
were the following, viz.
marchioneſs of Tavora, in the 1 34 year of
ON Joſeph Maſcarenhas and Len his age; of a middle ſize, moſt beautiful
caſtre (or Lancaſter) duke of Avei face, genteel perſon, agreeable deportment
ro, marquis of Torres Novas and of Gou and amiable diſpoſition. Theie are taid to
vea, and earl of Santa Cruz, hereditary
have happened circumſtances of ſortitude
lord fleward of the king's houſhold, which D and reſolution in his proſecution that do
is the higheſt office in the palace, and pre him honour.
fident of the palace court, or laſt tribunal
Don Jeronymo de Attaide, earl of At
of appeal in the kingdom, which is the tougia, one of the oldeſt, it not the moſt
ſecond ſtate officer of the realm: He was re

ancient title of the kingdom.

lated himſelf to the Tavoras, and mar

bleman was in the 38th year of his age,

This no

ried to a fifter of the elder malquis of that related himſelf to the Tavoras and man
title. He was in the 51ſt year of his age; E ried to the eldeſt daughter of the elder
of the loweſt middle ſize, well made in his marquis and marchioneſs of Tavora ; and
perſon, of an agreeable countenance and ſiſter to the young marquis and Joſeph
Maria of that name. He was of a mid
lively diſpoſition.
Franciſco de Aſſiz and Tavora (this fa dle ſtature, cluinty in his make, of a hea
mily being above taking the title of don) vy aſpect, ungraceful demeanour, and
marquis of Tavora and earl of Saint John of ſlow parts, but in his general conduct
and of Alvor, general of horſe, &c. This F an inoffenſive man.
nobleman was himſelf the eldeſt branch of

the Alvor family, the third noble houſe of References to the annexed PLATE.
1. The body of the marchioneſs of 'Ta
the Tavoras; and by marrying to his
kinſwoman, the heireſs of the marquiſate, vora.--2. The body of her youngeſ ſon.
became, in her right, earl of Saint John –3. The count of Attouguia.-4. The
and marquis of Tavora. The family of young marquis of Tavora.-5. The body
Tavoras is the moſt illuſtrious of the king-G of Maravel Alvarez–6. The body of
dom, as well for the purity as antiquity of Joas Miguel.—7. Braz Joze Romeiro.—
their deſcent i deriving their origin from 8. The wheel on which the body of the
the kings of Leon, and having ever pie marquis of Tavora was placed.-9. The
ſerved their dignity, by diſdaining to wheel on which the body of the duke of
Aveiro was placed.—io. The duke of
make any other than the moſt noble alli.
ances; inſomuch that it has of late been

Aveiro's brave fixed to his ſtake.— 1 1.

the pračtice of the chief branches of this H. The effigy of another of the duke's bra
family to marry only among one another.

The marquis was in the 56th year of his
age, of the higheſt middle ſtature ; a
genteel perſon, comely countenance and
grave deportment.
Donna Leonor de Tavora, marchioneſs

of Tavora, in her own right, and wife to
I

vos, who had eſcaped.—A The marquis
of Tavora, as fattered on the croſs on
which his limbs were broke alive.—B
The inſtrument of iron with which the
criminals limbs were broken.—CC The

three executioners.--D The two fitars,
who attended.-E. An oificer of juſtice.
I he
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Dec. 1, 1757, with an Ae
count of all the material Queſtions therein determined, and of the political Diſpates
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued /rom p. 13.

F

E BRUARY 9, there was pre
ſented to the houſe, and read, a

courſe, and received the royal aſſent by
commiſſion on March 23.

Although this was a private bill, and
petition of George Amyand, and
John Anthony Rucker, of London, mer paſied as ſuch, yet I thought myſelf ob
chants, agents for the Embden Eaſt India liged to take notice of it, becauſe it was
company 5 ſetting forth, that in the month not only a generous national proceeding,
of September then laſt, the prince Ferdi- A but ſhewed the great and juſt regard we
nand of Pruſſia, one of the ſaid com have for the king of Pruſſia; and becauſe
pany's ſhips, bound from China to Emb this bill, or at leaſt the regard we now
den, arrived at Plymouth, where ſhe was have for the king of Pruſſia, was the
obliged to remain till ſhe could be pro cauſe of bringing in a publick bill for re
perly diſpoſed of ; Embden being in poſ pealing an act paſſed in the 15th year of
ſeſſion of an enemy, ſhe could not pro his preſent majeſty's reign, for reſtraining
ceed to her deſtined port, nor with ſafety B the making inſurances on foreign ſhips
into any other in his Pruſſian majeſty's bound to or from the Eaſt-Indies; which
dominions ; and that the directors of the aćt was chiefly deſigned againſt the Eaſt
ſaid company finding their effe Sis ſo cir India company then ruſt eſtabliſhed at
cumſtanced, were deſirous of having the Embden ; but as circumſtances are now
ſaid cargo ſold in England, and appoint altered, therefore on May 1o, it was or
ed the petitioners their agents for that dered, mem. con. that leave ſhould be
Purpoſe, who had contračted for it with C given to bring in a bill for repealing the
our Eaſt-India company 5 but that the ſaid act ; and that Mr. Chancellor of the
ſaid contract could not be carried into
Exchequer, Mr. Nugent, Mr. Amyand,
execution, nor the neceſſary inſurances and Mr. Alderman Beckford, ſhould pre
upon the ſaid ſhip and cargo made, as pare and bring in the ſame. Accordingly,
the laws then ſtood, without the aid of the bill was, on the 25th, preſented by Mr.
Parliament ; and therefore praying the Chancellor of the Exchequer, paſſed thro'
houſe to take the premiſes into conſidera. D both houſes in common courſe, and re
tion ; and to give leave that a bill might ceived the royal aſſent at the end of the
be brought in to enable the petitioners to ſeſſiºn ; without any oppoſition being
compleat the ſaid contrači, and to make made to it even by our Eaſt-India com
the requiſite inſurances ; and that our pany, who perhaps had now learned from
Eaſt-India company might import all, or experience, that our prohibition of inſu
any part of the ſaid cargo, under the rances upon foreign Eaſt India ſhips was of
ſame duties and conditions in every re. E no ſervice to them, and was a loſs to the

ſpekt, as the ſame ſeveral ſpecies of goods
imported by them directly from the Eaſt
Indies, then paid and were ſubjećt to.
This petition was preſently referred to
a committee, from whom Mr. Oſwald,

nation, by depriving our inſurers of a profit
they might otherwiſe make ; for no man
will inſure unleſs he has a very conſidera
ble profit according to the common courſe
of things, and where ſuch a profit is to

be made, inſurers will be found in other
mined the matter of the ſaid petition, F countries as well as this, tho’ the good

‘on the 16th, reported, that they had exa

and directed him to report the ſame, as it faith of our inſurers, and the juſtice of
appeared to them, to the houſe ; and the our courts, makes foreigners deſirous to
report being read at the table, as alſo the inſure in this country rather than in any
deed of ſale, or contraćt between the pe other.
titioners and our Eaſt-India company, it
February 13, a committee was appoint
was ordered, that leave ſhould be given ed to conſider of the importation and
to bring in ſuch a bill as the petitioners G growth of madder in this kingdom, and
had prayed for ; and that Mr. Oſwald, to report their opinion thereupon to the
Mr. Henry Fane, and Sir Richard Lloyd, houſe ; to which committee was 1eferred
ſhould prepare and bring in the ſame. an account of the quantity of madder
Which bill was accordingly, on the 23d, imported into England from Holland, for
preſented to the houſe by Mr. Oſwald, ſeven years laſt paſt, diſtinguiſhing each
afterwards paſſed both houſes in common year, which account had beco preſented
te
February, 1759,
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to the houſe on May 3 laſt. Accordingly

vided, that the aët ſhall continue in force

the committee toºk this affair into their

conſideration, and after a full inquiry
into the nature of it, Mr. Hanger, on

for 14 years, and to the end of the then
next ſeſſion of parliament, and no longer.
How this ačt came to be made tempo

the 27th, reported their reſolutions, which
were as followeth, viz.

rary, or why it ſhould not have been made
perpetual as well as the above-mentioned

-

That it is the opinion of this committee, A clauſe in another act ", I believe, every
1. That inadder is an ingredient eſſen
tially neceſſary in dying and callico-print
ing, and of "great conſequence to the

one who leads the account you have given

trade and manufactures of this kingdom.
2. That madder may be raiſed in this

reaſon. Surely, 54. an acre for tythe is
what may ſatisfy the moſt avalicious man

kingdom, equal in goodneſs, if not ſupe

in the kingdom who has a right to tythe ;

of madder in your Magazine for laſt year,
p. 577, will be at a loſs to aſſign a good

B for in not of the lands in England, there
3. That encouraging the growth of is hardly any thing we can cultivate, that
madder in this kingdon, will be a ſaving will produce ſo much, were the tithes to
of a very large ſum of money which is be taken in kind ; and the making of this
now paid for that commodity imported, law temporary will diſcourage many from
beginning to cultivate madder ; becauſe
duty free, f on abroad.
4. That the encouraging the growth of by the time a man has brought his plan
madder in this kingdom, will be a means C (ation to perfection, the 14 years will ex
of employing great numbers of poor fa pire, and if it ſhould then appear, that
milies in the winter months.
the tythe of inadder plantations, if taken
5. That the aſcertaining the tythe of in kind, would amount to a great deaf
madder, will be the greateſt means of more than 5s, an acre, every man must
encouraging the growth of that commo foreſee, that it would be very difficult to
dity in this kingdom.
get this law continued for any longer time
And, 6. That the houſe be moved, D by a new law, and that this dificulty will
that leave may be given to bring in a bill increaſe in proportion as our madder plan
to encourage the growth and cultivation tations improve. This obſervation I muſt
of madder in this kingdom.
recommend to our ſociety for the encou
The firſt five of theſe reſolutions being ragement of arts, &c. and, I hope, they
then lead a ſecond time, were agreed to will have intereſt enough to get this law
by the houſe; and aſter reading the ſeve made perpetual, before the difficulty be
rai acts for the better aſcertaining the E conies inſurmountabie.
ty thes of hemp and flax, viz. act 3 VV.
For we muſt not expe&t, that it will
and M. chap. iii. ašt 11 and 12 W. III. be as eaſy to get this law continued or
chap. xvi. act 6 Anne, chap. xxviii. and made perpetual, as it was to get the law
att I Geo. I. chap. xxvi. It was ordered, for aſcertaining the tythe of hemp and
that icave be given to bring in a bill, as flax continued, and at laſt made perpe
mºnºioned in the ſaid 6th reſolution ; and tual ; becauſe the tythe of madder may
that Mr. Hanger, Mr. Whitworth, Mr. F be much more eaſily taken in kind, and
Roſe Fuller, Sir Francis Daſhwood, and more eaſily managed or diſpoſed of, than
Mr. Owald, ſhould prepare and bring in the tythe of hemp or flax ; and yet the
the fame. The bill was accordingly pre continuing of that law met every time
fented to the houſe by Mr. Hanger, March with great difficulty, and its being at laſt
ro, paſſed thro' both houſes in the uſual made perpetual, was owing to an oppor
•ouiſe, and received the royal aſſent, tunity's being taken of a time when thoſe
June 9
G who had an intereſt in oppoſing it, had
By this ačt it is enaëled, that from and very little influence at court. After it was
**e, Auguſt 1, 1758, all perſons, who firſt eita&ed, it expired before a law could
tha!! plant or cultivate any madder in be obtained for continuing it; and when
Ingland, ſhall, before the ſame be carried it was continued, the tyths was raiſed
off the ground where it grows, pay a from 4 to 53, an acre : The next time it
ty the of 5s. an acre, and no more yearly, was continued, which was in the year
to the perſon having the right of tythes; H 1723, happened to be a conjuncture very
and ſo proportionably for more or leſs favourable for it j and when it was made
the conjuncture was ſtill more
ground to planted or cultivated ; but this
avourable, being the very firſt year after
ačt not to extend to charge any lands diſ
charged by any modus decimandi, ancient the acceſſion of his late majeſty king
•omposition, or other diſcharge of tythes George the Firſt. And as an acre plant
'', law. And by the laſt clauſe it is pro ed with madder, and properly cultivated,
rior to any foreign madder.

}.

will

* See Lºnd, Mºg, fºr lºft year, p. 611.

*
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will produce a much larger ſum at market entitled to a ſettlement ; but that great
than an acre ſown with hemp or flax, it numbers of perſons had ſince been un
is to be feared, that the continuing or warily bound apprentices by deeds or con
perpetuating of this ačt, will be found trađs not indented, and conſequently
more difficult than it was found to con

were not only refuſed a ſettlement, but

tinue or perpetuate the act for aſcertain A removed to the place of their laſt legal
ing the tythe of hemp or fax ; tho' this ſettlement, where they had no opporiu
can be no good reaſon why the tythe of nity to gain a livelihood by their fiade;
maddei ſhould be higher, becauſe its cul therefore by this ačt it is enacted, that no
tivation will be much more troubleſome
perſon who ſhall have been bound, or
and expenſive than the cultivation of hemp ſhall afterwards be bound apprentice, by
or flax.

any deed or continét, being firſt legally

I believe there is no country in the B ſtamped, tho’ not indented, ſhall be re
world where there are ſo mary laws made, moved from the place where ſuch perſon
or ſo much money raiſed, for providing ſhall have been bound, and reſident 49

judgment,

for the poor, nor is there any country in

days ; but no

the world where the poor are ſo much
loaded with taxes, as in this country :
Almoſt every feſion produces ſome new
law for one or other of theſe purpoſes.

creee, made before May 1, 1758, to be

In this laſt ſeſſion, on Feb. 28, after

reading the 8th ſection of an act paſſed
in the third of William and Mary, en
titled, An Aći for the better Explanation

and ſupplying the Defe&#3 of the former
Lawſ fºr the Settlement of the poor, it
was ordered, that leave be given to bring

order, or de

by this act ſet aſide.

Then by the ſecond part it is recited,
that by the ſaid ačt of the 2 oth of his
C preſent majeſty, all complaints, diffe
1ences, and diſputes, between maſters or
miſtreſſes, and ſervants in huſbandry, hired
for one year or longer ; or between maſ
ters or miſtreſſes, and artificers, handi

crafts men, miners, colliers, keel-men,
pit men, glaſs-men, potters, and other
in a bill to amend the ſaid act, ſo far as laboulers, employed for any certain time,
the ſame related to apprentices gaining a D or in any other manner, were to be de
ſettlement by indenture ; and that Sir termined by one or more juſtices for the
Edmund Iſham, Mr. Cartwright, Sir Ri place where the maſter or miſtreſs inha
chard Lloyd, Mr. Whichcot, Mr. John bit ; but that doubts had ariſen, whether
Hervey, and Mr. Thuſby, ſhould pre the words, any labourers employed for
pale and bring in the ſame. March 3, any certain time, or in any other manner,
the bill was preſented to the houſe by Sir E extended to ſervants in huſbandry hired
Edmund Iſham, when it was read a fit ſt for a leſs time than one year; therefore
time, and, on the 7th, it was a read a
ſecond time, and committed to a commit
tee of the whole houſe. On the 14th,

after reading the firſt ſection of an act
paſſed the 26th of his preſent majeſty,

by this new ačt it is ena&ted, that the ſaid

aćt of the 20th of his preſent majeſty
ſhall, from and after May 1, 1758, be

deemed to extend to all ſervants employ
ed in huſband, y, tho' hired for a leſs

entitled, An A5 for the better a fifting F time than one year.

and more eaſy Recovery of the Wages ºf

The neceſſity of this new act plainly

certain Servant; ; and for the better Re

ſhews how careleſsly, or rather thought.

gulation of ſuch Servants, and of certain

leisly, the two acts thereby amended were
drawn up ; which unfortunately is the
caſe with too many of our ſtatutes. In
framing or drawing up our new laws, we

Apprentice: ; it was ordered, that it ſhould
be an inſtrućtion to the ſaid committee,

to receive a clauſe or clauſes for amending
ard rendering more effectual the ſaid act, G often ſeem to have no fore thought, nor
with reſpect to the time for which ſuch any confideration of the grievances or in
ſervants were to be hired : And the com
conveniences that may afterwards enſue:
mittee having accordingly, on the 17th, We think only of the grievance or incon
added a clauſe for this purpoſe, the bill venience then flit 5 and think we have
a:erwards paſted both houſes in the uſual done enough, if by a new tw we have
courſe, and received the loyal aſſent on effectually gºarded againſt that grievance
H or inconvenience for the ſuture. This
June 9.
From hence the reader will ſee, that makes it ſo eaſy to evade out laws : This

this a 3 conſiſts of two parts, by the firſt
of which, after reciting, that by the ſaid
act of the third of William and Mary, a

has ſweiled our ſtatute bock to ſuch a
monſtrous ſize. And even this rew law

apprenticed by indenture,
and inhabiting in any Paliſi, ſhould be

additional amending law ; for I doubt
nich if a juſtice would thi.k himſelf in

per, en's being

may loon appear to ſtand in need of an

I 2

powe, cil

—
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powered by the ſaid ač of the zoth of his read a ſecond time. On the 15th, it was
preſent majºſty, to determine any diſpute read a ſecond time, and committed to a
between a country ſhopkeeper and his committee of the whole houſe ; and then,
journeyman, or between the maſter of a after reading the entry in the journal of
family and his houſhold or inental ſervant. the houſe of Nov. 22, 1680, of the pro
But indeed there are two inconveniences, ceedings of the houſe with relation to
one of which we muſt ſubmit to . Either A the bill for regulating ele&tions of mem
our judges, inferior as well as ſuperior, bers to ſerve in the commons houſe of
muſt he allowed the latitude to confider parliament, and to the bill to prevent the
the ſpirit and intention of the law; or if offences of bribery and debauchery in the
fo ſtrićtly tied down to the words that ele&ion of members to ſerve in the com
every new inconvenience, grievance, er mons houſe of parliament ; and alſo the
crime muſt have a new law for its pre entry in the journal of the houſe of May

vention or puniſhment, the multitude of B 19, 1699, of the proceedings of the houſe
our laws muſt become enormous ; and

with relation to the bill for the better ſe

which of theſe two inconveniencies may
be of the moſt dangerous conſequence to
the ſecurity and happineſ, of the ſubjećt
is not ſo eaſy to determine. Whilſt we
have a free and independent parliament,
the former can never be attended with C

curing the publick peace, and preventing
the deſigns of papiſts, and other diſaffect
ed perſons to their majeſties government;

any danger ; but if the court ſhould ever

it was ordered, that it ſhould be an in

ſtrućtion to the ſaid committee, that they
had power to turn the ſaid bill into two
bills, if they thought fit.

On the zoth, the houſe refblved itſelf
be able in moſt queſtions to over awe or
corrupt the parliament, it would be the into the ſaid committee, as they did
moſt dangerous, as the ſubječt might be again on April 4, when Mr. Cornwall
cruelly oppreſſed under the form of law, reported from the committee, that they
which of all ſorts of oppreſſion is the had gone thro' the bill, and made ſeveral
moſt vexatious to a free and generous D amendments thereunto, which they had
mind, and is that ſort of oppreſſion which directed him to report, when the houſe
the people will always find the moſt diffi would pleaſe to receive the ſame ; which
cult to get rid of.
they did the next day, when the amend
I now come to a bill, for which there ments were agreed to by the houſe, and
would never have been any occaſiºn, if the bill, with the amendments, was or
ſome people at a late famous ele&tion, dered to be ingroſſed. And on the 19th,
had not by bribery been tempted to be E it was read a third time, paſſed, and Sir
guilty of perjury How their ſeducers John Philipps ordered to carry it to the
can pretend to be men of honour or reli

iords, and deſire their concurrence; which

their lordſhips granted in the uſual courſe,
and having thereof acquainted the com
both human and divine, Sir John Philipps, mons, by neffage, on the 18th, the bril
on March 1, moved, that the 1ſt, 3d, 4th, received the royal affent on June 9, being
7th, and 9th ſeótions of an ačt made in F now entitled, An Aći fºr further explair
the 18th of his preſent majeſty, entitled, ing the Laws touching the Eleśīors of Knightr
An A3 to 3 flain and amend the Laws of the Shire, to ſerve in Parliament, for
towching the Eleåions of Knights of the that Part of Great-Britain, called England.
Shire to ſerve in Parliament, for England,
The preamble of this ačt ſets forth,
might be read ; and the ſame being read That by an ačt of 18 Geo. II, entitled
accordingly, he then moved, and it was as above, no perſon might vote at the
ordered mem. cºn, that leave be given to G eleētion of a knight or knights of a ſhire
bring in a bill to obviate any doubts that within England or Wales, without hav
may ariſe, correrning the eleółors of ing a freehold eſtate in the county for
knights of the ſhire to ſerve in parlia which he votes, of the clear yearly value
inent, for England, and for further regu of 40s. over and above all rents and
lating the proceedings at the elečions charges payable out of or in reſpect of
of ſuch knights of the ſhire ; and that the ſame : But that notwithſtanding the
lie the ſaid Sir John Philipps, Mr. Town- H ſaid ačt, certain perſons who hoid their
thend, Mr. Cornwall, the lord North, egates by copy of court roll, pretend to
and the lord Cavsſort, ſhould prepare have a right to vote, and have at certain
and bring in the ſame.
times, taken upon then to vote at ſuch
On March 6, the bill was preſented to elections, therefore it is ena&ted by
the houſe by Sir John Philipps, when it
Clauſe 1. That from and after June
gas ecd a fift inº, and cide: td to be 29, 1758, no perſon who holds his eſtate
gion, let them anſwer ; but to prevent

for the future any ſuch breach of the laws

by
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by copy of court roll, ſhall be entitled the people to get his ſcheme approved of
thereby to vote at the election of any without objećtion or amendment ; for if
knight or knights of a ſhire within Eng it were to be carped at and amended by
land or Wales: But every ſuch vote ſhall any ſort of popular aſſembly, they would
be void, and the perſon ſo voting ſhall certainly ſpoil it. Such a man would ſoon
forfeit sol. to any candidate for whom diſcover and ſelect the few who had in

ſuch vote ſhall not have been given, and A tellectual eyes ſufficient for prying into
who ſhall firſt ſue for the ſame; to be re

covered with full coſts of ſuit by action of
debt, in any of, &c. Clauſe 2. That the plaintiff in ſuch ac
tion may only ſet forth in the declaration
or bill, that the defendant is indebted to

futurity, hearts that could rejoice at no
thing ſo much as at the happineſs of their
country, and heads that could diſtinguiſh
what would tend moſt to ſecure that hab

pineſs for the future : With theſe he would
privately conſult : With theſe he would

him in the ſum of 50l. and alledge the B re-examine every article of what he pro
offence for which the ſuit was brought,
and that the defendant hath ačted con

trary to this ačt, without mentioning the

writ of ſummons to parliament, or the

poſed : But when he had with the advice
of theſe few fully digeſted and ſettled his
ſcheme, the buſineſs of the many would
only be to approve, and it would be the

return thereof; and upon trial of any duty of every man in his ſphere to con
iſſue, the plaintiff ſhall not be obliged to tribute to the execution of the plan.
prove the writ of ſummons, or the return C
[To be continued in our next.jthereof, or any warrant or authority to
Account
of the BRIT1sh Colonies in the
the ſheriff upon any ſuch writ.
Iſlands ºf AMERICA, commonly called the
- 3. Every ſuch ačtion ſhall be
commenced within nine months after the
weſt-Indies, continued from p. 16.
ſa&t committed.
next iſland planted by us, is
4. All the ſtatutes of Jeofails,
that which is now called Jamaica,
and amendments of the law, ſhall be con- D and is the largeſt as well as the moſt bene
ſtrued to extend to all the proceedings in ficial iſland we have in the Weſt-Indies.
any ſuch ačtion.
This is the only poſſeſſion we have in
5. If the plaintiff ſhall diſ. America, which can properly be ſaid to
continue his ačtion, or be nonſmited, or have been got by conqueſt. It was firſt
judgment given againſt him, the defen diſcovered by the famous Chriſtopher Co
dant ſhall recover treble coſts.
lumbus himſelf, who landed here in 1494;
Thus we ſee, there is but a part of E but no colony of Spaniards were ſettled
what was at firſt deſigned, provided againſt here till the year 1569 ; ſoon after which
by this aél ; for it is plain from the title Don Diego Columbus, the ſon of Chriſ
of the bill, as firſt moved for, and from topher, was made governor of the iſland,
the above-mentioned entries in the jour and by him was built the city of St. Jago
mals which were read on March 15, that de la Vega, which on account of his itſi
ſome new regulations were intended for dence there, and alſo on account of the
preventing bribery at all ele&ions, and F conveniency of its ſituation, and the ex
for putting an end to that drunkenneſs, cellency of the harbour of Port Royal in
feaſting, and rioting, ſo frequent at all its neighbourhood, became the capital of
our popular elections, which, if not pre the iſland, and has continued ſo ever
vented, muſt at laſt put an end to our
fince, under the ſame name in all publick
conſtitution, as they did to the famous records, but is otherwiſe by us often call
republican form of government at Rome; ed Spaniſh town.
but, it ſeems, nothing praślicable and G ... One of the firſt things the Spaniards
effectual could be contrived for this pur did, was to maſſacre and deſtroy, in the
poſe ; and indeed, it is, I fear, impoſſi moſt cruel manner, all the Indian inha
bie, without a thorough reform of our bitants, to the number of at leaſt 60,000 ;
conſtitution. Upon this principle, I be and then they minded nothing of any ſort
lieve, an effečtual and plašticable ſcheme of induſtrious improvement, but juſt what
might be contrived, and ſuch a one as was neceſſary for their own ſubſiſtence,
would ſecure our liberties even againſt the H and for procuring them what neceſſaries
people themſelves; but for the eſtabliſh they wanted from other parts of the world.
ment of ſuch a ſcheme we muſt have ano
However, they increaſed confiderably in
ther Alfred, a Solon, or a Lycurgus. number, and having a conſtant inter
That is to ſay, we muſt have a man who courſe with the Spaniſh ſettlements upon
not only is a great and difintereſted law the continent, they became tolerably rich,
giver, but has authority enough among which was the cauſe of the iſland's being

The

twice

7o

ExPEDITION to St. Do M1N Go.

twice invaded and plundered by our peo
ple, once, in 1596, by Sir Anthony Shirly,
and again, in 1635, by col. Jackſon ; and
at laſt it was conquered by us rather by
accident than deſign.
As ſoon as Oliver Cromwell had got
*

Feb.

likewiſe incloſed in admiral Blake's,
which he was not to open tiil after his
arrival in the Mediterranean, or till after

his having brought the Algerines to rea
ſon; and that by theſe orders, when open
ed, he was directed to protećt our trade in

himſelf appointed protector of the three A the Mediterranean, and to ſeize every
kingdoms of England, Scotland, and
Ireland, and had made an honourable

Spaniſh ſhip he met with ; for Cromwell
never did things by halves, and upon this
occaſion he was at ſuch pains to conceal

peace with the Dutch, he began to think
of eſtabliſhing his government by gain his real intentions, that he cauſed a re
ing the affections of the people. For port to be induſtriouſly propagated here
this purpoſe nothing could be ſo effectual at home, of this great armament's being
as addi g ſomething by conqueſt to our B deſigned to attack and plunder the Holy
trade ºrd poſſeſſions in America ; and Houſe and city of Loretto in Italy, which
having had a very particular and diſtinct by the enthuſiaſts here was looked on as
account of the Spaniſh dominions in that
a moſt religious and meritorious defign,
part of the world, from one Gage, an for enthuſiaſm as well as ſuperſtition will
Engliſhman, who had been a prieſt, and juſtify the moſt wicked, the moſt cruel
had tº filed long in Hiſpaniola and other aëtions; and this report gained ſo much

parºof thoſe

dominions, he cºncluded, C credit at Rome, where the effects of en

that nothing was better worth taking, or
could be more eaſily cºnquered, than that
iſland, as from experience, in Barbadoes

thuſiaſm are well known, that the pope
put himſelf to a confiderable expence in
repairing and ſtrengthening the fortifica

and the Leeward Iſlands, we had then

tions of Loretto.

Now to return to the fleet under Pen
found the advantage of ſugar plantations.
Beſide this, he had other ſeaſons ; for by and Venables, upon opening their ſealed
a war with Spain he right find an oppor-D orders at Barbadoes, where they arrived
tunity to intercept and ſeize ſome of their Jan. 28, they found themſelves impower
galleons or flota, and thereby provide him ed to order the governors of Barbadoes
ſelf with money for ſupporting his army, and the Leeward Iſlands to raiſe as many
without loading the people with heavy troops as poſſible in thoſe iſlands, which
taxes; and another was to get rid of troops were to join thoſe they carried
ſome regiments that had been in the ſer along with them, and with all together
vice of king Charles the Firſt, and had E they were to proceed as ſoon as they cou'd
ſubmitted to, and been kept in pay by to attack the city of St. Domingo in Hiſ
the commonwealth. It is true, the court paniola, and to reduce that whole iſland
of Spain had never given him or the under the dominion of the commonwealth
commonwealth any inſt reaſon for attack of England ; for which purpoſe they were
ing them ; but juſtice and right he had provided with very particular and circum
never regarded, when they happened to ſtantial inſtructions, containing an exact
be inconſiſtſ nt with his intereſt, and ac F deſcription of all the fortifications and
cordingly he reſolved to begin the attack paſſes in the iſland, and the beſt methods
without any previous notice or declara for carrying on the attack. Accordingly
tion of war.
they were ioined by a good many troops

With this view, in the ſummer or au

from the ſaid iſlands, and the whole fleet

tumn, 1654, he prepared two formidable
ſquadrons with tranſports for 7 or 8ooo

ſailed fºom Barbadoes March 30, 1655.
On April 13 they came in fight of St.

men ; and they ſailed all together from G Domingo, and the appearance of ſuch a
Portſmouth, Dec. 27, with ſealed orders,

numerous fleet threw the inhabitants into

which they were to open at ſuch a latitude ſuch a panick, that, it is thought, they
at ſea. By theſe orders, when opened, might have landed with little or no oppo
one of the ſquadrons, to be commanded ſition, had they attempted it directly ;
by Blake, was to proceed dire&ly to the but that they might land the troops with
they proceeded along the
Mediterranean, to corre&t the Algerines the more
fºr ſome piracies they had committed ; H coaſt, and landed them at ten leagues
and the other, to be commanded by Pen, diſtance, tho’ Cromwell's orders were ex
together with all the land forces, to be preſs to land the troops as near the town
commanded by Vonal les, was to proceed as poſſible. This gave the inhabitants
dire&ly to Barbadoes, and there open time not only to recover from their fright,
other ſcaled orders incloſed. We may but to call to their aſſiſtance a great num
fºoſe, that other ſealed orders were ber of the Buccaneers who then lived in

º
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that iſland, chiefly by piracy even upon of St. Jago and at Port Royal, threw up
the Spaniards themſelves, but were ready ſome intrenchments to prevent any fur
to fight for any one that would give then prize, and both officer and ſoldier went
money. By this means they had drawn about manuſing the ground, to provide
together a very corſiderable force into the for their future ſubſiſtence.
Soon after this their two commanders
town of St. Domingo, before our people
could land and maich up to it ; and the A Pen and Venables ſet out on their return
ſoldiers were ſo fatigued with ſuch a long for England, leaving the troops, at leaſt
march, in a climate much hotter than
moſt of them had ever before been in, that

moſt of thoſe that had been brought from

imagining that our
people, as they had done before, would

wick died ſoon after his arrival in Ja

and concealed in the mountains.

the Piotector, continued to be its chief

England, under the cominand of colonel
they were repulſed with ſome ioſs. This Doyly, together with a ſquadron of zo
ſo diſcouraged the commanders, that they men of war under vice-admiral Goodſon,
deſpaired of being able to make them to prevent their being attacked by ſ.a. In
ſelves maſters of the place; therefore with- B September the two commanders arrived in
out making a ſecond attempt, they reim England, and were both impriſoned for
barked the troops, but being aſhamed to their miſconduct by Cromwell's orders,
return hame without doing any thing, a who was heartily vexed at the diſappoint
souncil of war was held on board, where ment with regard to Hiſpaniola, which
in it was reſolved, to go and attack Ja would certainly have been a more valuable
maica, tho’ they had no orders for ſuch acquiſition : However, he put the beſt
an attack, nor any inſtructions for direct C face he could upon his chagrin, than
whom no man could put a better, and
ing their conduct.
in purſuance of this reſult, the whole highly extolled the advantage that Jamaica
fleet fleered its courſe weſtward for Ja would be of to England ; therefore he
maica, where they arrived May 3. Here ſoon after diſcharged the two commanders
they reſolved not to be guilty of the ſame from priſon, becauſe, tho’ they had miſ
faults they had committed at Hiſpaniola ; behaved in the errand they were ſent on,
for they landed the troops immediately in D yet they had added a precious jewel to the
Port Royal harbour, within ſeven or eight poſſeſſions of the commonwealth. But as
miles of St. Jago, to which they directly all or moſt of the regiments left in Ja
marched, with a deſign to ſtorm the place; maica, had been in the ſervice of king
but the Spaniards ſaved then the trouble, Charles the Firſt, he did not like they
for they preſently offered to capitulate, ſhould remain under the command of ſuch
thinking it not poſſible to defend againſt a man as col. Doyly, who was of the ſame
ſuch a force a place which, about twenty E complexion, he likewiſe having been an
years before, had been ſtormed and taken officer in the ſame ſervice ; therefore as
by col. Jackſon at the head of only a few ſoon as Venables arrived, he ſent out a
privateers. However, they artfully pro recruit of 1 ooo men under the command
tračted the treaty for ſome days, until of major Sedgewick, to whom he gave a
they had removed their plate and all their commiſſion as governor of Jamaica, with
valuable effects up to the mountains ; and a view probably to oblige Doyly to throw
aſter having done ſo, away they marched, F up his commiſſion, as he could not well
man, wife, and child, in the night time, ſerve under an inferior office: ; but Sedge
after their effects,

maica, and before he could take the go
ſoon depart, and leave them in poſſeſſion vernment upon him ; whereupon the Pro
of the iſland. Next day our commandeis tector, as ſoon as he heard of it, ſent ot
hearing nothing about the treaty, ordered ders to col. Brayne in Scotland, to ſhip
the troops to march into the city, where, G off Icoo men from Poit Patrick, and to
to their ſurprize, they found nothing but ſail with them to Jamaica, of which he had
deſolate ſtreets and empty houſes. At appointed him governor, which Brayne
this diſappointment they were exceedingly accordingly did, and with this recruit ar
enraged ; but it was perhaps one of the rived in Jamaica, but he likewiſe died
motives for our making an acquiſition of ſoon after his arrival, and before another
that beautiful and fluitful iſland ; for could be appointed the Protector himſelf
upon his they reſolved to hold the poſſeſ. died, after whoſe death our government
ſon they had got, and to drive the Spa was ſo unſettled at home, that they had
Liards quite out of the iſland, in hopes of not time to ſettle it any where abroad.
Thus to the great good fortune of the
afterwards finding the treaſures and va
luable effe&ts which they had carried to, colony, col. Doyly, in ſpite, I may ſay, of
There

fore they eſtaußd themſelves in the city

governor, frvin its firſt eſtabliſhment

º
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til after the reſtoration ; and notwith
ſtanding the difficulties he was left in
wolved in by Pen and Venables, he had
before that time, by his condućt and cou
rage, overcome them all ; for when they
left the iſlands, the Spaniards with all

inhabitants, by which, and by propaga

their Blacks and Mulattos were ſtill in the A

iſland of Jamaica was conquered under
the protećtorſhip of Cromwell, yet its
conqueſt, and the eſtabliſhment of the

tion, they became afterwards ſo numerous
as to be, for a long time, a great plague
to the iſland, and a great hindrance to its
improvement.
From hence we may ſee, that tho’ the

mountains, and making daily incurfions
upon our infant colony; but Doyly made
the troops obſerve ſuch exact diſcipline, colony, were chiefly owing to the cava
that very ſeldom any of them were ſur 'liers; for moſt of the officers and ſoldiers
prized, and the Spaniards were always ſent upon this ſervice, were ſuch as had
driven back to the mountains with great been in the king's army againſt the par
loſs.
B liament, having been ſent upon this ſer
At laſt col. Doyly, by giving liberty vice in order to get rid of them ; and our
and good uſage to ſome of their blacks he holding poſſeſſion, and eſtabliſhing the
had taken, diſcovered all their lurking colony, was perhaps chiefly owing to
in the mountains, and the paſſes this ; becauſe tho' thoſe officers and ſol

E.

y which he could come at them ; and

diers were obliged to ſerve the common

then he harraſſed them ſo that they ſent wealth for ſubſiſtence, yet it is probable,
expreſs after expreſs to the viceroy of C that they choſe to ſerve any where rather
Mexico for relief, or leave to abandon than at home, and therefore they ſubmit
the iſland entirely, and retire to Cuba. ted to all the fatigues, dangers, and diffi
The viceroy accordingly ſent them firſt culties of eſtabliſhing a new colony, ra
5ce men, who fortified themſelves in a ther than return home ; whereas, it would
place called St. Chereras, on the north not have been eaſy to perſuade any other
fide of the iſland ; after which he ſent a ſort of troops to have remained in ſuch a
reinforcement of no leſs than 30 compa-D troubleſome ſituation.
nies, not very numerous we may ſuppoſe ;
Even theſe troops were ſometimes apt
and then they colle&led their whole force to be a little mutinous, and ſome of the
together, and intrenched themſelves in
officers finding the troops at one time
the ſtrongeſt mainer on Rio Novo in St. pretty generally in this humour, they en
Mary's precinét, having had for that pur tered into a conſpiracy to have col. Doyly
poſe a number of cannon and plenty of murdered, and to take upon themſelves
ammunition ſent them from Cuba. As R. the command, but what they were to do
foon as col. Doyly had got ſufficient in next we have no account. However, as
formation of their numbers, ſituation,
the colonel was well liked among the
and works, he marched with, it is ſaid,
little more than half their number, at

common ſoldiers, ſome of them with

whom the conſpirators had been tamper
ing, diſcovered to him the plot, where
upon he made a ſtrict enquiry, and hav

tacked them in their camp, drove thema
from all their batteries, and after killing
great numbers of then, made himſelf F ing diſcovered the whole, he had coi.
tntirely matter of their intrenchments,
and ail their cannon, ammunition, and

Raymond and col. Tyſon, the two chief
conſpirators, ſeized and tried by a court

baggage. The few that eſcaped from

martial, by which they were both con
demned, and in purſuance of that ſen
Point Pedro, where they were preſently tence ſoon after ſhot ; and we may ſup
again attacked and totally routed by the poſe the ſentence was agreeable to law,
colonel ; and not dating now to appear G for as col. Doyly appears to have been no
any where in a body, nor finding any fe favourite of the Protećtor's, if any fault
this engagement, ſeated themſelves at

curity in the moſt ſecret or inacceſſible

could have been found with the ſentence

parts of the mountains, they deſpaired of
being ever able to recover the iſland, there
fore all the Spaniards got themſelves, by
degrees, tranſported over to Cuba, leaving

or execution, he would certainly have

only their ſlaves and Mulattos in Jamaica,
many of whom ſubmitted ſoon after, or
were hunted out and killed by the parties

been ordered to be brought home in irons.
This put an end to all future conſpira
cies, and the colony being now ſecure
againſt any foreign danger, as well as in
perfest concord among themſelves, it be

gan to thrive apace, eſpecially by the

which the colonel ſent out in ſearch of

affiliance and advice of Sir Thomas Mo

thefn ; but a few remained ſtill in the

diford, a rich planter of Barbadoes, who
had very early removed and ſettled in Ja
unaica ". As he perfeótly well underſtood

mountains, and became a receptacle for
all the runaway Negroes from the Engliſh

the

-
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the culture of ſugar canes, and the ma informatiºn of a third perſon, or from
nufacture of ſugar, as well as the diſtil the confeſſion of the very clergy in queſtion.
ling of rum, and was ſo generous as to Now in matters of mere doštrine, and
communicate his knowledge to the young which are no way connested with mora
planters of Jamaica; by this, as well as lity, how is it poſſible to judge of another
by his example, he ſoon put many of man's faith by conjećture ? How is it poſ
them in a way of growing rich ; for hav- A fible even to judge of it from the declara
ing had lands aſſigned him preſently after tion of a third, contrary to that of the
his arrival, he began a large plantation perſon concerned Who can tell better
and ſugar work of his own. Befide this than myſelf, what I do or do not, be
the colony had ſeveral other advantages ; lieve And who is to be depended upon
for being ſo near the Spaniſh Main, they in this matter more than myſelf Should
ſoon fell into a very profitable ſmuggling a fiery prieſt firſt draw ſophiſtical and
trade with the inhabitants, which the Spa B diſavowed conſequences from the diſcouiſes
niſh government could not prevent upon or writings of a worthy man, and after
ſuch an extenfive coaſt; and as this iſland

wards perſecute the author for thoſe ſame

lay ſo much in the way of the chief trade conſequences, the prieſt ačts in chalaćter,
between Old Spain and their American and nobody is ſurprized : But are we to
dominions, it enabled the people to get a do honour to worthy men in the ſame
great deal by privateering, and it made manner as a knave perſecutes them And
the iſland ſoon become the chief reſort of C ſhall the philoſopher imitate thoſe captious
the buccaneers or pirates, as they were arguments to which he has ſo often fallen
called, becauſe they plundered the Spaniſh a vićtim *
One would therefore think, that thoſe
ſhips and coaſts without any commiſfion.
Theſe deſperate adventurers generally re clergy who, according to you, are Soci
paired to Jamaica as ſoon as they had got nians, and reiect the eternity of heli tor
any good prize, where they ſpent their ments, had declared their opinions to you
money as idly as they had got it eaſily. D in confidence : But were theſe their upi
And all theſe advantages made money nions, and had they entruſted you with
more plenty in this iſland than in any of them, ſurely they would have done it pri
our other coionies, which encouraged vately, and with the freedom uſual in phi
many of the royaliſts who were uneaſy at loſophical conferences ; they would have
home, to reſort to it, either for a ſub mentioned them to the philoſopher, and
fiſtence or a ſettlement; ſo that before the not to the author. But they have men
reſtoration it was become a numerous and E lioned no ſuch thing ; and of this your
having publiſhed them, is an undeniable
powerful colony.
[To be continued in car next.]
proof.
Far am I, however, from pretending
Mr. D'Alembert, in his French Cyclo either to judge of or to blame the doctºre
pedia, having charged the Clergy of Ge you impute to them : All I ſay is, that
neva with Socinianiſm, Mr. Rouſſeau, you have no right to charge them with it,
before he enters upon the Subject of his F unleſs they profeſs it themſelves. I know
Letter before mentioned ", takes notice of not what Söcinianiſm is, ſo that I can ſay
this Charge ; and as our Readers may be neither good nor ill of it; though from
carious to ſee the Sentiments of ſo great a ſome confuſed notions I have of that ſect
Man upon any Point relating to Religion, and its founder, I feel a greater averſion
ave ſhall give them an Extrač of what than liking to it : But upon the whole, Í
he ſays upon this Subječi, as follow.
am a friend to every peaceable religion,
ºt
Coording to you, ſays Mr. Rouſ. G in which the Supreme is ſerved according
ſeau, many of the clergy of Ge to that portion of reiſon which he has
neva are downright Socinians. This you given to his creatures. When a mai:
declare in the face of all Europe. But I cannot believe what he finds abſurd, it is
ihould be glad to know where you got this not his fault, but that of his reaſon of un
intelligence It muſt have been either derſtanding + ; and how can I conceive
from your own conjećtures, or from the that God ſhould puniſh him for not hay
K.
ing
February, 1759.
* See before, p. 39.
+ I think I have fºund a principle, which, if fill, 4.
monſtrated, as it may be, would inſtantly diſarm perſecution and ſuperſition, and ºvage
that fury for making proſelytes, which fems to animate the ſºnorant. It is that burian

reaſºn Fath no common determinate meaſure, and that it is tely wrºng fºr any man to lay
dºwn his own ſenſe of thing; as a rule fºr otherſ;
R
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love and reſpect for the fiblimeſt of all
books than myſelf; it affords me daily

ing framed an underflanding *-for hin
ſelf, contral y to that which he received
from the Divive hands
Should a dector
come, and command me in God's name

comfort and inſtruction, when I have a

diſlike to other reading. Yet I maintain,
that even if the Scriptures themſelves were
to give you an idea unworthy of the Di

to believe that the part is greater than the
whole, what could I think within myſelf,

but that this man wanted to make a fool A vine Majeſty, you ought to rejećt it in .
of me * No doubt but the orthodox Chui

this particular, as in geometry you would

ftian, who ſees no abſurdity in the myſte
ries of religion, is obliged to believe

reject demonſtrations that conclude an ab

them :

ſurdity : For whatever may be the authen
ticity of the ſacred text, ſtill it is more
credible that the Bible ſhould be corrupt
ed, than that the Deity ſhould be unjuſt

But if the Socinian finds them to

be nonſenſe, what can we ſay to him *
Shall we attempt to convince him that
they are not nonſenſe

He then will be- B or malevolent.
Theſe, Sir,

gin to demonſtrate to you, that it is non

are the reaſons which

ſenſe to reaſon on what we cannot under
ſland. What then is to be done Let
him alone.

would hinder me from cenſuring any can
did and modeſt divines for maintaining

thoſe opinions, if at the ſame time they
profeſſed the doğrine of obliging nobody
who ſerve a merciful God, ſhould reject to be of their way of thinking. I ſhall
the eternity of hell torments, if they find C go further ; ſentiments ſo agreeable to a
it inconfiſtent with his juſtice. In that rational, but infirm creature, ſo worthy
caſe, let them interpret the paſſages con of a juſt and merciful Creator, in my ap
trary to their opinion, as well as they prehenſion appear far preferable to that
can, rather than give it up : For what ſtupid notion, which transforms man into
elſe can they do No man has a greater a brute, and to that barbarous perſecu
Neither am I more offended, that they

-

-

tion,

-

Let us ſuppoſe the diffutants to be ſincere, otherwiſe all they ſay is idle frate. So ºar as
a certzin point there are common principles, and common evidence; and bºſi'es, each frica
has his own reaſºn to determine him ; therefore thiſ opinion does not lead to Sceptiºn :
But, on the other hand, as the general limits of reaſon are not fixe4, and no men has a
power or controul over the underſlanding of ancther perſon, the proud dogmatſi muff "e
flopped ſhort. If ever peace could be ºftabliſhed where intereſt, pride, and ambition raisº
at preſent, the quarrel of prieſis and philºſºphers would have an erºt. But perhaps nei

ther'party would find their account in this ; there would be no more perſecutions, no mºre
diſputes ; the former would have nobody to terment, and the latter note to convince ; ſo

that their buſineſ would tº worth nothing.
Suppoſe a perſon ſhoulf off me, Hºy do I diffute myſelf? My anſwer would be, that I
am addreſſing my diſſourſe to the publick, that I am explaining practical truth, that I
tuild my notions on experience, that I fulfil my duty, and that after having ſaid what I

1...ak, I do not find fault with any may for bring ºf a different opinion.
* The reader muft take notice, that here I am anſwering an author, who is not a pro
teſtant ; and I think I anſwer hiſ erecially, by ſhºwing, that what he charges the mi
miſſers of our religion ºvítº fºs, would be to no manner of purpºſe, and is ‘what misſi be
inadvertently done in ſeveral other religions.
The intelle&iual world, not even excepting geºmetry, is full ºf incºrp, thºſble, and yet
undeniable truth: ; becauſ, tho' reaſºn ºf rates their exiſtence, yet it cannot pen, trate
beyond its boundarieſ (if ſo I may ſpeak) to reach them, but can only perceive them at a
diſiance. Such is the doctrine of the exiſtence of a Deity; ſuch are the myſleries admitted
in proteſtant communiºns. “Thoſe myſleries which affend reaſºn (to expreſ; myſelf in M.
D'Alembert's terms) are quite a different thing. Even their contradiction brings thern
within reaſon's reach ; we have all the fºundation in the world to conclude that they do
not exiſ; ; for though ‘we cannot ſee an alſurd thing, yet nothing is eafter than to ſee an ab
ſurdity. This is the caſe whenever two contradictory propoſitions are maintained. If you
tell me that an inch is as long aſ a foot, you do not fell me an obſcure, incomprehenſtle
myſlery, but a palpable alſurdity, a propºſition evidently falſe. Let the proofs in its fa
-

-

vºur he what they will, they caunot be ſtronger than the demonſtration brought againſ it,
becauſe this flow; immediately from the original notions on which all human certainty is
fºunded. Otherwiſe reaſºn, depoſing againſ itſelf, would oblige me to reječf its authority,
and far from making us believe this or that, it would prevent our believing any thing at
rul, becauſe all principle of faith would be ſubverted. Every man therefore, of what
1.
ſigionnot
ſever,
ſays he believes in ſick myſ, ries, either impoſes upon his hearers, or
knows
what who
he ſays.
r
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in this life, thoſe whom it devotes to

beſides, diſquiſitions of this kind are too
remote from my ſtudies, to purſue them

eternal torments in the next.

with any pleaſure : But as I had occaſion

In

this

ſenſe, I return you thanks, in my coun to mention the ſame article, where you
. name, for acknowledging that ſpirit charge them with opinions, which we do .
of philoſophy and toleration in her clergy, not know they hold 5 to have been ſilent
and for the juſtice you have done this ve. A on this charge, would ſeem as if I gave
nerable body : Udon this article I join credit to it, which I am far from doing.
iſſue with you. But from their being en Senſible of our happineſs in potſ firg a
dued with this ſpirit of toleration * and body of philoſophick and peaceful di
philoſophy, does it follow that her mem vines, or lather a corps of officers of rno
bels are hereticks In regard to the name ºrality 1 and miriſters of virtue, I am
of ſectaries with which you diſtinguiſh ſhocked whencver the e is an occaſion for
them, and the doćtrines which you lay to B them to degrade then elves, to as to be
their charge, I can neither follow, nor nothing more than mere prietts. It he
approve of your opinion. Tho' there hoves us to preſerve them in their pref nt
may be nothing in this ſyſtem, but what flate. It tehoves us to let tº m enjoy
does honour to ſuch as adopt it, yet I the peace they ſo ſtrongly recommerd to
ſhall take care not to attribute it to our

us, and to take care, that neither their

clergy, by whom it has not been openly

repoſe nor ours be diſturbº i tºy of ous

acknowledged ; left the eulogium I make C diſputes of divinity. It beloves us, in
them on this occaſion, ſhould furniſh ſhort, to learn always by their ºr Ston

and example, that moderation and huma
nity are alſo Chriſtian virtues ".
_To this we ſhah add what he ſays wron
mend. Why ſhould I anſwer for other Fanaticiſm, in his ver, a ks upon the
men's profeſſion of faith ? Have not I French Tragedy, calied vſ notaet, which
had experience enough to be afraid of D is as follows.
* Another conſideration, which tends
theſe raſh imputations 2 Are not there
many, who have undertaken to anſwer -to juſtify this perfºrmance, is, that the
for mine, by accuſing me of irreligion, intent of the poet is not reely to expºſe
criminal actions, but thoſe which are i.e
who ſurely never looked into my breaſt
I ſhall not recriminate upon them ; for conſequence of fanaticiſm in particular,
one of the duties of religion is to have a to the end that the people ºnly take care to
1egard to the ſecrets of hearts. Let us E diſtinguiſh and to guard againſt them.
judge only of the aëtions of men, but Unfortunately all care of bar kind is not
only uſeleſs, but ſº-quently dangerous.
leave it to God to judge of their faith.
So much, and perhaps too much, con Fanaticiſm is not an error, but a blirº,
cerning a point, the diſcuſſion of which a ſenſeleſs fury, which reaſon can never
does not belong to me, nor indeed is the keep within bounds. The only vºy to
ſubječt of this letter. The miniſters of hinder it from ſpreading, is to reitain

others with an opportunity of decrying
them, and upon the whole prove detri
mental to thoſe whom I intended to conn

l

Geneva do not ſtand in need of an able F thoſe who lyroºch it.

pen to defend their cauſe + ; neither is it
me they would chuſe for their champion ;

In vain is it to de

monſtrate to madmen, that they are de
ceived by their leaders ; ſtill they will be
- 2

as

*

• In regard to chriftian toleration, the reader may conſiſ, a chapter bearing this titl,
in the eleventh boºk of the Chriſtian Doārine, by profeſſºr Perrº: Tºye he tº...?! - ... ***
reaſons for which the church ought to ad? with greater caution in ceaſuring error, aga: f'
faith, than immorality, and how in framing this cenſure, chriftian mºderation, thiloſºkº
reaſºn, and paſtoral zeal, may be all united.
+ This is gºat they have tºº. 2,
I am informed, by a publick declaration. In my preſent retreat I have ºf aſ yet had a
ht of it, but I hear that the publick received it with ºfficº. So that I have not ori;
the pleaſure of being the firſt who paid them the honour they ºf fºrce, & Porcover that ºf
bearing an unanimous approhalion of my opinion. I am ſenſibl. inieri, that this declara
tion renders my letter entirely ſuperfluous, and perhapſ in any other caſe it might he look &
wpon as indiſcreet; but as I was going to ſuppreſs it, I fºund, that meetioning the art: 2
which gave occaſion to it, the ſame reaſon ſtill ſubſfled, and that "y ºnce ºright be cº
fºrued into a kind of conſent. I have therefore ſuffered thºſe rºctºr to ſºld, gºdſ:
much the more willingly, as tho' they may ſtem unſeaſºnchle, the affair being happily tºr
minated, ſtill they contained nothing in the wºole but what doeſ ºnotºr to the church of Ge.
neva, and may be of ſervice to mankind in general.
f This is the name that the
f

Abbé de St. Pierre always gave to the clergy, either to ſºrily that they are reiºſi.h, or
that they oxght to be ſuch.

-

-

-
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as eager as ever to follow them. Where

and gentry, as the ſtation in life of the

ever fanaticiſm has been introduced, I ſee

ſcholars at the one, differs from thoſe at

but one way to ſtop its progreſs ; and

the other.

This is however ſo far from

that is, to combat it with its own wea

being the caſe, that, the article of ex
pons. Little does it avail, either to rea pence excepted, the plan is the fame, and
ion or to convince ; you muſt lay aide the daughter of the *... ſhopkeeper at
philoſophy, ſhut your books, take up the A one of theſe ſchools, is as much Miſs,
ſword, and puniſh the knaves. Further, and a young lady, as the daughter of the
I am very much afraid, in regard to Ma firſt viſcount in England, at one of the
homet, that his magnanimity will greatly other. The miſtreſs of the ſchool is call
diminiſh the atrociouſneſs of his crimes
ed governeſs, for the word Miſireſ; has a
in the eye of the ſpeštator; and that a vulgar ſound with it : And Mits, whoſe
play of this ſtamp, céted before perſons mamma ſells oyſters, tells Miſs, whoſe
capable of chuñng for themſelves, would B papa deals in ſmaicoal, that her gover
make more Mahomets than Zopirus's. neſs ſhall know it, if ſhe ſpits in her face,
This however is certain, that examples of or does anything elſe unbecoming a young
this ſort are very little encouragement to lady. Was a foreigner, acquainted with
Virtue.”

our language, to overhear a converſation
of this kind, and ſome ſuch converſation

To the Editor of the London Chronicle.
S I R,

is to be heard every day in ſome alley or
C other in this town, how would he be

Y the ſpirited endeavours of the Ma
rine Society, our vagrant boys are

itſcued from want and the gallows. By

aſtoniſhed at the opulence of a country,
where the meaneſt tradeſmen kept gover
reſſes for their daughters. French and
dancing is alſo to be taught at theſe

ihe Aſylun, our deſerted girls are ſaved
from infamy, diſeaſe, and proſtitution. ſchools, neither of which can be of any
By the Magdalen-houſe a retreat is offer uſe to young ladies of this ſort. The pa
ed to the moſt miſerable, the moſt forloin D rents may imagine, the firſt may procure
of creatures, the repentant proſtitute, who them a place ; but in this, they may be
may now know whe.e to hide her wretch

greatly miſtaken ; as, I believe, there is

ed head.

hardly a ſingle inſtance of a girl's having
Theſe great, theſe noble charities, have learnt that language, to any degree of
been very forcibly recommended to the perfection, at one of theſe ſchools. As
attention of the publick. I beg your to the laſt, I could cive reaſons againſt
aſfiſtance to convey ſome hints on a ſub E that accompliſhment's making a part of
jećt I do not remember to have ſeen yet their education, far too numerous to be
treated of, which, tho' it cannot be con inſerted. I ſhall only mention that it
ſidered in the light of the above charities, cannot poſſibly be of uſe to them, and
is, nevertheleſs, of ſome conſequence. I

that it would be of much more comfc

mean the improper education given to a
great number of the daughters of low

quence they ſhould be well inſtructed how
to waſh the floor, than how to dance upon

tradeſmen, and mechanicks.

Every vil F it. I am very certain there are ſeveral
fathers of this rank, who have had cauſe

lage in the neighbourhood of this great
city has one or two little boarding-ſchools,
with an inſcription over the door, ??ung

to wiſh their daughters had loſt the uſe of

Ladies boarded and educated.

The ex

pernicious uſe of them, by the dancing

pence is ſnail, and hither the blackſmith,

maſter, the conſequence of which has of.

their limbs, rather than been taught this

ten been, that, of inducing them to quit
fends his daughter, who, f, cºn the mo- G their parent's ſober dweling, at a mid
ment ſhe enters theſe walls, becomes a night hour, for the licentious liberties of
young lady. The parent's intention is a ball of 'pientices, where the young
an honeſt one : His time is too much lady, no governeſs preſent, may be ex
taken up, as well as his wife's, by the poſed to great dangers, at a place where
receſſary duties of their profeſſion, to the ſcheme for the ruin of many an inno
have any to beſtow on the education of cent girl has been formed and executed.
their children ; they are therefore obliged H 1 he needlework taught at theſe ſchools is
to ſend them from home. As this is the of a kind, much more likely to ſtrengthen
the alehouſe-keeper, the ſhoe maker, &c.

cafe, there ought certainly to be proper

the natural propenſity in all young minds,

ſchools for their reception : But, ſurely,

to ſhow and dreſs, than to anſwer any

the plan of theſe ſchools ought to differ as
much from that of the great ſchools, in

houſewiſely purpoſe. One of theſe young
ladies, with the aſſiſtance of an ounce of

tended for the daughters of the nobility

coarſe thread, and a yard of catgut, dreſſes
-

herſelf

FEN c1 N G EP I to Mize D.
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herſelf up, in what has the appearance of or not ; and (3) Second with the point
low, (4) Prime, and (5) Quint ; with
point, or Bruſſels lace.
How diſappointed will the honeſt ſhop the point level, (6) Quart, and (7)
keeper be, it, at an age when he thinks Tierce. You may parry round, with the
proper to take his daughter from ſchool, point high, (8) Quart, and (9) Tierce;
he ſhould expect any aſſiſtance from her. with the point low, (10) Quart, (11)
Can he ſuppoſe a young lady will weigh A Tierce, and (12), Second. You may
his ſoap for him * or perform any other alſo parry with (13) the left hand. You
office, the gentility of her education has may parry (14) by ſtriking your adver
exalted her to far above Tho' ignorant ſary's ſword up or down. Retiring out
of every thing elſe, ſhe will be ſo perfect of (15) diſtance is equal to a parade ; ſo
in the leſſons of pride and vanity, that is (16) getting out of the line.
There are ſix thruſ's with the ſmall
ſhe will deſpiſe him, and his naſty ſhop,
ſword.
and quit both, to go off with the firſt B
man who promiſes her a filk gown, and
With the point level you puſh, (1)
a blonde cap. In ſhort the plan of theſe Quart, (2) Tierce, (3) Second : with
ſchools, appears to me much better cal the point low, (4) Prime, (5) Quint :
culated to qualify the ſcholars to become, and with the point high, (6) Sixieme.
There are ten attacks.
in a few years, proper inhabitants of the
Magdalen houſe, than to make of them
(1) Plain thruſts (2) Forcings; (3)
induſtrious frugal wives to honeſt tradeſ C Preſſings; (4) Beats; (5) Feints; (6)
men, or ſober faithful ſervants ; and I

Half thruſts ; (7) Cuttings over the

cannot ſuppoſe the ambition of any father
of this rank, amongſt us, riſes higher,

Point ; (3) Returns ; (9) Timing; and
(10) Diſarming.

than to ſee his children in one or the other

of theſe ſtations

That he may not be

Method ºfand
puſhing,
parrying,
Quart
iº, and
at the
º Qu

diſappointed in ſo laudable a view, I

ºf:

would propoſe that ſchools for the educa-D
your right foot farther than
tion of ſuch girls ſhould be kept by diſ. uſual ; have your point lower than your
, creet women ; thoſe who have been houſe

keepers in large families, would be the
propereſt perſons for this purpoſe : That
the young people ſhould be taught ſub
miſſion and humility to their ſuperiors,
dºcency and modeſty in their own dreſs
a.d behaviour. That they ſhould be very

well inſtructed in all kinds of plain-work,
reading, writing, accompts, paſtry, pick
ling, preſerving, and other branches of
cookery ; be taught to weave, and waſh

wriſt : engage as little of your foil as
poſſible ; and ſhorten your arm.

when

you defend at the wall, you ſhould open
no more than juſt to cover the fide your

*†, is engaged on.

here
are eight
method of
the finalſ
ford.
ºf play with

(1) The quart play is defenſive : Co
ver yourſelf in tierce; and if your oppo
nent comes on that fide, time him; but

if he puſh quart, parry and return. (2)
lace, and other linen. Thus inſtrućted, So is the tierce play : Cover your quart,
they may be of great comfort and aſſiſt F time on that ſide ; parry on the other and
ance to their parents and huſbands ; they return. (3) The prime play is alſo de
may have a right to expect the kindeſt fenſive : Cover your tierce in prime;
treatment from their mitreſſes; they are parry and return. (4) So is the left
ſure to be reſpected as uſeful members of hand play : Cover your tierce; parry
fociety whereas, young ladies are the with the left hand and return. (5) “And
moſt uſeleſs of all God's creatures.
the retiring play : Inſtead of parrying,
I am, S I R,
G retire, and beat on your adverſary's ſword.
Your conſtant reader,
and obedient humble ſervant,
C. S.

(6) The looſe play is offenfive : Advance
on your opponent with bold feints ; if he
anſwer, finiſh ; if not, get under his

FExciso Epitoxinzen : Or, a compen

The play with both hands is offenſive and

wriſt, and puſh quart over the arm. (7)
cious Syst E M of all that can be pro defenſive : Parry with both hands, and
perſy performed by the ſmall Sword.
H return with one ; beat, and puſh. (8)
I he middle play is the ſame : Stand in
Ferire vitalia actueri ſºiat. Quintil.
the middle guard ; engage your adver
*H E R E are ſixteen parades on the ſary's ſword; and anſwer all his motions :
ſmall ſword.

This guard admits of the whole compaſs

You parry, with the point high, (1)

of ſword-play.

Quart, (2) Tierce i with the hand turned
-
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match between Hatton and the late coun

Tranſlation of a Letter from MARY Queen
of Scots to Queen ELIZABET H.

teſs of Lenox, her daughter ; but that,
for fear of you, he durſt not liſten to the
Greeably to my promiſe and to your propoſal : That even the earl of Oxford
deſire, I now acquaint you (with durſt not make up his difference with his
regret, that ſuch things ſhould be ſpoke lady, for fear of loſing the favours he ex
of, and with the utinoit, fincerity and Apested by making love to you : That you
freedom from paſſion, which I call God were laviſh to all theſe perſons, and te
to witneſs) that the counteſs of Shrewſ ſuch as intrigued with you as they did,
bury told me of you what follows, almoſt particularly one George, a gentleman of
in theſe words. To the greateſt part of your bed chamber, to whom you gave
which I proteſt to you I made anſwer, by three hundred pounds a year for bringing
reproving that lady for believing, or ſpeak you the news of Hatton's return : That
ing with ſuch libelty of you, as they were B to every body elſe you were moſt ungrate
things I did not believe, nor do I believe ful and niggardly; and that you had ne
them now, knowing the counteſs's tem ver done anything for above three or four
per, and how much ſhe was them offended perſons in your whole kingdom.
at you.
She adviſed me (laughing at the ſame
Firſt ſhe ſaid, That a perſon, to whom * time moſt immoderately) to put my ſon
you had promiſed marriage in preſence of on making love to you ; which ſhe ſaid
a lady of your bed chamber, had lain C would be of infinite ſervice to me, and
with you an infinite number of times, would make you ſhake off the duke of
-

2*

with all the freedom and intimacy of a
huſband with his wife; but that certainly

Anjou, who would otherwiſe do me a

great prejudice. And upon my anſwer
you were not like other women ; and that ing, That this would be taken for a piece
therefore it was great folly to preſs your of downright mockery, ſhe replied, that
marriage with the duke d'Anjou, as it you were ſo vain, that you had as high an
never could take place ; and that you D opinion of your beauty, as if you were
would never part with the liberty of hav ſome celeſtial goddeſs ; that ſhe would,
ing love made to you, and of wantonly on pain of loſing her head, undertake to
dallying, at any time, with new lovers : make you believe that he was paſſionately
She, at the ſame time, regretted that you in love with you ; and would alſo keep
would not content yourſelf with Maiſter him in a proper temper". That you were
Hatton, or ſome other of this kingdom : ſo delighted with the moſt extravagant flat
But that which vexed her the moſt, for E teries, that you could bear to be told,
the honour of the country, was that you that people could not look at you full in
had not only parted with your honour to the face, becauſe the brightneſs of your
a foreigner, one Simier (going in the night countenance was like that of the fun.
to meet him in the apartment of a lady, That ſhe and all the other ladies of the
whom the counteſs greatly blamed on that court were obliged to talk to you in this
account, where you kiſſed him, and uſed ſtrain ; and that the laſt time ſhe went to
many indecent familiarities with him) but F wait on you, with the late counteſs of
that you alſo revealed to him the ſecrets Lenox, they durſt not look at one ano
of ſtate, thus betraying your own coun ther, for fear of burſting into laughter at
fels; that you behaved in the ſame looſe the ridiculous and ful ſome bombaft with
manner with the duke his maſter, who which ſhe loaded you ; and at her return
went one night to the door of your cham ſhe deſired me to chide her daughter,
ber, where you met him with nothing on whom ſhe never could prevail with to do
but your ſhift and your bed-gown, and G the ſame : And that as to her daughter
ſoon ſuffered him to come in, and he ſtaid

Talbot, ſhe told me, ſhe could ſcarce

ever forbear laughing in your face. This
lady Talbot, on returning from paying
ſo, that the whole court took notice of her compliments to you, and taking the
your paſſion for him ; and he himſelf was oaths as one of your ſervants, told me of
forced to leave the court ; and that you it as a thing done by way of mockery,
gave Killigrew a blow on the ear, becauſe H and begged of me to receive from her the
he could not, as you ordered him, bring ſame homage, but paid with more ſince
back Hatton, who had parted from you rity; which I long refuſed ; but at length,
in anger for ſome abuſive language you moved by her tears, I ſuffered it. She
had given him, on account of ſome gold ſaid ſhe would not for any thing be in
battens he had on his cloaths.
your ſervice to be near your perſon, ſo

with you near three hours.
That, as to Hatton, you followed him

I hat ſhe had endeavoured to make a

much was ſhe afraid, that when you were
ini

* Set our laſ Pol. p. 673.
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QuARREL between Q, MARY and her Son.
in a paſſion, you would do to her, as you • As to the reſt, I again ſolemnly declare
had done to her couſin Skedmur, whoſe

to you, upon my word and honour, that

finger you broke, and gave out at court, what is ſaid above is ſtićtly true : And
that it was done by the falling of a can that what your honour is concerned in, it
dleſtick ; and that another of your ſer never once entered into my thoughts to
vants you cut croſs the hand with a great injure you by revealing it ; and that I
knife; that, in ſhort, for theſe things and A never ſhall ſpeak of it, as I look upon it
ſeveral others that were commonly report to be very falſe. If I could have an hour
ed, you were minicked and made game to ſpeak with you, I would tell you more
ef, as in a comedy, by my women ; on particularly the names, time, place, and
hearing of which, I ſwear to you, that I other circumſtances, that you might
forbade them ever to do ſo any more.

know

the

truth both of this, and

Moreover, the counteſs formerly told of other things, which I reſerve tiil I be
me, that you wanted to appoint Rolſon to B aſſured of your friendſhip, which, as I
make love to me, and endeavour to diſho

nour me, either in fact, or by reports,
about which

he had inſtructions

from

your own mouth. That Ruxby came
here about eight years ago to make an at
tempt on my life, having ſpoken about it

wiſh for it more than ever, ſo if I could
once obtain it, you never had relation,

friend, or even ſubject, more faithful and
affe&ionate to you, than I ſhould prove.
For God's ſake ſecure to yourſelf he, who
is both willing and able to do you ſervice.

with you yourſelf, who told him to do as C From my bed, putting a force upon my
Walfingham ſhould recommend to him
and direct him.

arm and my pains to ſatisfy and obey you.

When the counteſs was

MARIE, R.

making up the match between her ſon

[The preceding very extraordinary letter

Charles and one of lord Paget's nieces,
and that, on the other hand, you, of
your own pure and abſolute authority,

was lately made publick in the ſecond Vo

lume of the Burghley State Papers, pub
liſhed by the Rev. Mr. Murdºn, and will not

would have her for one of the Knolles's, D be unaptly accompanied by the following.]
becauſe he was your relation ; ſhe ex
of the LONDON
claimed loudly againſt you, and ſaid that To the AUTHOR
M A G A Z IN E.
it was downright tyranny for you to diſ
S 1 R,
poſe of all the heireſſes of the country at
O ſhew how ſtrongly queen Mary of
}. fancy 3 and that you had uſed lord
Scotland was attached to the popiſh
aget in a ſhameful manner by opprobrious
words ; but that ſome others of the nobi-E religion, and conſequently how ready ſhe
lity of the kingdom, whom ſhe knew, if mutt have been to give credit to every
you ſhould addreſs yourſelf to them, malicious ſtory ſhe heard of queen Fiza
beth's cordućt, we ſhall give the follow
would not put up with it ſo tamely.
About four or five years ago, when ing extract from Dr. Robertſon's Hiſtory
you was ill, and I was ill at the ſame of Scotland, lately publiſhed, relating to
time, ſhe told me that your ilheſs pro a breach between the ſaid queen Mary
ceeded from the cloſing of a running fore F and her ſon king James, in the year 1585.
The doctor's account is as follows:
in your leg and that as a great change
“Neither the inſults of her enemies,
in your habit of body had juſt preceded
it, you would certainly die, at which ſhe nor the negle&t of her friends, made ſuch
greatly rejoiced, from a vain imagination an impreſſion on Mary, as the ingratitude
ſhe had long conceived from the predic of her ſon. James had hitherto treated
tions of one Jon Lenton, and of an old his mother with filial reſpect, and had
book which foretold your death by vio-G even entered into negociations with her,
lence, and the ſucceſſion of another queen, which gave umbrage to Elizabeth. But
whom ſhe interpreted to be me ; regret as it was not her intereſt that this good
ting only that according to the foreſaid correſpondence ſhould continue, Gray,
book the queen that ſhould ſucceed you, who, on his return into Scotland, found
would reign only three years, and die, his favour with the king greatly increaſed
like you, by violence, which was even by the ſucceſs of his embaſſy, perſuaded
repreſented in a pićture in the ſaid book, H him to write a harſh and undutiful letter
in which uhere was one leaf, the contents to his mother, in which he expreſsly re
of which ſhe would never tell me. She fuſed to acknowledge her to be queen of
knows herſelf that I always locked on Scotland, or to conſider his affairs as con
this as a fooliſh thing ; but ſhe made her neéted, in any wiſe, with hers. This
account that ſhe ſhould be the firſt in my cruel requital of her maternal tenderneſs
good graces; and even that my ſon ſhoulā overwhelmed Mary with ſorrow and de
ſpair. “Was it for this,” ſaid ſhe, in a
ruarry my niece Arabella.
-

º

letter

8o

A C C O U N T of

letter to the French ambaſſador, “ that I

Feb.

in her own hand, and partly in that of

have endured ſo much, in order to pre her ſecretary Navé but this could not
ſerve for him the inheritance, to which I therefore be her laſt, becauſe hiſtorians,
have a juſt right I am far ſron envying and among the reſt Dr. Robertſon, ſay
his authority in Scotland. I deſire no power that ſhe wrote her teſtament with her own
there ; nor wiſh to ſet my foot in that hand, the night before her execution ;
kingdom, if it were not for the pleaſure A and it is a queſtion whether Navé was
of once embracing a ſon, whom I have then with her, as he had been taken into
hitherto loved with too tender affe&tion.
cuſtody, and ſent priſoner to London,
Whatever he either enjoys, or expe&ts, when her papers were ſeized, before her
he derived it from me. From him I never

trial. Nay, it ſecms to be certain, that he

received aſſiſtance, ſupply, or benefit of any never after ſaw or ſpoke to her ; becauſe ſhe
kind. Let not my allies treat him any complained, that her ſecretailes were ſu
longer as a king ; he holds that dignity B borned to witneſs againſt her. Beſides,
by my conſent ; and if a ſpeedy repent juſt before her execution, ſhe ſaid to thoſe
ance does not appeaſe my juſt reſentment, about her, commend me to my ſon. Tell
I will load him with a parent's curſe, and him I have done nothing injurious to his
furrender my crown, with all my preten kingdom, to his honour, or to his rights.
fions, to one, who will receive them with Therefore, it is probable, this will was
gratitude, and defend them with vigour.” never executed, but wrote in a paſſion,
The love which James bore to his mo C when ſhe was angry with her ſon, on ac
ther, whom he had never known, may count of the above mentioned letter,
whom he had been early taught to conſi which Gray had perſuaded him to write
der as the moſt abandoned perſon of her to her. But it ſhews her being then of
ſex, cannot be ſuppoſed ever to have been opinion, that a difference in religion was
ardent ; and he did not now take any a ſufficient reaſon for depriving a prince
pains to regain her favour. But whether of his right of ſucceſſion to a crown; and
her indignation at his undutiful beha D this opinion the plieſts took advantage of
viour, added to her bigotted attachment her paſſion to inculcate with ſucceſs; but
to popery, prompted Mary at any time to when ſhe began to think ſeriouſly of death,
think ſeriouſly of diſinheriting her ſon ; ſhe ſeems to have altered her opinion.
I am, &c.
or whether theſe threatenings were utter Feb. 12, 1759.
ed in a ſudden fally of diſappointed af
fećtion ; it is now no eaſy matter to de Subſtance of a Pamphlet, entitled, A Pa
in the Manner of Plutarch, be
termine.
Some papers which are ſtill ex-E rallel,
tween a moſt celebrated Man of Flo
tant ſeem to render the former not im

rence, and one ſcarce ever heard of in
probable.”
England. By the Rev. Mr. Spence.
And to confirm what he ſays, he gives
HE Italian who forms one part of
us, in the Appendix, a copy of queen
this compariſon, is Signor Antonio
Mary's laſt will and teſtament, in which,
ſhe appoints the prince of Scotland, her Magliabechi, librarian to the grand duke
ſon, her executor, and her ſole and only F of #. This man was born at
heir, not only as to the kingdom of Scot Florence, Oét. 29, 1633. Such was the
land, but as to the right ſhe had to the poverty of his parents, that they thought
crown of England and dominions there themſelves happy in getting him into the
unto belonging, upon condition of his ſervice of a man who lold herbs and fruit.
abjuring the calviniſtical hereſy, in which, Here he took every opportunity, though
to her regret, he had been educated by

he could not tell one letter from another,

the rebels.

But if he ſhould continue in G to pore on the leaves of ſome old books'
that hereſy, ſhe cedes, transfers and grants that ſerved for waſte paper, declaring that
all the right ſhe had, or could pretend to he loved it of all things. A neighbour
have, to the crown of England, and all ing bookſeller, who obſerved this, took
the rights, ſeignuries, and kingdoms him into his ſervice. Young Magliabechi
thereunto belonging, to the king of Spain, ſoon learned to read; and his inclination for
and his heirs, on account of his being reading became his ruling paſſion ; and a
then the only ſure ſupport of the catho-H prodigious memory his diſtinguiſhing ta
lick religion, as alſo in gratitude for the lent. He read every book that came into

f. favours

ſhe had received from

im, and likewiſe in regard that he might
himſelf pretend a right to thoſe kingdoms
and countries.
Of this teſtament there is, or was, a

copy in the Cotton library, wrote partly

his hands, and retained not only the ſenſe
of what he read, but often all the words,

and the very manner of ſpelling, if fin
gular. To make trial of the force of his
memory, a gentleman lent him a manu
i-lipt

MAGL1AP Echi of Flor FN ce.
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ſcript he was going to print. Some time

At their entrance, he commonly uſed to

after it was returned, the gentleman came
to him, with a melanchcly face, and pre
tended it was loſt. Magliabechi being
requeſted to recollect what he remembered

call out to them, “Not to huit his

ſpiders.”
Mr. Spence ſelećts to compare with
this very extraordinary man, ROBERT
of it, wrote the whole, without miſſing a HILL, born Jan. 1 1, 1699, at Miiwell,
word, or varying the ſpelling. He was A near Tring, in Hertfordſhire. His mo
conſulted by all the learned who propoſed ther loſt her huſband within the year;
to write on any ſubječt. If a prieſt, for and about five years after married another
inſtance, was
to compoſe a pane at Buckingham. This child was left
gyric on a ſaint, Magliabechi would tell with his grandmother, who taught him
him every author, to the number of an to read, and ſent him to ſchool, for ſeven
hundred ſometimes, who had ſaid any or eight weeks, to learn to write; which
thing of that ſaint, naming the book and B was all the ſchooling he ever had. At
the page, and the very words. He did the age of eleven he was ſet to drive the
this ſo often, and ſo readily, that he came
But his conſtitution being weak
at laſt to be looked upon as an oracle;
y, he was bound apprentice, in 1714, to
and Coſmo III. grand duke of Florence, his father in law whoſe name was Ro
made him his librarian, the moſt ſuitable binſon, a taylor, at Buckingham. Two
office to Mºgliabechi's genius. In the years after he got part of an Accidence
latter part of his life, when a book came C and Grammar, and about three-fourths
into his hands, he would read the title of Littleton's Dićtionary. He conceived
page all over, dip here and there in the a violent paſſion for reading, and wanted
to learn Latin, for no other rea
preface, dedication, and prefatory adver
on, that he remembers, but that he
tiſements, if there were any ; and then
caſt his eyes on each of the diviſions, might be able to read the Latin epitaphs
ſections, or chapters. After this he could in the church. As his maſter would not
-

$ºf

º:
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tell at any time what the book contained. D allow him time from his work by day, he
Though Magliabechi muſt have lived a uſed to procure candles as privately as he
very ſedentary life, yet he attained to the could, and read for good part of the
age of 81. He died July 14, 1714, in nights. In 1717, the ſmall pox coming
the midſt of the publick applauſe, after into Buckingham, he was ſent to Tring:
enjoying, during all the latter part of grove, and employed in keeping his un
his life, ſuch an affluence as very few per cle's ſheep. The happineſs of the Ar
ſons have ever procured by their know. cadian ſwains of romance-writers was not
ledge or learning. By his will he left a equal to Robin's, while he could lie un
very fine library colle&ted by himſelf, for der a hedge, and read all day long ;
the uſe of the publick, with a fund to though his library confiſted only of the
maintain it; and the overplus of the fund Pračtice of Piety, the Whole Duty of
to the poor. It had been uſual for every Man, and Mauger's French Grammar.
author and printer to make him a preſent
Returning to Buckingham, in 1719,
of a copy of everything they publiſhed.
he had the high ſatisfaction of meeting
Though he was not an eccleſiaſtick, he with his old friend the Latin Grammar;
would never marry. He was quite ſloven and by the aſſiſtance of the boys at the
ly in his dreſs. He received his friends, free-ſchool, attained to read the Latin
and thoſe who came to conſult him on Teſtament, and Caeſar's Commentaries.
any point of literature, in a civil and ob A Greek Teſtament being ſoon after ad
liging manner; though in general he had ded to his books, he reſolved to learn
almoſt the air of a ſavage, and even af Greek. In the mean time, his wife prov
fe8ted it; together with a cynical or con ing a very good breeder, his income be-,
temptuous ſmile. In his manner of liv came deficient : He therefore, in 1724,
ing, he affected the charaćter of Diogenes: ſet up for a ſchoolmaſter, as well as a
*:::::. hard eggs, and a draught or two taylor. In this new employment he was
of water, were his uſual repaſt. When brought into a terrible dilemma: A boy
any one went to ſee him, they moſt uſu from a neighbouring ſchool, who had
aily found him lolling in, a ſort of fixed learned decimal fractions, came to Hill's
wooden cradle, in the middle of his ſtudy, ſchool, when Hill himſelf had got but a
with a multitude of books, ſome thrown little way into diviſion. He ſet his new
in heaps, and others ſcattered about the ſcholar to copy the tables of decimal frac
floor, all around him; and this his cra tions in Wingate, which engaged him
die, or bed, was attached to the neareſt about fix weeks; and in the mean time,
Piles of books by a number of cobwebs. by ſitting up the greateſt part of every
L
night,
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night, he made himſelf maſter of deci was printed. The next thing the ſame
mal fraštions before that time was ex
gentleman employed him about was, a
pired. About 1726, he maintained a tlačt againſt the Papiſts, ſhewing that the
controverſy for two years with a popiſh favourite doctrines of the church of
biſhop, who endeavoured to ſeduce one Rome are novel inventions. About the
ef his ſcholars. Two years after this he ſame time he wrote The Charađer of a
loſt his wife, and in 1730, married a ſe. A jew, when the bill for naturalizing that
cond, who proved a bad woman in all people was in agitation. This, he ſays,
reſpects. The debts ſhe brought upon was the beſt thing he ever wrote, and was
him, obliged him, at the end of two the leaſt approved of. And, latterly, he
years, to leave Buckingham, and to tra has written Criticiſms on job, in five ſheets;
vel and work about the country as a tay which is the largeſt of all his works.
He ſays, he would now engage to teach
lor and ſtaymaker. Some time before he
fet out, upon ſeeing ſome Hebrew quota. B Hebrew, to any body of tolerable parts,
tions in the works of Mr. Weemſe, pre and with very moderate application, in ſix
bendary of Durham, he became extreme weeks, at an hour each morning ; and
ły deſirous of learning that language. another each afternoon. He is writing a
For want of proper helps he laboured Hebrew grammar, on which ſort of ſub
ſeveral years in this ſtudy with little ſuc jećt he will probably ſucceed better than in
ceſs : And the difficulty of diſtinguiſhing any other, becauſe it has been the moſt
between the pronunciation of the two C general ſtudy of his life. Mayr's gram
vowels ſo alike, Cametz and Camelſtatter, mar he thinks much the beſt of twenty
at laſt quite tired his patience, and he Hebrew grammars he has read; he there
parted with all his Hebrew books. This fore intends to build his chiefly on Mayr's ;
was only a ſudden guſt of paſſion : His as Mayr himſelf did on that of cardinal
eagerneſs to maſter the Hebrew returned ; Bellarmine. He ſays, it is very hard
and having bought (in 1737) Stennit's work ſometimes to catch a Hebrew roof;
Grammar, it immediately cleared up his D but that he never yet hurted after one
grand difficulty; and aſter this he went which he did not catch in the end. He
on ſucceſsfully.
might affirm the ſame of every thing he
All this while, as it was neceſſary his has attempted, for his application and at
place of reſidence ſhould be concealed, tention exceed what any one can conceive
he kept up no correſpondence at Bucking who hath not obſerved the proceſs of his
ham, ſo that death had kindly removed ſtudies. He is a vaſt admirer of St. Je
his greateſt trouble, two or three years E rom, whom he equals to Cicero. He ſays
before he heard of it. She had, as he he has had more light from father Simon,
himſelf allows, one child, and, as ſhe than from all other writers put together.
uſed to affirm, two by him ; But the pa He thinks the Hutchinſonians wrong in
rentage of the latter was very equivocal. almoſt everything they advance. He is a
However, they both died ſoon after the moſt zealous ſon of the church of Eng
mother, and Hill returned to Bucking land. Of the poets, his chief acquain
ham in the end of January, 1744, N. S. tance have been Homer, Virgil, and
-

He maintained himſelf for four or five

Ogilvy.

The Iliad he has read over

years by his firſt occupation of taylor and many times.
Tha Ödyſſey being put into his hands,
ſtaymaker; but marrying a third wife, in
1747, who proved as good a breeder as in 1758, both in the original, and in Mr.
his firſt, this, with the dearneſs of pro Pope's tranſlation, he was charined with
viſions, and hardneſs of the times, re both, but ſaid that it read finer in the
duced him to inexpreſſible diſtreſs.
G latter, than in Homer himſelf. Pope's
Though his modeſty had always made Eflây on Criticiſm, charined him ſtill
him keep his acquiſition of the learned moie; he called it “ The wiſeſt poem
languages as ſecret as poſſible, it was ru he had ever read in his whicle life.”
moured about the country, “That he
Mr. Spence, after this relation, pro
could read the Bible in the ſame books,
ceeds to the compariſon between Hill and
and the ſame ſtrange figures, that the Magliabechi, to draw which, was his
-

travelling Jews did.” A neighbouring H principal and almoſt only reaſon for writ
clergyman, finding it to be true, took a
liking to him, and has been his friend
ever ſince. This gentleman, ſome time
after, ſet him to write remarks on the

Eſſay on Spirit, which appeared in 17 : 5,
and was the firſt piece of Mr. Hili's that

ing their lives. For this we ſhall refer to
the book itſelf, price is. 6d. contenting
ourſelves with giving here the two foi
lowing paſſages.
** Hill ſeeins to have been the better

citizen, in narrying thisee times; and
Magliabechi, ,
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Magliabechi, perhaps, was the wiſer ſtu Bath; Mr. Cadel, at Briſtol; Mr. Hinx
man, at York; Mr. Richardſon, at Dur
dent, in not marrying at all.
I am very ſorry that there is ſtill one ham; Mr. Creighton, at Ipſwich ; Mr.
point remaining, in which Hill is as Chaſe, at Norwich ; Mr. Burdin, at Win
much unlike Magliabechi, as many of the cheſte § Mr. Collins, at Saliſbury; and
preceding. Magliabechi lived and died, Mr. Seeley, at Buckingham : And they
as has been already ſaid, in very great at-A may be aſſured, that whatever may be
fluence : He abounded in money, and his thus colle&ted, ſhall be put to the pro
expences were very ſmall, except for pereſt uſe for the ſervice of him and his

books; which he regarded as his trueſt

family.

treaſure : Whereas poor Mr. Hill has ge
This parallel is publiſhed, and ſold by
nerally lived in want, and lately more than Meſſ. Dodſley, for Mr. Hill's benefit.
ever. The very high price, even of the It is handſomely printed on a new letter,
moſt neceſſary proviſions, for this and the B and a fine writing paper, and is adorned
laſt year, [that is 1758 and 1757] have with a head of Magliabechi, which me
not only made it often difficult for him to rits the attention of the curious in phy
bread for himſelf and his family; fiognomy. Salvini, an Italian writer,
ut have in part ſtopt up even the ſources ſays it always put him in mind of the
for it, in leſſening his buſines. Buck ſatyrs that Socrates was compared-to of

É.

ingham is no rich place at beſt ; and even

old.

there his buſineſs has chiefly been among
the lower ſort of people ; and when theſe °
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are not able to purchaſe the food that is

neceſſary for them, they cannot think of
buying new cloaths. This has reduced
him ſo very low, that I have been inform
ed, that he has paſt many and many whole

S I R,

Th; law queſtion propoſed

in your
Magazine for June laſt (p. 305.)
has exerciſed the wits of many of your

days, in this and the former year, without D correſpondents ; but none of them has
taſting any thing but water and tobacco.
He has a wife and four ſmall children,

the eldeſt of them not above eight years

hit on the true ſolution of it, except Mr.
Davies, whoſe anſwer you gave us in
your December Magazine (p. 632.)

they could get, he

A fimilar caſe is to be met with in

often ſpared from his own hunger, to help

te hard times. He himſelf aſſured me,
upon my mentioning this particular to
him, that it was too true.—” But, alas !
(added he) it is not only my caſe, but has
been that of hundreds in the town and
neighbourhood of Buckingham, in the

Godolphin's Orphan's Legacy, Part III.
Cap. XVIII. §. 4. p. 386. “Suppoſe
E (tays he) a man, poſſeſſed of an eſtate to
the value of 72.1]. (his wife being with
child) did deviſe in this manner, viz.
Whereas my wife is with child, I will,
that if ſhe be delivered of a ſºn, that
then the ſon ſhall have 48ol. 13s. 4d. and
my wife 240l. 6s. 8d. But in caſe ſhe be
F delivered of a daughter, then my will is,
that the daughter ſhall have 140l. 6s. 8d.

laſt, and for the former part of this year

and my wife the 48ol. 13s. 4d. He dies,

old : And what bread

toward ſatisfying theirs. People that live
always at their eaſe, do not know, and
can ſcarce conceive, the difficulties our

[. have been forced to undergo in theſe

[1758] ; and I fear we muſt make many and his wife is after delivered both of a
more experiments of the ſame kind, be Jon and daughter. The quºffion is, how
fore it is at an end.”—
each legatuary ſhall be ſatisfied his or her
If any one in this age, ſo juſtly emi legacy, according to the intention of the
ment for charities of almoſt all kinds, G teſtator for by the will a legacy is left
ſhould be ſo far moved with the diſtreſs
to each of them. It is reſolved, that ac
and neceſſities of ſo worthy and induſtri cording to the teſtator's intention, which
ous a poor man, as to be inclined to help is the index of the teſtament, the ſon
towards relieving him; they are humbly ſhall have double to the wife, and the
intreated to ſend any preſent which they wife double to the daughter : And conſe
might wiſh in his hands, either to Mr. quently the ſon ſhall have 4121. the wife
Richardſon, in Saliſbury-court, Fleet zoöl. and the daughter 1931., which in
ſtreet, or Meſſ. Dodſley, bookſellers in all amounts to 72 11, the full value of the
Pall-Mall, London; Mr. Prince, at Ox teſtator's ſaid eſtate. So that each perſon
ford; Mr. Thurlbourn, at Cambridge; is to have a portion according to the rate
Meſſ. Hamilton and Balfour, at Edin of proportion mentioned in the will.”
burgh; Mr. Faulkner, at Dublin; Mr.
For this decifian Godolphin quotes L. A
Owen, at Tunbridge; Mr. Leake, at ita #. De Liberii et Poſthumis. The words
L 2.

of

Remarkable C A S E diſuſed.
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of the Digeſt, to which he refers, are
theſe : Si ita ſtriptum ſt; ſi filius mihi

with reſpect to each other muſt ſtill be
preſerved. But that the ſon ſhould have

natus fuerit, et beft here; ºffo, ex reliqué

double to the widow, or the widow dou

ble to the daughter, theſe proportions de
pend entirely on the two ſuppoſed caſes
qué parte uxor hares effo : Et filius et filia (mentioned in the will) which did not
nati furt : Dicentum ºf ; affin diffributn- A happen, viz. that there would be a ſºn
dam ºffe in ſeptem parter, ut ex his filius only or a daughter only. We muſt there
uatuor, uxor duas, filia unam #artem fore carefully diſtinguiſh between that
abcat ; Ita enim ſecundum voluntatem }.". which is abſºlutely determined
y the will (viz. that the ſon ſhould have
teſtanti; filius altero tanto amplius halebit,
quant tºxor; item uxor altero tanto amplius juſt as much again as the daughter) and
thoſe proportions which are merely condi
quam filia.
The authority of the civil law is great B tional, viz. that if there be a ſon only, he
in our eccleſfºſſical courts, particularly in ſhould have double to his mother, and if
teſſarientary matters; ſo that this may be there be a daughter only, the mother
looked upon as a judicial determination of ſhould have double to the daughter.
the
Yet, I fear, if it be exa Theſe proportions between the mother
mined to the bottom, it will appear, that and her children reſpećtively, I call condi
tional, becauſe they vary even in the two
it is not an tſuitable one.
There are two caſes clearly and ex- C ſuppoſed caſes mentioned in the will ; in
preſsly provided for by the will (though one caſe the mother's ſhare is double to
neither of them happened) viz. that there what it is in the other. As to the caſe
would be a ſort only or a daughter only. which really did happen, it is impoſſible
In the former caſe the widow was to that the mother's ſhare ſhould be juſt half
have half as much as the ſºn, and in the as much as the ſon's, and yet as much
latter, ſhe was to have as much again as again as the daughter's ; becauſe theſe
the daughter. Let us ſuppoſe the whole D would make two different ſums : If we
fum to be divided in three equal parts, give the mother as much again as the
then according to the will, the propor daughter, we make her portion equal to
tions will ſtand thus :
the ſon's ; and if we give her but half as
Caſe I.
Caſe II.
much as the ſon, we leſſen her portion to
Son
2 Widow
2.
an equality with the daughter's. To pre
Widow
1 | Daughter
I
vent this manifeſt inconſiſtency, and for

parte uxor heres ºffo ; ſº vero filia mihi
mata fuerit, ex triente hares ºffo, ex reli

†:

But a third caſe reallyy happened
(which E
E no other reaſon that I can imagine,
Go
happ
&

was a conjunction of the two former) by
the birth of twins, a ſon and a daughter.
Now it may at firſt ſight ſeem moſt agree
able to the wiłł, that the widow ſhould

have as much again as the daughter, and
the ſon as much again as the widow, ac
cording to the determination of the Digeſt.
Upon this ſuppoſition their proper pro
portions will ſtand thus :

-

dolphin (having the authority of the Digeſt
to ſupport him) doubles the ſon's proper
ſhare, that ſo it may be as much again as
the mother's, tho' he thereby deſtroys that
juſt proportion which ſhould ſtill be pre
ſerved between the ſon and the daughter ;
F and increaſes the ſon's ſhare (contrary to
the declared intention of the teſtator) to
four times as much as the daughter's. It is

Daughter

I

true,

Widow
Son

2.

ſhould have half as much as the ſon, and

4.

as much again as the daughter; but then
it is on two different ſuppoſitions, and in
G two different caſes (which did not happen)

-

7

equal

parts.

But now I would aſk, is it reaſonable
to ſuppoſe, that it was the teſtator's inten
tion that the ſon ſhould have four times as

much as the daughter

Does not the very

letter of the will (the two caſes therein

mentioned being compared together) ex
preſsly declare that the ſon (if there be a H
fon) ſhould have juſt as much again as
the daughter (if there be a daughter.) It
is true, the particular ſums aſſigned by

the will dire&ts that the mother

and produces two different ſums.

What then are we to do in the preſent
caſe to aſcertain the widow’s juſt propor
tion * Why, we may ſafely reaſon thus :
It appears by the will, that the mother
was to have juſt as much leſ; than the ſon

(had there been only a ſon) as more than

daughter in the other, muſt be leſſened,
upon account of there being three claim

the daughter (had there been only a
daughter 5) and therefore, as there were
both a ſon and a daughter, the mother's
juſt
will be truly determined
by aſſigning to her the exašt medium be
tween the ſon's portion and the daughter's,

ants inſtead of two ; yet their proportions

Now

the will to the ſon in one caſe, and to the

º,
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Now the ſon's proper ſhare being dou ſelf to the reſolution of it according to
ble to that of the daughter, as I have the conditions of the will, as they ap
ſhewn above ; their proportions with re peared to me. But as I did not imagine,
ſpect to each other may be expreſſed thus; that ſuch a queſtion could be admitted as
daughter 1 ; ſon 2 and the mean be a true problem, ſo I determined not to
tween 1 and 2 being 1 #, that denotes the ſend you my numbers, till I ſhould firſt
widow's proper ſhare.
A have ſeen what acceptance the queſtion
The three proportions then with re

met with from the curious in numbers,

and whether any of them ſhould agree

ſpect to each other will ſtand thus :
Daughter

I

with me in ſentiment, in caſe they ſhould

Widow
Son

1 {

give any anſwer thereto.
I have ſince ſeen various anſwers to

2.

Now fince the numbers aſſigned to the propoſed caſe, in your ſubſequent
theſe ſeveral proportions being added to- B Magazines, but as they all differ from
gether amount to 4 ſ, in order to deter mine, I have at length taken the liberty
mine the diſtinct ſhares, it will be moſt of ſending it to you, hoping thereby to
convenient (upon account of the odd promote peace amongſt my brother calcu
half) to double the numbers, and then lators, ſome of whom, I find, are a little
the proportions will ſtand thus :
angry with one another.
.
s. d.
Daughter
Widow
C To the ſon I give
789 9 5 #
Son

To the mothcr

:

To the daughter
To the nephew his le
gacy in full

526 6
35o 17

4
6 #

333

3

6

And now let the whole ſum bequeathed,
2 ooo
o
o
viz. 71 il. be divided into 9 equal parts,
and let the ſon have 4, the widow 3, and D
To the nephew I give the full legacy,
the daughter 2, and every one will have
his or her proper ſhare, according to the becauſe the teſtator has aſſigned him one
fixth of the whole ſum, in both the events

manifeſt intention of the teſtator.
1. s. d.

Son
Widow

# 240 6

Daughter
aug

#; 1994
8,
5

$ 320 & 10 ;

7* 1

8

o

{
o

of either a ſon or a daughter, and has
omitted to give any ratio between his le
gacy, and the legacy of any one of the
E other three legatees.

Therefore

when

Mr. Hooley ſays, that the nephew muſt
needs be entitled te ł as much as the ſon,
(ſee p. 37.) he ſays it arbitrarily, for,

Here the ſon has juſt as much again as from the conditions of the will, I may as
the daughter and the widow the exačt well ſay, that the nephew muſt needs be
to half as much as the daughter,
wedium between both, according to the F entitled
and then a new ſolution to the ueſtion
moſt equitable conſtrućtion of the will.
I ſhould not have troubled you or your will ariſe, which is the ſolution given by
readers with my ſentiments on this caſe, Mr. Eagland (ſee our laſt Vol. p. 655.)
had it been a mere ſpeculative point; but and conſequently neither of theſe tolutions
it is in truth a matter of real importance, can be warranted by the data.
But, in regard to the mother's legacy
as it relates to property, and the right de
termination of it aſcertains the juſt claim the teſtator has given the ratio between
of widows and orphans in caſes of the G that and the legacies of her reſpective
like nature, which, no doubt, ſometimes children, and conſequently the unexpect
ed contingency cannot annul this ratio.
happen. I am,
This ſolution appears to be further fa
S I R,
voured by confidering the mean propor
Haſtingleigh, Kent,
Your, &c.
-

Jan. 16, 1759.

J. ConANT.

tion, or chance of the mother's legacy,

and the ſame of the legacy for the pro
To the AUTHOR of the Lo ND ON H duce of the venter, after the huſband's
death, and before the produce of the
M A GAZ IN E.
‘venter was known.

S I R,

Uº.

reading the caſe of Peter
Vague, in your Magazine for June,
*758, P. 305, I immediately;pplied my

1.

By the will, the firſt
muſt be

And, in like manner,
the laſt muſt be

s.

d.

83;

6

8

833
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-
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The

Dreadſul Execution in Portue Al.

S6

l.

s. d.

Feb.

one of the chief inſtruments in this con

ſpiracy.’
Saturday the 13th inſtant, being the
day appointed for the execution, a ſcaffold
the nephew's legacy
had been built in the ſquare, oppoſite to
2 odo
o
o
the houſe where the priſoners were con
A fined, and eight wheels fixed upon it.
Lafly, By this ſolution the mother, On one corner of the ſcaffolding was
and the produce of the venter, have the placed Antonio Alvares Ferreira, and on
tºll money aligned them by the teſtator, the other corner the effigy of Joſeph Po
and cannot therefore, in my humble opi licarpio de Azevedo, who is ſtill miſfing;
theſe being the two perſons that fired at
nion, be ſaid to be injured.
Pray obſerve, that I do not give this, the back of the king's equipage. About
The complement to
roool. will then be

333

6

8

as an abſolute anſwer to the queſtion, but B half an hour after eight in the morning,
only as the moſt rational anſwer that can
be given under ſuch feeble data ; and
certainly the propoſer of the queſtion
(hould not have aſked a legal anſwer to

the execution began. The criminals were
brought out one by one, each under a

it, for if a whimſical man ſhould, by

the ſcaffold, where ſhe was beheaded at
one ſtroke. Her body was afterwards

will, deviſe his perſonal eſtate geometri

frong guard. The marchioneſs of Ta
vora was the firſt that was brought upon

cally, the diviſion of it muſt conform to C placed upon the floor of the ſcaffolding,
the rules of geometry, and not to the
rules of Weſtminſter-Hall. I am,
Richmond,
S I R,
Feb. 5,
Your humble ſervant,
William Whitaker.

1759.

and covered with a linen cloth. Young
Joſeph Maria of Tavora, the young mar
quis of Tavora, the count of Atouguia,
and three ſervants of the duke of Aveiro,

were firſt ſtrangled at a ſtake, and after
wards their limbs broken with an iron in

We gave our Readers an Account of the D
Aſſaſſination of the King of Portugal, in
our laſ Volume, p. 542. and of the Diſ
covery of the Conſpirators in our Maga
zine for laſt Month, p. 55. ſince which
the following Articles have been publiſh
ed in the London Gazette.

ISBON, Jan. zo.

On the firſt in

ſtant, the count de Obiros, and the

count de Ribeira-grande, were ſent to the
cattle of St. Julian, and guards placed
at the doors of their reſpe&tive dwelling
houſes ; but, in general, it is thought,
that theſe two gentlemen are not impli
cated in the conſpiracy, but rather that
they may have been too free of ſpeech.
On Thurſday the 4th inſtant the dutcheſs
of Aveiro, the counteſs of Atouguia,
and the marchioneſs of Alorna, and their
children, were ſent to difierent nunneries.

On Friday, the 11th inſtant, eight Jeſuits
were taken into cuſtody. A council was
appointed by the king, for the trial of the

ſtrument; the marquis of Tavora, gene
ral of horſe, and the duke of Aveiro,
had their limbs broken alive. The duke,

for greater ignominy, was brought bare
headed to the place of execution. The
body and limbs of each of the criminals,
after they were executed, were thrown
upon a wheel, and covered with a linen
cloth.

But when Antonio Alvarez Fer

reira was brought to the ſtake, whoſe
ſentence was to be burnt alive, the other

bodies were expoſed to his view ; the
combuſtible matter, which had been laid

under the ſcaffolding, was ſet on fire,
the whole machine, with the bodies, were
conſumed to aſhes, and thrown into the
ſea.

A ſummary of the proceſs and ſentence
has been printed, the moſt remarkable
paſſages of which are as follow:
That the old marchioneſs of Tavora,
the duke of Aveiro, and the Jeſuits, were

priſoners, compoſed of the three ſecreta

the principal inſtigators and actors in this
conſpiracy : That the marchioneſs ſedu

res of ſtate, the perſon acting as chief

ced her huſband and the other relations :

juſtice in the room of the duke of Ala

That there were ſeveral conferences held

foens, who is ſtill indiſpoſed, and five
other judges, the follicitor for the crown
being preſent. The whole proceſs was
cloſed on Thurſday the 9th inſtant. The
marchioneſs of Tavora, wiſe to the ge
neral of horſe, was brought on Wed
meſday the 1 oth, from the convent das
Grillas, to the place where the other cri
minals were confined : This lady was

at the Jeſuits colleges, called Santo An
tao and St. Roque, at the marquis of

3

*

Tavora's, and at the duke's : That the
union of theſe noblemen with the Jeſuits

was fince the time that the king diſmiſſed
thoſe of that order from the palace :
That all the male criminals, now exe

cuted, were in the field on the 3d of Sep

tember, in different parties, waiting §:
t
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the king : That the duke of Aveiro was
with the two men who ſhot at the king's

Deum for the king's recovery has alſo
been ſung in all the churches and chapels

equipage, and was the perſon that firit throughout the kingdom.
Their majeſties, and the royal family,
preſented his piece to the poſtilion, which
miſſed fire : That forty moidores were ſet out yeſterday, the 19th, for Salva
colle&ted among theſe noblemen and terra, to take their uſual diverſion of
given to theſe two men : The duke's ha- A ſhooting and hawking.
What is extraćted above, from the pro
tred to the perſon of the king is ſet in a
ſtrong light ; and the motives alledged in ceſs and ſentence, agrees with The Ge
this paper, for this wicked project, are, nuine legal Sentence, a tranſlation of which
the duke's being diſappointed in marrying has been fince publiſhed. We ſhall from
his ſon to a fifter of the duke of Cadaval, that piece, however, give the account of
who is a minor; the king having thought the aſſaſſination, to ſatisfy the curioſity
proper, that this match ſhould be put off, B of our readers.
tili the duke of Cadaval ſhould be mar
“It farther appears, that our ſaid lord
ried, and have an heir. Another motive having turned the corner of the ſaid nor
of diſguſt was, the duke's being diſap thern extremity of the above-mentioned
pointed in a law-ſuit for ſome comman houſes belonging to the garden de Meyo,
deries, which the late duke of Aveiro the aforeſaid ringleader of the conſpiracy
poſſeſſed, the marchioneſs's great cauſe Joſeph Maſcarenhas *, came forth imme
of reſentment was, that her huſband was C diately from the arch, which was in that
not made a duke, when he came from place, and (accompanied by his ſervant
the Eaſt-Indies, which he had often de and confident John Michael, and the
fired, but could never obtain, becauſe he other of the criminals guilty of this enor
had carried the reward of the ſervice he
mity) let off againſt Coſtodio da Coſta,
was going upon, with him, it being al the coachman who drove his majeſty, a
ways cuſtomary for the king to paſs, par blunderbuſs or demi-culverin, which miſ
ticular grants to the viceroy, upon his D ſing fire, and warning the coachman with
being appointed, and before he ſets out the report it gave, and the flaſh from the
upon his voyage. The eſtates of theſe pan, obliged him, without declaring to
noblemen are all confiſcated to the crown, his majeſty what he had ſeen and heard, to
the dwelling houſes to be razed to the puſh on the mules, ſo as that he (the
ground, and the name of Tavora never coachman) might avoid the repeated diſ
to be uſed by any perſon whatever; this charges which he apprehended ; inaſmuch

family being the principal branch of that E as he had ſeen the one, which was let off,
name. The name of Maſcarenhas, which

was the duke of Aveiro's, is ſpared, be
cauſe his family is a younger branch of
the families of that name.

A reward of 10,000 crowns is offered

aimed with a defign to murder him :
And the miſcarriage of this attempted
firing againſt the ſaid coachman was the
firſt of the apparent miracles, with which
the divine omnipotence, in that moſt fatal
night, ſuccoured all theſe realms, by the
F preſervation of the ineſtimable life of his
majeſty ; it being impoſſible he ſhould
have eſcaped, if, the coachman falling
dead with that infamous diſcharge, our
ſaid lord had remained a prey in the

to whoever ſhall apprehend the perſon of
Joſeph Policarpio de Azevedo.
The embargo was taken off the ſhip
ping the 16th inſtant ; the three Engliſh
men of war, the merchant ſhips under
their convoy, and the Hanover packet,
which ſailed the 31ſt of December, are hands of thoſe horrible monſters, who
the only ſhips that have gone out of this ſtood armed, in ſo many and ſuch neigh
port, from the 13th of December to the G bouring ambuſhes againſt his moſt auguſt
day the embargo was taken off.
and moſt precious life.
The king and the royal family aſſiſted
It farther appears, that, on account of
on Monday the 15th inſtant, at a Te the haſty pace with which the ſaid coach
Deum ſung at the chapel of Noſſa Sen man endeavoured to ſave himſelf from the
hora do Livramento, in thankſgiving for farther diſcharges with which he ſaw him
his moſt faithful majeſty's happy recovery. ſelf threatened, as aforeſaid, the two moſt
As this was the firſt time that his ma- H ſavage malefactors, Antony-Alvares and
jefly had appeared abroad, great demon Joſeph-Policarp, who were poſted in the
ſtrations of joy were ſhewn by the people, ambuſh immediately following, cloſe to
to whom the king was pleaſed to give the the cavity of the new wall, which was
ſatisfačtion of waving his handkerchief, lately raiſed theie, could not, with ail the
firſt in one hand, then in the other, to facility they wanted, make their infamous
ſhew that he had the uſe of both. Te diſcharges at the back of the carriage
e

which

* The degraded duke of Aveira.
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The King of Portugal's ſurpriſing Escape.
which conveyed our ſaid lord, ſo as to of us all Our lord God, we ſay, makin
take a ſteady aim at the ſpot againſt which uſe of theſe the royal virtues, to .#
they ſhould fire. Wherefore galloping his prodigies to us; his majeſty not only
after the ſaid carriage, they fired as they bore thoſe unexpected and moſt torturing
poſſibly could, upon the back of the ſame, miſchiefs, without uttering a ſingle word,
the two ſacrilegious and execrable ſhot, which indicated a complaint; but, in the

which (after having wrought on the ſaid A ſame moſt unhappy moment, reflecting
carriage, and upon the very cloaths our with an enlightened and ſteady judgment,
ſaid lord was dreſt in, all the miſchiefs
and deſtructive effects manifeſted in the

proceedings on the matter of the crime)
cauſed in his majeſty's moſt auguſt and
moſt ſacred perſon thoſe moſt grievous and

that every ſtep he ſhould advance would
throw him wider off the chief ſurgeon of
the kingdom, who reſides at Junqueira,
and that the great quantity he was loſing
of his royal blood, would not allow him

moſt dangerous wounds and dilacerations; B the time for the three delays, which
which, from the right ſhoulder along the would be occaſioned in his going on to
arm and down to the elbow on the out
his palace at our lady of Ajuda, in ſend
fide, and alſo on the inner part of the ing from thence to Junqueira to fetch the
ſame, occaſioned, over and above the ſaid ſaid chief ſurgeon; and in the coming of
wounds and dilacerations, a confiderable the ſame from Junqueira to the ſaid pa
loſs of ſubſtance from the largeneſs of lace ; his majeſty took the wonderful re
the cavities, and the variety of the con- C ſolution to order the carriage to return
tufions : Six of which went ſo far as to
back immediately from where he then
offend the breaſt; a great number of ſlugs was to the houſe of the ſaid chief ſurgeon
being extracted from them all. Whence of the kingdom: Where, not ſuffering
on one hand is manifeſtly ſeen the cruelty his wounds to be uncovered till he had,
with which the ſlugs were preferred to by the ſacrament of penance, firſt return
bullets, in order by that means the more ed thanks to the ſupreme King of Kings
certainly to ſecure the moſt fatal purpoſe D for the incomparable goodneſs it had
of that ſavage and ſacrilegious inſult: pleaſed him to exert for the preſervation
And on the other, that this was the ſe of his life from ſo great a danger, he firſt
cond of the miraculous works of the di

confeſſed himſelf at the feet of a miniſter

vine omnipotence in that moſt unfortunate
might, for the common benefit of theſe

of the goſpel, and then proceeded with
the ſame ſilence, ſerenity and firmneſs to
ſubmit to the painful operations neceſſary

realms, and of all the dominions thereof:

For it cannot be in the common order of E towards a cure.

events, nor can it be any wiſe aſcribed to
the caſualty of accidental occurrences,

Which wiſdom the di

vine omnipotence made uſe of as another
inſtrument towards bleſfing us with the
preſervation of the moſt precious and moſt
beneficent life of our loid the king : In
aſ much as his majeſty's magnanimous fi

that two charges of ſlugs, fired out of
ſuch pieces, ſhould make their way thro'
the narrow ſpace of a carriage, without
totally and abſolutely deſtroying the per lence at the time of the inſult, and his
ſons who were in ſuch carriage. And F enlightened reſolution in returning back
this is a ſelf evident proof, that only the after that brutal attempt upon him, are
arm of the Almighty could have the pow what conſtitute the third miraculous diſ
er to turn afide thoſe ſacrilegious ſhot, ſo penſation of the divine omnipotence; for
as that the one ſhould only grazingly of. by theſe means his majeſty avoided the
fend the outward part of the ſaid ſhoulder other dangers, which he could not have
and arm, and that the other ſhould graze eſcaped, had he continued the route he
along between the ſaid arm and the light G was accuſtomed to take in returning home
ſide of the body, offending only the out to his palace ; fince, by going that way,
ward parts, without affecting any princi he muſt inevitably have paſſed through
alone.
the ſeveral ambuſhes of the other ſavage
It farther appears, that this ſecond mi aſſociates in the crime (all guilty of this
raculous event was followed by a third, heinous and horrible inſult): They being
equal to it, or rather greater. For our poſted on the ſaid road, ready armed to
lord God making uſe in that critical con H way-lay our ſaid lord, in the caſe (which
juncture of that heroic courage and un happened) of his ſaving himſelf from the
ſhaken ſerenity, which among his ma two foremoſt of the ſaid ambuſhes.”
With regard to the execution of the
jeſty's many royal and moſt auguſt vir
tues are ſo diſtinétly brilliant, towards the criminals, we believe our humane readers
reſervation of his moſt ineſtimable and
will be fully ſatisfied with the account
neficent life for the unſpeakable good given above ; and, indeed, if we could
depend
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Bepend upon a late pamphlet (which af
ter comparing it with the genuine ſen
tence, &c. we find we cannot do ;) yet
it paints the tragedy in ſo ſhocking, ſo
horrible a light, that we ſhould not think
it proper to make any extract from thence.

ſide clap almoſt cloſe together ; but when
he puſhes them back they ſpread, fland
ſo firmly, and take ſuch hold of the wa
ter, that if it be done with vigour, he
moves forward very ſwiftly:
The ſecond method is by means of a
A ſail, made of ſtrong linen. Each end of
E have annexed a corre&t MAF of this ſail is cut gradually into a narrow
the countries bordering on the point, to which is tied a ſmall cord. One
rivers Sanaga and Gambia, with a beauti of theſe cords is taken in one hand, and
ful proſpect of the Iſland of Goree, and the other in the other, or they are fixe
it is therefore neceſſary to refer our readers at the ends of a pretty long ſmall piece
to our laſt Vol. p. 371, 3:2, 313, 319, of wood made for the purpoſe, and held
359–361, and to our laſt month, p. 50, B up by the hands to the wind, which, as
56, for an account of, and of the conqueſt ſoon as it fills, carries one on very ſwiftly.
of that valuable place, where they will One can uſe his legs inſtead of a rudder ;
alſo find a Map of the courſe of the Sa tho' indeed I have been at a loſs for the
naga, and of that iſland and fort Louis.
want of ſomething to perform the office

of a keel ; which might pretty eaſily be
To the A U THOR, &c.

procured, if it were very neceſſary.

C
S I, R,

Sºlº.

you was ſo good as to publiſh
my method of floating on water (ſee
our laſt Vol. p. 616.) in order to con
Pleat the art, I alſo ſend you two methods
of moving on it, which I have often

Theſe little inſtruments, which may be
varied and improved, as every one thinks
proper, are very convenient in ſwimming
of bathing for one's health or pleaſure.
And even at ſea to thoſe that can procure
them, ſome or all of then might be very
uſeful, tho' they are not ſo eſſentially ne

made uſe of, and which, for brevity's D ceſſary as the bag, or any other method
ſake, I then omitted.

of ſupporting one in water, ſuch as by

The firſt is by means of four Palmata,

cork, &c. ſince one may move pretty faſt

(as I call them from the feet of a duck or

without them. And it is a pity that every
perſon at ſea has not one of the bags,
which are, in my opinion, much more
convenient than cork any how diſpoſed i

gooſe) one for each foot, and one for
each hald.

The foot Palmatum conſiſts of a ſmall

ſquare piece of poliſhed ſteel, ſomewhat E and alſo ſome or all of theſe little inſtru
more thin a foot long. Upon the two
oppoſite fides of this there are eight very
ſmall pieces of the fame, to wit, four on
each fide. They are about half as long,
and are round and taper towards the ou

ments if he can have them : But ſuch are

the prejudices of mankind in general, and
eſpecially of ſeamer, that they deſpiſe
every new thing, and never think of paſt
or future dangers, nor of wiſely providing
termoſt ends, and are fixed upon the againſt them. For my part, I have been
ſquare piece in the middle, by neans of F where I would not have wanted my bag
joints. Upon theſe joints they move ſo for any thing in this world.
I am, &c.
as to turn downwards till they almoſt
L. S.
meet, the middle piece being horizontal,
P. S. Since I wrote the above I have
but do not turn up any farther than to be
all in one plane. On the under ſide they read a contrivance of Mr. Dahourg,
- are laid quite over with a piece of parch which may do very well to thoſe that
-

ment, well ſoaked in linſeed oil, and G chuſe it.

fewed tightly thro’ holes drilled in the
pieces .# ſteel. One of theſe is fixed
upon each foot with the upper fide next
the ſole, nearly in the ſame way as we do
ſkits, by means of leather ſtraps and

-

I have often uſed cork, and

propoſed to have it uſed many ways ; ſuch

as pieces of it fixed upon ſeveral parts of
the body, as the back, breaſt, fides, and
arms; and in feveral parts of one's clothes,

ſuch as the ſleeves, fides, pockets, ſkirts,
&c. but really all theſe were not quite ſo
The hand Palmata are made after the H convenient, nor ſo eaſily carried about
fame faſhion, only they are confiderably with one, as they were either clumſy or
leſs, and buckled with the upper fide ſtiff, and could not be uſed ſo well on the
naked body as a genteel ſmall bag of
upon the wriſt.
The uſe of theſe is plain ; for when parchment, eſpecially for gentlemen and
one upon the water draws forward his ladies, as it is light, eaſy, and can be
buckles.

hands and feet, the two Palmar on each

February, 1759.

prettily ornamented.
M

It is true, cork
needs
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needs not blowing up ; but that is eaſily
done ; and, I think, there is no great

“Arº, in exilium alire (from its very
great ſimilarity to "Anºdº) I think is
danger of tearing : But in this every one very probably the true Greek word, and
may pleaſe himſelf; for either of them is in this place, I may venture to ſay, with
better than nothing. However, he who much greater propriety ; however, the
uſes cork may diſpoſe of it better, and in other crept in by myſłake ; beſides, as they
leſs quantity, than Mr. Dubourg ; and A are both in alluſion to the very ſelf-ſalue
whoever chutes the bag, it will be worth expreſiion, there is the greateſt reaſon to
while to ſoak it well in linſeed oil.

To the AUTHOR of the L ON DO N
M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,

S your Magazine meets with an uni- B
verſal good reception, I do myſelf
the pleaſure to convey to the literary
world, thro' your channel, the following
very ſmall criticiſm, which, if you do me
the favour to inſert, I apprehend any thing
that has the leaſt tendency to illuſtrate a
point of importance, cannot be incon- C
fiflent with the plan of a work that is of

ſupport this conſtrućtion, and the ſenſe,

by this tranſpoſition of the words, is ren
dered ſo very obvious and clear of em
barraſſment, that, if I may uſe the meta
phor of the prophet Habakuk, “He may
run that readeth it.”

However, I ſhall

be glad to ſee it more amply diſcuſſed in a
future Magazine.

The great Diſadvantage of being always
in Diſtreſ; for want of Seamen, being
one of thirty three Letters to Charles
Gray, Eſq; by Mr. Hanway, latly pub
liſhed, and entitled, Reaſons for an
Augmentation of at leaſt 12, ooo Ma
riners, &c.

general circulation. Very iar from aſ
ſuming to myſelf an exemption from er
&c.

HAT neceſſity is the mother of

ror, I offer the criticiſm, with ſubmiſſion,

and, as ſuch, hope it will be accepted

invention, is beyond all diſpute.
But there is ſome ground for belief, that
ſome little weight in it, I leave to the im-D ſo long as this happy nation is in ſuch high
partial deciſion of the literati. I flatter credit, as to command an annual ſum of
myſelf an attempt to clear the ſenſe of the twelve or fourteen millions, to carry on
*ºnzº (which occur in ſcripture) eſpe war, ſo long we ſhall decline the exertion
cially where there is the appearance of any of all the natural means, in our power,
thing that is derogatory to the dignity of of bringing our was to a more ſpeedy
the ſacred wiitings, will, by the encou iſſue. In other words, we ſhall go on in
ragers of literature, meet with approba-E the way of applying more to the arts of
tion, who, giving the criticiſm a favoura gain, and ſºft to the incans of ſaving mo
ble inſpection, the ‘well meant intention, ney ; and indulge a voluptuous habit, ra
will, in their opinion, be ſome compenſa ther than a ſober, martial temper. And
tion for any deficiency in the merits of ſo long as we can breed up ſtamen in time
the execution. If what I have advanced, of war, and triumph over our enemies,
ſhould engage an abler pen to improve ſo long we may be tempted to neglect then
the hint, I ſhall think the time I have F during peace.
Another cauſe which has occaſioned
ſpent upon it, well employed ; if in the
right, it will give me pleaſure to ſee it our going on in the old way, is obſerva
confirmed by one of abilities much fupe tion, that whilſt any thing is to be got,
rior to my own; if in the wrong, 1 ſhall i. e. whilſt there is work for privatºrs,
take it as a favour to be ſet right in a theſe alone breed up and employ 12 to
point which I think every one muſt own is 14, ooo men, as recruits for the navy.
with candour ; which, whether it has not

ſomething ambiguºus, as it is in the pre: G But we are apt to forget, that all who go
Jent tranſlation.

I am,

to ſea are not ſeamen ; and that to pre
pare a man for a ſea life, requires time.
Your very humble ſervant,
We can but ill afford to ſpend a whole
Edward Watkinſºn, jun. year in preparation, and yet we reckon
Ackworth, by Ferrybridge,
three years muſt paſs, before we can ice!
Yorkſhire, Jan. 13, 1759.
manºi our fleets, notwithſtanding this ſpi
In St. John's goſpel, chap. vii. verſe H rit of gain, at the beginning of a war,
35. latter part. chap. viii. verſe zz. for carries us to ſea in crouds. In this in
mer part. Whoever attentively reflects terval, many thouſand lººten, and even
on theſe two parallel paſſages, and at the the ableſ' farmen, harraſſed by long voy
ſame time compares them together, muſt ages, and the want of time ſufficient for
perceive that the one is explanatory of, refreſhment in ports, ſuffer much in their
and illuſtrates the other.
lit alth. It is probable, this would not be
S I R,

+
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the caſe, if ſailors were plenty, and if we glad to work, for a time, merely for their
had men to relieve each other, as the na-. food, till they could be entered on board
ture of their fituation abſolutely requires; merchant ſhips. Now whether we conſi
and ſince we cannot remake human nature, der the ſituation of ſeamen during war, or
we are bound to accommodate ourſelves
immediately after it 3 or the diffrºſs of
to its wer...? tier.

trade for want of hands, in time of war;

It is alſo a common obſervation, that A or the whole in one great view, it ſeems
however formidable France may be, at as if we were radically wrong in our ma
the beginning of her wars, after ſome nagement, and that we act, in this re
years ºf peace, ſhe affears to be much ſpect, as little like merchants as warriors.
The ſame cauſes will produce the ſame
more ſo than ſhe really is. This ariſes
from her arbitrary manner of command effe?r. Can we expect to go on proſpe
ing the lives and fortunes of her ſubjećts. rouſly on the preſent flan of a conſtant
This kind of power blazer forth, and B ſcarcity of ſeamen I appeal to experi
creates an alarm, but the ſeafy per ſeve ence, I appeal to common ſenſe, if ſome
rance of free ſubje&s, will ſtill give them thing is not neceſſary to be done, and if
a ſuperiority. Certain it is, that the it is not probable, that ſuch a plan as this,
French have frequently made ſuch havock or ſomething like it, will in the iſſue be
among their people, as in ſome parts to come beneficial to trade, as well as to the
leave none but women to till the earth.
ſupport of war In order to form the
Let us take care not to fall into a ſimilar C more juſt idea of the ſubjećt, let us iock
error, with reſpe&t to the barraffinent of back and ſee how great a part of time,
our ſeamen. But always living from for a whole century paſt, has been ſpent
band to mouth, and to the utmoſ of our in broil; ; and how dangerouſly expenſive
abilities, we occaſion a continual farcity : our wars have been. Let us conſider far
Like bad arconomiſ"; in common life, we ther, how formidable that nation is, which
have much the leſs by paying ſo dear. can collect a great force at one campaign,
We expend more ºnem, becauſe we cannot D compared with that country which re
relieve our ſeamen : Nay, we are not able, quires two or three years to make any fi
in time of peace, to command a few failors gure. Slow ſucceſs in war, is apt to ſap
without diſtreſſing ourſelves. As a proof the foundations of military power, not
of this, I recur to your memory, that it only immediately, by the expence, and
was hardly five years after the laſt war, by the men that periſh by ſickneſs, but ſo
that we wanted the ſmall number of 1.5oo far as ſuch war depends on commerce, by
men for Eaſt India, and they could not E its introducing foreigners into a know
be had without preſſing ; a circumſtance, ledge of her trade and navigation.
We are to confider, that the number of
which if we could trace things thro' the
ways of Providence, might be found to foreign ſhips arrived in all our ports, in
give occaſion to the preſent war falling creaſed from 1754 to 1757 incluſive, from
on us ſo ſoon after the laſt : for I am per 57o to 1430, conſequently this average of
ſuaded, the French had no conception of four years has not been leſs than 950.
our being able to fit out ſuch a fleet as we F This is an increaſe of near 35o upon the
did at the beginning of 1755. However foreign ſhips, mentioned in my Letter
this might be, the impreſſing this ſmall VII. to have entered our ports, including
number of men, run up wages in the a year before, a year in, and a year after,
merchants ſervice, from about 24 to 40s. the laſt war. Every one muſt ſee the dif
a month, at which price it continued near ference between theſe ſhips being built,
a year; conſiquently the trade was charg: fitted out, repaired, and renewed in the
ed, reckoning 30, coo men, employed G foreign ports, to which they belong, and
for ſix months, at 16s. a month, with the great wages paid by us, to their men ;
144, cool. extraordinary : And ſuppoſing and our builting, fitting out, and ſupport
it coſt us only half this ſum, it was a ing our own ſhips and men, for our own
trade, which is the great object we al
very heavy and unneceſſary burthen.
If it is, urged, that ſeamen's wages, in ways have in view. Various cauſes con
the merchants ſervice, are ſeldom ſo low, cur to this end, and every nation miſ,
as 2.4s. a month, for any length of time, Howe ſomething to foreigners ; it ſeems to
even in peace, the argument ſtill turns be the order of Divine Providence, in re
againſt the falſe policy of not breeding up gard to commercial intercourſe, but theſe
more of them. In regard to a glut at the inconveniences which we ſuffer, muſt be
cloſe of a war, it has been known, that chiefly imputed to our want of ſeamen, and
ordinary ſtamen might be bad for 12 or the exceſſive price of their wages.
1 5s. and even ſome able ſeamen have been
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right inference, require ſuitable attend

If our national parſimony, at the cloſe
of the laſt war was ſuch, that of 60,000

ance, reſpect, and obedience : Others,
men diſcharged in 1748, in leſs than five who have thought themſelves made of
years after, we could not command one in glaſs, have uſed the caution neceſſary to
forty of them, tho' it might be ſuppoſed preſerve ſuch brittle bodies. Hence it.
that the king's wages would, at that time, comes to paſs, that a man, who is very
be as good as the merchants, it ſhould, A ſober, and of a right underſtanding in all
methinks, inſtrućt us to be wary. If other things, may in one particular be as
our men were not ſtrangely diſperſed for frantick as any in Bedlam ; if either by
want of employment at home, or under any ſudden very ſtrong impreſſion, or
forme other circumſtances very difficult to long fixing his fancy upon one ſort of
underſtand, there muſt have been a re thoughts, incoherent ideas have been ce
dundance of ſeamen; and tho’ the ſudden mented ſo powerfully, as to remain uni

call for 1.5oo might perhaps render them B ted. . But there are degrees of madneſs,
as of folly; the diſorderly jumbling ideas
together, is in ſome more, and ſome leſs.

neceſſary in a hurry, it could not have run

up the price of their wages ſo extrava
gantly. Is this a ſituation for a naval
power, and a commercial nation ? Amidſt
all our ſucceſs in war, what hopes can
we entertain of future glory, if we do not

take charge of this matter

In ſhort, herein ſeems to lie the difference
between ideots and mad men, that mad
men put wrong ideas together, and ſo

make wrong propoſitions, but argue and

Though the C reaſon right from them : But ideots make

notion of our expending 4o, ooo men an
nually, in war, ſeems to be extravagant,

very few or no propoſitions, and reaſon

yet we ſhall hardly have ſo many fighting
men in the land, at the cloſe of this war,
as we had at the cloſe of the laſt 5 and if
we make no efforts to ſupport and encreaſe

To ſhew that I had ſome cauſe for this
recolle&tion, I ſhall give the ſubſtance o
the firſt chapter of this French author's
firſt diſcourſe upon Spirit, a word which

ſcarce at all.”

eur ſea force, but thro' the ſame exceſs of D the French often make the vocal ſign of
parſimony, purſue the ſame plan as at the
end of the laſt war, we may, in ſpite of
our preſent ſucceſſes, be again called to
arms, much ſooner than will be conveni
ent for us. Adieu.” " I am, &c.
-

t

*

*

*

an idea we never, in our language, ex
preſs by the ſame word.
Spirit, ſays he, may be either conſi
dered as the effect of thinking, in which
ſenſe it is nothing but the aſſemblage or
colle&tion of a man's thoughts; or it may

E be conſidered as the faculty of thinking
REMAkks upon a French Book, entitled,
De l'Eſprit.
-

itſelf.

To be able to determine what ſpirit is

-

when taken in this laſt ſenſe, we muſt

To the AUTHOR of the Lo N DO N
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know what are the produćtive cauſes of
-

our ideas.

I could not but recolle&t an obſervation

We are indued, ſays he, with two fa
the exiſtence of
which are generally, and diſtinétly ac
knowledged. One of theſe is the faculty

made by Mr. Locke upon the difference

of receiving the different impreſſions which

etween ideots or naturals, and madmen,

external objećts make upon us, which we
call phyſical ſenſation ; and the other is
the faculty of preſerving thoſe impreſſions,

S I R,

UºN reading a famous French book, F culties or paſſive powers,
lately publiſhed, entitled, De l'Eſprit,

which is as follows, B. ii. C. xi. §. 13.

“In fine, the defect in naturals ſeems
to proceed from want of quickneſs, aćti-G which we call memory, and which conſe
vity, and motion in the intelle&tual facul
ties, whereby they are deprived of rea
ſon : Whereas mad men, on the other
fide, ſeem to ſuffer by the other extreme.
For they do not appear to me to have loſt
the faculty of reaſoning ; but having join

td together ſome ideas very wrongly, they
miſtake them for truths ; and they err as

men do that argue right from wrong prin
ciples: For by the violence of their ima
ginations, having taken their fancies for
zealities, they make right deductions fron
them. Thus you ſhall find a diſtraćted

thin fancying himſelf a king, with a

º
enſation.is only a continued but weakened
t

Theſe two ſaculties, which we have in
common with other animals, he looks on

as the produćtive cauſes of our ideas, and
theſe two, he ſays, would furniſh us with
but a very ſmall number of ideas, were
it not for a certain external organization

which we have joined with them ; by
which organization he means our having
pliable toes and fingers; for if we had no
ſuch toes and fingers, we ſhould, in his
opinion, have no more ideas, nor any
-

-

-

greates
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greater variety of words or ſounds, than
other animals have. .
From hence he concludes, that ſenſa

tion and memory, or rather ſenſation
alone, as memory is but a continued ſen
ſation, is the ſole produćtive cauſe of all

93

nal objećts, which we take no notice of,
much leſs remember, tho' by the diſtem
pers they produce we afterwards fatally
feel that they have been made ; and one
man whoſe ſenſation is more delicate than

that of another, may take notice of, and
A remember impreſſions which, if they had
Thus, tho’ he has read Mr. Locke, he been made upon the other man, he would
excludes the other produćtive cauſe of our not have taken the leaſt notice of, as is
ideas, called refle&tion, by which we have evident in ſmells, taſtes, ſounds, &c.
communicated to us all the ideas of the
But beſide the faculty of receiving and
faculties and operations of our own minds, remembering impreſſions fom external
A ſerious anſwer to ſuch a propoſities objećts, even this gentleman allows us to
would be ridiculous, and therefore I ſhall B have another faculty, which is that of
only aſk this gentleman, whether he has feeling pain. or pleaſure from thoſe im
any idea annexed to, or if he means any preſſions, and conſequently a define to
thing by the word Faculty, or by the purſue and ſeek after thoſe impreſſions
word Thinking : If he has, by which of which give us pleaſure, and to avoid or
his ſenſes was either of theſe ideas com prevent thoſe which give us pain.
municated to him Or was it by his toes
This faculty, I ſuppoſe, he allows us,
er his fingers, by his thumb or his little C becauſe we have it in common with the
finger, that they were communicated to brute creation ; for he endeavours as much
as he can to bring the mind of man down
him *

our ideas.

•.

Surely the idea we have of the faculty

to a level with that of brutes ; for which

º

of receiving impreſſions from external ob
he ſtrips us of every natural paſ
jećts, is an idea quite different from our ion or affection except ſenſual pleaſure
idea of the impreſſion itſelf, tho' it was and pain; from whence he derives all the
perhaps the impreſſion that firſt made us D other paſſions and affections which the
refle&t, and then by that refle&ion we ac mind of man is ſuppoſed to be indued
uired a new idea, which we called a fa with ; and this he does in ſuch an inge
culty or
power of receiving im nious and agreeable manner, that he may
reſſions from external objećts. There deceive even a very attentive reader, and
}. with Mr. Locke, we muſt conclude, make him believe that virtue is nothing
that ſenſation is not the only produćtive but ſelf-intereſt, that love is nothing but
cauſe of all our ideas, but on the con: E luff, and that friendſhip is nothing but a
trary, that we have an infinite number of deſire of ſenſual pleaſure, or a fear of ſen
ideas communicated to us by refle&tion, ſual pain.

º

and ſuch ideas teo as never could have

One would think that this is a moſt

extraordinary foundation for a ſyſtem of
tion alone.
virtue and morality ; and yet from theſe
In this it is that the great difference be miſtaken principles he draws very good
tween men and brutes conſiſts, for other F conſequences; and however nearly he
animals have the faculties of ſenſation and
may approach to the above definition of
memory as well as we have ; but no brute º given by Mr. Locke, he appears
animal has any idea communicated to its to be an ingenious philoſopher, and a
mind by refle&tion. They receive im lover of mankind, as in politicks he ſeems
preſſions from external obječts, and thoſe to be an enemy to arbitrary power, and in
impreſfions they remember as well as we religion an enemy to ſuperſtition and pha
do ; but no brute animal ever received G maticiſm.
Feb. 14, 1759.
I am, &c.
that idea which we call a faculty of the
mind, or any of thoſe ideas which we re
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
ceive by refle&tion alone.
M A G A Z IN E.

been communicated to the mind by ſenſa

And, indeed, there are many men,

whoſe ideas received by reflection are ſo

S I R,

faint, that if it were not for their conver
F you think the following hints will be
acceptable to the publick, you may
ſation with other men, they would trea- H
ſure up but very few of them in their me inſert them in your next Magazine, and
mory ; for even the ideas received from you'll oblige,
Your conſtant reader,
ſenſation muſt be impreſſed with a certain

degree efforce, to make us take notice of,
priemember them ; therefore, there are
many impreſſions made yon us by exter

The continual increaſe of the

i. of

this nation, is a grievance very loudly,
but

HINTs in RELAT ion to the Poor.
Feb.
94
but very juſtly complained of, in moſt depopulated : And the poor are driven
pariſhes, 1 believe, through the whole into the open field pariſhes, where they
kingdom. And, indeed, if ſome effectual muſt neceſſarily have a great number of
method for redreſſing this great calamity hands to cultivate their land. So the in
be not ſpeedily taken, it is to be feared, the cloſed pariſhes (generally worth a great
conſequence will be very melancholy. deal more) bear no proportion in the
For already it is the greateſt difficulty and A poor rates to the open fields. This is
Bardſlip in the world, for the farmer to proved every day plainer and plainer :
pay his proportion to the poor rates of And as the open field pariſhes chiefly
his pariſh. He is obliged to labour daily, ſupply us with bread and beer, the ne
and.exerciſe the firičeft farſimony, in or ceſſaries of life, it is very hard they
der to enable him to ſupport the poor; ſhould be opprefied above others. There
too many of them, indeed, in intolence fore, to remedy this evil, I would pro
and intemperance. And frequent inſtances B poſe, not that they ſhould be incloſed (by
occur, in every pariſh, of perſons who which the publick ſtock of grain would
maintain the poor, living a more hardy be ſtill lower) but that they ſhould be
and laborious life, than the poor themſelves. taxed in a juſt equality with other pa
The multitude of poor people every riſhes. And for this purpoſe, that the
where, is certainly a very great and grow poor belonging to every county ſhould be
ing evil; and requires the firićfeſt regard maintained and kept by a juſt and equal
and confideration of parliament.—I will C rate, to be levied upon every pariſh in the
then humbly propoſe a method for re county according to its value. This
ducing this burthenſome tax; and alſo might be done by maintaining the poor
for rendering it more equal.—For re of every hundred, in a ſeparate and diffiné?
ducing it, I conceive, that (as the poor workhouſe; where the poor would be em
are deitbºl'ſ increaſed by idleneſs and in ployed and kept at an eaſier rate. But I
temperance) they would be brought into would have every hundred in the county,
a narrower compaſs, by leſſening the fro-D and every pariſh in the hundred, bear a
digious number of little alehouſes ; thoſe juſt and equal proportion of the county ex
nurſeries of drunkenneſs, and all kinds of pence, according to the value of the pa
debaucheries. By them numberl'ſ fami riſhes in each hundred. So would farm
lies are impoveriſhed, and thrown upon a ing, one of the moſt uſſul employments in
pariſh, to the ruin of the honºff, laborious the world, and the moſt laborious, not be
jarmer. If the licences for ſelling ale burthened with heavier taxes, than thoſe
were to be five foune's each, and for ſelling E which afford more eaſe and profit, though
wine and ſpirits five founds more, it would left uſeful.
N. B. Theſe hints come from no far
be a means of draining the kingdom of
thoſe mean, ſtandalous alehouſes ; people mer, but from one who has nothing more
of ſuftance and characier would generally in view than the publick good. (See our
be in that employment: And there would laſt Vol. p. 135, 515.)
be an abundant ſufficiency of refutable
houſes to anſwer all proper occaſions; to F Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON
MAGAZINE.
the encouiagement of induſtry, frugality,
S I R,
temperance, and every moral and chriſtian
virtue. The additional price of the li
my arrival here (being the uſual
cences, together with the abundant in
place of my abode) on Saturday
creaſe of buſineſs in the reputable and laſt, after a journey of ſome weeks, I had
licenced houſes, would over and above an opportunity of ſeeing, in your uſeful
compenſate to the government for the loſs G Magazine, Mr. Davies's remarks upon my
in the number ; and the exciſe would be anſwer to PeterVague's caſe (ſee our laſt Vol.
colle&ted with more eaſe and leſs expence. p. 632.) it is true I little expe&ted to have
—Now for rendering the poor-rates more met with anything of this nature, as Mr.
equal.—It is very well known that bills Eagland (ſee our lºſt Vol. p. 523) (who
for incloſures are paſſing every day, as is unknown to me) had fully obviated, in
they have done for ſome years. By this my opinion, any objection whatever, which
means the once open arable fields are H was a ſufficient inducement with me to
turned into large grazing farms, &c. (a keep filent; but, as Mr. Davies is not
much more profitaºle and eaſy method of }. ſatisfied, and objests to my anſwer,
think it incumbent on me to obſerve,
managing the land) by which, not a
Aºurth part of the hands will be wanted that Mr. Davies lays it down as an indu
in thoſe pariſhes. The conſequence of bitable certainty, that the nephew muſt
this is plain, that they are in a manner have one third of the ſon's ſhare : Now

O.

I
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that you heightened the phraſe a little,
been but a ſºn, then the nephew would when you were expreſfing it. The reſt
have been entitled to one third of the ſon's is as it ſhould be ; and particularly there
legacy; but the eveut which happened, is an air of duty and fincerity, that if it
including both ſºn and daughter, therefore comes from your heart, is the moſt ac
the nºther's claim muſt be changed; and ceptable preſent you can make me. With
muſt as much depend upon the daugh-A theſe good qualities, an incorre&t letter
ter's, as the daughter's upon the mother's, would pleaſe me, and without them the
and as the mother's upon the ſon's ; and fineſt thoughts and language would make
as the will abſolutely declares, in caſe of a no latting impreſſion upon me. The
ºn, that the mother ſhall have but two great Being ſays, you know,-M; ſºn,
third of the ſon's ſhare; and, in caſe of give me thy heart, implying, that without
a daughter, that the daughter ſhall have it all other gifts ſignify nothing. Let me
1759.

I readily agree, that, in caſe there had

but two third, and the nephew but one-B conjure you, therefore, never to ſay any
third of the mother's ſhare ; I have there

thing, either in a letter, or common con

fore decided it in this manner, and can

verſation, that you do not think, but al
ways to let your mind and your words go

not conceive how any other determination

can poſſibly take place. Before I con

together on the moſt trivial occaſions.

clude, give me leave to remark, that Mr.

Shelter not the leaſt degree of infincerity
under the notion of a compliment, which,

Davies's anſwer is directly repugnant to

the expreſs words of the will, he having C as far as it deſerves to be pračtiſed by a
aſſigned the wife above two thirds of the
ſon's ſhare, and given the daughter above
two-thirds of the mother's, and the ne

phew one-third of the ſon's ; though the
nephew's ſhare, in caſe of a daughter, is
expreſsly limited in the will, to but one

man of probity, is only the moſt civil and
obliging way of ſaying what you really
mean ; and whoever employs it otherwiſe,
throws away truth for breeding ; I need

not tell you how little his character gets

by ſuch an exchange.
third of the mother's, or but one-half of D I ſay not this as if I ſuſpected that in
any part of your letter you intended to
the daughter's.
Bengeworth, WorI am, SIR,
write what was proper, without any re
ceſterſhire, Feb. Your humble ſervant, gard to what was true; for I am reſolved
12, 1759.
PETER PENNY.
to believe that you were in earneſt, from
the beginning to the end of it, as much
A Letter from Biſhop Atte R BURY to his as I am, when I tell you, that I am,
Son OB Adia H, at Chriſt-Church, Oxon. E
Your loving father, &c.
DFAR OBBY,

I THANK

you for your letter, be
cauſe there are manifeſt ſigns in it of
your endeavouring to excel yourſelf, and
by conſequence to pleaſe me. You have
ſucceeded in both reſpects, and will al

REFERENCEs to the PLAN of the Iſland
and Fortifications of Go Ree.
1. Fort St. Francis. – 2. Court be

longing to it.—3. Governor's houſe.—
4. Guard room.–5. Kitchin.—6. Ma

ways ſucceed, if you think it worth your F gazine.—7. Officers quarters, with the
while to confider what you write, and to

whom, and let nothing, though of a
trifling nature, paſs through your pen
negligently ; get but the way of writing

chapel at the end, and magazines.—8.
The ſlave booth.-9. Soldiers huts.-19.
Stair caſe.—11. Entrance of the fort.—

12. A cannon to defend it.—13. Land

correctly and juſtly, time and uſe will

ing place.—14. A barrier. — 5. Places

teach you to write readily afterwards ;
not but that too much care may give a G
tiffneſs to your ſtyle, which ought, in all
letters, by all means to be avoided. The
turn of them ſhould be always natural
and eaſy, for they are an image of pri

of eaſe.—16. Plan of fortifications,—17.

vate and familiar converſation.

Platform, fix feet broad.—18. Ditch, ten
feet wide.—19. A horſe-ſhoe.—no. Gar

den. — 21. Garden-lodge. — 12. Bake
houſe.—23. Forge.—24. Burying-place.
–25. Pidgeon-houſe fallen.—26. Little

I men

well, or ciſtern.—27. Great well, or ciſ
tern.—28. Fort St. Michael.—29. The
firſt fines of yours, which have an air of H court.—30. Guard-houſe, with two little

tion this with reſpect to the four or five

poetry, and do the efore naturally reſolve
themſelves into blank verſes.

magazines underneath.-31. The gate.—

I ſend you

31, Powder-houſe.—33. A Horſe-ſhoe.

your letter again, that you yourſelf may

— 34. Batteries. – 35. Perpendicular

now make the ſame obſervation.

But

rock.-36. Rocks hanging over the ſea.

you took the hint of that thought from
a poem, and it is no woºler, therefore,

—37. Rocks heaped one upon another.
–38. Rocks even with the water.—39.

Neceſſary

A MALE conte NT chaftized.
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Neceſſary well. — 40. Slave-booth, and
neceſſary magazines.—41. Court of the
ſlave booth. — 42. Convenient place for
buts to lodge the free negroes.—43. Huts
of the Bambarras, and neceſſary well.44. Plan of a pier.

Feb.

Yet nothing appeared a fitter ſubječt of
ridicule to this honºff, worthy gentleman,
than the attempt to revive, in this people,
the ſpirit of their anceſtors, and inſtruct
them in the principles of ſelf defence.

Pray Mr. Monitor, give this worthy
N. B. The places marked with a + A man the ſatisfaction of ſeeing his fimiſe

ſeem to be only planned out, or projećted.

From the MONITOR. Feb. 17.
&g

HERE are thoſe, I am aſhamed

made ſtill more Publick in your paper.
Let all England ſee his work: 'Tis pity
they could not ſee the author too ſtanding
—where he ought to ſtand.

I cannot

to ſay that they are Engliſhmen, help thinking, that he would make a
Mr. Monitor, who gnaſh their teeth at pietty companion to the famous Dr.
re; nor does it ſeem unfit that he,
the ſun, and tell him, How they hate his B Sh
beams ; who pine in corners over the glo who libels his king, and he, who libels
ry of their country; and who, like the his country, ſhould ſhare the ſame fate.
three hags in Macbeth, hold midnight re Yet I do not mean to ſet him on the pil
vels, and contrive how they ſhall meet lory as a thief, though he deſerves it :
again when the hurly burly is done. Could for he has ſtolen his whole SiMile from
you believe now, Mr. Monitor, that there one of Swift's Intelligencers. You will
exiſted an Engliſhman, who in his heart C there find, in the neat and compačt ſtyle
lamented that bleſſed ſpirit of union, of that true maſter of ridicule, about ſix
which in this day of danger has given or ſeven couplets, containing all the wit,
nerves and ſtrength to government, and which this ſpinning poet has worked into
without the continuance of which, it is his whole piece. But that is not all :
not in the power of human wiſdom to Though he had cunning enough to ſteal
eſtabliſh us, even on a ſafe foundation ?. the wit, he had not the judgment to uſe
Are there any number of men, who have D it.
contributed to promote this union ? who
Swift's is a moral as well as a witty
with a great and becoming ſpirit have ſa piece. He deſcribes a man of honeſt
crificed every private confideration, every principles elected into p—t on the
private prejudice to publick ſafety and country intereſt, who, by degrees, is won
publick honour? the honeſt heart, Mr. over to ſell himſelf for a penſion to a
Monitor, applauds them ; the patriot ho corrupt miniſter, and to become the ſup

nours them, and excites them to perſe-E porter of every ſcandalous and profligate
werance.

Is there a man then, an Engliſhman I
mean, ſo very trifling, or ſo very factious
and corrupt, as to think, ſuch a union,
and ſuch men, the fit and proper ſubject
of ridicule. Yet the following piece,
which was firſt ſlipped into every hand in
London in manuſcript, and is now ſlipped
into print, proves to you that there is ſuch
a man. I hope there is but one ſuch
And when I find there is one, I am glad
to tell you that he is the ſame, who has

meaſure. And then he compares ſuch a
man to a raw country girl, who by de
grees is corrupted, and at laſt turns com
mon proſtitute.
The compariſon is elegant, the moral
ſound. Therefore, ſays our judicious
poet-taſter, thoſe, who by reaſon and elo
quence are won over from unjuſt prejudiceſ
to ſupport what is right, are like an in
nocent girl, who is drawn in to offend
againſt the principles of virtue and mo
deſty; till at laſt ſhe fins without fear or
fame. Where is the moral of this fable

iately publiſhed an elaborate treatiſe, to
prove the neceſſity of corruption in the go G or had he forgot all morality He cer
ºvernors of a free country, and who has tainly has reduced himſelf to an unhappy
publickly exerciſed his great talent for ri dilemma. Either he muſt ſupport his
dicule againſt thoſe, who have been at moral, by ſaying that, what the gentle
tempting to revive a military ſpirit in a men of the tory race are by reaſon won
g" tat, and once warlike people; yet a over to approve, is wicked and profligate,
people, who by the corruption of the which, if I gueſs the man right, he will
great were ſo enervated, as to be actually not be permitted to ſay ; or elſe he muſt
over-run, a few years ſince, by a hand juſtify to morality the town notions, that
ful of banditti; and who on a falſe a a young girl may be won over by regſºn
larm of a few flat-bottomed boats coming to fin without fear or ſhame. The latter
from France to attack them, fell on their may be a principle worthy his pen.
knces, and held up their naked hands to
However, give his finile to the publick,
the landgrave of Heffe Caſſel for pro Mr. Monitor 1 and preſent the author
testion.

with
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with the fragment you will find under it.
Such a little poet does not excite the in
dignation of virtue, and merits no wor
thier puniſhment than what the pillory,
or ribaldry like his own, can inflićt.
Aſ

S

1

M

I

L.

E.

OR 1 N N A, in the country bred,
Harbour'd ſtrange notions in her head,
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Theſe ſoon, and many more are ſent ;They're filent-Silence gives conſent.
Our troops they now can plainly ſee,

May Britain guard in Germany :
The Hanoverians, Hºffani, Pruſſians,
Are paid t'oppoſe the French and Ruſſian: ;
Nor ſcruple they with truth to ſay,
They're fighting for America :
No more they make a fiddle-ſaddle

Notions in town quite out of faſhion :

About an Hºffan horſe, or ſaddle;

Such as that love's a dang'rous paſſion,
That virtue is the maiden's jewel.

No more of continental meaſures,

And to be ſafe, ſhe muſt be cruel.
Thus arm'd ſhe'ad long ſecur'd her honour

Ten millions, and a vote of credit —

No more of waſting Britiſh treaſures ;

'Tis right—He can't be wrong, who did it t
B They're fairly ſous"d o'er head and cars,
From all aſſaults yet made upon her,
And cur'd of all their ruſtick fears.
Had ſcratch'd th’ impetuous captain's hand,
Who it was that the writer of the follow
Had torn the lawyer's gown and hand,
And gold refus’d from knights and ſquires
ing tale had deſcribed in thoſe lines, which
To bribe her to her own deſires :
are, it ſeems, loſt, it may be hard to ſay : but
For, to ſay truth, ſhe thought it hard,
perhaps ſome of your redears, who are ſkill
To be of pleaſures thus debarr'd,
<d in modern hiſtory, may point out, who is
* the man.
She ſaw by others freely taſted,
So pouted, pin'd, grew pale, and waſted:
Dolt. Cotº Mon. A Fr AcMENT.
Yet, notwithſtanding her condition,
Continu'd firm in oppoſition.
At length a troop of horſe came down,
So, loſt to ſenſe of ſhame and duty,
And quarter'd in a neighbºring town ;
Doll came to town to ſell her beauty :
The cornet he was talſ and young,
Carlia her friend with heart-felt pain,
And had a moſt bewitching tongue.
D Had preach'd up virtue's lore in vain :
They ſaw and lik'd : The fiege begun:
In vain ſhe try’d each winning art ;
Each hour he ſome advantage won.
For Doll had lewdneſs in her heart.
He ogled firſt 5–ſhe turn'd away;Thus bent to be a ſordid whore,
But met his eyes the following day :
She knock'd at proſtitution's door,
Then her reluctant hand he ſeizes,
That ſoon ſhe gives him, when he pleaſes; * * aroſe, and let her in,
And ſtroak'd her cheek, and chuck'd her
Her ruby lips he next attacks : —
chin ;
She ſtruggles;–in a while ſhe ſmacks:
E while far from whimpers, ſobs, or weeping,
Her ſnowy breaſt he then invades 3–
Doll curt'ſied, and was ſoon in keeping :
That yields too, after ſome parades ;
Now in Hyde-Park ſhe flaunts by day,
And of that fortreſs once poſteſt,

\

He quickly maſters all the i tit.

At night ſhe flutters at the play.

No longer new a dupe to fume,
She ſmothers or rºffts ber fame,
But loves without, or fear, or ſhame.
So have I ſeen the Tory race
Long in the pouts, for want of place,

This keeper, and a ſecond dy'd :
Now Doll is humbled in her pridº.
At length ſhe comes upon the town ;
Firſt palms a guinca, then a crown ;
Nay, ſlander ſays, that underhand,
The forlorn wretch would walk the Strard;
Till grown the ſcorn of man and woman,
A pot of beer would buy Doll Cºmmon.
Mean time, deep ſmit with honeſt flame,
Celia eſpous'd a youth of fame ;
From the chaſte bed fair iſſue ſprung;

Never in humour, never well,

Wiſhing for what they dar'd not tell,
Their heads with country notions fraught,
Notions in town not worth a groat,
Theſe tenets all reludant quit,
And ſtep by ſtep at laſt ſubmit
Tº reaſºn, eloquence, and PIT.
At firſt to Hanºver a plum
Was ſent;—They ſaid–A trivial fum,

G with peals of joy the country rung
Again the matron pregnant grown,
Now haſtens to lye-in, in town.

But if he went one tittle further,

There, near the Park, Do!! Comrºn fºund her,

They vow'd and ſwore, they'd cry out
murder;
Ere long a larger ſum is wanted ;

(Her little family around her)

Then Doll began — So modeſt Miſs I
Is all your prud'ry come to this f
They piſh'd 'and frown'd—but ſtill they H Why, by youf apron's round, I ſee,
Your e'en a ſtrumpet rank, like met
granted :
He puſh'd for more, and more agen
“ Quite card of all your reſtick fears,
Well-money's better ſent, than men :
“ dind fairly jous’d 2'er head and eart.”
-

Here virtue made another ſtand.-

coy ſimpºring inaids. I find can ſin

No-not a man ſhall leave the land.

What P – not one regiment to Embden º'

For ſhame, your belly's at your chin :
In ſpite of all your virtuous lore,

They ſtart—but now they're fairly hemi'd in :

You're now become an ariant whore.

February, 1759.
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ſecretary of

Fair Celia's cheek a bluſh o'er ſpread;

uncontrouled authority, and made the
yoke of bondage ſtill more ſeverely felt by
his countrymen, from the unnatural hand

And thus with calm diſdain ſhe ſaid :

That love poſſeſſes me, ’tis true;
Yet heaven be prais'd : I am not you :
“My head's with cºuntry rations fraught,
“ Nations (to you) nºt worth a gºat.”
Aided by ev’ry virtuous art,

ſtate, ruled, in her name, with

that inflićted their

miſeries.

It was in

this memorable year, that ſome new im

poſis being laid upon the inhabitants of
Evora, they roſe in a tumultuous manner,
driven by mere deſpair, exclaimed againſt
the Spaniſh government, and declared they
would die to procure the throne for their
beloved duke of Braganza. This greatly
alarmed the Spaniſh miniſtry, who now
began to ſee their error, in ſuffering a prince
B of his pretenſions * to live in the heart of
a country which had been ſo lately con

A
A gen’rous youth has won my heart.

Yet never did I yield my charms,
Till honour led me to his arms.

My charms I never baſely ſold i
I am no proſtitute for gold;
On my own rents 1 liv'd before,
Nor has my William added more.
Wealth is our ſcorn ; out humble labours

Aim but to ſerve, or ſave our neighbours.
See – heaven has bleſt our chaſte embrace ;

quered. Olivarez, therefore, praćtiſed every

Behold this little ſmiling race,
The offspring of an honeſt bed;—
Here, Serºgal, hold up your head :
This tawny boy, his parents boaſt,

art, to perſuade and lay him under a ne
ceſſity of repairing to Madrid, by propoſing
ſeveral advantages and honours for him,

Shall bring us gold from Africk's coaſt :
And mark theſe twins of Indian mien,

and even remitting money to bear his ex

pences, when the cautious duke, amongſt

C other excuſes, urg'd his inability to take

This Louiſbourgh, and that Du Queſne :

that journey, in a manner befiting his rank,

Their boid and honeſt looks preſage,
They'll be our comfort in old age.

from the ſcantineſs of his finances.
Olivarez more and more alarmed at the

And if the babe that ſwells my womb,
To a propitious birth ſhall come,
O'erjoy'd I'll bleſs the happy day,
And call our child America.

Thus Carlia ſpake with modeſt grace,

duke's ſtill repeated delays, began, in rea
lity, to think he was conſulting meaſures
detrimental to his maſter's intereſt ; but,
knowing the love the Portugueſe bore him,
would not uſe force to bring him to Ma

But rage deform'd the harlot's face :

drid, contenting himſelf with ſeveral poli

Her fiery eyes began to roii, ,

tick ſchemes, which he did not doubt would

A hag in lock, a fiend in ſoul :

anſwer his purpoſe. To bring which about

And now ſhe vomits forth the din

Olivarez beſtowed new matks of confidence

Of oyſter-wenches drunk with gin.
Nay, rumour ſcºuples not to tell ye,

The ſtrumpet kick'd the matron's beily ;
Of the fair coming birth an aid ;
For black abortion was her trade.

on him, made him general in chief in Por
tugal, ordering him to viſit all the fortreſſes
E in the kingdom, and to report the ſtate of
them, and remitted him a large ſum to de
fray the expence of his tour. He ſent, at
the ſame time, orders to the governors of

To the AUTHOR of the L ON DO N
M A G A Z 1 N E,

S I R,

thoſe places, that upon any far curable op
portunity, they ſhould ſecure the duke's
perſon, and forthwith convey him into
Spain. The duke, from this great confi

*HE converſation about Portugal and Por- F derce repoſed in him, very naturally ſuſ
tugueſe affairs, being almoſt general, I
take the liberty to ſend you a ſummary ac

peºted ſome treachery was intended, and
therefore wrote letters full of acknowledg

count of the riſe of the preſent family to ment to Olivartz; put his friends into all
the throne, which will, no doubt, be very vacant places of truſt, employed part of
pleaſing to your readers. I muſt premiſe, the Spaniſh money in gaining new creatures,
that upon don Sebaſtian's being ſlain, in his and (imagining ſome miſchief againſt hims)
mad expedition to Africa, in 1 c :7, dom never viſited any fort, without ſuch a crowd
Henry, his uncle, a cardinal, the only male of attendants, as r, de it impºſſible for the
of the family, ſucceeded him, and reigned 17 governors to execute their orders; and, in
months. Upon his demiſe, Philip II. of ſhort, began now to pave the way for aſ
Spain, who if he had not a better title than cending the throne. The did every thing to
the then duke of Bragarza, had a longer ingratiate himſelf with the people and the
ſword, conquered the kingdom, and it army. Pinto Ribeiro, comptroller cf his
goºned under the Spaniſh yoke, during the houſhold, an artful, diligt ºt, and watchful
reigns of his ſon and grandſon.
H man, and formed by nature for great de
I am, &c., ſigns, became the principal agent in the now
projected revolution : He managed ſo cun
N the year 1640, when Margaret of Sa ningly with all ſuch as were diſaffeded to the
voy, dutcheſs of Mantua, governed Por preſent government, that without bringing
tº ral, “ith the title of vice queen ; but his maſter's name in queſtion, and ſeeming to
ºw eº vaſconce!os, a P. ſtugueſe in the
do and ſay every thing as from himſelf, the
& a tº intereſ, a cica-wic of Javarez, and good friend of Portugal, and the fatriot, he
--

worked

• It was ºccº; d. carded frº the elde? daughter ºf prince Edward, ſecond ſon ºf the great
--

-

-
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worked ſo upon all ranks, that he ſoon been confined by the Spaniſh miniſters,
brought a ſufficient number of able hands formed a ſtrong and reſolute body, in be
into a conſpiracy to raiſe the duke to the half of the conſpiracy. They then forced
th one. Armongſt theſe were the arch the vice. queen to ſend an order for the de
biſhºp of Liſbon, don Miguel d'Almeida, livery of the citadel, which the puſillani
don Antonio d'Almeida, don Lewis his ſon, mous governor immediately obeyed. Aſ
don Lewis d'Acugna, Mello lord Ranger, A terwards
took and,
the three
Spaniſh
gale
ons in the they
has bour,
in fire,
the duke
cf
don George his brother, Pedro Mendoza,
don Roderigo de Saa, and many other no

Braganza made a puble R entry into Liſbon,
ble perſonages, who mourned over the ca amidit the joyful acclamations of all ranks
of people, and the whole kingdom ſoºn
lamities of their country.
Three of theſe worthy Portugueſe were after declared in his favour, diiving the
deputed to offer the duke the throne. Caſtilians out cf their confines, and pro
They found, by his manner of ſpeech and claiming the duke of Braganza . ſo that, in
behaviour, he would not engage in their B leſs than a ſortºight, except thoſe in cuſtody,
plot, without a certain proſpect of ſuc not a Spaniard was left in the kingdom.
ceeding, and that he would only give his On D.c. : 5, his majeſty was crowned, and
the grandees and clergy took the oath of
conſent to the execution thereof, whenever
it ſhould be ripe for it. In this criſis of allegiance to him. The Portugueſe of the
Indies, Africa, and Brazil, ſoon followed
affairs, the duke conſulted his wife, a prin
ceſs of great ſpirit, of the family of Medina the example of their mother-country, and
revolted from the Spania; d.s. and thus
Sidonia, whoſe advice determined him to
C this mighty revolution was cffected, and
become a ſovereign.
After various plans had been debated be John IV. ſeated on the throne of his an
tween the conſpirators, and after much ceſtors. Though it was near a year in pro
wavering and it reſolution on the duke's jetting, and the ſecret moſt of that time in
tide, who was, over and over again, confirm the hands of above zºo perfons, it was
ed in his deſigns, by the dutcheſs and Pinto, never known to the court of Spain ti); it
was too late to prevent the execution of it.
the conſpirators fixed upon Saturday, Dec.
1, 1640, for the important day when they King John ſuppreſſed all plots and cºnſpi
were to put a period to the ſlavery of their racies formed againſt him, and ſupported
himſelf on the throne, againſ all the power
country. Muſtering their forces, they found
of Spain. He reigned 16 years, being
they could depend upon 150 gentlemen
(heads of families) with their ſervants and eſteemed a good prºce, and an encourager
tenants, and about 1 co ſubſtantial citizens, of learning. He left two ſons behind him,
who could bring with them a confiderable and a daughter, the infanta Catherine, af
number of inferior workmen.
terwards married to Charles II. king of
Great Britain.
Betimes in the morning, of this memo
Alphonſo VI. his eldeſt ſon, ſucceeded to
rable day, the conſpirators were furniſhed
with arms, and, what was amazing, amongſt the throne, who was depoſed, and ſucceed
fuch numbers of people of different ranks ed by his brother Peter II. who, in 17 6,
and ſtations, not one forfeited his word ; was ſucceeded by John V. his ſon, the fa
ther of his preſent moſt faithful majeſty,
but all were punétual at the rendezvous.
Being arrived near the palace, when the clock who came to the crown in 1750, and on
ſtruck eight, a piſtol, the appointed ſignal, Jan. 9, 1728-9, married Mary-Anne-Vic
was fired by Pinto. One party immediately F toria, infanta of Spain, who was fi ſº be
fell upon the German guard, and cut them trothed to the preſent king of France, at
four years of age, but ſent back inte Spain,
in pieces; another defeated and diſarmed the
Spaniſh guard, at a place before the palace, by the duke of Orleans, the regent of
called the Fort. Pinto, with a third party, France. They have iſſue four daugh
forced into Vaſconcellos's apartment, and ters, viz. Maria-Franceſa, princeſs of
Beira, born Dec. 17, 1734. — Maria Anna,
found him hid under a heap of papers in a
born Oct. 3, 1756. – Maria. Franceſca,
preſs, Don Roderigo de Saa, ſhot him
through the head, ſeveral others of the con G born Sept. 21, 1739. — Maria-Franceſa
Benedićtina, born July 25, 1746. His majeſty
ſpirators ſtabbed him, and then threw him
has a brother alive, don Pedro, infant of
out of the window, crying, Liberty Liberty t
The tyrant is dead Î Long live Don jobn, sing Portugal, born June 5, 1717 ; and two
uncles, viz. don Antonio, bora March 15,
of Portugal / The mob ſnouted, and man
1695, and don Emanuel, born Auguſt 3,
gled the body by a thouſand indignities,
1697.
every one being willing to ſhew his hatred
be remarked, that the duke d'Aveſ.
of this inſtrument of oppreſſion. The fourth H ro,ita may
grandee, of the blood royal, an anceſtor
party ſeized the vice-queen, and made her a

priſoner, crying out, Long jive Don John,
king of Pºrtugal The reſt of the Spaniards
in the palace were all ſoon ſecured, as well
as the ſea officers (who were on ſhore) and
whoſe ſhips lay in the harbour. Thoſe who
were releaſed from priſon, where they had

of the unfortunate duke d'Aveiro, was no
minated by ſeveral of the conſpirators to be

their king, upon throwing off the Spaniſh
yoke, but the majority declared for the duke
of Braganza. (See an account of the con
ſpiracy,
P
N 2.&c. at P. 86.)
...?

-
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A S O N G.
Sung by Mr. Lowe in Ta Merl Ane.
-

-

---

- ***

“To

thee, Oh! gentle

-----

ſleep a

-

-lone

Is

* S.

T,

thee our ſor – rows ceaſe.

2.

Conjures thee not to loſe in day,

The nymph whoſe hand by fraud or force,

Some tyrant has poſſeſs'd i

The objećt of her care.
4.

By thee obtaining a divorce,
In her qun choice is bleſt,

To graſp whoſe pleaſing form ſhe ſought ;

Oh ſtay, Arpaña b3, thee ſtay,
The ſadly weeping fair;

Thus by ourſelves are oftneſ wrought,
The griefs for which we weep.

That motion chac'd her ſleep :

R E B U. S.
wo words by ſchoolmen undefin'd,
Yet often us’d—then call to mind,

when fickneſs comes, to ºvhom I fly,
To ſooth my pain and cloſe my eye:

what whakes proudFrenchmen ſuppliant bow;

when cares ſurround me, where 1 weep s
Or loſe them all in balmy ſleep :

what furrows o'er the penſive brow ;

When ſore with labour, whom I court,

what beſt will want and hardſhip bear;

And to thy downy breaſt reſort :

what fribbles have no right to wear;
what gracefully few men can make

Where too ecſtatick joys I find,

Of theſe th' initial letters take

And add one third of what extends,
Relief to abſent lovers' friends !

And when they aptly are conjoin'd,

A wealthy pop'lous place you'll find.
H-Y,

Monſ. Brocks a ſon Lit,

HEATRE des ris et dºt pleurs :
Lit ! … je rais et cº je neurs
T. nous fais voir combien vºjins
Sant wo: plaiſirs et nos chagrins.
1 M i t A T E D.
HOU bed in which I firſt began
To be that various creature, man $

And, when again the ſates decree,

ths place where I muſt ceaſe to be a

When deigns my Delia to be kind;
And full of love, in all her charms
Thou giv'ſt the fair one to my arms :
The center thou ! where jºy and pair
Diſeaſe and reſt alternate reign
Inſtructive emblem of mankind,

In whom thoſe oppºſites are join'd :
Oh if within thy little ſpace
So many different ſcenes have plast,

Leſſons as uſeful ſhalt thou teach
As ſages dićtate, churchmen preach :
And man, convinc'd by thee alone,

This great important truth ſhall own,
That thin partitions do divide
The bounds where good and ill refide
That nought is perfect here below,

But bliſs ſtill borders vpon woe,
R. B.
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The Prºgreſs of Poerr v. By Mrs. M
NEQUAL, how ſhall I the ſearch begin,
-

Or paint with artleſs hand the awful

[tread,
ſcene *
Through paths divine with ſteps adventrous
And trace the muſes to their fountain head

Ye ſacred Nine, your mighty aid impart,
Aſſiſt my numbers and enlarge my heart!

Direa my lyre, and tune each trembling
ſtring,

while Port sy's exalted charms I fing;
How, free as air, her ſtrains ſpontaneous move,
Kindle to rage, or melt the ſoul to love :
How the firſt emanations dawn'd, diſcloſe,
And where, great ſource of verſe, bright
Phoebus firſt aroſe.

Where nature warmth and genius has de
[ply'd,
ny'd,

In vain, are art's ſtiff, languid pow'rs ap
Unforc'd the muſes ſmile, above controuli
No art can tune the inharmonious ſoul.

Some rules 'tis true, unerring you may cull,
And void of life be regularly dull-;

Corre&ly flat may flow each ſtudy'd rhime,
And each low period indolently chime.
A common ear perhaps, a vulgar heart,
Such lays may pleaſe, the labour'd work of
art

Far other ſtrains delight the poliſh'd mind,
The ear well judging and the taſte refin'd.
To blend in heavenly numbers eaſe and fire

An Addiſon will aſk, a Pope require :
Genius alone, can force like their's beſtow.

As ſtars, unconſcious of their brightneſs,
glow.

Hail Greece' from whence the ſpark ethe
rial came

flanne.

That wide o'er earth diffus'd its ſacred
There the firſt laurel form'd a deathleſs
ſhade,

And ſprung immortal for thy Hoºrn's head.
There the great bard the riſing wonder
[thought;
wrought
And plann'd the Iliad in his boundleſs
By no mean ſteps to full perfection grew,

But burſt at once reſulgert to the view.
wº
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1. C. 2

who can unmov'd the warm deſcription read,
where the wing'd ſhaft repels the bounding
deed 2

where the torn ſpoils of the repacious war
with ſhocking pomp adorn the victor's car !
when from ſome hoſtiie arm diſmiſs'd the
reed

On the mark'd foe dire&s its thirſty ſpeed,

such ſtrength, ſuch action ſtrikes our eager
fight,

º and ſhudder at its fatal flight ;
we hear the ſtraiten’d yew recoiling ſtart,
and ſee thro' air glide ſwift the whizzing

we

dart.

when higher themes a bolder ſtrain demand,
Life waits the poet's animating hand :
There, where majeſtick to the ſanguin'd
field

stern Ajax ſlalks behind his ſeven fold ſhield;
or wiele, in poliſh'd arms ſevercly bright,
P, tides dreadful iſſues to the fight :
with martial ardour breaths each kindling
-

age,

The

º

havock and unbounded rage,

The claſh of arms tumuit wouls from afar,
and all that fires the heroe's ſoul to war.
Bold P1 Noah next, with matchleſs force
and fire,

pivinely careleſs, wak'd the ſounding lyre,
Unbound by rule, he urg'd each vig'rous

[tale ;
prevail
Murmur to whiſtling winds the mournful
ye gricſly forms, nor wail the
Ceaſe,

*

paſ

Lo! a new ſcene of death exceeds the laſt :
Th’ unpurpled fields of Carilong ſurvey
Rich with the ſpoils of one diſaſtrous day !
Bold to the charge the ready vet'ran ſtood
And thrice repell'd, as oft the fight renew’d
Till (life's warm current drain'd) they
ſunk in blood.

Unchcck'd their ardor, unallay’d their fire,
See Beaver, Proby, Rutherford expire;
Silent Britannia's tardy thunder lay
While clouds of Gallick ſmoke obſcur'd the

[brow
day.
Th’ intrepid race nurs'd on the mountain's
O'er-leap the mound, and dare th' aſtoniſh'd
[bemoan,
foe
Whilſt Albion's ſons (mow'd down in ranks)
Their much lov’d country’s wrongs, nor feel
beat—
their own ;
Cheatleſs they hear the drum (diſcordant)

And with ſlow motion ſullenly retreat.
But where wert thou, oh! firſt in martial
fame,

Whoſe early cares diſtinguiſh’d praiſes claim,
who ev'ry welcome toil didſt gladly ſhare
And taught th' enervate warrior want to
bear ;

lay,
and

Whilſt theirwan ghoſts as night's dark glooms

º: his mighty genius room to play :

The Grecian games employ his daring ſtrings,
In numbers rapid as the race he fings.
Mark, Muſe, the conſcious ſhade and vo
[love,
cal grove,
where Sappho tun'd her melting voice to
while echo each harmonious ſtrain return'd,

Illuſuious Howel whoſe ev'ry deed conſeſ,
The patriot wiſh that fill'd thygen'rous breaſt:
Alas ! too ſwift t” explore the hoſtile land

Thou dy'dſ ſad victim to an ambuſh band,
Nore'er this hour of wild confuſion view’d

In light fantaſtick meaſures beat the ground,

Like Braddock, failing in the pathleſs wood;
Still near the ſpot where thy pale coarſe is
[ſhade;
laid
May the freſh laurel ſpread its amped
Still may thy name be utter'd with a figh,
And the big drop ſwell ev'ry grateful eye;
Oh! would each leader who deplores thy

Or dealt the mirth inſpiring juice around.
No care, no thought the careful trifier knew,

Thy zeal and ačive virtues emulate,

And with the ſoft complaining Leſbian
[laid,
naourn'd.
with roſes crown'd, or flow’rs ſupinely

A Nach won next the ſprightly lyre eſſay’d,

But mark’d with bliſs each moment as it

fate

Soon ſhould proud Carilong be humbled low

Nor Montcalm's ſelf, prevent th' avenging

fiew.

[To be continued.]
on the Deſat at Ticond exoga, or Carlton g,
By a Lady in America.
Egle&ed long had lain my uſeleſs lyre,
And heart-ſelt grief repreſt the poet's
fire ;
But rous"d, by dire alarms cº waſting war,

Again, O Muſe, the ſolemn dirge prepare,
And join the widow’s, orphan's, parent's
tear.

Unwept, unſung, ſhall Eritain's chiefs re
main :

blow.

To Bz Linda on her crowning the Autber with
Laurel.

Ef mihi dºlphica Lauro
Cinge volens Melpomene contam. Her.
you Belinda, fan the poet's

Whº
fire

And bid the youth to laurel'd fame aſpire;
While brilliant eyes with dazzling luſtre
ſhine,

Melt without art, and pierce without deſign;

Doom'd in this ſtranzer clime to bleed in vain?
Here a laſt refuge hapleſs Braddock found,

While on your cheeks the bluſh of roſes
glows,

When the grim ſavage gave the deadly wound:
Ah hide Monongahel, thy hateful head
(still as thy waves roll rear theirjur’d dead)
On whoſe gore-moiſten’d banks the num'-

white on your neck the filver lilly blows :
While taintleſs innocerce your boſom ſways,
And bliſs rapt virtue beams her radiant rays;
Say, that the bard the grateful lay refuſe,
While wit and beauty crown the happy muſe?

rous ſlain,

Now ſpring in vestative life again,
To
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To you may ſcience all her charms diſpenſe,
And what time robs from beauty add to ſenſe.
ther age ſhall plow deep furrows o'er your
face,

Languiſh each glance, and witherev'ry grace;
When from your cheeks each roſeate bloom
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Sickneſs and cares your bliſs dilate,
And pain but whets your luſt of hate.
The flow'r cf youth will ſoon decay,
Health, beauty, pleaſure, fade away :
Sharp ſorrows fling the breaſt humane,
And hopes are falſe, and wiſhes vain :

But hence your joys eternal flow,

ſhall fly,

When love ſhall ceaſe to frolick in your eye;
Urfading worth ſhall flouriſh in your breaſt,
Till death ſhall waft you to eternal reſt;
E’en after death your fame ſhallverdantbloom,
And never dying laurels grace your

“ºw
M. M.

Their ſource exhauſtleſs, human woe.

For you fierce war high piles his dead,
Diſeaſe thick ſtrews her ſqualid bed;

Famine and plague; their myriads ſweep,
And tempeſts laſh th' all-whelming deep.
The fiery meteors hear your call,
And houſes blaze, and temples fall.”

The fºllºwing Lines are to be inſcribed on the
Grave Stone of John Becket, of Chaſtleton
Church Yard, Oxon, who died Jan. 21, 1759,
aged 33.
OULD "grateful love recall the flecting

Their virtues flamp the beldame kind.
Who cringe and ſlander, ſting and fawn,
In rags, or lace, in fur, or lawn;
*7hether in perriwigs or pinners,

breath,
Or chaſte affedion footh relentleſs death,

If now the ſcold at Wapping flames,

Then had this ſtone ne'er claim’d a ſocial
tear

“By no degree, no ſex defin'd,

If Whitfield's ſaints or Arthur's

finners;

Or flaunts a dutcheſs at St James’;
Alike if they revºle or flatter,

Nor read to thoughtleſs youth a leſſon here.
M. M.

E: , T a ph on a Country Gentleman,
ERE iies an honeſt man without pre
tence

(Who lie in praiſe, will lie in ſatire)
All the foul fiſterhood compoſe,
All thoſe, and all reſembling thoſe.
But ſome, in hoary age's train,
By fixty winters chill'd in vain,

Tº more than prudence, and to common ſenſe.

With hearts that melt, and nerves that feel,

Who knew no vanity, diſguiſe, nor art,

Diſplay a breaft unai m'd with fleel. '

Who ſpoke no language foreign to his heart;
Diffuſive, as the light, his bounty ſpread,
Cloath’d were the naked, and the hungry fed.

Good heav'n has ſeiz'd on Montagu.
Germain yet lives, nor half reveal’d,

Theſe be his honours
claim

honours that diſ

[fame :

The blazon’d "ſcutcheon, and the herald's
For theſe ſhall boaſt defiance to the grave,

Where ſpite of Anſtis, rots the garter'd
knave;

To meaner titles ſoar ſuperior far,
And leave to lordlings coronet and ſtar;
Give life and immortality to clay,

Honours

which kings can't give, nor time

How few are theſe

and of the few

Her bounties more than half conceal’d.
And ſhould I add another name,

Bluſhing ſhe flies purſuing forme.
For ſuch is virtue's aukward pride,
Scarce more intent to give than hide.
Peace to all ſuch in filent ſtate,
So few ſcarce worth the beldame's hate.

'Tis not enough that nature's plan
To cares, to death predeſtines man;
That e'en thoſe few, we happy call,
Bend to the gen'ral doom of all,

decay.

While bliſs, a ſcanty portion, flows
On

H A P P I N E S S.

Happineſs where's thy reſort

O Amidſt the ſplendor of a court 2
Or doſt thou more delight to dwell

Mixt in the ſtream of bitter woes:

Not one eſcapes the beldame's hate,
Great leveller to one tſtate.'"

“Some ſpotleſs name their rage demands,

With humble hermit in his cell,

The nyme rebellowing thro’ the bands;

In ſearch of truth 2 Or doſt thou rove

Some holy ſage of ſainted life,
A virgin pure, a faithful wife.

Thro' Plato's academic grove 2

Or elſe with Epicurus gay,
Laugh at the farces mortals play ;
Or with the graces doſt thou lead

The ſportive dance along the mead
Or in Bellona's bicody car,
Exuit a midſt the ſcenes of war *
No more ill ſearch, no more ill mind thee

Fair fugutive :

I cannot find thee

Az excellent Satire has lately made its Appear
once levelled at thoſe malevolent Beings who are
miſerable themſelves and rejoice at the Misfor
tures of others. It is entitled, The Beldanes.
--

We ſhall extraći ſome Paſſages from it.
H AIL, happy beldames! yours thoſe
Joys,

And you, who dauntleſs dar'd to brave

The ruthleſs foe and threat'ning wave,
Vainly you 'ſcap'd th’unequal fight;
Deep yawns the gulph of deadlier ſpight :
There plung’d—th' inſatiate he'dames I car,
And the wide ruin gapes for more.
Where trees their mantling foliage ſpread,
And roſes bend their blooming head,
Ye, virgins, tread with cauticus feet,
And cautious pluck the tempting ſweet :
There lurks the ſnake with ſpeckled creſt,
There broods the toad with bloated breaſt :
With poiſons dire the reptiles fill'd,
From Heav'ens tranſparent dews diſtill d.
—But O more wary trace the maze,
Where youth in frolick pattime plays :

Which time, nor accident deſtroys.

* This ſºn, it to +be trººd by the fºrſº, to win be was ſººn tº lt mari d.

There
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Theredread the ſpight ſwoln beldame's wrath,

To me the hours in filence roll away,

Glancing thro’ pleaſures flow'ry path,

No muſick greets the dawn, or mourns the
cloſe of day.
To me the ſky-lark pois'd aloft
In filence ſeems to play ;

And ſubtle drawing foul offence
From the chaſte breath of innocence.

Or ſhould the tender boſom yield

Tranſpierc'd thro’ honour's frailer ſhield ;

And hail no more in warbling ſoft

O virtue ſmooth thy brow auſtere,

The riſing dawn of day;
For me in vain they ſwell their liquid throats,
Contemplative I muſe, nor heed their jo

Accept the penitential tear :
Raiſe the fall'n mourner from the ground,
And pour ſweet mercy o'er his wound ;
Nor join theſe furies in their chace,
Nor drive her 'midſt that helliſh race.

Angels ſhall hear the ſuppliant voice.
And bellames howl, and Heaven rejoyce,

Let the obdurate ſtoic's pride
Climb the ſteep mountain's craggy ſide ;
Where far remote from mortal ken

Virtue uſurps the tiger's den,
And ſcowling on the crowd below

Nor feels nor pities human woe.
Let holy zeal, with frantick mein, .
And haggard look and garb obſcene,

Spurn ev'ry gift the Heavens diſpenſe
And pine in ſullen abſtinence;
Yet drink with eager ears and eyes
The tortur'd wretches agonies.

Hence hell-born fiends ! nor dare bely
The ſeraph with indulgent eye
Whence ſcience beams eternal day,

Enlight'ning millions with her ray i
whence arts their genial influence ſpread

cund notes.

To me the ſhepherd pipes in vain,
In vain the milk-maid fings;
Loſt are the bleatings of the plain,
The gurgling of the ſprings:
No more I hear the nightingale complain,
When to the moon ſhe chaunts her ſad love
labour'd ſtrain.

And when with me Lucinda ſtrays
Along the breezy grove,
In tranſport on her charms I gaze,
And think ſhe talks of love :

Ah ceaſe, dear maid, to talk of love in vain :
Thy ſmiles alone to me the voice of love
explain.

Pygmalicn thus, when he ſurvey’d
The work his hand had form’d,
Enamour'd, wiſh'd to ſee the maid

With mutual paſſion warm'd ;
And as he woo'd, his ear he oft inclin'd,
Whilſt yet no voice of love reliev'd his anx
ious mind.

O'er ſmiling nature's teeming bed;

Whence bounty with extended hand
Scatters her bleſfings o'er the land;

Whence theſe complaints? methinkse"ennow

And love the univerſal ſoul,
Pervades, unites, inſpires the whole.
So virtue dwelt, celeſtial gueſt,

Diſpel the gloom that clouds thy brow,
Suppreſs thy heaving ſighs :
What ſate decrees 'tis folly to bewail,
Weigh then the good and ill in wiſdom's e
qual ſcale.

O Lonſdale ! in thy ſpotleſs breaſt.
Tho' pure as Heav'n from moral ſtain,
Tho' torn with unrelenting pain,
*Twas thine for others woes to melt,

And pardon frailties never felt.
While youth thy gayer converſe ſought,
And age inſtrućted heard and thought.
And thou, my friend, for ſuch my claim,
And ſuch my beſt my deareſt fame,
Tho' time with ſhrivell'd fingers throws

Thick o'er thy head unmingled ſnows,
Still in that eye the ſpark divine

The voice of reaſon cries,

No more in friendſhip's thin diſguiſe
Shall flatt'ry ſooth thy ear;
Experienc'd kindneſs makes thee wiſe
To know the friend ſincer e >

No more ſhalt thcu attend to fadion's cries,

The , taunts of jealous pride, or envy's
blaſting lies.
No more ſhall now thy mind be toſt
By ev'ry breath of praiſe ;
No more thy reaſon ſhall be loſt

Shall with unfading luſtre ſhine ;

In controverſy's maze :

Still flow the ſtream of copious ſenſe
Clear as in Attick eloquence.

Thou ſafe thro' life's ſequeſter'd vale ſhalt
go
ſcrees to knºw.
And learn from nature's works, her wiſe de
On Good Humour. Written at Eton School, 172 9.

So thro' the meadows filver bed,

With lillies and with ſnow-drops ſpread,
Far honour’d Thames, our Britain's pride,
Majeſtick rolls his chryſtal tide,
Where many an ancient brook diſtils

ELL me, ye ſons of Phoebus, what is this

Long may I come a welcome gueſt
To ſhare the treaſures of that breaſt,

Which all admire; but few, too ſew poſſeſs?
A virtue 'tis to ancient maids unknown,
And prudes,whoſpy allſaults except their own.
Lov'd and deſended by the brave ard wife,
Tho' knaves abuſe it, and light fools deſpiſe.
Say, Windham, if 'tis poſſible to tell
What is the thing in which you moſt excell ?

Where ſpleen ne'er rankled at the heart,
Normalice lodg’d her ruſly dart.”

Hard is the queſtion, for in all you pleaſe,
Yet ſure good-nature is your nobleſt praiſe:

Its wealth in tributary rills.

And in the happy ſocial hour
Well ſav'd from ſtate, and cares, and pow'r,

Secur'd by this your parts no envy move,
A Morning Soliloquy on Deafneſs.

For none can envy him, whom all muſt love.

ATURE. thy genial voice I hear,
Which wakes the morn and me,

This magic pow'r can make e'en follypleaſe,

And ſeems to ſtrike upon my car,
Tho' deaf to all but thee t
y

This to Pitt's genius adds a brighter grace,
And ſweetens ev'ry charm in Caelia's face.
LY r1 = 1. To S.
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Monthſ, Chromo/ager.
we could not ſave either proviſions or any

Steriff, appointed by his Majeſty in Cºuncil, fºr
the 7tar 1759, viz.
& OR Berks, Henry Plant,

* Cheſh.

Samuel Harriſon,

Eſq; — Camb. and Hunt.
George Montgomery, Eſq;—Cornw. Robert

other neceſſaries.

For theſe two days paſt,

we have been on ſhore, we have ſubſiſted
on drowned ſheep and hogs, and water and
flour hardened on the fire. A great number
of the men are lamed by the bruiſes received
againſt the rocks by the violence of the ſurf.
The poor ſufferers were extremely ill uſed
by the natives when they got on ſhore.
P. S. The Somerſet, a tranſport with
troops, and a bomb-ketch, which were in
company with the Litchfield, are ſaid to

Lovell, Eſqi-Devon. James Modiſord Hey
ywood, Eſq;–Dorſet. Tohn Damer, Eſq;-

have ſhared the ſame fate.”

Derb. Gilbert Cheſhire, Eſq;-Eſſex. Jaſper
Kingſman, Eſq;-Glou. Samuel Hayward,

New-Year's day laſt : Several gentlemen

Eſq; – Hertf. Sir John Chapman, Bart. –
Heref. James Broome, Eſq; – Kent, Pyke,
Buffar, Eſqi–Leiceſt. Edward Palmer, Eſq;

and purſued him as far as the Clee-Hill, near

-Linc. Joſeph Dixon, Eſq;-Monm. Wii
liam Morgan, Eſq; – Northumb. Abraham

Dixon, Eſq; - Northamp. William Payne
King, Eſq;-Norf. Richard Fuller, Eſq;-

Notting. John Whetham, Eſq; – Oxfordſh.

The following odd accident happened on
being out a fox-hunting, unkennelled a fox
near a place called Wellington, in Shropſhire,
Ludlow ; upon which hill are a number of
coal-pits, ſo that travellers are obliged to
uſe much caution on ſome parts of the hill,
for fear of falling in. Upon the top of this
hill the hounds had the fox in view, almoſt

Anthony Hodges, Eſq;—Rutl. Edw. Ward,

tired, and cloſe at his heels, when in the

Eſq;-Shrop. Samuel Griffith, Eſq.-Somer.
Henry Powell, Eſq;-Staff. Sir Nigil Greſ

fight of numbers of ſportſmen (who were
obliged to keep off for fear of the pits) the
fox threw himſelf into one of them, and
the dogs being quite loſt on the ſcent, no
leſs than ſix couple of the foremoſt threw
themſelves after him ; five of them were
killed on the ſpot, and the reſt much hurt.
Several workmen were in the pit (which
was near 60 yards deep) who were very
much frighted at ſo unuſual an affair.
Su N day, January 28.
A dreadful fire did conſiderable damage at

ley, Bart.—Suff. Sir John Rous, Bart. –

Southamp. Thomas Hall, jun. Eſq;-Surry,
Daniel Ponton, Eſq;-Suff, John Margeſon,
Eſq;–Warw. David Lewis, Eſq;— worcea.
John Amphlett, Eſq;-Wilts, William wor

ris, Eſq.-Yorkſh. Charles Turner, Eſq;For South Wales Brecon, Evan Hughes,
Eſq; – Carm. Arthur Jones, Eſq; – Card.
George Pryce, Eſq;-Glam. Thomas Pryſe,
Eſq.-Pemb. Thomas Jones, Eſq;-Radn.
David Stephens, Eſq; — For North Wales :
Angl. Robert Owen, Eſq;-Carnarv. Wil
liam Smith, Eſq; – Denb. Hugh Clough,
Eſq;-Flint, John Williams, Eſq;-Merion.
Humphry Edwards, Eſq;-Montgom. Geo.
Mears, Eſq;
Duchy-office, Feb. 3, 1759. His majeſty
was pleaſed to appoint Richard whitehead,
Eſq; theriff for the county Palatine of Lan
caſter.
*

Cºpy of a Letter from Capt. Barton, of the
Litchfield Man of War", franded on the Coaſt
ºf Barbary, at a Place called Veadare,
about nine Leagues to the nortbward of Saffy,
dated Dec. 4.
** I am ſorry to inform you, that, on the

a 9th of November, his Britannick majeſty's
Thip Litchfield, of 50 guns, and 359 men,
was caſt away here.

We have loſt the firſt

1ieutenant, captain of marines, and his lieu
tenant, with ſeveral officers and ſeamen,
amounting to the number of 130. There
are of us on ſhore two of my lieutenants,
and other officers and ſeamen, amounting to
2 22. It blew ſo hard when we came on
flºre, that the ſhip ſoon went to pieces, and

Leith, in Scotland.

FR 1 day, February 2.
George Gueſt finiſhed the walking of
1ooo miles, which he had undertaken to
walk in 28 days. He had 106 miles to walk
the two laſt days, which he did with ſo lit
tle fatigue to himſelf, that he walked fix
miles in the laſt hour. He had till twelve
o'clock at noon to do it in.

Thurs DAY, 8.
At a court of common-council, at Guild
hall, the vacancies in the ſeveral committees

were filled up.
Mr. Beardmore was found guilty of a con
tempt of court, in not executing his office,
as under ſheriff, in the ſentence of Dr. Sheb

beare. (See our laſt Vol. p. 648 )
Tursday, 13.
Admiral Holmes ſailed from Spithead,
with four ſhips of the line and three frigates.
Thursday, 15.
Admiral Saunders ſailed from Spithead,
with nine ſhips of the line and fix frigates.
-

Fa1 DAY, 16.

Being the Faſt-day, it was kept in a be
coming manner, and all the churches in the
cities of London and Weſtminſter were ex

I oé
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ceedingly crowded.—His majeſty, the prince
of Wales, the princeſs dowager, the duke,
the princeſs Amelia, prince Edward, and
princeſs Auguſta, were at the chapel royal,
and heard a ſermon preached by Dr. Hall,

fia, his Pruſſian majeſty is to receive the ſame
ſubſidy as iaſt year, which was 67c,cool.
And by the treaty with the lardgrave of
Heſſe, that magnanimous prince, in confi

from Iſaiah, chap. ſ. verſe o.—The Right

tained by his ſteady adherence to the common
cauſe, is to receive a ſubſidy of 60,000l.
A general cartel is ſettled with France for
the exchange of priſoners of war.

Rev. the lord biſhop of St. Aſaph preached
before the Right Hon. houſe of peers, in
the collegiate church of St. Peter's, Weſt.
minſler, and took his text from the firſt
chapter of Jeremiah, and the 19th verſe.—
As did alſo the Rev. Dr. Green before th:

Hon. houſe of commons, in St. Margaret's
church, Weſtminſter, and took his text

from the 7th chapter of Eccleſiaſtes and 3d
verſe.—Dr. Wilſon preached before the lord
mayor and aldermen, at St. Paul's.
Turs pay, zo.

At a general court, was a numerous meet
ing of the proprietors of the Britiſh Fiſhery,
when it was reſolved to carry on the fiſhery.
A call of 2 per cent, on the ſtock ſubſcribed
was agreed to. The uſeleſs buſſes and other
flores, cordage, nets, ſalt, &c. were direét
ed to be ſold by the council ; and it was left
to their diſcretion to fit out as many buffes

this year, as the call of 2 per cent. and the

produce of the ſale of buffes, &c. could
conveniently furniſh.
Thurs p A Y, 12.

Admiralty-office. Capt. Parker, of his
majeſty's ſhip the Mountague, gives an ac
count in his letter of the 18th inſtant, that

on the 31ſt paſt, the ſaid ſhip and Deptford,
chaced a French privateer, which the Moun
tague took the next day. She is called the
Marquis de Marigny, belonging to Gran
ville, mounts zo fix pounders, and had 194
men on board, and was commanded by M.
Le Crouſe.

Capt. Parker alſo took on the 15th in
ſtant, a cutter privateer of Dunkirk, called
Le Hardi Mendiant, commanded by Jean
Meuleuaer, of eight fix pounders, and 6o
men.

Captain Graves, commander of his ma
jeſty's ſhip the Unicorn, has alſo taken on
the 14th inſtant, the Moras privateer of St.
Malo, carrying 22 guns and 202 men.

Captain Lendrick, commander of his ma
jeſty's ſhip the Brilliant, likewiſe gives an
account of his taking, on the 30th paſt,
two French merchant ſhips of upwards of
300 tons burthen each, freighted and load
ed with proviſions on the French king's ac
count for Martinico, having alſo on board
ſome cloathing, and 5oo ſtand of arms for
the ſoldiery,

The Stationers company have given 501.
and the Fiſhmongers company loo!. to the

Marine Society, their ſecond ſubſcriptions.
Each company gave icol, before.
The Ruby, a tranſport ſhip from St.

deration of the immenſe loſſes he hath ſuſ

The Favourite man of war has taken and

carried into Gibraltar a large French ſhip
from St. Domingo, wih ſugar, coffee, cot
ton, and indigo, ſaid to be worth 40,000l.
Amongſt the variety of uncommon vege
table produćtions in the laſt year, the fol.
Iowing ſeems not the leaſt extraordinary,
viz. a tornip which was pulled up at or near
Tudenham, in Norfolk, weighed upwards
of 29 pounds.
A gentleman who lately came from Chef.
ter informs, that one Thomas Siddal, a

gardtner in the ſuburbs of that city, has
now in his poſſeſſion a potato, which he
lately dug out of his own garden, that
weighs 17 pounds four ounces averdupois,
meaſures is circumference 38 inches, and in
length 47 inches and an half.
Reading, Feb. 10. Among the many re
markable inſtances of the forwardneſs of
the preſent ſpring, we are well aſſured, that
in the pariſh of Caverſham near this town,

there is now a neſt with young thruſhes
nearly fledged. At Sunnyſide and Biſhop
Wearmouth, near Sunderland, they have
gooſeberries, as large as peas, upon the
buſhes, which ſeem to ſtand and be in a

thriving condition. (See p 5o.)
Towards raiſing the ſupplies for the pre
ſent year, the ſum of 6,600,0col. will be
raiſed by annuities and a lottery. Fach
ſubſcriber of tool. will be entitled to lo;l.
annuities, and a lottery ticket value rol.—
The annuities, which with the additional

5l. per cent. (being 330, oocl. will make a
capital of 6,930,ovoi.) will bear intereſt af
ter the rate of 3 per cent. from the 5th of
July, 1759. The lottery tickets making a
capital of 660, cool. (the rumber of tickets
being 66, ooo) will bear intereſt at 3 per
cent. from the 1ſt of January, 1760. The
blanks are not to exceed eight to a prize.
The days in which the ſeveral payments
are to be made are as follow :

15 per cent, depoſit on or before the 3 oth
of Feb. laſt.—1o per cent, on or before the
30th of March.-10 per cent. cn or before
the 27th of April,—no per cent. on or be
fore the 31ſt of May – 10 per cent. on or

before the 28th of June.—15 per cent. on
or before the azth of July.—to per cent on
or before the 31ſt of Auguſt.— ſo per cent.
on or before the 28th of September.— o
per cent. on or before the 26th of Oétober.

John's, with 400 French priſoners, was loſt

Birmingham, Feb. 19. On Monday fe'n-

off the weſtern iſlands. Only 7o of the peo
ple were ſaved. (See our laſt Vol. p. 655.)

night a mare of Mr. Stokes's, of Kinfare,
in Staffordſhire, died ; ſhe fell ill the day
before, and, on being opened by Mr. Clewes,
a farrier of the ſame place, who had the
caſe of her, had in the reáum, or gut

The bounties to ſeamen, &c. are con
tinued to April 1, enſuing,

By the new treaty with the king of Pruſ
-

4.

neareſt

1759. MARRIAGES and BIRTHS, DEATHS.
neareſt the fundament, a flone which
weighed a pound and ten ounces, being
larger than the paſſage would receive, and
in the colon or large gut was found another
ſtone, which weighed one pound fourteen
ounces and an half, and meaſured twelve

toº

Biſhop of Litchfield and Coventry, to Miſs
Townſend.

9. Naſh Maſon, Eſq; to Mrs. Fuller.
11. James Pearce, jun. of Brentwood,
Eſq; to Miſs Tiſdale.
Thomas Ripley, Eſq; to Mrs. Combes.
18. Hon. Richard Vernon, Eſq; member

inches round. They are like Brazil bowls,
and when ſtruck together ſound like pebble

for Taviflock, to the counteſs dowager of

ſtones,

Upper Oſſory.

Letters from France give an account, that

21. Chriſtopher Moleſworth, of Derby,

the count de St. Florentine was harangued

Eſq; to Miſs Lawſon, of Brompton, a

on the 8th inſtant at his audience in the

10, oeol. fortune.

Louvre, by a young girl of nine years and
a half, living on his eſtate at Chateau-neuf,
who was born deaſ and dumb, and who
had been by that miniſter committed to the
care of the Sieur Pereire, remarkable for his

talent of learning the dumb to ſpeak. The
following is the compliment that was made
by the child to her benefactor, which it is
faid ſhe pronounced in a clear and natural
tone : * Sir, The commencement of this

year offers to my heart a precious occaſion
to renew its homage. My tongue, which
owes to your goodneſs the uſe of ſpeech,
fhall never ceaſe offering up prayers for your
proſperity. May heaven, Sir, deign to hear
them, and to heap bleſfings on you, as you
have loaded me with your bounties.”

22. Mr. Adair, to lady Caroline Keppel.
24. Edward Aſtley, Eſq; to Miſs Milles.
Henry Wells, Eſq; to Miſs Doughty.
Jan. 26. The counteſs of Lauderdale was
delivered of a ſon,

28. Lady Beauchamp Pročtor, of a ſon.
30, Lady Bacon, of a daughter.
— cf Frank Schut, Eſq; of a daughter.
— of Philip March, Eſq; of a ſon.
of Henry Bridgman, Eſq; of a ſon,
Feb. 9. Lady Head, of a ſon.
11. — of Simon Fanſhaw, Eſq; of a
daughter.
— of the attorney general, Charles
Pratt, Eſq; of a ſon.
DEATH s.

Jan, 27.
Extrast of a Letter from Antigua, to a Mer
chart in this City.

R.S. Parſons, reli&t of Hum.

phry Parſons, Eſq; twice
lord mayor of London.

** The accounts we have received of the

Thomas Swaine, of Orchard-ſtreet, Eſq;

deſtiny of the three French men of war,
viz. the Floriſſant, and two frigates, which
engaged the Buckingham, capt. Tyrrell, are
as follow. (See p. 5.) The largeſt frigate,
of 38 guns, had 42 men killed, and her lar

Tho. Sutton, of Kenſington-ſquare, Eq;
William Barnes, at Brodie Houſe, in the

ſhire of Elgin, North Britain, aged 1c3.
28. Mr. Steers, ſurveyor of St. Thomas's
Hoſpital.

board ſide, from the mainmaſt to her taffe

29. Joſeph Higgens, of Maningtree, in

rel, beat in, only by twelve ſhot from the
Buckingham's lower deck. The Floriſſant,
by the firſt broadfide, had her ſtarboard
quarter beat in, and 70 men killed outright.
In the whole engagement, ſhe had 180 men
killed outright, and 304 wounded, moſt of
them having loſt legs or arms ; many of

Eſſex, Eſq;
30. Right Hon. George Evans, lord Car
berry, of the kingdom of Ireland.

Lucy Weſton, of French Bay, in Devon
ſhire, Eſq;

Hitch Young, Eſq; member for Steyning,
in Suſſex.

All the officers, ex

Feb. 5. Chriſtopher Denton, Eſq, deputy

cept her captain, were killed, or died of

clerk of the pipe.
6. Sir Thomas D'Oyley, Bart. ſucceeded
in honour and eſtate by his brother, now
the Rev. Sir John D'Oyley, Bart.
7. Edward Froſt, of Peckham, Eſq;
Right Hon. lady Strange, wife of lord
Strange, eldeſt ſon of the earl of Derby.
8. Samuel Hitchin, of St. Alban's, Eſq;

whom are fince dead.

their wounds. The Floriſſant eſcaped by
the favour of the night; for had the Buck
ingham had one hour more day light, ſhe
would have ſent her to the bottom.

She

got into the Granadoes with much difficul
ty, being towed in by the frigates, where
ſhe was hauled aſhore. Her captain made
a demand upon the governor of Martinico

Mr. Aćton, grocer, at the corner of the

of Ioo carpenters, and 500 ſeamen. It is
reported fince, that the carpenters have con
demned her, being utterly incapable of any
repair.”

Old-Bailey, the fourth poſſeſſor of that ſhop

MA: R races and B1 R the .

Feb, 1.

A R. Daniel Meſman, jun, was

M

married to Miſs Deviſme.

that has died within three years.
Edward Williams, Eſq; judge of the ſhe
riffs court.

10. Right Hon. Elizabeth, viſcounteſs
dowager Aſhbrook, cf the kingdom of re
land.

Mr. William Bower, of Sheffield, to Miſs
Briddon, a 10.occl. fortune

12. Right Hon. the counteſs of Hopetoun.

3. Her grace the dutcheſs dowager of Ha

Richard Hopkit s, knight and aiderman
19 Sir Thomas Clarges, Bart. aged -7.

milton, to the Hon col. Campbell.
2. Mr. Hope ſon to the late Mr. Hope
the brewer, to Miſs Jones.

18. Lady Hopkins, relići of the late Sir

ſucceeded in title and tſtate by his grandſon,
a minor

O 2
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John Healey, of Bewdley, in Devonſhire,
Eſq;

jºr Lewin, of Horſham; in Suſſex, Eſq;
Mr. Cooper, an eminent brewer, in part
nerſhip with Mr. Truman.
Andrew Tucker, of Naſh, in Somerſet
ſhire, Eſq;
22. George Burrington, Eſq; formerly
governor of North-Carolina.
24. Mr. Bedell, late an ironmonger in
Old-ſtreet, aged too.
On Jan. 20. Sir James Ferguſon, of Kil

Feb.

blue, was, by his majeſty's command, ſworn

of his majeſty's moſt honourable privy coun
cil, and took his place at the board accord
ingly.

Whitehall, Feb. 13. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto the Rt., Hon. Samuel
lord Sandys, the offices of warden and chief

-

kerran, Bart. one of the ſenators of the

college of juſtice. in Scotland.
Samuel Cox, of Hanſlope, in Bucks, aged
93 his relićt is 99. They had been mar
ried 70 years, and their children, grand
children, and great grand-children, amount

juſtice in Eyre of all his majeſty's foreſts,
parks, chaces, and warrens, beyond the
Trent, in the room of Richard lord Edge
cumbe, deceaſed.

, Feb. 17. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto Edward Wilmot, of
Chaddeſden, in the county of Derby, doc
tor of phyſick, and his heirs male, the dig
nity of a baronet of the kingdom of Great
Britain.

John Watkins, commonly called Black
John, a beggar of Briſtol, aged 78, who

The king has been pleaſed to grant unto
Felton Hervey, Eſq; and Felton Lionel
Hervey, ſon of the ſaid Felton Hervey, the
office of his majeſty's remembrancer of the

many years preſerved his beard, the effett

court of Exchequer in England.

of a vow. Two hundred weight of filver
and halfpence were ſound in his lodging,
and a confiderable quantity of gold, ac
quired in his mendicant capacity.

The king has been plcaſed to grant unto
Richard Beresford, Eſq; the office or place
of one of his majeſty's ſerjeants at arms in
the city of London.
The king has been pleaſed to grant
unto Thomas Wright, Eſq; the office of

to 1 × 3.

-
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marſhal of the ceremonies to attend on for

HITE HALL, Feb. 6, the king has
been pleaſed to preſent Joſeph Da
vie, M.A. to the rectory of Southam, in

reign miniſters, in the room of Charles Cot
trell, Eſq; now Sir Charles Cottrell Dormer,

V

Warwickſhire.

, Feb. 17. A grant was ordered
to paſs the great ſeal of Ireland, to Cutts
Harman, M. A. of the deanery of water
ford, and the reëtory of Killferan, in the
dioceſe of Waterford.

From the reſ! of the Papert,
Rev. Mr. James Backhouſe appointed
chancellor of the dioceſe of Cambridge.—
Mr. Lewis was preſented to the reaory of
Birdbroke, in Eſſex.-Mr. Cookſon, to the
living of Keldon, in Eſſex. — Mr. Richard

Bradford, to the vicarage of Felton-Leigh,
in Hampſhire.--Thomas Bouchier, M. A.
to the rectory of Bognore, in Suſſex.—Mr.
Hartley, to the rectory of Boſſington, in

Norfolk. — Mr. Donne, to the vicarage of
Happiſburg, in Norfolk. – Richard Holmes,
B. A. to the reë ºry of tetherington, in
Lancaſhire.—Mr. George Lawrence, to the
reč cry of Serencott, in Wiltſhire.—Bolton

Simpſon, M. A to the vicarage of Mil
foºd, in Hampſhire. — Mr. Harvey, to the
vicarage of Hartwell, in Suſſex. — Samuel

Drake, M. A. to the rectory of Bratter,
in Linco'nſhire.—Mr. Wright, to the vicarage

of Thogkingham, in Wiltſhire.—Mr. Ring,
choſen lectu er of St. James Garlickhithe.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals to enable
john Clayton, M. A. to hold the rectory of
Horton-Treycroft, with the vicarage of Bel
grave, in Lincolnſhire.

Pso Motions Civil and Military.

,

From the London Gaz r + T c.

* T. James's, Feb. 2.

Knt.

, Feb. 20. The king has been
pleaſed to conſtitute and appoint major
Robert Sloper, to be lieutenant-colonel of
the firſt, or the king's regiment of dragoon
guards, commanded by lieutenant-general
Humphry Bland.
Major-generals, William Shirley, Sir Wil
liam Pepperell, Bart. duke of Bedford,
Cuthbert Elliſon, duke of Ancaſter, duke of

Kingſton, marquis of Granby, earl of
Cholmondtley, earl of Halifax, Hugh viſ
count Falmouth, Simon earl Harcourt,
Arthur earl of Powis, M'Obrien Dilkes,
John earl of Sandwich, and William earl of
Home, appointed lieutenant generals of his
majeſty's forces.
Whitehall, Feb. 23. The king has been
pleaſed to conſtitute and appoint the Right
Hon. Richard lord Edgcumbe, to be his na

jeſty's lieutenant, of and in the county of
Cornwall ; and alſo to be cuſtos rotulorum
for the ſaid county.

From the reſ of th.

Papri.

William Whitaker, George Nares, and
Anthony Keck, Eſqrs, were called to the de
gree of ſerjeants at law.—Edward Wood
cock, Eſq; was appointed deputy clerk of
the pipe, in the room of Mr. Denton, dc

ceaſed.—John Halliday, Eſq; colled or cf
the cuſtoms at Antigua.—Rev. Mr. Lott
was choſen Greek profeſſor at Cambridge.—
Dr. Kennedy and Dr. Dawſon, phyſicians,
and Mr. Howard and Mr. Moffatt, ſurgeons

The Rt. Hon. Ed.

of the Middleſex-hoſpital.-Lieutenant co

yard Boſcawen, Eſq; admiral of the

lonel

N.
BANkrupts.-Course of Exchance, &c.

1759.

lonel Newton, appointed governor of the
iſland of Goree.

Alterations in the Liſt of Parliament.
Iſhop's Caſtle. Hon. Henry Grenville,
in the room of Walter Waring, Eſq;
promoted.
Steyning. Frazer Honeywood, Eſq; –
Hitch Young, Eſq; deceaſed.
Winchelſea. Col. Grey, — Thomas

Orby Hunter, Eſq; promoted.

History, Lives, &c.
3. Apocalyptical Hiſtory. ... By Theodore
Delafaye, M.A. pr. 1s. Ballard.
4. The Hiſtory of Scotland. By W. Ro
bertſon, D. D. a Vols. Pr. il. Is. Millar.
(See p. 79.)
-

5. Memoirs of the Life of Robert Cary,
Earl of Monmouth, pr. 4s. Dodſley. (See
59.)
of Field Marſhal Keith, pr.
“Memoir,

P

1s. 6d.

B–rn—ts.
oberT Forſter, of Mynton, in the connty of the
town of Kingſton upon Hºl; william Adams,

Io9

Burnet.
Portical.

7. The Beldames, pr: 1s. Dodſley. (See
Satires of Arioſto, pr. 3s Millar.

103.)
p . 8.
The

and John Holmes, of Southwark, tanners, bankers,
dealers, and chapinen.

9. The Guardian, a Comedy, pr. 1s.

Themas Haworth ind Benjamin Haworth, of Kingſton
upon Hull, merchants and partners.
Richard Hill, of Halifax, merchants,

Newberry.

1o. The Clouds, from Ariſtophanes, pr:

William Stavely, of Ruſſel-Court, draper.
Thomas Murry, of Deptford, merchant.
Benjamin Barães, of Puddledock-Hill, ſhopkeeper.
Selksnan Mots, of Bowes, in Middleiex, dealer and
chapman.

George Thatcher, of Canterbury, innholder.

Chriſtopher Beighton, of Caiſter, wºn-draper and
fº
John
Rigby, of Mancheſter, Allwood Gilbert and Willi
an. Turner, of Salford, brewers and copartners.
oſeph Holland, of Beaſton, in Nottinghamſhire, hoſier.

2s. 6d.

Payne.

11. The Simile, pr. 6d.
12. Ver Vert, or the Nunnery Parrot,
pr. 1s. 6d. Dodſley.
13. The Tears of Friendſhip. By Tho
mas Gibbons, pr. 6d. Ward.
14. An Qde, occaſioned by Mr. Harvey's
Death, pr. 1d. Dilly.

onathan White, of York, hoſier.

ENT ... RTA IN ING,

oſeph Jacobs, of Duke's Place, dealer and chapman.
ann Stephenſon, of Kingſton upon Hull, merchant.
illiam Newport, jun. of Newport, cornfaa.or.
Ann Donner, of St. James Weſtininſter, milliner.
John Thwaite, of London, broker.

John Smith, Cadday and Thomas Browne, of Kingſton
upon Hull, grocers.
Geºrge Holroyd, of º baker.
Robert Whitworth, late of the Poultry, bookſeller, but
now of Mancheſter, bookſeller.
John Maine, of Petticoat-Lane, brewer.

Henry Cooper, of St. Clement's Danes, mercer.
Ann Paw, widow, and Joſeph Daw, of Lewes, maſons
and joint traders.

Benjamin stirk, of Addle, in Yorkſhire, chandler.

c O U R S E of ex c H A N G E.
London, Saturday, February 24, 1759.
Amſterdam 35 12 # a 35 2. Uſance.
Ditto at Sight 25 iſ a ſo .
Rotterdam 35 a 2 # Uſance.
Antwerp, no Price,

15. The Hiſtory of Benjamin St. Martin.
2 Vols. pr. 5s. Coote.
16. The Noviciate, pr. 3s. Pottinger.
17. Memoirs of Madam de Stahl, Pr. 3s.
6d.

Reeve.
M1 scrl LAN rous.
18. An Account of fix Years Refidence in

Hudſon's Bay. By Joſeph Robſon, pr. 3s.
6d. Kinnerſley.
19. Antiquities of the County of Louth.
By Thomas Wright, pr. 11, 1s. Payne.
zo. Sophron: A Courſe of Meditations.
By Mr. Lee, 3 Vols. Withers.
21. Mr. Hanway's Letters to Mr. Gray,
pr. 2s. 6d. Dodſley. (See p. 90.)
2 *. Regular Form of Diſcipline for the
Militia. By Edward Fage. Millan.

23. Remarks on the Condué of John

Hamburgh 36 a.

Crookſhanks, Eſq. Brett.

Paris Day's Date 31 5-16.
Ditto, a Uſance 31 1-16.
Bourdeaux, ditto 11.

fia, pr. 6d. Reaſon.

24. Succinét Account of the King of Pruſ
25. Mr. Spence's Parallel between Maglia

Cadiz 4o # a #.
Madrid 40 #.

bechi and Hill, pr. 1s. 6d. Dodſley. (See p. 8o.)
26. The Engliſh Pericles, pr. 1s. Woodfall.
27. Obſervations on the Landing of Forces
deſigned for Invaſion, pr. 1s. Pridden.

;”

Bilboa 4o a 39 g4.
Leghorn
Naples, no Price,

28. A Letter to Tobias Smollett, M. D.

Genoa 49.
Venice 51 H.

By Dr. Grainger, pr.6d. Kinnerſley.
29. Obſervations on the Uſe of Bathing,
pr. 1s. 6d. Cooper.
30. A State of the Britiſh Sugar Colony
Trade. By J. Mafie, pr. 1s. Owen.

Liſbon 5s. 5d. i.
Porto 5s. 5d. a $.
Dublin 9 ; a 3.

31. The genuine legal Sentence on the
$44-444444/4+4+++++4++++++++
The

M ONTHLY

CATAL O GUE

32. Letter from Mr. Hughes about the

for February, 1759.

Conſpiracy, pr. 6d.

Div 1 N1T Y.
J.

Conſpirators in Portugal, pr. 6d. Owen
and Harriſon. (See p. 87.)

Cademica, Part I. By James Tun
ſtall, D. D. pr. 2s. Rivington.
a. Motives to return to God,
-

Buckland.

Wilkie.

-

33 confiderations on the Regiſtering Bill,
pr. 6d.

Cooper.

34. The Scourge of Pleaſure, pr. 1s.
Flemming.

35. De

F O R E I G N A
1 Io
35. Defence of the Catalogue of noble

the Two Sicilies ſhall be removed to the

authors, pr 6d.

crown of Spain *.

Woodgate and Brooks.

36. Miſcellanies. By w. Hawkins, M.A.
pr. 15s.

Dodſlev.

37. A new Univerſal Hiſtory of Arts and
Sciences, N* I. pr. 6d. Coote.

38. Two Orations in Praiſe of Athenians
ſlain in Battle, pr is.

Dodºey.

39. The honeſt Grief of a Tory. Angel.
40. Remarks upon the Condućt and Ma
nagement of the Theatre pr: 1s. Thruſh.
41. Health. An Eday. By Dr. Groſ
venor, pr. 18, Piers.
SER Mo Ns.

42. Preached at St. Dunſtan's in the Weſt.
By Mr. Forſter, pr 6d. Wailer.
43 Preached at Chriſt-Church, Spittal
Fields. By Mr. Elliott, pr. 6d. Dilly.
44. On the Death of Mr. Her vey. By
Mr. Remaine, pr 6d. Worrall.
45. Before the Commons, on Jan. 30.
By Dr. Roſs.

Bathu. ft.

46 Peached at M. garet-Street Chapel,
By Mr Cudworth, pr. 4d. Keith.
47. Occaſioned by the Death of Mr.
Mugeridge. By Sam. Fry, p. 6d. Gardner.
*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::33:4
FOREIGN AFF A 1 RS, 1759
H E Pruſſians having continued their
operations in Pomerania, and the
Swediſh army not being in a condition to
oproſe them, they laid tiege to Demmin and
Anclam at the ſame time, the garriſons of
both which places were by the 17th ult.
obliged to ſurrender themſelves priſoners of
war, to the number in both of 2696 men,
officers included

in the former of theſe

two places they found 24 pieces of cannon,
beſide a large quantity of all ſorts of am
munition and proviſions ; and in the latter
they found 36 pieces of cannon mortars,
or hºubitzers,

F F A I R S,

1759.

But Don Carlos, king

of the Two Sicilies, never acceded to this

treaty, and now in caſe of his being re
moved to the crown of Spain, he refuſes to
yield the crown of the Two Sicilies to his
brother Don Philip, whereas the en preſs
queen and king of Sardinia will infift upon
their right of reverſion's taking place, and
that the dutchies of Parma, Guaſtalla, and
Placentia, ought to be reſtored to them, as
ſoon as Don Carlos ſucceeds to the crown of

Spain. This has ſet both fides now engaged
in war a negotiating, and if the king of
Spain ſhould die, it will probably involve
Italy in the flames of war, unleſs the em
preſs queen ſhould be prevailed on, by the
court of France, to ſacrifice her rights in

Italy, to her reſentment againſt the king of
Pruſſia.

In the mean time both the king of

the Two Sicilies and the king of Sardinia,
are augmenting their armies, and preparing
for war, and the courts of Vienna and Ver

ſailies are both preparing to march ſome of
their troops towards Italy, upon the coaſts
of which a formidable Britiſh ſquadron may

perhaps ſoon make its º: But a
ſtop may be put to all theſe preparations,
by the recovery of the king of Spain ; if
there be any truth in the following article
from Madriº, Jan 2. “Some advices juſt
re-eived from Villa-Vicioſa, and dated yeſter

day, import that the king had reſted pretty
well the night before, and that his majeſty
having had a ſtrong evacuation that morn
ing, had of his own acco d called for ciean
linen, and ordered one of the windows of

his apartment to be opened, which ever
ſince hº illneſs have been kept quite cloſe.
This is looked upon as a happy omen, and
we begin to hope that his majeſty may poſ
fibly recover.”

By the laſt advices from Liſbon we are

"gether with a conſiderable

told, that the duke d'Aveiro confeſſed when

magazine ; yet fr m Stockholm they tell

put to the torture, and perfiſted in it till the
laſt, that he was drawn into the conſpiracy
againſt the king by the three jeſuits (one an
Ital an, the others Portugueſe) who had been
diſmiſſed from being confeſſors to the royal
family. Theſe three are co, fined in ſepa
rate priſons, and have no mercy to exped ;
but the government will puniſh none of the
members of this ſociety till they know the
whole number concerned in the plot, one of
whom is, it ſeems, the father reëtor of the
jeſuit, college of St. Patrick; for after a long
examination by the ſecretary of ſtate, he
has been committed to priſon.
Paris, Feb. 16. M de Bompart's ſqua
dron, which ſailed the 26th ult, conſiſts of
eight ſhips of the lire, and four frigates,

us, that theſe two gar iſon, were obliged to
furrender for want ºf proviſions.

In all other parts the armies have con
tinued quiet in their winter quarters, only
a few ſkirniſhes have hºppened between
the Pruſſians and Ruffians at the eaſt end of

Pomerania, and between the Auſtrians and

Pruſſians upon the borders of Saxony and
Franconix, but none of them of any great
importance. But what at preſent chiefly
engages the attention of Europe, is the
preſent ſtate of the health of the king of

Spain. That monarch has grieved ſo much
for the death of his queen, that he has
thrown himſelf into a dangerous illneſs ;
and if he ſhould die, a war would very pro
bably break out in Italy, becauſe by the
treaty of Aix ja-Chapelle, the dutchies

of Parma and Guaſtalla, then poſſeſſed
by the empreſs-queen of Hungary, and the
dutchy of Placentia, then poſſeſſed by the
king of Sardinia, were ceded to the Infant

Don Philip of Spain by way of eſtabliſhmert,
with the right of rever fion to the then pre
ſent poſſ flors, after his majeſty the king of

with a number of tranſports, having on

board a great quantity of warlike ſtores and
proviſions, and ſome troops.
Hague, Feb. 6. The firſt of this month
there came here a freſh deputation from the
merchants of Amſterdam, who, on receiv
inw advice that the cargoes of the Dutch

Weſt-India ſhips detained by the Engliſh,
which

TREATY between Great-Britain and Pruſſia.
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which took in their cargoes in the manner
called Overſchippen, would be declared law.
ful prizes, as being French property, and
that the admiralty had given them only till
the 26th inſtant to produce proofs to the
contrary, have petitioned the ſtates gene al
to uſe their interceffion, repreſenting to them
the impoſſibility of their furniſhing the
proofs required in a ſhort time, and that as
St. Euſtatia has but one road where the ſhips
have no other way to take in their cargo
but that of Overſchippen, that is, to take
the goods out of the French boats to put
them on board the Dutch veſſels, ſuch a ſen

tence of the admiralty would give the coup
de grace to the trade of that colony.
Marſeilles, Jan. 4. The detriment we

have ſuffered by the cruizing of the Engliſh
in the Mediterranean, is very apparent from

other ſuch like convention, but by corn.
mon advice and conſent, each expreſsly in
cluding therein the other.

5. The ratifications of the preſent con
vento, ſhall be exchanged within fix weeks,
or ſo, ner, it poſſible.”

Solution to Mr. John Bull's Queſtiºn, in car
ſoft Vol. p. 675. By Mr. william Miles,
of Briſtol.
ET × = the fide of the army in the firſt
_ poſition, then will xx + 96 = the
number of men, per queſtion. Again, let
x + 1 = the fide of the army in the ſecond
poſition, then will xx + 2 x + 1 — 109 =
the number of men, per queſtion; confe
quently xx + 96 = xx + 1x + 1 — 109,
whence x = row ; therefore the army con
fifled of 10,500 men.

the difference in the number of veſſels that

entered this harbour in 1757 and in 1758,
the former exceeding the latter by 917.
Tranſlation of the new Treaty between Great

Britain and Pruſſia, ſigned at London,
Dec. 7, 1758.
--

Oraſmuch as the burdenſome war in

which the king of Pruffia is engaged,

lays him under a neceſſfity of making freſh

Qaſion by the ſame,
NE day, being in a gentleman's ſpaci
ous garden, among a great rumber of
curioſities, I obſerved a fine ſummer-houſe,
whoſe height is 25 feet; oppoſite to which,
at the diſtance of 4to feet, ſtands an obe
liſk, whoſe height is 42 feet, and in a right
line between them is a fountain, equidiſtant
from the top of each. What is the diſtance

efforts to defend himſelf againſt the multi
tude of enemies who attack his dominions,
he is obliged to take new meaſures with the

from the fountain to the baſe of the ſummer
houſe and obeliſk *

king of Great Britain, for their reciprocal

M. Verelſt, Envºy Extraordinary frºm the

defence and ſafety: And as his Britannick
majeſty hath at the ſame time ſignified his

States General to the Court of Berlin, having
wrote to the King of Pruſſia to notify to bin
the Death of the Princeſ; Gouvernance, that
Miniſter haſ received from his Pruſſian Ma
jeſty the follºwing Anſwer, dated from Bieſlau
the 3 ºff ult.

earneſt defire to ſtrengthen the friendſhip
ſubfifting between the two courts, and, in
conſequence thereof, to conclude a formal

convention for granting his Pruſſian ma
jeſty ſpeedy and powerful affiſtance: Their
ſaid majeſties have nominated and autho.

S I R,
H E notification which you have been

riſed their miniſters to concert and ſettle the

--

following articles.

pleaſed to give me of the death of
Madame the late princeſs gouvernante, by

1. All former treaties between the two
courts, particularly that figged at Weſtmin

your letter of the 27th of this month, in

ſter, Jan. 16. 1-56, and the convention of

the name of the ſtates general, yºur maſ
ters, has renewed all the grief which ſeized

April 11, 1758, are cºnfirmed by the preſent
convention, in their whole tenor, as if they
were herein inſerted word for word.

2. The king of Great-Britain ſhall cauſe
to be paid at London, to ſuch perſon or per
ſons as ſhall be authoriſed by the king of

me on the firſt news that I received of that

unhappy and melancholy event. Scarce am
I, at this hour, recovered from the ſhock it
gave me. I have loſt a friend, who, by her
greatneſs of ſoul, her wiſdom, and her ſor

Pruſſia for that end, the ſum of four millions

titude, far above her ſex, merited all my re

of rixdollars, making 675, cool, ſterling, at

gards, and whom I ſhall ever have in re

one payment, immediately on the exchange

membrance.

of the ratifications, if the king of Pruſſia
ſhall ſo require.
3. His Pruſſian majeſty ſhall employ the
ſaid ſum in ſupporting and augmenting his

maſters have charged you to make me on

The aſſurances which your

this occaſion, contribute, indeed, to con

ſole me : I know their value; and you will
do me the favour to intimate to them, cn

my part, the concern I am under ºn account

forces, which ſhall act in ſuch manner as
ſhall be of the greateſt ſervice to the com
mon cauſe, and contribute moſt to the mu

of the loſs they have ſuſtained, and which
is certainly very great for us a!!
I ſhall al

tual defence and ſafety of their ſaid ma

ways make a due return for their good ſen

jeſties.

timents towards me.

4. The king of Great-Britain, both as
king and elector, and the king of Pruſſia,

be aſſured of my perfect eſteem ; whereupºn
I pray God to keep you, Monſ. de Vei clſt,
in his holy prote&ion.”
(Signed)

reciprocally bind themſelves not to conclude

with the powers that have taken part in the
preſent war, any treaty of peace, truce, or
4.

In the mean time,

F R E D E R I. CK.
Af

N OTH IN G and A L L., &c.
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A Tranſlation ºf a Paper banded about at Paris.
and A L. L.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
The dauphin does
Nothing.
The miniſters underſtand
Nothing.
The princes care for

-

N. O. T H I N G
HE pope decides
The king dares

The chancellor ſuſpeas
The archbiſhop hearkens to
The biſhops gain
The prefident fears
The parliament is dwindled to

Nothing.

Nothing.
Nothing.

The curates venture

The generals know
God made everything from
God ſend we are not reduced to

Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.
Nothing.

The Turk obſerves

All.
All.
All.
All.

The Czarina decides
The empreſs dares

The King of Pruſſia plunders
Spain hears
England at ſea takes

All.

Feb.

ceeded.—1758 Expedition againſt Fort du
Queſne, general Forbes. Succeeded.—1753
Expedition againſt the Fort and Iſland of
Goree, commodore Keppel. Succeeded.1758 Expedition againſt Ticonderoga, ge
neral Abercrombie. Miſcarried. – 1758
Expedition for deſtroying the ſhipping, &c.
in the harbour of St. Malo, duke of Marl

borough, commodore Howe. Succeeded.—
1758 Expedition for taking Cherbourg, and
deſtroying the baſon and ſhipping there,
general Bligh, commodore Howe. Suc
ceeded.—1758 Expedition againſt St. Malo,
general Bligh, commodore lord Howe.
1ooo French, 300 Engliſh killed.
Sent by the late Dr. B
y, to a yearg Lady,
on Valentine's-Day, in a Pair of Kid Glºves.
R IMFUL of anger, not of love,

B The champion ſends his foe one glove :
but I, that have a double ſhare
Of ſofter paſſion, ſend a pair;
Northink it, deareſt Delia, cruel,

The archbiſhops excommunicate
The Jeſuits meddle with
Pompadour ſells
If God has no pity on

All.
All.
All.
All.
All.
All.

The devil will take

All.

There come equipt with all your charms,
A ring, and licence, are my arms;
I will th' unequal conteſt try,
Reſolv'd to fight, tho' ſure to die.

Tholland ſuffers

-

Expeditions ſince the Beginning of the Spaniſh
War, 1739, to the .# of January, 1759. .

That I invite you to a duel,
Ready to meet you, face to face,
At any time, in any place;
Nor will I leave you in the lurch,

Tho' you ſhou'd dare to fix the church:

1739 Expedition to Ferrol, Sir John Norris.
Miſcarried.— 1740 Expedition to the South
Seas, admiral Anſon. Miſcarried. — 1740
Yxpedition to Porto Bello and Chagre, ad
miral Vernon, commodore Browne.

B 1 L L S of Mortality, from Jan. 23, to
February 20.

-

-

Chriſtened

ceeded.—1740 Expedition to St. Auguſtine,
general Oglethorpe. Miſcarried.—1741 Ex
pedition againſt Carthagena, with the loſs of

-

Buried

fleet, admiral Matthews, admiral Leſtock,

Miſcarried. –1746 Expedition deſigned a
gainſt Canada, with the American forces, and
a ſupply of regulars from England, intended
to join them at Albany, where the former
Miſcarried. –

1746 Expedition againſt Port l'Orient, gen.
Sinclair, admiral Leſtock.

564

Males
Females

750

517

:

#3.

old

Between 2 and 5
5 and 10
1o and ao
zo and 30
30 and 40
40 and 50
5o and 6o

Verron. Miſcarried. –1743-4. Attack off
Toulon, of the combined Spaniſh and French

laid afide.

Males

Died under 2 Years

20,000 men, grineral Wentworth, admiral

rendezvouſed,

} Females

108 r

Suc.

Miſcarried. –

15o;

511

- 131
– 43
– 5ſ
– 116
– 134
-

16o

—

139

6o and 7o

-

99

7o and 8o

–

76

80 and 99 —
90 and 1co —

38
-

1747 Expedition to the Eaſt-Indies, admiral

Boſcawen.

Miſcarried.—1755 Expedition

againſt Fort du Queſne, general Braddock,
Miſcarried.— 1756 Expedition for the relief
Miſcarried. — 1756
of Oſwego,
Expedition for raiſing the fiege of Port Ma
hon, admiral Byng. Miſcarried.— 1757 Ex
pedition againſt Louiſbourg, earl of Loudon,
admiral Hotbourn. Miſcarried –1757 Ex
pedition againſt Rochfort, general Mor

1503

Within the Walls

-

Without the Walls

-

154
3.35

Buried

In Mid. and Surry — - 689
City and Sub. Weſtminſter 345
I 5c+

Weekly, Jan. 32

-

6

-

#3

daunt, admiral Hawke, admiral Knowles.

13

-

35

Miſcarried.—17 :8 Expedition for taking
Louiſbourg, and the iſlands of Cape Breton
and St. John, general Amherſt, admiral

2o

Ftb.

*

4:4

38o
—

1523

Boſcawen. Succeeded. — 1758 Expedition
to Senegal, commodore Marth, major Ma
ſon. Succeeded.— 1758 Expedition againſt
Fort Frontenac, colonel Bradſtrett. Suc

Decreaſed in the Burials this Month 15c.
Wheaten Peck Leaf, Wright 17:b, 6 Oz.

1 Dr. 1s. 8d. i.
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Succeſs of the late Seamen’s A&

P. 15
1 16

Account of the Death of M. Keith 1 17
Plain Reaſons for removing Mr. P-tt
from his Majeſty's Council 1 18, 119

Beneficial Liſt of Taxes on Folly and
Extravagance

i 2o

C II,

1759.

-

The Town, &c. of Raſſe-Terre, Capital
of Guadalo ſpe, deſcribed
14.4Account of the Deſcent on Martinico 14;
Conqueſt of the Iſland of Guadaloupe 146 .
A former Criticiſm, not a new one 147
Sir John Bunard's Thoughts on the Scar
city of our Silver Coin
*47, 14.8

The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parlia
ment, which began Dec. 1, 1757 12 1

Calculation of the Tranſit of Venus over

M. Rouſſeau, of the Baſeneſs and Servi

Three curious Queſtions
ibid.
Mr. Penny's deciſive Anſwer to the fa
mous Law Queſtion
1 so
y
City Wits an Criticks ſatirized
1 :1

lity of the Profeſſion of a Player 128–130
Account of the antient Papyrus
13 o
Honeſt Grief of a Tory
1 31
Account of the Britiſh Colonies in the
Iſlands of America
1 32—t 36
Account of the famous Sir Henry Mor

gan the famous Welch nan, 133, 134
Account of a dreadful Eal hºuake 13 s
And of a fatal Sickneſs

136

Reflections on the Riſe and Fall of the

antient Republicks

37

Cauſes of the fatal A'teration in the N1 in.
ners of the Athenians
1 38, 139

Death of Guſtavus Adolph is
I 40
Suicide, to avoid Torture, ſuppoſed to be

the Sun, in the Year 1761

14-9

Solutions to Mathematical Queſtions 15:
Methods to float on Water
Accident to Mºſs K– F--—
Curious Obſervations on Grafes

Hunt in Relation to Sea Chaplains

1 :1

i.
1 54

1 &5

ibid.—t 65
The Mo NT 111, Y CH Ro No Lo G E R , 169

Pot. Tic A L E S S A Ys

Sºſions of Admiralty
Bave Asti, n of Captain Hood
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
Eccl. fiaſtical Preterments

.

Promotions Civil and Military
Bank upts ; Courſe of Exchange

161
16 o

164:

165
ibid.

allowable, with Hints thereon
15; d.
ibi .
166
D.ſcription of the lſland of Goree - 4 I - Catalogue of Books
167
The ſurprizing Strength of the oſtrich 14. For CIGN AFFAIR's
Account of a ſtrange Poz of Prey ibid. Prices of Stocks and Grain; Wind and
-

Deſcription and Natural Hiſtory of the
Iſland of Guadaloupe

147–145

Weather

Monthly Bills of Mortality

I 14.
168

With a beautiful and accurate M A P of the CARIBBEF Is LAN ps, diſtinguiſhed

according to the ſeveral Pow ER s to which they belong ; and a correct M A P
of the Island of G U A D A L O U PE, finely engraved by Kirches.
L ON DON: Printed for R. Baldwin, jun. at the Roſe in Pater. Noſter-Row :
Of whom may be had, compleat Sets from the Year 1733 to this Time, neatly Bound or
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Lo N Do N M A G A Z IN E.
For

M A R C H,

I 759.

a the AUTHOR, &c.

condemned, yet none of them have hi
therto been delivered up to the uſe and
§ HERE never was, I will benefit of their captors; and why? There
º
Xº venture to ſay, any mat are it ſeems amongſt us, ſome Engliſh
ter or ſubjećt more fully Dutch advocates, inſurers perhaps, who
3 tº eated on, or with ſtrong ſtrive all in their power to prevent the
!-º
er and more clear reaſons. A confiſcation of ſuch veſſels, and to get
jºi Étº our
vindicated,
than that
of their condemnation revoked : For have not
taking Dutch
veſſels
theſe Engliſh-Dutchmen appealed on the
carrying French property "; it hath been behalf of all ſuch condemned veſſels
proved to the thorough convićtion of every And with what view or to what end or pur
thinking mortal, that if the Dutch ever poſe 2 Is it to protraćt time that the car
had, by any treaties with this kingdom, goes of ſuch veſſels may decay and ſpoil,
ſuch a ſtrange liberty of aſfifting our ene B or is it to put the captors to expence, and
mies, they have forfeited it by their firſt keep them as long as poſſible from reaping
breaking thoſe treaties : But it hath, in the benefit of their juſt prizes : Or, is it
deed, been proved, beyond all
that
to be ſuppoſed, that our court of Admi
the Dutch never had, nor poſſibly can ralty have wrongfully condemned ſuch
have, the liberty of ſo aſſiſting our ene cargoes Or can any man ſuppoſe, that
mies, and be, at the ſame time, a neutral though they are rightly condemned, the
power, much leſs continue to be in ſtriët C lords of appeal may, nevertheleſs, releaſe
friendſhip and good alliance with this them 2 No, it is not to be ſuppoſed ; nor
S I R,

º
-

ſ

;

nation.

will their confiſcation be, I dare ſay, any

Can any power aſſiſt our enemies to
deſtroy us, and yet be neutral Doºh it

longer delayed.
The delay, that hath already been in

Would

confiſcating ſuch veſſels, hath, in my

not our allowing them to give our ene

not contradićt common ſenſe

humble opinion, been very dºtrimental to

mies ſuch aſſiſtance be repugnant to the D this nation; it hath not only diſcouraged
law of natue, ſelf-defence 2 And doth

our privateers, and almoſt put an end to

not the law of nations abſolutely forbid

our privateering, but given encourage
ment to the Dutch, and made them pro

ſuch aſſiſtance, and declare, that an ene

my's property may be ſeized in any veſſel ceed further in aſſiſting our enemies, than
on the ſeas, and taken as good and lawful they would otherwiſe have done. Had
prize? And have not the Dutch themſelves we proceeded with reſolution and diſpatch
manifeſtly acknowledged that their veſſels, E in confiſcating ſuch veſſels, the Dutch
carrying French property, are, when would not, I am perſuaded, have gone
taken, lawful prizes, by the many contri ſuch lengths, and behaved ſo much like
vances, falſe papers, and pretences, they avowed enemies, as to grant paſſports
have made uſe of to cover ſuch property and other Dutch papers to French veſſels,
from being known, and found out to be to cover them and make them paſs, for
French *

Dutch property.

Many of theſe Dutch French veſſels, F Such behaviour of the Dutch calls aloud
have been taken by our men of war, and for immediate reſolution, and national re
privateers, and ſome of them have, on ſentment; for by ſuch proceedings, they
the cleareſt evidence, been condemned, as
do this nation infinitely more damage,
good and lawful prizes by our court of than if they were at open war againſt it :
Admiralty : But tho' ſuch veſſels have, on A falſe treacherous friend is ever much
the faireſt and moſt impartial trials, been worſe than an open declared enemy. B
P 2.
ſuc
March, 1759.

March

116 . . . . Success ºf the late SE AMEN’s Act.
ſuch proceedings, the commerce of France

• *. To the A U T H O R, &c.

will be ſecure, whilſt ours will be har

S I R,

raſſed more than ever by their privateers :
Indeed, I cannot look upon ſuch a ſtep in

T is with pleaſure I tranſmit to you an
the Dutch, but as a manifeſt declaration
account of the ſucceſs of an ačt paſſed
of war againſt Great-Britain, ror think, in the laſt ſeſſion of parliament for the
but we ſhould take and treat it as ſuch. A encouragement of the Britiſh ſailor, and
As a man of known courage and nice the more ſpeedy payment of his wages.
honour will very ſeldom meet with any (See our latt Vol. p. 355.) The common
inſult, ſo a nation, that will not ſuffer it objećtion which was made to this law,
felf to be injured by another, but will while it was under deliberation, by thoſe
imm, diately reſent it, and with filmnes who for other reaſons wiſhed ill to the
procure itſelf fat-faction, will very rarely ſucceſs of it, was the impoſſibility of pro
B perly executing ſeveral of the proviſions
have ary injury offered it.
No ſtate, when it hath well conſidered, of "... Experience, however, hath already
2nd is thoroughly well convinced of the refuted this objećtion ; every part of the

juſtice and rectitude of doing any matter

plan hath as yet been executed with all

or thing, and hath begun to act (as in
our preſent affairs and diſputes with the

the facility imaginable ; the wiſe and hu
mane intentions of it have happily been
felt by numbers. It has appeared that

"Dutch) ſhould ever pauſe afterwards in its
proceedings, but pulſue them with vigour C
and ſteadneſs, till it hath obtained the
end deſired: To delay proceeding in, and

to heſitate about a matter, afer a ſtate
hath begun to ačt in it, is to betray a
doubtfulneſs of the eótitude of ſuch ac

tion, or of its power to accompliſh it;
aid to relinquiſh it, is to acknowledge
ſuch action was wrong, or that ſuch ſtate
could not, or duſt not do it. The e is
nothing that procures a ſtate more reſpect
and reputation, than its reſolutely and

vigorouſly purſuing any action, which it
hath, for good reaſons, begun, till it
hath accompl.ſhed it ; nor is there any
thing dots inore diſhonour to, or hurts

the diſſ lute manner in which ſeamen uſu

ally diſlipate their money upon the re
cript of their wages, and which has been
falſely imputed to their natural diſpoſiti
on, was owing principally to the want
of a prope, method of remiting it to their
wives and families : Aſſiſted by the pro
D viſions of this law, they have now re
mitted large ſums to relations of different
denominations, it ſiding in every part of
theſe kingdoms ; and that which was be
fore diſhpated in debauchery, has been
converted to better purpoſes ; the ſupport
of a forſaken family, or the comfort of
E an aged parent.

The Rocheſter was paid at Plymouth,

the character of a ſtate more, than its de

and out of 396 men who were paid, 55

fifling thro' impotence or ſeaſ, from a de

remitted.
The whole which was remitted out of

fign it hath once begun. .
Since then, the Dutch veſſels, which

this ſhip only amounts to more than 1 oool.

have been taken, carrying French Pro

and if we conſider to whom this was ſent

perty, are beyond all manner of doubt, F it appears to have been (except in four
good and legal prizes ; and fince they
have, on a fair and impartial trial and on
the cleareſt evidence, been condemned by
our court of Admiralty, it is beneath the
dignity of Great-Britain to delay any long
er the confiſcation of them for any re
monſtances, eſpecially of thoſe, who are G
the very perſons who have hitherto ačted,
and do ſtill continue to ast, as avowed

eacmics to her : But to releaſe them,
when juſtly condemned, wºu'd be diſco
vering a ſtrange puſillanimity, and vaſt
in policy; would be injuring her own

people to ſtrengthen her enemies; and be
aćting contrary to that, equity, juſtice
ard protection, due and owing to her
own ſubjects.
-

-

I am, S I R,
Your humble ſervant,

BRIT as sicus.

inſtances) to wives, fathers, mothers,
and brothers : 55 of which have thus re
ceived relief, while the ſailors are by this
means enabled to beſtow what they have
earned, in the manner moſt agreeable to
their inclinations, an advantage they ne
ver enjoyed before. Some have remitted
upwards of 4 ol. a ſum fufficient to enrich
a little family : And if we conſider the
places to which it has been ſent, the be
nefit appears to have been diffuſed univer
ſaly; every part both of Scotland and
England have partaken of it. I have
heard from undoubted authority that one
little ſeaport of Scotland hath had remit
ted into it, for this purpoſe upwards of
$ool. and the effe& hath already been
ſuch, that numbers have, by this means,
been induced to deſtine their children to a

ſea-faring life, as they ſee that their la
-

bours

1759. True Account of the Death of Field Marſhal Keith.
117
labours in that way may now be turned families. That it may be underſtood
to ſo good an account; not only to the how far this ſcheme hath already operated,
ſupport, but even to the enriching of their I will here give
A general Abſtrad of the whole of the Remittance, made at the Out Ports, from Decem
ber 13, 1758, to March 1 o, 1759.
Number! Number of) Amount of the
Sums | Whereof to
At what port
of men remittances men's wages who remitted. England. Scotland the payments
Paid.
made.
remitted.
were made.
-

' 5705

690

15566

8o3O

4984

539
95

99.93
2+94.

57.14

-

—h-

8 os

114-97

1324.

23o 53

5318
4076

1631

551

27.62

| Portſmouth.

1658
1979

Plymouth.
i Saeetneſs.

-

I 5425

99.45

54.79

It appears them, from this account, that his perſonal merit and capacity, a military
within the ſpace of about three months charaćter inferior to none of the preſent
1324 ſailors have remitted 15.425l. which age; and no incident of his life was more
is more than the half of their wages, in honourable than that of loſing it 5 inaſ
the manner and to the purpoſes"deſigned much as the condućt and valºur he diſ
by this excellent law; and from this ſhort played in his laſt moments, contributed.
ſpecimen we are enabled to gueſs how A in a great meaſure, to the ſafety of the
much greater the effe &ts of it will be, Pruſſian army. Beſides, we think it a du
when the advantages of it have been a ty we owe to his memory and charaćter, to
little farther experienced and underſtood, acquaint the publick with the particulars
and when ſome unhappy prejudices con of his death, ſo contrary to the injurious
tracted againſt this humane plan, have, by report, that he was ſurprized and ſlain in
theſe means, been fully removed.
his own tent, before he could put on his
After having given this ſtate of the B cloaths.
ſucceſs of this act, it is unneceſſary to ſay
Field marſhal Keith diſapproved of
any thing in praiſe of the legiſlature the fituation of the Pruſſian camp by the
which paſſed it, or of the right honoura village of Hochkirchen, and remonſtrated
ble perſon by whoſe labours it was formed, to the king on that ſubject; in conſequence
and principally promoted. The merits of of this remonſtrance, general Ratzow was
this regulation can now no longer be ſent with a detachment to take poſſeſſion
doubted; the beneficial conſequences, C of the heights which commanded this
which have already reſulted from it, are village, but, by ſome fatality, miſcarried,
ſufficient to refute every objection which incurred his majeſty's diſpleaſure, and di
hath ever been made to it. The humanity ed in diſgrace at Schweidnitz.
Marſhal Keith was not in any tent,
and wiſdom of the deſign do no leſs ho
nour to the healt which firſt conceived, but lodged with prince Francis of Brunſ
than to the head which planned it : And wick, in a neighbouring chateau, be
when we conſider that a maritime regula D longing to a Saxon major. On the firſt alarm
tion of this nature had many years before in the night, he mounted his horſe, aſ
been recommended from the throne, and ſembled a body of troops, with the utmoſt
tried without ſucceſs, we cannot help ad expedition, and marched direétly to the
miring the abilities which were able at place which was attacked. The Auſtri
once to ſee and remedy all its defests, and ans had poſſed themſelves of the riſing
to bring it, at one conception, to that ſtate ground which Ratzow had been ſent to
of perfection which has often been wiſhed E. occupy ; they had planted a numerous
but never before effected. In a word, I train of artillery along the hill, and made
take the liberty to cong; tulate you on themſelves maſters of Hochkirchen, after
the additional ſupport, which hath here having cut in pieces the free company of
by been given to the navy of England, Angenelle, which was poſted in that vil
which is ſo juſtly eſteemed the bulwark of lage. It was here that count Daun made
it.
I am, S I R, &c.
his principal attack with the flower of his
(See our laſt Vol. p 227-219, 557, 553.) F army, hoping to penetrate thro' the flank
-

of the Pruſſians; and if he had ſucceeded,

E.
circumſtance relating to the
life and death of a great man, muſt

the king's whole army muſt have been tu

be acceptable and intereſting to the pub
lick, eſpecially to the people of that

tance of the ſtake, and therefore dire&ted
his whole efforts to this place, while his

country which gave him birth. The
late
marſhal Keith had acquired, by

majeſty was employed in ſuſtaining an at

§

ined.

Marſhal Keith knew the impor

tack from another quarter, and in forming
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the troops as they could be aſſembled. Ge

be removed to Berlin, that it might be

neral Keith, who was on horſeback by

interred with thoſe honours that were due

four o'clock in the morning, attacked the

to his rank and extraordinary merit. Me
rit ſo univerſally acknowledged, that even

village of Hochkirchen, and drove the
enemy from that poſt ; but, being over
powered by numbers, was obliged to re.

the Saxons lament him as their beſt friend

and pation, who protećted them from vio
He rallied his men, re-A lence and outrage, even while he acted as
turned to the change, and regained the an inſtrument in their ſubječtion.
village. Being again repulſed by the freſh
His horſe, which was a preſent from
reinforcements of the enemy, continually old marſhal Schwerin, received two muſ
pouling down from the riſing grounds, he ket balls in the body, but recovered. Mr.
made another effort, entered Hochkirchen Tibuy's horſe was ſhot in five different
the third time, and ſet it on fire, becauſe places. Old general Angenelli's horſe
tire in his turn.

he found it untenable.

Thus he kept B was killed, and fell upon him, and this

the Auſtrians at bay, and maintained a
furious conflićt againſt a vaſt ſuperiority

officer muſt have been ſmothered, had not

he been diſengaged by Mr. Tibuy.
our laſt Vol. p. 493, 587.)

in number, until the Pruſſian army was

(See

formed and began to file off in its retreat.

During this engagement, he rallied the
troops,
charged
their head,
fed
his life
in theathotteſt
of theand
fire,expo.
like C
a captain of grenadiers. He found it ne
ceſſary to exert himſelf in this manner, in
order to remove the bad effe8ts of the

confuſion which prevailrd, and to inſpirit
the troops by his voice, preſence, and ex

ample. The diſpute was ſo deſperate,

that

Extrađ from Plain Reaſons for removing
a certain great Man from his M
y’s
Preſence and Councils for ever.

Ad

dreſſed to the People of England.
O. M. Haberdaſher.
I.
Y firſt reaſon for

By

removing W–

P—, Eſq; from his m—ſty's
preſence and councils for ever, is becauſe
he is the miniſter of the prople.

not one general or field officer eſcaped un, D. As he was raiſed by the people, it is to
wounded; and many loſt their lives. The
field marſhal was dangerouſly wounded by

eight o'clock in the morning; but refuſed
to quit the field : On the contrary, he con

tinued to fignalize himſelf in the midſt of
the battle, till about half an hour after
nine, when, having entirely fruſtrated
the deſign of the Auſtrian general, he
received a ſhot in his ſtomach, and fell
dead in the arms of Mr. Tibuy a gallant
Engliſh gentleman, who had made the
campaign as a volunteer, and was himſelf
ſhot thro’ the ſhoulder.

The marſhal happened to be ſo near
the enemy, that his body ſoon fell into
their hands and was ſtripped. In this ſitu
ation it was recognized by count Laſci,
ſon of the general of that name, with

be feared that he will ſtudy to preſerve
their favour, and in all his meaſures pay
regard to the genius and intereſt of the
people of England, which, God knows,
has been often found very inconſiſtent

with maxims of ſtate and the principles
of modern policy.
2. He was a chief promoter of the militia.

Nobody, almoſt, had ever dared before,

ſeriouſly to think of a ſubject ſo diſagree
able to great men in power, and to the
worthy gentlemen of the army.
3. He harrºff's the army beyond all ex

F ample.

whom marſhal Keith had ſerved in Ruſ

If I have any notion of the military art,
the great objećt ºf it is the preſervation of
the army; and from the minutes of ſeveral
courts martial, which I have lately peru
ſed, I have learned, that the ſafety of his

ſia. The young count had been pupil of

majeſty's troops was formerly not only

marſhal Keith, and revered him as his

the mi–r's, but the g—n—r—l's chief

military father, tho' he now enjoyed a

care in the condućt of the war.

command in the Auſtrian ſervice.

this great man be ſuffered to proceed, at
the rate he has begun, for one year long
er, I am really of opinion that no man

He

knew the body by the large ſcar of a dan
gerous wound which general Keith had
received in his thigh at the fiege of Ock
zakow.

He could not refrain from burſt

ing into tears when he ſaw his old friend
and honoured maſter, extended at his
feet, a lifeleſs, naked coarſe. He forth

with cauſed the body to be covered and in
humed upon the ſpot. He was afterwards
dug up by the curate of Hochkirchen
laid in a coffin and decently buried : Fi
mally, his Pruſſian majeſty ordered it to

But if

above the rank of a colonel will remain

in the army : And what will become of
an army without generals Many of the
moſt antient and reſpe&table officers have
already declined the ſervice.

4. He ſets himſelf in ºppoſition to the ºſa.
b%d marriers of the age.
The preſent m-: keeps but a very mode.
late table, has but a very few ſervants, and
indeed

for removing Mr. P-TT.
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indeed ſees but very little company 5 and able to ſettle the ways and means, and,
is ſo odd as to divert his leiſure hours, if with the help of his Greek and Latin, go
he has any (for that is uncertain) in read through all the perplexing mazes of the
ing of books, or with a choſen friend or funds and finances, is quite inexplicable
-

|
|

two and his own wife and children.

to me.

But to tell the truth, what alarms me
Whence I conječture that he has a ſlow
underſtanding, and is obliged to ſee little A moſt is, that this m—r, and ſome more of
company that he may have the more time the ſame ſtamp, are openly protećted by the
toplod on the affairs of ſtate. For that the ap— ſuc—. And indeed what may not
bufineſs of this great nation can be car ſuch deſperate men as thoſe attempt If
ried on with very little expence of time, they have warmed the young —'s heart
or of thought, to men of ability, is ma with a romantick love of the conſtitution,
miſeſt from the example of many of his and filled his head with whimſical ideas

predeceſſors. And that he is a man of B of patriotiſin and virtue, it will be utterly
very limited parts, appears farther from impoſſible for the able ſtateſmen of the old
the choice he has made of a great many

mould ever to come into power again.

bl–kh—ds to ſerve under him at ſeveral

7. He has meanly cºmplied with the max
ims, and followed the meaſures of the To

of the boards.

For it is very remarkable

that his chief favourites are thoſe, who,

like himſelf, are ſeen very little in publick

rues.

Ever ſince the revolution it has been

places, and are all day long to be found C the conſtant topick of the Tories, and of
puzzling their heads in their reſpective all the patriots, real and pretended, that
offices.

the ocean is the Britiſh element, that our

5. In his fortune, we have ſeen an exam
ple, of the height to which a man may riſe,
by eloquence and magnanimity.
A good many years ago, I heard it

natural ſtrength lies there.

But this in

fatuated man is the firſt who has ever

fairly made the experiment; and he has
carried on the naval war with ſo much

affirmed by a member of the Royal Society, D heat and violence, as to ſet an example,
that the very end of eloquence, is by an and eſtabliſh a precedent, that I am much
artful addreſs to the imagination and afraid will never be forgotten. And
henceforth it will be impoſſible for the
paſſions, to miſlead the underſtanding.
When you have a bad cauſe before any beſt diſpoſed m—r to ſend over an army
of the courts of law, do you not employ of fifty thouſand only to the aſſiſtance of
that counſellor who is the beſt pleader and our dear and faithful allies, while the
has moſt eloquence 2 And for what rea E French have a ſingle ſhip on the ſea, or a
ſon why ſurely, that by his falſe and fiſhing town on the coaſt.
deceitful gloſſes you may perſuade the
8. And laſtly, he is an homeſ man.
To be a ſucceſsful miniſter, a man
judge out of his ſenſes, and ſway him to
muſt
have a multitude of friends to aſſiſt
favour your fide of the queſtion. And
for what other reaſon can it be, but on him, otherwiſe the wheels of government
account of its immorality, that ſome of our cannot be kept in motion. And the only
moſt pious and learned b–ſh—ps, and a F ſure way of making friends, is to give
great part of the clergy, have totally laid to every man every thing he aſks. But
afide the uſe of eloquence as unbecoming honeſty makes a man difficult and nice
the chair of truth and gravity.
in his choice, and leads him to confider
The application of what I have ſaid, the fitneſs of perſons for offices, which ºf
ſhall be very ſhort. It is generally thought made a rule, would probably cut off nine
that this ſame Mr. P-tt, whoſe power ty-nine of a hundred. Honeſty would

gives me ſuch concern, not only excels G make a m—r endeavour to diſcharge part
of the national debt as ſoon as poſſible,
left we ſhould come into the ſtrange mo
mind, but comes the neareſt of any mo dern fituation of being a rich people and
dern to Cicero and Demoſthenes, thoſe a poor ſtate. But then what would be
greateſt maſters of the art of ſpeaking come of all the worthy money-brokers
which the antient world has to boaſt of.
and ſtock-jobbers, together with the whole
6. He is a great encourager of learning. H children of Iſrael, who have ſerved the
I have known many ſcholars, and have publick for nothing, ſo faithfully and ſo
never yet met with one who could ſo much long Honeſty might excite the m—r to
as comprehend the courſe of exchange, ſcore out all fine cures and penſions from
and much leſs underſland all the dark
the civil liſt, and to invent methods of
myſteries of the art of ſtock-jobbing. raiſing the taxes at a cheaper rate. But

all of own age and nation in that be

witching eloquence which overpowers the

And how a ſcholar of a m—r ſhall be
7

where would we find ſuch another

º

of
run.

Ben Eficial Taxes propºſed.

1 20

March

firm and attive friends to the court, thro'

Now for occaſional ſupplies.

every rebellion, ſuch brave champions for
the adminiſtration thro’ every change of
min—y Honeſty, it is poſſible, might

1.

s. d.

For every bottle of French wine o
For every bottle of other freign

5 a.

2

o -

move the m

r to make the ſtatute

wine

book of the land be copied over in a more For every yard of foreign gold
l
hand 'Perhaps he might abridge A lace worn
what is clear, unravel what is perplexed, For every yard of foreign filver
ditto
and omit what is u’eleſs altogether. But

º

then what would become of the venerable

o 1o 6
º

e

5 9.

o

5 °

•

2 6

For every yard of other gold

body of the law, from the filver-tongu'd

lace

counſellor, who rolls in a chariot of ſtate,

For every yard of other filver

down to the borough attorney, who, by
ind feaſable right, fleeces the lieges a
round him, to make himſelf a garment
(I had almoſt ſaid to build himſelf a pa

B For every yard of Bruſſels or

lace

Jace) of their wool 2 And to mention no

other foreign lace, for ruffles,
handkerchiefs, &c.
Opera tickets each

o
5 o 1o 6
o
6 o
e
3 o

more, honeſty might tempt a m—r to Box ditto for the playhouſes
turn his eyes upon, and ſtretch his re Pit ditto
forming hands, even ſo far as our ſacred Gallery ditto
O
2 Q
ſeminaries of learning. But then it is C And let the prices of tickets for the
probable they would become academies publick gardens concerts, diverſions, &c.
for the liberal education of gentlemen, •be the ſame to the government that they
and no longer remain cloiſters for diſci bear to the proprietors.
plining monks and frials, which was the
Many other articles might be mentioned,
original deſign of their inſtitution.”
but as theſe, without taxing any of the
neceſſaries of life, would raiſe an in
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON D menſe and incredible ſum,
and promote in. *
M A G A Z IN E.
duſtry, temperance, and oeconomy, I ſhall
S I R,
not inſiſt on them. But as this is a far
H E extraordinary expences of the ticular time, I thought it not amiſs to re
war, occaſioning a conſtant ſcarcity freſh the memories of your leaders, with
• publick money, I would humbly pro. part of what I think I had before ſuggeſted
poſe that the pleaſures, extravagancies, to them (ſee p. 94.) and humbly ſubmit
and ſuperfluities of life, ſhould bear the E ting the conſidération tereof to the pub
principal burthen : And not that the very lick, and thoſe eſpecially in high ſtations,
mecſaries of life ſhould be made ſtill left
I am, their, and S I R,
attainable. In this method of raiſing
Your humble Servant,
ſupplies, neither the landed nor commer March 17, 1759.
M. N.
cial intereſt in general, could have any a Method to diffrºy
Fati,
withºut
the
great
juſt cauſe of complaint, becauſe there be.
Rºſk in ſuffering Arſ, nick, and ºther Petſarº,
ing no kind of neceſſity of running into F to be luid abºut the Hºuſe.
the extravagancies and ſollies, which
A K E ſponge (the faſter it is the better)
ſhould bear a great ſhare of the publick ex
cut it into picts, t e ſize of a grey pra,
pence; the taxes will be paid voluntarily fry it in dripping gently, be careful it is not
and not neceſſaily, and the extravagantries

criſp , lay it in places of their uſual reſort,
but out of the reach of your doneſii, k ani

and follies themſelves, will hereby be made
ſubſervient to the publick good.

mals.
G

Let the following Articles then yearly be
taxed aſ underwritten.

or ſpaniel

For every running horſe
For every game cock or fighting
eock

For every French or other fo
reign ſervant out of livery
For ditto in liverv

For everv other ſervrnt in livery
So much for yearly taxes.
3

s. d.

Kitchen. Of thoſe that belong to Great

Britain, an account has been already
given, in the courſe of The Hiſtory of cur
o to o
Plantations in the Iſlands of America, com:5 o o H momſ, called the Weſt-Indies ; of Martinico
in our laſt Vol. p. 608. with a coirect
I
I o
Map thereof; of Guadaloupe at p. 144.
which we believe will be ſatisaćtory to
io
o o
our readers. The explanation accom
6 o o
anying, and diſtinétneſs of, this Map,
4 o o |. nothing further to be ſaid thereon.

io

For every greyhound, pointer,

nexed acculate MAP of the Ca

ribbee Iſlands, elegantly engraved by
1.

A pack of hounds

E have given our readers the an

o o
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which brgan Dec. 1, 1757, with an Ae
Count of all the material Queſtions therein determined, and of the political Diſputes
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 69.
-

SHALL now proceed to an account
of the moſt important bills brought

Scotland, Sir Walter Blackett, and Mr.
Bowes, ſhould prepare and bling in the

in laſt ſeſſion, which had not the

ſame ; to whom Mr. Jarrit Smith was

good fortune to be paſſed into laws, the

firſt of which was, the bill for the ſpeedy

next day added. March 21, the bill was
preſented to the houſe by Mr. Hume, read

and effectual recruiting of his majeſty's

a firſt time, and ordered to be read a ſe

land forces and marines, which, on De-A cond time, which it was, April 7, and
cember 15, was ordered to be prepared and

committed to a committee of the whole

brought in by the lord Barrington, Mr.

houſe. On the 18th, the houſe reſolved
itſelf into the ſaid committee, and Mr.

Thomas Gore, and Mr. Charles Town
ſhend ; and was the next day preſented to
the houſe by the lord Barrington, read a
firſt time, and ordered to be read a ſecond

Thomas Gore reported from the commit
tee, that they had gone thro’ the bill,
and made ſeveral amendments thereunto,

time ; which it was the day following, B which they had directed him to report,
and committed to a committee of the whole

houſe.

On the zoth, the houſe reſolved

itſelf into the ſaid committee, as it did
again on the 22d, when Mr. Thomas
Gore reported from the committee, that
they had gone thro' the bill, and made

when the houſe would pleaſe to receive
the ſame ; whereupon the report was or
dered to be received on the 21ſt, and be

ing then made, it was ordered to be taken
into conſideration next morning ; which
order was put off to May 3, and the re

ſeveral amendments thereunto, which they C port being then taken into conſideration,
had direéted him to report, when the the bill was ordered to be recommitted to
houſe would pleaſe to receive the ſame;
whereupon an order was made for receiv

ing the report on January 16 ; which or
der was renewed from day to day, until

a committee of the whole houſe.

Next

day the houſe, according to order, re

ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, by
which ſeveral other amendments were

Monday, June 12, when it was ordered, made to the bill, and the report being
that the ſaid report ſhould be received D taken into conſideration on the 8th, ſeve
upon that day month, before which day ral of the amendments were diſagreed to,
the teſt, with an amendment to one of
the parliament was prorogued.
This bill was, in effect, a tranſcript of them, agreed to, and ſeveral amendments
the aët with the ſame title paſſed in the being made by the houſe, the bill, with
preceding ſeſſion, and which was to con the amendments, was ordered to be in
tinue in force only until the end of the groſſed, and next day it was ordered to
then next ſeſſion *, ſo that this bill was E be read a third time on the 24th.
only deſigned as a continuance of that .6t
But on that day, there was preſented to
for another year; but as the ſaid at had the houſe, and read, a pedition of the
occaſioned ſome diſputes about gianting owners and maſters of ſº, ps within the
the w, it of Habeas Corpus to preſſed ment, port of Whitby in Yerkſhire, taking no
it was not thought propeſ, it ſeems, to tice of the bill, and alledging, that theie
continue that ačt for another year, unleſs were many clauſes in it which, as the pe—
the Habeas Corpus bill, which was brought F titioneis apprehended, would tend to the
in this laſt ſeſſion, and which I ſhall here diſcouragement of the breed of ſeatmen,
after give an account of, had been paſſed and to the great detriment of trade and
into a law.
navigation ; and repreſenting that the pe.
January 25, it was ordered mem. con. titioners would be ſubjećt to many hard
that leave ſhould be given to bring in a ihips, in caſe the ſaid bill ſhould paſs into
bill for the more effectually manning of a law ; and therefore praying, that they

his majeſty's navy, and for preventing G might be heard by their counſel againſt
deſertion from the ſame ; as alſo for the
relief and encouragement of ſeamen be

the ſaid clauſes.

longing to ſhips and veſſels in the mer

the table, until the bill ſhould be read a
third time, and it had, it ſcens, ſuch an

chants ſervice; and that Mr. Hume, Mr.
alderman Beckford, Mr. Cooke, Mr.

This petition was ordered to lie upon
effe&t, that when the order was cad for

Nugent, Mr. Ridley, the loid regiſter of reading the bill a third time on that day,
March, 1759.

1;
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it was ordered to be read a thra time on

reader may ſee that it muſt have confiſted

that day fix weeks, before which day the
parliament was prorogued:
This bill was ſo long that it would be
tedious cven to give an abſtract of it,
therefore I ſhall only in general obſerve,
that it was a bill for eſta! lithing a regiſter

of a great nºrmber of clauſes; but I muſt

A that did not throw ſuch a burden and in

or muſter Ioll of all the framen, fiſher

cunbrance upon our trade in time cf peace

men, lighter men, boatmen, keelmºn,
watermen, and perſons uſually getting
their livelihood upon rivers or water ;

niſh our navigation, and conſequently

which register was to be eſtabliſhed, Firſt,

in general obſerve, that I never yet ſaw

or heard of any ſcheme for encreaſing the

number ºf our ſeamen, or for preventing
the neceſſity of preſting in time of war,
as well as war, as would of courſe dimi

our number of ſeamer.

Every office

which our trade or navigation is ſubjected
to, muſt be a burthen and incumbrance

By cºlºging the maſter or commander of
every merchant ſhip bound to any place B upon bºth ; for let us make what laws
beyond Gibraltar, or weſt va d of Ile we will for p eventing it, almoſt every
land, or northward of Shetland, or caſt
ward of Copenhagen, to leave, at an office
to be appointed, a muter roll, ſigned by
him, cf the company or crew belonging to
his ſhip; and to continue the ſaid muſter
roll, by inſerting all the alterations that
ſhall happen in his ſhip's company, dur

ing the courſe of his voyage, and before
his return to his poſt of delivery in Great
Britain ; that upon his return, the ſaid
muſter loll, and the continuation there

officer will in time become a Jack in an
office, and will extort fºes, or pe. Guiſites
for diſpatch, fom thoſe who are o liged
to apply to his office; therefore every new
office to which our navigation is ſubjected,
C muſt be an addition of trouble and ex

pence to our ſhip maſters, and conſe
quently muſt raiſe the freight of our ſhips
in trade, which will of courſe diminiſh

their number, by oblig ng our merchants
to employ foreign ſhips in every branch of
trade where ſuch ſhips can be employ

of, might be examined by the muſter
maſter; and that ſuch a number, not ex Ded, and in all branches of trade where
ceeding one half of the men employed ſuch ſhips cannot be employed, the
in ſuch ſhip, and not exempted by the high freight our merchants are oblig
aët, might |. choſen by lot for his ma ed to pay to our own ſhipping, will be
jelly's ſervice, in caſe any ſeamen ſhould a load upon all the goods we ſend to a fo
at that time be wanted for that ſervice.

reign market, which will diminiſh our

Secondly, By obliging the maſter or trade, and conſequently our navigation.
commander of every ſhip above 40 tons, E For this reaſon, I ſhall always look up
trading coaſtwiſe, or not beyond the on every ſcheme, by which it is propoſed
place before mentioned, to keep and con to ſubject our trade or navigation to any
tinues a muſter roll of his ſhip's compon
new office, or any new expcnce or trou.
or crew, and to leave a duplicate º ble : I ſhy, I ſhall always look upon ſuch
ſubſcribed by him, once a year, at the a ſº heme as a filo de ſe ; and indeed, I
muſter office to be appointed, and at his believe, it is impoſſible to prevent that
next clearance to deliver to the oſtice, F diſticſ, which we have always been thrown
appointed by the Admiral:y, the like pro in o at the beginning of a war, by any
portional part of his ſhºp's company to be other neihod than that of keeping al
taken by lot, as before mentioned, for ways in the pay of our government, in
his majeſty’s ſervice, when any ſeam.cn tiºns of peace, a number of 39 or 40, coo
are wanted for that ſervice.

ſeamen : I do not mean that in time cf

And, Thirdly, By obligºng the juſ peace all theft men ſhould be kept in pay or
tices of the peace and commiſſioners of G employment as ſeamen ; but I never could
the land tax in each county, to make up, hear a good reaſon why all the flamen in
as ſoon as the reunto required by the Ad the government's ſervice may not be regi
miralty, a muſter Ioll of all the fiſher inented, and taught, and exerciſed in the
men, &c. dwelling, lodging, or reſiding land diſcipline while they remained on
within their reſpective counties; that ſuch ſhore : It would not make them a bit the
a number of them as maw then be want

leſs ſeamen, but would make them more

e!, may be taken by lot for his majeſty's H dext, ous in the management of their fire
ſervice ; firſt, from the batchelors under

Jock at ſea, and it would make thein

30 years of age ; ſecondly, from thoſe of

much fittar than they are at preſent for
making a deſcent upon the coaſt of any

39, or above, and not more than 45 ;

ind, thirdly, from the married men and
vido wers having no children, &c. as
preſcribed by the act.

From this ſhort account of the bill, the

enemy. In ſuch a country as this which
depends ſo much upon its navy, we ought
to have very few marching regiments but
ſuch as conſiſted, both officers and for
tliers,
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diers, of men bred to the ſea ; and if the

regiments were legularly in their turn ſent
to ſerve, in time of peace, on board our
cruizing and ſtationed ſhips of war, and
no ſhip kept too long upon any one ſta
tion, no ſeaman in the government's ſer
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veral counties in this kingdom and the
dominions thereunto belonging, accord
ing to the method preſcribed in this hill,
which I take to be as good a method as
ever was thought of, and a method whilh,

I am convinced, would not be thought
vice could ºvel be much a'ove ſix mon, hs, A opp' effive even by thoſe upon whom the

without ſerving at ſea. O., the contrary,
they would all be fond of going in their

! t felt to ſerve their country, eſpecially
if they ſhould be enti led at the end of .

tuin, becauſe while they were at ſa, they

three years to demand their diſcharge,

wºuld have their vićtuals p ovided for
them, and their pay unning on to be all
received together upon their return.
This, I think, is the only peſſible me B
thod for preventing our being in diſtreſs
for want of ſeamen at the beginning of
every war; and if this be the only poſſi
bie method, every ſcheme for this purp ſe

and ſhould not be obliged to ſerve again
fo one whole year afer ſuch diſchange,
as was to be preſ ibed by a clauſe in this
bill; for the uncertainty, both in the ſea
and land ſervice, of ever being able to ou
tain a diſclarge is, 1 am perſuaded, what
makes r. cruiting in both ſervices much
more diff.cuit and expenſive than is would

muſt be chimerical and ineffectual, and

otherwiſe be.

February 8, it was upon motion order
may probably be hurtful. The buſineſs
of a ſeaman is like every oth ºr ſort of C ed mem. con. that leave be given to bring
buſineſs by which a 1 bouring m n gets a in a bill for the ubick regitering of all
livelihood. We never can have in the
deeds, conveyances, wiils, and other in
kingdom a greater number of labouring cumbrances, that ſhall be made cf, or
men in any buſineſs than that which, in that may affect any honours, manois,
the uſual courſe, can ſupport themſelves lands, tenements, and heredit ments,
by their buſineſs : When by any accident within that part of Great-Britain called
that number is increaſed, as ſoon as that D England, wherein publick regiſters were
accident ceaſes, the ſupernumeraries muſt not then already appointed by act of par
go abroad, or betake themſelves to ſome liament ; and that the lord Strange, the
other buſineſs, for a ſubſiſtence : Juſt ſo

lord Downe, Mr. alderman Beckford,

it is with our ſeamen : Beſide thoſe in the

Mr. Bowes, and Mr. Dicker, ſhould pre
pare and bring in the ſame.
The bill was, on April 14, preſented
number than can, in the uſual courſe, be E to the houſe by lord Strange, when it was
ſupported by our trade ; and when war read a firſt time, and ordered to be read

pay of the government, we can never ex
pect to have in the kingdom a greater
makes an addition to both theſe numbers,
as ſoon as peace returns, the additional

a ſecond time. The 25th, it was read a
ſecond time, and committed to a com

number muſt go abroad, or betake them

mittee of the whole houſe for that da

ſelves to ſome other buſineſs, few cf whom
can be had, or are fit for the ſea, when

ſev’night, when the houſe reſolved itſelf
into the ſame, made a progreſs in the
war breaks out again, eſpecially if the F bill, and reſolved to go again into a con
peace has continued for any time; ſo that mittee upon it, on the Fliday following,
we muſt always be in ſome diſtreſs for being May 5 ; but it then met with the
want of ſeamen at the beginning of a ſame fate ſuch a bill has before met with,
war; and that diſtreſs will be greater or and it is to be feared will always meet
1–ſs, in proportion to the number of ſea. with ; for upon the order's being read,
men kept in the pay of the government for going again into a committee upon
during the time of peace ; for to lond G the bill, the motion for the ſpeaker's
our trade, and inhance the price of f eigh', leaving the chair was oppoſed, and after
by obliging Britiſh merchant ſhips to debate, the queſtion being ". it was
carry, in time of peace, a greater num carried in the negative ; whereupon it
ber of hands than is abſolutely neceſſºry, was reſolved, that the hou'e would on
would hut bo.h our trade and our navi
that day two months, reſolve itſelf into a
committee upon the ſaid bill, which was
grion.
But if our government, in time of H the most gentle way of dropping it for
peace, ſhould aiways keep 30 or 40,020 that ſeſłion.
Thus a regulation which every man
feamen in its pay, our diſtreſs at the coin
mencement of a war would be ſcarce per allows to be ſuch a one as would be at
ceptible; becauſe any additional number tended with great benefit to this nation,
that might be wanted, might be eaſily got and for the citabliſhment of which the
had ordered a bill to be brought in
by raiſing that number by lot from the ſe houſeQ_*
zeº.
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mem. con. was, for this ſeſſion at leaſt, de can be prepared for the purpoſe: The

will put their fancy to the utmoſt tº:
in ſuggeſting dangers and difficulties that
may enſue from feveral clauſes in the bill;
the eſtabliſhment of perſonal property it and it is to be feared, that they may
ſelf may be objected to, and is not al generally find juſt and ſolid objections
lowed by the cuſtoms of ſome wild na-A againſt it, which, I muſt ſuppoſe, was
tions; but ſurely when it is eſtabliſhed, the caſe with regard to this bill ; for
every man's property ought to be known when we go about making any new regu
to his neighbours, as well as to him elf, lation it is a great diſadvantage to us, that
which with reſpect to lands can never be we kº cw I tºle or nothing of the laws or
the caſe without a publick regiſter; and police of other countries : We are too apt
it is ſtance that no bill for eſt bl ſhing to coniemi, every cuſtom that is not of
ſuch a publisk regiſter can be ſo framed, B our own growth ; and indeed, no nation
as to prevent any ſolid and juſt objections in the world has heter reaſon to do ſo ;
being made to it. But the truth is, that but for this very reaſon we ought tº en
ſuch a bill ought to be attended with, or quire a little into the laws and cuſtoms of
would probably be ſoon followed by ano fore gn countries. No gentlemen travel
ther bill for aboliſhing all tho e myſterious more into foreign countries, no gentle
forms of conveyancing that have been men ſpend mere money in their travels,
introduced by our lawyers, and for eſta C than the entlemen of this country do ;
bliſh rg one certain, ſhort, and intelligi but they ſet out upon their travels before
ble form of conveying or ſettling lands, they know any thing of the laws and po
and cwery ſort of re..] eſtate ; both which lice of their own country, and they travel
would be of infinite prejudice to our law at ſuch an age as cannot give them ſo
yers, tho' of great benefit to the nation much as an inclination to enquire into the
in general, and to cvery other ſort of laws and police of other countries ; to
men in pºrticular.
D which I muſt add, that they are generally
Againſt the eſtabliſhing of a general put under the conduct of travelling tutors,
regiſter for lands there will therefore al whoſe heads are ſo full of Virtu, that they
wys be two reaſons, ca' efully concealed, know no more of the laws or police of
becauſe if revealed, they would be moſt anycountry, than their pupils themſelves do.
cogent reaſons in its favour. Theſe arc,
Thus they return as ignorant of what
Firſt, Becauſe, if ſuch a publick regiſter was chiefly worth notice in the ſeveral
were eſtabliſhed, every man's real and E countries they paſſed through, as if they
unincumbered land eſtate would, or might had never been there ; and as there are
he eaſily known ; therefore every landed defects in the laws and police of every
gentleman, or at leaſt many of them, country, when they, as members of our
who'e eſtates are mortgaged, will be ex legiſlature, enerouſly undertake to rec
cited by their pride, if not by ſome fau tify ſome .#. in their own, they are
dulent deſign, to oppoſe the eſtabliſhment ofen at a loſs how to proceed; but as
of ſuch a regiſter. And the ſecond ſea F there is now a profeſſorſhip of the com
ſon is, becau e it would in a few years mon law eſtabliſhed in one of our great
very much leſſen the number of law ſuits. univerſities, and a gentleman promoted
in this kingdºm, eff ecially if it ſhould to that chair who is in every reſpect qua
be accompanied, or followed by the other lified, and worthy of the honour that has
egulation I have mentioned, for eſta been done him by the prudent and inde
blithing one certain, ſhort, and intelligi pendent choice of that learned body, it is
ble form of conveying or ſettling real to be hoped, that for the future our young
eſtates. This would of courſe greatly gentlemen will know a little of the laws
diminiſh the profits of our lawyers, and and police of their own country, before
in a few years very much reduce their they ſet out upon their travels, and this
number, to the great advantage, happi will of courſe give them a curioſity to en
neſs, and quiet of all ranks of men in quire into the laws and police of every
the kingdom. Therefore, the eſtabliſh country, they paſs through ; ſo that in
ing of ſuch a publick regiſter will always H ſtead of inporting mummies, medals,
be oppoſed by the greateſt part of the caracatulas, and models for palaces, we
body of the law, a moſt weighty body at may hereafter find them importing mo
cle&tions, if not in our legiſlature itſelf.
dels of laws for guarding againſt ſlavery;
But as neither of theſe ſorts of men
for eſtabliſhing liberty; for improving
dare avow the true rea'ons for their oppo trade, navigation, and manufactures ;
ſtion, they will endeavour to pick holes and for encreaſing and ſecuring the hap
into the frame or model of every bill that pineſs of the people of their native country.
feated. It is very eaſy to find plauſible
objections againſt the beſt regulation that
ever was, or ever can be propoſed. Even

3

February,

•
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February 11, there was preſented to good, therefore praying, that they might
the houſe, and read, a petition of ſeveral be heard by themſelves or counſel. Which
fiſhermen trading to Billinſgate, whoſe petition was alſo referred to the committee
names were there underwritten, on be
upon the ſaid bill, but without any order
half of themſelves and all others, the for hearing the petitioners by themſelves
fiſhermen trading to that market, reciting or counſel.
ſeveral parts of two acts paſſed in the A. After this the bill paſſed thro' the other
22d and 19th of his preſent majeſty's forms in common courſe, and, on June
reign; and repreſenting many inconve 14, was ſent to the lords. But as their
niences and hardſhips which they alledged lordſhips could not expe&t to have time to
they were ſubjećt to by the ſaid acts; and conſider the bill ſo maturely as it ſeemed
therefore praying relief.
to require, it was there dropped ; and in
This petition was then ordered to lie deed, if there lordſhips had taken it into
upon the table ; but, on the 15th, it was B confideration, it is a queſtion if they would
again read, and referred to a committee ; have paſſed it, as may appear from th:
and, April 19, upon a report from the 1emarks on the bill which were then print
committee made by Mr. alderman Dickin ed, and were as follow.
ſon, leave was given to bring in a bill to
“ In the year 1749, an ačt paſſed for
amºnd an act of the 19th of his preſent eſtabliſhing a free market in Weſtminſter,
majeſty's reign, ent tied, An A.7 for ex for the ſale of fiſh, and to prevent a mo
plaining, arrending, and rendering more C nopoly thereof, that the cities of London
effeºfual an Aći made in the 22d Year of and Weſtminſter, and parts adjacent,
his preſent Majeſty's. Reign, for making a might be better ſupplied with good and
free Market for the Sale of Fiſh in the City wholeſome fiſh, and at a reaſonable price.
To anſwer which ends, all contra&ts
of Wºffminſler, &c. And the ſaid alder.
man, together with Mr. recorder of Lon for fiſh were prohibited, and fiſhermen
don, Mr. Wilkes, Sir John Croſſe, and compelled to ſell off their whole cargoes
major-general Cornwallis, were ordered D within eight days after their arrival on the
to prepare and bring in the ſame. Ac Britiſh coaſt, between North Yarmouth
cordingly, the bill was on May 8 pre and Dover, on forfeiture of their veſſels
ſented to the houſe by Mr. alderman Dick and cargoes.—But for want of power to
inſon, read a firſt time, and ordered to oblige the fiſhermen to diſcover the time of
be read a ſecond time ; and, on the zed,
it was read a ſecond time, and committed.

their arrival, and an officer to take an ac

count thereof, the intent on of the a&
On the 26th, there was preſented to E was defeated; therefore, another ačt aſſ
the houſe, and read, a petition of ſeveral ed in the 29th year of the reign of his
of the truſtees appointed for putting in preſent majeſty, to explain, amend, and
execution the ſaid ačt of the 22d of his

render more effectual the ſaid ačt, where

preſent majeſty's reign, alledging, that if

by the truſtees under that ačt were im

º"...#

powered to appoint a perſon to inſpe&t all

then ſtood, the ſaid ačt would, in a great fiſhing veſſels coming from ſea, and fiſh
meaſure, be rendered ineffectual ; and Fermen were obliged to make entries at
therefore praying to be heard by their Graveſend of the time of their arrival at
counſel againſt ſome parts of the bill ; the Nore, within three days after ſuch
which prayer was granted, and counſel their arrival, on forfeiture of their veſſels
ordered to be admitted to be heard in ſa
vour of the bill.

And, on the 30th, there was preſented

and cargoes.

At the time of paſſing the laſt men
tioned ačt, moſt of the conſiderable fiſh--

to the houſe, and red, a petition of fe-Germen, attended the committee of the
veral fiſhmongers, ſetting forth, that of
late years the ſcarcity of large fiſh had en
h2nced the price thereof, which ſcarcity
had been occaſioned, in a great meaſure,
by the large quantity of ſmall fiſh brought
to market; and alledging, that if the ize
of fiſh to be taken or expoſed to ſale were
larger than thoſe fizes ſpecified in the aët
of the firſt of his late, and that of the

19th of his preſent majeſty's reign, there
was the greatet probability of having
large fiſh more plenty, and in conſequence

much cheaper, which would be a general
5

Hon. houſe of commons, and expreſſed
their

ſatisfaction in the amendments

made to the firſt act, by direéting the

eight days to be accounted from their ar
rival at the Nore, inſtead of North Yar

mouth or Dover, and entries to be made
at Graveſend within three days after their
arrival at the Nore.

A bill is now depending for altering
the laſt mentioned ast, brought in upon

a petition, ſubſcribed by only, eleven
fiſhermen, five of whom are weekly ſer

wants to one man, who is a fiſherman,
ſaleſman,

*
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ſaleſman, and fiſhmonger, and who has
cngroſſed almoſt the whole lobſter trade,
and has ſeven large cod ſnacks employed
in the fiſhery on his own account.
The alterations the fiſhermen propoſe
by their bill, are,

It may be proper ſurther to obſerve—
That for want of an officer to inſpect
fiſhing veſſels, no fiſhermen were convićt
ed of the penalty under the act of the
22d of the king, altho' it was ſo notori
ouſly known, that inſtead of ſelling off

That the entrics of fiſhing veſſels for A their cargoes within eight days, they re
the future, ſhall be made at the Cuſtom
houſe, Lcndon (inſtead of Graveſend.)
That the ſorfeiture of the veſſel and

i. kept part of thoſe cargoes in their
ore boats three weeks or more.

That the act of the 19th of his preſent

cargo for neglecting to make ſuch enties
ſhall be repealed, and a pecuniary penalty

majeſty, altho' it had is commencement,
with the preſent war, yet the good ºff &ts

ſubſtituted in the ſtead—and in caſe of

of it have been felt,

# not by the reduc

convićtion a power of appeal to a quar- B tion of the price of fiſh, it has by pre
ter ſeſſions.

venting an enhancement thereof.
And therefore as the ſupply of London
ſerve,
and Weſtminſter with good and whole
That in caſe the entries were to be
ſome fiſh, has always been thought of
made at the Cuſtom-houſe, London, the great conſequence, and many endeavours
inſpector (who muſt leſide at Gravefend) have been made to reduce the price there
as he could not know what entres were C of to the conſumer, by preventing a mo
made, ſo conſequently he could not fix mopoly, and by compelling fiſheimen to
bring their fiſh to market within a reaſona
the commencºment of the eight days.
As to the difficulties the fiſhermen ſay ble time ; and as no law has been made
attend the making of enties at Graveſend, ſo likely to anſwer thoſe ends, as that
on account of the ſhortneſs of the time,
paſſed in the 29th year of the pref nt
they are fallacious : For the aët allows king, it is to be hoped that no alteration
Upon which, leave is begged to ob

them three days from their arrival at the D will be made therein.”

For the better underſtanding the next
unfortunate bill I am to give an account
eight hours, and is the place where moſt, of, and for ſhewing the reaſon why it was
or all of them bring to, to put their fiſh brought in, I muſt obſerve, that in the
into their ſtore boats.
preceding ſeſſion, an ač had been paſſed
That the for feiture of the veſſel and
for the ſpeedy and effectual recruiting his
cargo for not making ſuch cnty, the E majeſty's land forces and marines", by
fiſhermen ſay is a grievous penalty, but which the commiſſioners thereby appoint
when it is conſidered that it cannot be in.
ed were made the ulimate judges, whe
curred without their wilful negle&t, it is ther any man brought before them was
preſumed it will not be thought ſo by the ſuch a one 2s, by the rules in the act pre
legiſlature, and therefore not alered. For ſcribed, ought to be preſſed into his ma
a pecuniary penalty, whatever that ſum jeſty's ſervice, it being expreſsly provid
may be, as the maſter criſervants on Fed by the aët, that no perſon ſo liſted,
board the veſſel (and not the owner) as that is to ſay, ſo adjudged by them, ſhal
the bill now fiands, are ſubjećt thereto, be taken out of his majeſty's ſervice by
it will ſcarce ever be recovered, as few, ...} proceſs, o her than for ſome crimi
if any of them have goods or chattels, nai matter.
ſo that the whole 2&t might as well be re
During the receſs of parliament, or
ſoon afie, the beginning of the next ſeſ
pealed, as altered in this particular.
If an appeal to a T. ſeſſion was to G ſon, it happened, that a gentleman was
be allowed, it would defeat the intention preſſed and confined in the Savoy, where
of the aët, which was a ſpeedy and eaſy upon his friends applied for a Habeas
recovery of the forfeiture. For there is Corpus. Upon this a queſtion aroſe, whe.
great reaſ a to ſuppoſe that there would ther th’s writ was to be granted or no
not be a convićtion, however juſt, but an It was certainly a caſe not within the
appeal would follow, was it only to avoid Halear Corpus act paſſed in the 31ſt year
the immediate payment of the penalty : H of the reign of Charles the Second, be
And the expence and trouble that would cauſe that ačt, by the preamble, relates
attend the juſtifying ſuch convićtion, only to perſons committed for criminal,
would deter perſons from giving infor or ſuppoſed criminal matters, which this
mations, ſo that, that law which was gentleman was not ; and the granting of
made after ſo much deliberation, would, a Habeas Corpus at common law ſeemed
in a ſhort time, become a dead letter.
to be prohibited by the
Nore, and the ordinary paſſage from

thence to Graveſend is no more than

*meneº
3&
º
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tion was not at that time determined, be

hath, in all times, been deemed to be the

cauſe the gentleman was diſcharged by an
application to the ſecretary at war ; but

moſt eff&tual ſecurity for the liberty of
the ſubject, against every kind of wrong ul

it made the defect in the ſaid ačt of the

impriſonment or reſtraint : And whereas
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Whereas the writ of Habeas Corpus

31 ſt of Charles the Second to be taken any delay in the awarding or returning of
notice of, and it was juſtly thought to be A ſuch wit may be attended with the moſt
a defe&t of the moſt dangerous conſe

fatal conſequences to the perſon under re

querce to the liberty of the ſubject ;

ſtraint ; and, by reaſon of ſuch delay,

therefore on February 21 it was ordered
rem. con. that leave
given to bring in

the relief intended to be given may com?
ico late for ſuch perſon to be diſcharged
from his reſtraint, or to receive any bene
fit from ſuch writ be it therefore enacted

i.

a bill for giving a more ſpeedy remedy to
the ſubjećt upon the writ of Habeas Cor
put ; and that Sir John Cuſt, Mr. Huſſey, B by the king’s moſt excellent majeſty, by
Mr. attorney general, Sir John Philipps, and with the advice and conſent of the
Mr. Grenville, and Mr. Bowes, ſhould lords ſpiritual at d temporal, and com
prepare and bring in the fine; to whom mons, in this preſent parliament aſſen
were afterwards added, Mr. Marton, bled, and by the authority of the ſame,
Mr. Northey, and Sir Francis Daſhwood. that the ſeveral poviſions which, by an
March 8, the bill was preſented to the act made in the thirty-firſt year of king
houſe by Sir John Cuſt, read a firſt time, C Charles the Second, entitled, An Aé; for
and ordered to be read a ſecond time ;
which it was on the 17th, and ordered

the better ſecuring the Liberty of the Sub
ječ, and for Prevention of Impriſonment

beyond the Seas, are made for the award
ing of writs of Habeas Corpus, in caſes of
commitment or detainer for any criminal,
ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, and
Sir John Cuſt reported, that they had or ſuppoſed criminal matter, ſhal', in
gone thro’ the bill, and made ſeveral D like manner, extend to all caſes where
amendments thereunto, which they had any perſon, not being committed or de
directed him to report, when the houſe tained for any criminal, or ſuppoſed cri
would pleaſe to receive the ſame ; and the minal matter, ſhall be confined or re
report being received next morning, all ſtrained of his or her fiberty under any
the amendments except one were, with colour or pretence whatſoever; and that
an annendment to one of them, agreed upon oath being made by ſuch perſon ſo

to be committed to a committee of the

whole houſe.

April 17, the houſe re

to, after which an amendment was made E confined or reſtrained, or by any other
by the houſe to the bill, and then the bill,

on his or her behalf, of any actual con

with the amendments, was ordered to be

finement or reſtraint, and that ſuch con

ingroſſed, and to be read a third time on
the Monday following, when, after read
ing the order of the day, the houſe was
moved, that the order inade upon Dec.
7, 1693, “That no member of this F
houſe do preſume to plead at the bar of

knowledge and belief of the perſon ſo
applying, is not by virtue of any cem
mitment or detainer for any criminal, or
ſuppoſed criminal matter; an Habra,

the houſe of lords, without leave firſt
obtained of this houſe, and to be inoved

confining or reſtraining the party as : fore
ſaid, ſhill be an arded and granted in the

for between the hours of eleven and one

ſºme nanner as is dirt &led, and under

finement or reſtraint, to the beſt of the

Corpus directed to the perſon or perſons ſo

o'clock,” might be cºd, as it according the ſame penalties as are provided, by the
ly was, and then the bi'l was read a third ſaid ačt, in the caſe of perſons cominiſted
time, and ſeveral amendments being inade G or detained for any criminal, or ſuppoſed
to it by the houſe, it was paſſed, and criminal matter; and that the perſon or
ſent to the lords.
perſons before whº in the party ſo con
But tho’ this bill had becn brought in fined or reſtraired ſhall be brought, by
nºm. con. and matul cly conſidered by the virtue of any Habeas Cºrpus granted in
commons, ſuch chjections were ſtarted the vacation time under the authority of
againſt it in the louſe of lords, that it this act, may and ſhall, within three days
was dropped upon the ſecond reading; H after the return made, proceed to exa
and the judges ordered to prepare a bill mine into the facts contained in ſuch re
for the ſame purpoſe, to be laid before turn, and into the cauſe of ſuch confine
that houſe the next ſeſſion.
ment or reſtraint ; and thereupon either
As this unfortunate bill is ſhoºt, and diſcharge, or bail, or remand the parties
of very great importance, I ſhall give the ſo brought, as the caſe ſhall require, and
reader a copy of it at full length, as as to justice ſhall appeitain.
follows.

Aſhd

-

7
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And be it further ena?ed by the autho

March

calendar months after the time cf the of.

rity aforeſaid, that whenſoever any writ fence cominitted, unleſs the party griev
of Habeas Corpus, granted either in term ed be then under confinencut or re
or vacation time, on the behalf of any ſtraint ; and if he or ſhe ſhall be then
party ſo confined or reſtrained without a under confinement or reſtraint, then with
commitment for any criminal, or ſuppo in the ſpace of twelve calendar months
ſed criminal matter, ſhall be ſerved upon A after the deceaſe of the party ſo confined
the perſon ſo confining or reſtraining ſuch or reſtrained, or his or her delivery from
arty, or ſhall be left at the place where ſuch confinement or reſtraint, which
or
uch party ſhall be ſo confined or reſtrain ſhall firſt happen ; and ſuch
ed, i. perſon ſo confining or
perſons ſo ſued in any court whatſoever,
ſuch party ſhall make return of ſuch ſhall and may plead the general iſſue, not
writ, and bring or cauſe to be brought guilty, or that he or ſhe owes nothing ;
the body or bodies, according to the B and upon any iſſue joined, may give the
command thereof, within the reſpective ſpecial matter in evidence : And if the
times limited, and under the proviſions plaintiff or proſecutor ſhall become non
preſcribed by the ſaid act to ſheriffs and ſuit, or forbcar further proſecution, or

º:

ºf

other officers, in caſe of commitment or

ſuffer a diſcontinuance ; or if a verdist

detainer for criminal, or ſuppoſed crimi paſs againſt him or her, the defendant
nal matters ; and every ſuch perſon neg ſhall recover his or her coſts ; for which
lečting or refuſing ſo to make return of C he or ſhe ſhall have the like remedy as in
ſuch writ, or to bring or cauſe to be any caſe where coſts by the law are given
brought the body or bodies, according to to defendants.
the command thereof, within the times
[This Hiſory to be continued in our next.]
reſpectively limited, and under the pro Mr. Rouſſeau, in his Letter before-men
viſions preſcribed by the ſaid ačt to ſhe
tioned", after having ſhewn that Conte
riffs and other officers, ſhall be guilty of
a contempt of the court under the ſeal of D dians of all Sorts were by Law declared
infamous among the Romans, and after
which the ſaid writ of Habeas Corpus
giving ſeveral Reaſons why they were
ſhall iſſue ; and ſhall alſo for the firſt of.
conſidered in a very different
by the
fence, forfeit to the party grieved, the
proceeds thus :
ſum of three hundred pounds, and for tº a Grecians, us
return to the Romans,
the ſecond offence, the ſum of five hun
-

iſ,

L*.

dred pounds.
And be it further enađed by the autho
rity aforeſaid, That the ſeveral penalties
inflicted by this ačt ſhall be recovered by
the party grieved, his or her executors or
adminiſtrators, againſt the offender, his

who, , far from , imitating the
Greeks in this reſpect, ſet quite a con
trary example. When they lº Co
medians infamous by law, was it with a
view to diſhonour the profeſſion ? Of

or her executors or adminiſtrators, in

been 2 No ; they did not diſhonour the

like manner as the penalties inflicted by

profeſſion, they only gave open teſtimony
F of the diſhonour inſeparable from it: For

the ſaid ačt are to be recovered.

And, to the intent that no perſon may
pretend ignorance of the import of any
ſuch wit, be it enađed, "That all writs

of Habeas Corpus, awarded on to be re
turned under the authority of this act,
ſhall be marked by the court, or perſon
reſpectively awarding the ſame, in this

what uſe would ſo cruel a decree have

good laws never alter the nature of
things, they only are guided by it ; and
ſuch laws alone are obſerved. The point
is not therefore to cry out againſt preju
dices ; but to know firſt of all whether

theſe are really prejudices; whether the
profeſſion of a comedian is not in itſelf

in anner :

diſhonourable ; for if ſuch it ſhould un

“By an ačt paſſed in the thirty-firſt
year of the reign of king George the

fortunately prove, in vain would it be for

Second.”

dicating its reputation, we ſhould only
bring diſgrace on ourſelves.

-

-

And ſhall alſo be figned by order of the
court, or by the perſon reſpectively a
warding the ſame.

And be it further enađed by the autho

rity aforeſaid, That if any action, plaint,
ſuit, or information, ſhall be commenced

or proſecuted againſt any perſon or per
ſons for any offence
this ačt, the

sº

ſame ſhall be commenced within twelve

us to determine it is not ; inſtead of vin

What is then the ſo much boaſted abi

lity of a comedian It is the art of coun
terfeiting, of aſſuming a ſtrange charac
ter, of appearing differently from what
he really is, of flying into a paſſion in
cold blood, of ſaying what he does not
think as naturally as if he really did
think it ; in ſhort, of forgetting his own
. . ſtation

* See our left, p. 73.
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The Profeſſion of a Player baſe and ſervile.
ſtation to perſonate that of others. What well as the comedian. There is a very
is this profeſſion of a comedian A trade great difference. When the orator ap
by which a man exhibits himſelf in pub pears in publick, it is to ſpeak, and not
to exhibit himſelf as a ſhow t He re
lick with a mercenary view ; a trade b
which he ſubmits to ignominics and af preſents only his own perſon, he atts
fronts from people, who think they have only his own proper part, he ſpeaks
purchaſed a right to treat him in this A only in his own name, he ſays, or he
mannel 5 a trade, in ſhort, by which he ought to ſay, no more than he really
expoſes his perſon to publick ſale. I con thinks : As the man and the charaćter
jure every ingenuous man to tell me, are the ſame being, he is in his right
whether he is not conſcious in the bot

place ; he is in the caſe of every other

tom of his heart, that this traffick has

citizen that diſ harges the duties of his
who de .
ſomething in it ſervile and baſe. You ſtation. But a player is
philoſophers, who pretend to be ſuperior B livers himſelf upon the age in ſenti
to the prejudices of the vulgar, would ments not his own ; who ſays only what
not you all die for ſhame, if meanly me he is made to ſay ; who oftentimes re
tamorphoſing yourſelves into kings, you preſents a chimerical being : Conſequent
were obliged to 2&t a charnéter ſo diffe ly he is loſt, as it were, in his hero; and
rent from your own, and to expoſe your when he thus forgets the man, if there is
ſacred perſons to the inſolence of the any veſtige of him remaining, it is only
vulgar What fort of ſpirit is, it then c a laughing-ſtock to the audience. What
that a comedian imbibes from his condi
ſhall I ſay of thoſe who ſeem apprehenſive
tion? A mean ſpirit, a ſpirit of falſhood, of being too much reſpe&ted in their na
pride, and low ridicule, which qualifies tive colours, and therefore degrade them
him for ačting every ſort of charaćter, ſelves ſo far as to ačt in characters, which
except the nobleſt of all, that of man, they would be extremely ſorry to reſemble
which he lays aſide.
in real life It is doubtleſs a ſad thing te
I am not ignorant, that the ačtion of a D ſee ſuch a number of villains in the world,
comedian is not like that of a cheat, who who paſs for honeſt men ; But what can
wants to impoſe upon 3. ; that he does be more odious, more ſhocking, or more
not pretend you ſhould take him for the baſe, than to ſee an honeſt comedian ačt
real perſon he repreſents ; or that you ing the part of a villain, and exerting his
ſhould think him ačtuated by the paſſions whole abilities to eſtabliſh criminal max
which he only imitates : I know alſo, ims, which he fincerely deteſts in his own

º

that by giving this imitation for what it E heart?
really is, he renders it altogether inno
All this ſhews there is ſomething diſ.
cent. Therefore I do not abſolutely honourable in the profeſſion ; but there
charge him with being a cheat, but with is ſtill another ſource of corruption in the
making it his whole buſineſs to cultivate debauched manners of the actreſſes, which
the art of deception, and with practiſing neceſſarily draws after it the ſame immo
it in habits, which, tho' innocent per rality in the aëtors. Yet why ſhould this
haps on the ſtage, muſt every where elſe F immorality be inevitable * Why, ſay you ?
be ſubſervient to vice. Thoſe fellows ſo
At any other time there would be no occa
genteelly equipped, and ſo well practiſed fion to aſk this queſtion ; but in this pre
in the theory of gallantry and whining, ſent age, when prejudice and error reign
will they never make uſe of this art to triumphantly under the ſpecious name of
ſeduce the young and innocent Thoſe philoſophy, mankind, intoxicated by
lying vallets, ſo nimble with their tongue their empty learning, are grown deaf to the

and fingers on the Rage, ſo artful in ſup-G voice of human reaſon, as well as nature.
In all countries, and in all conditions
plying the neceſſities of a profeſſion more
expenſive than profitable, will they never of life, there is ſo ſtrong and ſo natural
ty their abilities off the ſtage will a conne&tion between the two ſexes, that
they never take the purſe of an extrava the manners of the one ever determine
ait ſon, or a miſerly ſather for that of thoſe of the other. Not that theſe man
nder or Argan The temptation of ners are always the ſame, but they have
doing evil increaſet', all the world over in H always the ſame degree of goodneſs, mo
prºportiºn to the opportunity; and co dified in each ſex by their own peculiar
mediaus muſt be homeſter by far than the inclinations. In England the women are
refl of mºnkind, if they are not more gentle and timid : The men are rough
corrupt.
and bold. Whence comes this ſeeming
I he crator and the preacher, you will oppoſition It is becauſe the character of
ſay, expoſe their perſons in Publick, as each ſex is thus heightened ; and it is
R
natural
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natural for this nation to carry every clenſion in the corner of a large city, and
thing to extremes. This excepted, in would fain ſtifle the voice of nature and
other reſpe&ts they are alike. The two all mankind.”
ſexes chute to live aſunder ; they are
He then goes on to anſwer this objec
both fond of good eating ; both retire tion ; but we are to confider, that Mr.
after dinner, the men to the bottle, the Rouſſeau ſeems to have been acquainted
women to tea ; both fit down to play A with no comedians but thoſe of France.
without any violent eagerneſs, and ſeem Had he been well acquainted with the
to make rather a trade of it than a paſ theatre in this country, where the buſi
fion ; both have a great reſpe&t for de

neſs of a comedian is not declared infa

cency

both do honour to the gonjugal

mous, either by law, or even by our

vow ; and if ever they violate their fide

church as now eſtabliſhed, he would have

lity, they do not boaſt of the violation ;

known many comedians of both ſexes,
who are not only excellent performers,
but of an irreproachable charaćter in pri
vate life 5 and indeed, according to his

they are both fond of domeſtick quiet; B
they are both remarkable for taciturnity;
they are both difficult to move ; they are
both hurried by their paſſions ; in both
love is terrible and tragical, it determines
the fate of their days, the conſequence is
nothing leſs, ſays Muralt, than to loſe
either their reaſon or life : finally, they C
are both fond of the country, and the
Engliſh ladies are as well delighted in
wandering alone in their parks, as in
ſhewing themſelves at Vauxhall.

From

maxim in relation to the fair ſex, were

it to be adopted, no modeſt woman could
ever, keep open ſhop, much leſs appear
at the bar of a tavern, coffee-houſe, or
other houſe of Publick entertainment.

Therefore, tho' he has paſſed a very
harſh ſentence againſt Fanaticks t, we
may very properly aſk, Does there not
ſeem to be ſomething of fanaticiſm in his

this general taſte for ſolitude, ariſeth that

opinion of comedians, and with regard

for meditation, and romances, with which

to the fair ſex in general

England is over run *. Thus both ſexes, D
more recoiletted within themſelves, are

leſs influenced by fooliſh modes, have a
grea'er reliſh for the real pleaſures of
life, and ſtudy leſs to appear, than to be
happy.

"

I have quoted the Engliſh thro’ prefe

Account of the Papyrus, by M. le Compte de
Caylus.

-*

HE Papyrus, or the Cyperus Nilia
cus, is a large plant that grows
wild in the midſt of the flagnating water
left in hollow places after the inundation

rence, becauſe of all nations in the world, E of the Nile. We are told by Theophraſ
there is none where the manners of the
tus and Pliny, that the natives uſed the
two ſexes ſeem to differ more at firſt
roots of it for firing, as well as for the
fight. From the relation between men other purpoſes of wood : That they built
and women in that country, we may little boats of the plant itſelf, and formed
conclude for every other. The whole the inner bark into ſails, mats, garments,
difference conſiſts in this, that the life of coverlids, and cordage : That they chew
the females continually ſhews their man ed it both raw and ſodden, and ſwallowed:
mers ; whereas that of the men being the juice as a dainty ; but, of all its
more loſt in the uniformity of buſineſs, uſes, the moſt celebrated was that of its
you cannot judge rightly of them with ferving to write upon, like the paper of
out ſeeing them in their pleaſures. If theſe days, which derives its name from
you would therefore know the men, you this plant of AEgypt. The intermediate
muſt ſtudy the women. This is a gene part of the ſtalk was cut and ſeparated
ral maxim, and ſo far all the world will G into different, Lamine, which were ſet
agree with me. But if I ſhould add, apart, and dried in the ſun for the ma
that the virtues of the fair ſex are to be nufacture. Theſe Laminae were joined
found no where but in a retired life; together horizontally and tranſverſely, in
that the peaceful care of a family is their ſheets or leaves, upon a ſmooth board;
peculiar province ; that their dignity then moiſtened with water, which diſ
conſiſts in modeſty; that baſhfulneſs is ſolved a kind of viſcous glue in the pores.

the inſeparable companiºn of chaſtity : B of the plant, ſerving to cement and ren
that to court the looks of men is a proof

der the whole uniform.

of corruption ; and that every woman,

thus formed was put into a preſ, and air

who is fond of ſhewing her charins,
brings diſhonour on her perſon : Inſtant
ly I hear the noiſe of this vew-fangled
philoſophy, which has its riſe and de

proceſs of making paper in AEgypt : But,

terwards dried for uſe.

The ſheet bein
Such was the

as the ſheets were coarſe, brown, un

equal, and imperfect, the Romans in
-

* Ticſ are like the feºple, either excellent or deteffable.

vented
'ever was there a romarcar
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vented methods to bring the fabrick to Miniſter, is a libel on our country : It is
perfection. They contrived a glue or equally criminal, as a libel on the King ;
gum, by means of which they could oc and the author, ſhould ſhare the ſame fate.
caſionally enlarge the ſize and volume. I little expected to find ſuch ſentiments as
They bleached it to a ſurpriſing degree of theſe in a writer, who profeſſes his zeal
whiteneſs : They beat it with hammers, for liberty and the conſtitution. Take
ſo as to render it more thin and leſs po A them in Swift's ridicule.
rous : They ſmoothed and poliſhed it That miniſters, by Kings appointed,
with ivory ; and, by a ſort of calendar, Are, under them, the Lord's anointed ;
gave it a ſhining gloſs like that of the Ergo, it is the ſelf ſame thing,
Chineſe paper. According to the diffe Tº oppoſe the miniſter or King;
rent degrees of delicacy, whiteneſs, and Ergo, by conſequence of reaſon,
ſize, it acquired different appellations, To cenſure ſtateſmen is high-treaſºn.
either from the names of particular ma: B
nufacturers, from the great perſonages I am a Tory ; have always lived, and
who uſed it, or from the particular uſes hope to die a Tory. But, Sir, I am no
to which it was put, ſuch as the Fannian, Jacobite, nor wiil I ever wiſh to ſee the
the Livian, the Claudian, the Imperial, Majeſty of the crown of England brought
down to a level with the reputation of my
the Hieratic, and the Amphitheatric.
fellow ſubject.

But he, who libel; the

Fxtraff of The Honeſt Grief of a Tory. C miniſter, libel; his country. Softly, good
In a Letter to the Author of the Moni

Sir. If miniſters are the country, as par

tor. (See p. 96.)
HE fimile, printed in your paper
of laſt Saturday, had been ſint

to become of all other ſubjects * Much in

the ſame drain, t This tawney boy,

us about a week before, and read in the
Club. We heard it, not without reſent

bourgh and Du Queſne, are the miniſter's

---

ſons call themſelves the church, what is
Senegal, and theſe Indian twins, Louiſ:

Mr. Monitor ; had
ment at ſeeing ourſelves and our friends D children. What
ſo ridiculouſly treated. However, to ſay Mr. Keppel and Boſcawen ; Mr. Am
truth, the raillery, we thought, was the herſt, and Wolfe, and Forbes, had they
mere wantonneſs of a lively imagination, no ſhare in begetting theſe hopeful babes?
not the malevolence of calumny or in But indeed theſe are the children of the
ve&tive. Yet we were apprehenſive, by nation, whoſe rights of parentage, I dare
the late condućt of our friends, that the believe, theſe gentlemen will chearfully
reproach was not wholly unmerited. Your E acknowledge ; and ſhould this their new
ſuppoſed father preſume to diſpoſe of
angry paper ſhewed us, we were not miſ.
taken, and therefore we hoped to find our them without the nation's conſent-But I
favourite miniſter vindicated by you from feel I am growing warm. . Yet even age
the charge of Hanoverian meaſures, ſo may be forgiven, if it loſes its temper,

{

often, ſo ſolemnly abjured.

How were

when provoked by fuch abſurdities.

But

we diſappointed Neither the charge a I will recollect myſelf.
gainſt the Miniſter, or the Tories, was F What therefore, Sir, do you imagine
denied. Your correſpondent, indeed, is was the conſequence of our reading the
angry, very angry, with his brother bard, Simile a ſecond time * We ſaw, that paſ
fion was but a miſerable argument in the
and deep are his menaces of vengeance.
But pray, Mr. Monitor, do not you debates of reaſon ; that the charge againſt
authors, criticks, poets, and poet-tafferſ, the miniſter of Hanoverian meaſures, and
in the quaint ſpelling of your correſpon againſt the Tories of compliance with
dent, treat one another a little cruelly * G thoſe meaſures, ſtill remains unconfuted,
why ſhould an unfortunate man of rhime indeed, unſpoke to : That Mr. Monitor
fland in the pillory Tear him for his bad too, has forſaken his principles, and is
-verſes, cries the mob of Rome in Julius bafely become the ... of Germa
Caeſar. Yet ſurely, Sir, it would be a nized meaſures and miniſters. Nay more,
little imprudent in the writer of Doll Com a nauſeous flatterer. Your next paper,
mon, to adviſe the puniſhing bad poets I preſume, will throw a popiſh, ſaint-like
with ſeverity. But ſuppoſe this rhimer of H glory round his head, and bid us repeat
fimiles were ſet in the pillory. Would in our devotions, O P-t; ora pro nobir.
the puniſhment ºf the author make his
Who does not rejoice with the preſent
fimile unlike Could it vindicate the con miniſter in his ſucceſs, and give him his
dućt either of the Miniſter, or the To

proper ſhare of praiſe in taking Senegal,

ries - But after all this anger, what is

Louiſbourgh, Du Queſne, and Goreé
But are you ſure, Mr. Monitor, that
R 2
Louiſbourgh
+ Piłe Dºll Cºrzz.

the ſimile-man's crime *.* A libel on the

-

* Wide Mºnitor.
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Louiſbourgh (as in your verſes you ſay it

ſo, the very worſt attempt, of the very

will) is to remain to us r Has not Mr.

worſt miniſter, is to be carried into exe

P—t ſhameleſsly declared, that he would cution by the beſt. Or was that too, an
bas
fooner part with it, than forego one ſingle unjuſt prejudice, of which Mr. P
Iota belonging to the ele&torate of Ha cured us? But if this produćt of North
nover ? Would HE were King of Hano America muſt indeed be taxed in this odi
wer.
I could be content to part with him A ous manner, merely to ſave the produce
on ſuch terms, and truſt to Providence for

of the eſtates of a few Weſt. India mem

as good a Britiſh Miniſter. But mini
ſtels, of all parties, like Dryden's prieſts
of all religions, are the ſame.
Theſe reflexions, you will perhaps ſay,
proceed from
prejudices. Yet Ger.
many is not only to be the gulph of our B
treaſures, but the grave of our people.
Twelve hundred of our gallant country

bers, what becomes of your only plea
What means this bold, pernicious mea
ſure, either with regard to the miniſter,
or his Weſt Indians, but groſs and pal
pable corruption Corruption deteſtable,
not as you would have us believe, de

º

Account of the BRIT1sh Colonies in the

men dead, and eleven hundred at ene

time fick in German hoſpitals | Let na
ture, as well as politicks, deter us from
this land of ſlaves.

Its climate is fatal

teſted.

{{..." of America, commonly called the
eſt. Indies, continued from p. 73.
HAT this iſland was by the time of
the reſtoration, that is to ſay, in
C
the ſhort ſpace of five years, become a
rich and powerful colony, we may judge
from its government's being then an ob.

to the ſons of liberty. Why were we
made ſo angry (I was fincerely angry)
with a very great perſon two years ago,
when he wanted to take ſome Engliſh
troops with him to Germany Was that jećt of deſire for a noble lord ; for pre
ſently after the reſtoration col. Doyly was
too an unjuſt prejudice P
But our
are virtuous, and ought recalled, and the lord Windſor appointed
to be
by the virtuous ; not ridi- D governor, who continued but two years
culed by the vicious. They have put an end in that government, and was ſucceeded
to corruption. You mean corruption of by the before mentioned Sir Thomas Mo
members of parliament by money; for as diford, in whoſe time the iſland was di
to corruption in the country, I can look vided into pariſhes, and their firſt charter
round me, and ſee it flouriſhing as much was granted by the crown, by which that
as ever ; and more bargains made, than form of government was eſtabliſhed which

ź.
#:

erhaps ever were ſo long before the meet. E ſtill ſubſiſts, and is the ſame with that in
Barbadoes, and moſt of the other Britiſh
colonies ; and from an account taken in

ing of the new parliament ; You muſt
mean corruption by money, not by em
ployments, for by employments, con
traćts, bonus's, ſtaff officers, navy, army,
vićtualling, &c. &c. there are more re

his time, upon an apprehenſion of an in
vaſion to be made upon them by the Spa
niards, the following appears to have

tained than ever ; and Mr. P.'s friends

been the ſtate of this infant colony.
Families. Inhabitants.
and relations having been provided for to F Pariſhes.

the utmoſt of his demands, theſe emolu

Port Royal

5oo

35oo

ments do not only remain and multiply,
but remain diſpenſed by the ſame hand,
as heretofore : In ſimple, honeſt truth,
his G- and his corruption, are the main
ſupports of P
and his virtue.

St. Catharine

658

627 o

St. John
St. Andrew

St. David
St. Thomas

Suppoſe the man, whom we this time G Clarendon
two years ſo much feared to ſee ſet over

us, the patron of the Teff, had ſucceeded.

St. George
St. Mary

He would have bribed away, I doubt not,

St. Anne

He would have ſent money by wholeſale

St. James
St. Elizabeth

to the continent; but tho' I am truly ſen

fible of his good will that way, I aſk you,
Mr. Monitor, whether he could have ſent H Totals
ſo much, as is now ſent 7 No, Sir.
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In 1669, Sir Thomas Modford was
ſucceeded in the government of this iſland
by Sir Thomas Lynch, and during both

-

their governments the trade of privateer

P. S. I juſt now hear, that an exciſe
on tobacco is to be our tax this year. If
3.

996
I 552

Our

honcft oppºſition, from which we have
now ſcandalouſly departed, would have
rendered it impoſſible.”

83
194.
3o
59

ing and pirating upon the Spaniards was
-

tantinued

the Island of JAMAICA. . .
.
133
1759.
continued with great ſucceſs, particularly, marched briſkly up, attacked the Spani
by Henry, afterwards Sir Henry Morgan, ands, and after an engagement of near.
originally a farmer's ſon in Wales. As two hours, totally routed them ; and tho’
he did not like his father's buſineſs, as they had loſt near zoo men in the battle,
ſoon as he was fit for ſervice he went to yet, not to give the enemy time to reco
Briſtol, and having indentured with the ver, they marched direétly up, attacked,
captain of a Weſt. India ſhip, was tranſ-A and took the town by aſſault. Here they
orted by him, and ſold to a planter in remained three or four months, plunder
£º, whom he ſerved faithfully for during
ing the town and packing up their booty,
which time the town was acciden
the time he had indentured, being four
years, but as ſoon as his time was ex tally ſet on fire, and being built of cedar,
pired he went to Jamaica, and there en there was no ſtopping the flames, until the
tered as a common ſeaman on board a whole town,
of 7ooo houſes,
ſloop going to cruize upon the Spaniards, B was laid in aſhes. At laſt, the conque
from which low ſtation he, by his cou rors having collečted all the booty they
rage and condućt, ſoon came to be a could j they ſet out and marched
chief among the buccaneers or pirates, as back to Chagra, carrying along with them
they were generally called, tho' after our 175 mules loaded with gold, ſilver, jew
making ourſelves maſters of Jamaica, els, and rich merchandize ; and from
many of them ačted by commiſfion from Chagra the captain, with many of his
our governors of that iſland, as Morgan C men, returned to Jamaica, having left the
always did after he came to be a com reſt at Chagra, becauſe of their being like
mander ; and therefore he is, by malici to mutiny againſt him about dividing the
ous or injudicious authors, moſt unjuſtly ſpoil; for he did perhaps take too large a
ranked among the pirates of that age.
ſhare to himſelf, as he brought with him
In his ſtation as a commander of pri to Jamaica 4oo, ooo pieces of eight in
vateers, he not only made prize of many ſpecie.
Spaniſh ſhips at ſea, but plundered many D . As capt. Morgan was now rich, he
of their towns upon the coaſt, and even did not perhaps incline to go upon any
ſome of their inland cities. By theſe ſuc more adventures, but if he did, he was
ceſſes capt. Morgan, as he was then call prevented ; for in the year 1672, was
ed, acquired ſo high a charaćter, that as concluded the famous American treaty
ſoon as he gave notice of his intending to between us and Spain, by which an end
go upon a new expedition, great numbers was put to all privateering by our people
of men flocked to him, and liſted under E in the American ſeas; Sir Thomas Lynch
his banner, ſo that in the year 1670 he was called home to anſwer the complaints
ſound himſelf at the head of a conſidera
that had been made againſt him by the
ble number of ſhips, and a large number court of Spain, or rather that our cour
of brave men : With theſe he firſt ſailed
tiers here might have a ſhare of the ſpoil,
to, and made himſelf maſter of the little which he had got from the privateers,
iſland of St. Katharines, near the coaſt who had ačted by his commiſſion ; and
of Coſta Rica, where he left a good gar- F the lord Vaughan was in his ſtead ſent
riſon, as he deſigned to keep poſſeſſion of governor of Jamaica, with expreſs orders
it by way of a convenient retreat. He to try, condemn, and execute all ſuch as
then ſailed to Terra Firma, and attacked ſhould be guilty of any piracies in thoſe
the caſtle of Chagra, where he met with ſeas ; which orders he carried rigorouſl
a brave reſiſtance, but their magazine into execution. This gave a ſevere che
blowing up by accident, they were ob to the flouriſhing condition of Jamaica;
liged to ſurrender ; and here he took the G and the ſame year it met with a further

§.

adventurous and bold reſolution of march

check, from the eſtabliſhment of the Afri

ing over land, thro' a wild and deſart
country, to attack the city of Panama.
Accordingly, after placing a garriſon in
that caſtle, he ſet out, Auguſt 18, with.
1zoo men ; and after ſuffering moſt in
tolerable hardſhips in their march, they
at laſt arrived in fight of Panama. Upon
their approach to the town, they found the
governor at the head of an army of three
times their number ready to oppoſe their

can company ; , for about this time an
agent for that company was ſettled at Ja
maica, who made ſeizure of every ſhip
not licenſed by the company, that at
tempted to bring any negroes to that
iſland, and got her condemned as an in
terloper upon the coaſt of Africa, con

paſſage; but there was no retreating, die
or conquer was the word, therefore they
5

trary to the excluſive privilege granted by
charter to that company, by which means
the company got a monopoly of the ſlave
trade, and conſequently exacted what
price they pleaſed from our planters in
America".

* See Lond. Mag. 1758, p. 395.

But
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Death of the famous
But in 1674 the iſland received ſome
advantage, in conſequence of the treaty
of peace that year concluded between the
Butch and us, by which it was ſtipulated,
that ſuch of the Britiſh ſubječts then re
maining at Surinam as inclined to retire

Sir HENRY Morgan.

March

their captain being killed, ſuch as re
mained alive in the ſloop ſubmitted, and
whilſt they were ſecuring, thoſe in the
bark ſailed and made their eſcape. The
priſoners were brought into Port Royal ;
and as they were all Dutch or French, Sir

from thence, ſhould have leave to depart A Henry, to convince the Spaniards of their
with their effects, and be delivered to

commiſſaries appointed by his Britannick
majeſty to receive them. Accordingly
commiſſaries and ſhips were ſent, who
brought no leſs than 12 oo of them to Ja
maica ; and as the governor had orders

being ſo, ſent them all to Carthagena,
where they were condemned and execu
ted. But as Sir Henry was convinced of
the imprudence as well as injuſtice of the
excluſive privilege that had been granted to

the African company, and being himſelf
to allot to each family, in proportion to B a planter, had felt the avaritious and ty
its number, a certain quantity of unap
propriated lands in that iſland, he made

them their allotments in St. Elizabeth pa.

rannical uſe that had been made of it, he

robably connived a little at the interlop
ing trade to the coaſt of Africa. By this
he incurred the diſpleaſure of our court

riſh, where they preſently ſet about clear
ing and planting their land, and ſeveral at that time ; therefore he was ordered to
of them came afterwards to be poſſeſſed of be ſent home a priſoner, under pretence
C of anſwering the complaints that had, ſo
Harge eſtates in the iſland.
As the lord Vaughan was by his in many years before, been made againſt
frućtions obliged to ači with vigour againſt him by the court of Spain, and was de
the pirates, and againſt the interlopers tained three years a priſoner in the Tower,
upon the coaſt of Africa, both which without ever being brought to a trial,
meaſures were contrary to the particular notwithſtanding our Habeas Corpus ačt, by
intereſt of the inhabitants of Jamaica, which he contraćted ſuch a bad habit of

we may believe, he was far from being a D body, that he died ſoon after his being
diſcharged.
Sir Thomas Lynch had, it ſeems, upon
his being called home, ſo fully anſwered
vernors, made a little too much haſte to the expe&tation of our courtiers, that they
get rich. However, he continued in that were perfe&ly ſatisfied with his anſwer to
government until the year 1678, when the complaints made by the Spaniards
the murmur was ſo general and ſo violent E againſt him, and therefore in 1682, he
againſt him, that our court thought fit to was again ſent out governor of Jamaica,
recall him, and Charles, earl of Carliſle, where he was now as ready to apprehend
was ſent in his room, who finding the and hang the pirates, as he had been dur
climate very prejudicial to his health, re ing his former government to grant them
turned to England in 1680, leaving capt. commiſfions ; and to make his diligence
Morgan, now Sir Henry Morgan, to go the more manifeſt, he had cauſed to be
vern, until a new governor ſhould be ap-F built, at his own expence, a galley with
pointed by the crown; for the captain, 54 oars, to be employed in purſuit of his
after his return from Panama, had pur old friends the pirates, tho' I do not find
chaſed a plantation in Jamaica, and as a that any ef thern were taken or executed
rivate gentleman gained ſo much reſpe&t in his time, which was but ſhort, for he
in the #. that he had been knighted,
died before he had been full three years in
and appointed a member of the council, his government. However, in an aſſem
bly held by him ſoon after his arrival, he
by the crown.
During his government he ačted vigo got the laws of the iſland reviſed and cor
rouſly againſt the pirates, for upon hear rećted, and many new laws enaëled,
ing that a pirate ſloop and Barca Longa, which continue in force to this day.
Sir Thomas Lynch was ſucceeded in
commanded by one Everſon, a Dutch
man, were in Cow Bay, ſeven leagues the government by col. Hender Moleſ
eaſt of Port Royal, he preſently ſet guards worth, who, I ſuppoſe, was preſident of
all round Port Royal, both by land and H the council. Upon the arrival of the
ſea, to prevent any meſſenger's going to news of king Charles's death, he pro
give the pirates intelligence of what he claimed James the Second with great ſo
was about ; and then he armed and fitted lemnity, and in conjućtion with the coun
out a ſloop, which ſailed in a few hours, cil and aſſembly ſent home a very loyal
and attacked the pirates, who for a long addreſs upon that king's acceſſion. About
time defended themſelves bravely, but this time the Jews were become pretty

popular governor, conſequently the worſt
conſtruction was put upon every thing he
did ; and perhaps he, like moſt other go

nuumerous
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numerous in Jamaica, and as they pro

ringleaders as were left alive, were con

moted the trade of the iſland, the colonel

demned and executed in the uſual to tur

very wiſely granted them an indulgence ing manner.
The next year, war having been de-,
to build themſelves ſynagogues, and to
perform publick worſhip in their own clared againſt France, an expedition was
way 5 which was confirmed to them by undertaken againſt the French in Hiſpa
the duke of Albemarle, the next gover Aniola, the command of which was given
nor appointed by the crown, who arrived to Mr. Obrian, who made prize of, or
in January, 1687 ; but as he lived too deſtroyed ſeveral French ſhips at ſea, and
freely for the climate of Jamaica, he was landing upon the coaſt, with about 9:o.
foon cut off, and col. Moleſworth ſucceed ſoldiers he had under his command, de
ed again to the government, in which he ſtroyed ſeveral of their plantations in the
continued until the news arrived of the open country; but as he had neither force
revolution in England, and of the prince B enough, nor was properly provided, he
and princeſs of Orange being proclaimed could not attack any of their forts, and
king and queen at London, whereupon conſequently could neither do the enemy
be proclaimed them at Jamaica, with the much damage, nor himſelf any great ſer
ſame ſolennity he had in his former go vice.
However, the bravado pleaſed the mob,
vernment proclaimed their father.
For ſome time after the revolution, the and ſet them a rejoicing; but the year fol
government here had ſo much buſineſs Clowing their joy was turned into moun
upon their hands, that no mew governor ing, by one of the moſt terrible misſor
was appointed for Jamaica, until the year tunes that ever befell the iſland. On June
*699, when the lord Inchiquin was ap 7, 1692, between 11 and 12 o'clock,
pointed by king William, and he arrived happened a moſt extraordinary and ſur
the re in June or July of that year. Soon prizing earthquake : The ſhocks were ſo
after his arrival, that is to ſay, on July violent, that in leſs than two minutes
29, , the negroes of a plantation in the D moſt of the houſes and buildings in Port
mountains, to the number of about 4co, Royal were not only thrown in heaps,
belonging to a gentleman named Sutton, but covered by the ſea. At the firſt
b: oke out into rebellion ; and as there were ſhake many of the people ran into the
then none but the overſeer in the houſe, ſtreets and open places; but there they
they broke it open, murdered him, and met with no ſafety : The ground opened
ſeized upon a large quantity of aims and in many places, ſome were ſwallowed up
ammunition that were lodged in it. From E in the chaſins, and never heard of more;
thence they marched to the next planta ethers were thrown up again alive at ſome
tion, murdered the overſeer, and endea diſtance in the ſea ; and many fixed in
voured to perſuade the negroes belonging the chaſms, with only their head and
to it to join with then, but inſtead of ſhoulders, or their head only, above
joining they fled to the woods and con ground, ſome in this poſture left alive,
cealed themſelves. Upon this diſappoint and in vain crying for help, but moſt
ment it was expećted that they would F ſqueezed to death by the earth ſhutting
have marched to join the rebellious ne again upon their half buried bodies. In
groes in the mountains, but as Mr. Sut an inſtant the ſea came rolling in moun
ton's was a ſtrong houſe, and well flored tainous waves over the town, and over
with proviſions, which they could neither whelmed all thoſe that were in the ſtreets
sarry off nor part with, very luckily for or houſes, ſo that moſt of thoſe that had
the iſland, they reſolved to defend them eſcaped both the fall of the houſes and
ſelves in the houſe, until they had con-G the openings of the earth, were drowned ;
ſumed the proviſions, which gave the in but many were ſaved by the ſhips and
habitants time to aſſemble a ſtrong party boats in the harbour, and ſome ſaved
of horſe and foot againſt them ; and themſelves by catching hold of the broken
when they ſaw this party approaching, beams, rafters, or timbers of the houſes,
they changed their reſolution, deſerted which appeared every where floating upon
-

the houſe, and endeavoured to make their

the ſurface of the water.

-

eſcape thro’ the ſugar canes, which they H In all the other parts of the iſland the
ſet on fire as they paſſed, in order to re earthquake was equally violent, tho’ nat
tard the purſuit, but notwithſtanding this ſo deſtructive. Two great mountains at

artful contrivance, their purſuers came up

the entrance into ſixteen mile walk, fell

with them, killed near one half of them,

and the reſt throwing down their aims

towards each other, and ſo choaked up the
paſſage of the river, whoſe uſual courſe

ſubmitt.d. when ſuch of the ſingleaders

was between them, that the

7
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low continued dry for ſeveral days. At
- Yellows, a large mountain ſplit in two
parts, one of which fell into a neigh
bouring valley, covered ſeveral ſettle
ments, and buried 19 white people ; and

March

burnt their ſhips, and took or killed every
man of them, except about 18, that pri
vately got on board, and eſcaped unob
ſerved in a ſmall ſloop.
[To be continued in our next.]

moſt of the mountains in the iſland had

their ſhape ſome way altered from what it A The following Extraff from the Refle&ions
was before.

The water in the wells,

on the Riſe and Fall of the ancient Re

publicks, by E. W. Montagu, jun.
Eſq; ought to be made as publick as poſt
ſible ; therefore ‘we ſhall give it a Place
in our Magazine, as it deſerves to be ſº
torrents of water of a moſt nauſeous
riouſly conſidered by every Man who bar
ſmell. But it would be endleſs to relate
all the diſmal and wonderful effects of B a Regard for the Britiſh Conſtitution.
this earthquake ; therefore I ſhall only
TER pointing out the vices and
add, that the ground on which Port Royal
paſſions which put an end to the
ſtood moſt certainly ſunk, for great part famous Athenian republick, the author
of it is now ſix or ſeven fathom under
goes on thus :
water, and many think that the iſland it
“Of all the human paſſions, ambi
ſelf, or at leaſt that part of it called Li tion may prove the moſt uſeful, or the

tho' ſome of fix ſathom deep, flew out at
the top ; and from many of the chaſms
and openings of the earth there flew out

A"

ganea, ſunk a little, becauſe it did not C moſt deſtructive to a people. The require ſo long a rope, by two or three

Digito monſtrari et dirier hic eff;

feet, to draw water out of their wells, as

was required before this earthquake hap

the fondneſs for admiration and applauſe
ſeems coeval with man, and accompanies
I do not find that any exaft calculation us from the cradle to the grave. Every
was ever made of the people that periſhed man pants after diſtinétion, and even in
by this earthquake : The number is ge. D this world affects a kind of immortality.
nerally computed at about 300c ; but When this love of admiration and ap
ened.

what added to the

misfortune of the

plauſe is the only end propoſed by ambi

iſland, was an epidemical ſort of fickneſs tion, it then becomes a primary paſſion ;
that enſued, occaſioned, as ſuppoſed, by all the other paſſions are compelled to be
the flinking water thrown up from the ſubſervient, and will be wholly
opening of the earth, and by the dead on the means conducive to that end. But
bodies which continued for many days E whether this paſſion for fame, this eager
floating upon the water in the harbour, neſs after that imaginary life, which ex
before they could all be brought aſhore iſts only in the breath :P. people, be
and buried. By this fickneſs it is reckon laudable or criminal, uſeful or frivolous,
ed, that at leaſt sooo more periſhed; and muſt be determined by the means em
as the loſs fell chiefly upon the towns of ployed, which will always be direéted to
Port Royal and Kingſton, it confifted al whatever happens to be the reigning ob
moſt entirely in the white people.
F jea of applauſe. Upon this principle,
In commemoration of this double and
however the means may differ, the end
ſevere viſitation, the 7th of June was by will be ſtill the ſame ; from the here
an ačt of the aſſembly ordered to be al down to the boxer in the Bear-Garden ;
ways obſerved in that iſland as a day of from the legiſlator who new models a
faſting and humiliation ; but tho' it in ſtate, down to the humbler genius, who
ſpired
with this fit of religion, ſtrikes out the neweſt cut for a coat-ſleeve.
as ſuch vi itations generally do in every G For it was the ſame principle direéling to
country, I muſt obſerve to their honour, the ſame end, which impelled Eroſtra.us
that it did not break their ſpirit, or throw to ſet fire to the temple of Diana, and
them into any fit of deſpondency, as the Alexander to ſet the world in a flame ſo
French probably expected ; for they took quickly after.
There is no mark which ſo ſurely indi
this opportunity to repay the viſit which
the people of Jamaica had made them the cates the reigning manners of a people at
preceding year, and ačtually landed 300 H different periods, as that quality or turn
men upon the north fide ; but the Guern of mind, which happens to be the reign
fey man of war, them in Port Royal har ing cbject of publick applauſe. For as
bour, together with ſeveral ſloops, each the reigning object of applauſe will neceſ.
with a number of men on board, were ſarily conttitute the leading faſhion, and
fitted out with ſuch diſpatch, that they as the leading faſhion always takes riſe

*:

ºr.

came up with the French unexpectedly,

among the great or leading People ; if the
obječt

Mr. Mont Ac U’s Reflections,
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object of applauſe be praiſe-worthy, the conſequently became the chief objećt of
example of the great will have a due in deſire to every one who was ambitious of
fluence upon the inferior claſſes; if fri. publick applauſe, it quickly grew to be
volous or vicious, the whole body of the the faſhion. The whole people in thoſe
people will take the ſame caſt, and be ſtates glowed with the generous principle
quickly infected by the contagion. There A of publick virtue to the higheſt degree of
cannot therefore be a more certain crite
enthuſiaſm. Wealth had then no charms,
rion, by which we may form our judg and all the bewitching pleaſures of lux
ment of the national virtue or national
ury were unknown, or deſpiſed. And
degeneracy of any people, in any period thoſe brave people courted and embraced
a- a

of their exiſtence, than from thoſe cha

toils, danger, and even death itſelf, with

raēters, which are the moſt diſtinguiſhed the greateſt ardour, in purſuit of this
in every pericó of their eſpective hiſto B darling object of their univerſal wiſhes.
ries. To analize theſe remarka'le cha
Every man planned, toiled, and bled,
raēters, to inveſtigate the end propoſed not for himſelf, but for his country.
by all their actions, which opens to us all Hence the produce of thoſe ages, was a
their ſecret ſprings ; and to develope the race of pati iot ſtateſmen and real heroes.
means employed for the acquiſition of This generous principle gave riſe to thoſe
that end, is not only the moſt entertain ſeminaries of manly bravery and heroick
ing, but, in my opinion, by much the emulation, the Olympick, Iſthmian, and
moſt uſeful part of hiſtory. For as the C other publick games. To obtain the vic
reigning object of applauſe ariſes from tory at thoſe ſcenes of publick glory was
the prevailing manners of a people, it eſteemed the utmoſt ſummit of human fe
will neceſſarily be the reigning object of licity, a wreath of wild olive, laurel or
deſire, and continue to influence the man parſley (the victor's prize) that Palma no
ners of ſucceeding generations, till it is bilis, as Horace terms it, which
oppoſed, and gradually gives way to ſome
Terrarum Dominos evehit ad Deos,
new object. Conſequently as hiſtory is
alike the repoſitory of good and bad cha. D was infinitely more the objećt of emula.
racters, by obſerving the proportional in tion in thoſe generous times, than coro
creaſe or decreaſe of each of thoſe cha
nets and garters are of modern ambition.

raēters, in any given period of the re

Let me add too, that as the former were

ſpective hiſtory .# any nation ; we may
inveſtigate the prevailing maaners of that

invariably the reward of merit only, they
refle&ed a very different luſtre upon the
pople, from the reigning object of ap wearer. The honours acquired at theſe
plauſe, by which the greater humber of E games quickly became the darling themes
characters at that period endeavoured to of the poets, and the charms of muſick
be diſtinguiſhed. Hence too we may ob were called in to give additional graces to
ſerve the progreſſive order, in which the poetry. Panegyrick ſwelled with the moſt
manners of any people prepared the way nervous ſtrokes of eloquence, and deckcd
for every remarkable mutation in their go. up with all the flowers of rhetorick, was
vernment. For no eſſential mutation can
joined to the fideity and dignity of hiſ
ever be effected in any government (un F tory. Whilſt the canvas glowed with .
leſs by the violence of external force) till mimick life, and the animated marble
the prevailing manners of the peeple are contributed all the powers of art to per
ripe for ſuch a change. Conſequently, as petuate the memory of the vićtors. Theſe
like cauſes will ever produce like effects; were the noble incentives, which fired
when we obſerve the ſame ſimilarity of the Grecian youth with the glorious emu
manners prevailing amongſt our own peo iation of treading in the ſteps of thoſe

ple, with that which preceded the laſt G publick ſpirited he, oes, who were the
fatal mutation of government in any

firſt inſt tutors cf theſe celebrated games.

other free nation; we may, at ſuch a time,

Hence that refined tatte for auts and ſci

give a ſhrewd gueſs at the approaching ences aroſe in Greece, and produced thoſe
fate of our conſtitution and country. Thus maſter-pieces of every kind, the inimita
in the infancy and riſe of the Grecian re ble remains of which not only charm,
publicks, when neceſſity of ſelf-defence but raiſe the juſteſt admiration of the pre
had given a manly and warlike turn to the H ſent times.
This taſie raiſed a new objećt of ap
temper of the people, and the continu.
ance of the ſame neceſſity had fixed it plauſe, and at lºſt ſupplanted the parent
into a habit, the love of their country which gave it birth. Poetry, eloquence,
ſoon became the reigning object of pub and muſic's, became equally the tubjects
lick applauſe. As this reigning objest of emulation at the publick games, were
allotted
March, 1759.
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allotted their reſpective crowns,

and

opened a new road to fame and immorta
lity. Fame was the end propoſed and
hoped for by all ; and thoſe who deſpair
ed of attaining it by the rugged and dan
gerous path of honour, ſtruck into the

nours due only to the patriot and the
hero ; whilſt the hard-earn'd pay of the
ſoldier and the ſailor was employed in

corrupting the indolent pleaſure-taking
citizen. The fatal conſequence of this
degeneracy of manners, as Juſtin aſſures,

new and flowery road which was quickly A was this . That the able Philip, taking
crowded with the ſervile herd of imita.

advantage of the indolence and effemi
tors. , Monarchs turned poets, and great nacy of the Athenians, who before took
men fidlers, and money was employed to the lead in defence of the liberty of
bias the judges at the publick games to Greece, drew his beggarly kingdom of
crown wretched verſes and bungling per Macedon out of its primitive obſcurity,
formers with the wreaths appropriated and at laſt reduced all Greece under the
only to ſuperior merit. This taſte pre- B yoke of ſervitude. Plutarch, in his en
vailed more or leſs in every ſtate of Greece, quiry whether the Athenians were more
(Sparta alone excepted) according to the eminent in the arts of war, or in the arts
different turn of genius of each people ; of peace, ſeverely cenſures their inſatiable
but it obtained the moſt ready admiſſion fondneſs for diverſions. He aſſerts, that
at Athens, which quickly became the the money idly thrown away upon the re
chief ſeat of the muſes and graces.
preſentation of the tragedies of Sophocles
Thus a new objećt of applauſe intro. C and Euripides alone, amounted to a much
ducing a new taſte, produced that fatal greater ſum than had been expended in aii
alteration in the manners of the Athe

their wars againſt the Perſians, in defence

nians, which became a concurrent cauſe

of their liberty and common ſafety. That
judicious philoſopher and hiſtorian, to
the eternal infamy of the Athenians, re

of the ruin of their republick. For tho’
the manners of the Athenians grew more
polite, yet they grew more corrupt, and

conds a ſevere, but ſenſible refle&tion, of a

publick virtue ceaſed gradually to be the D Lacedemonian who happened to be pre
objećt of publick applauſe and publick
emulation. As dramatick poetry affected
moſt the taſte of the Athenians, the am

bition of excelling in that ſpecies of poe
try was ſo violent, that Æſchylus died
with grief, becauſe in a publick conten.
tion with Sophocles the prize was adjudged
to his antagoniſt. But tho' we owe the
fineſt pieces of that kind now extant to
that prevailing taſte, yet it introduced
ſuch a rage for theatrical entertainments
as fatally contributed to the ruin of the

ſent at theſe diverſions. The geneious
Spartan, trained up in a ſtate where pub
lick virtue ſtill continued to be the objećt
of publick applauſe, could not behold the
ridiculous affiduity of the Choragi, or
magiſtrates who preſided at the publick
E ſhews, and the immenſe ſums which they
laviſhed in the decorations of a new tra

gedy, without indignation. “He there
fore frankly told the Athenians, that they
were highly criminal in waſting ſo much
time, and giving that ſerious attention to
trifles, which ought to be dedicated to the

republick.

Juſtin informs us, that the publick vir F affairs of the publick. That it was ſtill
tue of Athens declined immediately after more criminal to throw away upon fitch
the death of Fpaminondas. No longer baubles as the decorations of a theatre,
awed by the virtue of that great man, that money which ought to be applied to
which had been a perpetual ſpur to their the equipment of their fleet, or the ſup
ambition, they ſunk into a lethargy of . port of their army. That diverſions ought
effeminate indolence. The publick re to be treated merely as diverſions, and
venues appropriated for the ſervice of the G might ſerve to relax the mind at our idle
fleet and army were ſquandered in pub hours, or when over a bottle ; if any
lick feſtivals and publick entertainments. kind of utility could ariſe from ſuch tri
The ſtage was the chief obječt of the fling pieaſures. But to ſee the Athenians
publick concern, and the theatres were make the duty they oved to their country
crowded whilſt the camp was a deſart. give way to their paſſion for the enter
Who trod the ſtage with the greateſt dig tainments of the theatre, and to waſte um

nity, or who excelled moſt in the conduct H profitably that time and money upon ſuch
of the diama i not who was the ableſt

general, or moſt experienced admiral,
was the obječt of the publick reſearch
and publick applauſe. Military virtue
and the ſcience of war were held cheap,
and poets and players engroſſed thoſe ho

frivolous diverſions, which ought to be
appropriated to the affairs and the neceſ.
firies of the ſtate, appeared to him to be
the height of infatuation.”
Conid we raiſe the venerable philoſo
pher fism the grave to take a ſhort

*::
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of the preſent manners of our own coun obliged to purchaſe and fetch over the
trymen, would he not find them an ama worſt performers of Italy at the expence
zingly exačt copy of thoſe of the Athe of vaſt ſums; what opinion muſt he form
nians, in the times immediately preceding of our underſtanding But if he was to
their ſubjećtion to Macedon 2 Would he ſee the infolence of theſe hiſ elings, and
not ſee the ſame ſeries of daily and night the ſervile proſtration of their paymaſters
ly diverſions, adapted to the taſte of every A to theſe idols of their own making, how
claſs of people, from the publick break muſt ſuch egregions folly excite his con
faſting (that bane to the time and in tempt and indignation : . In the midſt of
duſtry of the tradeſman) up to our mo theſe ſcenes of diſſipation, this varying
de: n Orgyes, the midnight revels of the rºund of unceaſing diverſions, how mu
Maſquerade 2 If he cenſured the Athe he be aſtoniſhed at the complaint of pc
nians for throwing away ſo much time verty, tºxes, the decay of trade, and the
and attention upon the chaſte and manly B great difficulty of raiſing the neceſſary
ſcenes of Sºphocles and Euripides, what ſupplies for the publick ſervice, which
muſt he have thought of that ſtrange would ſtrike his ear ſi om every quarter
Shakeſpearamania (as I may term it) Would not his cenſure upon our incon
which prevailed ſo lately, and ſo univer ſiſtent conquêt be juſt the ſame which the
fally amongſt all ranks and all ages Had honeſt Spartan paſſed upon the infatuated
he enquired of thoſe multitudes who ſo Athenians ? When a national militia of
long crowded both theatres at the repre C 60, coo men only was aſked for, would
ſentation of Romeo and Juliet, what he not have bluſhed for thoſe who oppoſed
were the ſtriking beauties which ſo ſtrong a meaſure (once the ſupport and glory of
ly and ſo repeatedly engaged their atten every free ſtate in Greece) and whitted
tion, could a tenth part of the affected it down to half the number fion a pre
admirers of that pathetick poet, have tended principle of oeconomy But could
given him a more ſatisfačtory anſwer than, his philoſophick gravity refrain a ſmile,
“ That it was the faſhion ?” Would he D when he ſaw the ſame people laviſhing
not be convinced that faſhion was the only their thouſands in ſubſcriptions to balls,
motive, when he ſaw the ſame people concerts, operas, and a long train of ex
thronging with the ſame eage nets, and penſive et cæteras, yet ſo wondrous fru
ſwallowing the ribaldry of modem farce, gal in pounds, ſhillings, and pence, in a
and the buffoonery of pantomime with meaſure ſo eſſential to the very ſafety of
the ſame fury of applauſe Muſt he not the nation 2 If therefore he ſaw a people
have pronounced, that they as nuch ex E bending under an accumulating load of
ceeded the Athenians in thoughtleſs levity debt, almoſt to bankruptcy, yet finking
and folly, as they ſunk beneath them in more and more into a luxury, known in
taſte and judgment For Plutarch does his time only to the effeminate Peſtians,
not find fault with the fine taſte of the
and which required the wealth of Peiſa
Athenians for the noble compoſitions of to ſupport it : Involved in a war, unſuc
thoſe imcomparable poets; but for that ceſsful till meaſures were changed with
exceſs of paſſion for the theatre, which, F miniſters ; yet indulging in all the plea
by ſetting up a new objećt of applauſe, ſures of pomp and triumph, in the midſt
had alºnoſt extinguiſhed that publick vir of national loſſes and national diſhonour :
tue, for which they had been ſo greatly —Contrasting daily freſh debts of mil
eminent : Nay, which made them more lions, to carry on that war, yet idly con
ſollicitous about the ſate of a new tragedy, ſuming inole wealth in the uſeleſs par
or the deciſion of the pretenſions of two geanty of equipage, dreſs, table, and the
rival players, than about the fate of their G almoſt innumerable articles of expenſive
But what idea muſt he have of

luxury, than would ſupport their firets

the higher claſs of our people, when he

and armies ; he could not help pronounc
ing ſuch a people mad paſt the cure of

country.

ſaw thoſe who ſhould be

*

Émi

in a

time of diſtreſs and danger, to animate hellebore, and ſelf-devoted to deſtruction.”
the drooping ſpirit of their countrymen ky
HERE have been various reports
the luſtre of their example, attentive only
about the manner in which the
to the unmanning trilis of an opera ; a H
degree of effeminacy which would have great Guſtavus Adolphus, the aſſerror of
diſgraced even the women of Greece, in Getman iberty, killed at the famous bat
times of greateſt degeneracy. If he was tle of Lutzen, Nov. 16, 1632, loſt his
informed that this ſpecies of diverſion was life. Sºme ſay he was aſſiſſinated at the
fo little natural to the rougher genius, as inſtigation of cardinal Richlieu. Puffen
well as climate of Britain, that we were dolf, in his II ſtory of Sweden, ſays, he
S 2.

laſt
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loſt his life by the hands of Francis Al
bert, duke of Lauenburg, one of his ge
nerals, who was bribed by the Imperia

argue againſt faët, for neither the ſeverity
of the Draconian, nor the Japoneſe laws,
have anſwered the propoſed end, no di
liſts. But in the archives of Sweden there
miniſhed, much leſs extinguiſhed offences;
hath lately been found a letter, which ſets and it is to reaſon without knowledge,
this matter in a different light. It was becauſe future punition, however formi
written Jan. 21, 1725, by Mr. Andrew Adable and inevitable too (which it is rare.
Goeding, provoſt of the chapter of Vexio, ly ſuppoſed) makes but inadequate and
to Mr. Nicholas Ha wedſon Dahl, ſecre impotent impreſſions on a man while un
tary of the archives of Sweden. The ſub der the preſent predominancy of an impe
ſtance of it is as follows :

tuous paſſion, as is notorious fion the

“ Being in Saxony in 1685, I diſco ſurpriſing ſlender effects of eligious fears
vered, by a happy chance, the circum on true believers. What ſhall we then
ſtances of the death of king Guſtavus B ſay to, or what muſt we think of the inhu
Adolphus. That great prince had gone man, the diabolical forments, which have been
attended by one domeſtick only, to recon. recently exhibited on regicides in two Chriſ
noitre the enemy. It being a very thick tian nations? (See our Vol for 1757, p. 205,
fog, he unfortunately fell in with a poſt 385, and our laſt month, p. 86.) Horrid,
of the Imperial troops, who filed upon unſightly ſufferings, that make a man bluſh
him, and wounded him, but did not kill for, and almoſt abhor his own ſpecies, for
him. The ſervant, in bringing the king C being the perpetrators of them! Inhumani
back to his camp, diſpatched him with a ties, the bare relation whereof has, to the
piſtol, and took the glaſſes which the king honour of the nation, been the death of
uſed on account of his being near fighted. an Engliſhman * * Barbarities, which the
I bought thoſe ſpečiacles from the dean of moſt culpable of wretched mankind can
Naumbourg. The man who killed the not poſſibly deſerve, thoſe monſters of the
king was very old and at the point of ſpecies alone excepted, who, in ſervile
death when I was in Saxony. Remorſe D adulation to tyrannick courts, have un
for his crime troubled him extremely, and naturally and impiouſly adjudged others
his conſcience gave him no reſt. He ſent thereunto 1–Seneca, the tragick poet, re
for the above mentioned dean, and con marks (in the words of my motto) “That
feſſed to him his liorrid crime, with all the equity of the Deity, who had made
its circumſtances. From this dean I learnt
man liable to be robbed of his life by any
them, and from him I bought the glaſſes, body, had, in compenſation, ſo ordered,
which I have depoſited among the archives E that he could be deprived of the privilege
of Sweden. I immediately ſent theſe par of death by nobody.” But alas ! this ob
ticulars, from Germany to baron Puffen
ſerver lived not in times when the cunning
dorff, that he might inſert them in his of refined cruelty had almoſt wreſted from
Hiſtory of Sweden : He wrote me in an the human kind this melancholy refuge,
ſwer, that his hiſtory was already printed and could draw the teeth to preſerve the
in Holland, and that he had followed, in
tongue for cluel interrogatories, and re
his narration of this event, the ſentiments F ſerve the extended limbs to be diſſipated
of Chemnitz, &c.”
by horſes. Ought not the efore merciful
invention to be rouſed to countera&t pre
To the Editor of the London Chronicle.

ternatural malice, to recover to mankind
this valuable boon of celeſtial juſtice, and
furniſh the wretches, doomed to certain

Optime hoc cavit Deus;
Eritere vitam memo non homini poteff,
death, complicated with unjuſt agonies,
At nema morten.— SEN ec A, Trag. G with ſuch means of deliverance as the
S I R,
power and wit of tyranny can never fru
HAT the governing part of ſocie ſtrate | Nor, doubtleſs, need the moſt
ties have a delegated power of pu ſcrupulous be alarmed at, nor can ſuicly
niſhing ca; itally delinquents againſt their the moſt caſuiſtical confound with the
fundamental inſtitutions, is a point ſcarce

-

ſuicide that is p, chibited, the neceſſitated

ly to be controverted ; but they can ſurely ſ: diff cºch to be uſurped on theſe ecca
have no right to load death itſelf with ſu. H fions ; the miſerable creatures, whoſe
p, rerºgatory tortures, excepting only, by de this become unavoidable, being equal
a law of retaliation, in cafes where cru
ly innocent thereof, as the convict, who
elty has been added to murder. The manſuily leaps from the cart, or calmly
weak excuſe inſiſted on, I well know, is
that ſuch terrifying barbarities may pre

extet...!s his paſſive neck to the axe ; or

vent the conmiſſion of the crimes for

(to employ higher inſtances) as a Daniel,
whoſe zeal doeſ that which neceſſarily tub

which they are indišted . But this is to

jests

* A gentleman on reading the account ºf the late barbarouſ czecution at Lifton, was,”

1759,
Description
jećts him to capital penalties, or as the
Shadrachs who religiouſly omit doing what
alone can ſave their lives. And I think,
that the very aliment neceſſary for the

of G O RE E.
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Mr. Adanſon, a French Gentleman hav.
ing gone to, and reſided five Years in

Senegal, merely with a View to improve
himſelf in the Knowledge of Natural
on them, till ſuch time as the ſcenery of
Hiſtory, his accounts of that Country may
their horrid tragedy can be prepared, may A be more depended on than thoſe of moſt
be rentiered the providential means of pre
other Travellers, therefore we ſhall com
venting its exhibition. Every one has
municate ſome of them to our Readers as
experienced the violent convulſions cauſed
follow.
by a little drink or bread that has fallen
Deſcription of the Iſland of Goree.
involuntarily into the windpipe, by laugh
fourth of September, 1749,
ing caſually, or ſpeaking at the inſtant of geating or drinking ; which is commonly B
by break of day, we found our
phaſed, “ the vićtuals going the wrong ſelves off Cape Verd: This to me was a
way.” It is manifeſt from hence, that
new ſight, who, during four months that
ſimilar, voluntary efforts, might introduce I had been at Senegal, had ſeen no ſuch
thro’ the glottis, into the larynx and bronchi, thing as hilis, and eſpecially of ſtone.
ſo large a quantity of liqui.’, eſpecially, aſ Soon after this, we eſpied the Magdalen
would overpower the muſcular machinery Iſlands, and that morning we caſt anchor
ºf the ſung, and ſtop their play. This C in the bay of Goree. This iſland con
hypotheſis is confirmed by the diſſe&tion ſiſts of a low narrow piece of land, and
of drowned perſons, who are often found
a ſmall but very ſteep mountain, the whole
without water in the alimentary dućt, and the ſixth part of a league in length. Not
with very little of it only in the lungs, withſtanding its confined extent, the fitu
(ſufficiently however, it appears, to occa ation renders it a very agreeable place :
fion inſtantaneous death) which they had Towards the ſouth you enjoy a proſpect,
admitted in this manner. I am of opi D terminated only by the ſea ; northward,
nion too, that the ſame defirable eſcape you diſcover at a diſtance Cape Verd, and
from mangling tortures might be effected all the other capes and neighbouring pro
by, what would be vulgarly termed, hold montories. Tho' it is in the torrid zone,
ing the breath till it was quite gone, or yet they breathe a cool and temperate air
‘wilfully impeding the organs of reſpiration almoſt the whole year round; which is
Jº long as to render them incapable of re owing to the equality of days and nights,
ſuffentation of criminals, and often forced

Th;

ſuming their functions. For ſome degree E and its being continually refreſhed by al
muſcles that dilate the thorax in inſpira

ternate breezes from the land and ſea. M.
de S. Jean, the director of the iſland, has

tion ; the will may therefore, by with
holding its aſſent, be able to ſuſpend their

embelliſhed it with ſeveral fine buildings :
He has likewiſe fortified it, and is adding

ačtion, till ſuch time as it ſhall be irreco

every day to the works; ſo that it is now

of volition is required to actuate the

verable.

This attempt could even be re

ſpited by the over-conſcientious, till on

F

become impregnable ". By his diligence,
ſeveral freſh ſprings have been diſcovered;
the gardens have been planted with excel
lent fruit-trees ; legumes have been made

the very ſtaffold of ſufferance ; where,
ſhould it unfortunately not wholly ſucceed,
yet would it certainly, by ſtrongly divert.
ing the attention, mitigate the agonies, and
render them leſs intolerable. . . I ſubječt,

ren iſland, he has made it a ſafe and de

however, theſe conjećtures (for experi

lightful reſidence.

mental demonſtration cannot here be ad

to grow in great plenty ; in ſhort, by
theſe different advantages, of a ſmall bar

G

I had been recom

mended to him by M. de la Brue, his

mitted) to thoſe of more ingenuity, more

trother, dire&tor-general of the ſettlement,

general knowledge, and more intimate

and I could not but in conſequence meet
with every kind of encouragement.”

acquaintance with the human oeconomy,
whom I intreat and conjure by the com

mon tie of humanity, to concur in be
flowing on their fellows the minuteſt por
tion of negative happineſs, by reſcuing H
them from the foſſibility of being made mi.
ferable in the loft degree : For, as my au
thor judiciouſly advances in another place,

Numquam erit ille miſer cui facile ºff mori,
I am, &c.

The ſurpriſing Strength of the Ost Rich.
HE ſame day (viz. July 5, 1749)

--

two oſtriches, wºuch had been

bred near two years in the factory, af
folded me a fight of ſo extraordinary a
nature, as to deſerve a place in this har
rative. Theſe gigantick birds I had ſeen
only by the way, as I travelled over the
buining ſands on the left of the

PHILANTH Ropos.

* Commodore Kepple has lately demonſtrated our author's miffake.

Nº.

ut

-
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March

Amazing STRENGTH of the Ost Rich.

but now I had a full view of them at my

was returning from Pomfret market load

eaſe.

ed with butchers meat.

Tho' they were but young, ſtill

I then followed

they were very near of an equal ſize with
the largeſt. They were ſo tame, that

him, when I ſaw him with great ferocity
leap into the cart, and return with a leg

two little blacks mounted both together

of mutton, which he laid down, and then

on the back of the largeſt : No ſooner did leaped up again and brought a leg of
he feel their weight, than he began to A pork towards me, and deſcended a place,
run as fatt as ever he could, till he carried which only appeared like common ground,
them ſeveral times round the village; and being covered with fuze. He then re
it was impoſſible to flop him, otherwiſe turned to look for the mutton, which
than by obſtructing the paſſage. This when he miſſed, he ſoamed at the mouth,
ſight pleaf d me ſo well, that I would have and, to all appearance, ſeemed very an
- it repeated : And to try their ſtrength, I gly, but returned to his cavern, where he
made a full-grown negro mount the B flayed for about 1o minutes, all which
imalleſt, and two others the largeſt. This time I was attentively watching his com
burthen did not ſeem to me at all diſpro ing up, with the muzzle of my gun cloſe

portioned to their ſtrength." At firſt they

to the hole where he deſcended, and as I

went a pietty high trot ; when they were heard him coming up, I diſcharged my
heated a little, they expanded their wings piece, which ſtruck him in the breaſt,
as if it were to catch the wind, and they and killed him. When I and ſome more
moved with ſuch fleetneſs, that they ſeem. C friends went the next day in ſearch of this
ed to be off the ground. Every body place, we found it about fix feet long,
muſt, ſome time or other, have ſeen a par and two high, where we found ſeveral
tridge run, conſequently muſt know there carcaſes of dead ſheep, and other things,
is no man whatever able to keep up with which this ſurprizing animal had lived on
it 5 and it is eaſy to imagine, that if this ſome time ; there are ſeveral farmers of
bird had a longer ſtep, its ſpeed would ſubſtance will aſſert this fact, having ſuf.
ise conſiderably augmented. The oſtrich D fered great damages from this dog, and
moves like the patridge, with both theſe who ale as giad of its death, as,
S 1 R,
advantages ; and I am ſatisfied that thoſe
Your humble ſervant,
I am ſpeaking of, would have diſtanced
the fleeteſt race horſes that were ever bred

in England. It is true, they would not
hold out ſo long as a horſe ; but without
all doubt they would be able to perform E
the race in leſs time. I have frequently
beheld this fight, which is capable of giv
ing one an idea of the prodigious ſtrength
of an oſtrich ; and of ſhewing what use
it might be of, had we but the method of

breaking and manging it as we do a

AMICUs.

A Deſcription and Natural Hiſtory of the
Iſland of Gu ADA Lou Pe.

U A D A L O U PE,

one of the

Caribbee Iſlands, was ſo named

by Columbus from the reſemblance of its
mountains to thoſe of that name in Spain;

but it was by the Caribbees themſelves
called Karukera, or Cal riceura.

It is

horſe.”

F reckoned 5 miles N. W. of Marigalante,
and 30 leagues N. W. from Martinico,
To the AUTHOR of the LOND ON W. long, 62. N., lat. 16. 6. It is the
M A G A Z IN E.
largeſt and one of the fineſt belonging to
S I R,
the French in thoſe parts, being near 100
SEND the following account of an leagues in circumference. Father Tertre's
affair, which, in my opinion, is as Map repreſents it divided in two parts by
G a channel about a league and an half over,
ſtrange as was ever noticed.
As I had heard frequent complaints called the Salt River, navigable only by
from the neighbours hereabouts of a ſtrange canoes, that runs N. and S. and commu
dog which had done much damage, I had nicates with the ſea on both fides by a
the curioſity to go out in purſuit of him. great bay at each end, of which that on
I accordingly laſt Monday morning went the north is called Grande Cul de Sac,
out with my gun to ſome woods about and the ſouth, Petit Cul de Sac. The

four miles and an half from Pomfret, H. E. part of the iſland is called Grand
and having walked about for near two
hours, I ſaw a black and white dog come
up to me about as big as a common fox
hound. I waited for him, and ſtayed till

Terre, and is about 19 French leagues

from Antego Point on N. W. to the Point
of Guardaſcupe on S. E. and about nine
leagues and an half in the middle where

he had ſmelt all round me, and walked

broadeſt.

of Irom me a listie way to a cait, which

grapher, makes this part about 50 leagues

-

M. Robbe, the French geo
in

-

Gu AD Aloupe deſcribed

1759.
in compaſs. The W. part, which is pro
perly Guadaloupe, according to Laet, is
ſubdivided by a ridge of mºuntains into

143
many virtues as the copou. Here is alſo
the moubane tree, which bears yellow
plumbs, wherewith they fatten hogs; and

Capes Terre w, and Baſſe Terie E.

the corbary, a tree which bears a fruit in

This is 13

leagues from N. to S. and a ſhell containing, a downy pulp of a
7 : where iº, and 45 leagues in ſaffron colour, and yields a gum, which
compaſs Both parts would be joined by A hardened in the ſun becomes very clear,
an Iſthmus a league and half broad, were

ſo that it is uſed for bracelets, &c. The

it not cut thro' by the ſaid canal. Grand
Terre part is deſtitute of freſh water,
which is ſo plentiful in the other (pro
perly called Guadaloupe) that it has
enough to ſupply the neighbouring iſlands.

chief produćt, befides is ſugar, cotton,
indigo, ginger, tobacco, cafia, bananas,
pine apples, Rore of rice, maize, man
dioca, and potatoes Some mountains
in the above ridge are overgrown with

Labat makes this 35 leagues in compaſs,
and both parts or iſlands together about

90.

The Salt River, he fays, is about

3co feet over at its mouth towards Great

trees; at the feet of others are large plains
watered by ſweet flreams. Among them
is a volcano continually finoking, which
gives a ſulphureous taſte to the rivers

Cul de Sac, from whence it grows more about it; and there are boiling hot ſprings,
narrow ; ſo that in ſome places it is not particularly one in the W. near Goyaves
above 90 feet over. Its depth is alſo une Iſland, good for dropſies. The two Culs
qual ; for in ſome places it will carry a C de Sac abound with tortoiſes, ſharks, pi
ſhip of 500 tons, in others, hardly a veſ. lots, &c. and here are abundance of land
ſel of 50. It is a ſmooth clear ſtream, crabs, with ſwarms of muſketos ard gnats.
In the Grand Terre, on the E. fide of
above two leagues from one Cui to the
other, finely ſhaded, moſtly with mºn the Pett Cui de Sac. ſtands Fort Louis,
groves. The air is clear and wholeſome, with a redoubt before it of ſix guns to
and is not ſo hot as in Martinico. The
play into the road. This ſort lies in that
French began to ſend colonies to it about D quarter called the pariſh of Goſier. In
1632; but it has vaſtly more increaſed the Grand Terre are great indentures
ſince the beginning of the preſent cen made in the land by the ſea, affording
tury. It is ſaid to contain 10, oco Euro ſhelter to veſſels from hurricanes or ene
:eºn inhabitants, and 30, ooo Negroes ; mies, in ſuch deep water, that, inſtead
it makes more ſugar than any of the Bri of anchorage, they are moored to pal
tiſh Iſlands but Jamaica, and is fortified

netto trees on each fide, the branches of

with ſeveral regular forts. Labat found
here the copou-tree, ſo famous for its ſa

E which in a manner cover them. The
Grande Cul contains a baſon five or ſix

native balſam or oil ; this tree is hand

leagues long, from the point of Gros'

ſome, about 2 o feet high, with a leaf Morne in the Baſſe Terre, to that of An
like that of an orange-tree, but ſomewhat tigua in Grande Terre, three leagues
longer and more pointed, and of an aro. where browdeſt, and one where narroweſt;
matick ſmell, as is alſo its bark when rub.

a ſafe road for all rates.

The Petit Cut

bed between the fingers; its wood is white F de Sac is a populous, well-cultivated,
and very ſoft. It is of quick growth, trading pariſh, to the N. of Goyaves;
becauſe the ſap is always riſing. It grows and both are in Cabes Terre, on the eaſt
not hard nor dry like the ba'lam of Peru. fide of Guadaloupe Proper.
Ginger
He commends it as a ſpecifick for almoſt comes up exceedingly well in the eaſt of
all maladies internal and external. He
Proper Guadaloupe, between Great Cut"
alſo found the milk ſhrub, whoſe leaf re de Sac and the river of Cabes Terre, or
ſembles a laurel, only it is larger, thicker, G Great River, which is 180 feet wide,
and ſofter, and its fibres, when preſſed, clear water, but almoſt impaſſable by rea
yield a liquor of the colour and ſubſtance ſon of numberleſs rocks. People here
of milk. It has bloſſoms of five or ſix
eat vaſt quantities of it even green, be
flowers each, reſembling jeſſamin, being cauſe of the extraordinary moiſture of the
white, and containing in the middle a country. The next river to the S. is the
litle oval bud, incloſing two ſmall black Grand Carbet, and half a league further
grains, that are the ſeed of the tree, which H Grand Baraniers. That named Trois
alſo thrives very well from ſlips. Its bark Rivieres, four miles broad, is on the S. E.
is pale green without, white within, and ſide of Guadaloupe, where ſtands the
contains a pith like an elder's. The leaf Old Fort, for the ſecurity of the coaſt,
ſtºm is about an inch long, with a knot which is very even, has good anchorage,
at the place where it touches the bark. and a ſinooth water, and therefore m ſt
Labat commends the juice for near as liable to diſcº at: from encini, s, who, if
7

tº cy
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ſeen in Virginia, &c. from May to O&to

Tºwn of Bass F-TER RE deſcribed.

they had this part of the iſland, might
cut off the communication betwixt Cabes

ber. It is about the fize of a young pul

and Baſſe Terre, and thereby make them

let. Its plumage is as black as jet, its
wings long and ſtrong, its legs very ſhort,

ſelves maſters of the whole.

There are

therefore two iron guns to give alarm ; with feet like ducks, but armed with
and in the ſulphur mountains is a redoubt ſtrong claws. Its beak is an inch and a
called Dos d’Aſne, to which the French, A half iong, crooked, ſharp, and extreme
when ſuch a deſcent has happened, ſent ly hard. Theſe birds, with large eyes,
their beſt effects, wives, children, and ſee beſt at night, when they catch fiſh out
old men. But the country here is ſo full of the ſea ; but if diſturbed by day, the
of woods and precipices, that an handful light ſo dazzles them, that they fly full
of men might keep off an army. The butt at every object in their way, till they
river Galleons, on the S. W. ſide, where fall. They return from ſea in the morn
they have another fort, is ſo called, he-B ing to that which is from them called the
cauſe the Spaniſh Galleons uſed to put in Devil's Mountain, not far from the river
there for refreſhments, before the Fiench Bailiff. There they lodge by pairs in
had the iſland.
holes ; and nightly, when flying out to
- The chief fort of all is at the town of ſea, they make ſuch a chattering, as if
Baſſe Terre, two leagues north frºm the they called to, and anſwered one another.
Point of Old Fort. The town is alſo the
They ſtay here from the beginning of
chiefeſt, with ſeveral churches, monaſte. C October, to the end of November, after
ries, and magazines, and a caſtle with which they are not ſeen till the middle
four bulwarks, beſides a fort on a neigh of January, and then only fingle ones are
bouring mountain. It was burnt by the to be found in each hole. Their blackiſh
Engliſh in 1691, after 35 days ſiege, to fleſh has a fiſhy taſte, but it is good and
gether with ſome other forts; and when mouriſhing. The young ones are moſt
it was almoſt entirely rebuilt, it was car tender, but their fat like ſo much oil.
lied away by a furious inundation of the D Labat calls them manma ſent from heaven
river. Bailiff. After it was begun to be every year, for the ſuſtenance of the ne
rebuilt, it was a ſecond time burnt by grees and poor, who have nothing elſe
the Engliſh in 1703, with Magdalen and to live on during the ſeaſon : And he
other forts. Magdalen fort ſtands on thought it a great Providence that theſe
higher ground than the town. . Its walls birds harboured in places ſo difficult to
are waſhed on the ſouth-eaſt by the river climb, for otherwiſe the French would
Galleons. Weſt it faces the ſa, from E have deſtroyed the ſpecies long ago. With
whence it is 100 paces; and on the N. W. very great ſoil and danger he once in
fide it looks towards the town and moun dulged his curioſity to accompany four
tains. The moſt conſiderable part of Negroes in this kind of fowling, which
the town is betwixt the fort and that
took them up fix hours before they got
called the river of Herbs ; and this is to the top of the mountain. They lay
properly called the town of Baffe Terre; there till morning, when the Devils were
and that which extends from the river to F returned from the fiſhery, and the Ne
the brook of Billan, is called the town of groes repaired to their holes with dogs
St. Francis.

Bctween the Bailiff, weſt,

trained up to the chace. Each Negro car

and the great river of Goyaves, caſt, are ried a ſwitch about an inch thick, ſeven
ruins of another fortification, deſtroyed or eight feet long, with a clook at the
by the Engliſh in 1691. About half a end. As ſoon as the dogs, which ſmell
league fºom hence is Ance à la Bank ed at every hole, found one wi.h a De
creek, where the Engliſh made then their G vil in it, they baſked, and would have
deſcent ; the moſt likely place, ſays Labat, ſcratched up the ground at the entrance,
they could have choſen for every man of but were prevented by the huntſmen
them to be cut to pieces, if the French lcit the birds ſhould for ſake their haunts
eneral officers had behaved as they ought; another year. They then thruſt the
fº
of the many defiles, dificult paties, ſwitches in o the holes till they came to
mountains, and rivers, between the land

the birds, who tither faſten on it with

ing-place and fort of Ruſſe Terre. Here H their beaks; ſo that rather than quit their
Labat was at the hunting of that bird of hold, they ſuffer themſelves to be dragged
paſſ,ge, which he met with in none of out ; or elſe, if they do not like the
to

twitch, it is turned about ſo o'ten in the

which they repair at certain times of the
year, to couple, lay, and hatch. Hie
fuppºſes it to be the D. vi' biºd that is

hole, till one of its wings being entangled,
it is drawn out by force. By noon they
took 98 of them, and the father ſciuples

the iſlands but this and Dominica,

not
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Descent at M A
1759.
not to own that he fed lucartily on them,
though in Lent.
He found the top of the ſulphur moun
tain bare (ſee Vol. 1757, p. 393, &c.) with
out any thing but fern, and ſome ſorry
ſhrubs laden with moſs; which he aſ

R T IN IC O.
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Pitt, dated from Baſſeterre in the iſland

of Guadalupe the 30th of January : By
which it appears, that, on the 15th of
January, his majeſty's fleet arrived off
Port Royal harbour in the iſland of Mar

tinico: That the next morning the men

cribed partly to the cold in ſo high a ſitu- A of war deſtroyed the batteries, and drove
ation, and partly to its ſulphurous exha
lations, and eruptions of its aſhes. The
negroes, who ſell brimſtone, fetch it from

the enemy from their entrenchments at
Point des Negies on the weſt part of the

hence.

The white river aſſumes its co

without oppoſition, and lay under arms

lour from the ſaid aſhes, and falls into

all night: That, on the 17th, the day

that of St. Louis.

following, in confideration of the diffi

Bees here are blacker

ſaid harbour; and the troops landed

and rounder than ours, but not above half B culty of roads, communications, and a

as big; nor ſeen they to have any ſting ;
or, if ſo, it is too weak to pierce the
ſkin; ſo that when they are held in hand,
you only feel a ſlight titillation, which
proceeds from the motion of their feet,
rather than of their ſtings. They have
no hives but in hollow trees.

wax is black, nor is it uſed but to

march of five miles to Port Royal from

Pointe des Negres, general Hopſon pro

F. to commodore Moore to land the
eavy cannon, ſtores, proviſions, &c. at

the Savannah which is before Port Royal;
and in caſe that could not be done, de

Their C fired that the boats might attend the ſame
cement evening, to bring off the troops, as ſoon

the corks of bottles, after it is thoroughly
purified. The bees there do not make
combs, but lay their honey in little wax
bladders, of the form and ſize of pigeons
eggs, tho’ more pointed. Though eaſily

as the moon was up: That the commo

dore having found the above propoſal
impoſible, until the weſt part of the fort
ſhould be filenced by the batteries raiſed
by the troops on ſhore, made an offer

parted, yet ſo artfully are they diſpoſed, D not only of landing the heavy artillery at
that there appears no void between them.
Here are very large ſpiders, ſome as large
as a man's fift; but then they have no
borns, nor are they poiſomous. The
French here are very cautious of deſtroy
ing them, becauſe they eat a certain

Negro Point, where the troops then were,

but alſo of tranſporting the ſame, where

ever the general pleaſed, by the ſeamen
belonging to the men of war, without
any aſfiltance fom the land forces: That

the troops were, however, reimbarked

flinking, naſty inſt&t, called Ravets, cf E that might.
the-fize, and almoſt the ſhape, of May
That the next day the general ac
Bugs, but a little- more flat and tender,

quainted the commodore, that the coun

which gnaw paper, books, pićtures, &c.
and foul all places, wherever they pitch,

cil of war was of opinion, th it it would
be moſt for his majeſty's ſervice to pro
seed to fort St. Pierre with the troops,
in order to make an attack upon that

with their ordure.

In the government of Guadaloupe are

comprehended not only the Grand Terre, F place, and that no time ſhould be loſt.
It appears accordingly, that, on the
but Xaintes, or All-Saints Iſlands, and
*Deſeada.
The former are three little
19th in the morning, his majcity's fleet
iſlands, on the S. E. fide of Guadaloupe, entered the bay of St. Pierre, when the
of which the weſternmoſt is called Terre
commodore, having examined the coaſt,
de Bas, or Low Iſland, about three leagues repreſented to the general, that he made
in computation, and the eaſternmoſt of the no doubt of deſtroying the town of St.

iſland's the High Iſland, the biggeſt : the G Pierre, and putting the troops in poſſ-ſh
third, in the middle of the othertwo, is on of the fame; yet, as the ſhips might,
only a large rock, but helps to form a
very good harbour.

in the attack, be ſo much diſabled, as

not to be in a condition to proceed in

mediately on any other material ſervice;
From the London Gazette Extraordinary. and as the troops, if it ſhould be prac
March 7, 1759. Yeſ ticable to keep poſſeſſion of the above
terday afternoon captain Town H town, would alſo be much reduced in
ſhend, aid de camp to major-general their numbers for future attacks; and
Hopſon, and captain Tyrrell, late com being of opinion, that the deſtroying the
mander of his majeſty's ſhip Bucking town and fortreſs of Baſſeterie in the
ham, arrived with diſpatches from major iſland of Guadalupe, and keeping poſſeſſi
general Hopſon and commodore Moore, on of it, and by all poſſible means, en
to the Right honouable Mr. Secretary deavouring to reduce the ſaid iſland.
T
woºd
March, 1759.

Whº
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Town of Basseter RE taken.

wºuld be of great benefit to the ſugar

that it would be an injuſtice not to men

colonies, as that iſland is the chief neſt

tion it.

of French privateers, conſtantly infeſting
the Britiſh Iſlands, and deſtroying the

Lift of the Ships which attacked the Iſland
of Guadalupe, the 23d of January,

trade from North-America with ſupplies
of proviſions, &c. the commodore ſub
mited it to the general's confideration, A

whether it would not be beſt to p. cceed
to Baſieterre : Whereupon the general
was of opinion, that it would be beſt to
proceed to the ſaid place forthwich ;
which was put in execution accordingly.
On the 22d of January his majeſty's

fleet appeared off the iſland of Guadalupe, B
and tho’ the town of Baſſeterre, which is
the metropolis of the ſaid iſland of Gua

1759.

Ships.

Guns.
Captains.
6o William Trelawny.
Cambridge $o Thomas Burnett.

Lion

Norfolk

74

Robert Hughes.

St. George 92 Clark Gayton.
Molineux Shuldham.

Panther

6o

Buford

70 James Gambier.

Re-wick
Rippon

64
60
o

B ſtol

William Harman.
Edward Jekyll.
Lachlin Leſlie, came

dalupe, was very formidably fortified to in from the ſea after the ſhips had been
the ſea, and the fort was thought by the

chief engineer, on his reconnoitring it,

engaged ſome time, and went to the
aſſiſtance of the Rippon", which was in
diſtreſs.

to be impregnable to the ſhips, on the
23d commodore Moore made a diſpoſi i C
on for the attack of the ſaid place, with Liff of Officers and Men killed and wounded
under the Command of Major-General
the ſhips under his command, which was
Hopſon.
proſecuted with the utmoſt vigour and re
ſolution, and after a moſt ſevere canno
Major general Duroure's regiment,
nading, which continued from between capt. James Dalmahoy, killed; capt.
nine and ten in the morning till night, Coºn Campbell, wounded.
all the batteries and the fort were filen-D Col. Watſon's regiment, lieut. James
ced by the ſhips. It was intended to land Hart, wounded.
Highlanders, lieutenant George Leſlie,
the troops the ſºme evening; but it be.
ing dark before they were ready, they wounded.
did not land till next day, v -n commo
Artillery, capt. Peter Innes, wounded.
Killed. Wounded.
dore Moore put the land forces in poſ
-

-

ſeſſion of the ſaid town and fort, with

Total at Martinico

22

4-7

out their being annoyed by even one of E
the enemy; the governor, principal in.
habitants, and armed Negroes having re

Total at Guadalupe 17

3o

39

77

tired into the mountains.

The bomb",

which had been ordered to play on the
town, having ſet it on fire, occaſioned
from the quantity of rum and ſugar
which was in it, great deſtruction with F
goods and treaſure to a very great value.
General Hopſon concurs with commo
dore Moore in giving the greateſt com
mendations to the bravery of the officers
and inen of his majeſty's navy, the ge
neral taking notice in his letter, that the
very great reſolution and perſeverance
of the men of war was ſo remarkable,

T, the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A GAZINE.

S I R,

O”. Mr. Watkinſon, in page 90 ef
your Magazine for February, hath
obliged the publick with a ſmall, but
ſenſible emendation of the Greek text,

John viii. verſe 22. Permit me, how
ever, by means of your uſeful work alºo,
to acquaint him, that it is not altogether

ſo new to the literary world, as perhaps
he

* The diſreſ of the Rippon appears to have been this ; That having drawn clºſe up
to the northernmoſ' battery of ſix guns, by an unlucky ſhift of wind, after ſhe ſilenced her
battery, ſhe got faſt a-ground; which the enemy obſerving, availed themſelves ºf; for
fome % of them came to the intrenchments, directly over the ſhip; and kept ſuch
an inceſant fire of ſmall ſhot and cannon, which they dragged purpºſely to the place, that
there ſeemed little likelihood of getting the Rippon off. But, by the bravery of her ºffeer,
and peºple (who while ſome were employed in carrying anchors aft to heave her off, plied
ſo well their grape ſhot, as to do great execution) after being 13 hours in this criticalſ.
tuation, ſhe was again happily got afloat, and with leſ; loſt than could be exped?ed, only
favo being killed, and 13 wounded, ſome indeed dangerouſly, for the enemy made uſe of
tity ºf old iron, pots, glaſs, &c. Mr. Chardy, lieutenant of marize, lºft his kg, but it in
a fair way.
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A former CR 1Ticism, not a new one.
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e may imagine. He modeſtly wiſhes to pulous regard, well knowing, that, of
* ſee it confirmed by one of abilities all the books in the world, more is ſo,
much ſuperior to his own.” This I think likely to ſuffer by arbitrary core&tions as
he may eaſily do, by only conſulting Vol. the ſcripture. For, notwithſtanding the
I. p. 48. of a book entitled, Nouvelles pretty and plauſible conjectures that may
Lettres de Mr. Bayle, printed at the Hague be advanced in its favour, by ſometimes
in two Tom. I amo. 1739, and common A not adhering ſo ſtrictiy to this rule; were
enough here in England. The merit of the liberty generally indulged, it is eaſy.
this emendation is there aſcribed to the

to foreſce greater inconveniences upon the

ſigacity of the celebrated M. le Fevre, or

whole, than perhaps ſuch conjectures,

T. Faber, who is introduced as declaring tho' ever ſo ingenious, would altogether
himſelf at a loſs to make ſenſe of the B compenſate.
But after all, may it not be doubted
paſſage in its preſent reading, becauſe to
very abſurd and extravagant, according whether this reading be worth much trou.
to him, is the concluſion; that when a
perſon, threatens to go whither no one
zan follow him, he muſt therefore intend

to dºffroy himſelf. For, beſides, that there
is no connection between theſe two things,

ble of the criticks, to whom it is thus ſo

lemnly offered;

ſince I own I cannot think

with Mr. W. that it “tends to illuſtrate
any point of importance;” ary thing that

can much affect the cauſe of chriſtianity

it is really not true, in ſtićtneſs of ſpeak- in general, or the authenticity of the
ing, that he, who defroy himſelf doth C ſcriptures in particular.” For tho' the

go whither others alſo camat follow him,

words of our Saviour himſelf be certain

&c. Then is added —Cer inconveniens
font juger que le mot qui eff danſ l'ori-

ly of the laſt concern to the reader, I do
not know that we are obliged to ºn, ke his

ginal, a favoir ºrºlºr occidet a tº mit

ill-judging, perverſe hearers the ſºws, ſºak

la par corruption, et qu'il fau.troit drofºrst fenſe always, eſpecially by doing violence
peregre proficiſcetur qui fait un ſens fort (as le Clerc ſeems to term it) to the letter

juſte aver ce qui precede et ce qui ſuit. D of the ſacred text.
Theſe obſervations Mr. B. tells his cor. ... If Mr. W. will carry his enquiv a
reſpondent, he met with in a work of le

little further, and part cularly conſult

Fevre's then publiſhed, under the title of
commends
for their
ele.
which
Epiſtles;and
(to uſe
his own
forhebeing
gance,

Grot. in loc. I perſuade myſelf he wiłł be
better reconciled
I am, s :tºR,the word - rºles.

words again) remplº d'une critique fort

Hants,

Your very humb e ſervant,

fine, et Jort recºrches. The critiſm g March 14, 1759.
howwith
muchthe
ſoerer
Mr.w.
in
queſtion
of
thought
himſelf
may
pleaſethen,
having firſt ſtarted it, muſt be at leaſt as
old as the date of B.’s letter, that is 1671.
Mr. Wetſtein inſerts this alteration as le

Fevre's among the marginal readings of
his late accurate folio edition of the Greek F

Teſtament; and le Clerc in his comment,

had long before given the tollowing note
upon the place–Tan Faber in piff. ºritici,
conjiciebat legendum ºrº, terrºr: thit.
Sea cum vulgate lectionis ſºnſis flare queat

AN on Y. M.

~ * * ** v Er
Some Thoughts on the Scarcity of Sri
‘. <with a Propoſal for Rertesy
-------

hereaf.

N May, 1758,

l

*... --

-

-

I cauſº the following

letter to be publiſhed in tile Gazetter.
To the P R I N T E R,
S I R,

*

-

“There was a letter publiſhed in vonr
paper of the toºl of May relating to the

ſtate of the national cold intº coins
of G, eat B, it in. whether here have

becn obſervations made thereon in any
mefas ſt ei violentas manus a terre. It is G news-papers I do not know. If what your correſpond-rt favs he
pity an emendation ſo happy, and which
hath ſo little the appearance of any thirg true, that people, who have numbers of
forced, ſhould, at the ſame time, want the workmen to pay, frequently give ten
neceſſary ſupport of prºper authority; ſhillings in one hundre 'pou'a, to ſup

et omnes, ei faveant codices et tnterpreter,

without which, it certainly loſes much of ply themſelves with filver coin, it i: ,
its weight, and conſequently merits the

very great grievance to them, and call.

leſs attention. But unluckily, the faith H aloid for redreſs.
Your correſpondent propoſes the coin
of copies, as well as the opinion of expoſitors (if we believe the writer here ing a pound of Troy ſilver ſtandard

quoted) is entirely on the other ſide. To

into fixty five ſhillings: But, at the pre

the former of theſe at leaſt, however he
may. judge of the later, every truly diſ

ſent price of ſtandard filver in bullion at
market, it is thought, that this me: 3d
will not anſwer the end propoſed; bec, ºf

cerning critick, conſtantly pºlys a ſcru2.

T 2.

"

*--
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Thoughts on the ScArcity of Silver Coin. March

the refiners will find their account in

melting down the new-coined filver.
The queſtion is, how to provide peo

ple with filver coin for their nece
uſes, and not do any thing that may af
fe&t or influence the exchange.

I therefore propoſe, that the new coin
be ten ounces fine ſilver to every pound *
Troy, and the reſt alloy.
I know very well, that objećtions may
be made to this propoſal; which I ſhall
not think worth while to anſwer. I have

This is a point, which I am clearly A weighed all the objections; which I have
heard, and am firmly of opinion, that no
method but that of coining baſe or "light
money, in ſome ſhape or other, can ever
filver to be coined ſhall not be deem
anſwer the end of making a ſufficient
ed or taken for a legal payment or ten currency of filver coin.
der, on any occaſion whatſoever; but on
If any perſon, who thinks the preſent
ly to paſs amongſt perſons who are will-B grievance requires redreſs, inſtead of
ing to take the ſame.
finding fault with this propoſal, will ap
I would have this new-coined filver
ply himſelf to furniſh a better, the world
guarded with all the laws in being for will be much obliged to him, and I ſhall,
heartily rejoice.
preſerving the preſent legal coin.
I propoſe, that no more of this mo
I cannot quit this ſubjećt without tak
ney be coined, than ſhill be found ne ing notice of an opinion, that the ſcarcity
ceſſary to make a free circulation of fil--C of filver coin ariſes from the diſpropor
ver coin . For which purpoſe a ſum of tion of the nowminal value of our gold
two hundred thouſand pounds may, by coin to the nominal value of our ſilver
act of parliament, be ordered to be coin coin ; which opinion I do not controvert.
ed by the treaſury, in halt crowns, ſhill
But I believe no one can think it right, ',
ings, and fixpences, and be properly diſ at this time, to ſettle,a nearer equality.
between our gold and ſilver coins, when
perſed :

of opinion may be done, without any
inconveniency ariſing from it.
In the firſt place, I propoſe, that the

-

That all this money have ſome letter D both our weighty gold and filver coins
on the face ſide, to diſtinguiſh it from
legal money :
That a pound weight of Troy filver
be coined into the ſame number of pieces
as a pound is now coined; but that the
fineneſs be ten ounces two pennyweights
fine filver in every pound, and the reſt
alloy.

º,

it is apprehended, will make
the money wear better if it was finer.
It is thought, that the quantity a
bovementioned, may be ſufficient to an
ſwer the purpoſe, as the coining new mo

are carried abroad, or put into the melt
ing-pot.

-

-

I muſt go further, and inſiſt, that.no
time can poſiibly happen, wherein it
will be prudent to make any alteration in
our lawful coin; which ought to be kept
E invariably on the preſent foot.
If the nominal value of our ſilver coin

(which is ſettled by ačt of parliament)
be raiſed, it will be a breach of faith,

and be a prejudice to all foreigners to
whom the nation owes money.

.

If the nominal value of our gold coin
ney will prevent people hoarding up F (which is made lawful money by the
their preſent light filver coin. However, king’s proclamation, in purſuance of an
if more ſhould be found neceſſary, it addreſs from the houſe of commons) be
fallen, it will be a great injury to the
may be provided for in future.”
* Since that time the ſcarcity of ſilver nation, by making a preſent to all for
has increaſed ; the coining of ſixpences reigners, to whom the nation is indebted,
has done little towards the relief. It is
of ſo much per centum as the leſſening
well known, that the bankers generally the nominal value of the gold coin will
give a premium for filver coin, to ſupply amount to on their capital debt, together
their cuſtomers; and no one can foreſee

with the intereſt for the ſame until the

where this will end, as people can make
a profit by ſelling the light legal coin;
and no other is generally ſeen, the heavy
being put into the mciting-pot.
It was hoped laſt year, that the arrival
of the Flota in Spain would occaſion the
price of ſilver to fall in Britain; but that
has not happened: For ſlandard ſilver in
bullion ſells now at a higher price, than
it did when I made the propoſal above;
and regard muſt be ºf to the preſent
price of ſilver at market.

debt be diſcharged.
It will likewiſe add to the diſtreſs of

the nation, by leſſening its current coin,
which is already too much diminiſhed
in quantity, by our neceſſary drains, and
the melting down of our weighty money.
I hope theſe reaſons will be thoroughly
confidered in full parliament, before any
alteration be made in our legal coin.
I defile to leave theſe my thoughts as
a legacy to the world: Truſting, that
-

-

when

Tranſit of Venus.-Mathematical Queſtions.

1759.

Ciapham,

I 49

me in the Diary for 1759, you will oblige

when they ſhall be well conſidered, I ſhall
be found to be in the right.

me, and many more of your weſt coun
try readers.
I am, S I R,

--

John BARNARD.
March 12, 1759.
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

Your humble ſervant,
John Cusri.

M A GAZ IN E.

Question I. By Miſs T. S.–e.

S I R,
HAVE ſent a calculation of a re

Addreſſed to Mr. W. T-r, who

markable transfit of the planet Ve
nus over the ſun, in the year 1761, from

tock the liberty to aſk her the following
queſtions, viz., what age, what fortune,
and what height ſhe was He received for

Dr. Halley's Tables, and defire you will
inſert it in your next Magazine, which

anſwer,

My height, Sir, in inches, are three

will greatly oblige,

times my years;

.

S I R,
Your conſtant reader,
Orlingbury,
and humble ſervant,
Feb. 15, 1759.
Robert LANGLEY.

My fortune three ſquares will both ſhew;.

Put all theſe together and then, Sir, ap.
-

From which, Sir, determine the things you

rent time.

Orlinghury.

-

H. M. S.

-

...}.

Central
--

nni

Middle

tion

Anſwered in the Diary, 1759, by Mr.
5 22 34

34.

ſs,
egreſs

}:

Tho. Baker, and near 30 others, thus:

546 oz. DYour age dear Miſs, is twenty-one, your
height is five feet three,
8 34 19 Forty-four hundred

43 of

.

As lovers of ſcience I always admir’d,
Thoſe favours perhaps I may grant.

2 1 o 52

-

-

requir’d,

And then if more favours you want;

H. M. S.

7 52

}s 19
Ecliptic conjunc }s
Central

C

London.

-

of the

º,

pears,

The number expos'd to your view 4.

June 6, 1761, in the morning, appa

31 19

Duration

pounds and ten will
juſt your fortune be.
I hope, Sir, ſome of your ingenious

6,23 27

N. B. The ſun will riſe about

4-9

paſt

three in the morning at London, ſo Ve correſpondents in ſome future Magazine,
nus will continue tranſiting the ſun's diſk will re&tify the miſtake.
E Lead, near Somerton, Somer
4-h. 41' after he is riſºn.
jetſhire, Jan. 30, 1759.
Twº Mathematical ºftw. By tº ſºme. To the AUTHOR of the Lo NDON
M A GAZINE.
QTJ es T : o N I.
S I R,
N December 20, 1757, at night, I
NCE my letter of the 12th inſtant, I
obſerved the azimuth of Pollux =
have received your Magazine for Ja
94° 8', and that of the middle ſtar in F
Orion's belt at the ſame time = 145° 2' nuary laſt, wherein Mr. Hooley inſiſts
from the north : Required the latitude of that his anſwer to Peter Vague's caſe, is
the place where, and true hour of the right; and to convince others that it is ſo,
gives what he calls a demonſtrative proof,
night when my obſervation was made 2
(ſee p. 36) but with me it proves nothing
QUEST I O N II.
to the purpoſe; becauſe his reaſoning is not
A'Beautiful young lady deſireth to know G founded upon the intention of the teſtator,
Her age, and fortune, from the which we undoubtedly ought to have in
view, otherwiſe our determinations muſt
equations "below,
become quite vague and uncertain.
By which exactly may be told,
The will in ſtićtneſs of law is certainly
Her age, and fortune, in bright gold :
void, and conſequently no other perſons
Hence ingenious artiſts pray declare,
are entitled to any ſhare in the teſtator's
Th’ age, and fortune, of a worthy fair?
H effe&ts, but the ſon, the mother, and the
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON daughter, and this too in an equable
M A G A Z IN E.
proportion ; however equity points out,
that the teſtator intended each of the per
S I R,
-

-

B.

inſerting the ſollowing queſtion,

ſons mentioned in the will, ſhould have

tho’ taken from the Lady's Diary,
*758, and not anſwered ſatisfactor ly to

a ſhare in the bequeſt, and that too in
ſuch proportions as are expreſſed therein;
to

5
x+z

./ x+z - 8: 1406.8, and − + z* - x3 = 8o074 o,0466 :

March

Mr. PEN Ny’s deciſive Answer.

15o

to determine which is now the matter in
diſpute.

Though this reaſoning muſt appear

clear and decifive to every impartial per
ſon, yet, in order to remove any piecon
ceived prejudices, it may be neceſſary for

That I may argue with clearneſs and
preciſion, I will begin with obſerving,
that, that part of the ſecond clauſe of the
will, regarding the wife's having one

me to obviate an objećtion, which weats

the face of plauſibility; I mean what
half of the bequeſt, is void by the birth Mr. Hooley ſays, with regard to the un
of a ſon ; and that part of the firſt A reaſonableneſs of a perſon, who has but
clauſe, regarding to the nephew's having a groat, contributing as much as he who
one-third of the ſon's ſhare, is null, by has a ſhilling—But how does this appear *
the birth of a daughter : Hence, then Not from anything Mr. Hooley has urg
it is evident, that any reſolution depend ed in proof of it.
For, ſuppoſing the ſeveral claimants
ing upon theſe proportions, muſt be er

had been exiſting at the time the will was

rôneous, being contrary to the true inten

B made, it is certain, that the

tion of the teſtator.

teſtator

“It may now be aſked, how are we then

would not have expreſſed himſelf in

to determine the ratio of each perſon's

ſuch terms as he did, but would have ſti

ſhare, or bequeſt ? To which I anſwer,
that the will declares, in caſe of a ſon,

pulated each perſon's legacy; but how
may we reaſonably imagine he would have

the wife ſhall have two-thirds of his be
daughter, the

diſpoſed of his effe&ts : Certainly we may

very juſtly conclude, from the ſenſe of the
daughter ſhall have two-thirds of the C preſent will, that he would have bequeath
wife's legacy, or twice as much as the ed them in ſome ſuch manner as this.
Imprimis, I give, &c to my dutiful
nephew : Theſe then, are the true ratios
of each perſon's ſhare, as expreſſed in the ſon, the ſum of iocol. item, to my lov

queſt; and, in caſe of a

will, and conſequently no other can poſſi

ing wife 666l. 3, or two-thirds of my

bly take place.

on's legacy ; item, to my affečtionate.

Now the manner of expreſſing in whole daughter 444!. $, or two-thirds of my
numbers, theſe fraćtional proportions, I D wife's bequeſt; item, to my deſerving
have ſhewn in my anſwer, can only be by nephew 2221. $, or one half my of daugh
ſcientifically reducing them to one common ter's portion ; but theſe ſeveral bequeſts
denominator; which will give in the loweſt are equal to 1333 Zr, and it appears upon
terms, for the ſon nine, the wife ſix, the

daughter four, and the nephew two ; theſe
then are the only two raties of their re

the death of the teſtator, that his effects
are really worth but zoool. what muſt each

legatee have, agreeable to the intention
ſpective ſhares : Hence it it evident that E of the teſtator.
To anſwer this queſtion requires but
my determination is truly equitable, be:
ing perfestly agreeable to the intention of little penetration, as it conſiſts in ſolving
the teſtator.
the following proportions, viz.
I coo
857 , , Son.
57 1 * Wiſe.
666

As 233; ºr:

::
4.44.
2.7.1.

i

2333 ºr

zoeo :

380 3: Daughter.

190 # Nephew.
2 ooo

Hence it appears, that the ſon's legacy

does not divide the teſtator's effe&ts into

is diminiſhed 42 ##, the wife's 95 °,

44 parts; ſince he gives to the ſon 18,
the wife 12, the daughter eight, and the
nephew ſix ; which ſelected numbers (as
he expreſſes himſelf) are equal to 44.

the daughter's 63 ten twenty-firſts and
one-third, and the nepbew's 31 fifteen
twenty-firſts and two-thirds; which ſums
are in proportion to each other, as nine,

I am, S I R,
Vour moſt humble ſervant,

fix, four, and two, reſpectively; and as
the bequeſts before-mentioned are certainly

Bengeworth, Feb.

agreeable to the teſtator's intention, this

17, 1759.

then is a ſufficient demonſtration of the

truth of my determination.
I ſhall conclude with obſerving, that

Mr. Horley appears by his letter to
be too warm a diſputant; and that he
certainly is wrong, in aſſetting that he

Peter Penny ".

From the Univerſal Chronicle.
To the I D L E R.

S I R,
AM the unfortunate wife of a city

wit, and cannot but think my caſe
may

. . "...Mr. Penny's letter ºf March 14, ſhall be inſºrs. in our next, which we hºr wig
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may deſerve equal compaſſion with any a play was the moſt rational of all enter
of thoſe which have been repreſented in tainments, and moſt proper to relax the
mind after the bufineſs of the day.
By degrees he gained knowledge of
I married my huſband within three
months after the expiration of his appren ſome of the players; and, when the play
ticeſhip; we put our money together, and was over, very frequently treated them
furniſhed a large and ſplendid ſhop, in A with ſuppers, for which he was admitted
which he was five years and a half dili to ſtand behind the ſcenes.
He ſoon began to loſe ſome of his
gent and civil. The notice which culi
oſity or kindneſs conmonly beſtows on morning hours in the ſame folly, and was
beginners, was continued by confidence for one winter very diligent in his atten
and effectu ; one cuſtomer, pleaſed with dance on the rehearſals ; but of this
his treatment and his bargain, recommend ſpecies of idleneſs he grew weary, and
ed another, and we were buſy behind the B ſaid, that the play was nothing without
the company.
counter from morning to night.
But his ardour for the diverſion of the
Thus every day encreaſed our wealth
and our reputation. My huſband was, evening encreaſed ; he bought a ſword,
often invited to dinner openly on the and paid five ſhillings a night to fit in
Exchange by hundred thouſand pound the boxes; he went often into a place
men; and whenever I went to any of the which he calls the green room, where all
halls, the wives of the aldermen made me C the wits of the age aſſembled; and
ow courteſies. We always took up our when he has been there, can do nothing,
notes before the day, and made all con for two or three days, but repeat their
fiderable payments by draughts upon our jeſts, or tell their diſputes.
banker.
He has now loſt his regard for every
You will eaſily believe that I was well thing but the playhouſe; he invites, three
enough Pleaſed with my condition; for times a week, one or other to drink
what happineſs can be greater than that D claret, and talk of the drama. His firſt
9f growing every day righer and richer. caſe in the morning is to read the play
I will not deny, that, imagining myſelf bills; and if he remembers any lines
likely to be in a ſhort time the ſheriff's of the tragedy which is to be repreſent
iady, I broke off my acquaintance with ed, walks about the ſhop, repeating them
ſome of my neighbours, and adviſed my ſo loud, and with ſuch ſtrange geſtures,
huſband to keep good company, and not that the paſſengers gather round the door.
to be ſeen with men that were worth no- E . His greateſt pleaſure when I married
thing.
him, was to hear the ſituation of his ſhop
In time he found that ale diſagreed commended, and to be told, how many
with his conſtitution, and went every eſtates have been got in it by the ſame
night to drink his pint at a tavern, where trade; but of late he grows peeviſh at
he met with a ſet of criticks, who diſ any mention of buſineſs, and delights in
puted upon the merits of the different nothing ſo much as to be told that he
theatrical performers. By theſe idle fel. F ſpeaks like Moſſop.
lows he was taken to the play, which at
Among his new aſſociates, he has
firſt he did not ſeem much to heed; for learned another language, and ſpeaks in
he owned, that he very ſeldom knew ſuch a ſtrain, that his neighbours cannot
what they were doing, and that, while underſtand him. If a cuſtomer talks
his companions would let him alone, he longer than he is willing to hear, he will
was commonly thinking on his laſt bargain. complain that he has been excruciated
Having once gone, however, he went G with unmeaning verboſity ; he laughs at
again and again, though I often told him the letters of his friends for their tameneſs
that three ſhillings were thrown away; at of expreſfion, and often declares himſelf
laſt he grew uneaſy if he miſſed a night, weary of attending to the minutiae of a
and importuned me to go with him. I ſhop.
It is well for me, that I know how to
went to a tragedy which they call Mac
beth, and when I came home, told him, keep a book, for of late he is ſcarcely
that I could not bear to ſee men and wo
ever in the way ; fince one of his friends
men make themſelves ſuch fools, by pre-H told him, that he had a genius for tragick terding to be witches, and ghoſts, and poetry, he has locked himſelf in an up
generals, and kings, and to walk in their per room fix or ſeven hours a day, and
ſleep when they were as much awake as when I carry him any paper to be read
thoſe that looked at them. He told me, or figned, I hear him talking vehemently
that I muſt get higher notions, and that to himſelf, ſometimes of love and beauty,
your paper.

º
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ſometimes of friendſhip and virtue, but that he ſeldom parts with his dear friend
more frequently of liberty, and his without leading him two guineas, and
country.
am afraid that he gave bail for him three
I would gladly, Mr. Idler, be inform days ago.
By this courſe of life our credit as
ed, what to think of a ſhopkeeper, who
is inceſſantly talking about liberty; a traders is leſſened, and I cannot forbear
word, which, fince his acquaintance with A to ſuſpect that my huſband's honour as a
polite life, my huſband has always in his wit is not much advanced, for he ſeems
mouth : He is on all occaſions, afraid of to be always the loweſt of the company,
our liberty, and declares his reſolution and is afraid to tell his opinion till the
to hazard all for liberty. What can the reſt have ſpoken. When he was behind
man mean? I am ſure he has liberty his counter, he uſed to be briſk, ac
enough, it were better for him and me tive, and jocular, like a man that knew
B what he was doing, and did not fear to
if his liberty was leſſened.
He has a friend whom he calls a cri look another in the face; but among
tick; he comes twice a week to read

wits and criticks he is timorous and awk

what he is writing. This critick tells
him that his piece is a little irregular,

ward, and hangs down his head at his
own table. Dear Mr. Idler, perſuade
him, if you can, to return once more to

but that ſome detached ſcenes will ſhine

prodigiouſly, and that in the charaćter of his native element. Tell him, that wit
Bombulous he is wonderfully great. My C will never make him rich, but that there
ſcribler then ſqueezes his hand, calls him
are places where riches will always make
the beſt of friends, thanks him for his

a wit.

I am, S.I R, &c. .

ſincerity, and tells him that he hates to
be flattered.

I have reaſon to believe

-

DEB or AH G1N GER

A Solution of a Question in the laſt Appendix, p. 675, by Moſier E. Rawſtorne,
a houth at Great Houghton School, in Yorkſhire.
ET × = ſide of the firſt ſquare, then x* + 96 = army, and x + i x x + i.
— 190 = (which I ſuppoſe ſhould be inſtead of 109, otherwiſe the anſwer
*

*

comes out a fraćtion) = army, hence x* + 2 x – 188 = x* +96 ; tranſpoſed x =
284

= 142, and his army conſiſted of zo,26o men.
Answer to the firſ! Qgestion, p. 676.

By the ſame.

ER trigonometry I find the diſtance of the houſe from the gentleman 30, 5,91
feet, for which put C, and let A= 180, d = 1142, 9 =

of the ſteeple, then per Laws of falling Bodies
A.T.;
-

ing, and

v/

ſummit ; then

-

d

v/; = time the hammer was ai.

-

= time the ſound was

161, and x = height

T

-

-

moving from the houſe to the ſteeple's

***V; # (per

#ºv/**

queſtion) alſo

d
w

:: r + 1 (r:being = 16) now, in the firſt equation vAºEx7 =
and in the latter VAZ-Fºi = +:

C—d.

r

c-ºv/#,

+ gríº
<=i-ſºlved,
= qc”—27rcz
7
r1,3:
*--

r

**

.

= 98,5616 feet the
of the ſteeple.
N. B. Its here ſuppo t d the window is level with the bottom of the ſteeple ; other

wife let y = height of the window from the ground, then y== r”xa” +x*-*,
which value ſubſtituted inſtead of 32, the theorem “v/: + x* +
X –
-

d

-

2.

... ºf
v/*#it
; whence z may be found to any degree of exačtneſs.

A new Question by the ſame.
fides are in harmonic proportion, there are
given the perpendicular 14,2265 , and area 341,292 chains, to find the fides ſe
-

IN an oblique plain triangle, whoſe

Parately, and to give the inveſtigation

$3’ The rºſt ºf our mathematical correſpondents ſhall be obliged in our next.
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mark.-Should they drive modeſy out of

To the A U T H O R, &c.
S I R,
A L. KING in the Park on Mon

the world, they would not only darken.
the face of nature, but hurt themſelves,

-

V

day laſt, the following accident
alarmed me, and, I own, ſent me home

rather chagin'd.
Two young ladies, attended each with
her officer and ſervant, were returning

from Hyde Park, where they had been
airing on horſeback ; one of the ladies

by lofing one ſimilation to pleaſure.—ſ
appeal even to theſe gettlemen, whether

Milton was not right, in conduéting Eve
A to the nupial bower,
Bluſhing like the morn ?
I would therefore humbly recommend
it to them, to be a little cautious how
they encourage a general proſtitution, by
throwing all the luſtre which affluence
and wealth can give upon their miſtreſſes;

was in a black riding-habit, and mount
ed on a horſe fingularly mark'd : They
flung down the Green-Park in an eaſ
canter ; but no ſooner entered within they B as it has a direét tendency to deplive

pales of St. James's, but the lady in

them of a provocative they may often
ſtand in need of, and rob them at once

black loft her ſeat, ſhrieked out, and came

of love and money.

tumbling to the ground. Numbers flew

March 13, 1759.

D. Bu R G E 5 s.

to her relief; her diſtreſs and genteel ap
Pearance awakened our curioſity.

Ser

To the AU T H OR of the L. O. N. D. O. N.

vants,
and the chair were immediately c.
called.

M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,
-

Upon our coming up, we found it to
be the celebrated Miſs K–Y F—R

THINK it incumbent on me to give
you the method of uſing cork which

Her military attendant had raiſed her as yet I have found beſt, in caſe it may
from the ground. The nymph was in be thought proper to put it in practice;
tears, but rather from apprehenſion of and to purſue my original plan, and aſ
her danger, than the ſenſe of pain; for D certain every, alticle by further experi
whether it was owing to any thing her ments. It is thus done. (See out laſt Vol.
hero had ſaid, or from finding the P 626, and our laſt month, p. 89.)
danger over, ſhe, with a pretty childiſh
Take a piece of the light, it and beſt
neſs, flopp'd the torrent of tears, and cork, and cut it into an oval ſhape, about
built into a fit of laughing. A ſuperb a ſpan long. Raiſe it confiderably on
chair ſoon arrived i ſhe flung herſelf into one ſide, by fitting on another piece, if
it; and away ſhe ſwung thro' a crowd of E the cork be not thick enough, and hollow
gentlemen and ladies, who by this time the other a little, to join exactly with,
were come up.
for example, the left breaſt. Let ano
A ſort ºf murmur was heard ; but one ther piece exačtly equal and finilar be
gentleman, louder than the left, ſpoke made for the right breaſt; and, in the
up; and tho' what he ſaid was a little ſame way, one for each ſhoulder. Cover
-

-

interlaided with a flower of hetorick too

theſe pieces with leather, parchment, or

common, but what might well be ſpared; F whatever may keep out water, ſewed
round the edge, cloſe down upon the

yet the ſentiment was honeſt, and the
reprimand ſuch as-deſerved– “D–n

hollow ſide.

Join the two back pieces

my B–d, ſays he (raiſing the point of
his oaken plant, and beating it down a
gain with ſome earneſtneſs) if this is not

together by a belt of proper length, ſew

too much—Who the d–l would be no

ſame kind going over the ſhoulders and

ed to the fide of each, and the breaſt

pieces with the back ones by belts of the

deſt, when they may live in this ſtate by G under the arms, and with two belts join
turning–Why it is enough to debauch the breaſt ones by a buckle. The belts
half the women in London.”—I with.

are of ſoft leather and about three inches

drew, reflecting on what we had ſeen and

broad, and the big end of the oval piece
is uppermoſt. Theſe pieces muſt be in
largeneſs according to the ſize of the per
ſon and the weight which he may be

heard.

-

-

Monteſquieu, in his inimitable piece,

the Spirit of Laws, points out the diſad.
vantages of publick incontinence; the H ſuppoſed to carry; and their form may
injuries a ſtate receives from it, and the
general and neceſſary diſſolution of man

be varied as every one pleaſes; tho' this

ners that it introduces.—I ſhall not now

The advantage of this above the cork
waſtcoat is very evident. It does not in

ſeems to me to be the moſt convenient.

enter into a ſerious diſquiſition on that
head, I ſhall only recommend it to the

commode the motion of the body, nor

ſºns of Epicurus in high lite, in their pur.

cover by far ſo much of it when ore

ſuits of pleaſure not to ove, ſhoot the
March, 1759.

wants to ſwim naked.
U

It can be wore
with
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with any cloaths, and either above or
under one's coat, and made as genteel as
one pleaſes, in the ſame way with the
bag; and as there is no occaſion for
wearing it always, it is much more eaſily

good ſeeds, it is not unlikely, but that
what he intends for dry land may come
from moiſt, where it grew naturally, and
the contrary. This is ſuch a
method of proceeding, as one would thin
ut off and on ; and ſeems indeed to be
not poſſibly prevail univerſally ;
fi. more inconvenient than the bag, A could
yet this is the caſe as to all graſſes except
except in bulkineſs and weight : But in the darnel graſs, and what is known in
this every one may pleaſe himſelf; tho', ſome few counties by the name of the
for my part, I commonly uſed the former. Suffolk graſs; and this latter inſtance is
It is a pity but one or both of them were owing, I believe, more to the ſoil than
put in general pračtice; for not to men any care of the huſbandman. Now would
tion the great uſe of them in the royal the farmer be at the pains of ſeparating,
navy, the ſatisfaction and pleaſure they B once in his life, half a pint, or a pint of
would give to private perſons, is not to the different kinds of good graſs ſeeds,
be expreſſed, either in ſwimming for one's and take came to ſow them ſeparately,
health or pleaſure, or at ſea, where, tho’ in a very little time he would have where
the waves were rolling ever ſo high, one withal to ſtock his farm properly, accord
is perfectly ſafe from drowning; and tho’ ing to the nature of each ſoil, and might,
the ſhip give way, if one is within fight at the ſame time, ſpread theſe ſeeds ſepa
of land, he may ſoon arrive at it if he C rately over the nation by ſupplying the
has by him any of the little inflruments ſeed-ſhops. The number of graſſes fit
deſcribed in my laſt.
for the farmer is, I believe, ſmall; per
I am, &c. L. S. haps half a dozen, or half a ſcore are all
P. S. Four pieces of cork, wood, &c. he need to cultivate; and how ſmall the
with cords put thro' them, and faſtened trouble would be of ſuch a taſk, and how
with knots in the ſame way, or theſe great the benefit, muſt be obvious to e
pieces of leather kept any way diffended D very one at firſt fight. Would not any
as far as with the coºk, without letting in ont be looked on as wild who ſhould
water, with numberleſs other ways, may ſow wheat, barley, oats, ive, peas, beans,
vetches, buck-wheat, turnpis and weeds
be uſed upon occaſion.
of all ſorts together? yet how is it much
Mr. Stilling fleet in his Miſcellane
leſs abſurd to do what is equivalent in
ous Traćts on Natural Hiſtory, Huſ relation to graſſes Does it not import
bandry, and Phyſick, conclude; with a the farmer to have good hay and graſs in
Tract of bis own, antitled, Obſerva plenty? And will cattle thrive equially on
tions on Graſſes, which begins thus :
all ſorts of food? We know the contrary.
+4
S the foregoing Treatiſe contains Horſes will ſcal cely eat hay, that will do
ſome obſervations on graſſes, that well enough for oxen and cows. . Sheep
are quite new, and as this affair is of are particularly fond of one ſort of graſs,
the utmoſt importance to the huſband and fatten upon it faſter, than on any
man, I ſhall ſubjoin ſome obſervations of F other in Sweden, if we give credit to
my own, elating to the ſame ſubject.
Linnaeus. And may they not do the ſame
It is wonderful to ſee how long man in England How ſhall we know till we
kind has neglected to make a proper ad have tried ? Nor can we ſay that what is
vantage of plants of ſuch importance, valuable in Sweden may be inſerior to
and which in almoſt every country are many other graſſes in Ergland; ſince it
the chief food of cattle. The farmer for
appears that they have all the good ores
want of diſtinguiſhing, and ſelecting G that we have. But however this inay be,

.#

graſſes for ſeed, fills his paſtures either

I ſhould rather, thuſe to make experi

with weeds, or bad, or improper gatles;
whem, by making a right choice, after
ſome trials he might be ſure of the beſt

ments, than conjećtures.
[The reſ! in our next )

We inſert the following Extrađ from Three
Dialogues on the Navy, as we think
‘what it contains a Matter of great In
mer wants to lay down his land to graſs, H portance,
and the Hint at the
ºutcrº

graſ, and in the greateſt abundance that
His land admits of. At preſent if a far

%

what does he do 2 He either takes his

hayrick, or ſends to his next neighbour

thy the ſerious Conſideration of thoſe wha
with ſo much Honour prºſide at the Helm

for a ſupply. By this means, beſides a

of Affairs.

feeds indiſcriminately from his own foul
certain mixture of , all ſorts of rubbiſh,

happen; if he

Y the firſt article of war the publick
worſhip of Almighty God, prayers

chances to have a large proportion of

and preachings, and a proper obſervation

which inufi

neceſſarily

--

of

HINt in relation to SE A CHAPLA INs.
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of the Sabbath are enjoined. The ſecond,

God, their King, and their Country –
under ſevere penalties, prohibits all ſuch How glorious the taſk! how ſuitable to
immoral and ſcandalous ačtions as tend
the charaćter of that high religion which
to the derogation of God's honour and to they profeſs to teach
the 'corruption of good manners. Had
That Chaplains of a proper ſtamp muſt
theſe two firſt articles and orders, which at all times be treated with due regard,
at leaſt carry the ſame high parliamentary A by the ſeamen as well as officers, though
ſančtion as the following, been with e I had not heard ſome particular inſtances
qual ſtrictneſs executed and obeyed, they well atteſted ; I could not help believing.
long ago would have eſtabliſhed that ne If the labours and example of ſuch are ,
ceſſary decorum, without which no good fruitful of good conſequences now, what
form of government can take place or may we not expect, ſhould a general diſ
ſubſiſt. As reaſon immediately dićtates poſition encourage, and the ſtrićt rules of
that, in ſettling ſuch a decorum at laſt, B diſcipline require the full and faithful diſ.
officers muſt lead the way by their exam. charge of their well-known duty Can
ple; their negli & of a duty ſo plainly we deviſe for worthy clergymen an em
preſcribed by conſcience, religion and the ployment more uſeful to the flate, or fi
legiſlature, cannot, without treaſon as well tuntion more delightful to themſelves 2 –
In a late converſation with an able and
as blaſphemy, be defended.
Chaplains, by the firſt article cited a accurate judge of naval affairs, he ſug
bove, are commanded, in their reſpective C geſted a hint about Chaplains, which I
ſhips, diligently to perform their office of could not help approving then; and which
praying and preaching. So clear and oh I now, with great pleaſure, adopt.——
vious are the duties of their ſtation in o
“I ſee no reaſon, ſaid he, why the Chap
ther not leſs important points, that barely lain and Schoolmºſer in his Majeſty', ſhºps
to mention them will ſuffice : A blame
of war ſhould be two diſtinét perſons; one
leſs life and converſation; a conſcientious being evidently ſufficient for the buſineſs
zeal to make the people committed to of both. . Setting afide the precarious
their charge better chriſtians, conſequent duration of their employments; the ſepa
ly better ſubj, &ts; unwearied pains in rate proviſion for either, at leaſt in ſhips of
purſuing this high taſk by the moſt diſ. a ſmaller rate, is too ſcanty. Without
creet and rational means, ſuch as a priv-ie the leaſt additional expence to the go
inftrućtion, where neceſſary, private ad vernment; if their wages and perquiſites
monition, and, as far as their funètion were united properly, clergymen duely
warrants, private reproof. The young E qualified in all reſpeas would generally
of all ranks muſt particularly claim their prefer that fituation, even at ſea, to the
inſtruction and care. To form their ten
ſervile and beggarly crape of curacies a
der minds to virtue; to mould their prin ſhore. In regard to the ſcience of navi
ciples and ſentiments; to regulate their gation, it may be ſo very ſoon acquired,
opinions by the great ſtandards of truth, by ſuch as are tolerably grounded in ma
reaſon, and the #., and thus early to thematicks, that no man liberally bred can *
lift them for life in the true ſervice of their
be ſuppoſed unfit for the taſk.”

Poetical Essays in
The Progreſs of Port sy, continued from p. 101,
and concluded.

EHOLD the ſoil, where ſmooth Clitum
nus glides,

And rolls thro’ ſmiling fields his duaile tides;
Where ſwoln Eridanus in flate proceeds,
And tardy Mincio wanders thro' the meads:
Where breathing flow'rs ambroſial ſweets
diſtil,

And the ſoft air with balmy fragrance fill;
O italy

tho' joyful plenty reigns, , .

And nature laughs amid’ thy bloomy plains;
Tho' all thy ſhades poetick warmth inſpire,
Tune the rapt ſoul, and fan the ſacred fire ;

Thoſe plains and ſhades ſhall reach th' ap
pointed date,

And all their fading honours yield to fate :
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Thy wide renown and ever blooming fame
Stand on the baſis of a nobler claim ;
In thee his harp, immortal V ºr G 11 ſtrung,
Of ſhepherds, flocks, and mixhty heroes ſung.
See Horace ſhaded by the lyrick wreath;
Where ev'ry grace and all the Muſes bre, the ,
Where courtly eaſe adorns tach happy line,
And Pindar's fire and Sapho’s ſoftneſ, join.
Poitely wiſe, with calm well-govern d a 36,
He laſh'd the reigning follies of the age
With wit, not ſpleen, indulgently ſevere,
To reach the heart, he charm'd the liſt's ing
car,
[ploy,
When ſoothing themes each milder note em.
Each milder note ſwells ſoft to fove and joy
Smooth as the fame-preſagung * doves that
ſpread
Prophetic wreaths around his infant liesa,
U a

* Her. Book iii, Ode iv.

i e
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Ye num'rous bards unſung (whoſe wa
rious laws

-

-

A genius equal to your own ſhould praiſe)
Forgive the Muſe, who feels an inbred flame
Reſiſtleſs to exa’t her country's fame :
A foreign clime ſhe leaves, and turns her eyes

where her own Britain's favºrite tow's ariſe;
Where Thames rolls deep his plenteous tides
around,
[crown'd.
His banks with thick aſcending turrets
Yet not thoſe ſcenesth' impartial Muſe could
boaſt,

From each bright nymph ſome dazzling
charm he took,

This fair one's lips, another's lovely look;
Each beauty pleas'd, a ſm le or air beſiows,
Till all the goddeſs from the canvas roſe.
Immortal Milton, hail whoſe lofty
ſtrain,
[diſdain ;
With conſcious ſtrength does vulgar themes
Sublime aſcended thy ſuperior ſoul,
Where
light'nings flaſh nor thunders

*

roll;

Britannia, hail o'er whoſe luxuriant plains

Where other ſuns drink deep th' eternal ray,
And thence to other worlds tranſmit the day;
Where high in aether countleſs planets move,

For thy free natives waves the lip'ning grains;

And various moons attendant round them

Were Liberty, thy great diſtinčion, loſt.
'Twas ſacred Liberty's celeſtial ſmile

Firſt lur'd the Mures to thy gen’rous Iſle;
'Twas Liberty beſtow'd the pow'r to fing,

And bade the verſe-rewarding laurel ſpring.
Here Chauce R firſt his comick vein diſ

play'd,

f

And merry tales in homely guiſe convey'd ;
Unpoliſh'd beauties grac'd the artleſs ſong,

Tho' rude the dićtion, yet the ſenſe was
ſtrong.

Toſnoother ſtrainschaſtifing tuneleſs proſe,
In plain magnificence great SP ENs ºr roſe :
In forms diſtinét, in each creating line,

The virtues, vices, and the paſſions ſhine;
Subſervient nature aids the poet's rage,
And with he ſelf inſpires each nervous page.
Exal:ed SHAK Esr EAR, with a boundleſs
mind

Rang'd far and wide, a genius unconfin'd
The paſſions ſway’d, and captive led the
heart,
without the critic's rule, or aid of art :

So ſome fair clime, by ſmiling Phoebus bleſt,
And with a thouſard charms by nature dreſt,
Whe climpid ſtreams in wild Meanders flow,

And on the mountain's tow ring foreſts grow;
With lovely landſkips cheers the raviſh'd fight,

While each new ſcene ſupplys a new delight;

3. induſtry cf

men, no needleſs tril,
an merd the rich, uncultivated ſoil.

While Cow lev's lays with ſprightly vi.
gour move,
[love;
Around him wait the gods of verſe and
So quick the crowding images ariſe,
The bright variety diſtraćts our eyes:

Each ſparkling line, where fire with fancy
flows,

The rich preſufion of his gerius ſhows.
To War I a rext my wond'ring view I
bend,
Gentle as flakes of feather'd. ſhow deſcend ?

Not the ſame ſnow, its filent journey done,
More radiant glitters in the riſing ſun.
O happy Nymph who could thoſe lays de
mand,
And claim the care of this immortal hand :

In vain might age thy heav'n'y form invade,

and o'er thy beauties caſt an envious ſhade;
W. Her the place of youth and bloom ſupplys,
And gives exhauſtleſs luſtre to thy eyes :
Each Muſe aſſiſting, rifles ev'ry grace,
To paint the wonders of thy matchleſs face'
So when at Greece divine Apelles ſtrove
To give to earth the radiant queen of love,

rove.

O bear me to thoſe ſoft delightful ſcenes,
Where ſhades far ſpreading boaſt immortal
greens,

Where Paradiſe unfolds her fragrant flow’rs,
Her ſweets unfadirg and celeſial bow'rs i
Where Zephyr breathes amid the blooming
wild,
Gentle as nature's infant beauty ſmil'd :

Where gaily reigns one ever-laughing ſpirg;
Eden's delights which he alone could ſing.
Yet not theſe ſcenes could bound his daring
fligh',

Born to the taſk he roſe a nobler height.
While o'er the lyre his hallow'd fingers fly,

Each wond’rous touch awakens raptures high.
Thoſe glorious feats he boldly durft axplore,
Where f-ith alone till then had pow'r to ſcar.

Smooth glide thy wavcs, O Thames while
I rehearfe,

| verſe 1

The name that taught thee firſt to flow in
Let ſacred ſilence huſh thy grateful tides,
The oſier ceaſe to tremble on thy fides;
Let thy calm waters gently ſteal along,
Dr Nha M this homage claims while he in
ſpire's my ſong. .
Far as thy billows to 1, diſpers'd away
To diſtant climes, the honour'd name convey:
Not Xanthus can a nobler glory boaſt,
In whoſe rich ſtreams a thouſand floods are loft.

The ſtrong, the ſoft, the moving and the
ſweet,

In artful Dry or n’s various numbers meet ;
Aw'd by his lays, each rival bard retir'd :
So fades the moon, pale lifeleſs, unadmir'd,
When the bright ſun burſts glorious to the
. . fight,

-

-

With radiant luſtre and a flood of light.
Sure heav'n who deſlin'd William to be
great,

t

The mighty bulwark of the Britiſh ſtate,
The ſcourge of tyrants, guardian of the law,
Beſtow'd a Garth, deſigning a Naſſau.
Wit, eaſe, and life in Hr to R b"ended flow,
Polite as Granville, ſoft as moving Rowe ;
G R at v1 Llr whoſe lays unnumber'd charms
adorn,
-

Serere and ſprightly as the op'ning morn
Row z, who the ſpring of ev'ry paſſion
knew,

And from our eyes call'd forth the kindly dew :
Still ſhall his gentle Muſe our ſouls command,
And...our warm hearts confeſs his ſkilful hand.
Be
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Fe his the leaſt of his ſuperior fame,
Whoſe happy genius caught great Lucan's
I doom,

flame;

where noble Pompey damntleſs meets his
Ard each free ſtrain breathes liberty and
Rome.

O Appſ son, lamented, wond"rous bard
The godlike hero's great, his beſt reward :
Not all the laurels reap'd on Blenheim's
plains.

A fame can give like thy immortal ſtrains.
while Cato dićtates in thy awful lines,
Caeſar himſelf with ſecond luſtre ſhines :

A. our rais'd ſouls the great diſtreſs purſue,
Triumphs and crowns ſtill leſſ n to our view :

we trace the victor with didainful eyes,
Ard, all that made a Cato bleed, deſpiſe.
The hold pindarick and ſoft lyrick Muſe
Breath'd all her energy in tuaeful Hugh as,
His ſweet cantatas and melodious ſong
Shall ever warble on the tuneful tongue.

When nobler themes a loftier ſtain require,
His boſom glows with more than mortal
five

Pr a log v = to Cymr 111 Nr, a Tragedy,
-

ultered from S h a k = s p = a x, by Willian
Spoken by Mr. Ross.
RITONS, the daring author of to night,
Attempts in Shakeſpear's manly flile
to write ;

He ſtrives to copy from that mighty mind
The glowing vein—the ſpirit uneonfin"d–
The figur'd dićtion that diſdain'd controul

And the full vigour of the poet's ſoul!
—Happy the varied phraſe, if none ſhall call,
This imitation, that original.—
For other points, our rew advent'rer tries

The hard's luxuriant plan to modersize;
And, by the rules of antient art, refine
The ſame eventful, pleafing, bold deſign.
Our ſcenes awake not new the am’rous

(dame i
flame,
Nor teach ſoft ſwains to woo the tender
Content, for bright example's ſake, to ſhew
A wife diſtreſs'd, and innocence in woe.-

For what remains, the port bids you ſee,

Not Orpheus' ſelf could in ſublimer lays

From an old tale, what Britons ought to be;

Have ſung th' omnipotent Creator's praiſe :

And in theſe reſtleſs days of war's alarms,
Not melts the ſoul te love, but fires the
(chain,
bloc d to arms.

While fall n Damaſcus' fate, diſplay'd to
view,

From ev’ry eye the ready tribute drew.
High on the radiant hit ſee Porz appears.
With all the fire of youth and ſtrength of
|line,

years :

Where'er, ſupreme, he points the nervous
Nature and art in bright conjunélion ſhine.
How juſt the turns how regular the draught
How ſnooth the language 1 how refin'd the
thought !

Your great fore fathers ſcorn'd the foreign
Rome might invade, and Caeſars rage in vain

Thoſe glorious patterns with bold hearts
purſue,
To king, to country, and to honour true –

Oh

then with candour and good-will

attend,
Applaud the author in the cordial friend 1

Remember, when his failirgs moſt appear,

Secure beneath the ſhade of early bays,

It ill be counts the brave to be ſevere.—

He dar'd the thunder of great Homer's lays;

Look ages back, and think you hear to-night
An antient poet, ſtill your chief delight:

A ſacred heat inform'd his daring breaſt,
And Homer in his ge: ius ſlands confeſt

Due to a great attempt compaſſion take,

To heights ſublime he rais'd the pond’rous
[fire.
lyre,

And ſpare the modern band for Shakeſpear's

And our cold Iſle grew warm with Grecian
Fain would I now th’excelling bard reveal,
And paint the ſeat where all the Muſes

E F 1 to a v z. Spoken by Mrs. Vinern r.

[ſtow'd,
dwell.
Where Phoebus has his warmeſt ſmiles be.
And who moſt labours with th' inſpiring

ſake.

ELL, Sirs—the bus'neſs of the day
is o'er,

And I'm a princeſs, and a wife no more
This bard of our's, with Shakeſpear in his
head,

God

But while I flive to fix the ray Divine,
And round that head the laurel'd triumph

May be well. taught, but ſurely is ill-bred.

Spouſe gone, coaſt clear, wife handſome and
what not,

twine,

Unnumber'd bards diſtraćt my dazzled fight,
And my firſt choice growsfaint with rival light.

We might have had a much genteeler plot.
What madneſs equals true poetic rage

So the white road that ſtreaks the cloudleſs

Fine ſtuff! a lady in a hermitage'

ſkies,
When filver Cynthia's temp'rate beams ariſe,

A pretty manſion for the blooming fair
No tea, no ſcandal—no intriguing there 1–

Thick ſet with ſtars o'er our admiring heads,
One tindiſtinguiſh'd ſtreamy twilight ſpreads;

—The gay beau-monde ſuch hideous ſcenes

Pleas'd we behold, from heav'n's unbounded

What! nothing modiſh,but one cordial diam!

muſt damn–

—Yet after all, the poet bids me ſay,

height.

A thouſand orbs pour forth promiſcuous light:
whi e all around the ſpanzled loſtre flows,
In vain we ſtrive to mark which brighteſt
glows :

JFrom each the ſame enliv'ning ſplendors fly,
And the diffuſive giory charms the eye.
5

-

*

Hawkins, M. A.

For your own credit’s ſake approve the play;
You can't for ſhame condemn old Britiſh wit,
(I hope there are no Frenchman in the pit)
Or ſlight a timely tale, that well diſcovers,
The blaveſ ſoldiers are the trueſt lovers.
Such
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Such Leonatus was, in our romance,

A gariant courtier, tho' he cou’d not dance;

M A R C H., 1759. .
Whoſe praiſe or blame by contraries are took,
Like crabs whoſe motion contradićts their
look :

Say, wou'd you gain, like him, the fair one's
Firſt try your might in hardy deeds of arms;

In harmleſs ſlander may’ſ thou perſevere,
But, on thy life, malicious praiſe forbear ;

Your muffs, your coffee, and down-beds
forego,

Left bent on vengeance, tor thy wrongs

Follow the mighty Pruſſia thro' the ſnow ;
At length bring home the honourable ſcar,

I next proceed to ſay the truth of thee.
W. Ga—me, Tryfur.

charms,

on me,

And love's ſweet balm ſhall heal the wounds
of war.
[perplex *
For me, what various thoughts my mind

Its better I reſume my feeble ſex,

Or wear this manly garb

it fits me well

Gallants inſtruct me—ladies, can you tell ?

The court's divided, and the gentle beaux,
Cry—n diſguiſes—give the girl her cloaths.
The ladies ſay, to-night's example teaches,
(And I will take their words without
more ſpeeches)
[the breeches.
That things go beſt when—women wear

The Mica ocos M, trarſlated from Claudian.
By the ſame.
S.Jove beheld, expreſs'd in glaſs, appear,

A

The wond’reus ſyſtem of the ſtarry

ſphere ;
[on high,
With words of laughter, from his throne
He thus accoſts his brethren cf the ſky:
Behold theſe mortals, beings of an hour,
Burleſque the labours of Almighty Pow'r,
The pole,
laws of heav'n, the ſecrets of a the

C OR IN N A vindicated (ſee p. 97.)

This prying thief with artful ſearch has ſtole;
A ſecret ſoul informs the ſtairy fires,

Orinna, virtue's child, and chaſte

The whole machine an aaive pow'r inſpires;

As veffal maid of yore,
Nor ſought the nuptial rites in haſte,
Nor yet thoſe rites forſwore :
Her, many a worthleſs knight, to wed,
Purſu'd in various ſhapes;
But ſhe, tho' chufing not to lead,

would not be led by—apes.
Royffers they were, and each a meer
Penelope's gallant;
They eat and drank up all her chear,

A circling ſun his annual courſe purſues,

A little moon her monthly form renews ;
Audacious man, exulting in his pride,
Now wields a world his own, and his own
ſtars does guide
What wonder then salmoneus ſhould preſume
To mimick thurder, and the God aſſume :

We now behold a new creation plann'd,
And worlds arifing from a mortal hand.

An Imitation of the 22d O DE in the firſt

And lov’d her into want.

See her by W- firſt addreſs'd,

(But W- caught a tartar)
Him, while an ill earn'd ribband grac'd,
She wore a noble garter.
A pair of brothers next advance,

Book ºf Hon Acz.
OOD magiſtrates, who ne'er pretend
Their neighbour's morals to amend,
Dear R—n, take my word,
Of mobs need never be afraid i

G

*

Nor aſk th' unneceſſary aid

Alike for bus’neſs fit :

Of blunderbuſs or ſword :

The firly 'gan to kick and prance,
And ſpurn'd the P— bit.
But who comes next 2 O well I ken

Him playing faſt and looſe
Ceaſe F--, the prey will ne'er be thine,
Corinna's not a gooſe.

whether in alehouſe room they meet,
Stifled with ſmoke, and flink, and heat,
T" inforce militia bill ;
Or ſhiv"ting in a church-yard ſtand,
To teach their new eleēted band,
The diſtant foe to kill.

See laſt, the man by heav'n defign'd
Lately a mob, as grim and fell,
as ever pou'd from Clerkenwell,
To fire my houſe intended :
Fearleſs, unarm'd, without a guard,

To make Corinna bleſs'd ;

To ev'ry virtuous aé inclin'd,
All patriot in his breaſt.
He wo'd the fair with manly ſenſe,

I met, and aſk'd 'em in the yard,
If any I'd offended ?

And, flattery apart,

By dint of ſterling eloquence

If any fin'd, who drank, or ſwore

Subdu'd Corinna's heart.

She gave her hand—but, leſt her hand,
So given, ſhould prove a curſe,
The prieſt omitted by command,
For better and for worſe.

From me, if any bawd or whore
Had marks of whipcord on her ?

Before I'd finiſh'd halt my ſpeech,
There was not one, but turn'd his breech"-

And cry'd, God bleſs your honour !
On a

Detr Act or . .

Send me to Yorkſhire's northern ſoil,

1st A K E N wretch, induſtrious to
defame

[name

With lies thy neighbour, and aſperſe his
Unmov'd I ſuffer thy reviling tongue,

Then leaſt injurious, when it moſt would

where ſpits, and forks, the country ſpoil,
And knights are ſole diſmay’d j

No vote of mine produc’d this fright,
My conſcience tells me, I was right,
I'm therefore not afraid,

wrong ;

Send
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Send me thro' Bedford's red-hot plain,
where fierce militia furies reign,
And all with terior ſwell ;

The dang'rous rout I'd not refuſe,
Nor aſk deſence from reds, or blues,

But laugh, and d-n the B

ll.

The Humou as of an Elect 1 on FN trº
t A1 N M RNt

Bleed him the barber-ſurgeon wou'd :
He breathes a vein, but where's the blood r
No more it flows its wonted pace,

%: a Poetical Deſcription of

Mr. Ho can th’s El Ect 1 on PR in rs.
E HOLD the feſtive tables ſet,
The candidat. 1, the voters met !

And lo, againſt the wainſcot plac d,
Th' eſcutcheon, with three guineas grac'd?
The motto, and the creſt explain,
which way the gilded bait to gain.
There William's maged portra t tells
what rage in party-boſoms dwells ;
and here the banner ſpeaks the cry
For liberty and lºycly.
while ſcatches dignify his face,
The tipſy barber tells his caſe ;
How well he for his honour fought !
How many dev'lſh knocks he got
While, ſorc'd to carry on the joke,

The 'ſq ire's juſt blinded with the ſmoke i
and gives his hand (for all are free)
to one that's cunninger than he
with ſmart cockade, and waggiſh laugh,
He thinks himſelf more wiſe by half.

See Criſpin, and his blouzy Kate,

And chilly dews ſpread o'er his f ce:
The parſon ſweats; but be it told,
His ſweat is more from heat than cokſ:

“ Bring me the chafing-diſh 1” he cries;
'Tis brought j the ſav'ry fumes ariſe :
“My laſt tit-bit's delicious—ſo ;
* Can oyſters vie with veniſon "- No.
Behold, thro' ſympathy of face,
(In life a very common caſe)
His lordſhip gives the fidler wine!
“Come, brother Chinny! yours and mine :And o'er a pretty girl, confeſt,
The alderman, ſee" toaſts—the bºº.
Ye hearty cocks who ſeel the gout,
Yet bliſkly puſh the glaſs about,
Obſerve, with crutch behind his chair,
Your honeſt brother Chalylone there 1

His phiz declares he ſeems to ſtrain i
Perhaps the gravel gives him Pain i
But be it either that or this,

One thing is certain—He's at p—ſ.
A wag, the merrieſt in the town,
Whoſe face was never meant to frown,
See, at his ſtraining makes a ſcoff,
And, finging, takes his features off?

While clowns, with joy and wonder, ſtate,
* Gadzookers | Rºger, look ye there i*
The buſy clerk the taylor plies,

attack the other candidate 1

* Vote for his honour, and be wiſe :

what joy he feels her head to lug

“Theſe yellow-boys are all your own “”
But he, with puritanic tone,

Will dºne my Katy 1 coaxing Pºg
But who is this pray 2—Ab.1 Squatt
What has the honeſt Quaker got *
why preſents for each voter's lady,
To make their int’reſt ſure and ſteady :

For tight and well their beneur, know
what things the petticoat can do.
Diſcordant ſounds now grate the ear,
For muffick's hir'd to raiſe the cheer;
And fiddling Nan briſk ſcrapes her firings,
while Thrumbo's baſs loud echoing rings;
And Sawny's bagpipes ſqueaking trill

God ſave the Kirg, or what you will.
Muñck can cham the ſavage breaft,
and lull the fierceſt rage to reſt ;
But Sawry's face beſpeaks it plain
That vermin don't regard the ſtrain;
A creature, well to Scotchmen known,

Now nips him by the collar bone :
Ah, luckleſs louſe ! in ambuſh lie,

Or, by Sr. Andrew, you muſt die!
Ye, vers'd in men and manners l tell

Cries, Satan take thy bribes from me;
why this were downright perjury
His wife, with all-ſufficient tongue,
For rage and ſcandal glibly hung,
Replies, thou blockhead 1 gold refuſe!
When here's your child in want of ſhoes 1

But hark what uproar flrikes the ear?
Th' oppoſing mob, incºns'd, draw near 3
Their waving tatter'd enfigns ſtel
Here liberty and property;
A labell'd Jew up-liſted high;
There marry all, and multiply.
Theſe, theſe, are patriotick ſcenes?
But not a man knows what he means.

The jordan ſtrives their zeal to cool,
With added weight of three-legg'd ſtool:But all in vain; and who can't tat,
Now ſally out the foe to meet.

For glory be the battle try'd :
Huzza! my boys, the yellow ſide #
Obſerve the loyal work begin,

why parſons always eat ſo well

And ſhonts and brickbats enter in 1

Catch they the ſpirit from the gown,
To cram ſo many plate-fulls down f
The feaſt is o'er with all the reſt,

That knocks a rudick vet’ran down ;
This cracks the ſecretary's crown;
His minute-book, of 'ſpecial note,

Put mayor and parſon ſtill conteſts

For ev'ry ſure, and doubtful vote,

I’ll hold a thouſand 1–Lay the bett

The cdds are on the parſºn yet :
Huzza the black-gown wins the day !-

Now tumbles; ink the table dyes,
And backward poor Pill-Garſid lies.
The butcher, one who ne'er knew dread,

But ſoftly, don't exult ſo faſt,
His ſpirit's noble to the laſt 5
His mouth flill waters at the diſh ;

A ſurgeon turns for t'other's head;
His own already broke and bound,
Yet with propatria deck'd around.
Behold what wonders gin can do,

His hand ſkill holds the fav' ſite fiſh :

External and internal icol

The mayºr, with oyſters, dies away 1–

7

He
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'Tis his to trim th' oppoſers round,
And bring their fiardard to the ground.
The waiting boy, aſtoniſh'd, eyes
what gin the new-turn’d quack applies 5
And firls a tub; that glorious punch
May make amends ſor blow and hunch.
But ſtop, my lad, put in no more,

He thinks a plaiſter but a jeſt;
All cure with what they like the beſt :
Pcur'd on, it ſooths the patient's pain ;
Pour'd in, it makes him fight again.

His toes perchance pop out his ſhoe,
Yet he's a patriot through and through
His lungs can for his party roar,
As loud as twenty men, or more.

For t'other ſide at e near the door ;
Nor will their conſcence deem in ſin,
To guzzle all, if once they're in.

-

Ye courtiers give your Broughton praiſe ;
The hero of your 'leven days
‘I’

H

*

E.

Monthſ, Chromo/ager.
e
º

ſhips, taken by men of war and p ivateers,

SZ 5, Walker, wife of the late

being proved to be French property, were

§§
;

Satur DAY, 14
The cargoes of a large nun, ber of Dutch

FR 1 pay, February 23.
; N the evening between ſeven
and eight o'clock, Mrs.
Mr. Leonard Walker, tim
ber merchant, of Rother
hithe, was barbarouſly mur
dered at her own houſe, by

condemned, at a court of Admiralty at
Doctor's Commons.

* Notice was given from the war cffice,
that, for the future, whoever intends to

Mary Famondſon, her neice, about twenty purchaſe a commiſſion in the army, ſhould
years of age. The particulars are as follow : firſt inform himſelf at the ſaid office, whe.
Mrs. Walker ſent into Yorkſhire the begin-- ther the commiſſion, for which he is in trea.
ning of the winter, for this niece to come ty, may be ſold with the king's leave : And
and live with her as a companion, but her in all inſtances, where it ſhall be found that
any money, or other conſideration, has been
behaviour not anſwering her aunt's expec
tation, her aunt told her ſhe ſhould go to given for a commiſſion, not openly ſold with
ſome good ſervice as ſoon as the ſpring came the leave of his majeſty, the perſon btain
on. A fortnight before the murder, the
ing ſuch comm fion will be ſuperſeded.
neice, at night, went into the yard, and made
Satur day, March 3
a noiſe by throwing down the waſhing-tubs,
Admiralty office. Commodore Keppel
-

and then run in and told her aunt, that four

returned from the coaſt of Africa, to spit

men had broke into the yard ; but upon
alarming the neighbours none could be
found. This fatal evening the neice went

head, with his majeſty's ſhips T, rbay of 74

backwards and made the

ſame noiſe as

before, and the deceaſed miffing her niece
ſome time, and

hearing a noiſe,

went

guns, Naſſau 64, Fougeux 64, and Dunkirk

63, having parted with the Prince Edward at
fea, which was ſeparated from the reft of
the ſquadron, and firce has brought into
Portſmouth a French prize named the chev

backwards to call affiſtance ; upon which

ril, of between 2 and 300 tons burh, n,

her niece, who had hid herſelf, ſeized her
aunt, and with a caſe knife immediately cut

bound from St. Domingo to Bayonne, and
laden with coffee, indigo, &c. which makes

her throat, and ſhe died in a few minutes;
her neice then diagged her out of the waſh
houſe into the parlour, took her aunt's
watch from her fide, ſome filver ſpoons,
and the bloody knife, and hid them under
the water-tub; her apron being ſoaked with
blood, ſhe put under the copper, and put
on a clean one; and then, to hide her guilt,

it imagined ſhe will turn out a very rich

cut her own wriſts acroſs, and went out

and cry'd, her aunt was murdered by four
men, who gag'd her, and, in endeavouring
to ſave her aunt, they cut her acroſs her
wriſts. But the gentlemen in the neigh

bourhood having a ſtrong ſuſpicion of her
being the perſon, they ſecured her, and up
on examination, ſhe confeſſed the fact. The

prize.

General Abercrombie arrived at Portſ.

mouth, in the Kenſington man of war,
from North-America.

-

Four houſes were conſumed by fire in
Fenchurch-ſtreet.

Monday, 5.
Admiralty. office,

Extrað ºf a Letter frºm Capt. Samuel Hood,
ºf bis Majºſy's Ship the Veſtal, of 32
Guns, and 22 o Men, to Mr. Clevland, Sº

cretary of the Admiralty, dated at Spithead,
March 2, 1759.
Being ſtationed at day. light ſour or five

coroner's inqueſt brought in their verdićt
wilful murder againſt her ; upon which ſhe

miles a head cf admiral Holmes (ſee p. 105)

was committed to the New Goal in South

o'clock in the mo: nirg, avo leagues S. W.

wark.

to look out, on the 21ſt paſt, about ſeven
from

1759.
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from the lizard, I ſaw a ſail bearing S. S. E.

but does not know how it fared with her

direétly to the windward, and gave chace.

companions, having never ſeen either of
them fince. See p. 145. [Capt. Hood, on

At eleven I diſcovered the chace to be an

enemy, of which I made the fignal to the
admira!, as I did immediately after, that of
being able to ſpeak with her. At ten mi
nutes paſt two, I began to engage the Bel
lona frigate, commanded by the count of
Beauhonoir, of 32 guns, within half muſket
ſhot, and continued a cloſe action till near

his arrival in London, had the honour to be

preſented to his majeſty, and to kiſs his
hand.]
FR 1 day, 9.
Sandford corn-mills, near Hurſt, in Berks,

were conſumed by fire; damage 150ol.
At a ſeſſions of Admiralty, at the Old
Bailey, Nicholas Wingfield and Adams Hyde,

fix, when ſhe ſtruck, having only her fore
maſt ſtanding, without yard or topmaſt,

were capitally convicted ; Thomas Kent,

which ſoon after went away, being much

Thomas Wingfield, Thomas Lewis, and

wounded. The Trent chaced at the ſame
time I did, and then was not more than

John Hyre, acquitted.

four miles to leeward; and when I began
to engage, ſhe was out of fight fom our
top-gallant-maſt's head, tho' ſhe chaced

! is majeſty's advocate general, ſat as judge

the whole time, and the weather very clear,
and was full four miles from me when the

enemy ſtruck ; the loſs of whom I cannot
exačily aſcertain, the accounts of the pri

ſons s differ ſo widely, and I can get no
proper roll of equipage ; but it was very
great, as the Veſtal’s lieutenant found more

than 30 dead upon the decks when he took
poſſeſſion, and they themſelves own to have
thrown overboard 10 or 12, which, with
thoſe now living, being 180, make the
number that were on board, at the begin

ning of the attion, upwards of 22 o, as I
have carefully informed myſelf from the
captain and other of the officers. On the
pert of his majeſty, were five killed, and 22
wounded. As ſoon as I brought too, after
the enemy ſtruck, all the top-maſts fell over
the fide, being much ſhot, and having no
rigging to ſupport them : The lower maſts
would likewiſe have gone, had not the wea
ther been very fine inde: d ; and with all

the fiſhing I could give the mainmaſt, it
would not bear other than a jury-yard,

Dr. Hay, one of

the cºmmiſfioners of the Admiralty, and
of the court, in the room of Sir Thomas

Saluſbury, whoſe lady is dead; Mr. Juſtice
Wilmot, and Mr. Juſtice Noel, and ſeveral
doctors of the civil law, were upon the
bench. The proſecutions were carried on
at the expence of the crown, in order to
vindicate the honour of the nation ; and

the council in ſupport of the indićlments
were the attorney and ſolicitor general,

Mr. Gould, Dr. Betteſworth, Mr. Huſſey,
and Mr. Naſh. Mr. Stowe, and two other
gentlemen, were for the priſoners. It ap

peared upon the trials, that Nicholas Wing
field and Adams Hide, 'the maſters of two

privateer cutters, had feloniouſly and prac
tically boarded the ſhip De Reiſende Jacob,
aſſaulted Jurgen Muller, the maſter thereof,
and robbed him of 20 caſks of butter, value

zol. on Aug 1 1, 1758. Tho. W.ngfield and
Tho, Kent were acquitted, becauſe no evi
dence appeared againſt them that could af.
fe & them, in relation to the ſačt.

Thomas

Lewis and John Hyre were indiéled for
piratically and feloniouſly boarding and rob
bing the ſhip Two Brothers, commanded
by Klaas Henderiks Swardt, of five fats of

which I was likewiſe under a neceſſity of

indigo, value 1 col. on Nov. 17, 1758. But

rigging upon the foremaſt. In this fituation
of his majeſty's ſhip, and her prize, I
thought myſelf obliged to bear up for Eng

as there was the ſº ongeſt and moſt corro

land, eſpecially as the wind ſhifted in the

fact, they were acquitted.
SAT U R Day, Io.

ačion to the S. W. which I hope their lord
ſhips will approve. Not being able to put
a boat in the water, but by launching her

borating proof that they were not at ſea on
that day, nor could poſſibly be guilty of the
Joſeph Halſey was tried for the murder of
Daniel Davidſon on the high ſeas, about

over the fide, by which a cutter was ſunk

1co leagues from Cape Finiſterre, found

and loſt ; I defired capt. Lindſay to ſtay by
me, and exchange a part of the priſoners,
which he did ; but having made room for

guilty, and immediately ſentenced to the
uſual puniſhment of ſuch crimes. The court
afterwards paſſed ſentence on the foremen
tion:d convićts, and then adjourned.
The ſhip which Halſey (who was but 23
years of age) commanded, during the illneſs,
and after the death of capt. Gallop, ſailed
from Jamaica in July laſt, in company with
a large fleet, under convoy of two men of
war, one of which was the Sphinx. Soºn
after they left Jamaica, the ſhip proving
leaky, they were obliged to keep one hand

them on board the Veſtal, by noon, next

day, capt. Lindſay took his leave, in order
to rejºin the admiral. The Belona ſailed
from Martinique the 16th of January in
ſome hurry, accompanied with another fli

gate of the ſame force, and the Floriſſant,
occaſioned by his majeſty's ſquadrcn, under
the command of commodore Moore, being
cff the iſland.

The commodore did not

appear till that morning, and had all the
troops landed by the evening near Point
Negroe . The three French ſhips were chaced
by fore of Mr. Moore's ſquadron. The
Belºna gºt clear by ſupciolity of ſailing ;
Maich, 1759.

at work conſtartly at the pump.

Davidſon

being tickly, and not able to clear the ſlip
during his half hour, Halſey not only cum
p led him to pump till he had cleared it,
but pump his [Halſey's] half hou, beſides.
X

Svon
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Soon after, Halſey put the ſhip's crew to
ſhort allowance of water and bread, giving

three quarts to the hands that were well
and five pounds of bread each, and but one
quart to the ſick and five pounds of bread
between two. He was continually bºating
Davidſon, who defited to be ſent on board

one of the men of war ºn excharge for one

March

Wr on vs Day, 14.
Joſeph Halſey, who had been reſpited till
then, was car, led from Newgate to Execu
t

tion Dock, where he was executed about
ten o'clock, purſuant to his ſentence. (See
the ioth day.) He behaved, whilſt under

condemnation, with great intrepidity and
reſolution, always perfifting in his inno
cence ; which he did to the laſt ; and there
fore could not be perſuaded to think of

of their hands, which Haſſey refuted, ſay
ing he would torment him a little further
before he ſhould have any relief, and that

death; but, when the warrant came down,

he had no cloaths fit to go on board the man

he gave up all hope, and with great effe

of war to make the requeſt, and ref:ſed the
offer made by two inaſters of veſſ:ls, that

nation ſubmitted to his fate, tho' very de
ſirous of life. His body was afterwards

had come on board, to lend him cloaths.
Some time atter, Davidſon, tired with be

brought to Surgeons Hall.

ing ſo much bear, and wanting neceſſaries,
threw him,ſelf ove board ; which Halſey
feeing, went over after him, and brought
him on board again, ſaying, he ſhould not
think to get off ſo, and he would have a
little more tor.nenting of him yet. And
the day before he died tied him up to the
ſhrouds for an hour, and beat him unmer

cifully ; and afterwards ſtruck him on the
breaſt with a pitch-mop, and beat him
off the quarter-deck ; after which he was
helped down below, and was found dead
the next day. Another bill of indićtment
was found againſt him for the murder of
John Edwards, by ſtriking him with a hand
ſpike on his bre it, beliy, &c. of which he
languiſhed and died ; but being convićted
of the oºser murder, he was not tritd for
that tačt.

Thurs pay, 15.
A houſe in Kent-ſtreet was blown down,
by which accident a woman and two chil

dren were killed, and four other perſons
miſe, ably bruiſed.

FR 1 Day, 23
His majeſty waspleaſed to reprieve,for tranſ
portation for life, the two malefactors con
demned at the laſt ſeſſions at the Old Bailey,

viz. Thomas Clary, for horſeſtealing ; and
Robert Coſtello, for a private robbery : At
the ſaid ſeſſions, which ended March 1.

two were ſentenced to be tranſported for 14
years, 15 for ſeven years, and one to be
whipped.
The following bills received the rºyal aſ
ſent, by commiſſion, viz. The bill to in

demnity perſons who have omitted to qua
lify themſelves ſor offices.—For the regula
tion of his majeſty's marine forces whiſt

-

At the ſame ſeſſions capt. William Lugen
was tried for the murder of a Black infant

He had ſailed upon the ſlaving trade from
Briſtol, and had taken ºn about 2 oo Blacks

upon the coaſt of Africa, and was carrying
them to Carolina, among whom was a wo.

man with a young child The woman, in
the voyage, happened to die of a flux, and
the child being very ill of that diſtemper,
the crew belonging to the ſhip very natu
rally committed the care of the poor infant
to the people of its own colour ; but they,
like true ſavages, handed it upon deck, and
refuſed to admit it amongſt them ; their
reaſon was, becauſe they believed the di
ftemper to be ini, tious, and dreared it as
we do a plague. The infant, then, in a
very miſerable condition, lying expoſed to
the broiling heat of the ſun, and in the ago
nies of death (for the ſurgeon declared it

on ſhore. —For puniſhing mutiny and deſer
tion, and ſor the better payment of the
army and their quarters.—For the more
eaſy and ſpeedy recovery of ſmall debts in
the borough of Southwark. —For eſtabliſh
ing a uightly watch in the borough of South
wark.--The corn bill.—The ſinking fund

bill, - And ſeveral other publick and private
bills.

Wr on Es pay, 27.
Wingfield and Hyde were executed pur
ſuant to their ſentence (ſee p. 161.)
The ſociety of merchants and inſurers of
ſhips having received information that di
vers neutral ſhips have been plundered of

their cargoes by pretended Engliſh priva
teers, have renewed their reward of one

nity in other reſpe&ts, tho', in this inſtance,
he ſeems to have forgot the tenderneſs of

hundred pounds for dete&ting and convićt
ing all ſuch pirates, over and above the re
ward offered by the lords of the Admiralty.
Mr. Oſmond Cooke has purchaſed the
place of city marſhal for 175cſ.
Liſt of the forces at Guadaloupe. Major
general Hopſon, commander in chief. Bri
gadier-generals Barrington, Armiger, and

his nature, and, as the court very juſtly ob

Haldane.

ſerved, took upon himſelf to determine up

Fourth, Duroure's.-Sixty firſt, Elliot's.—
Sixty-third, Watſon's, -Sixty-fourth, Bar
rington's. – Sixty-fifth, Armiger's And

could not live the day out) the captain or
dered it to be thrown overboard. The cap

tain appeared to be a man of great huma

on a caſe of iife, which Providence alone

could only decide. He was however ac
quitted, as these could be no premeditated

Third

regiment, Old

Buffs –

3oo marines,

The two gold medals, given annually by

malice in the caſe.

The inſide of an houſe in George-ſtreet,

his grace the duke of Newcaſtle, chancellor

York buildings, was conſumed by fire, and
an adjoining one damaged.

of the univerſity of Cambridge, for the beft

2.

*-

claſſifal
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claſſical learning, were adjudged to Mr.
Hawes, of Jeſus college, and Mr. Cowper,
of Corpus-Chriſti college, batchelors of arts.
To the inſtances we have lately given,
(ſee p. 106 ) of the forwardneſs of the
ſpring, may be added the following. In
the yard belonging to Mr. Moore, cooper,
in Newport-ſtreet, Worceſter, there is an
aprico-tree, the greateſt part of which is
in full bloſſom ; and on the other trees are

ſeveral apricots, ſome larger than filberds,
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ceſter, in Glouceſterſhire, perceiving one of
the hinder wheels to fink very deep in the
ground, examined the place, and ſourd the
wheel broke a large ſtone urn, in which
was a large quantity of old Roman copper
coin j and, upon digging farther, two more
urns were diſcovered near the ſame ſpot
full of coin of the ſame metal. The word
GALLIENVS appears in legible charaders
upon ſeveral of the pieces.
On the 29th inſtant, capt. Elliot, of the

and others full as large as common nuts.

AEolus frigate, of 30 guns, in company

At an entertainment given by the maſter
of the Talbot Inn, at Ripley, in Surry, on
Shrove-Tueſday laſt, to twelve of his neigh
boºrs, inhabitants of the ſaid pariſh, the
aze of the whole amounted to one thouſand

with the 1ſis, took the Minion, a French
frigate of zo guns and 142 men, one of
four frigates which were convoying a fleet
of 33 merchant ſhips, off the Iſle of Rhee.
Thirteen perſons were drowned cn Feb.

and eighteen years : What is ſtill more re

24, by the overſetting of a wherry on its

markable, one of the company is the mo
ther of twelve children, the youngeſt of

paſſage from Southampton to Heath. Thir
teen perſons ſoon after, alſo, periſhed as they

whom is fixty ; ſhe has within this fort.

were going from Poole to Ower, in Dorſet.
ſhire, in the paſſage-boat.

night walked to Guildford and back again,
which is twelve miles in one day: Another

his worked as a journeyman with his maſ
ter (a ſhºemaker, who dined with him)
forty-nine years : They all enjoyed their
fenes, and not one made uſe of a crutch.

At the aſſizes at Cambridge, two perſons
were capitally convićted, one of whom was

reprieved : At York four, two of whom
were reprieved : At Redford two ; but re
prieved : At Wincheſter lo : At Hertford
five, two of whom we'e reprieved : At
Reading four, one of whom was reprieved :
Huntingdon was a maiden aſſize: At Oak
han one, for murder, who was executed

Prince G-orge Charles Emilius, the poſt
humous ſon of the late prince royal of
Pruſſia, died on the 15th inſtant, aged 14
weeks. (See our laſt vel. p. 6 so.)
According to letters from Philadelphia,
general Forbes hath left at Fort Du Queſne
zoo of the Penſylvania troops, and a pro
portionable number of Virginians and Mary
landers to protect the country. He hath

alſo built a blockhouſe ard a ſawmill upon
the Kiſkemonitas, near Loyal-Hanning ;
which will be of the utmoſt conſequence to
Penſylvania.

purſuan; to his ſentence : At Worceſter one,
but reprieved : At Thetford two, one of
whoma was reprieved At Saliſbury five t

A very tragical affair happened ſome time
ago at St Euſtatia : A Negro, who was at
work in a ſhip in the harbour, having ſome
words with a perſon (a white) in his paſſion

At Rocheſter two : At Derby one, for mur.
der, who was executed according to his
ſentence : At Nottingham three.

death, and that if he had killed twenty

Several perſons of diſtinétion at Bath
having lately received anonymous letters,
threatening their lives in caſe they did not
depoſit ſums of money in particular parts
of that city ; his majeſty has been pleaſed
to promiſe his moſt gracious pardon to any

ſtabbed him ; upon which another Negro
told him that he would certainly be put to
they could do no more to him

whereupon

the fellow, in a fit of deſperation, immedi.
ately jumped ove, board and ſwam to ſhore,

with his knife in his hand, and the firſt per
ſon he met with happened to be a poor
Engliſh ſailor, whom the villain inſtantly

Oxford, Feb. 28. The 24th inſtant, at

cut acroſs the belly, ſo that his bowels ap
peared : This done, he in a moment ran
into a woollen-draper's ſhop, and ſtabbed a
young fellow who was fitting behind the
counter ; he then ran into the ſtreet, and

ten o'clock at night, was felt at Lºſkari,

deſperately wounded one or two others.

one concerned therein, who ſhall diſcover

his accomplices ; and the corporation of
Bath promiſe a reward of one hundred
pounds to any perſon making ſuch diſcovery.
in Cornwall, a ſlight ſhock of an earth
quake, which extended north and ſouth ſix

ises, and about four leagues eaſt and weſt;

#".

a vibratory motiºn, azd continued
2bout two or three ſeconds. George ſhorn

By this time the people were greatly alarm
ed; but the knife the fellow had being very
large, and he ſo deſperate, every body ſhun
ned him : The governor offered a reward to
any who would take him alive, and a ſailor

ſon, Eſq; apprehenſive of what it was,

undertook it, armed with a muſket ; but if

went out to obſerve the air, a.d ſaw multi

he found it impracticable he was to ſhoot

tudes of blood red rays convergins from all

hirn. The Negro, who was then at the
wharf fide, alone, ſaw him coming, and

parts of the heavens to one dark point, but
no luminous body. This planomenon diſ

appeared in 15 minutes. [Great damage
was done on March 12, in Conwałł, by
a violent florm.]
A man. who was lately driving a waz
gen over Slicepſcomb Fick, near Circa

met him with great reſolution : he made an

eſſay to ſtab the ſalor, by giving a ſudden
leap upon him, but the 'ar avoided it, and
ſtruck at him with the butt end of the

-

muſket and broke his arm ; upon which,
X 1.

with
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March

with great intrepidity, he got the knife into
his other hand, and made another puſh at

neral and colonel of a regiment of foot.
3. William Brookland, Eſq, recorder and

the ſailor, but with as little ſucceſs as the

town clerk of Windſor.

former, and by another blow he was (with
the aſſiſtance of ſome other perſons who
had gathered about him) ſecured alive. He

thirty years agent to Philadelphia, Rhode

was immediately brought to trial, and con

Iſland, &c.

demned, and the next day hung upon a
gibber, in irons, alive ; where he continued,
in the greateſt agonies, and ſhrieking in the

7, Lady of Sir Thomas Saluſbury, Knt.
judge of the high court of Admiralty, &c.
Right Hon. lady Ann Wallop, daughter

moſt terrible manner, for near three days.

of the earl of Portſmouth.

His greateſt cry was, “Water, Water, Wa
* ter;" it being in extreme hot weather,
and the ſun full upon him.

9. Mr. Hugh Roſliter, one of the bridge
maſters of this city.
Mrs Price, fider of lord Barrington.
Arthur Hyde, of Hyde's Lodge, near
Cork, in Ireland, Eſq;
10. Sir Stewkley Shuckburgh, Bart.
John Codrington, Eſq; brother to Sir
William Codrington, Bart.
13. Henry Harriſon, Eſq; vice-admiral

MA R R1A G 2s and B 1 R T H s.

R A N C IS Turner Blithe, of

Feb. 19.

Shrewſbury, Eſq; was married
to Miſs Martha Forreſter, of Dothill, with
a fortune of 1 o, ooc'.

zo. Right Hon. the earl of Dunmore, to
lady Charlotte Stewart, daughter of the
carſ of Galloway.

John Webb, Eſq; to Miſ. Salvin, of

Eañngwold, in Yorkſhire.
John Thompſon, Eſq; to Miſs Jenny
Roſs, of Ingateſtore, in Eflex.

5. Charles Craven, of Stepney, Eſq;
6. Richard Partridge, Eſq; aged 87,

of the blue.

14: Samuel Barker, of Lyndon, in Rut

landſhire, Eſq; aged 73.
Miſs Lawſon, a maid of honour to the

princeſs dowager.
17. Right Hon. the lady dowager viſ
counteſs Torrington, mother of the preſent

Henry Shiffner, Eſq; to Miſs

viſcount and of the Hon. John Byng, firſt

Jackſon, of Pontºyas, in Herefordſhire.
12. Charles Dalbiack, of Spittle-ſquare,
Efa; to Miſs Deviſme.
15, Samuel Shore, jun. of Broadfield, in
Yorkſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Offity.
John Sutton, Eſq; to Miſs Chadwick.

page to his majeſty : She was firſt lady of

March 10.

the bed-chamber to the princeſs dowager.
Mr. Sexton, ſurgeon, well known for
his ſmall-pox powders.
18. Dr. John Robinſon, warden of Mer
ton college, Oxford.

Richard Hill, ot Eye, in Herefordſhire,

Mr. John Sleorgen, partner with Panke

Eſq; to Miſs Caſwall, of Orlton, with a

man and Harwood, eminent brewers in
Shoreditch.

ortune of Io.cool.

zo. Right Hon. the earl of Shaſteſbury,
to the Hon. Miſs Mary Bouverie, ſecond

daughter of lord Folkeſtone.
Samuel Sainthill,

Eſq;

to Miſs Scott,

daughter of alderman Scott.
Drinkwater, of Hedley-court, in
Surry, Eſq; to Miſs Foord.
Dr. Duncan, to lady Mary Tufton.
22. William Chapman, Eſq; to Miſs
Newman, of Ham Abbey, in Eſſex.
March 2. Lady Romney was delivered of
a ſon.

Lady of — Chetwoode, Eſq; of a
daughter.
I 2.

of John Barkley, Eſq; of a ſon.

22. Mrs. Moſs, of Broadſtreet-buildings,
of three ſons.
DEATH s.

Feb. 9.

M R.S.
Janet Cameron, daughter
of Cameron, of Lochetil, and

19. James Spedding, Eſq; high ſheriff of
Cumberland.

zo. Mr. James Henſhaw, of Tower-hill,
who had been above 40 years an agent to
the officers of the Navy.
Samuel Wells, of Ledbury, in Hereford
ſhire, Eſq;
Samuel Drake, of Wymondham, in York
ſhire, Eſq;

Sir Richard Manningham, Knt. aged 74.
Mr. Wallis, an eminent ſtationer in the
Poultry.

24, Lieutenant-general Hawley, governor
of Portſmouth, and colonel of the royal re
giment of dragoons, aged 80.

26. Thomas Woodford, of Chertſey, in
Surry, Eſq;
Lieutenant-general Edward Wolfe, colo
nel of the 8th regiment of ſoot.
27. Sir Cordell Firebrace, Bart, member
for Suffolk.

relićt of Grant, of Glenmoriſton, aged 30.

Lately, the Hon. Michael Ward, one of

Two hundred perſons deſcended from her

the juſtices of the court of King's-Bench,

own loins attended her funeral.

in Ireland.

; 5. Rev. Henry Thomas, in the com
miſſion of the peace for Brecknockſhire.

Mr. John Briſtoe, of Grieſdale, in Cum
berland, aged lor.

23. Mr. Thomas Aſtley, of Enfield, late

an eminent bookſeller, and one of the court
of aſſiſtan's cf the company of Stationers.
March 1. Right Hon ord George Ben
tinck, member to Malmſbury, a major-ge

Eccles 1 as T 1 cal Pr ºr trim ºn rs.

E. V. Samuel Hunter, B. A. was pre
ſented to the reacry of Lydon, in
Wiltſhire. - Mr. Hicks, to the reëory of
Langibby,

-

1759.

PRomotions, BANK Rupts, &c.

Langibby, in Monmouthſhire. — Mr. Shep
pard, to the reëtory of Upton, in Stafford
fhire. — Mr. Clerk, to the reëories of St.
Andrew's Wardrobe, and St. Anne Black

fryars. — Mr. Butler, to the vicarage of Gat
ton, in Leiceſterſhire. — John Barnardiſton,
B. lx. to the living of Fulmerſtone cum

Thurning, in Norfolk.-Mr. Haines, to the
Jiving of Hartcup, in Glouceſterſhire.—Mr.
Bennet, to the vicarage of Brading, in De
vonſhire. — John Carey, B. A. to the rec
tory of Brunckley, in Cheſhire.— Mr. More
ton, to the vicarage of Budtſdale, in Suffex.
—Mr. Hutchins, to the reëtory of Stoke, in
Worceſterſhire. — Mr. Groves, to the vica

rage of Helmſley, in Yorkſhire.—John Tat
tº n, B. A. to the rectory of Dunwich, in
Devonſhire. —Mr. Seth Banks, to the rec

tory of All Saints, in Dorſetſhire. — Mr.
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Noel Furye, Eſq; appointed lieutenant
colonel of the 51ſt regiment of foot. —
Joſeph Gabbett, Eſq; lieutenant coloneſ,
and Henry Williams, Eſq; major of Handa
ſyde's foot. — Flower Mocher, Eſq; lieute
nant-colonel of the 3d regiment of dragoon

guards.-Rich. Sloper, Eſq; lieut. Col. in the
1ſt reg. of dragoon guards.-John Hale, Eſq;
col, and Alexander Murray, Eſq; lieut. col.
in North-America, only. — Lord Rutherford
captain of a company of invalids.-William

Erſkine, Eſq; major to Elliot's light armed
cavalry.—John Douglaſs, Eſq; major to the
royal North Britiſh dragoons. – Richard Da

venport, Eſq; major to the roth regiment
of dragoons.—Paul Pechell, E q; major to
the ſecond troop of horſe grenadier guards.
—Thomas Shirley, Eſq; major to Effing
ham's regiment of foot. — Hon. George

Fletcher, to the vicarage of Edcote, in Hun

Onſlow, lieutenant-colonel and captain in

tingdonſhire. — Mr. Bond, to the reëory of

the firſt regiment of foot guards.

Winterbourne-Morley, in Wiltſhire —Mr.

Sandys, choſen chaplain of Mordaunt col
lege.— Mr. Gardiner, letturer of Chelſea.—
Mr. Stebbing, Sunday le&turer of St. Laurence

Jury, &c.—Mr. Sandiford, Thurſday morn
ing leaurer of St. Laurence Jury, &c.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable
Simon Mills, M. A. to hold the rectories of

Newbury and Sulkſton, in Derbyſhire.—To
enable Thomas Marſhall Jordan, M. A. to
hold the rectory of Barming, in Kent, with
the reótory of Iden, in Suſſex –To enable
Alexander Cornwall, M. A. to hold the

re&ory of Yeldham, with the rectory of
Hedingham-Sible, in Eſſex. — To thable

B–r R—ts.
OHN Corleſs, of Warrin ...”

Tho. Garnett, of biſhopſgate-ſtreet, glaſs-ſeller.
Jºnathan Harris, of Hythe, taylor.
William Hinton, of Cirenceſter, grocer.
William Daniel, of Bocking, vićtualler.
Bondfield, of Toyºr-hill, dealer and chapman.
ceph Shaw and Iſaac Mi aubin, of Queen-ſtreet, wine

}.

ºne chants.

William Wilſon, of Bow-lane, filkman.
John Carter, of Thames-ſtreet, cheeſe monzer.
Jºhn Ayres, of Biceſter, carrier.

Samuel Hall, of Stoke, near Cºventry, woolſtapler.
Benjamin Lloyd, of St Ives, ſhopkeeper and dealer.
John Smith, of Norwich, taylor and woollendraper.

Sunuel Wilſon, of Qrange-ſtreet, linendraper.
Samuel Curſon, of Dearham, in Norfolk, grocer.
ºrg; Kerny, of lºyme Regis, grocer.
John Cockle and James Cöckle, of Lincoln, fellmon

George Cardale, D. D. to hold the rectory
of wanley, with the vicarage of Rothley,

§§ partners.
|: n Simſter, of Pope's Head Alley, vintner.

in Leiceſterſhire.

William Q key, of whitechapel, ſcrivener.
Arnold Middleton, of Birmingham, toy-maker.

!enry Appleton, of Cheapſide, pewterer.
William Hopkins, of Weſtiniriter, carpenter.
Thomas Cutty, of Alnwick, chapman.

Promotion, Civil and Military.

ohn Willimott, of Bartholomew-cloſe, hair-merchant.
From the London Gazett E.

March 14. Archibald Pa.
Wyhitehall,
toun, Eſq; is appointed captain of
a company in the 14th regiment of foot.—
George Auguſtus Elliot. Eſq; colonel of a
regiment of light arm'd cavalry, to be forth
with raiſed : And Henry, earl of Pembroke,
lieutenant-colonel of the ſaid regiment.

, March 24. Sir Ellis Cunliffe,
of Liverpool, Knt. is promoted to the dig
nity of a baronet. – John Kelley, doćtor in
phyſick, appointed profeſſor of phyſick in
the univerfity of Oxford.

From the refl of the Paper.
Henry Saxby, Eſq; was appointed collec
-

illiam Prall, of Brumpton, in Kent, rope-maker.
Geºge Weldon, late of Wandſworth, ſoap-maker.
Robert Hill, of Eveſhan, linend; aper.
Tºw. Parry, of St James's Weſtminſter, ſnuff-maker.
Court, ry, of Coventry, ſtuf-user tant.
#.
the Minories, ſtiller.
ichard Witherſton,
of

C O U R S E of

d
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London, Saturday, March 30, 1739.

Amſterdam 3; 42 # Uſ, a 3 2 Uſance.
Ditto at Sight 35.
Rotterdam 35 4.
Antwerp, no Price.

Hamburgh 36 9 2 Uſance.
Paris 1 Day's Date 10 i.
Ditto, a Uſance 30 3.
Bourdeaux, ditto 33 4.
Cadiz 40 #.

tor of the duties of ſcavage and package for
the city of London.—Paul Field, Eſq, was

Madrid 40 .

Bilboa 39 3.

thoſen judge of the ſheriffs court, in the

Leghorn 50.

room of Edward Williams, Eſq.; deceaſed.

Naples, no Price.

— Dr. Akenfide, phyſician of St. Thomas's
Hoſpital, vacant by the reſignation of Dr.

Genoa 48 %.
Venice so 4.
Liſbon 5s. 5d.
Porto 5s. 5d.
Dublin 93.

Adams.-Robert Nettleton, Eſq; governor;
and 2 chert Ding!ey, Eſq; an aſſiſtant of

the k-jffia cºmpany. — Dr. Ruſſell, eleēed

a 3.

aſſif.ant phyſician of St. Thomas's Hoſpital.
5.
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27 The Analyſis of Trade, &c. By Mr.
Cantillon, pr. 5s. Woodgate and Brooks.
M1 scrl Lan kous,

The

M ONTH LY

CA. T A L O G U E

28. A Britiſh or Welſh Engliſh Dićtionary,
By Thomas Richards, pr.6s. Dodd.
19. Hiſtorical Law Tracts, z Vols. Pr. 9s.

fºr March, 1759.
Div 1 N1TY and Cont Row ER sy.

1. TºEmonſtrations of Religion and Vir
tue, pr. 1s. Dodſley.
2. The Authenticity of the Goſpel Hiſ
tory juſtified. By Dr. Campbell, 2 Vols.
pr. 10s. Millar.
An Addreſs to the pariſhioners of
Bridekirk, in Cumberland. By Mr. Bell,
pr. 3d. Oliver.
4. An Anſwer to Dr. Free's Remarks on
Mr. Jones's Letter, pr. 6d Cooper.
-

.

Examination

of

Dr.

Hutcheſon's

Scheme of Morality. By Dr. Taylor, pr. 1s.
Fenner.

Millar.

30. Mr. Wilkes's general view of the
Stage, pr. 5s. Coote.

31. Obſervations on the genuine legal
Sentence on the Portugal Conſpirators.
Mr. Shirley, pr. 1s. Cooper.

By

32. A full, clear, and authoriſed Account
of the late Conſpiracy and Attempt upon
the Life of his moſt faithful Majeſty, the
Motives that led thereto, the Diſcovery of
the Plot and Execution of the Conſpirators,
pr. 1s. 6d. Stevens.

34. Proceedings on the Trials of the Con

6. Remarks on Dr. Warburton's Dedica

tion to the Jews, pr. 1s.

Johnſton. ,

PHY s 1 c k, Or ticks, Rot A NY.

7. A Treatiſe on the Gout.

By Charles

Martin, M. D. pr. 1s. Caſlon.
8. A. Cornelius Celſus of Medicine, tranſ

lated by Dr. Grieve, pr.6s. Wiiſon.
9. A Treatiſe on the Eye, &c. By Dr.
Portesfield, a Vols. pr. 12s. Millar.
ro. Exotick Botany. By Dr. Hill, pr.
2l. 12s. 6d.

Baldwin.

11. Origin and Produétion of proliferous
Flowers. By Dr. Hill, pr. 2s. 6d. Baldwin.
Histon Y, Biography, Voya GE,

12. The Eccleſiaſtical Hiſtory of York
ſhire. By John Burton, M. D. Oſborne.
13. The Hiſtory of England, under the

ſpirators in Portugal, pr. 1s., Cooper.
34. Genuine Account of the late Secret
Expedition to Martinico, &c. Pr. 6d.
Griffiths.

45. Trial of Thomas Mitchell, an Im
poſtor, pr. 3d.

Cooper.

36. News Readers Pocket-Book, pr; 2s.
Newberry.

-

17. Manual Exerciſe for the Dorſetſhire
Militia, pr. 1s.

Shropſhire.

48. The general State of Education in the
Univerſities. By Dr. Davis, pr. 1s. Cooper,
Po ET 1 cal.

-

30 A Paſtoral Elegy, pr. 6d. Dodſley.
40. Corinna vindicated, pr. 6d. (See p. 156 s)
41. The Death of Adonis.
horne, pr 64. Griffiths.

By J. Lang

By Mr. Hume, 2 Vols.

42 Cymbeline, altered from Shakeſpear.

4to. Pr. 11, 1s. Millar.
14. Political and Satirical Hiſtory of
1756 and 1757, pr. 78. , Scott.

By Mr. Hawkins, pr. 1s. 6d. Rivington
and Fletcher. (See p. 157.)

15. Lives of the principal Reformers,

Cantos, pr. 1s. Caſlon. (See p. 159)
44. A Poem on the Winter Seaſon. By
T. Baker, pr. 6d. Caſlon.

Houſe of Tudor.

N° 1. pr. 1s. Pote.

16. A Voyage to Senegal, &c. By Mr.
Adanſon.

43. The Election : A Poem, in four

ENT E RTA IN MENT.

Nourſe. (See p 14.1.)

Pol. It Icks, Natural History, Tra pr.

17. Reflections on the Riſe and Fall of
the ancient Republicks. By E. W. Mon
tague, Eſq; pr: 5s. Millar. (See p. 136.)
18. A Letter to the Dutch Merchants in

England, pr: 6d. Cooper.
19. A Treatiſe of Captures in War. By
R. Lee, Eſq; pr: 4s. Sandby.
20. Three Dialogues on the Navy, pr 38.
6d. Pote. (See p. 154.)
21. A Plea for the Poor. By a Merchant,
pr. 1s. Townſend.
22. Treaty of Convention for Sick and
wounded, pr. 1s.

Millan.

45. The Hiſtory of Portla, a Vols, pr.
6s.

Wilkie.

46. The Bracelet, 2 Vols. pr.6s. Noble.
47. The Juvenile Adventures of Miſs
Kitty F
r. Vol. I. pr. 3s. Smith.
48. The Hiſtory of the Counteſs of Dell
wyn, a Vols. pr.6s. Millar.
49. Abaff.i. an Eaſtern Novel, z Vois.
pr. 6s. Coote.
SER Mons.

so. Before the Preſident, &c. of the Lon
don Hoſpital. By the Biſhop of Norwich,
pr. 6d.

Woodfall.

51. Before the Lords, Feb 16. By the
Biſhop of St. Aſaph, pr 6d. Bathurſt.

23 Cauſes of the Alienation of the
Shawaneſe and Delawares, pr. 1s. Wilkie.
24 Refle&tions on the preſent State of
Affairs at Home and Abroad, pr. 18. 6d.

; , . Before the commons, Feb. 16. By
Dr. Green, pr. 6d. Dodd.

Coote.

Biſhop ºf Briſtol, pr 6d.

25. Plain Reaſons for removing a certain
great Man, pr. 1s. Cooper. (See p. 119.)
26.

Miſcellaneous Tračts relating to Na

tural Hiſtory, &c. By Mr. Stillingfleet, pr.
3*, Dodſley. (See p. 154.)

53. Before the Lords, Jan. 30. By the
whiſton.

54. At Chriſt-Charch, Surry. By John
Smith, pr. 6d.

Hitch and Hawes.

55 on the Death of the Princeſs of
Orange. By M., Truſler, Pr, is. Do Cey.
56. Ser
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i
56. Sermons on Pradical Chriſtianity.

the 23th of laſt month, fell unexpe&tedly,

By Dr. Stebbing, pr. 5s. Townſend.
57. Preached on Feb. 18. By R. Winter,

in the night between the 1ſt and 2d inſtant,

pr. 6d.

were taken, and the reſt retired in the ut

Buckland.

fººtººººººº;

upon the enemy's quarters, ſome of whom
moſt confuſion, Hirſchfeld, Vacha, and all
the Heſſian bailiwicks, which the Auſtrians

had taken poſſeſſion of, were immediately
evacuated. It is ſuppoſed that the enemy
are retiring towards Meinungen, and that
their heavy baggage has taken the rout to

FO RE1 GN AFFAIRS, 1759.
LT HOUGH none of the grand ar
mies in Germany have as yet taken
the field, yet the Pruſſians have, by detach
ments, begun the operations of the cam
paign On the 23d ult, the Pruſſian major
general Woberſnow marched, with 46 ſqua

As the pope has granted the empreſs
queen of Hungary a bull for raiſing ten per
cent. upon the revenues of all the eccleſi

drons and 26 battalions, f om Glogau in Si
ſefia to enter Poland, by the way of Lºſſa ;

aſticks within her dominions, in order to
enable her to carry on the preſent war, the

and as the prince Sulkowſki, a Poliſh grandee,
who had been very ačtive againſt the Pruſ

king of Pruſſia has moſt juſtly reſolved to
impoſe the ſame tax upon all the Popiſh ec

fians, was then in his caſtle of Reuſſen,

cle fiaſticks within his dominions.

with a garriſon of 230 men, the general, in
his rout, attacked that caſtle, and not only
obliged the prince to ſurrender, but ſent
him and his whole garriſon priſoners to Glo

gau. From thence the general marched di
restly to Poſna, where there was a large

wards Bamberg.

Paris, March 12. All the effects of the

Jeſuits in this kingdom are ſequeſter'd till
the eight millions they were condemned to
pay to the heirs of a gentleman in the Eaſt
Indies (of whoſe effects they had fraudu
lently got poſſeffion) ſhall be diſcharged. It

Ruſſian magazine guarded by zooo Coſſacks,

was owing to the remorſe of one of thoſe

who retired upon the approach of the Pruſ
fians, and left the magazine as a prey to

fathers that this affair came to light. This

the latter.

Another detachment of Pruſ

conſcience, ſent notice to a member of the

ſians have aſſembled near Stolpe in Pome
rania, under the generals Manteuffel and
Plathen, and it is thought that theſe two

king s council, of the methods his brethren

man be ng on his death-bed, to caſe his

detachments will join, in order to drive the

employed to appropriate to themſelves this
immenſe fortune, the intereſt of which,
ever fince they have had poſſeſſion, will at

Ruffians from the Vittula and the neigh

leaſt double the ſum,

bourhood of Dantzick, which city has

On the 5th ult, all the eſtates and effects
of the Jeſuits in the kingdom of Portugal
were ſequeſter'd, ſince which they have be

agreed to furniſh the Ruſſians, at a certain

price, with a large quantity of ſaddles,
bridles, boots, ſhoes, hats, &c. notwith
ſtanding the remonſtrance made againſt it

gun to make an inventory of all the eſtates,

by the Pruſſian refident, as being contrary
to the neutrality they profeſs ; but mercan

&c. of that ſociety, each of whom is al
lowed but 1o ſols a day for his ſubſiſtence;

tile republicks do not ſtem to look upon any

and they have even already begun to ſell

ſort of commerce, by which they can make

ſome of their effects by aution, and to let

a profit, as a breach of their neutrality.

ſome of their land eſtates to farm,

On the weſt ſide likewiſe the Pruſſians

moveable and immoveable, money, jewels,

tho’

none of theſe proceedings have as yet been

have begun their operations ; for on the

authorized by any bull from Rome.

28th ult, a large detachment of their troops

Leghorn, Feb. 17. We learn from Cor
fica, that the malecontents having ſeized

under general Knobioch, ſurpriſed and made
themſelves maſters of Erfurth, from whence

they ſpread themſelves to Gotha, Eiſenach,
and Fulda, at all which places they raiſed
as much ready money as the inhabitants
could furniſh them with, and for the addi

tional contributions they demanded they
took hoſtages, whom they carried to Saxe

Naumburg, together with all the forage and
proviſions they found in thoſe places.
Prince Ferdinand of Brunſwick has like

wiſe, on his fide, begun to open the cam
paign, of which we have an account as
follows.

Munſter, March 7. About the 28th paſt,
the prince of Iſemburgh, agreeable to the
orders he had received, detached towards
Vacha ſour battalions, with about 1oco

dragoons, Huſſars, and Chaſſeurs, under
the command of major general Uiſt. This
detachment being aſſembled at Rhoterburg
7

the lieutenant Mancino, a famous Partiſan
of the republick of Genoa, who had cut

them out a great deal of work, they hanged
him up within fight of Baſtia, with an in

ſcription upon his breaſt, denoting him to
be an enemy to the country. The commiſ
ſary of the republick, by way of repriſal,
would have hanged one of the malecontents
that was priſoner at Baſlia, but Paoli, their

general, found means to ſave his life, by
aſſuring the commiſſary, that if he carried
things to that extremity, two Genoeſe offi

cers, which he had in his cuſtody, ſhould
undergo the ſame fate.
In our Magazine for 1758, p. 654, we
gave an account of the famous arret or re
ſolution of the evangelical body at the diet
of Ratiſbon, to which ſeveral princes have
ſince acceded ; and on the 6th ult, an im
perial decree of commiſſion was carried º
the
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the distature againſt that reſolution, wherein

it is ſaid, among other things, “That the
Imperial court could not deliberate farther
about getting its declarations executed, con
cerning the affair of the Ban, without in
fringing the 20th article of the election ca
pitulation : That the invalidity of the evan

gelic body's reſolution is manifeſt : That
the eleētors of Brandenburgh and Brunſ
wick, the dukes of Saxe-Gotha and Brunſ.
wick-Wolfenbuttle, and the landgrave of

Four children I’ve got, and look for another,
And am granny to one that was got by my
brother;

I've a daughter nam'd Phebe, whoſe fifter I
ann
[Sam.
My own brother's my ſon, his name it is
This pa odox, ſtrange as it may be to you,
The churchwardens of Bucks will aſſure you
'tis true.

-

I am your conſtant reader,
Buckin

º,

(See p. 82.)

S. A.

Heſſe-Caffel, are the very perſons that diſ.
turb the empire ; and as this is an affair in
which themſelves are concerned, it is evi

frº’ Many ingenious pieces, in proſe and

dent that they are not qualified to concur in

verſe, received from our kind contributors,
are deferred to our next, for want of room;

a

reſolution of that nature : That more

over, the number of the other ſtates that

have acceded thereto, is very ſmall. There
fore, the emperor cannot but confider the
reſolution in queſtion, as an ačt whereby
the general peace of the empire is diſturbed,
both by the parties that have incurred the
Ban, and by the ſtates that have joined
them, in order to ſupport and favour them
in their frivolous pretenſions. That his Im
perial majeſty dares to flatter himſelf that
the other electors, princes, and ſtates of the
empire, will vote the ſaid reſolution to be
null and of no force, and never ſuffer a
{mall number of ſtates, and adherents to,
and abettors of the diſturbers of the em

pire's tranquillity, to prejudice the rights
and prerogatives of the whole Germanic
body i to abuſe the name of the affociated
eſtates of the confeſſions of Augſburg, in
9rder to cram down by force a faātum entire
ly repugnant to the conſtitution of the em

pire ; to deprive their co-eſtates of the right
of voting freely, and thereby endeavour to
ſubvert totally the ſyſtem of the Germaric

particularly Mr. Weller's ode. The ſong ſet
to muſick and minutt, alſo, in our next,
when the liſt cf captures will be reſumed.
Notwithſtanding the extraordinary addition
of eight pages, which we have continued ſo
long, the variety of important matter that
ariſes at this juncture renders this apology
conſtantiy neceſſary to thoſe to whom we are

ſo much obliged.
Some of our correſpondents are defired to

pay the poſtage of their letters, which they
often omit. The Bad-man's Rant can by
no means be inſeited ; in truth, we do not

underſtand it : Therefore the ſending the
ſecond part will be unneceſſary.
B I L L S of Mortality, from Feb. 20, to
March 20.
-

Chriſtened
Buried

Males

81

Males

735

#. ; :
} 148o
Females 745
1c37

evangelick body : But they will not recede
from it, tho' this accº (ſion, in ſtrićtneſs of

Died under 2 Years old 501
Between 2 and 5 — 1 : 5
5 and 19 —
56
Io and zo — 39
20 and 30 — 1 1 a
3o and 49 — 14o
40 and so — 15o
50 and 60 – 97
60 and 70 – 107

formality, is quite inconſiſtent with their

7o and 8o

–

1 or

former acceſſion to the reſolutions of the

8o and 99

—

34

90 and Ico

—

8

body.”

This commiſſorial decree was preceded

by a reſcript from the emperor to the Impe
rial Proteſtant cities, requiring them to re
tract their acceſſion to the reſolution of the

diet againſt the king of Pruſſia.
-

To the A U THOR, &c.
S I R,

t

A” the reverend Mr. Spence has favoured
the publick with the life of R. Hill,
the learned taylor of Bucks ; but has taken
very little notice of his preſent wife; your
inſerting the following lines will inform
your readers of ſomethirg very remarkable
of her family and kindred : For ſhe of her.

1480
Within the Walls —
Without the Walls

Buried 3 in M. and

Surry

-

—

—

City and Sub. Weſtminſter
weekly, Feb. 27
March 6

97

368
667

348

–
–

1480
374
3 So

ſelf may truly ſay:

13

–

355

My huſband's my uncle, my father's my

zo

–

37

brother,

I alſo am ſiſter unto my own mother;

1480

I am fifter and aunt to a brother call'd Ned,

Who is idle and poor, and makes ſhoes for
his bread,

Decreaſed in the Burials this Month a 1.

Wheaten Peck Loaf, Weight 17 b. 6 ot,
* Dr. 15. 11d.
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tudinarians, and the moſt effectual means

To the AUTHOR of the Lo NDo N

of removing the various complaints, to

M A G Az IN E.

which ſuch perſons are liable : Perhaps
the relief which he found from it in his

gºt S the health and ſtrength

own caſe, might have contributed to this

33% of mankind ſo much de

error; for his conſtitution was naturally

F=E,

§ pend upon a proper choice A of the robuſt kind ; But I think it will

}% of aliments, I think you

evidently appear from the principles laid
down, that a vegetable diet is meſt impro
ºšāś
§ your readers what Dr. per for Waletudinarians (ſuch I mean as
§§ 2 Barry has ſaid upon that may be juſtly termed ſo, from a weak and
ſubjećt, in his
on the Digeſtions and relaxed ſyſtem of veſſels) and chiefly pro
of the Human Body, lately pub per for perſons of the ſtrongeſ conſtitutions.
li ed, therefore I have ſent it you, with B
I except milk fom this diet, which is
two or three notes of my own, which you of a mixed kind, neither entirely vegeta
may add or omit as you pleaſe.
ble or animal; but conſiſting of the con
April 16, 1759.
I am, &c. coèted juices of the animal, from which it
is received, and of the vegetable aliment;
Chap. IV. Of the Nature of Aliments, Ani which having paſſed through the changes
mal, and Vegetable.
of the firſt, and partly of the ſecond di
ROM this account of the firſt and C geſtion, is therefore eaſily aſfimilated into
ſecond digeſtion, and the excretions ſerum, and retains ſo much of an aceſrent
peculiar to them *, it is evident, that the nature, as is ſufficient to prevent that dipo
Şā ſhould communicate

to

º

#.

preſervation of health in different conſti

ſition, which all animal fluids have to pu

tutions and the cure of many diſeaſes,
will principally depend on a regimen of
diet ſuited to them ; and as many com

trefaction. This is certainly a well pre
pared diet for Valetudinarians, in whom

the firſt and ſecond digeſtion are ſufficient

plaints ariſe from a negle&t of it, and D and will Hkewiſe ſufficiently nouriſh per
which are more obſtinate, as they are eve

ſons of a ſtrong conſtitution. The praiſes
which Homer gives to unilk, are very re
on this material article.
markable, where he mentions the Hippo
The great difference between a ſtrong mogians as milk eaters, long-lived, and the
and a weak conſtitution, is, that the for juſºff men : Had they changed their diet,
mer can aſſimilate food of a difficult di they would not perhaps have deſerved that
gettion into an healthy ſerum, and diſ E charaćter, nor have enjoyed the greateſt
charge the ſuperfluous quantities, while happineſs which can attend long life, Mens
the other is oppreſſed, and variouſly af. fana in corpore ſame 5 and if what ſome
fe&ted by it; but may, under a proper commentators have obſerved, is true, the
regimen, enjoy as much health and free Scythians were deſcended from the Hippa
dom of ſpirits, tho’ leſs vigour, than one molgians, whoſe manners and diet, as
deſcribed afterwards by Hippocrates, were
of a ſtrong conſtitution.
Dr. Cheyne has laid it down almoſt as F then very different from their primitive an
ry day renewed, I ſhall dwell the longer

a fundamental principle, that a vegetable
diet is the moſt proper regimen for Wale
April, 1759.

ceſtors.
Y 2

The

• The diſcharge, or excretion, peculiar to what the dador call the firſt digºfion, are by
Aaal; and thoſe peculiar to the ſecond digeſtion, are by urine; both which he has bºfore inge
niouſly explained.

172

Of the Nature of Animal and Vegetable Aliment.

The ſole intention of diet, is to pre
ſerve a healthy body in the ſame ſtate;
and therefore its quantity and quality, muſt
be proportioned to the ſtrength of the con

April

ſucceſſive, and more feeble offspring, anſ
mals became a neceſſary part of food ; e
ſpecially to ſuch, who by ſloth, or diſ.

ſtitution, and the loſſes which are ſuſtain

eaſes, were incapable of affimilating a
vegetable diet. However a great part of

ed by the Abraſians and Excretions.

mankind ſtill ſubſiſt on a vegetable diet,

On this account, all diet will be of A and have more health, and freedom of

difficult digeſtion, not only in proportion ſpirits, than thoſe of the ſame conſtitution,
to the viſcidity of its juices, and the hird who uſe too freely an animal food ; for
neſs of its ſolid parts, but to its oppoſite Providence has wiſely ordained, that a
qualities to animal fluids; as the firſt di vegetable diet chiefly falls to the ſhare of
geſtion chiefly conſiſts in ſubduing, and the moſt ſtrong, and laborious.
[The refl in our next.]
attenuating the aliment into a fluid chyle,
and the ſecond in aſſimilating it into ſerum B
To
the
AUTHOR
of the LONDON
and blood.
M A GAZINE.
. . All vegetables except a few which are
warm and ačtive, and have a volatile

S I R,

Fº:

what I have lately heard, even
ſalt; and therefore are more juſtly ranged
among medicines, than diet, contain cold,
among thoſe who pretend to be true
aceſcent viſcid juices, and require a lon
ſubjects of Great-Britain, I find it propa
and a ſtrong digeſtion, to be aſſimilated C gated as a do&rine, or maxim, that the
to animal fluids: The fruits and ſeeds

cargo of a neutral ſhip, tho’ evidently

of vegetables are more ripened, and con appearing to be the produce of the French
cočted, and more eaſily nouriſhing, and Iſlands in America, can neither be ſeized
when grains are prepared by triture and nor confiſcated by us, if it appears, from
the ſite, they become more digeſtible ; e the ſhip's papers, that ſhe is bound from
ſpecially when the viſcidity of their parts one neutral port to another neutral port,
‘has been attenuated by a previous fermen D and that there is no proof of the cargo's
tation, which makes bread the moſt

being the property of any French ſubject;

ſtrengthening, and beſt diet of the vege

and as this do&rine ſeems to be eſtabliſhed

table kind.

fixed acid ſalts, and crude juices, quite
oppoſite to the nature of animal fluids,

by the late reverſal of the ſentence of our
court of Admiralty, in relation to the
ſhip called the Maria Thereſa", I ſhall

and of volatile, alcaleſcent ſalts, to which

leave to examine, Firſt, What influence

However, all theſe contain

they can be only changed by a long and E ſuch a doğrine may have upon the Britiſh
and French trade And, Secondly, whe
¥trong digeſtion. .
On this account, granivorous animals ther ſuch a doćtrine has any foundation in
the
law of nature or nations, or in the
are formed with long inteſtines, with va
rious circumvolutions, and the valves in treaties now ſubſiſting between us, and
them, and likewiſe in the ſtomach, run any neutral nation, eſpecially the Dorch
in a tranſverſe direction, which contii.
Upon the firſt of theſe two heads, I
butes to give a longer delay to the aliment, F will ſay, that if this do&trine be eſtabliſh
that it might receive a greater attrition, ed and ſubmitted to by us, it will be im
fºr us to prevent the French Iſlands
and the gradual charges, neceſſary to aſ

#.

ſimilate it into an animal nature. Where
as carnivorous animals have ſhort inteſ.

rom being ſupplied with whatever they
may ſtand in need of, or from diſpoſing of

times, without any circumvolutions, few

their produce in time of war, upon terms
at leaſt as good for them, as they ever did,
theſe not tranſverſe, but longitudinal; as G or could do in time of peace, even ſup
leſs time is neceſſary to digeſt their ali poſing that the Dutch ſhould not pretend
ment; and which, it longer retained, and a right to carry ſlaves or proviſions direct
more highly exalted into a putrid ſtate, ly to the French Iſlands, or to bring ſu
would become fatal to them.
gars or other produce direétly from themce.
From the ſimilar ſtructure of the ſto If we confider the frequent hurricanes
mach, and inteſtines in human bodies, I and many dangers to which ſhips of war
er valves in them, or in the ſtomach; and

think it may be reaſonably concluded, that Hale expoſed by cruiſing among, or upon
an aliment of the vegetable kind, was
originally deſigned as moſt proper for

the coaſts of the Caribbee Iſlands, every

inhabitants of the earth ; but the race of

paſſing and repaſſing almoſt daily between
the French and Dutch Iſlands in that part

one who caſts an eye mpon the Map of
them; and as far as we can learn from fa. thoſe Iſlands in your Magazine +, muſt
cled, and profane hiſtory, it was the , conclude, that it will be impoſſible for us
principal, if not the ſole food of the firſt to prevent French ſhips and ſmall ſloops
mankind ſoon degencrated, and to their

of

1759.

An important Question diſuffed.

from any neutral port to their Iſlands, and
bring back from thence to any neutral
port in Furope all ſorts of goods, not

173
ſhips muſt be often drove out of their ſta
tions, or obliged to put out to ſta, by
ſtorms or tempeſts; and that it is extremely
dangerous for a ſhip to continue cruizing

even excepting thoſe expreſsly declared to

on the coaſt of an iſland where the has no

-

of the world ; and if the Dutch can ſend

be contraband, they will take care that ſafe harbour to put into, in caſe of a hur
the French ſhall always find in their Iſlands A ricane; we muſt conclude, that it will be
as good a vent for their produce, and as impoſſible for us, by means of cruizers,
good a market for every thing they ſtand to render it any way dangerous for the
in need of, contraband not excepted, as

French Iſlands in the Weſt-Indies, to hold

ever they could find any where elſe, in time a conſtant correſpondence with the Dutch
of peace ; ſo that the only inconvenience Iſlands in that part of the world, and
the French Iſlands muſt fland expoſed to, conſequently impoſſible for us by ſuch
will be that of having their ſhips or ſloops B means, to prevent their diſpoſing of their
intercepted by our cruizers, I cannot ſay produce, and providing themſelves with
privateers, becauſe no Britiſh ſubject will every thing they may ſtand in need of,
then think it worth his while to fit out a
upon as good terms as they could ever do
privateer; and how trifling this danger in time of peace.
will be, let any man judge, after conti
But ſuppoſing we could, by means of
dering the ſituation of the French and our cruizers, render this danger ſo con
Dutch Iſlands in the Weſt Indies, and the C ſiderable as to put a ſtop to this ſort of
nature of the winds in that part of the correſpondence, yet if the doctrine above
world.
mentioned be admitted, the Dutch might
By conſidering the Map of the Caribbee open a new ſort of correſpondence, by
Iſlands we ſhall ſee, that Guadaloupe is means of their own ſhips pretending to be
within a day's ſail of St. Euſtatia, and trading from one of their own ports, or
Mºrtinico within half a day's ſail of from one neutral port to another. This
Guadaloupe; and that ſhips, both outward D they might do by furniſhing their ſhips
and homeward, fall with a ſide wind, ſo from Curaſao, for example, with a dou
that if a ſhip finds herſelf purſued ſhe ble ſet of ſea papers, by one of which it
may very probably get back to the iſland ſhould appear that the ſhip was bound to
from whence the ſailed, or foreward to
St. Euſtatia with a cargo of proviſions,
the iſland, whither the is bound, before and by the other it ſhould appear, that ſhe
the purſuing ſhip can come up with her. was bound from Curaſao to St. Euſtatia with
Then if ſhe is bound from Martinico to E a cargo of ſugar, coffee, cotton, &c. As
Curaſao, ſhe muſt coaſt along the Carib to this laſt ſet of ſea-papers they might be
bees, and then along the Spaniſh Main or concealed in one of the proviſion caſks, with
the Little Antilles; and if ſhe finds her
outletting any one on board the ſhip, but the
ſelf purſued, ſhe may pop into St. Lucia, maſter, know where they were concealed,
St. Vincent, or Grenada, or into ſome of or that there were ſuch a ſet of ſea-papers
the Spaniſh ports upon the Main, or in on board the ſhip; and if they were ſign
the Little Antilles; for in the whole courſe, Fed or ſealed by the proper officers at
ſhe is never half a day's ſail from ſome ſafe raſao, they might be left blank, as to the
retreat, and her return from Curaſao to contents and dates, in order to be properly
Martinico, will, for the ſame reaſon, be filled up by the maſter of the ſhip, after
equally ſafe; for ſhe muſt then neceſſarily he had diſpoſed of his firſt cargo.
Now to ſhew what uſe might be made
firſt ſail eaſt along the Littie Antilles,
of this double ſet of ſea papers, we are
and then north along the Caribbees.
Now with regard to the French ſettle-G to confider that there are but two ways of
ments in the Iſland of Hiſpaniola, if we ſailing from Curaſao to St. Euſtatia; for
confider the Map you have given of that no ſhip can ſail dire&ly from the former
Iſland”, and your Map of the Caribbees, to the latter, becauſe of the trade winds,
we muſt ſee, that a French ſhip may which are conſtant, are directly contrary :
have a very ſafe courſe, to and from the She muſt therefore take one of theſe two
Daniſh Iſland of St. Thomas, or the ways, the firſt and moſt uſual of which is
Dutch Iſland of St. Euſtatia, or of Saba, H to let out eaſt from Curaſao along the Lit
along the north coaſt of Hiſpaniola and tle Antilles or the Caracca coaſt, by neans
Porto Rico, in the whole of which courſe of the land breeze, until ſhe gets a little
-

ſhe can never have occaſion to be half a

day's ſail from a ſafe retreat into ſome
French or neutral port. And if to theſe

to the eaſtward of the Caribbers, and
then ſhe ſteers directly north along the
windward ſide of thoſe iſlands, until ſhe

conſidt rations we add, that our cruizing

gets a little north-eaſt of St.

5
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-

*
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* See I ord, Mag fºr 1758, p. 649.
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from whence ſhe falls down direétly upon ments in the Weſt-Indies with proviſions
that iſland. The other way of making and warlike ſtores dire&tly from Holland,
this voyage is, to make as direétly as ſhe and with ſlaves dire&tly from the Dutch
can for what is called the Windward
ſettlements upon the coaſt of Africa; and
Paſſage between Hiſpaniola and Cuba, from what has been already diſcovered we
and from thence by means of the land may be convinced, that the Dutch will
breeze, to ſteer along the north coaſt of A plactice every deceit by which they can
Hiſpaniola and Porto Rico, until ſhe extend their trade and ſecure their profit;
comes to the Daniſh Iſland of St. Tho
and that in this practice they will be affiſt
mas, from whence ſhe may eaſily paſs ed by ſome who are natural born, though
through the Virgin Iſlands to St. Euflatia. very far from being natural ſubjećts of
As theſe are the only two methods of

Great-Britain.

making this voyage, let us ſee what uſe
Upon the whole, I think, I may now
the Dutch may make of them, by means B venture to aſſert, that if we cannot ſeize
of the two ſets of ſea-papers I have de and confiſcate what evidently appears to be
feribed. Suppoſe the Dutch at Curaſao the produce of the French ſettlements in
have a mind to ſend a cargo of proviſions, the Weſt-Indies when found on board
or even military flores to Martinico, and neutral ſhips, trading from one neutral
to carry a cargo of ſugars, &c. from port to another, unleſs we can prove it
thence to St. Euſtatia. In this caſe the
to be French property, the trade of all

ſhip takes the firſt method of ſailing 1 c thoſe French ſettlements may be carried
have mentioned, but inſtead of ſailing
along the windward coaſt of Martinico,
ſhe puts into that iſland, where the maſter
unloads, deſtroys the firſt ſet of ſea-pa
pers, takes in a cargo of ſugars, &c. fills
up his ſecond ſet of ſea papers, and then

on in time of war, upon as eaſy terms as
ever it was in time of peace; conſequent
ly neither the ſlaves nor proviſions they
may ſtand in need of among themſelves,
nor their produce, when brought to the

markets of Europe will be loaded with any
If this ſhip D higher freight or inſurance than was uſu
ſhould be met with by any of our crui al in time of peace: Whereas, during

proceeds to St. Euſtatia.

the war, all the ſlaves and proviſions which
the Britiſh Iſlands in that part of the
and as the ſecond can neither be diſcovered world may have occaſion for, and all their
nor come at by our cruizer, ſhe can have produce, when brought to the markets of
no pretence to ſeize her, as ſhe appears to Europe, will continue to be loaded with
be bound from one Dutch ſeaport to ano E the high freight and inſurance uſual in
ther, and is in her uſual courſe. And if time of war, which freight and inſurance
ſhe ſhould be met with by one of our will be enhanced, by the French being at
cruizers, in her voyage from Martinico to liberty to employ all their ſeamen on board
St. Euſtatia, the maſter produces his ſe their men of war and privateers, without
cond ſet of ſea-papers, which for the ſame any interruption from us, but what they
reaſon would protećt her againſt any ſei may meet with from our ſhips of war in
zure if the above-mentioned doćtrine be F the pay of the government; the conſe
quence of which muſt neceſſarily be, that
ſubmitted to by us.
The only danger ſuch a ſhip could be in a very few years, if the war continues,
zers in her voyage to Martinico, the maſ

ter produces his firſt ſet of ſea-papers,

expoſed to, would be that of her being

our iſlands in the Weſt-Indies will be un

met with in her paſſage from Martinico, dome, and the French ſettlements in that
by the ſame cruizer that had met with
art of the world will be multiplied, en
and enriched.
her in her paſſage towards that iſland ;
but even this danger ſhe might guard G. The queſtion therefore, whether the Dutch
againſt, by flaying ſo long a time at or Daniſh ſhips have a right by the law of
Martinico, as to give her a pretence for nations, or by treaty, to bring from their
ſaying, that ſhe had been at St. Euſtatia, own ports in the Weſt-Indies, to any neutral
had returned to Curaſao, and had there port in Europe, the produce of the French
ſettlements in that part of the world, is a
taken in her then cargo for St. Euſtatia.
By the ſame method, except only by queſtion of the utmoſt importance, as it
taking the ſecond way of ſailing before H will, if reſolved in the affirmative, ruin
deſcribed, the Dutch at Curaſao might our trade and greatly increaſe the French
ſupply the French ſettlements upon Hiſ trade in the Weſt. Indies, and very confi
paniola with proviſions and warlike flores, derably but very differently affect both in
and carry the produce of thoſe ſettlements every other part of the world.
That neither of them have any ſuch
to St. Euſtatia, and from thence to Europe.
And by the ſame method of double ſea right, has already been made ſo fully ap
pers they might ſerve the French ſettle pear by ſeveral authors, particularly º,

F.
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the firſt who wrote upon this ſubjećt *, Whether her cargo, or any part of her
that I ſhall only take notice of one argu cargo be the property of my enemy
ment in favour of this right, that has Whether the nation ſhe belongs to, or by
not, I think, been fully ſtated or anſwer which ſhe is freighted, has been, or is by
ed by any late writer upon the ſubject. By her, carrying on a trade with my enemy
this argument it is infifted, That every not uſual in time of peace, or with ſuch
nation has a right to carry what goods it A of my enemy's fortreſſes or ports as are
Pleaſes in its ſhips, ſailing upon the high at that time as cloſely blockaded by me as
ſeas, from one of its ports to another, the nature of things will admit of And,
and not found hovering or carrying on a Fourthly, Whether ſhe be carrying to my
prohibited trade upon the coaſts of any enemy ſuch things as are uſeful in war *
other nation. This right, they ſay, is
Upon the firſt of theſe queſtions, if
eſtabliſhed both by the law of nature and the ſhip belongs to my enemy, I may cer
nations, and ought, in particular, to be B tainly ſeize her, and confiſcate at leaſt the
admitted by this nation, as we in the year ſhip. Upon the ſecond if it appears, ei
1739, declared war againſt Spain for her ther by the papers, or by the confeſſion of
incroaching upon this right. But are the people on board, that the cargo, or
not the natural laws of war very different any part of the cargo, is the property of
from the natural laws of peace By the my enemy, I may ſeize the ſhip, and
natural laws of peace, the ocean is to be confiſcate at leaſt the cargo, or that part
conſidered as a high way common to all C of it which belongs to my enemy. Up
nations, and therefore I ſhall moſt readily on the third, if from the cargo on board,
admit, that by thoſe laws, no ſhip has a and the voyage, it appears, that the na
right to ſtop another ſailing upon the high tion to which the ſhip belongs, or by
ſeas, or to make any enquiry whence ſhe which ſhe is freighted, has been carry
came, whither ſhe is bound, or what ſhe ing on a trade with my enemy not uſual
has on board.
in time of peace, or with ſuch of my ene
This, I ſay, is the caſe, with regard to Dmy's fortreſſes or ports, as are at that time
the natural laws of peace, but when I en as cloſely blockaded by me as the nature
gage in a juſt war againſt any other nation, of things will admit of ; and this muſt ap
the natural laws of war then begin to take pear, if the cargo confiſts of ſuch goods
place, one of which is, that I have a as could not poſſibly be come at, or ſent
right to prevent any neutral nation's aſ upon ſuch a voyage, without having been
ſiſting my enemy, or doing anything that concerned in that trade; I may by {#. na
may contribute towards enabling him to E tural law of war, which is not in this
proſecute the war with more vigour a caſe reſtrained by the law of nations; I
gainſt me, or to continue it longer, than ſay I may ſeize the ſhip and confiſcate
he could otherwiſe do. By this law, in at leaſt the cargo. And upon the fourth,
its utmoſt extent, I have a right to pre if the ſhip be bound to an enemy's port,
vent any neutral nation's trading with my and the cargo, or any part of it, conſiſts
enemy; becauſe I am myſelf the only of goods that are uſeful in war, com
judge, what may be deemed an aſſiſting of F monly called contraband, I may ſeize the
my enemy. But this natural law of war ſhip, and confiſcate at leaſt all the contra
has been in favour of commerce, reſtrain band goods.
As to the three firſt of theſe queſtions,
ed by the law and cuſtom of nations, by
which I am obliged to allow every neu particularly the third, it ſignifies nothing
tral nation to carry on, with my enemy, from whence, or to what port the ſhip is
that commerce which they uſually carried bound ; for as I have a right by the natu
on in time of peace, provided they do G ral laws of war, unreſtrained by the law
not from thence take an opportunity to of nations, to prevent any neutral nation's
furniſh him with ſuch things as are uſeful carrying on with my enemy a trade which
in war, or to carry on a trade with ſuch never was uſual in time of peace, I may
of his fortreſſes or ports as are blockaded ſeize a ſhip loaded with ſuch a cargo,
notwithſtanding the ſhip's being a neutral
by me.
Thus the laws of nature and nations
ſhip, and bound frcm one neutral port to
with reſpect to war ſtand at preſent ; and H another. This, I ſay, I have a right to
this natural law of war gives me a right to by the natural laws of war, unreſtrained
do at ſea, what I have no right to do by by any law of nations in favour of the
the natural laws of peace : That is to ſay freedom of commerce; for no ſuch law
it gives me a right to ſtop and examine gives any neutral nation a right to diſtreſs
every ſhip I meet with upon the high me, by carrying on a profitable trade with
ſeas, in order to enquire, Firſt, Whether my enemy, which it never did cairy on in
ſhe belongs to my enemy Secondly, time of peace, much leſs to carry on a
7
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new and profitable trade with the fortreſſes There's Phebe your daughter has a child
or ports of my enemy, which are as cloſe
got by Sammy,
you granny ?
Iy blockaded by me, as the nature of And ſure that ſame child muſt needs call
things will admit.
I ſee Phebe is mauied unto Sam your.
brother,
It is upon this principle that we pretend,
and juſtly pretend, a right to ſtop neutral So you are her ſiſter, and ſurely his mother.
ſhips upon the high ſeas, and to ſeize and A This anſwer is free for each one to view,
confiſcate the produce of the French ſet So don't go to Bucks for the paradox is
tlements in the Weſt-Indies found on

tº ut.

board ſuch ſhips, even tho’ the ſhip
appears to be bound from one neutral To the Lift of Expeditions from 1739 to
1759, Page 12, may be added.
port in the Weſt Indies to another, or
1745 Expedition againſt Capº Breton,
to a neutral port in Europe; becauſe no
neutral power ever did carry on any ſuch B com. Warren, gen. Pepperell, ſucceeded.
trade in time of peace, and becauſe all 1747 Attack and defeat of the Flench fleet
the French ports in that part of the world by admirals Anſon and Warren ſucceed.
are as cloſely blockaded by us as the na ed.—Diºto of ditto, by admiral Hawke
ſucceeded. 1748 Expedition againſt Port
ture of things will admit of.
Muſt not every one ſee the difference Louis, admir, I Knowles, ſucceeded.
between this pretence, and the pretence
r; We are ſorry we cannot comply with the
ſet up by the Spaniards, before the year C requeſ of Clericus ‘l he piece from Mr Lang
1739. They, tho’ then at peace with all ly, Mr. Watkinſon's receipt, the Decree ºf
Apollo, the Paradox, and many other pieces ºf
the world, pretended a right to ſtop our Jingular
cc.ived from our ingrºious cºrrº
ſhips upon the high ſeas, and to ſeize and Jpondent. merit,
muſt be deferred to our next, as well as
confiſcate ſhip and cargo, if any thing, the continuation of ºur lift of captures
which they were moſt prepoſterouſly
*...* The Gr. N en a l in dxx to the Lon pow
pleaſed to call contraband, was found on Ma Gaz 1 Nx, for twenty-ſeven years, is at
board. This was directly contrary to D
preſs, and will be publiſhed witb all converient
the natural laws of peace, inconſiſtent Jpeed.
with the freedom of commerce, and not
warranted by the natural laws" of war. B 1 L L S of Mortality, from March 1 o, to
April 17.
Whereas, the right we contend for, is
Males
Chriſtened
º 562
549
I I It
wauranted by the natural laws of war,
and not reſtrained by any law of nations,
afes
705
Buried
females #1; 1424
nor inconſiſtent with the feedom of any E
-

}
}
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commerce that was ever carried on in time

Died under z Years
Between 2 and 5
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of peace.
[To be continued in our next.]
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viates of Alſatia and Heſſe, comprehend
ing the Wetteraw. Heſſia, however, is
the only part of it that we can ſay be
70 and 80 –
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ing been united by the French to their
territories. By this Map, our readers
will plainly diſcover the importance of the
.*424
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late attempt of prince Ferdinand upon
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Hanau (ſee p. 22.3.) and may trace the
City and Sub. Weſtminſter 342
ravages of the French in that unhappy
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OUR aunt's huſband that was, when
they lived together,
[mother ;

Does now make you ſiſter to father and
He is huſband and uncle to you and no other,
Which proves you are aunt to Edward
your brother.
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Decreaſed in the Burials this Month 56.
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The IIiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
w

The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Dec. 1, 7 57, ºwith an Ar
count ºf all the material Queſtians therein determin, d, and ºf the political Diputat
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 128.
HE laſt, unfortunate Hill I think
neceſſary to take notice of, was

jetty having, on March 6, 14 commended

26th year of his preſent majeſty's reign :
a year remaikabie, not only for this clºg
upon the marriage of the poor, but alſo
for anºther famous act paſſed in the ſame

the care of the Foundling-Hoſpital to

ſeſſion, for the naturalization of the Jews,

I

introduced as follows: His ma

the houſe, and the committe of ſupply as if the intention had been, to depopu
having, on that day, reſolved to grant A late tb's nation of poor Chriſtians, in or
40, occl. to that hoſpital, as ſoon as this der to fill it with poor Jews ; for it was
reſolution was next day agreed to by the expreſsly provided, that the marriage ačt
houſe *, it was moved, that his majeſty's ſhould not extend to the Jews.
recommendation might be read, and the
With regard to the injuſtice of this
ſame being read accordingly, it was upon new ſcheme, it muſt be admitted by every
motion ordered, that leave be given to

one who conſiders, that the whole nation

bring in a bill for obliging all pariſhes in B
England, Wales, and Berwick upon
Tweed, to keep proper regiſters of births,
deaths, and marriages, and for raiſing
therefºom a fund towards the ſupport of

was to be taxed for the ſupport of an ho
ſpital, of which none could have the be
nefit but ſuch only as live in and about
the cities of London and Weſtminſter, or
within a few miles of the fame.

If the

whole nation is to be taxed for the ſup
port of b-ſtard or deſerved children, ſure
Potter, and Mr. Wilkes, do prepare and C ly there ought to be at leaſt one hoſpital
bring in the ſame.
º, the reception of ſuch children in every
May 1o, the bill was preſented to the county of the kingdom, that all may
houſe by the ſaid Mr. Martin, read a alike partake of a benefit to which all arc
the ſaid hoſpital ; and that Mr. Samuel
Main, Mr. Alderman Beckford, Mr.

firſt time, and ordered to be read a ſe

cond time, which it was June the 2d,
and committed to a committee of the
whole hou e. On the 7th, the houſe re

ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, and

Mr. Wilkes reported, that they had gone
thi o the bill, and in de ſeveral amend

alike to contribute.

And this indeed

ought to he reſolved on, if it ſhould be
reſolved, that any ſuch hoſpital is for the
D future to be ſupported by an annual grant
from parliament. But can any one up
poſe, that it would be poſſible for the ta
tion to upport the expence of ſuch a ge

ments thereunto, which they had directed neral eſtabliſhment, or that it would be
him to report, when the houſe would attended with good conſequences to the
pieaſe to receive the ſame, whereupon it nation in general I am afraid, that it
was ordered, that the report ſhould be E would render our labouring poor more
received on the 12th. Accordingly, on diſſolute, idle, and extravagant, than
that day, Mr. Wilkes reported the a they generally are at preſent Inſtead of
mendments made by the committee 5 and any ſelf-denial for the ſake of being able
as the bill was of ſuch a nature as to re
to ſupport their children, they would in
quire a very mature cºnſideration, it was dulge every appetite as far as their wages
ordered, that the bill, with the amend
could poſſibly go, and ſend their children,
men's, ſhould be printe ; ; ſo that the F as ſoon as born, to the Foundling-Hoſpital,
prliament was prorogued be'ore the houſe eſpecially if their doing ſo were to be at
tended with no inconvenience nor infamy,
could take the report into conſideration.
As this hill was very long, and as no the former of which has not as yet been
ſuch bill will, I hope, be ever paſſed into provided by law, and the latter would
a law, I think it unºcc.ifay to give any foon be renoved by the general practice.
Even the pariſh relief for the aged and
abitract of it. I ſay, I hope ſo, becauſe
the ſcheme thereby prºpoſed to have been G infirm pocr; under its preſent regulation
eſtabliſhed was in itſelf unjuſt, becauſe it and management, begins to have a very
would have bought great diſtreſs upon bad effect upon the frugality and oeconomy
the poor, and becauſe it would have add of the vulgar; which effect will be more
ed to that diſcouragement to marriage, and more felt, the leſs infamous it be
which poor people are already laid under comes for the poor to throw themſelves
by the amous inariiage act, paſſed in the upon their pariſh ; and this infamy is al
rea ºv
April, 1759.
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by our married poor, in order to free
themſelves from the expence and trouble
of maintaining and rearing them, that
our publick revenue could not ſupport
their pariſh, when they grow old or in the charge. But ſuppoſing that the charge
firm, they would be more frugal when might be ſupported by ſome new tax, can
they are young and able, in order to ſave Awe think that ſuch hoſpitals would have
ſomething for the day of diſtreſs ; which no bad effe&t upon the morals of the peo
ſhews that even charity itſelf, when ill ple. The temperance and ſobriety of the
applied, or not properly regulated, may vulgar, as well as their induſtry, is very
be attended with bad conſequences. And much enforced by their want i becauſe
as to our publick hoſpitals adorned with they are now obliged to earn and ſave as
the ſtatues or buſts of their founders, and much as they can for the ſupport of their
with the names of their contributors in B children : Free them from that expence,
ſcribed on marble or braſs, or any other and they will conſume their ſpare tine in
way publiſhed, I will ſay, they are foun idleneſs, or the ſurplus of what they earn
dations of vanity and oſtentation, rather in rioting and drunkenneſs.
This would be the effe&t as to the pa.
than of charity. True charity is always
ready very much leſſened by the fre
qº, ncy of the pračtice. If the poor were
not, without diſtinčtion, ſo ſure of a ſup
port, or of ſuch a good ſupport from

beſtowed in ſecret : The left hand ought

rents, and then as to the children, who

not to know what the right doth. There

are all now to be deemed foundlings, and
fore when it is publiſhed or recorded, it C to know neither father nor mother, bro
ceaſes to be charity in the giver, and in ther nor fiſter ; can we ſuppoſe that ſuch
the diſpenſer it is to be deemed charity children, when come of age, would have
only according as it is applied, which is the ſame reſtraints upon them that other

too often directed by the ſame motive that

children have * Do not we know that

was the cauſe of its being given. Yet both men and women have a regard for,
even this paſſion of vanity or oſtentation and are fond of gaining the eſteem of
ought to be encouraged and propagated D their parents, their friends and relations 2
as far as it may be uſeful or ornamental This makes men who have thriven in the
to the ſociety, but no further ; for po world ſo fond of returning, or at leaſt of
pery has, in all countries where it has paying a viſit to their native country
been eſtabliſhed, given us a proof, that How often have I ſeen a recruiting ſer
this paſſion, under the cloak of religion jeant ſtrut and rejoice in his laced regi
or charity, may become a nuſance inſtead mentals, upon ſeeing the reſpect that was
ef being a benefit to ſociety; and it is as E paid him by his aged parents, his rela
likely to do ſo in the caſe of Foundling tions, and the friends of his youth ; and
Hoſpitals as ever it was in any other.
I muſt add, that this reſpe&t contributes
* To prevent the murder of baſtard in not a little to his ſucceſs in recruiting.
fants, and prevent children's being trained But a foundling has no parent, no rela
up in idleneſs, beggary, and theft, is cer tion, nor perhaps a friend, but ſuch as
tainly a very good deſign, and a deſign are his companions in the wicked courſes
that ought to be carried into execution in F he may have been led into, by being ſree
the county of Northumberland, and every from this very reſtraint which other men
9ther county, as well as in the county of are ſubjećt to. Therefore we cannot ſup
Middleſex, if it were poſſible. But how poſe that the morals of foundlings will be
is this to be done * I doubt much if it
ſo good as the morals of thoſe who have
can be done by Foundling Hoſpitals; for been brought up under honeſt tho' poor
if ſuch hoſpitals be under any reſtraint : parents ; nor can we ſuppoſe that their
If they are to receive none but illegiti. G infant education in the hoſpital, will have
mate and new-born infants, they muſt any effect upon their condućt as men ; for
make an inquiry, which inquiry would the character of a man is always formed
be ſuch a terror upon the mother, as from the education he receives, and the
might induce her to murder or expoſe her companions he conſorts with, after his
new-born child, rather than run the riſk being ten or twelve years of age ; before
of having her ſhame diſcovered, or at which age all foundlings muſt he bound
leaſt her charaćter ſuſpected. On the H or ſent out to apprenticeſhips, and when
other hand, if ſuch hoſpitals were with they become very numerous, as they pro
out an inquiry to receive all children that bably ſoon will, it will be impoſſible for
might be brought, and if there were no the governors to be nice in their choice of
puniſhment to be inflićled upon parents maſters.
Rut what we ought principally to re
that carried their children to ſuch hoſpi
tals, it is to be feared, that ſuch numbers
of children would be carried thither even

gard, is the danger to which our conſti
-

tution
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tution may be expoſed, ſhould theſe publick revenue called the exciſe: Do not
foundlings become very numerous. An render the buſineſs of a merchant ſo myſ
army compoſed of ſuch men would be terious, ſo troubleſome and expenſive, by
the beſt engine an ambitious monarch innumerable cuſtom-houſe laws and cuſ
could make uſe of, both for eſtabliſhing tom-houſe fees : Admit of no regulation
and ſupporting his arbitrary power. They that may tend to deprive the poor of em
would find themſelves deſpiſed by the peo-A ployment, or to prevent their being able
ple, and therefore they would readily co by hard labour to provide for their fami
operate in any meaſure for making them lies : And if with this you ſhould obli
ſelves maſters of the people. And what the clergy to attend a little more to the
is equally, if not more to be dreaded, is, duty of their office, and increaſe their
that our royal navy may come to be chiefly power where it appears to be deficient, as
manned and commanded by foundlings ; it certainly is in ſome reſpects, you would
for moſt part of the foundling boys would B have very little occaſion for a Foundling
probably be bred to the ſea : Nay, this Hoſpital, and but very few children left
has by ſome unthinking people been in to periſh in the ſtreets, or trained up in
ſiſted on as one of the chief advantages idleneſs, beggary, and theft, eſpecially if
to be expe&ted from our Foundling-Ho true charity ſhould then prevail as much
ſpital. º. for my part there is nothing among the rich, as vanity and oſtentation
I ſhould be ſo much aſ aid of. A ſqua ſeems to do at preſent.
dron manned by true born Britons would C Thus it appears, that a general eſta
even mutiny againſt their officers, if they bliſhment for Founding Hoſpitals all over
found that they were to bring over an the kingdom is not only unneceſſary, but
army of foreign troops to this kingdom would be attended with the moſt dange
without conſent of parliament, and ſuſ. rous conſequences ; and to oblige the
petted that ſuch an army was to be brought whole nation to contribute by a general
over, in order to bind our army of na tax to the ſupport of one particular Found
tional . to their good behaviour, and D ling-Hoſpital erected here at London,
to oblige them to concur in meaſures for would certainly be unjuſt. But of all
overturning our conſtitution. But could taxes that . be thought of, for this
ſuch a behaviour be expected from a ſqua. purpoſe, that of a tax upon births, deaths,
and marriages, would be one of the moſt
dron manned chiefly with foundlings
They could have none of thoſe connections oppreſſive upon the poor. How could
or endearments by which other men are poor orphans pay a tax for the funeral of
united to the people of their country : E their father or mother, when by his or
They would look upon themſelves as the her death they had loſt their only means
children of the publick, that is to ſay, of of ſubſiſtence 2 Muſt the pariſh be loaded
the crown; and they would think nothing not only with the funeral, but with the
inconſiſtent with their duty that was or. tax alſo This is not the firſt time ſuch a
dered by the miniſters or officers of the tax has been thought of : In king Wil
crown.
liam's time a tax upon births, deaths, and
-

I therefore hope that our ill.judged F matriages, was granted for carrying on
charity, either publick or private, will
never extend ſo far as to furniſh a number

the expenſive war we were then engaged
in ; but it was found to be ſo oppreſſive
upon the poor, that it was allowed to ex
pire in 1706, notwithſtanding the expen
five war we were then again engaged in ;

of foundlings ſufficient either for manning
our navy or recruiting our army. To
prevent children from periſhing in the
ſtreets, or from being brought up in idle and its being allowed to expire, is the
neſs, beggary, and theft, is certainly, as G more remarkable, as ſo very few taxes
I have ſaid, a very laudable deſign, but that have once been granted by parlia
there is a much better way of doing this ment, have ever been allowed to expire;
than by erecting and endowing Founding tho' I muſt add, that the weight it laid
Hoſpitals. Let us look into and new re upon the rich was perhaps as much the
gulate our police : Do not load the neceſ. cauſe of its being allowed to expire, as
fities of the poor with taxes: Do not en the regard we had for the poor, he cauſe
hance the price of proviſions, on purpoſe H
were by that tax to pay according
that our farmers may be enabled to pay a to their rank in life : The marriage of a
higher rent to their landlords : Do not duke was taxed at 5ol. his death at 50l.
ſet up an alehouſe at every corner, as a the birth of his eldeſt ſon at 30l. and of
trap for catching and intercepting the every other ſon or daughter at 25l. and
hard earned wages of the workman, on ſo in proportion upon cvery lower rank,
purpoſe to increaſe that branch of the gradually down from the duke, to the

i.
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peaſant not receiving alms. By this comfortably upon their allowance among
means the tax fell very heavy upon our their friends and relations in the country,
nobility and gentry, who in our methods than they ever can do by being cooped up
of taxation have generally taken as much in a magnificent hoſpital, as there are
rare as poſſible to ſave themſelves ; which very few of them but what night earn
the projećtor of this new tax ſeems to ſomething, by ſome eaſy ſort of labour or
have had in his eye; for by this ſcheme A induſtry, which moſt of them would
the birth, marriage, or death of a duke, chuſe, rather than that idle lounging ſort
was to be taxed no higher than that of of life they are now obliged to lead. But
his plowman.
this objection is not peculiar to this coun
The tax propoſed may appear, I ſhall try : The ſame obječtion has been made
grant, but trifling to a gentleman of for to the hoſpital of invalids at Paris : The
tune. A man who has thouſands a year author of a late ſevere criticiſm upon the
coming in, may never be without his B condućt of Lewis the XIVth obſerves,
urſe full of guineas ; but a labouring that every diſabled ſoldier maintained in
man, with a family to maintain, may often that hoſpital coſts the nation 3oo lives
be in want of a penny to purchaſe a quart yearly, whereas, were they to live in their
of ſmall beer : To ſuch a man fix pence reſpe&tive villages, 1 oo livres each would
or eight-pence muſt appear to be a large enable them to live more happily, and
ſum ; and if he conſiders that beſide all then the king, from the ſame fund, might
other charges he is to pay 6d. for his C maintain 6coo inſtead of zoo.o invalids +.
I now come to thoſe remarkable affairs
marriage, 8d. for the birth of every child,
and 8d. more for the death of every child, of laſt ſeſſion which did not come the
what labouring man in his ſenſes will length of a bill, or wherein no bill was
marry Eſpecially if he he within reach intended, and the firſt of theſe that ec
of a Foundling-Hoſpital, where all his curred was on December 6, when the
illegitimate children will be taken care of, lord Barrington (ſecretary at war) in
without putting him to any expence, or D formed the houſe, that he was command,
ſubjećting him to any tax. By this ſcheme ed by the king, to acquaint the houſe,
therefore we ſhould not only load matri that lieutenant-general Sir John Mori
mony with a new expence, but we ſhould daunt, a member of that houſe, was in
rovide a method whereby men night, arreſt by the king's command, for diſobe
without matrimony, ſatisfy that appetite, dience of his majeſty's orders, while em
which nature has given them as an incen ployed on the late expedition to the coaſt
tive to marry and propagate their ſpecies. E of France. Whereupon it was reſolved
Could we expećt that ſuch a ſcheme would mem. con. that an humble addreſs ſhould
improve the morals of the people, or that be preſented to his majeſty, returring
it would increate the induſtry and fruga him the thanks of that houſe, for his
lity of the poor.
gracious meſſage of that day, in the com
Beſide theſe objeáions to the general munication which he had been pleaſed to
-

principle of the bill, there were objec

make to that houſe, of the reaſon for

tions made to almoſt every clauſe of it, f putting lieutenant-general Sir John Mor
and particularly as to the expence of rai daunt in arreſt. Which addreſs was or

fing and colle&ing the tax propoſed,

dered to be preſented by ſuch members of

that houſe, as were of his majeſty's moſt
Hon. privy council; and next day the
earl of Thomond reported, that their
on was taken likewiſe to throw out ſome ſaid addreſ, had been preſented, and very
refle&tions up ºn applying ſo much of the G graciouſly received by his majeſty. To
which expence, it was computed, would
amount to los. in the pound upon the
produce of the tax *. And occa

#."

charitable contributions already made, to
the erecting ſuch a magnificent building.
An objection which may be juſtly made
to every one of our hoſpitals, not except

this I think neceſſary to add, that Sir John

was afterwards tried, and acquitted by the
ſentence of a court-martial, without any
reviſion, in conſequence of which he again

ing theſe of Chelſea and Greenwich ; for

took his ſeat in the houſe, tho’ the voice

as to theſe two in particular, beſide the

of the people without doors, at leaſt the

firſt expence of erecting, and the annual Hindependent part of them, had been as
expence of repairing them, the ſalaries

other officers, and the ſervants attending

general againſt him as it was againſt the
ſate unfortunate admiral Byng, which
ſhews that Vox Populi is not always Pox

them, would provide for a very large ad.

De;

ditional number of diſabled ſeamen and

The African company having, on Jan
uary 16, laid their account before the

paid to the governors, treaſurers, and

foldiers ; and the men would live more

-

houſe,

i.759.
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and was of great detriment to the trade
and navigation of this kingdom, which
the petitioners were tearful, and believed
was in ſome meaſure owing to the ruinous

houſe ; on February 1, a petition of the
committee of the ſaid company was offer
ed to be preſented to the houſe, and Mr.
Chancellor of the Exchequer (by his ma
jeſty's command) acquainted the houſe, ſtate and condition the Britiſh forts and
that his majeſty having been informed of ſettlements were in, as appeared from a
the contents of the ſaid petition, recom A ſurvey taken in the years 1755 and 1756,
mended it to the confideration of the

by Juſtly Watſon, Eſq; and from a fur

hotſ ; whereupon the petition was brought
up and red, ſetting forty, that the peti

vey taken by capt. Weller of his majeſty's
ſhip Affiliance, in 17 s”, it did not appear
they were then in a better fituat on ; and
count of the expenditure of the ſum that the petitioners feared the Britiſh ſet
grant-d for 1756, and that they had in tlements were not kept in that reſpectable
veſted the money granted in 1757, in B ſtate, it was abſolutely neceſſary they
goods, ſtores, and neceſſaries, for the ſhould be, nor would any further ſums
fºr port of the ſeveral forts upon the coaſt granted for that ſervice anſwer the pur
of Africa 5 and therefore praying the poſes intended, unleſs other meaſures
houſe to grant ſuch a ſum for the neceſ. were purſued, and the money more pro
ſary ſurport thereof, for the enſuing year, perly accounted for ; and that the peti
as to the houſe ſhould ſeem meet. Which tioners preſumed, the moſt proper method
pettion was then ordered to lie upon the C to execute that great end, next to that of
table ; and, on the 8th, it was ordered, an incorporated company with a large ca
that, all the privers lid before that houſe, pital trading ſtock under certain reſtric
in the then lºſt ſeſſion of parhament, by tions and regulations, would be, that the
th. committee of the ſaid company, re care and management of the Britiſh forts
lating to the forts and ſetlements on that and ſettlements in Africa, ſhould be put
coaſt, and to the expenditure of the mo under the ſole dire&tion of the commiſ.
ney voted by parliament, for the ſupport D fioners of trade and plantations; and fur
thereof, ſhould be referred to the conſide ther alledging, that the petitioners inte
ration of a comm tree, and that they reſt in preſerving and extending this trade

tioners had laid before the houſe, an ac

fhould examine the ſaid papers, and ſtate

was cloſely connected with that of Great

the mates therein contained, together Britain, and was of ſuch a nature as
with their obſervations thereupon, to the made it impoſſible for them to have any
houſe ; after which a great number of other views, but ſuch only as were for
papers and accounts, relating to the Afri E the honour and intereſt of this nation,
tan affiirs, were referred to the ſaid com

and ſuch as would be moſt conducive to

mittee ; and, on June 1, it was ordered, the improving this branch of commerce,
that the report from the ſaid committee as their preſervation or ruin went hand in
ſhould be received on the Tueſday fol hand with that of the African trade ;
iowing, being the 6th, when Mr. Moore and that, by an act paſſed in the year
accordingly made the report, and the ſame 1750, for extending and improving the
was ordered to be taken into conſidera F trade to Africa, the Britiſh ſubjećts were
tion on the Thurſday fellowing.
debarred from lodging their merchandize
But ſoon aſter this order was made,

and ſlaves in the forts and ſettlements in

Africa ; and therefore praying, that ſuch
ferted to the houſe, and read, a petition part of the ſaid a St might be repealed,
of the ſubſcribing planters and merchants and that all commanders of Britiſh and
irrereſted in, and trading to the Britiſh American veſſels, free merchants, and all
ſugar colonies in America; taking no-Gother his majeſty's ſubjećts, who were
vice, that the petitioners were informed, ſettled, or might at any time thereafter

that is to ſay, on June 6, there was pre

that the ſtate and condition of the forts

ſettle in Africa, ſhould have fee liberty,

and ſettlements in Africa were under the

from ſun riſe to ſun ſet, to enter the forts

confideration of the houſe ; and alledging and ſettlements, and to depoſit their
that the price of the moſt valuable negroes,
ſo much want. d in the ſugar plantations,

(And even of the infrior ſort) was greatly
advanced, ſince the forts and ſettlements
had been under the dire&tion of the com

mºtº e of the company of merchants trad
ing to Africa, which greatly diſtreſſed
and alarned the petitioners, prevented
the cuitivation of the Britiſh celonies,

goods and merchandize in the ware
houſes thereunto belonging ; alſo to ſe
a cure their ſlaves or other purchaſes, with
out paying any confideration for the ſame,
but the ſlaves to be vićtualled at the pro
per coſt and charges of each of the proprie
tors thereof; and further alledging, that
if the aforeſaid method ſhould be approved,
and the commanders of the ſhips of war
ſtationed

-
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ſtationed on the coaſt of Africa, ſhould

have proper powers and full inſtructions
to aſſiſt the governors of the ſeveral forts
and ſettlements, and to preſerve the rights

April

ceeded from the nature of the trade; for
the number and variety of traders now
trading to that coaſt, and the vaſt num

of the crown of Great-Britain, and of

ber of negroes that have for ſo many
years been yearly carried into ſlavery from

the trading Britiſh ſubjećts, to prevent

that unfortunate country, may naturally

the encroachment of foreign rivals, who A cauſe the price to advance upon that
then exerciſed an arbitrary power and au
thority over the natives, dependant upon
ſome of the Britiſh forts, which prevent
ed their having intercourſe with the Bri
tiſh ſubjeas, and muſt have great influ
emce over the natives-on other parts of
the coaſt, where ſuch arbitrary proceed
ings were not put in execution, the peti
tioners apprehended, this moſt valuable
branch of commerce would be retrieved

coaſt, and if it be advanced upon that
coaſt, it muſt advance in every other
country : conſequently it would be worth

while to enquire, whether the price of
negroes has lately advanced in the French
as well as the Britiſh colonies

[To be continued in our next.]
Mr. Stillingfleet's obſervations on
GRASSEs, continued from p. 154.

and extended, the Britiſh colonies be

R. Stillingfleet adds a few obſer
better and cheaper ſupplied with negroes,
vations on ſeveral particular ſorts
and great ſums of money ſaved to the
publick; and therefore praying the houſe, C of graſs, as follow.
to take the premiſſes into confideration,
Spring G R A S S.
and that the forts and ſettlements in
This graſs grows very commonly on
Africa, might be put under ſuch regula
tion and management, as the houſe ſhould dry hills, and likewiſe on ſound, rich
meadow
land. It is one of the earlieſt
think moſt conducive for their retrieving,
extending, and preſerving that valuable graſſes we have, and from its being found
part of Britiſh commerce, and that the D on ſuch kinds of paſtures as ſheep are
Britiſh intereſt on the coaſt of Africa might fond of, and from whence excellent mut
and the trade put upon ſuch ton comes, it is moſt likely to be a good
a footing that a ſufficient number of ne
raſs for ſheep paſtures. It gives a grate
groes might be brought to the colonies, ; odour to hay.
fo as to be ſold there at reaſonable rates.
Meadow fox-tail graſs.
This graſs, as well as the foregoing,
This petition was ordered to lie upon
the table, until the ſaid report ſhould be E is found in great plenty in our beſt mea

*.

taken into conſideration, which it was,

dows about London, and I believe makes

according to order, on the 8,h, when the
ſeveral entries in the Journals of the houſe
of March 26, 1730, and April 13, 1749,
of the proceedings of the houſe, with

very good hay, Linnaeus ſays that it is a
proper graſs to ſow in grounds that have

relation to the trade to Africa, and alſo

been drained.

Water ſox-tail graſs.
This is alſo found in our meadows

ſeveral parts of an ačt made in the 23d Fabout town, that are ſound but lye under
of his preſent majeſty, entitled, An A&

for extending and improving the Trade to
Africa, were read j after which it was
reſolved as follows :

water, and perhaps might be proper to
ſow on ſuch grounds.
Millet graſs.
Linnaeus Flor. Lappon, ſays that be

“That it appears to this houſe, that tween Tornea, Kemi, and Uloa, no
raſs is more common than this. If one
the committee of the company of mer
chants trading to Aſrica, have faithfully G confiders, ſays he, its ſtature and ſweet
odour, we ſhall be inclined to rank this
diſcharged the truſt repoſed in them.”
In conſequence of this reſolution there amongſt the beſt graſſes.
Fine bent graſs.
was 10,000l. granted, next day, by the
This graſs I have always found in
committee of ſupply, for maintaining the
Britiſh forts and ſettlements upon the great plenty on the beſt ſheep paſtures, as
coaſt of Africa"; and from this reſolu on Malvern hills and all the high grounds

tion we muſt conclude, that if the price H in Herefordſhire, that are lemarkable for
of negroes has advanced in our colonies, good mutton.
º

ſince our forts and ſettlements upon the
coaſt of Africa have been under the Afri

can committee, it has not proceeded ſrom
any bad condućt in that committee. It is
indeed highly probable, that it has pro

Silver hair graſs.
The ſame may be ſaid of this as of the
foregoing. I will add that I never could
find any other but theſe two, and the

ſpring graſs on Malvern hill.
Narrow

On G R A S S E S.
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ſhall quote ſomething concerning it out of
Narrow and broad-leaved poa graſs.
Theſe are common in our beſt meadow
a piece publiſhed in the Amaen. Academ.
grounds, and I believe make good Paſ Vol. III. entitled, Plantae Eſculentæ.
The author ſays there, article 90, that
ture and hay.
the ſeeds of this graſs are gathered yearly
Annual poa graſs.
This graſs makes the fineſt of turfs. in Poland, and from thence carried into
It grows every where by way fides, and A Germany, and ſometimes into Sweden,
It is called in

and ſold under the name of manna ſeeds.

ſome parts the Suffolk graſs. I have ſeen
whole fields of it in High Suffolk with
out any mixture of other graſſes, and as

They are much uſed at the tables of the

the beſt ſalt butter we have in London

adds the author, that amongſt us theſe

comes from that country, it is moſt likely

ſeeds have hitherto been neglected, ſince

on rich ſound commons.

great on account of their nouriſhing qua
ſity and agreeable taſte. It is wonderful,

to be the beſt graſs for the dairy. I have B they are ſo eaſily collected and cleanſed.
ſeen a whole park covered with this graſs
in Suffolk, but whether it affords good
veniſon I cannot tell, having never taſted
of any from it. I ſhould rather think
not, and that the beſt paſture for ſheep is

This graſs is very common in England.
Perennial darnel graſs.
This graſs is well known and cultivated

all over England; and it is to be hoped
the ſucceſs we have had with it will in

alſo the beſt for deer. However this wants

time encourage our farmers to take the
trial. I remarked on Malvern hill ſome. C ſame pains about ſome others, that are
thing particular in relation to this graſs. no leſs valuable, and are full as eaſy to
A walk that was made there for the con

be ſeparated.

venience of the water drinkers, in leſs
than a year was covered in many places
with this graſs, tho’ I could not find one

turf on ſound rich land where it will re

It makes a moſt exceſſent

main. If I may judge by the veniſon I
have eat out of a paddock, that was
fingle plant of it beſides in any part of chiefly filled with this graſs, I would by
the hill. This was owing no doubt to D no means recommend it for parks. 1

the frequent treading, which above all
things makes this graſs flouriſh, and there
fore it is evident that rolling muſt be very
ſerviceable to it.

know it will be ſaid that veniſon is never

good out of a paddock, that the deer
muſt have room to range, trees to browſe
on, &c. I grant there is ſome reaſon for

ſaying this, but I believe in general it is

Creſted dog-tail graſs.
This graſs I imagine is proper for

more owing to want of proper food, viz.

parks. I have known one where this E
abounds that is famous for excellent veni

good graſs, than merely to confinement;
for paddocks are generally made by con.

ſon. It may perhaps be as good for ſheep.
Sheeps feſcue graſs.
This is the graſs ſo much eſteemed in
Sweden for ſheep.
Gmelin Flor. Lap. ſays, that the Tar

verting ſome rich ſpot, near the houſe, that

has been conſtantly manured, and of
courſe is full of graſſes fitter for the dair

or the ſtable than for deer, which hardly
ever is the caſe of large parks. No man

tars, chuſe to fix during the ſummer in F will, I ſuppoſe, pretend to make good
thoſe places where there is the greateſt Pork from a hog fed with grains infiead
plenty of this graſs, becauſe it affords a

of peas, tho' he has the liberty of chufing

moſt wholeſome nouriſhment to all kinds

as much ground as he pleaſes, and where

of cattle, but chiefly ſheep ; and he ob he pleaſes. This graſs is called in many
ſerves, that the ſepulchral monuments of counties rye graſs. It were to be wiſhed
the ancient Tartars are moſtly found in that the old name might prevail, becauſe

places that abound with this graſs, which G there is a genus of graſs, viz. 22d, known
ſhews, adds he, that it has long been va by the name of rye all over the kingdom,
lued amongſt them.
of which genus there is a wild ſpecies
I have among my graſſes a ſpecimen of that ought to bear the ſame generical
it, but do not remember where I found

Ilanne.

As to graſſes in general I muſt obſerve,
it. I am certain it is not common in any
of the places where I have been. Per firſt, that thoſe graſſes only which throw
haps upon examination it may be found H out many leaves from the root ſeem to be
an Places famous for our beſt mutton, as worth Propagating for hay or paſture, for
Barnſtead Downs, Church-Stretton, in a reaſon given in one of the foregoing
treatiſes, viz. that cattle will not touch
Shropſhire, Wales, &c.
the flowering ſtems, as every one muſt
Flote feſcue graſs.
I have no knowledge of the quality of have obſerved who has obſerved any thing
this graſs from my ºwn experience, but about graſſes,
7
Secondly,
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Secondly, I am ſenſible that we cannot

April

have what graſſes we pleaſe on every

that it will take ſeven years to get a good
turf with good and proper ſeeds, I totaliy

ground. But it does not follow, becauſe

diſſºrt for them, for I have ſeen ſuch a

we cannot have the beſt, that we muſt

turf procured in one year on land pro

have the worſt. I ſaw the laſt ſºminer at perly iaid down with the Suffolk graſs
Lhambetis, in Carua vonſhire, the poor ſeeds. I will not ſay this will be the caſe
inhabitants with infinite labour mowing A with all hay ſeeds, for this graſs ſpreads
graſs for hay, which conſiſted chiefly of remarkably by the roots. I have counted
the purple hair graſs, which was of ſo forty three flowcling ſtems beſides a great
hard a nature that it required a ſtroke like number of radical leaves ºf om one root
what would have felled a ſmall tree to of this kind, without particularly ſearch
mow it, and this not ripe till the later ing for a vigorous plant, and this pant
end of Auguſt. Now had theſe people was not above three weeks growth. It is
the praśtice of getting
graſs ſeeds B ſuppoſed by Linnaeus to be an annual ; but
they might be furniſhedt with a glaſs I have ſome doubt of this, becauſe I ne
much ſooner ripe, which is of great con wer obſerved, its leaves withered. How
ſequence in a place where there is very ever it has one property that would in
little felt le ground, and where the ſun cline me to think it an annual, which is,
never reaches for ſult three months in the that if the flowering ſtems be cut down it
year; for they would procure a better will flower again the ſame year, and this
aftermath, have more nouriſhing fodder C continually, which is, I obſerve, the caſe
for the cattle in winter, and not be at the of all annuals, and which I have not ob
tenth part of the pains in mowing.
ſeived in grades that are perennial.
Thirdly, It is ſurpriſing to ſee almoſt
To
the P v B L is H E R of the Los Pos
all over England that the lands which the

*.

M A G A z in E.
famer pays the moſt for are the moſt neg.
S I R,
I mean graſs lands, which are
generally filed with rubbiſh. This hºp D *YN peruſing your flate of the national
-

-

lected.

* *

pens, I believe, in part, becauſe the far
mer thinks it is the nature of ſome lands

to run to bad graſs. This I have heard
many times aſſerted, and the aſſertion is

thus far right, that if ground be not plo
eily drained and cleaned, the graſs moſt
natural to a bad ſoil will prevail, let him
ſow what graſs he pleaſes; but this will

debt to Chriſtmas, 1758, in your
Magazine for September laſt, it appears
to me that you have overloaded the bark
one million, which you call the million
formerly charged on penſions (ſee p. 446.)
This million, I apprehend, is included
E in the alti le of 1 o, 537,8: 11. 5s.1d. }.
charged in your ſtate of the national debt

likewiſe be the caſe of his corn fields if

for the years 1756 and 1757, in your
Magazine for the month of June pre
over run with weeds, and his crop will ceding, at P. 271. .
In order to uſe few words, I have ſent
come to nothing. I have ſeem fields of
barley ſo full of corn-marygold that the you incloſed a detail of the fundry ſums
F which conſtitute that article, by which
crop was not worth cutting ".
Fourthly, I have known a gentleman means, if I am wrong, you will leadily
deterred from new laying with graſs the detect me.
grounds about his houſe where the turf
If I am right, I would adviſe you to
was but ordinary, becauſe the faimers divide this article in your future ſtates of
told him it would take ſeven years to get the national debt, as thus:
s. d.
a good turf . I agree with them in part, Loan, 1776, firſt charged 1. .

he negle&ts them, they will no doubt be

but I am againſ limiting the time to ſe G on the 6d. perp-union
ven years. They might have ſaid ſeventy
times ſeven, for in their way of going to
work they will never get a good turf at
all.

And therefore till there is a better

way practiſed, I think it would be right
to bear with an indifferent turf rather

penſions, now charged .
on the ſinking fund I occood
Conſolidated

annuities

by acts of the 25th,
28th, and 29th of
Geo. II. at 3 P. cent. 953.781

5 1 }
than run the riſque of a much worſe for H
many years, viz. till at laſt the graſs,
1o 557821 s 1 {
ſuch as it is, prevails in part over the
I am, S I.R.,
weeds, which will always happen by March *7,
mowing and ſeeding. But if they mean
1759. Your humble ſervant, A. B.
-

* Linnau ſays Flor. Sue. 762, that the Danes are obliged by law to extirpate this
‘weed out of their fields, and from then I ſuppoſe this law was effabliſhed here ; for it
appearſ, by the court roll of a friend of mine in Norfºlk, that the tenants were fined if
thiſ plant was fºund in their lands. It is called :ht, a B.º.º.e.

1759. Olješion to the State of the National Delt anſwered.
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Answer to the above LETTER.

SHALL always think myſelf obliged to any gentleman who, in a polite manner,
takes notice of any erior he may think I have been guilty of, in my Hiſtory of
the Seſſions of Parliament ; becauſe when, upon reconfideration, I find that I am right,
I ſhall with pleaſure endeavour to rectify his miſtake, and when I find that I am
wrong, I ſhall with equal pleaſure acknowledge my error, if it be of any importance
to the publick. I therefore think myſelf obliged to A. B. for the favour of his ſaid
letter; but if he will take the trouble to reconſider the aëts of the 25th, 28th, and
3oth of his preſent majeſty, he will find, that the million charged on the 6d. per pound
on penſions was never transfer, ed to the finking fund, nor makes any part of the
10,537,81 il. 5s. 1d. f. charged as an article in the ſtate of the national debt, whi, h
article conſiſts in the following particulars.
l.
s.
d.
The ſeveral debts conſolidated into a joint ſtock of annuities by
the firſt clauſe of the ſaid act of the 25th of Geo. II. all particu
larly deſcribed, and all different fºom the million upon penſions,
amount to

-

-

-

8zooooo oo

-

o

To this joint ſtock is added by the 6th clauſe of the ſaid ačt,
certain annuities at 31. per cent. granted by an ačt of the 9th, and
another of the 11th of Geo. II. and charged upon the finking fund,
amounting to

-

-

-

90oooo

-

And alſo by the 7th clauſe of the ſaid ačt is added, the Exche
quer orders in lieu of Nevis debentures, amounting to

o

o

37.821

5

I #

9137811

5

I {

9coooo

o

o

1oo 378o 1

5

I {

5ooooo

o

o

Conſequently no more could then be ſtated as a national debt, and
this ſum being added, makes the whole of the ſum mentioned, in
the ſtate of the national debt, being
1o 537811

5

I {

-

Sum total by the ſaid act of the 25th of Geo. II.
To this ſum is added by the a& of the 28th of Geo. II, the
money of the lottery thereby eſtabliſhed, being
-

Then, by an aćt of the oth of Geo. II. his majeſty was impow
ered to borrow a million for the ſervice of 1757, upon which cre
dit our miniſters, to their honour, had borrowed, upon January 11,
1758, but
-

-

-

-

-

-

It is true, our miniſters, after January 11, and before April 5,
1758, borrowed 300,oool. more, being in the whole 8-o, ocol.
upon the ſame credit 3 therefore that ſum was on that day granted
by the committee of ſupply, and next day agreed to by the houſe *;
and was all our miniſters ever borrowed upon that credit, which
thews their good ceconomy; for by not borrowing the money but
juſt as they #. immediate occaſion for it, they ſaved the publick's
unneceſſarily paying intereſt ; and it is, I believe, the firſt inſtance
upon record of miniſters not making the utmoſt uſe of any credit."
granted to the king by parliament.
as much, when there, are four claimants,
Clºſe of the Dispute on the famous Law as when there are but three ; nor do I ap
-

Question.

F.

the

-

To the AUTHOR, of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,

R. Whitaker (ſee p. 85.) in aſ

that

*W.

teſtator wou

Can

º:

ave bequeathed

ſo

ºuch tº the nephew, had º claim
A ants been exiſting when the will was made.
It is the buſineſs of a good expoſitor,

to conſtrue the meaning of the will, a

ſigning to the hephew one ſixth of

greeable to the intention of the teſtator ;

the whole bequeſt, is evidently more par-

now, in this particular caſe, it can only

tial than any other diſquiſitor ; for it

be done by obſerving the ratio of each

gannot
be equitable to allow the nephew
April, 1759.

perſon's
legacy, after rejecling thoſe parts
A a
ef

-
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Dispute about the Law Question concluded.

of the will which are revoked by the event;
to depart from this manner of reaſoning,
and to attempt to decide it merely by aſ
ſinnp:ion, mºſt produce as different de

April

legacy, is as two to one : For us then to

ciſions as there are different ideas in the

aſſume any other proportions than thoſe
which are abſolutely expreſſed in the will
and determined by the event, is taking
upon ourſelves to ſubſtitute our own will

ſeveral diſputants.

in lieu of the teſtator's.
-

The event that happened certainly an: A In algebraic equations, we exterminate
nulled the nephew's claim to one fixth of or expunge all quantities that negate
the bequeſt, as much as it did the wife's themſelves, becauſe they neither increaſe
to one half ; becauſe it is not a ſon caly, ror diminiſh the other quantities; ſo, in
nor a daughter only, but both that are like manner, we muſt reject thoſe pro
born ; ſo that Mr. Hooley's aftertion (tee pertions, expreſſed in the will, that are
p. 37.) with regard to the ratio of the negated by the event; this done, the true
nephew's ſhare, is cally arbitrary, as Mr. B proportions of the nephew's and daugh
Whitaker very juſtly obſerves ; but the ter’s legacy, are as two to four ; of the
ſame cannot be truly ſaid with regard to daughter's and wife's, as four to ſix; and
the nephew's having one half of the of the wife's and ſon's, as ſix to nine :
daughter's clim, becauſe this is the abſo Now in juſt the ſame propotion the whole
bequeſt muſt be divided amongſt the ſeve
lute ratio of their reſpective bequeſts.
Mr. Conant's ſtriëtures (ſee p. 83.)

ral claimants mentioned in the will, and

on Godolphin's caſe, are felo de ſe, or C exiſting in the event.
I have been ſomewhat particular in diſ
this gentleman would not have aſſigned as
much to the wife, when there are three cuffing this point, and in inforcing a va
claimants, as when there are but two : riety of reaſons for confirming my deci
For, by the will, in caſe of a ſon only, fion, as Mr. Conant aſſures us it is not a
the wife is to have but 24 ol. 6s. 8d. Now mere ſpeculative matter. If what I have
this very ſum he affigns her, tho' there is here ſaid cannot contribute to fix the juſt
in the event both a ſon and a daughter.— D determination and diſtribution of the be
Cam this diſtribution be eſteemed equita queſt in diſpute, I ſhall deſpair of ſuc
ble –Cam it be deemed juſt 2—That the ceeding by ſaying any thing further, and
daughter's legacy ſhould be taken out of ſhall therefore decline giving myſelf any
the fon's bequeſt, and the wife contiibute . more trouble about it. I am,
nothing towards it !” .
Yºur moſt humble ſervant, "
This gentleman makes no diſtinčion
between a ſeries of numbers, meaſured E Bengeworth,
tº " ..
Peter Pensy.
by an equal difference, and one meaſured: March 14, 1759.
by a certain ratio; and hence ariſes his
miſtake : But Godolphin very juſtly di Letter from William Kennedy, Eſq; a
principal Merchant in Londonderry, tº
flinguiſhes this, and in conſequence there
a Friend, which may be of much Service
of makes the ſon contribute twice as much
-

as the wife, towards the daughter's le F
gacy; and vice verſa, the wife twice as
much as the daughter, towards the ſon's
hequeſt ; which are the exačt proportions
of their reſpective legacies, as expreſſed
in the will ; conſequently Godolphin's
deciſion is truly equitable, being agreea
ble to the teſtator's intention.

º

to the Linen Manufaāure of Great Bri

tain, particularly in Scotland.

r

S I R,
AV ING obſerved, with much con
-

-

-

cºrn, the difficulties which we lye
under in our limen manufacture, thre’ the

negle&t of preſerving our own flax-ſeed ;
the immenſe annual expence we are at in

Mr. Conant particularly infifts, that G importing it from America or the Baltick;
we muſt carefully diſtinguiſh between that 3 and the danger we are, in ſome years,
proportion, which is abſolutely determin threatened with, of a total failure of this
cd in the will, and thoſe which are me, e our ſtaple manufacture, either by acci
ly conditional ; this I can with truth aſ: dents at ſea, or the importation of bad
ſure him. I really do : For, the condi flax-ſted, I determined to make an expe
tional clauſe, regarding the wife's having riment, whether we might not preſerve as
one half of the whole bequeſt, being void H good flax-ſeed at home, as any which,
by the birth of a ſon, the abſolute ratio • comes from abroad : "And at the ſame
...tween the ſon's and wife's legacy, is as time ſave the flax and make it fit for ima
three to two ; and the conditional clauſe, nufacturing early in the ſame ſeaſon. ‘ſ
To this purpoſe H applied to Mr. David
regarding the nephew's having one third Melvill,
at the Linen Hall, for his ad
tº the ſon's legacy, being nu!!" by the
tº th of a daughter, the abſolute ratio vice and direction; who appreved of my
- - -- ſetting
‘….en the daughter's and the nephew's
º

-

*

" * -

-

-

ficrºftily.

Flax-seed raiſºd
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1759.
ſetting apart one of my fields near Lon ſeaſon, is removed, for I had all the ſeed
donderry, containing three Scotch acres, ſaved in Auguſt, and the flax prepared
which is very little more than two acres for the market in September and Ośtober,
and I apprehend, if this method of Mr.
and half plantation meaſure.
I ſowed my flax ſeed in April laſt, and Melvill's is purſued, it will be an im
moſt ſtrictly adhered to Mr. Melvill's di- A menſe ſaving, and of the utmoſt advan
rećtions, in the whole culture and ma tage to the kingdom in general.
* I am, D.ar S1 R,
ragement of my flax-crop, in prepa; ing
Your inoſt obedient,
the land, ſowing, rolling, pulling, war
humble ſervant,
tering, and beetling the flax i as alſo in Londonderry,
Dec. 13, 1753.
preſerving the ſeed.
William Kenne.ºr.
In conſequence of this I have nine hog
The
preſent
State
of
the
Queſtion between
ſheads of as good flax-ſeeds as any ever B
Great Britain and Holland.
imported from Holland or the Baſtick,
the beginning of the war between
which I can ſell at al. 1;s. per Hogſhead.
England and France, and before
I let the flix grow until it was full ripe.
It was in length from three to four feet. hoſtilities commenced, his Britannick ma
Afer fermenting and beetling, it was jetty regularly communicated all that
made up into bundles, weighing zo paſſed between the two courts to the re
pounds each, of theſe I had 658 bundles, publick's miniſters, who ſtill have copies
which being dreſſed, each bundle turned C of thoſe pieces. Nobody, at that time,
out five pounds and a quarter of clean was ſo unjuſt, or ſo ill informed, as to
flax fit for the market, which I can ſell at think England the aggreſſor : We may
5d. per pound . And I am well aſſured, venture to appeal to thoſe very pieces for
that it can eaſily be heckled to ſpin into a proof of the contrary.
Some months after, his Britannick ma
ten hank yarn. '
I had the misfortune to meet with bad
jeſty thought he might have occaſion for
weather when the ſeed was ripe, which the 6000 Dutch auxiliaries ſtipulated by
obliged me to deter pulling the flax for D treaty ; and privately applied, thro' her
nine or ten days, whereby near a third of royal highneſs the late princeſs gover
the ſeed was loſt.—I loſt alſo as much of nante, to know whether he might reckon
the flax as would make up 1 oo bundles, upon them in caſe of need. Her royal
by the accident of horſes breaking into highneſs was authoriſed to anſwer in the
the field. Notwithſtanding theſe ioſſes, I affirmative. Thoſe auxiliaries being, in
have ſaved nine hogſheads of flax-ſeed, the ſequel, thought neceſſary in England,
-

A*

and 658 bundles of flax.

The whole produce of the fi-ld comes
to 911. ſterſ. out of which deducting 311.
for the rent, ſeed, culture, and expence
of faving the ſeed and flax, the near pro
fit is 6ol. I kept an exact account of all
the expences, and I make a large allow
ance.

The ſucceſs I had in this my firſt at.

E they were demanded in form, and veſſels

ſent to fetch them, as had been previouſly
agreed on. Nevertheleſs, it was after
wards made a crime in England, to hurry
(it was ſaid) the affair in this manner;
and ſo many difficulties were induſtriouſly
raiſed, that the ſuccours were not ºbtain
Fed, nor ordered. Not content with this,

tempt encourages me to prepare, and ſow

a party in the republick were ſo unfriendly
to England, as to declare that the caſe in

ſeven acres with flax ſeed in the ſame mºm

which the ſuccours were to be granted by

ner, this enſuing ſeaſon. I have engaged treaty did not exiſt, because England was
above 40 of our farmers to come into the the aggreſſor. Memorials, in which this
ſame method. And I hope this ſucceſs was affºrted, were induſtriouſly diſperſ. d
will encourage all our farmers to purſue G tho’ the ſeparate article of the neaty of
it, as they will thereby not only five a 1716, makes no diſtinction between ag
ſufficient quantity of ſeed for the uſe of greſſion and non aggreſſion, or between
the kingdom ; but alſo will ſoon, from one part of the word and another.
experience, he convinced of the ſuperio
The complaiſance ſhewn to France on
rity of ripe flax over the unripe (as it is
very occaſion during the war, clearly
now generally when pulled ) It will have ſhews, that this party were reſolved not to
a much greater produce, will be eaſier H give England one mark of friendſhip ;
manufactured, and will be of confidera witneſs the facility and aſſiſtance which
ble advantage in every branch of the ma they procured to France for invading his
nufaëture. By the method I purſued, the Britannick majeſty's eleētoral dominions,
great objećtion from ſtacking up the flax, not withilanding the remonſtrances made
and poſtponing the manufacturing it ſur a by his nº-ſty to minder it, and his d.
-

A a 2.

-

m…
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188 State of the Queſtion between Gr. Britain and Holland. April
mand of the fulfilment of treaties which

with treaties and the laws of the king
were alledged to be ſtill ſubſiſting be- dom; but that if the ſubjećls of the re
tween England and the ſtates general ; publick would appeal to the council for
remonſtances to which no anſwer has yet prizes, good juſtice ſhould be done them,
and the defects or grievances of the inſe
been given.
In the ſequel, France perceiving the rior courts be redreſſed.
impoſſibility of bringing home in her own A The ſtates general replied, that they
fhipping the produce of her colonies, of would give up the trade to the French co
fered to foreign merchants permiſſion to lonies direétly ; but infiſted on a free na
trade thither under certain reſtrićtions.
vigation to and from their own colonies,
But it is to be obſerved, that this regula and on the immediate releaſe of the ſhips
tion was made with private perſons, and aćtually detained in England, or which
not with their ſovereigns, who, conſe ſhould be carried in before the figning of
quently, have at bottom no right to inter- B a declaration which was annexed to the
meddle in the affair. For in that caſe they reſolution of their high mightineſſes.
ought to have notified it to the belligerant
England made anſwer by ſending a
powers, fince it was, at leaſt, an innova counter-draught of a declaration, wherein
tion ; and ſince it is now pretended that ſhe ſtill inſiſted on the Dutch giving up
England ought to have declared that ſhe the direct trade, and the Overſchepen;
and required them to prove their property
would oppoſe it.
Such then is the ground.of the diſpute C in the goods and effects they ſhould bring
between the republick and England. Let from the Weſt Indies. She alſo conſent
us ſee how each reaſons on it.
ed to drop her claim to an extenſion of
The Dutch laying every other treaty the article of contraband.
out of the queſtion, but that which moſt
Thus the affair is reduced to a very
favours them, ſay, that by the treaty of great ſimplicity; England offers the re
1674 this trade is allowed them. Eng publick the enjoyment of her treaty of
land interprets this treaty differently. D 1674, and of the rule, That a
Thus the affair is in litigation; and who ſhall make free good in all parts o the
ſhall be arbiter between the two ſove
world, excepting thoſe ſhips only which
reigns Shall England ſubmit to the judg come from St. Euſtatia and Curacoa, which
ment and juriſprudence of the Dutch ſhe requires to prove the property of their
merchants perſonally intereſted in this cargoes, to prevent Dutch mechants ſrom
trade Shall Holland take Engliſh priva becoming carriers to her enemy i and as
teeis for art iters ? The ſovereigns, then, E to the veſſels detained, ſhe is obliged to
are the ſole interpreters, in the laſt reſol t, aſk that their diſcharpe may be ſought by
of their treaties ; they alone have a tight courſe of law eſtabliſhed by treaties be
to explain them ; and ſubjećis who are tween the two nations.
What doth England aſk in return for
protested by them, are obliged to acqui
& ſce in their deciſions. England began theſe proofs of friendſhip
Nothing.
laſt ſummer, by declaring that ſhe could (See p. 115.)
not ſuffer neutral powers to carry on the

#!/.

trade of the French colonies for account
of the French ; but that ſhe did not de

file to interrupt the old and proper com
merce cf the republick. The ſtates ge
metal anſwered, that they were ready to

Account of the BRitish Colonies in the

Iſlands of America, commonly called the
eſt-Indies, continued from p. 136.
after this earthquake the lord
Inchiquin died, and was ſucceeded
by Sir William Beetten, who landed in

Sº

give notice to their mercantile ſubjects not
to trade to the French iſlands, provided G Jamaica, March 9, 1693 ; and before
certain conditions, ſpecified in the reſolu
tion of their high mightineſſes, were

tranted; one of which was reſtitution of
the ſhips already taken.

England replied, that ſhe expeãed that
the republick ſhould give up all com
inerce, direétly or indirectly, with the
French colonies, and the practice of Overſ.

he could well ſettle the affairs of the iſland

after the diſaſter it had met with, he had

ſome intimation of the French making
great preparations at Hiſpaniola to in
vade Jamaica with a great force; but he
had no certain account of their deſign till
the laſt day of May, 1694, when capt.
Elliot landed at Jamaica from Petit

chepen and that the ſtates general ſhould

Guaves, where he was a priſoner, and

comprehend, in the article of contraband,
certain ſpecies of naval ſtores ; and that
as to the ſhips which were detained, it
was not in the king's power to releaſe

bravely ventured to make his eſcape in
a ſmall canoe, which could hold only
himſelf and two more, in order to give

thºm before trial, his hands being tied up

As

his countrymen notice of the danger.
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As our miniſters here at home were ſhip in Blackfield Bay 3, but they had º
then too much engaged in the proſecution the ſame good luck; for capt. Andreſs,
of the war at land, and in defence of our who was poſted with a party near by,
allies in Europe, to mind the proſecution came upon them unawares, and killed
of the war at ſea, or the defence of our ſeveral of them, before they could get on
own people in America, we had then no board again.
During all this time the main body of
ſquadron in the Weſt-Indies, nor had
we here any intelligence of what the their fleet and army continued in or near
French deſigned in that part of the world, Cow Bay, ſo that by the 16th of July
tho' three men of war of 50 guns each

they had demoliſhed all the plantations

had been ſent from France to aſſiſt in

º

the coaſt to the eaſtward of that

their defigned expedition againſt Jamaica. B p ace as far as Point Morant, but durſt
In theſe circumſtances Sir William Bee

ſton ſaw he had nothing to truſt to but the

not venture up the country for fear of
being intercepted and cut off from their

internal force of the iſland under his

fleet. Having done all the harm they
could on that part of the coaſt, they em

command, and this he reſolved to make
the beſt uſe of. Immediately upon re
ceiving the above-mentioned advice, he
ordered all the militia of the iſland, that

is to ſay, every man able to carry arms,

baſked the next day at night, and, on the
18:h, their whole fleet was ſeen from
Port-Royal ſteering to the weſtward, from
whence it was ſuppoſed, that they de

to rendezvous forthwith, at Port-Royal, C figned for Carliſle Bay, in Vere pāriſh,
as being the place beſt worth defending,
and the place which the French might
attack with the
effect. In the .
mean time he viſited all the forts and
atteries about the harbour, to ſee that

ſº

whereupon ſtrong detachments from the

army were ſent that way, as it might
now ſafely be done, becauſe thoſe de
tachments might ſpeedily return to Spa

niſh town in caſe the enemy ſhould leiu
every thing was prepared for making an bark. ... As it had been conjectured, they
obſtinate defence; and as ſoon as the D .." came to an anchor that night

forces were aſſembled, he diſpatched ſmall
parties to the different parts of the iſland
which were moſt in danger; but the

in Carliſle Bay, landed 14 or 1.5oo men

the next morning, and attacked a breaſi

principal part of his force he kept near

work in which were only aco Engliſh;
but this ſmall party defended themſelves

Port Royal.

ſo long, tha', by the time they were drove

-

He had but juſt time to make the pro

from their breaſt-work, a detachment of

per diſpoſitions, when the French fleet horſe and foot from the army came up,

P.J.

appeared.
17, their flett, con
fifting in all of about 20 ſail, came in

and tho' this detachment had marchéd

above 30 miles the night before, yet they

ſight of the eaſt part of the iſland, and directly attacked the enemy, and obliged
ſoon after they came to an anchor in Cow them to retreat to the ſhore under ſhelter
Bay, where they landed their troops, and of the cannon from their ſhips, with
fell a plundering and deſtroying the de great loſs on their fide, and with no in
ſerted plantations, killing the cattle, and conſiderable loſs on ours, for in this en
murdering or barbarouſly uſing ſuch of gagement, and in defending the breaſt
the helpleſs people, as had the misfor work, col. Clayburne, licut. col. Smart,
tune to fall into their hands. This they capt Vaſſal, and lieut. Dawkins, were
did with a deſign to draw the governor id ; and capt. Dawkins, capt. Fiſher,
with his army away fom Port-Royal, capt. Bakeſtead, and ſeveral other officers,
becauſe if he had marched againſt them, were wounded. On the zoth. 2 iſ, and
they might have reimbarked in the night G 22d, there were ſeveral more ſkirmiſhes,
time, relanded near Port-Royal, and in every one of which the French were
lundered Spaniſh town, and perhaps repulted with loſs; therefore finding that
before he could have marched
they had loſt a great number of men,
back with his army to oppoſe or intercept with ſome of their beſt officers, and that
them. Upon finding that they could not they could make no advance into the
draw him from his poſt, they ſert a few country, either to Fººd; or deſtroy,
of their ſhips, and landed ſome troops their troops were all eini's ked in the
both in St. George's and St. Mary's pa might of the 23d, and, on the 24th, their
riſh ; but upon the approach of ſome whole fleet ſet fail for Point Morant,
forces poſted there, they ran back to their where they ſaid till the 28th, to take in
ſhips, ſo that they had no time to do any freſh wood and water, and then returned
damage to the country. Another of their homewards, having loſt in all about 7ce

%.

Paties was landed from their admiral's
5

men in this expedition, whereas the loſs
on
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April

on our fide did not amount to above 1 oo

Spaniards leaving us, and refuſing to con

men, nor had the plantations in any part
of the iſland ſuffered, but only upon the
coaſt between Cow Bay and Point Morant.

cur in the redućtion of Petit Guavas,
our hiſtorians have not ſo much as hint

As ſoon as the news of this invaſion

dication of his own condućt on this ex

ed, nor even col. Lilingſtone in the vin

of Jamaica arrived at London, a deſign pedition, which he afterwards publiſhed,
was formed by our court, for invading, A and perhaps the Spaniards themſelves did
in conceit with the Spaniards, the French not declare it, but it may be eaſily gueſſed
part of the iſland of Hiſpaniola. Ac at. As they were then in alliance with
cordingly, the next ſpring a ſquadron, us againſt France, and had certainly an
confifting of one third rate, three fourth undoubted right to the whole iſland of
rates, one fifth rate, and two fireſhips, Hiſpaniola, they expećted that they ſhould
with twelve tranſports, commanded by have been put in poſſeſſion of every French
capt. Rebºrt Wilmot, and 1zoo land B fort and town in that iſland which could
forces urder the command of col. Luke be reduced by our joint force ; but when
Lilingſtone, ſailed with orders not to be they ſaw that our people thought of no
ºpened till they were arrived in the 40th thing but plundering and demoliſhing
degree of latitude, by which, when open them, and that they had orders to hold
ed, they found themſelves dire&ted to at poſſeſſion of Petit Guavas, in caſe they
tack, in concert with the Spaniards, the could carry it, they grew cool as to the
French ſettlement of Petit Guavas, and C ſucceſs of the expedition, being probably
in caſe they ſhould carry it to endeavour quite indifferent whether they had the
to keep poſſeſſion of it if poſſible. Upon French or us for their neighbours in Hiſ
their arrival at the little iſland of Saona"; paniola.
If our court had, upon this occaſion,
they found a letter from the Spaniſh go
vernor of St. Domingo, informing them entered into a new treaty with the court
that he was ready to join them, which he of Spain for putting them in poſſeſſion of
accordingly did with three men of war D the French uſurped part of Hiſpaniola,
and '7co land forces, the laſt having they would probably, in conſideration
marched by land to Mancenille Bay, and thereof, have abſolutely reſigned all their
from thence to Cape Francis, near which pretenſions to the iſland of Jamaica, and
our people were landed, and joined them. all the other Weſt-India iſlands we had
May 19, they attacked, carried, plun then a right to, or could afterwards con
dered, and deſtroyed the French town quer from France, and would have con
and caſtle of Port Francis, as they did E curred heartly in reducing under their
afterwards all the plantations in the neigh obedience, all the French part of Hiſpa
bourhood; and from thence the land niola, which it was very much our inte
forces marched by land to Port Paix, reſt to have aſſiſted them in, even tho’
where they arrived June 15, and tho' the we were to have had nothing in return ;
caſtle was well fortified, they made them and as our ſeamen could not in this caſe
‘ſelves maſters of both the caſtle and town
have plundered, it would have prevented
by the 27th, both which they plundered F any diſpute between our ſea and land
and deſtroyed, as alſo all the plantations commanders about dividing the ſpoil.
in the neighbourhood. But as ſeamen But after this diſpute had happened, and
are not, on ſhore, ſo much under diſ ipline aſter the Spaniards had left us, they con
as regular troops, both theſe towns and cluded that there was no attempting any
moſt of the plantations were plundered attack upon Petit Guavas, therefore the
by the ſtamen, who carried their plunder whole fleet ſailed directly from Poit Paix
on board their ſhips, and refuſed to give G to Jamaica, where it arrived July 23.
However, tho’ they had failed in the
any ſhare of it to the ſoldiers, either
Engliſh or Spaniſh.
principal part of their expedition, they
his bred a diſpute between our ſea had done vaſt damage to the French,
and land commanders ; and preſently af killed 350 of their people, and brought
ter this the Spaniſh governor with all his away 1 so priſoners, with 80 pieces of
forces left them, tho' if the commanders
cannon, and a great deal of booty, with an
had agreed to ačt cordially and vigorouſly H inconſiderable loſs on their ſide, or even
together, and our commanders had been the ſide of the Spaniards, who were, it
iurniſhed with proper orders, the French ſeems, ſo generous as to deſire no ſhºre
might, at that time, have been drove quite of the artillery, plunder, or priſoners, at
out of Hiſpaniola, and the whole iſland leaſt it is not ſaid that thcy got any. ,
As the people of Jamaica could have
hrought again under the dominion of
two commanders with a frt
$pºin. Wilat was the true reaſon of the furniſhed our
*
ficient

1759.

Inſtrušions gathered from the Fall of Athens.

frient reinforcement, and as they had
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tions highly uſeful for our preſent condućt.

time enough before being obliged to re
turn home, they might have returned to

the moſt effectual method which a badmi

Warned by her fate we may learn–That

the attack of Petit Guayas, but there was

niſter can take, to tame the ſpirit of a
ſuch a heart-burning between the ſea and brave and free people, and to melt them
land officers, and ſuch diſputes between down to ſlavery, is to promote luxury,
capt. Wilmot and the people of Jamaica, A and encourage and diffuſe a taſte for pub
that nothing further was attempted, tho’ lick diverſions.—That luxury, and a pre
the fleet remained there th the beginning vailing fondneſs for publick diverſions, are
of September, to the deitiuction cf the the never-failing fore-runners of univerſal
ſeamen; for a contagious diſtemper broke idleneſs, effeminacy and corruption.—
out among them, of which ſo many died, That there cannot be a more certain
that there were ſcarce a ſufficient number ſymptom of the approaching ruin of a
left to bring the ſhips home, and one of B ſtate than when a firm adherence to party
the men of war was actually caſt away in is fixed upon as the only teſt of merit,
paſſing thro’ the gulph of Florida, merely and all the qualifications requiſite to a
for want of hands enough to trim the right diſcharge of every employment, are
ſa's and navigate the ſhips thro' ſuch a reduced to that fingle ſtandard.—That
difficult paſſage.
theſe evils take root, and ſpread by almoſt
What was the true reaſon for the fleet's imperceptible degrees in time of peace and
remaining ſo long idle at Jamaica can- C national affluence; but, if left to their full
not be determined ; for each ſide endea and natural effects without controul, they
voured to throw the blame on the other,
will inevitably undermine and deſtroy the
Capt. Wilmot and his friends inſiſted, moſt flouriſhing and beſt founded conſti
that he ſtaid ſo long at Jamaica expesting tution—That in times of peace and afflu
a reinforcement from the people of that ence, luxury, and a fondneſs for diverſi
iſland, to enable him to proceed againſt ons, will aſſume the ſpecious names of
Petit Guavas, which they always found D politeneſs, taſte, and magnificence. Cor
ſome excuſe for delaying : On the other ruption will put on different maſks. In
hand, the people of Jamaica inſiſted, the corruptors it will be termed able ma
at they were always ready to have fur nagement, encouraging the friends of the
niſhed him with a ſufficient rein Force
adminiſtration, and cementing t a mutual
ment, but they ſaw that it was needleſs harmony, and mutual dependance between
to put themſelves to that expence, becauſe the three different eſtates of the govern
it appeared, that the captain was privately E ment. In the corrupted it will be deno
reſolved not to leave Jamaica until he had minated loyalty, attachment to the go
diſpoſed of the plunder to the beſt advan vernment, and prudence in providing for
tage, and inveſted his ſhare of it in ſuch one's own family. That in ſuch times
goods as could be moſt profitably diſpoſed: theſe evils will gain a freſh acceſſion of
of at home. In this laſt part of the ſtrength from their very effe&ts; becauſe
charge againſt him the land officers con corruption will occaſion a greater circula
curred, and it was ſtrongly ſupported by Ftion of the publick money; and the diffi
what happened after his death ; for he ‘pations of luxury, by promoting trade,
died on board, in his voyage homewards, will gild over private vices with the plau-º
and his executors, after a long law ſuit, fible appearance of publick benefit.—
-

recovered from the officer who ſucceeded

That when a ſtate, ſo circumſtanced is

him to the command of the ſhip, no leſs

forced into a war with any formidable

a ſum than 16, oocl. as the value of the

power, then, and not till then, theſe bale

money and effects which he left on board G. ful evils will ſhew themſelves in their true
the ſhip.
colours, and produce their proper effeSts.
The councils in ſuch a ſtate will be weak

[To be continued in our next.]

and puſillanimous, becauſe the able and
T, the Au T Ho R of the lo N Do N homeſt
citizens, who aim ſolely at the pub
M A G A Z IN E.

lick welfare, will be excluded from all

April 9, 1759.

S I R,

Tº the extract you have already given

ſhare in the government from party mo
tives.—Their meaſures will terminate in

from Mr. Montague's reflections", H poor, ſhifts, and temporary expedients,

I think you ſhould add what follows, by calculated only to amuſe, to divert the at
which you will oblige many of your rea tention of the people from prying too
ders, and in particular

-

-

Your humble ſervant.

“Athens however, ſays Mr. Monta
gu, by her fail, has left us ſome inſtruc
** See before, p. 136.

cloſely into their iniquitous condušt. Their
fleets and armies will be either employed

in uſeleſs parade, or will miſcarry intion
ac
7

+ Thus Demade termed the

y

gratuitieſ given to the prº
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tion from the incapacity of their coin
manders, becauſe, as all the chief poſis

will be filled up with the creatures of the

prevailing faction, ſuch officers will be
more intent upon enriching themſelves

April

weak and iniquitous adminiſtration, ſhould
call a truly diſintereſted patiot to the helm,
ſuch a man muſt be expoſed to all the ma
lice of detected villainy, backed by the
whole weight of diſappointed fačtion.

than annoying the enemy i and will act Plutarch has handed down to us a ſtrik
as ſhall be judged moſt conducive to the Aing inſtance of this truth in the caſe of

private intereſt of their party, not to the

Aliſtides, which is too remarkable to be

publick ſervice of their country. For
they will naturally imagine, that the ſame
power, which placed them in the com
mand, will have weight enough to ſcreen
them from the reſentment of an injured

omitted.

When Ariſtides was created Quaeſtºr,
or high treaſurer of Athens, he fairly laid
before the Athenians what immenſe ſums

the publick had been robbed of by their

people.—Their ſupplies for the extraor; B former treaſurers, but eſpecially by The
miſtocles, whom he proved to be more
criminal than any of the others. This
part of the publick money will be abſorb warm and honeſt remonſtrance produced
ed by the number of penſions and lucrative ſuch a powerful coalition between theſe
employments, and diverted to other pur publick plunderers, that when Ariſtides,
poſes of corruption, the funds deſtined at the expiration of his office, (which
for the publick ſervice will be found great-C was annual, and elective) came to give
ly deficient. If the rich are applied, to, up his accompts to the people, Themiſ
in ſuch depraved times, to contribute their tocles publickly impeached him, of the
fuperfluous wealth towards the publick ſame crime, and, by the artifice of his
expences, their anſwer will be the ſame corrupt party, procured him to be con
which Scopas, the rich Theſſalian, made to demned and fined ; but the homeſter, and
a friend, who aſked him for a piece of more reſpectable part of the citizens high

*inary expences of the war will be raiſed

with difficulty –bc.cauſe, as ſo great a

t

furniture, which he judged wholly uſeleſs D ly reſenting ſuch an infamous method of
to the poſſeſſor, becauſe it was quite ſu proceeding, not only acquitted Ariſtides
Perfluous. “You miſtake, my friend; honourably, and remitted his fine, but to
the ſupreme happineſs of our lives conſiſts

in thoſe things which you call ſuperfluous,
not in thoſe which you call neceſſaries.”
The people, accuſtomed to ſell themſelves

ſhew their approbation of his conduct,
elected him treaſurer for the following
year. At his entrance upon his office the
ſecond time, he affe&ted to appear ſenſible

to the beſt bidder, will look upon the E of his former error, and, by winking at
the frauds of the inferior officers, and neg
and will neceſſarily riſe in their demands, le&ting to ſcrutinize into their accounts,
in proportion as luxury, like other fa he ... them to plunder with impunity.
ſhions, deſcends from the higher to the Theſe ſtate leeches, thus gorged with the
lower claſſes *. Heavy and unequal taxes, publick money, grew ſo extremely fond

wages of corruption as their birth-right,

mºſt conſequently be impoſed to make up of Ariſtides, that they employed all their
this deficiency; and the operations of the F intereſt, to perſuade the people to elect
war muſt either be retarded by the ſlow him a third time to that important office.
qcſ; in colle&ting the produce, or the mo On the day of election, when the voices
ney, muſt be borrowed at high intereſt of the Athenians were unanimous in his
and exceſſive premiums, and the publick favour, this 1eal patriot ſtood up with
given up a prey to the extortion of uſu homeſt indigoaion, and gave the people
rers. If a venal and luxurious Demades , this ſevere, but juſt reprimand. ** When

ſhould be at the head of the ruling party, G ſays he, I diſcharged my duty in this
ſuch an adminiſtration would hardly find office the firſt time, with that zeal and fi
credit ſufficient to ſupport their meaſures,
as the money'd men would be averſe to
truſting their property in ſuch, 1apacious
hands; for the chain of ſelf intereſt,
which links, ſuch a ſet of men together,

delity which every honeſt man owes to
his country, I was villified, inſulted, and
condemned. Now I have given full liber
ty to all theſe robbers of the publick, here
preſent, to pilfer, and prey upon your fi

will reach from the higheſt quite down to H. nances at , pleaſure, I am, it ſeems, a
the lower officer of the ſtate; becauſe the moſt upright miniſter, and a moſt worthy

higheſt officers, for the mutual ſupport of

citizen.

the whole, muſt connive at the frauds and
rapines of the inferior, or ſcreen them if

am more aſhamed of the honour which

dete&ted. ,

-

If therefore the united voice of a peo
ple, exhauſted by the oppreſfions of a

Believe me, O Athenians! iſ

you, have ſo unanimouſly conferred upon
me this day, than of that unjuſt ſentence
which you paſſed upon me with ſo much
infamy
I kaeme sº-ſºlº Reard ºf aſ rººf. As a prº
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infamy the year before.

But it gives me
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which ſome ingenious men have endea

the utmoſt concern, upon your account,

voured to invalidate that evidence.

when I ſee that it is eaſier to merit your
favour and applauſe by flattering, and

deſign of the following ſhort eſſay is to
ſhew that they are not altogether unan
ſwerable. The principal of them are
here briefly ſtated . Whether they are

conniving at the rogueries of a pack

of

The

villains, than by a frugal and uncorrupt
adminiſtration of the publick revenues.” A confuted or not, muſt be left to the deter
He then diſcloſed all the frauds and thefts

mination of the reader.

which had been committed that year in
the treaſury, which he had privately mi
Ruted down for that purpoſe. The con
ſequence was, that all thoſe, who jutt be
fore had been ſo loud in his praiſe, were

fion of this ſubject, and of all that has

A full diſcuſ.

been, or might be urged on each fide the
queſtion, would be a work of much

greater compaſs. But this we may ven
ture to ſay, that if, in the courſe of theſe

ſtruck dumb with ſhame and confuſion;

B few obſervations, it ſhould appear that the

but he himſelf received thoſe high enco
miums, which he had ſo juſtly merited,
from every honeſt citizen. It is evident
from this whole paſſage, as related by

arguments here conſidered, and which are

Plutarch, that Ariſtides might have made

fiom, nor will the advocate for common

the main foundation of the immaterial

hypotheſis, are weak and defective, the

3efender of it will reap little advantage

his own fortune, at the expence of the ſenſe be much moved by any declama
publick, with the ſame eaſe, and to as Ctions, boaſts, or other indirect argu
great a degree as any of his predeceſſors ments, which have been uſed as auxilia
had done before, or any miniſters in mo: ries in ſupport of that hypotheſis.
dern ſtates have done ſince. For the reſt
The method of reaſoning made uſe of
of the officers, who ſeemed to think their

to prove the non-exiſtence of matter, is

chief duty conſiſted in making the moſt

founded upon, or at leaſt involves in it a
twofold miſtake. In the firſt place, from

of their places, ſhewed themſelves ex

tremely ready to conceal the peculation of D a difficulty or confuſion that may attend
their chief, becauſe it gave them a right. our conception of a thing, the exiſtence
to claim the ſame indulgence from him in of the thing itſelf is concluded to be im
return. A remark not reſtrićted to the poſſible. An argument which would
Athenians alone, but equally applicable prove every branch and article of know
to every corrupt adminiſtration under eve ledge to be erroneous : Inaſmuch as we
ry government. Hiſtory, both antient and can never attempt to penetrate into, or
modern, will furniſh us with numerous E accurately to explain the nature of the

inſtances of this truth, and poſterity will ſimpleſt phaenomenon, , without finding
probably make the ſame remark, when ourſelves ſtopt by ſomething that exceeds
the genuine hiſtory of ſome late admini our comprehenſion: Secondly, Great
frations ſhall ſee the light, in a future age. ſtreſs is laid on reaſons which are merely
verbal, and whoſe whole force conſiſts in

An ESSAY in DeFENce of a material
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the application of names to things, to
F which, in propriety of ſpeech, they are

Sº.
perſons may perhaps think it a
vain, and even ridiculous undertak

by no means applicable.

ing, to go ſeriouſly to work, to prove a

der.

thing ſo obvious in itſelf as the exiſtence
of a material world: That thoſe who diſ

believe the teſtimony of their ſenſes, are

To conſider the arguments in their or
1. “It is impoſſible to ſeparate ſenſi

ble objects, even in thought, from per
ception. Therefore their ſe, is perzipi;.

qut of the reach of all reaſon and argu G nor can they exiſt without being per
ment ; and that their dcºtline, like many ceived.” But what if the impoſſibility of
other chinerical motions, had better be ſeparating, in thought, ſenſible objests from
left to confute itſelf. And indeed there perception, be but a neceſſary conſequence
would be ſufficient room to objećt againſt of the nature of perception itſelf, and
any ſuch attempt, if an opinion that equally reconcileable with the exiſtence or
commonly prevails were true, “ that the non exiſtence of matter Material ob
arguments againſt matter, tho’ they pro Hjects, if we ſuppoſe them to exiſt, are
duce no conviction, at the ſame time ad objects of ſenſe ; an objeół of ſenſe, we
mit of no anſwer.” It were better not cannot otherwiſe conceive in thought;
to argue at all in vindication of the evi than as an objećt of ſenſe, i. e. we can.
dence of our ſenſes, than not to make it

not in thought, ſeparate perception from .

appear, wherein conſiſts the fallacy of it. That therefore ought not to be look
thoſe refined and ſpecious reaſonings, by ed upon as repugnant to the exiſtence of
B 9
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matter, which follows from the very ſup

ſay of any particular extenſion (an inch,

poſition of its exiſtence, and which ari

for inſtance, or a mile) that in itſelf it is
neither great nor ſmall: Becauſe the terms
great and ſmall belong only to extenſion
comparatively confidered. Nor are we

fing from the nature of perception, would
neceſſarily be the caſe on any ſuppoſition
whatever.

Beſides—may not any one make uſe therefore guilty of the abſurdity of ſup
of the ſame argument to prove to him- A poſing it to be extenſion in general. For
ſelf that no other mind exiſts beſides his
extenſion in general muſt be ſuppoſed to
own

As thus—A mind diſtinčt from

include in it, at the ſame time that it ex

my own, not being to me an object of

clude: all particular degrees of great and

ſenſe, is an objećt of my underſtanding:
Nor can I conceive it any otherwiſe than
as an object of my underſtanding : Its

{mall Conſequently it is a term belong

underſtanding or mind it has no exiſtence.

compariſon. The true ſtate of the caſe
ſeems, in ſhort, to be this. An extended

ing to extenſion conſidered comparatively,

and cannot with any juſtice be applied to
eft therefore is intelligi, and out of my B extenſion when confidered without ſuch
2. “ The immediate objects of our
perception are ideas . Ideas can be like
nothing but ideas, &c.” But why ſhould
this be ſaid, when there are certain ideas,

an object either of ſenſe or the imagina

viz. thoſe of the primary qualities of bo.

tion, it becomes at the ſame time, by its

ſubſtance is in itſelf neither great nor

fmall. But fince, whenever it becomes

dies, which the mind naturally and ne-C aſſociation with other objects, a ſubjećt of
ceſſarily conſiders as reſemblances or re

compariſon ; it follows that we cannot

preſentations of external archetypes If have the idea of an extended ſubſtance,
we would explain the nature and origin without the idea of its relative magnitude.
of this reſemblance, we find ourſelves
Much in the ſame manner may be
puzzled, as we always muſt be when we
attempt to refine upon the firſt and moſt

ſhewn the unreaſonableneſs of applying

thoſe arguments which prove that the ſeſ.
obvious principles of our knowledge. If it P condary qualities of bodies have no exiſt
be alledged, that an idea which is itſelf ence without the mind, to prove the ſame
neither ſolid nor extended, cannot be like with regard to the primary. E.g. “The
a thing ſolid and extended ; we may re ſame thing which to one animai is hardly
ply by turning the difficulty the other diſcernible, to another is of a mountain.
way, and aſking—How it comes to paſs, ous magnitude. , Neither of theſe appa
ſuppoſing thoſe properties to be only ideal, rent magnitudes has a greater right to be
that by an idea which is neither ſolid nor F looked upon as real than the other. But
extended, ſolidity and extenſion ſhould the ſame body cannot be at the ſame time.
of different dimenſions; therefore it has
no real magnitude at all.” The weak
called a difficulty) is full as inexplicable neſs of which argument will be clearly
as the other. From whence we may in ſeen, if we attend to the diſtinétion above.
fer, that ſuch inexplicable difficulties mentioned. The real extenſion of the
F body, whether perceived by the one or
prove nothing either way.
3. “Great and final are terms en the other of theſe animals, is one and the
tirely relative. Extenſion therefore with ſame. But that is no reaſon why the rela
out the mind is neither great nor ſmall, tive magnitude or extenfion ſhould not be
i. e. it is nothing at all.”
different, as that depends not only on the
be preſented or ſuggeſted to the mind 2
And one difficulty (if it can properly be

In other words—A thing is capable of
being compared : In conſequence of this
compariſon, it receives a name expreſſing

real extenſion, but likewiſe on the ſenfi

the idea which reſults from the compari

to exiſt, yet how can that which is inac

ſon : That idea, with the name belonging
to it, is merely relative; therefore the thing

or produce ideas in the mind **

exiſts not at all.

tive faculties of the percipient.
4, “ Tho' matter ſhould be allowed

tive and unthinking be a cauſe of thought,

That this (notwith

There are two kinds of a&tion, the one

ſtanding the abſurdity of it) is exactly
the ſame argument otherwiſe expreſſed,
will appear evidently, if we reflect on the

is the beginning or production of motion,
the other in the exciting of ideas. That
inanimate matter is not endued with a

difference between the ideas belonging to

power of beginning motion will eaſily be

a thing conſidered by itſelf, and thoſe

granted.

But is the connexion between

which we gain by comparing it with other two powers, ſo apparently unlike each
things. This diſtinétion is fºunded in other, ſuch, that matter, as wanting the
the nature of things, and is of univerſal cne, muſt neceſſarily want the other alſo r
uſe and propricty. We may therefore Or is there any contradićtion in ſuppoſing
-

it
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it to be inačtive in the former ſenſe, and tion, and confider the improvements made
aštive in the latter The manner indeed in natural philoſophy, we find that almoſt
in which matter can excite ideas is inex every diſcovery gives us an infight into
plicable. But it is equally inexplicable ſome part of the oeconomy of nature be
in what manner ideas can be excited at
fore unknown : Which part at the ſame
all, or how one ſpirit can ačt upon ano time appears ſo intimately connected with,
ther.
A and of ſo neceſſary uſe to other parts, that
To theſe four articles may be reduced we have no doubt of its having ſubſiſted
all the dire& proofs that are urged in fa ever ſince the preſent frame of the world
vour of the immaterial hypotheſis. For began to exiſt. Thus, no one doubts
as to the others of an inferior kind, which that the blood has always circulated in
are taken from its conſequences, they are the human body, tho' it was not diſco
of very little weight, if confidered inde vered ſo to do, till of late years ; that
Pendently of the former. From the view B there were millions of animals and other
we have taken of theſe, it may perhaps be bodies inviſible to the naked eye, before
no unfair concluſion, that the ſtreſs which the invention of microſcopes : That te
has been laid on them was owing to the leſcopes occaſioned the diſcovery only, not
two miſtakes mentioned in the beginning : the exiſtence of thoſe ſtars which had ne
That difficulties of conception, appre ver been ſeen but for the help of thoſe in
hended or created, gave riſe to the firſt ſtruments. When we examine with a
and ſecond arguments, the miſapplication C microſcope into the minute parts of the
of names to the third, and both together animal or vegetable world, we are fur
to the fourth.
prized to find a new ſyſtem of bodies, va
But in order to clear up this point, ſome rious in ſize, ſhape, and ſubſtance. And
thing yet remains to be done. The ex in theſe the moſt extraordinary workman
iſtence of matter has in itſelf nothing of ſhip and contrivance, which, though it
doubt or difficulty. But a mind that has valtiy exeted our comprehenſion, yet by
been perplexed with metaphyſical refine D the ſimilitude it bears to the works of na
ments on the ſubjećt, is apt to require ture that are more familiar to us, informs
more evidence than is ſufficient for the ſa
us of its uſe in producing thoſe phaeno
tisfaction of the unprejudiced mind. It mena with which we were before ac
may be proper therefore to enquire, whe quainted. Theſe things have all lain hid
ther there be not ſome proof of this truth, for many ages : And many of them pro
additional to that in which the mind na
bably are reſerved for future diſcoveries.
turally acquieſces without any formal de e Now, if ſenſible objects are nothing
ductions of reaſon. And here we muſt but ideas, where, before their diſcovery,
cbſerve, that if the arguments that were were thoſe parts of nature, ſo long un
intended to invalidate this fundamental
known to us According to this ſcheme
proof, the evidence of our ſenſes, have they exiſted not at all. Did not life then
been ſhewn to be weak and inconcluſive; depend on the circulation of the blood
then, the almoſt univerſal agreement of before Dr. Havey's time 2 Were the
mankind, and the natural primary dic F operations of nature performed in a quite
tates of every man's underſtanding, in different and infinitely more ſimple man
favour of the exiſtence of matter, might iner, before than ſince the diſcovery of
be ſufficient to enforce our aſſent. The
thoſe minute particles, with their ſeveral
general prevalence of this opinion, with conne&ions and operations, which we
the manner in which it forces itſelf on
now know to be inſtrumental in the pro
the mind, and the aſtoniſhment and diſbe duction of ſenſible appearances 2 If every
lief with which the firſt oppoſition to it is G thing was done without them before,
always received, afford us a ſtrong pre what need of them now *
If we allow matter to exiſt, we have a
ſumption of its truth, and furniſh it with
a defence againſt all ſceptical and refined clear, tho’ partial and confined view of
objections. The arguments therefore that the Divine oeconomy of the world we
are made uſe of to convince a man that

live in, of the connexions and mutual

he is miſtaken in fancying what he calls

dependencies of its ſeveral parts, of the

his body, to be ſomething really ſolid and H inſtrumentality of ſuch things as are out
extended (which there are very few but
would be apt to think a ſelf-evident truth)

of the reach of our immediate inſpection,
to the production of the variºus pha-no

ought to be very clear, and founded on
ſome determinate and certain principles,

amazing citain of cauſes and effects, which

or they have no claim to be regarded.

gives us the moſt exalted notion of the

If we take a view of the works of crea

mena of nature; and in generai, of that

wiſdom of the Creator.
I} b 2

Whereas on the
contrary
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contrary ſuppoſition,
nothing can be more prejudiced mind. And the nearer any
peºplexed, or more involved in abſurdi

truth approaches to the certainty of ſelf.
evidence, the leſs is to be ſaid in explica

ties and inconſiſtencies, than our no
tions of the whole and every part of the

tion or confirmation of it.

ſyſtem of ſenſible objećts, which we call
the world.

CoPY of the WILL of the late Lieutenant

For, altho' it muſt be con

feſſed, that we ſhould even then obſerve A

a wonderful variety and beautiful arrange
ment in the ideas that compoſed it 5 yet.
as to the uſefulneſs and ſubſerviency of

one part to another, and of every part to
the whole; that in ſpite of every no.
ment's obſervation, we ſhould be obliged

General H A W L E Y.

in body
I BE IN G perfeótly well both
writing

this
and mind now that I am
my laſt will, by which I do hereby give
order and diſpoſe of what is mine, both
real and perſonal, that there may be ne
diſputes after I am gone. Therefore, as

to diſcard as a vulgar and unphiloſophical B I began the world with nothing, and as
notion. For, if ſenſible objeć's be no all I have is of my own acquiring, I can
thing but ideas excited in the mind by the diſpoſe of it as i pleaſe. But, firſt, I
immediate action of the Deity, there can

direét and order (that as there is now a

be no ſuch thing amongſt them as cauſe

peace and I may die the common way) my
carcaſe may be put any where; it is equal
to me: But I will have no more expence or

and effect : No inſtrumentality or ſub

ſerviency, while they ſpring immediately

and independently on one another, from C ridiculous ſhew, than if a poor ſoldier (whe
that univerſal ſource. Thus, it muſt be

a folly to imagine, that light or heat
proceeds from the ſun, or that rain con

is as good a man) was to be buried from
the hoſpital. The prieſt, I conclude, wiłł

have his fee : Let the puppy have it. Pay

Debts,
Theſe muſt be miſtaken conceits ariſing I have none at this time; ſome very ſmall
from our obſerving certain appearances to trifles of courſe there may be: Let them
follow one another according to certain D be aid ; there is wherewith to do it.
invariable rules. But what a perplexity Firſt, Then, to my only fifter Anne Haw
muſt it occaſion in the mind of one ac ley, if ſhe ſurvives me, I give and be
cuſtomed to contemplate and ſearch into queath five thouſand pounds ſterling out
the works of nature, to think that all that of the 750ol, which I have at this time in
is admirable in them is only outſide and Bank annuities of 1748. Be that altered

tributes to the growth of vegetables.

the carpenter for the carcaſe box.

ſhew ; that when he is endeavouring to

or not, I ſtill give her five thouſand

penetrate into the hidden ſprings and E pounds out of what I die worth, to diſpoſe
cauſes of the various motions and appear of as ſhe pleaſes ; and this to be made
ances, he is only hunting after a chimera over to her, or paid, as ſoon as poſſible
after I am dead; a month at moſt. As
to any other relations, I have none who

of the brain ; that there are no ſuch
ſprings or cauſes, but every object of his
£nſe exiſts independently on all others ;

want : And as I never was married I

and that the vaſt and ſolid fabrick of the

have no heirs: I therefore have long ſince

univerſe has juſt the ſame kind, tho’ not F taken it in my head to adopt one heir,
altogether the ſame manner of exiſtence, and ſon, after the manner of the Romans,
as the idleſt phantoms of a diſtempered who I hereafter name.
imagination.
If ſuch arguments as theſe are too po

But, Firſt, there is one Mrs. Elizabeth
Toovey, widow, mother of this aforeſaid

pular for thoſe who are accuſtoned to con adopted ſon, who has been for many years
ider the ſubject in a more refined way, my friend and companion, and often my
one might recommend it to their conſide. G careful nurſe, and in my abſence a faith
ration, that tho' an argument be intelli ful ſteward ; She is the perſon I think
gible to a common capacity, that circum myſelf bound in honour and gratitude to

fiance is no proºf of its weakneſs. , Nor provide for, as well as I can, during her
ought it to creaſe a prejudice againſt our
fide of the queſtion, that the arguments

life. I do therefore give and bequeath
unto the ſaid Elizabeth Toovey, widow,
againſ it are more in number, more ſub all that my freehold eſtate, houſes, out
tle, and, to appearance, deeper and more H houſes, &c., and all the land thereo be
philoſophical than can be urged in its de longing, fituate at the upper end of
fence. For that is the caſe with regard to Weſt-Green, in the pariſh of Hartley
moſt plain points, in which the founda Wintney, and county of Southampton,
tion of aſſent lies open to common ſenſe. which I bought of William Shipway I

# is very difficult to make them clearer likewiſe give to the ſaid Elizabeth Tºovey
than they appear at firſt fight to an un the lands or ſarm commonly called Exalts
-

2.

farm,

1759.

of Lieutenant-General Hawley.

farm, which join to the aforeſaid lands
bought of William Shipway, and which
I bought of lord Caſtlemain. I alſo give
her the field joining thereto, which I
bought of farmer Hellhouſe, called the
Paddock. I likewiſe give to the ſaid Eli
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As to his brother lieutenant-colonel

John Toovey, I give and bequeath unto
him one thouſand pounds out of the mo
ney the government owes me, when paid.
I alſo give him all my horſes and arms. I

alſo give him up the writings and money
zabeth Toovey my farmhouſe, otherhouſe, A which his brother captain William Too.
and all out houſes, &c. and all the lands yey owes me, lent him for the ſeveral pre
thereto belonging, fituate at the bottom ferments in the regiment.
I give and bequeath to Elizabeth Bur
kett, ſpinſter, one hundred pounds, as "

of Weſt Green pariſh, and county afore
ſaid, which farm, lands, &c. I bought
of farmer Hellhouſe. I likewiſe give and
bequeath unto the ſaid Elizabeth Toovey
the great meadow which I bought of B
Thomas Ellis, carpenter, or Wright,
which is commonly called Tilligany; and

Likewiſe if lieutenant-colonel J. T. ſhould.

I give alſo the little meadow overagainſt
the great one, part of the purchaſe made
of farmer Hellhouſe, to her. And I alſo
give to the ſaid Elizabeth Toovey a little

be fool enough ever to marry her Elizabeth
Burkett, I diſannul whatever relates to her
and him, and I give nothing either to
lieutenant-colonel T. or to her. And if

barn and farm I lately purchaſed, called C
Birchen Reeds, upon Hazely-heath, in
the pariſh of Mattingly, or Heezfield. I
likewiſe give and bequeath to the ſaid Eli
zabeth Toovey my houſe, ſtables, out

after all this they ſhould be both fools, and

legacy, ſhe having been a uſeful agreeabla
handmaid to me; but upon this condition,
that ſhe never marries lieutenant-colonel

J.T., if ſhe does I give her nothing.

marry, I do hereby give (what I had given
to them) I ſay, I give it to my fiſter Anne
Hawley, and her heirs; and order her or
them to ſue for the ſame.

houſes, and all the ground theieto belong

I once more appoint captain William
ing, which I purchaſed lately of the wi Toovey my executor and truſtee ; and I
dow Rooke, ſituate in the pariſh of St. D order him to adminiſter : There is no
George, near Hyde-park Gate, in the debts will trouble him, or his mother :
county of Middleſex, ſhe to hold and What there is, ſhe ſhall pay : And that
poſſeſs theſe ſeveral houſes and eſtates du he immediately wait on my fiſter with a
ring her natural life; and then after her copy of this will, if ſhe ſurvives me; if
deceaſe I give and bequeath them unto her not what I give her is his. In caſe I have
Recond ſon captain William Toovey, my not time to make another will, my houſe
adopted ſon and heir (at preſent a captain E in the Mews, which leaſe is almoſt out,
in the regiment of royal dragoons under my fiſter has already by my gift. My
my command) then when his mother dies, houſe at Charlton I ſhall ſell, ſo do not
and not before, the whole which I have mention it. I have no other will but this,
and do give to her, to come to him, and which is my laſt. In witneſs whereof I
be his and his heirs for ever. And I do have hereunto ſet my hand and ſeal, hav
direct and require the ſaid captain William ing writ it all with my own hand, and
Toovey, that as ſoon as I am dead, he F ſigned each page : And this I did, be
ſhall forthwith take upon him both my cauſe I hate all prieſts of all profeſſions,
names, and fign them, either by ačt of and have the worſt opinion of all members
parliament, or otherways, as ſhall be of the law. This the 29th of March, in
needful. I do order and appoint that the the 24th year of the reign of king George
aforeſaid Elizabeth Toovey ſhall have the the Second, and in the year of our Lord
(L. S.)
uſe of all my goods, plate, &c. during 1749.
her life, as alſo the uſe and intereſt of

HE. HAw LEY.

all the ſums of money I die poſſeſſed of Signed, ſealed, and delivered by
in preſent, as alſo what ſhall be due to me
lieutenant-general Henry Haw
from the government, during her natural
ley in our preſence, who like
life ; except always the five thouſand
wife in his preſence have ſub
ſcribed our names as witneſſes.
which I give my ſiſter, and what
J. Wilkinſon, Samuel Moſs,
egacies hereafter follow, and debts paid,
myI horſes
and arms
excluſive.
Patt. Maguire.
do appoint
captain
Will Toovey my H What follows
in this ſheet is a codicil

!.

ſole executor and truſtee, to ſee this my
will executed punctually, and to ačt in
behalf of my fiſter, his mother, brother,
and himſelf, and to ſtate my accompts
with my agent for the time being, and all

others concerned.

te

the foregoing will; but, without making
any alteration in the ſaid foregoing will.
I by this give and bequeath to captain
William Toovey, and his heirs, that
farm and lands called Hurlebatts farm ly
ing

5
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ing near Hartford bridge ; which lands I
lately purchaſed of James Hare, yeoman;

April

ley-Mill, &c. The mill I give to cap
tain William Toovey, and order him as

the houſe and barns not being yet pur

before, to pay my fitter fifty pounds a year

chaſed, nor twenty pounds a year belong

penny-rent quarterly.

ing to it: But as the ſaid James Hare is

have articled for an eſtate called Blue

under an obligation to ſell it to me at a

houſe farm (tho' the writings are not fi

And whereas H

tipulated price, within twelve months, I Aniſhed) when done, I give to captain
do give the ſaid houſe, lands, &c. to the

William Toovey in preſent. I give to

faid capt. William Toovey in the ſame

Elizabeth Burkett one thouſand pounds

manner as the lands firſt mentioned ;

to be paid her by her aunt Mrs. Elizabeth
Toovey, out of the ready money I leave

therefore I have hereunto ſet my hand and

ſeal this ſeventh day of November in the

to her either in the funds or elſewhere ;

25th year of the reign of king George the

this in lieu of the mortgage mentioned

second, in the year of our Lord 1749.

B before.

HE. HAw LEY.

signed, ſealed, and delivered by
lieutenant-general Hawley in the
preſence of us, who likewiſe in

his preſence have tubſcribed our
names as witneſſes.

Am. Hodges, Thomas Gib
ſon, Henry Romerman.

I give more to Mrs. Elizabeth

Toovey, widow, the one thouſand five
hundred pounds lent upon the turnpike,
as before-mentioned. I give to lieutenant
colonel John Toovey all my arms, horſes,
books, plans, and everything that is mi
litary. Witneſs my hand and ſeal this
C 28th of February, 1752, in the 27th
year of the reign of king George the Se
cond, Dnno Aonini 1752.

This ſheet is alſo a codicil to my will.

(L. S.)

Whereas my eſtate is encreaſed fince

HE. H.Awl EY.

the former date, by the purchaſe of Dipley Signed, ſealed, and delivered by
Mill, and lands, &c. the eto belonging,
lieutenant general Hawley in the
at the rent of fifty pounds a year, and by D preſence of us, who likewiſe in
a mortgage of one thouſind pounds upon
his preſence have ſet our names
the eſtate of one John Fly at Odiam, as
at witneſſes.
alſo of or by a mortgage of one thouſand
John Smith. william Dol
five hundred pounds upon the toll of the
lery. John Baigen.
turnpike at Pheanife-green pariſh, of Hart:
This ſheet is alſo a codici) to my will.
ley-Wintney; I do give to the aforeſaid Whereas my eſtate is again encreaſed ſince
Anne Hawiey, my ſiſter, the above ſaid E the laſt date, having now purchaſed the
mill, lands, &c. for her life; after her, aforeſaid Blue houſe farm, as alſo a farm

to captain William Toovey; and order

and houſe and lands at Hallfide, near

him to pay her fifty pounds a year penny

rent, by half yearly payments. I give to

Odiam, of one Mr. Horne, rent twenty
one pounds a year, I give the ſaid lands,

Elizabeth Burkett the thouſand pounds

&c. of both the above farms to the fore

mortgage upon John Fly's eſtate; and I ſaid William Toovey. [I alſ|ive unto him
give to captain William Toovey the one F the mortgag of four tho and pounds
thouſand five hundred pounds loan on the
toll as above, in preſent to him. Wit

which I am t aveupon Mr. I Cottingham's

neſs my hand and ſeal, this 22d day of

good

eſtate in Ham

ire, when the

t!e

is made

which I is now befor uncil.]

If it

ſhould not be made good, I give the in
tereſt of that four thouſand pounds to his
Second, Anno Dom. 1750.
mother, Elizabeth Toovey, for her life;
(L. S.)
He. HAwley. G and afterwards to him the ſaid William
Toovey ; as likewiſe all the moneys he
Signed, ſealed, and delivered by
ſhall receive on my account due from the
Íieutenant-general Henry Haw
government; the intereſt of which I have
ley in the preſence of us, who
before given to her for her life. The ti
likewiſe in his preſence have ſet
tle of the mortgage having not been made
cur names as witneſſes.
good, I have ſcratched thoſe lines out, as
John Smith. John Baigen.
H above. Whatever purchaſes I may here
Jaque Gaillard.
This ſheet is alſo a codicil to my will. after make, or whatever money I ſhall
whereas ſince the foregoing codicil I hereafter lend upon mortgage, I give te
the aforeſaid captain William Toovey.
have purchaſed that eſtate at Odiam, on
which I had a mortgage, being fifty Witneſs my hard and ſeal this fixteenth
pounds a year I give that in preſent to day of May, in the 28th year of the
reign
my fifter Aime Hawley, inſtead of Dip

Oćtober, 26 year of king George the

Affair of AME Rose Guys and the Jesurrs.
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1759.
reign of king George the Second, Anno offered her 150,000 livres, if ſhe would
give up his papers; but what ſhe had heard
Domini 1753.
(L. S.)
of her grandfather's immenſe wealth,
HE. Haw LEY.

made her reject this offer ; and, in Au

guſt, 1716, her huſband Berenger went
to Bieſt, to ſue for the money and effe&ts.
lieutenant-general Hawley in
A Meeting with many difficulties, he ap
preſence of us, who in his pre
ſence have ſet our names as wit
plied, thro' a friend, to the chancellor
neſſes.
Dagueſilau, who having taken cognizance
of the affair, the Jeſuits informed him,
Robert Leggat. Henry Romerman.

Signed, ſealed, and delivered by

Proved, London, with four codicils, the

that they had ſettled everything with the

true heir of Ambroſe Guys, to his con
tent. This being found falſe, and Be
rogate, by the oath of William Toovey, Brenger having no more money to proſe
Eſq; the ſole executor named in the ſaid cute the ſuit, it was brought before the
will, to whom adminiſtration was granted parliament of Britany as a criminal pro
having been firſt ſworn duly to adminiſter. ceſs, and the parliament ordered the uſual
informations to be taken. M. Dagueſ
Wm. Legard,
Mar. 27, Pet. St. Eloy,
ſeau, the chancellor, having been exiled
24th of March of 1759, before the worſhip

ful Geo. Harris, doctor of laws, and ſur

1.

1759.

Hen. Stevens,

8

-

a little before to Freſne, and the ſeals

C given to M. d’Argenſon, the Jeſuits pre
The jeſuitſ ſeem to be upon the Eve of great ſented a memorial to the latter, ſetting
Mortification in France, at the ſame Time forth, that there never had exiſted ſuch a
they are diſgraced in Portugal, as may man as Ambroſe Guys. On which Mr.
be gathered from the following Relation.
d'Argenſon ordered the attorney-general
MB R O SE Guys was born at Apt of the parliament of Rennes, to ſend him
in Provence, Nov. 13, 1613. He the grounds on which the parliament
followed the buſineſs of a paſtry-cook at D went, and to ſtop all further proceedings.
Marſeilles till 1661, when, his wife dy
Mr. Dagueſſeau, being ſoon aſter re
ing, he reſolved to go to the Weſt-Indies. ſtored to his place, the Jeſuits, who, in
Chance leading him to Brazil, he ſettled 1716, had wrote to him that they had
there, and having learned, from Negroes ſettled with Ambroſe Guys' heir, deli
he had bought, the ſecret of gathering vered to him in 1721, an extraćt of a
gold duſt, he employed himſelf therein pariſh regiſter, ſhewing that Ambroſe
forty years. At length, being now 88, E. Guys died at Alicant, Nov. 6, 1665, ſo
he determined to return to France, and
poor, that he was buried by charity. One
embarked on board the Philippeaux, capt. of Berenger's friends wrote to an ac
Beauchene. He put on board this veſſel quaintance at Alicant to compare this
all his effects, amounting to upwards of extract with the original regiſter, but the
1,900,ooo livres in gold, a conſiderable keeper thereof never would ſuffer it. On
fun in ſilver, eight boxes of precious this eclairciſſement, the aëtion was going
ſtones, and many other valuable effects. F to be begun again, when Dagueſſeau was
He landed at Rochelle, Aug. 6, 1701. a ſecond time exiled to Freſne. Thus
As he intended to go to Paris to negotiate the whole was ſtopt till M. d’Armenon
his effects, and afterwards return to the ville, to whom the ſeals were given dur
place of his nativity, he went on board a ing the chancellor's ſecond diſgrace, got
ſhip bound to Havre-de-Grace, which an order made in the council of regency,
was forced by contrary winds into Breſt, (Feb. 16, 1723) that the order of the
where finding himſelf ill he ſent for the G parliament of Rennes ſhould be executed;
Jeſuits, for whom he had letters from but that the preſident and the king's proc
ſome of their ſociety in Brazil. Father tor of the preſidial of Quimper ſhould
Chauvel, proctor of their houſe at Breſt, take the informations. This preſident
came to him, and perſuaded him to ſuffer had at that time a nephew, and the proc
himſelf to be brought into their convent tor had a brother and a couſin German
to be better taken care of. He died there
among the Jeſuits : Wherefore Berenger
in a few days.
H petitioned the council, that the informa
It was fifteen years before his grand tions might be taken as the parliament of
daughter, who was married to Mr. Be Rennes had firſt ordered ; bºt this was
renger, an ordinary tradeſman, got no rejected by a freſh arret of council, May
tice of the old man's return to France,

1, 1723.

and of his death.

In this extremity Bererger petitiered
the parliament of Brittan; to be again

Father Rigor, whom

ſhe ſaw with the abbeſs of St. Sauveur,
7

adri, te:

2OO

Villainy of the Jesuits diſcovered.

April

admitted to bring an ačtion of debt for
the effects, &c. which was granted by an
arret of the 8th of July, 1723. On which
the Jeſuits had recourſe to the council,
and obtained an arret (Auguſt 7.) en

after, in this matter as a civil cauſe. Be

joining the attorney-general to tranſmit

fore this petition could be granted, it was

Brittany of the 30th of December, 1743,

might be confirmed; and that they might
be diſcharged from all proſecutions or en
quiries, either for the preſent, or there

to them the motives of the parliament's A neceſſary that the papers relating to this
arret; which being done, the council, on
the 13th of November, iſſued a new ar
ret, ordering their two former, of the
16th of February and 1ſt of May, to be
carried into execution. The Jeſuits now

ſuit ſhould be reviſed. Among theſe was
found one never heard of before. This
was a kind of will of father Chauvel,

containing a ſtate or inventory of Am
broſe Guys' effects, with an eſtimate of

applica to parliament for a final ſen: the value of each article.
tence in their favour, and to be allowed B. Notwithſtanding the utmoſt pains taken
150,000 livres by way of reparation, and by the rich heireſs, ſhe never could get
for damages and intereſt, to be recovered

poſſeſſion of thoſe treaſures, and died at

as they could. The proper officer of the Paris, Feb. 16, 1748, aged 81, after
prefidial
of Quimper having delivered his ſubſiſting the laſt thirty years of her life

;

informations, the parliament, on the
the ſucceſſive charity of different per
ons.
3oth of December, iſſued a definitive ar:
ret, by which the Jeſuits were diſmiſſed C Her death, however, did not put an
from the bar, and power given them to end to this affair. The council of flate,
ſue for reparation, expences, damages, in the end of laſt year, confirmed, by a
intereſt, &c.
new arret, the arret of Feb. 11, 1736 :Berenger, whoſe health had ſuffered And by a third arret in the month of
much by this affair, died at Rennes, in January laſt the Jeſuits are condemned
November, 1723, and left his widow to reſtore to the heirs of Ambroſe Guys
unable to commence a new ſuit.

In this D the ſum of eight millions of livres,
with intereſt finde a demand was made :

ſituation ſhe implored the aſſiſtance of
cardinal Fleury, who referred her to the
viſitor of the Jeſuits, who was lately ar
rived from Rome at Paris.

This father

which amounts, in the whole, to above
17,800,000 livres. [Upwards of 741,6661.
ſterling.]

received her very graciouſly, and told her,
that it was true that Ambroſe Guys died A Description of QUE BE c. By
P. Charlevoix.
among the Jeſuits at Breſt ; but that as E
UEBEC can boaſt a freſh water
he was not to make any ſtay in France,
he could not ſerve her ; and that ſhe muſt

apply to the principal of the Jeſuits, who
being accordingly ſpoke to, anſwered,
that he did not intermeddle in ſuch things,

harbour, capable of containing 1.co
mºn of war of the line, at 11o leagues
diſtance from the ſea.

It lies on the moſt

navigable river in the univerſe,
but that he would ſee about it.
The river St. Laurence up to the Iſle of
The affair was no more talked of till F Orleans, that is, for about 112 leagues
1736, when the king in council iſſued an from its mouth, is no where leſs than from
arret (February 11.) “ condemning all four to five leagues broad; but above that
the Jeſuits of the kingdom, jointly and iſle it narrows ſo, that before Quebec it
ſeverally, to reſtore to the heils of Am is not above a mile over. Hence this
broſe Guys the ſpecific effects left by him, place got the name of Quebeis, or Que
or in default thereof, to pay them the bec, which, in the Algonquin tongue,
ſum of eight millions of livres by way of G ſignifies a ſtraitning, or ſtrait. The A
reſtitution.” But by an unconcievable benaquis, whoſe language is a diale&t of
fatality, a copy of the arret could never the Algonquin, called it Quelibeck,
be obtained.
which ſignifies a place ſhut up or con
The widow Berenger, after wandering cealed, becauſe, as you enter from the
from place to
came to Verſailles
little river of Chaudiere (by which theſe
about the end of the ſame year, to throw ſavages come to Quebec from Acadia)
herſelf at the king's feet. She ſtaid there H the point of Levy, which juts out be.
till November, 1737, and preſerved no yond the Iſle of Orleans, entirely hides

º

the ſouth channel of the river St. Lau

leſs than eight petitions to his majeſty.
What gave occaſion to this arret of the

rence, as the Iſle of Orleans does that on

king's council of flate was a petition pre
ſented to the council by the Jeſuits, pray
ing that the arret of the Parliament of

of Quebec appears like a large baſon, or

the north ; ſo that from thence the port
bay, land-lock'd on all fides.
-
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Description of Q_U E B E C.
The city lies a league higher than the ſuits college, and, in the ſpace between,
point of Levy, on the ſame ſide, and in handſome buildings. From the place of
the place where the river is narroweit. arms run two ſtreets, croſſed by a third,

But between it and the Iſle of Orleans is

and which form a large ſquare or iſle, en
tirely taken up by the church and con

a baſon, a full league in diameter every

way, into which the river St. Charlºs vent of Recolle&ts. The ſecond ſquare
empties itſelf from the N. W. Quebec A has two deſcents to the river St. Charles,
itands exićtly between this river and Cape one very ſteep, joining to the ſeminary,
Diamond, which advances out behind it.

with but few houſes ; the other near the

The anchorage or road is oppoſite in 25
fathonis, good ground ; however, when
the wind blows hard at N. E. ſhips often
drive, but without danger.
The firſt thing you meet at landing is
an open Place, of a middling compaſs,

Jeſuits incloſure, which winds very much,
has the hoſpital on one fide about mid

B

and irregular form, with a row of houſes

in front, tolerably built, and having the
rock behind them, ſo that they have no
great depth. Theſe form a pretty long
ſtreet, which takes up all the breadth of
the ground, and extends from right to C
left to two paſſages which lead to the high
town. This opening is bounded on the
left by a ſmall church, and on the right
by two rows of houſes running parallel
to each other.

There is alſo another

range of buildings between the church
and the port : And along the ſhore, as D
you go to Cape Diamond, there is a pretty
long row of houſes on the edge of a bay,
called the Bay of Mothers ; this port
may be regarded as a kind of ſuburb to
the lower town.

way, and is bordered with ſmall houſes.
This goes to the palace, the refidence of
the intendant of the province. On the
other fide the Jeſuits college near their
church is a pretty long ſtreet, with a con
vent of Urſuline nuns.

As to the reſt,

the high town is built on a foundation of
rock, partly marble and partly ſlate ; it

has greatly increaſed within twenty years
is not regularly fortified, but

P aft.
Quebec

they have been long at work to render it
capable of a ſiege. The town, as it is,
is naturally ſtrong; the port is flanked by

two baſtions, which at high tides are even
almoſt with the water, that is to ſay, they
are 25 feet high, which is the height the
tides flow here at the equinoxes. A little
above the baſtion, to the right, is a half
baſtion cut out of the rock ; and a lit

tle higher, nearer the fort, is a battery
mounted, of 25 pieces. Higher ſtill is a
ſquare fort called the Citadel ; the ways

Between this ſuburb and the latter you
aſcend to the high town, by a paſſage ſo E that communicate between theſe fortifica
ſteep, that they have been obliged to cut tions are extremely rugged. To the left
ſteps in the rock, ſo that it is only pračti of the port, along the road to the river
cable on foot, but as you turn from the St. Charles, are good batteries of cannon
lower town to the right hand, there is a and ſome mortars.
From the angle of the citadel facing
way more eaſy, with houſes on each fide.
In the place where theſe two paſſages the town they have drawn a curtain aſlant,
meet, begins the high town towards the F which joins a redoubt pretty ſteep, on
river, for there is another part of the which is a windmill fortified. Deſcend
lower town towards the river St. Charles.
ing from hence you find, within a muſket
The firſt building you meet, as you aſ ſhot, a tower with a baſtion, and at an
cend from the right hand, is the epiſcopal equal diſtance a ſecond. The deſign was
palace; the left is ſurrounded with houſes. to cover all this part with a counterſcarp,
As you advance 20 paces further, you having the ſame angles as the baſtions,

find yourſelf between two large ſquares. G and which ſhould end at the extremity of

the convent of Recollects, and part of the

the rock, near the palace (of the inten
dant) where there is already a ſmall re
doubt, as there is and ther on Cape Dia
mond. I know not why the deſign was

1emainder of the ſquare is ſurrounded

not executed.

That on the left is the place of arms, ad

joining to the fort, which is the reſidence
of the governor-general ; oppoſite to it is
with well built houſes.

P. Charlevoix, after giving an account
In the ſquare on the right hand ſtands H of the inhabitants, makes the following

the cathedral church, which is alſo the

only pariſh church in the city. The ſe
mimary lies on one fide in a corner, form
ed by the great river and the river St.
Charles ; oppoſite the cathedral is the Je
April, 1759.

refle&tions.

The Engliſh, our neighbours, are of
a very different charaćter, and whoever
were to judge cf the two colonies by th:

aćtions and nanners of the people, would
C c

Pronounce
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pronounce ours to be the moſt flouriſhing.
In New-England, and other parts of the

,

pleaſe his audience. But happy would he
be were theſe the only difficulties he had
B.itiſh empire in America, their reigns to encounter ; there are many other more
indeed a wealth, which the poſſeſſors ſeem dangerous combinations againſt the little
not to know the uſe of. In New France wit of the age. Our poet's performance
there is a poverty concealed by an air of muſt undergo a proceſs truly chemical
eaſe and content, which ſeems natural. A before it is preſented to the publick. It
Commerce, and the improvement of their muſt be tried in the manager's fire, ſtrained
plantations, ſtrengthen the Engliſh. The thro' a licenſer, and purified in the Re
induſtry of the French ſupports them, and view, or the news paper of the day. At
their gaiety, natural to the nation, ren this rate, before it can come to a private
ders them agreeable. The Engliſh plan table, it may probably be a mere caput
ter amaſſes riches, and makes no ſuper mortuum, and only proper entertainment
fluous expences. The French planter B for the licenſer, manager, or critic him
ſpends what he gets, and often makes a ſelf. But it may be anſwered, that we
ſhew of what he has not. The Engliſh have a ſufficient number of plays upon
man labours for poſterity, the Frenchman our theatres already, and therefore there
leaves his heirs to ſtruggle with the ſame is no need of new ones. But are they
difficulties he found himſelf, without trou ſufficiently good
And is the credit of
bling his head further. The American our age nothing Muſt our preſent times
Engliſh are not fond of war, becauſe they C paſs away unnoticed by poſterity ? We
have a great deal to loſe ; and they de are deſirous of leaving them liberty,
ſpiſe the Indians, becauſe they are no way wealth, and titles, and we can have no
afraid of them. Our French youth, for recompence but their applauſe. The title
quite oppoſite reaſons, deteſt peace, and of Learned given to an age, is the moſt
live on good terms with the ſavages, whoſe glorious applauſe, and ſhall this be diſre
eſteem they eaſily gain in time of war, garded ? Our reputation among foreigners
and have their fiendſhip at all times. D will quickly be diſcontinued, when we diſ
continue our efforts to deſerve it, and
(See our laſt Vol. p. 439.)
ſhall we deſpiſe their praiſe 2 Are our
From An Enquiry into the preſent State new abſurdities, with which no nation
of Polite Learning, our Readers will more abounds, to be left unnoticed Is
not be diſpleaſed with the fºllowing Ex the pleaſure ſuch performances give upon
traº. It is the XIIth Chapter. Of the the peruſal, to be entirely given up If
Stage. Which will very prohaty remind theſe are all matters of indifference, it
them of our Extracts from M. Rouſſeau, then fignifies nothing, whether we are to
at p. 73, 128.
be entertained with the aëtor or the poet,
ºt
theatre may be regarded as with fine ſentiments, or painted canvas,
partaking of the ſhew and deco or whether the dancer, or the carpenter,
ration of the Italian opera, with the pro be conſtituted maſter of the ceremonies.
priety and declamation of French per
But they are not matters of indifference.
formance. Our ſtage is more magnificent F Every age produces new follies and new
than any other in Europe, and the pro vices, and one abſurdity is often diſ
ple in general fonder of theatrical enter placed in order to make loom for another.
tainment. But as our pleaſures, as well The dramatic poet, however, who ſhould
as more important concerns, are generally be, and has often been, a firm chainpion
managed by party, the ſtage is ſubjećt to in the cauſe of virtue, detects all the new
its influence. The managers, and all machination of vice, levels his ſatire at
who eſpouſe their fide, are for decºration G the riſing ſtructures of toily, or drives her

O".

and ornament ; the critic, and all who
have ſtudied French decorum, are for re

from behind the let, enchments of faſhion.

Thus far then the poet is uſeful ; but
gularity and declamation. Thus, it is al how far the ačtor, that dear favourite of
moſt impoſſible to pleaſe both parties, and the publick, may be ſo, is a queſtion next
the poet, by attempting it, finds himſelf to be determined.
often incapabie of pleaſing either. If he
As the poet's merit is often not ſuffici
introduces ſtage pomp, the critic configns II ent to introduce his performance amon
his performance to the vulgar; if he in the publick with proper dignity, he is ot
du'ges in recital, and ſimplicity, he is ac ten obliged to call in the aſſifiance of de
coration and dreſs to contribute to this
cuſed of inſipidity or dry affectation.
From the nature therefore of our thea
effect. By this means a performance,
tre, and the genius of our county, it is which pleaſes on the ſtage, often inſtrusts
extremely iń. for a dramatic poet to
ria
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in the cloſet, and for one who has ſeen it
a&ted, hundreds will be readers. The
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theatres at preſent * Old pieces are re

vived, and ſcarce any new ones admitted;

aćtor then is uſeful, by introducing the
works of the poet to the publick with be.
coming ſplendor; but when theſe have

the aëtor is ever in our eye, and the poet
ſeldom permitted to appear; the publick
are again obliged to ruminate thoſe haſhes
once become popular, I muſt confeſs my of abſurdity, which were diſguſting to
ſelf ſo much a ſceptic, as to think it A our anceſtors, even in an age of igno
would be more for the intereſts of virtue, rance ; and the ſtage, inſtead of ſerving
if ſuch performances were read, not ačt the people, is made ſubſervient to the in
ed; made rather our companions in the tereſts of an avaricious few. We muſt
cloſet, than on the theatre. While we now tamely ſee the literary honours of our
are readers, every moral ſentence ſtrikes country ſuppreſſed that an ačtor may dine
us in all its beauty, but the love ſcenes with elegance ; we muſt tamely fit and
are frigid, tawdry, and diſguſting. When B ſee the celeſtial Muſe made a ſlave to the
‘we are ſpectators, all the perſuaſives to hiſtrionic Daemon.
vice receive an additional luſtre. The
We ſeem to be pretty much in the
love ſcene is aggravated, the obſcenity fituation of travellers at a Scotch inn, vile
heightened, the beſt ačtors figure in the entertainment is ſerved up, complained of
moſt debauched charaćters, while the and ſent down, up comes worſe, and that
parts of dull morality, as they are called, alſo is changed, and every change makes
are thrown to ſome mouthing machine, C our wretched cheer more unfavoury. What
who puts even virtue out of countenance, muſt be done only ſit down contented,
by his wretched imitation. The princi cry up all that comes before us, and ad
pal performers find their intereſt in chufing mire even the abſurdities of Shakeſpear.
Let the reader ſuſpend his cenſure; I
ſuch parts as tend to promote, not the
benefit of ſociety, but their own reputa admire the beauties of this great father of
tion ; and in uſing arts which inſpire e our ſtage as much as they deſerve, but
motions very different from thoſe of mo D could wiſh, for the honour of our coun
rality. How many young men go to the try, and for his honour too, that many of
playhouſe ſpeculatively in love with the his ſcenes were forgotten. A man blind
rule of right, but return home ačtually of one eye, ſhould always be painted in
enamour'd of an actreſs
profile. Let the ſpºrator who affilis at
I have often attended to the refle&ions
any of theſe new revived pieces, only aſk
of the company upon leaving the theatre; himſelf, whether he would approve ſuch a
E
one ačtor had the fineſt pipe, but the performance if written by a modern poet;
other the moſt melodious voice ; one was if he would not, then his applante pro
a bewitching creature, another a charm ceeds merely from the ſound of a name
ing devil ; and ſuch are generally our ac and an empty veneration for antiquitv. In
quiſitions at the playhouſe : It brings to faćt, the revival of thoſe pieces of ferred
my remembrance an old lady, who being humour, far fetched conceit, and unna
paſſionately fond of a famous preacher, tural hyperbole, which have been aſcribed
went every Sunday to church, but, ſtruck F to Shakeſpear, is rather gibbeting than
only with his graceful manner of deli raiſing a ſtatue to his memory; it is ra
very, diſregarded and forgot the truths of ther a trick of the ačtor, who thinks it
-

his diſcourſe.
But it is needleſs to mention the incen.
tives to vice which are found at the thea.

ſafeſt ačting in exaggerated characters,

and who, by out-ſtepping nature, chuſes
to exhibit the ridiculous outré of an Hºr

tre, or the immorality of ſome of the per lequin under the ſanction of this venerable
formers. Such impeachments, tho' true, G name. (See p. 139.)
would be regarded as cant, while their
what ſtrange vamp'd comedics, farci
exhibitions continue to amuſe. I would
cal tragedies, or what ſhall I call them,
only infer from hence, that an ačtor is ſpeaking pantomimes, have we not of
chiefly uſeful in introducing new per late ſeen. No matter what the play may
formances upon the ſtage, fince the reader be, it is the attor who draws an at 4:ence.
receives more benefit by peruſing a well He throws life into all ; all are in ſpirits
written play
play in his cloſet, than byy ſeeing
g H and merry,
y, in at one door and out at ano
it acted. I would alſo infer, that to the ther ; the ſpe&tator, in a fool's paradº,
knows not what all this means till the

pºet is to be aſcribed all the good that at
tends ſeeing plays, and to the ačtor all

laſt act concludes in matrimony.

the harm.
But how is this rule inverted on our

piece pleaſes our critics, becauſe it taſks
old Engliſh ; an it pleaſes the gallelies.
C. c 2.

The
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becauſe it has fun.

True taſte, or even

April

I am not at preſent writing for a party,

but above theatrical conne&ions in every
common ſenſe, are out of the queſtion.
But great art muſt be ſometimes uſed ſenſe of the expreſſion ; I have no parti
before they can thus impoſe upon the pub cular ſpleen againſt the fellow who ſweeps
lick. To this purpoſe, a prologue, writ the ſtage with the beſom, or the heio who
ten with ſome ſpirit, generally precedes the bruſhes it with his train. It were a mat
piece, to inform us that it was compoſed A ter of indifference to me, whether our he
by Shakeſpear, or old Ben, or ſomebody roines are in keeping, or our candle-ſnuf
elſe, who took them for his model. A fers burn their fingers, did not ſuch make
face of iron could not have the aſſurance a great part of publick care, and polite
to avow diſlike j the theatre has its par converſation. It is not theſe, but the age
tizans who underſtand the force of combi I would reproach : The vile complexion
nations, trained up to vociferation, clap of the times, when thoſe employ our moſt
ping of hands, and clattering of ſticks 3 B ſerious thoughts, and ſeparate us into
and tho' a man might have ſtrength ſuffi parties, whoſe buſineſs is only to amuſe
cient to overcome a lion in ſingle combat, our idleſt hours. I cannot help reproach
by an army even of mice, he may run ing our meanneſs in this reſpect ; for our
the riſk of being eaten up marrow-bones ſtupidity, and our folly, will be remem
and all.
bered, when even the attitudes and eye
I am not inſenſible that third nights are brows of a favourite actor ſhall be for
diſagreeable drawbacks upon the annual C gotten.
In the times of Addiſon and Steele,
of the ſtage; I am confident, it is
much more to the manager's advantage to players were held in greater contempt
furbiſh up all the lumber, which the good than, perhaps, they deſerved. Honeſt
ſenſe of our anceſtors, but for his care, Eaſtcourt, Verbuggen, and Underhill,
had configned to oblivion; it is not with were extremely poor, and aſſumed no airs
him therefore, but with the publick I of inſolence. They were contented with
would expoſtulate ; they have a right to D being merry at a city feaſt, with promo
demand reſpeši, and ſure thoſe new re ting the mirth of a ſet of cheerful com
vived plays are no inſtances of the ma panions, and gave their jeſt for their
nager's deference.
reckoning. At that time, it was kind
I have been informed, that no new play to ſay ſomething in defence of the poor
can be admitted upon our theatre, unleſs good natured creatures, if it were only to
the author choſes to wait ſome years, or keep them in good humour ; but at pre
to uſe the phraſe in faſhion, till it comes E ſent, ſuch encouragements are unneceſ.
to be played in turn. A poet thus can ſary. Our ačlors aſſume all that ſtate off
never expečt to contraćt a familiarity with the ſtage which they do on it; and to uſe
the ſtage, by which alone he can hope to an expreſſion borrowed from the Green
ſucceed, nor can the moſt ſignal ſucceſs Room, every one is up in his part. I am
relieve immediate want. Our Saxon an
ſorry to ſay it, they ſeem to forget their
reſtors had but one name for a wit and a
real charaćiers ; more provºking ſtill, the
witch.
I will not diſpute the propriety of F publick ſeems to forget them too.
uniting thoſe characters then ; but the
Macrobius has preſerved a prologue,
man who under the preſent diſcourage ſpoken and witten by the poet Laberius,
ments ventures to write for the ſtage now, a Roman knight, whom Caeſar forced
whatever claim he may have to the appel upon the flage, written with great ele
lation of a wit, at leaſt, he has no right gance and ſpirit, which ſhews what opi
to be called a conjuror.
nion the Romans in general entertained
Yet getting a play on, even in three or G of the profeſſion of an ačtor.
four years, is a privilege reſerved only for
Neceſſitas cujus curſus tranſverſ impe
the happy few who have the arts of court
tum, &c.
ing the manager as well as the Muſe:
Who have adulation to pleaſe his vanity, What! no way left to ſhun th’inglorious
powerful patrons to ſupport their merit,
ſtage,
pr money to indemnify diſappointment. And ſave from infamy my ſinking age.
The poet muſt ačt like our beggars at H Scarce half alive, oppreſs'd with many a
hiſtinas, who lay the firſt ſhilling on
year,
[tiere *
he plate for themſelves. Thus all wit is What in the name of dotage drives me
baniſhed from the ſtage, except it be ſup A time there was, when glory was my
ported by friends, or fortune, and poets
guide,
[aſide,
are ſeldom over-burthened with either.
Nor force nor fraud could turn my ſteps

º
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Unaw’d
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Wine uſeful in ſome Fevers.
1759.
ately after this, her pulſe turned more
Unaw’d by pow'r and unappal’d by fear,
With honeſt thrift I held my honour dear, calm.
A gentleman in the he&tick ſever of old
But this vile hour diſperſes all my ſtore,
And all my hoard of honour is no more. age, who had lived very temperately for
many years, was adviſed by me to begin
For ah too partial to my life's decline,
Caeſar perſuades, ſubmiſſion muſt be mine, the regular uſe of wine. A quarter of
Him I obey, whom heaven itſelf obeys. A an hour after the firſt doſe, his pulſe was
Hopeleſ of pleaſing, yet inclin'd to pleaſe. fuller, and 18 beats in a minute ſlower
Here then at once, I welcome every ſhame, than when he got it. It always had a fi
And cancel at threeſcore a life of fame;

No more my titles ſhall my children tell,
The old buffoon will fit my name as well;
This day beyond its term my fate extends,

milar effe&t on him.
I have oftentimes ſeen effečts finilar to

theſe, upon giving wine in low fevers. It .

is but lately fince phyſicians meaſured the

For life is ended when our honour ends. B velocity of the pulſe with that accuracy

From all that has been ſaid upon the
ſtate of our theatre, we may eaſily foreſee,
whether it is likely to improve or decline;

that they do now.
But whence is it, or in what ſtate of

the body happens it, that wine produces
an effect ſo very different from its general
and whether the free born Muſe can bear
tendency There are always, in theſe
to ſubmit to thoſe reſtlićtions, which ava
rice or power would impoſe. For the caſes, a general debility, with a weak,
ſoft pulſe, which argues a weakneſs in
future, it is ſomewhat unlikely, that he, C the
motion of the heart and arteries.
whoſe labours are valuable, or who knows
their value, will turn to the ſtage for ci Theſe not being able to protrude the uſual
ther fame or ſubſiſtence, when he muſt quantity of blood, muſt make up, for
at once flatter an actor, and pleaſe an au want of ſtrength, by repeating their con
tractions oftener, and raiſing a degree of
dience.
Wine, which encreaſes the ſtrength
Let no manager impute this to ſpleen, D fever.
of theſe motive powers, muſt diminiſh a
or diſappointment. I only aſſert the claims fever
which ariſes from their weakneſs.”
of the publick, and endeavour to vindi
cate a profeſſion which has hitherto want Extra/7 from Dr. HILL's Treatiſe on the
ed a defender. A mean or mercenary
Origin and Production of proliferous
Flowers.
condućt may continue for ſome time to
triumph over oppoition, but it is poſſible “T)R O LIFEROUS flowers are thoſe
the publick will at laſt be taught to vindi E
which have a ſecond, ariſing with a
cate their privileges. Perhaps, there may
ſtalk from the center of the firſt ; and
come a time, when the poet will be at li new
ſometimes even a third from this ſecond.
berty to encreaſe the entertainments of
All proliferous flowers are accidental :
the people ; but ſuch a period may poſſi
bly not ariſe till our diſcouragements have There is no ſpecies which naturally and
conſtantly appears in this form. They
baniſhed poetry ſrom the ſtage.”
are variations from the ordinary ſtate of
W1xE uſeful in ſºme Sorts of FEveRs. F nature, occaſioned by the abundance of a
peculiar nouriſhment; and are generally
In feveriſh Diſºrder; even the moſt moderate the effect of culture.
Uſe of Wine has generally been thought to
The ranunculus is the moſt frequent of
the pernicious, and yet in ſome Sorts of the proliferous kind; it will therefore be
Fevers, it iſ not only ſalutary but neceſ. uſeful to confider that plant : And as
ſary, as it appears from Dr. Home's it naturally grows double before it becomes
Medical Fa&s and Experiments, lately G proliferous, we may advance moſt regu
publiſhed, who, in his Treatiſe of the larly by firſt tracing its changes to that
Pulſe, writes thus :
ſtate.

Gentleman, after a day's journey,

In the common crowfoot; or fingle ra

had a quick, weak pulſe, and a nunculus of our meadows, the flower is
general uneaſineſs; theſe complaints ſeem thus formed. A cup of five leaves ter
ing to come from fatigue and weakneſs, minates the ſtalk ; and within this are
he was adviſed to drink ſome glaſſes of H placed five broad petals or flower leaves,
wine ; his puiſe immediately turned calm with ſmall baſes, and a cell or hollow
after this.

dent, open or covered near the bottom :

A lady, in the latter end of a he&ick

This cell Linnaeus has named the Neāa

fever when her pulſe was very quick and

rium.

very weak, took ſome wine; immedi

and from among theſe riſes an oval head,

5

Above ſtand numerous filaments,
which

*
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Of Proliferous Flowers.

which is a receptacle of ſeeds, covered on
the ſurface with rudiments of them. The

fingle garden ranunculus, though a native
of Afia, differs little from this in the con
ſtruction of the flower: And it is from

April

natural termination ; yet, for the more
clearly
the ſtrućture of the
flower, it will be uſeful to diſtinguiſh that

º

part by different names in theſe its ſeveral
ſtages. Thus what we call abſolutely the

that fingle Aſiatick kind we are to trace ſtalk riſes from the ground and terminates
the courſe and progreſs of the change, A at and in the cup. The pear-ſhaped part
firſt to a double, and thence to a prolife we ſhall call the receptacle of the flower;
rous ſtate.
and the cylindrick, or uppermoſt portion
In the fingle Aſiatick ranunculus there of this, the receptacle of the ſeeds. B
uſually is a petal, more than the proper theſe names we ſhall diſtinguiſh the ſeve
number. It is frequently yellow in this ral portions eaſily and perfectly.
fate, but as it grows double it becomes
From the receptacle of the flower, riſe
tinged with ſcarlet ; and is at laſt ſcarlet B the petals, and above theſe the filaments.
entirely.
From the other part, or upper, ariſe the
This change of colour is more extraor rudiments of ſeeds, crowned each with its
dinary than the common variations of red ſtigma, without a ſtyle. This is the na
or blue into white ; but it is not ſingular tural ſtate of the ranunculus flower : The
in the ranunculus. The native and ori
petals are only five or fix; and the fila
ginal tulip is yellow, yet red is common ments are, in a manner, innumerable.
in our gardens ; and in the Impatiens we C Theſe riſe from the ſame receptacle with
the petals themſelves, and are of like
ſee the fair gradations,
The ſtalk of the ranunculus, as in other ſtructure : Compoſed of the ſame parts,
plants, is compoſed of two rinds, a blea, tho' different in form ; the petals being
a fleſh and pith. The outer rind of the broad and flat, theſe filaments rounded
ſtalk terminates in the cup, but the inner and ſlender; and each of them terminated
rind, blea, and the other parts continue by an oblong double anthera.
their courſe higher. Theſe ſwell into a D . The firſt change which culture produces
greater thickneſs in the place where the in this plant is the rendering it double.
petals riſe ; and thence the body which After this, if at all, riſes the farther lux
they form gradually diminiſhes a little up uriance, making it proliferous.
wards. So that upon the ſummit of the
The doubleneſs of the flower is pro
ftalk is ſeen a ſwoln part of a pear-like duced by the filaments ſwelling in breadth
ſhape, with the broad end downwards.
and thus becoming petals. This is per
This is hollow within, and it is truly E formed exa&ly as in the tulip : In the
the ſtalk of the plant continued entire in

double ranunculus we ſee the filaments di

that form, except for the want of its ou

miniſh in number as the petals encreaſe;
and the curious obſerver by looking over
a bed of theſe plants when in flower, and
examining the more and leſs double ones,
will find, that the additional petals in thoſe
F which are leſs double, are as yet irre lar
in ſhape. He will ſee the remains of the
anthera in its proper place upon them;

terrind.

This pear-ſhaped body is continued in
a ſlender form upwards, holiew as the

other; indeed making one continued hol
low with it, and with the ſtalk; and at

the top it terminates in a rounded and
cloſed end.

The ſtrućture of this part is beſt ſeen tho' the body of the filament has ſwelled
by cutting in two a flower of a fingle, or to twice its natural ſtrength and breadth
nearly fingle ranunculus; together with a behind it, forming a kind of petal.
piece of the ſtalk. Thus we may trace
As the flowers grow more compleatly
the mechaniſm of the head, and that will G double theſe petals acquire more nearly
lead us to underſtand the manner wherein

the form of the others, and the remains of

the flower becomes firſt double, and then

the then antherae entirely diſappear.

proliferous.

Thus there are no filaments or antherae

The ſtalk diveſted of its outcr rind at

in compleatly double flowers : But this is
the cup, is thus continued, with its natu not all the change. While theſe parts
rai hollow, up to the top of the receptacle have been gradually ſwelling into abſolute
or head of ſeeds; but the cavity is larger H. petals, the receptacle of feeds has been by
here than in the ſtalk itſelf.

Tho' the whole head or receptacle with

its two parts, the lower pyriform, and the
upper cylindrick, be a continuation only
of the talk of the plant, and indeed its

degrees diminiſhing; and when a flower

is perfeótly double, that part alſo totally
diſappears. The receptacle of the flower
having ſuch an unnatural multiplicity of
petals to ſupport, the nouriſhment has all
been
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been detained there; and as rudiments of
feeds would be uſeleſs where they could
not ripen for want of antherae, nature has
left no place of receptacle for them.

In A Pračtical Treatiſe of Hus BANDRY,
ſately publiſhed, we find many curious
Experiments and Obſervations collečied
by M. Duhamel Du Mongeau; and as
Thus is formed the double ranunculus
they ſeem to demonſtrate, that what is
from the fingle: Abundant nouriſhment
of a proper kind expanded the filaments A called the new Huſbandry is much more
advantageous than the old, we ſhall cam
into petals.
municate to our Readers the few following.
We are next to enquire how prolifera
HE author, after ſeveral experi
tion, the utmoſt ſtage of luxuriance, is
ments and obſervations upon a field,
Performed.
The ſtalk of the plant which is continued which he diſtinguiſhes by calling it num
-

thro’ the head of the flower, terminates

naturally in the obtuſe top of the receptacle B

ber II. obſerves as follows :
“It would anſwer no end to make ex

the flower be cut open ; becauſe the top as
well as ſides of this receptacle are in a

periments, if one were not to attend to
the inſtructions they may afford : But as
thoſe inſtructions will ſometimes eſcape

ſtate of nature ſurrounded with rudiments

the notice even of the moſt careful ob

cf ſeeds.

But this is not well ſeen unleſs

ſerver, it is proper always to repeat the

of ſeeds, whoſe purple and rough ſtig

experiments, and to continue them con

mata, cover the whole with a kind of
down.

In every double flower the receptacle of
ſeeds is wanting; and in theſe the extreme
end of the ſtalk is ſeen in the top of the
receptacle of the flower, where it either
terminates in a multitude of very minute
petals or in a plain round end.

C

ſtantly for ſome time. It is by ſo doing,
that the advantages of the new huſbandry
will appear in their trae light, and be
eſtabliſhed beyond diſpute.
The field I am now ſpeaking of, and

from which I reaped five crops, in five

years, immediately following one another,
Which ever be the caſe, when the flow- D preſents us rez! and very confiderable ad
er is cut open, the hollow of the ſtalk is vantages, which I ſhall ſet forth in what
ſeen to continue regularly up ſo far; and appears to me the juſteſt and moſt ſtriking
there it naturally finiſhes. But when ex Inanner,
treme luxuriance puſhes the growth yet
To this end, I ſhall ſtate exa&ly the
farther, this is the ſeat and ſource of the produćts of the field in queſtion, culti
encreaſe; and gives proliferation. The vated in the old and in the new way. I
ſtalk inſtead of terminating thus in the E ſhall begin with its produce during fix
center of the flower grows up out of it; teen years that it was cultivated according
riſes to an inch or more in height; and to the rules of the old huſbandry; name
bears upon its ſummit another flower per ly, from the crop of 1730, to that of
festly like the firſt. Even from this ſe 1744 incluſively. In this ſpace of time,
cond flower, in the higheſt ſtage of per it produced eight crops ; the cuſtom of
fe8tion, there riſes in the ſame manner a the country being to ſow but once in
third.
two years, and to reſt the ground each
Thus is the triple crown of the ranun alternate year. My account may be de
culus formed; and it is a very elegant pended upon, as perfectly exact. I have
and pleaſing effect of culture. The ſe extraćted it out of a journal kept by a
cond flower in this caſe has a cup ; but ſteward of mine, who died in 1745, and
it is leſs perfečt than in the firſt : In the who was ſcrupulouſly exact even in the
third there remains nothing of this part ſmalleſt concerns.
After giving the produce of this field,
except a thickned and greeniſh back upon
two or three of the loweſt of the petals. the ſoil of which is very good and ſtrong,
Each flower in ſuch a plant conſiſts only during fixteen years that it was cultivated
of petals fixed to their proper head, with in the old way ; I ſhall ſhew what the
ſame field produced in five years cultiva
out any receptacle.
In all theſe flowers the additional
tion, according to the new method, in or
petals formed of filaments may be diſ der to compare the different produćts of
tinguiſhed from the natural ſix at the bot H only five years to fixteen ; and afterwards
tom: For they have thick hollow baſes; draw a compariſon between both the cul
whereas thoſe of the proper and original tures for fixteen years, ſuppofing, which
Petals, tho’ they be narrow, yet are thin, is a great diſadvantage, that the eleven
flat, and ſolid.”
remaining years of the new huſbandry
produce no more than theſe firſt five years.
N U M E E R
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I.

Produce of the Field Number II. during ſixteen rear; that it was cultivated in the old

Way, viz. from the Crop of the rear 1739, to that of the 2 ear 1744, inclºſively.
S O W E D.

In 1729.

-

-

Pounds.
-

-

167

*

Pounds.
Wheat

-

-

1733.
1735.

Wheat
Wheat

1737.

Engliſh wheat

1739.
1741.

Wheat
Wheat

1743.

Wheat mixed with tares

-

-

-

-

5.o.4
4-4. I

-

-

-

-

-

4+1
472.
594.

-

-

-

-

-

Total ſeed of eight years

-

-

35.58

-

R E A P E D.

In 1730.

-

-

488
4-4. I

-

-

-

-

*::

-

-

-

2.

-

-

*73* i Barbary wheat

Pounds.
-

-

1134

-

A year extremely bad, on account of the great quantity of ſlugs
1732.

which deſtroyed the wheat, and the many ſeeds of weeds
it was mixed with

-

-

1734.

-

-

-

-

-

r? 36.

-

-

-

-

-

1738.
174o'
1742.
1744-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*}

1606

-

-

1953
1 coS
977
129 m

-

-

-

-

-

-

1638.

-

15I2

Total amount of the crops of eight years, in the ſpace of ſixteen years

11 119

To be dedućfed.

-

Pounds.

Siftings of 1732
* Siftings of the other years

-

-

Seed, as above

-

-

756

-

-

-

-

1 od 3

-

3558

-

–

Remains for the neat produce of fixteen years

5795

-

N U M B E R

53:3

II.

Produce of the Field Number II. during five Years of Culture in the new Way.
S O W E D.

Pounds.

In 1751. Wheat

-

-

-

1752. Wheat

-

4–

-

1753. Wheat

-

1754. Smyrna wheat

1755. Smyrna wheat

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Total ſeed of five years

-

-

34.
61

-

-

-

- -

-

1c3.1

1753.
1754-

-

-

-

-

-

-

1575
I 82 o

1755.

-

-

-

-

195o

1756.

-

-

-

-

1885

Total amount of the crops of five years
To be dedućted for the ſeed, as above

$27,
237

-

4.
14.
14.

51

Pounds.

-

Ounces.

73

237

-

R E A P E D.

In 1752.

I I

o

Ounces.
12

12

.
t
-

There was no fifting.
Remains for the neat produce of the five years
8o34.
12
* This field akvays produced clean corn, greater pains being taken to keep it free from weeds, that
could tº ºffewed upon other tiº ºf grºund. more diffant or more extenſive. Whe ſiftings wouiſ
-

REFLEctions and OBSERVATIONs thereon.
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III.

Compariſon of the above Produce of the new Culture, with that of the old.
Pounds.

The new huſbandry produced in five years, without any interme
diate year of reſt
—
The old huſbandry produced in ſixteen years

}

Conſequently the new huſbandry produced in five years, more than
the old did in fixteen, by

}

-

-

8o3+

Ounces.

12

-

57.96
---

* 238

12

-

---

N U M B E R

IV.

Farther Compariſon of the Produce of the new Huſbandry with that of the old, as above.
N E W

H U S B A N D R Y.
Pounds.

The new huſbandry produced in five years
Suppoſing the crops to be the ſame for eleven years more, they
-

would amount to

-

-

8o34. ,

17676

Ounces,
12
7

-

---

º

And for fixteen years, to

-

O L D

-

2 :7 : 1

-

3

H U S B A N D R Y.

The neat produce of the old huſbandry, in fixteen years, was

57.96
---

The balance in favour of the new huſbandry, would
be, in fixteen years

*}
1991 5

3

-

REFLEctions and OBSERVATIONs.
DARE to ſay that very few of thoſe
who might juſt have glanced over the
produćts of the five years during which

This obſervation will be particularly

uſeful to all beginners in the new huſ
bandry. They muſt not be ſurpriſed if their
firſt crops do not anſwer their wiſhes :
the field number II. was cultivated in the But the deeper they plow at firſt, the
new way, would have imagined the ad greater ſucceſs they may juſtly expećt af.
vantage to be near ſo great as it really is, A terwards. In the mean time they muſt
had not the above compariſons been ſike ſuffer patiently the inconvenience I have
wife laid before them. If nothing but the been ſpeaking of, or remedy it by uſing a
hope of great profit can recommend the great deal of manure.
Would it be reaſonable to deſire greater
new huſbandry to the general practice of
our farmers, the above calculations ought advantages than thoſe we have proved
at once to determine them ; ſince they above Any man of ſenſe may ſurely be

here ſee that the ſame field produced much B (atified with them. But by what fata
more grain in five years, and even in

lity does it happen, that infinite num

four, when managed in the new way,
than it produced before in ſixteen years,
whilſt cultivated according to the old me
thod. . . I confeſs that when I firſt began

bers will not, nor cannot ſee them

I

know, for inſtance, that except a certain
number of perſons who have ſtudied the
new huſbandry thoroughly, or praśliſed
it with care, it is generally thought in

to praśiſe the new huſbandry, I did not
expect ſo great advantages. They night C this country, that the field number II.
have been greater ſtill, if I had not com which I have been ſpeaking of, has pro
mitted in the firſt years, faults which con duced me leſs corr, than it would have

fiderably diminiſhed the crops of 175,

done if it had continued to be cultivated

and 1753. Beſides thoſe firſt fau's, I in the old way. Whence does this no
committed another which greatly leſſened tion ariſe Sörely fiern this, that ºn
my crops. I was not aware that every are aft to jºgº tºo precipitat, ly, without
field that if flowed deeper than it ha., D examining ºfficiently, or calculating right.
uſually been, often lºſes of its fertility fºr Whoever realy wiſhes to be intormed,
Jºne years, unleſ, it be aſſified by a ſufficient and defies to promote the publick wei
quantity of manure. The new earth which fire, and his own private gºod, may ea
is brought up to the ſurface by theſe plow ſily attain thoſe ends : But it muſt be by
ings, remains ſo hard and compact that it a different road from that which is com
cannot be fit for the nouriſhment of plants, monly purſued : It muſt be by reckoning

till after it has been well broken by re-E and calculating, as i have done with re
peated plowings, and as it were ripened

gard to the field in queſtion.”

MATHE MATIcAl QUESTIONs,

2 IO

April

Solution to Mr. Miles' Qur's rion, p. 111. By the Propoſer.
UT m = AD ; n = A C ; x = B D : y =

-

DE, and r = B E = BC, then will win — C

F.

2m2 + xx + nr = rr, and xx + y = rr (per

--

47 Euclid 1.) conſequently xx + y = m m —
2m2 + xx + m, whence x will he ſound = zos

### =

BD, the diſtance from the baſe of the
obeliſk to the fountain, and m — 263 ; : * = 2 i i

----'

#23 = AB, the diſtance from the baſe of the A

b

ſummer-houſe to the fountain.

*

"

D

This queſtion was alſº anſwered by Philomather, of Hull, Mr James Giles, of
Graveſend, Mr. john Chapman, of St. Mary Cray, in Kent ; Mr. J. Lewin, ſchool.
maſſer, of Syffort, in Leiceſ, rſhire, Mr. John Bull, of Dogmerſield, in Hants, Mr. Tarrer
Boſton, of Biggleſwade, in Bedfordſhire, R. S. of Moorfields, and Mr. Abraham Stone,
tand ſurveyor, of Cheſlam, in Bucks.

Solution to Mr. Miles's Qgestion, p. 111.
UT a = 4: the height of the obeliſk.
b = 25 the height of the ſummer-houſe.
c = 42 o the diſtance from the ſummer-houſe to the obeliſk.
z – the diſtance between the fountain and baſe of the obeliſk.

Then by the known property of right angled triangles aa + zz = b + cr—zcz
bh + cc-aa

+ zz, i.e. z =

= 2.08 ::, feet. Now I deſire to know how high the

2<

water muſt riſe from the fountain to reach exactly in a right line with the top of the
obeliſk and top of the ſummer-houſe.
G. P. M.
Question in the London Magazine for March, p. 32, anſwered by George Brown,

Writing
1759. Mafter and Teacher of the Mathematicks on Portſmouth Common. March 4,
i.

-

N the required oblique plain triangle, there is given the perpendicular = 14.2295
1 and area=341.292 chains, then will its baſe be - 48 = a, put y = greater and x
= leſſer ſides : Then by a common theorem V ;i` xa”—, I.Y. = 1365.168;
-

2 ax:

-

and from the nature of harmonic proportion a . x :: a-y y—x ; '.' y = 2+x’

then

+x

by ſubſtitution above

v/sºs.) -ºxº-ºº::)
&+.x.

= 1365. 168, which be

&+ x

ing reduced, will produce an equation of the 8th power, and put into numbers ; I
find x = 24, and conſequently y = 32, the required ſides.
Q_E. D.
A new QUEstion by the ſame.
HER E is a triangular field, whoſe perimeter is 300 chains, and the ſum of the

ſquares of the two leaſt is equal to ; of the ſquare of the greateſt, and it is of
ſuch a nature, that if a perpendicular be let faii from the vertical angle upon the baſe,
the difference
of the two rectangled triangles, will be the greateſt poſſible.
Query
the areaofofthetheareas
field 2
Question by Mr. John Bull, of Dogmersfield, in Hants.
HE R F are thi ce market towns, whoſe diſtances are as follow : From the firſt

to the ſecond is 1.8 mics, fºom the ſecond to the third is 12 miles, and ſrom the
third to the firſt is 19 miles, and the houſe I live in is N. from the firſt, S. W. by W.
to the ſecond, and S. E. by E. to the third. How far do I live from each

Question by Mr. Turner Boſton, of Biggleſwade, in Bedfordſhire.

A Gentleman
dying left five ſons (one of which is illegitimate) and four daughters,
to whom he bequeathed 100 acres of land, which lay in an exact circle, i. e.
to his four legitimate ſons he gave four equal circles, which ſhould be ſo drawn within
the great circle, to touch each others Fº and the periphery of each ſhould like
wife touch the periphery of the great circle ; and to his daughters he gave the four

ſpaces included by part of the peripheries of the ſmall circles, and part of the peri
phery of the large one ; likewiſe to his illegitimate ſon he gave a part in the centre
included by part of the peripheries of the four ſmall circles, Query each child's part 2

I 759.

and Solutions.
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A Qgestion by Mr. James Giles, of Graveſend, in Kent.
T a ſtation zo chains horizontal and due north of a tower, I obſerved its altitude
4° 30', and at another ſtation due eaſt of the ſame tower, I found the altitude
8° 30' ; alſo the viſual diſtances, that is, from the top of the tower to each ſtation,
were equal. The diſtance between the two ſtations is required
+

A QUESTIon by Philomathes, of Hull.

WO ſhips, A and B, in the parallel of 48° 20' N. diſtant 156 miles, being
bound to a port in latitude 50° N. A ſails between N. and E. and B between
N. and W. and after they arrived at the port defined, the diſtance tailed by A was
found to be to that ſailed by B, as 3 to 2. Required the diſtance ſailed by each, and
their reſpective cou, ſes?
Another Question, by the ſame.
HE RE is a certain fračton, of ſuch a nature, that if unity be added to its nu
merator, the fračtion ſhall be equal to ; ; but if the denominator be increaſed
by unity, the value of the fraction ſhall in it equal to 3: Moreover the numerator
and denominator being both increaſed as above, ſhall be ſquare numbers. Required
the numerator and denominator of this fraćtion ?

A new Questron by Mr. Abraham Stone, I and Surveyor, of Cheſham, h Bucks.
UPPOSE a perſon hath zoool. our at intereſt at 51. per cent. per ann. compound
intereſt, and at the end of one year he receives a certain ſum, which if he con
tinues taking yearly the like ſum for zo years, he will then have received his whole

principal. Query his yearly income *

º

S I R,

Tº is an

error committed in my queſtion in the Appendix to your laſt Vo
lume 3 the former equation ſhould be axy} +a;xy+bxy}+bjay=a++ab, which
being corre&ted, I ſolve it thus : ..
Divide the former equation by a + b, and the latter by a-x, and they become
xy+xy}=a, and x4+y+=b - Now put f-y”+x*, and p-a”y, we have by the
queſtion sp=a, alſo 2p* +b=s*=
Therefore 2p4++p”—a”, which ſolved, gives
-

-

-

#

f = 14oo, and s ( = pa = 2.825.
5

Hence x mayy be found = 35,
and yy = 4o, their
5

ages required. Now the value of an annuity of 391. at 5 per cent. upon a life of 35
years = 425.11, and that of an annuity of 46]. 1 os. upon a life of 40, is = 478.9.51.
Conſequently A. muſt give B. 531. 17s.
Ouſefleet,

I am, S I R, your, &c.

Feb. 26, 1759.

R1c HARD TERRY.

's I R,
Dogmersfield, Hants.
S I ſent you a mathematical queſtion, which you was pleaſed to inſert in your laſt
Appendix, and as there was a ſolution given by Mr. Miles, of Briſtol, in your
Magazine for February, and in your laſt another by maſter E. Rawſtone, at Great
Houghton ſchool, in Yorkſhire; and as theſe two gentlemen's ſolutions are not alike,
I give the following demonſtrative proof of it. Suppoſe & = 1 oz the number of men
in the ſide of the firſt ſquare, whoſe ſquare number is 1-404, and the 96 men which
were over, more then the ſquare contained, being added to it, gives Io Soo the number
of men in the army. And the ſide of the ſecond ſquare was io9, whoſe ſquare is
12669, ſo that this ſquare was too great, for there were wanting io9 men to fill it up ;
ſo that taking 109 from 10609, leaves losoo as before . . Which is exactly Mr.
Miles's ſolution. So that maſter Rawſtone took a wrong method to ſuppoſe it 190 in
ſtead of 109, for by his method he ſays the anſwer comes out a fraćtion.
April 16, 1759.
Jo HN BULL.

An anſwer to the ſame queſtion, by Mr. Richard Walton, of Wood-lumpton, near Prºfton,
in Lancaſhire, agrees exactly with the above, andB'ſ Miles's ſolution.
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what then

Her boaſted beauty’s

far

~

out-done

By

£T I – R-4----!

2.

Laſt Whitſun Eve upon the green,
The fareſt ºympts were met ;
No lovelier fight was ever ſeen,
They fill my fancy yet :

But for to ſpeak the truth, I ſwear,
There was not one in ten,

For native beauty cou’d compare,
With Sally or with Pen.

TT 1 n R A ºr or C1 nm tº s.

Ho" various are men's minºs, we ſee,
In this, at leaſt, they all agree—

>

**

Ye ſwains who rove
fair to fair,
This a "monition take,

wi h cautious eyes ſurvey the pair,
Their chains are hard to break :

In vain for freedom left ye’ll try,
it can't be had again ;

For who can e'er attempt to fly,
From Sally or from Pen 2
. To damn, at once, to publick hate,
The fºr it, and the ingrate :
Sºre Ciodius then will ſhun the fight,
In whom both charaćlers unite,
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Poetical Essays in
To SinceR1ty, an O D E. By Mr. J.
Weller, of Reading.
A IL. Goddeſs whoſe auſpicious ſmile
The realms of innocence obey :
Pity this long deſerted iſle,
And make her ſons as bleſt as they.

May party zeal's tumultuous fury ceaſe ;

variº
3 II :

-

Swelling ambition hence recall,

And huſh our civil jars to love and peace.
Let treachery no more pretend
Perfidiouſly to ad her part ;
But, baniſh’d hence, let love attend
In caim poſſ.ffion of the heart :

And ſqualiid envy too, with rueful fighs,
In vain her trembling, livid ſnakes untwine;

But ſtill unmaſk'd her wiles betray;
Malice no more inflame the ſoul,

And foul detraćtion chace away,

Dull pageantry and empty noiſe,
That falſely glares, or vainly raves,
Lives but on momentary joys,

or diſſipates on breath of ſlaves.

By thee enthron'd, the heav'n born ſoul
looks down,
[ſtate ;
Nor wealth nor grandeur deck her genial
Such trifles ſhe conſigns to fate;

by thee, may raging diſcord

Still preying on her ſelf repine,
Till by her native virulence ſhe dies.
Hypocriſy no more cajole,

A P R I L, 1759.

Nor courts the fading luſtre of a crown,
'Tis truth alone thy empire ſways,
where love and innocence prefide:
Nor envy galls, nor craft betrays
where guardian virtues ſtill abide.
Nofiatt'ring courtiers there, haranguethe ſtate,
Nor buſy candidates their bribes extend

To the low caprice of a friend;
Or riſe by fadion, or that fall by fate.
Norwiley prieſts at ſynods move
By myſtick laws, their bags to fill ;
Nor Chriſtians licens"d from above,
The churches recoſants ſhall kill.

No ſyſtems there to hold our faith in chains,
But truth and nature ſtill in concert join,
To make their harmony divine,

With treaſon and rebellion doom'd to know

The weight of laws, and heav'n's vindic
tive rage,

Cºnfigning guilt in ev'ry age,
To the juſt tortures of the ſhades below.
Shall only climes yet unexplor’d,
Truth with refugent beauty ſee;
There feel thy infiuence reflor'd
To center all felicity;
Ah! no, rebeaming on Britannia's land.
May her awaken'd ſons thy power confeſs
In their united happineſs,
And bend obſequious to thy mild command,
Then fame, Britannia's praiſes ſound,
Let earth and ſea her virtues ring ;
And emulating nations round,
With joy their humble tributes bring.
No longer then the haughty Gaul ſhall raiſe
His trophies conſcious of another's fame;
Nor gain a ſurreptitious name,
To rob fair Albion of her native bays.
-

whilſt by the few ador'd the goddeſs reigns.
Decent and plain religion's veſt;
Plain as the virtues ſhe maintains,
By truth alone ſhe ſtands confeſt,
Exempt from party-colour'd ſtains.
By thre fincere, ſhe rules the ſimple mind ;
Untaught to barter truth for doubtful ſenſe,
Or make of faith a ſly pretence,
To crafty ſyſtems never is confin'd.
No barriſter that pleads for hire
Thy peaceful realms ſhall ravage o'er;
Nor orphans ſhall their aid require,
Their plunder'd fortunes to reſtore.
Twin-born with thee the mild Aſtrea fled,

And craft and violence uſurp'd her reign ;
Friendship and peace we court in vain

When ruthleſs tyrants triumph in their ſtead.
Hence be infernal vices driv'n,

Such may we ever diſapprove,
And ſhare the happineſs of heaven

Which holds cemented ſtill by love.T
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'Twas love, cºngenial with ſeraphick minds,

Since from an ancient race deſcended

That travers'd dauntleſs,
plains ;

You boaſt an unattainted blood,
By yours be their fair ſame attended,
And claim by birth-right to be good.
In love for ev'ry fetlow-creature,
Superior riſe above the crowd,

the Numidian
-

Tis love the ſavage beaſt reſtrains,
And all the ties of cruelty unbinds.
As when the world from atoms roſe,
Primceva d-ſarts ſmil'd with peace:

Love charms the rage of ſavage foes
When elemental diſcords ceaſe

Nor jealouſy inflames, nor fear diſarms,
But pure untainted happineſs is known
To the bleſt pair, 'tis they alone
Exult by thee in their unrival’d charms.
wafted on paſſion's treach’rous wing,
Love periſhes in empty name :
But, if cel-ſtial warmth you bring,
Friendſhip and love are both the ſame.

Love, truth, and friendſhip, thus in one
combin'd,

Share all the blºſs that happier regions know,
Which radia:ing here below,

Diſpel the glare of vice from human kind.
Let friendſhip then again revive
To bleſs this long abandon'd iſle,
She unpolluted bliſs will give,
And, if ſincere, will ne'er beguile.
O ! then triumphant, rule in ev'ry breaſt,
And ſympathiſing raptures crown our joys,
which rage and envy re'er deſtroys,
If flill in friendſhip's bands divinely bleſt.

Was ne'er the portion of the proud.
Be thine the gen'rous heart that borrows
From others joys a friendly glow,
And for each hapleſs neighbour's ſorrows
Throbs with a ſympathetic woe.
This is the temper moſt endearing;
Tho' wide proud pomp her banner ſpreads,
An heav'nlier pow'r good-nature bearing,

Each heart in willing thraldom leads.
Taſte not from fame's uncertain fountain

The peace deſtroying ſtreams that flow,
Nor from ambition's dang'rous mountain
Look down upon the world below.
The princely pine on hills exalted,
Whoſe lofty branches cleave the ſky,

By winds, long brav'd, at laſt aſſaulted,
Is headlong whirl’d in duſt to lie ;

whilſt the mild roſe more ſafely growing
Low in its unaſpiring vale,
Amidſt retirement's ſhelter blowing,
Exchanges ſweets with ev'ry gale.
Wiſh not for beauty's darling features

Moulded by nature's fondling pow'r,

With dawning brightneſs ſee ſhe comes
Our languid ſreedom to reſtore :

For faireſt forms 'mong human creatures

Hence Pirr unbrib'd our cauſe aſſumes,

I ſaw the pride cf all the meadow,
at noon, a gay narciſſus blow

And Britons riſe to ſink no more.

Shelter'd by him, ſee ev'ry child of fame
With hearts and hands their acclamations
raiſe

In liberty's and virtue's praiſe,
And trophies build to his immortal name.

A Father's Advice to his Son : An Elºgy.
Written a hundred and fifty Years ago, and
now firſt publiſhed from a Mart'ſ rpt found
among the Papers of a late noble Lord.
E EP in a grove by cypreſs ſhaded,

where mid-day ſun had ſeldom ſhone,
Or noiſe the ſolemn ſcene invaded,
Save ſome affided Muſe's moan,

A ſwain tºwards full-ag'd manhood wend
ing

Sate ſorrowing at the cloſe of day,
At whoſe fond ſide a boy attending,

Liſp'd half his father's cares away.
The father's eyes no objećt wreſted,
But on the ſmiling prattler hung,
Till, what his throbbing heart ſuggeſted,
Theſe accents trembled from his tongue.
“My youth's firſt hope, my manhood's
treaſure,

My prattling innocent attend,
Nor fear rebuke, or ſour diſpleaſure,
A father's lovelieſt name is friend.

Some truths, from long experience flowing,
Worth more than royal grants, receive,
For truths are wealth of heav'n's beflow
ing,

-

What moſt enrobles human nature

Shine but the pageants of an hour.

Upon a river's bank, whoſe ſhadow
Bloom'd in the filver waves below ;
By noon-tide's heat its youth was waſted,
The waters, as they paſs'd, complain'd,
At eve its glories all were blaſted,
And not one former tint remain'd.

Nor let vain wit’s deceitful glory
Lead you from wiſdom's path aſtray,
What genius lives renown'd in ſtory,
To happineſs who found the way *
In yonder mead behold that vapeur,
whoſe vivid beams illoſive play,
Far off it ſeems a frendly taper,
To guide the trav’ller on his way i
But ſhould ſone hapleſs wretch purſuing,
Tread where the
glow,

treach'rous meteors

-

He'd find, too late, his rathneſs rueing,
That fatal quickſands lurk below.

In life ſuch bubbles nought admiring,
Gilt with falſe light and fill'd with air,
Do you, from pageant crowds retiring,
To peace in virtue's cot repair.
There ſeek the never waſted treaſure,

Which mutual love and friendſhip give,
Domeſtick comfort, ſpatleſs pleaſure,
And bleſs'd and bleſfing you will live.

If heav'n with children crowns yourdwelling,
As mine its bounty does with you,
In fondneſs fatherly excelling,
Th' example you have felt purſue.”

Which kings have ſeldom power to give.
He
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Now night her mournful mantle ſpreading,

Two pipes were done, the thirſty vicar,
Who long had look'd in vain for liquor,
Impatient now, he whiſper’d, John I
Bring out the horſes, let's be gone *
With whip and hat, enrag'd he flew,

Had rob'd with black th’ horizon round,
And dank dews from her treſſes ſhedding

Yet nore for tuis will blane him fºre,

I he darling cf his wounded heart,

Looks had means only of expreſſing
Thoughts language never could impart,

With genial moiſture bati, d the ground;
When back to city follies flying,

"Midſt cuſtom's ſlaves he liv'd reſign'd,
His face, array'd in ſmiles denying
The true complexion of his mind;

Nor bad his wretched friend adieu !

what cou’d he do —the vicar's r or.
The pulpit eft with blºck beſ, cad,
To mourn ſome foºl of faſh.cn dead,
What wo'nt he do to ſave

is ricº es 2

Of fools betray'd, and knaves betraying,

Supplies the vicar's coat and breechts.
But then to pay the taylor's Pains,
And ev'ry little trifle drains ;
His wife ſupplies the taylor's art,

That play'd upon this human ſtage,
(Peaceful himſelf and undetigning)

A well-known taſk, and next with ſtitches,

He loath'd the ſcenes of guile and ſt.iſe,
And felt each ſecret wiſh inclining

But buckram muſt be bought I fear 2

For ſeriouſly around ſurveying
Each charadier, in youth and age,

To leave this fictſul ſarce of life.

Yet to whate'er above was fated,
Obediently he bow d his ſoul,
For, what all bounteous heav'n created,
He thought heav n on y ſhould controul.
On the Vicar of W–d.

Th E vicar's rich, his income clear,

She meaſur’d juſt his net!,er part ;
To work ſhe falls and forms his breeches.

Let 'ſcutcheons do for that my dear.

And can there be a greater farce,
Theſe coats of arms ſhall kiſs your a-ſe,
Befides, my dear, you need not lock it,
When rampant lions guard your pccket.
Unhappy vicar and unhappy wiſe,
By endleſs riches doom'd to endleſs ſtrife,
Content unknown, 'tis poverty they flee,

And are for ever what they dread to be.

Exceeds eight hundred pounds a year.
Yet weeping want goes by his door,
Or knocks unheard – the vicar's poor.
His daughter weds, her huſband fails,
The rogue may beg, or bite his nails.
But ſhall the daughter flarve unkind,

The match was not the vicar's mind ;
Befides ſhe once has had her dow'r,
What can he more ?—the vicar's poor.

Tom graceleſs quits his band and gown,

On ſeeing Darline in an Undrºſs.
H heaven's was ever maid ſo bleſt :
Was ever face ſo fair;
who loves the roſe's ſweet perfume,
May find its fragrance there :
Thoſe coral lips, thoſe ſparkling eyes,
That ſmart, yet chaſte attire,
Convince us Stoicks may be loſt
In fondneſs and deſire :

To ſpend a winter once in town;
The vicar ſaw th’ approaching curſe,

That beauty fades—'tis well ordain'd,
Since endleſs were the pain,

And hard he ſtrung his heart and purſe,

To ſue for bliſs beyond our reach,

But Tom's reſolves as fixt remain,
His heart and purſe are ſtrung in vain,
Siow then he told with trembling thumb
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To figh—yet figh in vain.

...';..."

Myrtillº.

Five guineas ; death, a dreadful ſum :

Tom ſaw the ſplendid pieces lie,

Throc R it us, Idyl. 30.
On the Death ºf AD on 1s, imitated.
"Ağazy " Kuº, &c.

But ſaw them with a thankleſs eye;
what then, 'tis not ſufficient, well,
Back go the guineas to their cell.
Unhappy Tom, whate'er thy lot,

A prieſt, a 'ſquire, a ſaint, or ſot ;
A cit polite, or ſage demure,
Or fi k, or ſwim—the vicar's poor.
* While fairer than her mother fair,
With ſparkling eye, and golden hair,
Miſs Betty ſtill divine appears,
Nor feels the force of forty years;
What pity ſuch enchanting charms,
Shou'd fill no gen’rous lower's arms.

V

HEN Venus ſaw her fav'rite ſwain

Lie proſtrate, bleeding on the plain,
His ghaſtly looks, his clotted hair,
His lips all pale tho' once ſo fair,
His ſkin as chryſtal clear before
With blood and duſt now cover'd o'er ;

Wild with deſpair, with grief oppreſt,
She wrung her hands, ſhe beat her breaſt.
Too ſoon alas ! the Goddeſs found,

Deep in his thigh the deadly wound:
A ſavage boar's relentleſs tooth
Had ſlain the dear, the hapleſs youth.

Be doom'd to pleaſe ſome country boor,
It muſt be ſo—the vicar's poor.
To ſee the vicar once there came,
A friend of equal years and fame,
A brother paiſon, free and gay,
Who nothing grudg d the tedious way.
He knock d – admitted—down he fat,

Go, ſearch, ſays ſhe, the fields, the groves,
And bring with ſpeed the hated boar
That thus my lov'd Adonis to e '
Swift as the wind they wing away,

And ancient deeds ecords in chat.

Their queen's commands proud to obey i

A pipe was call'd, he low'd to ſmcke,
H. ſpok-, and P-ff d, and Puff'd and ſpoke,

The criminal they quickly fird.

At once ſhe ſummons all her loves;

And faſt with links of iron bit d ?
* He a, Lib, i. Ca", 16. Iize 1.

-
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This did at once her pity move
Who knew th' almighty power of love
She bids her Cupids looſe his chain,
And ſet their captive free again ;
But thinking on the bleeding boy,

with much ado th' officious throng
The brute reluctant force along :
Some ſhove behind, ſome hale before,

And with their bows they ſwinge the boar;
But conſcious of the wrongs h’ had done,
The ling’ring brute mov’d ſlowly on ;
To meet him ſwift the Goddeſs flies,

No more could he himſelf enjoy,

Soon as ſhe lucars his plaintive clies ;

No more his native woods prefer ;
But all for ſook, and follow'd her 2

with threat’ring looks ſhe thus expreſt

And ſtill as to the fire he came

The fury raging in her breafl.

His tuſks he burn’d amidſt the flame ;

And oft a figh or falling tear
Spoke inward grief, and deep deſpair.

Thou worſt of brutes, and is it you,
That my belov'd Adonis flew 2

Preſumptuous wretch, how duſt thou tear
A thigh ſo white, a youth ſo dear 2
Trenbling he hears, and deeply fighs,
And to the Goddeſs thus replies :
By thee and this thy favºrite ſwain,
Theſe fetters too that give ſuch pain,
By all theſe little loves around,
To thee, great queen, who dragg’d ne bound,
I ſwear"twas fore againſt my will
That I did ſo much beauty kill;

on the Veſtal's Behaviour againſ the Bellona.
(See p. 161.)
By the Rev. Mr. James de la Court.
N vain Bellona mounts the Gallick gun,
To tale the honour of the Britiſh nun :

Chaſte as the lives, ſo brave ſhe will expire,
There's no extinguiſhing a Veſlal's fire.

*

His naked thigh I chanc'd to view,
The fºllowing Lines were wrote by a Gentleman
wbo received Bengſt by drinking the Waters at
Bagnigge Wells.
H R E E ſprings, of different virtues,

Which ſecn'd of alabafter hue,

And ſtill as on the yeuth I gaz'd,
My inward flame more fiercely blaz'd j
Mad with defire, I ſtole a kiſs,
O ! pardon what I’ve done amiſs : ,
I kiſs'd, I own, and roughly too ;

bounteous heaven

To man, for his ſupport and health has given;
The ſimple element ſuſtains our frame,
Makes it tomorrow and to day the ſame,
Working no change, becauſe no change is

But what P alas! what could I do *

In ſuch a caſe, who would not run

The riſque to do as I have done *
Tho' he, who that dear youth cou’d kill,
Deſerves thy utmoſt rage to feel.
Theſe teeth, great queen, then quickly take,
And puniſh for Adonis ſake,

r

It melts our aliment, ſupplies our blord :
But if we're fick, and different helps require;
Springs that can elevate or fink our fire;
Can purge our juices, or our fibres brace,
And give new health and ſpirit to the face ;
Such ſprings at Bagnigge you may ſurely find;
Springs that will ſuit or ſingly or combin'd.

Theſe luſtful teeth which ne'er can be
Henceforth of any uſe to me :

If this atonement ſmall appear,
Theſe bloody lips by piece-meal tear;

T
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cauſe relating to the cap
ture of the Dutch ſhip call
ed the Maria Thereſa, came
on to be heard before our

court of Admiralty, when
* the following ſentence or

decree was pronounced by that court, viz.
“That the gººds cught to be preſumed to be
long to enemies, or to be cºherwiſe conſiſtable,
and condemned the ſame as lawful prize but
pronounced the ſhip to belong to the claim
ant, and decreed the ſame to be reſtored,
with freight.”
From the firſt part of this ſentence or de
cree there was an appeal brought, which
came on to be heard before the lords coin

miſſioners of appeals, in prize cauſes, on
March 22, 1756, when there were preſent,
The lord preſident, The viſe, Falmouth,
— duke of Argyle,
lord Sandys,

E. of Holderneſs,

lord Mansfield,

— E. of Cholmon-1– chancellor o: the

deley,
— earl

of

wallis,

Exchequer,
Corn-

vice chamber
lain.

After the hearing, the further confidera
tion of the cauſe was put off to the 29th,
when, beſide the lords before-mentioned,
there were preſent the earl of Thomond,
the earl of Hardwicke, and George Gren
ville, Eſq; but as theſe three had not been
preſent at the heating, they took no part,
nor gave any opinion in relation to the ſen
tence

}
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tence or decree then pronounced, which

2 17

French ſquadron weighed anchor, and put

was as follows, viz.

to ſea : That the Engliſh purſued them, and

“ that ſuch part of the ſentence [of the
court of Admiralty] be reverſed, as is com
plained of by the appellant; the ſhip being
reſtored with the acquieſcence of the captor;
and the cargo not being proved to be the
enemy's property, and appearing to belong
to the ſubjeas of the United Provinces; with
coſts againſt the captor, but no damages, as
the appeal was brought ſo late before the

in the afternoon a very briſk engagement

militia, under the command of lieut. gen.
Lally, marched to Fort St. David's and Cou.
delour ! That the latter was taken by capi

lords r

tulation, and Fort St. David's was likewiſe

And upon the 12th inſtant came on before
the ſaid lords commiſſioners of appeals, the
hearing of the cauſe relating to the Dutch
ſhip, the America, upon an appeal from the
ſentence or decree of our court of Admiralty
pronounced, Oétober 21, 1758, which was

obliged to ſurrender, after a ſevere bom.
bandment; and that thereupon the French
were making all neceſſary preparations for

began ; in which, it was ſaid, the French
9co men, and the Engliſh two
ſhips, and a great many men, and that after
the aëtion, a French ſhip of 74 guns run
had loſt

a-ground : That the French and all their

attacking Madraſs, after they had made

themſelves maſters of Tarjour, or that their
demands there ſhould have been complied

as follows :

with.

“That the ſhip and goods, at the time of
the capture, did belong to enemies, or were
otherwiſe confiſcable; and therefore adjudg
td and condemned the ſame as lawful prize.”
Upon the hearing of this appeal, their

from Tranquebar, of Auguſt 27, farther ſay,
that the French marched the 25th of June
to Tanjour, where they arrived the begin
ning of Auguſt, and made an attempt upon

lordſhips made the following decree, viz.

“That the ſhip America, in queſtion in this.
cauſe, having been freighted on French ac
count, and employed in a voyage to St Do
mingo, a French ſettlement in the Weſt

Indies, and having delivered her outward

bound cargo, with permifion of the French
governor there, and her homeward bound

cargo having been put on board, after a ſur
vey, and ſubjećt to the payment of the ſe
veral duties, cuſtoms, and penalties, agree

able to the laws of France, and the maſter
having deſtroyed the bill of loading, and
many other of the ſhip's papers, and the
cargo found on board being admitted to be

the property of French ſubjećts, declared,
That the ſaid ſhip ought, by law, to be con
demned in this caſe, as a French ſhip; and
therefore affirmed the ſentence, condemn
ing the ſhip and cargo as prize.”
Thursday, March 29,
The embargo on ſhips, laden with provi
flons, in Ireland, was ordered to be taken off.
Fa Ipay, 30.

The Princeſs Mary, with the ſhips under

her convoy, from Jamaica, arrived in the
Downs.

Subſequent letters, dated likewiſe

that place, in which, to their great ſurprize,
they were not able to ſucceed, thoſe in
Tanjour having carried on a negotiation
with them for ſome time, and taken their
meaſures ſo well, that the French found

themſelves in great diſtreſs for want of
ſubfiſtence, and were attacked furiouſly on
all fides; and though they had made a breach
ſufficient for 15 men to enter a breaft, yet
they were obliged, for want of proviſions
and ammunition, to decamp and abandon
Tanjour, the 18th of Auguſt, leaving be
hind them five large pieces of cannon.

Their loſs in men, however, was not very
confiderable. That during the fiege of
Tanjour, both the French and Engliſh fleets
were cruiſing off the coaſt of Coromandel,
and were alternately in the road of Carical,
till the 3d of Auguſt, when they came to
an engagement, which laſted two hours,
and was very briſk. That the loſs of the
French therein was very great, and they
found themſelves obliged to retire to Pon
dicherry, where they remained. That the
Engliſh were come to Carical, where they
had taken two or three French barks, which
were gºing by. And that, on the 20th of
Auguſt, general Lally returned with his

army to Carical, and cn the 23d marched

Satur day, 31.
A court martial was held on board the

Torrington, at Sheerneſs, to enquire into
the condućt of the captain of the Dolphin,

by Tranquebar, in his way to Pondicherry.
Tursday, April 3.
Merrick Burrell, Eſq; was choſen go

in her late action with the Marſhal. Belleifle

vernor, and Bartholomew Burton, Eſq; de

privateer, on the coaſt of Scotland :

puty-governor of the Bank of England.
And next day the following gentlemen were
eleēted direétors for the year enſuing : Mat

When

it was fully proved, by the officers of the
Solebay, that he had done his duty as a

good officer, and he was honourably acquitted
of the whole and every part of the charge
exhibited againſt him.
From the Lon Don Gaz et TE.

Copenhagen, April 3. Letters received
here from Tranquebar, on the coaſt of Co
remandel, dated June 25, 1758, ſay, That
a flect of 11 French men of war came on

that coaſt the 27th of April : That the next
day the Ergliſh fleet, under admiral Pocock,

thews Beachcroft, Eſq; Tho. Chitty, Eſq;
and Ald. Peter Du Cane, William Hunt,
Benj. Longuet, Benj. Lethuillier, Robert
Marſh, Charles Palmer, Theophilus Salwey,
Robert Saluſbury, Charles Savage, Alexan

der Sheafe, James Spilman, Peter Thomas,
Thomas Whately, John Weyland, Charles
Boehm, Eſqrs. Sir Samuel Fludyer, Kt. and
Ald. Edward Payne, Henry Plant, Thomas

Plumer, John Sargent, John South, Peter
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Admiralty. Office. His majeſty's ſhips
Southampton and Melampe, commanded by
the captains Gilchriſt and Hotham, on the
28th paſt, came up with the French frigate
of war the Danae, of 40 guns and 339
men, which, after a briſk engagement, was

taken, having between 30 are 4o men
killed, and a great number wounded. The
Southampton had one man killed, and eight
wounded; amongſt the latter was captain
Gilchriſt, who being ſhot through the right
ſhoulder with a pound ball, has been put
aſhore at Yarmouth. The Melampe had

eight men killed, and ao wounded.
WY on Es DAY, 4.

The following gentic men were choſen di
re&ors of the Eaſt-India company for the

year enſuing : William Barwell, " Chriſto
pher Barton, * Fitz Will. Barrington, " Ja
cob Boſanquet, Henry Crabb Boulton, John
Boyd, John Browne, Charles Cutts, George
Dudley, “Richard G./dart, * Peter Godfrey,
*Charles Gough, Henry Hadley, John Hat
riſon, " Samuel Harriſon, Frederick Pigou,
John Raymond, Giles Rooke, George Ste
vens, - Richard Seward, " Richard Smith,
• William Thornton, " Thomas Waters,
• Bouchier Walton, F ſqrs. N. B. Thoſe
marked with * are new ones.

Thursday, 5.
A houſe was conſumed, by fire, in Ru

pert ſtreet,

Goodman's fic ds.

The following bills received the royal
aſſent, by commiſſion, in the houſe ºf peers,
viz. A bill for granting a ſubſidy of pound

age on dry goods imported ; , and for an
nuities, and a lottery.—A bill for the im
portation of Iriſh live cattle.—Another, for
the free importation of Iriſh tallow.—And
->

SAT un day, 7.

-

At the militia meeting, held in Dean
ſtreet, Soho, it was unanimouſly reſolved, by
the noblemen and gentlemen preſent, to form
themſelves into a ſociety, and to dire toge
ther annually, on ſcime day in the laſt week
of February, to be fixed by the flewards,
who, for the enſuing year, are, The earl of
Pembroke, Lord Romney, George Jennings,
Eſq; Sir William Codrington, Bart. Sam
broke Freeman, Eſq. There were preſent
a great number of noblemen and gertlemen,
all zealouſly attached to a meaſure of ſo much

importance and ſuch utility to their country.
Turs DAY, 10.
Orders were iſſued ſrom the lord cham

berlain's office, for a change of the mourn
ing, at court, on Sunday the 22d inſtant,
for the late princeſs of Orange.
-

then ſtripping him naked, thruſt him out of
the houſe, and with a waggon whip cut him
almoſt to pieces. Gower made the beſt of
his way to Hales-Owen, ſrom whence ſome
perſons went to the deceaſed's relief, who
found him in a cloſe near the ſaid houſe,

weltering in his blood, and with great dif
ficulty carried him to Hales-Owen, where

he immediately expired. Upon ſearching
Darby's houſe, warly the next morning, he,
his wife, and two ſons, were ſecured, but

not without great danger to the apprehen
ders, one of whom narrowly eſcaped being
killed with an axe, with which the old man
ſtruck at him. They were all ſour, on Sa.
turday, committed, by the Rev. Mr. Durant,

to Shrewſbury goal, upon proof of the fata,
and of old Dalby's flanding by, and all the
time encouraging his ſons in perpetrating
this ſcene of villainy. The deceaſed's coal,
waiſtcoat, and breeches, were, at the time
of taking the murderers, found in the
houſe, all bloody.

Sa 'rur Day, 14.
Admiral Boſcawen, with his fleet, and
rear-admiral Corniſh, with his flect and the

Eaſt India ſhips, ſailed from St. Helen's for
their reſpective ſtations.
Su N Pay, 15.
Two large ſea monſters were ſeen in the
river Ribble, at Preſton, Lancaſhire, on

FR 1 pay, 6.

to 14 other publick and private bills.

April

the deceaſed, till he was almoſt killed;

FR 1 DAY, 13.
A moſt cruel murder was committed on

the body of John Walker, at one Darby's,
near Hales. Owen, by Birmingham, where
the deceaſed, and one Nathaniel Gowers, as

bailiffs, where in poſſeſſion of the ſaid
Darby's goods, on a diſtreſs for tert : About
nine that evening, the ſaid Darby's two ſons

came into the houſe, and with a broom,
hook, and bludgeon, ſell upon the ſaid bai

which ſome men went out in boats, with
pitchforks, and killed one of them, which
weighed between 6 and 7oo weight, and
had teats, which they ſqueezed milk out of

and they ſaid it was the ſweeteſt milk they
ever taſted.
Mon Day, 16.

Admiralty-Office. On the 3d inſtant his
majeſty's ſhips the Deptford and Brilliant
fell in with a privateer ſnow, belonging to
Dunkirk, which the Brilliant took ; ſhe is
called the Marquis de Barail, commanded
by Godefroy-Bachelier, mounted 14 guns,
with 1.c4 men, and is carried into Kinſale.

Captain Duff, of his majeſty's ſhip Ro
cheſter, gives an account, that on the $th

inſtant, in the morning, he gave chace to a
cutter, and in the afternoon ſhe got within
ſome ſands where the Rocheſter could not

follow her, but the Grace cutter, affiſted
by the Rocheſter's boats, took her; ſhe is
called the Carilloneur, belonging to Dun
kirk, carried eight guns, and 6o men.
Captain Duff has ſent her to the Downs.
Cºpy of a Letter from the Hon. Capt. Barring
ton, of his Majyly's Ship Achilles, ºf to
Guns, to Mr. Clevland, dated at Falmouth,
April 16, 1759.

“I have the pleaſure to acquaint you of
my arrival here, with the Count de Flo
rentin, of 60 guns, and 403 men, from
Cape François bound for Rochefort, com
manded by the Sieur de Montay, whom I
took on the 4th inſtant, in lat. 44. 15. fixty
leagues to the weſtward of Cape Finiſterre,
after a cloſe engagement of two hours,
in which I was ſo fortunate as only to have
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two men killed, and 23 wounded, with my
maſts, ſails, and rigging, much cut and da
maged.
The loſs on the enemy's fide was very
confiderable, having all his maſts ſhot a.
way, with 116 men killed and wounded,

amongſt the latter, the captain, with a muſ.
quet-ball through his bedy, of which he died
two days after.

-

I muſt beg you will acquaint their lord
ſhips of the very gallant behaviour of ny
officers and people upon this occaſion
P. S. Three of my wounded are fince
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The bounties to ſeamen and landmen,

&2. are continued to the 2d of June next
(ſee p. 106.) And all juſtices of the peace
and mayors of corporations throughout
England and Wales, and likewiſe the pro
voſts of Edinburgh, Glaſgow, and Aber
deen, in Scotland, are commanded to cauſe

ſtrict ſearch to be made for all ſtraggling
ſeamen and ſeafaring men, fit for his mal.

jeſty's ſervice, and to ſend them, by careful
conductor", to a ſea officer on ſhore, or to
the neareſt ſeaport town, to be put on
board ſhips of war: Which conductors are

dead, as likewiſe a great number of the

to be paid by the ſaid ſea officer, or the cap

enemy’s.”

tains of ſuch ſhips to whom ſuch ſeamen
ſhall be delivered, zos. for each ſeaman, and

His royal highneſs the duke of Cumber.
land ſet out for Newmarket.
A ſtable, barn, &c. ſeven horſes and a

fix-pence a mile for each man, for every

man, were conſumed by fire at Charbo
rough, near Blandford, in Doi ſetſhire.

ſalt-petre, arms, ammunition, &c. is or.

Tuesday, 17.

Meffrs. Boreel, Vandepol, and Meerman,

miniſters from the ſtates general, had a pri
vate audience of his majeſty.

-

His majeſty and the royal family removed
to Kenfington, for the ſummer.

The prohibition of exporting gunpowder,
dered to be continued, from the 29th inſt.
for the ſpace of fix months. (see p. 105.)
Above Ioo felons, from Newgate, the
New-Goal, and the country goals, ſailed in
the Thetis, Creamer, for America.

SUNr. A y, 22.

The duke of Cumberland arrived at St.
James's, from New market.
Tursday, 24.
At Guildhall, Mr. Stevens was declared
to have the majority of hands, for bridge
maſter, but a poll was demanded for Mr.
Smith and Mr. Chance, which the latter
ſoon declined.

mile they ſhall reſpeaively travel.

-

Wr pses pay, 25.

Cambridge, April 14. The Hon. Mr.
Finch, and the Hon. Mr. Townſhend, have

propoſed to give two prizes, of 15 guineas
each, to two ſenior batchelors of arts, and

the like to two middle batchelors, who
ſhall compoſe the beſt exerciſes in Latin

proſe, which are to be read publickly by
them, on a day to be appointed near the
commencement; the vice-chancellor has
given notice, that the ſubjeas for this
year are,

For the ſenior batchelors;

The colle&ion for the London Hoſpital
amounted to 16661. 2s.

Thursday, 26.

The colle&ion for the Magdalen charity
amounted to 4371, 15s.
FR 1 day, 27.

Ended the ſeſſions at the Old-Bailey, when

Pro Secrate, ad populum Arbenienſem, Oratio.
For the middle batchelors;
Utrum in bene conſtitutam civitatem Ludi Scenic;
admitti debtant P

The-corn mills, &c. of Edward Pughe
of Craſſage, in Shropſhire, were conſume

George Symons, for ſtealing a calf ; Cathe

by fire, on the 28th cf March.

rine Knowland, for a robbery; and Andrew
Grant, for houſebreaking, received ſentence

of death. Fifteen were caſt for tranſporta

Great Billing church, near Northampton
was lately ſo much damaged by lightning,
as to make it apprehended that the whole

tion for ſeven years.

fabrick muſt be rebuilt.

At the ſale of the late earl of Arran's

At the affizes at Eaſt Grinſtead, one per

turiolities, the gloves given by king Henry
VIII. to Sir Anthony Denny, were ſold for
331, 17s, the gloves given by king James I.
to Edward Denny, Eſq; (ſon to Sir An

ſon received ſentence of death; but was af.
terwards reprieved. At Bury, three, one of

thony) for 221 1s. the mittens given by
queen Elizabeth to Sir Edward Denny's

lady, for 25l. 4s. and the ſcarf given by
king Charles I. for rol. 1 os. All which
were bought for Sir Thomas Denny, of Ire
land, who is lineally deſcended from the
ſaid Sir Anthony Denny, one of the exe
cutors of king Henry V111.
. The patent of Covent-Garden playhouſe

is ſold, by John Rich, Eſq; to Bonnell
Thornton, Eſq; one of the authors of the
Connoiſſeur, for 40,020).
The Bank of England hath given notice,

that they will, for the future, iſſue out Bank
noºs, , and Bank Poſt bills, ſor Iol, and
15l. cach,

whom was reprieved. At Exeter, 13. At
Stafford, two, but reprieved. At Shrewſ.
bury, one, but reprieved. At Hereford,
three, two of whom were reprieved. At
Northampton, five. At Lancaſter, three,
one of them for poiſoning his wife and two
children, who was executed as uſual, and
his body hung in chains. At Monmouth,
twe, but replieved. At Glouceſter, one.
At Taunton, three. At Kingſton, three,
(ſee p. 163.) befides Mary Edmondſon, for
the murder of her aunt: Of the perpetration
of which crime, we gave an account in our
laſt, p. 160. It appeared, from the teſtimony

of her brother-in-law, that this young
woman had never behaved amiſs, that ſhe
was ſoon to have been married to one Mr.
E e 2

King,

azo MARRIAGES and BIRTHS, DEATHS. April
King, a clergyman, at Calverly, in York
ſhire, and that ſhe was ſent to London with
her aunt, to learn a little experience before

Penſylvania, Feb. 3. At a treaty held at
Eaſton, in Ottober laſt, peace was con

ſhe became his wife. The proofs againſt
her were circumſtantial, and not poſitive,
but very ſtrong ones; therefore, our ac

governor of Penſylvania, and the governor
of New-Jerſey, on the behalf of their re
ſpective provinces, and the reſt of his ma

count of the murder, given before, muſt be

jeſty's ſubjećts in America, of the one part,

read with proper allowances, as only what

and the eight confederate Indian nations,
and the Indians called the Delawares, the
Unanimes, the Minifinks, the Wapings, and
the Mohiccons, of the other part ; which . . .
peace hath fince, by the intervention of
brigadier general Forbes, been acceeded to,
ratified and confirmed by the ſeveral nations
of lndians living on the Ohio.

was then ſurmized.

It is ſaid there, ſhe

confeſſed the tatt ; but, on the contrary, ſhe
denied it to the laſt moment.

On Monday,

April 2, about nine o'clock, ſhe was
brought handcufft, in a poſtchaiſe, with Mr.
Hammet the keeper, from the Stockhouſe
priſon, at Kingflon, to the Peacock in Ken
nington lane, where the hangman haltered
her ; ſhe was directly put into a cart, and
carried to Kennington-common, and exe
cuted 12 minutes before ten o'clock.

cluded and ratified, between the lieutenant

MAR R1a G es and B raths.

March 24.

ON. and Rev. Robert Bligh,

She

younger brother of lieute

denied the murder, and died very uncon

nant-general Bligh, was married to Miſs
Winthrop.
April 2. John Dinglethorpe, Eſq; to Miſs

cerned, never ſhedding a tear in her way
from Kingſton, nor at the gallows. But,
after ſome time ſpent in prayer, ſpoke to
the following effect: “It is now too late
with God and you to trifle; and I aſſure
you, I am innocent of the crime laid to my
charge. I am very eaſy in my mind, and
ſuffer with as much pleaſure as if I was go
ing to ſleep. I freely forgive my proſecu
tois, and earneſtly beg your prayers for my
departing ſoul, &c.” After the execution,
her body was carried to St. Thomas's Hoſ
pital, and delivered to Mr. Benjamin Cow
ell, ſurgeon, purſuant to an order from the
high ſheriff.

The parliament of Ireland, which ſtands
prorogued to the 24th inſt. is further pro
rogued to the 28th of Auguſt next,
Letters from Stockholm adviſe, that on
the 27th ult, in the evening, about ſeven
o'clock, a ſun, about four feet in diameter,

appeared to the weſt, which laſted two mi
nutes, and caſt as clear a light, as if it had
been noon day ; and about half an hour be
fore the riſing of the moon, there appeared
two rainbows.

Boſton, New-England, Feb. 5. We have
an account from Providence, that, within

ten days, no leſs than 11,588 ſquirrels were
ſhot in that county, and that at producing
the heads, 1.5oo horſes were at the tavern.
The heads of the ſaid ſquirrels meaſured 29
buſhels and a half.
Laſt Friday morning a pretty ſmart ſhock
pf an earthquake was felt here, and in the
neighbouring towns, And a ſhock of an
tarthquake was alſo felt, about the ſame
time, preceded by the uſual rumbling noiſe,
at Portſmouth in Piſcataqua.
New-York, Feb. 19.
On Wedneſday
morning, about two o'clock, the hardeſt
gale of wind (attended with thunder, light
ning, and ſnow) aroſe from the north-weſt,
that has been known here for ſome years
paſt which hath done vaſt damage to the
whatſ; and ſhipping in this port. . It is

thought 50ool. will ſcarcely repair the
damage,

Petchey, of Holt, in Norfolk.

16. Capt. Joſhua Rowley, ſecond ſon of
the admiral, to Miſs Burton.

17. Thomas Unwin, of Caſtle Heding
ham, in Eſſex, Eſq; to Miſs Mary Edwards.
Dr. Tathwell, of Stamford, to Miſs Ro
berts.

-

Richard Robſon, of Fieldfoot, in Cum

berland, Eſq; to Miſs Sally Holt.
18. William Slade, Eſq; to Mrs. Weſt,
of Deptford.
25. Sir Richard Crofts, Bart. to Miſs
Cowper.
7. Counteſs of Weſtmeath was delivered
of a ſon.

Lady Mannock, of a ſon and heir.
of Geo. Warren, Eſq; of a daughter.
13, Counteſs of Harboroughºº.
17. Lady of the Hon. William Bouverie,
of a ſon.
-

March 20.

Dr. aths.

ADY of the Hon. lieutenant

general Bligh.
28, Lady Clavering, aged 72.
31. Jacob Thomas, of Carmarthenſhire,
q;

April 1, Julius Smith, of Ilford, in Eſſex,
Eſq;

Richard Smith, late of Maryland, Eſq;
2. Anthony Wilkinſon, Eſq; in the com
miſſion of the peace for the county of Dur
ham.

Sir John Abdy, Bart. member for Eſſex.
The title is extinë.

Edward Barber, of Adderbury, in Ox
fordſhire, Eſq;
3. Mrs.
of Old Palace-yard,
aged 1c.4.

ºver,

Sir William Andrews, Bart.

4. Francis Maſon, of Henley upon Thames,
Eſ

ady of Sir Armine Wodehouſe,

Bart.

6. James Marſh, of Shoreham, Eſq;

8. William Glegg, of Gayton, in Che
flaire, Eſq;
3. Mr.

t

!.
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9. Mr. Abraham Chitty, brother to the
alderman.

Joſeph Preſton, of Cheſhire, Eſq;
John Playters, Eſq; ſon of Sir John Play
ters, Bart.

so. Sir Edward Hulſe, Bart. firſt phyſi
sian to his majeſty.

-

22 f

of Stowey, in Bucks. - Mr. Twynihoe, to
the living of Torrington, in Dorſetſhire.Mr. William Batſon, to the reëory of up
ton, in Worceſterſhire.

A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable
the Rev. Robert Maſters, B. D. to hold the

the late Sir Watkyn Williams Wynne.
Lady of the Hon. George Mackay, eldeſt

rečtory of Landbeach, with the vicarage of
Linton, in Cambridgeſhire.—To enable Mr.
Evan Jones, to hold the vicarage of all
Saints, with the vicarage of Prior Cleeve,

ſon ºf the lord Rea.

in Worceſterſhire, —To enable Mr. William

Owen Meyrick, Eſq; cuſtos rotulorum of
the county of Angleſey. *
Chiverton Hartopp, of Welby, in Lei
ceſterſhire, Eſq;
13. Miſs Bowes, only daughter of Wil
liam Bowes, of York, Eſq;

Beale, to hold the vicarage of Sencoombe,
with the vicarage of Eveley, in Wiltſhire.

12.

Richard Williams, Eſq; brother of

James Hodgſon, of Broughton, in Hamp
ſhire, Eſq;
14. George Frederick Handel, Eſq; the
celebrated muſician, aged 77.
Right Hon. Thomas Coke, earl of Lei
ceſter, joint poſt maſter general of Great
Britain.

The title is extin &t.

Henry Holden, Eſq; of the Six Clerks
Office.

Dr. Roſs, late phyſician of St. George's
Hoſpital.
15. William Bowles, Eſq; firſt clerk in
the War. office.

Mary Hall, ſexton of Biſhophill the Elder,
in York, aged 105.
16. John Cotgrave, of Cheſter, Eſq; an
alderman of that city.
17. Richard Riccards, Eſq; in the com
miſfion cf the peace for the Tower Hamlets.
18. John Cofins, Eſq; formerly an emi
ment grocer in St. Paul's Church-yard.
19. Joſeph Broºkſbank, of Hackney, Eſq;
Rev. Mr. Daniel Whiſton, youngeſt brother
of the late excellent Mr. William Whiſton.

21. Sir John Lade, Bart. member for
Camelford, in Cornwall.
John Eckerſall, Eſq; regiſter general of
trading ſhips.
In January, Tho. Pinnock, Eſq; a mem
ber of the aſſembly in Jamaica.
Ecclesiast Ical Parr an MENTs.
From the London Gazz-r ‘tr.

R. Robinſon, biſhop of Killala and
Achonry, is tranſlated to the united
biſhoprick of Leighlin and Ferns, void by
the death of Dr. Salmon. - Dr. Samuel

Hutchinſon, dean of Dromore, promoted
to the biſhoprick of Kiliala and Achonry.

From the re? of the Papers.
Rev. Mr. Humphry Smythies was pre
ſented to the vicarage of Blewberry cum
Upton, in Berkſhire. — Mr. Hutchinſon, to
the reaory of Bub-down, in Wilts. – Mr.
Hodges, to the vicarage of Bourkley, in

woreeſterſhire.—Mr. Cobb, to the living of
Billhurſt, in Kent. — Dr. Saunders, to the
readry of Winterborne, in Glouceſterſhire.
-Thomas Hawkins, M.A. to the redory
$
*_

Promotions Civil and Military.
From the London Gazrt tr.

Whº April 10.

William, baron
Braco, of the kingdom of Ireland,

was created earl Fife, and viſcount Macduff.

-Thomas, baron of Athunry, created earl
of Louth.

—, April 21. The king has been
pleaſed to conſtitute and appoint Henry
Seymour Conway, Eſq; to be colonel of the
firſt or royal regiment of dragoons, in the
room of lieutenant general Hawley, de
ceaſed. – John Toovey, Eſq; to be colonel
of the 53d regiment of foot. — Richard
Bowles, Eſq; to be lieutenant-colonel to the
81ſt regiment of foot, or invalids.-William
Johnſton, Eſq; to be lieutenant-colonel to
the 82d regiment of foot, or invalids,Joſeph Harriſon, Eſq; to be major to the
57th regiment of foot.
From the reſt of the Papers.
William Hope, Eſq; appointed commiſ
ſary-general of the muſters in Scotland, in
the room of his father, who refigned.—Dr.
Taylor, phyſician in ordinary to his ma
jeſty, in the room of Sir Edward Hulſe, de
ceaſed.

Philip Honeywood, Eſq; was appointed
colonel of the 14th regiment of horſe.-Henry Whitley, Eſq; colonel of the 4th re
giment of dragoons. - William Auguſtus
Pitt, Eſq; lieutenant-colonel of the moth re
giment of dragoons.—James Johnſtone, Eſq;
lieutenant-colonel of the 1ſt regiment of
dragoons. – Bartholomew Gallatin, Eſq;
lieutenant-colonel of the ad troop of horſe
grenadier guards. - Gabriel Chriſtie, Eſq;
deputy quarter-maſter-general in America,
with the rank of major in the army.
Alteration in the Liſt of Parliament.
UFFOLK. Rowland Holt, Eſq; in the
room of Sir Cordell Firebrace, deceaſed.
B-ka-ts.
ICHAEL Bourke, William Parſons, and Samuel
Gibbs, of King-ſtreet, mcrehants.

John Kendrick, of Huntingdon, ſhopkeeper.
John Armond, of Great Coggeſhall, clothier.

Richard Scott, of Mayton, in Kingſton upon Hull, car
ent cr.

Edward Baldwin, of Coventry, mercer.
ohn Gilbert, of Pancras, cooper.

enjamin Holland, of Eveſhain, linen-draper.
George Crede, of Devonſhire, merchant.

Richard
ºchir
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-Richard Fatlow, of Ceventry, whitcher.
Francis Ruſh. Clark of
don, wine-merchant.
Revel Hoºt:ay, of Sh
itation:er.
- Thomas Northåll, of Bewdley, proccr.

1759.

if poffible, from Frankfort, before they
could receive the expe&td reinforcements.

Thomas Caigow, of Wardour-ſtreet, tobacconiſt.

For this purpoſe, having reaſſembled all his
troops near Fulde, he marched from thence

co tº R S E of E x c H A N G.P.,

on the Ioth, and on the 11th he arrived at

Łon bok, Saturday, April 28, 1759.

Windeken. Next morning early he march

Amſterdam 35 5 z Uſ, a 6 2 # Uſance.

ed towards Bergen, between Frankfort and
Hanau, about which village the French army

bitto at Sight 35 2.
otºcréam 3; 6 2. Uſ, a 7 2 # Uſance,

were ſtrongly encamped Nevertheleſs he re
ſolved to attack them, whereupon a very ob

Antwerp, no Price,

ſtimate engagement enſued, the firſt account

Hamburgh 37 2.
Paris 1 Day's Date to #.
Ditto, 2 Uſance 3o 3.
Bourdeaux, ditto 3o $,
Cadiz 39 3.
Madrid 39 +.
Bilboa 39 #.
Leghorn 48 # a $.

of which was as follows:

Naples, no Price.
Genoa 48.
Venice so.

of Bergen, which he made the right of his

-

Liſbon 5s. 5d.
Porto 5s. 5d.
Dublin 11 #.

Hague, April 17. Laſt night the count
D’Affry, the French ambaſſador, received an
expreſs from the duke de Broglio with the

following relation:
“The duke de Broglio being informed
that the allied army was marching towards

him, took poſt on the 12th near the village
army; and at the ſame time ſecured his

flanks and center in ſuch a manner, that the

a $.

enemy might be obliged to make their attack

by that village. They came in fight on the
.*

13th at ten in the morning : They had made

their diſpoſitions under cover of a rifing
sº ground.
They came out at ten o’clock, and
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1759.
Nº our laſt we left a detachment from the

confederate army in poſſeſſion of Hirſch
feid and other places in Heſſe, from whence
they had drove the Imperialiſts; but the
latter ſoon returned in greater numbers, and

attacked the village with the utmoſt vivaci
ty. Eight German battalions had been poſt
ed in it the preceding night ; and behind
the duke de Broglio placed ſeveral brigades
of French foot.

their turn to retire. But the Imperialiſts
were in a few days again obliged to retire.

The enemy made three attacks in the
ſpace of two hours and a half, and were
each time repulſed ; after remaining ſome
time behind the riſing ground that covered
their diſpoſitions, they ſeparated their infant
into two bodies, one on the right, and th

upon hearing that a body of about 40 coo

other on the left, whilſt their cavalry form

men, from the conſederate army, with prince

ed in the center, with a ſmall column of in
fantry before it.

being ſupported by a detachment of French
from Frankfort, the former were obliged in

Ferdinand of Brunſwick himſelf at their

head, was advancing towards them with
great diligence, which they ſoon found con
firmed, for before they could all retire, the

hereditary prince of Brunſwick, at the head
of ſome ſquadrons of Pruſſian Huſſars, on
March 31, ſurpriſed at Molrichſtadt, the
regiment of Hohenzollern Cuiraffiers, and a
battalion of Wurtſburghers, many of whom
were either killed or taken priſoners. Next
day the prince, with ſome light troops and
two battalions of grenadiers, marched to
Meinungen, where he found a confiderable
magazine, and made two battalions of Co
logne troops ſurrender themſelves priſoners
of war, as he did the ſame day the battalion
of Nagel, which was poſted at Waſungen,
after defeating ſome Imperial and Auſtrian
troops under count D'Arberg, who were
coming to its relief. And on the 1d inſtant,
the duke of Holſtein, with a party of the
confederates under his consmand, diſlodged
the French from Freyenſteinau, where he
made a captain, a lieutenant, and 56 men
priſoners of war.
After theſe ſucceſſes, prince Ferdinand
reſolved to march againſt the French army
under the duke de Broglio, and drive thºm,

we now imagined that they intended to
attack at one time, both he village of Ber
gen and the wood on our left, where the
whole body of Saxons was placed ; and if
one of theſe attacks ſhould ſucceed, after:
wards to fall on our center.

This was the

more probable, as they had brought up a
great number of cannon againſt the village,
with which they cannonaded it briſkly, and
as they had alſo ſeveral pieces on their right,
with which they cannonaded the head of the
wood were the volunteers were poſted. Ne
vertheleſs, they did not return to the

charge ; and nothing happened during the
reſt of the day, but a very briſk cannonad
ing that laſted till night, which they waited
for to make their retreat.

-

The duke de Broglio writes on the 14th,
at five in the morning, that the detachment
ſent in purſuit of the enemy had not re
joined the army, and that he did not know
which way they had direéted their retreat.
Deſerters affirm that their army confifted
of 46, oco men, and that the prince of

ºws is killed.

Our loſs is conſidera

ce
=4

*

-

Advices

F O R E I G N A F F A I R S, 1759.
Advices from Frankfort of the 15th ſay
that in this ačion the French had about 600
ſlain in the field and above zooo wounded 5
and advices from Cologne of the 16th ſay
that the loſs of the allies is computed at

3900, and that of the

French ſcarce leſs ;

223

On the 23d ult... the king of Pruffia ſet
out from Breſlau, for his army, which was
aſſembled at Rhonflock near Strigau, from
whence it ſoon marched to Bolchenhayn
near Landſhut, where it now remains en

camped.

but a letter from the head quarters of the

Towards the 18th ult, the Pruſſian troops

allied army at windeken, dated the 14th,
gives us the following account of this battle,
viz. “ on the 13th his ſerene highneſs,
prince Ferdinand, marched to Bergen, a vil
inge fituated between Frankfort and Hanau,

commanded by general Woberſnow *, re
turned into Silefia from their expedition into
Poland, after carrying off or deflroying ſe
veral Ruffian magazines, particularly one of

where the French occupied a very ſtrong

cient for ſubfiſhing 50,0co men for three
months; and after gaining a great chara&ter
among the people of the country through
which they paſſed, for their exact diſcipline
and polite behaviour.
By our laſt advices the reinforcements
deſigned for the Ruſſian army in Poland are
all upon their march, and that army was
beginning to aſſemble upon the Viſtula.
They are likewiſe equipping a grand fleet to
carry proviſions and military flores to their
army but this equipment will probably be
retarded by an accidental fire that happened
at Revel, towards the end of February,
which deſtroyed all their magazines, and
all the materials belonging to their ſhips in

poſt, which it was neceſſary to take poſſeſ
fion of, in order to come at the enemy's line.
The army arrived at nine in the morning,

oppoſite that of the enemy, and the grena
diers of the advanced guard immediately be
gan the attack upon Bergen with great in

trepidity, and received a very briſk fire,
which the enemy had prepared for them;
and tho’ they were ſupported by a reinforc
ment of ſeveral battalions under the prince
of Iſenbourg's command, they could not how

ever carry their point ſo far as to diſlodge
the enemy entirely from the village, but
were forced to retreat in ſome diſorder; yet

rallied again upon being ſupported by the
Heffian horſe.

The reſt of the day paſſed

in a cannonade on both fides, without -any

ground being gained on either. His ſerene
highneſs not having been able to ſucceed in
forcing the enemy in their poſt, returned to
Windeken, after having given orders for
byrying the dead, and carrying off the

flour at Poſen, which, it is ſaid, was ſuffi

-

that port, to the amount, it is ſaid, of five
millions of rubles in value.

º

. Berlin, April 14. The fort of Peenamunde,
in Pomerania, ſurrendered between the 16th

The loſs on the fide of the al

and 11th of this month to gen. Manteufel,
who commanded the army in the abſence of
count Dohna, and there were taken priſo
ners of war 190 ſoldiers, r1 officers of dif

lied army is not particularly known, but it

ferent ranks, 14 ſerjeants and corporals, 5

is ſuppoſed, it does not exceed that of Iooo

cannon of 18 pounds, 4 of 14, 11 of 6, 4.
of 3, 2 mortars of 40 pounds, and 2 mor
tars of 16 pounds.

wounded.

men. Five pieces of cannon were loſt,
having been left behind in the village. Prince
Iſenbourg is among the ſlain; and the ge
nerals Gilſoe, and count Schulembourg, a

mong the wounded.”
On the 29th ult, marſhal Daun arrived
from Vienna at Munchen-Gratz, in Bohe

mia, where the Auſtrian army was then
aſſembling ; and upon his arrival had the
pleaſure to hear of the campaign's having
been happily opened, by general Beck's ſur
prifing the Pruſſian grenadiers poſted at
Greiffenberg, of which we have the follow
ing account from Breſlau, March 30. The
Auſtrian general Beck, who commands a
corps of troops in the Higher Luſatia, a few
days ago attacked the poſt cf Greiffenberg,
upon the frontier of Sileña, in which there
was one Pruſſian battalion, but colonel Du

-

-

-

On the 15th ult, a detachment of Pruſ

fian troops appeared before Schwerin, capi
tal of Mecklemburg, and ſummoned generał
Zulow, commandant for the duke, to fur

render, which he refuſed ; but the town not
being defenſible, he retired with his garri
ſon, about 2coo men, into a little iſland in

the lake, which had been lately fortified;
whereupon the Pruſſians began to can
nonade and bombard it, which they con
tinued until the 25th ; when not thinking it
worth the expence of powder and time,
they left it, and evacuated the town, having
before ſent all the Archives to Breſlau, and

all the young men they could pick up, they
carried along with them, as alſo ſome of the

ringſheven, who commanded, having ſome

cannon, after nailing up the reſt. But they
have left ſome troops in the dutchy, to raiſe.

hours notice befºre the attack, had time to

the contribution and number of recruits at

ſend off his baggage, &c. and expecting to

which they have taxed it, amounting to a
million of crowns, and 7coo men.

have been ſuccoured from Lowenberg, oc

cupied a riſing ground which he thought he
could maintain till he ſhould be relieved,

but the great ſuperiority of Beck's corps
(ſaid to be upwards of 4000 men) made it
impoſſible for the ſuccours to join him ; ſo
that, after a brave defence, he was obliged
to ſurrender.

There are no particulars of

the killed and wounded on tither ſide.

From the Hague we are told, that the in
ſtructions given by their high-mightineſſes,
to the three deputies they have lately ſent to
London, are, 1. That they are to infiſt on
the ſpeedy releaſe of all the Dutch ſhips
taken by us, with full coſts and damages.
2. That they are not to recede, in the leaſt,
7

from
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The Monthly Catalogue for April, 1759.
wikis " &c. Byy Dr. Frewen,
from the declaration of the 25th of Janu Small-Pox,
'ary. And, 3. That they are not to agree
to any innovation in the article of contra
band, but to adhere to what is expreſſed in
the treaty of 1674.
We are likewiſe told, That when they
agreed to ſend thoſe deputies to London,
they agreed to the inſtruétions to be given to
M. de la Calmette, who was to be ſent in
quality of their miniſter to Copenhagen, and
who ſet out on the 18th ult, the principal
article of which is, to ſound his Daniſh ma

jeſty's diſpoſition towards entering into a
defenſive alliance with the Republick, in
caſe of a rupture with England.
From Naples we hear, That ſoon after
the beginning of laſt month his Sicilian ma
jeſty declared at court, that a treaty for pre
£erving the peace of Italy was aétually con
cluded ; and this ſeems to be confirmed, by
their ordering all the troops that had march
ed to their frontier, to return to their former
quarters.

Pr, 18,
-

14. Dr. Monro's Anſwer to Dr. Aken
ſide, pr. 6d. Wilſon and Durham,

15: A Pattical Treatiſe of Huſbandry.
By M. Du Hamel du Monceau, 4to, pr. 16s.
Baldwin. (See p. 207 )

16. A new Method of propagating Fruit
Trees and Flowering Shrubs, pr: Is. 6d.
Baldwin. (This Method in our next.)
17. A Treatiſe on Civil Architeaure.
By W. Chambers. Dodſley.
Histor Y, Brocaar hy, Trabz.

18. A compendious Hiſtory of the Popes,

from the German of Walch, pr. 5s. Tri
vington and Fletcher.

19. Hiſtory of the Life of Guſtavus A

dolphus, King of Sweden. By Mr. Harte,
2 Vols. 4to, pr. 11, 16s. Hawkins.
29. The Univerſal Negociator, or correà:

Tables for calculating Exchanges. By
Wyndham Beawes, Eſq; Folio, pr. 12s.
Baldwin.
M1 scrl Laneous.

©º 64'44444444444.00 ($44 &
Tb,

M ONT H L Y

21. Hints for carrying into Execution the
Militia Aéts, pr. 6d. Towers.

CATAL O GUE
a2. A ſhort View of the Families of the

jor April, 1759.
Divinity and Conta over sy.

Scottiſh
Nobility. By Mr. Salmon, Fr. 3s.
Owen.

N Eſſay on preaching Chriſt and him
crucified. By Mr. Stokes, pr: 6d.
Cooper.
a. Confiderations on the Sufferings of

Polite Learning in Europe, pr. 2s. 6d.

Chriſt, from the German of Rambach, 3

Dodſley. (See p. zoz.)

is

*

Wols. pre 15s. Linde.
3. A Letter to the Rev. Mr. Elliot, pr:
6d,

Baldwin.

4. A Letter from a Blackſmith, to the
Miniſters, &c. of the Church of Scotland,
pr. 1s. 6d. Coote.
5. The Review of a Free Enquiry into
the Nature and Origin of Evil, pr. 1s. 6d.
Rivington and Fletcher.
6. Advice from a Biſhop to a young
Clergyman, pr. 1s. 6d. Cooper. (Some
Account of this Book in our next.)

Moza LITY,

Philosophy,

Physick, Hus RandR Y,

Orator Y,
GARDENING,

Architact ur R.

7. The Theory of Moral Sentiments.
By Adam Smith, pr 6s. Millar.
8. Raffelas, Prince of Abiſfinia. A Tale,
pr. 4s. ſewed. Dodſley, (We ſhall give an
Account of, and ſome Extra6ts therefrom
in our next.)

9. An Eſſay concerning the Nature, Ori
gin, and Progreſs of the Human Affcétions,
pr. 3s. Wilkie.
1o. A Syſtem of Oratory. By Dr. Ward,
a Vols. pr. 10s. Ward.
11, A

Treatiſe on the three different

Digeſtions and Diſcharges of the Human
Body. By Dr. Barry, pr. 5s. Miliar.
See p. 168.)
12. Medical Fa&s and Experiments. By
Francis Home, M. D. Pr. 4s. Millar.
(See p. 105.)
13. Reaſons againſt Antidotes in the

23. Obſervations on the Preſent State of

the Engliſh Univerſities, pr. 6d. Cooper.
24. An Enquiry into the Preſent State cf.

25; Capt. Erſkine's Anſwer to Capt.
Crookſhanks, pr. 6d. Bladon.
26. The Petition of the Letter I, to Mr.
Garrick, pr. 6d. Cooper.
27. An impartial Eſtimate of Mr. Up
ton's Notes to the Fairy Queen, pr. 6d.
Baldwin.
28. A ſecond Letter from Wiltſhire to

the Monitor, pr. 1s.

Hooper.

29. An Account of the Orphan of China,
Pr. 6d. Coote.

30. A Sop in the Pan for a Phyſical Cri
tick, pr. 6d. Reeve,
31. The Myſtery Revealed, pr. 2s. 6d.
Hope.
32. Diſſertations upon the Apparitions of
Angels, &c. from the French of Calmet.

Cooper.
33. Court and Country, pr.6d. Rivington,

34. Trial, &c. of Mary Edmondſon, Pe.
4d. Leage.
35. Ditto, pr. 4d. Phipps.
36. Refutation of the latter, pr 6d.
Cooper,
37, Leiſure Hours employed, pr; 2s. Millar.
Port 1 cal.

38. A Father's Advice to his Son, pr: 6d.
Dodſley. (See p. 214.)
39. Four Odes. By Mr. Hudſon, prº rs,
Davis and Reymers.

4o. The Lady's Choice, pr: 1s. Coote.
41. Genuine Happineſs. By John Bland,
Eſq; pr. 1s. Townſend.
42. The Rival Theatres, pr is. Reeve.

For

M A Y,

An impartial and ſuccinét. Hiſtory of the
Origin and Progreſs of the preſent War,

1759.

Mathematical Queſtions, and Solutions to

by an unbiaſed Hand
227-230
Remarkable Phenomenon at Barbadoes,

former Queſtions
252, 253
An excellent Receipt for Children, &c. 154
An Enquiry into the Cauſes of Pelti

from Dr. Hillary
230
Laſt Words of the good Mr. Addiſon 231

lence and the Diſeaſes in Fleets and
Armies
2 54-256

The three viſible Eclipſes in 1760, cal
Letter from his Pruſſian Majeſty
232
257
General Amheiſt's Anſwer to the Speaker || culated, with Types of them
who remitted the Houſe's Thanks ibid.
The Hiſtory of Raſſelas, Prince of A
Merionethſhire deſcribed

ibid.

The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parlia
ment, which began, Dec. 1, 1757,

biſfinia, a moral Tale

2 58–26:

Of ſpoken or written Language, from Mr.
Sheridan's Speech

262—26+
264

with an Account of all the material

Chara&er of a late French Book

Queſtions the rein determined, and of
the political Diſputes thereby occaſioned

Anſwer relating to the national Debt ex
plained and correčied
ibid.
Account of Genoa and Pondicherry ibid.
Account of the new Tragedy, entitled,
The Orphan cf China
264-270

without Doors

23.3—238

Hiſtory of the Iſland of Jamaica 238–241
A ſtrong and applauded Argument of
the Dutch and their Advocates examin

ed and thoroughly refuted 241–243
Nature of animal and vegetable Aliments,
from Dr. Barry
243-24.5
Method to prevent Ships from ſinking
after receiving ſuch Damage as muſt
cauſe them inevitably to founder

246

Devices to ſave a Ship's Crew in Diſtreſs
after Shipwreck, or otherwiſe
24-7
New Method of propagating Flower Trees
and flowering Shrubs
248
Advice from a Biſhop in Ireland to a
young Clergyman
249-25o

Poetic AL Ess AYS

2.79–272

The MonTHLY CHR on olo GE R 273
Advices from Guardaloupe
ibid. 27.5
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
276
Eccleſiaſtical Preferruents

-

277

Promotions Civil and Military
ibid.
Alteration in the Liſt of Parliament 278

Bankrupts ; Courſe of Exchange ibid.
For E 1G N AFF AiRS

ibid.

Prince Henry of Pruſſia's Exploits

279

Catalogue of Books
279, 28o
Prices of Stocks, Grain, Wind, and
Weather

226

•

Monthly Bills of Mortality
28o
with two elegant P L ANS, one of the Port of G E N O A, and another of
A well known Theorem correčted

251

P O N D ſch E R R Y, in the East. IND1Es, and an accurate
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were then ſubjest to the dominion of
An impartial and ſuccinº History of Great-Britain, or friends to the ſame,
the
Origin and Progreſ
WAR.
ſ of the preſent expreſsly enumerated and deſcribed in
purſuance of the 15th article of the
OR the firſt origin of the treaty of Utrecht, by which the French
preſent war, we muſt look had obliged themſelves not to give any
TGS as far back as the treaty A hindrance or moleſtation to any ſuch In
ź of Utrecht.
By that dian nation. But ſo far were our then
º
532 treaty, indeed, our mini miniſters from taking advantage of the
ſters took care to oblige unſettled and precarious government of
º
the French, to yield and France, in order to get all diſputes then
make over to this nation, all Nova-Scotia, ſubſiſting between France and us in A
or Accadia, with its antient boundaries; merica, amicably adjuited, that, in Janu
but without any way deſcribing or aſcer- B ary, 1717, they concluded what was called
taining thoſe antient boundaries, which, the triple alliance, between Great-Britain,
with many other particulars, was left to France, and Holland, without the leaſt
be ſettled and determined by commiſſaries, mention, much leſs a regulation of any
to be forthwith named by each of the of thoſe diſputes. And this was the
contračting parties. This was a fatal more extraordinary, as they could not be
negle&t in our then miniſters, which, dur. ignorant of the deſign the French then
ing their continuance in the adminiſtra. C had of making a ſettlement at the mouth
tion, they had not power to restify; but, of the river Miſhtipi, to which country
after the death of Lewis XIV. this and we had then an undoubted right, as it
every other omiſfion or miſtake in the was firſt diſcovered by us, and a grant of
treaty of Utrecht, ſo far as related to this it ačtually made by king Charles II, to
nation, might eaſily have been restified Dr. Cox; nor could our miniſters be ig
by their ſucceſſors in the adminiſtration ; norant for what purpoſe the French de
for the government of France became ſo D ſigned to make this ſettlement, nor of the
weak and unſettied, by the duke of Or. danger to which all our plantations, upon
+

§§

leans's having uſurped the ſole regency

the continent of America, would be ex

of that kingdom, contrary to the eſta
bliſhment made by Lewis XIV. juſt be

poſed, ſhould the French be allowed to
carry their purpoſe into execution.
Theſe things, I ſay, our then miniſters
fore his death, that he would certainly
have agreed to any reaſonable explana. could not be ignorant of, becauſe, in
tion we could aſk, rather than to have ſeen E 1712, Lewis XIV. had made a grant of
this nation united with Spain, in a deſign the Miſfifipi to one of his miniſters,
to ſtrip him of the power which he had Mr. Crozat ; and in the deed itſelf, it .
uſurped.
was expreſsly declared, that the intentien
We might then have got the boun of making a ſettlement in that country,
daries of Nova-Scotia deſcribed and aſ
was to eſtabliſh, by means of the great
certained, according to what was really lakes of Canada, an inland communica
its antient boundaries, that is to ſay, as F tion between the mouth of the river
far as the river St. Lawrence, to the north; Miffiſpi, and the river St. Lawrence ;
as far as our own ſettlements of New
which ſhews the double dealing of the
England, to the weſt; and as far as the French court; for at the very inſtant they
ſea upon every other ſide; and we might were agreeing to acknowledge and con
have got the ſeveral Indian nations who

May, 1759.

firm all the Britiſh rights and poſſeſſions
Ff 2.

in

*
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in America, they were forming a defign
to incroach upon our moſt important

rights, and to render all our poſſeſſions in
that part of the world precarious, as will
appear from the date of this grant, com

ared with the date of the ceſſation of

May

the ſaid 15th article of the treaty of U.
trecht, which our miniſters could not
avoid reſenting, if it was in their power.
As to the breach of a ſolemn treaty, it

is what a French miniſter never boggles
at, when he thinks he can do it with im.

arms between France and us, the latter A punity; therefore the French court re
bearing date Auguſt 19, 1712, and the ſolved to take an opportunity to erect a
former bearing date the 14th of Sep fort at this cataraćt, at a time when our
miniſters were ſo much involved in our
tember following.
However, by the death of Lewis XIV. European politicks, as not to have leiſure
and the conteſt about the regency that af to attend to our American. This op
terwards enſued, the earrying of this de portunity they thought they had got in
fign into execution was ſuſpended, until B 1720, or 1721, and accordingly they then
after their getting this nation engaged in ſent and erected a ſmall fort at Niagara;
he triple alliance before-mentioned. but before they could compleat it, the
indeed, they reſolved to go on Iroquois, of their own head, came and
with it in good earneſt : In the very ſame attacked them, drove away their party,
rear, that is to ſay, in the year 1717, a and demoliſhed their fort. Again, in
company was eſtabliſhed: To 1725, another opportunity offered, which
this company Mr. Crozat was obliged to C the French reſolved to embrace, and to
transfer his grant; a colony was that make a better uſe of it than they had
year, or the next, ſent out at a great ex done of the former. For this purpoſe
pence; and the town of New Orleance, they began with cajoling the Indians, and
upon the eaſt ſide of the river Miſfiſpi, prevailed with many of them not to op
was planned out, and began to be erect poſe them; at the ſame time they ſent
ed. From that time they have been car. ſuch a ſtrong party upon this ſervice, as
rying on this ſettlement, and this deſign, D the refračtory Indians durſt not encounter,
with inceſſant vigour, and at a very great and by theſe means they got ſuch a ſtrong
publick expence, but by
and fort erećted, and ſo well provided with aſ:
with caution, leſt they ſhould give the tillery, that the Indians of themſelves
alarm to the people of this kingdom, by alone, could never think of reducing it,
whom, they knew, that our miniſters and our miniſters would never impower
muſt ſometimes be direéted, even con any of our gove, mors in America to aſſiſt
trary to their own inclinations.
E them.
The eaſieſt and ſhorteſt way for eſta.
The French finding that our miniſters
bliſhing the deſigned inland communi bore, with a philoſophick patience, this
cation between the rivers Miſſiſpi and encroachment upon the Britiſh rights in
St. Lawrence, was by the river Ohio, as America, and this open violation of the
it is one of the moſt navigable rivers in 15th article of the treaty of Utrecht,
North-America, and as the head branches they thought they might proceed a little

#.

#.

º:

of it paſs very near the lake Erie ; but as F further; therefore, their governor of Ca.
almoſt the whole country, through which
this river holds its courſe, was poſſeſſed by
the Five Nations, called by the French

mada, in 1726, ſºn, and made a ſettlement

upon the eaſt ſide of the head of Lake

Corlaer, by them called Lake Champlain;

Iroquois, or by the Cherokees, bºth of but this being then within the territory of
whom were friends to the Fngliſh, the

our colony of Maſſachuſet's Bay, in New

French durſt not, at firſt, think of takin

England f, they, without any order from
that route; therefore they reſolved to go Ghence, ſent them a meſſage, threatning an
by the way of the river Ilianois, from immediate attack, if they did not pre
one of the heads of which, there is but a
ſhort land garriage to a river which runs

ſently quit that place. Upon this, they
at that time thought fit to retire; and it

into the great lake. Michigan *. But is probable that the French governor ſent
even for the ſafety of paſſengers, by this
route, it was
have a fort at

advice of this to his court, and deſired

...?'.

new inſtructions. As the pacifick diſ.
the great cataraćt of Niagara. This was H poſition and politicks of our miniſters
2. #º not eaſily got over, as the '' were well known to the French court,
country round that catarağ was poſſeſſed they ſent orders to their Canada governor,

by the Iroquois, who, they were ſure,

not only to make a ſettlement, but to

would never conſent to their ere&ting a
fort in their country, and to compel them

build a ſort at the head of the ſaid lake,
but to build it on the weſt fide, which

i.
to ſubmit, would be a direct violation of they choſe to do, as the weſt fide was
within
• See the Map in Łond. Mag, for 1755,

p. 44.
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within the province of Maſſachuſet's Bay, the neglect of our miniſters, and to their
conſequently they could expečt no oppo not attending ſo cloſely as they ought to
firion from that province, and they hoped have done, to the preſervation of the Bri
that our province of New-York, within tiſh tights, or the ſecurity of the Rritiſh
whoſe territory it was, would not venture poſſeſſions, in America. But we muſt
to make any hoſtile oppoſition, without not ſuppoſe, that this negle&t, or non
affittance, as well as expreſs orders from A attention of our miniſters, was intirely
hence, which the French miniſters knew voluntary: They were forced to it by the
how to prevent. Accordingly, in the regard which our miniſters, both in queen
year 1739, or 1731, the French made Anne's time and ever fince, were obliged
their ſettlement at Crown-Point, and to ſhew to our continental connections in
built their fort, called Fort-Frederick", Europe; with this only difference, that
which they have ſince made one of the during the laſt three years of queen Anne,
ſtrongeſt forts in America. Againſt this B the gentlemen in the oppoſition were the
fort, as well as they had done againſt the
French fort at Niagara, the Iroquois
loudly exclaimed, and it is probable, their
complaints were, by the people of New- .

great patrons of, and the ſanguine ad
vocates for theſe continental connečtions,

and by them our then miniſters were
forced to ſhew ſuch a regard to theſe con
York, laid before our miniſters here, but me&tions, as obliged them to negle&t our
without any effečt; for we never gave the American affairs, perhaps more than they
French any diſturbance in this, or any C would otherwiſe ave done : Whereas,
other of their incroachments, before the

ever ſince that time, our miniſters have

beginning of the late war, though their
attack upon the emperor and empire, in
1734, furniſhed us with an excellent op
portunity for ſo doing, and really laid us
under an obligation to do ſo.

found themſelves obliged to be the patrons
of our continental connections in Europe,

ing upon us at Miſfifipi, Niagara, and
Crown-Point, they did not forget Nova

than they ought to have done.

and the gentlemen in the oppoſition have
always, whilſt they continued ſo, ha

rangued againſt theſe conneétions, per
Whilſt the French were thus incroach. D haps, upon ſome occaſions, more warmly
I now come to the laſt war, in which I

Scotia, where we had never been at the

know it has been ſaid, that we might
pains to plant a colony of our own peo have had an opportrinity to have drove the
ple, or to eſtabliſh a civil government. French from every incroachment they had
It is true we kept a regiment at Annapolis made upon us in America, and to have
and Canſo, but the colonel, and moſt of E obliged them to acknowledge and con
the officers, were always abſent; and it is firm, in the fulleſt and moſt explicit man
probable, that moſt of the private men ner, all the Britiſh rights in that part of
lodged in the pockets of the colonel and the world, by an honourable, a ſafe,
his under officers. It is likewiſe true, and a real definitive treaty of peace.
that we obliged the French inhabitants But I hope, that even the gentlemen who
who had ſubmitted to our government, have ſaid ſo, will acknowledge, that the
to take the oaths to his preſent majeſty, F liberties of Europe, and conſequently the
ſoon after his acceſſion, but we allowed independency of this nation, would have
them to continue under magiſtrates of been in the utmoſt danger, had the French
their own chufing, who, perhaps, were been able to reduce the power of the
privately appointed, or at leaſt recom houſe of Auſtria, and to regulate the
inended by the French governor of Cape affairs of the German empire, in ſuch a
Breton, with whom they kept a much manner, as to render every prince thereof

cloſer correſpondence than they did with G dependent upon them for the preſervation
bur governor; for with him they kept ſo of the territories he poſſeſſed, which was
people of our garriſon, the neutral French;

plainly their intention when they firſt in
vaded the empire, after the death of the
emperor Charles VI. If then the liber.

the conſequence of which was, that as

ties of Europe depended upon defeating

ſoon as the war broke out between France

this French intention, we were obliged,

little cerreſpondence, that they called
themſelves, and were called even by the

and us, they took every opportunity to H for our own ſafety, to co-operate, and
ſhew that they were true and loyal French

conſequently to join in the war then car

men.

rying on upon the continent of Europe.

' Thus it appears, that, from the year

Whether that war was carried on in the

moſt proper manner, or whether we
might not have got ſome other powers to
minions in America has been owing to have borne a greater ſhare of the ex

171 1, to the beginning of the laſt war,
the increaſe of the French power and do
5

pence

• See the Map ditto, Lond, Mag. p. 360, and the Plan. Ditto for 1756, p. 416.

Remarkable Phaenomenon at BARBADoEs.
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May
pence than they did, it is not now my ſuch ağtual payment ſhall be made, to
buſineſs to enquire ; but this I will ſay, Michaelmas next ; and that the ſaid de
that it coſt this nation ſuch a prodigious poſit, and all other ſums paid to the
annual expence, that it was not in our caſhers of the Bank, in virtue of this
power to raiſe an additional annual ſum, reſolution, ſhall by them be paid into the
fuſicient for callying on a vigorous war receipt of his majeſty's Exchequer, to be
upon the continent of America; and at-A applied, from time to time, to ſuch ſer
ter the ſeat of war was brought into
Flanders, the French met yearly with
fuch ſucceſs, that it was ſtill leſs poſſible
for us to puſh the war in America.

vices, as ſhall then have been voted by

this houſe, in this ſeſſion of parliament,
and not otherwiſe.”

Nay,

[To be continued in our next.]
the fate of the ſubſcription, taken in hy
Dr.
Hillary,
in his Obſervations on the
authority of parliament, before the end
of the year 1747, convinced us, that it B Changes of the Air, and the concomi
tant epidemical Diſeaſes, in the Iſland
would be no longer in our power to carry
of Barbadoes, gives us, in a Note, the
on the war upon the continent of Europe,
following extraordinary Relation.
at the expence we had dome j and we
could not but foreſec, that without our
N the 1ſt of November, 1755,
continuing to be at the ſame expence, it
which was three days before the
would be impoſſible for our allies to cary new moon, a very extraordinary phaeno
on the war with any hopes of ſucceſs.
C menon happened at Bridge-town, in Bar
As the fate of this ſubſcription had a badoes. At 20 minutes after two o'clock,
great influence upon the negotiations for after noon, above an hour after it was
a peace, ſoon after begun at Aix-la-Cha high-water there, the ſea ſuddenly flowed,
pelle ; as I ſhall preſently ſhew how cur and roſe more than two feet higher than
miniſters were obliged to agree to the it does in the higheſt ſpring tides, and in
treaty of peace then concluded; and as I three minutes time it ebbed ſo as to be as
ſhall next ſhew how that treaty, and the D much lower than the uſual loweſt ebb ;
conſequential inſolence of the French and then it flowed again as high as it did
rourt, was the ultimate cauſe of the pre before : And thus it continued to ebb
ſent war, I think it neceſſary to give a and flow to this uncommon height, and
thout hiſtory of that ſubſcription, and an to fall to that unuſual lowneſs, every five
--

account of what I take to

º: been the

minutes, ſo as to leave the ſides of the

chief cauſe of its unlucky fate, as follows: channel dry to a conſiderable diſtance ;
On the 12th of November, the new E but the times between its ebbing and
parliament met at Weſtminſter, and on the flowing decreaſed, ſo as to be a little longer,
5th of December the houſe of commons and the water to riſe a little leſs each
agreed to the following reſolution of their time, almoſt in an arithmetical progreſſion,
after the firſt four or five times, till near
committee of ways and means, viz.
“ That towards raiſing the ſupply ſeven o'clock in the evening, when I re
granted to his majeſty, the ſum of turned out of the country, and had this
6,300,000l. be raiſed

{ entlemen who
y transferrable an- F account of it from ſevera
Å;

it then conti
nuities, after the rate of 41. per cent. per carefully obſerved it :
annum; and that an additional capital of nued ebbing and flowing, though it did
1 ol. be added to every 1ool. advanced, not then riſe above one fº higher, and
the ſaid additional capital to be by way fall one foot lower, than its uſual ebbin
of lottery, conſiſting of tickets of the and flowing in the common tides, and it
value of 1 ol. each, the blanks and prizes was then about twenty minutes between
to bear an intereſt of 41. per cent. per G each time of flowing; and ſo it continu
annum; the intereſt of the ſaid annuities ed gradually to abate in each oſcillation,
and lottery to commence from Michael till after nine o'clock in the evening,
mas, 1748 : That every ſubſcriber ſhall, when the return of the uſual tide put an
on or before the 11th of December in
end to this extraordinary motion of the
itant, make a depoſit of 1 ol. per cent. ſea. This day was remarkably ſerene,
with the caſhiers of the Bank of England; warm, and dry; we had little wind, and
and every ſubſcriber paying in the whole, H that from the eaſt; the face of the ſea
or any part of his money, at or before was calm and ſmooth before it came, and
"he time, or reſpective times, that ſhall the ſhips in the bay were not moved by
be appointed for the payment thereof, it; but the ſmall craft in the channel over
fach ſubſcriber ſhall be allowed intereſt, the bar, were driven too and fro with
*fer the rate of 5. per cent. per annum, great violence, and ſome of them up
to be computed from the day on which againſt the bridge; And the water flowed
s

in

r

Laſt Words of the Great Mr. Addison.

23 1
tients, and (to ſpeak his own language)
force, that it tore up the black mud in the on truly claſſick ground: And though
bottom of the channel, ſo that it ſent they are the delight of the preſent age,
forth a great ſtench; and cauſed the fiſhes yet an I perſuaded that they will receive
to float on its ſurface, and drove many of more juſtice from Poſterity. I never read
them on to the dry land, at a conſiderable him, but I am ſtruck with ſuch a diſ
diſtance, where they were taken up by A heartening idea of perfection, that I drop
the negroes. Many people were witneſſes my pen. And, indeed, far ſuperior wri
of this uncommon phaenomenon, which ters ſhould forget his compoſitions, if they
could not be accounted for, from the would be greatly pleaſed with their own.
known cauſe of the tides, nor from any
But you ſay, that you know his value
other natural cauſe, unleſs we ſuppoſed already—You know, indeed, the value of
that an earthquake was at ſome diſtance his writings, and cloſe with the world in
in the ſea, as I then ſaid : Though no B thinking them immortal; but, I believe.
motion of the earth was perceived here you know not, that his name would have
by any perſon on the land, or in the ſhips deſerved immortality, though he had ne
in the bay; neither was any noiſe heard, ver witten; and that, by a better title
1759.

in and out of the harbour with ſuch a

either from the earth, or in the air.
But two months after this, we received

than the pen can give : You know too,
that his life was amiable; but, perhaps,

an account of a moſt dreadful earthquake, you are ſtill to learn, that his death was
which happened on the ſame day, at C triumphant : That is a glory granted to a
Liſbon in Portugal, and deſtroyed the very few : And the paternal hand of
Providence, which, ſometimes, ſnatches
greateſt part of that populous, rich city.
We are told, that the firſt ſhock of the home its beloved children in a moment,
earthquake there, happened at three quar muſt convince us, that it is a glory of no
ters of an hour after nine o'clock, and great conſequence to the dying individual;
the ſecond ſhock, which was much greater, that, when it is granted, it is granted
and agitated the river and the ſea much D chiefly for the #. of the ſurviving
more violently there was at twenty mi world, which may profit by his pious ex
nutes after ten o'clock before noon: And ample, to whom is indulged the ſtrength,
the ſea at Barbadoes was agitated as and opportunity to make his virtue ſhine
above; firſt at twenty minutes after two out brighteſt at the point of death: And,
o'clock in the afternoon. The diſtance
here, permit me to take notice, that the
between Liſbon and Bridgetown, is near world will, probably, profit more by a
34oo Engliſh miles, and the difference of E pious example of lay-extraction, than by
time is near three hours and a half, which one born of the church; the latter being,
makes ſeven hours and a half; and if the uſually taxed with an abatement of in
ſea was moved at Barbadoes by that fluence by the bulk of mankind : There
earthquake at Liſbon, as it is moſt pro fore, to ſmother a blight example of this
bable that it was, then the vibrating mo ſuperior good influence, may be reputed
tion was communicated through ſo ſoft a a ſort of murder injurious to the living,
medium as the body of water is, 34oo F and unjuſt to the dead.
miles in ſeven hours and a half's time,
Such an example have we in Addiſon;
which is at the rate of 45 # miles each which, though hitherto ſuppreſſed, yet,
hour, or ſeven miles and a half in each when once known, is inſuppreſſible, of a
minute; which is a very ſwift motion to nature too rare, too ſtriking to be for
be communicated by percuſſion, through gotten. For, after a long, and manly,
ſo ſoft a medium as water is.”
but vain ſtruggle with his diflemper, he
G diſmiſſed his phyſicians, and with them
The Author of Conjećtures on original all hopes of life: But with his hopes of
Compoſition, after ſome preceding Cri life he diſmiſſed not his concern for the
ticiſms and Encomiums on the good Mr. living, but ſent for a youth nearly re
Addiſon, giveſ the following Charađer lated, and finely accompliſhed, but not
of him and his Writings, and Inſtance of above being the better for good impreſ
his Piety in his laſ, Moments.
fions from a dying friend . He came ;

“ADDISON wrote little in verſe, much H but life now gimmeling in the ſocket,
in ſweet, elegant, Virgilian proſe;
ſo let me call it, fince Longinus calls He
rodotus moſt Homeric, and Thucydides is
ſaid to have formed his ſtyle on Pindar.
Addiſon's compoſitions are built with the

the dying friend was filent : After a de
cent, and proper pauſe, the youth ſaid,
“Dear Sir you ſent for me : I believe,
and I hope, that you have ſome com

fineſt materials, in the taſte of the an

May diſtant ages not only bear, but feel,

7

mands ; I ſhall hold them moſt ſacred:"
the

May
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the reply " Forcibly graſping the youth's of commons came to that day, in a packet
hand, he ſoftly ſaid, “See in what peace from Mr. Wood, on the 3d of April.—
a chriſtian can die.” He ſpoke with dif. It is with the deepeſt ſenſe of gratitude I
ficulty, and - ſoon expired. Through receive that higheſt mark of honour, the
grace Divine, how great is man Though thanks of the houſe; and I hope my future
Divine Mercy, how ſtingleſs death Who conduct in the ſervice of my country will
A beſt acknowledge it, and render me more
would not thus expire
What an ineliimable legacy were theſe deſerving of ſo very great an honour.—I
muſt beg leave to return you, Sir, my moſt
few dying words to the youth beloved
What a glorious ſupplement to his own fincere thanks, for the gracious manner in
on the truth of Chriſti.
valuable
which you have been pleaſed to ſignify to
anity? What a full demonſtation, that me the reſolution of the houſe. I am,
his fancy could not feign beyond what with the utmoſt reſpect, S I R,

ſº

his virtue could reach *

For when he B

would ſtrike us moſt ſtrongly with the
grandeur of Roman magnanimity, his
dying hero is ennobled with this ſublime
ſentiment,

While yet I live, let me not live in vain.

Your moſt humble,
And moſt obedient ſervant,
Jeff ERY AMHERst.

A Deſcription of Merton Ethshire,
with a correà MAP thereof.
ERION ETHS HIRE, in North

Cato.

Wales, called by the inhabitants
Tranſlation of a Letter from the King of C of Wales Sir Veiryonydh, and by the
Pruſſia, to his Miniſters at foreign Courts, Romans Mervinia, is more mountainous
than any of the Welch counties, rocky,
April 28, 1759. (See p. 279.)
* T is known to all Europe, that I rough, ſteril, bearing very ſmall crops of
have provided for all the officers who corn; yet is well watered, grazes geod
are my priſoners of war, as well Swedes, as flocks of ſheep, and herds of cattle, from
wrought
French and Auſtrians, and lately for the which, and the manufacture oftheir
chief
Ruſſians, the beſt accommodation, and cottons, the inhabitants reap
every conveniency; having, for that end, ſupport. It is but thinly inhabited. It
permitted them to paſs the time of their has plenty of fowl and fiſh, and herrings
captivity in my capital. Nevertheleſs, as are taken, in great plenty, upon its coaſts.
ſome of them have groſsly abuſed the li. It is bounded on the eaſt by Montgomery
berty allowed them, by keeping up illicit ſhire; on the ſouth by the river Dyfi, which
ſeparates it from Cardiganſhire; on the
correſpondences, and by other pračtices, E weſt
by the Iriſh ſea; and on the north
with which I could not avoid being of
and Denbighſhire. It is
Carnarvonſhire
by
fended, I have been obliged to cauſe all of
them to be removed to the town of Span. about 36 miles in length from S. to N.E.
dau, which muſt not be conſounded with its breadth from E. to W. is about 23
the fortreſs of that name, from which it is

miles, and it is loš miles in circumfe

entirely ſeparate, and where they will en
joy the ſºme eaſe as at Berlin, but will be

rence. It contains about 500,oco acres,
2590 houſes; and has four market towns,
and 37 pariſhes. It ſends one member
to parliament, who, in the preſent par
liament, is William Vaughan, Eſq;

more narrowly obſerved.

This is a reſo

lution nobody can blame. I am ſufficiently
authoriſed in it by the law of nations, and
The towns are, 1. Harleigh, ſeated on
by the example of the powers who are
leagued againſt me; the court of Vienna a rock, on the ſea ſhore, governed by a
having never ſuffered any of my officers, mayor, with a market weekly, on Sa
that have fallen into their hands, to go to turday. It has few inhabitants, and the
Vienna, and the court of Ruſſia having ſent Ghouſes are but meanly built. It is diſtant
ſome of them even to Caſan. However, from London, 161 computed, and 193
as my enemies let ſlip no opportunity of meaſured miles —2. Bala, though a poor
blackening my moſt innocent proceedings, town, enjoys many immunities, and is
I have thought proper to acquaint you governed by bailiffs. Its market is week
with my reaſons for making this alteration ly, on Saturday. It is diſtant from Lon
with regard to the officers who are my don 145 computed, and 184 meaſured
miles.—3. Dolgelly, ſeated in a vale, on
priſoners, &c.”
the Avon, which has a ſmall market
Anſwer of Major-General Amherſt to the weekly, on Thurſday; the mountains
Speaker of the Houſe of Commons, who had round it, near three miles high, are called
tranſmitted their Thanks, for his Services".

S I R,

New-York, April 16, 1759.

its walls.

It is diſtant from London 149

computed, and 187 meaſured miles “T H AD the favour of receiving your 4. Dinaſmouthye, whoſe market is week.
very obliging letter of the à. of ly, on Friday : 142 computed, and 176
neaſil red miles tº ºv. 1.-1.-lan
enalver in riots," ºr a reſelution the houſe
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion

of

Parliament,

&c.

The Hiſtory of the Sefton of Parliament, which began Dec. 1, 1757, with an Ae
count of all the material Queſtion, therein determined, and of the political Diſputes
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 182.

E BRUARY 10, there was pre they bore down upon her, with the wind

F

ſented to the houſe, and read, a

in their favour, which was then about

petition ſigned by Thomas Smith,
Robert Turiington, and William Sher

That the Penthievre, about twelve at

ſouth ſouth-eaſt, and blew from the land.
noon, was three Britiſh leagues from the
neareſt land, and four leagues and a half

ratt, owners of the Antigallican private
ſhip of war, on behalf of themſelves,

the proprietors, captain, officers and crew. A from the light houſe of Corunna, when
of the ſaid ſhip, and their lawful prize, a
French ſhip from China ; ſetting forth,

ſhe fired a gun to bring the Antigallican

too, which was then ſailing under Spaniſh
colouis, about three leagues and a half

that the petitioners, and others, did, at a
great expence, fit out the Antigailican
r
ivate ſhip of war, of which William

from the neareſt ſhore, when the Pen

ſtanding which, the petitioners alledged,
the ſaid prize was unjuſtly taken from the

thievre thus firſt began the hoſtility.
That the Antigallican then hoiſted Bri
B tiſh colours; upon which the Penthievre
immediately fired a whole broadſide, and
half another, before the Antigallican
fired a gun, or made any fign cf hoſtility.
That ſeveral of his majeſty's ſubjećts were
killed and wounded by the fire from the

captors in the ſaid Bay of Cadiz, and

Penthievre, which was then returned by

#.

was commander ; that the ſaid

capt. Foſter having taken a very rich prize,
called the Penthievre, carried it into the

Bay of Cadiz, and that it was ſoon after
legally condemned at Gibraltar; notwith

delivered up to the French ; and com C the Antigallican ; and a cloſe engagement

Plaining of the hardſhips and damages
which they had ſuſtained thereby ; and
therefore playing that the petitione's might

continued between both ſhºps, as they
went right before the wind, with all be
ſail they could make from the land, for

1eceive ſuch redreſs and ſatisfačtion, as

about three hours, when the Penthievre

ſtruck to the Antigallican.
That the Antig allican was about five
juſtice think proper, for the great loſs and,
damages the petitioners had ſuſtained ; D leagues and half diſtant from the light

the houſe ſhould in their great wiſdom and

houſe at Corunna, when the Penthievre

and that they might be relieved in ſuch

manner as the houſe ſhould think requiſite. ... ſtruck, which was then about a mile ſar
This petition was accompanied with a ther off land than the Antigailican.
That the Penthievre was thus fairly and
printed caſe, which had been delivered
to the members; but it is too long to be

lawfully taken by the Antigallican; and

However, I ſhall from

ſo far out cf the juriſdićtion of his Ca

inſerted bere.

thence give the hiſtory of the capture and Etholick majeſty, that none of the people,
condemnation of the prize, as it may be

on board either of the ſhips, could per

deemed authentick, and is as follows:

ceive any forts, caſtles, or batteries ; nor

“That capt. Foſter, on Dec. 26, 1756,

could they diſcern any colours flying in

, was cruizing with his ſhip the Antigalli

any place on ſhore, from whence no gun

can off the coaſt of Gallicia in Spain, was fired at the ſhips, and no kind of in
when he met with the above mentioned, timation given that the neutrality of the

ſhip called the Penthievre, commanded F port was invaded.
That the Fierch cfficers and mariners
declared, freely and openly, “that they
bore down upon the Artigallican, with

by Eſtoupan Willeneuve, homeward bound
from China, but laſt from the Iſland of

Saint May, near the coaſt of Madagaſ

a reſolution to take her, as they imagined

car, directly to Port L'Orient in France.
That it was about day break when the
diſcovered the Penthievre,

ſhe was an Engliſh ſhip, and made no
doubt that ſhe would fall a very eaſy prize,

†.
whic

was then ſeven leagues diſtant from G becauſe ſhe was ſo mech inferior in fize
the coaſt of Spain, and about four leagues and burthen to the Penthievre : And they
diſtant from the Antigallican, which was all, freely and voluntarily acknowledged,
alſo more than ſeven leagues diſtant from that their ſhip was fairly taken, and they
any ſº of the Spaniſh coaſt.
were lawful priſoners of war : Nor did
That when the French on board the théy imagine that the legality of the Prize
Penthièvre diſcovered the Antigallican, would ever be oppoſed, or conteſted i.e.
*

May, 1759.
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This is the hiſtory as ſet forth in the
that the neutrality of the Spaniſh crown
was at all offended by this engagement.” caſe, and the reſt contains a long detail
All which has been fully proved by incon of the partiality and injuſtice of the Spa
teſtible evidence ; tho' the owners have niſh court and judges; but in the preſent
been unjuſtly deprived of their lawful critical conjunéture, it was not, it ſeems,
prize, thro’ the force of perjury, and a thought proper to inquire into this tickliſh
denial of juſtice from the court of Spain. A affair, and therefore tho' the petition was
That the French officers and mariners
allowed to be brought up, and read, it
were treated with the greateſt humanity was not ſo much as ordered to lie upon
and civility, from the time they were the table.
February 11, there was preſented to the
taken priſoners, to the time they were re
ſtored to their liberty at Cadiz, where houſe, and read, a petition of Robert
capt. Foſter arrived with the Antigallican Hunter Morris, Eſq; alledging, that no
-

-

and her prize, the Penthievre, on January B ſalt was then made in the Britiſh colonies
24 following, when he delivered his pri

in North-America, but that the ſaid colo

ſoners to the French conſul, who returned
him thanks for the care he had taken of

nies depended upon a precarious ſupply,
from foreigners, of that commodity; and
them, and gave him a receipt for them as that the petitioner, from a perſonal know
ledge of the ſituation and circumſtances of
Pºſoners of war.
That the French officers and mariners many parts of North America, from an
alſo paid a publick teſtimony of their C enquiry into the cauſes of the miſcarriages
gratitude for the humanity and generoſity of former attempts, and from many years
that had been ſhewn them by the captors: enquiry and obſervation into, and an ac
For they openly declared to the Spaniards, quaintance with the manner of making
in the preſence of the French conſul, that ſalt, as praćtiſed in ſeveral parts of Eu
no priſoners were ever uſed better ; and rope, was well convinced, that good ma
that the Penthievre was fairly and law rine ſalt might be made in his majeſty's
fully made a prize by the Antigallican. D colonies in North-America, in quantities
That captain Foſter, his §. and ſufficient for their own uſe and conſump
crew, were certain of the legality of their |tion, and at a moderate price ; and fur
paize, which made them proceed to the ther alledging, that the carrying from
port of Cadiz, where they naturally ex hence, proper men and materials, and the
pe&ted to find the ſame protećtion that is ere&ting neceſſary works for the making
due to his majeſty's ſubjećls from all thoſe of ſalt, would be attended with a very

powers which are in amity with his ma-. E large expence and great hazard, but that
jeſty. The French officers and mariners' the petitioner was willing to undertake the
made no kind of complaint againſt the le ſame, at his own riſk and charge, pro
gality of the capture, which proved of vided he could be ſecured in the enjoy
very great value : But their firſt lieute : ment of the profits which might ariſe
nant, ſupercargo, pilot, boatſwain, and therefrom (in caſe it ſucceeded) for ſuch a
three of their mariners, voluntarily de term of years as might ſeem to the houſe,
poſed, before the Britiſh conſul of Cadiz, F a proper and adequate compenſation for ſo
that ſhe was a fair and legal prize; which great an undertaking ; and that the peti
all the priſoners were alſo ready and will tioner conceived, no loſs or inconvenience
ing to do, if the conſul had thought it could poſſibly attend the giving ſuch an
neceſſary.
encouragement, as every method, by which
That all thoſe witneſſes wrote down, or the colonies were then ſupplied, would be
dièated, their own depoſitions themſelves, left open, and that the encouragement
in the French language, which they freely G propoſed could only ariſe from the ſucceſs
and voluntarily ſigned, without any man of the undertaking; but that, if by this
ner of compulſion, as appears by #! affi means they were brought to ſupply them
davits of the vice conſul of Cadiz, and ſelves with ſalt of their own making, it
itveral others.
would render many conſiderable branches
That, upon their evidence, the Pen of trade more certain and beneficial ; and
thievre was condemned by the judge-ſur therefore praying the houſe to take the

rogate of his majeſty's vice-admiralty h premiſes into their confideration, and to
court at Gibraltar, on Feb. 28, without

grant the petitioner ſuch aſſiſtance therein,
as to them ſhould ſeem proper.

any oppoſition fiom the French, tho' the
uſnal publick notice of a 5 days, given on
ſuch cocaſions, was duly obſerved ; and
tho' the Place of condemnation was not

again read, and referred to a committee

above fifteen leagues diſtant from Cadiz."

to examins the matter thereof; and to re

This petition was then ordered to lie
upon the table; and, on March 2, it was

Port
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part of our dominions ; and within our
houſe. But I do not find that they ever own dominions we may render ſuch a
made any report; for which I can ſuggeſt monopoly effe&ual by ſevere laws and a
to myſelf no ſufficient reaſon but that of rigorous execution ; but we cannot ren
other gentlemen's offering to engage to der it effe&tual in foreign countries. What
ſet up the ſame manufacture in our plan then will be the conſequence That part
tations, without any parliamentary aſfiſt A of our own dominions which has got the
ance ; for if no ſuch offer was made, I monopoly, will, by the increaſe of money,
can ſee no publick prejudice that could the increaſe of rents, and the increaſe of
have ariſen from granting this petitioner the rate of wages, at laſt come to ſell
an excluſive privilege for 14 years, to carry their wheat, or their woollen manuſac
on this manufačture in the plantations, B tures, ſo dear, that none of them can be
provided he ſhould have it ſet up, and ſold at a fereign market, if any wheat or
effectually carried on, within two or three woollºn manufactures, or any thing that
years from the date of his patent or char may ſupply their place, can be had from
ter. A man who, at his own riſk and any other country. If at the time of our
eſtabliſhing ſuch a monopoly there ſhould
charge, firſt ſets up and eſtabliſhes in
country a new manufacture of any kind, be no wheat, or no woollen manufactures,
deſerves ſuch a privilege as much as thoſe produced in any foreign country, the high
do who diſcover any new and uſeful in price they muſt at laſt pay for what they
vention ; and as he did not propoſe to C have from us, will not only incite but
confine the inhabitants of the plantations enable ſome of them to improve their
to the making uſe of his ſalt, or to pre agriculture or manufaélures, and as ſoon
vent their taking every method then or as to eigners can have theſe commodities
formerly praśliſed by them, for furniſhing at a leſs price fron any other country,
themſelves with ſalt, no one could com they will have none of them from us. .
Thus we may ſee, that even his favou
plain of his having, for a few years, a
power to Fº any man's taking ad D rite point of not allowing our ultramarine
vantage of his ingenuity, trouble, and dominions to interfere in any thing with
expence, as the firſt introdućtion of any the trade or manufactures of Great- Bri:
manufaāture always requires more inge tain, is a point of ſo delicate a nature
nuity, trouble, and expence, than is re that we muſt take care not to puſh it too
quired for carrying it on after it has once far, or too long. By to doing we may
been introduced.
at laſt put an end to our being able to ex
But if a favourable report had been E port any thing of our own produce or
made, and a bill ordered to be brought manufaāure to any foreign country what
in, it is highly probable that the
ſoever ; and as we have no mires of gold
of the bill would have been oppoſed by or ſilver, if we had no ſuch export trade,
the proprietors of our ſalt-works in Great our own luxuries would ſoon dtain us of
Britain, who would of courſe have made every ounce of gold or filver we have
uſe of this popular argument, that it was now amongſt us ; which would ſoon put
an encouraging of the people in our plan F an end both to our agriculture, and ma
tations to interfere with the trade and ma.
nufactures, as ſome rough foreign mate
nufaāures of their mother country. This, rials are neceſſary for both, and theſe we
it is true, would have been a popular could not have from foreigners, unleſs
argument; but it muſt be allowed, that we could give them gold or ſilver, or ſome
it would have been a ſelf intereſted argu. of our produce or manufacture at a mo
ment, and when it is made uſe of with derate price, in return. I am therefere
regard to the neceſſaries, or even the con- G apt to doubt, whether it would not be a
veniences of life, it is a moſt oppreſſive wifer maxim, and more conducive both
argument. I much doubt whether the to the increaſe and preſervation of our
argument be in any caſe conſiſtent with trade, to give full liberty to every part of
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port the ſame, with their opinion to the

.

º:

the true intereſt of the Britiſh dominions

our own dominions, to produce, manu

in general. Monopolies are generally
allowed to be of pernicious conſequence
to trade ; but a monepoly may be grant.
ed to a country, a province, or to an

faćture, and export, whatever they thought
fit ; becauſe it would eſtabliſh a conſtant

H and perpetual rivalſhip among them, which

as to a private man. We mav, for ex
ample, enaët that no wheat ſhall be pro

would keep the price of every thing we
could produce or manufacture ſo low, that
none of our neighbouring nations could
rival us at any foreign market ; and few

Auced, or that no woollen manufactures

of them would incline or be able to pro

ſhall be made, but in ſuch a particular

duce or manufacture, even for their home

particular part of our dominions, as well

Gg :

*

consumption,
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conſumption, any large quantities of what
they could have at ſo cheap a rate from
fome one or other part of the Britiſh do
minions.

And as Great Britain will, I

hope, always be the ſeat of our govern
ment, it will conſequently be always the

May

ever be agreed to, unleſs, ſome notable
publick misfortune ſhould oblige us to al
ter that plan of politicks which we have
been purſuing for many years paſt.
February 20, it was moved, that an
aćt made in the 6th year of the reign of

ocean of Britiſh riches, to which every Aking William and queen Mary, entitled,
Britiſh flream of riches, however diſtant,
will bend its courſe, and in which it will

at laſt be ſwallowed up, excepting only
thoſe exhalations from it, which are ne

An Aët for the frequent meeting and calling
of Parliamentſ, might be lead ; and the
ſame being read accordingly, it was text
moved, that ºn ači made in the firſt year

ceſſary for contributing towards the pre

of the reign of his late majeſty king

ſervation of its perennial courſe.
George the Firſt, entitled, An A5 fºr en
February 15, it was ordered, that leave B larging the Time of Continuance of Parlia
be given to bring in a bill for regulating ments appointed by the Ati loft meationed,
the manner of licenſing alehouſes in ci might be read which was accoidingly
ties, and towns corporate, within that read, and then it was moved, that leave
part of Gre t Britain, called England; be given to bring in a bill for ſhortening
and that Sir Willoughby Aſton, Sir John the term and duration of future parlia
Philipps, the lord regiſter of Scotland, Inents.
Mr. Hewett, Mr. Nicholſon Calvert, and C : Upon this motion a long debate enſued,
Mr. alderman Beckford, ſhould prepare but the queſtion being at laſt put, it was
and bring in the ſame ; to whom Mr. carried in the negative, to the ſurprize of
Barrow was next day added. And ac many, who imagined that the preſerva.
cordingly the bill was the ſame day pre tion of our conſtitution at home was now
fented to the houſe by Sir Willoughby to be attended to, as well as the preſer
Aſton, read a firſt time, and a motion vation of our rights and poſſeſſions in
made for its being read a ſecond time ; D America. Conſequently, the rejećting of
but upon the queſtion's being put, it this motion occaſioned many conteſts with
aſſed in the negative. .
out doors; and it now ſo plainly appears,
What was the reaſon for reješting this that bribery and corruption at eleētions
bill upon the very firſt reading, ſo that muſt always be the neceſſary conſequence
the affair can hardly be ſaid to have come of ſeptennial parliaments, that the only
the length of a bill, I ſhall not pretend argument of any weight, made uſe of by
to ſay , but it was generally ſaid, that if E thoſe who endeavoured to juſtify the re
it had been a bill for reſtraining the li jećting of this motion, was, that whilſt
tenſing of above ſuch a certain number of we are engaged in ſuch a dangerous and
alehouſes, in any town or country pariſh, expenſive war, it was not a proper time
in proportion to the number of inhabi to think of introducing ſuch an alteration
tants in each reſpe&tively, it would have in our form of government.
But whatever may be in this argument,
been a more uſeful, and a more neceſſary
bill ; for the infinite number of alehouſes Fit muſt be granted, that if bribery and
we now have ſpread over every part of the corruption at eleştions be not put an end
kingdom, contribute exceedingly towards to, it muſt ſoon put an end to or conſti
increaſing the idleneſs and extravagance tution, and eſtabliſh in this nation the
of the labouring part of the people, and very worſt ſo of government that was
towards the bringing great numbers of ever in any county eſtabliſhed; for gen
their families into the moſt deplorable di tlemen will ſoon find out, if they have

ſtreſs. It is, perhaps, the principal cauſe G not found it out already, that it can fig
why ſo many of our poor are ready to nify nothing to ſtand candidate for mem
throw their legitimate children into the
Foundling-Hoſpitl, which renders it ſo
much more difficult in this kingdom to
setta'ºliſh and ſupport ſuch an hoſpital,
than it is in any other.

But as this infi

ber of parliament in oppoſition to the mi
niſters for the time being ; becauſe tho' a
few of them, by their popularity, their
hoſpitality, and their great expence at the
elections, may get themſelves choſen, yet

nite number of alehouſes likewiſe contri-H the miniſters, by bribery and corruption,
butes to increaſe that branch of our pub
lick revenue called the exciſe, a great
part of which is appropriated to the pay
ment of our national debt, and not a ſmall
art to that ſacred revenue called the civil

ſº

it is not probable that iuch a bill will
1.

will always procure a majority of their
friends to be ele&led, or at leaſt returned,

for the next enſuing parliament ; ſo that
no man who ſets up upon a truly patriet
ſcheme, can thereby propoſe to do his

country any real ſervice, And whenconnti
tipi.
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comes to be the general opinion, no man lives comfortably by his labour, pays as
who is governed by nothing but a ſincere much as the licheſt man in the kingdom :
love for his country, will ever think of And ſuch taxes the miniſters of the crown
ſtanding a candidate at any ele&tion . On will always be moſt fond of, becauſe of
the contrary, ſuch men will always avoid the multitude of officers that muſt be em
being choſen, that they may not expoſe ployed in the collection.
themſelves to the reſentment of the court, A In the next place I ſay, that ſuch a form
without being thereby able to ſerve the of government muſt be the moſt incon
country. Conteſted ele&iors may ſome fiflent with trade and commerce, which
times happen, but it will never be about muſt be evident from what I have jnſt
who ſhall ſerve, but about who ſhall fell mentioned ; for taxes upon the neceſſa
their country. Conſequently it is evident, ries and conveniences of life muſt raiſe
that bribery and corruption at eleētions the price of labour : This muſt raiſe the

-

muſt at laſt bring bribery and corruption B price of every ſort of manufacture; and
this muſt diminiſh, if not totally prevent,

into parliament.
Can we expe&t that a corrupt parlia
ment will ever refuſe to grant the crown
what number of ſtanding forces, or what
publick revenue, the miniſters for the time

i. may pleaſe to inſiſt on.

Thus we

their ſale at any foreign market.
And laſtly, I ſay, that ſuch a form of

government muſt be of the moſt perni
cious conſequence to the religion, morals,
and courage of the people; for as to the

ſhalſ at laſt be brought under that very c religion and morals of the people, it is
form of government which was eſtabliſh evident, that the more profligate the peo
ed at Rome under their firſt emperors, ple generally are, as to every principle of
that is to ſay, an abſolute monarchy ſup religion, morality, or politicks, bribery
ported by a corrupt parliament, and a and corruption will, both in parliament
mercenary army; and the hittory of the and at el. &tions, have the greater and the
Roman empire, from its firſt eſtabliſh more certain effect. In ſuch a form of
ment to its utter extinction, muſt con- D government therefore, the governing pow
vince us, that it is the very worſt form of els will take every method they can con
government that was ever invented ; for

:

trive, for ſubduing and rooting out of the

from thence we may learn, that ſuch a human mind every paſſion, every affection,
monarch may ſacrifice the publick intereſt but the deſire of ſenſual pleaſure, and the
to his private paſſions more openly, and infallible conſequence thereof, a bound
may commit more whimſical cruelties, leſs love of money. In all aſſemblies,
under the form of law, than any arbitrary E the members will harrangue and vote, not
monarch dare venture upon ; and that for the ſake of gaining eſteem, or of
ſuch a parliament will always he more ſerving their country, but for the ſake of
fačtious under a good prince, than under raiſing their price : In the church, the
a wicked and lyrannical one ; becauſe the clergy will ſtudy and preach, not for the
former will diſdain to ſacrifice the publick ſake of religion, but of getting a better
ſervice ſolely to parliamentary merit, or benefice : At the bar, the lawyers will
to ſquander the publick money in bribin F plead, not for the ſake of juſtice, but for
the eleētors or the members, both .# the ſake of increaſing the number or the
the latter will always do without meaſure value of their fees; and in the wars, ei
or releave.
ther by land or ſea, their ſoldiers will
Such a form of government muſt ne fight, not for the ſake of glory, or the
ceſſarily be the moſt oppreſſive upon the honour of their country, but for the ſake
poor, the moſt inconſiſtent with trade and of p'under or prizes. Thus the love of
commerce, and of the moſt pernicious G money, will become the ſole governin
conſequence to the religion, morals, and Principle among the people ; and º
courage of the people. I ſay firſt, that the government can by taxes, or other
ſuch a form of government muſt be the wiſe, get money enough to anſwer this
moſt oppreſſive upon the poor, becauſe popular paſſion of its own creating, it
taxes muſt be impoſed for the ſupport of will continue abſolute and undiſturbed ;
the government, and as the rich muſt al but the moment it ceaſes to be able to do

ways have a great influence in parliament, H ſo, faction will enſue in their aſſembles,
they will, in the methods of taxation,
take as much care as they can of them
ſelves. Therefore, they will chuſe to ſup
ply the publick revenue by taxes upon the

and mutiny in their fleets and armies. .

neceſſaries and conveniences of life j be

every poſſible method to render the people
in gº deral cowardly, undiſciplined, and

cauſe to every ſuch tax a poor man, who
5

Then as to the courage of the people,
in ſuch a form of government, it is cer
tain, that the gºverning powers will take
unaimed ;
*
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unarmed ; becauſe the more they are ſo,
the more eaſily they may be overawed by
a mercenary ſtanding army, the more
impoſſible it will be for any great and an
cient family to defend º: againſt
the moſt unjuſt, the moſt cruel oppreſſion,

May

ſaw Pallas, their emperor's ſlave, this
nation may ſee a royal lackey triumph
over the beſt families in the

.#.

and without any cther merit exalted to
the rank of nobility by an addreſs from
both houſes of parliament, as Pallas was

by an inſurrection of the people in their A to the Praetorian rank by a decree of the
favour. Even as to thoſe of the ſtanding Roman ſenate.
army, courage, as well as every other . To conclude, whether the preſent be a
ſort of virtuous merit, will be neglected, proper time or no, for introducing ſuch a
or at leaſt not duly rewarded ; becauſe all regulation, as was by the above motion
publick rewards will, and indeed muſt, propoſed, I ſhall not pretend to deter
be applied, by the governing powers, to mine ; but it ſeems to be certain that we
wards gaining and ſecuring thoſe who are B ought to take the firſt proper opportunity
rich enough to be aſſiſting to the govern for eſtabliſhing ſuch regulations as will be
ment, in bribing and corrupting the peo effectual, for enabling gentlemen of cha
ple at eleētions, and vile enough always raēter to come into parliament, without
to vote in parliament as direéted by the any other expence than that hoſpitable
miniſters for the time being.
manner of living at their ſeats in the
Upon every one of theſe three heads I country, for which our anceſtors were ſo
could have added a number of other ar. C deſervedly renowned ".

*:: in confirmation of what I have

[To be continued in our next.]

id; but fruſtra fit per plura, quod fieri
poteſ per pauciora. What I have ſaid Account of the British Colonies in the
Iſland of America, commonly called the
will, I think, be ſufficient for convincing
eſt-Indies, continued from p. 191.
every unbiaſed reader, that an abſolute
LT HO' no inquiry was ever made
monarchy, ſupported by a corrupt parlia
into the conduct of this expedition,
ment, and a mercenary ſtanding army, is D
the very worſt ſort of government that or into the cauſes that prevented the at
ever was invented. Thank God 1 we are
tack of Petit Guavas, yet in the year
as yet far from having any ſuch govern 1697 it was made manifeſtly appear, that
ment eſtabliſhed amongſt us ; but if no they might have attacked and carried the
new regulations be made for putting a place, even after the Spaniards had left
flop to that bribery and corruption which them. In that year admiral Nevil was
is now ſo notorious at our elections, and E ſent to the Weſt-Indies with a ſtrong
preventing gentlemen's being put to ſuch ſquadron of Engliſh and Dutch men of
a monſtrous expence in obtaining a ſeat war, upon that famous and ill concerted
in parliament, as they are now generally expedition, to intercept the French ſqua
put to, I am afraid, that corruption will dron commanded by Mr. Pointis, in which
at laſt get into the parliament itſelf; and he was diſappointed by the ridiculous con
fhould it ever begin to prevail in that ſa dućt of our people here at home. Whilſt

cred place, we ſhall then be in great dan- F he was in thoſe ſeas, and after F.
ger of having this very worſt ſort of go

had eſcaped from him, that is to ſay, on

vernment eſtabliſhed.

June 12, he received a letter from Sir

At firſt it will

make its appearance under many allure William Beeſton, governor of Jamaica;
ments, as it did at Rome in the reign of fignifying what great advantage it would
Auguſtus Caeſar; and paraſites of power be to that Iſland, if he could demoliſh
will every where boaſt of the preſent ſe the French town of Petit Guavas. Upon
curity of our happy conſtitution. Nei. G this he preſently detached Vander Meeſes,
ther the conſent, nor the approbation of the Dutch admiral, upon this ſervice,
parliament, will ever be deſired to any with ſome Engliſh and Dutch men of war.
very unpopular or oppreſſive meaſures ; This .# approached near the place
nor can indeed ever be aſked by a good on the 27th, but ordered his ſhips to keep
and a wiſe ſovereign. But as ſoon as a out of fight, whilſt he, with 400 men
weak and wicked prince gets poſſeſſion of only, commanded by ſeven of his cap
the throne, the Gorgon's head will then tains, embarked that night in their boats,
begin to appear, and will petrify every landed near the town, attacked it between
one that ſhall dare to look upon it with a three and four o'clock next morning, and
piercing eye. The parliament will then after driving the inhabitants from all their
not only approve of every meaſure propo works and batteries, made themſelves en
fed by the prince, but condemn every one tirely matters of the place. The admi
accuſed by his order; and as the Romans ral's deſign then was to have had the town
. .
.
regularly
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regulariy Plundered, as it was known to mine, where they found above 7o ne
be much richer at that particular time groes, whom they immediately ſet to
than uſual, and to have had the plunder work, and continued them at it for three
preſerved for the benefit of the whole weeks, in which time they got as much
ſquadron he belonged to. But he found gold duſt, and plate and rich merchandize
it impoſſible to prevent his men from get which the inhabitants had left concealed,
ting drunk with the liquors they found in A as the negroes could carry, after which
the town, therefore he ordered it to be ſet they demoliſhed the fort, burnt the town,
fire to in ſeveral places, by which it was and with their loaded negroes returned to
ſoon reduced to aſhes, with all the trea their ſhips, . And whilſt this copartner
ſure and rich merchandize that were lodg ſhip were thus employed, two other Ja
ed in it ; and as his orders extended no maica privateers landed 1 oo men near
further, he reimbalked and rejoined the Trinidada, in the Iſland of Cuba, plun
ſquadron, with the loſs only of about 30 B dered the town, burnt part of it, and
men killed, and about as many wounded. carried off a very confiderable booty.
This ſhews that capt. Wilmot's negle&tAs the fine flowers of human happi
ing to attack Petit Guavas,
af
neſs are generally mixt with very vexa
ter 1 educing Port Paix, muſt have been tious thorns, the joy which the people of
owing to cowardice, or to a ſelfiſh view Jamaica had conceived from the ſucceſs of
of diſpoſing of his plunder as ſoon as their3. and the many rich prizes
poſſible ; and the juſt and enerous de-C expe d to be brought into their iſland,
fign of the Dutch admiral, ſets in a moſt was very much damped by a new and fa
glaring light, the avaritious conduct of tal accident that happened to the town of
the Engliſh commodore.
Port Royal. Although great part of the
As the treaty of peace was concluded
round on which that town was formerly
at Ryſwick in September, 1697, I find ituated, had been ſunk by the earth
nothing remarkable in the Hiſtory of Ja quake in 1692 before-mentioned, and re
maica until the war broke out again in D mained covered by the ſea, yet ſome part
1702. As ſoon as the joyful news ar had continued firm, and became dry as
rived at Jamaica, that war had been de ſoon as the ſea returned to its natural bed.
clared both againſt France and Spain, ſo And as it was a moſt convenient ſpot for
far was it from giving the people of that the ſituation of a mercantile town, the
iſland any apprehenſion from two ſuch aſſembly in 1693 paſſed an ačt for oblig
powerful and now heſtile neighbours, that ing the proprietors of the ground to re
it ſeemed to give them new ſpirits ; and E build the houſes that had been demoliſh
inſtead of keeping all their men at home, ed, or to ſell the ground at an appraiſed
in order to . only upon the defenfive, value, by which all the demoliſhed houſes
they reſolved to ačt upon the offenſive, in and wharfs on that ſpot of ground had
conſequence whereof they preſently fitted been rebuilt, and ſeveral new houſes and
out a great number of privateers, ten of warehouſes erected higher up on that
which united together in a ſort of part neck of land, ſo that before the year 1703
nerſhip, and ſailing to the coaſt of Car F Port Royal was again become a fine flou
tagena, landed near the city of Tolu, riſhing city ; but, on January 9, 1702-3,
and plundered that city and neighbour a fire broke out in it with ſuch violence,
hood of every thing that was worth carry and raged with ſuch fury, that there was
ing on tº. after which they ſet the city no ſtopping it, till it had reduced every

j,

on fire, and reduced it to aſhes.

From

houſe and warehouſe in the town to aſhes.

hence they ſailed up the gulph of Darien, But as the fire began between 11 and 1 a
and having got ſome Indians for their G in the morning, moſt of the merchants
guides, they landed a body of 400 men, ſaved their noney and books of accompt,
who marched over that neck of land to
and ſome of them confiderable quantitics
wards the gold mines of Santa Cruz de of merchandize, by the aſſiſtance of boats
Cana. On March 9, 1702-3, they ſur from the men of war and ſhips in the har
pried a Spaniſh out-guard of ten men, bour, tho' ſuch of them as were near the
nine of whom they killed or made priſo ſhore were themſelves in great danger,

ne, s, but the tenth eſcaping gave notice H and one brigantine and a ſloop were ačtu
of their approach, whereupon the inhabi
tants deſerted that little town, carrying
with them their money and jewels, and
the garriſon ſh;it themſelves up in their

ally burnt.

little fort ; but the invaders ſoon maſtered

This ſecond misfortune raiſed a ſort of
ſuperſtition among the people, that the
ground whereon this town had been built,
was accurſed ; and the aſſembly, ſo far

the fait, and poſſeſſed themſelves of the

from ordering it to be rebuilt, enacted

7

-

that
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that it ſhould not be rebuilt, but that the greateſt ſhare of the profit;

May
which ſhews

the wiſdom and the juſtice of that maxim
in our conſtitution, That the king can do
no wrong. But this projećt was nipped
in the bud by the aſſembly’s paſſing an
of ſeveral new ſtreets. However, the aćt, with proper proviſoes, for ſecuring
ſaid aSt having been afterwards repealed, A the property of land eſtates to thoſe that

people ſhould be removed to Kingſton,
which had been made a diſtinét pariſh by an
aćt of the affembly in the year 1693, and
which by this means received an addition

the people have ſince got over their ſu

had been, or ſhould afterwards, for ſeven

perſtition, and as the ſituation is ſo con years, be in peaceable and uninterrupted
venient for ſhipping and unſhipping goods, poſſeſſion of the ſame which ači was
many of the houſes have been rebuilt confirmed here at home, and now reimains
and the whalfs repailed, ſo that Port a ſtanding law of the iſland.
Royal is now again a conſiderable town,
Theſe diſputes raiſed ſuch animoſities
and is ſtill a distinét pariſh.
B between the governor and aſſembly that
Hithel to no remarkable diſpute had hap he, in a paſſion, diſſolved them, and they
pened between the people or aſſembly of Ja as paſſionately, but more raſhly, by be
maica and their governor, but during the go ing more illegal, reſolved to continue
vernment of col. Tho. Handaſyde, which ſitting notwithſtanding his diſſolution ;
began about this time, theſe diſputes be whereupon he aâed with the true ſpirit of
gan, and have ever fince continued with a brave and reſolute commander ; for he
almoſt every governor, that ſurvived what C entered the aſſembly with his ſword drawn,
may be called the honey-moon of his go threatning to put to death the firſt man
vernment. The diſputes in col. Hºnda that ſhºuld refuſe to leave the place, which
fyde's time aroſe from two cauſes : Firſt, ſo much ſurpriſed them, that they all
From a cuſtom that had been introduced, walked out without ſo unuch as any one
of two or more inconſiſtent publick offices of them offering to refuſe ; ſo faint
being held by one and the ſame perſon, hearted are men when conſcious of their
for Richard Rigby, Eſq; was, it ſeems, D being in the wrong, ſo much more eaſy is
at the ſame time a member of the coun

it to bully an affembly of men, than any

til, provoſt marſhal general, ſecretary of
the iſland, and clerk of inrollments ; by

one ſingle man of that aſſembly.

which means the inhabitants were, or

inight be ſubjected to great oppreſſion ;
therefore an act was paſſed in 1711 by

. .

But in July, 1711, theſe diſputes were
put an end to by the arrival of the new
governor lord Archibald Hamilton, who
began his government by a meaſure very

the aſſembly for preventing any perſon’s E diſagreeable to the people, which was that
holding at the ſame time two or more
offices of profit ; but this ačt was either
rejećted here at home, is fince expired,
or has been repealed. And, Secondly,
From a projećt ſet on foot in Jamaica,
much like that once propoſed by our Ed.

of puting cff the meeting of the aſſen
bly, and allowing himſelf to be influ
enced by two gentlenen who had render
ed themſelves unpopular under the former

gove, nor. This of courſe began new diſ.
putes, as a governor that has once gained

ward the Firſt in England, which was, F the ill will of the people, can ſeldon al
to oblige all poſſeſſors of land eſtates to 'terwards be thought to do any thing
produce their title deeds, and to ſeize all right; but theſe diſputes were for ſome
ſuch eſtates as eſcheated to the crown, to time ſuſpended, firſt by the fear of an in
which the poſſeſſor could ſhew no good vaſion from the French, who, in 1711,
title. In purſuance of this unjuſt and attacked and plundered the little iſland of
mad

wº,

ſome eſtates were actually

'Montſerrat, and next by a furious hurri

declared to be eſcheated, and ſold to the G cane which happened on Auguſt 28, the
higheſt bidder; but the crown would have ſame year, and not only did great da
got little by the projećt if it had been al mage in the iſland, but likewiſe to the
.#. to be fully carried into cxecution; ſhips in the harbours or upon the coaſt,
for as no honeſt man would bid for ſuch
many of which were entirely loſt, and
eſtates, the projećtors got ſome truſtee for above 4oo people drowned or killed by
their own behoof to become the purchaſer the fall of the houſes or trees.

for a mere trifle, and this trifle was only H
- what they were to ascount for to the
crown. Thus it often happens when op
preſſive meaſures are ſet on foot : The
crown, or the king for the time being,
beats all the blame, and the miniſters, or

their tools, run away with all, or the far

By the time the people had recovered
from theſe frights a ceſſation of arms was
proclaimed, which was ſucceeded by a
peace both with France and Spain, in con

ſequence of the treaty of Utrecht; ſo that
the people had now nothing to emplºy
their thoughts but their diſputes with
thfif
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24t
free, altho' the whole lading, or any part
thereof, by juſt title of property, ſhould
belong to the enemies of his majeſty, ex
cept always contraband goods.”
As to this pretence and the treaty upon

Applauded Dutch Argument refuted.

their

vernor; and theſe grew ſo vio
lent, that upon his being removed ſome
time after the acceſſion of his late ma

jeſty, and a new governor and council
appointed, they thought fit to take him
into cuſtody and ſend him a priſoner to which it is founded, l have no occation
England; but he was diſcharged upon A to add much to what has been already
bail as ſoon as he arrived, and afterwards
ſaid upon the ſubject, becauſe the before
acquitted of every charge brought againſt mentioned author in your Magazine has
him by the people of Jamaica, from ſhewed, that were it ſtill ſubſiſting, it
-

their complaints againſt him were ground

can be meant to extend to no ſort of trade
but ſuch as the Dutch carried on with or

leſs, as it cannot be ſuppoſed that his ac

for France in time of peace"; and both

whence it is reaſonable to conclude, that

*
proceeded, at that
rom any court favour.

conjunéture, B he and others who have ſince wrote upon

[To be concluded in our next.]

the ſame ſubjećt, have ſhewed, that we
are not now bound to obſerve any treaty

between the Dutch and us, becauſe they
have refuſed, and ſtill do refuſe, to per
form their part of the treaties which were
and thoroughly refuted. Continued from ſubſiſting between us at the beginning of
p. 176.
C this war. I ſhall therefore only add, that
HIS difference cannot ſurely eſcape if we were to admit the treaty of 1674.

A ſtrong and applauded Argument of the

Dutch and their Advocates, examined

any man who is not wilfully blind,

to be ſtill ſubfifting in full force, and to

therefore our behaviour towards the Spa

put the ſame interpretation upon it which

niards in the year 1739, can be no ob

the Dutch pretend to do, it would be in

jećtion to the right we now contend for. their power, not only to carry on in their
It is a right we are moſt juſtly entitled ſhips every branch of the French trade,
to : It is a right we mutt infift on, be D but to ſupply the French with every fort
cauſe without exerciſing it we cannot pre of naval or warlike ſtores which they can
ſerve our own colonies or trade, nor pre

have occaſion for ; becauſe the French

vent the increaſe of the French colonies

have now, in their own dominions, great

and trade, nor finally can we hope to ob
tain a ſpeedy and honourable peace. We

numbers of ingenious mechanicks and

workmen of all kinds, and if they had

cannot, we muſt not, therefore, ſubmit not, they might find as many as they
to the above-mentioned doćtrine, which E could have occaſion for amongſt their

is now ſo induſtriouſly propagated by our friends in Holland, Germany, &c. they
pretended friends the Dutch, and I am can therefore have occaſion for the impor
ſorry to ſay, by many amongſt ourſelves. tation of nothing but the rough mate
But this is not all the Dutch pretend to : rials, and of theſe there is not ſo much
They pletend that they may freely carry, as one mentioned in the article of that
in their ſhips bound from their own treaty which enumerates the ſeveral ſpecies
iſlands in the Weſt-Indies, the produce F of contraband goods, except, I think,
of the French ſettlements in that part of ſaltpetre alone. And if naval ſtores, iron,
the world, not only to any neutral port in copper, and proviſions, had been in that
Europe, but even to any port in France article enumerated, as well as ſaltpetre,
itſelf, and I muſt confeſs, that if we
et by the other articles of the ſame treaty
grant them the one, we muſt grant them it would be eaſy for the Dutch to ſupply
the other; for as no part of that produce the French with every kind of contra
can be ſaid to be contraband, if the G band goods, without its being in our
Dutch have a right to carry it to any neu power to ſeize them ; becauſe, even tho’
tral port in Europe, they have a right to we ſhould meet with a Dutch ſhip bound
carry it to the ports of France itſelf. to, and juſt ſailing into a French port,
Nay, they further pretend that, even we are bound by that treaty not to attempt
tho' it ſhould be loaded on board their to ſearch her : We are only to make her
ſhips at their iſlands, by and properly be a civil and friendly viſit, with two or
longing to the ſubjećts of France, yet we three men at moſ, to examine her paſſport,
have no right to ſeize or confiſcate ſuch H and her cocket or inventory of her load
produce ; becauſe by the marine treaty in ing ; and if by the former ſhe appears to
ró74 it is expreſsly ſtipulated, “That all be a Dutch ſhip, and no contraband goods
that which ſhall be found put on board are mentioned in the latter, we are not to
ſearch,
or detain
her, or to force
ſhips belonging to the ſubjećts of the lords moleft,
her from
her intended
voyage.
the ſtates, ſhall be accounted clear and
...
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No Treaty now ſubſting between us and the Dutch. May.
Thus, if we were to allow this treaty in their grants in that war, as they have
to be ſtill ſubſiſting, and to be interpreted betn in this ; yet it muſt be allowed, that
as the Dutch do, it would be impoſſible the French were then equal in naval
for us to carry on a maritime war againſt power to what they are at preſent, and
France, or indeed againſt any potentate the Dutch much ſuperior, therefore, if
in the world; for that the Dutch would we have now any reaſon to be afraid of
be as ready to carry on in their ſhips the A inſiſting upon our lights, it muſt proceed
trade of the Turks, as they now are to

from ſome difference in our own circum

carry on that of the French, I do not in

ſtances, which difference is not certainly
to be acaibed to our being now leſs pow
treaty was made, there was a numerous erful at ſea than we were in 1665, nor to
party in this kingdom, ſuch zealous friends the nation's being leſs unanimous in the
to the Dutch, that our miniſters duſt preſent war than they were in that of 1665.
hardly refuſe to agree to this treaty ; for B We cannot there fore have any publick
as the French had in the year 1662 grant and known reaſon for being ſo much
the leaſt queſtion. And yet when this

ed them ſuch a treaty, it would have been

afraid cf Dutch menaces, as not to infiſt

made a ground of moſt furious clamour

on the exerciſe of thoſe rights which we
are ſo juſtly entitled to by the laws of na

againſt our then miniſters, had they re
fuſed to grant the Dutch the ſame favour, ture and nations, and without which we
tho' the very reaſon that made the French cannot propoſe to put a ſpeedy and happy
ready to grant it, was a moſt cogent rea-C end to our preſent war againſt France;
ſon for our refuſing it but party zeal has but I am afraid, we have ſome ſecret
often, both before and fince that time, reaſons, which, tho' they may be gueſſed
rendered us ſtupidly blind as to our true

national intereſt, and I wiſh it may not
at laſt appear to be the caſe with reſpect

at, I do not chufe to mention. And I
am alſo afraid, that the ſtateſmen in Hol

land have ſecret ſeaſons for not wiſhing
us ſucceſs in ºvery part of the war we are
I have thus explained what the Dutch D now involved in. The pretended inter
may do by virtue of this treaty, in order ruption in their lawful trade, is a good
to ſhew, that it ſignifies nothing to diſ. handle for ſpiriting up the mob againſt
ute about the ſpirit or meaning of it : us ; but if their ſtateſmen had had no
W. muſt inſiſt upon it that no treaty be greater reaſon to be afraid of the ſucceſs
tween us is now ſubliſhing, as they have of our allies upon the continent of Eu
not only refuſed to perform their part, rope, than they had to be afraid of ous
to ſome of our late treaties.

but have in ſeveral reſpešts acted direétly E ſucceſs

at ſea or in America, inſtead of

calling it a lawful trade, it would have
been by them expreſsly prohibited, or at
leaſt it would have been by every man in
Holland reputed a trade of the moſt dan
gerous conſequence to the ſuture ſecurity
of their republick ; for tho' a long courſe
produce of the French Weſt-India ſettle F of ...i. or a ſignal and ſudden
ments to any port in Europe, becauſe they misfortune, may make the mob, like an
never could, much leſs uſually did ſo in unruly horſe, take the bit between their
time of peace. Nay, I will go further, teeth, and run away with their rider,
I will ſay, that we have by both theſe yet the mob in tvery country is known to
laws, a right to infiſt, that no Dutch be very much, often too much, under
ſhip, nor any neutral ſhip, ſhall enter any the direction of their ſtateſmen or gran
port of France, even in Europe, without G decs. And if we conſider, that our al
our paſſ ort, and paying to us the ſame lies in this war are not only next neigh
duty upon their tonnage, which the bours to the Dutch, but their next neigh
French obliged them to pay in time of bours upon that part of their frontier
eace, and which, to my great ſurprize, which is leaſt guarded ; and that the
have not heard that we have ſo much as
Dutch may conſequently have a jealouſy
once claimed. What are we afraid of
of any increaſe of their power ; we may
We are not ſurely afraid of the naval Heafily gueſs at the reaſon, why their flateſ.
power of the Dutch, even tho' joined men have made uſe of this handle for
with that of France In 1665 we engag ſpiriting up the mob againſt this nation.
ed in a war againſt both, and tho' they
Thus, upon the whole, we muſt con
were ſoon after joined by Denmark, we clude, that if the Dutch ſhould continue
might have ca: ricq it on with ſucceſs, if to carry on the French trade for them, it
the parliament had been half ſo generous will not be merely from a luſt of gain,
contrary to the treaties ſubſiſting between
us at the beginning of this war; and if
we are now with reſpe&t to them to be go
verned only by the laws of nature and
nations, we have by both a right to in
fiſt, that no neutral ſhip ſhall bring the

-

or
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As animal fluids, from heat, and mo

or from any jealouſy of, or any enmity
they have to Great. Britain ; and if we

tion, have therefore a natural tendency to

ſhould be forced to ſuffer it, it will not

putrefaction, they would ſooner approach

be from oar not having a right to prevent

to that ſtate from an animal diet, unleſs

corre&ted either by acids, ſalts, fermented
naval power being united with that of Aſpirits, and aromatics, which are the chief
France againſt us ; However, tho' cur preſervatives againſt it.
war with France may by this means be
Dr. Pringle has improved this part of
rendered more tedious, yet, it is to be medicine, by ſeveral accurate txperi
hoped, we may be able at lait to bring it ments, and obſervations ; and has not
tº a happy concluſion ; which muſt be only greatly enlarged the claſs of anti
the hearty prayer of every true Briton, ſeptics, but has likewiſe ſhewn, that vo
as it is that of,
B latile, alcaline ſalts, which were formerly
London,
S I R,
ſuppoſed to promote putrefaction, are
April 16,
Your conſtant reader,
really powerful antiſeptics.
it, or from any dread we have of their
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and humble ſervant.

However, it is evident, that tho' heat,

moiſture, and a ſtagnating air, greatly ac
celerate Putrefaction in dead fleſh ; yet a
greater degree of heat, which hardens the

of the Nature of Aliments, Animal and
Wegetable. By Dr. BARRY. Continued
from our loſſ, p. 172.
fibres, and exhales the moiſture ; and a
HE fluids of an animal body, are C continued wind, which diſpates it, will
naturally neither acid, or alcaline ; prevent putrefaction ; not by any real
and tho’ the diet be entirely of an aceſcent antiſeptic quality, but by rendering ſuch
kind ; yet by no chymical analyſiſ, or any ſubſtances no longer liable to putrefac
other experiment, can any acid ſalts be tion : On which account, all warm, and
thence obtained. Homberg, and fince, ſome aftringent ſubſtances, muſt in inanimate
of the later chymiſts, have endeavoured bodies, prove antiſeptic, and be more
to prove, that an acid ſpirit, or ſalt, can
owerful, when they contain a particular
be ſeparated from animal bodies, and D balſamic, or oppoſite quality to putrefac
fluids : . But what has been obtained in

tion.

ſome
ariſe
rigid
body

is preſerved in hot climates ; dead bodies
buried in dry, hot ſand, have been found
free from putrefaction ; and by a vitriolic
vapour, have for many years continued

of theſe experiments, may probably
from the ſea ſalt, which, from its
qualities, paſſes unaltered thro’ the
j and in others, from the univerſal

acid in the air, which in theſe tedious

Thus beef cut into ſmall ſlices,

entire and firm.

proceſſes, may be abſorbed into ſuch ſub- E As antiſeptics therefore of a quite op
flances : But granting the concluſions de poſite nature, prevent putrefaction in dead
duced from theſe experiments to be juſt, fleſh, and flagnating animal fluids, it is
they only ſhew a very latent acid, and diſficult to determine in what manner they
which never appears in the natural ſtate operate, and how differently they may act
of animal fluids.

in circulating fluids.

Some of the later chymiſts have been
From hence appears the error of the
prevailing hypotheft in many ancient and F fond of conſidering putrefaction, as the
modern authors, that the gout, rheuma third proceſs of vegetable fermentation ;
tiſm, ſcurvy, and ſeveral chronic diſorders, as the ſubſtances which have gone thro'
ariſe from an acid acrimony in the fluids ; the former, if they are left together in a
and that the various medicines, which proper heat, advance to putrefaction ;
have been eſteemed as ſweetners, and al but if the vinous part is ſeparated from
terants in ſuch caſes from their alcaline the feces, it will continue free from it 5

#: can only operate as ſuch in the Gneither
rſt paſſages.
In an healthy ſtate, the ſerum, and the

is a previous ſpirituous, or acid

fermentation, by any means unavoidably
neceſſary to putrefaction ; for as certain

fluids ſeparated from it, are only of an ſubſtances fall into the acetous, without
alcaleſcent nature, and muſt inevitably, having gone thro' the ſpirituous fermen
deſtroy the veſſels, and bring on death, tation ; ſo others begin to putrefy, with
before they can become perfectly alkaline. out having gone thro’ either, of which
The mildeſt putrid fevers, and ſcorbutic H laſt kind are moſt animal ſubſtances: There
diſorders, differ from the plague, and the ſeems therefore to be rather a rema:kable
ſcurvy deſcribed in lord Anſon's Voyage, analogy between the fermentation of ve
only in different degrees of putrefaction, getables, and the putrefaāion of animal

or nearer approaches to an alcaline ſtate.

fluids,
as the effect of this intºftine mo
H h 2.
tion
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Salt, an uſeful Corrector of Animal Diet.

tion in each, is to diſſolve the union of

May

will ariſe from a retention of the excre

tions ; all which are of the putrefrent
kind. Urine, from ſeveral experiments,
From the ſpontaneous motion, and fer appears to be highly of that mature; but
mentation of the former, an ardent ſpirit, the matter of perſpiration muſt be capable
or acetous liquor, is produced ; from the of acquiring a greater degree of it; and
latter, alcaline, volatile ſalts, and a pu- A when retained, like a putrid ferment,
their parts, and to produce a new combi

nation of ſuch, as did not exiſt before,

trid ſpirit; and the different degrees of

quickly contribute to promote putrefac

theſe produćtions depend chiefly on the

tion.

Hence that remarkable fetor in

greater degree of inteſtine motion, which, ſweats, after a long ſuppreſſed perſpira
from the nature of their component parts,
they are capable of attaining to. Salts,

tion : In this caſe, whatever refores the

even of the alcaline kind, ſeem to be in

Hence it is evident, that if fiſh, and

excretions, will be the beſt antiſeptic.

capable of putrefaction ; the oily, and B ſeveral ſorts of wild fowl, which live on
ſulphureous parts of bodies, are chiefly an animal diet, are taken for nouriſh
fubječt to it. Volatile, alcaline ſilts there ment, they will be more apt to give a pu
fore, tho’ the produćt of putrefaction, trid diſpoſition to the fluids, than the
by dividing, and attenuating ſuch viſcid hormed cattle, ſheep, and tame fowl,
fübſtances, and giving a quicker diſcharge who live on vegetables, and afford a
to their more a&tive and fugitive parts, more temperate food than the former.
may ſometimes prevent that degree of pu C This way of reaſoning was comfirmed
i. which otherwiſe they would by an experiment made on a ſoldier, who
acquire ; and it is obſervable, that in pu was hired to live entirely for ſome days
trifying bodies, from whence the moſt on wildfowl, with water only for drinks
noxious and putrid vapour is enmitted, He received in the beginning his reward
there is always a deficiency of volatile, and diet, with great cheatfulneſs; but
alcaline ſalts; or at leaſt they are not ea this was ſoon ſucceeded by a nauſea, thirſt,
D and a diſpoſition to a putrid dyſentery,
fily extricated during that ſtate.
How far, and in what particular caſes, which was with ſome difficulty prevented
ſuch ſubſtances may prove antiſeptic in from making a farther progreſs, by the
animal, circulating fluids, can only be phyſician who tried the experiment.
determined by experiments and obſerva
From hence it is evident, that ſea ſalt,
tions, as they are only ſuſceptible of a in a ſufficient quantity, is a uſeful cor
weaker degree of putrefaction, and from rećtor of an animal diet; and in that re
cauſes different from thoſe, which produce E ſpect an antiſcorbutic : It may, from an
exceſs, and not being ſufficiently diluted,
it in ſtagnating fluids, and dead fleſh.
Animal fibres, and circulating fluids, give a peculiar muriatic acrimony to the
cannot, like dead fleſh, be rendered inca fluids; but that very ſeldom happens, and
pable of putrefaction by heat and aſtrin is eaſily removed. In ſea voyages, that
gents, and diſfipating their moiſture ; peculiar ſcurvy, which is imputed to long
neither are they capable of acquiring pu living on ſalt meats, is really owing to a
trefa&tion from that inteſtine motion, pe F contrary ſtate of the fluids, and to a pu
culiar to it, except in abſceſſeſ, ulcerſ, or trid acrimony and diſſolution of them,
extravaſated ſtagnating humours : It has from the want of that quantity of acid,
been already obſerved, that animal fluids or fermented ſpirits in their drink, which
are only alcaleſcent; that life muſt be de is neceſſary to prevent that natural ten
ſtroyed before they can acquire a perfeót dency the fluids have to putrefaction ;
purid, or alcaline ſtate ; and that this and which the quantity of ſalt (which is

diſpoſition to putrefaction, is cliefly pre- G but a weak antiſeptic) is incapable of pre
vented by new ſupplies, of an antiſeptic
kind ; But tho’ the humours are thus cor

venting, and often not ſufficiently power
ful, even to preſerve the ſalted meat from
being in ſome degree corrupted : This
diſeaſe more frequently appears, and in a

1 &ted, and recruited, they may acquire
a certain degree of putrefačtion, fion a
circulation too languid, or too much in greater degree, when their bread is in the
creaſeſ. In the former caſe, the volatile, ſame ſtate; and when their ‘water, which
alcaline ſalts, and the more warm aro. H at the beſt has no real antiſºptic quality,
matic antif ptics ; in the latter, the acid, is often in a putrid ſtate. In theſe cir
or neutral ſºline, and refrigerating, will cumſtances, freſh animal food would
he ſound moſt effectual in preventing its ſooner bring on an increaſed putrid ſtate,
than ſound and well ſalted meat, unleſs
progreſs.
Another more powerful and frequent ſome acid vegetables, or ſpirituous, anti
cau.e of putrefaštium in animal fluids,
ſeptic
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DIET proper for VALETUDIN AR1ANs.
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Hence appears the reaſon, why perſons
ſeptic correàor, was added to their drink,
and could diffuſe itſelf thro’ the blood *. of this conſtitution, who uſe freely a
I knew an eminent lawyer, who, by higher, and more putreſcent animal food,
the advice of Dr. Woodward, abſtained ſuch as wildfowl, and fiſh, are apt to be
for ſome years entirely from ſalt, drank more thirſty after it, than when they uſe
chiefly water, and uſed freely an animal even ſalted, or ſeaſoned meat And why
diet, and by that means acquired a vio A wine in larger quantities, is then not only
lent ſcurvy : He was in ſome time reliev more agreeable, but neceſſary ; which,
ed by a ſtrićt regimen of diet and medi tho' it may heat and inflame, yet guards
cine ; and afterwards uſed ſalt and vege their fluids from putrefaction ?
tables, with an animal food, drank wine

Valetudinarians, ſuch I mean as are

more freely, and never had any return of healthy, but of a weak conſtitution, will
that diſorder. I knew another perſon, require a mixed diet, ſuch as bread, the
who drank nothing but water, and lived B milder animal meats, moderately correàed
freely on an animal food; and on aſking with acids, or rather with wine, plain,
him if he was not fond of ſalt, he ſaid, and mixed with their water. Such was
he generally eat ten times as much as any Cornaro's regimen; a ſolid, eaſily affimi
one in company 5 nature thus dire&ting lated, animal diet, guarded equally from
him to guard againſt that tendency, which crude indigeſtion, and putreſcent acrimony;
his humours had to putrefaction. In ſe which is much preferable to a liquid diet
veral parts of Guiney, before ſalt pits C of any kind, unleſs when the firſt or ſe
were known, no commodity yielded a cond digeſtion are greatly impaired, or
higher price ; and the inhabitants would when quick ſupplies are not required, as
readily traffick their gold duſt for a ſmall it relaxes the ſtomach, and gives a leſs
quantity of it. In all countries where an laſting nouriſhment to the body. This is
animal food is uſed, it is a grateful and agreeable to the wiſe precept of Hippo
neceſſary corre&tor, but eſpecially in very crates, that the aliment, which is with
hot countries, where it muſt be more ne D difficulty altered, is not eaſily conſumed;
ceſſary and valuable; and it is obſervable, and that which is eaſily aſſimilated, is ta
that many perſons take with freſh meat, flywaffed. Therefore the digeſtive powers
as large a quantity of ſalt, as is neceſſary ought to be exerciſed by a ſolid food,
to ſeaſon it, and receive no remarkable proportioned to their ſtrength ; which is
inconvenience from it; for when ſufficiently not only neceſſary to increaſe and preſerve
diluted, it paſſes off unchanged, by urine. their tone, but to give a more firm and
Hence appears the reaſon, why thoſe Epermanent nouriſhment to the body.
Hence appears the reaſon, why acid
who live freely on an animal food, and
drink only water, acquire thence a red and crude vegetables generally diſagree
ſtarbutic countenance : The animal ſalts in with weak and cold conſtitutions And
their blood being rendered more active and why the higher animal food, and parti
Luxuriant, from the want of ſome acid, cularly ſhell fiſh, is often ſo agreeable and
or fermented antiſeptic corrector in their uſeful to them +
drink 2 F From theſe principles, ſuch rules of
From hence it is evident, that perſons diet might likewiſe be eaſily deduced, as
of the frongeſ conflitution, who uſe much are neceſſary to be purſued in different
exerciſe, can beſt digeſt, and more ſafely acute and chronic diſeaſes ; and if this
live on a diet of the vegetable kind, with material part in the ait of healing is neg
water for drink; and that fruits, vege le&ted, the moſt powerful medicines will
tables, or the light, acidulated wines, are be often ineffectual.
5
A
neceſſary, and moſt proper for them.
* What is here ſaid, is confirmed by what I have heard from a gentleman of great ho
mour, who had gat a very opulent fortune in the Eaft-Indies. Upon his return to Eng
land, he took care to lay in a moff plentiful flore of arrack, ſugar, and oranges, and every
Saturday night he ordered the largeſ waſhing tub in the ſhip to be filled with rich and

ſtrong arrack punch, for the ſeamen on board the ſhip he was in. As they had a tedious
paſſage from the Eaft. Indies to the Cape ºf Good Hope, the ſeamen on board all the other
Jhips were affeded with a mºff violent ſcurvy, but not a man on board his ſhip was ill of

that diffemper, which could be attributed to nothing but the punch he had given them every
+ In confirmation of the doćior's opinion I muft obſerve, that
when I was young I was fond of ſallads, cucumberſ, melons, &c. and could digeſ them
without any difficulty ; but now I find them heaviºr, and more difficult of digeſtion, than
Saturday night.

any animal food I can tat ; and I find the caſe to be the ſame with reſpect to all ſorts of
tarts and fruit pies.
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ſave her, even tho' the water made a free

A Methºd fºr preventing Shift from fink.
ing, after receiving ſuch Damage a muff

paſſage into one part. But in ſuch ſhips,
as one part would fink lower than another,
otherwiſe unavoidably cauſe them to (unleſs the leaky diviſion was in the mid
founder.
dle) in order to make the weight more
ET a ſhip bave its cavity beneath the equal in every part, it would be proper to
lower deck divided into thee (or A remove the guns from the leaky part to
four) nearly equal parts, by bulk heads, ethers.
If this method was obſerved, in all
or partitions, riſing from the bottom to
the jower deck. Let theſe bulk-heads
probability the greateſt part of thoſe veſ
extend from one ſide of the ſhip to the ſels would be taved that have foundered
other, and join cloſely to the timbers : at ſea, and many of thoſe (eſpecially a
Let them be ſtrong, made of two inch good part of their cargoes) that have
plank, well braced by croſs pieces, and B bulged by running aground ; And men
let them he well caulked. Let there be of war would not be obliged to quit the
ſliding hatches in the bulk-heads, thro' line thro' fear of ſinking, whatever ſhot
which a man may eaſily paſs under deck. they had received under water, unleſs
Let theſe hatches for this purpoſe be uſu they had dangerous leaks in all three di
ally open ; but in time of a&tion, or other viſions. And each of theſe are appa
danger, or at furthett on ſpringing a leak, rently points of very great importance.
let theſe hatches be cloſe ſhut, ſo that no C When one ſhip quits the line, the next
water may paſs from one of the three di will have two upon her ; which would be
viſions to another.
prevented if ſhe could ſtay, even tho' ſhe
Now in a ſhip thus provided, as ſoon never fired a ſhot.
After the L’Eſperance was quitted with
as ſhe ſprings a leak, it may immediately
be known in which of the three diviſions

the leak is ; for the water will riſe in that

ten feet water in the hold, ſhe ſwam ſix
or ſeven hours, even till ſhe burnt down:

diviſion, and not in any other. This diſ D Conſequently, could but one divificn be
covery will ſave much abour and time in kept free from water, in the manner here
ſearching for the leak; for the carpenters. propoſed, ſhe might eaſily be brought to
may immediately apply to the leaky divi England.
fion, and find it ſooner, if it be ſo high
When the Invincible ſtruck, ſhe bulged,
as to be come at, that is, above the infide
water.

But if the leak be too low to be

and filled, and was loſt.

But tho' her

leak was five times as great, yet if the
E water was confined to a third part of the
hold, by taking out her guns, &c. ſhe
might be made many tons lighter than
when ſhe ſtruck, notwithſtanding this in

come at, then firſt let all hands remove
what heavy ſtuff they can, ſuch as iron,
&c. out of the leaky diviſion. Then let
them put into the ſame leaky part all that
comes to hand ſpecifically lighter than ſide water thus confined ; and then ſhe
water, viz. empty caſks, ſeamen's cheſts, might be got off the next tide. In a
any ſort of timber, &c. Then let the word, why may not a ſhip be ſaved by the
hatches above the leaky part be cloſe ſhut, F method here propoſed, even tho' ſhe has
and let ſome perſons obſerve carefully thoſe ſprung a leak as large as one of her port
parts of the bulk-heads that are exterior

**

holes 2

to the leaky diviſion, in order to ſtop any

To this propoſal has been made the
leaks that appear as the water riſes with. following objection:.
in ſide.
Obj. 1. The water thus pent up will
By the water being confined to a third blow up the deck.
(or fourth) part of the ſhip, all the water G Anſ. Water preſſes according to its
that fills that part will not ſink the ſhip, perpendicular height ; therefore the force
if properly lightened in other parts, by againſt the deck will be only in propor
throwing heavy things, ſuch as guns, &c. tion to the height of the water without
overboard, even tho’ no empty caſks, &c. above the lower deck, which cannot be
were put into the leaky diviſion. But confiderable. And to prevent it in ſome
when ſuch light things are put in, the meaſure, the empty caſk, &c. in the full
cavity in which the water is will thereby H partition may be faſtened down by crooks,
be greatly leſſened, and conſequently the or otherwiſe, that they may not ſwim on
additional weight of the infide water be top. The preſſure of the water upwards,
leſs in proportion. So that in a ſhip of without ſuch light things ſwimming on it,
war (or other ſhip not deeply laden) there will be very little.
will not probably be any neceſſity of
Obj. 2. Water cannot be confined, as
throwing any thing overboard in order to is here propoſed, to one part.
.
*

-

-
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Anſ. Water certainly may be thus con one hatch, about the middle, and pro
fined, as appears by well-boats, and wa vided with maſts, ſails, and all manner
ter being carried in bulk, particularly in of tackle for a long voyage. Let her be
the Eaſt Indies.
ſo large, as to be able to carry the ſhip's
Obj. 3. If the parts of the ſhip be thus crew and proviſion for two, three, or
divided, how can the bilge water come to more weeks, and ſo conveniently placed
A aboard the veſſel, that ſhe can in a mi

the well ?

Anſ. By holes made on purpoſe at the

nute's time be hoiſted overboard into the

bottom of the bulk heads, which holes

ſea. She might be provided with ſeats,
and the men inſtructed to go below as

may be ſtopped, when needful, by a cock,
whoſe handle riſes ſo high as always to be

ſoon as they went aboard, and to balance

her properly.

If the boat were ſmall, the
Obj. 4. The bulk-heads propoſed would deck might be raiſed along the middle,
interfere with the different apartments be-B ſo far as to allow them to fit upright, and
low deck, and hinder ſtowage.
to remove from one place to another ;
Anſ. 1. Nothing goes under the lower and in ſailing her, they could relieve one
deck longer than a third part of the ſhip ; another by turns, in the ſame way as
therefore nothing is too long to be ſtowed aboard the ſhip. The proviſion taken
aboard, muſt equire no dreſſing, ſuch as
in a ſhip thus provided.
Anſ. 2. With reſpect to the different biſcuit, water, &c. and ought to be put
come at.

-

apartments, the matter may be adjuſted C aboard with a compaſs, and other, light
by a little alteration in them, and by put:

ting the bulk-heads a little more forward
or backward ; tho' it would add greatly
to their ſtrength if they were cloſe to the
maſts. All the room jeally taken up is
but the thickneſs of the bulk-heads.

things of great value, when there is ap
pearance of danger. Inſtead of covering
the hatch in bad weather, it would be ne

ceſſary to fix upon it a tube of the ſame
wideneſs, which might ſtand ſo high as
to prevent the ſea from coming in, and

It is ſubmitted to the conſideration of D thro' which the men might paſs by means
of ſhrouds, and to have a ſmall tube fix

the judicious, whether the partitions here
recommended might not be uſeful on ſome
other accounts beſides thoſe alieady men

ed in the ſame way at each end of the
boat, but confiderably higher, to promote

tioned.

a circulation of air.

Whether, for inſtance, in caſe a

fire ſhould happen below decks, it might

This boat, beſides, might ſerve all the
not be ſtifled by ſtopping cloſe the parti purpoſes of a long-boat, if ſhe had only
tion in which it happened, and ſo exclud-E ſome pretty large hatches that could be
ing the air : Or, if this failed, whether taken off and put on at pleaſure ; and
the ſhip in ſuch a caſe might not be ſkuttled indeed it is ſupriſing, that the owners of

in that part, and the fire quenched by

ſhips have never, as far as I know, built

filling the diviſion with water : After any of their long boats in this way; fince
which the hole might be ſtopped by heel this would ſeem to be one of the princi
ing the ſhip, and the water pumped out. pal uſes of a long-boat, to preſerve the
It might be obſerved too that theſe bulk- F crew when the ſhip ſprings a leak, that
heads would add conſiderably to the cannot be ſtopped, or happens to take fire
that baffles their engines, or any other
ſtrength of the ſhip.
way ſo foundered, that ſhe cannot keep
To the AUTHOR, &c.
above water. For it is very evident, that
S I R,

a firm boat well decked, balanced and

N my former letters (ſee our laſt Vol. managed, may almoſt go thro’ any ſea.
P. 626, and our preſent Vol. p. 89, G that a ſhip can ; and it is owing to the
153.) I gave you two ways, whereby want of a deck, and overloading, and

any fingle perſon may preſerve himſelf

ſometimes the want of proviſions, that

from drowning, and when at ſea, he the unhappy crew ſo often periſh, by en
may get to land, tho' at a very great deavouring to ſave themſelves in their
diſtance from it, which I have made uſe long-boat when their ſhip is loſt.
I am, &c. L. S.
of, and ſtill intend to improve ; but by
the following means, a whole ſhip's crew H. P. S. In my laſt (ſee p. 153.) I forgot
might be often ſaved together, in any part to mention, that by joining the two back
of the ocean, between Great Britain and
ieces of cork with two ſtraps of leather,
the Weſt, or even the Eaſt-Indies.
in the ſame way that the breaſt ones are,
Let every veſſel, intended for voyages in order that they may be ſeparated ; the
of any confiderable length, have a long right ſhoulder and breaſt-pieces may be
boat, built very ſtrong, and fit for ſwift wore at ſea conveniently failened in the
light
ſailing, firinly decked all over, except
**
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right pocket, by which means, tho' one have been propoſed on this head, under
ſhould fall accidentally into the water, he the names of cements and vegetable mum
might be prevented from drowning ; and mies, by Agricola and others ; but the
-paſſengers, who have not far to ſail, and very beſt, upon careful and repeated ex
have not perhaps occaſion to be on ſea perience, I have found to be this ;
Melt together, in a large earthen pip
again during their lives, might eaſily pro
vide themſelves with two pieces of cork, A kin, two pound and a half of common
which they could wear faſtened in their pitch, and half a pound of turpentine.
When they are melted, put in three quar
pockets, &c. during the paſſage.
ters of an ounce of powder of aloes ; flir
Mr. Barnes, in his New Method of pro them all together, and then ſet the mat
pagating Flower-Trees and flowering ter on fire; when it has flamed a mo
Shrubs, has given us the following Ac ment, cover it up cloſe, and it will go
count of Propagation by the Bud.
B out : Then melt it well, and fire it again
44
propagation of trees by layers in the ſame manner. This muſt be done
and cuttings, ſhews, that if a three times : It muſt be in the open air,
piece of any kind be planted in the ground for it would fire a houſe; and there muſt
in ſuch manner that it takes root below, be a cover for the pipkin ready. After it
the upper part will ſoon furniſh all the has burnt the laſt time, melt it again, and
reſt, and become a perfeót tree. If roots put in three ounces of yellow wax ſhred
can be thus obtained, the reſt follows in C very thin, and fix drachms of maſtich in
the courſe of nature. But this is not powder. Let it all melt together till it is
univerſal ; for ſome trees will not take perfectly well mixed; then ſtrain it thro'
root in either of theſe ways : And if they a coarſe cloth in a pan, and ſet it by to

Th;

would, ſtill the number is but ſmall that

cool.

can be obtained by them, becauſe it is

When this is to be uſed, a piece of it
muſt be broke off, and ſet over a very gen
tree can ſpare for that purpoſe.
D the fire in a ſmall pipkin : It muſt ſtand
On examining the cuttings which have till it is juſt ſoft enough to ſpread upon
failed, I have always found that the miſ the part of the cutting where it is wanted,
chance happened by the rotting of that but it muſt not be very hot. It is the
part of the cutting which was expe&ted to quality of this dreſfing to keep out wet
ſend forth the roots : For the danger is entirely. The part which is covered with
when it has been freſh cut, and has no it, will never decay while there is any
bark to cover it. I thought it natural, E principle of life in the reſt; and this be
that if a method were uſed to keep that ing ſecured, nature will do the buſineſs of
part from decay, all thoſe cuttings would the growing. This I have found true in
Ka by repeated trials, in more
grow, which we uſually ſee fail : And
communicating my thoughts to a gentle kinds than one, I have found that I could
man of knowledge, he not only con raiſe from any piece of a branch, as many
firmed my opinion by his own, but gave
ood plants as there were leaves upon it."
me a receipt for preſerving the ends of F The ſucceſs of this method the author
cuttings from rotting : And deſired me has confirmed by many experiments, and
to try it afterwards upon ſmaller pieces - his reaſoning thereon is very ingenious;
than ſuch as are commonly uſed, and up aſter which, he ſays,
on fingle buds.
“ Nothing could appear ſo ſtrange as
Every leaf upon the branch of a tree the producing plants from cuttings, when
or ſhrub, has uſually a young bud in its Lauremberg firſt propoſed it to the world,
boſom ; and it is certain each of theſe G yet what is now more familiar The
buds has in it the rudiment of a tree of growth of cuttings is of the ſame nature
the ſame kind; therefore it appeared rea with this which is here propoſed ; and
ſonable to think that every branch might there is reaſon to believe, that the propa
afford as many new plants as there were gation by fingle buds will ſoon be as com
leaves upon it, provided it were cut into mon : And probably with proper care it
ſo many pieces, and this ſame dreſſing will ſucceed as well in all other trees and
but a certain part of the branches that a

.é.

could prevent the raw ends of each piece H ſhrubs which have buds of a proper kind,
from decaying. The advantage of ſuch
a praćtice appeared very plainly, for it
muſt give many plants for one, and the
thing ſeemed ſo agreeable to reaſon, that

as in thoſe here inſtanced. Many trees

I reſolved to try it.

there are ſome buds which are deſtined

Many mixtures of refinous ſubſtances
-

and ſhrubs are deſtitute of buds entirely;
indeed thoſe from the hotter countries al

moſt without exception ; and in other:

to the production of ſome one part of the
-

tite
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tree alone, not of the whole ; therefore
The reſult of the author's experiments.
they will not anſwer the purpoſe. The to propagate from leaves has not yet been
alaternus and the oleander, i. common determined. By the uſe of the ſame
ſyringa, and the tamariſk, the ſavin and dreſſing, Mr. Barnes has had great ſucceſs
in propagating trees from parts of roots,
the ſenfitive plant, are infrances, amon
as well as by large branches, in each caſe
many others, of trees and ſhrubs whic
have no buds at all, and therefore do not A taking care that the wounded ends or
come within this courſe of propagation. parts, be duly ſecured by the above ce
The alder has buds for leaves, which

ment.

contain no rudiments of flowers, and
therefore perfect plants could not be pro
duced from them. In the poplar there

“A way of raiſing trees from the root.
To raiſe a new plant from the root, of

are diſtinčt buds for the flowers, and

or grow ſlom cuttings, I uſe this me
B thod : I lay open the earth over one of
the roots of a thriving tree, of half an
inch diameter, or more, according to the
nature and growth of the tree : In ſmall

others for the leaves; therefore if the
flower-buds were taken, no ſucceſs could

be expe&ted. The hazel has its buds,
containing leaves and female flowers :
The pine and fir male flowers and leaves
together : How theſe buds would ſuc
ceed, is a ſubjećt of great curioſity, and

He cloſes his work with,

thoſe kinds which will not take as layers,

and tender trees, ſmaller roots will do.

I raiſe this out of the ground, cutting it
two thirds thro’, and trim off all the

#:

is worthy trial : . But in general, the bud C fibres for about ſix or eight inches of the
of a tree contains the rudiment of the
root : Then I dreſs all the wounded parts
perfect tree, and therefore a perfect tree with the cement juſt warmed, and keep
the wounded part of the root, for above
may be produced fom it.
This is the uſual condition of buds, five inches length, out of the ground, ſup
and therefore in the generality of kinds, porting it by a forked ſtick.
trees may be produced by this practice
Thus it has the advantage of its own
with great eaſe, and in great abundance. D fibres, and of the general vegetation and
of the tree, all the time that it is
There is alſo, as I think, another very
confiderable advantage from this method, thus kept up above the ground. It has
tho’ the limited number of experiments been ſaid before, that the branches and
I have made, does not permit me to roots of trees differ in nature no other
affirm it with all the certainty of the other way, than as the one are under ground,
ſaćts. This is, that the trees produced and the other in the open air; and there
from buds, will naturally be handſomer E fore this part of a root being raiſed into
and more vigorous than thoſe raiſed any the air, what grows from it will be of
other way except from ſeeds : For in the nature of a branch or ſhoot, not of a
layers there is a great interruption of the root. The ſpring is the beſt ſeaſon for
courſe of the juices; and in cuttings it doing this ; and if due care be uſed, it

#.

is uncertain whence the principle of growth

will always ſucceed. There will be young

will begin to ačt, ſo that nature is di

ſhoots produced from the part that is in

ſturbed in her progreſs, and the juices F the air. Theſe ſhould ſtand till the next
receive a check in their current either of
ſpring to be well eſtabliſhed, and they
thoſe ways; the effe&t of which in na
ture, we ſee plainly in the growth of the
pine-apple, , and many ſuch inflances :
Whereas when the bud is planted, the
ſucceeding tree riſes ſtrait from its natu

may then be cut off, and will readily and
certainly ſucceed.
I have raiſed in this manner plants of
the double oleander, the cotton-tree, and
of ſeveral other kinds, the moſt difficult to

ral place, and there is no turn given to G be raiſed by the uſual methods of culture.”
the juices, nor any check in the growing.
From the time the rudiment begins to
row, it continues growing ; and while
it lies in the bud, it is as much at reſt as

-

A MoST
excellent book, lately pub.
liſhed, entitled, Advice from a
Biſhop : In a Series of Letters to a young

the plant in the ſeed, till nature ſets it to Clergyman, breathes ſuch a ſpirit of re
ſhooting. Art does the ſame in this pro ligious charity and benevolence, and
ceſs, and the effect is no way different ; H contains ſuch a number of uſeful direc
the tree grows juſt as the ſhoot would tions, that we could wiſh the ſale of it,
have grown on the branch. So many amongſt the clergy, were very extenſive
buds as there are on a tree, ſo many per But this we have reaſon to think will
fett trees of the ſame kind may be pro ſcarce be the caſe, if the charaćter is juſt
duced if the gardener takes care of them, that the writer draws, of that order in his
firſt and at the beginning of his fourth
for each is a young tree, and no other.”
Ii
letter.
May, 1759.
-

º

-

-
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letter. In the firſt he ſays, “I had a. rance, and of pleaſure; in ſhort every
f. define (ſpeaking of the clergy of life almoſt but that which he ought to
reland) about a year ago, to encourage

lead.

Whereas did he oſten have re

a work which I imagined would be ex

courſe to thoſe engagements, entered into

tremely uſeful, to all young clergymen
eſpecially, and at the ſame time not un

conceived, he would certainly find, that

in the moſt ſolemn manner that can be

editing, nor unentertaining to the old. A he was obliged to a life of labour, ſtudy,
I mean the church hiſtory of England, contempt of the world, and heavenly
which I have ſo often mentioned to you, mindedneſs; and he would think of theſe
undertaken by Dr. Warner, a clergyman

things at another rate than he doth.

But it ſeemeth to me, that many of
of that country , who, tho' a tranger to
me, yet from his publick labours in the our young clergy, in England as well as
ſervice of the church and of religion, here *, are aſhamed of their profeſſion;
as entitled, I thought, to the patronage B and want to paſs upon the work, or at
of men of letters, and in particular of leaſt to live as gentlemen. It is pity that
the biſhops and clergy. But when I at we cannot ſtrip them of their orders and
tempted to procure ſubſcriptions to this, benefices together. A man who is aſham
work, I ſoon found what a certain book

£d of his profeſſion, will never qualify

ſeller had told me, was very true; “that, himſelf for it, nor do his duty in it, as
very few of the biſhops in
choſe
he ought. But we have the pleaſure to

to ſay out their money in books ; and as C obſerve, that the more he ſtrives to avoid
to the reſt of the clergy, he had ſcarcely being taken for a clergyman, whilſt he
ſold a ſingle book to any of them for is known to live on the bread which is
ſome years, that was larger than a primer ſet apart for one, the more contempt he
brings upon himſelf, even from the very
or a child's guide.”
, You ſee therefore that I have not D men whoſe contempt he ſhuns.

charged the clergy of this country, with

Into how low a forme ſoever the prieſt

ignorance and ſloth without any reaſon :
And, upon my word, if one may judge
from the ſmall ſubſcription to this work
in England itſelf, by the people of our
profeſſion, for whoſe uſe it was chiefly
written, f am afraid the charge, tho’ not
fo well rounded, is not altogether un

hood is now brought—and there never

was a more erroneous policy than in bring
ing it ſo low—yet a charaćter of great
dignity is given it in the ſcriptures ; and
it was held in high eſtimation as ſuch, a
mong all the civilized nations of ancient
time. As ſurely indeed as the ſoul is

. There are many other reaſons in- E more excellent than the body, and eter

deed for believing, that uſeful learning nity more deſirable than this mortal life,
and application are at a very low ebb in

ſo the ſacred office is more excellent than

that country too, tho' not quite ſo low as

any other. Let us only call to mind the
oodneſs and ſublimity of the Chriſtian
inſtitution which it is to teach ; the art

in this ; ſome ºf which, you may remem

ber, I have often mentioned to you.”

The fourth letter we ſhall give the of perſuading, diſcouraging, conſoling,
whole of, as a ſpecimen of the performance. Falarming, and in ſhort of governing the
* DEAR NEDDY,
44

IT is a juſt obſervation of that famous
political writer, we have ſo often,

human mind, in all the different methods
which are neceſſary for different tempers
and capacities ; the ſtudy and obſervation
of human nature, in order to elevate it

talked of, that men are on many occaſions above the world, and to make the paſſions
ive way to reaſon and the love of God;—
led into error, for want of recuring often
to their firſt principles. The obſervation GI ſay—ſet us recolle&t theſe, and the other
is full as true in a religious, as a politi branches of our duty as Chriſtian mini
cal conduct ; and in no inſtance it is more ſters, and then tell me, what is the pro
apparent, than in the way of life which effion, or employment, that can com
ſome of the clergy of the prefert age § with it in importance, dignity, or
il! ?
purſue. For it often happens, when a
Never then trouble your head about
man is got into orders, and by the favour
of his friends is poſſeſſed of a good be-H the contempt and inſult with which men
nefice, that his youth and inclinations,

of wit and gaiety treat your order. The

and perhaps ſome bad examples of his

contempt returns

brethren, tempt him ſoon to loſe fight of
the engagements made at his ordination ;

it requires no partiality towards us to ſee,
that complaints and diſlike of the whole
order (ſee p. 196.) ſometimes only for

d for want of reviewing theſe, he goes
into a life of eaſe, of faſhion, of igno

.

themſelves.

For

imagináry, at moſt for the real faults of
particular

* In Ireland.

º:

*
-
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Particular people, betrays not only a want modern ſe&taries expe&t too much from the
of decency towards religion, but to the

clergy—as they certainly do—as the they
had not the like paſſions, and the ſame
this order, and made it a part of its con wants, and the ſame deſires to be gratified
ſtitution : And all offences againſt de which others have, yet I am afraid that in
cency, ſhew want of breeding, and want the general we all live too much like men
of ſenſe. Know your own importance A of the world
I am no friend at all, you
therefore, and ačt up to it; but at the know, to enthuſiaſts ; nor do I approve
ſame time I muſt deſire, that you will va in the leaſt, of the wildneſs, inconſiſt
lue yourſelf more upon the duty, than ency, and abſurd perverſion of ſcripture,
the dignity of your office ; and let all which abound amongſt them. But if they
your pride confiſt in your own perform would condeſcend a little more to human
ance of that duty, at leaſt in an unex. nature in their theory, and we were in
ceptionable, if not in a praiſe worthy B practice a little, leſs worldly minded, I
manner. Pride, you knew, we are told am of opinion that the ſtate of religion
was not made for man ; and of all men in theſe kingdoms would be better much
it was not made for a miniſter of Jeſus than it is at Preſent.
Chriſt. But tho’ I lay a ſtreſs therefore
Let me recommend it however to you,
upon great humility and meekneſs in the to ağt up to the dignity and importance
exerciſe of your profeſſion, yet you muſt of your publick charaćter, in your a
not forget its dignity and importance ; muſements and diverſions. The amuſe.
which will preſerve you much more from ments of men of gaiety ſuit but ill with
finking into contempt, than any haughty men of ſeriouſneſs. I mean, you may
ſupercilious airs you may aſſume : For be ſure, ſuch amuſements as are in a
laws of the land which have eſtabliſhed

their effe&t is the very reverſe.

manner peculiar to the gay and faſhion

A proper ſenſe of the dignity and im

portance of your profeſſion—eaſily ſepa

able world, and which diſpoſe the mind
to levity and to vicious mirth. . No a

rated, and diſtinguiſhed from pride—will muſements indeed ſhould be made a bu
deter you from mixing too much, and D fineſs of, by you eſpecially, who have a
too familiarly, with mean, irregular, or bufineſs which you are accountable for of
indecent people ; and particularly from another nature ; and if you have that
reforting often to publick places of a ſenſe of the dignity and importance of
muſement and diverſion. Indeed, next to your profeſſion which I am recommend
a ſerious ſenſe of the diligence and affi ing, you will not expoſe yourſelf to ridi
duity which is required in your vocation," cule and inſuft in publick ſcenes of ab

a ſenſe of its dignity and importance is E ſurd diverfion ; nor will you ſuffer any
the moſt neceſſary impreſſion for you to
take ; and therefore I mention this imme

amuſements to have more than their pro
per place. I am

Your moſt affectionate, &c.”
diately after the other.—If enthuſiaſts and
To the A U THOR ºf the L ON DO N MAGAZ IN E.
S I R,

oUR impartiality and regard for truth will, I doubt not, cauſe you to give a
place in your Colle&tion to what follows, eſpecially as it may be attended with

theſe advantages, namely, the removing difficulties, le&tifying errors, and the pre
venting the loan of money for imaginary gain ; the natural conſequences of wrong
theorems: All which, it ſeems to me, muſt have been the reſult of a theorem for diſ

covering the rate per cent, made of the purchaſe money by one who buys annuities,
&c. computed at ſimple intereſt, which is given by Mr. J. Ward, in all the editions
of
his Young Mathematician's Guide, and, I think, in his Clavis Uſurae 5 by Dr.
Harris, in his Lexicon ; Mr. Thomas Simpſon, in both editions of his Algebra ;
Mr. Philip Ronayne ; Mr. Thomas Dilworth, in every edition of his Arithmetic ;
M. Walkingame, in his Arithmetic, and, I ſuppoſe, by all who have treated the
ſubject fince ward, from whom they all ſeem to have tranſcribed. The theorem is
2P-2fu
= R (in which Prepreſents the purchaſe money, u the annuity, &c. t the
tfu — tu – 2Pt
time of its continuance, and R the intereſt of il. for a year, which theorem being
-

P

expreſſed thus

-

u-7x2
2P+1—fxw, it will appear,

-

-

-

that ſo long as the produćt of tu is

greater than P (and it always muſt be ſo,
Faid for all the tents as they amount to

otherwiſe as much ready money would be
wº
and while P is sº .
1 2.

•
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A material ERRoR correlled.
-

*-1 x

# the rate will come out affirmative : But when P is equal to, or leſs than

# the rate will come out infinite or negative. And, it farther appears that,
by how much t-1 x # approximates to an equality with P, by ſo much will Rap

2-1 ×

proximate infinity. For illuſtration hereof, let us take a queſtion from Ward. If
5431. ros. 1d. }. are paid for 75l. a year, to continue nine years, at what rate per
cent. ſimple intereſt would the purchaſe be made Anſwer, 61. deduced from the

foregoing theorem. But if the purchaſe money were but
40.5l. the rate would then be
If the purchaſe money were 34zl, the rate would then be
306l.
3oil. Ios.

If
If
If If
If under

3ool.

3s.

28%.
383,

sº
— 47663
-- 277663.

3ool.

Infinite.

3ool.

Negative.

Thus we ſee that by a very ſmall alteration of the purchaſe money, eſpecially when
it is but little more than t-1 x

+ what a prodigious difference is made in the rate

The intelligent reader, by this time,

may perceive the rock againſt which ſo many
ſkilful pilots have ſplit i which is, their equating the theorem for finding the amount
of a ſum lent at ſimple intereſt, viz. PRt +P = A, with that for finding the amount
of an annuity, &c. in arrears, computed at fimple intereſt, namely, tºRu-tRa-Hats

– A, in order to get a theorem for determining the value of R, not confidering that
P may be taken ſo ſmall, that at no rate whatever, can its amount be ſo great as the
amount of the annuity computed at the ſame rate of intereſt, as hath been demon
ſtrated and illuſtrated, by your conſtant reader,

Vicarage-Houſe, Shoreditch.

C. MoRT.on.

P. S. Since the theorem for finding R is wrong thoſe that are deducible from it,

namely, the theorems for getting the value of P, x and t (given by the authors afore
ſaid) muſt of conſequence be wrong too. I will ſubjoin an example of each.
1. What is 75l. yearly rent, to continue nine years, worth in ready money, allow

ing the purchaſer 27766l. 13s. 4d. per gent. per ann. for his purchaſe money
4. What yearly rent may be bought for 3ool. 3s. to continue nine years, allowing
277661: 13s. 4d. per cent. per ann. for the purchaſe money?
4. For what time may a yearly rent of 75l. be purchaſed with 30.ol. 3s. allowing
27766l. 13s. 4d. per cent. per ann. for the purchaſe money?
Altho' theſe queſtions are, and muſt appear on the bare reading of them, egregi
ouſly nonſenfical, yet the theorems given by the authors before-mentioned, make the

anſwer to the firſt 300l. 3s. to the ſecond 75l. and to the third nine years!
Question I. By T. W.

-

-

Given

) + = 36

* + 3 +3) # = 34 Required the values of x, y and & P and that
*x + xz +zz à
yy +yz + zz F 32

the ſame may be conflrućted geometrically *

Question II. By the ſame.

Given

:

the equation a 4-y-F z=x 3 + yj + z = ; required the values of
w, y, and z*
Question, by Mr. Abraham Stone, in the London Magazine, for April, p. 21 r. aa
fºrered generally by Mr. George Brown, Writing Mafter and Teacher ºf the Matte
maticks on Portſmouth
Common.

UT A = 1.95, the amount of 11. , = zoool, the principal, n = 20 years, x =
yearly income: Then A = amount at the firſt year's end, and the principal will
be:A-z then A*-Ax = amount at the ſecond year's end, and the principal

will be 14"–Ax-x ; conſequently, the principal at the end ºf n
*A" - A*T*.x-A"T* *—A*T*x-A*4x, &c. – a

years will be

which per

*:
rth

Questions and Solutions.
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ºx–º" x A-1– Tºxicº”
––A–F– : ---R-7 T Tºº-r
= 160.485.161. = 16ol. 9s. 8d. i. 7523, the required yearly income. Q_E. D.
Philomathes's ſecond QUEstion in the London Magazinefor April, p. 211. Anſwered

*A*-*XA*- :

= or or sA*- xx A* - 1.

A-1

-

by the ſame.
UT r and y = numerator and denominator of Philomathes's certain fraćtion.
+

Then per queſtion
5x +

*}= 4. *;#: #. then from the firſt equation y =
-

3, which being ſubſtituted in, the ſecond equation, &c. x = 63, then y = 80,

4.

the required numbers : Conſequently z + 1 = 64, and y + 1 = 81, are two ſquare
numbers.
Q: E $.

Though we had determined to cloſe this Diſpute at p. 111. yet Impartiality will oblige us
to inſert the following.
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON MAGAZINE.
S I R,

S Mr. Peter Penny cannot yet diſcover the impropriety of his anſwer to Peter
Vague's caſe, but continues to write on at large in vindication of it (ſee the

Magazine for March, p. 149.) ſo pleaſe to ſubjoin the following ſhort calculate, by
way of poſtſcript, to his letter of the 14th of March, which you have promiſed to
favour us with in your Magazine for the preſent month. (See p. 185.)
1.

s. d.

If only a ſon had been born, ſuch ſon would certainly have had nooo o o = 21
Mr. Penny, upon the contingency of a double birth, has given
the ſon

-

-

857

-

2 10 = 6

-

‘... Which being ſubtraćted, the ſon's contribution, by reaſon of
the contingency, is

-

142 1.7

-

-

x = 15

The nephew, in caſe of a ſingle birth, would certainly have had 333 6 s = -

Mr. Penny, upon the contingency of a double birth, has given
him only

-

-

-

190

-

9

6 =

6

Which being ſubtra&ed, the nephew's contribution, by reaſon
of the contingency, is
142 1.7 m = 15
And is equal to the contribution of the ſon, as above.
Thus it is evident, that Mr. Hooley is quite right, when he ſays (as in the Maga
zine for January laſt, p. 37.) that Mr. Penny has made a man, with a groat in his
-

-

-

pocket, contribute as largely to a loſs, as a man with a ſhilling in his pocket; for as
soool. is to 3331.6s. 8d., ſo is one ſhilling to four-pence.

Therefore Mr. Penny, and his aſſociate Mr. Eagland, can by no means pretend to
the bays. I am,
S I R, your humble ſervant,

Richmond,

April 6, 1759.

WILLIAM WHITAKER.

fortune, which is a true anſwer to the

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A GAZINE.

S I R,

fams in the way he takes it : But I appre
hend Mr. Cuſh takes it, that the ſquares
of the lady's age and height, added te her
fortune, are to make up the 4494 as pro
poſed : If ſo, then the lady was 14.99

N peruſing Mr. Cuſh's queſtion in
your Magazine for March laſt,
taken from the Lady's Diary, ſee p. 149, A years of age, 44.97 inches in height, and
Mr. Thomas Baker and Mr. John Cuſh 2247 pounds fortune. I am, S I R,
ake the queſtion in two different ways,
Martock,
Your conſtant reader,
as Mr. Baker anſwers it—21 years of age, Somerſetſhire, and very humble ſervant,
.63 inches in height, and 4410 pounds April 24, 1759.
John Alsº,
5

An excellent R E C E I PT. Y

z54.

May

grubs, and aſcarides-or, when there is a

A Question by the ſame.

dropſical habit—or, when there is a ten

EING lately at a friend's in Somer
ſetſhire, I obſerved that the pariſh
church ſtood plain ſouth of his houſe ;

dency to the jaundice.—Yet would I
principally recommend the uſe of it to

the other ſex-To maids who are pale.
from the bottom of the tower there was a
fickly, - and wan-complexioned.—Have
gradual aſcent of two inches, in a perch A pain at their *...* and, by intervals,
to a yew-tree in my friend's garden; the in their head.—Are ſhort-breathed when
height of the tower was 102 feet ; on the they go up ſtairs.-Long after traft, and
top was an hexagonical ſteeple, whoſe' are littleſs to flir.—To take the quantity
baſe was 20 feet, and juſt the breadth of of a nutmeg, night and merning faſting,
the tower ; its height 42 feet, ending in for a month, guarding againſt cold.—To

a point. If a line parallel to the horizon infants, the quantity of a coffee berry
be drawn from the foot of the yew-tree, B To young children, a ſmall knife point
to the tower, it will touch the lower 30

full.

feet from the ground. Query, how many
yards from the bottom of the tower to A very curious Diſſºrtation has been late;
publiſhed, in titled, An Inquiry concern
the yew-tree, and from thence to the top
ing the Cauſe of the Peſtilence, and
of the ſteeple 2
the Diſeaſes, in Fleets and Armies.
tº Mr. Miles’s queſtion, ſolved in our
lºft, was alſo ſºlved by Mr. j. Browne, C
HIS diſſertation is divided into three
parts, in the firſt of which, the au
of Skinner's-ſtreet.
thor examines the ſeveral opinions hither
Tº the AUTHoR of the Lo NDo N to advanced, concerning the cauſe of this
M A G A Z IN E.
diſteniper, . In the ſecond, he ſuggeſts and
S I R,
explains his own opinion. And in the
N reading over the works of Dr. Ruſ.
third, he endeavours to eſtabliſh his own

I

ſel and Dr. Huxham (I cannot tell D opinion, by taking a view of mankind,

which) I have ſomewhere met with this

paſſage. “It is very much to be wiſhed,
that phyſicians would communicate more
freely even the leaſt obſervation which they

and of their hiſtory.
The ſecond part being the moſt curious,
we ſhall give to our readers as follows :

“Since, therefore, the origin of this

diſtreſs does not exiſt in air, in climate,
however ſmall they may appear to be, are or in diet, ſo far as we are forced to be
yet ſo many gems placed in the diadem of Elieve, where ſhall we ſearch for it 2. One
medicine, that poſterity will look upon objećt only remains untouched, which is,
the human frame.
with gratitude.” .
Let us then confider the real ſtate of
As I know from long experience, the
underwritten medicine will be of ſingular this fair fabrick of divine archite&ture;
good ſervice to the publick (effectual, and and if the cauſe exiſt in a neceſſity of its
yet the expence ſmall) you will, there animal ceconomy, the hiſtory of mankind

make in the Materia Medica; for theſe,

-

fore, be pleaſed to give it a place. I am, F ought to give ample teſtimony in its fa
Little Chart,

vour :

S I R,

And this evidence ſhould be con

-

Your very humble ſervant,
April 12, 1759.
Edward Watkinſon.
R. Sal martis (by which is meant green
copperas, laid before the fire till it become
Kent,

firmed by what happens amongſt the brute
creation, whoſe frame and manner of life
reſembles the human.

-

-

The natural pulſation of the heart is
‘white, and then reduced into fine powder) generally found to be ſeventy-fix ſtrokes
one cance. Powder of jallap, ſenna, and G in a minute ; it is conſequently a violence
cream of tartar, of each one ounce, beat done to the conſtitution, ſhould it give
ginger half an ounce, chymical oil ºf clove; eighty for ſome confiderable time. And
twelve drops, ſirup ºf crange-feel as much if the natural pulſation was eighty, it
as will bring it to the conſtence of an would become an unnatural circumſtance,
ſhould it give ninety or upwards : And
ele?uary.
Tro' I have always found it extremely when the heart gives theſe, or a greater
ſerviceable to infants and adults.—To H number of flrokes, during any violent
inſants, for an habitual coſtiveneſs (the motion of the body, the lungs play with
very worſt circumſtance they can be un a proportionable force, in ſupport of this
der.)—To infants, for the hooping cough, motion. The matural pulſation being ſe
and for convulſion fits—and alſo to be
venty ſix in a minute, the perſon whoſe
taken occaſionally while breeding teeth.- heart keeps time neareſt to nature, beats
To both infants and adults, for worms, neareſt to this ſtandard during his uſe
2.

For,

Causes of the Pestilence.
1759.
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For, by the powers of the motion of the hold twenty-four pounds, this quantity is
heart and lungs, the wideneſs of the larger

all the nouriſhment his conſtitution re

blood-veſſels is determined".

quires for its ſupport 3 becauſe nature has

Let us then take a view of mankind,

formed her works with infinite exactneſs;

in order to know how far they ačt with

therefore a leſs quantity than this would .
propriety, in regard to the juſt formation diminiſh the ſtrength, and might occaſion
of their frame. In this view, it is ne-A a decay of the conſtitution, as a greater
ceſſary to divide mankind into three

quantity could not be of uſe : Therefore, .

claſſes.

if a ſpace is opened for the reception of .

In the firſt claſs, we may take in the more than twenty-four Pounds, it muſt be
ladies of fortune, in general, over the unnatural.
world, eſpecially thoſe of China; the la
when a man endeavours to waſk
dies confined in their ſeraghos through quickly, the heart and lung; work with .
Aſia, and religious houſes in the popiſh B a force above the natural; when he runs,
countries of Europe, and indolent gen
any hard labour, this motion
tlemen.

;is ſtill
: increaſed,
...

until the natural quan
tity of blood has full room to circulate.

-

The ſecond claſs, are gentlemen who
take exerciſe for their amuſement, the

Therefore, as the motion of the heart, at
maſters of thoſe employed in a variety of ſeventy-fix ſtrokes in the minute, ſupported
labour, and ſtriplings.
by the play of the lungs, widened theſe

The laſt claſs are the poorer fort, who Claxative veſſels, for the reception of the
earn their bread with the fiveat of their

neceſſary quantity of nouriſhment, a mo-'

brows; of them the bulk of all nations,

tion ſuperior to it muſt have enlarged

conſequently of cities, armies, and the
crews of kings ſhips, is made up.
when a perſon of the firſt claſs at
tempts moderate exerciſe, his firſt effort

-

their meaſure, perhaps from twenty-four
to twenty-ſix in the ſecond, and to twenty
eight or thirty pounds in the third §.
or to a ſize exceeding the natural, in the

is impoſſible to be accompliſhed; becauſe, D active, and greatly above it in the labo
the motion of his body forces towards
his heart and lungs the maſs of blood,

rious: And the heart, the lungs, and the

with more than its natural motion, and

enlarged, muſt be waxing ſtrong and ri
gid, like the hands of the tradeſman, and
the feet of the carrier, in proportion to
the degree of exerciſe and hard labour

their painful efforts are incapable to give
relief upon thoſe occaſions; ſo that he

tubes themſelves, while their meaſure is

is cut ſhort in his attempt, as his reſpi.
ration is ſtopt ... He pants, he ſtruggles E they ſupport.
inceſſantly, until his blood returns again

he fun&tion of the kidneys is to fe

to its natural motion, and at that time

parate the urine from the blood, which

only he can breathe without pain. This
diſtreſs in the animal oeconomy, proceeds

paſſes off to the bladder; and by perſpi
ration the groſſer ſubſtance is carried off,

from the natural ſtraitneſs of the larger

when it becomes unuſeful.

blood-veſſels, which ſuffers his natural

nels are the drains by which the conſtitu

Theſe chan

quantity of blood to circulate with its Ftion is relieved of imaštive matter; for the
uſual motion, but cannot admit ſo great a chyle or food, which aſcends through its
part of this quantity to circulate, as the channels, from the ſides of the guts, can
rformance of theſe motions puſh inceſ not make its way back again, by
into the heart and lungs. The its being ſhut in by the valves on the

º:

ſº
fituation

of human affairs has made it.

lºéteal veſſels; neither can it get off,

neceſſary for exerciſe and labour to be car when it makes its way to the heart, by
ried on in the world : Our creator, there--G the other veſſels connected with the ani
fore, has ſuffered a violation in the hu mal ceconomy; becamfe nature has form
man conſtitution, by an enlargement of ed theſe, to perform other functions pecu
the blood veſſels; for, if they did not liar to themſelves, the ſame in the gentle
widen, in proportion to the degree of the man as in the labourer, and the ſame in
circulation required, we could not breathe, the lady as in the handmaid +.
with our natural quantity of blood, when
Each claſs then, requires their degree
we attempted ačtion, and neither exerciſe H of relief.
nor labour, in that caſe, could go on in
The firſt, as they poſſ-fi, at all times,
the world.
their natural quantity of blood only, ars
-

If the blood-veſſels of a man, who

lives long in a ſtate of entire indolence,

relieved by the natural pe. ſpiration.
7

-

º

he*

* The heart and lungſ, by their motion, muft determine the ºvidentſ of the blººd-vºti,
as no other power interpoſe; in the circulation.

the menſtrual diſcharge in women.

. . .”

f By gall, ſaliva, the brain, and

----
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Case of three Classes of Mankinp?

The ſecond, in conſequence of their
exerciſe, are freed from their ſuperfluous

quantity of matter, by a degree of perſpi
ration above the natural ; and,

May

quantity of ina&tive matter has a lodg
ment, and that they require an increaſe of
perſpiration, above the natural, to take it
off, in proportion to their condition; and
that the proper means for procuring this

The third claſs, in conſequence of their
toils, are relieved of their bane, of which evacuation, is for the ſecond claſs to en
A joy their uſual exerciſe, and the third to
they poſſeſs a great quantity.
#: that degree of relief, which na undergo daily their wonted labours".
When this ina&tive ſubſtance, found in
ture affords the indolent, although it is
ſufficient for them, yet it is not ſufficient the ſecond and third claſs, remains thirty
for the ačtive; neither is the relief of days, by their uſual perſpiration being
the ſecond, ſufficient for the labourers ſtopt, it muſt become worſe than when it
of the third claſs; becauſe, ſo ſoon as dwells fifteen days only ; and when it
exerciſe and labour ceaſes, the blood B remains fixty days, it muſt become ſtill
veſſels are neceſſarily kept full, conſequent more terrible, than when it remains thirty
ly their conſtitutions require, that the days, and ſo on, in proportion to the
ſuperfluous groſs matter, which cannot length of its abode. If freſh, it muſt att
et off in urine, nor circulate in the con with greater violence, than when kept in
itution, ſhould all of it timeouſly perſpire. pickle by the uſe of ſalted food : When
The human frame is violated by the freſh, it muſt appear yellow, when ſalted,

4uick circulation, which exerciſe and la-C black to and impart theſe colours to the
bour occaſions, and theſe motions relieve
both claſſes, in their turn, of their bane,

diſeaſed ; becauſe freſh ina&ive matter or

by an increaſe of perſpiration, conform

is black I.

able to their condition, during all ſeaſons.

#. and

If the primary cauſe of the peſtilence,
according to that extenſive appellation,

obſerve in others, that this is the ſtate of

with the ancients, or true plague, camp

Every man may feel in
each claſs.

bile is yellow, and ſalted inactive matter

The firſt cannot take exer

D fever, epidemic, dyſentery, black ſcurvy,
ciſe, becauſe their reſpiration is ſtopt ; on &c. according to the ſtile of the moderns,
thoſe occaſions, as it is impoſſible for is the ſuperfluous matter, mankind in ge:
them, from the natural ſtraitneſs of their neral, when it is taken off, muſt be found
larger blood-veſſels, to circulate the na free from theſe miſeries; and when it re
tural quantity of blood ; Neither can the mains a certain ſpace of time amongſt the
ſecond undergo the uſual operations of blood, the laborious of the third claſs
the third claſs ; for the ſame diſtreſs in E ſhould firſt fall a prey to its influence;
the animal oeconomy, which prevented afterwards the ačtive of the ſecond claſs
the firſt from enjoying exerciſe, exiſts ſhould alſo periſh, and we ſhould find their
alſo in them, and makes it impoſſible, diſtreſs denoted by theſe various epithets,
upon the firſt efforts, to undergo hard in the hiſtories of all nations ; infection
labour ; therefore they muſt alſo find, from the fick, ačting as a ſecondary cauſe,
that an unnatural change, in conſequence ſhould alſo, in the courſe of this narration,
of exerciſe and labour, has been wrought F ſhew its baneful effe&ts, upon a near
in an inlargement of the meaſure of the

approach to theſe terrible ſcenes of mor:

blood-veſſels of both claſſes, by which a

tality ||.”

AS

• The extenſion in the animal aconomy, when ºffeded by ſlow degrees, may be reduced
again to its natural proportion with ſafety. Every gentleman may remember this circulº

fiance, by what he bar felt at different times, from bit difficulty or eaſe in breathing, whº
in performing his exerciſes : And old ſailors in the king's ſervice, andſoldiers, keep ther
bealth in time of peace, when they have little to do, and ploughmen commence ſhepherd in
their old age ; and theſe tranſitions are not found to prove fatal to mankind.

+ St.

ſalted beef and pork in the caſk.
i Moff people have experienced the fed ºf
inadive food, in the diſſolution of their teeth, it miſſ have ſtill greater power over all tº
other ſulflances of the human body, as they are ſºfter than the teeth, conſequently ºf
liable toſoul,
diſſolution.
| The
grand
ſymptoms
are of
headachs,
fickneft,
vomiting ºf *It
putrid
boils and puffles
an the
ſurface,
dejection
the ſpirits,
and deliriouſneſſ.
is natural to expeã ſome variation in different climates. More violent approacher tºward

the ſkin, when the furface of men's bodies are ſºftened by extraordinary beat of the clima",
and left frequent approaches, when the ſurface is bardened by the cold in the north.

Every circumſtance that relater to the ſymptoms, it to be found in the fads that ſºft”
this eſſay in the Appendix.

-

The ſºmptoms ºf the ſcurvy, where fall food is the diet, are more favourable, and fºr
from thefever, in the degree ºf violence, the colour, and the advantages in the recºvº)"

-
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only refer them to our Volumes for 1736,

1759.

S the Mediterranean may ſoon be
come, yet more intereſtingly, the

P. 299, 557, 1746, p. 462, 463, 482,
536, 649, and 1747, p. 6, 7, 55, 1 of,

theatre of action for our fleets, we have

151, 169.

this month given our readers a beautiful

time to time, at a great expence, our

and accurate Plan of the port of Ge
noa, and as, in our former Volumes,

every thing relating to that city and its

readers may be reminded, are in purſuit of
a deſign, of giving Charts and Plans of
the moſt noted ports and harbours in the

inhabitants has been treated of, we need

world.

The Plans we give, from

To the A U T H O R of the L ON DO N M A G A Z IN E.
S I R,

S there will be three viſible eclipſes in the year 1760, I here ſend you the types,
and times of their happening, as graphically computed from Dr. Halley's Ta
bles; the inſerting of which in your next Magazine, will oblige ſeveral of your
aſtronomical readers, and particularly
Your conſtant reader, and humble ſervant,
Robe RT LANGLEY.

Orlingbury, April 18, 1759.

May 29, 1760, in the evening, the moon will be eclipſed in 1 8° 48'.
Apparent
time
at Orlingbury,
and London.
h. z z/
h
zz
z

-

z

h.

a

f

º

Beginning
Ecliptic oppoſition

9 : 1 36

9 24 36

End of the eclipſe

9 54 oo 9 57 oe

9 2 5 52

9 28 5*

Duration

o 32 24

o 32 24

Middle

9 37 48

9 4o 48

Digits eclipſed

o 12 37

o 12 37

-

-

June rº, 1760, in the morning, the ſun will be eclipſed in II 2.2° 37'.

At London, apparent
time.ra
h. f
Beginning

6 43 50

Viſible &

7 22 32
7 29 34.

Middle.

End of the eclipſe
Duration

8 1845

—

Digits eclipſed

I

3+ 5.5

5+.

November 22, 1760, at night, the moon will be eclipſed in II 1° 5'.
A computation to every
digit, and type for London, as below.
h.
z

Beginning
* Digit eclipſed
2.

3
4.
5
6

-

-

—

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

Middle digits 6° 3’
May, 1753.

7 49
7 56
8 oA
8 12
8 21
8 31
8 51
9

or

fr

36
35
oz.
og
19
37
27
31

h.

6 Digit

-

5
4.
3

-

-

—

-

-

-

2.

-

-

t

-

-

End
1K k

-

ºr

9

11

35

9
9
9
9
1o

30
4t
5e
59
of

25
43
53
oo
27

1o 13 25
A*
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At Orling.
bury, in

h. (

Berin. 7
NorthMiddle 8
amptonſh; *- End 19
Duration 2

.

46 36
58 $
12 16
13 50

human induſtry.

The excellent Author of the Rambler, has
lately obliged the World with a moral

Tale, entitled, The Hiſtory of Ras
sel. As, Prince of Abyſſinia, in two
ſmall Pocket Volume; *, which contain
-

May

-

The outlet of the ca

vern was concealed by a thick wood, and
the mouth which opened into the valley
was cloſed with gates of iron, forged by
the artificers of ancient days, ſo maſſy
that no man could, without the help of

tº "ºff infortant Triº and Jºffructions, Aeneirºs, open or ſhut them.
told in an agreeable and enchanting
Manner, and in his uſual nervous and
Jententious Stile. Our Readerſ will, no
doubt, expe'? ſºme Account of a Perform
ance which is ſo much admired, and we

/hall endeavour to gratity their Expec
tattorff.

-

From the mountains on every ſide, ri
vulets deſcended that filled all the valley

with verdure and fertility, and formed a
lake in the middle inhabited by fiſh of

every ſpecies, and frequented by every
fowſ whom nature has taught to dip the
B wing in water. This lake diſcharged its

HE general moral of this Tale may

ſuperfluides by a ſtream which entered a

be diſcovered by the firſt lines, “ Ye

dark cleft of the mountain on the northern

who liſten with credulity to the whº pers ſide, and fell with dreadful noiſe from
of fancy, and purſue with eagerneſs the precipice to precipice till it was heard no
phantoms of hope ; who expect that age in Oſc.
The ſides of the mountains were co
will perform the promiſes of youth, and
that the deficiencies of the preſent day C wered with trees, the banks of the brooks
will be ſupplied by the morrow ; attend were diverſified with flowers ; every blaſt
to the hiſtory of Raffelas, prince of ſhook ſpices from the rocks, and every
Abiſſinia.”
Raſſelas was the fourth ſon of an em

month dropped fruits upon the ground.
All animals that bite the graſs, or brouſe

peror of Abyſſinia, and, according to the the ſhrub, whether wild or tame, wan:
cuſtom of the country, was confined in a dered in this extenſive circuit, ſecured
private palace, with his brothers and D ſrom beaſts of prey by the mountains
ſiſters, “ till the order of ſucceſſion ſhould

which confined them.

call him to the throne.” “The place,
which the wiſdom or policy of antiquity

flocks and herds feeding in the paſtures,

had

in the lawns; the ſpritely kid was bourd.

deſtined for the reſidence of the

On one part were

on another all the beaſts of chace friſking

Abiſſinian princes, was a ſpacious valley ing on the rocks, the ſubtle monkey fro
in the kingdom of Amhara, ſurrounded licking in the trees, and the ſolemn ele
on every fide by mountains, of which the E phant repoſing in the ſhade. All the di
ſummits overhang the middle part. The verſities of the world were brought toge
only paſſage, by which it could be enter ther, the bleſfings of nature were colle&ed, was a cavern that paſſed under a ed, and its evils extraćted and excluded.
The valley, wide and fruitful, ſupplied
rock, of which it has long been diſputed

whether it was the work of nature or ºf

its inhabitants with the neceſſarries of

º:
an

* Printed fºr R. and ¥. Dºſer, and 7. Gohnſon.
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1759.
and all delights and ſuperfluities were
added at the annual viſit which the empe
ror paid his children, when the iron gate
was open to the ſound of muſick ; and
during eight days every one that reſided
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the ſport of chance, and the ſlaves of mi

ſery.”

Kºłº, in the 26th year of his age,
began to be uneaſy in his ſituation, and
thus expreſſed the ſource of his grief.

in the valley was required to propoſe “What,” ſaid he, “ makes the diffe
whatever might contribute to make ſeclu- A rence between man and all the reſt of the

fion pleaſant, to fill up the vacancies of

animal creation ? Every beaſt that ſtrays

attention, and leſſen the tediouſneſs of

beſide me has the ſame corporal neceſſities

time. Every deſire was immediately grant with myſelf; he is hungry and crops the
ed. All the artificers of pleaſure were
he is thirſty and diinks the ſtream,
called to gladden the feſtivity; the muſi
is thirſt and hunger ale appeaſed, he is
cians exerted the power of harmony, and ſatisfied and ſleeps ; he riſes again and is
the dancers ſhewed their activity before B hungry, he is again fed and is at reſt. I
the princes, in hope that they ſhould paſs am hungry and thirſty like him, but when
their lives in this bliſsful captivity, to thirſt and hunger ceaſe I am not at reſt ;
which thoſe only were admitted whoſe I am, like him, pained with want, but
performance was thought able to add no an not, like him, ſatisfied with fulneſs.
he intermediate hours are tedious and
velty to luxury. Such was the appear
ance of ſecurity and delight which this gloomy ; I long again to be hungry that

f;

retirement afforded, that theyy to whom it C I mayy again
quicken myy attention.
ag
q

The

was new always deſired that it might be birds peck the berries of the corn, and fly
perpetual ; and as thoſe, on whom the away to the groves where they fit in ſeen
iron gate had once cloſed, were never ſuf ing happineſs on the branches, and waite
fered to return, the effect of longer expe their lives in tuning one unvaried ſeries of
rience could not be known. Thus every ſounds. I likewiſe can call the lutaniſt
year produced new ſchemes of delight, and the ſinger, but the ſounds that pleaſed
and new competitors for impriſonment.” D me yeſterday weary me to-day, and will
In this delightful ſecluſion nothing that grow yet more weariſome to-morrow. I
art or nature could ſupply, was wanting can diſcover within me no power of
to ſolace and gladden its inhabitants, and perception which is not glutted with its
the palace of the princes was decorated in proper pleaſure, yet I do not feel myſelf
the moſt ſumptuous manner. “Here the delighted. Man has ſurely ſome latent
ſons and daughters of Abiſſinia lived only ſenſe for which this place aſſoids no gra
to know the ſoft viciſſitudes of pleaſure E tification, or he has ſome deſires diſtin't
and repoſe, attended by all that were ſkil from ſenſe which muſt be ſatisfied before
ful to delight, and gratified with what he can be happy.”
ever the ſenſes can enjoy. They wan
After this he liſted up his head, and
dered in gardens of fragrance, and ſlept ſeeing the moon riſing, walked towards
in the fortreſſes of ſecurity. Every art the palace. As he paſſed thro’ the fields,
was practiſed to make then pleaſed with and ſaw the animals around him, “Ye,
their own condition. The ſages who in-F ſaid he, are happy, and need not envy
frućted them, told them of nothing but me that walk thus among you, burthened
the miſeries of publick life, and deſcribed with myſelf; nor do I, ye gentie beings,
all beyond the mountains as regions of envy your felicity ; for it is not the feli
calamity, where diſcord was always rag city of man. I have in any diſtreſſes from
ing, and where man preyed upon man.
which ye are free ; I fear pain when I do
To heighten their opinion of their own not feel it; I ſometimes ſhink at evils re

felicity, they were daily entertained with G coilećted, and ſometimes ſtart at evils an
fongs,

the ſubjećt of which was the

Happy Walley. Their appetites were ex

ticipated : Surely the equity of Providence
has balanced
with pe.
culiar enjoyments.” “His chief amuſe
ment was to picture to himſelf that world
which he had never ſeen; to place himſelf

...}.

sited by frequent enumerations, of diffe
rent enjoyments, and revelry and merri
ment was the buſineſs of every hour from
the dawn of morning to the cloſe of even. in various conditions; to be entangled in
Theſe methods were generally ſucceſs-H imaginary difficulties, and to be engaged
ful; few of the princes had ever wiſhed in wild adventures : But his bencyclence
to enlarge their bounds, but paſſed their always terminated his projects in the re
lives in full convićtion that they had all lief of diſtreſs, the detection of fraud,
within their reach that art or nature could

the defeat of oppreſſion, and the diffuſion

beſtow, and pitied thoſe whom fate had
:*xcluded from this ſeat of tranquiliity, as

formed various ſchemes of eſcape from

of happineſs.” The prince revolved and
K k a

hº

26o

A D v E N T U R E S of

his confinement, and liſtened to the pro
ject of an ingenious mechanick, who was
an inhabi ant of the Happy Valley, to whom
he imparted his uneaſineſs : This project
was to conſtrućt wings, by the help of
which they might fly from the now diſ

May

If you ſquander it by negligence or ca
price, you muſt wait for my death before
you will be rich : If, in four years, you
double your ſtock, we will thenceforward

let ſubordination ceaſe, and live together
as friends and partners ; for he ſhall al

agreeable and hateful ſolitude ; but the A ways be equal with me, who is equally
projećter upon trying his projećt, dropped
into the lake beneath the promontory,
from whence he caſt himſelf for his airy
flight, and “the prince drew him to land
half dead with terror and vexation.”

ſkilled in the art of growing rich.
We laid our money upon camels, con
cealed in bales of cheap goods, and tra
velled to the ſhore of the Red Sea. When

At

I caſt my eye on the expanſe of waters
length Raſſelas, charmed with the con my heart bounded like that of a priſoner
verſation of a man of learning and a poet, B eſcaped. I felt an unextinguiſhed curio
named Imlac, opened his mind to him, fity kindle in my mind, and leſolved to
and engaged him to tell his adventures. ſnatch this opportunity of ſeeing the man
“I was born in the kingdom of Goiama, ners of other nations, and of learning
at no great diſtance from the fountain of ſciences unknown in Abiſſinia.
I remembered that my father had ob
the Nile. My father was a wealthy mer
chant, who traded between the inland liged me to the improvement of my flock,
countries of Africk and the ports of the C not by a promiſe which I ought not to
Red Sea. He was honeſt, frugal, and violate, but by a penalty which I was at
diligent, but of mean ſentiments, and liberty to incur, and therefore determined
narrow comprehenſion : He defired only to gratify my predominant define, and by
to be rich, and to conceal his riches, left

drinking at the fountains of knowledge,

he ſhould be ſpoiled by the governors of
the province.” “My father originally

to quench the thirſt of curioſity.
As I was ſuppoſed to trade without

intended that I ſhould have no other D connexion with my father, it was eaſy for
education, than ſuch as might quality
me for commerce ; and diſcovering in me
great ſtrength of memory, and quickneſs
of apprehenſion, often declared his hope

me to become acquainted with the maſter

of a ſhip, and procure a paſſage to ſome
other country. I had no motives of choice
to regulate my voyage; it was ſufficient

that I ſhould be ſometime the richeſt man in

for me that, wherever I wandered, I

Abiſſinia.” “With this hope he ſent me

ſhould ſee a country which I had not ſeen

to ſchool; but when I had once found the E before. I therefore entered a ſhip bound
delight of knowledge, and felt the plea for Surat, having left a letter for my ta
ſure of intelligence and the pride of in ther declaring my intention.” “When
vention, I began filently to deſpiſe riches, I firſt entered upon the world of waters,
and determined to diſappoint the purpoſe and loſt fight of land, I looked round
of my father, whoſe groſſneſs of con about me with pleaſing terror, and think
ception raiſed my pity. I was twenty ing my ſoul enlarged by the boundleſs pro
years old before his tenderneſs would ex F ſpect, imagined that i could gaze round
poſe me to the fatigue of travel, in which for ever without ſatiety; but, in a ſhort
time I had been inſtrućted, by ſucceſſive time, I grew weary of looking on barren
maſters, in all the literature of my native uniformity, where I could only ſee again
country. As every hour taught me ſome what I had already ſeen. I then defend
thing new, I lived in a continual courſe ed into the ſhip, and doubted for a while
of gratifications; but, as I advanced to whether all my future pleaſures would not
wards manhood, I loſt much of the reve- G end like this in diſguſt and diſappoint
rence with which I had been uſed to look
ment. Yet, ſurely, ſaid I, the ocean
on my inſtrućlors ; becauſe, when the and the land are very different ; the only
leſſon was ended, I did not find them
wiſer or better than common men.

variety of water is reſt and motion, but
the earth has mountains and vallies, de

At length my father reſolved to ini
"tiate me in commerce, and, opening one

of different cuſtoms and contrary opini

of his ſubterranean treaſuries, counted

ons; and I may hope to find variety in

out ten thouſand pieces of gold. This,
young man, ſaid he, is the ſtock with
which you muſt negociate. I began with
leſs than the fifth part, and you ſee how
diligence and parſimony have increaſed it.

life, tho' I

This is your own to waſte or to improve,

farts and cities : It is inhabited by men

hº miſs it in nature.

With this hope I quieted my mind,
and amuſed myſelf during the voyage;
ſometimes by learning from the ſailors
the art of navigation, which I have me
ver Pračtiſed, and ſometimes by forming
ſchemes
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no more to be learned, I travelled inte

fehemes for my condućt in different ſitua

Perfia, where I ſaw many remains of an
ever placed.
cient magnificence, and obſerved many
I was almoſt weary of my naval amuſe new accommodations of life. The Per
ments when we landed ſafely at Surat. I fians are a nation eminently ſocial, and
fecured my money, and purchaſing ſome their aſſemblies afforded me daily oppor
commodities for ſhow, joined myſelf to a A tunities of remarking charaćters and man
caravan that was paſſing into the inland ners, and of tracing human nature thro'
country. My companions, for ſome rea all its variations.
From Perſia I paſſed into Arabia, where
ſon or other, conjecturing that I was rich,
and, by my inquiries and admiration, I ſaw a nation at once paſtoral and war
finding that I was ignorant, conſidered like who lived withoyt any ſettled ha
me as a novice whom they had a right to bitation , whoſe only wealth is their flocks
cheat, and who was to learn, at the uſual B and herds ; and who have yet carried on,
expence, the art of fraud. They expoſed thro' all ages, an hereditary war with all

tions, in not one of which I have been

me to the theft of ſervants, and the ex

mankind, tho' they neither covet nor envy

a&tion of officers, and ſaw me plundered
upon falſe pretences, without any advan
tage to themſelves, but that of rejoicing
in the ſuperiority of their own know

their poſſeſſions.
Wherever I went, I found that poetry
was confidered as the higheſt learning,

ledge.”

and regarded with a veneration ſomewhat
C

“In this company I arrived at Agra,
the capital of Indoſtan, the city in
which the Great Mogul commonly re
fides. I applied myſelf to the lan
guage of the country, and in a few

approaching to that which man would
pay to the angelick nature. And it yet
fills me with wonder, that, in almoſt all

countries, the moſt ancient poets are con
ſidered as the beſt : Whether it be that

every other kind of knowledge is an ac
months was able to converſe with the
quiſition gradually attaimed, and poetry
learned men ; ſome of whom I found D is a gift conferred at once ; or that the
moroſe and reſerved, and others eaſy and
firſt poetry of every nation ſurprized them
communicative ; ſome were unwilling to as a novelty, and retained the credit by
teach another what they had with diffi conſent which it received by accident at
culty learned themſelves; and ſome ſhew firſt : Or whether the province of poetry
ed that the end of their ſtudies was to
is to deſcribe nature and paſſion, which
are always the ſame, and the firſt writers
gain the dignity of inſtructing.
To the tutor of the young princes I E took poſſeſſion of the moſt ſtriking objects
recommended myſelf ſo much, that I was for deſcription, and the moſt probable
preſented to the emperor as a man of un occurrences for fiction, and left nothing
common knowledge. The emperor aſk to thoſe that followed them, but tran
ed me many queſtions concerning my ſcription of the ſame events, and new
country and my travels; and tho' I can combinations of the ſame images. What
not now recolle&t any thing that he utter ever be the reaſon, it is commonly ob
ed above the power of a common man, he F ſerved that the early writers are in poſſeſ
diſmiſſed me aſtoniſhed at his wiſdom,

ſion of nature, and their followers of art:

and enamoured of his goodneſs.
My credit was now ſo high, that the

That the firſt excel in ſtrength and inven
tion, and the latter in elegance and re

merchants, with whom I had travelled,

finement.

I was defirous to add my name to this
applied to me for recommendations to the
ladies of the court. I was ſurprized at illuſtrious fraternity. I read all the poets
their confidence of ſollicitation, and gent G of Perſia and Arabia, and was able to
ly reproached them with their practices on repeat, by memory, the volumes that are
the road. They heard me with cold in ſuſpended in the moſque of Mecca. But
difference, and ſhewed no tokens of ſhame

I ſoon found that no man was ever great

or ſorrow.

by imitation. My deſire of excellence
impelled me to transfer my attention to
nature and to life. Nature was to be my
ſubjećt, and men to be my auditors : I

Then they urged their requeſt with the
offer of a bribe ; but what I would not

do for kindneſs I would not do for money;
and refuſed them, not becauſe they had

could never deſcribe what I had not ſeen :

injured me, but becauſe I would not ena
ble them to injure others ; for I knew

I could not hope to move thoſe with de

they would have made uſe of my credit to
cheat thoſe who ſhould buy their wares.
Having reſided at Agra tiil there was

ninns I did not underſtand.

5

light or terror, whoſe intereſts and opi
Being now reſolved to be a port, I ſaw
every thing with a new purpoſe; my º
o
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of attention was ſuddenly magnified : No

May

muſt diveſ himſelf of the prejudices of

kind of knowledge was to be overlooked.

his age or country; he muſt confider right
I ranged mountains and deſarts for images and wrong in their abſtraćted and inva
and reſemblances, and pićtured upon my riable ſtate ; he muſt diſregard preſent
mind every tree of the foreſt and flower laws and opinions, and riſe to general
of the valley. I obſerved with equal care and tranſcendental truths, which will al
the crags of the rock and the pinnacles of A ways be the ſame : He muſt therefore
the palace. Sometimes I wandered along content himſelf with the flow progreſs of
the mazes of the rivulet, and ſometimes his name 5 contemn the applauſe of his
watched the changes of the ſummer clouds. own time, and commit his claims to the
To a poet nothing can be uſeleſs. What juſtice of poſterity. He muſt write as the
ever is beautiful, and whatever is dread interpreter of nature, and the legiſlator
ful, muſt be familiar to his imagination : of mankind, and conſider himſelf as pre
He muſt be converſant with all that is aw- B ſiding over the thoughts and manners of
ſully vaſt or elegantly little. The plants ſucceſſive generations ; as a being ſupe
of the garden, the animals of the wood, rior to time and place. His labour is not
the minerals of the earth, and meteors of yet at an end : He muſt know many lan
the ſky, muſt all concur to ſtore his mind guages and many ſciences; and, that his
with inexhauſtible variety : For every idea ſtile may be worthy of his thoughts, muſt,
is uſeful for the inforcement or decoration
by inceſſant praćtice, familiarize to him
of moral or religious truth ; and he, who C ſelf every delicacy of ſpeech and grace of
knows moſt, will have moſt power of di harmony.”
verſifying his ſcenes, and of gratifying
[The concluſion of the account of thiſ
his reader with remote alluſions and un

work in our next.]

expe&ted inſtrućtion.
All the appearances of nature I was
H E ingenious Mr. Sheridan in his
therefore careful to ſtudy, and every
Diſcourſe delivered in the Theatre at
country which I have ſurveyed has contri- D Oxford, &c. Introductory to his Courſe of
buted ſomething to my poetical powers.
Leºfures on Elocution and the Engliſh Lan
In ſo wide a ſurvey, ſaid the prince, guage, treating of the ſource of the neglectef
you muſt ſurely have left much unob thoſe ſtudies, ſays he does not ſuppoſe his
ſerved. I have lived, till now, within readers will eaſily comprehend his mean
the circuit of theſe mountains, and yet ing, “ Till they recolle& a diſtin&ion,
cannot walk abroad without the fight of which is hardly ever thought of, and yet,
fomething which I had never beheld be- E whichoughtoften to be had in remembrance,
fore, or never heeded.
that we have two kinds of language; one
The bufineſs of a poet, ſaid Imlac, is which is ſpoken, another which is written.
to examine, not the individual, but the

Or that there are two different methods

ſpecies ; to remark general properties and
large appearances : He does not number
the ſtreaks of the tulip, or deſcribe the

uſed of communicating our ideas, one
through the channel of the ear, the other
thro’ that of the eye.
º

different ſhades in the verdure of the ſo- F

reſt.

He is to exhibit in his portraits of

mature ſuch prominent and ſtriking fea
tures, as recal the original to every mind;
and muſt negle& the minuter diſcrimina
tions, which one may have remarked, and

It is true, that as articulate ſounds are

by compačt ſymbols of our ideas, and as
written characters are by compačt ſym
bols of thoſe articulate ſounds, they may,
at firſt view, ſeem calculated to accompliſh
one and the ſame end; and from habit,

another have negle&ted, for thoſe charac an opinion may be formed that it is a
teriſticks which are alike obvious to vigi-G matter of indifference which way the
lance and careleſſneſs.
communication is made, as the end will
But the knowledge of nature is only be equally well anſwered by either.
half the taſk of a poet ; he muſt he ac
But, upon a nearer examination, it
quainted likewiſe with all the modes of will appear that this opinion is ill found
life. His character requires that he eſti ed, and that, in whatever country it pre
mate the happineſs and miſery of every vails, ſo far as to affect the practice of
eondition; obſerve the power of all the H the people, it muſt be attended with pro
paſſions in all their combinations, and portional bad conſequences, both to in
trace the changes of the human mind as dividuals, and to ſociety in general.
they are modified by various inſtitutions
In order to prove this, it will be ne
and accidental influences of cimate or , ceſſary to ſhew, that the difference be
cuſtom, from the ſpritelineſs of infancy tween theſe two kinds of language is
to the deſpondence of dºc.cpitude. He not more in form than in ſubſtance; in
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reſulting to ſociety, which cannot poſſibly
in their end . That they widely differ from be procured in any other way. “It has
each other, in the nature, degree, and pleaſed the all-wiſe Creator to annex to
extent of their power; that they have elocution, when in its perfect ſtate, pow
each their ſeveral offices and limits be
ers almoſt miraculous ! and an energy
longing to them, which they ought never nearly divine ! He has given to it tones
to exceed; and that, where one encroaches A to charm the ear, and penetrate the heart:
on the province of the other, it can never He has joined to it actions, and looks to
move the inmoſt ſoul. By that, atten
equally well diſcharge its office.
All theſe points will be made ſufficiently tion is kept up without pain, and con
clear, only by examining the nature and vićtion carried to the mind with delight.
conſtitution, of theſe two kinds of lan Perſuaſion is ever its attendant, and the
paſſions own it for a maſter. Great as is
guage.
Firſt, As to that which is ſpoken. B the force of its powers, ſo unbounded is
Speech is the univerſal gift of God to all their extent. All mankind are capable of
mankind. But as in his wife diſpenſations, its impreſſions, the ignorant as well as the
in order to excite induſtry, and make re wiſe, the illiterate as well as the learned.”

the means of their communication, than

ward the atterdant on ſervice in the moſt

excellent things of this life, he has only

Such is the nature, ſuch the conſtituti
on, ſuch the effects of cultivated ſpeech.

furniſhed the materials, and left it to

Let us now examine the properties of
man to find out, and make a right uſe of C written language. “That is wholly the
them; ſo has he laid down this juſt law invention of man, a mere work of art,
in regard to the great article of ſpeech; and therefore can contain no natural
which in all nations muſt prove either power. Its uſe is to give ſtability to ſound,
barbarous, diſcordant, and defe &tive ; or and permanence to thought j to preſerve
poliſhed, harmonious, and copious, ac words that otherwiſe might periſh as they
cording to the culture or neglect of it. are ſpoke, 2nd to arreſt ideas that might
As the chief delight and improvement of D vaniſh as they riſe in the mind ; to aſſiſt
a ſocial, rational being, muſt ariſe from the memory in treaſuring theſe up, and to
a communication of ſentiments and affec
convey knowledge at diſtance thro’ the
tions, and all that paſtes in the mind of eye, where it could find no entrance by
man ; the powers of opening ſuch a the ear. In ſhort, it may be conſidered
communication are furniſhed in a ſuitable as a grand repoſitory of the wiſłom of
degree, and with a liberal hand. In pro ages, from which the greateſt plenty of
portion to their acquiſition of ideas, men E materials may be furniſhed, for the uſe of
will find no want of articulate ſounds to be
ſpeech, and the beſt ſupplies given to the
their ſymbols. In proportion to their pro powers of clocution.”

greſs in knowledge, they will find ade

Here we may ſee, that theſe two kinds

quate powers in the organs of ſpeech, to
communicate that knowiedge. In propor
tion to the exertion of the powers of the

of language eſſentally differ from each
other in their nature and tie : And, from

this view, we may plainly perceive the

intelle&t, or the imagination, the various F vaſt ſuperiority which the former muſt
emotions of the mind, the different de have over the latter, in the main end

grees of ſenſibility, and all the feelings

aimed a by both, that of communicating

of the heart; they will find, upon ſearch
ing for them, that in the human frame

all that paſſes in the mind of man; in

aſmuch as the former works by the whole

there are tones, looks, and geſtures of

force of natural,

ſuch efficacy, as not only to make all theſe

means ; the latter, by artificial means

obvious, but to transfuſe all thoſe opera-G only.

as well as artificial

In the one caſe, many hundreds

tions, energies, and emotions into others:

may be made paitakers at one and the
Without which, indeed, the meer corn ſame time, of inſtrućtion and delight; in
munication of ideas would be attended the other, knowledge muſt be parcelled
with but little delight.
out only to individuals. In the one, not
A wiſe nation will the refore, above all only the ſenſe of hearing may receive the
things, apply themſelves to advance the higheſt gratification, from ſounds the moſt
powers of elocution, to as high a degree H pleaſing, and congenial to the organs of
as poſſible; and they will find their la man ; but the fight alſo may be delighted
bours well rewarded, not only by open with viewing the nobleſt work .# the
ing a ſource of one of the higheſt delights, Great Mechaniſt put in motion, to an
which the nature of man is capable of fwer the nobleſt ends ; And, whilſt the
feeling in this life, but alſo by the extra charmed ear eaſily admits the words of
ordinary benefits and advantages thence truth, the faithful eye, even of the iliite
7

rºute.
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rate, can read their credentials, in the

legible hand of nature, viſibly charaćte
rized in the countenance and geſture of
the ſpeaker. In the other, none of the
ſenſes are in the leaſt gratified. The eye
can have no pleaſure in viewing a ſucceſ

part of the joint ſtock of annuities at 31.
per cent. transferable at the Bank, by the
a&t of 25 George II. And as this com
pleats the ſum of 19,537,8: 11. 5s. 1d. [.
charged in that article of the ſtate of the
national debt, it appears, that no part of

fion of crooked chara&eis, however ac-A the million credit granted by the act of
curately formed ; and the ear cannot be
much concerned in ſilent reading.”
Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.

S I R,

39 George II. is to be included in that
article.

ONDICHERRY, of which he have

given an exact Plan, in the principal
ſeat of the French commerce on the coa

HAVE juſt read a little French piece, B of Coromandel in the Eaſt-Indies; lies
entitled, Canfide cu L'Optimiſine, ſaid in 80 degrees of eaſt longitude, and la
to been tranſlated from the German of Dr.
titude 12° 27', and is fixty miles ſouth
Ralph, but ſuppoſed to have been origi of the Engliſh ſettlement of Fort St.
nally written by Mr. Volaire in French. George. This was the rendezvous of the
If it was ſo, it ſeems to have been intend

fleet with which admiral Pococke had ſuch

ed as an experiment, to try how far his

ſmart engagements. (See p. 217.) This

name might impoſe upon mankind; for C fortreſs was beſieged in the year 1748, by
adm. Boſcawen, who was obliged to raiſe
the fiege by the falling of the periodical
rains. At that time its garriſon confiſt
ed of 1800 Europeans and 3ooo Blacks,
ment has ſo well ſucceeded ; for the ſince which the works have been greatly
worthleſsneſs of the performance might ſtrengthened, and a more numerous gar
eaſily have been excuſed, but the whole Driſon is put into the town. (See our Vo
ſeems plainly deſigned as an inve&tive not lume for 1749, p. 128–131. See alſo
only againſt mankind in general, but alſo our Map of the coaſt of Coromandel, in
againſt Divine Providence itſelf. Conſe our Vol. for 1754, p. 440.)
quently, if it comes from Mr. Voltaire,
it is a piece of the moſt ſignal ingratitude; An Account of the new Tragºn v, entitlá,

excepting a few common place witticiſms,
no man of ſenſe or taſte wiſ! ſay, that
the performance has any intrinſick merit 5
and I am ſorry to find, that the experi

for no man ever was more favoured by

The Orr has cf China. By Mr. Arthur
Murphy. Performed at the Theatre Rºyal is

both, than that author has been ; and yet E Drury-Lane.
it is probable that what ought to render
This piece is dedicated to the earl of
this performance the more deſpicable in Bute, the prologue was written by the poet
the eyes of mankind, will be confidered laureat, and ſpoken by Mr. Holland, and is
º:
as its chief merit, by many in this aban as follows.
doned age, as we every day meet within
N O U G H of Greece and Rome, Th"
exhauſted ſtore
ſtances of the ſame ſort of ingratitude;
but I hope you will endeavour to prevent F of either nation now can charm no more:
the effect of their recommendation, by Ev’n adventitious helps in vain we try,
e-

giving this a place inyour Magazine, which
will oblige,
May 1o,

>

Your moſt humble ſervant.

1759.

An s wer relating to the National Debt
explained and corrested. (See p. 185.)
INCE the publication of my laſt, I find
AD I was guilty of an overfight, as to one
of the firms I then ſtated as a part of the
19,537,8211. 5s. 1d. ... charged as an ar- "
ticle in the ſtate of the national debt, which

was occaſioned by an error in the ſtate it
ſelf; for the 29th ought to have been

put inſtead of 36 George II. But having
fince peruſed the ač of 29 George II. I
find that the sco, occl. taiſed by way of
the lottery eſtabliſhed by that ačt, was or.

Our triumphs languiſh in the publick eye;
And grave proceſſions, muſically ſlow,
Here paſs unheeded— as a lord mayor's ſhew.
On eagle wings the poet of to-night
Soars for freſh virtues to the ſource of light,
To China's eaſtern realms: And boldly bears
Confucius' morals to Britannia's ears.

Accept th' imported boon ; as ecchoing
Greece

-

-

-

-

fleece;

Receiv'd from wand'ring chiefs her golden
Nor only richer by the ſpoils become,

But praiſe th' advent'rous youth, who brinº
them home.

One dubiºus charader, we own, he draws,
A patriot zealous in a monarch's cauſe !
Nice is the taſk the varying hand to guide,
And teach the blending colours to divide ;
Where, rainbow-like, th’ cncroaching tin"
invade
ſhade:
Each other's bounds, and mingle light with

dered to be added to, and to be deemed a
4.

lf
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of China's Orphan, who haſ taught his fleps

You find too far the ſubjećt’s zeal extend ; - The paths of ſafety, ſtill envelop him
If undiſtinguiſh'd loyalty prevails
In ſev'nfold night, till your own hour is
Where nature ſhrinks, and ſtrong affection
come ;
fails,
Till your ſlow juſtice ſee the dread occaſion
On China's tenets charge the fond miſtake,
rouſe
his ſoul, and bid him walk abroad
To
And ſpare his error for his virtue's ſake.
Vicegerent of your pow'r 3–and if thy
ſervant,
From nobler motives our allegiance ſprings,
For Britain knows no right divine in kings; Or this his ſoft aſſociate, ere defeat
From freedom's choice that boaſted right By any wo. d or deed the great deſign,
aroſe,
And thro’ each line from freedom's choice it

[tains;
Juſtice, with mercy join'd, the throne main
And in his people's Hearts our Monarch reigns.
The perſons of the Drama are, Timurkan,
emperor of the Tartars.-Očiar, a Tartar
flows.

general.-Zamti, a Mandarine.—Etan, edu

Then ſtrait may all your horrible diſpleaſure
Be launch'd upon us from your red right arm,
And in one ruin daſh us both together,
The blaſted monuments of wrath.-Mandane.

That here

Mandane vows ne'er to betray his cauſe,
Be it enroll'd in the records of heav'n 1
[Both riſe.

cated as his ſon.-Hamet, a youthful cap
To them enters Etan, who tells them the
tive.-Morat, a faithful friend of Zamti.tyrant's triumph,
Mirvan, a Chineſe, in the Tartar's ſervice,
moves within the gates
fecretly a friend of Zamti.-Oraſming, Zim In dread barbaric pomp :-The iron ſwarms
venti, two conſpirators.-Mandane, Zamti's C Of Hyperboreans troop along the ſtreets,

wife, meſſenger, guards, &c. Scene, Pekin,

Reeking from ſlaughter; while, from gaz

capital of China.
Aét I. It appears, by a converſation be

Of their dire countrymen, an uproar wild

tween Mandane and Mirvan, that the em

pire of China has been ſubdued, and twenty
years groaning under the yoke of the Tar
tar; that the royal family have been maſ
ſacred, and Timurkan naw fits on the throne

of their ancient emperors, tyrannizing with
the greateſt rigour over the unfortunate in
habitants of China,

Daily the cries
Of widows, orphans, father, ſon, and brother

ing crowds

Otjoy ferocious thro' th' aftoniſh'd air
northern tempeſt:-O'er the

**
a
reit,

Proud in ſuperior eminence of guilt,
The tyrant rides ſublime.—Behind his car

The refuſe of the ſword, a captive train
Diſplay their honeſt ſcars, and gnaſh their
teeth

With rage and deſperation.—

Mandane. Æruel ſats :
Etan: . With theſe a youth, diſtinguiſh'd
" ..from the reſt, - . . .
ders—
* Proceeds in fullen march-Heroic fire
Burns with increaſing fire;—the thunder ſtill Glows in his cheek, and from his flaſhing eye
In vainareſent to heav'n;—the waſteful rage

Of theſe barbarians—theſe accurs'd inva

Rolls o'er our heads, threatning with hi
deous craſh

To fall at once, and bury us in ruin.

In aggravation of Mandane's ſorrows, it
appears Timurkan had juſt defeated an army
of Coreans, who “made their laſt ſtand for

Beams amiable horror.—

Mandane. What of this youth –
Zamti. Be not alarm'd, Mandane—What
[eager gaze,
of him P
Etan. On him all eyes were fix'd with
As if their ſpirits, ſtruggling to come forth

liberty and China,” and was then advan
cing with his vićtorious bands to make his
triumphant entry into Pekin. After they
have lamented the fate of their country,
and the private diſtreſs the Tartar has brought
upon their families, Mirvan goes out, and

A buſy murmur ran—“ If fame ſay right,
“Beneath that habit lurks a prince; the laſt
“Of China's race."—The rumour ſpreads
[claim
abroad

Zamti enters to Mandane, and exclaims,

From man to man ; and all with loud ac

Would ſtrain each viſual nerve—while thro'
the crowd

China is no more

G Denounce their vengeance on him.
The eaſtern world is loſt—this mighty empire
Theſe tidings cauſe great emotions in
Falls with the univerſe beneath the ſtroke

of ſavage force—falls from itstow'ring hopes,
For ever, ever fall'n

It appears Zamti, who is of the order of
the prieſthood, had ſaved the infant ſon of
the late murdered emperor, and bred him

up as his ſon, hiding him “from the world
and from himſelf.”

And now I ſwear—kneel we together here,
While in this dreadful pauſe our ſouls renew
[Both kneel,
Their ſolemn purpoſe.—
Thou all-gracious Being,
Whoſe tutelary care hath watch'd the fate
May, 1759.

Zamti, which Mandane with much tender
neſs, taking notice of, he thus hints at the
occaſion of his anxiety.
Lov'd Mandane,

I prithee leave me—but a moment leave me.Heed not the workings of a fickly fancy,
Wrought on by ev'ry popular report,
Thou know'ſt with Morat I convey'd the
infant

Far as the eaſtern point of Corea's realm ;
There where no human trace is ſeen, no
ſound

Affails the ear, ſave when the foaming ſurge
Ll
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May

And, on your Hamet threaten inflant wea

Breaks on the ſhelving beach, that there the
youth
[thy fears.
Might mock their buſy ſearch.-Then check
Retire, my love, awhile ; I'll come anon–

geance.

Zamti anſwers,

And fortify thy ſoul with firm reſolve,

There was but this—but this, ye cruel pow'rs,
And this you've heap'd upon me.—Was it not

Becoming Zamti's wife.—

Enough to tear him from his mother's arms,

Mandane retires, and remain Zamti and

Doom'd for his prince to wander o'er the

Etan, and after Zamti had worked Etan up

world 2
[eyes,
—Alas! what needed more ?–Fond fooliſh

to a pitch of heroick enthuſiaſm againſt the
enemies of his country, he tells him “the
prince Zap'imri's ſafe,” and that he is not
alarmed about the Tartar's priſoner. Etan

Stop your unbidden guſh-tear, tear me
piece meal—
ſhim
—No. I will not complain—but whence on
Could that ſuſpicion glance —

then ſays,

Oh I Sir, inform your ſon
Where is the royal youth 2
Zamti replies, “Seek not too ſoon to

Morat.

know that truth,” and then proceeds,
Now I'll diſcloſe the work,

The work of vengeance, which my labºring
ſoul
[hour
Has long been faſhioning.—Ev’n at this
Stupendous ruin hovers o'er the heads
Zamti.

for thy ſon,

That touch'd his birth —But flili the buſy

when Timurkan led forth his ſavage bands,

Unpeopling this great city, I then ſeiz'd
The hour, to tamper with a choſen few,
who have reſolv'd, when the barbarians lie
Buried in ſleep and wine, and hotly dream
Their havock o'er again—then, then, my ſon,
In one colle&ted blow to burſt updn 'em ;
Like their own northern clouds, whoſe mid
I forth

Impending o'er the world, at length breaks
In the vaunt lightning's blaze, in forms
and thunder

His ſtory he related —Strait the gallant leader
With open arms receiv'd him—kncw him
In ſecret knew him, nor reveal’d he aught

I'll tell thee—

night horror

That ſoon as Hamet join'd the warlike train,

C

Of this accurſed race.
... Etan. Ruin

This very morn,

E'er yet the battle join'd, a faithful meſſenger,
Who thro' the friendly gloom of night had
held
[camp,
His darkling way, and paſs'd the Tartar's
Brought me advices from the Corean chief

.

ture

Thro' all the red'ning air, till frighted na
Start from her couch, and waken to a ſcene

Of uproar and deſtruction.
Etan exults in the glorious enterprize, and
the act concludes with Zamti's ordering him

to ſeek Oraſming and Zimventi, and that
he with thoſe two friends ſtould wait his
coming near Oſmingti's tomb, in an ad
joining temple.
Að II. Whilſt Zamti, in ſoliloquy, is en
-

joying, in idea, the iſſue of his plot, Mii van
enters to him, and tells him a reverend
ſtranger craves acceſs to him with the ut
moſt impatience. The ſtranger is intro
duced, and appears to be Morat. After the
firſt ſalutations Zamti cries,
Good old man

But wherefore art thou here 2—what of my

voice
[the ranks
Of fame, encreaſing as ſhe goes, thro' all
Babbled abroad each circumſtance.—By thee
How he was privately convey’d—Sent forth

A tender infant to be rear'd in ſolitude,
*
A ſtranger to himſelf l—The warriors ſaw..

With what a graceful port he mov’d in arms,
An early hero !—deem'd him far above
The common lot of life—deem'd him Za

phimri,
And all with reverential awe beheld him.

This, this, my Zamti, reach'd the tyrant's
tar,

And riſes into horrid proof
After an affe &ing conflićt between his
parental fondneſs on one fide, and his loy
alty and patriotiſm on the other, Zamti re
ſolves to ſacrifice his captive ſon to ſecure
the ſafety of the prince, who now fully ap
pears to be that Etan, his ſuppoſed ſon, who
F had juſt manifeſted ſuch noble ardour to de
liver his country. Zamti then informs Mo
rat of the conſpiracy, and concludes, with
defiring him to go to Mandane,
Heav'ns –how ſhall I bear

Her ſtrong impetuofity of grief,
ſhall know my fatal purpoſe -

º:

When
Thou

° Prepare her tender ſpirit; ſocih her mind,
And ſave, oh I ſave me, from that dreadful

confiićt.
[Exeurt.
Then enter Timurkan, with his train,
Morat hereupon acquaints him, that as
ſoon as fame had proclaimed the prince to who, full of his late ſucceſs, exults in his good
be alive, he joined the Corean troops, and fortune, and vows deſiručtion to Zaphimri,
was taken priſoner in the late battle by the the prince, who he imagines be has in his
Tartar. To aggravate Zamti's ſorrows, H power, in the captive Hamet ; but is de
Morat further acquaints him that the tyrant terred from wrecking his vengeance on
thinks his priſoner to be the prince, who Zamti, the author of the prince's preſerva
now appears to be Hamet, the real ſon of tion by the repreſentations of Oétar, who
Zamti, for when Morat adds,
ſuggeſts that ſuch an attack upon their re
Wild thro' the ſtreets the foe calls out on ligion would drive the Chineſe to a general
Zamzi.
[fraud i revolt. Hamet is then brought before the
Thee they pronounce the author of this tyrant, in chains, bravely fierce and diſ
A.
dainful

boy
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dainful, whom he charges with being the
long concealed prince, and Hamet reproaches

Thoſe faded eyes, which grief for me hath

his cruelties in a ſpirited manner.

With guilty joy reanimate their luſtre,
To brighten ſlavery, and beam their fires
On the ſell Scythian murderer.
Mandane. And is it, thus,

dimm'd,

Zanti is

ſent for, who the tyrant alſo queſtions about
Hamet, and urges him to declare the truth,
or “deſolation again ſhall ravage the de
voted land.” But Zamti not ſatisfying his
enquiries, he again queſtions Hamet, and

Thus is Mandane known —My ſoul diſdains
The vile imputed guilt.—No-never—never
Still am I true to fame. Come lead ºne hence,
Where I may lay down life to ſave Zaphimri,
-But ſave my Hamet too.—Then, then

aſks him, “dar'ſt thou be honeſt, and an
ſwer who thou art,” which produces from
the priſoner an account of his education in

you'll find

Corea with Morat, whilſt Zamti hangs in
exclaiming aſide,
'Tis—it is my ſon—

-

A heart beats here, as warm and great as

raptures upon the accents of his ſon's voice,

[one glorious effort ;

thine.
º

Zamti. Then make with me one ſtrong,

My boy—my Hamet

And rank with thoſe, who, from the firſt

Oh' lovely youth—at ev'ry word he utters,
A ſoft effuſion mix'd of grief and joy

In fame's eternal archives ſtand rever'd,

of time,

Flows o'er my heart.
Every word of Hamet's ſerves to confirm

For conqu'ring all the deareſt ties of nature,
To ſerve the gen'ral weal.
Mandane. That ſavage virtue

the tyrant that he is the dreaded prince.
Being aſked if he never heard of Zamti, he
replics,

Loſes with me its horrid charms.—I've ſworn

C To ſave my king.—But ſhould a mother turn
A dire aſſaſſin–oh! I cannot bear

oft enraptur'd with his name
My heart has glow’d within me, as I heard
The praiſes of the godlike man.
And upon being informed that Zamti was

The piercing thought.—difir action, quick

before him, Hamet kneels to “adore his

By guards ſurrounded, a devoted vićtim.–

venerable form,” which puts Zamti into a
tender confuſion, and the tyrant being now

Barbarian hold 1–Ah

convinced, commands Zamti to own his

fraud, to acknowledge his fancied king, or

Will ſeize my brain.—See there—My child,
my child—

dies 1–

P

ſee, he dies

he

She faints into Zamti's arms.

Zamti, where is Arſace; fond maternal
love.

threatning that every youth in the Eaſt

Shakes her weak frame—(Enter Arſace.)

ſhould be ſlaughtered that Zaphimri may
be maſſacred in the general carnage.
Zamti, ſtruggling with the bitter anguiſh

Quickly Arſace, help
This ever-tender creature.—Wand'ring life
Rekindles in her cheek.-Soft, lead her ºff

that affails his heart, now owns Harnet to

To where the tanning breeze in yonder bow'r,

be the prince, imagining it to be the only E Maywoo her ſpirits back-Propitious heav'n'
method to preſerve the true Zaphimri, Pity the woundings of a father's heart;
whereupon the tyrant gives command to Pity my ſtrugglings with this beſt of women;
Oétar to offer the vićtim up, on the enſuing Support our virtue :-Kindle in our ſouls
evening to the living Lama, for his vićtory,
A ray of your divine enthuſiaſm;
and then goes out. Zamti and Hamet re
Such as inflames the patriot's breaſts, and lifts
main, and the latter reſolves, if he is a
Th' impaſſion d mind to that ſublime of virtue,
king, to ſoffer death without complaint for That even on the rack it feels the good,
the happineſs of his country. He is led out F Which in a fingle hour it works for millions,
by Oétar, and to Zamti enters Mandane

And leaves the legacy to after times,

wild and diſtračted, having heard from Mo

[Exit, leading off Mandane.
Aét III. Opens with a view of a temple,
with ſeveral tombs up and down the ſtage.

rat that Harnet was her ſon, and the ſcene

between the tender, yet patriotick father,

and the deeply afflićted complaining, re Morat appears, and from him we learn that
proaching mother, is prodigiouſly affeeing. it is the place of meeting for Zamti and his
Zamti rigidly firm in his deſign of ſacrificing G friends, a groan is heard, and Zamti comes
his ſon to the prince's ſafety, is threatened

out of a tomb, and ſays,

by Mandane with revealing the whole con

I have been weeping o'er the ſacred reliques
Of a dear murder'd king.
To them Oraſning, Zºmventi, and other
conſpirators, who expreſs their deſpair at
the condition of their prince, who they be

trivance to Timurkan, and the act cloſes as
follows.

Then go, Mandane—thou once faithful wo.
man,

Dear to this heart in vain; - go, and forget
Thoſe virtuous leſions, which I oft have

taught thee,
In fond credulity, while on each word
You hung enamour'd.—Go, to Timurkan,
Reveal the awful truth.-Be thou ſped atreſs
Of murder'd majeſty.—Embrace your ſon,
And let him lead in ſhame and ſervitude

A life ignobly bought.—Then le: thoſe eyes,

lieve to be Hamet, then docm'd a vićtim to
the Lama, but are reanimated by Zamti, who

tells them Hamet is not Zaphimri, but that,
Unconſcious of himſelf, and to the world
unknown,

He walks at large among them.–
this very night to riſe,
the firſt cf men,
Deliv'rer of his country :
-
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And to convince them, he calls Etan
from the tomb, and informs him of his real

fituation, that he is not his ſon ; but the
prince Zaphimri, ſhewing him, by a pic
ture, in the manner of the Chineſe, the

hiſtory of his father's murder, and his own
preſervation, and adds,
Thou art the king, whom as my humble ſon,
I've nurtur'd in humanity and virtue,

.

Thy foes could never think to find thee here,
Ev’n in the lion's den ; and therefore here
I've fix’d thy ſafe aſylum, while my ſon

Hath dragg'd his life in exile.—Oh I my
friends,

May

when the boyclings around his mother's heart
Infond endearment, then to tear him from here
Will once again awaken all her tenderneſs,
And in her impotence of grief, the truth
At length will burſt its way.—
To Oétar enters Timurkan, who is in

formed that no proſpect of horror or pain
will draw any confeffion from Zamti or his
conſort. Zamti is then brought in, in chains
to the tyrant, who urges him to give up the
prince ; but Zamti having worked him up to
the higheſt fury by his reproaches and pro
phetick denunciations of vengeance, he or
ders Oétar to bring Mandane forth vowing

Morat will tell ye all—each circumſtance— B immediate deſtruction on them, and that

and reſentment by a ſtriking detail from

both Hamet and Etan ſhall be impaled, but
is informed by O&ar that Etan is fled. Then
enters to them Mandane and Hamet guarded
by Mirvan, and Mandane not being to be
wrought upon either by the tyrant's pro

2amti of Timurkan's

and the

miſes or threats, he orders Hamet to be

murder of the late emperor and the royal fa

dragged forth to inſtant death. Then a

. Mean time—there is your king 1–
They all kneel to Zaphimri, and then
agree as to the method of executing their
conſpiracy, and are quickened in their zeal
cruelties

mily. Zaphimri goes out with the conſpi- C meſſenger enters in haſte, to tell the tyrant
rators, and Zamti remains and implores the
bleſfing of heaven upon the prince and their
deſign ; but ſtops ſhort on hearing a dead
march, on which he exclaims,
What mean thoſe deathful ſounds 2

Again
[down ye heavens,
They lead my boy to ſlaughter—oh I look
Teach me to ſubdue

That nature which ye gave 1–
[Exit.
Enter Hamet, Oétar, and guards. As Ha
met is undauntedly preparing for execution,
Mandane burſts in to them, and, all wild
and frantick, declares that Hamet is her ſon.

Oétar, hereupon, thinks proper to ſuſpend
the execution till Timurkan's will is known

upon this ſudden di covery, mean time, the
eye muſt needs manifeſt the feelings of the
heart at the affeeting interview between Ha

Etan is found ; that he had ruſhed amongſt
the guards that bore Hamet to his fate, be
ſeeching them to ſuſpend the ſtroke, and
craving admittance to his preſence. Zaphimri
is then brought in, who tells him that very
hour his death is plotting, and beſeeches him
to ſave Zamti, Mandane, and Hamet.

The

tyrant tells him, if he would ſave them, he
muſt bring him Zaphimri's head, and mean
time Zamti expreſſes the utmoſt rage and de
fpair at this inſtance his beloved prince is giv
ing of his affeaion to him and his family. Za

phimri then diſcovers himſelf to be the prince.
But Zamti confidently affirms he is Etan his
ſon, “ his too gen’rous boy, that fain would
die to ſave his aged fire.” Timurkan, ſtill
more and more bewildered, orders 'em all

murkan, &c, and ſoon after Zamti, which

from his ſight. Zamti and Mandane are
born off whilſt Zaphimri ſtruggles with
him, on his knees, but the tyrant breathing

produces a fine ſcene. The tyrant, more and

deſtruction on him and all the youth of the

met and his mother. “To them enter Ti

more embarraſſed and bewildered–Hamet

Eaſt, breaks from him, and the ad con
expreſſing the warmeſt filial tenderneſs and F cludes with a ſoliloquy of Zaphimri, where
the moſt exalted heroiſm.—Zamti a witneſs
in he chears himſelf with the hope that his
to his noble ſentiments embracing and own friends will not let him die unrevenged.
ing him for his ſon, and yet all three re
A& V. Oétar brings in Zamti and Man
ſolving to become ſacrifices to the tyrant's dane, telling them the rack is preparing for
wrath rather than betray the prince and their them, and that beneath Timurkan's eye they
country. They are ſorced from each other are to meet their doom. He goes out to
to ſeparate dungeons, whilſt the rack is pre receive the tyrant's laſt commands for that
paring to extort the ſecret from them.
purpoſe, and then enſues a very affect
A& IV. Zaphimri, in the utmoſt agony ing ſcene, moſt artfully worked up, be
at the diſtreſs and danger of this beloved tween Zamti and Mandane, ſhe producing
and exalted family, to whom he owes every a dagger, and urging him to ſtrike her to
thing, by the connivance of Mirvan, vifits the heart ; but he in vain eſſaying to nerve
his arm for the fatal purpcſe, and whilſt
Hamet, in his dungeon, diſguiſed in a Tar
tar dreſs, which affords the poet a fine ſcope
they are thus tenderly debating Timurkan
for the ſublimeſt ſentiments of honour and
and Oétar enter, and they are dragged out
to death and torment. The tyrant and Oc
patriotiſm. At the cloſe of the conference
Zaphimri tells Hamet, he will corae and
tar remain, and the latter acquaints him
arm him for the intended aſſault of Timur
that Hamet and Etan will be led by Mirvan
kan and his barbarous crew “ while ſunk in
to their fate. Then the tyrant diſplays
deep debauch.” They are interrupted by to him his horror and remorſe, his dread
the coming of Ośtar, who orders Mirvan
that the Orphan ſtill lives, and his guilt
to lead Hamet to Mandane, that
ſeems to weigh him down, whilſt he im
parts
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parts the diſtraaed ſtate of his mind. Mir The glories of thy reign-Hamet'—myſon—
van enters, and informs him that a body of Thou good young man, farewel—Mandane,
men in arms were ſeen marching in cloſe ar
yes,
ray, from the eaſtern gate, whereupon he Myſoul with pleaſure takes her flight, that thus
reſolves to ſally forth and meet 'em ; but Faithful in death, I leave theſe cold remains
Mirvan perſwading him that Oéar's pre Near thy dear honour’d clay.—
ſence will be ſufficient for that purpoſe, he A And then expires; and the tragedy thus
deſiſts.

concludes.

Mirvan then informs him that Eran

as he was convinced of it, thro' a forward

Zaphimri. And art thou gone,
Thou beſt of men —then muſt Zaphimri

zeal, cleft him to the ground with his ſabre.
The tyrant thoroughly deceived by Mirvan,
orders him to bring his head, and exults
now that “... no longer horrid dreams ſhall

In ever-during grief, fince thou art loſt;
Since that firm patriot, whoſe parental care
Should raiſe, ſhould guide, ſhould animate

is really Zaphimri, and that he had, as ſoon

haunt his couch.”

pine

Mirvan returns, and B

inſtead of Zaphimri's head, he introduces
Zaphimri himſelf, with a ſabre in his hand,
who plants himſelf before the tyrant.
Timurkan is quite diſconcerted at the fight

my virtues,
Lies there a breathleſs corſe.

Hamet.

My liege, forbear

Live for your people; madneſs and deſpair
Belong to woes like mine
Zaphimri. Thy woes, indeed,

..of him, whilſt Mirvan encourages him to

ſtrike the blow that ſhould revenge his fa

Are deep, thou pious youth—yes, I will live,

ther and his country. Suddenly Timurkan
To ſoften thy afflićtions ; to aſſuage
ſnatches Mirvan's ſabre, and he and Za C A nation's grief, when ſuch a pair expires.

Come to my heart:-In thee another Zamti

phimri exit fighting. Hamet enters, and
from within they hear the cries and groans

Shall bleſs the realm—now let me hence to
hail

of Timurkan, who in vain calls for mercy,
and dies under the vićtorious ſword of Za

My people with the ſound of peace; that done,

phimri.

To theſe a grateful monument ſhall riſe,

Mirvan ſpeeds to carry the news

With all ſepulchral honour—frequent there

to. Zamti and Mandane ; Zaphimri then
enters to Hamet, and tells him of the deed
that had freed China. To them Morat,
who informs them the vićtorious conſpira
tors carried all before 'em, and that O&ar

We'll offer incenſe;—there each weeping
muſe

Shall grave the tributary verſe;—with tears
Embalm their memories; and teach mankind

had fallen covered with wounds. Soon after

Howe'er opprefion ſtalk the groaning earth.;
Yet heav'n, in its own hour, can bring relief;
Can blaſt the tyrant in his guilty pride,
And prove the Orphan's guardian to the laſt.
at the fight, had plunged a dagger in her
Yeart, and expired at her huſband's feet, who E The Epilogue was ſpoken by Mrs. Yates, and is
as follows.
having been releaſed from torture, was
mourning over his wife's corpſe. This ſad
HRO' five long atts I’ve wore my fighing
Mirvan returns with the dreadful tidings that

Zamti, before he could arrive, had been bound
to the wheel, and that Mandane, all frantick

event throws them all into the utmoſt

face,

afflićtion. The back ſcene opens and diſ

Confin'd by critic laws, to time and place ;
Yet that once done I ramble as I pleaſe,
Cry London Hoyt and whiſk o'er land and

covers Zamti claſping his dead Mandane in

his arms, on which Zaphimri exclaims,
Are theſe our triumphs —theſe our pro
mis'd joys 2
Zamti riſes from the body, enlivened by
the ſound of his prince's voice, runs ea
gerly to embrace him, crying, “My prince:
my king 1" but his ſtrength fails him, and
he faints at his feet. When he recovers, he
exclaims,

F

ſeas—

neſe.

—Ladies, excuſe my dreſs—'tis true Chi

Thus, quit of huſband, death, and tragick
ſtrain,

Let us enjoy our dear ſmall talk again.
How cou'd this bard ſucceſsful hope to
prove

So many heroes—and not one in love 1

Zaphimriſ–Hamettoo"—oh! bleſs'd event G No ſuitór here to talk of flames that thrill;
I could nothope ſuch tidings—thee, my prince,
Thee too, my ſon—I thoughtye both deſtroy'd,
My ſlow remains of life cannot endure
Theſe ſtrong viciſſitudes of grief and joy.
And there—oh heav'n l-ſee there, there
lies Mandane

And after endeavouring to conſole the
prince and his ſon, and reminding the for
mer that private griefs muſt give place to
the publick good, he ſays,
Life harraſs'd out, purſu'd with barb'rous art
Thro’ ev'ry trembling joint—now fails at
once

To ſay the civil thing—“Your eyes ſo
kill "

-

No raviſher, to force us—to our will!

You've ſeen their eaſtern virtues, patriot
paſſions,
[faſhions.
And now for ſomething of their taſte and
O Lord ' that's charming—cries my lady
Fidget,
I long to know it—do the creatures vifit
Dear Mrs. Yates, do, tell us—well, how
is it *

Firſt, as to beauty—ſet your hearts at
reſt—
[at beſt ;
They're all broad foreheads, and pigs eyes
-

Zaphimri–oh! farewell—I ſhall not ſee
5

And
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And then they lead ſuch ſtrange, ſuch for
mal lives –

— A little more at home than Engliſh wives:
Left the poor things ſhou'd roam, and prove

One mode there is, in which both climes
agree
[let it be
I ſcarce can tell—'mongſt friends then
- The creatures love to cheat as well
as we.

untrue,

They all are crippled in the timey ſhoe.
A hopeful ſcheme to keep a wife from mad
ding !
[ding,
– We pinch our feet, and yet are ever gad
Then they've no cards, no routs, ne'er take
their fling,
And pin-money is an unheard of thing;
Then how d'ye think they write t—You'll
ne'er divine

From top to bottom down in one ſtrait line.
[Mimicks.
Weladies, when our flames wecannot ſmother,

But bleſs my wits 1 I've quite forgot the
bard

A civil ſoul!—By me he ſends this card—

“Preſents reſpºts—to ev'ry lady here—
Hopes for the bonour—of a fingle tear.”
The criticks then will throw their dirt in

vain,
[ſtain,
One drop from you will waſh out ev'ry
Acquaintsyou—(now the man is paſt his fright)
He holds his rout—and here he keeps his night.
Aſſures you all a welcome kind and hearty,

The ladies ſhall pay crowns—and there's

Write letters—from one corner toanother.

the ſhilling party.

[Mimicks.

[Points to the upper gallery,
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on a falſe M IST RESS.
le

OME, gentle Muſe! in mournful ſtrains
Grant ſorrow pow'r to ſpeak:
In weeping lines deſcribe my pains,
And paint my heart before it break I
2.

So ſpoke the ſwain, and to the wind
Laments in broken fighs,
Not half ſo deaf, nor ſo unkind .
As her for whom he dies.

In plaintive verſe the: thus complains
Of Cloe falſe and fair ;

Yet ſtill I haunt thoſe conſcious groves,
Once more enamour'd grow ;
Live o'er again our vaniſh'd loves,
Live o'er again my killing woe.
I tº

The fair once more by fancy's aid,
I claſp, but claſp in vain :
Swift as her love thoſe pleaſures fade,
And end like that in pain.
12

Damps cold as death my boſom chill,
Night wraps my ſwimming eyes :
Faint is my heart, my blood ſtands ſtill,
And all but love within me dies.

who firſt inſpir'd love's raging pains,
Then bid that love deſpair.
4.

In filken ſmiles ſhe caught my ſoul,
And look'd away my heart;
Her eyes too ſweetly learn'd to roll,
And languiſh’d with too ſoft an art.

The Decree of Arollo or poetick Wenge”
denounced againſ impenitent Seribblers.

V

Hereas, to our infinite grief, 'tis well
known

As well upon humble complaint to our thronº

As fince has appear'd from authentic report
Depos'd upon oath before us in our court,

Her fingers teach me ind deſires,
Nor without meaning ſtray i
Theſe too are taught to fan my fires,
And with malicious touch betray.
6.

About her all the graces throng,
Joy and pleaſure round her play;
Charm'd with the magick of her ſong,
Love in rapture melts away.
7.

Methinks whilſt ſhe vouchſafes to rove

The Sylvan ſhades with me,
I find a heav'n in ev'ry grove,
But, O ! that heav'n is ſhe.
8.

That certain unqualify'd perſons of late

Have, eſcaping our notice, crept into theſta".
And abuſing the mildneſs we're known "
maintain,

-

Have greatly diſturb’d the repoſe of our reig";

And ſtrain'd,
unaw'd by regards, by no motives
ºf
tain'd,

without our juſt licence firſt had and ob
For our genuine right Parnaſſean impoſe
What on trial is often dete&ted as proſe ;
A pračice, if borne, that notoriouſly tº
To bring to contempt our profeſſion *
-

friends.

We do therefore pronounce them as foº"
Who the
havepeace
neither our license, norour
paidtº:
us

Eliſium blooms where'er ſhe treads,

The flow're their charms diſplay,
Breathing their ſweets along the meads
On one more fair more ſweet than they,
But fince ſhe

town” dwells no more

Amidſt the groves or meads !

The weeping flow'rs her ſmiles deplore,
And hang their filken heads.

whoſe idle pretenfions to ſcience and wit.
Our high court of Parnaſſus diſdains to admit,

sincetheir
innature's
deſpight they have quitte"
ſphere ;
hear,
For would they her ſecret inſtructions but
Not a fign-poſt need want a fit rhym”
for good cheer,
We
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We as chief then, not only of poets but
[tacks,
quacks,

Do require, when the humour renews its at
That all our true friends be abetting and aiding
(Shou'd they ſcorn to ſubmit upon gentle
perſuading)
In a gentle emerfion which oft we aſſure,
Has in deſparate caſes effected a cure.
But ſhou'd they proceed, in contempt of
ſuch warning,
[rity ſcorning,
The juſt rights of our crown, and autho
We ſhall iſſue command to appoint them
their place
(As is uſual in ſuch a deplorable caſe)
Where the mock forms of heroes and

[unfound,
princes are found,
Where cells are prepar'd for the brain that's
And

poets with ſtraws, for laurel are
crown'd.

W. G–me, Tryſull.

The Pan Abox—To Miſs B, N-ch—les.

M’ Betſy, truſt me, for 'tis true,
At once I love and hate thee too,

'Tis true, thy wanton airs are ſuch,
1 hate thee, yes, I hate thee much.

Yet, ſuch is beauty's magick pow'r,
Tho' much I hate, I love thee more.
And ſuch my fighs, as plainly prove,
Tho' much I hate thee, more I love.

Thus, tho' I hate, and hate fincerely,
I ſtill muſt love, and love thee dearly.
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Other members of ev'ry reſpeaive ſociety,
With looks full of love, and a longing
anxiety,

All all, follow after, afraid to reveal,

What none has the pow'r or to ſay or conceal.
Such once were the triumphs we con
ſtantly taſted,
[waſted,
Tho' now, now, alas ! half the ſplendor is
Since flaunting in blue, the laſt terrible Sun
[M-nd-y;
day
Appear'd, horrid ſpeazcle! T–wns—nd *ā
Thus aiming to wheedle, in reaſon's defiance,
Our truſty liege veterans from their alliance,
And tho' 'tis as plain as the noſe in your
face is,
[graces,
That we by the far darting force of our
Can quickly reduce to their proper ſubjećtien,
All thoſe who have quitted our ſov’reign
protećtion,
If once we're obliged to exert our abilities, Y
Commencing, unwillingly, open hoſtilities t
Yet beſt to our lenity's judgment it ſeems,
To avoid, if its poffible, future extremes,
Compoſing the jars that your follies occaſien,
Upon the moſt quiet and friendly foundation.
-

We therefore adviſe ere the breach is too

wide,

To throw the blue mantles with prudence afide,
Nor force us to quell by the dint of mere
their duty.
beauty,

ſ

Thoſe rebels whom fraud hath ſeduced from
Given at Oxford this y ºth

day of May, in the third
year of our deſpotiſm.

Oxon, April 25, 1759.
The Remonstrance, to Mſ. T–wns—nd
and Miſs M–nd—y.
O T–wns—nd and M—nd—y much
wickedneſs brewing,
ſenſuing,
The N-ch—l—s's ſend the remonſtrance

To a FRIEND apon Arsence.

By the late
Mr. Samuel Philips.
EAR friend, how dull the days appear,
My mind too ſeems to ſympathize,

As if the ſeaſon had an influence there;

And hope that their wiſdom on ſuch an oc
cafion,

Will weigh the affair with all due delib'ration,
By trying all peaceable means to prevent
What raſhneſs may force 'em tho' late to
repent.

And when that's dull to have me briſk
denies.

This notion does not ſatisfaction give,
I muſt ſome better reaſon know ;
When that is clouded I cannot believe,
It follows that the mind is ſo.

Tis known for a faët moſt undoubtedlytrue,

The N–ch—l—s's always wore cardinal, blue;
As hoping, and ſurely 'twas aéting with
prudence,

ſtudents,

I've ſeen the ſpring in all its beſt array,
In all its utmoſt glory dreſt;
Nature herſelf, look'd briſk and gay,

And all but me ſome joys poſſeſt.

More highly to gain the regard of the
Nor can we, 'tis certain, with juſtice com
[vain;
plain,

What's then the cauſe fince nature made?

That our arts till of late were exerted in

I can be jocund, briſk, or ſad,

But rather in truth are oblig'd to confeſs
Our honeſt endeavours repaid with ſucceſs.
Where Merton's cool gardens at ev'ning
[ſhade,
perſuade
To draw the freſh air in the ſweet breathing
No ſooner the beauties were brought into
view,
[blue,
Well known by the far ſtreaming mantles of
Than all the grave train of immenſe-wigged

To either is my ſoul inclin'd,
What does this inclination ſway R

dočtors,

Attended in ſtate by the ſway bearing proëtors,
The head of each college the head of each
hall,
[all

The fellows, the commoners, ſcholars and
7

Me, not with an inačtive mind *

What does this livelineſs create 2

'Tis mighty friendſhip makes me gay,
And want of that makes gaity abate.
'Tis friendſhip does two ſouls unite,
Whoſe minds are of an equal frame,
One cannot have the leaſt delight,
But t'other does participate the ſame.
None can enjoy that happy ſtate,
Unleſs their ſouls and minds agree.
We were exactly pair'd by fate,
For thou 'rt the very ſoul of me,
*

-

*

-

My
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My dullneſs does proceed from this,
That you unkindly from me ſtay,

Nor aught avails it, that the virtuous ſage
Forms future bards, or Wykehams yet to

The body never ačtive is,

come;

While the inliv'ning ſoul's away.
Thy abſence makes me thus complain,
To have my expedation croſt,
But when I ſee you once again,
"Twill ſatisfy me for the time we’ve loſt.

Nor ought avails it, that his green old age,
From youth well ſpent, may ſeem t'elude
the tomb ;
For Burton too muſt fall. And o'er his urn,

While ſcience hangs her ſculptur'd tro
phies round,
The letter'd tribes of half an age ſhall mourn,
Whoſe lyres he ſtrung, and added ſenſe to
-

Pºrſes to the Rev. Dr. Lowth; on bit ſecond
Edition of the Life of William ºf Wykeham.
Lowth, whilſt Wykeham's various
worth you trace,

And bid to diſtant times his annals ſhine,

Indulge another hard of Wykeham's race
In the fond wiſh to add his name to thine.

From the ſame fount, with rev'rence let me
boaſt.

ſound.

-

Nor ſhall his candid ear, I truſt, diſdain

This artleſs tribute of a feeling mind;
And thou, O Lowth, ſhalt own the grateful
-

ſtrain,

Mean tho' it flow, was virtuouſly defign'd.
For 'twas thy work inſpir'd the melting
mood

"

.

The claſſic ſtreams with early thirſt Icaught;
What time, they ſay, the muſes revel'd moſt,

When Bigg preſided, and when Burton

to feel and pay the ſacred debt I ow'd;
And the next virtue to beſtowing good,
Thou know'ſt, is gratitude for good be
ſtow'd.

taught.
But the fame fate, which led me to the ſpring,
Forbad me farther to purſue the ſtream ;
Perhaps as kindly ; for, as Sages fing,
Of chance and fate full idly do we deem.
And ſure in Granta's philoſophick ſhade
Truth's genuine image beam'd upon my
fight;
And ſlow-ey'd reaſon lent her ſober aid
To form, deduce, compare, and judge
aright.
-

-

-

Yes, ye ſweet fields, befide your offer'd
ſtream
[joy'd,
Full many an attick hour my youth en
Full many a friendſhip form'd life's happieſt
dream,
[cloy'd.
And treaſur'd many a bliſs which never
Yet may the pilgrim, o'er his temp'rate fare
At eve, with pleafing recolle&tion ſay,
"Twas the freſh morn which ſtrung his
nerves to bear
day :

The piercing beam, and uſeful toils of
So let me ſtill with filial love purſue

The nurſe and parent of my infant thought,
From whence the colour of my life. I drew

W. Whitrngab, poet laureat.
An 1 N S C R I PT I O N.
Within this monument doth lie

What's left of Calia's gallantry.
Tranger, whoe'er thou art, beſtow
One figh in tribute ere you go
But if thy breaſt did ever prove
The raptures of ſucceſsful love,
Around her tomb the myrtle plant ;
And berry'd ſhrubs which ring-doves haunt;
The ſpreading cypreſs; and below
Bid clumps of arbor vitae grow ;
Th'uxorious plant that leans to find ,
Some female neighbour of its kind,
With beach to tell the plighted flame,
And ſavine to conceal the ſhame :
That ev'ry tree and ev'ry flow'r

May join to form the am’rous bow'r ;
Wherein at cloſe of ſummer's heat

The lovers of the green ſhall meet,

While CA, lia's ſhade propitious hears
Their ſanguine vows, their jealous fears;
Well pleas'd to conſecrate her grove
To Venus and the rites of love.

--

When Bigg preſided, and when Burton
taught.
O names by me rever'd l—'till mem'ry die,
Till my deaf ear forget th'inchanting flow
Of verſe harmonious, ſhall my mental eye -

Trace back old time, and teach my breaſt
to glow.
Peace to that honour'd ſhade, whoſe mortal
frame

Sleeps in the boſom of its parent earth;
Whilſt the free ſoul, that boaſts celeſtial
flatne.

Perhaps now triumphs in a nobler birth.
Perhaps with Wykeham, from ſome bliſsful
bower,
[wreath
Applaude thy labours ; or prepares the
For Burton's generous toil.-Th' inſatiate
power
[breathe;
Extends his deathful ſway o'er all that

On the Friendſhip of two yºung Ladies, 1730.
AIL, beauteous pair, whom friendſhip
binds

In ſofteſt, yet in ſtrongeſt ties;
Soft as the temper of your minds,
Strong as the luſtre of your eyes.
So Venus' doves in couples fly,
And friendly ſteer their equal courſe ;
Whoſe feathers Cupid's ſhafts ſupply,
And wing them with refiſtleſs force.
Thus as you move love's tender flame,
Like that of friendſhip, paler burns ;
Both our divided paſſion claim,
And friends and rivals prove by turns,
Then eaſe yourſelves and bleſs mankind,
Friendſhip ſo curſt no more purſue:
In wedlock's roſy bow'r you'll find
The joys of love and friendſhip too.
-

-

T h.E

-

T. H.

E.

Monthſ, Chronoſoger.
59.
3
&
}

A PT. Bayne, of the Spy
ſloop, lately arrived from
Guardaloupe, brings an ac
count, that about the mid

gard for the republick, and I look upon
their high mightineſſes as my beſt friends.
lf difficulties have ariſen touching trade,

dore Moore ſent ſome ſhips
to fort Louis, which reduc

liged to wage with France. You may aſſure
their high mightineſſes, that I ſhall erden

ed that place, and took poſſeſſion of a fine
harbour there. On the 27th general Hop
ſon died of the flux, and major-general
Barrington, who, as next officer, is now be
come commander in chief, finding that no

in queſtion ; and I am glad to find, gentle
men, that you are come here with the ſame
diſpoſition "
The following meſſages have lately been

thing more could be done on the ſide of the

ſent to the houſe of commons.

-

iſland catted Baſſeterre, embarked the 6th

they ought to be conſidered as the conſe
quences of a burthenſome war we are ob

vour, on my part, to remove the obſtacles

G E O R G E

R.

of March with the commodore, and ſuch

“His majeſty being defirous that a pro

part of the troops as could be ſpared (leav
ing a ſtrong garriſon in Port Royal) to ano
ther part called Grand Terre, with inten
tion to reduce it and to repair and garriſon
fert Louis. We are now in poſſ.ffion of all

per ſtrength may be employed in the ſet
tlements of the united company of mer
chants of England, trading to the Eaſt-In
dies, recommends to this houſe, to enable
his majeſty to affiſt the ſaid company in de
fraying the expence of a military force in
the Eaſt-indies, to be maintained by then,
in lieu of the battalion commanded by col.

the forts, and maſters of the ſea coaſts of the

iſland; but the inhabitants are ſtill in their
ſtrong holds among the woods and moun
tains. The troops are extremely fickly.
(See p 146.)
The Dutch deputies made the following
ſpeech to the king on delivering their cle
dentiats. (See p. 219)
“We have the honour, Sire, to preſent
to your majeſty our letters of credence from
their high mightineſſes the ſtates general of
the United Provinces, our lords and maſters.

Your majeſty will ſee, by its contents, how
ardently their high mightineſſes deſire to
cultivate the fincere friendſhip which hath ſo
long ſubſiſted between the two rations, and
which is ſo neceſſary for their common wel

fare. May we be happy enough, purſuant to
our maſters commands, to remove thoſe

difficulties which have for ſome time paſt
ſtruck at this friendſhip, and cauſed ſo much
prejudice to the principal ſubjećts of the re
publick, who, by the trade they carry on,
are its greateſt firength and chief ſupport.
We place our whole cºnfidence in your
majeſty's equity, for which the republick
hath the higheſt regard ; and in the good
will your majeſty hath atways expreſſ-d to
wards a ſtate, which on all occaſions had in

tereſted itſelf in promoting your glory, and
which is the guardian of the precious truſt
heft by a princeſs ſo dear to your majeſty,
Full of this confidence, we preſume to
flatter ourſelves, that your majeſty will be
graciouſly pleaſed to liſten to our juſt de
mands j and we ſhall tmdeavour, during
the courſe of our miniſtry, to merit your
approbation, and to fºrengthen the bonds
which ought to unite the two nations for
ever.”

His majeſty's anſwer.
.
* Centlemen, I have always haſ a re
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Adlercorn, withdrawn from thence, and
now i eturned to Ireland.”

G. R.

G E O R G E R.

“ His majeſty, being ſenfible of the zeal

ard vigour with which his faithful ſubjeas
in North-America have exerted themſelves

in defence of his majeſty's juſt rights and
poſſeffions, recommends it to this houſe, to
take the ſame into confideration, and to

enable his majeſty to give them a proper
compenſation for the expences incurred

by the reſpeetive provinces in the levying,
cloathing, and pay of the troops raiſed by
the ſame, according as the aëtive vigour and
ſtrenuous efforts of the reſpedive provinces,
ſhall juſtly appear to merit.”
G. R.
Tuesday, April 24.
Upwards of zool. was collected for the
Middleſex Hoſpital.
Wrong spar, a 5.
Were executed at Exeter, Charles Darras,
Lewis Bourdecd, Fleurant Termineu, Pierre
Pitroll, and Pierre Lagnal, five Frenchmen,
for the murder of Jean Manaux, their coun
tryman and fellow priſoner, on board the
Royal Oak man of war. The provocation
Manaux gave them was his diſcovering to
the agent their forgery of paſſes to facilitate

their eſcape to France. On the 25th of Jan
uary laſt, when they were ordered down to
their lodging places, Darras, with a boat
ſwain's whiſhke, calling the other French
priſoners, dragged Manaux to a part of the
ſhip diſtant from the cent y, and after ſtrip
ping him tied him to a ring-bolt with ſmall
cord, then gagged him, and with the others
gave him about 60 ſtrokes with an iron
thimble about as big as a man's wriſt, tied

to the end of a rope. Manaux, by ſtrug
M m
gling.
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ſuppoſed
them
to
be
two
French
privateers;
gling, got looſe, and fell on his back upon 1 tacked and made ſail after them, and in
which Lagnal got upon his body, and jump

a very ſhort time brought one of them too,
which proved to be Le Chaſſeur privateer

ed on it ſeveral times, till he broke his

cheſt, Pitroll keeping his foot on his reck.
When they found he was dead, they con

from Dunkirk, of ſix carriage guns, four of

which they had thrown overboard, and 41

veyed his body by piece-meal thro' the ne:
ceſſary into the water, becauſe throwing it

hands in all.

overboard whole would have alarmed the

fail, and at ſeven o’clock in the evening

centry. Next day 27 of the French pºiſo
ners being brought on ſhore, one of them
gave information of the murder. The five

brought her too, and found her to be
Le Conquerant privateer from Cherburg,
mounting fix carriage and ten ſwivel guns,
with 20 hands in all. After having ſhifted
the priſoners, it blowing ſtrong eaſteriy, I
bore up for Plymouth, and got in ſafe to
the Sound, with the two privateers, the

ruffians were ſentenced to be executed on
the 2d of April, but were reſpired till the

25th, and in the mean time a k miſh Plieſt
was permitted to viſit them.
Tu Es DAY, May 1.

next morning.”
Orders were iſſued from the lord Cham
berlain's office, for the further change of

Mr. Smith was declared duly ele3ed

bridge maſter, in the room of Mr. Roſſiter ;
at the cloſe of the poll he had a majority of
247.
(See p.
p. 219.
47. (See
219.)
Admiralty office.
Extraff of a Letter from Capt Faulkner, of his
Majeſy's Ship Windſor, of 60 Guns, to Mr.
cleviand, lated at Liſbon, April 8.

“ the 17th paſt we diſcovered four large
ſhips to the leeward; on giving them chace,
they drew into a line of battle a head, at the
diſtance cf about a cable's length afunder,
and remained in that fituation till we had

I ſhifted the priſoners as ſoon

as poſſible, and then gave chace to the other

mourning for the late princeſs of Orange, on
Sunday the 13th. (See p. 218.)
Mon Day, 7.

Admiralty-office. Captain Eaſtwood. of
his majeſty's ſloop Diligence, has taken and
brought into Penzance, a French privateer
brig called the Diſpatch, Thomas le Pettice,
commander, ot Morlaix, laſt from Cher
burg; ſhe mounted ten carriage and tight ,
ſwive! guns, and had 34 men.

hour,

WF D N Es DAY, 9.
There was colle&ted at church, and at the

when the three headmoſt made all the ſail

ſeaſt of the ſons of the clergy 7051. 9s. 9d.

engaged the ſternmoſt ſhip near an

they could from us ; on ſeeing which, the which with what was collected at the re
ſhip which we were engaged with ſtruck hearſal 3371. made the whole colluétion
he colours. She proved to be Le Duc de
1.c42.l. 9s. 9d.

chartres, pierced for 60 guns, had 24

Fr I DAY, I I,

French twelve pounders mounted, and 294
men, 28 of which were killed, and eighteen
wounded. The Windſor had in this ačtion
one man killed, and ſix wounded. The pri
ſoners inform me, the lading of the Le Duc
de Chartres confiſts of ſixty tons of gun
powder, one hundred and fifty tons of cord

Admiralty-office. His majeſty's ſhip Bril
liant, capt. Hyde Parker, has brought into
Plymouth a French privateer, called the
Baſque, belonging to £ayonne, of 22 nine
pounders, and 2 lo mºn, which ſhe took the
17th of laſt month, in the latitude of 46, co.
about 2co leagues to the weſtward of Cape

age, flour, ſailcloth, wines, &c.

Clear.

The other three ſhips that run off were,

Le Maſſac, pierced for 70 guns, had 26
twelve pounders mounted, and 390 men ;
the Easi-India Company, pierced for 54

guns, had 24 twelve pounders, mounted;

and 174 men ; and the St.

And by letters of July 18, from vice-ad
miral Coates at Jamaica, tiere is an account,
that his majeſty's ſhip Seaford, has taken a
French privateer of 10 guns, with too men,
and the Dreadnought another ſmall one."

Luke, pierced

S. Tu R D A Y. 11.

-

for 14 guns, had 18 twelve pounders
mounted, and aco men . They all be
longed to the French Eaſt India company,
failed from Port l'Orient the 22d of March,
and were bound to Pondicherry.
Thu Rs pay, 3.

Admiralty-office. His majeſty's ſhip the
Surprize, commanded by capt. Antrobus,
on the 17th of laſt month, in lat. 43. co.
N long. zo. 46. W. chaced, and tock the
Le Vieux, a French privateer of Boudeaux,
mounting eight guns, with 36 men.

Four hundred and fifty-ſeven pounds ſe

ven ſhillings was collected for the ſupport of
the Small-Pox Hoſpital,

-

W = n N Es DAY,

6.

Five hundred pounds were colleaed ſor

the ſupport of the city of London Lyºng-la

FR I DAY, 4.

Hoſpital.
Admiralty-office.

Extras ºf a Letter fºom, Cpt. Hughes, Com
mander of bis Majeſly's Fligate Tamer, to
Mr. Cie, land, dated in Plymouth Sound,
May 1, 1759.

“ on sunday the oth of April, at fix
o'clock in the morning, Portland tºcaring
N. E three leagues, 1 ſaw two ſail coming
round the Bill, and from their appearance

Tri U R sm A Y, 17.

Admiralty-office. Capt. Knight, of his
majeſty's ſhip Liverpool, has taken and
brought into Yai mouth Roads, a Frerell
privateer cutter of eight carriage suns, ſix
ſwivels, and 51 men, from Dunkirk.
Sir Edward Hawke ſailed from Spithead
with his flett, and next day joined Sir
-

Charles
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Charles Hardy, with his fleet from Ply
Orders

mouth, at Torbay,

Tuesday, 21.
The following meſſage was preſented to
the houſe by Mr. Secretary Pitt.
G E O R G E R,

“His majeſty relying on the experienced
zeal and affedion of his faithful commons,

and confidering that, in this critical con
juncture, emergencies may ariſe, which may

be of the utmoſt importance, and be at
tended with the moſt pernicious conſe
quences, if proper means ſhould not im
med.ately be applied to prevent or defeat
them. is deſirous that this houſe will enable

him to defray any extraordinary expences of
the war, incurred, or to be incurred, for

the ſervice of the year 1759, and to take all
ſuch meaſures as may be receſſary to diſap

point or defeat any enterprizes or defºns
of his enemies, and as the exigencies of af
fairs may require.”
G. R.
Thurt pay, 24.
Came on before the lords commiſſioners

of appeal for prizes, at the Cockpit, White
haſ, the merits of an appeal from the court
of Admiralty in Dočtors-Commons, con
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Lord Chamberlain's-cffice.
for the court to leave off the

mourning on Sunday the 3d of June, for
her late royal highneſs the princeſs dowager
of Orange.

A proclamation has been iſſued, promiſing
a bounty of five pounds for every able ſea
man, and thirty ſhillings for every ordinary
ſeaman not above 50, nor under 20 years
of age, who ſhall voluntarily enter them

ſelves on or before the 3d day of July next,
to ſerve in the royal navy. Alſo a bounty
of thirty ſhillings to every able-bodied land
man not above 35, nor under zo years of
age, who ſhall voluntarily enter within the
ſame time to ſerve on board the navy ; and
alſo a reward of two pounds for the diſco
very of every able, and twenty ſhillings for
every ordinary ſeaman, that ſhall have ſe
creted themſelves.

And as a farther encou

ragement his majeſty promiſts his moſt gra
cious pardon to all ſeamen that have deſert
ed from their ſhips, provided they return to
the ſervice by the ſaid 3d day of July ; in
which ca'e they ſhall not be proſecuted for
their deſertion ; but that on the contrary,
thoſe who do not return before that time on

cerning the right of property in the Dutch
ſhip the Novum Aratrum and her cargo,

or who ſhall hereafter abſent

taken by the Blenheim privateer, James
Merryfield, commander ; when their lord

without leave, ſhall be tried by a court
martial ; and being found guilty of deſert

thips were pleaſed to reſtore the ſhip, and
that part of the cargo proved to be Dutch
property, and ordered a ſpecification of the
other part of the cargo in one month, which,

ing at this time, when their count; y ſo rºuch

board ſome of his majeſty's ſhips of war,
themſelves

wants their ſervice, ſhall be deemed unfit
objects of the royal mercy, and ſuffer death

it is imagined, will turn out to be the goods

according to law. (See p. 219.)
The following gentlemen are nominated

of our enemies the French.

by the Right Hon, the lord may or to ſerve

The worceſter ſtage-waggon took fire,
o:caſioned by the burſting ºf a hottle of

the office of ſheriff, viz. Geºrge Errington,
Eſq; coach maker ; Jacob Tonſon, Eſq;
ſtationer ; Richa d Attley, Eſq; grocer;
Paul Vaillant, Eſq; ſtationer ; whichcott
Turner, Eſq; ſkinner; Edmºnd Proudfoot,
Eſq; glover ; Allington Wilde, E:g; ſta
tioner; Jeremiah Marlowe, Eſq; goldſmith;
George Jarvis, Eſq; currier.

aqua forgis, by which the valuable loading
was moſtly conſumed ; damage 5ocol.
SA Tu R Day, 26.

Extraº of a Letter from Capt. Lockhart, ºf
his Majeſty's Ship the Chatham, of so
Guns, to Mr. Clevland, dated May 20,
The ex; ected comet has appeared many
1759, off Uſhant.
clear evenings till ten or eleven o'cºck, to
“ Since mine of the 7th, I have cruized

in company with his majeſty's ſhips the
Thames, of 32 guns, commanded hy capt.
coiby, and the Venus, of 36 guns, com
manded by capt. Harriſon. On the 18th,
in the morning, being in Hodicrpe Bay, we
ſaw a French frigate, and, after two hou; s
chace, ſhe carried her topmaſts away. Soon
after the Thames came up and gave her a
cloſe and briſk fire :

but the did not ſtrike

till the Venus raked her, and gave her ſome
broadſides. She proves to be the Arethuſa
frigate, commanded by the marquis Vau
dreuil, pierced for 36 guns, 32 mounted,
and 272 men, from Rochfort for Beſt ; has
been launched about two years, and is

eſteemed the beſt failing frigate in France.
She had 60 men killed and wounded. Capt.
Colby had four men killed and 1 1 wounded,

three of which are ſince dead. Capt., Har

the weſt of the ſouth, under the conſtella
tion of Hydra, and near that of Crater. It
is a lumincus appearance, very evident to

the naked eye (notwithſtanding the light of
the moon) yet rather dim than ſplendid ;
large, but ill defined. A teleſcope, at the
ſame time it magnifies, ſeems to render it
more obſcure.

Places in the Havens where it harb been fºr ſº
ven Evenings, as obſ, vºd and traced on a
twenty eight Inch cºſial Globe, and the uni
verſal Plantiphere, at Mr. Dunn's academy,
Parad, ſc. Row, Chelſea.

-

Tueſday, May 1, right aſcenſion 150° 55.
Declinition 25 go ſouth. — Wedreſday 2,

153 22, 1z o.—Thurſday 3, 157 14, 20 3.
– Friday 4, 156 22, 18 16.--Saturday 5,
155 ar. 15. 54.—Sunday 6, 155 27, 149.
—Mo...day 7, 155 zo, 12 zz,

riſon had five men wounded.
M m 3
3.

Six
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Six carpets mase by Mr. Whitty, of Ax
minſter, in Devonſhire, and two others

made by Mr. Jeffer, of Froome, in Somer
ſetſhire, all on the principle of Turkey car
pets, have been produced to the Society for
the Encouragement of Arts, Manufactures,
and Commerce, in conſequence of the pre
miums propoſed by the ſaid Society for
making ſuch carpets ; and proper judges
being appointed to examine the ſame, gave
it as their opinion, that all the carpets pro
duced were made in the manner of Turkey

carpets, but much ſuperior to them in beau
ty and goodneſs : That Mr. Whitty's car

pets were ſuperior to Mr. Jeffer's in price,
pattern, and workmanſhip; therefore it was
ordered, that the firſt premium cff-red for
this a ticle, being 3 ol. ſhould be paid to
Mr. Whi ty, and the other premium, being
zol. to Mr. Jeffer.
The largeſt of the carpets produced by
Mr. Whitty is 26 feet fix inches, by 17 feet
fix inches; and the largeſt produced by Mr.

Jeſſºr is 16 feet fix inches, by 12 feet nine
inches.

-

May

On the 7th inſtant the houſe of Rannas,
in the Enzie, North-Britain, was conſumed
by fire.

-

-

-

Dublin, April 17. Within theſe two years
paſt 434 perſons have read their recantation
from the church cf Rome.

-

-

May 19. This week ſeventeen fiſhing
boas ſailed from Ruſh and Skerries to the

north-weſt of Ireland, to be joined by ſome
others in the Lough of Derry from the Iſle
of Man, encouraged thereunto by a com
pany of merchants of the ſaid Iſland, who
have ſubſcribed a large capital to carry on
this buſineſs in the moſt extenſive manner;
and advanced a conſiderable ſum to forward

its execution. This deſign opens a new
mine of wealth to this kingdom, and may

in its progreſs, be the ſource of employment
to the vagrant. of benefit to the induſtrious,

and the acceſſion of an unalienable and per
manent trade. In any reſpect, the preſent
defeative methods of fiſhing in that country
will be reëtified i and the means ſhewn

whereby they may proceed for the ſuture
upon a more regular pian.

The ſaid Society have beſtowed the ſum

of 871. 5s. 11d. for raiſing and producing
cocoons in the province of Georgia.

Map R a G Es and B tº ths.

Ap: il 22.

R

The Society have alſo be flowed a pre

T. Hon. the earl of Aboyre
was married to lady Mar

mium of 30l. on Mr. Sfferth, for making

garet Stewart, daughter to the earl of

cºuribles from Rritiſh materials.

Ga loway.

• The new building at Worceſter college,
Oxford, eretted for the reception of fix fel
lows and th:ce ſcholars, inſtituted by the

May 3. William Vande, ſiegen, Lſq; to
Miſs Brigham.
Henry Stephenſon, Eſq; to Miſs Steven

late Dr. Clarke, being comple atly finiſhed,

ſen, daughter of the alderman.

the firſt tle&ion was made upon that foun
dation in the following order, viz, Mr.
Ríoore of Worcefier, Mr. Skyrner cf Pem

Leſlourgeon.

broke, Mr. Brickenden of Trinity, Mr.

Calvert, of Aubrey, in Hertfordſhire.

4. Edward Codrington, Eſq; to Miſs

7 Thomas weſton, F ſq; to Miſs Jenny

Gyles of Worceſter, Mr. Ravenhill of Bra

12. Thomas Middleton Troilore, Eſq; to

zen. Ncſe, and Mr. Phill.ps of New college,
were appointed iellows :--And Mr. Bennet
of Chriſ Church, Mr. Mynton of Wor

Miſs Thoroid, of Cranwell, in Lincolnſhi e.
Sir Archer Croft, Bart. to Miſs Elizabeth
harlotte Cowper.

cetter, and Mr. Campbell of Oriel college,

john Rogers, of Tewkeſbury, Eſq; to
Miſs Appleyard.
1 <. Right Hon. the earl of Waldegrave,

were admitted ſcholars.--This liberal bene

fºor, heſides the expence of thºſe new
apartments, and other conſiderable bequeſts,
endowed his new foundation with 7owl,
per annum

to Miſs Maria Walpole, ſecond daughter of

Sir Edward Walpole, knight of the Bath.
Richard Baxter, of Chatham, Eſq; to

. The Apollo, Billinge, from St. Kitt's, is
arried off Dover ; ſhe came out the 4th of

Miſs Grace Stewart.

April, and brings advice, that commodore

Scott.

Moºre, with twelve ſhips of the line, and

17. Francis Ayſcough, Eſq: to Miſs
Hºrſenaile, daughter of the deputy.

ſeveral frigates, was preparing to go off
Mattinico, in order to attack Monſ. Bom

pºrt's ſquadron, of which the following is
a lift :
tle Defenſeur
L’Hector
Le Courazeux
le Ci-demic

-

Le Sage
Le Vaillant
Le Pio, hee

i.e. Sempier
Ła Fleur de Lys
1.3 M:t"eſe
la V.,...!eur
Le Floriºſ...at
* F , , i.

-

74
74
74
74
64.
6;
64.
50
:2

M. Bompart.
M. Roque euille,
Conſage,
Roſſ:ly.
De Guicham.
Chaveau.
Deliquit.
Rebec.f.

- -

of the duke of Portland.

Mr. James, banker in Lombard-ſlrtet,
to Miſs Bellamy, cf Clapham.

-

... ( were at Martinico

ºº::... ...?

btfoºt,

Dr. Newton, of York, to Miſs Topham.
19. Richard Nichol, Eſq; to Mif, Hughes,
21. Mr. James Norman, to Miſs Suſanna
Hankey, daughter of Sir Thomas Hankey,
22. Right Hon, lord viſcourt Weymouth,
to lady Elizabeth Bentinck, eldeſt daughter

- tº
-

Counſelor Cappar, to Miſs Orde.

Krt

3:
-

Sir Aiexander Gordon, Bart, to Miſs

2 *. Chriſtopher Neville, of Willingore,
in Lincolnſhire, Eſq; to M.ſs Browne. . .
May 3, Counteſs of Darling:cn was deli
ve:-d of a daughter,

1759. DEATHS, Promotions Civil and Military.
- to. Lady of the Hon. col. Fitzroy, of a
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Myers, B. A. to the vicarage of Arlington,

daughter.

in Hants.

— of col. Carpenter, of a ſon.
18. Counteſs of Dartmouth, of a daughter.
26. Lady of the biſhop of Oxford, of a
daughter.

A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable
the Rev. George Tyms, LL.B. to hold the
vicarage of Dallington, with the reclory of
Cotteſbrook, in Northamptonſhire. — To
enable Thomas Cobb, M. A. to hold the

Deaths.

April 27.
-

30.

Jelf, Eſq; maſon
A*toDREWS
his majeſty.

º:

Eaton Dodſworth, of Cood

man's Fields, Eſq;

restory of Great Hardreſs cum Stiling, with
the reëtory of All Saints, in Kent. – To
enable John. Rugge, M. A. to hold the v
carage of Bradford, with the rettory of Neº
tlecombe,

-

May 4. Lady Fitzwilliams, mother of
the preſent earl.
Relia of the late Sir Matthew Decker,
Bart.

9. John Keeling, of Clerkenwell, Eſq; an
eminent brewer, one of his majeſty's juſtices

of the peace for the county of Middleſex ; a
gentleman of the ſtriëeſt honour, moſt

M. A. to held the redory ºf
'u'gleſtone St. Peter, with Bemmeston

the reto united, and alſo the rettory of
Mºiron St. Mary, with the chart of re

ther ampton, vicarage of Bullº, tºge, and
rečtory of Ditchampion annexed, u, Wik
ſhire.

Promotions Civil and Military:

unbounded generoſity, and who ſtudied to

eblige and ſerve his fellow-creatures upon all
occaſions. (See our Vol. for 1755, p. 184 )
11. James Butler, Eſq; to whom the late
earl of Arran left a large eſtate.

12. John warburton, Eſq; ſomerſet he
rald at arms.

From the Low Don GAzr TT r.

V

Hitchall, May 5. The king has been
pleaſed to orde ..tº is patent to be
paſſed under the great ſeal of the kingdom

of Ireland, to conflitute and appoint Henry

-

2c. Benjamin Moyer, Eſq; formerly an
eminent Turkey merchant.
'eſton, of Weſt Horſeley,
Surry, Eſq;

º:

Loftus, Henry Sandford,

Henry ſyons,

Thomas Adderly, Robºt Cuninghame, jºhn
in

21. Elias Hopkins, Eſq; formerly in the
commiſſion of the peace for Bucks.

23. Mr. Reeves, bookſeller, in Fleet-ſtreet.
Lately. Rowland Berkeley, Eſq; in the

commiſſion of the peace for Worceſterſhire.
Tho. Partridge, Eſq., a Jamaica planter.
Mr. Caeſar Ward, bookſeller, at York.
Sir Tho. Harton, of Worceſterſhire. Bart.

Mr. James Sheile, farmer, of Knoetopher,
in the county of Kilkenny, in Ireland,
aged 136.
That worthy officer, brigadier-general John
Forbes, commander of his majeſty's forces

in the ſouthern provinces of North-America,
at Philadelphia, aged 49.
Eric

in Somerſetſhire. — To enazie

jº. Hawes,

tº 1 as T1 cal PR ºf E R M knts.

E. W. William Biddle ſcomb, B. A. is

preſented to the vicarage of Monck

Magil and Carleton Whitelock, Eſqrs and
the ſurvivors of them, or any three or more
of them, commiſſioners and ove, ſeers of all

barracks for quartering his majeúy's troops
in the ſaid kingdom.
—, May 19. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto Sampſon Gideon, jun.
Eſq; ſon of Sampſon Gideon, of Spalding,
in the county of Kent, Eſq., and to the

heirs male ef his body, lawfully begotten,
the dignity cf a baronet of the kingdom of
Great Britain.

-

From the reſt of the Papers.
Mr. Legard is appointed governor, and
Mr. Charles ſub governor, to prince William
Henry and prince Henry-Frederick.-Henry
Talbot, Eſq; principal regiſter to the dean
and chapter of St. Paul's. – John Michell,
Fſq; choſen recorder of Boſton. – Lewis
Way, preſident of Guy's Hoſpital, in the

ton-Farwell, in Wiltſhire. — Mr. Green, to

room of the late Sir Edward Hulſe, and Dr.

the reëory of Hardingham, in Norfolk

Dickſon, one of the phyſicians of the Lon
don Hoſpital.

aſr. Neal, to the vicarage of creat Everſden,
in Huntingdonſhire.—Mr. Jennings, to the

re&ory of Hays, in Middleſex.-Mr. Apple
ton, to the reëlory of Upton St. Mary, in
Hampſhire.—Mr. Creſpin, to the reëlory of
St. Andrews, in the Iſland of Guernſey.—
Mr. Buller, to the reëtory of Caſtleton, in
Hertfordſhire, — Mr. Hyde, to the vicarage
of Wimbledon Cary, in Wiltſhire. — Mr.
Green, to the vicarage of Sawbridge, in

Norfolk.-Mr. John Pemberton, to the rec
tory of Foxcarth, in Eſſex. — John Hem
mirg, M. A. to the deanery of Guernſey.—
Mr. Judſon, to the vicarage of Hanny cum

Capeiia Lyford, in Berkſhire. — Richard
Hughes, M. A. to the retlory of Stratton
on the Foſs, in Somerſetſhire. - Attºur
5

From the Lox Don Gazz TT r.

Whitehall, May 12. John Barrington,
Eſq; is conſtituted general and commander
in chief of his majeſty's forces in the Weſt

Indies, lately under the command of major
general Hopſon, deceaſed.

Frºm the rºſ' of the Papert.
Lord Tyrawley is appointed governor of
Portſmouth, in the room of general Haw
ley, deceaſed. - Robert Melville, Eq; lieu
tenant-colonel of the 38th regiment of foot.
—Henry Gore, Eſq; lieutenant-colonel of

-

Mºſtyn's dragoons,—Richard Burton, Eſq;
major
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major of Conway's dragoons. - Thomas
Gwillim, Eſq; major of the Engliſh fuſi
leers.-Seven captains, 12 lieutenants, and

ſeven enfigns, to ſeven additional companies
ordered to be raiſed for lord John Murray's
regiment of foot.
Alteration in the Liſt of Parliament.
SSEX. Sir William Maynard, Bart. in
the room of Sir John Abdy, deceaſed.

1759.

the 15th and 16th to return with his army
towards Fulda. The French ſent out a body.
of light troops under M. de Biaiſel, to har
raſs his rear, who, on the 19th, happened
to take an officer that was carrying orders

to a battalion of grenadºrs and two ſqua
drons of the regiment of Finkenſtein, by
which thoſe troops, not having begun their
march early enough, were ſurprized and fur
rounded by M. de Blaiſel's corps. The
grenadiers, however, made good their re

B-kr—ts.

Wº:
Cawley, of Billingſgate, viàualler.
Ebenezer Milligain, of Nottingham, dealer and
chapman,
William Sudell, of Colcheſtcry mariner.
John Long. of Briſtol, vintner.
George Warren, of London, merchant.
James Wyer, of Chiſhunt, innholder.

John Moore and James Strange, of St. Botolph without
º: cheeſ:mongers and partners.
Richard Hunt, of Bafingſtoke, grocer.
Roberts, of Stoke, in Surry. timber-merchant.
Tomlinſon, of Wapping, dealer and chapinan.
ward Webſter, of Sheffield, druggiſt.
Ann Daw, widow, and Joſeph Daw, of Lewes, maſons
and joint traders.
William Maynar, of Andover, dealer and chapman.
William Richards, of Briſtol, mercer and line tidraper.
Adºrn Corner, of Duke's-ſtrect, St. James's, taylor.
William Jones, of Southwark, lighterman.
Thomas Pickſtock, of Aſhley, in Staffordſhire, butcher.
Strettell Fletcher, of Warrington, tallow-chandler.

††
Hºl.

Joſeph Hunter, of Alhallows the Leſs, glazier.

treat without any great loſs, befide their

baggage ; but the dragoons were diſperſed,
and many of them killed or made priſoners;
which was all the loſs the allied army ſuf
fered in their retreat.

Head quarters of prince Henry of Pruſſia
at Launy, April 17. The greateſt part of
the Auſtrian troops which were on the fron

tiers of Saxony having marched towards Si
lefia or into the empire, prince Henry form
ed a deſign to drive thoſe that might ſtill
remain in Bohemia, beyond the Erra, and

carry off their magazines as well thoſe on the
Elbe as at the different quarters. According

ly, the Pruſſians entered Bohemia on the
15th. One column marched by Peterſwalde

william Pickering, of Wolverhampton, ſnuff-maker.

and another, under general Hulſen by Paſs

Thomas Simpſon, of London, cornfäfor.

berg and Commota.

Joſ.ua Willians, of Briſtol, merchant.
George Goſling, of Maſhan-ſtreet, taylor.

column, which marched by Peterſwalde,
found the eminence beyond that village

Thomas Davies, of Çarınarthen, inendraper.
Joſeph Fyſon, of Briſtol, merchant and butcher.
atmºs Brooke, of Fleet-ſtreet, engraver.
Blount, of Red-lion-ſtreet, Clerkcnwell, mer

::.

chant.

Robert Yaxley, of Suffolk, grocer.
William Moore, of Blackman-ſtreet, Surry, vićtualler.
John Chapman, of Ratcliff croſs, tallow-chandler.

The vanguard of the

fortified with a redoubt, with a ſtrong bat
ricade before it, guarded by 6oo Croats and
ſome Hungarian foot. This paſs was forced,
a major and thirty men were made priſo
ners, and fifteen ſlain. The time requir

London, Saturday, May 27, 1759.
Amſterdam 35 7.

ed to remove the barricade, facilitated
the retreat of the enemy, who had leiſure
to draw off their troops. Nevertheleſs,
our vanguard dividing into two bodies,

Ditto at Sight 35
Rotterdam 35 8.

3.

one proceeded to Auſfig and the other to
Toplitz: The enemy fled precipiately every

Antwerp, no Price.

where. The magazine of Auſfig was de
ſtroyed, and the boats on the Elbe burnt :
The vanguard returned on the 16th to the
main body at Welmina. We ſeized the
proviſions and forage which the Auſtrians
had left at Lowofitz and Letomeritz, and

C O U R S E of

E x C H A N G E,

Hamburgh 37 9.

Paris

Day's Date go #.

Ditto, 2 Uſance 30 +.
Bourdeaux, ditto jo.
Cadiz 39 #.
Madrid 39 4.

Bilboa 39 #.
Leghorn 48 a #.
Naples, no Price.

Genoa 47 #.

Venice 49 a #.
Liſbon 5s. 5d. 4.
Porto 5s. 5d.
Dublin 9 #.
lººººº-ºº:

FOREIGN AFFAIRs, 1759.
FTER the battle of Bergen, of which

burnt the new bridge they had built there.
Our advanced guard will be this day at Bu

den, were the enemy have a quantity of
proviſions. General Hulſen ſound the paſs
of Paſ, berg guarded by a body of Croats
and the regiment of Konigſeck and Andlau.
The horſe, which marched by Pelſbourg, at
tacked the enemy in the rear, while they
were attacked in front by the foot, who at
length drove them from their intrenchments,

General Renard, with 51 officers and zoco
men were taken. We took from the enemy
three colours, two ſtandards, and three pieces
of

cannon.

Gencral

Hulſen's

advanced

we gave an account in our laſt, the
allied army remained ſome time at Winde -

guard will puſh forwards to day to Satz, and
ſeize all the ſtores of proviſions which the

kin, but prince Ferdinand finding that the
French were reſolved not to quit the ſtrong
camp they were poſſeſſed of, and that it was
impoſſible for him to attack them again in

Auſtrians, who are retiring as faſt as poſſible
to Prague, have abandoned. This attack of

that eamp, he began in the night between

Faſsberg coſt us only about ſeventy men
killed and wounded,
Dreſden,

F O RE I GN A F FA I R S, 1759.
Dreſden, April 22. Prince Henry is re
turned from Bohernia.

The Auſtrians ſet

*

79

continue quiet in Stralſund and the Iſle of
Rugen.

fire to their own magazines at Satz, to pre
vent their falling into his hands; but he
has brought along with him ſeveral hoſtages,

Laſtly, As to the armies upon or near the
Rhine, a great part of the allied army ſtill
remain in their cantonments about Munſter,

moſt of them eccleſiaſticks, for ſecuring the

in older to watch the motions of the French
army upon the Lower Rhine, who have not
yet moved from their cantonments about

payment of the contributions promiſed, in
order to ſave their houſes from being plum
dered and burnt.

Prince Henry, aſter his return from Bohe
mia, gave his troops but a few days reſt
about Dreſden, for, on the 26th, his troops
marched to Obel-Geburgen, and next day
he followed them himſelf with all the bag

gage, &c.

From thence he continued his

Duſſeidorp and Crevelt; and as to M. Brog
lio he has attempted nothing ſince the affair
of Bergen.
Berlin, April 27. The commandant of
-

this capital, on the 1zd inft. notified to all

the officers priſoners of war, Auſtrians.
French, Ruffians, and S vedes, or of the

mach thro’ Voightland towards the army

army of the empire, who are here at

of the empire, and, on the ſeventh inſtant, he
day a detachment from his army attacked
general Macguire, who commanded a body

ſent, to the number of 180, an order of
the king &njoining them to retire immedi
ately to Spandau “.
M. d'Affry, the French miniſter at the

of Auſtrians and Imperialiſts at Aſch, which
bravely withſtood all their efforts the whole

Hague, has, by orders from his court, de
clared to the ſtates general, that if their

day i but being in danger of being over
Powered by numbers, and expecting no re
lief, they retired at night through Haſlau
towards Egra, with the loſs of only 30.o
men, among whom was M. Lavenfield,
captain of the Saim grenadiers killed, and
the prince of Salm himſelf taken priſoner,
by his horſe falling with him. As prince
Henry's army amounts to 40, coo men, the
army of the empire under the prince of

high mightineſſes ſhould not infiſt on the
immediate reſtitution of all their vetſeks
which had been ſeized, and were ſtill de

entered Franconia by the way of Hoff. Next

DeuxaFonts has retired from Culmbach to

Bamberg; and muſt, it is thought, retire
ſtill further, unleſs the French army under

pre

tained in ſome of the Britiſh ports, or

ſhould relinquiſh any of the rights or privi
leges they enjoy by treaties with England,
his moſt Chriſtian majeſty would iſſue poti
tive orders to all his publick and private
ſhips of war, to ſearch every Dutch veſſel
they met with at ſea, and to ſeize and carry
into ſome of his ports all ſuch as ſhould be
found to have any goods on board of the
growth or manufacture of any of the Bri

Broglio move to their affiſtance, of which

tiſh dominions, and would treat them in the

there is not as yet the leaſt appearance; ſo

ſame manner as the Engliſh treat the trading

that the Pruſſians may probably have an op
portunity to lay the two rich biſhopricks of
Barnberg and Wurtzburg under contribution.
As to all the other hoſtile armies nothing
of conſequence has happened fince our
laſt : The Auſtrian army under marſhal
count Daun have continued quiet in their
camp at Schurtz, in the circle of Konigin
gratz, in Bohemia, and the Pruſſian army,
commanded by the king in perſon, have con
tinued quiet in their camp between Land.
ſhut and Schweidnitz, which he is fortify
ing, as if he intended to continue there ;
only the Pruſſian general Fouquet, who

ſhips of the republick.

How happy would

it be for us, if the French ſhould execute

what they threaten for then we might put
an entire ſtop to any nation's carrying on any
part of the trade of France.

Naples, April 17. It is generally believed

that a treaty is adually concluded for pre
ſerving the peace of Italy, and there are
many circumſtances that confirm it; but
that a triple alliance is concluded between
our court, and that ef Vienna and Verſailles,

is a rumour, premature, if not falſe and

caſioned many ſkirmiſhes, but nothing very

without foundation. The pacification, as
it is called, ſettles theſe points; firſt, that
our ſovereign ſhall reſign his Italian domini
ons to the prince don Philip Antonio, his
eldeſt ſon; ſecondly, that the king of Sardi
nia ſhall have the marquiſate of Final; and
thirdly, that the Milaneſe being annexed to
the dutchies of Parma, Placentia, and Gua
ſtalla, his royal highneſs the infant don Philip
ſhall aſſume the title of king of Lombardy.

confiderable has as yet happened.
The Ruſſians again are ſo ſlow in their

$$$$$$$$$144,4444-4444444 +++?

advances, that it was the 21ſt ult, before

The

commands a large body of Pruffian troops
in the ſouth part of Sileſia, and the Auſtrian
general de Ville who commands a large
body of Auſtrians on the frontiers of Mo
ravia, have made ſeveral marches and coun

termarches, each endeavouring to catch
ſome advantage of the other, which has og

they had finiſhed two of their bridges over
the Viſtula, and on the 7th inſt. the body
of their army was only preparing to paſs
that river ; but ſome of their irregulars had
begun to make incurſions into the Pruſſian
territories, tho' hitherto with very little ad
vantage i and as to the Swedes they ſtill
7

M ONT H L Y

C A T A L OC U E

fºr May, 1759.
D1 v 1 N1T Y.
I.

Bſervations on Mr. Fleming's Survey.
By Mr. Peckard, pr. 2s. Owen.
2. The wonderful Signs of Chriſt's ſe

cond Coming, pr. 6d. Scott.
3. The devout Soul, Pr. is,

cº".
* * *

The Monthly Catalogue for May, 1759.

28o

Grock Army, History, Biograph v.

4. A natural and civil Hiſtory of Califor
nia, 2 Vols. pr. 10s. Rivington and Fletcher.
5. The Hiſtory of the Publick Revenue.
By James Poſtlethwayt, F. R. S. Knapton.
6. The Lite of Beliſarius, pr. 1s. Hinton.
7. A new geographical Dićtionary, N° 1.
pr.6d. Coote.
8. The Naval Chronicle, N° I. pr. 6d.
-

Fuller.

9. The genuine Hiſtory of Ambroſe Guys,
r. 18. 6d.

Coote.

hysick, AR 1 thm ET1ck, Astronomy,
&c.

&c.

41. Remarks on Mr. Walpole's Cata
logue, pr. 1s., Ruſſel.
33. A familiar Epiſtle to a free Doëor,
pr. 6d.
34. The polite Road to an Eſtate, pr. 1s,
Coote,

35. The Annual Regiſter, pr.6s. Dodſley.
36. A Letter to Mr. Jones. By Mr.
Stokes, pt. 18. Cooper.
37. Accourt of the Conſtitution and pre
ſent State of Great-Britain, pr. 2s. Newberry.
38. A Reply to Dr. Golding's and Dr.
-

Lowth's Anſwers to an anonymous Letter,

pr. 1s.

10. An Introduction to Phyſiology. By
Dr. Fleming, pr. 5s. Nourſe.
11. The diſtinét Symptoms of the Gravel
and Stone explained, pr. 1s. 6d. Cooper.

Baldwin.

-

39. A true Enquiry into the State of
Operas in England, pr. 6d. Cooper.

40. A Sketch of the Chara&er of the latt
Princeſs of Orange, pr; 6d.

Coote.

12. The Parent's Guide in the Manage

41. A Tranſlation of ſome Pieces cf M.

ment of Children in the Meaſles, pr. 1s. 6d.

Preſident Monteſquieu, Wilſon and Durham.
41. A Letter from Voltaire to the Author
of the Orphan of China, pr. 1s. Pottinger.

Cooper.

13. An Enquiry concerning the Cauſe of
the Peſtilence, &c. pr. 3s. 6d. Bladon.
(See p. 254 )
14. Obſervations on the Changes of the
Air, and the concomitant epidemical Diſ
eaſes in the Iſland of Barbadoes. By William
Hillary, M. D. pr. 5s. Hitch and Hawes.
(See p. 230.)
15. A Mathematical and Mechanical Miſ
cellany, N° I. pr. 1s. Fuller.
16. A collateral mechanical Table. By
B. Webb, pr. 1s.
17. An Account of the Diſcoveries con.
cerning Comets. By Thomas Barker, Eſq;
. .
pr. 23. 6d. Whiſton.
18. The Abacedarian, or Philoſophick
Comment upon the Engliſh Language. By
John Yeomans, pr. 1s. 6d. Coote.
19. A methodical Summary of the Law
relating to the Pleas of the Crown, pr.6s.

43. An impartial Account of Lieutenant
Colonel Bradſtreet's Expedition to Fort
Frontenac, pr. 1s. Wittox.

[The remainder of the books in our next.)
To the liſt of ſheriffs, p. 145. add Cum"

berland. John Gale, Eſq;

-

-

tº The ſºng ſet to muſick, and dance, with
many pieces in proſe and verſe, from our contri
butºrs, are deferred to our next. Our cºrreſpon
dents.are deſired to pay the pºſtage of their letter"
B I L L S of Mortality, from April 17, to
May 15.

{{..., ::::

-

Chriſtened

1115

685

Males

Fies ::: ***

Buried

Died under 2 Years

old 445

Between 2 and 5 – 150
5 and no - 66

Worral,
zo. Hobbes's Tranſlation of Ariſtotle's
-

ro and zo. —

Rhetorick, pr. 2s. 6d. Thruſh.

44

zo and 30 – 105
3o and 40 – 114
40 and so — 139
50 and 60 — 96
60 and 70 - $9

Hus handr Y, Bota N.Y.

21. The compleat Farmer, pr. 1s. Cotte.
22. The Uſefulneſs of a Knowledge df
Plants. By Dr. Hill, pr. 6d, Baldwin.
M1 scr Llanrous.

7o and 80

–

$o and 90 –

23. Conjećtures on original Compºſition,
pr. 1s. 6d. Dodſley. (See p. 231.)
24. The Character and neceſſary Qualifi
cations of a Britiſh Miniſter of State, pr.
1s. Cooper.
25. The Scarman's Preſervation or Safety

73

15

s

90 and loe —

- -

1446
Within the Walls - –
Without the Walls
Buried

roº
290

in Shipwreck. By J. Wilkinſon, pr. 1s. 6d.

In Mid. and Surry — — 615

Stuart.

City and Sub. Weſtminſter

26. An Eſſay on Taſte.

1346

Gerard, M. A. pr. 4's. Millar.
a7. The French Scourge. By G. Grant,

Weekly, April 24

—

365

May 1

–

309
327

pr. ; s.

-

8

28. Obſervations on the Importance and
Uſeiulnets of Theatres, pr. 1s. Cooper.

15

-

—

3o.

1346

Dodſley. (See p. 262.)
A Lt tter to Orator S

-

n, from

Orator Henley, pr. 1s. Cooper.
31. The Caſe of Mary Edmondſon, pr. 6d.
Henderſun,

365
*-

29. Mr. Sheridan's Diſcourſe at Oxford,

pr. 1s.

42%

By Alexander

Decreaſed in the Burials this Month 78.

wheater Peck loaf, weight 171b. 6 97.
* Dr. 1s. 9d 3.
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For J U N E,

Voyage to California, with an Account
of a dreadful Diſeaſe, and its very ex
a traordinary Cure-P. 283–185
Deſcription of the Harbour of Monte.
Rey, in California
- 286

1759.
Speech of the Lords Commiſſioners 308
Account of ſome of the late A&s 309
Premiums of the Society for encouraging
Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,

Anecdote of the Duke of Wharton ibid.

for ſome enſuing Years
309-31 1
Eloquence of the Pulpit exemplified 311

Defence of a well known Theorem

287

Letter from the Dutcheſs of M--b— h,

References to the two Plates

288

in the Shades, to the great Man 312–315

The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament,

Full Account of the final Redućtion of

which began Dec. 1, 1757, concluded:

, the Iſland of Guadalupe, with the Ar
ticles of Capitulation, &c. 315–314

With an Account of all the material

- Queſtions therein determined, and of
the political Diſputes thereby occa
fioned without doors
289–29 .
Speech at the Cloſe of that Seſſion
29 o
Account of the Britiſh Colonies, in the
• Weſt-Indies, concluded
291-193

Refle&ions on our preſent happy Situation,
both at home and abroad

293, 294.

Uſefulneſs of the Knowledge of Plants 295
Meſſage about the Invaſion, and Reſo,
lutions of the Houſe thereon 296, 297
Proofs, how the French Trade is covered

State of the National Debt

3.24.

Hiſtory of Raſſelas, Prince of Abiſfinia,
a Tale, concluded

325-331
332-335

Poetical Essays

A Song ſet to Muſick

332

Authentick Advices from the Eaſt-In

dies, about the late A&ions there 335
The Month LY CH Ronoloce R ibid.
Remonſtrance of the Lieutenants du Roi

of Martinico, to the Governor
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
Eccleſiaſtical Preferments

341
339
34.o

ibid.
and carried on by the Dutch 298–300 Promotions Civil and Military'
An impartial and ſucciušt Hiſtory of Alterations in the Liſt of Parliament 341
ibid.
the Origin and Progreſs of the pre Bankrupts
ſent War
3oo-3o4.
Courſe of Exchange
ibid.
34*
Perfidious Condu& of the French
303 For EIGN AF fairs
The Bug-bear of an Invaſion expoſed 3o4 Catalogue of Books
343
Archbiſhop of Canterbury's Letter 305 Prices of Stocks, -Grain ; Wind and
**

-

A&ts paſſed at the Cloſe of the laſt Seſſion
of Parliament
366, 307

Weather

282

Monthly Bills of Mortality
344.
With an accurate PLAN of the G E N E R A L AT T A c k upºn the Ist A N D of
GU A DALUPE, Jan. 23, 1759; and an elegant MAP of the Path of the
preſent Comet, &c. curiouſly engraved on COPPER.
L ON DO N: Printed for R. Baldwin, jun. at the Roſe in Pater-Noſter-Row:
-

Of whom may be had, compleat Sets from the Year 1733 to this Time, neatly Bouad or
Stitch'd, or any fingle Month to compleat Sets.
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north latitude of 41 deg. 30 min." when
the crews of all the ſhips were ſo ſickly,

M A G A Z IN E.

that no leſs than 16 had died, and very few

were able to do duty; of which fickneſs,
ROM the hiſtory of phy the author gives the following deſcription.
ſick, we may learn, that
“It will not be foreign to the purpoſe,
moſt ſorts of the famous A to mention here the fickneſs which raged
remedies we have now a among the ſquadron, being the ſame,

Flºº ºf wº
§§
diſcovered by accident;
* therefore, every example

at firſt

of this kind, ought to be made as pub
lick as poſſible; and as there is nothing
we ought to be more careful of, than the
health of our ſeamen, eſpecially in long
voyages, I hope you will give a place, in
your uſeful Colle&tion, for the following
extraćts from the voyage of Don Sebaſtian
Vizcaino, lately publiſhed in the Appen
dix, or Fourth Part of the Hiſtory of
California.

~

In the year 1602, this gentleman was

which in theſe parts generally ſeizes on
thoſe who are coming from China to New
Spain, and is ſo deleterious as to ſweep
off half the ſhip's company. In this la
titude the air is very ſharp and cold, which
B pierces thoſe of weak conſtitutions, and
perhaps of a peſtilential nature ; unleſs
we ſuppoſe that its great ſubtilty is ſuffi
cient to cauſe ſuch a diſeaſe in bodies at

tenuated by fatigues. Its firſt ſymptom is
an univerſal pain all over the body;
which now becomes ſo tender, as not to
C bear the leaſt touch ; and ſometimes this
will extort tears and cries from the moſt

ſent to examine the weſtern coaſt of Ca

reſolute men. After this, the body, eſpe
cially the lower parts, is covered with
thern latitude, in order to diſcover whe purple ſpots, larger, and more prominent,
ther a convenient harbour might not be than grains of muſtard-ſeed : The next
found upon that coaſt, for the Acapulco ſymptom is wheals of the ſame colour,
ſhip to put into and refreſh, upon their re D two fingers broad. They appear firſt un
turn from the Phillipine Iſlands, as thoſe der the hams, and ſpread from the mid
ſhips are obliged to hold a courſe pretty dle of the thigh to the flexure of the
far to the north, in order to avoid the
knee, rendering the parts ſo rigid, that
trade winds, and to fall in with the north the legs, reſemble petifactions, it being
weſt winds, which are the moſt frequent impoſſible to move them in the leaſt from
in the high latitudes. For this voyage that poſture in which this ſymptom ſeized
Don Vizcaíno was provided with two E them. The patients ſwell
r
one fide
large ſhips, a frigate, and a long-boat, that they cannot be moved from
with which he took his departure from to the other, without extreme torture :
Acapulco, May the 5th, 16oz but the And theſe blains extend themſelves ſo,
north-weſt winds were ſo frequent, and that the calf of the leg and thigh becomes
fo much againſt him, and he was obliged wholly livid; and thus the morbid hu
to put into, and examine ſo many creeks mour pervades the whole body, and ſeizes
and bays, that it was the 16th of De F the ſhoulders in particular, more than any
cember before they got to a harbour, , other part, cauſing, at the ſame time, ex
which they ſound to be a very good one, cruciating pains in the loins and kidneys.
and gave it the name of Monte Rey, be Nor is the leaſt eate to be expected from
ing near Cape Mendocino, which, ac change of place, as the ſlighteſt motion is
cording to their obſervation, lay in the attended with ſuch ſevere pains, that they
N n 2
muſt
June, 1759.
* See the Chart, Lond. Mag. 1758, p. 64.
lifornia, as far as the 42d degree of nor

ſº.
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muſt be very fond of life, who would
not willingly lay it down on the firſt ap
pearance of ſo terrible a diſtemper. This

June

which before were ſtrangers to every hu
mane and tender ſentiment, with ſuch fer
vent benevolence, that thoſe in health at

tended the fick, and performed all ſervices
the body, that it is entirely covered with to them with as much diligence and care,
ulcers; and the poor patients are unable as if every one had only a fingle patient.
to bear the leaſt preſſure, even the very A The religious, eſpecially father Thomas
cloaths laid on them deprives them of life. de Aquino, foreſeeing theſe terrible ex
Thus they lay groaning, and incapable of tremities, had, at Acapulco, provided
any relief. For the greateſt aſſiſtance poſ themſelves with cordials and conſerves,
fible to be given them, if I may be allowed which were all reſerved for this day of
the expreſſion, is not to touch them, nor afflićtion ; and doubtleſs many owed their
even the bed, cloaths.
Theſe effe&ts, recovery to the prudence and liberality of
however melancholy, are not the only B the fathers in the diſtribution of them.”
This obliged them to bear away di
produced by this peſtilential humour. In
many, the gums, both of the upper and re&tly for the Iſland of Mazatlan, on the
lower jaw, are ſwelled both within and coaſt of New Gallicia, being the firſt
without, to ſuch a degree, that the teeth place where they could expea any proper
cannot touch one another : And withall ſo
relief or affiſtance. Here they arrived,
looſe and bare, that they ſhake with the Feb. 17, and next day came to an anchor
leaſt motion of the head; and ſome of C in the place, which afforded the moſt ſe
the patients ſpit their teeth out with the cure ſhelter, and was alſo very convenient
ſaliva. Thus they were unable to receive for going aſhore.
“The Capitana being thus ſafely
any food but liquid, as gruel, broth, milk

virulent humour makes ſuch ravages in

of almonds, and the like. This gradu
ally brought on ſo great a weakneſs, that

anchored at the Iſland of Mazatlam, the
general's firſt care was to ſend advice of

they died whilſt talking with their friends. their arrival to the inhabitants of the
Such was the diſtemper with which all D continent; and determined to go himſelf
were afflićted; which removed numbers

in perſon, together with five of the moſt

from this world to the manſions of eter
nity.”

healthy ſoldiers, and to proceed to the
village of San Sebaſtian, about eight
leagues up the country. Accordingly,
on the 19th, early in the morning, the ge

-

However, one of the large ſhips, called
the Capitana, and the frigate, proceeded
to the 43d degree of north latitude, and neral and his five attendants went aſhore;
continued in thoſe ſeas until the 19th of E but being ignorant on what fide the town
January, 1603, when they likewiſe were lay, there being no road or path, they
obliged to return; and whilſt they were ſtruck into a wood, and travelled two
upon their return, he gives this account days in extreme hunger and thirſt, which,
-with the great heat, weakened the ſol
of the condition of the Capitana.
“When the Capitana, on her return, diers to ſuch a degree, that they were in
came to this coaſt (a little diſtance from St. great danger of periſhing in the foreſt;
Barbara's channel) her condition was F but wandering about, they at laſt fell into
truly deplorable; all the people on board, a broad road which they followed, with
the general, and three ſoldiers excepted, out knowing whither it would carry them.
labouring under the above mentioned di Whilſt they were reſting themſelves under
ſtemper, and it was with great pain that a tree, they heard the noiſe of bells. At
the father commiſſary went about admi this they ſtarted up and looking round
miſtering the ſacramert te the ſick. As : ſaw a drove of mules going with provi
for father Antonio de la Aſcenſion, he G fions from Caſtile to Culiacan. When
was not able to ſtir; and the fickneſs was this caravan came up, they aſked the mu
ſo excruciating, that nothing was heard in leteer whither that road led, he anſwered

the ſhip but cries and lamentations. to Culiacan ; and the general enquiring
Some, by way of eaſe, made loud com after the town of San Sebaſtian, and the
plaints, others lamented their fins with chief alcaldi of the country, he offered to
the deepeſt contrition; ſome died talking; convey them to the place where he reſ
ſome ſleeping; ſome eating; ſome whilſt H ded; and having relieved their wants,
fitting up in their beds.
furniſhed them with mules to carry them
The fight of ſo many fellow adventurers to the place the general defired. The
lying dead, together with the cries, groans, chief alcaldi was at a village in the neigh
and lamentations of the afflićted, would bourhood, and proved to be captain Mar
have moved the moſt obdurate-breaſt, and tin Ruiz de Aguirre, an intimate ac
Providence was pleaſed to inſpire hearts, * quaintance of the general's, and known
to

DY.
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to all the military men in the ſhip. The ed and relieved the gums, faſtened the
general related to him their diſtreſſes; teeth; and, after eating twice of it, the
--

and deſired to be furniſhed with bread,

mouth would be cloſed, ſo as to eat any

fowls, kids, calves, and other things, for

other kind of food without pain. The

the time they ſhould ſtay there : Likewiſe

uſe of this fruit was diſcovered in the fol

to recommend to him a diligent and care lowing manner: Some ſoldiers going up
ful man to go with all poſſible diſpatch to A the iſland, with the father commiſſary, to
Mexico, with letters for the viceroy, ac a burial, Antonio Luis, the officer, ſeeing
quainting him of their arrival and their the fruit, from a curioſity of being ac
extreme diſtreſs; the five ſoldiers with quainted with the produćts of the ſoil,
him being the only men belonging to the plucked one and began, though with ex
ſhip who were in any tolerable ſtate of treme pain in his teeth and gums, to bite
health. Captain Aguirre with joy com it; and finding it of an exquiſite taſte,
plied with every, thing that was aſked ; B he eat the whole; and immediately void
and without this care in the general, and ed from his mouth a great quantity of
the captain's alacrity, the whole crew purulent blood. And on putting the
muſt have periſhed, and the ſhip been leſt other to his mouth, he found that the pain
as a deſolate wreck. Immediately ſeven in his teeth was much leſs, and he could
or eight mules, loaded with bread, fowls, chew it with great eaſe. On his return
kids, calves, plantains, lemons, oranges, to the ſhip, he related the happy effects
&c. were ſent to the ſhip, and the ſame C of this fruit; and diſtributed ſome a
quantity ſent every third day; that the mong his friends, who all found the ſame
people might not only be plentifully ſup pleaſing conſequences, which induced them
plied, during their ſtay, but likewiſe pro to go aſhore, and gather a great quantity
vided with a ſufficiency till they came to for the relief of others. So that, on the
Acapulco, where they would find an af general's return, he found many, whom
he deſpaired of ſeeing again, able to eat
fluence of every thing.
From what has been ſaid, ſome idea D the freſh proviſions continually bringing
may be formed of the condition of the to them. Theſe were the only means by
company of the Capitana, at their arrival which, within 19 days, they perfe&ly re
in this harbour; we ſhall therefore only covered from ſuch a horrible and fatal
add, that by the diſtemper above de diflemper. This fruit is the chief ſub
ſcribed, they were helpleſs and fick, co fiſtence of the Indian warriors of the pro
vered with ulcers, and their gums ſo vinces of Acaponeta and Chametla, which
ſwelled, that they could neither ſpeak nor Elie within the government of New Gal
eat: And the malignity of the diflemper licia : But their general way is to roaſt or
ſuch, that none thought of ever being re boil it, as more wholeſome and palatable.”
ſtored to perfe& health. Nothing was
So far I thought neceſſary to give an
heard in the ſhip at her arrival here, but account of this voyage, and from this
cries and paſſionate invocations of heaven. account we muſt conclude, that the fuit
However, in 19 days, all of them re herein deſcribed, is one of the moſt im
covered their health and ſtrength; ſo that F mediate, and moſt eff&tual remedies for
when they departed, the ſails were looſed, the ſcurvy hitherto diſcovered, therefoie
the ſhip worked, and every part of the it would very probably be an effectual
duty peformed as in the preceding year, preventive"; conſequently, if it could be
when they viſited this harbour on their preſerved, or the juice of it extračted and
paſſage. Such ſalutary effe&ts had the preſerved, large quantities of it ſhould be
freſh proviſions, fruits, &c. ſent on board put on board, among the other ſtores, of
by the general; the eating of a fruit G every ſhip bound upon a long voyage.
which abounds in theſe iſlands, and by Whether we have ſuch a fruit growing in
the natives called xocohuilztles, was alſo any of our American Iſlands, I do not
of very great ſervice. It reſembles an ap know ; but as it grows naturally in the
ple; the leaves of the tree are exactly Iſland of Mazatlan, and the adjacent
like thoſe of the pine-apple ; and the continent, it is highly probable that it
fruit grows in cluſters, like that of the might be produced in ſome of our own
cypreſs: It is alſo nearly of the ſhape of H iſlands, eſpecially the Bahama, ſome of
the cypreſs nut; the rind or ſhell is yel. which are in the very ſame latitude. The
low ; and the pulp like that of a white negle&t of the Spaniards can be no argu
tuna, with ſeeds ſomething larger than ment againſt our endeavouring to produce
thoſe of the tuna. It has a very pleaſant and make the proper uſe of it; for no
taſte, and a tartiſh ſweetneſs. This ſruit thing but the moſt extreme avarice, or the
- is endued with ſuch virtue, that it cleanſ moſt urgent neceſſity, can get the bette:
o

5

* See before, p. 244, and 245.
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A commodious HAR bour deſcribed.

of their lazineſs, indolence, and inatten

June

1603, when the Capitana and tender ſail

tion, as may appear from the Journal from ed out of this harbour.”
which I have given theſe extraćts ; for
By inſetting the above in your Maga
though a fort and ſettlement at Monte zine, for this month, you will oblige,
Rey, would be of infinite ſervice to their
June,
S I R,
trade, between the Eaſt-Indies and Mex 18, 1759.
Your friend and ſervant.
ico; and though it would be of the moſt A
dangerous conſequence to them, ſhould Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.
the Ruſſians take poſſeſſion of that har
Kent, June, 1759,
S I R,
bour, yet they have never yet attempted to
make a ſettlement there; and to ſhew
$ moſt people are pleaſed with aner
how eaſily it might be done, I ſhall, from
detes, the following one, which I
the ſame Journal, give you Don Vizcaino's lately met with in a work of ſome note,
-

account of the haſ bour and country as B will not, I preſume, be unacceptable to
follows.
“But to return to the harbour of

Monte-Rey, where the Capitana and

any of your readers, and therefore it is
readily ſent to you by
Your moſt humble Servant,

tender remained to take in wood and
water. This is an excellent harbour, and

Mr. Walpole in his Catalogue of the
ſecure againſt all winds. Near the ſhore Royal and Noble Authors of England, late
are an infinite number of very large pines, C ly publiſhed, when he comes to take notice
frait and ſmooth, fit for maſts and yards; of Philip duke of Wharton, acquaints his
likewiſe oaks of a prodigious ſize, proper readers with a remarkable anecdote (as he
for building ſhips. Here likewiſe are himſelf calls it) relating to the ſpeech his
roſe-trees, white-thorns, firs, willows, and Grace made, in the houſe of lords, at the
poplars; large clear lakes, fine paſtures, trial of biſhop Atterbury. His words are,
and arable lands. Wild beads, partisu “That his Grace, then in oppoſition to

larly bears of an uncommon fize, are D the court, went to Chelſea the day before
found here, and a ſpecies of horned cattle
reſembling buffaloes, and about the ſame

the laſt debate in that prelate's affair,

where a&ing contrition, he profeſſed being

others as large as wolves, and determined to work out his pardon at court
ſhaped like a flag, with a ſkin reſembling by ſpeaking againſ the biſhop; in order to
that of the pelican ; a long neck, and which he begged ſome hints. The mi
horns on the head, as large as thoſe of a nifier was deceived", and went thro’ the
flag; their tail is .." in length, and E whole cauſe with him, pointing out where
half a yard in breadth, and their hoof the ſtrength of the argument lay, and
cloven like that of an ox. The country where its ‘weakneſs. The duke was very
alſo abounds in deer, rabbets, hares, and thankful, returned to town, paſſed the
wild cats, buſtards, geeſe, ducks, pigeons, night in drinking, and, without going to
partridges, thruſhes, ſparrows, goldfinches; bed, went to the houſe of lords, where he

fize;

cranes and vultures are alſo found here, ſpoke for the biſhop, recapitulating, in the
together with another kind of bird of the F moſt maſterly manner, and anſwering all

bigneſs of a turkey; and the largeſt ſeen

during the whole voyage, being 17 ſpans
from the tip of one wing to that of the
other. Along the coaſt are great num

that had been urged againſt him”. One
would imagine that the duke immediately
ſaw more weakneſs, &c. than ſtrength in
the cauſe, altered his mind on that account,

bers of gulls, cormorants, crows, and

and would not work out his pardon on the
other ſea-fowl. In the rocks are a great terms he firſt propoſed. But, however that
many cavities, ſome like the matrices of G was, as we have Mr. Walpole's authority
a large ſhell-fiſh, with conques equal to (which muſt certainly be well-grounded)
the fineſt mother of pearl. The ſea that his Grace recapitulated in the moſt
abounds with oyſters, lobſters, crabs, &c. maſterly manner, and anſwered all that
Alſo huge ſea wolves and whales. This was urged againſ the biſhop, it ſeems to
harbour is ſurrounded with rancherias of

be matter of ſome wonder how he came to

Indians, a well looking, affable people, be found guilty
and very ready to part with every thing H
they have. They are alſo under ſome To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.
form of government. Their arms are
& 1 R,
bows and arrows. They expreſſed a
great deal of concern when they per
correſpondent Mr. Morton,
ceived the Spaniards were going to leave
(ſee p. 2; 1.) having endeavoured
them, which happened on the 3d of Jan. to make himſelf conſpicuous at the ex

Yoº

pence

• And deſerved; (ſure) for accepting ſuch rondition.

|
|

Answer to Mr. Morton.
287
pence of perſons of diſtinguiſhed charaćter, turally ariſe from the ſubject itſelf, and
1759.

º

zine to ſet that affair in its true light :

from the utter impoffibility of giving any
thing upon the principles of ſimple intereſt,

He tells us, that the diſcovery he pretends

that will bear the teſt of a demonſtration.

I crave a corner of your agreeable Maga

The very foundation of fimple intereſt is
many advantages, namely, the removing A not reconcilable either to truth or to equi
wiftculties, reciifying errors, and preventing ty; the ſuppoſing the intereſt of a ſum of
ite lºan of maney for imaginary gain ; (pro money to remain in the hands of the bor
bono publico, as Aſhley ſells his punch.) rowers, without a proper confideration, is
Publick ſpirit, Sir, is a rare virtue in this a real loſs to the lender; who ought to re
degenerate age ; but I am afraid that ceive the intereſt, year by year, as it be
candor itſelf will ſcarce admit this gentle comes due, unleſs he agrees to the con
to have made, will be attended with

man's plea, or allow that all theſe pains B trary, which has nothing to do in a caſe of
have been taken for the ſake of truth; as

equity. There is no other ſtandard by
which an annuity can be valued, than by
computing and comparing the reſpe&tive

it is well known to thoſe who have but a

ſlender inſight of theſe matters, that this
- pompous and ſolemn declaration is a real amounts of the ſums received on both
miſrepreſentation of facts, the theorem he fides, ſuppoſing all the money to be em
objects to having no place in real practice; ployed to the beſt advantage, and this can
all purchaſers of annuities, and the tables only be effected by the rules for compound
given by authors for that pur ſe, being C intereſt. Simple intereſt always ſuppoſes
computed at compound intereſt. And to ſomething loſt, or ſome money to lie idle,
ſhew farther how candidly your corre and is nearer to, or farther from the truth,
fpondent has a&ted, I beg leave to intro according as the ſums unemployed are
duce a quotation from one of the authors ſmall, or great, in compariſon of the money
in his own catalogue; who, after ſhewing employed. Theſe rules will, therefore,
how the theorem is divided, adds, “This give a near approximation to the truth,
theorem, which is given by authors for in all real caſes, when the time is ſhort;

finding the value of annuities according to D which was, I ſuppoſe, the reaſon of their
fimple intereſt, is rather a particular ſpeciet being firſt given. I am,
of compound intereſt,”—“but the valua

SIR, Your, &c.

June 29, 1759.
A. Z.
tion of annuities by ſimple intereſt being
P. S. If notwithſtanding what is here
a matter of more ſpeculation than real uſe,
I ſhall not ſtay to exemplify it, but pro ſaid, Mr. Morton is reſolved not to be con
ceed to compound intereſt”. Now, Sir, vinced, he is deſired, when he writes again,
can it be ſuppoſed, that this author was E to give a theorem founded on ſimple inte

unapprized of the true merit and extent

reſt, which will not be liable to the ſame

of that theorem, or of the concluſions that
it would lead to 2 Mr. Morton is not the

or like objećtions: It will be incumbent

firſt who has aſſumed importance on this

diſpute upou that iſſue.

upon him to do it; and I ſhall reſt the

retended diſcovery 3, other adepts, of the
Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON

ame claſs, have been illuſtrious on this ſub

jećt, by treating with contempt the under F
Aanding of authors who couldbe guilty of ſuch
abſurdities. But none of theſe penetrating
gentlemen have condeſcended to inform us
from whence the error ariſes. Mr. Morton

indeed tells us, that it ariſes by equating

ºtt tº ; a reaſon
prº + wiit, tº
—i-

M.A.G.A.Z IN E.

S I R,
HE common theorem for diſcover

ing the rate per cent. made of the
purchaſe, by one who buys annuities,
&c. computed at ſimple intereſt; which is

G given by Mr. J. Ward, Dr. Harris,
Mr. Thomas

worthy of his ſagacity, which amounts
to juſt nothing. He ought to have ſhewn,
from the nature of the ſubject, that thoſe

º: of Woolwich, &c.
ºf u -

viz, R =

-

-

:FTT-7. " certainly u

quantities do not truly expreſs the values niverſally true, notwithſtanding what
they are ſuppoſed to repreſent, or that

Mr. C. Morton has ſaid to the contrary. For

equating them is repugnant to eſtabliſhed if the purchaſe money be greater, equal,
principles. But this is a point above the H or leſs than 3ool. to be paid for 75l. a
reach of theſe improvers of£. who year, to continue nine years. What is the
not anſwerable, as being neither miſtakes

rate per cent. fimple intereſt? Anſwer. In
#. caſe, the intereſt will, in many
caſes, be ſmall enough, and in others, ex

in judgment or calculation, but what na

ceedingly large; in the ſecond caſe in

magnify themſelves by confidently charg

ing authors with errors for which they are
2

the

-

finite ;
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finite; and in the third or laſt caſe im

tacked by the Panther.—I. Battery of
poſſible: And is no other than what the three guns.—K. Battery of ſeven guns
theorem ought to give, and is ſtiićtly true. 'attacked by the Burford and Berwick,
Now any one that is but ſuperficially driven off ſoon after the attack begun.-L.
verſed in mathematicks, may eaſily per Battery of ſix guns, with an 18-pounder
ceive the rock againſt which Mr. Morton

en barbette, attacked by the Rippon, who

hath ſtruck, inſtead of thoſe gentlemen he A

ran aground in coming up to it.—M.
Entrenchment of the enemy, lined with

has ſo falſely accuſed :

He not under

ſtanding their method of equating the
theorem, for finding the amount of a
ſum lent at ſimple intereſt, viz. PR t + P
= A, with that for finding the amount

of an annuity at fimple intereſt, namely,
**R it – tR u + 2 t u

= A, in order to

troops.-N. Battery of fix guns.—O. The
Briſtol coming up to the afiſtance of the

Rippon, aground, and played upon by the
batteries K, L, and the muſquetry in the

trenches at M.-P. The Roebuck firing

B upon the battery at N, which had begun
tº play upon the Rippon;–Q_Commo

2.

get a theorem for determining P, R, t or u. dore Moore at the head of the tranſports,
Yet methinks he might eaſily have ſeen, with his broad pendant flying on board
that the two laſt equations muſt a&ually the Woolwich irigate. —R. Tranſports
be made equal to each other, in order to with the troops.-S. Berwick and Bur
determine the preſent value of the annu ford drove off from battery K.—T. Camp,
ity, &c. For it is evident, that if the preſent C after relanding of the troops.
value of the annuity was put out at fimple
HE Comet which at this time makes
intereſt, the intereſt thereof for any num
its appearance, is probably that which
ber of years, added to the purchaſe appeared in the year 1682. We have en
money, muſt, it is manifeſt, be equal to deavoured, by the annexed Plan, to make
the fimple intereſt that would ariſe from the pathofthis comet as apparent aspofible.
that annuity, unpaid for the ſame num It is a Map of that part of the heavens,
ber of years, when added to the ſum of D with the ſtars and conſtellations it paſſes, in
all the rents that would become

due :

its way; taken from Senex's globe, 14
For if it was not ſo, there could be no

equality between the buyer and ſeller.
This (I think) is a full anſwer to the ob
jećtions by Mr. Morton. I am,
Your, &c.
New-Rope-Walk
pe
Portimouth-Common,

George Brown.

June 4, 1759.

inches diameter. We have alſo given a
draught of a cometary teleſcope, and qua
drant for obſerving the comet in the eaſieſt
and moſt exact manner; the teleſcope takes

in eight degrees, and is furniſhed with a
ſcrew micrometer, to meaſure the diſtance

of the comet from any ſtar that can be ſeen
with it, to a minute of a degree; by this

HE officer who tranſmitted the Plan

means its viſible place in the heavens, or
of the general attack upon the Iſland on the globe, may be remarked; and from
of Guadalupe, which fronts the title, thence its right aſcenſion, declination,
ſays, in his letter, that Baſſe-Terre was F longitude, latitude, &c. becomes known.
very ſtrong and well fortified, and upon
REFERENces.
viewing it, he wondered how we were able
Fig.
I.
The
ſolar ſyſtem.—Fig. II. A
to take it, at the general attack on January
23. Of that attack (with a full deſcription Map of the ſtarry part of the heavens, in
of Baſſe-Terre and the Iſland of Guada

which the Comet paſſes.—Fig. III. The

lupe) we have given accounts, p. 142-145,

path of the Comet.—Fig. IV. An azimuth
quadrant, to which is fitted a teleſcope
G which takes in eight degrees of the hea

to which we refer our readers, and to an

accurate Map of the Iſland, p. 144.
References to the PLAT E.
A. The citadel, Fort Charles, mount

vens, with two micrometer ſcrews, A, B,
by which was meaſured the Comet's diſ

tance from fixed ſtars to aſcertain its place

before-mentioned. (a) The place where
batteries.—B. Town of Baſſe-Terre.—
it was obſerved, May 5, at 9.(b) The 6th
C. Grand redoubt, or Dos d'Aſne, where at 10 at night. (c) May the 18th half
the French governor retired after the H after 9. (d) Its place the 21ſt at 10.
burning of Baſſe-Terre.—D. Mountains (e) Its place the ad of May.
For a full account of Comets, and of the
aſcending to the Dos d'Aſne.—E. Battery
of 9 guns, attacked by the Lion.—F. Bat preſent Comet, our readers may conſult
tery of two guns, playing upon the Lion, our Vols. for 1747, p. 140, 141 ; 1744,
Juring the attack.-G. The Cambridge, p. 46, 145 ; 1748, p. 187 j 1757, p.
Norfolk, and St. George, attacking the 211, 51.3, 514; 1758, p. 463, 313, 464,
ing 46 pieces of cannon, with two bomb

citadel A.-H. Battery of 12 guns at
-

4.

564, and our Preſent Volume, p. 27#he

Tº 1

-

—sº

ZTVºz. [T]
Sºgº-

_-

/27
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Dec. 1, 1757, with an Ae
rount of all the material ºffions therein determined, and of the political Diſpute,
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 238.
N March 3, a motion was made
by Sir John Philipps, that an ac:
count of the charge of the ſeveral
works carried on at Gibraltar, by the
particular order of the lord Tyrawley,
late governor there, ſhould be laid before

O

weights and meaſures to be uſed for the
future ; and a committee was appointed

accordingly, with power to adjourn, from
time to time, and from place to place, as

they ſhould think fit, and to ſend for per
ſons, papers, and records.

the houſe, together with the report and A . This committee continued fitting, from
opinion of the chief engineer, in regard time to time, until May 26, when the
to the ſaid works ; after which it was lord Carysfort reported, that the com
moved, that the following entry in the mittee had enquired accordingly, had
eſtimate of the charge of the office of conſidered the laws relating thereto, and
ºrdnance for the year 1758, land ſervice, had directed him to report the obſerva
might be read, viz. money iſſued to an tions of the committee thereupon, toge
ſwer bills of Exchange, on account of B ther with their opinion of the moſt effec
alterations and additions to the fortifica

tions, new lines, batteries, and works at

tual means for aſcertaining and enforcing
uniform and certain ſtandards of weights

Gibraltar; and the ſame being read, the and meaſures to be uſed for the future ;
ſaid firſt motion was agreed to, and ac and the ſaid report being taken into con
fideration on June 2, the boxes, contain
cordingly ordered.
March 7, this account, together with ing the ſtandards referred to in the ſaid re.
a paper, entitled, “Report and Obſerva C port, were brought to the table, after
tions—Gibraltar 1758,” were laid before which the reſolutions of the committee
the houſe, and ordered to lie upon the were, with amendments to ſome of them,
table, to be peruſed by the members ; agreed to by the houſe, and then were as
-

and, on the moth, the ſaid account and

followeth :

paper were referred to a committee of the

1. That it is neceſſary, in order effec
tually to aſcertain and enforce uniform
his majeſty's chief engineer, and alſo D and certain ſtandards of weights and
major-general Napier, col. Watſon, and meaſures to be uſed for the future, that
the ſaid lord Tyrawley, were ordered to all the ſtatutes relating thereto ſhould be
attend the ſaid committee. Beſide theſe, reduced into one ačt of parliament, and
ſome other gentlemen were afterwards or all the ſaid ſtatutes now in being, ſubſe
dered to attend, and ſome other papers, quent to the great charter, repealed.
whole houſe.

On the 22d, col. Skinner,

*.
with ſeveral plans, profiles, &c.
ef the city and fortifications of Gibraltar,

2. That the diſtance between the two

reſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee,

points in the gold ſtuds in the braſs rod
deſcribed in this report, and delivered
herewith, ought to be the length called a
yard, and the inſtrument alſo herewith

the ſaid papers, plans, &c. having been

delivered adjuſted to the ſame length,

were laid before the houſe ; and, on

April 13, the houſe, according to order,
firſt referred thereunto, when the lord

ought to be preſerved and uſed for fizing
meaſures of length at the Exchequer, and
utility of the ſeveral new works that had F that one third part of the ſaid length,
been added by his order and dire&tion, called the yard, ſhould be a foot, and
that the committee came to no reſolution, the 12th part of that third or foot deemed
one inch.
and conſequently made no report.
On March 22, it was reſolved mem.
3. That all meaſures of length what
con. that a committee be appointed to en ſoever ſhould be taken in parts, multi
quire into the original ſtandards of weights ples, or certain proportions of the ſaid
and meaſures in this kingdom, and to ſtandard yard.
4. That meaſures, called meaſures of
conſider the laws relating thereto, and to
report their obſervations thereupon, to capacity, ſhould be aſcertained according
#. with their opinion of the moſt ef contained.
to the number of cubical inches therein
e&ual means for aſcertaining and en
forcing uniform and certain ſtandards of
G 9
5. That
June, 1759.

Tyrawley ſo fully and clearly ſhewed the

-

-
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And after theſe reſolutions were agreed
5. That all meaſures of the ſame de
nomination, whether of liquids or of dry to, it was ordered, that the ſaid report,
goods, ought to contain the ſame number with the appendix thereunto, and the
of cubical inches, and that the gallon proceedings of the houſe thereupon, ſhould
ought to contain 282 ſuch inches, and be printed ; and alſo that the ſaid boxes
the quart one fourth of the gallon, and ſhould be locked up by the clerk of the
A houſe, and kept by him ; which ſhews
the pint one half of the quart.
, 6. That the buſhel ought to contain that they intend to proceed upon this im
eight of the ſaid gallons, and the quarter portant buſineſs in ſome future ſeſſion ;
eight ſuch buſhels; and all other meaſures, and as the reſolutions have been in this
called meaſures of capacity, ought to be manner previouſly publiſhed, and may be
taken in parts, multiples, or proportional maturely conſidered by the traders in every
part of the kingdom, it will be their fault
parts of the ſaid gallon.

7. That all goods meaſured by any of B if every inconvenience that can poſſibly
ariſe from ſuch a general regulation, be
not properly guarded againſt, in any new
ſtrike of the ſame diameter from one end
law that may hereafter be enacted for this
to the other.
purpoſe.
Having thus given an account of all
8. That the ſtandard of weight ought
to be the pound herewith delivered, de the moſt material affairs that happened in
ſcribed in this report, and made upon the C this ſeſſion, I have now nothing to add,
examination and review of the ſeveral
but that on the zoth of June, the lords
preſent ſtandard Troy weights therein authoriſed by virtue of his majeſty's com
mentioned, and that the 12th part of the miſfions, for declaring his royal aſſent to
ſaid pound ſhould be an ounce, the zoth ſeveral ačts, agreed upon by both houſes,
part of ſuch ounce a penny-weight, and and for proroguing the then preſent parlia
the 24th part of ſuch penny-weight a ment, did deſire the immediate attend

the ſaid meaſures of capacity, ſhould not
be heaped, but ſtricken with a round

Dance of the honourable houſe of com

grain.

9. That all other weights ſhould be mons in the houſe of peers, to hear the
taken from parts, multiples, or certain commiſſions read; and Mr. Speaker, with
the houſe, having accordingly gone up,
proportions of the ſaid ſtandard pound.
Io. That all contracts, bargains, ſales, the lords commiſſioners, after declaring.
and dealings, ought to be taken and ad and notifying the royal aſſent to the ſaid
judged to be according to the ſtandards aćts, concluded the ſeſſion with the fol
aforeſaid, and that no perſon ſhould re E lowing ſpeech, which was delivered to
cover the price of goods ſold, or the both houſes by the lord keeper of the
goods themſelves, or any damages on ac great ſeal.
count of any contračts, bargains, ſales,
My Lords and Gentlemen,
or dealings, but according to the ſaid
ſtandards.
E have received the king's com
11. That it ought to be made penal for
mands upon this occaſion, to
any perſon to have in his poſſeſſion any F aſſure you that his majeſty has the deepeſt,
meaſure or weight that is not agreeable to ſenſe of the loyalty and good affections.
the aforeſaid ſtandards.

demonſtrated by his parliament, through

r2. That it ought to be made highly
penal for any perſon to make or ſell any
meaſure or weight that is not agreeable

out the whole courſe of this ſeſſion. The

to the aforeſaid ſtandards.

zeal which you have ſhewn for his ma
jeſty's honour and real intereſt in all parts,
your earneſtneſs to ſurmount every diffi

13. That for the forcing an uniformity G culty, and your ardour to carry on the
in the weights and meaſures to be uſed for
the future, no perſon ought to be per
mitted to make weights or meaſures, with
out having firſt obtained a proper licence
for that purpoſe, upon the payment of a

war with the utmoſt vigour, in order to a
ſafe and honourable peace, muſt convince
all the world, that the ancient ſpirit of

the Britiſh nation is ſtill ſubſiſting in its

full force.
His majeſty has alſo commanded us to
14. That all meaſures, called meaſures Hacquaint you, that he has taken all ſuch
of capacity, to be hereafter made, ought meaſures, as have appeared to be moſt
to be marked with the name of the maker; conducive to anſwer your publick ſpirited.
and after a proper examination of the views and wiſhes.
meaſure, the ſame to be ſtamped with the
Thro' your aſſiſtance, and by the bleſ.
initial letters of the name of the perſon fing of God upon the sonduct and bravery

certain ſum. .

who has examined it.

-

-

of the combined army, his majeſty has
-

been

º
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been enabled not only to deliver his do
minions in Germany from the oppreſſions
and devaſtations of the French, but to

puſh our advantages on this fide of the
Rhine.

291
of Kingſton were preſently after that

treaty employed by the company as their
agents or factors at Jamaica; and tho’

that contrast might have been of great
advantage to this nation, yet it prºved of

His majeſty has cemented the union great prejudice to the iſland of Jamaica,
between him and his good brother the A which was ſhrewdly ſuſpected to be ow
king of Pruſſia, by new engagements, ing chiefly to the factors employed by the
with which you have been already fully South-Sea company in that iſland, and in
acquainted.
the Spaniſh dominions in America. For
Our fleets and armies are now ačtually it is well known that ever ſince Jamaica
-

semployed in ſuch expeditions, as appeared

has been in our poſſeſſion, a ſmuggling

likely to annoy the enemy in the moſt

trade has been carried on between that

fenſible manner, to promote the welfare B iſland and the Spaniſh Main, ſometimes

and proſperity of theſe kingdoms, and

particularly to preſerve our rights and

with a ſecret and purchaſed connivance
of the Spaniſh governors, and often with

poſſeſſions in America, and to make France

out any ſuch connivance.

feel our juſt weight and real ſtrength in

certainly the intereſts of the company and

thoſe parts.

Now it was

His majeſty truſts in the

all their factors, to prevent, as much as

Divine Providence, that they may be

poſſible, any ſuch ſmuggling trade being

bleſſed with ſuch ſucceſs, as will moſt ef. C carried on from Jamaica ; becauſe the
more it could be prevented, the more

fečtually tend to theſe great and deſirable
ends.

ready vent, and the higher price they
might expe&t for what goods they could

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,
carry to the Spaniſh Main, by the ex
We are particularly commanded by the preſs terms of the aſſicnto contract, or
1<ing, to return you #: thanks for thoſe under that pretence by a connivance with
ample ſupplies, which you have ſo freely D the Spaniſh governors; and as it is not
and unanimouſly given. His majeſty very extraordinary to find merchants ſi
grieves for the burthens of his people ; crificing the intereſt of their country to
but your readineſs in ſupporting the war their private advantage, it is ſuſpe&ted,
is the moſt probable Means, the ſooner that the South-Sea fačtors took all the
to deliver you from it. You may be aſ methods they could think of to put a ſtop
fured that nothing will be wanting on his to the ſmuggling trade from Jamaica, one

majeſty's part to ſecure the moſt frugal E of which was the adviſing and inciting
management.

•

the Spaniards to fit out guarda coſtas,
and to give theſe guarda coſtas inſtructions
to ſearch all ſhips they met with in the

My Lords and Gentlemen,
His majeſty has dire&ted us to repeat American ſeas, and to ſeize and confiſ
his recommendation to you, to promote cate every, ſhip that had on board any
harmony and good agreement amongſt his Spaniſh gold or ſilver, or any of the ma
faithful ſubjects, and to make the up F nufactures or produce of their ſettlements
rightneſs and purity of his intentions and in America, by which the people of Ja
meaſures rightly underſtood. Exert your maica ſuffered greatly for many years,
ſelves in maintaining the peace and good not only in their ſmuggling trade with
order of the country, by enforcing obe the Spaniſh Main, but even in their law
dience to the laws and lawful authority; ful trade with Great-Britain and the Bri
and by making the people ſenſible, how tiſh plantations, as the Spaniards under
much they hurt their own true intereſt by G this pretence ſeized and confiſcated mott
the contrary pračtice.

unjuſtly a great number of ſhips trading

For their fakes the king has command
ed us to preſs this upon you ; for their
true intereſt and happineſs are his ma
jeſty's great and conſtant objećt.
[The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion to be begun

to or from Jamaica.

The trade of the South Sea company,

and conſequently this pyratical trade of
the Spaniſh guarda coſtas, was a little in
terrupted by the ſort of war that hap
in our next.]
H pened between Spain and us in 17 is ;
but as the war, tho’ begun by us, ſeemed
Account of the British Colonies in the to be proſecuted only by Spain, the peo
Iſlands of AMER Ica, commonly called the ple of Jamaica could fit out no privateers,
Weſt-Indies, continued from p. 241.
nor make an attack upon any of the Spa
N conſequence of the aſſiento contraćt niſh ſettlements in their neighbourhood,
procured for our South. Sea company to atone for the loſſes they had met with
O o 2.
by the treaty of Utrecht, two merchants

June
Rebellious Ngorces ſubdued.
292
in time of peace ; and ſoon after the war ral detachments ſent out, the chief of
-

was ended, the iſland was almoſt ruined,
and above 4oo people drowned or killed,

which was put under capt. Stoddart, who
was to march and attack the chief habita
by a moſt terrible hurricane and inunda tion of theſe negroes, called Nanny Town,
tion, which happened on Auguſt 28, 1722. in the Blue Mountains. As this town
As the hurricane came from the north was firuated on a ſteep mountain, and
eaſt, the inundation began on the 27th at A could be come at only by one narrow paſ

night, before any wind was felt on the
ſouthern or weſtern ſide of the iſland, and
was occaſioned by the prodigious quantity of water which the hurricane drove
before it into the bay of Mexico ; for
the hurricane itſelf began upon the north

ſage, the captain foreſaw the danger his
party would be expoſed to, and the loſs

É.
-

muſt ſuſtain, ſhould the rebels be

.."; ſo as to give them time to guard
and defend this paſſage, therefore he
marched with all º: ſilence and diſ

eaſt ſide of the iſland above 12 hours be-B patch, and approached near to the foot of
fore it was felt at Port Royal, which was the mountain juſt before night. As ſoon
not till about eight in the morning, and
in ſeven or eight hours the hurricane and
inundation deſtroyed, or very much da

as it was dark he began with the ſame fi
lence to mount the narrow paſſage, car
rying along with him, tho' with great
maged, not only moſt of the houſes and difficulty, three field pieces ; and having
plantations in the iſland, and moſt of the reached the top of the mountain a little
flips in their harbours and roads, but c before day-light, he planted his field
alſº their forts and magazines, as we may pieces upon an eminence within reach of
an addreſs to the king ſent home upon
this melancholy occaſion by the governor

the town, and raiſed a breaſt-work for
the defence of his men, with ſo little
noiſe, that the firſt notice the rebels had

and council.

And as the former hurri

of his approach, was a diſcharge from

cane had happened upon the very ſame

his field pieces with cartridge-ſhot, as

judge from what they themſelves ſay in

day, juſt ten years before, they began to D ſoon as it began to be light. This ſo
confider it as a day fatal to the iſland, ſurprized the rebels, that tho’ ſome of
therefore they paſſed an ačt appointing them endeavoured to defend their town,
the 28th of Auguſt to be always obſerved . they all ſoon took to their heels, and
as an anniverſary day of faſting and hu many of them were killed in the purſuit
miliation.

-

As the duke of Portland had, before

by the ſhot, or by tumbling over the pre
cipices. Thus by his good conduct he

this hurricane happened, been appointed E obtained a compleat vićtory, and deſtroyed
governor of Jamaica, he arrived there their town, and all their ſtores of provi
with his dutcheſs on December 22 follow

ing, and it ſo raiſed the ſpirits, or rather
the pride of the people, to have a mºn
of ſuch high quality for their goverror,
that, notwithſtanding their diſtreſs, they

paſſed an act for ſettling upon him, a
much higher ſalary than they had ever
before ſettled upon any governor ; but
they did not long enjoy this honour, or
ſuffer by the expence it occaſioned ; for
his grace died of a violent ſever on July
4, 1726.

fions, with little or no loſs.

Another body of the rebels were ſoon
after attacked by a detachment of our
troops under capt. Edmunds, and many
of them killed or taken piiſoners, which
F diſheartened them ſo much, that they ne
ver appeared afterwards in any confide
rable body; but as great numbers of them
ſtill continued in the

moſt inacceſſible

parts of the mountains, and often came
down in ſmall parties to plunder and mur

der the people in the neareſt plantations,
Refore the year 1734, the number of G the people of Jamaica deſpaired of being

rebellious negroes in the mountains of able to extirpate them entirely, therefore
Jamaica had ſo increaſed either by pro Edward Trelawney, Eſq; ſoon after his
creation or by the addition of runaways, arrival at his government of Jamaica, ſet.
that they were become of dangerous con on foot a negociation with the chief cap
ſequence to the peace of the iſland, and tains of theſe rebel negroes, which at laſt
prevented the extending any plantations ended in a treaty, concluded March 1,
towards the mountains ; therefore in that H 1738-9, and confirmed by an ačt of the
year there arrived eight independent com aſſembly, by which they all ſubmitted,
panies fºrt from England to aſſiſt the in upon the conditions therein mentioned,
habitants of Jamaica to reduce or deſiroy to his majeſty's government, and have
theſe web-ls. Soon after the arrival of ever ſince not only behaved peaceably,
theſe cºmpanies the iſland was by procla but have been very uſeful in ſeizing and
rºom put under martial law, and ſeve returning runaway negroes, aud in bred
5

ing
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Our happy Situation.

ing cattle and raiſing proviſions in that
part of the iſland allotted to them, which
they ſell to the white people of the iſland
at ſuch prices as they can agree for. But
it is to be hoped that all poſſible care will
be taken to induce their progeny, by pro
per
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Duration of future Aſſemblies, paſſed in the

year 1741 " ; and another entitled, An
Ait for chufing the Member of Aſſembly of
this Iſland by Ballot, and for the more effec
tual preventing Abuſes and indirect Prac

tices in Elections, paſſed in the year 1751.

rewards, to turn Chriſtians, and to A Both theſe ačts are mentioned in the table

intermarry with the white people of the as publick acts repealed or expired; but
iſland ; for if they ſhould continue to in I am apt to believe, they were both re
termarry only among themſelves, and to jećted here at home. If ſo, it is a proof
multiply, as they certainly will do, by that the people of Jamaica have done all
propagation, it may hereafter be of the that lay in their power, to ſecure their
moſt dangerous conſequence to the white liberties not only againſt open force, but
People of that island.
B alſo againſt bribery and corruption ; the
By this treaty the internal tranquillity laſt .#. is of the moſt dangerous
of Jamaica was ſecured, and it was happy conſequence to the liberties of a brave
for the iſland it was ſo ; for the very ſame and free people, as poiſon in the hands of
year a new war broke out between Spain a pretended friend, is a more dangerous
and us, which not only freed the people inflrument, than the ſharpeſt ſword in the
of Jamaica from ſuffering any longer by hands of a declared enemy.
the depredations of Spaniſh guarda coſtas,
but gave them an opportunity to make ° To the AUT Ho R ºf the LoNDo N
. M A G A Z IN E.
good their former loſſes by fitting out pri
S I R,
vateers, and this they had the more free
T is an undoubted poſition that the
- dom-to do, as they had now nothing to
French are the moſt rancorous and
diſturb their internal tranquillity. Ac
cordingly, as ſoon as their governor, by dangerous enemies of Great Britain.
orders from hence, iſſued letters of re D. They certainly have an inherent envy,
prizal, they began to fit out privateers, and an inceſſant animoſity towards us.
many of which they ſent to ſea
Their king and his counſellors are con
ſtantly forming ſubdolons and pernicicus
1he war, with great ſucceſs both again
the Spaniards and the French ; and this ſtratagems to ruin us, and are ever watch
ſeems to be all the ſhare they had in that ing to take the advantage, like the Ro
war; for I do not find that they were man Retiarii in combat, to caſt a net
ever once attacked by, or that they aſſiſt E over our heads, and entangle us in diffi
ed in any attack that was made upon the culties, that they may the more eaſily and
enemy, as if they had foreſeen what effe&ually diſpatch us. They have an ar
would happen at the concluſion of the dent luſt to invade this renowned iſland,
war ; for by the treaty of peace at Aix to diſpoſſeſs her king of his crown, to
la Chapelle, they were left as much ex overturn her conſtitution, and extirpate
poſed to the depredations of the Spaniſh her religion; to deſtroy her trade and
guarda coſtas, as they were before the F commerce, to lay the ſervile French yoke
war began ; but as the aſſiento contračt on the necks of her ſree-born ſons, and
ſoon after expired, and conſequently our make them the vaſſals of domination, or
South-Sea company could have no longer the vićtims of tyranny.
any factors at Jamaica or upon the Spa
For thoſe ſtrong reaſons, we ought
niſh Main, we have ſince had very few with the moſt devout adoration and fer
complaints of any ſuch depredations ; vent gratitude, to thank God for our

.#

nor has there anything very remarkable G happy eſtabliſhment under the protection
ſince happened in the iſland of Jamaica,
at leaſt before the commencement of the
preſent war, except a furious hurricane
on O&tober 20, 1744, of which there is

: a full account in the London Magazine
for 1745, p. 150.

of the beſt of kings, who, at all times,
and upon all occaſions, ſhows himſelf
more follicitous to preſerve our ineſtima
ble bleſfings, than even the malignant
enemy is to deſtroy them. No prince
can be more benevolent to his ſubjećts,

I ſhall therefore conclude this hiſtory H none more brave againſt his enemies,
with obſerving, that the form of govern
ment, the trade, and the produce of Ja
maica, is much the ſame with thoſe of

Barbadoes ; only I muſt add, that in the
printed table of the Jamaica laws I ob
ſerve ene thiitled, An Aći for
limiting the
as

than our good and great ſovereign, who
will never tamely fifter an audacious at
tempt to wreſt the happineſs of his people
out of their hands, and tear his crown

from his head. No. His majeſty, even

in his advanced age, ſtill has a moſt vi
-

5
a. * * *.

gorous,

EN.com IUM on Mr. P-Tr.
June
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gorous, a moſt zealous patriotiſm of ſoul, ful condition, to entertain a ſlaviſh fear *
and “needs no omen to draw his ſword,

Has not the wiſeſt of men told us, that

but his country's cauſe.” On ſuch a
momentous occaſion, as is mentioned
above, our magnanimous monarch, with

of the ſuccours which reaſon offereth?’”

a prompt ſpirit and an intrepid heart,

Blitons to harbour ſuch a treacherous

“fear is nothing elſe, but the betraying
Will it not be very inglorious for true

would devote his own perſon to arms at A paſſion in their breafts Let us not, my
the head of his beloved Britons, and, as countrymen, be daffardiſed by the illuſive
he has long affectionately lived their fa menaces of a foreign foe, or the inſidious
ther, would bravely dare to die their cap whiſpers of a domeſtick fačtion.
We know he is undaunted amidſt

On the other hand let us review the

the greateſt dangers and horrors of war :
We know, and the French felt, that he

French, our implacable and fraudful com
petitors. They are greatly embarraſſed

zain.

feught at the memorable battle of Oude: B and diſtreſſed in the progreſs of the pre
mard with diſtinguiſhed courage, and ſent red-hot quarrel which they originally
there diſplayed an excellence of martial and iniquitouſly commenced againſt us.
virtue, when the children of France, and
the Pretender, fled before him.

They were the incendiaries who firſt
lighted the fire of this war, and have
now cauſed it to be blown up into ſuch

But, if the French ſhould audaciouſly
attempt to invade this iſland, and we fierce and vehement flames, that they
fhould behold our venerable and valiant C themſelves are the moſt ſeverely burnt by
king with his ſword drawn, we will aſ them. For this reaſon may we not truly
femple about his ſacred perſon with a re - ſay in the phraſe of Scripture, that “the
doubled ardour of Britiſh

ſpirit,

and ex -wicked are ſnared in the works of their

ert the very utmoſt of our vigour and va
lour to cover his head, and guard his
important life, in the day of battle ; or,

own hands 2" May we not juſtly pro
nounce, that the calamities, with which
they perfidiouſly deſigned to have annoyed

in the emphatic language of an eminent D us, are fallen very heavy upon their own
military officer upon another occaſion, we heads We all of us have the pride and
will, in the joint cauſe of heaven and the pleaſure of knowing that his majeſty's
earth, our religion and our liberty, either meaſures and arms have obtained ſeveral
deſtroy like miniſtring angels, or die an fignal conqueſts over the French, have
a my of martyrs.
bravely taken from them divers advanta
However, we rural folks cannot pre geous ſettlements, and cut off fundry of
tend to know when and whether the E their important reſources of wealth and
French will, or will not, invade this power. Theſe ſtill remain celebrated at
kingdom ; we underſtand not the deeps chievements and illuſtrious ſucceſſes; and
and the ſlallows of their policy ; but, as we may tell it in Gath, and publiſh it in
Mr. P—tt, that right wiſe, able, faithful, - the ſtreets of Aſkelon, that (under the
and vigilant miniſter, is all eye and at - favour of heaven) they are the fruits of
tention to the good of the ſtate, and takes Britiſh wiſdom and Britiſh fertitude. Theſe
affiduous and intenſe care to ſecure it F are two generous and efficacious virtues that
from danger and detriment, we think are ſo bold in making patriot attempts,
there is no reaſon (at this junèture) to and ſo happy in executing them, that, in
admit any painful apprehenſions of our a ſhort ſeries of time, they have blazoned
hoſtile neighbours. Let us make a few the name of the king with glory, bleſſed
calm and rational refle&tions. The im
the hearts of his people with gladneſs,
portant concerns of this realm ſtand high and exalted the fame, the fortune, and
on the advantage ground, and keep a G the figure of our dear and deſerving
very ſtrong and ſteady poſture : His ma country.
ANGlo-BritANN Us.
jeſty's councils are ſtill inſpired with clear
wiſdom, his armies with firm courage,
Extrač from The Uſefulneſs of a Know
and his fleets with fearleſs reſolution :
There is a conſummate miniſter at the
ledge of Plants : Illuſtrated in various
Inſtances relating to Medicine, Huſ
helm, who, under the influence of God,
and the countenance of the king, has H. bandry, Arts, and Commerce. With
eaſy Means of Information. . By J.
outdone the enemy as much in the pru
dence and execution of his plans, as in

HILL, M. D.

the juſtice and dignity of his cauſe. Are
not theſe heart chearing and inſpiriting

“Q O far as medicine depends on plants,

circumſtances 2 Can it then become free

equally to its ſicceſs in the preſent prac
tice, and to its advancement by new and

Blitons, in this powerful and very hope

a knowledge of them is eſſential
uftful

_–

º
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uſeful diſcoveries. Who ſhall depend up

names; but that is too eſtabliſhed to be al

on the virtues of an herb, a root, or ſeed,

tered; the care muſt now be to make them

when it is impoſſible he ſhould know whe underſtood. The knowing plants diſtinctly
ther he really takes them Or how ſhall is the immediate buſineſs of thoſe who
the phyſician judge of their effects, who keep ſhops for the ſale of them; and the
is not ſure that they were given Yet this meaneſt ſervant who is allowed to offi
uncertainty is too juſtly founded upon the Aciate, ſhould be compelled alſo to learn

preſent ignorance and inattention of the

their differences.

feveral ranks thro' whoſe hands all pre

which my particular care in ſeeing the
plants, ſaved the lives of thoſe who were
to have taken them : May we not juſtly
think many are loſt where the abuſe is

parations muſt paſs between the phyſician's

Theſe are inſtances in

preſcription and the patient. We ſee in
imple medieines of this kind the abuſe is
great ; doubtleſs in compounds it is not diſcovered 2
greater : Nor is the miſchief confined B . The true wild valerian, eminently uſe
even within theſe bounds. Tradition tells
ful in nervous diſorders, was no where to
the mother of a family this herb or that be had, before the fraud of ſelling a wrong
will cure the diſorders of her children ;

kind was ſhewn (ſee our laſt Vol. p. 361,

but ſhe is deceived when ſhe makes the

362.) but now the ſhops are full of it;
phyſicians find its original excellence,
name.
and the drug has recovered its long-loſt
Mr. Davies, on the great ſucceſs of the C eſtimation.
The roots of the common double
bardana in the gout, took for three weeks,
in vain, a nauſeous infuſion of the root of flowered piony, are ſold for medicinal
common blunt leaved dock. This had been
uſes : Whereas the phyſicians direčt only
dug up to ſell under the name of the thoſe of the fimple kind, called, for di
flarp-pointed dock, famous in ſcorbutick ſtinétion, the male piony; and experience
caſes; and by a ſecond abuſe was palmed ſhews theſe alone have the full virtue.
upon the purchaſer under this other name. D Nay, it is not long fince, that in the place
. A few months ſince, the younger Mr. of the common dropwort, an eſculent root,
Delaval acquainted me he had been uſing the hemlock dropwort was brought to one
the black bryony root externally for a fixed who wanted it 5 the moſt fatal of all the
diſorder in his ſide, by the preſcription of Engliſh poiſons.
Dr. James; but without any effect. En
We ſee ſome plants of little efficacy,
quiring into the ſymptoms which would and others of different qualities from thoſe
have neceſſarily appeared upon the appli-E intended, are ſold under their ſeveral
cation of that medicine, I found he had titles: Nay, ſometimes ſuch as are de
felt nothing of them ; and on producing ſtructive. Under the name of bugle, an
the root, it appeared he had been all the excellent ſub-aſtringent and balſamick,
time uſing the white bryony; a plant, tho’ they ſell vipers bugloſs, a detergent of
idly called by the ſame generical term, yet more power than is generally known;
for the black haarhound, an anti-hyſteiick
altogether different in its virtue.
. The inner bark of the ſmall ſhrub Fran F medicine, they ſell the white hoarhound, a
gala, is a cathartick equal to any of the pećtoral ; for little celendine, uſeful againſt
foreign drugs, and is peculiarly excellent the piles, great celendine, good in diſorders.
againſt obſtinate cutaneous diſorders. I of the eyes; and for the true black helle
ordered this to a perſon who had ſuch a bore, famous for many virtues, and no
complaint ; and they ſold him, in its harſh medicine, they fell always the green
name, the bark of common alder, an a flowered baffard bellebore, or the great
ſtringent.
G ſetterwort; giving to infants a violent
To a poor perſon periſhing under a medicine inwardly, whoſe proper uſe is
jaundice, I directed the Dulcamara, a me externally for cattle.
If from medicine we turn our eyes to
dicine ſuperior to all others in the laſt
ſtage of that diſeaſe ; and ſhe received agriculture, the proſpe&t is the ſame :
inſtead of it the common nightſhade. This Great advantages are in our reach; but if
might have been of fatal conſequence ; we negle&t to underſtand the ſubjects, we
for the doſe of the other is ſo large, that H ſhall loſe them.
All know how lately we are become
an equal quantity of this muſt needs have
been deſtructive. Both theſe abuſes roſe
acquainted in England with what are called
from errors of the ſame kind : We call
the artificial graffes, plants raiſed by tillage
the Frangula, Black Alder; and the Dul for the food of cattle ; nor is there any
camara, Woody Nightſhade. They were to one who diſputes the vaſt advantage our
blame who introduced this corruption of huſbandry has received from them. The
trial, for ſomething elſe is ſold under its
-

7

number

Artificial GRAsses might be increaſed.
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number we have of theſe at preſent, though
much larger than was known to our fore
fathers, is yet very limited, and the great
benefit would be variety. It will be eaſy
to add, where ſo much has been diſco

vered ; and to apply to Britain what

June

plant yielded a peculiar and diſtinguiſhed
blºck; And ſuch limited experiments as I
have had an opportunity to make, confirm
it. it is certain the French gather this
herb carefully, which we ſuffer to periſh
uſeleſs; nor is, there any other purpoſe

Linnaeus has advanced in Sweden. (See A known, to which they can apply it.
p. 154.)

Great as the advantages and miſchiefs

-

Nature has not confined this ſource

within narrow bounds : It is our igno
rance alone which makes it ſeem ſo. We

find that even in kingdoms farther north
than ours, the peaſants have introduced

are which ariſe from the preſent want of
information; the rºmedy is eaſy. Galen
preſcribed it in his time, when he ſaw the
ſame neceſſity. It is the “teaching thoſe
who are concerned; not by ſlight words,

many plants yet unknown to our farmers; B or vague repreſentations, but by the plants
and there are wild about our hedges others
which might be cultivated to a vaſt ad

vantage. The yellow medick with wreathed
pods, which grows neglected on our waſte
grounds, is the new plant now cultivated
fo ſucceſsfully in Sweden; the farmers,

themſelves; raiſed in ſome ſmall ſpot for
that fingle purpoſe.” The learned may
ſtudy them in books; but there is none
ſo low in mind, who would not know
them by the things themſelves, preſented
growing to his eye, and explained upon

indeed the whole country, are enriched by C the ſpot before him.
it, and the charaćter under which it ſtands
recorded in their publick ačts is omnium
omnino

}}º. pabulum,

“Alto

This ſpot ſhould be planted with every
herb

...

in medicine, in the arts or

huſbandry; and ſhould be open always;

ther the moſt excellent food for cattle.”

free of expence; and to all people : And

here is no diſputing their teſtimony,
who have ſo much experience, nor is there

there ſhould be ſome perſon preſent to
ſhew what was deſired to be ſeen, and ex

any reaſon why we ſhould not ſhare the D plain what was neceſſary to be known.
benefit in Britain.
A little ſpot would anſwer all theſe
The kidney veteh, and ladies mantle, purpoſes; and ſuch a garden might be
eminent for the nouriſhment they afford ; ſupported at a ſmall expence. He wiſhes
the firſt to ſheep particularly, the other he had power to give the ground; who
equally to thoſe creatures and to cows; would not think it much to give his beſt
are wild in gravel pits, and by road ſides; endeavours for this publick ſervice.”
but they are unknown in our paſtures, E
unleſs by accident, and then unregarded; The Meſſage which the Earl of Holderneſe
carried, on the 30th of May, from hiſ Ma
while they are both ready to grow, fiom
jºſſy to the Houſe of Peers was as follows
ſeed ſcattered among the graſs of hilly and
GEORGE R.
barren cloſes; encreaſing the quantity of
king has received advices that
food tenfold; and improving it in the
&g

Tº:

ºr.

the French court is making prepa
The chichling vetch, which riſes in our F rations with a defiga to invade this king
damp thickets, is capable of giving the dom; and though his majeſty is perſuaded:
ſame benefit to wet marſhy lands; per that, by the united zeal and affection of
haps even to bogs; but no farmer knows his people, any ſuch attempt maſt, under
it. Melilot, tho’ not regarded for this the bleſfing of God, and in the deſtrućtion
purpoſe, would, in the ſame degree, en of thoſe who ſhall be engaged therein; yet
rich an open paſture; and the burr reed, his majeſty apprehends that he ſhould not
fame

of our ditches, might fill the wet moors Gaët confiſtently with that paternal care, and
with food for our horned cattle, for ro

concern, which he has always ſhown for

plant is ſo readily eaten by oxen; nor is the ſafety and preſervation of his people,
if he omitted any means in his power,
there any one more wholſome.
Among the articles uſed in the arts, to which may be neceſſary for their defence,
inſtance only among thoſe ſubſervient to Therefore, in purſuance of the late aa ºf
parliament, his majeſty acquaints the houſ:
dying.
The French exceed us in their black for H of lords, with his having received repeated
cloths ; and from many circumſtances intelligence of the ačtual preparation:
there is reaſon to believe, they owe the making in the French ports to invade thi.
advantage to a wild plant, as common kingdom, and of the imminent danger 9
here as it can be with them; it is the ly ; invaſion being attempted; to the end
copus, or water boarhound: It has been that his majeſty may (if he ſhall think
early ſaid, tho’ now negle&ed, that this proper) cauſe the militia, or ſuch Pº:
therto
*

-

Resolutions on a late Mess Act.
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thereof as ſhall be neceſſary, to be drawn enemy, whoſe fleet has hitherto ſhunned,
-

out, and embodied, and to march as oc

in port, the terror of his majeſty's navy,

caſion ſhall require.”
G. R.
will cheatfully exert the utmoſt efforts to
repel all inſults, and effectually enable
Which being read,
Ordered by the lords ſpiritual and tem his majeſty, not only to diſappoint the at
poral in parliament aſſembled,
tempts of France, but, by the bleſfing of
“That an humble addreſs be preſented A God, to turn them to their own con
to his majeſty to return him the thanks of fuſion.”
Reſºlved, “That an humble addreſs be
this houſe for his moſt gracious meſſage,
and for acquainting us with the intelli preſented to his majºſty, that he will be
gence he has received of the preparations graciouſly pleaſed to give dire&ions to his
making by France to invade this king lieutenants of the ſeveral counties, ridings,
dom. To declare our utmoſt indignation
and places, within that part of Great
and abhorrence of ſuch a deſign ; and that B Britain, calied England, to uſe their ut
we will, with united duty, zeal and aſ moſt diligence and attention to carry into
fiction, at the hazard of our lives and execution the ſeveral acts of parliament,
fortunes, fland by and defend his majeſty made for the better ordering the militia
againſt any ſuch preſumptuous and deſpe: forces of that part of Great Britain, called
rate attempt. To expreſs the juſt ſenſe England.”
To the addreſs of the houſe of com
we have of his majeſty's goodneſs to his
people, in omitting no means in his power C mons his majeſty was pleaſed to give this
which may tend to their defence; and in moſt gracious anſwer.
“I return you my thanks for your du
his intention to call out and employ the
militia, if it ſhall be found neceſſary, for tiful and affe &tionate addreſs, and for this
that purpoſe; and to give his majeſty the freſh, and very particular mark of your
ftrongeſt aſſurances, that we will, with unanimous zeal in defence of me and my
Crown,
vigour
andthe
ſteadineſs,
ſupportmeaſures
his majeſty
in taking
moſt effectual
to D You may depend on my conſtant en
defeat the deſigns of his enemies; to pre deavours for the preſervation and ſafety
ſerve and ſecure his ſacred perſon and go of my kingdoms.”
vernment, the proteſtant ſucceſſion in his
of the L ON DON
royal family, and the religion, laws, and To the AUTHOR
M A G A Z IN E.
Iiberties, of theſe kingdoms.”
addreſs
day E S I R, following is a more full, and a
byWhich
the lords
with being
white preſented
ſtaves, hisnext
majeſty
more authentick account of the
was pleaſed to ſay,
-

Th;

“That he thanks the houſe of lords

methods conceited between our enemies

for the repeated aſſurances of their unalte
rable zeal, duty, and affection to his ma

the French, and our Friends the Dutch,

for carrying on the French Weſt India
trade, than any hitherto publiſhed; there
fore I hope you will give it a place in
confidence
their vigorous
ſupport.”
The ſameinmeſſage
being carried
by Mr. F your Magazine, by which you will ob
Secretary Pitt to the houſe of commons, lige many of your friends, and among
the reſt
and being read by Mr. Speaker,
Your humble ſervant.
June 15, 1759.
Reſolved, Nemine Contradicente,
“ That an humble addreſs be preſented
to his majeſty, to return his majeſty our Extra47 of a Letter from Jamaica, dated
April 4, 1758.
*
dutiful thanks for graciouſly communi
cating to this houſe, that he has received G “To ſhew you how the French trade is

jeſty on this occaſion; and has the utmoſt

-

repeated intelligence of the actual prepa

covered and carried on, we ſend you,

rations making in the French ports to in
vade this kingdom, and of the imminent
danger of ſuch invaſion being attempted;
and for his majeſty's paternal and timely
care of the ſafety and preſervation of his

with this, a copy of a letter from a mer

eople; to aſſure his majeſty, that this

i. will, with their lives

and fortunes,

ſupport and ſtand by his majeſty, againſt
all attempts whatever; and that his faith
ful commons, with hearts warm with af
fe&tion and zeal for his majeſty's ſacred
erſon and government, and animated by

in dignation at the daring deſigns of an

chant at Nantz, to his fačtors at Port

au Prince, which capt. Sharmer found
on board a Dutch ſhip he lately brought
in here, whoſe cargo will ſoon be con
demned. It is a literal tranſlation,
ſwore to, and the original is in the re
giſtry of the vice-admiralty court of
Jamaica ; a proper uſe might be made
of it in a publick remonſtance againſt
the trade.”

-

Signed Richards, Gordon,
and Kension.
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little credit as poſſible, for I am tired ly
condemned on the evidence of the ſame
ing out of my effects and none conting
letter.
in : I muſt adviſe ye, gentlemen, that
you may expe&t a good many neutral
To Mr. Pasquier, and Co. at Port au ſhips together ; therefore take proper ſteps
Prince.
A in time, and get the beſt Muſcovados i
Gentlemen,
Nantz, Nov. Io, 1757. at 8 or 1 o livres per cent. you may buy
CAN now confirm the contents of them : If you ſhould be under the neceſ
the letters I wrote you of the 15th ſity of taking any freight, give the pre
and 19th ult. Madam, the marquis of ference to ſome ...} my friends, and thoſe
Segur, having procured me a paſſport who are in my debt. Let me ſee that I
from the miniſter for a neutral ſhip, I may make a good voyage in caſe you
have in conſequence got a veſſel freighted B ſhould fill her for my account, after Ma
in Holland of about 4oo tons, which veſ.
dam de Segur's and Mr. Peyrac's 300,000
ſell will ſail dire&ly to your addreſs, and weight is on board : Do it thus,
that in all the next month for to take in
zoo, ooo weight out of the nett proceeds
of the cargo,
her loading. She is, gentlemen, con
igned to ye, and has on board too, ooo 1oo,ooo ditto from Mr. Linſen's and Co.
bricks, 1 oo hogſheads of coals, 1oo caſks 1oo, ooo ditto from Chantier and Co.'s
N. B. The ſaid cargo has been ſince

of ſalt, 59 caſks of beer, 1oo jugs of

houſe,

linſeed oil, aoo cheeſes, pots for ſugar, C 50,000 ditio out of the Maurepas, capt.
Blanchan,
hoops, nails, twigs, and other articles,
which I recommend to your care, and
5o, ooo from capt. Latouch,
which you will ſell to my beſt advantage. And from your houſe what you can.
Thoſe that have the fitting out of this
Therefore I expect to have 600,0coſts
ſhip in Holland, will ſend you the bills by the retum of the ſhip, beſides the
of lading, and the invoice : You will be freight money, which you may ſhip in
pleaſed to ſend the returns of this ſmall cotton or indigo, for account of the houſe
cargo per this beater, if poſſible, and D the ſhip belongs to. As to coffee, ſhip
that in Muſcovado ſugar of the firſt qua me none, unleſs you can buy it at 6 or 7
lity ; indigo, well conditioned, and of a ſols per lb. that article cannot do other
fine kind ; or in cotton very clean and wiſe than fall. Adviſe me by all oppor
white : As to the remainder of her load.
tunities how you go on, and acquaint me
ing, that is expreſsly agreed for by Ma with what kind of produce I may depend
dam de Segur, from whoſe plantation he on in return. In a word, I defire you
takes zoo, ooo weight of ſugar, which E will let me know how you intend to load
Mr. Cloupet is to deliver. I adviſe Mr. her, or if you will take in heavy freight:
Peyrac, that he º ſhip on board of her It is an affair that is worthy of your at:
1 oo, ooo weight at the price I have freight tention ; let me know what paſſes with
ed her for, which is at 19 doits, Dutch regard to your expediting her. You will
money, for each pound of ſugar. With mark all the ſugars you load for our
regard to the veſſel, take care to procure houſes, or ſºlf, or any other produce, as
her loading ; I fancy ſhe may carry very F well as Madam de Segur's, and Peyrac's,
eaſily 800,000 weight of ſugar, perhaps with the ſhip's mark, that is to ſay, the
more ; in that caſe you muſt get ready returns of the cargo, whether hogſheads,
5oo,ooo weight on my account, which barrels, bales, bags, &c. from No. 1, to
hope you will get ready out of the eff&s any quantity. You will alſo obſerve to
you will have of mine in your hands : take but one bill of loading for the whole,
As to the houſe of Linſen's and Co. get nor but one invoice of the whole cargo,
iny effects from them at any rate, as well G and that for the account and to the ad

as from Chantier's houſe; nay, colle&
what you can for me : I dare ſay you
will be no ways embarraſſed to expedite
this ſhip, as her cargo will be a great be
ginning, eſpecially if you can ſell the
ſugar. pots in Muſcovado ſugar. I ſold

dreſs of thoſe who loaded her when out

ward bound, and ſtipulate that the returns

are the proceed of the ſaid outward bound
cargo ; the captain ſhould have but one

invoice on board, with the cocket that he
will get from the receiver-general of his

them laſt war, delivered at Cul de Sac. H certain cargo; which cocket you will ge:
a 291b 1.4th of clayed ſugar for each

atteſted by the general intendant, an

pot

therefore in Muſcovado you will

the other proper officers; and let them be

get them in proportion. I recommend to
you, that you will not ſell otherwiſe than
tele is one, and there is the other, as

cleared in as great form as our French
Theſe are the
papers
he muſt make uſe of in caſe he

r

veſſels are.

..

º:
me
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by his charter-party, has obliged himſelf
to take the ſugars on board him from the

met with by the Engliſh, except his Dutch
paſs, with the muſter-roll, and the uſual
papers they generally have upon an Ame
rican voyage. With regard to the paſſ.

different embarkadiers, as well as all other

kind of produce, wherever you may di

º we obtained from our court,

of which
is to be the bearer, to entitle him to

rećt him; he has his own boats, ſo this

is his bufineſs, but take care to give him
an entry at Hiſpaniola, it muſt be ſecreted A his loading within the 120 days limited
in ſuch a manner, as it may be found be in the policy, as it will prevent my being
fore ſhe gets ſafe to you. On her arrival at any expences. Peruſe, gentlemen,
take her paſſport, and go to the general this letter, that you may be the better able
and thoſe in power, exhibit it to them, to execute my orders; take care of any
get it recorded at the regiſter's office at miſtake in the numbers, as it will pre
the Admiralty, examine it, and go thro' vent confuſion ; agree with the ſhippers
all the ceremonies therein dire&ted, that B to number and mark their ſugars within
on the return of the ſhip I may have no 15 days after the arrival of the ſhip, and
trouble from the miniſter to whom I have
the quantity they will ſhip ; for which
given ſecurity for 15,0col. let him be purpoſe you will have a memorandum
eautious that his America cocket be in
book, and write them off, which you
ſtriët form, as the duties paid at the cuſ. will keep in your pocket : You will, for
tom in France will be taken from thence ; example, aſk Mr. Peyrac what quantity
fer this is one of the conditions for grant C of caſks he may ſhip; he will reply 8o ;
ing paſſports ; therefore the cocket ſhould then you will tell him to mark them thus,
be examined very accurately. I once from No. 1 to 8o: You will ſay the ſame
more requeſt that you will be circumſpect, to Mr. Cloupett, he will ſay 150 ; you
left I ſhould be brought into any trouble ; will give him the ſame mark, and he will
therefore conſult with Mr. Peyrac in every begin from 81 to 230, and ſo on for all
thing : If God ſends this ſhip ſafe back the ſhippers, and even what you may ſhip
to Holland, I ſhould ſee by your manifeſt D yourſelf. You may acquaint Mr. de
to whom the goods belong : As for ex Motmans that he may ſhip 25 or 3o
ample :
hogſheads, at nine doits per pound freight;
If there ſhould be zo caſks of ſugar, therefore he may get ready in conſequence,
indigo, or bags of cotton, being the re if agreeable. I had like to have forgot
turns of the cargo, you will number thus; to let you know that no one ſhould ap
from No. 1 to zo, zo caſks: If from the pear as a ſhipper but the captain, eſpe
houſe of Linſens and comp. 21 to 30, E cially at the receiver-general's office when
\

1o caſks: If from the houſe of Le Chan

he takes out his docketts, and that he

tier and comp. from 31 to 40 : If from

may pay the duties ; tho' there may be
ten ſhippers, yet you will be pleaſed to let
none of them appear but the captain as
ſhipper of the whole cargo, as it is very

and for Madam de Segur, from 41 to
24o : One hundred caſks from Mr. Pey

rac, from 241 to 340, and ſo on : B
eſſential. The docketts and bills of lad
which means, by theſe numero's, whic
muſt be all under the ſame mark, upon Fing ſhould be made out thus, and in
the cargo being landed, every body will Dutch, as if the captain was the ſhipper,
be able to aſcertain their own goods : All which papers he muſt be poſſeſſed of,
this muſt not prevent every ſhipper's tak and at the following price for freight, viz.
ing ſeparate ºft. of loading for their pro
1 1-8th per pound of muſcovada, or
claved ſugar.
perty, and make their invoices as uſual,
1 5 8th ditto of coffee.
and ſending them home, but not by this
2
1-half ditto of cocoa.
G
ſhip, but by other veſſels, and the firſt
3 ditto of cotton or indigo.
opportunities ; for I muſt lepeat it, that
All this Dutch money at 15 per cent.
there muſt be no French papers on board
this ſhip; or if you ſhould ſend me a ma to be allowed for loſſes, beſ, les a bounty
nifeſt of her loading in a letter, or ſo to be taken from the whole cargo for the
forth, it muſt be carefully hid, as well as payment of 450 florins to the captain,
our French paſs that the captain has. I commonly called hat-money.
hope, with theſe precautions, he cannot H All the above prices of freights, loſſes,
run any riſk. It is thus that all the cap ard hat-money, are agreed upon as ſpe
tains who are ſafe arrived in Holland have
cified in the charter-party in Holland ;
aćted, and, tho' met by the Engliſh, have for I muſt once more repeat to you, that
been acquitted. Attend very ſtrićtly to you, as well as the ſhippers, do not make
what I write you, that there may be no out your invoices and docketts as uſual ;
hold taken of this ſhip. The captain, and that you do not ſend them, but by
-
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the veſſels that may ſail after this ſhip : there are two ways of raiſing money by
You will call her Boufflier, capt. Poliren, loans for the publick ſervice: One is, by
and ſhall know by theſe names, that it is . the treaſury’s entering into an agreement

the ſhip in queſtion you mean : You will

with undertakers to advance the whole

obſerve to make the ſhippers mention the
freight they are to pay in the invoices,

ſum then wanted, upon the terms agreed
on ; and this is the moſt certain way of

tho' it is higher than the price mentioned Ahaving the money duly advanced; but
in the charter-party, which you will re it is ſubjećt to two inconveniencies ; for
as the undertakers are always ſome over
grown rich men, who are generally the
moſt avaritious, they inſiſt upon ſuch high
terms, that it is always the moſt expenſive
way of raiſing money for the publick ſet

ceive ; yet it is to my advantage, and I
ſhall know how to come at it. Our court

has at laſt agreed to give paſſports to all
neutral ſhips who ſhall aſk for them; and
the court has appointed three inſpectors

to ſee that they are properly diſtributed. B vice;

and when the fund comes after

wards to be ſold out in ſmall parcels by

I, therefore imagine their will be no ſcar
city of them at Hiſpaniola, which will be
very agreeable to the planters there, pro
vided the Engliſh will let them paſs freely,

theſe undertakers or their brokers in

'Change-Alley, it never fails to ſell at
an advanced price or premium, which oc
and not moleſt them in their navigation ; caſions a grumbling and murmuring a
but it is imagined they are too jealous of mong the people, and a ſuſpicion as if our
the trade carried on by neutrals not to op- C miniſters had ſecured ſome private ad
vantage to themſelves.

poſe them.

The other way of raiſing money by
loans for the publick ſervice is, by an open
Your moſt obedient humble ſervant, ſubſcription: That is to ſay, by opening
AUGU's DE LUY N.
ſubſcription books in ſome publick place,
and allowing every one to ſubſcribe for
An impartial and ſuccinº Histo R Y of the D what ſum he pleaſes before the ſubſcription
Origin and Progreſs of the preſent WAR. be full, or before ſuch an hour of ſuch a
Continued from p. 232.
day, in proportion to the depoſit he can
December 19, the following reſo make, and if more money be ſubſcribed
lution of the ſaid committee of than is wanted, then to allow every man
ways and means was likewiſe agreed to a ſhare in proportion to the ſum he ſub
by the houſe, viz.
ſcribed. This is the eaſieſt and cheapeſt
“That the times for the payment of the E way of raiſing money for the publick fer
ſums of 6,300,000l. in
of the vice by loan, but this way is likewiſe at
reſolution of this houſe of the 5th inſtant, tended with two inconveniencies ; for if
over and above the depoſit therein menti it be the firſt loan, or the firſt borrowing
oned, be
fund that has been for ſome years eſta.
Tempercent. on or before Jan. 18 next.
bliſhed, it is very uncertain whether the
I have the honour of being ſincerely,
G ENT L E MEN,

O”

º

Feb. 27
--

--

whole ſum wanted will be ſubſcribed for :
F

March 24.
— April 22
May 24.
— June 2 1

If it be not the firſt, and the preceding
loan or fund has ſold at a diſcount, it is
almoſt certain that the whole ſum wanted

— July 21
and

—— Aug. 23

will not be ſubſcribed for, even tho’ the
terms be better. On the other hand, if
the preceding loan or fund has from the
beginning, and ſtill continues to be ſold

—— Sept. 20
And, on Jan. 25, 1747, after the houſe G at a premium, there is little doubt to be
had agreed to the reſolutions of the ſaid made but that the whole ſum wanted will
committee for impoſing a new poundage be ſubſcribed for, and that even altho' the
duty, and had ordered a biii to be brought terms be a little worſe; but then the dam
in purſuant thereunto, the ſaid two reſo ger is, that multitudes will ſubſcribe for
lutions were again read, and it was order much larger ſums than is poſſible for them
ed that in the ſaid bill, proviſion ſhould to advance. In ſuch a caſe every man
be made, purſuant to theſe two reſolu- H who has, or can raiſe any money for
tions. A bill was accordingly brought making a depoſit, will ſubſcribe for as
in, which paſſed both houſes, and received large a ſum as he can make a depoſit for:
the royal aſſent on the 18th of February For example, a man who has rooi. if the
following; and thus the ſubſcription was depoſit be but 10 per cent. will ſubſcribe
eſtabliſhed by ačt of parliament. But he-, for loool. and ſo in proportion for any

ºre I proceed, further I muſt obſerve that
-

-

larger or leſſer ſum, even though he knows
-

that
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with this high depoſit the ſubſcription would
have been filled in a very few days, and
if the firſt payment had not been appointed

ſervice, and ſhewn the inconveniencies at

ſubſcribers, I believe, ſubſcribed for as

that he is not able to make ſo much as the

ſecond payment, or rather the firſt pay
.. the depoſit, becauſe he hopes
that before the time comes for making to be made until two months afterwards,
this payment, he may be able to ſell it would probably have prevented any ſub
his ſubſcription at a premium, perhaps of ſcriber's being brought into diſtreſs, or
one or 21. per cent. and by that means get A obliged to ſell his ſubſcription under par.
Whether the inconvenience I have men
1o or zol. profit, in a month or two, upon
every 1ool. he has advanced by way of tioned was not foreſeen, or whether our
depoſit. Now when there happens to be miniſters were afraid, left by appointing
a great number of ſuch ſubſcribers, the a very high depoſit to be made, they ſhould
conſequence will be, that the ſubſcription prevent the ſubſcription's being filled, I do
will ſoon begin to ſell at a diſcount, and not know ; but, on the 14th of November,
as ſoon as it begins to do ſo, the real B 1747, ſubſcription books were opened tor
monied men will ſtand aloof, in hopes 6, 3oo, cool. and people were given to un
that the diſcount will riſe ſtill higher, and derſtand, that the ſubſcription was to be
that they may make a conſiderable ad upon the terms mentioned in the two fore
vantage by delaying to purchaſe; the con going reſolutions, which terms being as
ſequence of which may be, that our go good as thoſe of the former ſubſcription,
vernment will be diſappointed as to a great the ſucceſs that ſubſcription had met with
part of the money they expected to raiſe C raiſed ſuch a ſubſcribing madneſs among
by the ſubſcription.
the people, that in a very few hours a
Having thus explained the two methods great deal more was ſubſcribed than was
of raiſing money by loan for the publick wanted, and the far greateſt part of the
tending each, I ſhall next obſerve, that in large a ſum as they could make a depoſit
the winter 1746-7, our miniſters, by the for, without conſidering how they were
advice of a worthy magiſtrate of the city of D to make good their future payments.
London, and in order to avoid the popu Yet nevertheleſs it ſold for a premium of
lar murmur and ſuſpicion always attend about 1.l. or one half per cent. and conti
ing the borrowing of money for the pub nued to do ſo till within a few days before
Jick ſervice by private contračt *, reſolved the firſt payment after the depoſit was to
to raiſe the money then wanted by an open be made, when it began to be ſold at par,
ſubſcription. Accordingly, December 12, and by the 25th of January it came to be
a ſubſcription was opened for 4ooo, oool. E ſold at one-fourth per cent diſcount. From
and notwithſtanding the diſtreſs in which that time it continued falling, ſo that at
our publick credit had been about that laſt, on the 23d of March, being the day
time twelvemonth preceding, there were before the third payment was to be made,
6 coo, oool. ſubſcribed in four hours time it ſold for 831. per cent. which was 17i.
after the books were opened, and before per cent. diſcount, tho' many of the ſub
the 24th a depoſit of lol, per cent, was ſcribers had borrowed money at a moſt
made by each ſubſcriber, for the ſhare he F extravagant intereſt or premium to make
was allowed of the ſubſcription. This that third payment.
In ſhort, the diſtreſs was ſo general a
ſubſcription began preſently to ſell at a
premium, and ſo it continued until after mong the ſubſcribers, that in order to give
the beginning of the next ſeſſion of par them ſome temporary relief, the houſe of
liament, which of courſe encouraged our commons, on the 31ſt of March, reſolved,
miniſters to take the ſame method for
that it would immediately reſolve itſelf
raiſing the 6,300,000l. then wanted. But it G into a commitee of the whole houſe, to
ſeeins they did not foreſte the inconvenience

confider of the execution of the

ſaid

I have mentioned, of multitudes ſubſcribing poundage ačt paſſed as before-mentioned
for much larger ſums than they could poſ in that feſtion; and in the ſaid committee
fibly anſwer : If they had, they would it was reſolved, and next day agreed to
centainly have appointed the depoſit to be by the houſe, “that the time for payment
at leaſt 25ſ. per cent, which is the only on the ſubſcription of 6,3co, oool. be en
way of preventing this inconvenience; H larged, ſo that the payments, which by the
ſuch a high depoſit might perhaps have aćt of this ſeſſion of parliament are to be
prevented the ſubſcription's being filled in made on or before the 22d of April, and
ſuch a ſhort time, but conſidering our the 24th of May next, be made on or
ſucceſs at ſea during the preceding ſum bef, re the 22d of October, and the 24th
mer, and the high ſpirits our people were of November next, reſpectively : And that

in at that time, I am perſuaded, that even

the propricio.'s do allow intereſt at the nº
o

5

FAte of a late
302
of 41. per cent, per annum, for the §
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then have aſſiſted us to defend; and no

ments made after Michaelmas next, from

man in England can be ſo chimerical as
to imagine, that we were able by ourſelves
the ſaid intereſt to be dedu&ted from the
alone, to defend it againſt ſuch an army,
intereſt due to them on former payments. or ſo unjuſt as to ſuppoſe, that we are not,
After which it was ordered, that a clauſe, in honour, obliged to defend it, when it
or clauſes, purſuant to theſe reſolutions, A is attacked meerly u n our account, if it
ſhould be inſerted in the bill for permitting may be any way poſſible for us to do ſo.
the exportation of tea to Ireland, which
It muſt be granted, that it was unlucky
was accordingly done; and that bill hav for us not to be able to oblige France by
ing been
into a law, theſe two the treaty of Aix la-Chapelle to aſcertain
the ſaid day to the time of ačtual payment,

.#.

clauſes ſtill ſtand in it as a monument of what was meant by the ancient boundaries
the diſtreſs which the ſubſcribers were then of Nova-Scotia, and to demoliſh all the
reduced to.
B forts they had ere&ted upon the territories

This was a relief to many who would of our Indian ſubjećts or friends in Ame
have been under inſuperable difficulties to rica. It muſt likewiſe be granted, that it
have made the next two payments at the was unlucky for us not to be able to
times firſt appointed, if no alteration had oblige the Spaniards to renounce, in the
happened in the affairs of Europe; but moſt ſolemn manner, the right they pre
it did not raiſe the price of the ſubſcrip tended they had, to ſearch our ſhips in the
tion, nor did the
riſe till thoſe who C ſeas of America, and to ſeize upon and
were in the ſecret found, that prelimina confiſcate them, if they found on board
ries for a general peace would certainly any Spaniſh money, or any goods which
be, in a ſhort time, agreed to at Aix-la they were pleaſed to call contraband :
Chapelle. Then, i. the price of But if it was become impoſſible for us
this ſubſcription, as well as the price of to continue being at the ſame expence in
all our other publick funds, began to riſe carrying on the war, as plainly appeared
apace, ſo that before the 21ſt of July, D from the fate of our laſt ſubſcription; and

º:

when the next payment upon the ſubſcrip

if the Dutch threatened to leave us, and

tion became due, thoſe who could not

to negotiate for themſelves alone, unleſs
we agreed to the terms then offered, as it
was at that time confidently ſaid they did,

make that payment, could not only ſell,
but ſell at a ſmall diſcount of not above

3 or 41, per cent. Whereas if no peace our miniſters were, for the reaſon I
had happened, it is highly probable, that have mentioned, under a neceſſity to ac
many of the ſubſcribers would have been E. cept of thoſe terms, ſuch as they were, and
under an utter impoſſibility either to ſell to leave all diſputes between France and us
at any tolerable price, or to make good to a future negotiation, tho' perhaps even
any of the future payments, conſequently they themſelves expe&ted no good effect
our government would have been diſap from that negotiation; and the behaviour
pointed as to great part of the money ex of France very ſoon furniſhed a convin
pećted from that ſubſcription, and if ad cing proof, that nothing was to be ex

vantage had been taken of the forfeitures F pe&ted from any negotiation.
That artful court, indeed, very readily
incurred, many of their friends would have
been undone.

fore our miniſters had good reaſon to con

agreed to begin a negotiation, and com
miſſaries were on both fides appointed,
who were to meet at Paris, and to adjuſt

clude, that it would be impoſſible for us

in an amicable manner all the differences

From the fate of this ſubſcription there

to carry on the war upon the continent of , ſubfiſting between the two nations, in
Europe, at the ſame expence we had done; G America; but at the ſame time they ſent
and if we had refuſed to continue to be ſuch inſtructions to their governors in that
at the fame expence, or to join with the part of the world, as made them bolder
Dutch in accepting the terms of peace and more open in their incroachments
then offered by France, they would have than ever they had been before in time of
made the beſt peace they could for them peace. As ſoon as we had reſtored to
ſelves, and would have withdrawn their them the Iſland of Cape-Breton, their
troops from the allied army. The houſe governors of that iſland not only encou

of Auſtria and king of Sardinia would in H raged the Indians of Nova-Scotia to attack
a ſhort time have been forced to follow

their example; and the French army un
der marſhal count Saxe, would then have
marched dire&tly away to Hanover, which

no Prince or potentate in Europe would

our infant colony at Halifax, and to mur
der or captivate ſuch of our people as they
found ſtraggling at any diſtance from the
garriſon, but furniſhed them with arms
and ammunition, and even with French
nath
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moſt juſt reaſon to do ſo; for, in O&ober,

it is true, he did in a private and under

1749, the governor of Canada ſent M. la

hand manner, becauſe the French court

Corne, at the head of a large body of re
gular troops and Canada militia, to take
poſt on Chigne&to Bay, at the mouth of

had never ſo much as pretended that Che
bućto Bay, on which the town of Ha

lifax is fituated, was not within the an the little river of the ſame name, and to
cient boundaries of Nova-Scotia; and A erect a fort at that place; tho' when the

therefore when complaints were made to
him upon this head by our governor of
Nova-Scotia, he anſwered, that he could

commiſſaries were appointed, it had been
expreſsly agreed, that during their negoti
ation, neither ſide ſhould make any new
ſettlement, or ere&t any new fortification,
in any of thoſe parts of America which

not hinder the people of the iſland from
ſelling their goods to any that would come
to purchaſe, that as to the Indians he had were controverted between the two nati
no power over them, and that if there B ons. . Yet we took no notice, ſo far as I
were any Frenchmen among them, they can find, of ſuch an open infračtion of a
were renegadoes who had left their habi ſtipulation ſo lately agreed to; but we
tations in Nova-Scotia or Cape-Breton, in found ourſelves obliged to take ſome no
order to live by plunder among the Indians, tice of its immediate conſequence; for as
and conſequently would neither obey him ſoon as M. la Corne had taken poſt, and
nor any one elſe. Theſe were his pre raiſed a fortification, upon the north fide
tences, tho’ every one of them were known C of Chigne&to river, the French inhabi
to be falſe; for both the French and In tants, who were very numerous, and had a
dians of Nova-Scotia had always deemed large village upon the ſouth ſide of that
themſelves ſubjećts of France, and had al river, broke out in open rebellion againſt
ways kept up ſuch a correſpondence with us, notwithſtanding their having formerly
the French governor of Cape-Breton, that ſworn allegiance to the crown of Great
neither of them would have dared to mo

Britain.

left our people without his connivance; D To reduce theſe French rebels to their
and as to the Iſland of Cape. Breton, he duty, major Lawrence was, in April,
had by his commiſſion ſuch a power over 1750, ſent with a ſmall party of our troops,
it, that he might have prevented any In but without any orders, and indeed, with
dians ſetting #. upon it, or any inha out a ſufficient force, to attack and demo
bitants keeping a correſpondence with liſh the fort which the French had erected
thoſe Indians who were at war with our on the other ſide of that river. Upon his
people; but ſo far was he from ſuch a E approach the French rebels ſet fire to their
friendly behaviour towards us, that he houſes, and with every thing that be.
entered himſelf into a commerce with longed to them, paſſed over to the other
theſe Indians, by purchafing ſuch of our fide, where they were received by M. la
people as they happened to take priſoners, Corne, who declared that he would pro
and giving them arms and ammunition te&t them ; and the only reaſon he would
in return; and theſe priſoners he detained give for this inſolent behaviour was, that
until we paid him what he pretended to F he would defend his poſt; ſo that the major
have advanced for their ranſom, which was obliged to return without attempting
was probably a very profitable ſort of any thing further. In a ſhort time we
commerce, but a commerce which, he ſaid, were informed, that preſently after our
he engaged in out of meer humanity, be troops retired, the French rebels had
cauſe if the Indians had found that they not only returned, but had rebuilt their
could get nothing for their priſoners, they huts or houſes, and taken poſſeſſion of
would have murdered every one of our G their former ſettlements, whereupon major
people they could make themſelves maſters Lawrence was again ſent by ſea with a
of, and they would accept of nothing from party of 1 ooo men to drive them out of the
him for their ranſom but arms and am country, or oblige them to ſubmit to our
munition.
government; but they were ſo far from
Thus a Frenchman will find and give any thoughts of ſubmitting, that they had
eu a reaſon even for cutting your throat: ſtrongly intrenched themſelves at the bot
However, tho' this behaviour was far from H tom of ChigneSto Bay, upon the ſouth
being friendly, yet it was not a dire&t vio fide of the river, which obliged major
lation of any treaty or ſtipulation between Lawrence to land his troops a little higher
the two nations, and therefore we could up the bay, from whence he marched by
not come to an open breach with the land and attacked their intrenchments.
French nation upon this account. But The French troops who were drawn up

they very ſoon gave us good cauſe and a
7

on the other ſide of the river, did not, in
deed,

3o4 .
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-

deed, paſs to give theſe rebels any aſſiſt are ſo involved with the queen of Hun
ance, but after they were driven from gary, in the war with the king of Pruſſia
their intenchments, they received and and his allies, that they are diſtreſſed for
protećted them; and the major was, it men to garriſon their own frontiers and
ſeems, reſtrained by his orders from pur coaſts; and that it is not practicable for
ſuing them over the river, or attacking them to accompliſh an invaſion by boat,
thoſe who dared to protećt them; there A when they have no men of war to face
fore he was obliged to content himſelf our fleets.
with erecting a fort at the bottom of the

bay upon the ſouth ſide of Chigne&to

ought to put them in mind of

They
their own ſtrength and unanimity, and of

river, which from him was called St.

thoſe valuable branches of our conſtitu

Lawrence Fort.

tion, our religion, and liberty, which
would be ſacrificed by the Gallic ſword:

[To be continued in our next.]
From the M ON I TOR, June 2.
RE AT-Britain was never ſo

B To ſhew them the advantages and ſafety
accruing to the nation by the eſtabliſh
re

ment of a militia, which ſo effectually
ſpestable for her force by ſea and provides for the internal defence of th:
land ; never ſo well provided with men country, that it has given a final check
and money to execute grand deſigns; nor to the ſpirit of French invaſions : To
ever more united in her political intereſt, promote, by all means, that unanimity,
than under the preſent adminiſtration. C which is grounded upon a confidence in
So that if ſtrength, riches, ſound policy his majeſty's councils and adminiſtration;
and unanimity, are the means of ſafety it being that cement of national ſtrength,
and vićtory, this nation has nothing to which always ſupplies it with money, ſº
fear ; but the greateſt reaſon to hope for cures it from rebellions, conſpiracies, and
a happy iſſue to her arms, employed a factions, and maintains an intereſt and
gainſt the enemies of her commerce, reli reſpect among foreign powers : And tº
gion, and conſtitution.
D poſſeſs them with a reſolution never tº
Who can look upon the numerous ſqua ſheath the ſword, till they have vindicated
drons which cover the ocean, and exceed the dignity of the crown, the honour of
the naval armaments of all the world uni
the nation, and put it out of the power."
ted in the number of ſhips, and weight any one to diſpute our rights, or to dº
of metal ; in the goodneſs of their ſtores, turb our happineſs.
and in the capacity of their officers and . Is it not, therefore, moſt unaccounta
men, and tremble at the whiſper of any E ble to ſee deještion in the countenance,
equipment of a naval force by our ene and trembling in the accent of a ſtate
mies 2
-

man's voice, at the receipt of ſome intel.

Could there be the leaſt truth and in

ligence, that the French miniſtry at
ſquandering away the publick money in
building offiat botton'd boats, and march:

tention in the accounts publiſhed of the
dreadful building of flat-bottom'd boats in
the ſeveral ports of France 2 or could the ing their troops down to the ſea coaſts?
French miniſtry be ſo devoid of wiſdom.
F Is this a ſufficient reaſon to forget our
and ſound policy, as to imagine they can own power, our advantages, and our in
land an army by ſuch means, and to riſk tereſt, and to ſubmit to the terms of an
the lives of ſo many ſubječis, without a inglorious peace If there be ſuch an in
poſſibility to do any more than alarm our herent virtue in theſe French boats, as to
coaſts : It would beſt become politicians drive Britons out of their ſenſes, and to
and Engliſhmen, eſpecially thoſe who are protećt France from the power of Britain,
in the adminiſtration and admitted into G our enemies from henceforward may ſay:
the royal councils, and thereby enabled

the expence of a navy, and always keep

to command the attention of the people, our fleets in a we by the bugbear of Jia
to quaſh all appearances of fear ; to ſpi. bottom'd boats.
rit up the ſtrength of the nation, and to
Shall the conqueſt of Louiſbourgh and
form the militin, that they might be bet its appendages Shall the ſucceſs on th;
ter prepared to repel any force.
continent of America, which has almoſt
Inſtead of raiſing doubts and fears, they H put an end to the Gallic name in the new
ought to diſpel the clouds of any dark world Shall the inconfiderable figure
apprehenſions of danger from a foreign made by the enemy on Guardaloupe
power, by expoſing the weakneſs of the Shali Goree and Senegal Shall the
gaſconading enemy, and by reminding weakneſs of their coaſt diſcovered by our
the publick of their own ſtrength.
late expeditions? Shall their loſs of forty,
They ſhould ſhew them how the French nine ſhips of war, and the almoſt

º

cp
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ftop put to their commerce and navigation ſeſſion of parliament, that it might be for
in all quarters of the world, be forgot, the ſervice of religion to revive and en
or not mentioned Or, ſhall theſe great force, with ſome variations and additions
and glorious ačtions be leſſened and can which I propoſe to them, the rules pub
celled in our thoughts Shall fear be liſhed by the four laſt of my predeceſſors
reave us of that courage and ſteadineſs, in the ſee of Canterbury ſoon after their
to which theſe migh aćtions owe their A acceſſion to it; I earneſtly recommend to
exiſtence

Or, ſhall Britain fall from the

pinnacle of glory to be buried under the
worruption of weak or bad hearts
Rouze, therefore, O Britons ! that no

you.

-

I. That you require of every perſon,
who defires to be admitted to holy orders,
that he ſignify to you his name, and place
of abode, and tranſmit to you his teſti
monial, and a certificate of his age duly

ble ſpirit of your anceſtors, which never
tamely ſubmitted to power, nor could ea
fily be impoſed upon by craft. Purſue Batteſted, with the title upon which he is
with vigour the objećt of that juſt and to be ordained, at leaſt twenty days before
neceſſary war in which you are engaged. the time of ordination; and that he ap
Beware that you are not drawn into mea pear on Wedneſday, or at fartheft on
ſures by fear, which will deprive you of Thurſday in Ember-week, in order to his

2h the glory and advantages you have

CMaunullation.

gained by your arms. If neceſſity drives
II. That if you ſhall rejećt any perſon,
the French upon ſuch deſperate meaſures, C who applies for holy orders, upon the ac
it is your duty to unite in defence of your count of immorality proved againſt him,
king and country.
you ſignify the name of the perſon ſo re
Keep a jealous eye upon thoſe who
with the reaſon of your rejecting
im, to me, within one month; that ſo I
would encreaſe your fears, and at the

i.

ſame time do all in their power to diſcou

may acquaint the reſt of my fuffiagans

rage the meaſures, which have reduced with the caſe of ſuch rejected perſon be
France to its preſent difficulties and diſ-D fore the next ordination.
treſs, and to weaken the internal power
III. That you admit not any perſon to
of this nation by preventing or delaying holy orders, who having reſided any con
the execution of that ačt, which has pro fiderable time out of the univerſity, does
vided a well-regulated and diſciplined mi not ſend to you, with his teſtimonial, a
litia for that purpoſe.
certificate figned by the miniſter, and
Hearken not to thoſe c-t ſycophants, other credible inhabitants of the pariſh
who would keep you diſarmed, and make E where he ſo refided, expreſfing, that no
their own contempt of an act of parlia tice was given in the church, in time of
ment, for putting arms into the hands of divine ſervice on ſome Sunday, at leaſt a
she people, an excuſe for oppoſing the ſa month before the day of ordination, of his
lutary and effectual meaſures taken by intention to offer himſelf to you to be or
the miniſtry to reduce France to an equi dained at ſuch a time ; and that upon
table peace, and a plea to invite foreign ſuch notice given, no objećtions have come
Hroops to protećt our coaſts.
F to their knowledge for the which he ought
For the moment you drop your courage, not to be ordained.
IV. That you admit no letters teſtimo
and cry for a peace, Britain will find
herſelf in that ſame ſituation of contempt nial, on any occaſion whatſoever, unleſs it
and danger, in which ſhe was at the be be therein expreſſed, for what particular
ginning of this war. Whatever ſhall be end and defign ſuch letters are granted :
left to negotiation muſt be given up for Nor unleſs it be declared, by thoſe who

loſt; and a peace made, without com-G ſhall ſign them, that they have perſonally
pelling, the enemy to accept ſuch terms,
as ſhall put it out of their power to in
volve us again in the like quarrel, can
neither be honourable nor latting.

known the life and behaviour of the per
ſon for the time by them certified; and
do believe in their conſcience, that he is

qualified for that order, office, or employ
ment, to which he deſires to be admitted.

His Grace the Archbiſhop of Canterbury's

V. That in all teſtimonials ſent from

Letter to the Right Rev. the Lord Biſhops H any college or hall, in either of the uni
of bir Province.
verſities, you expect that they be ſigned,
My Lord,
as well as ſealed; and that among the
having been the unanimous opinion perſons figning, the governor of ſuch col
of as many of our brethren, the biſhops lege or hail, or in his abſence, the next
of this province as I have had an oppor perſon under ſuch governor, with the
tunity of conſulting during the preſent dean, or reader of divinity, and the tutor
Q_q
ef
June, 1739.

I.

-

A C T S paſſed

goó

June

XIII. That you require your clergy to

of the perſon to whom the teſtimonial is
granted (ſuch tutor being in the college,

wear their proper habits, preſerving always
an evident and decent diſtinčtion from

and ſuch perſon being under the degree
of maſter of arts) do ſubſcribe their names.
VI. That you admit not any perſon to

the laity in their apparel : And to ſhew
in their whole behaviour, that ſeriouſneſs,
gravity, and prudence, which becomes

holy orders upon letters diſmitory, unleſs
they are granted by the biſhop himſelf, or Atheir function; abſtaining from all un
uardian of the ſpiritualities, Sede vacante;.
inor unleſs it be expreſſed in ſuch, letters,
that he who grants them, has fully ſatiſ.
fied himſelf of the title, and conver.

ſuitable company and diverſions.

Theſe dire&ions I, deſire you would,
with all convenient ſpeed, communicate
to the clergy of your dioceſe, aſſuring
them, that it is your fixed reſolution to
make them the rule of your own prattice.

ſation of the perſon to whom the letter
is granted.

VII. That you make diligent inquiry B In the mean time, commending you to the
Divine Bleſſing, I remain,
My Lord,
Your truly affectionate brother,
Lambeth,
May
8, 1759.
Tho. CANT,

concerning curates in your dioceſe ; and

proceed to eccleſiaſtical cenſures againſt

thoſe who ſhall preſume to ſerve cures
without being firſt duly licenſed thereunto;
as alſo againſt all incumbents who ſhall
receive and employ them, without firſt
C
Eſtminſter, June 2. This day, the
obtaining ſuch licence.
vili. That you do not by any means
Y lords being met, a meſſage was
admit of any miniſter, who removes from ſent to the Hon. houſe of commons by
another dioceſe, to ſerve as a curate in Mr. Quarme, deputy gentleman uſher of

the black rod, acquainting them, that

yours, without the teſtimony in writing

§: biſhop of that dioceſe,

or ordinary “The lords, authorized by virtue of his
of the pecular juriſdiction, from whence majeſty's commiſfion, for declaring his
he comes, of his good lite, ability, and D royal aſſent to ſeveral ačis agreed upon by
conformity to the eccleſiaſtical laws of the both houſes, do defire the immediate at
tendance of this Hon. houſe in the houſe
church of England.
IX. That you do not allow any miniſter of peers, to hear the commiſſion read;"
to ſerve more than one church or chapel, and the commons being come thither, the
in one day, except that chapel be a mem ſaid commiſſion, impowering his royal
ber of the pariſh church, or united there highneſs the duke of Cumberland, the

-

*

-

unto ; and unleſs the ſaid church, or Elord archbiſhop of Canterbury, the lord
chapel, where ſuch miniſter ſhall ſerve in keeper of the great ſeal, the lord preſident
two places, be not able, in your judgment,
to maintain a curate.

X. That in the inſtrument of licence

of the council, and ſeveral other lords,
to declare and notify the royal aſſent to

the ſaid bills was read accordingly, and

granted to any curate, you appoint him the royal aſſent given to,
what ſhall appear to you, upon due conſi.
An act for granting to his majeſty cer.
deration of the duty to be performed by F tain ſums of money out of the finking
him, the value of the benefice, and the fund, and for applying certain monies re
other circumflances of the caſe, a ſufficient maining in the Exchequer for the ſervice
ſalary, according to the power veſted in of the year 1759 i and for relief of Sa
you by the laws of the church, and the muel Taylor, with reſpect to a bond en
particular dire&ion of the act of parlia tered into by him for ſecuring the duties
ment for the better maintenance of curates.
on tobacco imported.

XI. That you take care, as much as is G . An act for enabling his majeſty to raiſ,
poſſible, that whoſoever is admitted to the ſum of one million for the uſes and
ſerve any cure, do reſide in the pariſh purpoſes therein mentioned; and for fur
where he is to ſerve, eſpecially in livings ther appropriating the ſupplies granted
that are able to ſupport a reſident curate tº in this ſeſſion of parliament.
And where that cannot be done, that he

-

An act to amend an act made in the

do at leaſt reſide ſo near to the place, that laſt ſeſſion of payliament for repealing the
he may conveniently perform all the duties H duty granted by an ačt made in the fixth
both in the church and pariſh.

year of the reign of his late majeſty on

XII. That you be very cautious in ac
cepting reſignations; and endeavou, with
the utmoſt cate, by every legal method, to

filver plate ; and for granting a duty ow.
licences to be taken out by all perſons
dealing in gold or filver plate, by per

guard againſt corrupt and limoniacal pre

mining the ſale of gold or filver piate in

tentation: to benefices.

ſmall quantities without licence ; and by:

7.

-

*- -

--

*
-

|
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-granting a duty, inſtead of the duty now
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. .

nacks, and upon licences for retailin
wine, and other purpoſes in the ſaid .#

payable on licences, to be taken out by
certain dealers in gold or filver plate; mentioned, ſo far as the ſame relates to
and alſo a duty upon licences to be taken ſome proviſions with regard to licences for
out by pawnbrokers dealing in gold or retailing wine; and to preſerve the pri
filver plate, and refiners of gold or ſilver. vileges of the two univerſities in that part
A of Great Britain called England, with re
(See p. 309 )
An ačt for augmenting the ſalaries of ſpect to licences for retailing wine.
—the Puiſne judges in the court of King'sAn act to explain and amend an ast
Bench, the judges in the court of Com made in the 29th year of his preſent ma
mon-Pleas, the barons of the coif in the jeſty's reign, entitled, An ačt for the en.
court of Exchequer at Weſtminſter, the couragement of ſeamen, and the more
judges in the courts of ſeſſion and Exche ſpeedy and effectual manning his majeſty's
quer in Scotland, and juſtices of Cheſter B navy, and for the better prevention of Pi
and the great feffions for the counties in racies, and rºbberies by the crews of pri:
-

Wales.

-

An ačt for adding certain annuities
granted in the year 1757 to the joint ſtock
of three per cent. annuities conſolidated
by the aëts of the 25th, 28th and 29th

vate ſhips of war. (See p. 309.)
. An act for applying the money granted
in this ſeſſion of parliament towards de
fraying the charge of pay and cloathing
for the militia from December 31, 1753,

ears of his preſent majeſty's reign, and C to March 25, 1769.
or carrying the ſeveral duties therein
An act for enforcing the execution of
mentioned to the finking fund ; and for the laws relating to the militia, and for
charging the annuities on ſingle lives,
granted in the year 1757, on the produce

removing certain difficulties, and prevent

of the ſaid fund.

may attend the ſame.

ing inconveniencies attending, or which

An ačt to continue ſeveral laws therein

An A3 fºr applying a ſum of money

mentioned relating to the allowing a D granted in this ſellion of parliament to
drawback of the duties upon the exporta wards carrying on the works for foºtiv
tion of copper bars imported ; to the en ing and ſecuring the harbour of Milford
couragement of the Hik manufactures ; in the county of Pembroke, and to a
and for taking off ſeveral duties on mer imend and render more effectual an act of
chandize exported, and reducing other laſt ſeſſion of parliament for applying a
duties to the premium upon maſts, yards, ſum of money towards fortifying the Éid
and bowſprits, tar, pitch, and turpen. E harbour.
time; to the encouraging the growth of . An act for the better preventing the
coffee in his maj fly's plantations in Ame impºrtation of the woolen manufaštures
rica 5 to the ſecuring the duties upon fo of France into any of the ports in the Le
reign made fail cloth, and charzing ſo vant ſea, by or on the behalf of any of
reign made ſails with a duty; and for en his majeſty's ſubječts, and for the more
larging the time for payment of the du effectual preventing the illegal importation

ties omitted to be paid on the indentures F of raw filk and mohair yarn into this
and contraćts of clerks, apprenticºs, or
ſervants ; and alſo for making affi Javits

kingdom.

of the execution of articles or contračts

ing the fraudulent importation of cams

of clerks to attornies or ſollicitors, and

bricks and French lawns.

filing thereof.
An aa to explain and amend an ačt

3.

made in the laſt feſſion of parliament, en

An act for the more effectual prevent

An ačt, for relief of debtors with re

to the impriſoninent of their per
ons, and to oblige debtors who ſhall con

titled, An act for granting to his ma-G tinue in execution in priſon beyond a cer.
tain time, and for ſums not exceeding

jeſty ſeveral rates and duties upon offices
and penſions, and upon houſes, and upon
windows or lights, and for raiſing the
ſum of five millions by annuities and a

eſtates for their creditors benefit. (See

lottery, to be charged upon the ſaid rates

p. 309.)

what are mentioned in the aët, to make

diſcovery of, and deliver upon oath, their

and duties ſo far as the ſame islates to the

-

-

-

An act to continue, amend, explain,

rates and duties on offices and penſions. H and render more effe&tual an ast made in
An act to explain and amend an ast the 6th year of the reign of his preſent
paſſed in the goth year of his preſent ma majeſty, fºr the better regulation of laſt.
jeſty's reign, for granting to his majeſty age and ba'laſtage in the river Thames,
ſeveral rates and duties upon indentures, and to prevent putting of rubbiſh, aſhes,
leaſes, bonds, and other decds, and upon dirt, or ſºil, into the ſaid river, and in
news. Paieri, advertil-man:s, and alma the treets, paſſages, and kennels in Lon.
-

Q_q a

dou
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don, and in the ſuburbs thereof in Mid
dleſex and Weſtminſter, and ſuch part of
the dutchy of Lancaſter as is in Middle
… ſex, and for allowing a certain quantity
of dung, compoſt, earth, or ſoil, to be
yearly ſhipped as ballaſt from the layſtalls

June

of the proteſtant religion, and publick
liberty. His majeſty, therefore, truſts
that the uprightneſs of his intentions wil

draw down the bleſſing of heaven upon
his endeavours.

-

We have it, alſo, in command from

in London on board any collier or coaſting A his majeſty, to let you know, that he
veſſel.

And to a great number of other pub
lick and to 40 private bills.
The Speech of the Lords Commiſſioners to

both Houſes of Parliament, on Saturday,

hopes, the proviſions you have made, ta
prevent, and corre&t, the exceſſes of the
privateers, will be effectual to that de
ſirable end. The king has had it much
at heart : . For tho' his majeſty is ſenſible
of the utility of that ſervice, when under

June 2, 1759.
B proper regulations, he is determined to
My Lord, and Gentlemen,
do his utmoſt, to prevent any injuries,
HE king has commanded us to put or hardſhips, being done to the ſubje&s
an end to this ſeſſion of parliament; of neutral powers, as far as may be prac
and, at the ſame time to aſſure you, that ticable, and conſiſtent with his majeſty's
as your condućt, during the courſe of it, juſt right to hinder the trade of his ene
has highly deſerved his royal approbation, mies from being colluſively and fraudu.
ſo his majeſty now returns you his hearty Clently covered.
-

thanks for it.

At the opening of the ſeſſion, his ma
jeſty exhorted vou to bear up againſt all
difficulties ; effe&ually to fland by, and
defend his majeſty; and vigorouſly to
fupport the king of Pruſſia, and the reſt

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,
We are commanded to aſſure you, that,
when his majeſty confiders the large ſup
plies which you have ſo unanimouſly given,
he feels himſelf under the

A.f.

of his allies. The king has commanded D gations, not only to thank you for them,
but alſo to applaud the firmneſs and vi
gour, with which you have ačted ; as
ed on the wiſdom, zeal, and affection of well as your prudence in judging, that,
ſo good a parliament; and that you have notwithſtanding the preſent burdens, the
fully anſwered his expe&tations. You making ample proviſion for carrying on
have confidered the war in all its parts; the war is the moſt probable means to
and, notwithſtanding the long continu E bring it to an honourable and happy con
ance of it, thro' the obſtimacy of our cluſion. No attention will be wanting
enemies, have made ſuch proviſion for on his majeſty's part for the faithful ap
the many different operations, as ought plication of what you have granted.
to convince the powers engaged againſt
My Lords and Gentlemen,
us, that it will be for their intereſt, as
well as for the eaſe and relief of all Eu
His majeſty has been graciouſly pleaſed
rope, to come to equitable and honoura. F to order us to add, that he has nothing
ble terms of accommodation.
more to deſire of you, but that you would
By your aſſiſtance, the combined army carry down the ſame good dipolitions,
and propagate them in your ſeveral coun
in Germany has been compleated ; Pow
erful ſquadrons, as well as great numbers ties, which you have ſhewn in your pro
of land forces, are employed in America, ceedings during your ſitting here.
After which the lord keeper ſaid;
in order to maintain the juſt rights and
My Lord, and Gentlemen,
poſſeſſions of his majeſty and his people; G
and to annoy the enemy in the moſt ſen
It is his majeſty's royal will and plea
ſible manner in thoſe parts , and, as ſure, that this parliament be prorogued to
France is now making conſiderable pre Thurſday the twenty fixth day of July
parations in her ports, his majeſty has next, to be then here held ; and this par
taken care to put his fleet at home in the liament is accordingly prorogued tº
beſt condition, both of ſtrength and firua. Thurſday the twenty-fixth day of July
tion, to guard againſt, and repel any at H next.
tempts, that may be meditated againſt his
kingdoms.
Y the aâ for relief of debtors, with
The king's meaſures have all been di
reſpečt te the impriſonment of their
re&ted to aſſert the honour of his crown ; perſons, &c. debtors charged in execu
to preſerve the eſſential intereſts of his tion for any ſum, or ſums, not exeeeding
us to acquaint you, that his hopes of
ſurmounting thoſe difficulties were found

-

faithful ſubjećls and to ſupport the cauſe
s

wool, after the 15th day of fune, 1759,
mafi

º
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may, before the end of the firſt term
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miſfion of reprizal is to be granted to

next after his being charged in execution,
exhibit a petition to the court of law
wherein he is ſo charged,
the
cauſes of his impriſonment, with a ſche

any veſſel in Europe under 100 tons bur
then, 10 guns and 42 men, and many
regulations are made for the better ma
nagement and condućt of the privateers.

1759.

*::::::

dule of his real and perſonal eſtate at the

time, and charges affetting the ſame, and A

To the PUBL I C K.

alſo the ſtate of his effects at the time of

Strand, April 25, 17 59.
his firſt impriſonment, &c. Alſo giving
ſociety for the encouragement of
14 days previous notice to the creditor,
arts, manufactures, and commerce,
or his attorney, at whoſe ſuit he is charg propoſe, in purſuance of their plan, to be
ed in execution, with a copy of his ſche flow the following premium, viz.
dule, and the ſaid creditor appearing, or
not appearing thereto, and oath being B Premiumſ relating to Agriculture, Huſban
dry, Planting, &c.
made of the due requiring him ſo to do,
For ſowing the greateſt quantity of
and the priſoner ſwearing to the truth of
his ſchedule, &c. (from which are ex land with acorns alone before the 1ſt day
cepted wearing apparel, bedding, and of May, 1760 (10 acres at leaſt) with
working tools, not exceeding the value of not leſs than four buſhels to each acre,
ten pounds) the priſoner will be there and for fencing and preſerving the ſame

TH:

upon diſcharged, &c. A creditor, if he C effečtually for raiſing timber, a gold medal.
is not ſatisfied with the ſchedule, and in

fiſts on keeping the debtor in goal, is to
allow him 2s. 4d. per week, and if more

For the ſecond greateſt quantity ditto,
a filver medal.

For the third ditto, a ſilver medal.

than one creditor, each creditor is to al

Certificates of ſowing the ſame muſt be
delivered to the ſociety on or before the
ner refuſing to petition and deliver a ſche firſt Tueſday in November, 1760.
dule of his eſtate and effe&ts, his credi- D - For erecting on or before the 1ſt of
tors, after zo days notice given him, may September, 1761, an apiary, containing
compel him ſo to do. Overplus of the the greateſt number of hives or boxes
priſoner's eſtate, after payment of debt ſtocked with bees, not leſs than 30, a
and coſts, to be returned to him. The gold medal.
Alſo a ſilver medal for the ſecond
priſoner is to pay as. 6d. for his diſcharge
fee, and his future effects are liable to greateſt number, not leſs than 20.

low him 1s. 6d. per week.

debts unſatisfied.

Any priſo

He is to have no ad. E

vantage of the ſtatute of limitations, un
leſs entitled to it before he was charged in
cuſtody on the original ſuit. Priſoners
refuſing to deliver a ſchedule, to be tranſ

Certificates to be delivered on or before

the laſt Tueſday in October, 1761.
For ſowing the greateſt quantity of land
with Spaniſh cheſnuts (for raiſing timber)

ported for ſeven years, and delivering in

before the 1ſt day of May, 1760, and
for effectually fencing and preſerving the

a falſe account, to ſuffer the pains and

ſame, a gold medal.

-

-

For the ſecond greateſt quantity ditto,
penalties of wilful perjury. After, the F a ſilver
medal.

priſoner is diſcharged, he is not liable to

arreſt or ačtion for the ſame debt.

None

For the third ditto, a ſilver medal.

are entitled to the benefit of this a&t, who
have taken, or ſhall take the benefit of

For properly planting the greateſt num
ber of the ſmall leaved Engliſh elm, for
any ačt of inſolvency, and the act is not raiſing timber (commonly uſed for keels
to extend to Scotland.
of ſhips and water-works) before the 1ſt
1760, and for effectually
By the new plate ačt, traders in, or G day o
venders of ſmall gold and filver wares, fencing and preſerving the ſame, a gold
are relieved from taking out a licence ; medal.
For the ſecond greateſt number of ditto,
but traders in, and venders of large quan
tities, viz. pieces of gold plate of two a filver medal.
For the third ditto, a ſilver medal.
ounces, or upwards, and of ſilver plate
N. B. Certificates of having planted
30 ounces, or upwards, are to pay 51.
for a licence, under the penalty of 2 ol. H the two laſt articles, muſt be delivered on
in caſe of default. Pawnbrokers and re
or before the firſt Tueſday in November,
finers are ſubjećted to this ačt, and the 1760.
licences to be renewed annually.
For planting out in the year 1760, at
By the ačt to explain and amend the proper d ſtances, the greateſt number of
ſeamen's ačt, and for the better prevent that pine, commonly called Scotch fir,
ing piracies and robberies, &c. - No com being the tree which produces the beſt red

FM.

-

*

.
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or yellow deal, to be two years old, at
leaſt, when planted out, and for effec
tually fencing and preſerving the ſame, a
gold medal. ,
For the ſecond greateſt number of ditto,

the Society

- June

as above, in the year 1762, and alſo in
, the year 1763. Certificates thereof for

a filver medal.

1762, muſt be delivered on or before the

laſt Wedneſday in January, 1763, and for
3763, on or before the laſt Tueſday in
January, 1764.

For the third ditto, a ſilver medal.

"A

Premiums for Diſcoverier and Inprovements
in Clymiſtry, Dying, Miseralogy, &c.
For the greateſt quantity of biſmuth,

Certificates of ſuch planting muſt be
delivered on or before the laſt Wedneſday
in January, 1761.
N. B. The like premiums will alſo be made from minerals or materials, the pro
given for planting out the greateſt num duce of England, not leſs than 1 oolb.
ber of Scotch firs, at the ſame age, and weight, to be produced on or before the
after the ſame manner, in the year 1761. B third Tueſday in January, 1760, 30l.
And certificates thereof muſt be delivered
For Tolb. weight of borax, diſcovered
on or before the laſt Tueſday in January, or made in this kingdom, having the
s761.
properties of that which is imported, to
For the moſt effectual method to pre be produced on or before the third Tueſ.
vent or deſtroy the fly which takes the day in January, 1760, 25l.
For making zoo neſts of the bef cru
turnip in the leaf, to be produced on or

before the firſt Wedneſday in December, C cibles, of a ſmall fize, each neſt confifling
of not leſs than fix crucibles, and likewiſ:
For properly planting with madder so neſts of a larger ſize; the largeſt cru
roots the greateſt number of acres (not cibles in each of which laſt 50 neſts to
leſs than 10) and effečtually fencing and hold two quarts of Britiſh materials, and
preſerving the ſame, 5ol. Certificates equal to the crucibles imported for melting
will be required of the whole having been metals and ſalts, to be produced on or be.
planted and fenced between the 1ſt of D fore the third Tueſday in January, 1760,
ol.
June, 1759, and the 1ſt of November,
1760. And ſuch certificates muſt be de
For the beſt ſample of flaxen yarn dyed
livered in, on or before the firſt Tueſday of a laſting and firm green colour, not
in December, 1760.
leſs than 2 lb. weight, to be produced on
For the beſt ſet of experiments. with a or before the ſecond Tueſday in March
diſſertation on the nature and operations 176c, zol.
of manures, to be produced on or before E For dying flaxen yarn ſcarlet in grain,
the third Wedneſday in December, 1759, of the beſt holding or faſt colour, alb.
a gold medal, if really deſerving.
weight at the leaſt, to be produced as
For the beſt ſet of experiments, with above, 3ol.
a diſſertation on ſoils and their different
For improving grain colours, and ren.
natures, to be produced on or before the dering them cheaper, ſpecimens to be pre
firſt Wedneſday in December, 1759, a duced on or before the ſecond Tueſday in
F December, 1759, 30l.
gold medal, if deſerving.
For the moſt effectual method to pre
For making a quantity of the beſt fai
vent or cure the rot in ſheep, to be pro amnoniac, equal in goodneſs to the beſt
duced on or before the firit Wedneſday imported, not leſs than 50olb. weight, at
one manufačtury, 5olb. weight of which
in December, 1759, zol.
For planting out in the year 1761, at to be produced as a ſample on or before
proper diſtances, the greateſt number of the third Tueſday in March, 1760, 30!.
the white pine, commonly called lord G. N. B. If the ſample produced be equal
Weymouth's, or the New England pine, in goodneſs, the quantity made will de
(being the propereſt ſort for maſts) to be termine the premium.
four years old, at leaſt, when planted out,
For the beſt ſcarlet in grain dyed in
and for effectually fencing and preſerving England, in a piece of ſuperfine broad
cloth, not leſs than 15 yards, ſuperior in
the ſame, a gold medal.
: For the ſecond greateſt number of ditto, colour to any now dyed in England, and
a ſilver medal.
H the neareſt to the fineſt foreign dyed ſcarlet
For the third ditto, a ſilver medal.
in grain cloth, with condition to declare
Certificates of ſuch planting muſt be how much the dying coſt per yard, to be
delivered on or before the laſt Wedneſday produced on or before the third Wedneſ
in January, 1762.
day in December, 1759, aol.
N. B. The like premiums will be given
For the diſcovery cf the beſt and cheapeſt
for planting cut lord Weymouth's pine, compoſition of a very frong and laſting
*759, zol

-

-

-

-

-

colour
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of ſheep, which will properties whereof are great hardneſs,
*

i

it.

endure the weather a propertime, and not perſe& tranſparency, without diſcolouring
damage the wool, as pitch, tar, &c. to any paint it is laid over, being capable of
be produced on or before the firſt Tueſday the fineſt poliſh, and not liable to crack,
in February, 176 or 2-1.
zol. The varniſh that gains the premium
For the beſt and cheapeſt compoſition, muſt be better than any before produced;
which on ſufficient trials ſhall appear moſt A and each candidate, when his varniſh is
effeaual for ſecuring ſhips bottoms from produced, muſt produce alſo a pannel of
worms and other injuries, 5ol. fix planks' wood (Lºrge enough for a coach door)
of oak (cut out of the ſame piece of tim painted with the fineſt ground of white,
ber) muſt be provided by each candidate, blue, green, pomp taour, carmine, and
each plank being three feet long, one foot red, finiſhed with the ſame vamiſh, the
wide, and two inches thick; four of the moſt perfectly ſecured and poliſh-d, ſo as "
ſaid planks muſt be prepared or payed with B to be proof againſt a hot ſun, froſt, or
the compoſition, and the other two muſt wer, to be left with the ſociety for fix
be left- unprepared or unpayed; and all months, at leaſt, in order to a certain its
the ſaid planks muſt be produced to the iner it.
ſociety on or before the firſt day of Janu
Specimens of the varniſh and pannels
ary, 1769, in order to be ſent to ſuch ſo finiſhed, are to be delivered on or before
places as the ſociety ſhall think proper for the firſt Tueſday in March, 1762, and to
making trials thereon.
cbe determined on the laſt Wedneſday in
For ditto in the year 1762, the planks September, 1760.
For making the moſt and beſt verdi
to be produced in the ſame manner on or
before the firſt day of January, 1761, 5ol. ' greaſe, equal in goodneſs to the French,'
In the year 1756, it was propoſed to : not leſs than 1 oolb. weight, to be pro

give tool. for making at any one manu-D duced on or before the third Tueſday in
factury (within three years from the date: January, 1760, 30l.
thereof) I o, ooolb. weight of the beſt ſalt:
N. B. The proceſs of making verdi
petre fit for gunpowder, by ſome method, greaſe is given in the M-mors of the
different from Mr. Paul Nightingale's Royal Academy of Sciences at Paris, for
(as mentioned in his patent and ſpecifi the years 17 so and 1753.
For making the moſt and beſt zaffre:
cation) from materials the produce of
England or Wales, or from ſea-water, and ſmalt from Enghſh, cobal (not leſs
zoolb. weight thereof, to be produced for than 11b, weight of zaffre, and 5lb weight
ſuch trials to be made thereon as the ſo- E of ſmal') to be produced on or before the
ciety ſhall dire&.
third-Tueſday in January, 1760, toge
Alſo for the ſecond like quantity fit for ther with one pound of the ore they were”
gunpowder, made at ſome other manu produced from, in order to a counter
factury, within the ſame time, 5ol.
proof, 3ol.
[To be continued in our next.]
It is now further propoſed to give tool.
to the perſon who ſhall make the firſt
ro, ooolb. weight of ſuch ſalt-petre fit for f The Eloquence of the Pulpit, exemplified:
in a very remarkable and ſtriking Inſtance.
gunpowder (before the firſt Tueſday in
April, 1760) toolb. weight thereof to be
To
the AUTHOR of the LONDON
produced as above.
M A G A Z IN E.
For the ſecond like quantity fit for gun
S
I
R,
Kent, May, 1759.
powder, at ſome other manufactury, and
by a different perſon, or perſons, 5ol.
I was looking the other day into
one of the volumes of the Tather, I
N. B. The ſame perſons may be en- G
titled to double premiums, it the above happened to hit on the number that treats
quantity of ſalt-petre be made by them of the art of ſpeaking, with the proper
before the firſt Tueſday in April, 1760.
ornaments of voice and geſture ; and the
For an effectural method to edulcorate
author of it ſeems to wonder greatly,
train or ſeal oil, for the uſe not only of that it ſhould be ſo much negle&ted by the
the clothier, ſoap-boiler, &c. but to anſwer clergy, whom he yet believes to be the
the ordinary purpoſes of olive oil, to be H moſt learned body of men in the world.
produced on or before the ſecond Wed However, Sir Richard owns, there are
neſday in December, 1759, 101.
exceptions to this general rule ; and that
For making one quart, at leaſt, of the the * dean, he had lately heard preach,
beſt, moſt tranſparent and colourleſs var was an orator. “ He has ſo much re
niſh, equal in all reſpects to Martin's at gard to his congregation, that he com
Paris, coaumonly called copal vaniſh, the mits to his memory what he has to ſay to
-

-

A”

7

* them';

*

* Dr. Francis Atterbury, dean of Carliſle.

*
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them ; and has ſo ſoft, and graceful a
behaviour, that it muſt attract your atten
tion. His perſon, it is to be confeſſed, is
no ſmall recommendation ; but he is to

at this time ; but there are evidently tº
many; and the preſent body of clergy are

of his audience, who could not be intel

and cloſeſt imitation.

obliged to Sir Richard Steel for this ex

cellent advice, and ſhould look upon it as
be highly commended for not lofing that ſeaſonable, and as highly uſeful now, as
advantage, and adding to the propriety of ‘when he gave it.—The model for their
fpeech (which might paſs the criticiſm of A compoſitions, and the manner of deliver.
Longinus) an action, which weuld have ing them, drawn from that great chriſ.
been approved by Demoſhenes. He has a tian orator, his favourite dean, is cer.
peculiar force in his way 5, and has many tainly moſt worthy of their beſt regard,
ligent hearers of his diſcourſe, were there

They will by this means hugely diſap

no explanation, as well as grace in his
int the artful deſigns of our preſent
aćtion. This art of his is uſed with the B Daniel: ; and be ſure to keep their wiſe?
moſt exact and honeſt ſkill

He never at

[... within their own folds.-It cannot

tempts your Paſfions, till he has convinced
our reaſon. All the objećtions, which
e can form, are laid open and diſperſed,

helped—there will be always ſºme, that
after their own lufts heap to themſelves
teachers, having itching ears—that lºve
before he uſes the leaſt vehemence in his the heats of enthuſiaſm, odd geſtures, and
ſermon ; but when he thinks he has your vociferous lungs,. &c. though moſt juſtly
head, he very ſoon wins your heart; and C compared by biſhop Stillingfleet to a ſtorm
never pretends to ſhew the beauty of ho of thunder and lightning, and to the
lineſs, till he hath convinced you of the
'Would every one of our clergymen be

coming up of the tide with noiſe and
violence, which may ſtartle and confound,
yet leave very little effect.

thus careful to recommend truth and vir

Qh then ye ſimple ones, how long will

truth of it.

tue in their proper figures, and ſhew ſº ye love fimplicity I
much concern for them, as to give them D
I am, &c.
all the additional force they are able, it is
There
having
been
lately
publiſhed,
A Let
not poſſible, that nonſenſe ſhould have ſo
ter from the Dutcheſs of M-r—gh,
many hearers, as you find it has in diſ
in the Shades, to a great Man, we
ſenting congregations, for no reaſon in the
/hall give our Readers the following Ex
world, but becauſe it is ſpoken extempore :
traffs from it.
For ordinary minds are wholly governed
by their eyes and ears ; and there is no E
HE author introduces the dutcheſt
writing thus to her old favourite :
way to come at their hearts, but by power
“But as fond as I am of taking you
over their imaginations.
There is my friend, and merry com to be one of the greateſt men in any age
anion pººl : He knows a great deal
or nation, for one of the moſt diſintereſt
etter than he ſpeaks; and can form a ed repreſentatives of your country that
proper diſcourſe as well as any orthodox ever graced the legends of modern pa

neighbour. But he knows very well, that F triotiſm, as well as for the moſt conſum
to bawl out, My beloved ; and the words

mate ſtateſman that ever took the reint

Grace: Regeneration 1 San&tification: A
new light T The day ! The day ! Ay,

of government in hand; ſorry I am to
ſay it, I do not find ſo many, as I could

wiſh, of my countrymen here, to concur
with me in that opinion.
ment will come, when we leaſt think of
My lord-duke, who is not abſolutely
it ! And ſo forth.—He knows, to be ve- G purified from his love of money, ſneers
hement is the only way to come at his me intolerably for the ſum I left away
audience. Daniel, when he ſees my friend— from his family, on no other confideration,
come in, can give him a good hint, and or better ſecurity, than the moſt ſuſpicious
my beloved, the day ! or rather, the
night l—The night is coming ! And judg:

cry out—This is only for the ſaints The
regenerated By this force of a&ion,

words and profeſſions of a modern pa.

tho' mixed with all the incoherence and

Lord Or-f—d ſeconds him with a

triot.

ribaldry imaginable, Daniel can laugh at H coarſe familiar laugh, in his old way, and
his dioceſan, and grow fat by voluntary

ſubſcription, while the Parſon of the pa

ſwears by all the powers of ſelf intereſt,
that you have given him no occaſion to

riſh goes to law for half his dues. Daniel
will tell you, it is not the ſhepherd but
the ſheep with the bell, which the flock

repent the notions he ever had of political
prudery; for that he never in his life

follows.”

boaſter of patriotiſm, but that he was ſure

I wiſh we had mainſtances of this ſort

heard a ſpouter of high heroics, or *
o

1759.
n
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º

LETTER to a GREAT MAN.

of him, on coming up to his price.
The good lord T-b–t tells me too I
ſhall have an admirable plea, in equity, to
redemand the ſum bequeathed you on your
arrival here, and that there is no doubt of
my recovering.

º

.
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The other's anſwer was as follows :

That pure charity had been the motive of
that omiſſion with which he was re.

proached, ſince that very previouſneſs, he

who reproached him mentioned, was pal

ably the higheſt aggravation of your
All this, you may be ſure, was not over. A failure; for that the pre-exiſtence of thoſe
pleafing to me... But though, as I told meaſures was not unknown to you, before
you before, I never give up any thing, I your getting into power on the ſtrength
was provoked to examine into the truth of of having railed at them. That your
things; and how to come at it, was not tame acquieſcence, and even active con
currence then in them after you had car
long a queſtion with me.
There were enough of our country ried that point of power for yourſelf,
daily arriving here, ſome of whom were B proved to a demonſtration the nature of
not ſo gratefully ſenfible as they ought to the motives and ſpirit upon which you
have been, of the propriety with which had founded your oppoſition : And that:
they were ſacrificed in what they had the you had covered a high office, not for the
impudence to call your vagaries.
take of redreſſing thoſe national wrongs
It was certainly amongſt the new of which yourſelf had ſo juſtly complained
comers from the upper realms, that I was in thoſe you abuſed and ſupplanted; but
to ſeek for the information I wanted. C that yourſelf might preciſely do the ſame,
However I might be diſpoſed then to in or worſe than they did, and reap that ad
poſe on others, by concealing the reſult of vantage from thoſe ſacrifices which you
my enquiry, if it ſhould come out unfa envied them. In ſhort, the point of con
vourable to my prejudice, I was deter teſt ſeemed to be, not who ſhould extricate
mined not to be impoſed upon myſelf. I your country out of her plunge, but who
therefore avoided conſulting any whom I ſhould thruſt her more deſperately in.
could ſuppoſe to have been tainted with D To this your friend replied: That there
party-ſpirit, or biaſed by any perſonal was another more favourable way of ſol
motive whatever, whether for or againſt ving that apparent inconſiſtency in your
you. The way to get at truth is certainly condućt, which was, that you had been
not to ſeek it where the paſſions have ex forced, as it were, by way of compromiſe,
pelled or will not admit it.
to yield to ſome ill, that you might be
Amongſt ſuch, I deſpiſed equally thoſe able to do ſome good : That, conſcious
who abuſed, or who admired you. At E of your intruſive, and conſequently auk
length I met with two perſonages who ward figure in the cloſet, you was glad to
anſwered the deſcription I had propoſed to ſoften things there in order to keep your
myſelf. They were even talking of you place in it; and, under the favour of hu
when I accoſted them, and their ſenti mouring the predominant paſſion there,
ments were diametrically oppoſite. So to make way for thoſe national points
much the better. From the colliſion of which would not otherwiſe paſs without
their opinions I had the more reaſon to F ſuch a compliance : In which light your
expect the light of truth would be ſtruck compliance was rather that of a patriot
out.
The ſum of what I learnt from than of a courtier, ſince you ſtill made
them I now tranſmit to you : You can the good of your country your port of
not well be the worſe for it; at leaſt you deſtination, tho' by the wind's continuing
cannot fail of thanking me for the honour to blow too ſtrong in a contrary quarter,
I do you”.

you was forced to trim to it, and go upon
After an account of a pretty long dia- G another tack,

His antagoniſt, in anſwer to this, cb
ſerved, that he had often heard this plea
offered for you by well meaning people,
and that he had always heard it with that
pity due to the errors of a good intention,
cut-ſet of the debate, he did not make due or of that amiable good-nature which de
allowance for your having been obliged lights more in excuſing than condemning.
to take matters as you found them al The truly good always think the beſt of
ready ſo ſettled, before your aſſumption others. That unhappily however in your
into the miniſtry, that you could not, caſe, every plea brought for you, and this
without a violence too injurious to the one e-pecially, made ſtrongly againſt you.
reſt of the ſyſtem of things, break off For that nothing appea ing more plain,
ſhort theſe continental meaſures, of which as before enaked, than that you well
he made ſo mighty a crime to yºu.
knºw of thoſe cºuntnal engagements,
R. r
ſace
June, 1759.
logue between theſe two diſputants ſhe
goes on as follows :
“Your ſtaunch admirer now interpo
ſed, and obſerved to his opponent, that,
after all his profeſſions of candour at the

-
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ſince the declaiming againſt them with as

you could not at leaſt plead the improba
much vehemence as juſtice, had been your bility of it in your own defence. For
means of aſcenſion to power; you could that, to ſpeak in the modern oratorial ſtile,
not therefore plead ignorance of the rea even the different images preſented by
ſons yourſelf had alledged of your fierce Britain and Pruſſia might have kept off
wrath at them. In what then had thoſe
the idea of bringing them into con
reaſons ceaſed Was it not more evident A jun&tion : Pruſſia repreſenting a ſhallow
than ever, that at the very juncture when rivulet, as enormouſly as ſuddenly ſwelled
you renounced them, and adopted the by a mere accident, burſting its banks,
meaſures to which they had been oppoſed; and with its overflow ſpreading a dreadful
thoſe meaſures had ſo pernicious a ten devaſtation thro’ the neighbouring fields,
dency, that there were no points you ſooner or later to be reduced and ſhrunk
could carry by acquieſcing in them, but back into its original littleneſs; happy, if
what would not be only barely blanked B not wholly annihilated by way of pre
by them, but muſt even ultimately turn vention for the future whereas Britain
againſt your country
France was her appears like a majeſtick river, intrinfically
enciny. Was it right then to give France rich from its own perennial ſource, taking
a handle to draw off the attention of Eu its courſe in a regular channel, and ferti
rope from ſo defenſible a cauſe as was lizing as it flows. The intereſts of two
Britain's at the beginning of the war, to ſuch ſtates could hardly with any ſort of
fix it, unfavourably for her, upon that C propriety be identified, or made mutually
incident in the courſe of it, an alliance to depend on one another. That befides,
ſo liable to exception, which, inſtead of nothing was falſer than the pretence of
ſtrengthening, muſt abſolutely itſelf be any neceffity in you for your acquieſcing
her v. ak ſide

which muſt, if not ob

in

the continuance of

the

continen

ſtruśt her ſucceſſes, in all human proba tal connexions, by way of compromiſe
bility, make her loſe the fruit of thoſe for thoſe points, of which ſuch as were
ſhe may have gained, or will gain, on her D recommended by the nation met with
own bottom at the expence of her own ſo great, tho’ probably in the end vain,
blocd and treaſure.
That one would ſucceſs; whilſt the others of your own
think you had accepted of power only to planning were either crude, abortive, or
conſummate the ſacrifice already begun anſwered no valuable purpoſe in propor
of the national points to the great anti tion to their expence, or to the expesia
national cre, inſtead of making the laſt tions raiſed by them. That the non
ſubſervient to the firſt, as has been urged E neceſſity of ſuch an acquieſcence was plain
in your behalf. That in lieu of endea from the power of your popularity (no
vouring to looſen, you had drawn cloſer matter, as to the effe8, whether ſharped
the engagements between this nation and or fairly won) which would have made
a prince, who, by doing ſo much miſ your colleagues in the adminiſtration think
chief, had got two ſuch totally different twice before they had ventured to brave
reputations, the one all over Europe, and the ill conſequences of your Tribunitian
the other in Britain only : A prince who F veto. That if thus backed by the whole
is evidently driving on in that career of force of the community on your fide, and
perdition, which in the natural courſe of eſpecially by that of demonſtrable truth,
things muſt await him, unleſs he is ſaved oppoſed to which all human authority
by a miracle : Since even his victories, makes ſo contemptible a figure, you could
it may without a paradox be ſaid, only not have prevailed for breaking, or at leaſt
inſure his ruin, by encouraging him to looſening the continental connexions ;
brave it, and make a neceſſity of it to thoſe G your reſignation would not have been
powers combined againſt him, who muſt only a duty, but the very beſt policy in
exhauſt or tile him out, even in their de you, granting even that ſuch a reſignation
fea's by him. This too may happen not would have been only what ſo many have
withſtanding thoſe admirably truſty re been before, mere grimace, a retiring
cruits he raiſes by that new and extraor back to take the greater leap forward:

dinary procedure, of preſſing into his

For that ſuch was the gratitude of the
ſervice the ſworn ſubješls of thoſe Pro- H nation, that ſhe would never have deſerted

teſtant ſtates he has invaded and pillaged; the man who had not deſerted her. This
all by way of defending the Proteſtant is plain, fince even on the bare appearance
religion, and reinſlating the liberties of of your ſtill ſtanding by her in a few conv
Gein, any That whenever ſuch an event paratively uneſſential points, what num
ſhould come into exiſtence, which how bers do not perceive, or madly fond of
ever, no one could leſs wiſh than himſelf, their prejudices will not feel, that ſhe is
deſerted

*3 5
1759. Folly of our ſending Troops to the Continent.
And after continuing her account of
deſerted by you in the main one * That in
this inſtance of your unſteadineſs you had the dialogue for a good many pages fur
not ſpecified yourſelf either the ń. to ther, the dutcheſs, in her true chara&ter,
your country or to yourſelf. That even concludes thus:
Hanover had the juſteſt room to complain . “Here this ſtrange man ended, and
of your purſuing that very tenor of coun here I conclude this long letter; for any
cils which had already proved ſo deſtruc A cratorial ſtrain in º, there cannot,
tive to that ſtate, and of your thus, as it confidering the ſubject, need any apology.
were, ſealing its ruin. Hanover, which But for your ſatisfaction, I ſhall juſt add,
might have remained perfectly ſafe in its that I never thought of you but as I ſtill
priſtine , mediocrity, under the common continue to do: I believe juſt as much as
bond of the empire, if it had not been ever I did, that you are the man on
fillily lified up into the rank of nations, whom your country is to depend. You
where its frog-ſwell muſt, if not even B have thoroughly confirmed my judgment
burſt, give it a moſt aukward figure : of you, from the firſt notice I took of
And where it will have that prepoſterous you ;” and I am,
licy of a weak preference to thank, if
With all due regard,
S I R,
it ſhould add one inſtructive example more
the 2d of June,
to many, of things forced up beyond their Tizºum,
1759 according to your
Your's, &c.
couiputation of tiac.
due pitch, only to be daſhed to pieces on
their precipitation to that ground again C From the London Gazette Extraordinary.
where they were before quietly lying.—
That, in fast, then you had, in this your
Hitchall, June 14, 1759. Yeſter
day morning, Col. Clavering, and
ſ' cond or third departure from Anti-hano
verianiſm, been at once groſsly wanting Capt. Leſlie, late commander of his ma
to Britain and to Hanover, both whoſe jeſty's ſhip the Buckingham, arrived with
intereſts ever required their being con letters from the Hon. general Barrington,
ſtantly kept ſeparate, or carried on colla D and commodore Moore, to the Right
terally, like parallel lines, never to touch. Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt, of which the
But that, not content with taking under following are extra&s.

your auguſt protection the German con

nexions, juſt as you found them, you had, Extraff of a Letter from the Hon. General
Barrington to the Right. Hon. Mr. Se
by going deeper into them than any of
cretary Pitt, dated Head Quarter, in the
your predeceſſors had dared to do, asted
as if you had imagined you could not too E Capeſterre, Guadalupe", May 9, 1759.
“In my laſt letter of the 6th of March,
ſoon make repentance follow the ſimpli
city of forgetting, in your favour, that I had the honour to acquaint you, that
faith once forfeited, is, like departed life, the troops under my command at Gua
never to return again. Under your au dalupe (except the garriſon of Fort Royal)
ſpices then, that inſatiate German gulph, were all embarked, with their baggage,
which had already ſwallowed in vain, ſo &c. without the loſs of a man. The
much Britiſh treaſure, blood, and even

honour, kept yawning ſtill for more; and
now, after the immenſe ſums already pal
pably thrown away, the Britiſh troops muſt
be ſent off, and where why, exactly to
where, if the French had been obliged to

F fleet failed the next morning for Fort
Louis, but from the very great difficulty
of turning to windward, were not able
to reach it till the 11th, at four in the aſ

ternoon, when all the ſhips of war, but

only 25 of the tranſports came to an an

pay the freight of the tranſport, they chor, the others were either driven much
would not have had a bad bargain of their G to leeward, or prevented by the winds and
being ſent; ſo little good they can do, ſtrong currents from weathering the point
ſo wretched a figure they muſt make; of the Saintes.
I went on ſhore at Fort Louis that even
not as to their courage, for that is un
Houbted (they are Britons) but in a ſtate ing to ſee the fort, and the works carry
of ſubordination infinitely beneath the ing on by the detachment that had already
majeſty of the nation, and in a way leſs been ſent thither from Baſſeterſe.
to ſave than to ſubject the eleStoral do H On the 12th I went in a boat to recon
minions to the extremities of the laws of
noitre the two coaſts of this bay, as well
war and of the empire; beſides drawing the Grand Terre ſide as that of Guada
on this nation the odium of her ſeeking to lupe, to find a proper place for making
-

perpetuate, for her own ends, that dread

a deſcent; but commodore Moore having

ful civil war which is ačtually to this hour

acquainted me in the evening of that day,

making a ſhambles of Germany”.

that he had received certain intelligence
R r 2

* See f. 143, and the Map of the Iſland ºf Guadalupe, p. 144.
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of a French ſquadron of ſhips of war, bability there was of ſucceeding in any
confifling of nine ſail of the line and two attempt of reducing the country by the
'frigates, being ſeen to the northward of troops I had, without the aſſiſtance of
Barbadoes, and that it was therefore ne:

teſſary for him to quit this place, with all

the ſhips of war to cover them in land
ing. But, however, I determined to

the ſhips of war under his command, and

make a deſcent on the coaſt of Grand

go into Prince Rupert's Bay, in the Iſland A Terre ; and for that purpoſe I ordered
of Dominico, as a ſituation more advan

col. Crump, with a detachment conſiſting

tageous for the protećtion of Baſſeterſe, of Goo men, to go in ſome of the tranſ
and this place, as well as the Engliſh
iſlands ; I thought it adviſeable the next

ports, that carried moſt guns, and en

day to call jogether the general officers to

Anne, and St. François, and deſtroy the

confider what, in our preſent ſituation,
was beſt to be done, and it was deter

batteries and cannon, which was happily
B executed with very little loſs.

mined, notwithflanding the divided ſtate

As I imagined by my ſending colonel
Crump to attack the towns of St. Anne
and St. François, the enemy would be

of the troops by the ſeparation of the
tranſports, the weak ſtate of Fort Louis,
and the impoſſibility of ſupplying it with
water but from the ſhips, and the many

deavour to land between the towns of St.

obliged to detach ſome of their troops

from the poſt of Goſier, I ordered, two
other difficulties which then appeared, days after he ſailed, the only 300 men I
that it would be moſt for his majeſty's ſer- C had left to be put on board tranſports,
vice, and the honour of his arms, to do and lie off that town ; and in the morn
the utmoſt to keep poſſeſſion of the fort, ing of the 19th I went to reconnoitre the
and to wait ſome further intelligence of battery and intrenchments, and perceiving
the motions of the enemy.
that the enemy appeared leſs numerous
Commodore Moore failed the

next

than for ſome time before, I made a diſ.

morning for Prince Rupert's Bay, with , poſition for forcing them by two different
all the ſhips of war, except the Roebuck D attacks. This was executed the next
of 46 guns, which he left as ſome pro morning at ſun riſing, with great ſpirit
te&tion to the tranſports.
From this time to the 17th I continued
to dire&t works to be made for the ſecu

ºrity of the camp, and for the finiſhing,
as well as ſtrengthening the lines, when

and reſolution by the troops ; and not
withſtanding the fire of the enemy from
their intrenchments and battery, both
were ſoon carried with little loſs, and the

enemy drove into the woods. The troops

the chief engineer, who was on board E immediately deſtroyed the cannon and
one of the tranſports that could not be
fore get up, being arrived, and having
made to me a report of the weakneſs of
the fort, I thought it neceſſary to call a

battery, with the town.
This being happily effected, I ordered
the detachment to force its way to Fort

'council of war to conſider the ſtate there

ders for the garriſon to make two fallies,

Louis ; and, at the ſame time, ſent or

of ; and it being debated whether, the

one to the right, in order to put the ene
fort might not be made tenable, and kept F my between two fires, and the other to
as a garriſon for his majeſty's ſervice, on attack their lines, as I knew that which I
a more circumſcribed plan, tho' it ap

had juſt made would oblige them to ſend

peared impoſſible to keep it in the preſent troops to oppoſe our paſſage on that ſide.
extent of out-poſts ; it was determined The firſt was made, but the latter, by
aſter much conſideration, that from its

ſome miſtake, was not executed ; which,

weakneſs and bad conſtruštion, its being

had it been done, we muſt inevitably

commanded by ſeveral heights very con-G have been in poſſeſſion of their lines. The
tiguous to it, as well as the great diffi

culty (I may indeed ſay the impoſſibility)
of procuring for the preſent, and eſta
bliſhing a conſtant ſupply of water, and
other more neceſſary things for the ſup

detachment from Goſier forced their paſ
ſage with ſome loſs, notwithſtanding a
very ſtrong paſs that the enemy were poſ.

ſeſſed of, and took poſſeſſion of a battery
of three twenty four pounders, which

port and defence of a garriſon in this would, the next day, have played on our
part of the world, not to be tenable, H camp.
However, Sir, I was determined to hold

Governor Deſbriſay, whom I had left

i", until ſome future event might con
vince me what was beſt to be done for his
majeſty's ſervice.

at Fort Royal in Baſſeterre, having been

I refle&ied on the flate of the army un
der my command, and of the little pro

killed by the blowing up of ſome car

tridges that took fire from the wadding of
a twenty four pounder that was diſcharged
from the upper bañion of Fort Royal, at
o
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a body of the enemy, on the 23d of but to the gentlemen who were to exe

TMarch, I appointed major Melvill, who cute it, almoſt infallible ; but the night
commanded the detachment of the 38th proved ſo bad, and the negroe conduc
regiment from the Leeward Iſlands, to be tors were ſo frightened, that they ran ſe
governor in his room. Major Trollope, veral of the boats on the ſhoals, of which
a lieutenant of the 63d regiment, and two . that coaſt is full; ſo that though briga

private men, were likewiſe killed by this Adier Clavering did land, with about 8o
accident ; and a captain, another lieute
nant, and three men, wounded : And

the parapet of that baſtion levelled with
the ground by the exploſion.
At the ſame time that I was acquainted
with this accident, I was told, that the

men, yet the place was ſo full of man
groves, and ſo deep in mud, that he was
obliged to return, but not without the
enemy's diſcovering our deſign.
This obliged me to attempt force,
what could not be effected upon the ſafer

.

enemy had erected a bomb-battery, and B plan: But as I was then laid up in a moſt
thrown ſeveral ſhells into the ſort ; and
that they had, for ſome time paſt, been
working, as the garriſon ſuſpected, upon
another battery ; I therefore ordered go

ſevere fit of the gout, in my feet, head,
and ſtomach, I ſent brigadiers Clavering
and Crump to reconnoitre the coaſt near
Armoville; and upon their report I or
vernor Melvill to cauſe a ſortie to be made dered 1300 regulars and 150 of the An
from the garriſon in order to deſtroy it. tigua volunteers, to land under the pro
Accordingly a detachment of 3oo men C te&tion of the Woolwich man of war:
ſallied out under the command of captain What happened afterwards, you will ſee
Blomer, on the 1ſt of April, and with by the
letter, which I received
out much difficulty forced the enemy's at Petit-Bourg from brigadier Clavering,
entrenchments, and got into the work ; on the 25th of April.”
which proved to be a battery of one eigh
teen pounder, and one twelve, nearly At M. Poyens, Capeſterre, Guadalupe,
April 24, 1759.
compleated. Our people ſpiked the guns, D
S I R,
and returned to the garriſon with the loſs
of only ſix men killed, and fix wounded.
“On Thurſday the 12th of April, at
As I thought the fort, by this accident, day-break, I landed with the troops
might want the aſſiſtance of the chief en which you put under my orders, conſiſt
gineer, I ſent him thither immediately, ing of 1300 men, excluſive of the An
as well as the commanding officer of the tigua volunteers, at a bay not far diſtant
artillery, that no time might be loſt in E from Arnoville. The enemy made no
putting it again into a proper ſtate of de oppoſition to our landing, but retired as
fence.
our troops advanced, to very ſtrong in
The remaining part of the tranſports, trenchments behind the river Le Corn.
with the troops, being now arrived; nine This poſt was to them of the greateſt im
having come on the 23d of March, and portance, as it covered the whole country
the others by one or two in a day ; as I to the bay Mahaut, where their provi
had long intended, ſo ſoon as it was in F fions and ſupplies of all ſorts were landed
my power, to make an attack on the from St. Euſtatia, and therefore they had
Guadalupe ſide, as the enemy had there very early taken poſſeſſion of it, and had
ſome poſts of infinite conſequence, I form ſpared no pains to ſtrengthen it, though
ed, upon the information of ſome ne |. fituation was ſuch as required very
groes, who promiſed to condućt the troops little aſſiſtance from art. The river was
in flat-bottom boats by night, a deſign of only acceſſible at two narrow paſſes, on
ſurprizing Petit-Bourg, Guoyave, and G account of a moraſs covered with man
St. Mary's, at the ſame time. The firſt groves, and thoſe places they had occu
was to be effected by brigadier Crump, pied with a redoubt and well palifaded

i.

-

who, the moment he had made himſelf

intrenchments, defended with cannon,

maſter of it, was to march to Bay Ma
haut, and deſtroy the batteries there, as
well as a large magazine of proviſions

and all the militia of that part of the
country. We could only approach them
in a very contraćted front, which was

that the enemy had colle&ed from the H at laſt reduced to the breadth of the
Dutch, and to hinder any more arriving :
The latter, under brigadier Clavering,
after he had ſurprized St. Mary's and
Guoyave, was to march into the Cape
ferre, and reduce that fine country. The
fucceſs of this appeared not only to me,

roads, interſe&ted with deep and wide
ditches. Our Artillery, which conſiſted
of four field-pieces, and two howitzers,
were ordered to keep a conſtant fire on
the top of the intrenchments, to cover
the attack made by Duroure's “sº
31,
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and the Highlanders, who, on this occa

Thus we paſſed without the loſs of a

fion, behaved with the greateſt coolneſs
and reſolution, keeping up, as they ad
vanced, a regular platoon firing. This
behaviour ſo intimidated the enemy, that

man, 'ſtill purſuing them to Petit-Bourg,
which place they had fortified with lines,
and a redoubt filled with cannon.

they abandoned the firſt intrenchment on

Granada bomb, throwing ſhells into the

We found capt. Uvedale there, in the

the left, into which the Highlanders threw. A fort. The enem did not remain in it
themſelves, ſword in hand, and purſued long, when they ſaw our intention of oc
the enemy, with part of Duroure's regi cupying the heights round them, but left
ment, into the redoubt.
us maſters of that, and the port, with all
The enemy ſtill kept their ground at the cannon round the place.
their intrenchments on the right, from
We halted here the 14th, to get provi
whence they annoyed our people very ſons for the troops.
-

much, both with máſquetry and cannon; B . On the 15th, at day-break, brigadier
and though thoſe who had carried the firſt Crump was detached, with 700 men, to
intenchments, had got into their rear, the bay Mahaut, and at the ſame time
yet, till a bridge could be made to paſs capt. Stiel, with 102, to Guoyave, about
the river, they could not get round to at ſeven miles in our front, to deſtroy a bat
tack this poſt. This took us up near tery there. The pannick of the enemy
half an hour; but however we got up was ſuch, that they only diſcharged their
time enough to take near 70 of the ene C cannon at him, and abandoned a oit
my priſoners, as they were endeavouring that might have been defended
to make their eſcape, amongſt whom army. He nailed up ſeven pieces of can
were ſome of the moſt conſiderable inha
non, and returned the ſame evening to

.#.

bitants of the iſland.

We found in both the intrenchments,

Petit-Bourg. Brigadier Crump returned
likewiſe the next day, with his detach

ſix pieces of cannon. Our loſs was one ment from the bay Mahaut, where he
officer and 13 men killed, and two offi- D found the town and batteries abandoned.
cers and 52 men wounded.
Theſe he burnt, with an immenſe quan
... So ſoon as the ditches could be filled tity of proviſions, that had been landed
up for the paſſage of the artillery, we there by the Dutch, and reduced the
roceeded on our march towards Petit
A conſiderable number of the

}.

whole country as far as Petit-Bourg.

The heavy rains, on the ſucceeding
days, had ſo ſwelled the rivers, that it was
half a mile on the left of the road, but E impoſſible for the troops to advance;
when they perceived we were endeavour however, this delay gave us an opportu
ing to ſurround them, they abandoned it, nity of ſtrengthening the poſt at Petit
keeping always about zoo yards in our Bourg.
front, ſetting fire to the ſugar-canes,
On the 18th, in the evening, the An
which obliged us more than once to leave tigua volunteers took poſſeſſion again of
enemy had lined an intenchment, about

the road, to avoid any accident to our

Guoyave : They were ſupported early the

F next morning, by a detachment com
powder.
The troops arrived late on the banks manded by lieutenant colonel Barlow,
of the river Lizard, behind which, at the who had orders to repair the road for the
only ford, the enemy had thrown up very paſſage of the cannon.
ſtrong intenchments, protected with four
On the 2 ºth, after leaving • 50 men to
pieces of cannon on the hill behind guard Petit Bourg, the remaining part of
-

them.

-

the detachment, with the cannon, moved

Having reconnoitred the ſide of the ri-G on to Guoyave, in order to proceed aſter
ver, and finding it might coſt us very dear
to force the paſſage at the ford, I therefore
kept up their attention all the night, by
firing into their lines, during which time
I got two canoes conveyed about a mile

wards to St. Mary’s, where we were in

formed the cnemy were collecting their
whole foice to cppoſe us, and had like

wiſe thrown up intrenchments, and made

barricadoes on the road to prevent our
and a half down the river, where being approach to it. We were not long be
launched, we ferryed ovc., before break II fore we perceived them, but, at the ſame
of day in the morning, a ſºfficient num time, we found, as weli by our own ob
ber of men to attack them in flank, fºlvation, as by the information of the
whilſt we ſhould do the ſame in front :
guides, that it was not impoſſible to get
The enemy ſoon perceived their danger, into their rear, by roads the enemy thought
and it it their intreacl.ac.'s with the in prºticable, and conſequently had guard
greateſt precipitation.
cd with very little care.
A

º
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that has paſſed in the military way ſince

under colonel Barlow, for this ſervice,

the letter I had the honour to write to :

and orders were ſent to haſten the march

you, Sir, on the 6th of March.

of the artillery, which, from the badneſs

has happened fince in the regard to the

of the roads, had not been able to get up.

capitulation, I beg leave to refer you to:

What

The firſt ſhot from our cannon placed my other letter of this date.
I have the honour to be, &c.
very near their intrenchment, with the A
J. BARRING to N.
alarm that was given by our detachment
in the rear, made the enemy very ſoon,

ſenſible of the dangerous ſituation they
were in, and indeed their precipitate
flight only ſaved them from being all
taken priſoners.
We purſued them as far as the heights
of St. Mary's, where we again formed
our men for a freſh attack on the lines
and batteries there.

Extra/7 of a Letter from the Hon. General
Barrington to the Right Hon. Mr. Se
cretary Pitt, dated Head Quarters, in the
Capeſterre, Guadalupe, May 9, 1759.

“I have the ſatisfaction to inform you,
that, by great perſeverance, and chang
ing entirely the nature of the war, by car

rying it on by detachment, I have at
Whilſt the barricadoes were levelling length made myſelf maſter of Guadalupe
for the artillery, we attempted a ſecond and Grande Terre. This is a work, Sir,
time to paſs the woods and precipices that that, I believe, the moſt ſanguine (con
covered the flanks of the enemy's lines; C ſidering our total ſeparation from the
but, before we could get up our cannon,

fleet) could not expect to have been per

they perceived this movement, and began. formed by ſo ſmall a body of mem.
to quit their lines to oppoſe it, which
I ſhall not in this trouble you with the
made us reſolve, without any further de detail, as I have done myſelf the honour
lay, to attack them immediately in front ; of ſending it to you in my other letter. E.
and it was accordingly executed with the ſhall only ſay in general, that the great
greateſt vivacity, notwithſtanding the con-D good conduct and zeal of brigadiers Cla
itant firing both of their cannon and vering and Crump, and the bravery of
muſquetry. They abandoned here all the troops, got the better of every obſta
their artillery, and went off in ſo much ele ; forced the enemy in all their en
confuſion, that they never afterwards ap trenchments, and ſtrong paſſes; took fifty
pieces of canaon, and advanced as far as
peared before us.
We took up our quarters at St. Mary's the Capeſterre, the only remaining unse
that night, and the next day entered the Educed part of the country. This at laſt
Capeſterre, which is the richeſt and meſt brought the enemy to terms. My titux
beautiful part of this or any other coun tion was ſuch, that it was abſolutely me
try in the Weſt-Indies. Eight hundred ceſſary, that what was done ſhould not be
and ſeventy negroes, belonging to one procraſtinated, as I was determined to
man only, ſurrendered this day.
grant no truce for time enough for the
Here Meſſrs. de Clainvilliers and Du

inhabitants to recover from their fears.”

queruy, deputed by the principal inhabi- F Mr. Moore was abſent; the thing preſſed;
tauts of the iſland, met me to know the and ſome reſolution was to be taken in

terms you would grant them ; and, as I
accompanied them to Petit-Bourg the
next day, and there preſented them to you,
it is not neceſſary for me to mention any

mediately. That, which I took, was ac

cording to the beſt of my underſtanding,

and I hope, Sir, you will approve of it.
I believe, Sir, the infinite conſequence.
tranſaction ſince that time.
and value of Guadalupe, and Grande
I cannot however conclude, without do. G Terre, is not perfectly known in England,
ing juſtice to thoſe, to whoſe merit is due as (if I am rightly informed) there is
the ſucceſs that has attended the king's more ſugar grown here than in in all the
arms on this occaſion ; I mean the ſpirit Leeward Iſlands put together ; beſides
and conſtancy of the troops : To briga great quantities of cotton and coffee. The
dier Crump, without whoſe concurrence country, eſpecially the Capeſterre, the fineſ:
I never undertook any thing, but chiefly I ever ſaw, watered with good rivers every
to yourſelf, Sir, who planned the whole H mile or two ; and a pot belonging to it,
enterprize, and who furniſhed me with all where all the navy of England may ride
theſe means, without which, neither bra.

ſafe from hurricanes.

very nor prudence can little avail.

plained much better, than I can by letter,
by brigadier Clavering, whoſe infinite zeal
for his majeſty's ſervice, and talents as a
foldier, I hope will recommend him to

-

I have the honour to be, &c.
J. Clav F RING."
-

The above is a journal of every thing
-

7

All this can be ex
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protection. Such men are rare; and I iſland, with a reinforcement from
think I may venture to aſſure you, there
are few things in our profeſſion, that he
is not equal to, if it ſhould be thought fit
to honour him with the execution of any
future commands.

June
Marti

mico, of 6oo regulars, 2 ooo buccaneers,
and zooo ſtand of ſpare arms for the in
habitants, with artillery and mortars, un
der the convoy of M. Bompart's ſquadron.
This ſupport, had it arrived there an hour

I have appointed colonel Crump to the Aſooner, muſt have made the conqueſt of
overnment, who, ſince governor Haldane that iſland very difficult, if not impoſſible.
eft us, I have made act as a brigadier : As ſoon as he heard the capitulation was
His merit is very great, both as a ſoldier, ſigned, he reimbarked again”.
and a man of judgment: He is of this
part of the world; underſtands the trade, Articles of Capitulation between their Ex
cellencies the Hon. Major-General Bar
cuſtoms and genius of the people; and as
he thinks nobly and difintereſtedly, he B rington, and John Moore, Eſq; Com
manders in Chief of his Britannick Ma
would not have accepted of the govern
jeſty's Land and Sea Forces in theſe Seas,
ment, but in hopes of advancing himſelf
and M. Nadau Dutreil, Governor for
in the army by that means. I cannot ſay,
his moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, of Guadalupe,
how very uſeful, and how much our ſuc
Grande Terre, Deſeada, and the Saintes.
ceſſes are ewing to his good conduct and
Article I. We the governor, ſtaff and
great zeal.
As I have now nothing to fear from the C other officers, of the regular troops, ſhall
land, I am repairing, as well as I can, march out of our poſts, with one mortar,
Fort Louis, and fortifying the Iſle of two field-pieces of braſs cannon, with ten
Cochon for the greater ſecurity of the rounds for each piece, arms, baggage, and
harbour. The poor people here are in a the honours of war. Granted, except the
miſerable condition, but I ſhall do every mortar; and as to the cannon we will al
thing in my power to procure them the low only four rounds for each piece; and
things they want.
D on condition that the troops of his Britan
I have the honour to ſend you incloſed nick majeſty ſhall take poſſeſſion of the
the capitulation of the governor, as well as different poſts at the three rivers, and the
The latter be

hoſpital to-morrow morning, the 2d of

haved, in all their dealings, with great
candour; and it is a juſtice I owe them,

gazines of proviſions, ammunition, and

that of the inhabitants.

May, at eight o'clock; and that all ma:

implements of war, as well as all papers
It has not as yet been poſſible for me to E relating to the revenue, be delivered into
go round the iſlands to ſee the different the poſſeſſion of a commiſſary to be na
poſts that muſt be occupied, I therefore med by us for that purpoſe.
Art. II. That we ſhall be ſent to Mar
cannot yet determine the exact number of
troops that will be neceſſary to be left for timico, in a good veſſel, well provided, and
their defence.
by the ſhorteſt paſſage. Granted.
Art. III. That the commiſſary-general,
The great aſſiſtance I have received
from captain Lynn, of his majeſty's ſhip F officers of juſtice, admiralty, and all ſuch
to acquaint you with it.

the Roebuck, in the different ſervices I

have been carrying on for the redućtion of
theſe iſlands, ought not to be forgot by
me, as well as his firſt lieutenant Mr.

Keating ; both whom I beg leave to re

as have the king's commiſſion, ſhall like
wiſe be ſent to Martinico in a good veſſel,
well provided, and by the ſhorteſt paſſage.
Granted only for the commiſſary-general;
and to the officers of the Admiralty,

and

refuſed to the others.

commend to your favour.

I find it is impoſſible (from the different G Art. IV. That the ſtaff and other of
parts of the iſlands where they are to be ficers ſhall have leave to take with them
received) for me to procure a return of the their wives and children to Martinico;
artillery and ſtores (which have been de and ſhall have a good veſſel well provided
livered up, in conſequence of the capitula to carry them by the ſhorteſt paſſage.
tions) to ſend by this opportunity; but I Granted.
Art. V. That the ſtaff and other officers
hope to be able to have the honour of ſend
H ſhall have the ſame number of ſervant*
it very ſoon.
I cannot help congratulating myſelf, granted them, as were allowed by the moſt
that I had iuſt figned the capitulation with Chriſtian king, viz. To the governor 4:
the inhabitants of the Grande Terre, to the commiſſary-general 24; to th:
when a meſſenger arrived in their camp to lieutenant-governor is; to the ſort-major

15; to the captains 12 each; to the lieu.

acquaint them, that M. Beauharnois, the
general of theſe iſlands, had landed at St.

tenants eight each; and to the chligns

Aine's, wa the windward part of that

ſix each.

3

Granted.

Art.
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Art. VI. That it ſhall be allowed to all
the officers who have eſtates in this co
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care of, at the expence of his moſt Chriſ
tian majeſty.
Art. XV. That the ſubjećts formerly

lony (except to me the governor, unleſs
the king permits me alſo) to appoint at
tornies to act for them until the peace;

belonging to the king of Great Britain,

who for crimes were forced to fly their
and if the iſland is not then ceded, the country, and have carried arms in this
above-mentioned officers ſhall have leave A iſland, ſhall be pardoned, and allowed to
to ſell their eſtates, and carry off the pro remain in the iſland as inhabitants. They
duce. Granted.
muſt go out of the iſland.
Art. XVI. That the ſame honours
Art. VII. That a good veſſel ſhall be
allowed to the lady of M. Duclieu, lieu and conditions ſhall be granted to the
tenant-governor-general of the iſlands, king's troops in the Grande Terre, as are
and captain of one of the king's ſhips, to given to thoſe in Guadalupe. They ſhall
carry her to Martinico, with her equipage, B have neither mortar nor cannon.
furniture, plate, and ſervants, ſuitable to
Art. XVII. That the troops at the
her rank: And alſo to the governor's head of the reduit, as well as thoſe at
-

lady, and the wives and widows of the

the three rivers, ſhall march to the poſt

ſtaff officers of this iſland. Granted : One
veſſel for all the ladies.

of the camp de la Garde, and remain
there until the day of embarkation.
Art. VIII. That M. de Folleville,
The tranſport ſhips ſhall be at the great
lieutenant-governor of Martinico, ſhall C bay to-morrow morning to receive the
have a good veſſel to carry him and his troops of the garriſon, the privateers
volunteers thither, by the ſhorteſt paſſage, men, and thoſe who are to paſs to Mar
with only ſuch arms, baggage, and ſtr tinico.
wants, as they brought with them. Granted.
John Moore.
J. Bairington.
Art. IX. That the Sieur Avril of Do

Nadau Dutreil.

minico and his detachment, ſhall he ſent

thither with their arms and baggage.

D

Granted.

Art. X. That the priſoners, ſoldiers,
and ſailors, ſhall be mutually exchanged.

Articles of Capitulation between their Ex
cellencies the Hon. Major-General Bar
rington, and John Moore, Eſq; Com
manders in Chief of hiſ Britannick Ma

jeſty's Land and Sea Forces in thoſe Seas,
and the Inhabitants of the Iſland of Gua
dalupe, repreſented by Meſſrs. Debourg,
De Clainvilliers, and Duqueruy, by
Wirtue of full Powers to them given for
that Purpoſe, and authoriſed by Mon

Granted.

Art. XI. That all the negroes who
were inliſted and continued till the laſt day

of the attack, in the companies of Bo
logne, Petit, Dumoliere, and Ruby, a.
greeable to the liſt that will be given in

feur Dutreil, Knight of the noble milita
ry order of St. Louis, Governor of the

of them, ſhall have their freedom at the

expence of the colony, as by agreement.
Granted, upon condition that they are im
mediately ſent out of the iſland.

Iſland.
Article I. The inhabitants ſhall march

Art, XII. That the men belonging to F out of their poſts with all the honours of
war, viz. with two field-pieces, their
arms, colours flying, drums beating, and
lighted match. Granted, in confidera

the privateers, who defire to go to Marti
nico, ſhall have a veſſel to carry them thi
ther.

Granted.

Art. XIII.

tion of the brave defence which the inha

That there ſhall be a rea

bitants have made, during an attack of three
months, upon condition that they lay
in the reduit, or other places, belonging s down their arms ſo ſoon as they have
to the perſons who are to be ſent to Mar: marched by our troops, and that all the
tinico; and that his excellency general forts, poſts, batteries, cannon, mortars,
Barrington, ſhall grant his protection for firelocks, and bayonets, with all kind of
the ſafe conveyance of the above men ammunition, and implements of war, he
tioned effects to the place of embarka delivered to a commiſſary to be named by
us; and that we ſhall have a power of
tion. Granted.

ſonable time allowed for removing the
furniture, effects, and cloaths, that are

Art.

XIV.

That there ſhall be an

hoſpital ſhip provided for the wounded
and ſick that are in a condition to be re

moved; and the reſt ſhall be taken care of
and ſent with a flag of truce to Martini
co, as ſoon as they are recovered. Grant
ed. Thoſe that remain here ſhall be taken
June, 1759.
-

H

fixing garriſons in all ſuch places as we
ſhall think proper.
Art. II. The inhabitants of the iſlands

of Martinico, Marigalante, and Domi
nico, who came to the aſſiſtance of this
iſland, ſhall have leave to retire, with

their arms and baggage, and a ſhip ſh; 1
S s

be
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on of juſtice, the penfions to cu
be provided to carry them, and the ſer miſtrati
and
other cuſtomary charges, ſhall
rates,
vants they brought with them, to their
reſpešlive iſlands, with proviſion for their be paid out of the revenue of his Britan
majeſty, in the ſame manner as under
paſſage. Granted, excepting thoſe from nick
government of his moſt Chriſtian ma
Margalante, who ſhall be ſent to Mar the
jeſty. Granted ; but if this iſland is
timico.
Art. III. The inabitants ſhall be a!. A ceded to his Britannick majeſty at the
lowed the free and publick exerciſe of their peace, it ſhall be ſubjećt to the ſame duties
impoſts as the other Engliſh Leeward
religion; the prieſts and religious ſhall be and
Iſlands,
the moſt favoured.
d
,
,
preſerve in their pariſhes conventº and
VIII. All priſoners taken during
all other poſſ, flions; and the ſuperiors of theArt.
attack of this iſland ſhall be mutually
the ſeveral orders ſhall be permitted to ſend
for ſuch as they think neceſſary from exchanged. Granted.
France, and the neighbouring iſlands; but B Art. IX. The free Mulatoes and Ne
groes,
have been taken, ſhall be con
all letters wrote upon this occaſion ſhall fidered who
as priſoners of war, and not treated
be tranſmitted by the governor appointed as ſlaves.
Granted.
by his Britannick majeſty. Granted.
Art.
X.
The
ſubjećts of Great-Britain,
Art. IV. They ſhall obſerve a ſtrićt who have taken refuge
in this iſland, whe
neutrality, and not be forced to take up ther criminals or debtors,
ſhall have leave
arms againſt his moſt Chriſtian majeſty,
Granted.
or againſt any other power. Granted, on C to retire.
Art. XI. No other but the inhabitants
condition that they take an oath within a aćtually
in this iſland ſhall poſſeſs
month, or ſooner, if poſſible, to maintain any landsrefiding
or houſes, by purchaſe, grant,
all the clauſ s of the capitulation, as well
or otherwiſe, before a peace; but if at the
as to remain exactly faithful and neuter. peace
this iſland ſhould be ceded to the
Art. v. They ſhall be allowed their king of Great Britain, then ſuch of the
civil
governm
their
laws,
ces; ent,
ted D inabitants as do not chuſe to live under
ordinan
juſtice
ſhall
be cuſtoms,
adminiſand
Engliſh government ſhall be permitted
by the ſame perſons who are now in office; the
poſſeſſions, moveable and im
and what relates to the interior police of to ſell their
moveable, to whom they will, and retire
the iſland ſhall be ſettled between his Bri
wherever they pleaſe; for which
ſe
tannick majeſty's governor and the inha there ſhall be º reaſonable time ..
-

bitants.

And in caſe this iſland ſhall be

Granted; but ſuch of the inhabitants as
ceded to the king of Great Britain at the Echuſe
to retire, ſhall have leave to ſell to
peace, the inhabitants, ſhall have thcir none but ſubjećts
of Great-Britain.
choice, either to keep their own political
Art. XII. In caſe there ſhould be any
government, or to accept that which is exchang
e at the peace, their Britannick
eſtabliſhed at Antigua and St. Chriſto
n
s
her's. Granted; but when any vacancies and moſt Chriſtia majeſtie are defired to
in the ſeats of juſtice, the ſuperior give the preference to this iſland. This
council of the iſland is to name proper F will depend on his majeſty'sntspleaſure.
Art. XIII. The inhabita
ſhall have
perſons to fill up thoſe vacancies, who free liberty to ſend their children
to be

hº

muſt receive their commiſſions from his

Britannick majeſty; and all atts of juſtice
whatſoever are to be in his name.

But

in regard to any change in the political

educated in France, and to ſend for them
back; and to make remittances to them
whilſt there.

Granted.

Art. XIV. The abſent inhabitants, and
overnment, we grant it, if agreeable to ſuch
as are in the ſervice of his moſt Chriſ.
. nts, as well as G tian majeſty, ſhall be maintained in
É.Art.
pleaſure
majeſty'
VI. sThe
inhabita
the
the religious orders, ſhall be maintained in enjoyment, and property of their eſtates,

the property and enjoyment of their poſ.

which ſhall be managed for them by attor.

ſeſſiºns, goods moveable and immoveable,
noble and ignoble, of what nature ſoever

nies.

Granted.

Art. XV. The wives of officers and

others, who are out of the iſland, ſhall
they maybe; and ſhall be preſerved in their have
leave to retire with their effects, and
es,
,
privileg
honours andand
rights,
exemp
es H a number of ſervants ſuitable to their
tions; and the
free Negroes
Mulatto
rank.

in their liberty.

Granted.

Art. VII. They ſhall pay no other du
ties to his Britannick majeſty but ſuch as
they have hitherto paid to his moſt Chriſ
tian majeſty, without any charge or im
Poits; the expences attending the admi

Granted.

Art. XVI. The Engliſh government
ſhall procure for the inhabitants an expor.
tation for ſuch commodities as the iſland

produces, and are not permitted to be im
ported into England, Granted; as the
iſland
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iſland produces nothing but what may be
We the deputies of the Grand Terre,
imported into England.
arrived this day with full powers, do con
Art. XVII. The inhabitants ſhall not
ſent to the capitulation, ſigned the firſt
be obliged to furniſh quarters for the of this month between their excellencies
troops, nor ſlaves to work on the fortifica the Hon. general Barrington and John
tions. Granted: But barracks will be
Moore, Eſq; and the inhabitants of Gua
provided as ſoon as poſiible for the lodg A dalupe, agreeable to the 22d article of
ment of the troops; and ſuch negroes, the ſaid capitulation.
who ſhall be employed, with the conſent
Done at the head quarters in the Cape
of their maſters, in publick works, ſhall ſterre, Guadalupe, the ſecond day of
be paid for their labour.
May, 1759.
Art. XVIII. The widows, and other
Duhayeis. Gaiyheton.
inhabitants, who thro' illneſs, abſence, or
B
Extrađ
of
a
Letter
from Commodore Moore
any other impediment, cannot immedi
to the Right Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt,
ately fign the capitulation, ſhall have a
dated Cambridge, in Prince Rupert's
limited time, allowed them to accede to it.
Bay, Dominique, May 11, 1759,
Granted : But all the inhabitants, who
“By the Griffin, which arrived here the
chuſe to partake of the advantage of the
capitulation, ſhall be obliged to ſign it 17th of April, I was honoured with your
within a month ſtom the date hereof, or letter, fignifying his majeſty's moſt graci
to quit the iſland.
Cous approbation of my condućt, and of

Art. XIX. The men belonging to the
Privateers, and others who have no pro

F.

in the iſland, and are deſirous to

thoſe under my command, which I took

the liberty to communicate to thoſe gen
tlemen : And give me leave to ſay, Sir,

eave it, ſhall have veſſels to carry them nothing can contribute ſo much to our
to Martinico or to Dominico (at their happineſs, as being honoured with, and
option), and ſhall be furniſhed with pro executing orders to the honour of his
viſions for the paſſage. Nevertheleſs thoſe D majeſty's arms.
perſons who have any debts with the in
Give me leave, Sir, to congratulate
habitants of the iſland, ſhall be obliged to you on the capitulation of the Iſlands of
ſettle their accounts with them before they Guadalupe and Grand Terre, which ma
-

depart.

Granted.

jor-general Barrington ſends you by this

Art. XX. The inhabitants ſhall have

expreſs ; in gaining which, great honour
leave to give feedom to ſuch negroes as ir due to the troops. The ſtrong holds
they have promiſed it to, for the defence E the enemy had, could not be conquered
of this iſland. Granted, on condition they but by great condućt and reſolution.
are immediately ſent off of the iſland.
I hope the conqueſt will prove as great
Art. XXI. The inhabitants and mer
an acquiſition as it appears to me.
It is with great pleaſure, I think I
chants of this iſland, included in the pre
ſent capitulation, ſhall enjoy all the pri may ſay, Sir, that on this expedition,
vileges of trade, and upon the ſame con great unanimity has been kept up be
ditions as are granted to his Br. annick F tween the two corps, as well in obedience
majeſty's ſubjects throughout the extent to his majeſty's commands, as from our
of his dominions. Granted, but without own inclinations. It has ever been my
affe&ting the privileges of particular com wiſh to have ſuch harmony ſubſiſt, and I
panies eſtabliſhed in England, or the laws flatter myſelf I have always ſucceeded.
of the kingdom, which prohibit the car
I beg leave to acquaint you, Sir, that,
rying on the trade in any other than Eng on the 2d inſtant, being informed, the
liſh bottoms.
G French ſquadron, under the command of
Art. XXII. The deputies of the Grand M. Bompart, was to windward of Ma
Teire, not having a ſufficient power to rigalante, F put to ſea in the night, and
fign the capitulation, tho’ the colony ad endeavoured to get up with them ; but,
heres to the conditions of it, under the after beating five days, and having gain
authority of M. Nadau, may ſign it when ed very iittle, two of our cruizers, that I
they have their full powers, and they will had ſent different ways to watch the ene
be comprehended in all the clauſes. H my’s motions, ſaw then, the 6th inſtant,
Granted.

return betwixt the two iſlands into Fort

Given at the headquarters in the Cape
ſerie, Guadalupe, the firſt day of May,

Royal. From the almoſt conſtant lee
currents, it being very difficult for ſhips
to get to windward, it muſt always be in
the enemy's choice, whether they will
come to a general action or not. Their
S s 2.
ſquadron

1759.

J. Barrington. John Moore.
Nadau Dutreil. Debourg de Clainvilliers,
Duqueruy.

Ju
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ſquadron confiſts of nine ſail of the line, and three frigates. I ſhall, in conjunétion with ge

ral Barrington, give every aſfiſtance in my power to any other ſervices. (See p. 146,273, 17
An Account ºf all the publick Debts at the Receipt of his Majeſty's Exchequer, ſtanding out at the 5th I

of January, 1759 (b.ing old Chriſtmas Day) with the annual Interºft or other Clarge, payable fºr
ſame.
Annual intereſ?, erº
E X c H E Q U E R.
Principal debt.
charrespayable fºr
Nnuities for long terms, being the remainder of the origi
Jame.
nal ſum contributed and unſubſcribed to the South-Sea
A.
s, d.
£.
•. d. 7.
company
183627.5 17 Io # 136453 12 3
Ditto for lives, with the benefit of ſurvivorſhip, being the ori.
1c3 too
7567
ginal ſum contributed
Ditto for two and three lives, being the ſum remaining after
9539 12
78755 14 io 3
-

-

-

-

-

what is fallen in by deaths
Exchequer bills made out for intereſt of old bills
-

:

-

2200

Mote. The land taxes and duties on malt, being annual grants, are not
charged in this account, nor the 1 coo, cool. charged on the deductions
of 6d. per pound on penſions, &c., nor the ſum of 892,coel. charged
on the ſupply, 1759.

East-INDIA company.

By 2 ač's of parliament 9 Will. III. and 2 other ačts 6 and
9 Annae, at 31. per cent. per ann.
Ann, at al. percent. 1744, charged on the ſurplus of the
tional duties on low wines, ſpirits, and ſtrong waters
-

97.285 14 4

32 ococo

*}

IOCocco

3o401 15 $

B A N K of EN G 1 AN p.

On their original fund at 31, per cent, from Auguſt 1, 1743
For cancelling Exchequer bills, 3 G. I.
Purchaſed of the South-Sea company
Annuities at 31. per cent, charged on the duties on coals,
&c. ſince Lady-Day, 1719

-

I occoo

32ccoco
5ococo
4oooooo

1 5 coo

12 1893 3 5.

175coco

515oo

125ccoo

37.500

-

Ditto charged on the ſurplus of the funds for lottery, 1714
litto 1746, charged on duties on licences for retailing ſpiri

98.68co
tuous liquors, ſince Lady-Day, 1746
Ditto at 31. per cent. charged on the finking fund, by the 1.c537811
5 i ;
aćts 25, 28, and 3o Geo. II.
Ditto charged on the ſaid fund by the ačt 25 Geo. II.
17791323 16 4
Ditto at 31. Ios. per cent. charged on the ſaid fund by the
15ooooo
aćt 29 Geo. II.
Ditto at 31. per cent, charged on the new ſtamp duties, &c.
3ocooco
by the aët 3o Geo. II.
Ditto at 31. Ios. per cent. charged on the duties on offices,
45ocooo
penſions, &c, by the aë 31 Geo. I1.
5occoo
Ditto at 31. per cent. charged on the ſaid duties by the ſaid at

296c4

-

-

-

31 19to

3

:

-

-

540996 14
53343 15

-

-

90oco

-

15750o

-

15oco

Memorandum. The ſubſcribers of Iocl. to the lottery 1746, were al
lowed an annuity for one life at 9s. a ticket, which amounted to 12,592.
but is now reduced, by lives fallen in, to 19,6451. 15s. And the ſubſcri

bers of 10cl. to the lottery 1746, were allowed an annuity for one life of
18s. a ticket, which announted to 45, cool. v.hich is now reduced by lives

93coq

fillen in, to 59,6581. Jos. And alſo the ſubſcribers of 1 1. for 31, per
cent. annuities. 1757, were allowed an annuity for one life of 11.2s. 6d.
a year, which amounted to 33,75–1, but is now reduced by lives aſſen in,
to 35,73, I. which annuities are an encrease of the national debt, but can

5

not be added thereto, as no money was advanced for the ſame.

South-SEA company.

On their capital ſtock and annuities, 9 Geo. I.
Annuities at 31. per cent. 1751, charged on the ſinking fund

25oz 5309

1

76.5326 3
64181 5

13 11 :

2 I Cocco

w

8.1776586

8

2. '

273.90cz

3

; ;
.

M. morandum. The acconuts of the Exchequer continuing to be made
up to the old qurter days, is the reaſon that this account is made up to
the 5th of January, 1759 ſold Chriſtmas day) and not to Chriſtmas laſt,
as diretted by the order of this lion. houſe.
-

The

Abiffinia.
--

-

whoſe armies are irreſiſtible, and whoſe fl
the remoteſt
of the glo

History of R Assf LAs, Prince of command
Continued from p. 262.

ROM Perſia, continued the poet, I tra
velled thro' Syria, and for three years

reſided in Paleſtine, where I converſed with

pºrts

When I compared theſe men with the nati

of our own kingdom, and thoſe that ſurrou
us, they appeared almoſt another order of
ings.

In their countries it is difficult to will

great numbers of the northern and weſtern A for any thing that may not be obtaired :
nations of Europe ; the nations which are now

thouſand arts, of which we never heard,

in Poſſeſſion of all power and all knowledge ;

continually labouring for their convenience a
pkaſu,

PRINce of Abiss INIA.

1759.

pleaſure; and whatever their own climate
has denied them, is ſupplied by their com
naerce.
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kingdom : They admitted me to their ta
bles, heard my ſtory, and diſmified me.
I opened a ſchool, and was prohibited to
teach. I then reſolved to fit down in the
quiet of domeſtick life, and addreſſed a

From Paleſtine, ſaid Imlac, I paſſed
through many regions of Aſia, in the
more civilized kingdoms as a trader, and lady that was fond of my converſation,
among the Barbarians of the mountains A but rejected my ſuit, becauſe my father
as a pilgrim. At laſt I began to long for was a merchant.
Wearied at laſt with ſolicitation and
my native country, that I might repoſe
after my travels, and fatigues, in the repulſes, I reſolved to hide myſelf for
Places where I had ſpent my earlieſt years, ever from the world, and depend no
and gladden my old companions with the longer on the opinion or caprice of others.
recital of my adventures. Often did I I waited for the time when the gate of
figure to myſelf, thoſe, with whom I had B the Happy Valley ſhould open, that I
ſported away the gay hours of dawning might bid farewell to hope and fear : The
life, fitting round me in its evening, day came ; my performance was diffin
wondering at my tales, and liſtening to guiſhed with favour, and I reſigned my
my counſels.
ſelf with joy to perpetual confinement.”
When this thought had taken poſſeſſion
“Haſt thou here found happineſs at liſt
of my mind, I confidered every moment ſaid Raſſelas. Tell me without reſerve;
as waſted which did not bring me nearer C art thou content with thy condition * or,
to Abiffinia. I haſtened into Egypt, and, doſt thou wiſh to be again wandering and
notwithflanding my impatience, was de inquiring All the inhabitants of this
tained ten months in the contemplation of valley celebrate their lot, and, at the an
its ancient magnificence, and in enquiries nual viſit of the emperor, invite others to
after the remains of its ancient learning. partake of their felicity.
I found in Cairo a mixture of all nations;
Great prince, ſaid Imlac, I ſhall ſpeak

ſome brought thither by the love of D the truth: I know not one of all your
knowledge, ſome by the hope of gain, attendants who does not lament the hour
and many by the deſire of living after when he entered this retreat. I am leſs
their own manner without obſervation, unhappy than the reſt, becauſe I have a
and of lying hid in the obſcurity of mul mind replete with images, which I can
titudes : For, in a city, populous as vary, and combine at pleaſure. I can
Cairo, it is poſſible to obtain at the ſame amuſe my ſolitude by the renovation of
time, the gratifications of ſociety, and the E the knowledge which begins to fade from
ſecrecy of ſolitude.
my memory, and with the recollection of
From Cairo I travelled to Suez, and the accidents of my paſt life. Yet all
embarked on the Red Sea, paſſing along this ends in the ſorrowful conſideration,
the coaſt till I arrived at the port from that my acquirements are now uſeleſs, and
which I had departed twenty years be that none of my pleaſures can be again
fore. Here I joined myſelf to a caravan enjoyed. The reſt, whoſe minds have
and re-entered my native country.
F no impreſſion but of the preſent moment,
I now expected the careſſes of my are either corroded by malignant paſſions,
kinſmen, and the congratulations of my or ſit ſtupid in the gloom of perpetual
friends, and was not without hope that

vacancy.”

my father, whatever value he had ſet
upon riches, would own with gladneſs

What paſſions can infeſt thoſe, ſaid
the prince, who have no rivals We

and pride, a ſon who was able to add to

are in a place where impotence precludes
the felicity and honour of the nation. G malice, and where all envy is repreſſed

But I was ſoon convinced that my thoughts
were vain. My father had been dead
fourteen years, having divided his wealth
* among my brothers, who were removed

to ſome other provinces. Of my com
panions, the greater part was in the grave,

by community of enjoyments.

There may be community, ſaid Im
lac, of saterial poſſeſſions, but there can
never be community of love, or of eſteem.
It muſt happen that one will pleaſe more
than another; he that knows himſelf de

of the reſt ſome could with difficulty re-H ſpiſed will always be envious; and ſtill
member me, and ſome conſidered me as

more envious and malevolent, if he is

one corrupted by foreign manners.
A man uſed to viciſſitudes is not eakly
dejected. I forgot, after a time, my
diſappointment, and endeavoured to re

condemned to live in the preſence of thoſe
who deſpiſe him. The invitations, by
which they allure others to a ſtate which

commend

ºf

to the nobles of the
5

they feel to be wretched, proceed from
the natural malignity of hopele’s miſtry.
They

/
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RAssel. As and IM LAc try to eſcape.

June

They are weary of themſelves, and of

coney. . We may eſcape by piercing the

each other, and expe&t to find relief in
new companions. They envy the liber
ty which their folly has forfeited, and
would gladly ſee all mankind impriſoned

mountain in the ſame direčtion. "We

like themſelves.

will begin where the ſummit hangs over
the middle part, and labour upward till
we ſhall iſſue out beyond the prominence.”
The eyes of the prince, when he heard

From this crime however, I am whol. A this propoſal, ſparkled with joy. The
ly free. No man can ſay that he is
wretched by my perſuaſion. I look with
pity on the crowds who are annually ſoli
citing admiſſion to captivity, and wiſh

execution was eaſy, and the ſucceſs cer
tain.

No time was now loſt. They haſten
ed early in the morning to chuſe a place
that it were lawful for me to warn them
proper for their mine. They clambered
of their danger.”
with great fatigue among crags and
Encouraged by this declaration of Im-R brambles, and returned without having
lac, the prince imparts to him his own diſcovered any part that favoured their
uneaſineſs at his confinement. “ Teach
deſign. The ſecond and the third day,
me, ſaid he, the way to break my priſon; were ſpent in the ſame manner, and with
thou ſhalt be the companion of my flight, the ſame fruttration. But, on the fourth,
the guide of my rambles, the partner of they found a ſmall cavern, concealed by
my fº and my ſole dirtétor in the
a thicket, where they reſolved to make
choice of life.
C their experiment.
Sir, anſwered the poet, your eſcape
Imlac procured inſtruments proper to
will be difficult, and, perhaps, you may hew ſtone and remove earth, and they
ſoon repent your curioſity. The world, fell to their work on the next day, with
which you figure to yourſelf ſmooth and more eagerneſs than vigour. They were
quiet as the lake in the valley, you will preſently exhauſted by their efforts, and
find a ſea foaming with tempeſts, and fat down to pant upon the graſs. The
boiling with whirlpools: You will be D prince, for a moment, appeared to be
ſometimes overwhelmed by the waves of diſcouraged. “Sir, ſaid his companion,
violence, and ſometimes daſhed againſt pračtice will enable us to continue our Ja
the rocks of treachery. Amidſt wrongs bour for a longer time; mark, however,
and frauds, competitions and anxieties, how far we have advanced, and you will
you will wiſh a thouſand times for theſe find that our toil will ſome time have an
ſeats of quiet, and willingly quit hope end. Great works are performed, not
to be free from fear.
E by ſtrength, but perſeverance : Yonder
Do not ſeek to deter me from my pur palace was raiſed by fingle ſtones, yet you
poſe, ſaid the prince : I am impatient ſee its height and ſpaciouſneſs. He that
to ſee what thou haſt ſeen; and, fince thou ſhall walk with vigour, three hours a day,
art thyſelf weary of the valley, it is evi will paſs, in ſeven years, a ſpace equal to
dent, that thy former ſtate was better than the circumference of the globe.”
this. Whatever be the conſequence of
They returned to their labour day af.
my experiment, I am reſolved to judge F ter day, and, in a ſhort time, found a
with my own eyes of the various condi fiſſure in the rock, which enabled them to
tions of men, and then to make delibe paſs far with very little obſtrućtion. This
rately my choice of life.
Raſſelas confidered as a good omen.
I am afraid, ſaid Imlac, you are hin “Do not diſturb your mind, ſaid Imlac,
dered by ſtronger reſtraints than my per with other hopes or fears than reaſon
ſuaſions; yet, if your determination is may ſuggeſt : If you are pleaſed with
fixed, I do not counſel you to deſpair. G prognoſticks of good, you will be terri

Few things are impoſſible to diligence

fied likewiſe with tokens of evil, and

and ſkill.

your whole life will be a prey to ſuper

As they were walking on the fide of
the mountain, they obſerved that the co

is more than an omen, it is a cauſe of

ſtition.

Whatever facilitates our work

nies, which the rain had driven from ſucceſs. This is one of thoſe pleafing
their burrows, had taken ſhelter amon
ſurpriſes which often happen to active
the buſhes, and formed holes behind H reſolution. Many things difficult to de

them, tending upwards in an oblique
line. “It has been the opinion of an
tiquity, ſaid Imlac, that human reaſon
borrowed many arts from the inſtinct
of animals; let us, therefore, not think

fign prove caſy to performance.”
They had now wrought their way to

ourſelves degraded by learning from the

º:

the middle, and ſolaced their labour with

the approach of liberty, when the prince,
coming down to refreſh himſelf with air,
found his fifter Nekayah ſtanding
une
-
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He ſtarted,

vourite, who did not know whither ſhe

and ſtood confuſed, afraid to tell his de

was going.
They clambered through the cavity,
and began to go down on the other fide.

ſign, and yet hopeleſs to conceal it. A
few moments determined him to repoſe
on her fidelity, and ſecure her ſecrecy by

The princeſs and her maid turned their

a declaration without reſerve.

eyes towards every part, and, ſeeing no
“Do not imagine, ſaid the princeſs, A thing to hound their proſpe&t, confidered
that I came hither as a ſpy : I had often themſelves as in danger of being loſt in
obſerved from my window, that you and a dreary vacuity. They ſtopped and

:

Imlac direéted your walk every day to

trembled.

wards the ſame point, but I did not ſun
poſe you had any better reaſon for the
preference, than a cooler ſhade, or more
fragrant bank; nor followed you with B
any other deſign, than to partake of your

princeſs, to begin a journey of which I
cannot perceive an end, and to venture
into this immenſe plain, where I may be
approached on every ſide by men whom
I never ſaw.” The prince felt nearly the
ſame emotions, though he thought it

converſation.

º:

Since then not ſuſpicion

“I am almoſt afraid, ſaid the

but fondneſs has dete&ted you, let me more manly to conceal them.
Imlac ſmiled at their terrors, and en
not loſe the advantage of my diſcovery.
I am equally weary of confinement with couraged them to proceed; but the prin
yourſelf, and not leſs deſirous of know ceſs continued irrefolute, till ſhe had
ing what is done or ſuffered in the world. C been imperceptibly drawn forward, too
Permit me to fly with you from this far to return.”
taſteleſs tranquility, which will yet grow
In purſuit of their choice of life, after
more loath ſome when you have left me. Imlac had, by many admonitions, pre
You may deny me to accompany you, but pared them to endure the tumults of a
cannot hinder me from following.”
port, and the ruggedneſs of the com
The prince, who loved Nekayah above mercial race, he brought them to Cairo;
his other ſiſters, had no inclination to D here, for ſome time, the prince thought
refuſe her requeſt, and grieved that he “ choice needleſs, becauſe all appeared
had loſt an opportunity of ſhewing his to him equally happy. Wherever he
confidence, by a voluntary communica went, he met gaiety and kindneſs, and
tion. It was therefore agreed that ſhe heard the ſong of joy, or the laugh of
ſhould leave the valley with them ; and careleſsneſs. He began to believe that
that, in the mean time, ſhe ſhould watch,

the world overflowed with univerſal plen

left any other ſtraggler ſhould, by chance E ty, and that nothing was
cr curioſity, follow them to the mountain.

º

º,

either from want or merit; that every
hand ſhowered liberality, and every heart

At length their labour was at an end ;
they ſaw light beyond the prominence, melted with benevolence : “ And who
and, , iſſuing to the top of the moun then, ſays he, will be ſuffered to be
tain, beheld the Nile, yet a narrow cur wretched ”
rent, wandering beneath them.
Imlac permitted the pleaſing deluſion,
The prince looked round with rapture, F and was unwilling to cruth the hope of
anticipated all the pleaſures of travel, inexperience, till one day, having ſat a
and, in thought, was already tranſported while filent, “ I know not, ſaid the
beyond his father's dominions. Imlac, prince, what can be the reaſon that I
though very joyful at his eſcape, had am more unhappy than any of our friends.
leſs expe&tation of pleaſure in the world, I ſee them perpetually, and unalterably
which he had before tried, and of which chearful, but feel my own mind reſtleſs
G and uneaſy. I am unſatisfied with thoſe
he had been weary.
Raſſelas was ſo much delighted with pleaſures which I ſeem moſt to court ;
a wider horizon, that he could not ſoon I live in the crowds of jollity, not ſo
be perſuaded to return into the valley. much to enjoy company, as to ſhun my
He informed his fitter that the way was ſelf, and am only loud and merry, to
open, and that nothing now remained, conceal my ſadneſs.”
“Every man, ſaid Imlac, may, by
but to prepare for their departure.
The prince and princeſs had jewels H examining his own mind, gueſs what
fitficient to make them rich whenever

baffes in the minds of others : When you

they came into a place of commerce,

}.

which, by Imlac's direction, they hid in
their cloaths, and, on the night of the
next full moon, all left the valley. The
princeſs was followed only by a ſingle fa

may juſtly lead you to ſuſpect that of your

that your own gaiety is counterfeit, it

companions not to be fincere.

Envy is

commonly reciprocal. We are long be
fore we are convinced that happineſs *
n-vºtº

7
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A vain Se ARch after HAppiness.

never to be found, and each believes it

June

to Imlac, that he intended to devote him

poſſeſſed by others, to keep alive the hope ſelf to ſcience, and paſs the reſt of his
of obtaining it for himſelf. In the aſ days in literary ſolitude. Before you make
ſembly, where you paſſed the laſt night, your final choice, anſwered Imlac, you
there appeared ſuch ſplitelineſs of air, ought to examine its hazards, and con
and volatility of fancy, as might have verſe with ſome of thoſe who are grown
ſuited beings of an higher order, formed A old in the company of themſelves. I
to inhabit ſeener regions inacceſſible to have juſt left the obſervatory of one of
care or ſorrow : Yet, believe me, prince, the moſt learned aſtronomers in the world,
there was not one who did not dread the who has ſpent forty years in unwearied
moment, when ſolitude ſhould deliver attention to the motions and appearances
of the celeſtial bodies, and has drawn
him to the tyranny of reflection.”
“This, ſaid the prince, may be true out his ſoul in endleſs calculations. He
of others, fince it is true of me; yet, B admits a friend once a month to hear his
whatever be the general infelicity of man, dedućtions and enjoy his diſcoveries. I
one condition is more happy than ano was introduced as a man of knowledge
ther, and wiſdom ſurely directs us to take worthy of his notice. Men of various
-

the leaſt evil in the choice of life.”

ideas and fluent converſation are com

“ The cauſes of good and evil, an
ſwered Infac, are ſo various and uncer

tain, ſo often entangled with each other,
fo diverſified by various relations, and ſo
much ſubject to accidents which cannot
be foreſeen, that he who would fix his
condition upon inconteſtable reaſons of
preference, muſt live and die enquiring
and deliberating.”

monly welcome to thoſe whoſe thoughts
have been long fixed upon a fingle point,
C and who find the images of other things
ſtealing away. I delighted him with my
remarks, he ſmiled at the narrative of my
travels, and was glad to forget the con
ſtellations, and deſcend for a moment into
the lower world.

On the next day of vacation I renewed

“But ſurely, ſaid Raſſelas, the wiſe D my viſit, and was ſo fortunate as to pleaſe
men, to whom we liſten with reverence
and wonder, choſe that mode of life for

*

him again. He relaxed from that time
the ſeverity of his rule, and permitted me

themſelves which they thought moſt like to enter at my own choice. I found him
always buſy, and always glad to be re
ly to make them happy.”
“Very few, ſaid the poet, live by lieved. As each knew much which the
choice. Every man is placed in his pre other was defirous of learning, we ex
fent condition, by cauſes which acted with F changed our notions with great delight.
out his forefight, and with which he did I perceived that I had every day more of
not always willingly co-operate ; and his confidence, and always found new
therefore you will rarely meet one who cauſe of admiration in the profundity of
does not think the lot of his neighbour his mind. His comprehenſion is vaſt, his
better than his own.”

memory capacious and retentive, his diſ

“I am pleaſed to think, ſaid the prince, courſe is methodical, and his expreſſion
that my birth has given me at leaſt one F clear.
advantage over others, by enabling me
His integrity and behevolence are equal
to determine for myſelf. I have here the to his learning. His deepeſt reſearches
world before me; I will review it at lei

ſure : Surely happineſs is ſomewhere to
be found.”
Raſſelas found himſelf ſtill to

and moſt favourite ſtudies are willingly
interrupted for any opportunity of doing

#.

by his counſel or his riches.

To

ſeek

his cloſeſt retreat, at his moſt buſy mo
tho' he converſed with young men of ſpi G ments, all are admitted that want his
rit and gaiety, with the orator, and ſought aſſiſtance: “For tho’ I exclude idleneſs and
the abodes of paſtoral ſimplicity and pleaſure, I will never,” ſays he, “ bar
the ſolitude of the hermit ; all were alike

my doors againſt charity. To man is per

uneaſy at their ſituations, and their ſhew mitted the contemplation of the ſkies, but
of contentedneſs only a cover to their diſ the practice of virtue is commanded.”
guſt. The prince and his ſiſter now reſolved
Surely, ſaid the princeſs, this unan is
as they had been hitherto foiled, to di- H happy.
vide between them the work of obſerva
tion; Raſſelas was to try what was to be

found in the ſplendor of courts, and the
range the ſhades of humbler
ife. Equally diſappointed of what they

I viſited him, ſaid Imlac, with more

and more frequency, and was every time
- more enamoured of

his converſation :

Fº to

He was ſublime without haughtineſs,

fought, “The pince, one day, declared

courteous without formality, and com
municative without witéntation. I was at
firſt,
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An imaginary Reculator of the Seasons.

firſt, Madam, of your opinion, thought

flrain.
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I have adminiſtered this great of

him the happieſt of mankind, and often fice with exa&t juſtice, and made to the
congratulated him on the bleſfing that he, different nations of the earth an impartial
enjoyed. He ſeemed to hear nothing dividend of rain and ſunſhine. What
with indifference but the praiſes of his muſt have been the miſery of half the
condition, to whith he always returned a globe, if I had limited the clouds to par
general anſwer, and diverted the conver- A ticular regions, or confined the ſun to ei
ther fide of the equator.”
ſation to ſome other topick.
I ſuppoſe he diſcovered in me, through
Amidſt this willingneſs to be pleaſed,
and labour to pleaſe, I had always reaſon the obſcurity of the room, ſome tokens of
to imagine that ſome painful ſentiment amazement and doubt, for, after a ſhort
Preſſed upon his mind. He often looked pauſe, he proceeded thus:
“Not to be eafily credited will neither
up earneſtly towards the fun, and let his
voice fall in the midſt of his diſcourſe. B ſurprize nor offend me; for I am, pro
He would ſometimes, when we were bably, the firſt of human beings to whom
alone, gaze upon me in ſilence with the this truſt has been imparted. Nor do I
air of a man who longed to ſpeak what know whether to deem this diſtin&tion a
he was yet reſolved to ſuppreſs. He would reward or puniſhment; fince I have peſ
ſometimes ſend for me with vehement in
ſeſſed it I have been far leſs happy than
junétion of haſte, though, when I came before, and nothing but the conſciouſneſs
to him, he had nothing extraordinary to C of good intention could have enabled me
fay. And ſometimes, when I was leav to ſupport the wearineſs of unremitted
ing him, would call me back, pauſe a vigilance.”
few moments, and then diſmiſs me.
“How long, Sir, ſaid I, has this
* - At latt the time came when the ſecret
great office been in your hands "
burſt his reſerve. We were fitting toge
“About ten years ago, ſaid he, my daily
ther laſt night in the turret of his houſe, obſervations of the changes of the ſky led
watching the merſion of a ſatellite of D me to confider, whether, if I had the
Jupiter. A ſudden tempeſt clouded the power of the ſeaſons, I could confer greater
ſky, and diſappointed our obſervation. plenty upon the inhabitants of the earth.
We ſat a while ſilent in the dark, and This contemplation faſtened on my mind,
then he addreſſed himſelf to me in theſe and I ſat days and nights in imaginary
words : “Imlac, I have long confidered dominion, pouring upon this country
:
thy friendſhip as the greateſt bleſſing of ſhowers of fertility, and ſeconding every
my life. Integrity without knowledge is E fall of rain with a due proportion of ſun.
weak and uſeleſs, and knowledge with ſhine. I had yet only the will to do good,
out integrity is dangerous and dreadful. and did not imagine that I ſhould ever
I have found in thee all the qualities re have the power.
One day as I was looking on the fields
quifite for truſt, benevolence, experience,
and fortitude. I have long diſcharged an withering with heat, I felt in my mind a
office which I muſt ſoon quit at the call ſudden wiſh that I could ſend rain on the
of nature, and ſhall rejoice in the hour F ſouthern mountains, and raiſe the Nile to
of imbecility and pain to devolve it upon an inundation. In the hurry of my ima
thee."
gination I commanded rain to fall, and,
: I thought myſelf honoured by this teſ. by comparing the time of my command,
timony, and proteſted that whatever could with that of the inundation, I found that
ecnduce to his happineſs would add like the clouds had liſtned to my lips.”
-

wiſe to mine.

“ Might not ſome other cauſe, ſaid I,

“Hear, Imlac, what thou wilt not with- G produce this concurrence the Nile does
out difficulty credit. I have poſſeſſed for not always riſe on the ſame day.”
five years the regulation of weather, and
“Do not believe, ſaid he, with impatience.
the diftribution of the ſeaſons : The ſum
that ſuch obječlions could eſcape me : {
has liſtened to my dićtates, and paſſed reaſoned long againſt my own convićtion,
from tropick to tropick by my dire&tion ; and lab-ured againſt truth with the ut
the clouds, at my call, have poured their moſt obſtinacy. I ſometimes ſuſpected
waters, and the Nile has overflowed at H myſelf of madneſs, and ſhould not have

my command ; I have reſtrained the rage
of the dog-flar, and mitigated the fer
vours of the crab.

The winds alone, of

ail the elemental powers, have hitherto
refuſed my authority, and multitudes have
periſhed by equinoëtial tempeſts which I
found myſelf unable to prohibit or re
June, 1759.

dared to impart this ſecret but to a man
like you, capable of diſtinguiſhing the
wonderful from the impoſſible, and the
incredible from the ſale.”

-

“Why, Sir, ſaid I, do you call that in
credible, which you know, or think you
know, to be true."
T t

-

Becauſe

33o
MALADIts of the MIND, hºw contračied.
June
“Becauſe, ſaid he, I cannot prove it by ſmiled, and Pekuah convulſed herſelf with
any external evidence; and I know too laughter. “Ladies, ſaid imlac, to mock
well, the laws of demonſtration to think

that my convićtion ought to influence ano

the heavieſt of human afflićtions is nei
ther charitable nor wiſe. Few can attain

ther, who cannot, like me, be conſcious

this man's knowledge, and few praftiſe

of its force.

his virtues ; but all may ſuffer his cala

I therefore ſhall not attempt

to gain credit by diſputation. It is ſuffi-Amity. Of the uncertainty of our preſent
cient that I feel this power, that I have flate, the moſt dreadful and alarming is
long poſſeſſed, and every day exerted it.

the uncertain continuance of reaſon.”

But the life of man is ſhot, the infirmi

The princeſs was recolle&ted, and the
ties of age increaſe upon me, and the favourite was abaſhed. Raffelas, more
time will ſoon come when the regulator of deeply affected, enquired of Imlac, whe.
the year muſt mingle with the duſt. The ther he thought ſuch maladies of the mind
care of appointing a ſucceſſor has long frequent, and how they were contračted.
Diſorders of intelle&t, anſwered Imlac,
diſturbed me ; the night and the day have
been ſpent in compariſons of all the cha happen much more often than ſuperficial
ra&ers which have come to my knowledge, obſervers will eaſily believe. Perhaps, if
and I have yet found none ſo worthy as we ſpeak with rigorous exačkneſs, no hu
man mind is in its right ſtate. There is
thyſelf.
Hear therefore, what I ſhall impart, no man whoſe imagination does not ſome
with attention, ſuch as the welfare of a times predominate over his reaſon, whe
world requires. If the taſk of a king be can regulate his, attention wholly by his
conſidered as difficult, who has the care

will, and whoſe ideas will come and goat

only of a few millions, to whom he can
not do much good or harm, what muſt
be the anxiety of him, on whom depend
the ačtion of the elements, and the great

his command.

No man will be found in

whoſe mind airy motions do not ſometimes
tyrannize, and force him to hope or fear

beyond the limits of ſober probability.

#.re ofwithlight
and heat l—Hear me there-p All power of fancy over reaſon is a de
attention."
gree of inſanity; but while this power is
I have diligently conſidered the poſi

fuch as we can controll and repreſs, it is

tion of the earth and ſun, and formed

not viſible to others, nor confidered as

innumerable ſchemes in which I changed any depravation of the mental faculties i
their fituation.

I have ſometimes turned

afide the axis of the earth, and ſometimes

varied the ecliptick of the ſun : But I
have found it impoſſible to make a diſpo.
ſition by which the world may be advan
taged ; what one region gains, another

loſes by any imaginable alteration, even
without confidering the diſtant parts of
the ſolar ſyſtem with which we are unac
quainted. Do not, therefore, in thy ad.
miniſtration of the year, indulge thy
pride by innovation ; do not pleaſe thy.
lf with thinking that thou canſ make
thyſelf renowned to all future ages, by
diſordering the ſeaſons. The memory of
phiſchief is no deſirable fame.

Much

leſs will it become tee to let kindneſs or
intereſt prevail. Never rob other coun.
tries of rain to pour it on thine own. For
ns the Nile is futficient.”

It is not pronounced madneſs but when
it becomes ungovernable, and apparently
influences ſpeech or action.
**
To indulge the power of fićtion, and

ſend imagination out upon the wing, is
often the ſport of thoſe who delight tod
much in filent ſpeculation. When we are
alone we are not always buſy; the labour

of excogitation is too violent to laſt long;
the ardour of enquiry will ſometimes give
way to idleneſs or ſatiety. He who has
nothing external that can divert him, muſt

find pleaſure in his own thoughts, and
muſt conceive himſelf what he is not i
for who is pleaſed with what he is He
then expatiates in boundleſs futurity, and
culls from all imaginable conditions that
which for the preſent moment he ſhould
moſt deſire, amuſes his deſires with im.

poſſible enjoyments, and confers upon his

r, I would uſe it with inflexible in

pride unattainable dominion. The mind
dances from ſcene to ſcene, unites all

regrity, and he diſmiſſed me, preſſing my
hand. ... My heart, ſaid he, will now be
at reſt, and my benevolence will no more
deſtroy my quiet : I have found a man of

pleaſures in all combinations, and riots
in delights which nature and fortune, with
all their bounty, cannot beflow.
In time ſome particular train of ideas

wiſdom and virtue, to whom I can chear.

fixes the attention, all other intelle&tual

fully bequeath the inheritance of the ſun.”

gratifications are rejećted, the mind, in
wearineſs or leiſure, recurs conſtantly to
the favourite conception, and feaſts *

I promiſid that when I poſſeſſed the
-

The

princi, heard, this mariation with

very ſerious regard, but the princeſ,
-

*

º

|
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falſhood whenever ſhe is

this ſage, which they at length effectually

offended with the bitterneſs of truth. By
degrees the reign of fancy is confirmed ;
the grows firſt imperious, and in time

accompliſhed by Pekuah, the princeſs's con

fident, becoming his pupi, and they, in
ſome time after, equite his opinion upon

deſpoxick... Then fictions begin to ope- . the choice of life. “. Of the various condi
rate as realities, falſe opinions faſten up tions which the world ſpreads before you,
on the mind, and life paſſes in dreams A which you ſhall preſer, ſaid the ſage, I
of rapture or of anguiſh.
am not able to inſtruct you. I can only
This, Sir, is one of the dangers of tell that I have choſen wrong. I have
-

ſolitude, which the hermit has confeſſed

paſſed my time in ſtudy without experi

not always to promote goodneſs, and the ence; in the attainment of ſciences which
aſtronomer's miſery has proved to be not can, for the moſt part, be but remotely
always propitious to wiſdom.. . . . . . . uſeful to mankind. I, have purchaſed
-

I will no more, ſaid the favourite, B

imagine myſelf the queen of Abiffinia.
I have often ſpent the hours, which the
rinceſs gave to my own diſpoſal, in ad
juſting ceremonies and regulating the
court; I have repreſſed the pride of the
pewerful, and granted the petitions of

knowledge at the expence of all the com
mon comforts of life : I have miſſed the
endearing elegance of female friendſhip,
and the happy commerce of domeſtick
tenderneſs. If I have obtained any pre
rogatives above other ſtudents, they have

been accompanied with fear, diſquiet,
the poor ; I have built new palaces in C and ſcrupulofity; but even of theſe pre

more happy ſituations, planted groves rogatives, whatever they were, I have,
upon the tops of mountains, and have ſince my thoughts have been diverſified
exulted in the beneficence of royalty, till, by more intercourſe with the world, be
when the princeſs entered, I had almoſt gun to queſtion the reality. When I
forgotten to bow down before her.
have been for a few days loſt in pleaſing
And I, ſaid the princeſs, will not al diſſipation, I am always tempted to think
low myſelf any more to play the ſhep. D that my enquiries have ended in error,
herdeſs in my waking dreams. I have and that I have ſuffered much, and ſuf
often ſoothed, my thoughts with the quiet fered it in vain.”
and innocence of pâſtoral employments,
Inlac was delighted to find that the
till I have in my chamber heard the ſage's underſtanding was breaking thro'
winds whiſtle, and the ſheep bleat; ſome its miſts, and reſolved to detain him from
times freed the lamb entangled in the the planets till he ſhould forget his taſk

thicket, and ſometimes with my crook E of ruling them, and reaſon ſhould reco
encountered the wolf.

I have a dreſs like

that of the village maids, which I put on

to help my imagination, and a pipe on

ver its original influence.” This at laſt
is the caſe, the philoſopher is recovered
and accompanies them in their further

which I play ſoftly, and ſuppoſe myſelf ſearch.
The head of the laſt chapter of this
followed by my flocks.
I will confeſs, ſaid the prince, an in tale is, The concluſion, in which nothing
dulgence of fantaſtick delight, more dan- F is concluded. “ It was now the time of
gerous than yours. I have frequently the inundation of the Nile A fews days
endeavoured to image the poſſibility of a after their viſit to the catacombs, the river
perfe&t government, by which all wrong began to riſe.
ſhould be reſtrained, all vice reformed,
They were confined to their houſe.
and all the ſubjećts preſerved in tranquil The whole region being under water
. . lity and innocence. This thought pro gave them no invitation to any excurſions,
duced innumerable ſchemes of reforma-G and, being well ſupplied with materials
tion, and dićtated many uſeful regulations for talk, they diverted themſelves with
and ſalutary edićts. This has been the compariſons of the different forms of life
"foort and ſometimes the labour of my ſo which they had obterved, and with va
litude ; and I ſtart, when I think with

rious ſchemes of happineſs which each of

how little anguiſh I once ſuppoſed the

them had formed.”

“Of theſe wiſhes that they had formed
death of my father and my brothers.
Such, ſays Imlac, are the effe&ts of viſion- H they well knew that none could be ob
ary ſchemes: When we firſt form them we . tained. They deliberated a while what
know them to be abſurd, but familiarize
them by degrees, and in time loſe fight of
... their folly.” They, hereupon, entertained
, a curioſity to ingratiate themſelves with

was to be done, and reſolved, when the

inundation ſhould ceaſe, to return to A
biſfinia.”
T t a

*

* ** * **

**

* .
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Ye Vot'ries of Venus and

attend, Who drink, and who rake,

Bacchus
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and who whore without end, who trifle away both your health and your

lää

-

-

die in your prime Obey the glad
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ſummons, to Bagnigge repair, Drink deep of its ſtreams, and forget all your
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care. Dink deep of is fireams, and forget all your cars.
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deep of its ſtreams, and forget

all your

care.

-

2s

3.

Ye gouty old ſouls and rhumatickscrawl on,

Here taſte theſe bleſt ſprings, and your tor
tures are zone ;

[breath,

Ye wretches aſthmatick, who pant for your
Come drink your relief, and think not of
death 1

Obey the glad ſummons, to Bagnigge repair,
Drink deep of its ſtreams, and forget all
your care,

Poeſtcal Els says th

*

The diſtemper'd ſhall drink and forget all
his pain,
[ev'ry vein,
When his blood flows more briſkly thro'
The head-ach ſhall vaniſh, the heart-ach
ſhall ceaſe,

And your lives be enjoy'd in more Pleaſure
and peace :
Obey then the ſummons, to Bagnigge repair,
And drink an oblivion to pain and to care.

J UN E, 1759.
The Gallick foe, by long diſaſter wiſe,

-

F

For the .-Y E A R 17 ro.
ON D hopes of peace adieu, deluſive fled!

Not yet enough has hapleſ, Britain bied;

Improving ſtill in fate, and big with war,
In bicody ſeries rolls the guilty year.

Each various method of deſirudion tries :

His dang'rous politicks, his wiles exhauſts,
His towns unpeoples to recruit his boſis ;
Still meditates with dire revengeful hate,
A blow, Perhaps, not needful to repeat
Ill-fated

*
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ill-fated iſle thro’ each ſucceſſive age,
Expos'd the foremoſt to ambition's rage;
Thy treaſures waſted in the tedious ſtrife,
Thy ſons in battle laviſh of their life,
A precious ſacrifice to freedom due,
Which reſtleſs pride ſtill ſummons to renew.
Why, Britain, boaſtful of thy pow'rs in
creaſe ?

-

Why ſtill, in hope, anticipate ſucceſs 2
Perhaps returning peace ſhall redemand,
Each dear-bought purchaſe of the warrior's
hand ;

Thyſelf for wounds with glory be conſol'd,
And tatter'd trophies for thy laviſh'd gold :
Undone by vićt'ries, fated to deplore
A vain ſucceſs, magnificently poor;
E’en future ages ſhall be fin'd their ſhares,
Tax’d with the follies of a hundred years.

With unavailing grief the Muſe ſurveys
Her Britain, doon'd to bleed a thouſand ways;
Here France, vindićtive, threats invaſive war,
And gains freſh reſolution from deſpair;
The Dutchman there his weapon almoſt
draws,
[cauſe;
And braves the arm, yet bleeding in his
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Whate'er the produce of th' unthrifty ſoil,
The leaves, the flowers, the fruits, to thee
belong :

The labourer earns the wages of his toil;
Who form'd the poet, well may claim the
ſong.

Yes, 'tis my pride to own, that taught by thee

My conſcious ſcul ſuperior flights effay'd;
Learnt from thy lore the poet's dignity,
And ſpurn'd the hirtlings of the rhyming
trade.

-

Say, ſcenes of ſcience, ſay, thou haunted
Rſeam :
[hold].
[For oft my Muſe-led fºep said'ſt thou be
How on thy banks 1 rifled ev'ry theme,

That fancy fabled in her age of gold.
How oft I cry’d, “O come, thou tragick
queen'
[tread :
March from thy Greece with firm majeſtick
Such as when Athens ſaw thee fill her ſcene,

When Sophocles thy choral graces led 1.
Saw thy proud pall it's purple length devolve,

Saw thee uplift the glitt ring dagger high,
Ponder with fixed brow thy deep reſolve,

The hardy Ruffian quits his native ſnows,

Prepar'd to ſtrike, to triumph, and to die.
Bring then to Britain's plain the choral

To join in Auſtrian league with Britain's foes,
In German ſepulchres her thouſands ſleep,
No trivial ſhare the Indies annual ſweep i

Diſplay thy buſkin'd pomp, thy golden lyre,
Give her hiſtorick forms the ſoul of ſong, .

Remoteſt worlds in Britain's woes cornbine,
The northern ſolſtice, and the burning line.
How then, forſaken by each friendly hand,

throng,

And mingle Attick art with Shakeſpear's
fire.”

Scarce Pruſſia ſafe within his own domains,

“Ah what, fond boy, doſt thou preſume to
claim ***
[know,
The Muſe reply'd. “Miſtaken ſuppliant

Shall one ſole realm ſuffice for each demand?

Againſt a world a fainting cauſe maintains;

To light in Shakeſpear's breaſt the dazzling

Auxiliar ſtates their feeble banners join,
Mov'd with the cauſe of Britain, or her coin.

flame,
Exhauſted all Parnaſſus could beſtow.

The watchfulSpaniardſcarce forbearst'offend,

True ; art remains; and if from his bright

And only not a foe, appears a friend.
Sick at the view, refle&tion, for relief,

page,
[ſeize,
Thy mimick power one vivid beam can
Proceed; and in that beſt of taſks engage,
Which tends at once to profit and to pleaſe.”
She ſpake; and Harewood's towers ſponta
neous roſe;
[grove;

Extorts from hope, ſhort interval of grief
Thro' whoſe fair viſta, tho' remotely ſeen,
Lo happier fortune waits to gild the ſcene :
While ſtrenuous wiſdom Britain's counſels

-

guides,
[fides;
While ſtainleſs honour o'er her wealth pre
Her wealth no longer ſo profuſely thrown,
To bribe the German to defend his own.
Fix"d on the MAN, ſee expe&tation wait,
Well pleas'd to truſt him with Britannia's fate;
Who, nobly fir’d, his country's rights to ſave,
Durſt, in her cauſe, diſdain to be a knave.
In vain may faāion impiouſly combine;
In vain may wicked wealth and titles ſhine,
To bribe the patriot to renounce his claim,
Or riſque a bleſt eternity of fame.
Tryſull, June 8.
W. G-Mr.

E L E G Y prefixed to Caraćtacus, a Dra
matick Poem. By the Author of Elfrida.

Soft virgin warblings eccho'd thro’ the

And fair Efida pour'd forth all her woes,
The hapleſs pattern of connubial love.
More awful ſcenes old Mona next diſplay'd;
Her caverns glocm’d, her foreſts wav'd on
high,
While flam'd within their conſecrated ſhade

The genius ſtern of Britiſh liberty.
And ſee, my Hu R D ! to thee thoſe ſcenes

confign'd i
[name.
O! take and ſtamp them with thy honour’d
Around the page be friendſhip's chaplet
twin'd;

And, if they find the road to honeſt ſame,
Perchance the candour of ſome nobler ags
May praiſe the bard, who bad gay folly
bear

To the Rev. Mr. Hur D.

-

RIEND of my youth, who, when the
willing. Muſe
[rays,
Stream'd o'er my breaft her warm poetick
Saw'ſt the freſh ſeeds their vital powers dif
fuſe,
ſpraiſe
And fed'ſt them with the foſt’ting dew of
- 5

* Her cheap applauſes to the buſy flage,
And leave him penſive virtue's filent tear;
Choſe toe to conſecrate his favºrite ſtrain

To him, who grac'd by ev'ry liberal art,
That beſt might ſhine amid the learned train,
Yet more excell'd in morals, and in heart :
Whºſe
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Tho' her breath be as ſweet as the refe,

whoſe equal mind could ſee vain fortune
thower

-

And enchantingly ſoft are her eyes i

Her flimzy favours on the fawning crew,

Yet with noble reſentment he glows.

while in low Thurceſton's ſequeſter'd bower

7.

He wou'd learn—tho' the taſk be ſevere,
To deſpiſe what he fain wou'd approve;
Yet the breach one kind look nay tepair,

ſer's eye
Pleas'd he could ſmile, and with ſage Hook
wing ;

• ** See from his mother earth God's bleſ

Such a look as firſt led him to love.

fings ſpring,

He wou'd ſay then; “perhaps I miſtook,
For true love is both jealous and blind;

And eat his bread in peace and privacy.”
March 20, 1759.
W. Mason.

No falſhood ſure dwells with that look,

And my Daphne's all truth, and ſaill kind.”

Two Peñoral Ballaps, wrote in North
America. In the Manner of Mr. Shenſton.
Ballad I. The QUARRE L. Written

8

To be blind is love's weakneſs, I ween i
For its fondneſs oft ſpies out falſe charms;
And too oft, when there's nought to be

in the Montb ºf January, 1758.

ſeen,

1.

By its jealouſies, ſounds falſe alarms.
Then, O ye fair nymphs of the plain,
Take pity on thoſe you ſubdue :

HE ſwains in a bantering way,
-

T

.

And her name he wou'd learn to deſpiſe.

She fixthim diſtant from promotion's view:
Yet, ſhelter'd there by calm contentment's

Poor Colin teaz'd all the day long;

That Daphne, the lovely and gay,

Nor, like baphne, delight to give pain,

shou'd grace his ſweet pipe and his ſong.
'She ne'er was the ſubjećt before,
of Colin's love paſtoral ſtrains;
But now, by the muſes, he ſwore,

To a Colin that's conſtant and true.

[Ballad II. in cur next.]

Thus her name ſhou'd reſound thre" the

On Lord Lyrrrlton's new Houſ at Hagley,

plains.

…

S O N N E T.

--

-

1.

“ Daphne's name, like a magical line,
* Shall draw down the muſical quire,

ERE Pallas dwells : She built theſe

flately tow'rs
[hills;
On claſſick ground, and near Parnaffian
She form'd theſe ſmiling lawns, theſe ſolemn
bow'rs,
tinkling rills;

And Phoebus himſelf, with the Nine,

For Daphne will deign to inſpire:
Yet the graces muſt join in the train,
Elie half Daphne's charms will eſcape;

Theſe ever murm'ring ſtreams, and ever

For the graces alone can explain,

Delighted with her Lyttelton's domains,

And pićture her air and her ſhape :

Where fit the Mufts, and Apollo reigns.
Can paint her

mi-aº mein,

--

Though Harley's dome for graceſul ſtrength
may vie
[to age
with Grecian domes, and down from age

How graceful the dances or walks ;
She moves, and ſhe looks like a queen,
And like Pallas, the goddeſs, ſhe talks.

*

Her words, when firm fiendſhip's the theme,

The tooth of time and envy ſhall defy ;

Flow warm from her generous heart;
But O – if ſweet love you once name,

iO Hagley's juſtly honour'd lord ' ſhall runſ:

Thy learned pen, and thy hiſtorick page,
A far more laſting monument of praiſe.

Her words a ſoft poiſon impart.
4.

-

To Darm n+, cn Valentine's-Day.
EE| Daphne, feel the fun with purer

For the languiſhing glance of her eyes, .
,' ' with love's poiſon theſe accents prepare,

light,

And the mººn who dares look, ſurely dies,

Nowgild-the morn, and chaces gloomy night;

Then ab, Colin–poor Colin, beware l’”
- Scarce thus had the gentle ſwain ſung,

-

Auvancing, each return with brighter beam",

In ſuch ſtrains as were void of all art;

He ſpreads his glories o'er the fields and

(For he ne'er had accuſtom'd his tongue,
To ſpeak aught but the thoughts of his
heart.)

The ſnow diffolves before the weſtern gate,
and vernal flowers adorn the ſmiling vale,

‘ſtresnt.

To life renew'd, the budding trees awake,

When behold —by * chance,
He diſcover'd the nymph cou’d deceive
With a ſmile-or affed a kind glance,
* Which a plain, honeſt ſwain wou'd believe:
Then pleas'd with a triumph ſo mean,
So unworthy a generous fair;
; She ſtrºve, it might plainly be ſeen
That Colin was caught in her ſnare.
6.

At an inſult ſo open and bold,
The ſhepherd ſoon ſummon'd his pride;
Which, like bloſſoms nipt by the cold,
Made love's growing paſſion ſubſide.
*

*--> -a - r---------- 1.----- * tr. 1.-- a-

And from the ſtem the roſeatebloſſoms break:

The Cyprian queen, o'er ev'ry grove and
plain,
O'er beaſts and birds, reſumes her welcome

--

reign :
[grove,
The birds are pair'd, and warble thro' the
And beaſt, obey the genial call of love. ”
Hence firſt the venerable rite begun,
For ages paſt convey’d from fire to ſon ;
For ev'ry ſwain, on this auſpicious day,
To chuſe ſome maid, the coming year tº
fway i
To
-

---f-124. AA ºf "lºra. A.

*... i. 1:1: ... i. Rieszekie
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To crop the viºlet, and primroſe fair, ſhair.
And deck, with decent wreathes, her gloſſy
For ºne, content with what wiſe heav'n
ordains,

This chequer'd ſcene, alternatejoys and pains;
For me, the ſpring of life ſhall bloom no more,
Norfsminer ſhine, nor autumn ſpread her ſtore;
Winter alone, with chearleſs hand, will ſhed,
Henceforth the fnow of age around my head.
But, tho' this chay-built tenement dechine,
Still may th’ immortal gueſt unclouded ſhine;
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Avow’d his purpoſe, and confeſs'd his aim, '
On freedom's baſe to build a monarch's f

To ſtand the regal guardian of the laws,
And make the publick good the prince's cauſe.
This joyful day Britannia's foes deplore :
Your ſhouts of triumph ſhake the Gallicº
ore.

From liberty our iſland-empire roſe i
To liberty her might Britannia owes.

This is the proud palladium of the flate,

The monarch's grandeur and the people's fate.

And, if Euterpe not diſdain to ſmile,

In vain ſhall rival potentates combine,

Your bard from Helicon, with pleafing toil,
Wiil euli freſh flowers, and fadeleſs garlands

Britain the bulwark of the world ſhall ſtand

twine,

And fickle Auſtria with proud Bourbop join i
whilſ freedom's ſtrength fuſtains a ſcepterd:

-

Tº crown his ſweetly-warbling Valent in E.

hand.

-

our aged king, whoſe length of days re
P-R O Lo G U E. ſeeken by Mr. Garrick,
ºn the Birth-Day of bis Royal Higbneft the
Pa 1x cr.

V ºf it H heart and headlight as the nim

nown,

-

And the warm love of grateful Britons, crown
Long, with his people, mourn'd the fatal blow,
That laid his ſon, the hope of nations, low

Now, thro' the cares that age and greatneſs

ble air,

From'full libations to Britannia's heir,

know,

Your ſervant comes. O for a Muſe of fire,

A ſmilepaternal ſmooths the monarch's brow,

whoſe glowing verſe might anſwer my defire;
And paint thejoy due to this glorious day,
which makes our prince mature for future

From his own ſtock he ſees the branch ariſe,

fway

Mature in years, in virtue ripe before :
zience has taught the royal youth her lore :

A native plant, to bloom in Britain's ſkies.

Long may the parent tree his arms extend,

anº
with ſhelt'ring ſhade, his race de
end 1

Pointed the path to which his hear, inclin'd,

tersway,
may his ſubjects bleſs their monarch's

And fix’d,the gen'rous purpoſe of his mind ;

And oft return the prince's natal day !

—

T H E

Monthly Chronolºger.
Autbertick Advices from the Eaſt-Indies. (See
p. a 17.)
AD R ASS, May 22, 1758.

fifting of the Yarmouth, Elizabeth, Tyger,
Weymouth, Saliſbury, Cumberland, Queen.

on the and of April M. de

borough, and Protećtor.
The French
weighed, and bore to the northward, tº
avoid coming to action ; but at two in the
afternoon admiral Pocock. came up with

Lally had arrived on the
coaſt with nine ſhips of the

them, and had a hot engagement for two
hours, during moſt part of which the zos

*
ven-of-theſe veſſels anchor
ed in the road of Fort St. David's on the

** -

-

-

§
gº

Advices are received that

diac of 74 guns, commanded by Mr. d’Apſohe,
s3th. Two were ſtationed in the Qffing,

shef d'eſcadre, the Bien-aimé of 64, and
the Camte de Provence of 74, engaged the
ſhip in which admiral Pocock was ; but he

towards the north-eaſt, and two ſent to
Pondicherry, where they ſetzon ſhore.M. de

acquitted bimſelf ſu galiantly, that the 26
diac was forced to bear away, and the ex.

Latly and ſome troops, the number nut
known. The two Engliſh zo gun ſhips,

boats from Pondicherry were brirging to

ample was followed by the reſt of the fleet.
Admiral Pocock had cnly five ſhips in the
aëion, the reſt not being near enough
but with theſe he purſued the French. º
night, when they put out their lights. They
alſo outfalled him, as the rigging of his
ſhips had been much damaged in the en
gagement. On board the admiral's ſhipſe
ven men were killed and 32 wounded; in

Land the ſaidiers, but, fled on admiral Pr

the other four ſhips 22 were killed and 5;

cotk's appearing with his ſquadron, con

wounded. The loſt of the French is judg

Triton and Bridgewater, were in the road
ºf St. David's, when the French fleet came

there, ſo were obliged to run aſhore; by
which means both crews' and moſt of the

flores were ſaved, and put into Fort St.

David's. On the morning of April 19,

ed
-
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ed to be much more confiderable, as the

(hips were crowded, with men, and our

people aimed at the hull. The Blen-aimé
was ſo much ſhattered that they were ob

liged to run her aſhore at Alumperva, and
many of the crew were ſaid to be drowned.
The two French ſhips ſtationed to the N. E.
were not in the engagement. The French
fleet got into Pondiche, ry, having paſt ours
in the night.

June 12. Advice was this day received at
Madraſs, that Cudalore and Fort St. Da

vid's had both ſurrendered to the French.
M. de Lally, it ſeems, has authority to act
in all military affairs independent of the
governor of Pondicherry; by which means

the diſputes and delays that have often re
tarded the progreſs of troops in India, are
all avoided , ſo that he took the field almoſt
as ſoon as he landed. Cudalore was ill for
tified, and could make no refiſtance ; but it

was expeded that Fort St. David's would
have held out till admiral Pocock could

have repaired the damage done to his veſ
ſels, and have come to its relief, as it was
well ſortified, and had a ſtrong garriſon ;
but it ſurrendered in twelve days, there be

ing in it no place that was bomb-proof to
ſhelter the men, ſo that great numbers were
, killed, and there was freſh water for two

ays only ; ſo that the garriſon, being ob
liged to drink ſalt water for ten days, were
ſo affliáed with ſevere fickneſs, that few
were fit for duty ; it ſurrendered on the ad

June

was twice blown as far as lat, 4.' But at
laſt he got to Madraſs road, where a court
martial was held on the captains of the
Cumberland, Weymouth, and Newcaſtle,
for not having done their duty in the late
aêion. One of them was broke, and one
ſuſpended till his majeſty's pleaſure ſhould
be known. But capt Brereton of the Cum
berland was only ſentenced to loſe a year’s
rank, as he had joined the admiral before

the engagement was over.
Admiral Pocock having repaired what
damage his ſhips had ſuffered, and made
theſe examples of ſuch as had not done
their duty, ſailed again to attack the French

fleet, which he found, Auguſt 3... off Cari
call. The French engaged at firſt with
much warmth, but ſtood off in about a .

quarter of an hour after, and made only a
running fight, and got into the road of

Pondicherry. We had only 30 killed and
6o wounded, among whom was commo
dore Stevens, who received a muſketball

in the ſhoulder, but was in good ſpirits,
and likely to do well. Capt. Martin was
alſo wounded in the leg by a ſplinter. The
loſs of the French is ſaid to be very great ;
and their running away ſeems to be an ac
knowledgment of it. (See our Map of the
coaſt of Coromandel in our Vol. for 1754,

P. 449.)
Fr 1 pay, May 11,

- *

Was a remarkable trial in the court of

King's-Bench, at Dublin, when the Right

of June. It is ſaid M. de Lally had then

Hon. the earl of Belvidere obtained a verdićt

with him about 3000 Europeans.

againſt Arthur Rochfort, Eſq; his brother,
for 20,oool. damages, befides coſts, for cri
minal converſation with his lordſhip's lady.
This tranſačtion, happened about fifteen
years fince,
Tves pay, 29.
The biſhop of Chicheſter preached before
the houſe of peers, and Dr. Moſs before the

In July ſome of our men that had been
taken by the French made their eſcape, and

reported that the French had loſt 7oo men
in the ſea fight. It is reported that Mr. de
Lally borrowed 40,ocol. of the Dutch at
Portanova i but they deny the truth of this.
However that be, it is certain he ſeized a
large Dutch veſſel that had about fourſcore
thouſand pounds in ſpecie aboard, and gave
bills for the amount on the French com

pany, as alſo for the value of the ſhip,
which was to be converted into a man of

war of 6o guns.

-

• The king of Tanjore had, in the laſt war,
given an obligation to the French for a con
fiderable ſum of money, but never paid any

part of it. The payment of this was now
demanded and refuſed ; on which the French

marched to Tanjore, but ſoon left it again ;
and it was reported that the Tanjorines had
totally defeated him and taken all his artil
lery. On this all the troops at Madraſs, to
the number of about 1ooo men, marched,

in hopes of deſtroying the remnant of the
French army. But they had not gºne far,
before they heard the French had ſuffered

little ; ſo it was thought requifive ſor our
troops to return ſpeedily to Madraſs,
After the engagement ef April 29, ad

-

-

houſe of commons.

-

-

Wr on r s p Av, 30.
A great quantity of ſnow fell in Surry
and Kent; in ſome places it laid on the
ground more than ſour inches thick.
Fr 1 nav, June 1.
Extrað of a Letter from Commodore Boys, is
the Downs, to Mr. Clevland, dated
June 1, 1759.
- “Capt. Angel, in the S'ag, returned to
the Downs this morning, with the French
privateer cutter I ſent him after, which he
took yeſterday. She is called La Dunker
quoiſe, capt. Stephen Francis Pottier, of
Dunkirk, of eight carriage guns, and 52
men ; had been out 48 hours, and taken
nothing.”
-

-

-

• Ended the ſeſſions at the Old-Bailey, at

which two perſons received ſentence of
tranſportation for 14 years, 18 for ſeven
years, one to be branded, and two to be
whipped.

miral Pocock endeavoured to return to Fort

Monn A. Y., 4.

$'. David's but his rigging had been ſo
much damaged, that he had the greateſt
difficulty in working to the windward, and

. Being his royal highneſs the prince of
Wales's birth-day, when he entered into the
22d year of his age, it was obſerved at ‘.
wit

# 759.
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with great ceremony, and the demonſtra

tions of joy,' from all ranks of people,
were univerſal, both in town and country. '
Tu as DAY, 5.

Admiralty Office. Captain Moore, com

very agreeable to me; and I return you my
hearty thanks for this freſh mark of your
zeal and affection,
I have the firmeſt confidence in the fide
-

lity and ſpirit of my people, and I truſt I

rnander of his majeſty's ſhip the Adventure,
has taken the Counteſs de la Serre French
Privateer, of 12 guns (but only 18 mounted)

ſhall be well enabled, under the Divine Pro
vidence, to defeat and fruſtrate the moſt

and 187 men, with two ranſomers on board,

daring attempts of the ancient enemy of my

after an engagement cf two hours,

crown.

in which

the enemy had 26 men killed and 15 wound
ed, and the Adventure but two wounded.
FR 1 DAY, 8.

Kenſington. This day the Right Hon.
the lord-mayor, aldermen, and commons,

of the city of London, in cgmmon-council
aſſembled, waited on his majeſty, and being
introduced to his majeſty by the Right Hon.
the earl of Eſſex, one of the lords of his

majeſty's bedchamber, Sir William Moreton,
Knt. the recorder, made their compliments
in the following addreſs:

To the King's Moſt Excellent Majeſty.
The bumble Addreſ of the Lord-Mayer, Alder
men, and Commºns, of the City ºf London, in

They were all received very graciouſly.
and had the honour to kiſs his majeſty's
hand.

After which his majeſty was pleaſed to
confer the honour of knighthood on Thomas
Chitty, Eſq; alderman ; Matthew Blakiſton,
Eſq; alderman ; William Stephenſon, Eſq;
alderman ; James Hodges, Eſq; town
clerk.

Saturday, 9.
Saville-Houſe. This day the Right Hon.
the lord-mayor, aldermen, and commons,
of the city of London, in common council
aſſembled, waited on his royal highneſs thre

Common-Council affimbled.

prince of Wales, and being introduced by
the Right Hon. lord Robert Bertie, one of
the lords of his royal highneſs's bedchamber,

May it pleaſe your Majeſty,
We your majeſty's moſt dutiful and

their compliments in the following ſpeech 1

loyal ſubjeas, the lord-mayor, aldermen,
and commons, of the city of London,
in common-council affembled, humbly
beg leave to congratulate your majeſty on
the ſatisfaction of ſeeing your royal grand
ſon, the prince of Wales, that great object
of your majeſty's paternal care and ſolici
tude, arrived at his age of twenty-one

years, mature in all the accompliſhments
that can add luſtre to his high dignity, or
command the love and veneration of man
kind.

Sir William Moreton, the recorder, made

To bis Royal Highneſs the Prince ºf Wales.

May it pleaſe your Royal Highneſs,
Your reyal highneſs having happily at
tained your age of twenty-one years, the
lord-mayor, aldermen, and commous, of
the city of London, in common-council aſ
ſembled, humbly beg leave to compliment
your royal highneſs upon an event ſo plea
fing to the king, and ſo very intereſting to
his majeſty's faithful ſubjects.

Long may his royal highneſs enjoy the

But permit us, Sir, at the ſame time,

benefit of your majeſty's ſalutary precepts
and example, and continue to make your
majeſty the ampleſt returns offilial duty
and reſpea. May his royal highneſs live to

without offending the modeſty which ſo
eminently diſtinguiſhes and adorns your
character, to expreſs the yet greater pleaſure
we enjoy in beholding your royal highneſs

emulate the virtues that have endeared your

poſſeſſed of every virtue and accompliſhment

majeſty's ſacred perſon and government to
a free people; and may there never be
wanting one of your majeſty's illuſtrious
race to perpetuate the bleſfings we derive
from your auſpicious reign.
Permit us, moſt gracious ſovereign, to
embrace this opportunity of aſſuring your
majeſty, that no hoſtile threats can intimi
date a people animated by the love of li
berty, and inſpired with a ſenſe of duty and
affection to your majeſty ; who, confiding

which we had reaſon to preſage from the
excellence of your genius, and the good
neſs of your diſpoſition.
When we confider your royal highneſs's

exemplary piety, your dutiful deportment

jeſty's councils, are reſolved to employ their

towards the king, your reſpectſul affection
for your auguſt mother, your early know
ledge of the conſtitution and true intereſts
of theſe kingdoms, and your ſolicitude for
the happineſs and proſperity of the peaple,
we form the moſt agreeable proſpects, and
refle&t with gratitude upon the wiſdom and
attention that have been employed to culti
vate theſe nobie ſentiments in your princely

utmoſt efforts towards enabling your ma

breaſt.

in the Divine Providence, and the expe

rienced wiſdom and vigour of your ma

-

jeſty to repel the inſults, and defeat the at

May they more and more endear your

tempts of the ancient enemies of your ma

royal highneſs to his majeſty, and hereafter
be exerted in a higher ſphere in preferving
the religious and civil rights, happily en
truſted to the protećtion of his majoity's il

jeſty's crown and kingdom.
T, which Addreſs bis Majeſty was pleaſed to re
turn this moſt gracious Anſwer,

The oordial exprefions of yout conſtant
June, 1759.

luſtrious louſes
U u
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º, which bis Royal Higbreſ, was pleaſed to re
turs ibe following Anſwer.
My Lord and Gentlemen,
I return you my hearty thanks for this
mark of your duty to the king, and atten
tion to me. You may always depend upon

my warmeſ wiſhes for the proſperity of
this great city, and for

June

1:ſqrs. paid their fines for ſheriff of London
and Middleſex.

At Guildhall, George Errington, and Paul

Vaillant, Eſqrs. had the majority of hands,
for ſheriffs for the year enſuing.
There is now, in Alderſgate workhouſe,
one Iſabella Brans, otherwiſe Gillum, 11 1
years of age, who is in perfect health.

whatever can in the

Richard Aſtley, and Jeremiah Marlowe,

leaſt promote the trade and manufactures of

Eſqrs, have paid their fines, to be excuſed
from ſerving the office of ſheriff of this

my native country.

They had all the honour to kiſs his royal
highneſs's hand.
Leiceſter. Houſe.

city and county : Mr. Fowler diſqualified,
by ſwearing himſelf inſufficient in point of

They alſo waited on

her royal highneſs the princeſs dowager of
wales, and being introduced by Sir William
Irby, Bart. chamberlain to her royal high
neſs, Sir William Moreton, the recorder,

made their compliments in the following

fortune.

Mr. Shaftoe rode 5o $ miles at New
market, in 1 hour 48", and 53", for a
wager of 10oo guineas.

The city of Exeter have addreſſed the king,
the prince of Wales, and the princeſs dow

ſpeech.
ager, on his royal highneſs's coming of age,
addreſſes were very graciouſly re
To her Rºyal Highneſ, the Princeſ. Dowager of which
ceived.
-

Wales.

May it fleaſe your Royal Hiſtºreſ,
The lord-mayor, aldermen, and corn
mons, of the city of London, in common
council aſſembled, warmed with the moſt
dutiful affection for his majeſty, and with

[Addreſſes have been preſented to the
king, from the governors and councils of
Jamaica and North-Carolina, and from the
two battalions of the Norfolk militia, the

lord lieutenant and officers of the militia of

glorious rewards of your royal highneſs's

the county of Huntingdon, and the city of
York.]
There is now in the garden of George
Montgomery, Eſq; at Chippenham-hall,
near Newmarket, in Cambridgeſhire, the
largeſt American aloe plant, now coming in
flower, that ever was ſeen in England. It
is 104 years old, and it is thought it will
be 40 feet high.
A houſe at New Mills, near Kingſwood,
in Glouceſterſhire, was conſumed by fire ;

pious inſtruaions and example.

damage 1 oool.

By having thus laid the foundation of our
future happineſs and proſperity, your royal
highneſs has ſecured the bleſſings of the pre
fent age, and a name of diſtinguiſhed ho

Confiderable damage was alſo lately done
at Liverpool, by fire, at a tar and oil wate

gratitude to your royal highneſs, for the
early and repeated marks of your regard,
humbly beg leave to compliment your royal

highneſs upcn the happineſs of ſeeing your
illuſtrious ſon, the prince of Wales, arrived
at the age of twenty-one years, endowed
with every noble quality which maternal
fondneſs could hope, or a free people wiſh,
in the heir apparent to the crown.
Theſe, Madam, are the fruits, theſe the

nour in the future annals of Great-Britain.

Tº whºm her Rºyal Highneſs was pleaſed to re
turn the following Anſwer.

My Lord and Gentlemen,
I return you many thanks for your oblig
ing compliment; my utmoſt ambition has
ever been to ſee my ſon anſwer the expec
tation of his country ; if I have ſucceeded
in that, all my wiſhes are compleated.
They all had the honour to kiſs her royal

highneſs's hand.
Tº Esday, 12.

An addreſs of the miniſters and elders of
the church of Scotland, met in general aſ

houſe.

The militia of ſeveral counties have been
reviewed this month, by their commanding

officers, in the preſence of the lords lieu
tenants, and great numbers of perſons of
diſlinótion. They all performed their exer
ciſe amazingly well, behaved dutifully to
their ſuperiors, ſoberly in their quarters, and
ſeemed full of chearfulneſs and alacrity, and
ready to march wherever they were order
ed, for the defence of their country.
A map has been lately publiſhed at Pe
terſburg, of the country adjoining to the
north-weſt of California, which extends and

joins to the continent of Aſia, and proves
the north-weſt paſſage to China, which has
been ſo long ſought, impradicable.

fenuhly, was preſented to his majeſty, and

graciouſly received.
FR 1DAY, 15.
Two houſes, and a workſhop, were con

fumed by fire, in Cold-bath-fields.

The fºllºwing is an authentick Lift of the ºfficers
killed, wounded, and dead, belonging to the
Forces under the Command of the Hon. General
Barrington, from their leaving England, to

Mon Day, 18.
Catherine Knowland was executed, at

the 30th of April loft.
3d regiment, Howard's. Capt., Imber,

Tyburn, purſuant to her ſentence (ſee p.
2 9.) Andrew Grant, and George Symonds,

Licut. Campbell. Enfign Greenwood, dead;
Enſign Griear, killed ; Lieut. Bailie, wound
ed.—4th regiment, Durouſe's. Lieut. Dor
reu, Lieut. Abbit, Lieut. Gray, dead; Capt.
Dalmahoy, Livut, Wincheſter, killed ; Capt.

were reprieved.
Mox pay, 25.
*

b Tonſon and Edmund Proudfoot,
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Col. Campbell, Enfign Meredith, wounded.
–61ſt regiment, Elliott's. Enfign Horner,
dead; Capt. Gunning, killed; Lieut. Row
Tand, wounded.—63d regiment, Watſon's.
Lieut. Ralph, Enfign williams, dead;
Lieut. Coi. Deſbriſay, Major Trolop, Lieut.
Read, killed ; Capt. Gilman. Lieut. Hart,
wounded. – 64th regiment, Barrington's.
Capt. Sneid. Lieut. Walker, Enfign Irwing,
Webb, Do. Mate Robinſon, Do.

Surg, a

Mate Hudſon, dead; Lieut. Maxwell, Lieut.
Pell, E: I ºn Southouſe, wounded – 65th re

giment, Armiger's. Lieut. Col. Salt, Lieut.
Cromeºn Lºut Donaldſon, dead; Enfign
Il-ech, kiº di Cart. Stevens, Lieut. Ferrell,

Lieut. Campbel, wounded.— 38th regiment,
Roſs's. Lieut. Stewart, dead; Lieut. Pa
flow, killed ; Major Melvill, Enfign Dunbar,
Surgeon Nicho'on, wounded.—42d regi
ment,

Highlanders.

Anſtruther,

Major

Capt. Arbuthnot, dead Î Enfign M'Lean,
killed ; Major M'Lean, Lieut. M'Lean,

Le Hardi
St. Michel

At Roch ºf oar.
64 Repairi
epairing.

:::

Man R1A 6ts and B is the.

J

May 1o.
A MEs Bruſby, of whitehall,
Eſq; was married to Miſs Co.
zens, with a fortune of 11, cool.
Thomas Mytton, of Shipton, in Shrop
ſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Edwards.

June 1. Rt. Hon. the earl of Elgin and
Thomas, Pettat, of . King Stanley, in

Kincardine, to Miſs White.

Gloucetterſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Paul.
Rev. Mr. De Bous, to Miſs Loubier,
7. oool.
fortune,

a 1 1,

Samuel Taylor, of Bromyard, in Here
foºdſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Sally Forbes.
John Freeman, jun, of Clifton, in Glou
ceflerſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Freeman.

”. Peter Selle, Eſqi to Miſs Wentworth,
of Curzon-ſtreet.

Lieut. Leſlie, Litut. St. Clair, Lieut. Ro

. 14. Hon. Henry Bathurſt, one of the

binſon, wounded.—Artillery. Lieut. Tyn
fall, killed ; Capt. Innis, wounded.— Mr.
Jack, engineer, dead. —Total of officers
dead 22 ; killed 11 ; wounded 21.

judges of the court of Common-Pleas, to
Miſs Scawen,

Sir Samuel Duckenfield, of Duckenfield

hall, in Cheſhire, Bart. to Miſs Warner, of
St. John's-ſquare.

A Lift of the French Navy, at the Ports of

15. Philip Montague, Eſq; to Miſs Par

Breſt, Rochefort, and Port Louis ; to ren

tington.

dezvºus at Breſt, and to be commanded by
Mºjri. de Conflans, de la Motte, and de

Nathaniel Gould, Eſq; to Mrs. Hamilton,
Lord viſcount M’Duff, eldeſt ſon of the
earl of Fife, to lady Dorothy Sinclair, only

Beaufremont.
In Brzst Harbour.
Guns.

-

daughter of the earl of Caithneſs.
-

Rev. Dr. Markham, maſter of Weſtmin

6

Built
as high
as the
deck.
middle

ſter ſchool, to Miſs Goddard.

Duc de Bourbon

Wilde.

84%

Palmi

Wants a thorough
&
repair.
Wants to be re

74 tº paired.

Royal Louis

I I

Herbert Perrot Packington, Eſq; to Mrs.
innier

May 28, Lady of the Rt. Hon. William
Pitt, was delivered of a ſon.
29. — of William Bromley, Eſq; of a

Le Tonnant, M. de
Beaufremont

so

Le Formidable, M. de Y
Iw Matte

zo. Sir John Barker, Bart, to Miſs Lucy
Lloyd.

ſon and heir.

8o

Le Soleil, M. de Con
flans
go Carpenters work
compleated,and
Le Biſarre, Prince de

-

June 9. Lady Feverſham, cf a daughter.
15. Lady of the lord keeper, of a daught:r.
* 8. Lady cf the

Hon. and Rev. Mr.

Keppel, of a daughter.
19. Counteſs of Suſſ.x, cf a daughter.
-

Maubazon
Le Heros
Le Theſee

rigging with all
74 X. expedition, the
third
of May,
64

Le Superhe
Le Magnifique

74

Le Jute
L: Intrepide

64

1759

74
7o
74_

Dr a Tris,

May 21,
aberdeen.

30. Charles Montague, Eſq; member for
Northampton, in four parliaments.

In Ba Est Road, May 7, 1759.
64T
64 Fitted for the ſea.
The 4 laſt ſhips
Sphinx
64
Dauphin Royal
7o X came from Ro
chefort,the 24th
Dragon
64
Glorieux
74
of April laſt.

more!and.

Inflexible

fical pieces.

L'Eveillé
Northumberland

64_

In Porr Louis, May 16, 1759.
L'Orient, M. de Gui
briant

Robuſie

$olitaine
Brilliant

R. Robert Pollock, profeſſor of
divinity, in the univerſity cf

$o X. Fitted for ſea.
74

64
Fitting for ſea,
#3

Sir Thomas Tancred, Bart.

31. John Daiſton, Eſq; member for Weſt
June 1. Dr. Stephens, one of the execu
to s of the late ducheſs of Marlborough.

James Nihell, M. D., author of ſome phy
4. Rejić of Sir Edward ward, of Bixley,
in Norfolk, Bart.

6. Lieut. gen. Philip Bragg, colonel of
the 18th regiment of foot.

itrina fa

U u a

9. Rev.

PROMOTIONS Civil and Military.

34o

9. Rev. Dr. Sterne, prebendary of Dur

June

the reëories of St. Peter, and St. Owen, in

Hereford, with the reëtory of Mordeford,

ham.

John Clarke, Eſq; an eminent Weſt-India

in Herefordſhire.—To enable Mr. James
Pitcairn to hold the reëtory of Compton

merchant.

11. Edward Barker, Eſq; late curfitor

Baſſett, with the reëtory of Weſt. Kington,

baron and treaſurer of the Tenths- office.

in Wiltſhire. - To enable Mr. Henchman

Robert Fowler, of Skendlethorpe, in Lin
colnſhire, Eſq;
12. Stephen Crow, of Bridport, in Dor
ſetſhire, Eſq;
1 5. Robert Surman, Eſq; late an eminent

to hold the reëtory of Folk, in Dorſetſhire,
with the reëory of Burford, in Wiltſhire,
Promotions Civil and Military.
From the London GazzTTE.

Banker.

16. Jeremiah Freeman, Eſq; an eminent
merchant.

17. Thomas Potter, Eſq;

joint vice

treaſurer of Ireland, &c, member for Oak
Hampton.

Charles Atkers, of St. John's-ſtreet, Eſq;
an eminent printer; in the commiſfion of
the peace for the county of Middleſex, and

The king has
Hitehall, June a.
been pleaſed to conſtitute and ap
point his grace Thomas Holles duke of New
caſtle, knight of the moſt noble order of
the Garter, Henry Bilſon Legge, Robert
Nugent, and James Grenville, Eſqrs, with

V

lord North, to be commiſſioners for exe

He

cuting the office of treaſurer of his majeſty's
Fxchequer.—To grant unto William earl of
Beſsborough, and the Hon. Robert Hamp
den, Eſq; the office of poſt-maſter-general,

was a gentleman of remarkable honour and

in the room of Thomas earl of Leiceſter,

punétuality in his dealings, and a uſeful and

and Sir Everard Fawkener, Knt. both de

valuable friend.

ceaſed.

re. Joſeph Taylor, Eſq; clerk of the ho
ſpitals of Bridewell and Bethlem.

, June 16. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto William Yea, of Pyr
land, in the pariſh of Taunton St. James,
in the county of Somerſet, Eſq, and his
heirs male, the dignity of a baronet of the

one of the court of aſſiſtants of the Sta

tioners company, after a long illneſs, which
he

bore with uncommon

fortitude.

Thomas Stevens, Eſq;

Fdward Pauneeſort, of Early-Court, in
Berkſhire, Eſq;
a 1. Mr. Samuel Bridgman, one of the
common-council for the ward of Cheap.

23. Abraham Daking, of Biſhopſgate
ſtreet, Eſq;
24. James More Molyneux, Eſq; mem
ber for Haſlemere.

kingdom of Great-Britain.

The king has been pleaſed to conſtitute
and appoint John Clavering, Eſq; to be one
of his majeſty's aid de camps, and to corn
mand and take rank as a colonel of foot, -

Hugh Valence Jones, Eſq; to be a commiſ

-

James Barnard, Eſq; an eminent follicitor
in chancery.
Donald Cameron, of Kinnicklahar, in

Rannach, North-Britain, aged 130.

He

fioner of exciſe, and a chief commiſſioner

and governor of and for all and every other
his majeſty's revenues, profits, and incomes
whatſoever, due and owing, arrears and

payable unto his majeſty, in the kingdom of

married a wife when he was roo.

Lately, at Geneva, the Rt. Hon, the earl

Ireland.—To grant unto Richard Cumber

land, Eſq; the offices of provoſt marſhal,

of Gainſborough, aged about 19.

Mr. Forſter was preſented to the

clerk of the peace, and clerk of the crown,
of and in his majeſty's province of South
Carolina, in America, in the room of Thº
mas Lowndes, and Hugh Watſon, deceaſed.
—To conſtitute Ralph Bigland, Eſq; blue
mantle purſuivant at arms, to be Somerſet

rećtory of Chartham, in Kent.—Dr.

herald at arms, in the room of John War

Theodore Richardſon, Eſq; merchant at
Madeira.

William Perrin, of Jamaica, Eſq;
Eccles 1 Ast real. PR ºr ºn M ants.

Rºº

Markham, to a golden prebend of Durham.

burton, Eſq.; deceaſed.

—Mr. Thomas Lowther, to the reëtory of

Upper Leigh, in Devonſhire —Mr. William
Baſket, to the reëory of Moulton, in Che

ſhire.—Mr. Henry Bathurſt, to the vicarage

From the refl of the Papers,
Dr. Hardinge is appeinted phyſician ex
-

traordinary to his majeſty.

,

-

of Swanſcombe, in Norfolk.-Wm. Reeves,

His royal highneſs prince Edward, is ap

M. A. to the teacry of Walfin, in Hert

pointed poſt-captain in the navy, and cay"

to the

tain of the Phenix man of war.-Hon. gene

rºëory of Uppington, and chapelry of Horſ

col. of the 40th regiment ºf
Barrington,
foot.—Hon. Charles Townſhend, colonel of

fordſhire.—Mr. Charles Winkins,

ley, in Somerſetſhire.—Mr. Cayley, to the
reſidentiaryſhip of the cathedral of York.--

Richard Batſon, B.A. to the reëory of
Hampton Boys, in Hertfordſhire. — Mr.
Bearcroſt, to the rectory of Horſeheath,
in Cambridgeſhire.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable

* Rey. Thomas Wickings, M.A., to hold

the 64th regiment of foot. — Lieut. Cº
Carey, an additional major of the 1ſt regi
ment of guards, with the rank of color:l.
—John Del Garno, Eſq; Lieut. Col. of Ar
miger's regiment of foot, and Teavil AP*
pleton, Eſq; major. — Sandys Hill,

º
s: łº,

of the 1ſt
major
giment of dragoon guarº"
1 regime
}
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command of which is intruſted to us, under

Alterations in the Liſt of Parliament.
ANBURY. Lord North, re-elected on
promotion.
Cannelford.
Burton, Eſq; in the
room of Sir John Lade, deceaſed.
of Mr.
Dover. Dr. Simpſon,
Jones, promoted.

his directions.

The precautions neceſſary for ſecuring his

majeſty's poſſeſſions become more preſſing,
as we are threatened by the enemy ; and
we ſhould think ourſelves deficient in our

duty, if we omitted repreſenting to our go

vernor the means conducive to the ſecurity
and defence of the iſland.

Weſtmoreland.

Robert Lowther, Eſq;

Our trade with the Dutch is become our

of John Dalſton, Eſq.; deceaſed.
ſole dependance: The general muſt be con.
B–ra-rs.

vinced of it, fince he has authorized it :

We can expect no ſuccour from Europe,
Roº.
Sawyer, of Great Yarmouth, in Norfolk, as we have been abandoned by it ever ſince
baker
Timothy Carter, of Beccles, in Suffolk, apothecary.

Abraham
Ford, of Coalbrookdale, in Shropſhire, iron
maſter.

Jº

Bright, of Lawrence-lane, warehouſeman and

attor

William Gibſon, of Birmingham, linendraper.
Dobbins, of Holborn warehouſeman.
William Penkett, of Cheſter, merchant.
ohn Ainſworth, of Cnclinsford, clockmaker.
otin Ham, of Reading, innholder.

*holomew Aliton, ºf St. Martin's-lane, merchant.
William Baker, of Kidderminſter, weaver.
John Young, of Avhitechapel, dealer in tallow.

the war broke out : And the manner in
which traders have been ſuffered to come

among us has been of little ſervice to the
colony. The merchants, who have had
permiſſions granted them, have abuſed and
defeated the intention of the general.

Poſ

ſeſſed of this privilege, they have made
themſelves the arbitrary diſpoſers of all pro
viſions brought in, and of all our own com

George Shart, cf Cannon ſtreet, vintner.
George wheelwrigh. of Long Ditch, vićtualler. -

modities ſent out ; and of conſequence, the
former have been at a high price as their

lieſ manus Wazg, oſ St. Mary-Axe, merchant.
Robert Lee, of Weſtminſter, plumber.
Henry Winſtanley, of Liverpool, merchant.

as ſelf-intereſt could fink it. . While the ge

Iſlac M idmat, of Wallingford, chapman.
Thomas Somervell, of Breid-ſtreet, inendraper.
Nicholas Butler, of High Holborn, upholſterer.
Daniel Bayley, of Delahev-ſtreet. ſcrivener.

Peter Chainberlayne, of Norwich, carpenter.

co U R S E of E x c H A N G E,

Lowpox, Saturday, June 21, 1759.
Amſterdam 35 3.
Ditto at Sight 354 a

avarice could raiſe it, and the latter as low

neral meant providing, by this means, ſup
ports for the country, and the inhabitants

were the objea of his good intentions, they,
by a criminal abuſe of the permiſſions grant
ed, have not reaped the leaſt benefit from
them. The colony, for two months, has
been deſtitute of all kinds of proviſions :

The view of the general was to provide
a 5.

fome in ſending men of war to convoy veſ.

Rotterdam 35 9.

fels from St. Euſtatius to this iſland; but

Antwerp, no Price.

the uſe the merchants of St. Pierre's have

Hamburgh 37 9.

made of their permiſſions has deſtroyed all
our expettations of relief by that method.
By this means, the iſland ſtill ſuffers the
want of proviſions ; all our own commodi
ties lie upon our hands ; and maſters are

Paris 1 Day's Date go #.
Ditto, a Uſance 30 a #.
Bourdeaux, ditto 30 +.
Cadiz 40.
Madrid 39 a 40.
Bilboa 39 #.
Leghorn 49 a #.

riſhing thro' hunger. The intereſts of the
king and country are mutual and reciprocal i

Naples, no Price.

the loſs of negroes diminiſhes his majeſty's

Genoa 48 #.
Venice so #.
Liſbon 5s. 5d. § a 6d.
Porto 5s. 5d #.
Dublin 10 #.

revenue ; and the great, not to ſay the en
tire ſtop put to the exportation of our com
modities, is ſuch a blow to our trade, that

From the St. Chriſtopher's Gazette, April 25.
A Mr Morial preſented to the General of the
French Iſlands, by the Governors and Lieute

unable to ſupport their ſlaves, who are pe.

we feel it in the moſt ſenſible manner. Many
of our inhabitants have not been able to re

pair the miſchief and damage done their
buildings and plantations by the laſt hurri
came 5 and their reduced fituation incapa
citated them from furniſhing negroes, ſo
caſily as could have been wiſhed, for the uſe

rants du Roi of the ſeveral Quarters in the

of the publick works. Every one is ani

Iſland of Martinico, Jan. 1, 1759.

mated with the warmeſt zeal and inclina

tion : But ought we not to be apprehenſive
H E orders given us by the general, the

of dreadful conſequences from ſlaves who

25th of laſt November, for holding our

are half-ſtarved, and to whom all bondage
is equal. Miſery debaſes mankind ; and
when it has reduced them to a precarious

ſeveral diſtrićts in readineſs to march ; and
the reports ſpread of an armament fitted
out in Fngland, which was ſaid to be de
ſtined for theſe colonies, have determined

ps to lay before the general the condition of
this iſland, and its different diſtričts, the

ſituation, we often find them have recourſe to

confuſion and deſpair, as a remedy againſt
the ills which ºppreſs them,
Frº -

F O R. E.I G N A
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From the accounts we daily receive of
what paſſes in our diſtriës, and the enqui
ries it is our duty to make into every condi
tion, we can, without exaggeration, affirm,
that the beſt provided of our inhabitants

partake largely of the preſent calamity,

F F A I R S,

1759.

**********
For EIGN AFFAIRS, 1759.

I N our laſt, we left prince Henry of Pruffia,
with the army under his command, ad

and

habitants are reduced to the neceſſity of kill

vancing into Franconia. Upon the approach
of the Pruſſians, the imperial army, whoſe
head quarters were then at Culembach, re
tired to Bamberg; but befides the ſkirmiſh
the Pruſſians had with general Macguire, as
mentiored in our laſt, they had two ſuc

want many of the common neceſſaries of
Jife, whilſt others have not ſo much as a
rain of ſalt in their houſes.

Another great misfortune is, that the in
ing their cattle, to keep their negro children,

ceſſive ſkirmiſhes with a detachment of the

and ſick people alive : But tº is ºr ſource
muſt ſoon faii, and our mills ſtand ſtill for

which they had the advantage; and after a

want of cat le to work them ; and by this

ſhort bombardment, they obliged M. de Bu

Jmperialiſts under general Reid, in both of

means, we ſhall conſume beforehand the

ſeck to ſurrender Cronach, and the caſtie of

reſerve we might otherwiſs have in caſe of

Rotenberg. They then began their march
towards Bamberg; and though the Imperi

a fiege.
It is ſufficient to repreſent to the general
theſe misfortunes: The goodneſs of his heart
for a people entruſted to his care will point
out a remedy, in ſuppreſfing the permiſſions
granted to particular merchants, and in per
mitting neutral veſſels to come freely into
all our ports, and trade with the inhabitants,
without firſt addreſſing themſelves to the
merchants. When every quarter becomes
ſtocked with proviſions, and men can eat,

we ſhall fee their zeal, which the famine had
damped, revive again; and when the inha
bitants ſee their properties ſecured, by finiſh
ing the publick works, and taking all pre
cautions neceſſary for their defence, they
will be eaſy, and unite themſelves in repul
fing the enemy with the courage they have

aliſts were to be ſoon rejoined by general

Macguire, and their ſeveral other detach
ments, yet they found they could not ven
ture an engagement with prince Henry i
but on the 14th ult, retired from thence to

Nurenb-rg, and probably would have been
followed by prince Henry; but upon his
being informed that a large body of Auſtri
ans, under general Gemmingen, had entered
Saxony, he was obliged to return into that
country, and therefore from Bamberg he ſet
out upon his return on the 21ſt, after hav
ing raiſed large contributions in the biſhop
rick of Bamberg, and marquiſate of Cul

lembach, part of which was paid in ready
money, and for the reſt he carried hoſtages
along with him. Beſide this, he carried off,

always hitherto teſtifi-d. Care, however,
ought to be taken for ſecuring his majeſty's
duties, and there is a method of doing it;
for in every port where there are no guns to

provided for the ſubſiſtence of the imperial
army, and no leſs than 1500 of their troops

eommand ſuch veſſels importing the proviſi
ons, the commandant of the quarter may
chlige the cuſtom houſe officers to viſit them,

perialiſts ſent a detachment, under count

and bring their ſails on ſhore till the king's
duties are paid.
In times of calamity, the king gives every

affiſtance to his diſtreſſed ſubjects, and this
colony claims help and relief againſt the ſa
mine which is devouring it.
The citadel of Fort Royal ſeems the prin
cipal

objea on

which the ſafety and defence

of the country depends : The loſs cf. that
muſt neceſſarily be attended with the loſs of
the whole iſland : We may indeed retire into
the woods; but how are we to ſobfift there?
When the enemy are become maſters of this

place, how are we to expect fuecours from
without The whole coiony ought to make
the moſt vigorous efforts to ſtop the progreſs
of an invading enemy, and every man will
ſet about it in earneſt, if the fort was pro
perly provided with everything for its ſafety
ard detence; and if magazines for furniſh
ing the neceſſaries of life, as well as of war,

*ere eſtabliſhed in the different quarters of
the iſland. Signed,
Lou. Villiers,
Chaillon,
De Folleville,
De Lignery,
L

De Poincey,'
Rouille.

or deſtroyed, all the magazines that had been

were ſent priſoners to Leipzig.

Upon the retreat of the Pruſſians, the Im
Palfy, to harraſs their rear, who came up
with it, on the 30th, near Hoff; but they
caught a tartar; for after a ſmart engage
ment, they were defeated, with the loſs of
general Kleefeld taken priſoner, and the
prince of Stolberg either taken or killed, be
ſide a large number of men ; and, in their

turn, were purſued by the Pruſſians as far as
Beirat. Upon the return of the Pruffians
into Saxony, the Auſtrians under general
Gemmingen retired to Commota, in Bohe
mia, and the imperial army ſoon after began
to move back again towards Bamberg,
where they arrived on the 13th inſt. being
reduced to not above to,Coo men, becauſe
all the Auſtrian regiments but four have leſt

them, and are marched into Bohemia, upon
an apprehenſion that prince Henry defigned
to pay another viſit to that kingdom ; but it
is now ſaid, that he is marched, with his

whole army, in two columns, towards the
Oder, to meet the Ruffians, part of whom
have already entered Pomerania, and ano
ther part are marching towards the Lower
Sileſia.

As the king of Pruffia has been obliged ta

under
withdraw moſt of his troops that wereeveneral

The Monthly Catalogue for May and June, 1759:
general Fouquet, in Upper Silefia, in order
to ſend them againſt the Ruffians, Une Au
arian general de Ville, has taken the ad
vantage of it, to advance into that part of
Silena belonging to the king of Pruſſia, and
on the 19th utt. was encamped within fight
of Neiſs.
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ſeveral times diſmounted the batteries, which
being as often repaired, maintained a ſmart
fire for five hours.

Two of the Engliſh

ſhips were ſo much damaged, that they were
obliged to ſend for thirty boats to tow them.

Three or four of theſe boats were ſunk by
our bombs. When the firing ceaſed, the

As to the Pruſſian army, under the king
in perſon, and the Auſtrian army under

enemy ſtood out to ſea.

marſhal count Daun, they remained in the

have taken or ſunk ſome of their veſſels.

ſame poſition when our laſt accounts came
from thence ; but the approach of the Ruſ
fians will probably make both alter their

[we ſhall probably have ſoon a different ac
count of this affair from our own people.]
The following article will ſhew what an
immenſe fortune may be amaſſed by preach

poſition in a very ſhort time.
Soon after the middle of laſt month, the

French armies, both upon the Upper and
Lower Rhine aſſembled, and began to move

towards one another; and on the 3d inſt.
they joined, near Marpurg, from whence
they marched northward, and on the oth
arrived at Corbach, where marſhal Contades

took up his head quarters; and on the 11th
ſome of their light troops took poſſeſſion of
Caſſel without oppoſition, as general Imhoff,
with the troops under his command, had be.
fore retired towards Paderborn. On the

12th marſhal Contades encamped at Stadt
berg; and in the mean time, the duke de
Breglio, who commands the right wing,
marched from Caſſel into the territories of

Hanover, where he took poſſeſſion of Mun
den and Gottingen. During theſe marches
of the French army, the allied army being
aſſembled, marched only to Lipſtadt; and,
by our laſt accounts, were encamped about

ing and pretended ſančtity.

Naples, May 29. Laſt week the apart
ment of the late father Pepe, the jeſuit, for

whoſe pulpit and confeſſion-box the people
made ſuch ſcrambling, was opened, in pre
ſence of our cardinal archbiſhop, and one of
the king's miniſters. There were found in
it 6oo ounces of gold in ſpecie; bills amount
ing to 56,oco ducats; 16oolb. of wax; to
copper veſſels full of Dutch tobacco; three
gold repeating watches; four ſnuff-boxes
made of rare ſhells; aco filk handkerchiefs,
and a capital of 3oo, ooo ducats. Before
his death he made a preſent to Jeſus church
of a piece cf velvet hangings, laced with
gold, a large ſtatue of the immaculate con
ception, of maſſy ſilver, and a fine pyramid
to be erected in the front of the church.

+++++++++++++++$4++++++++)
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Soeſt and Werle, where, if they remain, the

two armies muſt ſoon come to blows; for
they are come ſo near one another, that on
the 14th there was a ſmart ſkirmiſh between
two of their advanced parties, between
Lieberg and wurrenberg, in which, we are
told, that the allies had many killed, and
3co made priſoners ; but as the account
comes from Duſſeldorp, now poſſeſſed by
the enemy, they ſay nothing of the loſs of

Had not the wind

favoured their retreat, we ſhould certainly

Div 1 N1TY and Conrn ovar sy.

R. Spooner's Paraphraſe of the Goſ

I.

pels of St. Luke and St. John, Pr,
55. Druy.
2. An Eſſay on the Number Seven, pr:
2s.

Rivington and Fletcher.
. A Defence of the Conſcious Scheme.

By Caleb Fleming, pr 1s.

Henderſon.

Physick, GA R p EN IN G.

-

4. The Virtues of Honey, pr. 1s. 6d.

By a convention entered into between the
Swedes and Ruſſians, on the 2d of March
laſt, they are to form a ſtrong united ſqua
dron, to act this ſummer in the Baltick;
and from Dantzick, we have advice, that on

the 31ſt ult, the Ruſſian fleet appeared two
leagues out at ſea, and made a fignal to the
three Ruſſian men of war then in that road,

Cooper.

5. Dr. Monro's Anſwer to Dr. Akenfide's
Notes, pr 6d.

Wilſon and Durham.

6. The Pračtice of Gardening explained
to all Capacities. By Thomas Parſect, pr.
1s, 63. Baldwin. (Some Extracts there
from in our next.)
Broc R a PHY, History, Trave ts.
-

who immediately weighed anchor and joined
them, and in a ſhort time they were all out
ºf fight.
Paris, June 15. On the 6th, as the Pley
iade and Oiſeau frigates were returning from
Marſeilies to Toulon, they were diſcovered

7. The Life of Edward, Earl of Ciaren
don, 1 Vol. Folio, pr. 11. 5s. or 3 Vols.

by the Engliſh fleet, and three ſhips of the

pr. 10s.

Fine, and tweaty boats, were ſent to give
them chase. After exchanging ſome broad
fides, the wind turned againſt the frigates,
and as they could not get into the harbour
of Toulon, they ran on ſhore at the Sebiet
***, under the protećtion of two batteries of
and eight guns, 18 pounders. The

**gliſh came up, and by a very briſk fire,
7

8vo. pr. 14s.

8. Hiſtory and Repreſentation of Athens,
Folio, pr. 2).

Sayer.

-

9. Van Egmont's Travels, 2 Vols, 8vo,
Davis and Reymers.
Miscº Lla N go us.

ro. Conjunct Expeditions, pr: 7s. 6d.
Dodſley

11. Moral and political Dialogues, Pr, 58.
Millar.

12. Liſts of 4co Marines who have Sea
Pay due to them, pr: 64, Owen.
13. Genuins

-

344. The Monthly Catalogue for May and June, 1759.
13. Genuine Remains of Mr. Samuel
Butler. Publiſhed by R. Thyer, 2 Wols.
8vo.

Tonſon. .

t

14. A Letter from the Dutcheſs of
h, in the Shades, to the great Man,
pr. 1s. 6d. Hooper. (See p. 3.12.)
15. Second Journal of Chriſtian Frederick
Poſt, pr. 1s. Wilkie,
16. Age: An Eſſay, pr. 18. Cooper.
17, Riſe and Fall of Pot-Aſh in America,
pr. is.
18. Recueil Nouveau des Pieces Choiſies,
&c. pr. 3s. Davey and Law.
19. Capt. Crookſhanks's Reply, pr. 6d.
M

Cooper.

ao. The Freedom of Fiſhing, pr. 6d.
21. De l'Eſprit. From the French of
Helvetius, pr. 14s., Dodſley. (See p. 92.)
az. Hiſtorical Review of the Conſtitution,
&c. of Penſylvania, pr. 5s. Griffiths.
23. The Literature, or alphabetical Writ
ings of the learned World. By Charles

Morton, M. D. a large Sheet, pr. 6s,
Dodſley.

24. Differtations, Eſſays, &c. in Proſe
and Verſe. By Dr. Forteſcue, 2 Wols. 8vo.
Dodſley.

a 5. A Treatiſe on Happineſs, pr. 4d.

ENTERTAINMENT,

45. The Marchioneſs de Sevigne's Letters,
pr.6s. Coote.

46. Venus unmaſked, pr. 3s.6d. Thruſh.
47. The Mother ; or the Happy Diſtreſ,
a Vols. pr. 5s. Baldwin.

48. The Hiſtory of the Marquis de Creſy,
pr. 35. Pottinger.
49. Candid, or all for the beſt. From

the French of Voltaire, pr. 1s. 6d. Nourſe,
50. Candidus, or the Optimiſt. From
the French of Voltaire, pr. is. 6d. Scott.
(See p. 264.)
51. The Inſtructive Novelliſt, No I. Pr.
3d. Scott.
52. Juvenile Adventures of Miſs K-y
F—r, Vol. II. pr. 3s. Smith.
53. The Caſtle Builders, pr. 2s. 6d. Cabe.

6d.

Robinſon.

57. On Ditto. By Mr. Feſting, pr 6d.
Hitch.

58. On Ditto. By Dr. Chandler, pr. 8d.
Noon.

Dilly.

26. Philoſophical Miſcellanies, By M.
Formey, pr. 3s. Hinton.
27, Dr. Free's whole Speech at Sion Col
lege, pr. 6d. Scott.
28. A popular Leeure on the Aſtronomy
and Philoſophy of Comets. By Mr. Dunn,
Pr. 6d. Owen.
29. Candid Refle&ions on the Expedition
to Martinico, pr. 1s.

59. Several. By Mr. Weſton, pr. 3s.6d.
Dodſley.
B I L L S of Mortality, from May 15, to
-

-

Buried

Johnſon.

36. Verſes written in London on the Ap
proach of Spring, pr. 1s. Dodſley.
37. Tyburn to the Marine Society, pr. 18.
Cooper.
38. Kitty's Stream, pr. 6d.
39. Caractacus : A Dramatick Poem. By
the Author of Elfrida, pr. 2s. 6d. Dodſley.

4o, Maſſenger's Werks, 4 Vols. Pr. ii.
Dell.

41. The Pittiad, pr: 6d.
42. The Tragedies of Sophocles. Tranſ
lated by Thomas Francklin, M. A., a Vols.
4to.
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32. The Orphan ºf China. A Tragedy.
By A. Murphy, Eſq; pr: 1s. 6d. Vaillant.
(See p. 265.)
h
33. A Hymn after ſore Eyes, pr.6d. Owen.
34. The Dutch Alliance : A Farce, pr:
6d. Kinnerſley.
35. Gaſconado the Great : A Tragedy.
By Mr. Worſdale, pr. 1s. Reeve.
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30. Popery Unmaſk'd, pr. 18. Keith.
31. Vol. L. Part II. of the Philoſophical
Tranſactions for 1758, pr: 12s. in Sheets.
Davis and Reymers. (Some Extračts from
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º

54. On the Death of the Princeſs of 0
range. By Mr. Sowden, pr. 6d. Waugh.
55. At Stafford Affizes. By Mr. Barnes,
pr. 6d. Shuckburgh.
56. On the Faſt Day. By Dr. Roſe, Fr.
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349

of Herculaneum, and of an Earth
quake there
3-2, 373

Liſt of Militia, Flord Lieutenants, &c. 35o

An Eſtimate of the Debt of his Majeſty's

Ships of War taken and deſtroyed 343
Hints about the intended Invaſion 351, 352
Proſtitution of Holy Orders
351

Curious Lcter of Eraſmus

Of the Writings of the Ancients

Courſe of the River Rhine

35 2

The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament,
which began November - 23, 1753,
With an Account of all the materiaſ

Queſtions therein determined, and of
• the political Diſputes thereby occa
ſioned without doors

353-355

An impartial and ſuccinst Hiſtory of
the Origin and Progreſs of the pre
ſent War
355–360
French Incroachments and Inſults on
the River Ohio, &c.
58, 359
-

Journal of a French Officer at Martinico,

Navy, as it ſtood, Dec. 31, 1758 374, 375
375 "

of the Diſpoſition of a Gºlen

376.
Method of fowing choice Flowers 377
Management of the Tulip
378 Haſtaliation, Commemoration,. &c. in
the Univerſity of Oxford
379, 331
An Addreſs to Britons on the preſent
38t

Criſis

Preparations making for an Invaſion 38:
Extraordinary Caſe of the E:ficacy of the
Bark in the Delirium of a Fever 38;
Deſcription of Havre de Gace 334, 335
The Word Culprit derived
386
Scandalous Proſtitution reproved
ibid.
Further Advices from the Eaſt-Indies 387
388-39 +

from the Time the Britiſh Fleet ap

Poetic AL ES 5A YS

peared before Fort Rºyal, until the

The Monthly Chronologe R = 392

Attack of Guadalupe

Marriages and Births ; Dea h;

396

Premiums of the Society for encouraging

360-364

Eccleſiaſtical Preferments .

ibid.

Arts, Manu'aétures,. &c.
364-367
Earl of Clarendon's Account of the Sale

Promotions Civil and Military

ibid.

Bankrupts
Courſe of Exchange

ibid.

of Dunkirk, from his Life 367–370
Different Temperature of the Air, at Edy
ſtone and Plymouth, in July, 1757 370

397

ibid.—399

Fok ºf GN AFFAIRs

Catalogue
of Books
Liſt of Captures

t

-

399
4
oo

Account of an Earthquake at Sumatra 3.71
Account of the Heat of the Weather,
at Savannah, in Georgia
ibid.

Prices of Stocks, Grain; Wind and

Antiquities lately diſcovered in the Ruins

Monthly Bills of Mortality

Weather
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J U L Y,

I 759.

Serious CoN side RAtrons concerning an

ever England bred; Sir Charles Wager,

IN WAS I ON.

who was as honeſt a man, and as able a

ſeaman, as any in his time ; nay, admiral
From the Weſtminſter Journal, July 21.
ºf HAT the French will at
tº tempt an invaſion, I have

Vernon himſelf, were often heard to own,

that our fleet, though a probable, was but
a precarious defenče to our coaſts. Sup
i no manner of doubt 5
therefore, for argument ſake, the
#3 have too good an opinion two French ſquadrons, by joining, to be
ºë of the abilities of their equal to our fleet now under Sir Edward
miniſtry to doubt it. The Hawke; ſuppoſing them to be ſuperior,
ruin of their trade, the which, I will venture to ſay, is no un
moſt valuable poſſeſſions, reaſonable ſuppoſition; is it not worth
which furniſh the ſprings of their com their while to hazard an engagement?
merce, the loſs of reputation in the eyes B Undoubtedly it is : For it is a maxim,
of all Europe, by the repeated loſſes and with all good generals and admirals, al
-

:*::::::

inſults they have ſuffered on their own

ways to

#.f an engagement, when the

coaſts, with a thouſand other confidera

advantages they can get by a vićtory,
tions, muſt make them ſenſible that they
eatly over-balance the loſs they can ſuf
have now no chance of recovering that #. by a defeat. Suppoſing the French to
importance which they have always held be beat in this engagement, they loſe eight
in Europe, but by hazarding a bold C or ten ſhips, and there is an end of the
frcke; and none ſo likely to ſucceed, as affair; and even then, their fleet is as
to carry the ſword into the bowels of uſeful to them, as it can be while it is
their capital enemy.
locked up in their harbours. But ſup
Appearances, it is true, are againſt poſing (which Heaven avert) by any of
them, but fortune may be for them. The the accidents l have already mentioned,
•perations, by ſea, cannot be ſo mecha or by the dint of ſuperiority, the French
nically, or ſo deliberately condućted, as D fleet ſhould beat ours, what muſt then he
thoſe by land : An unlucky atom of pow the conſequence; undoubtedly, then they
der, may blow up the fineſt ſhip, and diſ would be able to employ their flat bot.
able the fineſt fleet that ever ſailed. The
tomed boats with ſafety and effect. But
winds and tides may lock up one ſqua ſuppoſing, what by no means is impro
dron, and fill the ſails of another.

A

bable or impoſſible, that they ſhould be

tempeſt may deſtroy or diffipate a fleet able, by the aſſiſtance of winds and tides,
upon one coaſt, and forward it upon ano E to draw our fleet off their coaſts, the con
ther. Nay, it has been often ſeen, that ſequence muſt be the ſame, if not worſe;
when two fleets of unequal force have for then a very weak eſcort will be able
been engaged, they have come off with to take charge of their boats, in the ſhort
equal loſs, which is in fact a vićtory to run they have between their own and the
the weakeff, while the ſtronger had it not Britiſh coaſts,
in his power to make an advantage by its
My reader, undoubtedly, by this time,
F has a right to aſk what I mean by all this
ſuperiority.
All theſe are conſiderations in favour *...* preachment. My meaning
of any deſperate effort, which the French, is not to diſcourage, but to awaken every
in the teeth of probability, may make Briton, who (as too many are) is lulled to
with their fleet. Sir John Norris, one of ſecurity by the ſtrength and ſtation of our
the beſt and moſt experienced ſeamen that fleet. My meaning is to convince him,
X x 2.
that
July, 1759.
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that it is only a probable ſecurity, and that
events at ſea are at bett precarious.

July

continent; let us refle&t, that we have
neither walls nor fortifications to truſt to,

My

meaning is to tell the publick, that una- . and that our own hearts and bodies muſt
ninity by land, as well as by ſea, is the ſerve us inſtead of both ; and let us take
only ſecurity that this iſland has, or can the advice of old Buchannan :
have, againſt its enemies. We are not to Neº foſſa et muris, Patriam, ſed martetueri,
regard what French or Frenchified papers A
Thomas Touchit.
ſay upon this head we are either to lead
them backwards, like a witch's prayer, Ships of War taken and deſtroyed on both
or we are to conſtrue the in as common
Sides, during the preſent War.
ſenſe and experience dićlate. It is now
well known, that the laſt real invaſion
By what Ships taken
which France deſigned againſt this coun , French ships of War.
or deſtroyed.
try, had very near taken effect before we B Alcide Guns 64 lbunkirk and De
64. J fiance.
-knew of its being deſigned, and that it Lys
74 Orford.
was over before we heard of our danger. Eſperance
This was in the beginning of the year Royal Chariot 36 Torbay.
1744, when 1z,ooo French troops, under Aquillon
48 Antelope.
marſhal Saxe himſelf, and aſſiſted by the Nymph
3o Hampton Court.
Eſcarboucle

pretender, in perſon, were prepart d to be

thrown over into England. The French, C Emerald
at that time, as now, pretended, in their ! A new ſloop
publick papers, that Rocqueville, their Hermione
admiral, was to take a number of flat Alcyon
bottomed boats under his protection :
But the real ſcheme was otherwiſe.

Abenaquiſ,

He

put to ſea with one part of their fleet, Arc en-Ciel
and providence, at that period, ſeemed D Foudroyant
moſt wonderſu!!y to exert itſelf, in teach

Orpheus

ing mankind of how little avail human Raiſonable
diſpºſitions are, that depend upon the ele Galathea
ments of nature. Sir John Norris, by Loire
one of the ſpeedieſt and moſt vigorous Roſe
equipments ever known, got up with Roc Prudent
queville, who was inferior to him in E Entreprenant
ſirength, about dark. That night the
elements declared for the French, and
Apollo

gº

while the Engliſh thought they had them
impounded, next morning they were ir
recoverably gone, and thereby, in all pro
bability, they ſaved every ſhip they had.
while this was tranſačting on the coaſt
of England, count Saxe, and the young

Fidelle
Cheyre
Biche

F}.”

had put to ſea, upon the coaſt of France.
Four or five houſand troops were em
barked in tranſports, and the embarkation
of the reſt was going on with all the ſpi

Iſis.

28

Unicorn.

so Huſſarand Dolphin,

as "...***
so Litchfield.
8o

Monmouth.

64
64
24.

Revenge.
Dorſetſhire.
Eſſex.

36 St. Albans.
36 Moninouth.
74.

74

:
:

Boſcawen's

36
16
16

bourgh.

ſqua

dron, at Louiſ

“ltºn by dies it
... i ditto.

Éh.

pretender, were actually embarking, and

16

28 Southampton.
4. Phoenix privateer.

Renown and Maid
tone.
Lizard.

-

Garland
Duc d'Hanover 14

Belliqueux

rit and ſucceſs imaginable, when the very G Bellona
v inds that fived them in one place, daſh Mignone
ed them to pieces in another, and render Danaë
ed the ſcheme abo, třve. I ſhall juſt aſk Arethuſa
my reader, what he thinks the event muſt Hardy
have beer, if, at that time, when the na Hermione

64 Antelope.
3o Veſtal.
zo

AEolus.

4o

Southampton.

36 Thames,
2 o Dreadnought,
26

Ditto.

tion was divided, diſarmed, and disfur
niſhed of troops, that invaſion had taken

11 ce, and how may hundred chances
ihere were to one, that it did.

I ſhall cenclude with this exhortation

1632
One of
One of

50 l Lord Howe, at St.
Malo's, no Guns.

36

to my countrymen, Let us, on this occa
firm, be unanimens ; let us att, as if our

Total, fifteen of the line, and twenty-ſix
frigates.
Duc d'Aquitaine 64, private ſhip of war,

filiation was not an iſland, but on the

taken by the Eagle and Medway.
-

-

Count

BENE fit from the Loss of ancient WR it ERs.
349
1759.
Count de St. Florentine 64, private ſhip and troops of ſavages ſettled into com
munities, by the defire of keeping what
of war, taken by the Achilles.
they had acquired ; we ſhould have traced
They have likewiſe loft by Accidents.
the progreſs and utility, and travelled up
ward to the original of things, by the
Opiniatre
64 Sunk in Conquet
road.
Greenwich
5o
light of hiſtory, till, in remoter times, it
Leopard
6o Burnt at Quebeck. A had glimmered in fable, and at laſt been
Bien Amie

64

Aigle

5o

Concord

3o

Sauvage

3o

{ lº the Eaſt-In
All loſt at ſea.

Lift of Ships taken from us this War.
Blandford
Warwick
Greenwich
Merlin
Winchelſea
Stork.

zo

But returned.

left in darkneſs.

If the works of imagination had been
leſs diminiſhed, it is likely that all future
times might have been ſupplied with in
exhauſtible amuſement, by the fictions of
antiquity. The tragedies of Sophocles
B and Euripides woul have ſhewn all the
ſtronger paſſions in all their diverſities,

50 This fince loſt.

and the comedies of Menander would
have furniſhed all the maxims of domeſ

14.
24

tick life. Nothing would have been ne
reſſary to moral wiſdom, but to have ſtu

6o

But ſince retaken,
Since retaken.

died theſe great matters, whoſe know

Io

So that at this time they have only the C ledge would have guided doubt, and
Warwick and Stork to boaſt of.
whoſe authority would have filenced cavils.
Such are the thoughts that riſe in every
Lift of what Ships we have loft by Accidents, ſtudent, when his curioſity is eluded, and
Mars
64 Loſt at Halifax.
his ſearches are fruſtrated ; yet it may,
Tilbury
6o Loſt off Louiſbourg. perhaps, be doubted, whether our com
Invincible
74 Loſt at Spithead.
plaints are not ſometimes inconfiderate,
Loſt on the Guinea D and whether we do not imagine more
litchfield
5o
coaſt.

Prince George
Bridgwater

24 URun aſhore at Fort

Triton

2o

84 Burnt at ſea.

evil than we feel.

Of the ancients,

enough remains to excite our emulation,
and dire&t our endeavours. Many of the

St. David's.

works which time has left us, we know
to have been thoſe that were moſt eſteem

From the I D L E R.

ed, and which antiquity itſelf conſidered

Nº complaint is more frequently re-R as models; and, having the originals, we
Peated among the learned, than
that of the waſte made, by time, among
the labours of antiquity. Of thoſe who
once filled the civilized world with their

renown, nothing is now left but their
names, which are left only to raiſe de
fires that never can be ſatisfied, and ſor
row which never can be comforted.

Had all the writings of the ancients

may, without much regret, loſe the imi
tations. The obſcurity which the want
of cotemporary writers often produces,
only darkens ſingle paſſages, and thoſe
commonly of ſlight importance. The
general tendency of every piece may be
F commonly known ; and though that di
ligence deſerves praiſe, which leaves no.
thing unexamined, yet its miſcarriages

been faithfully delivered down, from age
to age, had the Alexandrian library been

are not much to be lamented; for the

moſt uſeful truths are always univerſal,

ſpared, and the Palatine repoſitories re
mained unimpaired, how much might we
have known of which we are now doom

and unconnected with accidents and cut
tons.

G

Such is the general conſpiracy of human

ed to be ignorant, how many laborious
enquiries, and dark conjestures, how ma
my collations of broken hints and muti
lated paſſages might have been ſpared.

nature, againſt contemporary merit, that

We ſhould have known the ſucceſſions of

know not what room would have been

if we had inherited, from antiquity, e
nough to afford emplºyment for the la
borious, and amuſement for the idle, I

princes, the revolutions of empire, the

left for modern genus, or modern induſ
actions of the great, and opinions of the H try; almoſt every ſubjećt would have been
wiſe, the laws and
of every: pre-occupied, and every ſtyle would have
!
ſtate, and the arts by which publick
gran been fixed by a precedent, from which
deur and happineſs are acquired and pre few would have ventured to depart. Eve
ſerved. We ſhould have traced the pro ry writer would have had a rival, whoſe

º

greſs of life, ſeen colonies from diſtant re
gions take poſſeſſion of European deſarts,
5

ſuperiority was already acknowledged,
and to whoſe fame his work would, even
before

Preſent State of
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tº fore it was ſeen, be marked out for a
fact ifice.

;:z
Job.
*:::::::
Äää
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Counties.
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-

we ſee how little the united experience Caermarth. Geo. Rice zoo
of mankind have been able to add to the Carnarvan. John Wynn $o
R. Myddleton 28o
heroick characters diſplayed by Homer, - Denbigh.
I.-O.
and how few incidents the fertile imagi A Flint
Merionet. Y. Cholmond.
So
nation of modern Italy has yet produced, Montgom.
240
which may not be found in the Iliad and Glamorgan. Plymouth 360
odyſſey. It is likely, that if all the works
Pembroke.

of the Athenian philoſophers, had re

Radnor.

Wm Owen
H. Gwyne

26o
1zo

mained, Malbranche and Locke would
have been condemned to be filent readers

Total

32 roo 17436 6aſſo

& the ancient metaphyſicians; and it is

apparent, that if the old writers had all B

Brief Account of the CAM as 1ek Act.

remained, the Idler could not have writ
ten a diſquiſition on the loſs.

Y this att, no cambricks or French
lawns, or other linens whatſoever, ºf
the kind uſually entered under the denomi

State of the M11 it 1 a >ofz this,Kingdom.
z 3 ×9 g

natien of cambricks, ſhall be imported after

census, Neb.; Gent. ### ####3; the 1ſt of Auguſt next but in bales, caſes,
Lieutenants: 3; # ### 3°; or boxes, covered with fackcloth or canvas,
Bedford
Bedford

containing each ico whole pieces, or aco
half pieces, on penalty of forfeiture thers

40°

St. Alban's 560

560

Temple
56o
Cambridge Royſton
48o
cheſter
Cholmond. 560
Cornwall
Edgecumbe 64.o
comberland Egremont
320

560
48o
56,o

Berks
Bucks

Berby

Devonſhire

Devon
Dorſet
purham
Eſſex

Bedford

560
16oo

Shafteſbury 640
Darlington

4oo

Rochford

96o
960

Glouceſter

Chedworth

Hereford
Hertford

c.H.williams 48o
Cowper
56o

Huntingdon Mancheſter 320

of.

Cambricks and French lawns ſhall be

imported for exportation only, and be lodg
ed in the king’s warehouſes, and delivered

out under like ſecurity and reſtriëions, as
prohibited Eaſt-India goods. Upon impor
tation they ſhall pay only the half ſubſidy.
16oo 16oe r All cambricks and French lawns in the cuſ

646 640 * tody of any perſons ſhall be depoſited by the
* 1ſt of Auguſt next in the king's warehouſes,
and the bonds thereupon ſhall be delivered
ap, and the drawback upon exportation be
paid ; and the goods ſhall not be delivered
560
out again but for exportation. Cambricks
32 o
and French lawns expoſed to ſale, or found
960
E in private poſſeſſion, after the ſaid day,

969
960

Kent

Dorſet

960

Lancaſter
i.eiceſter

Strange
Rutland
Ancaſter
Newcaſtie

3ro

ſhall be fºrfeited ; and ſhall be liable to be

560

ſearched for and ſeized in like manner as other
probibited and uncuſtomed gºods are : And

lincoln

Middleſex
Tower
Hamlets

:

rºoo
162o

1zco

the offender ſhall forfeit zool, over and
above all other penalties and forfeitures in
flićted

-

Cornwallis

by any

1 16o

Monmouth Col. Morgan 240
Norfolk
Orford
969
Northampt. Halifax
64o

Northumb. Northumb. 560
Nottingham Newcaſtle , 489
Oxford
Old Intereſt 560
Rutland
Exeter
I.-O.

}.

aët.

If any doubt

240
ſhall ariſe concerning the ſpecies or quality
960 96o F of the goods, or the place of their manufac
ture, the proof ſhall lie on the owner.
560
The penalty of 51. infliéed by 18 Geo. II.

c. 36. §. 1. and payable to the informer,
on any perſon that ſhall wear any cambrick
or French lawn, ſtill remains in force, and is

640

recoverable on convièion by oath of one

southampt. Bolton

$40
969

Stafford
suffolk

Gower

560

Grafton
Onſlow

960

£40 840 G witneſs before one juſtice,
969
T, the Au T H 0 R of the LONDON
950
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8:o

Yoo

Eco

8oo

Warwick

Abergaven.
Hertford

640 640

weſtmorl.

J. Lowther

64o
240

worceſter

Coventry

56,o

Pembroke

$oo

Salop
somerſet

Surry
5uſſex

-Wilts

Powis
Pawlet

York, W. R. Rockingha. 1740
N. R. Holderneſſe

7zo

I

LIVE in the country and converſe with
very few, but I love my country not

$oo goo" am obliged to your Magazine, which has
come moſt frequently to my hands, and ap
136
pears to me inſtructive, moderate, and ſtee

from party prejudices, which is the reaſon
of my application. I am very ſorry to find
160

Cardigan

Izo

120

S I R.

withſtanding, and am therefore defirous of
H knowing how the world goes. For this, ſ

E. R. lt win
4 o
Angle ſea
Ow. Myrick
$o
Brecknock Col Morgan 16o

L. ſburne

Soo

that our enemies the French, have been
able to eſtabliſh funds or large ſums, tº
4.

procure

1759.

Very uſeful H IN T S.

procure upon them what money they want
ed, and in conſequence of theſe ſupplies,
to fit out a fleet, prepare an army, and keep
a numerous militia upon their coaſt, at the
ſame time that they threaten us with an in
vaſion, and affett to publiſh the preparations

There is one thing more that makes ſo
ſtrong an impreſſion upon my mind that I

they are making with that view ; which I

cannot help mentioning it to you, which is,

confider as faās, becauſe they have been ſo
often aſſerted, and never contradićted.
It is not my purpoſe either to diſpute or

the propriety of teaching the manual exer

litia.

ciſe to youth at boarding-ſchools and aca

demies", which would have many good ef

diſmay ; on the contrary, I mean to encou

fe&s, and as far as I am able to diſcern,

rage and to excite my countrymen to it ind

would be attended with no ill conſequerces.

on their defence at all events.

We have al

It would root out that effeminacy which is

ready raiſed many millions upon eaſier terms

the reproach of the preſent generation : It
would give a manly and genteel air with

than they have done, or are capable of do
ing: There needs no art to ſuſtain our pub

little trouble, and ſcarce any loſs of time:

lick credit, the only meaſure requiſite for

that purpoſe is, to make it well underſtood.
I am convinced that the wealth of this na

tion is far from being exhauſted, and that
the treaſure already given being properly

applied, reaſonable propoſals will not only

.

º
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a cavalry numerous enough to harraſs our
enemies, and to ſecond the martial endea
vours of our galiant regulars and brave mi

It would make young men healthy and ro
buſt, by opening their cheſis, and giving a
'free and equal adion to their limbs : It
would revive that noble ſpirit which diffin
guiſh: d our anceſtors, and it would imprint
a terror upon our foes, that may procure

be reliſhed at home, but alſo draw great C peace and proſperity to future times.
ſums from abroad, for the ſupport of a go
1 remain, &c. Yours,
vernment that never broke its word.

In

WATch Fu L.

regard to the invaſion, it has rendered us
Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON

unanimous, and if our militia had been

M A G A Z IN E.

fully raiſed, we ſhould at this time have
been more formidable to the wiſeſt of our
enemies, than they can be to the weakeſt

S I R,

-

-

IVE me leave, by the means o
your uſeful Magazine, to call upon
the author of the letters (ſee Lond. Mag.
for Ostober, 1750, p. 451, Septemb,
1751, p. 405, May, 1754, p. 210, and
for Mav, 1755, p. 23.3.) againſt profti
tuting holy orders to ſupply a mainte
Enance for bankrupt tradeſmen, who (ac
cording to the decent excuſe of thoſe who
ſolicit admittance ºr them) are good for
nothing, and cannot be therefore other
wiſe provided for, to reſume his pen, hy

D

and moſt timorous amongſt us.
However, taking things as they ſtate
them, our caſe is far from being dangerous,
much leſs deſperate, fince by a few hints I
flail ſhew that in a very little time, and
with little or no expence, ſuch a force may
be added to that which we already have, as

will amply provide for our ſafety. We have
a noble fleet, and as our enemies with all

their new inventions have not yet learned
the art of flying, we may reaſonably hope
that they will not paſs the ſeas without loſs.
The greater the force with which they at
tempt an invaſion, the greater the riſk. But
ſuppoſing them to be landed, my firſt hint

which he ſo effectually curbed this abuſe

till this very time ; but which begins to

is, that there are within a few miles of this F revive, and is recommenced in the dioceſe

capital at leaſt forty thouſand horſe, that if

I now happen to be in, by a late and freſh

properly trained might be made to ſtand

inſtance.

fire, and this, upon a royal proclamation,
would, I preſume, be readily and chearfully
done, and by this means good would be

the two univerſities properly alarmed at

drawn out of evil, and the effects of our

Or rather I could wiſh to ſee

an abuſe that muſt have ſo fatal a tenden

cy, in reſpect to them; and that they

would jointly ſeek a prevention of this
luxury converted at once into a mode of de Gevil.
In 1433, the univerſity of Oxford
fence, equally effectual in reſptét to us, and
complained, that church preferments were
unprovided for by them.
My next hint is, that thoſe to whom theſe beſtowed, without any regard to learning
horſes belong, may with very ſmall charges, or merit; that the colleges were thereby
provide their livery or their other ſervants become empty, becauſe there was no need
with arms, and have them taught the uſe of of ſtudy or learning to be qualified for
thoſe arms for their defence. This ſurely a benefice. Whereupon the convocation,
no prudent maſter would think hard, no H to whom this complaint was addreſſed,
brave or honeſt ſervant would decline.

I

am not lawyer enough to know how this is
to be brought about, but throw out what I

paſſed a canon, that none but graduates in
the univerſities ſhould be capable of be
nefices.

take to be a uſeful intimation for the ſake

of thoſe who have knowledge, power, and
inclination to model it j and taking theſe
hints together, I apprehend it will produce

Muſt not the ſame effect follow, from

perſons being ordained ſo trequently, who
have never ſeen an univerſity, and ſome
-

of
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of them hardly ever a book, or who are appeared at the gates of Athens, ſhe had
incapable of making uſe of any but in even loſt nothing but time. We may ſee,
their mother tongue, which all of them, in Demoſthenes, how difficult it was to
to my knºwledge, are not capable of awake her : She dreaded Philip, not as
reading right; none of them having had the enemy of her liberty, but of her
a proper training, and every one of them pleaſures. This famous city, which had
an unfit charašter And is it not fit that A withſtood ſo many defeats, and, after hav.
an equal remedy be ſought God grant ing been ſo often deſtroyed, had as often
that we may ſomehow ſee a ſtop put to riſen out of her aſhes, was overthrown at
it; or the univerſities, the clergy—re Chaeronea, and, at one blow deprived of
ligion itſelf, muſt all ſuffer from it, and all hopes of reſource. What does it avail
that in no little degree. Your, &c.
her, that Philip ſend back her priſoners,
AcADEMICU's.

if he does not return her men? It was

after as eaſy to triumph over the A
To the AUTHOR of the Lon Do N B ever
thenian forces, as it would have been dif
M A G A Z IN E.

ficult to triumph over her virtue.”
S I R,
E learn from d’Eſtrades, that De

Wit having propoſed to the
French king an invaſion of England dur
ing the firſt Dutch war, that monarch re
plied, That ſuch an attempt would be
entirely fruitleſs, and would tend only to

That great maxim, then, of our mo

dern politicks, which places the ſtrength
and ſecurity of a nation in the numbers
and riches of its inhabitants, when re

ceived, as too generally it is, without re
ſtrištion, appears to be no leſs falſe than
pernicious. Riches and numbers, no
doubt, are uſeful auxiliaries to virtue, but
can by no means ſupply the want of it :

unite the Engliſh. In a few days, ſaid he,
after curlanding, there will be fifty thou
Jand men, at leaſt, upon uſ. Now, though If they could, then might we defy all the
I am perſuaded that his preſent moſt efforts and enterprizes of the French, the
}.
chriſtian majeſty hath not half ſo good a D pretender, the pope, and the d
W. G.
reaſon to give for making the attempt, as
his predeceſſor gave for declining it; yet
it ſeems not improbable but our enemies Of the Low ER Rhine, with a New
MAP thereof.
may make one deſperate effort for the exe
HE circle of the Lower Rhine conſiſts
cution of their project; it being a notion
retty general amongſt them, that the

2ngliſh are no where ſo weak, or ſo eaſily
overcome, as in their own country.
A nation is ſafe, only in proportion as
it is ſtrong; and its ſtrength conſiſts, not
ſo much in numbers and riches, as in diſ

cipline and virtue.

For, “No numbers

of men, though naturally valiant, are
able to defend themſelves, unleſs they be
well armed, diſciplined, and condu&ted.
Their multitude brings confuſion ; their

wealth, when it is likely to be made a
prey, increaſes the fears of the owners,
and they, who, if they were brought into
good order, might conquer a great part of
the world ; being deſtitute of it, dare not
think of defending themſelves *.”
“Athens, ſays a great authort, was
poſſeſſed of the ſame number of forces,
when ſhe triumphed with ſo much glory,
and when with ſo much infamy ſhe was

of the palatinate of the Rhine, and
the three eccleſiaſtical ele&orates, Mentz,

Cologn, and Treves, or Triers; but the
annexed Map takes in ſo much of the

circle of the Upper Rhine, Suabia, Weil
phalia, &c. as to render it of great im
portance to our readers, who may be alſo
curious to know the courſe of that river,

rendered ſo famous in paſt and preſent
hiſtory. It riſes in the Griſons country,
runs N. by Coire, and continuing its
courſe, forms the lake of Conſtance:

Thence it runs weſtward, paſſes by Con
ſtance and Schaffhauſen, and viſiting Ba
fil, runs due N. dividing Swabia from

Alſace. It then runs through the Pala
timate, and, receiving the Neckar, the
Maine, and the Moſelle, continues its

courſe N. by Mentz, Coblentz, and Co
logn, and enters the Low Countries at
Skenkenſcans : It then divides into ſeveral

She had twenty thouſand citi

channels, as the Lech, the Waal, &c.

zens when ſhe defended the Greeks againſt
the Perſians, when ſhe contended for em

which running W. through the United
Provinces, diſcharge themſelves into the

pire with Sparta, and invaded Sicily.
She had twenty thouſand, when Deme

German ſea, below Rotterdam. Its an
tient channel, which fell into the ſea, a

trius Phalereus numbered them, as ſlaves

little weſt of Leyden, is entirely choaked
up and loſt. (See our Map of the Ur
per Rhine, in our Mag. for April laſt-)

enſlaved.

are told by the head in a market. When
Philip attempted to reign in Greece, and

Th

* Sidney on government.
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, ‘which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ac

count of all the material Queſtions ther, in determined, and of the political Diſputer
therey occaſioned without Doors.
N the 28th of September, 1758,
the parliament was further pro
rogued to Tueſday, Nov. 14, and

r

perſon and government, which become
the moſt faithful ſubjects to the beſt of
kings.

neſs; but, on the 7th of November, it

That conſtant regard and attention,
which your majeſty has ſhewn to the ho
nºur and inter, it of your kingdons, have

was by proclamation further prorogued to

A filled our minds with the moſt grateful

by proclamation it was declared, that it
was then to fit for the diſpatch of buſi
Thurſday the 23d, when both houſes be

ſentiments; and we ſee, with real ſatisfac

ing aſſembled at Weſtminſter, the deputy

tion, thoſe active and vigilant effºrts,
which your majeſty, in your great wiſ
dom has made, to carry on the war with

uſher of the black rod was ſent to the

houſe of commons, by the lords autho
rized by virtue of his majeſty's commiſ

vigour, in order to the deſirable end,
ſion, to deſire the immediate attendance of which we all wiſh, a ſafe and honourable
that honourable houſe, in the houſe of B peace.
peers, to hear the cornmill cn reat!; and
Juſtice and good policy required, that

our enemies ſhould feti, how dangerous
it is for them to provoke the ſpirit and
ſtrength of the H. tiſh nation. We ac
between the throne and the wool-ſaki, knowledge, with he coming thankfulneſs,
the good eſs of the divine Providence, in
ſpoke to the effect following.
C having clowned your majºſty's meaſures
My Lord; and Gentlemen,
and arms with ſucceſs in ſeveral parts;
“We are commanded by his majeſty to and we joyfully congratulate your ma
let you know, that, as it is not conveni jefly on the conqueſt of the ſtrong fortreſs
ent for his majeſty to be preſent here this of Louiſbourg, with the iſlands of Cape
day in his royal perſon, he has been Breton and St. John, the taking of Frºn
pleaſed, by letters patent under the great tenac, and the redućtion of Seregal.
ſeal, to authorize his royal highneſs the D The high importance of theſe ſucceſſes is
duke of Cumberland, and ſeveral lords apparent, in the reputation thereby ac
therein mentioned, to do every thing in quired to your majeſty's arms, and in the
the name of his majeſty, which ought to diſtreſs they cannot fail to bring upon the
be done on the part of his majeſty, in
French commerce and colonies, as well
this parliament, as may more fully appear as in the happy effects procured to thoſe of
Great-Britain.
by the letters patent.”
And the ſaid letters pºtent being then E We have ſeen, with the warmeſt emo
read, the lord keeper of the great ſeal, as tions of reſentment, the exorbitant devaſ
one of the commiſſioners, opened the tations committed by the armies of France,
ſeſſion with a ſpeech to both houſes, which
upon the dominions of your mafeſty, and
the houſe of commons attending accord
ingly, the lord keeper of the great ſeal,
fitting with ſeveral cther lords on a im,

thoſe of your alies in Germany. They

the reader may ſee in your Magazine for
laſt year, p. 594.

muſt now have experienced how much, in

As ſoon as the commons were retired,

conſequence of their unbounded ambition

the ſpeech of the lords commiſſioners was F to invade their neighbours, their own
read in the houſe of peers, and a motion coaſts are expoſed, in the demolition of
made for an addreſs to his majeſty, their expenſive works at Cherburg, par
which was agreed to without oppoſition ; ticularly intended for the annoyancé of
and the addreſs drawn up in purſuance this country ; and in the loſs of ſo many
thereof, was agreed to by the houſe, and ſhips and veſſels, as well privateers as
was as follows.
others, in their ports. At the ſame time,
G we cannot ſufficiently admire your ma
Moff gracious Sovereign,
jeſty's magnanimity and moderation, in
“We you majeſty's moſt dutiful and not having hitherto retaliated, on the in

loyal ſubjects, the iords firitual and tem
poral, in parliament aſſembled, beg leave

nocent ſubjects of that crown, the inju

rious treatment which you have received.

to approach your thore, with hearts full

We have a juſt ſenſe of the real advan

ºf this duty and ºff ºtion to your ſacred

tages delived to the operations of Great
y
Britain

July, 1759.
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Britain in particular, as well as to the
common cauſe in general, from the wiſe
condućt of the king of Pruſſia, and prince
Ferdinand of Brunſwick. Their great
abilities, and the bravery of your majeſty's

Moſt gracious Sovereign,
“. We your majeſty's moſt dutiful and
loyal ſubjects, the commons of Great
Britain in parliament aſſembled, return
troops, and thoſe of your allies, have your majeſty our moſt ſincele and hearty
been ſignally conſpicuous, in the ſucceſſes A thanks for the ſpeech delivered, by your
with which they have been attended, and majeſty's command, to both houſes of
parliament,
muſt be acknowledged by all Europe.
Nothing can poſſibly be of greater na
We beg leave to congratulate your
tional importance, than the navigation majeſty, with healts full of the moſt un
and commerce of your ſubjećts; and we feigned joy, upon the many ſignal ſuc
return your majeſty our dutiful thanks for ceſſes, with which it has pleaſed divine
that protećtion and ſecurity, which they B providence to bleſs you majeſty's mea
have received from your royal care, in the ſures, and arms in ſeveral parts of the
diſpoſition of your fleet, to which their world; particularly in the important con
preſent flouriſhing condition is ſo much queſt of the firong fortreſs of Louiſbourg,
owing. The ſtagnation of our enemy's with the iſlands of Cape-Breton and St.
trade, and the taking and deſtroying ſo John ; the taking of Frontenac, ſo effen
many of their capital ſhips of war, ought, tial to our operations in North America;.
in this view, to be reckoned amongſt the C the redućtion of the valuable ſettlement
of Senegal ; the total demolition of the
moſt happy events.
Permit us to declare our grateful ſenſe harbour and works of Cherbourg, erect
ef that paternal tenderneſs, which your ed at ſo great expence by the enemy,
majeſty has expreſſed for the burdens of with a particular view to annoy this coun

your people.

We receive from thence

try; and the deſtruction of the ſhipping

the ſtrongeſt encouragement to adhere, and nivateers in the ports of France.
the more firmly, to the cauſe of the pro D Your majeſty's faithful commons feel,
teſtant religion and publick liberty, againſt with the higheſt ſatisfaction, how greatly
any unnatural union formed to oppreſs it. theſe events redound to the honour and
In this juſt cauſe we will, to our utmoſt, intereſts of your majeſty's kingdoms, to
effectually ſtand by and defend your ma the upholding the reputation of the Bri
jeſty; ſupport the king of Pruſſia, and tiſh arms, and to the maintaining and ex
the reſt of your allies; and vigorouſly tending the glories of your majeſty's
exert ourſelves to reduce our enemies to E reign.

equitable terms of accommodation.

We have the moſt lively ſenſe of theſe

Our duty and fidelity to your majeſty,
and our zeal for the proteſtant ſucceſſion

majeſty's wiſdom in the powerful exertion

in your royal family, are uniform and

of the naval force of theſe kingdoms, to

happy conſequences (under God) of your

unalterable ; our prayers for the prolon the annoyance and diſtreſs of the fleets,
gation of your precious life, and auſpi trade, and navigation of France, whilſt
cious reign over us, are fincere and fer F the commerce of Great-Britain flouriſhes
vent : And we beg leave to give your in full protećtion and ſecurity; and, at
majeſty the ſtrongeſt afiurances, that no the ſame time, of your majeſty's juſtice
thing ſhall be wanting, on our part, to and magnanimity, in ſteadily ſupporting
improve union and good harmony amongſt your a lies, and in carrying on with wi
all your ſubjects, for promoting and ſe gour, in all parts, this arduous and ne
curing theſe intereſting and eſſential ceſſary war.
G
objećts.”
It is with joy and admiration we ſee
Next day their lordſhips waited on his the glorious efforts made in Germany, by
majeſty with their ſaid addreſs, when his your majeſty's great ally the king of
majeſty made them a moſt gracious an Pruſſia, and thoſe made by prince Ferdi
ſwer, which the reader may ſee in your nand of Brunſwick, ſeconded by the va
ſaid Magazine, p. 595.
lour of your majeſty's troops, and thoſe
-

And the commons being returned to of your ailies; and that full employment
their own houſe, the ſpeech was read to H has thereby been given to all the armies

the houſe by Mr. Speaker, whereupon a

of France, and of her confederates : From

motion was made for an addreſs to his

which, our operations, both by ſea and in

majeſty, which was agreed to memine con
tradicente, and the addreſs drawn up in
purſuance thereof, and next day agreed to
by the houſe nem, con, was as follows.

America, have received the moſt evident

and important advantages.
Permit us to aſſure your majeſty, that

your faithful commons, juſtly animated

1759.
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in defence of the rights of your majeſty's
crown, and of the proteſtant religion, and
the common cauſe of liberty and inde
pendency, againſt the dangerous union,
-which hath been formed to oppreſs them,

will bear up againſt all difficulties, and
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the opinion of the committee, that a ſup
ply be granted to his majeſty; and next
day, the 28th, this reſolution being re
ported, and read a ſecond time, was agreed
to mem. con. whereupon it was reſolved, that
the houſe would, next morning, reſolve

exert themſelves to the utmoſt, by grant A itſelf into a committee of the whole
ing to }. majeſty ſuch ſupplies as ſhall houſe, to confider of the ſupply granted
be neceſſary, effectually to ſtand by, and to his majeſty.
defend your majeſty, and vigorouſly to
Thus the committee of ſupply was eſta
ſupport the king of Pruſſia, and the reſt bliſhed, which was continued by ſeveral
of your majeſty's allies; firmly relying adjournments to the 23d of May; and in
on the wiſdom and goodneſs of your ma that time it came to the following reſolu

jeſty, that the ſame will be applied, in the B tions, which being from time to time re
Propereſt manner, to puſh the war with
advantage, and to reduce the enemy to
-equitable terms of a ſafe, honourable, and

ported, were agreed to by the houſe on
the days as follow.

[To be continued in our next.]

laſting peace.
We beg leave, alſo, to expreſs our moſt
grateful ſenſe of the paternal ſatisfaction

An impartial and ſuccinº History of the
Origin and Progreſ; of the preſent WAR.
your majeſty takes, in that good harmony C Continued from p. 3o4.
IS was really a ſort of acknow
which ſubſiſts amongſt your faithful ſub
ledgment on our part, that the
§ects; and of your majeſty's gracious ac

Tº

ceptance of the univerſal zeal and affec

whole continent of Nova Scotia, to the

tion of your people; which ſalutary union
flºath enabled us ſo effectually to exert our
ſtrength abroad, and hath preſerved, at

north of the bay of Fundy and Chigne&to
river, belonged to France, and they ac
cordingly reſolved to take it as ſuch ; for

home, tranquillity, ſafety, and publick D befide this fort, at the mouth of that ri
ver, which they had called Beau-ſejour,
ance of the ſame truly national ſpirit will, they preſently after ere&ied another upon
‘by the bieſling of God, be attended with ... the eaſt end of the Iſthmus, at the bottom
of a bay which they call Baie Verte, or
the like happy effects for the future.”
This addreſs being, on the 25th, pre Green Bay; by which means, they made
ſented, his majeſty made a moſt gracious themſelves entirely maſters of the Iſthmus
anſwer, which was the ſame day reported E between the Peninſula and the continent
to the houſe, by the earl of Thoinond, of Nova Scotia, and thereby kept a paſ
ſage open for as many of the Indians, as
and was as tollows.
“I return you my thanks for your duti they could privately perſuade to pour in
fºl and affectionate addreſs; and for this from the continent, againſt the colony
freſh mark of your unanimous zeal, in de which we had ſettled in the Peninſula; and
that they might make the moſt of this
fence of me and my crown, and of m
good brother the king of Pruſſia, and the F preſumed acknowledgment, they, about
refl of my allies.
the ſame time, began to erect another fort,
You may depend on my conſtant endea at the mouth of St. John's river, by which
vours for the preſervation of my king they opened a communication and a water
doms, their trade, and colonies; and for carriage, from the bay of Fundy, almoſt
the liberties of Europe.”
quite to the river St. Lawrence, and very
The ſaid ſpeech of the lords com near to Quebec.
miſſioners, appointed by his majeſty for G . This behaviour of the French, on the
holding this parliament, having, on the fide of Nova-Scotia, gave us a moſt juſti
24th, been ordered by the houſe of com fiable reaſon for recalling our commiſſaries
mons to be taken into conſideration the
and declaring war, yet ſtill our commiſſa
next morning, the houſe accordingly, on ries continued at Paris, and we ſubmitted
the 25th, proceeded to take the ſame into to continue the negotiation, which proba
confideration, when it was again read by bly made the French imagine, that they
Mr. ſpeaker, and a motion made, That a H had now got the long wiſh'd for oppor
fupply be granted to his majeſty; where tunity to make themſelves maſters of the
upon it was reſolved, that the houſe river Ohio, and thereby eſtabliſh a ſhort and
would, next Monday morning, reſolve it eaſy communication by water, almoſt the
ſelf into a committee of the whole houſe, whole way from the mouth of the river
to confider of that motion ; which it ac Miſſiſpi to the mouth of the river St.
cordingly did, and leſolved, that it was Lawrence. For this purpoſe they built a
Yy 2
fort
-credit; and we truſt, that the continu
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fort upon the ſouth ſide of lake Erie, and
about 15 miles ſouth fºom thence they
built another, upon a navigable river call

could never obtain any indemnification to
the priſoners, or any ſatisfaction for the
inſult offered to his country.

ed Beef river, one of the branches of the

This is a ſhort account of the behavi

Ohio, by which two forts, and their fort our of the French upon the continent of
at Niagara, which they had very much in America, almoſt from the very moment
proved, together with a new fort they had A the treaty of Aix was ſigned; but their be
erected at the conflux of the rivers Ohio
haviour, with reſpect to the Weſt-India
and Wabache, they compleated their de iſlands was ſtill more provoking. They
fign ; for they might now travel, and preſentlybegan to ſend ſome of their people
tranſport goods, by water fºom Quebec to to ſettle and plant the neutral iſlands,
New Orleans and back again, without particularly Tobago. As ſoon as we had
any land carriage, except about 1 c or 15 notice of this, there were orders diſpatch
miles at Niagara. in order to avoid the Bed to our ambaſſador at Paris to remon
great catarast in that river, and 15 miles ſtrate againſt it, which he did in ſuch
from their fort upon the ſouth ſide of the ſtrong terms, that the French court thought
lake Erie, to their fort upon Beef river, fit to iſſue an order to Mr. de Caylus, the
and two or three portages of a few yards: chief governor of their Caribbee iſlands,
only, in order to avoid the fails or rip commanding him to withdraw all their
ling ſtreams, in the two great rivers St. people from thoſe iſlands; and of this or
Lawrence and Ohio.
C der, they were ſo complaiſant, as to de
The eſtabliſhing of this communication liver a duplicate to our ambaſſador, which
was therefore a point of the utmoſt con was ſent to Barbadoes by the Jamaica
ſequence, but even this they would not ſloop of war, upon whoſe arrival, Mr.
be ſatisfied with ; for at the ſame time they Holbourne, then our commodore upon
reſolved to appropriate to themſelves, and that ſtation, ſailed to Martinico, to re
to exclude us entirely from any trade or quire a performance, but all the anſwer
ſettlements in that country, or any where D he could obtain was, that Mr. de Caylus
to the weſtward of it, tho' we had then, had as yet received no orders from his ma
and had actually for many years before, ſter about evacuations; and one of his
had ſetlements in that country, and the ſhips, the Taviſtock, having touched at
whoſe of it belonged to the Iroquois, or St. Lucia in her return, the French upon
-

to thoſe Indian nations, who, at the time

that iſland threatened to fire upon her, if

of the treaty of Utretcht, were our friends; ſhe did not depart in 12 hours.
conſequently the French ought not to R And, laſtly, with regard to the Eaſt-In
have built any fort in the country, much dies, in purſuance of the treaty of Aix,
leſs could they pretend to exclude us from they reſtored to us, it is true, the town
any part of it. Yet ſo early as in the of Madraſs in the ruinous condition it
year 1749, they ſent z o.o.o men, regular then was ; for they had taken care not tó
troops, to the Miſfilipi, and Mr. Celeron, repair the fortifications ; tho' we had not
at the head of 500 men, to the Ohio, to only repaired but augmented the fortifica
ſecure their poſſeſſion of theſe two rivers, F tions of Cape Breton ; and this was the
and to drive our peºple out of the coun reaſon why they got it ſo expreſsly and ſo
try; tho' one of theſe rivers might, and lemnly declared, by a declaration figned
ought to have been diſputed by us, and July 8, 1748, by the plenipotentiaries of
the other certainly belonged to us, if the their Britannick, and moſt Chriſtian ma
firſt diſcovery, and the actual poſſeſſion of jetties, and of the ſtates general, that
thoſe Indians who had declared themſelves
ſince April 30, then laſt, the day on which
ſubjects of Great-Britain, could give us G the preliminaries were ſigned, no orders
any title. From this time, they continu. had been ſent to the Eatt or Weſt-Indie',
ed to ſeize ſuch of our Indian traders as

for picceeding to the demolition or de

they met with in that country, and
not only plundered them of their goods,

on either fide in the ſaid Fiſt and Weſt In

but ſent them priſoners

dies, or fer doing any thing contrary to,

to

Canada,

ſtruction of any of the conquet's made

where they were detained till they ei

&c. This declaration they infilled on, as
ther made their eſcape, or paid a H they were conſcious of their own bad faith,
ranſom for their liberty : Nay, three of and knew they had made no reparations
theſe traders they icnt priſoners to Bour or additions to the fortifications of Ma
deaux, where they were kept in cloſe pri draſs; therefore they were jealous, left we,
£ºn. tili they found means to apply to the to be equal with them, ſhould have ſent
cal of Aib-marie, them our ambaſt ador orders to demoliſh thoſe we had made to

at Paris, who got them teleaſed, but it

the fortifications of Cape-Breton ; and
having
º
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having
obtained this declaration, as it was
ſo much their intereſt, they punctually

performed the article for the reſtitution of
Madraſs. But they ſoon formed a ſcheme
for diſtreſſing and provoking us in the

From theſe circumſtances they concluded,

that our miniſters would, not venture, in a
hoſtile manner, to oppoſe any encroach

ments they could make, or to retent any
Eaſt as well as the Weſt Indies; for inſults they could put upon us ; and they
having entered into an alliance with a Na A rightly judged, that to diſtreſs us in our

bob in the Neighbourhood of Pondiſheri,
they perſuaded him not only to rebel
againſt his ſovereign the Mogul, but to
attack us, and then they gave him all the
affidance in their power, under pretence

trade and plantations, was the eaſieſt and
the ſafelt method they could take for leſ.
ening our marine, and encreaſing their
own.

-

This was what induced the French mi

niſters to ağt the part they did, with re

of his being their ally.

Under this pretence they, in conjunéti B ſpect to this nation, notwithſtanding the
on with their rebellious Nabob, com

menced an open war againſt our people
and their allies in the Eaſt Indies, ſo ear

known ſuperiority of our naval power:
They very reaſonably ſuppoſed, that the
ſame cauſe which made us accept the terms
of peace, propoſed at the congreſs of

ly as in the year 1749, in which war they
obtained ſome vićtories, but they were ſo Aix la Chapelle, would make us ſuffer
often defeated, and ſo roughly handled, any thing rather than enter into a new
by our people and their allies under the C war againſt them ; and it muſt be con
conduct of major Lawrence or that of feſſed, that, from theſe circumſtances, our
captain Clive, that, in October, 1754, they own miniſters had great reaſon to endeavour,
were glad to ſue for, and obtained a ce if poſſible, to obtain an amicable ſettle
ſation of arms for three months, before
ment of our diſputes by negotiation. But
which time, the preſent war between the injurious inſults, if an atonement be not
two nations, was in a manner begun. ”
offered as ſoon as aſked, ought to put an
Thus almoſt in every part of the world, D end to all negotiation. After ſuch in
the French begin to provoke, inſult, and ſults, to continue negotiating is to court
diſtre's us, in leſs than a year after we a repetition of ſuch inſults; and this we
had agreed to the treaty of Aix la Cha found, by continuing to negotiate, after
pelle; and as the French miniſters muſt, tamely ſuffering the behaviour of the
generally ſpeaking, be allowed to be no French at ChigneSto, in Nova Scotia, and
deſpicable politicians, if we conſider the not properly reſenting the inſolent anſwer
ſuperiority of our naval power, and the E of their officer, Mr. la Corne, who was

impoſſibility they were under to defend

ſent to build a tort upon a Britiſh territo

either their commerce or their plantations
againſt it, when properly exerted, as they

ry, and to protest Britiſh ſubjećts in an
ofen rebellion, againſt their lawful ſo
vereign t

had experienced towards the end of the
preceding war, we may wonder

how the

But tho’ the honour and intereſt of

French court came to act ſo indiſcreet a

Great-Britain, did not, upon this occaſion,
part, as to provoke this nation to war, be
fore they had encreaſed their marine, ſo F procure an immediate rupture, the intereſt
of a private company produced, in a very
as to be at leaſt near upon an equality few years, this ſalutary effect. To explain
with that of this nation. But our won
this, I muſt obſerve, that in the year

der will ceaſe, if we conſider the circum
ſtances of this nation, and the circum

1749, a company, conſiſting of ń.
gentlemen in Virginia, and ſome mer
flances of Europe at that conjuncture : chants in London, was eſtabliſhed by
They knew the neceſſity we were under G charter under the name of the Ohio com
to prota&t the electorate of Hanover, in pany ; and to this company was granted
caſe it ſhould be attacked upon our ac
6 oo, ooo acies of land upon the river
count: They knew how eaſy it would be Ohio. This charter and grant the French
fºr them to attack that ele&torate with a
ſoon heard of, and therefore the very next
more numerous army than this nation,
year, their governor of Canada wrote to
by itſelf alone, could ſend againſt them ; our governors of New York and Penfil
and they knew, that by their agreeing ſo H vania, that our Indian traders had en
readily at the congreſs at Aix la Cha
on their territories by trading
pelle, to reflore the Auſtrian and Dutch croached
with their Indians, and that if they con
Netherlands, they had given the powers tinued to do ſo, he ſhould be obliged to
upon the continent of Europe ſuch an
ſeize them wherever they were found ;
opinion of their moderation, that it would
which was the firſt time that either the
be almoſt impoſſible for us to form a con
French or we had pretended to an exclu
federacy upon that continent, ſufficient for five trade with any Indians, or even with
thoſe
-

-
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Whether the governor of Penfilvania

of the other : On the contrary, it was ſent home advice of what the French
expreſsly ſtipulated by the fifteenth article were about, I do not know : It was cer
of the treaty of Utretcht, that on both tainly his duty to do ſo, as theſe two forts
fides, the two nations ſhould enjoy full were built upon their territory : But if he
liberty of going and coming among the did, no notice, it ſeems, was taken of it,
Indians of either ſide on account of trade; A at leaſt no orders were ſent, nor was any
and that the natives of the Indian coun
attempt made to diſpoſſeſs the French
tries ſhould, with the ſame liberty, reſort and demoliſh their forts; and as they
as they pleaſed, to the Britiſh and French now began to ſeize and plunder every Bri
colonies, for promoting trade on the one
{ide and the other, without any moleſtati

tiſh trader they found upon any part of the

river Ohio, repeated complaints of their be

on or hindrance, either on the part of the

haviour ºvere made to our governor of Vir
Britiſh ſubjećts, or of the French.
B ginia, where our new Ohio company had
What anſwer we returned, or if we re ſuch weight, that at latt, towards the end

turned any, to this inſolent letter, is not of the year 1753, major Waſhington was
come to my knowledge; but in the year ſent to the French governor of theſe two
1751, the French put their menace in ex forts to ſummon him to retire, and to de
ecution, by ſeizing three of our Indian mand a reaſon for his hoſtile proceedings;
traders, whom they found trading among and at the ſame time a reſolution was taken,
the Twigtwees, a numerous nation in C to build a fort ſomewhere near, or upon
habiting the country weſtward of the the forks of the Ohio ". The major ac
Ohio, and next beyond the country of cordingly went and delivered his meſſage
the Iroquois; and tho’ this was inſtantly to the French officer, who for anſwer
reſented by thoſe brave Indians, I never “ ſaid, That he knew of no hoſtilities
head that it was properly reſented by the that had been committed :- That he
powerful nation of Great Britain. At could receive no olders, nor would he
this very time, Mr. Giſt, employed by the D obey any, but thoſe of his moſt Chriſt
Ohio company, was upon the Ohio, ſur ian majeſty, or his governor of Ca
veying the lands upon that river, in order nada ; That as the country belonged to
to have 600, ooo acres of the beſt of them, the king of France, no Engliſhman had
and moſt convenient for the Indian trade, a right to trade upon any of its rivers;
laid out and appropriated to the company; and therefore that he would, according to
and tho’ he concealed his buſineſs from

his orders, ſeize, and ſend priſoner to Ca

the Indians, yet it is ſaid, that both they E mada, every Engliſhman that ſhould at
and the French were informed of it by our tempt to trade upon the Ohio, or any of
Indian traders, who were jealous of that

its branches 2"

*

Give the devil an inch, they ſay, and

company as their moſt dangerous rivals in
the Indian trade. But theſe traders were

he'll take an ell ; This may be truly af

ſoon made ſenſible, that the French would

firmed of the French: From our allow

be much more dangerous neighbours; for ing them to ſettle at the mouth of the
the latter preſe “ly ſet about building their F Miſfiſpi, in the year 1717, or 1718, we
two forts beforementioned on the ſouth-ſide may ſee, by the Map, what a prodigious
of the lake Erie and upon Beef liver; and extent of country they now begin to claim
conſequently were preparing, inſtead of be from us +. I ſay, now begin ; for, not
ing rivals only, to be monopolizers, to ex withſtanding the great convenience which
clude our traders entirely from any trade they knew they misht have derived from
with the Indians upon, or beyond the river the poſſeſſion of the river Ohio, they ne
ohio. This made them give immediate G verpretended any, much leſs an exclu
advice of what the French were about, to five right to that liver, or the country on
Mr. Hamilton, our then governor of Pen either ſide of it, till after the treaty of
ſilvania, who laid it before the aſſembly Aix la Chapelle. And to ſhew what
of that province, and repreſented the ne good reaſon we have to contend for this
ceſſity of their having ſome places of river and country, as if it were pro aris
frength built as truck houſes upon the et foci, and alſo for the free, if not the
Ohio, to ſerve as a retreat to their Indian

H ſole navigation of the lake Erie, from

traders, and as a ſecurity for their goods ;
which propoſal was approved of by the
aſſembly, but as the aſſembly of that pro
vince is generally at variance with their
governor, no money could be raiſed for
that purpoſe.

which the French now pretend to exclude
us, I ſhall firſt give La Hontan's deſcrip
tion of this lake, which is as follows :

“ Lake Erie, ſays he, is juſtly dignified
with the illuſtrious name of Conti; for

aſſuredly it is the fineſt lake upon

º:
oth

* In North-America, the conflux of two rivers, is called the fork of the chief River.

1.
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You may judge of the goodneſs of the

lachian mountains, very near one of the

climate, from the latitudes of the coun

heads of Santee river that enters the At

tries that ſurround it. Its circumference
extends to 232 leagues; but it affords
every where ſuch a charming proſpe&t,

lantick ocean near Charles Town, and
runs northward ; and Cherokee river,
which likewiſe riſes near one cf the heads

that its banks are decked with oak-trees, of Santee river, and 'uns weſtward; all
elms, cheſnut trees, walnuts, apple-trees, A which rivers, and many others, were fre

plumb trees, and vines, which bear their
fine cluſters up to the very top of the trees,
upon a ſort of ground that lies as ſmooth.
as one's hand.

Such ornaments as theſe

quented by our Indian traders, and poſ
ſeſſed by Indians, who were generally
our friends, long before a Frenchman had
ſet Foot into what they now call Loui

are ſufficient to give riſe to the moſt agree
able idea of a proſpect in the world I
cannot expreſs what vaſt quantities of B
deer and turkeys are to be found in theſe
woods, and in the vaſt meads that lie up

ſiana, or knew where the mouth of the

on the ſouth ſide of the lake.

with only one fall near its conſux with

At the

Miſſiſpi was to be found. And by all
accounts the Ohio itſelf is remarkable for

its gentle current, being navigable either
up or down, from its ſource to its influx,

the Wabache; but with many windings
upon the banks of two pleaſant livers and turnings, which, tho’ they add to the
that diſembogue into it, without catalaćts, length of its courſe, contribute greatly to
or rapid torients (Riv. Blanc, and Gua C the eaſe and ſafety of its navigation.
Laſtly, as to the county through which
hago). It abounds with ſturgeon and
white fiſh. It is clear of rºcks, ſhelves, this beautiful river holds its winding:

bottom of the lake we find wild beeves,

and banks, and has 14 or 15 fathom
water. The ſtags, roebucks, and turkeys,

rua in great bodies up and down the

courſe, our Indian traders aſſure us, that
from the ſouthern ſhore of the lake Erie,
and as far weſt as the river Wabache, is

ſhores, all round the lake.—In fine, if is equally beautiful, being a level flat
there was a clear and free paſſage for veſ. D country and a rich, fertile ſoil,full of all tha.
fels, from Quebeck to this lake, it might largeſt and beſt ſorts of timber trees menti
be made the fineſt, the richeſt, and moſt tioned byla Hontar; and as there is vaſt pler
fertile kingdom in the world; or, over ty of graſſes and herbs of all ſorts, it is in
and above all the beauties I have men
every part ſtored with infinite flocks of
tioned, there are excellent filver mines

wild beaſts and fowls of the ſame kinds

about 2 o miles up the country, upon a
certain hill, from whence the ſavages E
brought great lumps, that have yielded
that precious metal with little waſte.”
This is La Hontan's deſcription of
lake Erie, the whole of which belongs

with thoſe to be met with upon the ſhores of

properly, and of right, to Great-Britain ;

the lake Erie : And they further tell us,.

that in the part of the country which the
French have lately poſſeſſed themſelves of,
that is to ſay, between fort du Queſne
and lake Erie, there are many ſalt ponds
and ſprings, a commodity very ſcarce and

and, except as to the ſilver mines, every much wanted in all the iſland parts of
thing he ſays has fince been confirmed F America; and therefore this part is more
by many travellers, both Engliſh and reſorted to by wild deer and buffaloes,
French. Then, as to the river Ohio, we than any other part of the country.
From theſe accounts, we may ſee how
have now a pretty full and exaët account
of it from our own people, who have tra much it behoves us to windicate and ſecure
yelled either up or down this river, by our rights and our property upon, and to
land or by water, from its ſource, near the the weſtward, as well as the eaſtward of
45th degree of northern latitude, and G the Ohio; and as the Ohio company, not
78th degree of weſtern longitude, from only had a great influence in Virginia,
London, to its influx into the Miſliſipi, in but was obliged to make the utmoſt uſe
the 37th degree of the ſame latitude, and of that influence, becauſe its very exiſt
the $3th degree of the ſame longitude, ence depended upon putting a ſtop to the
after a courſe of above 74 o miles in a French incroachments and pretenſions up
ſtreight line, and, as ſuppoſed, near dou on that river, the colony of Virginia 2&ted
ble that courſe by water; and after re H with more Vigourthan Penfilvania had done.
ceiving many large and navigable rivers Before major Waſhington's return, and be
into its ſuperior ſtream, particularly the fore they had heard of the above inſolent an
Wabache, which riſes near the north ſwer given to him by the French comman
weſt corner of the lake Erie, and runs to dant, they had provided and ſent out proper
the ſouthward ; Wood river which riſes people and materia's for erecting a fort,
in South Carolina, on this fide the Apa at the conflux of the Ohio and Monon
gali-la
7
-

-
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gahela, which he met upon his return ;
but upon his report, they might have ex

other colonies, but no one of them ſent a

pected, that the French would attack and

ſome of them, in order to excuſe their

man to the ſervice, and the aſſemblies of

drive away the people they had ſent out, not levying or ſending any troops, were
eſpecially as they had before driven away ſo ungrateful to their mother country, as
all our people that were ſettled upon the to make it a matter of doubt, whether
Ohio, and had demoliſhed a truck houſe A the French forts upon the Ohio were with
we had at Picckanvillany upon the river in his majeſty's dominions. However,
Miamis, at leaſt zoo miles weſt of the the colony of Virginia rightly reſolved
new intended fort: This, I ſay, the Vir to oppoſe the French incioachments by
ginians might have expected, and there themſelves alone, and without any other
fore they ſhould inſtantly have ſent out aſſiſtance except one independent company,
a ſtrong party to defend their workmen, commanded by capt. James Mackay, who
if it had been for nothing elſe but to B upon the firſt order, marched with the
bring the French to blows, and to oblige utmoſt expedition from South-Carolina to
them, before they could effect their pur their aſſiſtance ; for they would not wait
poſe, to commit what even they muſt have for the two independent companies from
acknowledged to be an act of hoſtility. New-York, who were likewiſe ordered to
But this the Virginians either neglected, their aſſiſtance, and a Stually airived in
or had not time to do, by the ſlow, and

Virginia about the end of June or begin

tedious forms of proceeding in all our C ming of July; but long before they ar
colonies.
rived, major, now called colonel Waſhing
Whatever was the cauſe, it is certain no

ton, had matched with captain Mackay's

ſuch thing was done, and as the people company, and 300 men raiſed by the co
they ſent out, were no way provided for lony under his command.
war, before the deſigned fort was near fi
[To be cºntinued in our next.]
miſhed, a party of French regular troops
came upon them, drove them from their D journal of a French Officer at
from the Time the Britiſh Fleet appeare
works, and quite out of the country with
before Fort-Royal, intil the Attack ºf
out oppoſition, and erected a regular fort.
Guadalupe. Promiſed in our loft, p. 342.
at the very place where our people had
E had been told for a long time,
been at work. This was touching our
miniſters in a tender part : The Ohio
that we were to expect a very fe
rious
viſit
from the enemy; but we began
company, which by this incroachinent
was quite demoliſhed, was their favourite E to be leſs alarmed at it, as our publick
child : Almoſt every member of it was news-papers informed us, that the ex
intimately conne&ted with them ; and the traordinary preparations which they
company had been at a good deal of ex had been ſo buſy about in England,
sence in getting the country ſurveyed, and were actºrally ſuſpended. It was univer
in erecting a capacious ware houſe for the fally reported and believed, that the ene
Indian trade at Wills's Creek, and making my had a greater object in view than
a road to it for wheel carriages, all which F Martinico, from ſo formidable a ſqua
was now in danger of being loſt, beſide dron, and ſuch a number of tranſports,
the alluring hopes of making thouſands without which, we imagined, they could
of every hundred they had, or ſhould lay not promiſe themſelves ſucceſs in their in
out. This our miniſters could not bear: tended expedition.
To ſee their friends ſo treated was more
Our poor iſland, lorg ſince abandoned
inſufferable than any indignitythat had been by Europe, now began to think itſelf
before offered to the nation; and therefore G quite buried in oblivion, when a brilliant

...)

V

as ſoon as advice of this new French in

ſquadron, but with colours of a moſt diſ

croachment was brought home, it was

mal appearance to us, arrived upon our

reſolved, it ſeems, to ſend orders, or at

coaſts, and convinced us that there were

leaſt to give leave to our colonies in Amc

ſome people in the world who had thought

rica to drive the French from their new

of us.

fort upon the Ohio, or at leaſt to de
fend their own frontier, by force of arms,
without confideling how impoſſible it was
for our colonies, in their preſent divided
ſtate, to do either the one or the other.
Upon the arrival of theſe orders or in

frustions at Virginia early in the ſpring
1754, they applyed for aſſiſtance to the
-

4.

H

A country ſo reduced that its in
habitants would gladly have given two
buſhels of coffee for one pint of beans,
could but ill accommodate gueſts ſo pu
merous, and of ſuch importance : But
we had been taught to live upon paſſion
and reſentment for ſome time ; and
therefore could not be at a loſs for pro
viſion

1759.
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viſion proper for their entertainment, tho’
notwithſtanding our endeavours, we were
ill provided : Some bad intrenchments,
thrown up about two months before at St.
Pierre's, and at a place called Caſenavire,
where we thought it moſt probable the
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could help her; and in her then unhappy
ſituation, when ſhe could do nothing her
ſelf, the ſmalleſt veſſel might have been of

uſe ; but in the day of adverſity, how
hard is it to find a friend ? The two fri
gates had themſelves to take care of, and

enemy would attempt to land, made up A having M. Beauharnois's leave, they on
ly waited for the darkneſs of the enſuing

the ſum total of our abilities for receiving
them.

night, which they thought long in corn
From ſo little preparation being made ing, to make their eſcape : Accordingly,
by the government here, which ſeemed they abandoned the unfortunate fort to
lulled into a ſtate of extreme ſecurity, her deſtiny, while the more generous Flo
tho' the court of France had apprized riſſant ſtaid to partake of her fortune.
them of their danger by a packet, we B. Towards the evening of the 15th, a
concluded that we had no reaſon to expe&t bomb-ketch appeared within leſs than as
an attack, or that we ſhould have at leaſt

cannon-ſhot of the fort, to examine what

a month's notice of it.

veſſels we had lying in the baſon, when
ſhe received a ſhot ſo well directed, as to

Both the ſhepherd and his flock were in
a profound ſleep, when the wolf, in the ‘ cut away one of her maſts, and oblige
ſhape of an Engliſh ſquadron, made his her to retire.

appearance on our coats, and at a time c
when he was the leaſt expected.
One would imagine it could be no

On the 16th, about nine o'clock in the
morning, one of the ſhips placed herſelf
before the battery at Point Negro, and

longer a doubt what they were, and what

three more before Caſenavire, which were

were their intentions : But even yet we

filenced in a ſhort time : But it ſhould be

appeared incredulous, and, after the ex

obſerved, that the battery at Point Negro,

ample of M. Beauharnois, we concluded being in the form of a ſemicircle, and
what we ſaw to be no more than a fleet of Dhaving but ſeven guns for all the different
merchantmen. That this was M. Beau
points of direction, there was only one
harnois's opinion, appears from the an of them could be brought to bear upon
ſwer he gave to M. Caillon, lieutenant the ſhip which lay againſt it; and that the
du Roi in Trinity quarter, and governor battery at Caſenavire has no more than ,
Rouille, tho’ he had even been informed four guns, and is without embraſures.
Having made themſelves maſters of
by good obſervers of the true ſtate of this
armanent.
On Monday the 15th of E theſe two ſmall batteries, they began their
January this fleet arrived in good order landing, and advanced to the plantations
in the bay of Fort Royal, with their of M. Dupré, at the diſtance of 3oo

boats in tow, and every thing prepared
for a debarkation ; and then we began

paces from Point Negro : There they rai
ſed a redoubt on their right, and another

to be convinced what ſort of merchandize
in front, cloſe to a road leading to a ſmall
wood.
they dealt in.
At this inſtant Fort Royal had all the F Between the 16th and 17th, having the
appearance of falling an immediate ſacri advantage of a clear moon-light night,
fice. Four companies of infantry, con they ranged their army in order of battle,
ſiſting of no more than 120 men, and the and ſent ſome platoons a-head, by the fide
major part of them more like apparitions of the water that ſurrounds the Morne
than ſoldiers, 36 bombardiers, 80 Swiſs, Tortueſon.
and 14 officers, were her whole force; and . The principal view of the enemy was
too barrels of beef were to ſerve for all G to poſſeſs themſelves of the Morne Tor
the ſupport, as well as comforts of life; tueſon, which commands Fort Royal,
no water in the ciſterns, a very few of the the harbour, the road, and the town ; all
utenſils neceſſary for the ſervice of can which they might eaſily have made them
non, no ſpare carriages, no wadding, no ſelves maſters of, by means of their cau
match, but a few ſhot, and hardly any non, and a battery of eight mortars,
which they intended raiſing.
angrage : This was her condition.
This fort, which till this time, had H. The general deſpaired of maintaining
been the protećtor of our fleets, now the poſt of the Morne Tortueſon, and
tretched her hands towards the harbour, had given orders for quitting it which
and in her day of diſgrace claimed the very happily our people had refuſed doing.
Pºtećtion ſhe had been uſed to give. The
He was of opinion, that the enemy,
“ſiſtance ſhe could have was but ſmall ; by poſſeſſing themſelves of the fort, would
no more than one ſhip and two frigates neceſſarily cauſe the loſs of the whole
Z z
iſland,
July, 1759.
-
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iſland, and had reſolved, in the morning,
to blow it up : Nay, they ſay, he was

The general happening to arrive at the
Morne Tortueſon juſt as the enemy had
prevented only by the tigates. Never begun firing upon this confuſed flock,
theleſs, we are well convinced, that if which were drawn up in no order, thought
Fort Royal did not fall into the hands of it prudent to retire, and carried away with
the enemy, nºthing could be attempted him many, whe, for want of experience,
againſt the iſland in general ; for our re. A did not know what to do with themſelves.
tiring places in the mountains, with little
In this hurly-burly every man judged
ſailies, and continually hairaffing them, for himſelf, and followed the advice
would get the better of 7 c.o.o.o men, tho’ which his own courage ſuggeſted : It was
the only neceſſary thing we did not want,
they had obtained their landing.
But, inſtead of blowing up the fort, and in a buſineſs of this ſort an heroick
nothing was in readineſs; and, though courage ſupplies every other defe&t.
workmen were employed for that purpoſe, B The counſellors, the gentlemen, and
the mines could not be got ready in time: every body that was able, put themſelves
Beſides, they found they could only blow in the beſt order they could for fighting :
up the platform and the governor's houſe, But, entirely ignorant of the at either of
and deſtroy the batteries, which would offence, or defence, they knew nothing
not have hindled the enemy from taking more than how to run up to the enemy,
poſt, in the fort, and repailing the works and fire away. People in Europe ſay,
C that hunting, or the chace, bears ſome
again.
There was a neceſſity then of defending reſemblance to war, and I am ſure our
the Morne Tortueſon againſt the Engliſh war upon that day was a perfect image of
-

to the laſt extremity, if it were only to re

tard their attempts upon the fort, and to

give time for compleating the mines which
were unfiniſhed : How conſiſtent to rea

ſon then was the haſty order that was

given for abandoning that poſt, as the
iort was not tenable in itſelf, and no diſ

poſitions had been made for putting it in

a chace.

The people formed little parties, and
engaged in platoons as well as they could 5
and the Engliſh, finding themſelves at
D tacked from every quarter, ſoon gave
way, with the loſs of a great many men.
It is not our cuſtom to carry off ſcalps,
and we contented ourſelves with their gre

to a flate of defence 1

nadiers caps, but cannot help obſerving

This circumſtance proves, that the in
habitants, who are the real ſtrength of
the iſland, ſhould have ſacrificed their lives

that the threatening motto of Nec aſpera
terrent ill agreed with the behaviour of

in defence of the fort, which was ſo weak,
that it was ordered to be deſtroyed.

It is impoſible to deſcribe the confuſion
and diſorder among our people at the
Morne Tortuefou, and to a reaſonable

man, every thing ſeemed to threaten the
moſt diſmal conſequences.

Ethoſe that wore them.

-

Their platoons, ſupported by a body
of their troops, having advanced near a
wood, were briſkly fired upon ; and,
among others, the party which had paſſed
the water before mentioned, durſt advance
no faither, but retreated back, and joined

Our troops, F the main body of their army.

ma, ch, had neither bread nor writer, and
it was 24 hours before any was diſtributed :

One of
their principal officers put himſelf at their
head, to try to regain the poſt they had
quitted : But by the time he had advan

Thus, in a poſt diſadvantageous in itſelf,

ced thirty ſteps he was killed, which fo

already fatigued to death by a forced

without any ſort of fortification, without
cannoa, without a leader, or (to ſpeak

diſcouraged his party that they retreated
in great diſorder, thro’ an apprehenſion
the truth) any one to command, ſpent G of falling into other and greater ambuſ.

with fatigue and hunger, and in the ut

cades, and of being ſurrounded by the

moſt confuſion, were we to meet a body
of troops, well diſciplined, and which in
the morning of the 17th came matching
towards us in two columns, and in good

different bºdies which were ſeen gather.

prler, wih two field-pieces, which open

fort, and threw ſeveral bombs into the
One of them fell within
2 o feet of the Floriſſant's ſtern, which

ing from every quarter.

During this time the bomb ketches ap
rººf
notwithſtanding the fire of the

ed their way againſt men who had nothing H town and fort.
ut their fuſils, and the treateſt part of
them never uſed but in filing at bird's :

I can compare the ſituation we were in
to nothing but that of a flock of ſheep in
a fair, drove together for tale, and trom
thense immediately tº the ſlaughter-houſe,

ſhewed the critical ſituation ſhe was in ,

But there was a neceſſity for poſting her
in that manner, both for defending one

fide of the town, and for blocking up the
tnjiance into the Cul du Sac. One of the
bombs

Of the IN H A BIT A N T S.
bombs thrown from the fort cut away the
flag ſtaff of one of the frigates, which
obliged them to retire.

-
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two priſoners that had been wounded,
which were carried to the fort, and an
Iriſh ſoldier, who had deſerted, came in

Monſ. Lignery, lieutenant du Roy, an

to us. Being carried before the general,

officer of diſtinčtion and merit, and one in
whom the iſland placed the higheſt con

he gave the following account: “ That

they left Portſmouth the 15th of Novem

fidence, had the command of Fort Royal, A ber, and arrived at Barbadoes the 3d of
and behaved with ſuch activity, that none January, where they embarked so ne
of the enemy's ſhips came within reach groes : That they had aſked, at Barba
does, a reinforcement of 1 ooo men, which
of his guns, without paying for it.
His majeſty's ſhip Fioriſſant, command the inhabitants and government refuſed,
ed by M. Morville, lay in ſuch a manner but had pounited, that, if there was occa
as to prevent any diſembarkation at the fion, they would come to their aſſiſtance :
ſavannah next to Fort Royal, and to fire B That one of their hoſpital ſhips, which
upon the town, in caſe the enemy ſhould had on board five of their principal fur
geons, was not arrived, which gave thema
poſſeſs themſelves of it.
M. Morville ſent into the fort one of great uneaſineſs, as it was reported that
his officers and men, with the beſt of his

ſome ſhip had run foul of her in the

gunners, which there was an abſolute night, and ſunk her That one of their
neceſſity for. But his attention to the tranſports, with 1.5o High anders, was
ſervice did not ſtop here : He formed into C taken by two French frigates in the chops
a company, with two officers and ſome of of the channel : That it was publick in
r had re
the marines who deſired to go as volun England, that c-M
teers, what ſoldiers he had on board for

Preſented the Iſland of Martinico as in the

the ſervice of his ſhip; theſe he ſent to

moſt deplorable circumſtances, without

the Morne Tortueſon, where the greateſt

Proviſions, or hopes of having any, by the

puſh was expected ; and, that no opera care he had taken to prevent neutral
tion might be retarded, he loſt no tint in D powers from furniſhing ſupplies : That he
furniſhing the fort with freſh detachments had made the cºurt of London believe,
of men for the ſervice of the batteries, he ſhould meet with little reſiſtance in at!
and neceſſaries of all ſorts which were

tacking it, and it was probable, many of

wanting On the other hand, he diſ the inhabitants, educed by want, and in
patched to the camp 45, ooo cartridges, hopes of better treatment, would ſurren
biſcuit, and, in ſhout, every thing that the der themſelves.” If what this deſerter
ſhip could furniſh. There was not one E reported is true, Mr. M-- ſeems to
of the king's officers who did not give the

have ſuffied himſelf to be miſled by falſe

higheſt proofs of his zeal and ardour, and

appearances : Beſides, he is little acquaint

fhew as much warmth for the preſervation

of the country, as if they had all had

ed with the character and genius of our
inhabitants, who are born with a love for

tſtates in it to defend,

their ſovereign, deeply engraved upon

* -

M. Capony, major of the iſland, had, their hearts, and are always ready to ſa
at the beginning, thrown himſelf into the F clifice their lives and rotune, in his ſer
intrenchment at Caſenavire, which he

vice, and for the glory of his arms, and

maintained with great firmneſs, though to give him, upon all occaſions, the
the enemy were continually firing aſhore ſtrong eſt proofs of their fidelity.
upon him, and never quitted his poſt till
The deſerter likewiſe aſſured us, that
he had received repeated orders fren the the general and principal officers of the
general, and alſo advice that the enemv's Engliſh army had remonſtrated to Mr.
troops were a&ually aſhore at Point Ne GM
- that they found things very
roe.

He then haſtened to the Morne

#.u..

different from what they had been repre

marching himſelf always firſt
to diſcover the diſpoſition of the enemy,
and to give intelligence to the general,

ſented to be ; that they ſaw no enemy to
fight with, and yet bullets were flying
about them, from every leaf and bough

and receive his orders.

they came near ; that the country was full

He was conſtant

ly in motion for three days and three of ambuſcades; and that, if they pro
nights, and gave proofs of the greateſt H ceeded further, they muſt be all cut to
pieces : Beſides this, they were eat up by
zeal and intrepidity.
The officers of the garriſon diſtinguiſh inſe&ts, and ſcorched to death by an in
ed themſelves very much ; and M. Ma ſupportable heat; and as there was no
haut, a captain in the infantry, threw ſe Proſpe&t of ſucceeding in the attempt they
were upon, they were determined to em.
veral bombs with great exactneſs.
On the 17th, in the morning, we took bank again.
Z 2 a.

What
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What this deſerter told us was ſoon

rules hung up there) 30 guineas, to be

verified; for in the night time, and when

produced on or before the firſt Tueſday

we were expecting ſome grand effort from in February, 176e, and determined in
the enemy, they embarked with all ima proportion to their merit.
ginable precipitation, inſomuch, that at
For the beſt drawings of any ſtatue, at
the dawn of day we found in their in the candidate's own ele&tion, in the duke
trenchment a large quantity of the imple-A of Richmond's gallery, by youths under
ments of war, ſuch as powder, guns, car
tridges, ſhovels, pick-axes, wheelbarrows,
and chevaux de frize.

I imagine we

the age of 21, to be produced and deter
mined as above, 15 guineas.
The drawings muſt be left with the

muſt have killed and wounded them 4oo

rſon who takes care of the ſtatues, un

men, with a loſs on cur ſide of only 21

til they are delivered to the ſociety.
For the beſt drawings of a human fi

killed and wounded.

Thurſday the 18th their fleet got under B gure, or figures, from models, caſts, or
ſail, and made ſeveral tacks off the road

baſſo-relievos, the principal figure not leſs

till night came on. The next morning
we found they had ſteered their courſe for
St. Pierre's, where every thing was in

than 12 inches, by youths under the age

of zo, to be produced on or before the 3d
Tueſday in February, 1760, and deter
readineſs to give them a good reception.
mined as above, 15 guineas.
In fight of the road of St. Pierre's,
All the above drawings to be made
the fleet ſtood to and fro ſome time, C with chalks only.
as if there had been an intention of bom
For the beſt drawings of a human fi
barding the town, which was then full gure, after a print or drawing, by youths
of nothing but fighting men, as every under the age of 16, to be produced and
ry thing elſe had been moved out ſome determined as above, 1 ; guineas.
days before. In ſtanding in too near the
To be made with chalks, pencil, or pen,
Jand, one of the men of war ran a and of a different fize from the original.
-

ground, almoſt a-breaſt of the little bat. D For the beſt drawings of ſandſcapes
tery at the mouth of Dry Gut, which after nature, by youths under the age of
plied her very warmly, and incommoded 19, to be made with chalks, pen, pencil,
her greatly, while ſhe returned a briſk Indian ink, or biſtre, and produced on or
fire . Other veſſels were ſent to her affiſt before the 1ſt Tueſday in November, 1759,
ance, and eight ſhallops to tow her off, to be determined as above, a o guineas.
which, at length, they effe&ted, though On the back of each drawing mention
they muſt certainly have loſt a great num E ſhall be made whence the view was taken.
ber of men : On our fide we loſt but two
For the beſt drawings or compoſitions
matroſſes. The c-'s ſhip attempting after nature, of beaſts, birds, fruit, or
to come near her, two bombs were dif
flowers, by youths under the age of zo,
charged at her, which made her get fur to be produced on or before the 3d Tueſ
ther off again. In the enſuing night the day in February, 1760, and determined as
fleet left us and ſheered towards Guada
above, zo guineas.
lupe.

F To be made with crayons, or waters

ºw.

had made moſt excellent diſpoſi
tions againſt the next day. A little work

colours.

For the beſt drawings or compoſitions,
as above, by youths under the age of 16,
we had got ſome field pieces there which to be produced and determined as above,
would have put us upon a footing with 15 guineas.
the enemy; all diſorder and confuſion
To be made with chalks, pencil, Pen,
was re&tified; , the ardour of our people G or Indian ink.
for ačtion was great ; in ſhort, every
For the beſt drawings or compoſitions
thing gave us an aſſurance of ſucceſs, as above, by girls under the age of 20,
when the enemy robbed us of it, by run to be produced and determined as above,
15 guineas.
ning away.
To be made with crayons, or water
Premiums of the Society for the Encourage colours.
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Com H. For the beſt drawings or compoſitions
merce, continued from p. 311.
of ornaments, cenſiſting of birds, beats,
Premiums for improving Arts, &c.
flowers, and foliage, fit for weavers, em
OR the beſt drawings of a human broiderers, or any art or manufacture, by
figtre, after life, by youths under girls under the age of 18, to be produced
the age of 24, during their meetings next and determined as above, 15 guineas.
winter, at the academy for painting, &c.
To be coloured, or not coloured, at the
in St. Martin's-Lane (according to the option of the candidate.
was raiſed at the Morne Tortueſon, and

-

-

-

-

For

-

For the Encourage MENT of ARts, &c.
1759.
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For the beſt drawings or compoſitions ſociety; the medal and dies are to be de
of ornaments, being original deſigns, fit livered on or before the 1ſt Tueſday in
for weavers, callico-printers, or any art or February, 1760, zo guineas.
-

manufacture, by youths under the age of

The medal to be the property of the

20, to be produced and determined as ſociety.
above, 15 guineas.
For the beſt model of the face, and re
To be coloured, or not coloured, at the A verſe of a medallion, its diameter not leſs
-

option of the candidate.
For the beſt drawings or compoſitions

than three inches, by youths under the

age of 22, being their own compoſition,
to be produced and determined as alsove,

of ornaments, being original deſigns, fit

for weavers, callico-printers, or any art I O guin cas.
he ſubjećt to be given by the ſociety.
or manufacture, by youths under the age
of 16, to be produced and determined as
For the beſt models in clay of baſſo.
above, 15 guineas.
B relievos, by youths under the age of 25,
To be coloured, or not coloured, at being their own invention, the height of
the option of the candidate.
the principal figure not leſs than ; 2 in
For the beſt drawings of a human fi ches, to be produced on or before the 1ſt
*gure, or heads, after drawings or prints, Tueſday in February, 1760, and deter
-

-

by boys under the age of 14, to be pro
duced and determined as above, 15
guineas.

mined in proportion to their merit, 32
guineas.

C

To be made with chalks, pencil, pen,
or Indian ink.

For the beſt drawings of any kind

(human figures and heads excepted) by
boys under the age of 14, to be produced
and determined as above, 15 guineas.

The ſubjećt to be Jeptha's Raſh Vow.

For the beſt models in clay, of figures
or baſſo relievos, by youths under the age
of zo, being their own invention, to §:
produced and determined as the laſte.
15 guineas.

For the beſt models in clay (not leſs

To be made with chalks, pencil, pen, D than 29 inches high) from the dancing
or Indian ink.

-

For the beſt drawings of a horſe, from
the life, by youths under the age of zo,
to be produced and determined as above,
1 o guineas.

fawn, in the duke of Richmond's gallery,
by youths under the age of 22, to
produced and determined as the laſt, zo.
guineas.

-

For the beſt models or compoſitions of

The height of the figure to be not leſs

ornaments in clay, conſiſting of birds,

than 1 o inches, and to be made with

E beaſts, fruit, flowers, or foliage, by youths.

chalks only.
under the age of 22, being their own in
A gold medal will be given for the beſt vention, to be produced and determined.
original drawing of any kind, and a fi!- as the laſt, 15 guineas.
ver, medal for the ſecond beſt, by young
For the beſt models or compoſitions of
ladies or gentlemen under the age of zo, ornaments in clay, conſiſting of birds,
to be produced on or before the firſt Tueſ. beaſts, fruit, flowers, or foliage, by youths
day in March, 1760.
F under the age of 19, to be produced and
Alſo two medals, one gold and the determined as the laſt, 1o guineas.
other filver, for the beſt original draw
N. B. The clay of all theſe models
ings of any kind, by young ladies or gen muſt be left in its natural colour, and
tlemen under the age of 16, to be pro quite dry when produced.
duced and determined as the laſt.
For the beſt models in wax (fit for ar
To be made with chalks, pen, pencil, tiſts who work in metals) by youths un
Indian ink, or biſtre.
G der the age of 19, being their own inven
The candidates muſt ſend in their tion, to be produced on or before the 1ſt
drawings, without frame or glaſs, ſealed Tueſday in February, 1760, and deter
up, and marked with the number of the mined in proportion to their merit, 1o
claſs they belong to, and their names muſt guineas.
No candidate who has gained the firſt
be wrote on the margin of each drawing
on the infide, and covered by themſelves premium in any claſs, will be permitted
H to enter him or herſelf as a candidate in
reſpectively.
For a copper medal, the ſize of an any claſs of an inferior age; and no can
Engliſh crown, which ſhall be executed didate ſhall receive more than one pre
the beſt, in point of workmanſhip and mium in one year.
boldneſs of relief, by perſons under the
A candidate being dete&ted in any diſ.
age of 25, after a model firſt produced ingenuous methods to impoſe on the ſo
-

º

*

by the cañdidate, and approved by the ciety, will forfeit the premium for wit:
5

e

-
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he is a competitor, and be deemed inca
pable of obtaining any premium for the

July

gard te drawing, depth, and freedom of
engraving, and excellence of poliſh, by

Łſ.

perſons under the age of 26
a ino
N. B. All candidates for drawing or del or impreſſion appointed by the ſociety)
modelling (except thoſe who draw or mo to be delivered, ſealed up, on or before
del in the duke of Richmond's gallery, or the laſt Tueſday in January, 1760, 10
at the academy) may draw or model at A guineas.
N. B. The gem to be left with the ſo
their reſpective dwellings; but the perſons
* to whom premiums ſhall be adjudged, ciety one month, and three impreſſions in
will be expected to give ſatisfactory proofs, ſulphur to be made from it for the uſe of
that the drawings or models by them pro the ſociety.
For the greateſt number of caſts or im
duced, were entirely their own perform
ance, without the aſſiſtance of any per preſſions in glaſs, commonly called paſtes,
ſon; and the drawings and models, for R not leſs than 30, the moſt varied, com.
... which premiums are given, ſhall become Pounded, and perfeół, both in colours and
the property of the ſociety ; excepting, ſubječks, and neareſt in excellence to an
however, ſuch as gain honorary pre tique paſtes, as well cameos as intaglios,
miums, which ſhall remain with the ſo to be produced on or before the laſt
ciety two months, and be then returned, Tueſday in January, 1760, 15 guineas.
future.

The caſts or impreſſions to be the pro

“if defired, to their owners.

For the beſt engraving of a hiſtory C perty of the ſociety,
For the beſt original hiſtorical pićture,
piece, confiſting of not leſs than three

the ſubječt to be taken from the Engliſh

human figures, the principal one not un
der eight inches high, to be produced to
the ſociety on or before the 2d Tueſday
in January, 1761, 4o guineas.
For the beſt engraving, performed by

hiſtory only, containing not leſs than
three human figures, as large as the lite,
1oo guineas.

For the ſecond beſt, so guineas.
youths under the age of 22, from a ſub-D For the beſt original landſcape, on a
canvas, four feet two
inches in length, by

ject to be appointed by the ſociety; to be
delivered on or before the 2d Tueſday in
January, 1760, zo guineas.
* For the beſt ſcraping in metzotinto, af.
ter a pićture or drawing approved of by
the ſociety, by youths under the age of

three feet four inches in height, 5ol.
For the ſecond beſt, a 51.
Proof muſt be made to the ſatisfaāion

of the ſociety, that the whole of each

pićture was painted in England, and ſince
12, to be produced on or before the 2d E the 1ſt day o January, 1759.-The
pictures to be delivered without frames,
Tueſday in January, 1760, 10 guineas.
The plates to be produced to the ſo on or before the laſt Tueſday in March,
ciety, and three impreſſions to be taken 1769.-Thoſe which gain premiums,
from each of them, for the uſe of the muſt remain with the ſociety for two
months after the deciſion, and then be

ſociety.
For an engraving in wood, in the man
-

aer of Albert Durer, or of thoſe prints

commonly called Titians, which ſhall be

performed the beſt, with regard to the

returned to their owners.

F

For caſting in bronze the beſt figure or
repairing the ſame in the
beſt manner, if a fingle figure, not leſs
than 15 inches high, and, if a groupe,

groupe, and

drawing, knowledge of the lights and
ſhades, and freedom of cutting, by youths not leſs than 12 inches, to be produced
under the age of 19, after drawings ap on or before the 1ſt Tueſday in February,
1760, 15 guineas.
proved by the ſociety, fix guineas.
The blocks, with impreſſions, to be G. N. B. The caſts to be ſhewn to the ſo
produced to the ſociety on or before the ciety before they are begun to be repaired.
laſt Tueſday in January, 1760, and three —The bronze which gains the premium,
impreſſions from each of them to become to be left with the ſociety one month.
A ſum not exceeding 1 ool. will be
their property.
For the beſt etching, performed by boys given as a gratuity to any perſon or per
under the age of 18, to be produced on ſons, who ſhall make an accurate a&ual

or before the 2d Tueſday in January, H ſurvey of any county; but this advertiſe
ment is not intended to bind the ſociety
1760, 1o guineas.
-

The ſubject to be appointed by the ſo
ciety.
For a naked human figure, the beſt
engraven in intaglio, on an oval red cor

to any particular time of paying the ſaid
gratuity, as ſatisfačtory proofs will be
required of the merits of ſuch performance.
If any perſon or perſons propoſe to make

nelian, and executed the beſt, with re

ſuch ſurvey, they are deſired to ſignify
their

Account of the SALE of Dunkirk.
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poſe he perſuaded the general to go with
the 2d Tueſday in November next, that him to the king, and to the duke of York,
the ſociety may not engage in greater ex telling them both, “That the chancellor
muſt know nothing of it:” And after ſe
pence than ſhall be found convenient.
As a further encouragement, the ſur veral debates, the king thought it ſo
veyor that will give an exačt and accurate counſellable a thing, that he reſolved to
level and ſe&ion of the rivers in any A have it debated, before that committee
county ſurveyed, that are capable of being which he truſted in his moſt ſecret affairs;
made navigable, ſhall be intitled to an and the chancellor being then lame of
the gout, he commanded that all thoſe
additional gratuity.
lords ſhould attend him at his houſe.
[To be continued in our next.]
Beſide his majeſty himſelf, and the duke
The Earl of ClaRENDon's Account of the of York, there appeared the lord trea
Sale of Dunkirk, taken from the Account B ſurer, the general, the earl of Sandwich,
of his life, written by himſelf, and the vice-chambellain Sir George Carteret,
dately publiſhed.
who had been a great commander at ſea,
T or about this time there was a
and the two ſecretaries of ſtate. When
tranſaćtion of great importance, the king entered the room with the lord
which at the time was not popular, nor treaturer, he deſired his majeſty, ſniling,

their particular intentions on or before

-

indeed underſtood, and afterwards was

“That he would take the chancellor's ſtaff

objećted againſt the chancellor in his miſ C from him, otherwiſe he would break his
fortunes, as a principal argument of his head.” When they were all ſate, the
infidelity and corruption; which was the king told him, “ They were all come to
ſale of Dunkirk: The whole proceeding debate an affair that he knew he was
whereof ſhall be plainly and exactly re againſt, which was the parting with Dun
lated from the beginning to the end kirk; but he did believe, when he had
thereof.
heard all that was ſaid for it and againſt
The charge and expence the crown was D it, he would change his mind, as he
at ; the pay of the land forces and gar himſelf had done.” And ſo the debate
riſons; the great fleets ſet out to ſea for was entered into in this method, after
the redućtion of the Turkiſh pirates of enough was ſaid of the ſtraights the
Algiers and Tunis, and for guarding the crown was in, and what the yearly ex
narrow ſeas, and ſecurity of the mer

,

pence was.

1. “ That the profit which did or
chants; the conſtant yearly charge of the
garriſon of Dunkirk, of that at Tangier, E could accrue to the kingdom, by the keep
and the vaſt expence of building a mole ing of Dunkirk, was very inconſiderable,
there, for which there was an eſtabliſh whether in war or peace. That by ſea it
ment, together with the garriſons at Bom . was very little uſeful, it being no harbour,
bayne and in Jamaica (none of which nor having place for the king's ſhips to
had been known to the crown in former

ride in with ſafety; and that if it were

times ;) and the lord treaſurer's frequent

in the hand of an enemy, it could do us -

repreſentation of all this to the king, as F little prejudice, becauſe three or four
ſo prodigious an expence, as could never
be ſupported; had put his majeſty to fre
quent conſultations, how he might leſſen
and ſave any part of it. But no expe.
dient could be reſolved upon. The ord

ſhips might block it up, and keep it from
infeſting its neighbours: And that though

treaſurer, who was moſt troubled when

from the unſkilfulneſs of that time, in

heretofore it had been a place of licence

at ſea, and had much obſtrućted trade by
their men of war, yet that proceeded only

money was wanted, had many ſecret con G applying proper remedies to it; which
ferences with the general, and with the was manifeſt by Cromwell's blocking
beſt ſeamen, of the benefit that accrued them up, and reſtraining them when he
to the crown by keeping of Dunkirk; made war upon them, inſomuch as all
the conſtant charge and expence whereof the men of war left that place, and be
amounted to above one hundred and

took themſelves to other harbours.

That

twenty thouſand pounds yearly : And he it was ſo weak to the land (notwithſtand
found by them that it was a place of little Hing the great charge his majeſty had been
importance. It is true, that he had con: at in the fortifications, which were not
ferred of it with the chancellor, with yet finiſhed) by the ſituation and the ſoil,
whom he held a faſt friendſhip; but found that it required as many men within to
him ſo averſe from it, that he reſolved to defend it, as the army ſhould confiſt of
ſpeak with him no more, till,the king had that beſieged it; otherwiſe, that it could
taken ſom; leſolution. And to that pur never hold out and endure a ſiege of two
months:
7
*

ºr

m
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months: As it appeared clearly, by its
having been taken and retaken ſo many
times it never held out ſo long, though
there was always an army, at no great di
ſtance, to relieve it.

as evident, that whatſoever France ſhould.

times within the late years, in all which

*

July

it, there being no inclination to prefer
one before another. It was enough un
derſtood, that both crowns would be very
glad to have it, and would probably both
make large offers for it. But it was then

2. That the charge of keeping and A contračt for, the king would be ſure to
maintaining it, without any accident from receive, and the buſineſs would be ſoon,
the attempt of an enemy, did amount un diſpatched : Whereas, on the other hand,
to above one hundred and twenty thou it was as notorious and evident to his
ſand pounds by the year, which was a majeſty, and to all who had any know
fum the revenue of the crown could not ledge of the court of Spain, and of the
fupply, without leaving many other par. ſcarcity of money there and in Flanders,
ticulars of much more importance un B that how large offers ſoever the Spaniard
provided for.” And this was not lightly might make, they could not be able in
or curſorily urged; but the ſtate of the any time to pay any confiderable ſum of
revenue, and the conſtant and indiſpen money; and that there would be ſo much
fable iſſues, were at the ſame time pre time ſpent in conſult between Madrid and
Bruſſels, before it could be diſpatched,
ſented and carefully examined.
3. “ It could not reaſonably be be that the keeping it ſo long in his ma
lieved, but that if Dunkirk was kept, his C jeſty's hands would, in the expence, diſ
majeſty would be ſhortly involved in a appoint him of a good part of the end in
war with one of the two crowns. The
parting with it. Befides that, it ſeemed
Spaniſh ambaſſador had already demanded at that time probable, that the Spaniard
reſtitution of it in point of juſtice, it would ſhortly declare himſelf an enemy;
having been taken from his maſter by the for beſides that he demanded Dunkirk as
late uſurper, in a time when there was of right, ſo he likewiſs required the re
not only a peace between his majeſty and D ſtitution of Tangier and Jamaica upon
the king of Spain, but when his majeſty the ſame reaſon, and declared, “ That:
reſided, and was entertained by the ca without it, there could be no laſting
tholick king, in Flanders : And at this peace between England and Spain,” and
time both France and Spain inhibited their refuſed ſo much as to enter upon a treaty
ſubjects from paying thoſe ſmall contri of alliance with the king, before he ſhould
butions to the garriſon at Dunkirk, and promiſe to make ſuch a reſtitution.
endeavoured to reſtrain the governor him E. There wanted not in this conference
felf from enjoying ſome privileges, which and debate, the confideration of the ſtates
had been always enjoyed by him from the of the United Provinces, as perſons like
time that it had been put into Cromwell's enough to deſire the poſſeſſion of Dun
hands.” And it was upon this, and ma kirk, from whence they had formerly re
ny other reaſons, the n conceived, “That ceived ſo much damage, and were like
as it would be very hard for the "king to

enough to receive more, whenever they

preſerve a neutrality towards both crowns, F ſhould be engaged in any war : And if
even during the time of the war between in truth they ſhould have any ſuch define,
them” (which temper was thought very more money might be reaſonably required,
neceſſary for his majeſty's affairs ;) “ſo and probably be obtained from them, than
it would be much more difficult, long to could be expected from either of the
avoid a war with one of them, upon the kings. But upon the diſcuſſion of that
keeping Dunkirk, if the peace that was point, it did appear to every man's reaſon
newly made ſhould remain firm and un: G very maniſeſ, that though they had ra
ſhaken.”
ther that Dunkirk ſhould be put into the
Upon theſe reaſons, urged and agreed hands of the Spaniard, than delivered to
upon by thoſe who could not but be France, or that it ſhould be detained by
thought very competent judges, in reſpect the Engliſh ; yet they durſt not receive it
of their ſeveral profeſſions and great ex into their own poſicſſion, which neither
perience, the king reſolved to eaſe him. of the two crowns would have approved
felf of the inſupportable burden of man H of, and ſo it would have expoſed them to
taining Dunkirk, and to part with it in the diſpleaſure, if not the hoſtility of
ſuch a manner, as might be moſt for his both the kings.
advantage and benefit. There remained
Upon this full deliberation, his ma
then no other queſtion, than into what jeſty inclined rather to give it up to France
hand to put it: And the meaſure of that than to Spain; but deferred any poſitive
was only who would give moſt money for reſolution, till he had imparted the whole
matter
*
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matter to the council board, where the

debate was again reſumed, principally,
“ whether it were more counſellable to

keep it at ſo vaſt a charge, or to part with
it for a good ſum of money.” And in
that debate, the mention of what had
been heretofore done

in the houſe of A
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ſent to the courts of all princes : And ſo,
for the preſent, that ſpºk of five was ex
tinguiſhed, or rather raked up.
The king ſent M. d’Eſtrades privately
to London, to treat about Dunkirk, with

out any chara&er, but pretending to make
it his way to Holland, whither he was
deſigned ambaſſador. After he had wait
ed upon the king, his mºiety anpointed

commons, upon that ſubjećt, was not
omitted, nor the bill that they had ſent
up to the houſe of peers for annexing it four or five cf the lords of his council,
inſeparably to the crown : But that was whereof the chancellor and treaſurer, and
no thought of moment; for as it had general were three, to treat with M.
been ſuddenly entertained in the houſe of d'Eſtrades for the ſale of Dunkirk; when
commons, upon the Spaniſh ambaſſador's B the firſt conference was ſpent in erdea.
firſt propoſition for the reſtitution, ſo it vouring to perſuade him to mak, the firſt
was looked upon in the houſe of peers as offer for the price, which he could not be
unfit in. itſel', and ſo laid afide after once

drawn to : So that the king's commiſ

being read (which had been in the firſt fioners were chliged to make their demand.
convention foon after the king's return), And they aſked the ſum of ſeven hum
and ſo expired as ſoon as it was born. dred thouſand pounds ſtelling, to be paid
After a long debate of the whole matter, C upon the de lively of Dºnkirk and Mar.
at the council-board, where all was aver dike into the poſſ-ſion of the king of
red concerning the uſelefineſs and weak Frince; which ſum appeared to him to
neſs of the place, by thoſe who bad ſaid be ſo ſtupendous, that he cemed to think
it at the committee, the e was but one the treaty at an end, and reſolved to make
lord of the council who offe: ed his advice

no offer at all on the part of his maſter.

to the king againſt parting with it : And And ſo the conference brake up.
the ground of that lord's diffenting, who D At the next meeting he cffered three
was the earl of St. Albans, was enough

underſtood to have nothing of publick in
it, but to draw the negotiation for it into
his own hands.

In concluſion, his ma

millions of livres, which, according to
the common account, amoun cd to three

hurded thouſand piſtoles, which the
king's commiſſioners as much under
valued ; ſo that ary farther conference

jeſty reſolved to put it into the hands of
France, if that king would comply with w is diſcontinued, tilt he had ſent an ex
his majeſty's expectation, in the payment F. prets or two into France, and t || their re
of ſo much money as he would require turn : . For as the expectation of a great
for it : And a way was found out, that ſum of ready money was the king's mo
the king might privately be a "vertied of tive to part with it, beſides the ſaving the
that his majeſty's reſolution, if he ſhould monthly “arge ; ſo they con iuded that
have any deſire to deal for it.
his neceſſities wouli oblige him to part
The advertiſement was very welcome with it at a moderate price. And a tºr
to the French king, who was then re F the return of the expreſes, the king's
ſolved to viſit Flanders, as ſoon as he commiſſioners inſiſting ſtill upon what
ſhould know of the death of the king of d'Eſtrades thought too much, and he of.
Spain, which was expected every day. fering what they thought too little, the
Nor had he deferred it till then, upon the treaty ſeemed to be at an end, and he
late affront his anbaſſador had received
prepared for his retºrn. In concluſion,
at London from the Spaniſh ambaſſador his majeſty being faily as deſirous to part
(who by a contrived and laboured ſtata G with it, as the king of France could be
gem, had got the precedence for his to have it, it was agreed and concluded,
coach before the other; which the king “ that upon the payment of five hundred
of France received with that indignation, thouſand piſtoles, in ſpecie, at Calais, to
that he ſent preſently to demand jºitice at ſuch perſons as the king ſhould appoint to
Madrid, commanded his ambaſſador to receive it, his majeſty's garriſon of Dun.
retire f on thence, and would not ſuffer
kirk and Mardike ſhould be withdrawn,
the Spaniſh ambaſſador , o remain in Paris and thoſe plces put into the bands of the
till he ſhould have ſatisfaction, and was

king of Frence :”

reſolved to have begun a war upon it,) if
the king of Spain had not acknowledged
the fault of his anhaſſador, and under

cuted accordingly. And, without doubt,
it was a greater ſum of money than was
ever paid, at one payment, by any prince

his hand declared the precedence to be
icng to France ; which declaration was

ever 3 and every body lethued very gººd

Jviy, 1759.

All which was exe

in Chiiſtent, n, upºn whº t occaſiºn ſo
3 A

ſº

Curious E XT R A C T S from
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to ſee ſo vaſt a ſum of money delivered

July

Edyſtone is diſtant from Plymouth about

into the Tower of London, as it was all

16 miles, and without the head-lands of

together; the king at the ſame time de
claring, “ that no part of it ſhould be
applied to any ordinary occaſion, but be

the ſound about 11.

preſerved for ſome preſfing accident, as an

ther was very moderate, with a light breeze

The 7th and 8th were not remarkable

at Edyſtone for heat or cold : The wea

inſurre&tion, or the like,” which was rea- A at eaſt 5 which allowed us to work upon

fonably enough apprehended.
Nor was there the leaſt murmur at this

bargain in all the ſeſſions of the parlia
ment which ſate after, until it fell out to

the rock both days, when the tide ſerved.
About midnight, between the 8th and
9th, the wind being then freſh at Eaſt,
it was remarkably cold for the ſeaſon, as
I had more particular occaſion to obſerve,

ſome mens purpoſes to reproach the chan
cellor ; And then they charged him on account of a ſhip that was caſt away
“ with adviſing the ſale of Dunkirk, and B upon the rocks. The wind continued
that the very artillery, ammunition, and cold the ninth all day ; which was com
ſtores, amounted to a greater value than plained of by ſome of the ſhipwrecked
the king received for the whole;" when ſeamen, who had not time to ſave their
upon an eſtimate that had been taken of cloaths; and ſo freſh at eaſt, as prevented
all thoſe, they were not eſteemed to be our going near the rocks, or the wreck ;
more worth than twenty thouſand pounds and ſo continued till Sunday the oth :
ſterling; and the confideration of thoſe, Cwhen, ſeeing no proſpe&t of a ſudden al
when the king's commiſſioners inſiſted up teration of weather, I returned to Ply
on their being all ſhipped for England, mouth in a ſailing boat, wrapped up in
and the
of keeping them upon my thick coat. K. ſoon as we got within
the place where they were, had prevailed the headlands, I could perceive the wind
with M. d’Eſtrades to conſent to that ſum
to blow confiderably warmer; but not fo
of five hundred thouſand piſtoles. But warm as to make my #. coat uneaſy.
whether the bargain was well or ill made, D Having had a quick pa age, in this man
there could be no fault imputed to the ner I went home, to the great aſtoniſh

jī;

chancellor, who had no more to do in the
tranſaction than is before ſet down, the

ment of the family, to ſee me ſo wrapped
up, when they were complaining

º:

whole matter having been ſo long delibe
rated and ſo fully debated. Nor did he

exceſſive heat : And indeed, it was not

ever before, or in, or after the tranſaction,

opinion.

receive the value of half a crown for re

ward or preſent, or any other conſidera
tion relating to that affair : And the treat
ment he received after his coming into
France, was evidence enough, that that
king never thought himſelf beholden to
him.

long before I had reaſon to join in their

E . This heat H experienced till Tueſday
the 12th, when I again went off to ſea,

where I found the air very temperate, ra.
ther cool than warm ; and ſo continued
till Thurſday the 14th.

In my journal for Wedneſday the 13th,
I find the following remarks, viz. “This

F evening's tide” (from 6 A. till 12 A.)
Curious Ex TRACTS from the Phr

“ the wind at eaſt, but moderate, with

Losophic AL TRAN's Actions, Vol.

frequent flaſhes of lightning to the ſouth
ward. Soon after we got on board the

L. Part II.

ſtore veſſel, a ſquali of wind aroſe from
REMARKs on the different Temperature

the ſouth-weſt on a ſudden, and continued

of the AIR at Ed Ysto Ne, from

for about a minute; part of which time
that obſerved at Plymouth, between the G it blew ſo hard, we expected the maſts to
7th and 14th of July, 1757. By Mr. go by the board : After which it was per
John Smeaton, F. R. S.
fečtly calm, and preſently after a breeze
S I R,

N the reading of Dr. Huxham's "
letter at the laſt meeting, ſome ob
ſervations occurred to me, concerning the

returned from the eaſt.”

And in the journal of the 14th, is en
tered, “ This morning's tide” (viz. from

* M. to 1 A.) “the air and ſea quite

different temperature of the air, which I H calm.”
had obſerved at the Edyſtone, from what
Hence it appears, how different the
had been obſerved by the Doğtor at Ply temper of the air may be in a ſmall di
mouth, between the 7th and 14th of July ſtance ; and to what ſmall ſpaces, ſqualls
laſt : Which having been deſired by ſome of wind are ſometimes confined.
members to be put into writing, I beg
It may not be amiſs further to obſerve
leave to trouble you with the following.
upon this head, that once, in returning
from

The Philosophical TRAN's Actions.
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Theſe are the ill effects, that have come
from Edyſtone, having got within about
two miles of the Ramhead, we were be

calmed; and here we rolled about for at
leaſt four hours; and yet at the ſame
time ſaw veſſels, not above a league from
us, going out of Plymouth Sound with a

to our knowledge; but, it is reaſonable
to ſuppoſe, not all the damage that has
happened upon the iſland.

An Account of the Heat of the Weather in
Georgia: In a Letter from his Excel
lency Henry Ellis, Eſq; Governor of
wards us, as we could obſerve from the
Georgia, and F. R. S. to John Ellis,
trim of their ſails; and as we ourſelves
Eſ); F. R. S.
experienced, after we got into it, by
Dear Sir,
Georgia, July 17, 1758.
tacking and rowing.
ſome weeks have paſſed
I am, S I R,
Furnival's Inn
Your humble ſervant,
ſince I wrote to you, yet ſo little
J. SMEAT ON. B alteration has happened in the ſtate of our
Court, Jan. 12, 1753.
affairs, that nothing occurs to me, rela
An Account of the Earthquake felt in the tive to them, worth committing to paper.
Iſland of Sumatra, in the Eaſt Indies, This, indeed, I need not regret, as one
in November and December, 1756. In cannot fit down to any thing, that requires
a Letter from Mr. Perry to the Rev. much application, but with extreme re
Dr. Stukeley, dated at Fort Marl luctance; for ſuch is the debilitating qua
freſh of wind, whoſe dire&ion was to A

THºyº

borough, in the Iſland of Sumatra, Feb. Clity of our violent heats at this
zo, 1757. Communicated by the Rev.
William Stukeley, M. D. F. R. S.

HE earthquake at Liſbon, which

ſeaſon,

that an inexpreſſible languor enervates
every faculty, and renders even the
thought of exerciſing them painful.

It is now about three o'clock; the ſun
you gave me an account of, was
certainly the moſt awful tremendous ca bears nearly S. W. and I am writing in a
lamity, that has ever happened in the piazza, open at each end, on the north
world. Its effects are extremely won-D eaſt fide of my houſe, perfectly in the
derful and amazing; and it ſeems, as ſhade: A ſmall breeze at S. E. blows
you obſerve, to have been felt in all parts freely through it; no buildings are nearer,
of the globe. On the 3d day of the to refle& the heat, than 60 yards : Yet in
ſame month the earthquake of Lifton a thermometer hanging by me, made by
happened, I felt, at Manna ", a violent Mr. Bird, and compared by the late Mr.
ſhock myſelf; and from that time to the George Graham, with an approved one
3d of December following, I felt no leſs E of his own, the mercury ſtands at 1 oz.
than twelve different ſhocks, all which I

Twice it has riſen this ſummer to the

ſame height, viz. on the 18th of June,
book.
Since which we have had two
and the 11th of July. Several times it
very ſevere earthquakes, felt, we believe, has been at 1oo, and for many days ſuc
throughout this iſland +. The walls of ceffively at 98; and did not in the nights
1 Cumberland-houſe S were greatly da fink below 89. I think it highly proba
maged by them. Salop-houſe $, my own F ble, that the inhabitants of this town
(formerly Mr. Maffey's), the houſes of breathe a hotter air than any other peo
Laye || and Manna, were all cracked by ple on the face of the earth. The great
them; and the works at the ſugar-plan eft heat we had laſt year was but 92, and
tation ** received confiderable damage. that but once : From 84 to 90 were the
The ground opened near the qualloe fi uſual variations ; but this is reckoned an
at Bencoolen, and up the river in ſeveral extraordinary hot ſummer. The wea
places; and there iſſued therefrom ſul-G ther-wiſe of this country ſay it forebodes
phureous earth, and large quantities of a hurricane ; for it has always been re
water, ſending forth a moſt intolerable marked, that theſe tempeſts have been
fench. Poblo Point It was much crack preceded by continual and uncommon
ed at the ſame time; and ſome dooſoons heats. I muſt acquaint you, however, that
$$ in-land, at Manna, were deſtroyed, the heats we are ſubjećt to here, are more
3 A 2.
intenſe,
and many people in them.
+ The iſland of
* Manna lies about 50 miles to the ſouthward of Marlborough.
1. Cumberland
Sumatra is between 7 and 8oo miles long, from north to ſouth.
§ N. B. Both theſe
#ouſe is a new well-built houſe, for the governor of the place.
are contiguous to the fort.
| Laye houſe, or fačtory, is about 39 miles to the north
•ward of Marlborough.
** The ſugar plantation is five or ſix miles from Marl
It Poble
Borough
++ The 7ualice is the country word for a river's mouth,
§§ Dooſoons are
Point lies about three leagues to the ſºuthward ºf Marlborough,
villager.

took an exaët account of in my pocket

*
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July

intenſe, than in any other parts of the
province, the town of Savannah being
fituated upon a findy eminence, and
ſheltered at round with high woods.

may be expericnced at the Hudſon's-Bay
ſettlements in 24 hours. But I may now
extend this obſervation ; for in my cellar

Bºat it is very ºfficient, that the people

ſtory at 102, and in the upper one at 10; ;
and yet theſe heats, violent as they are,

ačiuliy bit athe ſo hot an air as I deſcrile;

the thermometer ſtands at 81, in the text

and no ie s tº markable, that this very A would be tolerable, but for the ſudden
ſpot, from is height and dryneſs, is reck changes that ſucceed them. On the 1 oth

oned qually healthy with any ouher in
the po ince.

I have frequently walked co yards un

of December laſt the mercury was at 86;
on the 11th it was ſo low as 38 of the
ſame inſtrument.

What havock muſt this

der an umbrella, with a the mometer ſuſ

make with an European conſtitution
pended tº sm it by a thread, to the height Nevertheleſs, but few peºple dic here out
of my nº ſtills, when the mercury has B of the ordinary courſe; though indeed
roſe 'o is ; ; which is prodigious. At one can ſcarce call it living, merely to
the ſºn time I have corº, e i this inſhu breathe, and trail about a vigºur leſs body;
ment coe to the hot" tº pat ºf my body, yet ſuch is generally our condition. from
and have been aſleniſh d to obſerve, that the m dile of Jime, to the middle of
1) EAR SIR,
it has ſubſided ſº veal degrees. Indeed, September.
Yours moſt affestionat-lv,
I never could raiſe the mercury above 97
, HENRY Ellis.

with the eat cf my body.
You know, deal Sir, that I have tra

verſed a great part of this globe, not An Account of the late Diſcoveries of An.
wi hºut giving ſome attention to the pe.
tiquities at Herculane un, and of an
cu? ºrities of each climate; and I can
Earthquake there : In a letter /rom Ca.
ſaily pion ºnce that I never felt ſuch
millo Pade, ni, Keeper of the Mºſuº at
hears anx where aº ; Georgia. I know
Herculant um, and F. R. S. to Thermas
experiments on this ſubječt are ext emely JD Hollis, Eſq., F. R. S. dated Portici,
liable to error; but I preſume I cannot
Feb. 1, 1758 t.
nºw he miſtaken, either in the goodneſs
of the inſtrument, or in the fairneſs of

the trials, which I have repeatedly made
with it.

This ſame thermometer I have

V

E have been working continually
at Herculantum, Pompeii, and
Sabiae, fice my laſt of December 16,

haſ hºice in the equatorial parts of A tri 1756. The moſt remarkable diſcoveries
ca as oſen a Jamaica, a d the Weſt E mºde there are theſe, which follow.
February, 1757, was found a ſmail and
India ſlarº's ; and, upoº cºmination of
m journ is, I do no find, that the quick moſt beautiful figure of a naked Venus in
filver evºr rºſe in thoſe parts above the bronze, the height of which is fix Nea
8; h degree, a d to that but ſeldom . Its politan inches. She has ſºver eyes,
gºe, a ſtation was between the 79th and bracelets of gold on her arms, and chains
86 h degree; and yet I think I have fill of the ſame metal above her feet; and
thoſe degrees, with a moiſt air, more diſ. F appears in the attitude of looſening one of
her ſandals. The baſe is of bronze in
agr-e ſº than what I now feel.
In my re!, tion of the late expedition to laid with foliage of ſilver, on one tide of
the north. we #, "if I recolle&t right, I which is placed a dolphin.
In July, we met with an inſcription,
have "ſerved, that all the changes and
va; *tv of weather, that hºppen in the about twelve Neapolitan, palms in length,
temperate zone, throughout the year, which I have here copic d.
IMP, CAES AR, vesp ASIANvs, AvG. Pon TIF, MAx

TRIB, POT, VT. IMP.XVII. P. P. Cos VI DESIG VIII
TFMPLVM, MA TRIs, DEVNI, TERRAE, MOTV, CONLAPs, M, RESTITVIT
Afer having fund a great number of G oblong form, but perified, and brºke in
to two pieces. There is no ſlºt in it,
volunts of pºp us in Hercutan, ºn
rt in jºi. Ilaries, ſtyles, and flank's with that being unneceſſarv, as the and ens
ink ºr them, as fºrmerly mentioned; at d d rot join the r letters in the manner
leag'b. in the rºorth of Auguſt, upon we do, but wrote them ſeparate.
oper nºr a ſmall box, we alſº found, to
our exceeding gre ºf joy, the inſi ruinent,

In September were dºcovere eight
marºl buſts, in the form of terms. On:

w h w; ch they ºf d to wrºte their ma H of theſe repreſents Vitellius, another Ar;
nuſcripts.

It is nale of woºd, of an

chimedes; and both are of the finet
workmanſhip.

*
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workmanſhip. The following characters, ha’h been made to correſpond with the
w
in a black tint, are ſtill legible on the grand ſtair caſe. On the right ſide of it
latter, namely, APXI MEA which is all ſtands the conſular ſtatue of Marcus No
nius Balbus, the father ; and on the left,
the inſcription that now remains.
In Oétober was dug up a curious buſt that of Marcus Nonius Balbus, the
of a young perſon, who has a helmet on ſon ; with two inſcriptions relating to,
his head, adorned with a civic crown, A and found near them. Upon the ſtair
and cheek pieces faſtened under his chin. caſe are placed eight antique ſtatues in
Alſo another very fine buſt of a philoſo bronze, on beautiful pedeſtals of poliſhed
pher, with a beard, and ſhort thick hair, marble. In an opening in the center of
having a ſlight drapery on his left ſhoul the right hand colonade, is fixed the ſta
der. Likewise two female buſts; one
unknown, in a veil; the other Minerva,

tue

.# the wife of the elder Babus, with

the antique inſcription belonging to it.
with a helinet; both of middling work- B At the entrance of the ſquare, a magni
manſhip.
ficent pair of iron gates, with paliſades,
In November we met with two buſts
are juſt put up, ornamented with many
bronzes, which are gilt ; and on the ſides
of philoſophers, of excellent workman
ſhip, and, as may be eaſily perceived, of of theſe gates are two other conſular ſta
the ſame artiſt ; but uniortunately, like tues of perſons unknown
The whole day and night of the 24th
many others, without names.

In January was found a ſmall, but moſt C of laſt month, it ſeemed as if Mount Ve
ſuvius would again have ſwallowed up
this country. On that day it ſuffered
holds a fawn between its talons.
two internal ſtaëtures, which intirely
In the ſame month we diſcovered, at changed its appearance within the crater,
Stab ae, a term fix palms high, on which deſtroying the little mountain, that had
is a head of Pato, in the fineſt preſerva been forming within it for ſome years,
tiºn, and performed in a very maſterly D and was riſen above the fides; and throw
manner. Alſo divers vaſes, inſtruments ing up, by violent exploſions, immenſe
for ſacrificing, ſcales, balances, weights, q'antities of ſtones, lava, aſhes, and fire.
and other implements for domeſtick uſes, At night the flames burſt out with greater

beautiful eagle, in bronze. It hath filver
eyes, perches on a praeſericuluin, and

all in bronze.

vchemence, the exploſions were more fre

At length I have finiſhed, with much quent and hor, ii»le, and our houſes ſhook
labour, the examination and arrangement continually. Many fled to Naples, and
of the ſcales, balances, and weights, E the boldeſt perſons trembled. For my
which are very numerous in this muſeum ;

own part, I reſolved to abide the event

and, what is remarkable, many of the
former, with all the weights, exačily an
ſwer thoſe now in uſe at Naples. At
preſent I am conſidering the liquid mea
ſures; and alſo engaged in diſpoſing the

here at Portici, on account of my family,
conſiſting of eight children, and a very
weak and aged mother, who e life muſt

have been loſt by a removal in ſuch cir
cumſtances, and ſo ſigorous a ſeaſon.

paintings in the new apartment allotted F But it pleaſed God to preſerve us ; for the
1or them. Theſe affairs, with my uſual
province of inſpecting the workmen, who
are buſied in digging ; my being obliged
to keep an exact legiſter of evºry thing
that is d'covered ; beſides other daily and
accidental occurrences; employ my time

mountain having vented itſelf that might

and the ſucceeding day, is ſince become
calm, and thrºws out or ly a few aſhes.
[See forward, p. 383 J
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ſo intº ely, that I have not a monent's G By Mr. J. B.Row: E, of Skinner's-ſtreet,

repºſe, but in my b, d.
The ſquare b: longing to the palace, in
which the inuſeum is depoſited, will be
f...iº.ed, and completely oi na mented, by
Eiſter. In the center of it I have placed

Spittle-fields.

Hºº
placed a perpendicular of
three feet, at the fide of a river;
obſerved (at the diſtance of 80 feet in a

the bronze holie, which was broken in

ſtrait line) an affigned mark on the op
na y pieces, and reſtored by me, as H. poſite ſhore, to be in a tine with the top
m n ioned in my laſt.

In the walls of

of the ſame ; and likewiſe found the an

the colonades are affixed all the inſcrip
tio’s h the to diſcovered : And I ſhal, yet

g!e at the mark (formed by the viſual

ador", the 'u with altar', curule chairs, and

and horizontal lines) to - 19. 26'.
Required, The breadth of the river,

other antiquities proper for ſuch places.

and the height of the obſervel's eye from

1 i.e principal enº ance into the Inuiculn

the ſulfate
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An EST IMATE of the Dr m r of his Majeſty's Navy on the Head, bereafter mentisned,
as it ſtood on Dec. 31, 1758.
Particulars.
H E A D S of the Naval Eftimates.
£.
s, d.
Wear and tear, ordinary and tranſports.
UE to pay off and diſcharge all the bills
regiſtered on the courſe of the navy for
808758 6 9
ſtores, freight of tranſports, &c. ſupplied for

Total.

£-

|

the ſervice thereof

To pay off and diſcharge bills regiſtered on
the ſaid courſe for premiums allowed by ačt of

For freight of tranſports and tenders,
for ſtores delivered into his majeſty's ſeveral
yards, &c. for which no bills were made out
on the afore ſaid Dec. 31, 1758, as alſo to ſeve
ral bills of exchange
To his majeſty's yards and rope yards for
the ordinary and extraordinary
For the half pay to ſea officers according to
an eſtabliſhment made by his late majeſty

3

11484 3

3.

parliament on naval ſtores

|

442163 11 ro

:

39992.1

#

301oo

d.

s,

1691427

r zo

council on that behalf

Seamens Wages.

º

&c.
Due ofto pay the men,
off
books

239.095 14 9 }

on the
unpaid
p

.# ſhips in ſea pay on the aforeſaid Dec. *}

2195606

|

To diſcharge and pay off all the bills entered
in courſe for ſlop cloaths, bedding for ſeamen,
and
bounties
(urgeons

º

*...

:

6

6937.2. 6 10

1

7

6003.30 12

3

2004074

orphans of men ſlain at ſea

Jºãualling debt as per ºffimate received from thoſe
commiſſioners, viz.
Pue for ſhort allowance to the companies of

T

his majeſty's ſhips in pay, and which have
been paid off
paying off all the bills
•ºk

entered on

15391 5 8

*;

|

48.2246 16 11

}.

For proviſions delivered, and ſervices performed, for which no bilis were made out on

39325

m

the aforeſaid Dec. 31, 1758
For neceſſary money, extra-neceſſary
bills of exchange and contingencies

118

8

To the officers, workmen, and

*3

i

employed at the ſeveral ports
Sick and wºunded, the dºt of ºat office as per ºfti
mete received from tº , commiſſioners, viz.
Due for the quarters and cure of fick and
hurt ſeamen ſet on ſhore from his majeſty's
+hips at the ſeveral ports, and for priſoners of
war, and contingencies relating to the ſaid office
The total amounts to the ſum of

51499

From whence dºducting the money in the

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

95467 12 & 4
--

-

treaſure, 's hands

3

77

*{

5

49922.99 & 5

3.

:

41 1151

3

7 #

416870 13 1 #

And alſo the money that remained to come
in of the ſupplies of the year 1758, as on

F}

57.19 9 6

other ſide

The debt of the navy will then be —
N. B. In this debt is included for charge of

-

tranſports between Jan. 1, 1758, and Dec. 31,
following

-

-

-

4575428 15 3 +

467.036 13 6

-

667771 19 7 #

And it appears by an account received from the
commiſſioners of the vićtualling, that the ex
pence of vićtuals ſupplied the ſoldiers between
jan. 1, 1758, and Dec. 31, following, amounts

zoc735 6 1 #

to

For which ſum of 667,7711. 10s. 7d. 3. no
proviſion has been made by parliament, but if
thought fit to be granted, as the like ſervice was
provided for in former years,

The rett debt of the navy will then be

------

39.07656 15 7 :
Terrº

ir, was remaining in the Hands of the late and preſent Treaſurers of the Navy ºn Pec. 31, 1753, in Money
as under mentioned, and may be reckoned towards ſatisfying the aforeſaid Debt of the Navy.
On the HEADs of

In Money.
what

*

*ear and tear or- Sºamen, wages.

eaſurers
tºda

In money

dinary and tranſp.
s. Tal

Ž.

Ditto towards
the debt for

ºrurer-

fick and hurt ºf T

iP.

ſeamen

T

38

"T

s. d.

—

—

-

1423 4 19 Żl 1504 a 5 Å

6644 5

) Ditto towards
the debt

#1—
4 :

-

In money

egge, Eſq;

£.

6892 5 5

ſq; firſt

.
He”
enry

Total.

£. s. º,
34 18 2 #

. . d.

5038 13 x 4, 178o 13 9

ight Hon.
eorge Dotngton,

£.

Wiąuals.

9627 7 & #

-

for

-

fick and hurt [T T T T

55 15

5

-

- -

ſeamen

tight Hon.

In money

º: $.

Ditto towards

ille, Pſºi º the debt for
rā treaIrerſhip-

4260 & 2 #

3672 15 11 ?) 1599

2 3
-

— — — —l

1016 17 9

*

10540 2

1 #

- - - -

fick and hurt
ſeamen

º

7504 3 8 || 2893 3 3 || 233 14 6

tight Hon. ("In money
jeorge Do

10348 3 10 +

Ditto towards
ºfa. ſecond Y the debt for
ington,

º:
hip.

-

ſick and hurt
ſeamen

tight Hon.

In money

Feo Gren-

Ditto towards

212

5

1.
27112 17 2 |320757 1 11 #|
18663 12 3

373243

ille, Pſºi º the debt for
econd treat I fick and hurt (T
urerſhip-

2

——I

67
b709 13

4

5 §

1

ſeamen

50500TT2

B33504 8 Io Tzzozo 7 7 # 41 115, 3 7 #

There remained on Dec. 31,

1752, to come in of the ſup
iies of the year 1758, includ

ng Hager, Plymouth, and
sreenwich hoſpitals, 57.19.
ºs. 6d.

4 LETTER of Eraſmus to Dr. Francis, Car
dinal Wolſey’s Phyſician. Diſplaying ſome
clai Engliſh Cuſtoms. (See our laſt Wol, for
1758, p. 631.)
OF TEN wonder, and not without com

eaſt, north, &c. Then they build their cham
bers ſo that they admit not a thorough air,
which yet, in Galen's opinion, is very neceſſary.
They glaze a great part of the fides with
ſmall panes, deſigned to admit the light and
exclude the wind . But theſe windows are full

cern, whence it comes to paſs, that Eng- A of chinks, thro' which enters a percolated air,
and for ſo many years hath been continually which ſtagnating in the room, is more noxious
* Fićted with peſtilence; and above all, with than the wind. As to the floors, they are
e ſweating fickneſs, which ſeems in a man uſually made of clay, covered with ruſhes
rºer peculiar to that country.
We read of a that grew in fens, which are ſo ſlightly re
city which was delivered from a plague of moved now and then, that the lower part re
erg continuance, by altering the buildings, mains ſometimes for 20 years together, and
according to the advice of a certain philoſopher. B in it a colleštion of ſpittle, vºmit, urine of
I am much miſtaken, if England, by the ſame dogs and men, beer, ſcraps of fiſh, and other
raethod, might not find a cure. Firſt of all, . not to be named. Hence, up in
i.ey are totally regardleſs concerning the change of weather, a vapour is exh-iº',
aſzzºt of their doors and windows to the very permicicus, in my opinion, to th: ;"
-

7
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body. Add to this, that England is not

tity as may appear neceſſary: More when

only ſurrounded with the ſea, but in many
parts is fenny, and interſe&ted with ſtreams

it is poorer, and leſs when it is ſomething
better.

of a brackiſh water; and that ſalt fiſh is

Let the ground be open to the ſouth,
ſouth-eaſt and ſouth weſt, but well ſhel
poor. I am perſuaded that the iſland tered againſt the north, and north eaſt.
would be far more healthy, if the uſe of Alf former ill management has ſuffered
theſe ruſhes were quite laid aſide, and the trees or walls to thoſe quarters where it
chambers ſo built as to let in the air on
ſhould be open, let them be lopped, taken
the common and the favourite food of the

two or three ſides, with ſuch glaſs win

down, or removed ; and if there wants

dows as might be either thrown quite

ſhelter on the other quarters, let it be
given by a plantation of ſoreſt trees, or
cranies to let in the wind. For as it is
by walls.
uſeful ſometimes to admit a free air, ſo is B . This ground will feed and defend the
it ſometimes to exclude it. The common
choiceſt plants that bear the open air in our
people laugh at a man, who complains climate : And the next requifite is water.
that he is affe&ted by changeable and Ponds muſt be funk in proper places, and
cloudy weather; but for my part, for they ſhould be ſhallow and clayed at the
theſe thirty years paſt, if I ever entered bottom. If nature has given ſuch, it is
into a room which had been uninhabited
very fortunate; if not, they muſt be pro
for ſome months, immediately I grew fe C vided. Any water will do that has ſtood
veriſh. It would alſo be of great benefit, ſome time in ſuch places; even pump
if the lower people could be perſuaded to water itſelf: For it ſoftens with the air
eat leſs, and particularly leſs of their ſalt and ſun. In a ground of any extent,
fiſh; and if publick officers were appoint there ſhould be two or three of theſe ; be-,
ed, to ſee that the ſtreets are kept free cauſe the labour of carrying waser to a
from mud and urine, and that, not only diſtance is very great, and when gaide
in the city but in the ſuburbs. You wiſi D news neglect it, the plan's fade.
All that is 1 equired farther, is a nur
ſmile, perhaps, and think that my time
lies upon my hands, fince I employ it in ſery and a place for hot beds. A piece of
ſuch ſpeculations; but I have a great af. ground about an eighth part as big as the
fe&tion for a country, which received me garden, will ſerve for a nurſery; and one
ſo hoſpitably for a conſiderable time, and but half as big as that, will be ſufficient
I ſhall be glad to end the remainder of my for the other purpoſe
days in it, if it be poſtible. Though I F. The nurſery ſhould lie to the ſouth-eaſt,
I know you to be better ſkilled in theſe and be well ſheltered from the cold quar
things than I pretend to be, yet I could ters; it ſhould be hid from the garden,
not forbear from giving you my thoughts; becatſe there is no beauty in it; and
that if we are both of a mind, you may there ſhould be a little of the ſame en
propoſe the picie&t to men in authority, riching ingredients allowed to the mould,
ſince even princes have not thought ſuch that are uſed for the borders in the garden.
regulations to be beneath their cale and in FI muſt not be ſo much ; for the plants
will thrive better for being removed into
ſpection.

open, or kept quite ſhut, without ſmall

-

a ſomewhat richer ſoil.

From Mr. PERFEct's Pamphlet ºntitled.
The Praštice of Gardening, we ſhall
give our Readers a few Extracis, as
Jollow :

It is a cuſtom

for this reaſon to let the nurſ ry have a
very poor ground, but that is wrong; as
extremes commonly are. Mr. Nºrth of
Lambeth, has a nurſery where the ſoil is
G very ich ; and upon enquiry, I find no

Of the Diff ſtion of a GAP or N.
lants ſucceed better than thoſe which
E FOR E the care of raiſing plants,
ave been brought out of his ground.
there naturally comes the provinon On taking with that experienced mºrſe
of a ſoil for them to grow in. The gar rymin, he gave me the following eat, nºt
den muſt have good mould, and the pro That if ſeeds be ſown in a peor ſoil, the
per conveniences, elſe no at can give firſt ſhoot will be weak; and when they
it beauty. It the borders be pºor, bring H come to be removed out of the ſeed bed
in ſome old well rotted dung, mixed wih in o a nurſery bcd, they are hardy able
ſome rich and freſh paſture mould, and a . to gºt over the check of it: whereas if
good cuantity of that rotten ear, h which they are firſt raiſed in good ground, the
is found under old ſtacks of fa.gots. o: , gºnal ſhoot is it, ong, and the pºwe, of
Theſe hould be well mixed toge her, and verstatiºn ſoon gets over the check o' th i
aul
then due into the groºt d, in ſuch quan
2.

***
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How to ſow choice F L O W E R S.
Procure ſeeds from ſome perſons on whom
and the other removals. This is agreea
bie to reaſon, and he found it true in you can depend; they muſt be ſaved from
many years practice. In ſhort, ſuch as the fineſt flowers that ripen any, for ſºme
the firſt ſhoot is, ſuch the tree will be ; of the very fineſt do not; and laid cale
and the old pračtice of keeping a nurſery fully to harden. Each parcel muſt be put
Peor, is wrong. But moderation muſt be up ſeparate, and laid by till the latter end
the rule 5 and tho’ the mould of this ſpot A of July.
Then chuſe a part of the nurſery which
ſhould be good, it muſt not be equally
rich with that of the garden.
is open to the ſouth eaſt, and ſkeened
The aſpect determines where the nur from all other quarters : Dig away the
ſery muſt be placed ; but the ſpot for the mould, make up beds with that which has
hot beds. muſt be choſen according to been all this time preparing for this purpoſe,
convenience: It muſt be a warm corner

and mark them number 1, 2, 3, and ſo

ºf the ground, near the borders, though B on. Each muſt be a yard wide, four
hid, from fight; and it muſt be near the inches deep in mould, and made a little
flable, or the place from whence the dung rounded. When theſe are all ready begin
is to..be brought. The cloſer it is to the ſowing. Rake off an inch of mould from
borders, the eaſier it will be to remove

the ſurface of the firſt bed; mix ſome of

the plants with balls of earth to their it with the ſeed intended to be ſowed, and
roots; and they will always take the ſcatter it on evenly in the evening of a
ſooner, the better the old earth is pre C mild day. From the ſeventh to the ſe
ſerved about them. There is no piece of venteenth of Auguſt is the beſt period for
ground ſo ſmall, but this diviſion may be this ſervice. Sift on as much of the
put in practice; and ſetting out right, all mould that was raked off, as will cover
the reſt will be eaſy. The ground being the ſeeds a third part of an inch, and lay
prepared, we may proceed to the four a piece of thorn buſh upon the bed.
methods of culture by which the plants Thus far it is the ſame with the method
are raiſed.”
D of raiſing the common perennial plants.

Mr. Perfe& then gives very intelligent

It was before obſerved, that the difference

directions for theſe four methods of cul

is only in point of time and care. Sow
ture, and proceeds to the culture and ma every ſeed in this manner, and finiſh all
nagement of biennial and perennial har the beds.
The ſeeds of theſe choice flowers are
dy plants, and the culture by ſuckers,
layers, and cuttings. He then gives us uſually ſown in pots and boxes ; and the
the following directions for ſowing choice E common writers on gardening give that

flowers *.

direction.

“Prepare the mould for theſe flowers
thus. Pare off the turff in a dry piece of
rich paſture ground, and dig up the mould
as deep as it goes ; this is uſually one
full ſpade's depth : Take care to go no
deeper, and not to mix any of the bottom F
with it. In the beginning of March, dig
up five loads of this; mix with it three

the open ground is beſt. The earth drys
too faſt in theſe ſmall parcels, and the
ſeeds grow better when they have the va
pours from the open ground.
Once in three days water the beds in this
manner: Lift off the buſhes, and lay a
piece of old matting over the bed. Wa

loads of river mud, one load of old cow

when the wet is got through lift it off,

I, have tried both, and find

ter upon this lightly and carefully, and

dung, and the ſame quantity cf rotten and ſo water the next. The ground will
mould dug up where an old faggot pile thus be moiſtened without diſturbing the
has flood. Sprinkle over this four buſhels ſeeds. If gentle ſhowers fall naturally,
of ſlacked lime, and a pail ſull of brine G theſe waterings may be omitted; but if
made of a peck of ſalt.
heavy rains fall, ſome mats or cloths
The quantity may be larger or ſmaller muſt be laid over the beds upon the thorn
according to the number of plants in buſhes, to keep off the violent force of
tended to be raiſed ; but this is the beſt the drops.
A very ſmall piece of ground will an
proportion: Let it be all well worked to.
gether, and thrown thro' a coarſe ſkreen. ſwer for this, and therefore the caſe is
And thus let it lie till May : Then turn H eaſy. Writers direct a different time for
it very thoroughly again : It will alſo re ſowing the ſeveral kinds, but this ſeaſon
quire another turning in July; and this with this method ſuits all.
will compleat it for ſervice.
July, 1759.

3 B

The
-

* Which may be reduced into two claſs, viz. 1. The fibrous or tubercut, as auricular,
ranunculus’s, anemones, &c. Or, 2. Bulbous rooted, as tulips, hyacintº. lilies, &c.
which have graſſy leaves.

MANAGEMENT of the T U L I P.
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The young plants will appear at vari
ous times, but the dangers to which they
are expoſed are the ſame, and one kind
of prote&tion is required for all. No
weed muſt be ſuffered to grow upon any

at the ſame time in ſeparate beds in the
nurſery, we are to ſuppoſe tulip ſeed had
its place among the reſt. Theſe feeds
have been ſown in Auguſt. The young
plants will appear the following April
of the beds. When the plants life very like blades of graſs; and their firſt
cloſe, ſome may be pulled up and planted A leaves will fade in about five weeks.
in a more vacant place. When rains fall The ſurface of the bed ſhould be then
heavy, mats muſt be laid over the thorn cleared of all young ſhoots of weeds or
buſhes; and as the froſts come on, the

moſs, and ſome freſh mould ſifted on to

ſame care muſt be uſed to guard againſt

cover it a third of an inch. In Septem
ber the ſurface muſt be again well cleared
of every foulneſs, and a new coat of the

them.

In ſevere weather the beds muſt

be kept up covered entirely; but when
it is milder, they muſt have the free air B ſame mould fifted on of the ſame thick
of the middle of the day. Towards meſs. All this time, and all the follow
ſpring a reed hedge muſt be ſet up to the ing winter, the minute roots will he ga
north-eaſt of the beds, to keep of the thening ſtrength. In ſpring they will a
nipping winds from that quarter. Thus gain ſhoot up ſmall leaves : Theſe will
they will be kept till the beginning of the fade as the heat of ſummer comes on,
fpring; and they muſt then be gently wa and then the roots are to be taken up ;

tered at times; and if the noon day ſun C This muſt be done with care, for they are
appear to have too much power, they

yet very ſmail.

muſt be ſhaded from it.

A new bed muſt be made for them,
and this ſhould be five inches thick in

Thus all the kinds will be kept in good
condition till about June the next year.
At this time the auriculas and polianthuses
which retain their leaves, muſt be tranſ

mould : The bottom ſhould be the natu

ral earth well rammed, that it may be
even and hard : The roots muſt be plant
Another bed like the firſt muſt D ed in this when they are taken out of the
e prepared for them, and they muſt be other bed, which will be about the be
ſet at four inches diſtance one from ano
ginning of July. They muſt be ſet at
ther. They muſt be watered carefully, three inches diſtance, and covered an inch
and ſhaded till they have taken reot. Aſ and half above the crown. At the latter
ter this, no more is required, than to end of September, a freſh covering of
keep the ground clear from weeds; and half an inch of the ſame mould muſt be

E.

thus they will be gathering flicngth till E given them, and the ſame early in the
The leaves of the

ſpring. After this the bed muſt be wa
tered at times; the leaves will appear
again in March, and fade about July :

young anemonies, and the reſt will now
be decayed; they muſt be clipped cff, and

Then a freſh coat of half an inch of
mould muſt be laid on, and the ſame

the ſurface of the bed laid ſimooth, and a

again in autumn. The next ſummer
F they muſt have juſt the ſame management;
and in the ſummer of the ſucceeding year
they muſt be taken up again.
The roots now having four years
growth, will be of ſome confiderable

the next year.

Theſe being removed, the other beds
muſt be examined.

little of the ſame meuld fifted over the

whole, about the third of an inch in
thickneſs. Thus they muſt remain till
autumn, keeping the ſurface clear from
weeds. At the beginning of Ośtober,
ſiſt another new coat of mould over them,

fize.

A new bed muſt then be

º

made

of the ſame thickneſs with the former,

for them juſt as the former, only two
and take the ſame care of the beds this as G inches deeper in mould. They muſt be
ths former winter; only as the plants are planted in this, three inches from the
ſtronger, it need not to be ſo ſtrićt. The grown to the ſurface, and they muſt ſtandi
nurſery beds muſt alſo be ſheltered during ſix inches aſunder.
ſevere weather, in the depth of winter,
They muſt remain two years in this º
and the ſurface of all the beds muſt be $ed, keeping the ſurface conſtantly clear
kept clean from moſs.”
from weeds, and giving them a new
t

This acute gardener afterwards gives H coat of mould every ſummer and autumn; ;
further rules for treating thoſe plants, " This brings them to their perfection, and
that are to be taken up at certain ſeaſons,

and their management in the reſt of their
growth. He concludes with the manage
ment of the tulip.
*
“As we directed all the ſeeds to be ſown

the next year they will flower. Some
wiil blow ſooner, but they are the worſe
for it.

. The roots muſt be waken up in the fum

mer of this laſt year, and laid on a can
--,

-

was:
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was to dry. They ſhould be kept out of thence, and paſſed through St. Mary's,
where it was joined by the maſters of arts
in their proper habits; and then proceed
ed through the great gate of the ſchools
to the divinity ſchool, and from thence

the ground till autumn, and then planted
in beds of the ſame mould two feet deep,

and rounded at the top : The roots muſt

be planted ſeven inches deep, and ten into the theatre.
jacles diſtant from one another. The
next year they will blow in perfestiºn as A. IHere the vice chancellor, in a Latin
tº ſhape and bigneſs ; but they will not ſpeech, opened the buſineſs of the convo
cation, and then addreſſing himſelf to the
chancellor, who was feated at his right
every ſeaſon the roots muſt be manag hand, after applauding in a proper and
ed as already directed; and in every ſum polite manner the choice the univerſity had
mer's blowing, there will be ſome ſeen made, and congratulating his lordſhip up
Broken into ſtripes. Theſe muſt be mark- B on it, adminiſtered to him the neceſſary
ed when in flower, and the roots ſeparat oaths, and preſented him with the infignia
td from the others when they are taken of his office, viz. the keys, the ſeal, and

come to the beauty of their colours till
after one or more years of farther growth.

The vice-chan

up. They muſt be planted in particular

the book of ſtatutes.

beds; and they will make by degrees a

cellor then quitted the chair, which was

immediately filled by the chancellor, who
This is the culture of the tulip, the finiſhed this ceremony of the inſtalment
moſt delicate of all the bulbous roots : C by addreſfing himſelf to the univerſity in
And thus that flower will be brought to an elegant Latin oration. Then his lord
is higheſt perfection. The time of its ſhip admitted the following noblemen and
growth is long, but the trouble is very gentlemen to the honorary degree of doc
fine colle&tion.

tors

little.”

of law, viz.

-

The Rt. Hon. the earl of Northampton,
INSTALLATION, &c. at Oxford. The Rt. Hon. the earl of Macclesfield,
N Monday laſt, at two o'clock D Lord Willoughby de Broke,
Oxford,
in the afternoon, the Right Count Shulenburgh, lord of the bed
July 7.
chamber to the king of Denmark,
Hon. John earl of Weſtmoreland, chan
cellor ele&t of this univerſity, made his James Boreel,
deputies from the
ſtates general,
Publick entrance, by the eaſt gate, into this Gerard
tity. His lord hip was attended at his Vºiiam Gerard Dedel, commiſſary of
Amſterdam,
entrance, and for a great part of the
wycomb road, by a long train of coaches E. Sir Richnid Glyn, lord mayor, and repre
ſentative in parliament for the city of
and other equipages of the nobility and

º,}

gentry of the country. Notice was given
of his near approach, by the ringing a
bell at St. Mary's, which called toge

ther the gentlemen of the univerſity, who
were ranked, according to their different
orders and degrees, on his lordſhip's right
hand, from the eaſt gate to St. May's

London,

Sir Charles Mordaunt, Bart. knight of the
ſhire for the county of Warwick,
Sir Edward Deling, Batt.
Sir Philip Boteler, Bart.
F Sir Roger Twiſden, Bart.
Sir Charles Kemeys Tynte, Bart. knight

church. The left hand ſide of the ſtreet
was reſerved for the townſmen.

on his lordſhip's arrival at St. Mary's,
he was received by the vice-chancellor,

of the ſhire for Somerſet,

William Cartwright, Eſq; knight of the
ſhire for North impton,
Thomas Cholmondeley, Eſq; knight of

noblemen, and doctors, in their robes;
the ſhire for Cheſter,
and being conducted into the church, was G Edward Popham, Eſq; knight of the
ſhire for Wilts,
complimented by the publick orator, in a
ſhort Latin ſpeech, to which his lordſhip Henry Dawkins, of London, Eſq; and

replied in the ſame language. After this

his lordſhip dined at St. Mary-Hall, where
apartments were provided for him, and
many gentlemen and ladies of his train.

Tho. Lambert, of Sevenoak, Kent, Eſq;
This

convocation concluded with a

ſpeech from the publick orator. — And
then the proceſſion returned to Corpus
On Tueſday, at ten o’clock in the morn H Chriſti college, where the noblemen and
ing, the noblemen and the doctors, in their doctors were entertained at dinner with
robes, waited on his lordſhip at the vice the chancellor.
chancellor's lodgings at Corpus Chriſti
Afterwards the following noblemen of
college ; and about eleven the proceſſion the univerſity ſpoke their congratulatory
(which was more numerous than has been verſes, which were received by the au

isen here in the memory of man) began from

dience, with uncommon, but deſerved ap
3 B 2.

plauſe,
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plauſe, viz. the earl of Suffolk, Engliſh
verſe ; the earl of Donnegal, Latin, and
lord Noireys, Latin.
- In the evening the oratorio of Sampſon
was performed, in the theatre, by a feke&t
and numerous band, conducted by Dr.
Hays.
•.

É.

gen, of Trinity, Engliſh;

July

Mr. Kly, of

Brazen-noſe, Engliſh oration.

The degree of doćtor of civil law was

conferred on the following gentlemen:
Right Hon. Robert Shirley, ſon to the
earl of Ferrers.

A Hon. Wilmott Vaughan, member of par
Wedneſday, being the day of lord
liament for Cardiganſhire, and ſon to

Crewe's commemoration, the doćtors, &c.

lord Liſburne.

met again at the vice-chancellor's lodg
ings, between 10 and 11 o'clock in the
morning, and went in proceſſion with the

Sir Richard Chaſe.

-

Habord Haibord, Eſq; member of par
liament for Norwich.

chancellor, from thence, to the theatre.

James Evelyn, of Fulbridge, Suſſex, Eſq;
The vice-chancellor having opened the B . And the following gentlemen had the
buſineſs of the convocation, the comme degree of maſter of arts conferred on
moration ſpeech was ſpoken by Mr. War them, viz.
ton, the poetry profeſſor. The ſubjećt of The Right Hon. the earl of Donnegal,
of Trinity college.
this elegant and admired ſpeech was,
with great propriety, confined to thoſe be Sir Brian Broughton Delves, of M.g.
nefactors who had been chancellors of
dalen college.
the univerſity. The degree of D. C. L. C. Alexander Courthope, of Horſemonden,
was conferred, in this convocation, on the
Kent, Eſq;
Right Hon, lord Fane, member of parlia John Children, of Tunbridge, Kent, Eſq;
ment for Reading ; the Hon. and Rev. Roger Twiſden, Eſq; eldeſt ſon of Sir
R. Twiſden, Bart.
George Talbot, and the Hon. William
Craven, member of parliament for Thomas Poçkin, of Kettle-Hill, Gla
morganſhire, Eſq;
Warwickſhire, who were preſented by
-

-

-

-

Dr. Seward, of St. John's college, who D John Sawbridge, jun. of Alantigh, in
aćted for the profeſſor of law. Afterwards
the Right Hon. the earl of Suffolk was
admitted to the degree of maſter of arts,
to which he was preſented in a much ap
lauded ſpeech by the publick orator.
he Encaenia were then continued by the

Kent, Eſq;
Wm. Dealtry, of Magdalen college, eſ;

Powell Snelſ, jun. of Baliol college, Eſq;
John Toke, of Univerſity college, Eſq;
William Guiſe, of Queen's college, Eſq;
Tho. Knight, of Trinity college, Eſq;
following gentlemen, viz., Hon. Mr. E. Henry St John, of New college, Eſq;
Beauclerk, of Queen's, Engliſh ; Sir B. B.
Delves, Magdalen college, Latin ; Sir
James Macdonald, Chriſt-Church, Latin ;
Mr. Beckford, New college, Engliſh ;

On Friday the Encaenia were reſumed in

the theatre, when an Italian ode, in praiſe

of the chancellor, was performed by the
whole opera band : After which the de
Mr. Wodehouſe, and Mr. Le Maiſtre, gree of D. C. L. was conferred on the
Chriſt-Church, Latin dialogue ; Mr. following gentlemen, viz.
Nibbes, of St. John's, Latin. All theſe F Henry Pye, Eſq; member of parliament
for Berkſhire.
exerciſes were performed wih great
propriety of elocution and ačtion, and William Grove, Eſq; member of parlia
were highly applauded by the audience.
ment for Coventry.
In the evening was performed the orato John Harvey Thurſby, Eſq; member of
rio of Eſther.
parliament for Stamford.
On Thurſday, the chancellor met the Joſiah George Hort, Eſq; ſon to the arch
heads of houſes, at the delegate's room, G. biſhop of Tuam.
The degree of A. M. was alſo con
and preſided in their conſultations on the
buſineſs of the univerſity; and from ferred on Henry Hunter, Eſq; of Trinity
thence was accompanied by them to the college; Mr. Thomas Auguſtine Arne
theatre. Here the Encaenia, or congratu was admitted to the degree of do&oref
latory exerciſes, were again reſumed, by muſick ; and verſes were ſpoken by the
Mr. Hopton and Mr. Walcot, of Mag. following gentlemen ; Mr. Mundy, New
dalen college, who ſpoke a dialogue in H college, Engliſh; Mr. Forſter, Corpus
Latin verſe, on the late improvements and Chriſti college, Engliſh; Mr. Pepys,
benefactions to the univerſity; Mr. Ba Chriſt Church, Latin ; Mr. Simpſon,
ot, of Chriſt-Church, Latin verſe; Mr. Chriſt Church, Latin; Mr. De Salis,
lbert, of Magdalen, Engliſh verſe; Mr. Queen's college, Latin ; and Mr. Sandys,
Way, of Chriſt Church, Latin ; Mr. of Qu
Queen's college,> Latin.
Then

Bragge, of Magdalen, Latin Mr. Bud

1759.
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it muſt be permanent—it muſt be eter

and commemoration was cloſed by Dr.

nal.--

King, principal of St. Mary Hall, who,
in a ſpirited and eloquent oration, deli
wered with his uſual grace and dignity,

flair caſe; it is as firm, and will be as

Publick credit is like a mathematical

latting as the heavieſt work of manual la
bour; but the moment you deſtroy a cer.
the univerſity had made ; diſplayed his A tain ſtep in the wondrous fabrick, down
lordſhip's eminent abilities; introduced tumbles the whole.—The publick credit
lady Pomfret's, and Mr. Dawkins's late of England is her Publick ſafety, and is
benefactions; and concluded with an ex built upon the ſtrongeſt, and the moſt in
hortation to the youth of this place, and tereſting of all principles, that of ſelf
his ardent wiſhes for the perpetual peace preſervation.—There is not a man, there
and proſperity of the univer fity.
is not a beggar, in England, whoſe inter
enlarged on the propriety of the choice

The ſplendor of the appearance on this Beſt it is not to ſupport it. When Engliſh
occaſion, the harmony and decorum with
which the whole ceremony was conduct

men ſupport it not,
Chaos is come again.
ed, and the entertainment afforded to ſo
But, my friends, there is a malady
Polite and reſpectable an audience, by the which all the world is ſenſible is peculiar
exerciſes and orations of each day, re to England, and that is ſuicide. As the
fleet the higheſt honour on the prudence principle of publick credit is that of ſelf
of the magiſtrates, and abilities of the C preſervation, the ačt which deſtroys that
members of this diſtinguiſhed ſeat of principle muſt be ſuicide. It is in vain:
for any amongſt you to ſay, How can the
learning.
publick funds, be they good, bad, or in
From the West Minst s r. Journal. different, affect me?—I have nothing in
July 7.
them 2–I don't know a friend in the
HE French-threaten to invade us world, of mine, that has any thing. But

his majeſty has told us ſo—our go- D you have ; the very perſon who gives you
vernment ſeems to believe it—and the

moſt chriſtian king can do nothing, in the
preſent diſtreſs of his affairs, with us that
is half ſo ſenſible—Notwithſtanding all
thoſe appearances, I don't believe that a

bread, if he does not himſelf depend upon
the publick funds for his immediate ſup
port, depends upon ſome one or other who
does. If he who does, ſuffers in his for

tune, the perſon depending upon him muſt

Frenhman ever will, or can, in a hoſtile do the ſame, and you muſt conſequently
manner, ſet his foot on this iſland. But E be ruined.

I believe they will attempt it; and I br
lieve that, if our marine does not do its

Such is the ſcale of progreſſion in pub
lºck credit; when the upper link is un

duty, they will be able to land.
But, my friends, ſuppoſing they do not
land, and ſuppoſing they do land, how are

looſed, the whole is undone.

Britons to behave 2

whole tumbles of courſe. You are, my

I will take the firſt

As I ſaid

before, when the top ſtep of that mathe
matical ſtair-caſe is knocked down, the

F friends, to refle&t how near, how very
ſuppoſition.
Suppoſing them not to land, and that all near, the inroad ef a few banditti, in the
their preparations are only intended to year 1745, brought this precious gem to
diſtreſs our publick credit, they gain a the verge of ruin. It could have been
much greater end,
do not do your ſaved only upon the principle I now re
duty, by that, than if they did land. If commend to you.-That of ſelf-preſer
they do land, they muſt be deſtroyed; if vation.—The merchants of London ſaw
they do not land, they muſt deſtroy us, if G they themſelves muſt be ruined, if pub
any number amongſt you are faint heated lick credit was not ſupported; and upon
enough to imagine that their landirg can, the principle of ſelf-preſervation, and that
in any reſpect, ſhake that ſyſtem of pro principle only, ſome of them, who were
teſtant government, under which all of us far from being friends to the preſent eſta
enjoy every bleſſing that liberty can be biſhment, ceaſed to be its enemies.flow, or induſtry can purchaſe.
They united in a common effort—they
Publick credit, in England, at preſent, H ſupported the credit of their country, and
is built upon durable principles; and thereby they ſupported, they enriched, nay,
while thoſe principles ſubſiſt, as they hi they dignified themſelves.
therto have done, the games of Rome,
Having ſaid thus much upon the moſt
flavery, and hell, never can prevail againſt probable ſuppoſition, that the French ne
it. But it is upon principles alone what it ver can effect a deſcent upon: Great
ſubſiſts, and while thoſe principles cndure Britain, but that their even menacing it

i.

5
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may have an effect detrimental to our his country. . The man, who upon ſuch
publick credit, which every one amongſt an occaſion, ſhall plead the privilege of a
us ought to guard againſt; let me now title or a ribband, is a coward—is ſome.
proceed a little to examine the condućt thing worſe.
that every Briton ought to obſerve, in caſe
If, my friends and countrymen, ye are
(which I believe never will be the caſe) thus united, and thus determined, let the
thirty thouſand French were ačtually land A French land. Forego the barrier of the
td on the Britiſh ſhore.
ſea, and open the gates to invaſion. It
Other writers will tell you, contribute, will be the happieſt event that can happen
ſubſcribe, and aſſociate.

But for what

to yourſelves or your poſterity. Neither

To be ſure, to fight. I ſay, fight your we, nor they, will ever hear more of thoſe
ſelves. Every man who owes allegiance invaſion panicks, which have coſt this na
to his king and country, ought, upon ſuch tion upwards of thirty millions to guard
an emergency as an invaſion, not only to B againſt. The hopes of all the enemies to
hire other people to fight, but he ought to the preſent eſtabliſhment muſt then be de
feated, and firmneſs in government, with
fight himſelf, aye, in propria perſona.
This is not a diſpute about miniſters or unanimity in ſubjećtion, muſt then take
modes of government; it is a diſpute place. The courage of your brave an
about the exiſtence of our own liberties
ceſtors, upon many occaſions, got the ſtart
and properties, whether they ſhall be de of exerciſe and military diſcipline, when
ſtroyed, or whether they ſhall outlive the C fighting for all that they held dear, as
ambition and revenge of a people who men and Engliſhmen, Look into your
have often attempted to deſtroy both. hiſtory. When Charles I. with one of
Let us, in ſuch a conjunéture, imitate the the beſt veteran armies in Europe, had ad
Romans, who, whenever they were threat vanced as far as Brentford, againſt the
ened with a Gallick war, ſuperſeded all city of London, his progreſs was checked.
civil bufineſs, and each betook himſelf to —By whom?—By the ſhopkeepers and
his ſpear and his ſhield.
I
D apprentices of London, who thought their
My friends and countrymen, it is but liberties endangered. The criſis is far
sonce that this diſpute can happen; if you more alarming now, ſhould the threaten
behave manfully, you never can have oc ings of our enemies take place. But here
caſion to renew it. There is not in
I ſtop 5 to ſay more would be to diſtruſt
Great-Britain a denomination of party, your ſenſibility, and, to have ſaid leſs,
that is not intereſted to repel ſuch an inva would not have become a publick writer
fion: Jacobites themſelves, unleſs they are E at ſo alarming a jun&ture.
Thomas Touchit.
abſolutely infatuated, muſt draw their
£words in a quarrel that threatens them,
The following is an authentick Account of
as much as the moſt dutiſul of his ma
the great Preparations made on the coaſt
jeſty's ſubječts. In conqueſt there is no
of France, from Dieppe to Dunkirk, fºr
reſpect to parties. Look at your own
invading theſe Kingdoms, by an Eye
hiſtory. William, the Norman, had a
great party in England. Edgar Athe F wº witneſs.
N the 24th of laſt month, M.
ling was a pretender to the crown, and
d'Horrouville arrived at Havre de
had an undoubted right of blood. But
when William invaded and conquered, Grace, from Paris, to take on him the
what did theſe confiderations avail? No command of the expedition ; where he
thing : The whole property of England found but 30 of the flat-bottomed boats
was parcelled out amongſt his followers; finiſhed [Theſe boats were built at the
Engliſhmen were reduced to a ſtate of G king's docks, and in the baſon, and not
villenage, and would have been exter- . on the beach, as has been aſſerted, ſo that
minated, had it not been that they were it was impoſſible for any Engliſh captains
uſeful for hewing wood and carrying to have feen them only by reconnoitring]
and about 2 o more on the ſtocks.

water.

Theſe

Such, my friends and countrymen, muſt

boats are built of inch and half fir, by

be our fates, if we exert not ourſelves as

Mr. Bernan, who is eſteemed their beſt
H builder, for about 2coo livres per boat;

men. If we are invaded, the encourage
ment our enemies have, proceeds from their
opinion of our diviſions.

Let us unite

and he has contračied to build so more by
the middle of September, which he thinks

Let our great'men ſee that they ſhall be

he ſhall not be able to complete within the

ſupported, and make the commonalty ſen

time. There is nothing more in the con

fible, that there is no man in England too

ſtruction of theſe boats, than is common

great, to draw a ſword in defence of

to the paſſage boats on the Seine; for

4.

which

-

-

º
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Efficacy of the Bark in theday;Delirium
but finding the next morning, that

which uſe, if the expedition fails, they

will be ſold to the beſt bidder. On this
day there was no camp, and only the com
'mon garriſon, which, with the troops

he
had ſlept well the preceding night, and
that his pulſe continued quiet, º

no

more than 74 ſtrokes in a minute, he was
cantoned in the adjacent towns, conſiſted allowed to get up in the evening, to have
his bed made, and I ſhould have thought
of no more than eight battalions.
June 26. At Dieppe there were no A him well, had not every appearance of a
flat-bottomed boats, but ſeveral of their critical ſuppuration been ſtill warting. On
ſmall coaſting veſſels then lay rotting, for this account I thought him to be very lia

want of hands to work them, and with

ble to a return of his fever; and therefore,

only their ordinary garriſon. At Bou

when early the next morning I was in
formed, that he had been without any

logne and Calais, there was no appearance

ſleep, and quite delirious the whole night,
“of an enemy . And, in the beginning of B 1 was not greatly alarned, as thinking
July, Dunkirk was likewiſe deſtitute of he had a feveriſh paroxyſm, to which the
of any hoſtile proceedings, no fear ſhewn

º

flat-bottomed boats, and no camp to de
"fend it, in caſe of a fiege or bombardment;
and in the garriſon, and the adjacent town,
“were fifteen battalions only cantoned.

bark would probably put an end. When

I ſaw him that morning, I ſound him very

delirious; but, to my great ſurprize,
quite free from all kind of fever whatever,
At this place, indeed, they were buſy in his pulſe then being as calm as it had been
completing two men of war of 40 guns, C the preceding day: In this condition he
two of 30, and one of 20, that were to remained all that day, and the following
take zooo forces on board, to be com night; nothing, that was attempted to
manded by M. Thuro', late of the Belle relieve him, having done him the leaſt
iſle privateer, on an expedition to the ſervice; on the contrary, his delirium in
northward, ſuppoſed either to Scotland or creaſed ſo much, as to make it very diffi
the north of Ireland, where he was laſt cult for the attendants to keep him in bed.
rear.

This is the whole of the armament D The next morning he was much as he

that has been ſo much exaggerated and

expatiated on for ſome time paſt.”

had been the day before ; his imagination
continuing greatly diſturbed, and he at
times laughing, and playing antic tricks,
and uſing geſtures the moſt oppoſite to

An Account of an extraordinary Caſe of the
Efficacy of the Bank in the Dilirium of a his common demeanour when well; and
Fever. By Nicholas Munckley, M. D. which ; tho' the pulſe had not been ſo
Phyſician to Guy’s-Hoſpital, and F. R. S. E perſe&tly quiet, had more the appearance
(See before, p. 373.)
of a mania, than of the delirium of a ſe
N Sunday the fifth of March, I was ver. In this unhappy ſituation there was
ſent for to a gentleman of about but one thing which ſeemed ikely to bring
30 years of age, who had been for ſome the affair to a ſpeedy determination. This
days ill of a fever. I found him with a it was proper to attempt, tho’ the indica
degree of heat conſiderably above what tions for it were very obſcure, and the
was natural, and with a pulſe rather low, F event perfectly uncertain. On recoilećting
but quick, and beating, as meaſured by the time of this delirium's coming on,
a flop-watch, about an hundred ſtrokes in which was about 36 hours aſter the pulſe
a minute. In this ſituation he continued, had grown quiet ; and perceiving that one
without any remarkable alteration, for the glaſs of the water which had been made
two following days; and, from the ap in the night, was thick, and ſeemed diſ
pearance of this diſeaſe, I imagined that poſed to drop a ſediment, there was ſome
it would not be ſpeedily terminated. On G reaſon to ſuſpect, and indeed to hope,
Wedneſday, the third day of my ſeeing that tho' the pulſe had been perfeótly calm
him, I found him, however, much better,

during the whole time of the delirium,

there was ſomething of the fever ſtill at
the bottom of this complaint. From theſe
minute ſlower tkan it had been the day indications, obſcure as they were, it was
hefore. On this alteration ſo much in his
judged proper to make a trial of the bark;
favour, it might have been thought he H which was accordingly ordered to be taken
was growing well, had it not been, that immediately, and to be repeated every
there was no appearance, either by ſweat two hours. This method ſucceeded be
or urine, or on the ſkin, by which it yond what could have been imagined ;
could be imagined the diſeaſe was per inſomuch, that it was obſervable, even by
ſectly judged. On this account no alte the attendants of this gentleman, that
ration was made in the treatment that his mind came evidently more and mº
his heat being conſiderably abated, and
his pulſe being more than 20 ſtrokes in a

7
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to itſelf after every doſe; and in the even For my own part, I can ſafely-declare,
ing, after he had taken fix drachms, his that in near ten years experience of it in
urine grew thick, and dropta lateri.ious Guy's hoſpital, during which time I find
ſediment ; and, excepting the weakneſs I have given it on different occaſions, to
naturally conſequent on ſuch violent emo above 500 patients in that houſe only, I
tions as he had undergone, both of mind never, from the moſt accurate obſervation
and body, he was as well as ever he had AI could make, ſaw it do any harm, or
been in his life. He hath repeated the bank bring on any bad ſymptom, even in caſes
at proper intervals, as is uſual afer inter where it d d not ſucceed according to the
mitting fevers, and continues to this day inter:tion for which it was ordered ; and
(which I thought worth remaſking) in
perfectly well.
The uſe of the bark, in the moſt irre.

chronical caſts, even in thoſe where the

gular intermittent diſorders, is very hap

bark had been by many thought the moſt

pily ſo well known in this iſland, that it B prejudicial, when, on the coming on of
might perhaps have been thought needleſs
to have recited any caſe meerly in confir
mation of this practice; and I am too
well aware of the inſufficiney of every
thing, but a number of fa&ts, on which to
found any philoſophical truth, to preſume

an intermittent ſever, the bark hath been

neceſſary to cure this ſecondary diſeaſe,
the original diſtemper hath gone on, ac
cording to the beſt judgment I could form
of it, exačtly in the ſame manner as it
would have done had the bark never been

to reſt any thing on one ſingle inſtance C given.
only. But the caſe above related is of ſo
very extraordinary a kind, as to make it
worthy of being mentioned, both on its
own account, and for that analogy, which
being found by experience to ſubſiſt be

A Deſcription of Havre de Grace.
Mith a fine PLAN thereºf, and of its
Harbour, &c.
A VRE de Grace is fituated in the

tween diſeaſes, affords the ſureſt method
Pays de Caux, 18 leagues from
of reaſoning on practical ſubjects. The D Rouen, and the ſame dittance from
two remarkable circuinſ'ances of this caſe

Dieppe, on the point of a large valley

are, the delirium's coming on, and con gained from the ſta, at the mouth of the
tinuing, without any exacerbation of the river Seine, in N. lat. 49. 30. E. long.
pulſe; and the bark's proving ſo ſpeedy from London 10 min. In 1509, the place
and effectual a remedy, tho' given at a where Havie now ſtands was only a vil
time when there was no appearance of any lage inhabited by fiſhermen. The pre
emiſſion of the ſymptom which it was E ſent town was begun to be built in 1516,
intended to remove. It hath been thought, by M. de Chillon, vice-admiral of France,

that a quick pulſe is ſo effential to the defi

who purchaſed from the inhabitants of

nition of a ſever, as to be a pathognomonic

the neighbouring village of Ingouville,
the ground on which he built the fortifi
cations of the place, the jetties which

ſymptom of it. But experience is againſt

this notion; perhaps the preſent caſe is a
proof of the contrary however this be, form the entrance of the harbour, and
there have not been wanting inſtances, in F the other outworks. The town is forti
which, towards the end of a fever, the

fied by four baſtions, viz. the baſtions of

pulſe has grown quiet, without the abate St. André, St. Adleſſe, La Muſique, the
ment of any other ſymptom, and the pa Capuchin baſtion, and five half moons.
tient has generally lain comatoſe, and The firſt of theſe commands the entry of
with the appearance of one, who hath the harbour, and the little road ; but it.
taken a large quantity of opium. Galen, is in effect only half a baſtion, having
in the third book of the preſages of the G only one flank and one orillon. The

pulſe, mentions this ſymptom, and pro

baſtion of St. Adreſſe commands one ſide

nounces it to be almoſt a fatal ſign : And
the ſame thing hath happened in more in

ſea. The baſtion of La Muſique com

ſtances than one, which have come to my

mands the Ingouville gate, the cauſeway,

of the little road and a molaſs near the

knowledge. May not then the above re and the great morals. The Capuchin
cited caſe lead to this uſeful enquiry, baſtion flanks the great moraſs, and the
whether in fevers of every kind, when H citadel. The ramparts of the town, which
the pulſe is quiet, the bark is not proper are continued from the baſtion of St.
to be given, and likely to prove a rene Adleſſ- to that of the Capuchins, are
dy? In this caſe it proved abſolutely ſuch; planned with a double row of elms. On
and that it is at leaſt a ſafe medicine in

the weſt, the town is bounded by the

all ſuch caſes, in which any pračii ioner

quays built aiong the habour, and on the

of experience or judgmen would ever
think of giving it, is now certainly kuown.

eaſt ſtands the citadel, which
-
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the town and that part of the ſhore which large, and of a conſiderable height, vault
lies on the eaſt fide of the Seine. It is a
ed and bomb proof, with a beautiful plat
regular ſquare, confiſting of four baſtions form at top, planted with cannon for the
and three half-moons, with a ditch and

defence of the mouth of the harbour.

It

advanced ditch quite round it. The was buih in the year 1 ºzo. In this tower
ramparts are of a confiderable height. is the chain which ſhuts up the haibour
The ditches, as well as thoſe of the town, A every night, to hinder veſſels from enter
are filled, on occaſion, with ſea water, ing in at their pleaſure. All the mer
by means of ſluices.
chants ſhips that arrive at Havre, depoſit
The town of Havre is divided into two
their gunpowder in it, when they enter
parts : The largeſt of which, towards the harbour.
the weſt, is called the diviſion of Notre
When a veſſel appears before the har
Dame, and the other, towards the eaſt, bour, a coaſting pilot is ſent to bring her
that of St. Francis. They are ſeparated in. Of theſe ſeveral are kept at the king's
from one another by a part of the har expence, who are perfectly acquainted
bour, the baſon, and the arſenal for the with the poſition of the banks of land,
marine. The turning bridge forms the and rocks which lie before the harbour.
entrance into the baſon, and a commu The great road is two good leagues from
nication between the two parts of the the harbour, and lies weſt-ſouth weſt from
town.

The diviſion of Notre Dame is

Cape la Heve. It extends a whole league

an irregular ſquare; that of St. Francis a C from north to ſouth, and is twelve fa hom
trapezium : And the two together form a deep at high, and between eight or nine
kind of irregular pentagon. The ſtreets at low water. In the year 1690 the whole
are wide and ſtraight, but badly paved, French fleet lay at anchor there for ſeve
excepting the principal ſtreet and the ral days. The little road is but half a
quays. The houſes are of wood, ex league from the harbour, and lies ſuth
cept ſome built ſince 1719, which, in ſouth eaſt of Cape la Heve. It is of a
conſequence of a new regulation made at D ſquare form, extending about a quarter
that time, have fronts of ſtone or of brick. of a league every way.
There are but two churches in the town,

The baſon is relerved for the king's

thoſe of Notre Dame and St. Francis.

ſhips of war--- Of theſe it can contain
five and twenty or thirty ; and ſhips of

There is one convent of Capuchin Monks,
and another of the order of St. Francis.
There is alſo a convent of Urſuline nuns.

fixty guns can enter it; for in high tides

the water riſes in it eighteen French feet,
Some time ago the Eaſt India company E which is more than mine:een of ours.

had a tobacco manufactory here. The

There is a good ſluice for cleaning this

harbour of Havre is within the walls of

baſon, by means of the water of the town
ditches. At the end of the baſon flands
the arſenal for the marine between the di
viſion of Notre Dame and that of St.

the town, and can contain more than 300
veſſels at once.

It lies eaſt north eaſt and

ſouth ſouth weſt. In the higheſt tides the

The Francis. The entry into it lies near the
entrance is formed by two jetties of ſtone. F harbour, and the turning bridge ; and the

water riſes in it near twenty feet.

At the mouth of the harbour are three

other extremity is near the baition de la

fluices to flop the water in the ditches of Muſique. The docks for building the
the town, and let it out when there is oc

king's ſhips are at the bottom of this ar

caſion to clean the harbour.

ſenal.

The har

bour of Havre has a particular advantage

Havre is one of the fix departments or
over not only the other ſea-ports of Nor arſenals general for the marine of the
mandy, but thoſe of the whole kingdom, G kingdom.
which is, that the water in it doth not

The moſt conſiderable manufaşture car

begin to ebb, at leaſt ſenſibly, till three

ried on at Havre is that of coarſe lace.

hours after full tide; inſomuch that fleets, Formerly this town employed 10c veſſels
of 1zo ſail have often been obſerved to in the cod fithery; but for ſeveral years
go out of it in one tide, even with the paſt they have applied more to the Weſt

wind againſt them. This effect is gene India trade. The French are ſenſible of
rally aſcribed to the impetuofity with H the advantages ariſing from its ſituation,
which the Seine croſſes the mouth of the

harbour, as ſoon as the ſea begins to re
tºe,
confining
water inbe the
harbour
till the
force of the
its current
ſpent.
w"

The tower of Francis I. ſtands at the

mouth of the harbour ; It is round, very
July, 1759.

for foreign commerce and domeſtick trade,
and ſpare no expence in keeping the har
bour and road in proper order ; but, ac

cording to Mr. Belidor, an able engineer
of that nation, they have hitherto pro
ceeded on wrong plans.
3 C

Deri
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order that the remedies maybe pointed out.
Derivation of the Word Culp R1T.
I R Edward Coke ſays, our books of
reports and ſtatutes in antient time,

Perhaps, the moſt imitſu ſource of

depravity in this land, is the ſcandalous

Poſtitution to be ſeen in almoſt every paſt

of this great City; an evil that cauſes and
difference betwixt the writing and pro multiples every other ſpecies of wicked.
nouncing that language; alto, that the Ancis. Pleaſures of this kind, if they deſerve
legal ſenſe ought not to be changed.—I the name, are commonly ſupported by traud
believe there is not any word in any lan and rapine, and every act of injuſtice,
were written in French, and obſerves the

guage more corrupted, or applied with
greater impropriety, than the word Culprit.

Loſs of health, diſeaſe, diſtreſs in fami

lies, are the uſual conſequences. The

grand inſtruments of this iniquity are the
firſt ſeducers; for the unhappy wretches,
guilty or not guilty of the indictment; if B when ſeduced, are compelled, in a man
he anſwers not guilty, the clerk of the ner, to continue that bad courſe of life,
arraignments replies Culprit, which it is from an impoſſibility almoſt of ſubſiſting
ſaid is fom Cup priff, and Culp priſi tom in any other. A highwayman is a ſaint,
Culpabiliſ, and Prºſo, and fignifies guil compared to that man who firſt ruined an
After indictment read againſt the pri
ſoner at the bar, he is aſked whether he is

ty already. What! are our laws ſo ſe
vere, or the procedure ſo prepoſterous as

innocent creature, and then turns her looſe

like a wild beaſt on the publick.

He has

to declare a perſon guily becauſe he hath C not only endangered, to the higheſt de
pleaded not guilty, and before the proſe gree, the temporary and eternal welfare of
cutors are called on their recognizances

to give evidence, and afterwards to aſk
him how he will be tried ?

the unhappy creature, but has likewiſe
extended and promoted the intereſt of fin,
by laying a ſnate for the deſtruction of

Etymologies are a neceſſary part of many others. The firſt ſeducer is juſtly
grammar; by them we arrive at the prº chargeable with all the complication of
marv ſignification of terms, but if far D wickedneſs that the abandoñed female
fetched they become ridiculous. How commits herſelf, and likewiſe with all the
many, Dilton and Buin not excepted, fin which ſhe may be the alluring occaſion
have tortured themſelves with the word and initivunent of in others.
Culprit, a plain corruption from the French
Now, Sir, to prevent, as far as poſſ

Qu'il paroit? The officer of the count

ble, this great ſource of perdition, I

would propoſe, that human laws ſhould
ſays to the priſoner, guilty or not guilty
If the priſoner ſays guilty, his confeſſion E be enacted agreeably to the law enaëled
is recorded ; if he anſwers not guilty, the by divine authority among the Jews;
the office, ſays Culprit, whereas he ought namely, if a man entice a maid that is not

to ſay ºil paroit; i, c. make it appear,
or let iſ appear, if thou art not guilty.

betratºeſ, and lie with her, he ſhall ſard;
endow her to be his wife.—If her fati.r
utterſ, reſiſe to give her unto him, he ſhall

Culprit is evidently a corruption of Qu'il
parºit, which is pure French, and bids Pºy mºney according to the dowry of vir
the priſoner plead for himſelf, and make F guns - Exodus xxii. 16, 17.
his innocence appear. Culprit hath ma
A man who ſeduces a virgin ought ei.
nifeſty changed the legal ſenſe or true ther to marry or portion her : This law
reading, and a falſe one, which ought to is actually put in execution in ſome coun
be

exploded, hath been admited. Com

mon reaſon, common humanity, and fi
milarity of found evince this.

tries. If ºne man be already married,
and likewiſe too poor to portion her, he
ſhould be puniſhed in the ſevered manner.

G This laſt caſe would not very often hap
Pen; for it is well known, that gentlemen

To the A U T H O R, &c.
S I R,

are moſt commonly the firſt ſeducers.—

HAT political and private happineſs
are invariably connected with reli

who deprive others of the means of ſub

gion and virtue, is a ſelf evident propoſi

ſiſting, ſhould be compelled to ſupport

T
tion.

What can be more juſt, than that theſe

As morals decline, ſo will the

them.–Till our ſtreets are free from pro

health, courage, and publick ſpirit of a

ſtitutes we ſhall never have morals; and

nation decline alſo.

Above all, the fa

without morals, we cannot have happineſs.

vour of God, without which nothing can
exiſt, much leſs proſper, will only accom
pany ſuch as love and obey him ; thoſe
whom God delights in muſt be happy;

[The great number of proſtitutes, of

thoſe whom he dete its muſt he miſerable.

That the morals of this nation are very
ortunt, is, alas! but two viſible.

Let

I am, &c.

which London alone reckons at leaſt ten
thouſand, proceeds from the little regard

which has been had to preſerve to women
thoſe means of

their ſex.

ſubſiſtence which become

If a young woman has a gen

1759.

Arvices from the E A ST-IND I E S

teel, ſh education ard a ſmall fortune, ſhe
ſtands upon the brink of deſtruction :

387.

fuſed a large contribution fiom the king
of Tanjeur, he attacked the king in his

And even if the is deſirous, ſhe ſcarcely
knows what trade to put herſelf to, in
order to be out of the way of temptation.

capital, and in 50 hours had made a prac
ticable breach ; but was obliged to Ictreat
for want of proviſions, which were cut off
For, excepting two or three trades, by the Tanjou, ines, whoſe whole force
which women ſtill retain, all the reſt are A conſiſts of about five or ſix thouſand ca

We have, after the

valry ; and whom M. de Lally had deſ

French faſhion, men mantuamakers, men
miliners, men ſtaymakers, men ſhoema.
kers for women’s ſhoes, men haircutters

engroſſed by men.

voy to the people that were bringing pro
viſions. The Danes of Tranquebar ſy,

for women's hair, &c. and, very likely, in
time, we ſhall have ſempſtreſſes, laun
dreſſes, and clear ſtarchers of the ſame
ſex.

Such abounding of lewdneſs, and fur
feiting of proſtitution, as prevail at pre
ſent, do in fººt tend to increaſe the more

pied too much, and ſo had "left no con

the French loſt near zoo men in the ex

pedition; but the French them elves ſay
B they loſt only fifty. In the mean time
the Engliſh withdrew the greateſt part of
their European ſoldier; from Tichenopoly,
leaving only about 4o under the command
of captain Smith. M. de Lally then

unnatural vices, inſtead of preventing
them, as is vulgarly, tho' erroneouſly
ſuppoſed.

And the hiſtory of all nations,

cantoned his men ſo as to ſiraiten Madraſs;
C

from the former tin.s down to the pre
ſent, confirms this aſſertion. Antient
Greece and Rome, and modern England,
to mention no more, have furniſhed too

and as the rains begin in September,
he was then ºbliged to ſuſpend all further
operations till January, when it was thous ºt
he would march directly to M. d.ſ.
Major Ford ſailed from Calcutta, and
landed near Vizagapatam, with 4 or sco
men, in order to make a diverſion in the e

many examples in proof of this point :
Ard reaſon itſelf ſhould tell us, that it is

parts, that the French in Golcond night
with this, as with all other depraved ap- D not be able to ſend aſſiſtance to M. de
petites, where ſurfeiting and ſatiety are Lally. M. de Buſſy, on this, haſtened
inducements to ſeek out leſs natural ways back to Gcleonda to take the command
of gratification. See Tucker's joy on of the troops there, which, in his ab ence,
trade.]

had been under the command of Mr. Law.

Some further Particulars from the E A st

This Law is nephew to the fan.ous Law,
author of the Miſſiſpi ſcheme.

I N D E s.

(See p. 336.)

HEN M. de Lally marched againſt
fort St. David's, he found only
ſome Blacks in the out-works, tho’ there

were in the fort itſelf about 7co Europe
ans.

Theſe Blacks ran into the fort cn

the firſt appearance of an attack from the
French. M. de Lally, judging from this,
that no vigorous reſiſtance could be made,
did not give his people the trouble of
making regular approaches, but ordered
the place to be bombarded. This ruin
ed the wells; and having killed a very
few people, the reit thought proper to
cpen the gates, and admit the victor, ſub
mitting to what terms he thought proper.

M. de Lally then propoſed to have march
ed againſt Madraſs, but was diſſuaded
from it by M. de Buſſy, whom he had
ſent for from Goiconda, and to whom he

E.

The B 1 R D of Passack, 1749.

G ROWN fick of crowds and noiſe,
J.

To peaceful rural joys

Good Belmont from the town retires,
Miſs Harriet ſeeks the ſhade,

And looks the country maid,

And artfully his taſte admires.
Their ſympathizing themes
Of lawns, and ſhades, and ſtreams,

Were all they ſung, and all they ſaid;
The muſick ſweet he finds

Of well-according minds,

And loves the perfe & rural maid.
His honeſt pure deſires,
Not fed by vicious fires,

Suggeſt to ſpeak his fame betimes :
But, ſcarce his paſſion known,

This Pºge. Bird is flown
To warmer air, and brighter clines.
From ſhades to crowded rooms,
From flow’rs to dead perfumes—

brought the Cordon rouge from the king.
ſeaſon calls—ſhe muſt away :
M. de Buffy was of opinion, that *H The
'Tis then alone ſhe livºs,
ought firſt to attack all the remote poſts
When ſhe in riot gives
where the Engliſh had garriſons; and ſo
To rºuts the night, to ſleep the day.
cutting off our forces piece meal, Madraſs
He follows her enrag d,
might fall an eaſy ſacrifice. M. de Lal
And finds her deep engag'd
ly, upon this, propoſed to attack Triche At crafty Crib and brazen Brºg He hears her betting high,
nopoly, where the Engliſh had a garri
He ſees her ſlur the die—
ſon of about 4co European . But in the
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Lord H. O. W. E.'s M I NU E T.
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Fritſ'fº

gº ‘. . ºf
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To the Memory of R. west, Eſt; who did

The Dying Rake's Soliloquy : Aſtered ºrd

at Popes in Hertfordſhire, June 1, 1742,
afer a tediºui Indiſpºſition.

eraged from the Univerſal viſiter, Nº ill,
p 40. By Dr Barth lomew.
the ſever of youth, ev'ry pulſe in a
[fame;
flatne j
Regard eſs of forture, cf health, and of
Gay pieaſure my aim, and profuſion my

VV H

L E ſurfeited with life, each hoary
knave

-

Grows here immortal, and eludes the grave;
Thy virtues prematurely met their fate,

Cramp'd in the limits of too ſhort a date :

Is

pride,

Succeſſ e trial ill refin'd thy ſoul,
And plaſtick patience perfeded the whole.

No vice was untaſted, no wiſh was deny'd,
Grown headſtrong and haughty, capricious
[flrain;
and vain,
Not decency aw’d me, nor laws could rt

A friendly aſpect, not ſuborn d by art ;
An eye, which look'd the meaning of the

Tho' tir"d, not fated ; in ſunſhine I ſlept :

Thy intnd, not exercis'd ſo oft in vain,

In health was gentle, and compos'd in pain,

The vigils of Comº's and Verus I kep',

tº aught,

All my appe ites pail'd, I no pleaſure enjoy'd,

A tºngue, with ſimple truth and reedom
The faithful ince» of thy honeſt thought.

Exceſs made 'em taſte ieſs, their frequency
[gave way,
cloy'd.
When my health, and my fortune, to riot

heart i

Thy pen diſdain d to ſeek the ſerviſe ways

Of part ai cºnfore, and more pºrtial praiſe;
Thro' ev'ry toº sue it fl w” d in nervous caſe,
W. h ſenſe to poliſh, or with wi' to pleaſe :
No lurking venom from thy pencil fell,
Thile was the kindeſt ſatile, living well.
The vain, the looſe, the baſe, m, 4ht wiſh

And my parts, and my vigour, felt total
decay;

[i.e.,

The doćtors were ſent for, who greedy ºf
Engag"d that their ſkill ſhould remove the
[was weigh'd,
diſeaſe ;
With jocks moſt important each ſymptom

[ſhºuld be.
to ſee,
In what thou wert, what they themſelves
let me not charge on Providence a crime,

And the face of preſcription full gravelſ
[to a lath,
was play'd.

Who ſnatch'd the blooming to a better clime;

My carcaſe was ſent to the vultures of Bºh.
When drench'd and well drain’d by the fºr

To raiſe thoſe virtues to a higher ſphere,
Virtues, which only cou’d have ſtarv'd thce
here.

Reduc’d by their arts, and quite worn
[rive air.
culty there,
Ali the hope that remain'd was to try ".
tº-a---
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Scarce a doit in my purſe, or a drop in my
veiºs,
[my remains ;
To my oid mortgag’d houſe they convey'd
No friend to affift, no relation to grieve,
And ſcarcely a bed my bare bones to receive;
With ſolitude curs'd, and tormented with

And the more that I ſtruggle, am tangled
the more.

pain,

Over hills and high mountains full far
have I been ;
[I ſeen :
Fine affemblies, in fine towns, full oft have

Diſtemper'd my body, diſtraćted my brain.
Thus from folly to vice, and from vice to
the grave,

By the banks of reugh Severn, by ſmooth

I fink, of my paſſions the viðim and ſlave.
No longer debauch, or companions deceive,
But alarm'd at the vengeance, I'd fain diſ
believe ;
With horrors forehoding, deſponding I lie,
Tho' tir"d of living, yet dreading to die.

[I came.

gliding Thame,

Thro' gay London damſels, right heart-free
But, unweeting loon, who weft-way did roam!
I had ſtill been ſecure, had I bided at home :
Now with love of dear Nancy my heart
runneth o'er i
[the more.

And the more that I flrive, I am tangled
When lonely I wander, my flock goes

Parody of the Soliloquy in HAM Let.
O hunt, or not to hunt
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In a cool poplar ſhade, near a ſlow run
ning flream,
[his theme :
The ſhepherd thus warbled, and love was
While I ſtrive to be free, I am limed all o'er,

that is the

aſtray;
[away :
While I fondly fit wiſhing, ſwift time flies

ueſtion

whether 'tis prudent in the ſou!, to ſuffer
The pangs of ſelf-denial, or to urge

With ſwift flying time all nature is born ;

With inthus' aſtick rage and bold defiance

The laſſes all lovely, the lads all love-lorn 1

The tap d chace 2–To hurt—to ride—
No more ; and by that ride to ſay we fly
From thought, that-cankerworm to gay

The jaſmin, the roſe, and the carnation dye,
And my brighter Nancy muſt withering lye
Full fain would I guard thee thro' life, my
[ſhow’r.

ſweet flow'r?

defines,

And ſhelter thee ſafe from the wind and the

From cares that feed upºn the lamp of life,
"Tis a fruition devoutly to be wiſh'd.

Mºitten at Tunbridge Wells, on Miſs Temple,
afterward Lady Lyttelton, " by Mr. Con

To hunt--to ride - to ride perchance to fall;
Ay, tº cre's the rub

greve.

For in the mºd purſuit what fails may come,

Never printed before,
1.

When ev'ry hound each hardy finew ſtrains,

And ev'ry breeze conveys enraptºring ſounds,
Muſt give us pauſt 2–There's the reſpect,
That gives the fatal blow to promis'd joys,
That taints with baleful blight each bloom
ing hope.
Who would forego this madneſs of delight i
Who, without pain could hear a chace de
ſcrib'd,
Or filent fit while others boaſt their feats,

L*. leave the drawing-room,
Where flow'rs of beauty us’d to bloom;
The nymph that's fated to o'ercome,
Now triumphs at the wells.

Her ſhape, and air, and eyes;
-

Her face, the gay, the grave, the wiſe,
The beau, in ſpite of box and dice,
Acknowledge all excels,

-

When he himſelf might mount the neighing
ſited,
[roof
And urge the ſprightly chace Beneath a
who would wear out the tedious, doleful day,

Oppreſs'd with diſcontent and dire remorſe 2

But that the dread of fall precipitate,
That unknown field, where, deſtitute of aid,
with thiver'd limb he haply may repent

2.

Ceaſe, ceaſe, to aſk her name,
The crowned Muſes nobleſt theme,
Whoſe glory by immortal fame
Should only ſounded be.
But if you long to know,
Then look round yonder dazzling row,
Who moſt does like an angel ſhow
You may be ſure 'tis ſhe,

His forward zeal and fury uncontroul’d,
See near thoſe ſacred

ºins,

Puzzles the will ; and makes us rather pine
In hurnble cell, than ſeek for diſtant joys

Where pain and death th' advent'rous hun
ter wait.

But hark——

The hunter's notes, on Zephyr's pinion borne,
Affail my ears
Already Phoebus gilds the mountain top.
Great Phoebus, patron of the hunting crew,
Propitious ſmile, and vaniſh ev'ry doubt .

which cure to fell diſeaſes brings,
(As ancient fame cf Ida fings)
Three goddeſſes appear !
Wealth, glory, two poſſeſt;
The third with charming beauty bleſt,
So fair, that heav'n and earth confeſt

She conquer'd ev'ry where.
Like her, this

charter now,

Makes ev'ry love-fick gazer bow ;

A Ball. An in the Scottiſh Taſte.
H E laſs of the weſt was witty and free,
Her looks gay and winning, her
eyne full of glee ;
The lads all around lovely Nancy did wooe,
But none lov’d like Willie, like Willie ſo true!
5

Nay, ev’n old age her pow'r allow,
And baniſh'd flames recal.

wealth can no trophy rear,
Nor glory now the garland wear;
To beauty ev'ry Paris here

Devotes the golden ball.
Ball as
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Baltar II, after Recorciliation.

the Month of May, 1758

Written in

(See our lift,

I have try’d to remove it in vain, ,
But it bleeds and remains as before;
Then to Daphne I ſull muſt complain,

P. 334.)
r.

NC E more, O ye Muſes, my

-

*

I dare venture to move it no more.
8.

ſong

Other beautiful nymphs there are ſound

To Daphne directs the love ſtrain ;
Come help me, dear virgins, along,

And your Collin ſhall ſweetly complain.
Now the winter is paſt, and the ſpring
Adorns with new beauties the grove ;
And ev'ry blith bird on the wing

who have try'd Colin's heart to allure;
But the eyes that inflićted the wound
Can alone give the balſam to cure.

Other Shepherds fair Daphne may find,
With more riches, more art, and defign,

Who will flatter her perſon and mind;

I roclaims 'tis the ſeaſon of love.

But their Love is not equal to mine.

*.
º

Thro' the meadows and groves as I ſtray,
What verdure, what bloſſoms appear !
Yet theſe have their ſeaſons in May,
... But Daphne chirms all thro’ the year.
Ev'ry flow'r that enant is the mead,

Ev'ry bird of the muſical kind,
Nay the innocent lambs as they feed,
Bring ſomething of Daphne to mind.

ANA car on, OD E iii. imitated.

2

T

Microyvºrſº; woº' agai;, &c.
WAS at the gloomy midnight hour,
When ſleep's great God exerts his
pow'r,

When weary'd ſwains their eyelids cloſe,
And ſoothe their limbs with foſt repoſe,
I heard a rapping at my door,

anº, harmleſly play,
Or attend to the waſ bling throng,
I think how goºd hunour’d and gay
She fings or ſmiles all the day long :

Such as I ſcarce had heard before.

Yet the turtle's ſoft voice when I hear,
So ſweetly bemoaning his ſtate,
The mournful ſound thrilis thro' my ear,

“ A luckleſs boy has loft his way,

"While I view the

And I think on my own cruel ſate.
4.

But hark—from a neighbouring ſpray
The "mocking bird raiſes his itrains;
He bids me chear up and be gay,
To forget, for a while, my love pains.
As he ſwe!!s his melodious throat

Far beyond ev'ry ſongſter with wings,
So my muſe ſhall excel her own note,
When of Love and of Daphne ſhe ſings.

wrºtºnis

the field,
And the da fies that bluſh thro' the grove,
In beauty an ºf agrance muſt yield
To the hreith and thg buff of my love.

For the

With her b ,ſom the

f

Who is't, ſaid I, dares break my ſleep,
And at my door ſuch noiſes keep *

When Cupid, ſhiv'ring, ſcarce cou’d ſay,
O haſte, my friend, and open, pray :
You need not fear, I mean no ill ;

To hurt I have nor pow'r, nor will ;
This diſmal live-long night, in vain,
1've wander'd o'er the fireary plain,

Half ſtarv'd with cold, wet thro' wit
rain l’’

with pity mov’d, I heard his moan
Then ſtruck a light, and gat me down :
In haſte I let him in, when lo 1
His hand ſuſtain’d a ſilver bow ;

A pair of ſhining wings he wore,
And at his back a quiver bore.
As ſoon as I a fire had made,

My little gueſt I to it led ;
I warm'd his fingers with my own,
For cold they felt as any ſtone;

Then wip'd, and wrung, with friendly tart,

compare :

Happy flow'r, the H devoted to reſt;
But it quickly wou'd die in diſpair,
Were it not for the mole on her breaſt.
6.

The wet out of his dripping hair.
Soon as the thankleſs elf was warm,

And found that he had got no harm,

“ Let's try, ſaid he, I ſain would know,
Whether the wet has hurt my bow :

Fo cliſh flow'r flill your triumph is vain ;
For the ſpºt on that raviſhing part

Then from his quiver choſe with ſpeed

Diſcovers th– whiteneſs raore plain,

A ſhaft predeſtin'd for the deed :
so ſtrong his filver bow he drew,

And there Cupid ſtands ſhaking his dirt :
There—In rvaving depotment he ſtands.
Like a champion, to guard the dear Prize;

And love's poiſon he holds in his hands,
For his arrows he dips in her eyes.

}

S3 ſwift the fatal arrow flew,

it pierc'd my liver thro' and thro’.
He ſkipp'd and danc'd about the room,

And fºering cry’d, “come, landlord, “”
And as a friend rejoice with me,

From her eyes once

.# arrow there flew,

And it pie, c'd to my tendereſt part ;
For believe me, dear ſhepherds, 'tis true,
It remains ſtill faſt fix’d in my heart.

That I from ev’ry harm am free
I ſaſe indeed have kept my bow,
But you ſhali rue its being ſo.”

G. S.
Hor Act,

* Thºre are not a great number of ſinging bird, in Nºrth-America, but the Mocking Bird it a
native of that climate, and is perhaps the fireſ; ſinging bird in the world. The wild erº ºftº:
all the night long, at well as the day and frºzuently aſ pear f clºcated with their own nº
irds, frcº
w
they frºm to jump and dance in time to the muſick ºf them. 7ty are called Mocking

"...#

-.

-

* iſ faming toº ock and turn into rid cul, ºvery bird they bear ; ſo that they may jºjº
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With her a bald Fumbler once romp'd at
Horac E., Book iii. Opr ix.

that rate,

-

pate ;

-

Full-hair'd he departed, with hers on his
Aſ Dialºgue betwixt the Poet and Lydi A.

And toothleſs another, with ſtrenuous kiſs

*.

Transferr'd a whole ſet from her mouth into
Iłor.

HILE Horace pleas'd, and none
e'er preſs'd
with dearer arms that ſnowy breaſt ;

his.

But Gripus gallants her the frugalleſt way,
In the morning c'er dreſt, ſo no damage to

Not Perſia's king, in all his ſtate,

Pay.

Was half ſo happy, half ſo great.

Written at the End of a Cºpy of the Bible in the

2.

Patican.

Lyd, while you your Lydia held ſo dear,
That Chloe yeu'd ſcarce name with her;
Then who but me

HIC liber ºff in quo quarrit ſua dºgmata quiſ;

ſo bright a fame

at?; in quo reperit dogmata quiſ?; Jua.

As mine, ne'er grac'd great Ilia's name.
Engliſhed.
fºr. I’m Chloe's

nºw,

E RE all perſuaſions for their doërines
look,
[book.

the Cretan fair,

who fings, who plays, beyond compare ;

And each one finds his doćtrines in this

For whom e'en death I’d not decline,

But ſave her life by loſing mine.

johan. Secundi Epigramma 9.

4.

CUR Poſtbumus carnat forts 2

Iyd. And Lydia for lov'd Calais burns,
Whoſe heart an equal flame returns;

Ut ne domi canet ſua.
Imitated.

For whom, had I two lives to give,

V

I’d doubly die, ſo he might live.
5.

HY loves Ned abroad for a ſupper to
roam *
[home.

-

Hor. But ſhou'd our hearts unite again,
And I once more put on your chain 2
Shou'd Chloe's golden treſſes yield,

And Lydia's charms regain the field 2

For a very good reaſon—his wife ſups at
joban. Secundi, Baſ, 3.

D4 mili ſuaviolum (dicºbam) blanda puella;
Libaſii labris mox mea labra tuis.

º

*

6.

Inde, veut preſſ, qui territus angue reſultat,
Lyd. Than ſtars tho' he's more heavenly
far,

Than cork tho' you far lighter are,
Rougher than ſeas when raging high,
With you I'd live, with you I'd die.

Ora repente meo vellis ab ore procal.

Won Bocſkaviolam dare, lux mea, Jed dare tantºn
Eſi aſiderium flebile ſuavioli.
-

S
G. S.

joian. Secundi, Epig. 12. In Lycoridem Tok
farazz.

EX facism drachmis diverdit Ibera Lycoris :
jare guitar; tarti wenditur ills for 2.
Si here perpendas, tantum cipit illa rependi
war facit in vuliu damna protervus amans,

Pix libanda dedit ſummis ſua labra labellis,
Pars ºrpti ſubitz magna coloris abit.

Diſºrdiºgue labris tići rubicundu: amator,
Ét ſº lucerti plus placet in ſpecula.

Imitated.

IVE me, ſaid I, ſweet girl, a kiſs;
You do ; alas, but how !
Your lips afford but ſcanty bliſs,
But juſt to touch allow.

For quick your mouth from mine you take,
As if in wild affight ;
Like one who treads upon a ſnake,
And flies a mortal bite.

Am I, my life, ſo ſhort a joy,
So ſmall a taſte to prize 3
While thus you fear my love to cloy,
You, cruel, tantalize.

A: /; 7ais poſitos turbavit fronte capillos,
Fit cito crinitus, qui mºd calvus erat.
Fort; ſºmex patulo improbulus laſtivit in ore,
Dentious ºfficitur ditior irrºmerit.
Callidus hane Caja, tºt re diſperdia fºrmae
Sir redinat, matcham mane fututor adit.
Imitated.

oquett A. poſſeſt of coſmetical ſkill,
Sells her face for a crown to as many
as will.
[repair ;
Cheap enough, if you think of her coſts of
Her paints, and her waſhes, falſe teeth, and
falſe hair :

To keep theſe in order and often renew,
Her lover muſt pay for, and nothing but due.
And (once let a pun find with criticks excuſe)

O DE to a T H R U S H.

w E E T warbler to whoſe artieſ, ſong
AY

Soft muſick's native powers belong,

Here fix thy haunt ; and o'er theſe plains
Still pour thy wild untutor'd ſtrains !
Still hail the morn with ſprightly lay,
And ſweetly hymn the parting day :
But ſprightlier ſtill, and ſweeter pour

Thy ſong o'er Flavia's favºrite bow'r ;
There ſoftly breathe the vary’d ſound.
And chant thy loves, or woes, around.
So may’ſ thou live, ſecurely beſt,
And no rude ſtorms diſturb thy neſt ;
No bird lime twig, or gin annoy,

Or cruel gun thv brocd deflroy ;
No want of ſhelter mºry ºf thou know,

When deck'd out for market ſhe s all over

which Ripton's lofty ſhades teſtow ,

[acquires,
Young Fribble from kiſſing freſh colour
And, bluſhing, his face in her mirror admires,

No dearth of winter bei ries fear,

looſe.

But haws and hips bluſh half the year.
T H E

T

H

E

Monthly Chromo/ager.
nion of this committee, that the chamber

Thursday, June 28.
5 AS held a court of common

council at Guildhall, when

the committee appointed
to carry the -aēt of parlia
ment into execution, for
river Thames, from Black

friars in the city of London, to the oppoſite
fide in the county of Surry, delivered a re

preſentation in writing, under their hands,
which was in ſubſtance as follows :

1. That it is the opinion of this committee,
that the intended bridge ſhould be of ſtone.
–2. That from the evidence given to par
liament, upon the application for an act to
build the ſaid bridge, it is the opinion of
this committee, that an elegant, ſubſtantial,
and convenient ſtone bridge may be erected
for a ſum not exceeding 1zo, cool.-3. That,
from eſtimates laid before us, it is the opi
nion of this committee, that proper avenues
to the ſaid bridge may be purchaſed and
compleated for a ſum not exceeding 24.cool.
–4. That it is the opinion of this commit
tee, that a ſum not ex:eeding 144,000l.
ſhould be forthwith contračted for, and

lain ſhould be authoriſed and directed

tº

lay out and apply the ſheriffs fires, appro
p, lated by older of the court of comm.cn
council for the purpoſes of the ſaid act, ei
ther in the publick tunds, in order to car ry
intereſt, or to payment-of the ſaid annº ties or otherwiſe, as this committee ſhall,
from time to time, think fit and order.
Ordered, That the court of common

council be moved purſuant to the five laſt
reſolutions. Signed by ſix aldermen and so
Commoners.

Satur nay, June 30.
Jacob Tonton, Eſq; was choſen maſter,
and Allington Wilde, Eſq, and Mr. Dariet
Browne, were choſen wardens of the com

pany of Stationers.

Sun day, July 1.
Portſmouth. Arrived his majeſty’s ſhip
Nightingale, capt. Campbell, from Louiſ
bourgh, who brings an account. that the
admirals Saunders, Durell and Holmes, were

ſailed up the river St. Lawrence, to the at
tack of Quebec.
This morning failed the ſquadron of rear
admiral Rodney frcm St. Hellen's.

raiſed within the ſpace of eight years, by

Mo N DAY, 2.

ſuch inſtallments as this committee ſhall

Birmingham. By the floods occaſioned by

think proper in each year, not exceeding

the heavy rains, great damage hath been

39, cool. in any one year : The money ſo to

done in this neighbourhood to the graſs that
war cut down, as well as to that which is

be contračted for, to be paid into the cham
ber of London.—5. That it is the opinion of
this committee, that the perſons contracting
to advance the ſaid meney, ſhould be en
titled to an intereſt of 41 per cent. per an

num, by way of annuities, to be computed
from the time of the firſt payment in each

ſtand.ag, by its being filled with ſand and
; and on Monday two horſes at Crete

º:

idge, in the Stratford road, and one near
Hal burn, were drowned ; and a man was
drowned in endeavouring to croſs Sº one

tively advanced within the year; but ſhuuld

bridge near Meriden. []n and about Len
don, numbers of people have been drowned,
particularly young perſons in bathing them

incur ſuch forfeiture as this committee ſhall

ſelves.]

fee fit, in caſe of negle&t to make good any
of the ſtipulated payments: The ſaid annu
ities to be paid half yearly by the chamber
lain, but to be redeemable at the expiration
of the firſt ten years, upon fix months no
tice, and payment of the money advanced,
–6. That it is the opinion of this commit

Tursday, 3
Cambridge, Sir William Williams, Eart.
is preſented to the honorary degree cf matter

tee, that the chamberlan ſhould be autho

ton, of King's college ; the Rev. Mr. Wal

rized and directed to affix this city's ſcal to

ton and Mr. Sharpe, of Trinity; the Rev.
Mr. Jackſon of Emanuel ; the Rev. Mr.
Stebbing, of Catharire Hall ; and the Rev.
Mr. Cardale, of St. John's college. At the
ſame time were created 84 maſters cf arts,

year, upon the whole ſum by them reſpec

ſuch inſtruments as the committee

ſhall

think fit to give, purſuant to the ſaid act,
for ſecuring the payment of the ſaid annui
ties, redeemable as aforeſaid, at d which

ſhall be tranſačted and paid for in manner
beforementioned.—7. That it is the opinion
of this committee, that the chamberlain
ſhould be authorized and directed to pay
and apply the monies ſo to be paid in, for
the purpoſes of the ſaid act, in ſuch a man
ner as this committee ſhall, from time to time,
think fit and order.—8. That it is the opi
I

of arts.

This being commencement day, the ſo
lowing gentlemen were created doćtor- in
divinity ; the Rev. Mr Davis and Mr. A ſh

and 18 batchelors of laws.

-

Sailed rear-admiral Rodney with his fleet,
for the coaſt of France.

Wr DN Es day, 4.

His royal highneſs prince Edward ſet out
for Plymouth, where he will ſtay at loid
Edgcumbe's, till twº y thing is ready for this
cmbarkation,
Frida Y,

1759.
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Saliſbury. Prince Edward arrived here
Wedneſday evening about fix o'clock, and,
after about half an hour's ſtay at his pre
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flames, and their magazine of ſtores for the
flat-bottomed boats burnt with very great
fury for upwards of fix hours, not with
ſtanding the continual efforts of ſeveral hun
dred men to extinguiſh it. Many of the

ceptor's (the biſhop’s) went to Wilton
houſe, accompanied by lord Pembroke and

boats were overturned and damaged by the

col, Brudenell.

exploſion of the ſhells.

The guard of the regiment of the county
militia was drawn up in the market-place

appeared very numerous, were continually

During the attack, the enemy's troops

to receive him : An additional guard was

erecting new batteries, and throwing up

alſo aſſembſed at the palace for the ſame

entrenchments: Their conſierration was ſo
great, that all the inhabitants forſook the

purpoſe. And this day the regiment was
drawn up en Hanham Hill, and performed
before the prince, the exerciſe in general.
Indeed their exačtneſs and regularity therein
far exceeded what could be expected from

them, and their firings were equal to thoſe
of veterans. The prince was pleaſed with
them, and left zo guineas for them to drink.

[His royal highneſs afterwards viſited Exe
ter and Plymouth, and was received every

where with all the honours due to his birth.]
Satu RDAY, 7.

Admiralty-Office. By a letter from vice
admiral Cotes, commander in chief of his

majeſty's ſhips at Jamaica, dated the 11th
of May laſt, advice is received that, cn the

29th of April, his majeſty's ſloop the Viper
brought into Port Reyal a large Dutch ſhip
called the Adrian, loaded with ſugar, in
digo, and coffee : She came under convoy

town.

Notwithſtanding this ſmart bombardment,
I have the pleaſure to acquaint you, that
the damage done us by the enemy has been
very inconſide able, tho' great numbers of
their ſhot and ſhells fell and burſ? among
the bombs and boats."

[The following is ſaid to be the number of
boats deſtroyed at Havre, by admiral Rod
ney : Six finiſhed ; 4: hat planked 83
ribbed : Total 131. Te bo., b veſſes
threw 190o ſhells, and 11 so carcaſſes, from
mortars of 12 inches.]
His majeſty ordered, That all his faithful
ſubjećts, who ſhall in lift themſelves as fol
diers in his majeſty's land ſervice, from the
11th day of July, ſhall not be ſent out of
Great-Britain, and ſhall be entitled to their
diſcharge in three years, or at the end of

of two French merchant frigates bound to

the war if they chuſe it. And all ſoldiers,

Europe. And that the 2d of May, his ma
jeſty's ſhips Dreadnought, Seaford, Wager,
Peregrine and Port Antonio, took the two
French frigates, and another large Dutch
ſhip that was under their convoy. The fri
gates are the Hardy, of zo guns and 150

who have deſerted before June 1 laſt, ſhali
be pardoned on condition they join the corps

men, and the Hermione, of 26 guns and

17o men, and are loaded with the fineſt ſu
gars and indigo, and are eſteemed very rich
ſhips.
Monpay, 9.
Rear-admiral Rodney, with his ſquadron,
returned to Portſmouth from Havre de Grace,

Tu Es Day, Io.
From the London Gazett E.

Extraff of a Letter from Rear-Admiral Rodney

they laſt ſerved in, by the 2 oth of Auguſt
next. And in caſe the regiment they laſt
ſerved in ſhould be out of the

kingdom, they

may then ſurrender themſelves to any other,
in which they may ſerve, and be entitled to
his majeſty's moſt gracious pardon.
Thursday, 12.

Came on before the lords of appeal, the
cauſe of a Spaniſh ſhip, called the St. Juan
Baptiſta, Joſeph Arteaga maſter, taken in
her paſſage from Corunna to Nantz ; when
after a long hearing, and many learned ar
guments, their lordſhips were pleaſed to de

gree the reſtitution of both ſhip and cargo;
but from an irregularity in the paſs, no coſts

to Mr. Clewland, dated on Board his Ma

jeſty's Ship the Achilles off Havre de Grace,
the 6th ºf July, 1759.
“His majeſty's ſhips and bombs under
my command ſailed from St. Hellen's, in the
morning of the 2d inſtant, and with a fa
vourable wind and moderate weather an

chored the following day in the great road
off Havre, where having made a diſpoſition
to put their lordſhips orders in execution,
the bombs proceeded to place themſelves in
the narrow channel of the river leading to
Harfleur, it being the moſt proper and only
place to do execution from. About ſeven
in the evening two of the bombs were ſta
tioned, as were all the reſt, early the next

morning, and continued to bornbard for 52
hours without intermiſſion, with ſuch ſuc
ceſs, that the town was ſeveral times in

July, 1759,

were given the claimants. (See p. 27.5)
Ended the ſeſſions at the Old-Bailey, when
Edward Norman, for a highway robbery,
was capitally convicted : Sixteen to be
tranſported for ſeven years, one to be brand
ed, and one to be whipped.
FR 1 day, 13.

The court had orders to go into mourning
for the late princeſs of Sultzbach, mother.
in-law to the elector Palatine,
Mon Day, 16.

A houſe in Goat's Yard, Black's Fields,
was ſet on fire by lightning, by which con
fiderable damage has been lately done to
men, cattle, &c. in ſeveral parts of theſe
kingdoms.
Tursday 17.
The Norfolk militia were reviewed by
his majeſty at Kenfirgton palace, They
3 D

made
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made a good appearance, and gave great

the maſter and ſeveral paſſengers and ſeamen

ſatisfaction to a great concourſe of nobility
and others aſſembled on the occaſion. They

have died on board : "And his majeſty hav

are in general very tight nimble fellows, and
are in high ſpirits. The regiment conſiſts
of upwards of 1000 men, including offi
cers ; and upwards of 500 of them volun

vice-conſul at Genoa, that a Raguſa ſhip is

teers. They then reſumed their march for
Kingſton, and, in the evening, being drawn
up in the market place there ; his royal
highneſs the prince of Wales came thro' the
town, and rode thro’ the front of them, in
the politeſt manner, with his hat off; and
after he had paſſed by the whole, he ſent
the earl of Bue with a Bank note of 5ol.
to diſtribute among the battalions to drink
his majeſty's health. They were to march
onwards to Plymouth. The militia of
Wiltſhire, Somerſetſhire, Dorſetſhire, &c.
&c. are alſo ordered upon duty. Many
ſtout privateers have been taken into the
ſervice of the government ; draughts have
been made from Greenwich and Chelſea ho

ſpitals, of thoſe penſioners ſtill able to do
duty; the artificers of the dock yards are
regimented and duly exerciſed, and recruits
are raiſing all over the united kingdom, and
in Ireland ; in ſhort, nothing is omitted by
the miniſtry to put us into a proper poſture
of defence.

Thu Rs DAY, 19.

Came on before the Right Hon. the lords
commiſſioners of appeal, the cauſe of a
Spaniſh ſhip, called the Jeſus Maria y Joſeph,

Joſeph Pedro Ezenarro, maſter, taken in
her paſſage from Corunna to St. Seba.

ſtian's by the private ſhip of war, the
Britannia, Charles Davids, commander ;
when it being poſitively aſſerted, and ap

pearing from the circumſtances of the caſe
not improbable, that ſome miſtakes had
been made by the interpreter, who affiſted
in taking down the anſwers of the Spaniſh
maſter and crew to the ſtanding interroga
tories, time was given to the appellants to
exhibit an allegation, and to offer proofs in
the ſupport thereof. (See the 12th day.)
Several ricks of new hay took fire at

Holloway, and were conſumed ; damage
ool.

ing likewiſe received information from the
arrived at Leghorn, and a Tuſcan ſhip at
Marſeilles, both with foul bills of health

from Alexandretta, and that the contagion
is got amongſt the ſaid ſhip's crews i it has
therefore been ordered in council, That all

ſhips, which arrive in any of the ports of
this kingdom from thoſe ſeas, be ſtrialy
examined, whether they have had commu.

nication with any of the ſuſpeaed ſhips be
fore-mentioned, or whether they have
touched at the Morea, the coaſt of Barbary,

or any infected place ; and in caſe they
have, that they be put under the like rules

of quarentine with thoſe now ſubfifting up
on ſhips and goods coming from Smyrna.

[This quarantine to be obſerved by priva
teers coming from the Mediterranean, has
fince been judged neceſſary to be extended
to all ſhips and veſſels whatſoever coming

from thence, on account of the plague's
raging at this time in many parts of the Le
vant, &c.]

His majeſty has been addreſſed by the city
of Dublin, whoſe addreſs was graciouſly
received. (See p. 338)
The bounties to ſeamen, &c. are con

tinued to Auguſt 18. (See p. 219.)
Zara, a beautiful lioneſs in the Tower,
lately whelp'd and brought forth two.
The lord lieutenants of ſuch counties

whoſe militia are not already formed, have
received orders to compleat them forthwith,
and to tranſmit their proceedings therein to
the War-office.

A Sallee cruizer has taken an Engliſh veſ.
ſel from Cork laden with with leather, and

carried her into Tangier; and it is thought
ſhe will be condemned, as well as all others
they meet with.
-

His majeſty has been pleaſed to order a
regiment of light infantry to be raiſed in
Wales, and the adjacent counties, with the
utmoſt expedition, under the command of
colonel Crauford.

*

.

As alſo a body of fenfible men in Ar

gyleſhire, the command of whom is given

7 A court of common-council was held at

to colonel John Campbell.

Guildhall, which was very numerous, there The parliament, which ſtood prorogued
being upwards of zoo members preſent ; to the 26th inſtant, is further prorogued te
when ſeveral affairs relating to a new bridge, Thurſday the 30th of Auguſt next. (See
308.)crew belonging to the Litchfield man
which were adjourned at the laſt court of P. #.
common-councii (ſee p. 392.) were taken
into confideration, and, after many debates,
of war that was wrecked ſome time ago on
were agreed to. In the courſe of the de the coaſt of Barbary, and ſome other Engliſh
bates the court divided three times, and on

fubjects that were made ſlaves, are ranſom

each diviſion theie was a majority of up
wards of torty in favour of a new bridge.

ed for 17o,ooo hard dollars. (See p. 105.)

His majeńy having received information

Extraº of a Letter from Leghorn, June 15.
“. The Tartar's prize man of war, capt.

from his envoy extraordinary at the court
of Turin, that a Polacca, under Imperial
colours, from the coaſt of Barbary, is re

ported to have the plague on board, and is
in thoſe ſeas, and has been ſeen of the
coaſt of Provence near Marſeilles i and that
I.

Bailie, arrived here the 13th inſtant, with
an expreſs from Admiral Boſcawen; he left
the fleet well the 10th off Toulon. Admi

ral Boſcawen, on the 7th inſtant, gave the
French
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French admiral a ſpecimen of what he may
expea if he comes out with his ſquadron,
by ſending in three ſhips of the line cloſe to
the harbour's mouth, to burn two ſhips that

happened cloſe to Breſt harbour. We have
three or four ſhips under the command of
capt. Hervey, of the Monmouth, who is

watching the French fleet, and does it ſo

were at anchor there, viz. the Culloden,

cloſely, that they let no boats even go into

capt. Smith Callis, of 74 guns; the Con
queror, capt. Harland, of 70 and the
Jerſey, capt. Barker, of 60 ; and tho' they
did not ſucceed in the attempt, yet they
gained great honour in bravely and reſo
lutely withſtanding, for near three hours,
the continual firing from numberleſs batte
ries ; ſome they did, and others they could
not ſee. They have a great many men kill
ed., and wounded, but ſtill they are in great
fpirits. In this undertaking we were oblig
ed to attempt the deſtroying of two forts,
but moſt unluckily it falling calm, and the
forts firing ſo briſkly at them, they were
obliged to retire, and were, with ſome

Breſt, or come out of it, but what they
take. The 14th inſtant they were at anchor

difficulty, towed off. The Culloden is in a
moſt ſhattered condition.

before the harbour, and ſaw four ſhips com
ing down to Breſt, between the ºre and
ſome rocks, about the paſſage Du Tour.

The commodore immediately got under ſail

with the Pallas frigate, and plyed up to the
ſhips that anchored cloſe to the forts and a

battery that fired upon the Monmouth and
Pallas, and bombarded them the whole tine

they were going in ; but their boats cut out
the veſſels, and made ſail with them with

Swediſh colours flying. They prove to be
laden with iron, timber, &c. and it is
thought with cannon, for the French fle, t
at Breſt. While this was doing, the M in

mouth and Pallas, kept a continual fire on

Extraº of a Letter from Louiſbourgh, June 9.
** Admiral Saunders, with the ſquadron

the forts, and it ſeems they drove all the
people and ſoldiers ſeveral times from their
guns; and returned with very little damage,

under his command, arrived in good condi

and no loſs of men.

tion the 21ſt of April off Louiſbourgh, but

mained oppoſite to the forts, till all the
ſhips and boats were got clear out with the

bn account of the ice blockading the har
bour, was obliged, to bear away the 26th
for Hallifax, where he got ſafe the 1ſt of
May. On the 3d of May, admiral Durell

was diſpatched, with eight ſhips of the line
and ſome troops, as far as the Iſland of

Soudrie, to prevent ſupplies getting to Que
bec.

On admiral Saunders's arrival the

The Monmouth re

Pallas. It is impoſſible to tell the great joy
this gives our brave admiral and the whole

fleet :-That two ſhips ſhould take out four,
from under ſuch a fire, in fight of twenty
ſhips of the line, in their own port, and
four flags flying !

We talk of nothing for the preſent but

14th in Louiſbourgh (whoſe harbour had

this brave undertaking, and how well the

been but a few days open) the Alcide and
Stirling Caſtle were ſent to join admiral

captains Hervey and Clements behaved in ſo

dangerous a fituation, as they had but juſt

Durell, and in their paſſage took two ſtore.

room to work their ſhips, whilſt they en

ſhips for Quebec, who came out in company

gaged ſo warmly. They ſay, that during

with twelve ſail more of the like veſſels

the engagement, the hills were covered with

laden with ammunition, &c. under the con
voy of four ſhips of the line, and two fri
gates, all which had ſeparated but three

probability of thoſe ſhips falling into the

people. Theſe prizes are juſt ſent to us
from capt. Hervey, who ſtill keeps his ſta
tion, to the great mortification of the French,
who frequently throw ſhells at our ſhips
ſtanding in to obſerve their motions. We
all ſtood very near the other day, and lay-too

hands of admiral Durell,

in fight of their harbour, where the Mon

days before in a fog, from the two prizes
ſent to Louiſbourgh, ſo that there is a great
There are accounts in town of the enemy

mouth with her little ſquadron was lying

having deſerted Crown Point, in order to
ſtrengthen Quebec, where they are retreated.

watching them. The French ſay they wiii
come and fight us yet ; but we do not be

This information was given by a veſſel taken
in the river of St. Laurence, by the Prince

lieve them; and if their friends are prevent.
ed from carrying them neceſſaries, they ab

of Orange.”

nine pounders, 4 twelve: pounders, and the

ſolutely, cannot move.”
A machine hath been invented by a prieſt
at Bologna in Italy, to remove walls from
one place to another. Trial being made of
it, in St. Michael's church in that city, to en

ſame number of men, after an obſtinate en

large the choir, it removed a wall 13 inches

-

The Favourite ſloop of war, capt. Ed
wards, of 16 ſix pounders, 4 three pounders
and 1 to men, has taken the Velour of ao

gagement, and carried her into Gibraltar. , thick, 14 feet broad, and ao feet high, to
She came from St. Domingo, and is a va the diſtance of nine feet, in the ſpace of fe
wen minutes.
luable prize.
Marr racts and B1 = rhs.

Letter from an Officer on board Sir Edward
Hawke's Fleet to bis Father, dated July 17,
1759, off Breſt.

“I am going to give you an account of a
very brave and extraordinary adion that has

June

17.

ried to Ryder,
LOMAX
Eſq; was mar.
Miſs Noºn.

St. John Charleton, Eſq; to Miſs Fanny
Tamſet.

3D 2

-

*8. Philip

-m-m-
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28, Philip Broke, of Naëton, in Suffolk,

Eſq, to the relićt of the late Sir John Barker,
Bart.

29. Mr. worſdale, painter to the board
of ordnance, to Mrs. Stephenſon.

July 3. Richard Starke, Eſq; , late go
vernor of Fort St. David's, to Miſs Hughes.

5. Charles Cox, jun. Eſqi to Miſs Kitty
Archer.

6, Matthew Wilſon, Eſq; to Miſs Fanny
Clive,

14. Rev. Mr. Briſcoe, to Miſs Lea, young
eſt ſiſter of the late lord Dudley.

Sir William Twiſden, Bart, to Miſs
Jarvis.
to Miſs

July

Chriſtopher Buckle, Eſq;
John Tyſon, of Hackney, Eſq;
On June 10. Princeſs Anna-Charlotta
Auguſta, daughter of the late Frederick
William, Prince of Naſſau-Siegen, of the
proteſtant branch, of the ſmall-pox, by
which diſtemper two of her fiſters were car
ritd off in April.
Lately. Rev. Dr. Hibbins, reëor of Fob
bing, in Eſſex, and in the commiſfion of
the peace for that county.
Brigadier Waldo, of New-England.
RccL = 11 Ast 1 cal Parr ºn Mºnts.
From the London GAzurt E.

-

15, Rich combe, of Briſtol, Eſq;

R.S. Drax, relićt of the late
Henry Drax, Eſq;

Hitehall, July 14. The king has been
pleaſed to grant to John Head,
D. D. the place and dignity of a canon or
prebendary in the metropolitan church of
Canterbury, void by the death of Dr. Ar
thur Young, late canon thereof.
From the reſt of the Papers.
Rev. Thomas Skinner, M.A. was pre
ſented to the vicarage of Burton in the
Marſh, in Devonſhire. — Mr. Nicholls, to
the vicarage of Wharley, in Suſſex. — Ro
bert Maſters, B. D. to the vicarage of Wa
terbeach, in Cambridgeſhire.—Robert Rey
nolds, M. A. to the reëtory of Middle, in
Shropſhire, worth azol. per ann. — Mr.
Burroughs, to the reëory of Hatherſtone
bury, in Hertfordſhire. — Mr. Williams, to
the living of Godmancheſter, in Hunting
donſhire.— Mr. Tucker, to the vicarage of
Stevenage, in Lincolnſhire, — Mr. Haſkins,

John Colquitt, Eſq, lately colledor of the

to the reëory of Winch-Hill, in Berkſhire,

Chamberlain, with a fortune of 50,000l.
18. Edward Rudge, Eſq; to Miſs Eliza
Long.

-

June 28. Viſcounteſs Dillon was deliver
ed of a ſon.

19. Lady of John St. Leger Douglas,
Eſq; of a daughter.

july 1. Hon. Mrs. Turnour, of a daugh
ter.

6. Lady of Charles Dalrymple, Eſq; of a
daughter.
1. – of the Hon. Thomas Pelham,

Eſq; of a ſon,

14, counteſs of Eſſex, of a daughter.
ai. Lady of gen. Elliott, of a daughter.
Dr Aths.

June 28,

cuſtoms at Liverpool.

29. Mr. Bºuffe, one of the curfitors of
London and Middltſex.

30. Lady of Sir Charles Hotham, Bart.
july 6. James Purcell, Eſq; governor of
Tortola.

James ward, of Burford, in Oxfordſhire,
Eſq;

}.

Shillington, in Dorſetſhire.

A diſpenſation has paſſed the ſeals, to
Mrs. Yorke, wife of the Hon. Charles

Yorke, follicitor-general.
Sir Talhot Clerke, of Launde Abbey, in
Leiceſterſhire, Bart.

16. John Liſle, of Moyle's Court, in
Hampſhire, Eſq;
Paſchal Nelſon, Eſq; a New England
lanter,

17. Matthew Beachcroft, of Wanfread,
Eſq;

#.

—Mr. Hill, to the vicarage of Beſtthorpe,
in Norfolk. — Mr. Wilde, to the reëtory of
Knooking, in Shropſhire. — Mr. Haddon,
to the vicarage of Lydſtone, in Shropſhire.
—Mr. Gibbs, to the rectory of Hinderclay,
in Suffolk.-Mr. Moreau, to the living of

Miſs Baker, only daughter of alder

man Baker.

19. Right Hon. the counteſs of Eſſex.
Rev. Dr. Eden, archaeacon of Wincheſter,
zo, Miſs Foley, fiſter to lord Foley.
William Bodwell, Eſq; member for Mont
gomery.

Right Hon. lady Caher.
24. Mr. Launcelot Dowbiggen, an emi
nent carpenter and ſurveyor, in Pater-Noſ
ter-Row.

Geo. Baker, of Mayfield, in Suſſex, Eſq;

26. Mr. John King, printſeller, in the
Poultry.

enable the Rev. Edward Dicey, M. A. to
hold the reëtory of Walton, with the rec

tory of Horton, in Buckinghamſhire, — To
enable William Norris, M. A. to hold the

rečtory of Riddleſworth cum Gaſthorp, in
Norfolk, with the reëtory of Impington, in
Cambridgeſhire.--To enable Mr. Cotes, to
hold the rectory of Riſe, with the vicarage
of Hornſey cum Riſton, in Yorkſhire, To enable Mr. Parkinſon, to hold the rec
tory of Mudgeworth, in Wiltſhire, with the
vicarage of Haſlington, in Berkſhire.
Promotions Civil and Military.
From the London Gaz ETT E.

Hitehall, June 30. The king has
been pleaſed to erder letters patent
to be paſſed under the great ſeal of the
kingdom of Ireland, containing a grant
unto Simon Bradſtreet, of the city of Dub

lin, Eſq; and his heirs male, of the dignity
cf a baronet of the ſaid kingdom.
——
to order letters patent
to be paſſed under the great ſeal of the king
dom
-

1759.

PRomotions, BANKRUPTs, &c.

dom of Ireland, for conſtituting and ap
pointing William Scott, Eſq; prime ſerjeant
at law in the ſaid kingdom, to be one of the
juttices of the court of King's-Bench in the
Maid kingdom, in the room of Michael Ward,
Eſq.; deceaſed.

, July 3. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto the Right Hon. John
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as he can, before he ventures a general en
gagement, he has, ever fince our laſt, con

tinued to retire as the French army advan
ced, but left ſtrong garriſons in Lipſtadt,
Ritberg, Munſter, and Minden ; and on
the 3d inſtant general Wangenheim, with
the body of Hanoverians under his com

viſcount Ligonier, field-marſhal of his ma

mand, left the ſtrong camp he had for ſome
weeks occupied at Dulmen, and encamped

jeſty's forces, the office of maſter-general

under the cannon of Munſter, from whence

of the ordnance, arms, armories, and ha
biliments of war, in the room of his grace

he marched the next day, to join the allied
army then encamped at Drieſen, between
Oſnaburg and Minden. As the French army

Charles Duke of Marlborough, deceaſed.
to appoint Sir Nicholas
Bayly, Bart. to be cuſtos rotulorum of the

county of Angleſey, in the room of Owen
Mericke, Eſq.; deceaſed.
From the reſt of the Parras.
Charles Pratt, Eſq; attorney-general, was
choſen recorder of Bath, in the room of

Thomas Potter, Eſq; deceaſed.— Mr. John,
clerk of Bethlem and Bridewell hoſpitals,
in the room of Mr. Taylor, deceaſed.—
Alexander Leſlie, Eſq; is appointed major

of gol. Townſhend's regiment, of foot.—
Robert Preſton, Eſq; major of the 24th re
giment of foot.—Lieutenant colonel Melvil
lieutenant-governor of Guadalupe and grande
Terre.
B-ra-rs.
O SEPH Law, of St. Andrew's, Holborn, taylor.

Thomas Dawſon, of Long-Acre, cabinet maker.
Richard Griſzell, of Watling ſtreet tobacconiſt.
LWilliam Steele, of Queen Street, merchant.
Dawſon, of St. Martin's in the Fields, woollen

Tº:raper.

Peter Botham, of Buckler's Bury, haberdaſher.
John Baines, of Bradford, in Wiltſhire, clothier.

Willian, Little, of shalborne, in Wiltſhire, dealer

advanced, one of their detachments cem

manded by the duke de Broglio ſurprized,
on the laſt day of June, and made them
ſelves maſters of Ritberg, where befide the
little garriſon, there were roo Britiſh ſol

diers, left fick at that place, made priſoners
of war.

And from marſhal de Contades's

head quarters at Hervorden, we have the
following account, dated July 10. The
army arrived here from Bielevelt on the
8th.

The marſhal is moſt defirous to cut

off prince Ferdinand's retreat to the Weſer.

Minden is taken by aſſault. The 8th, in
the evening, the duke &e Broglio marched
from Engeren towards Minden with fixteen

companies of grenadiers, 14oo infantry, the
carabineers of his reſerve, the regiments of
Schomberg and Naſſau, and the corps of Fiſ
chcr.

He arrived before Minden at break of

day, and ſummoned it to ſurrender. Gen. Zaſ

trow commanded there a garriſonof 1.5oomen;
the ſame Zaſtrow who was ſo dangerouſly
wounded at the battle of Lutzelberg. He
refuſed to comply with the ſummons, and
the duke cauſed the town to be inveſted.

and chapman.

Arthur Vanderkite, of weſt-Smithfield, vintner.
oteph Howards of Briſtol, chapman.
John Smith, of Hertford, draper.

James Hetherington, of Moſsthorne, incumberland,

But to ſucceed in this expedition it was ne
ceſſary to paſs the Weſer, and they had no
boats or pontoons. The count de Broglio

John Gibbes, of Towceſter, money-ſcrivener.

(the duke's brother) as he was reconnoi
tring, perceived a float of timber that was

c O U R S E of E x c H A N G E,

abandoned in a place which the enemy with

London, Saturday, July 28, 1759.
Amſterdam 35 1r 2 : Uſance.

out doubt thought out of our reach. Some
grenadiers immediately ſwam thither and

dealer and chapman.

Ditto at Sight 357 .
Rotterdam 36 2 # Uſance.
Antwerp no Price,

Hamburgh 38 3.
Paris 1 Day's Date to g.
Ditto, a Uſance 30 a 1-16,
Bourdeaux, ditto 30.
Cadiz 39 4 a #.
Madrid 39 #.
Bilboa 39 #.
Leghorn 48 #.
Naples, no Price.

Genoa 47 H.
Venice so #.
Liſbon 5s. 5d. H.
Porto 5s. 4d # a #.
Dublin Io.

ºº::::::::::::Bººg

brought it to the ſhore ; and upon this float
Fiſcher's corps and 3oo volunteers got over
the river, and immediately made an attack
on the head of the bridge. The duke fa
voured the attack by a fire from all his ar

tillery ; and Fiſcher's troops entered the
place pell-mell, driving before them thoſe
who defended the bridge.

General Zaſtrow

and his garriſon of 15oo men, were made
priſoners of war. The magazines of Min
den are eſtimated at 80,0co rations of hay,
and 1,500,000 of all forts of grain.
At the ſame time another detachment

from the French army, under the duke de
Chevreuſe, ſurrounded Lipſtadt, and con
tinues to keep it blockaded ; and a third
detachment under M. d'Armentieres, has
inveſted Munſter, which, it ſeems, he thought
to have taken by a Coup de Main ; for in the
the night between the 12th and 13th his

Fok EIGN AFFAIR S, 1759,

troops attempted to ſcale the walls at five

S prince Ferdinand ſeems reſolved to

different places at once, but they were

M. draw the French as far into Germany

twery
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every where repulſed with great loſs, and
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fiege, which cannot be ſoon ended, as they

tains in Saxony, upon the borders of Bo
hemia, and came and encamped at Kesels
dorff, about two leagues from Dreſden ;

muſt wait for their heavy artillery from

and on the other hand a body of 3 or 40ce

Weſel.

Pandours came and took poſt at Bautzen
in Luſatia, who are ſaid to be the vanguard
of an army of Auſtrians defigned to march

therefore are now forced to begin a regular

By the laſt letters received from the allied
army, we learn, that prince Ferdinand re
moved his head quarters on the 11th inſtant
from Oſnaburg to Boomte, near the Weſer;
and that colonel Luckner, with the Hunters

under hit command, attacked, near Diepe
mau, a French detachment of 6oo men,

great part of whom he cut to pieces, took

by the way of Cotbus to Frankfort on the

Oder, in order to join the Ruſſian army, or
at leaſt to ſecond its operations.
But it is probable that before the Ruffiin

army can come that length, they muſt fight

the two armies, in moſt of which the Ha

the Pruſſian army commanded by count
Dohna; for ſoon after the beginning of laſt
month, his Pruffian majeſty ordered the fe
veral bodies of his troops under count Dohna,
general Hulſen, and general Woberſnow,

novetians had the advantage ; for we are

together with detachments from his other

told from Hanover, that in one week their

armies, to march into Poland, and all to
rendezvous at Meſeritz, in Great Poland,
under the command of count Dohna, as ge
neral in chief. Accordingly they were all
aſſembled at that place by the 15th ult.
when the count publiſhed and diſperſed the

aoo priſoners, and diſperſed the reſt. Be
tide this rencounter, there have been many

others of late between the light troops of

light armed troops had gained five confide
rable advantages over the French ; in three
of which they took the commanding offi

cers, and the beſt part of every one of the
corps they had to deal with, were either
killed or made priſoners. Nevertheleſs, they
are at Hanover providing for the worſt, by
fending their chancery, and moſt valuable
effects, to Stade, from whence, if found

neceſſary, they may be tranſported to Eng
land; and in every part of their territories
they are prefling men for recruiting and re
inforcing prince Ferdinand's army ; from
whence it appears, that he is reſolved to
come to a general engagement with the
French as ſoon as he finds it neceſſary, but
the longer this is delayed, the more they
will be fatigued, and the further they ad
vance, the more ruinous will be their re
treat, if they ſhould be defeated.
On the 18th of laſt month, the Auſtrian

army, under marſhal count Daun, left their
camp at Schurtz, and began their march to
wards Zittau in Luſatia. About that place
they continued a few days, and then re
fumed

their march towards Seidenberg,

where they encamped at a place called Gor
Jitzhayn, between Seidenberg and Mark
Liſſau, and continued encamped there when
the laſt accounts came from thence.

As

foon as the king of Pruffia heard that the
Auſtrians had decamped from Schurtz, he
likewiſe left his camp at Landſhut, in order

to obſerve their motions, and, upon his find
ing that they marched northward, he, on
the 6th inſtant, marched by the way of
Hirſchberg to Lahn, where he was when
the vanguard of the Auſtrian army under
general Laudohn entered Sileſia by the way.
of Grieffenberg, and would have puſhed
further, but was met hy: the vanguard of
the Pruſſian army under general Seidlitz,
who after a ſhort ſkirmiſh obliged the Au
ſtrians to retreat with the loſs of too of their
men, killed or taken. About the ſame time,
er ſoon after, the king of Pruffia marched

northward with his army, his brother prince
Henry, who has ao or 25,000 men under
his command, left the circle of the moun

following declaration :

“His Pruſſian majeſty finding himſelf un
der a neceſſity to cauſe part of his armies to
enter into the territories of the republick of
Poland, in order to protea them againſt the
threatened invaſion of the enemy, declares,
that,
It muſt not be underſtood that his ma

jeſty by this ſtep taken intends to make any
breach into the regard he has always had for

the illuſtrious republick of Poland, or to
leſſen the good underſtanding which has hi
therto ſubfifted between them, but, on the
contrary, to ſtrengthen the ſame, in ex
pe&tation that the illuſtrious republick will,
on its part, act with like neighbourly and
friendly good will as is granted to the ene
my, than which nothing more is deſired.
The nobility, gentry, and magiſtracy, in
their reſpe&tive diſtrićts, between the fron
tiers of Pruſſia, ſo far as beyond Poſen, are

required to furniſh all kinds of proviſions,
corn, and forage, neceſſary to ſupport an
army of 40, ooo men, with the utmoſt diſ
patch, with an aſſurance of being paid ready
money for the ſame. But if, contrary to
expectation, any deficiency ſhould happen
in ſupplying this demand, his majeſty's
troops will be obliged to forage, and uſe the
ſame means as thoſe taken by the enemy
for their ſubſiſtence.

In confidence therefore that the ſeveral

juriſdictions upon the Pruffian frontiers
within the territories of Poland will exert

themſelves to comply with this demand as
ſoon as poſſible, for the ſubfiſtence of the
royal army of Pruſſia, they are aſſured that
thereby all diſorders will be prevented, and
whatever is delivered will be paid for in
ready money. Dated June 15, 1759.
Chris, count Dohna, &c."
From Meſeritz the count marched with

his army towards Poſnania, or Poſna, where
the Ruſſian army remained ſtrongly en

camped
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camped with that city and the river Warta
in their rear, and ſtrong intrenchments,
mounted with a numerous artillery in their
front; and as ſoon as the count began his
march, he publiſhed another declaration,
dated June 21, as follows:
* We invite and defire, that the nobili
ty, archbiſhops, biſhops, abbeys, convents,

399
in Stralſund, without even attempting to
recover that part of their territories which
the Pruſſians are in poſſeſſion of
Poſtſcript, from the London Gazer re.
Hamburgh, July 17, Advice has been re

ceived here that a detachment of prince Fer
dinand's army entered Bremen on the 15th
inſtant.

feignuties, magiſtrates, and inhabitants of

Hague, July 11. The laſt accounts from

the republick of Poland, on the road to Poſ
nania, and beyond it, would repair in per
fon, or by deputies, in the courſe of this
week, or as ſoon after as poſſible, to the
Pruſſian head quarters, there to treat with
the commander in chief, or the commiſſary
at war, for the delivery of forage and pro
vifions for the ſubſiſtence of the army, to
be paid for with ready money.
we promiſe and aſſure ourſelves, that no

the allied army are of the 15th inſtant at
night, when the head quarters were at
Stoltznau upon the Weſer.
Prince Ferdinand having on the 10th re
ceived advice at Bomte that the French had

taken Minden by ſurprize, determined to
halt at Bomte the 11th, and ſent forwards a

detachment to ſecure the poſt of Stoltzmau.
The next day the Huſſars of that detach

ment attacked and defeated a body of the
perſon in Poland will attempt to ſeduce the cavalry of the enemy at Diepena
u, which
Pruſſian troops to deſert ; that no aſſiſtance. put a ſtop
to their ſcheme. The allied
will be given them in ſuch perfidious prac army marched the 12th to Raden, and the
tices ; that they will neither be ſheltered, next day to Stoltzmau.
concealed, or lodged ; which would be fol
The ſame accounts mention, that the
lowed by very diſagreeable conſequences ; French were aſſembling their whole force at
we exped, on the contrary, that perſons of Mindem, and had even detached the duke de
all ranks and conditions will ſtop any run

away or deſerter, and deliver him up at the
firſt advanced poſt, or at the head quarters;
and all expences attending the ſame ſhall be
paid, and a reaſonable gratification ſuper
added.

If any one hath an inclination to enter
into the king of Pruſſia's ſervice, with an
intention to behave well and faithfully, he
may apply to the head quarters, and be aſ
fured of a capitulation for three or four
years.

If any prince or member of the republick
of Poland be diſpoſed to aſſemble a body of
Men, and to join in a troop, or in a com
pany, the Pruſſian army, to make a com
mon cauſe with it, he may depend on a
gracicus reception, and that due regard will
be ſhewn to his merit, &c.”

Broglio over the Weſer towards Hamelen;
and that, when the letters came away,
Prince Ferdinand was preparing to march

towards Minden. In the fruitleſs attempt
made by M. d'Armentieres upon Munſter,

the French had 9oo men killed and 14oo
wounded. Lieutenant-colonel Freytag con
tinues his incurfions into Heffe with great
ſucceſs, having taken a great many of the
French, and ſurprized the little town of
Witzenhauſen near Caffel, and made the
garriſon priſoners of war.
By letters juſt arrived from St. Euſtatia,

we are informed, that the Iſland of Mary
galante had ſurrendered to his Britannick
majeſty's arms, upon the ſame conditions as
Guadalupe.
$4************************

On the 14th count Dohna arrived in the
neighbourhood of Schwerin ; but as he was
obliged to march with caution, and upon

The

his march had many ſkirmiſhes with the

Univerſal, geographical Diêionary.
By Andrew Brice, of Exeter, two
Vols. Folio, pr; 21.2s. Robinſon.
2. An impartial Byſtander's Review of
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Miscellan to us.
1.

Ruſſian irregulars, he did not reach Poſna
till the 3d inſtant, when he arrived within
five miles of that city, and in fight of it,
as well as of the camp of the Ruffians, then
commanded in chief by general Soltikoff,

who had been ſent from Peterſburgh for that
purpoſe, and did not arrive, at their army
until the 1ſt inſtant. This new general,
upon the approach of the Pruſſians, called
in all his detachments, but did not offer to

ſtir out of his ſtrong camp ; and as the at
tacking him in ſuch a camp would be dan
gerous, count Dohna was preparing to get
round to the eaſtward of it, in order to in

tercept the proviſions for the Ruffian army,
when the laſt accounts came from thence,

Altno’ the Pruſſians have now but 4ooo
men under general Kleiſt in Swediſh Pome

the Controverſy concerning the wardenſhip
of Wincheſter College, pr. 18. Baldwin.
3. A Warning to the World, pr. 1s.
Townſend.

4. Some Obſervations on the late Aët of
Inſolvency, pr. 1s.

Meres.

5. The French Verbs explained, in a new
Method, pr. 4d.

Wilkie.

6. Confiderations on the Statutes 21 and

28 Hen. VIII. pr. 1s, Dodſley,
7,

Non-Reſidence inexcuſable ; or, the

Monitor admoniſhed. By Mr. Hurley, pr.
4d. Fuller.
8. Trial of John Stevenſon, for the
Murder of Mr, Elcock, pro is, Wilkie,

rania, yet the Swediſh troops, ſtill continue
7

Port 1.cal.

The Monthly Catalogue for July, 1759:

4OO

Martha,

Port 1 car.

Atkies,

from Honduras, for Am

ſterdam.

9. The Tablet of Cebes, pr.6d. Dodſley.
10. The twentieth Epiſtle of Horace to
his Book, pr. 6d. Owen.
11. Caliſta ; or the Irjured Beauty, pr.

Perfeót Union, Moulton, from

Rhode.

Iſland, for London

-

2s,

, from Philadelphia, for

St. Francis,
Antigua.

Giiffin.
BNTrr rain Mr N.T.

Magdalena, Borland, from Falmouth, for

12. An Hout's Amuſement for the Belles
and Beaux, &c pr. 1s.

Naples.

From Liverpool, for
Whidah, Hamel,
Saliſbury, Key,
Africa.
Europa, Taylor, from Malaga, for London,

13. Jemima and Louiſa: A Novel, pr: 35.
Owen.

A ſnow,
A ſchooner,

Sr. R Mons.

14. Biſhop of London's Charge, pr: 1s.

Swift, Strong,

Owen.

By Mr. Dodd, pr. 6d.

len-Houſe.

Davis

and Reymers.

Anne, Salem,

16. Oñ the Faſt Day. By Mr. Dupont,
pr. 6d. Cooper.
17. Mr. Smith's, during the War in Ame
rica, pr. 3s.6d. Millar.

Sally, Nicholas,
Molly, Allen,

18.

Preached before the Sons of

$frºm different ports,

>
Hayes,
Suſan, Hepburne,

15. Before the Governors of the Magda

ſ for Antigua.
*

Lovely, from Philadelphia, for Barbadoes,
Kent, Warren, from London, for Santa Cruz,
Little John,
, from Briſtol, for Ja

the

rnal ca.

Clergy. By Mr. Abdy, pr. 6d. Whiſton
By David

Molly, Doran, from Virginia, for Barbadoes.
Pretty Lucy, Cornick, from Piſcataqua, for

zo. Before the Synod of New-York, by

Flying-Fiſh, Dixon, from North-Carolina,

and White.

19. Preached at Philadelphia,
Boſtwick, M. A. pr. 4d.

Antigua.

Field.

for Barbadoes,

Ditto.

Lark, Harriſon, from London, for New

21. Before the Governors of the ſeveral

caſtle,

Hoſpitals in Eaſter Week. By James Ibbet
fon, D. D. pr. 6d. whiſton and White.

Lawſon, Chamberlain, from Dublin, for
Virginia.

22. At the Ordination of Mr. Winter.

[To be continued.]

By Mr. Olding, pr. 6d. Buckland.
23. Preached at the Ordination of Mr.
Wright. By Dr. Chandler, pr. 1s. Noon.
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R IN CESS Royal, from Nantz, for

Chriſtened

}

Females
Males

-

t

::::
719 N. 1381
663 }
1988

Females
Died under 2 Years old 483
Between 2 and 5 – 147
5 and 10 – $o

Oſtend.

Buried

Standfaſtgat, from Bourdeaux, for Martinico.
A ſnow of 150 tons from Nantz.
Seven rich Turkey ſhips.
Hazard privateer, of Bayonne.
La Legere, from Nºntz, for St. Domingo.
La Sopheč, from Bayonne, for Rochelle.
St. Tropez, from Smyrna, for Tunis.
A ſmall privateer, manned with 30 men.
A French privateer ſunk.
Zuyt Schawond, from Havre, for Breſt.
A privateer of 8 guns and 40 men.
Union,
Arundele,

1o and 20

—

ao and 30
$o and 40
40 and 50
5o and 6o
6o and 70

— 139
– 104
- 113
— $1.
– 84

7o and 80

–

61

8o and 90 –
90 and 100 -

23
2

63

-

Magdelena, X. From Smyrna, for Marſeilles.

1382

St. Thome,

Within the Walls - Buried

Without the Walls

-

103

:

2.

St. Evangeliſte, from Salonica, for Mar

In Mid, and Surry — —

City and Sub. Weſtminſter

ſeilles.

316
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list ºf s h IPs taken by the French, con
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OHN and Elizabeth, Roberts, a coaſter.
Succeſs, Marſhal, ditto.
Roſe, Walker, ditto.

Jevan, Heyſham, from New-York, for
London.

Faro Packet, clap, from Yarmouth, for
Leghorn.

John and Katherine, Matley, from Ply
mouth, for London.
tº Our mathematical correſpondents cannot yet
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An impartial and ſuccinct Hiſtory of And of the Temple of Minerva
the Origin and Progreſs of the pre
ſent War, by an able Hand
P. 403
Letter to a late noble Commander, ex

poſtulating with his Lordſhip on his

433

Trial of Mr. Stevenſon for the Murder

of Mr. Elcock, an Attorney 434–436
A Caſe in Point, againſt the long con
teſted Dutch Claim

436, 437

Accounts of the Battles of Thornhauſen
-Condućt in Germany.
u 494-407
Account of Eug. Aram, a Murderer 482
and Coveldt, in Weſtphalia 438,439
Of the Map of Poland and Plan of the Accounts of the Battles of Zullichau and
fine City of Dreſden
ibid.
Cunnerſdorff, in Poland
440, 456
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, i. Prince Ferdinand's Order of Thanks af
ter the Battle of Thornhauſen
44.o
which began November 23, 1758,
With an Account of all the material Numbers of Men armed in England ard
Queſtions therein determined 409–419
Wales in the Year 1588
44. I
Grants, and Ways and Means
ibid. Rates of Entertainment for the Officers,
&c. in that Year
4-4-2
Account of the Effects of Electricity in
paralytic Caſes, by Mr. Francklyn 419 Remarkable Speech of Q, Elizabeth ibid.

Extraordinary Cafe of a Boy troubled Premiums of the Society for encouraging
with convulſive Fits, cured by a great.
Diſcharge of Worms

42 o

Effects of the extraordinary Heat of the
Weather, in the Month of July 1757 421
Remarkable Caſe of Coheſions of all the

Inteſtines, by Mr. N. Jenty-

422

- Arts, Manufactures, &c.
PoeticAL Ess AYS

A new Song, ſet to Muſick
The Mont HLY CHR onolocer
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
Eccleſiaſtical Preferments

Account of diſtilling Sea-Water freſh, by Promotions Civil and Military
Wood Aſhes, by Capt. Chapman 423
Thoughts on Faith, &c. by Butler 424
Mr. Moreton's Defence of his Remarks on

, a noted Intereſt Theorem 425-428
D'Eſtrades's Account of his Negociations
".. for the Sale of Dunkirk, refuting Lord

* Carndon's Accoºn of that Affir 428
Deſcription of the Caſtle of Athens 432

4.43, 444.
445-44.7

Bankrupts

4-4-5

447
4-53

ibid.
454.

Courſe of Exchange

ibid.
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But, as he prophecies, in his ſaid letter
An impartial and ſuccinæ History of the
Origin and Progreſ of the preſent WAR.
Continued from p. 36c.
ºf HETHER he had orders

#. º

to attack the French is a

to his brother, he did not long enjoy the

pleaſure of refle&ing upon his moſt ſignal
vićtory; for on the 3d of July, about nine

o'clock in the morning, he received intel
ligence, that M. de Villier, having re

Queſtion. By the aër of Aceived a reinforcement of 7oo men, was
ºš
! W i. the aſſembly it would ſeem in full march with 90o men, beſides In
Q.
*

º as if they had ordered the
*f;
men to be raiſed only for
> the prote&tion of their

frontiers; but the French were reſolved,
it ſeems, that he ſhould attack them, on

purpoſe that they might have a pretence
for ſaying, that the firſt ačt of hoſtility
was committed by us; for they would not
allow, that their driving our people away
from the fort they were building was an
act of hoſtility, becauſe the people made

dians, to attack him. What our people
had been about ever fince the 28th of May,

from which time they might have expect
ed, and really did expe&t to be attacked,
is as little to be accounted for, as it is
B
to be admired. In that time,

#.

urely, 3 or 400 men might have raiſed
ſuch a fort, as it would have been impoſ
fible to reduce without artillery, by any
other method but ſtarving them out, and
before that could have been done, the

no reſiſtance.

With this view M. de
whole militia of Virginia might have
Viller, commandant of the new French C marched up to their relief: Beſide this,
fort upon the Ohio, which they had they might, by means of ſome of the

called Fort du Queſne, in honour to M.
du Quaſne, then governor of Canada, ſent
out a party of 33 men, under an officer
named Jamonville, as ſoon as he heard
that Mr. Waſhington was arrived at the

Indians, have had intelligence every day
of what the French were about at Fort du

Queſne : But they were ſo idle, that they
had raiſed only a ſmall incompleat in
trenchment, which they had called Fort

place called the Great Meadows, near the D Neceſſity; and ſo negligent were they, that
river Monongahela; and to this party he they knew nothing of the reinforcement re
gave orders to march near to where our ceived by the French, or of their march,
people were, and to ſeem as if they in till they were upon their backs; for by 11
tended to paſs them, in order to intercept o'clock of that day the French began the
their proviſions; but at the ſame time he attack. This was ſuch an egregious neg
gave the officer an order, in writing, to lečt, that Thanachriſhon, the half-king,
cite or warn our people to retire from the E took notice of it, and ſoon after, in a

ground whereon they were, as being

treaty at Aughwick, complained of it, by

within the French territory. On the 18th
of May, accordingly, Mr. Waſhington
fell into the ſnare; for, as ſoon as he got

ſaying, “that Col. Waſhington lay in one
place from one full moon to the other,

without making any fortifications, except

fight of this party, he marched againſt

that little thing on the meadow; whereas
them, and, without ſending to demand had he taken advice, and built ſuch forti
their buſineſs, or to require them to retire, F fications as I adviſed him, he might
attacked them with ſuch vigour, tho' he have beat off the French : But, ſays h p
had then but about 50 men with him, the French in the Engagement atted like
that they were all either taken or killed, cowards, and the Engliſh like fools.”
M. Jamonville being among the latter,
[To be continued in our next.]
and an officer and two cadets among the
former, all of whom in number 21, he
late glorious vićtory obtained
over the French by the allied army
ſent priſoners to Wincheſter, under a G
guard of 29 men; and in this ſkirmiſh, near Minden, and the ſlur next day caſt
which, in his letter to his brother, he calls by the German prince, who was com
a battle, and a moſt ſignal victory, he mander in chief of that army, upon the
ſays, he had but one man killed, and two Right Honourable gentleman who, undeſ
him, had the chief command of the Britiſh
qr three wounded.

º:

Th;

4O4.
Conduct of a Noble Lor D
Aug.
troops, has already ſet our preſs to work, yet his negligence was not thought ſo ca
but nothing worth our notice has as yet ap pital as to exclude him from merg. His
peared, except a pamphlet intitled A letter judges unanimouſly and warmly recom
to a late noble commander of the Britiſh mended him as a fit objećt of royal cle
forces in Germany; from which pamphlet mency. The clamour which this recom
we think it neceſſary to give our readers mendation occaſioned is recent in every
A one's ears. The demands of juſtice were
the following extracts.
The author, after obſerving that, in a loud from every quarter : The walls in
free nation, every man who fills a poſt of every ſtreet were detaced with ſcrolls,
truſt and importance is accountable to his which called for vengeance: Majeſty
fellow citizens for the juſt diſcharge of itſelf was menaced, and popular rage
dared to interfere with the exerciſe of the
his duty, proceeds thus:
“At the ſame time pardon me the moſt nobie prerogative of the crown.

pride of aſſuring you, that this addreſs to B
u is dićtated by my concern for the
#.
of my country, and my zeal for
its welfare; both which, from circum

ſtances hither to apparent, are thought to
have been injured by your Miſcondućt.

I am moved by no perſonal animoſity,
heated by no party, inſtigated by no far C
tion.

It is not to Lord

, but to the

The officer, not the man, is

umph. I mourn likewiſe that the bril
fiance of that ſhining day, when the con
federates in the cauſe of liberty van

quiſhed the forces of France, ſhould be
thought to have received diminution from
your inactivity, who ought to have given

The occaſion called for ſeverity. The
offence was proved : The Law declared
of it.

the ſubječt of my animadverſions.
That the luſtre of your high rank is
darkened by an inglorious eclipſe, is to
me rather matter of concern than tri

only the diſpoſition, but the fortitude to
be juſt. Had it been a time for clemency,
the delinquent had not fallen a vićtim to
the rigour of his ſentence.
the puniſhment: The nation demanded
execution; and the ſovereign approved

Britiſh commander that I urge my remon
ſtrances.

I do not mean however to infinuate,
that public clamour influenced the royal
determination. Our ſovereign has not

Juſtice had its free courſe, and

eſtabliſhed an example, to the terror of
ſuture offenders.

D

You, my lord, are ſurpoſed to have
been zealous in promoting this example.
Prompted, no doubt, by the principle
which ağtuates every geneious mind, you
paid no regard to the wealth of the delin
quent, to his noble alliances, or high rank
in the navy. You conſidered an indivi

E dual, however great, to be of little im
additional ſplendor to conqueſt.
Though I mourn principally for the portance, when placed in competition
public, I nevertheleſs feel for you in par with the public. Theſe conſiderations, it
ticular. I do not mean to add inſult to
misfortune. I do not endeavour to raiſe

is preſumed, influenced you to urge his
doom. You had the nation on your fide.

a fatal prejudice againſt you, and artici You had more : You had juſtice to ſup
pate public judgment before you are le port your condućt.
F
No one can condemn the zeal which
gally conväed cf public offence.
I am ſenſible of the danger of inflam

ing the multitude under a free govern
ment. When a popular tumuit has been
induſtriouſly raiſed, I know that juſtice
has been too often ſacrificed to appeaſe it.
No one can be ignorant of the cruel

inſpires us with reſentment againſt delin
quents who betray the honour, and aban
don the intereſt of their country. The
principle is noble; but we certainly ought
to be careful in what manner we direct

it. Our indignation ſhould not tranſport

means which were uſed to inflame the Gus ſo far as to take facts for granted be

public againſt a late unhappy delinquent,

fore they are proved in a courſe of legal

and chief commander at ſea.

examination.

Before he

had ſet his foot on ſhore, papers and

amphlets pronounced his condemnation:

É.

was borne along the ſtreets by the
mob as a ſpectacle of infamy, and hung
in effigy.
During his trial, every article of exami
nation daily underwent the ſevereſt com
ment. The charges againſt him fell under
the heads of cowardice, negligence, or diſaf.
fellion. His judges unanimouſly acquitted
him of the firſt and laſt. He died—for
hi: NEGLIGEN ce.

I juſtice obliged them to condemn him,

-

This caution I mean to obſerve in exa

mining the circumſtances of your ſup
poſed criminality. I would not hire a
mob to bear you aloft as an objećt of
hatred and derificn

I would not bribe

them to hang you in effigy; neither ſhall
my pen proclaim you either cowardy.
negligent, or diſaffe&ed, before you have
been head in your own vindication.”
Then, with regard to our troops in
Germany, he ſays,
“ Whether it be adviſenble or not to

ſend the ſoices of Great-Britain to fight

w

-

in Ger MANY.
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in Germany, is a ſubjećt which has been reputation of your country, which made
much controverted, and is quite foreign
from my diſcuſſion. It is ſufficient for
the preſent purpoſe, that it was thought

you, perhaps, too conſcious of your im

expedient by thoſe whoſe influence cauſed

, We could not forbear applauding the

portance, and anxious to ſupport the dig
nity of your rank and ſtation.

them to be tranſported: And, whatever A principle of national pride, tho' we were
might be the ſentiments of particulars, it apprehenſive that it might prevent that
is certain that the approbation of the familiar intercourſe and freedom of con
kingdom in general gave a ſančtion to ſultation which ought to ſubſiſt among
the meaſure.

general officers, and which not only gives

No troops were ever animated with
more diſtinguiſhed ardour.

birth to many great deſigns, but often

Commanders

inſures their ſucceſs in the execution.

among the É. rank of nobility, volunteers B

We could not ſuſpect, however, that a

of faſhion and fortune, all nurſed in the

man of faſhion, honour and underſtand

downy lap of eaſe, forſook at once the
omp of a court, the Joys of new-wedded
ove, with all the pleaſures of a luxurious

ing, would ſuffer this noble principle to

town, and crowded to the German ſhore,

to experience hardſhips, brave dangers,

glory and national welfare, as to ſacrifice
the common intereſt to private pique and

and ſtand in the front of death.

reſentment.”

degenerate into envy and malice; or that
he could be ſo loſt to all ſenſe of true

The common men were worthy of their C And a few pages further the author
leaders. They were picked and culled goes on thus:
*from the flower of the Britiſh army.
“Public rumour begets public preju
Strength, ſpirit, and comelineſs were their dices. It is fit that you ſhould be ac
chara&eriſtics. The command of thoſe
quainted with the reports that are propa
choſen bands devolved upon your lord gated relating to your condućt. It is
ſhip.”
Friendſhip to repeat them. Knowing
Ånd a little after he adds,
them, you may, and I wiſh that you
“To your country's detriment, and D may, be able to remove them. Thus
your own diſhonour, the expectations of then the tongue of public report tells the
the public are diſappointed. We looked black tale againſt you :
for a commander, and we find a com
It is ſaid, that on the firſt of Auguſt,
mentator. We depended upon an ačtive when the confederate army was drawn up
warrior, and we meet with an idle diſ againſt the forces of France and her allies,
putant; one, who in the field of battle when the immediate ſecurity of his ma
debates upon orders with all the phlegm E jeſty's German dominions, when the ho
of an academic, when he ought to execute nourand intereſt of your king and country,
them with all the vigour and intrepidity together with your own reputation, de
of an hero.”
pended on the deciſion of the field.—On
He next takes notice of a former diſ.
that ſignal day, when the action grew
F.
between theſe two generals, as fol. warm, and became worthy of your inter
ows :
poſition, it is ſaid that his highneſs prince
-

“We remember, indeed, that, ſoon F Ferdinand, the commander in chief, diſ

after the command devolved upon you, a
diſagreeable rumour prevailed, that there
was not ſuch cordial agreement between
your ſuperior and you as the nature of
the confederate ſervice required.
Every well wiſher to the common cauſe

patched one of his aids de camp to you,
with orders for you immediately to attack
a particular body of the enemies troops.
Inſtead of an inſtant compliance with
theſe orders, it is reported that you heſi
tated, and at length intimated that there

was diſturbed at the report of ſuch an un- G muſt be ſome miſtake in the delivery or
happy miſunderſtanding. At home we the injunčtion of thoſe orders. On the
could not help expreſſing our concern, aid de camp's perſiſting to repeat them,
that the Neceſſity of affairs ſhould make

it is ſaid (which, I own, is ſcarce cre

it requiſite for a Britiſh commander to re
ceive orders from a foreign general.

dible) that your confuſion carried you ſo
far, that you inconſiderately aſked the
aid de camp, whether the orders he
H brought were in Writing
Upon his anſwering, with ſome ſur
prize, in the negative, you are farther re

We could eaſily conceive, that the de

licacy of an Engliſhman of high birth and
exalted ſpirit might be offended at cir
cumſtances of ſuperiority in a foreign
prince, however tender his highneſs might
be in the exerciſe of his authority.
We were willing to attribute the un
fortunate jealouſy to your laudable zeal
for the honour of your ſovereign, and the

ported to have ſaid “ that you would

fpeak to the prince yourſelf.” Before
you could find an opportunity of addreſſ
ing yourſelf to his highneſs, however,
the occaſion for which your ſervice was

406
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required is ſaid to have been irretrievably

Aug.

“But (ſays he, a little further) you are

loſt; a conſequence which might reaſona ſuppoſed to have conceived ſome miſtake
bly have been expected from ſuch a delay. in the orders. Were they then wanting
A conſequence nevertheleſs extremely in perſpicuity, or were you deficient in ap
fatal, and which renders your ſuppoſed prehenſion They who are acquainted
failure more grievous and unpardonable, with your talents will not ſuſpect the
if it is true, as many affirm, that the A latter : The world, which bears witneſs
greateſt part of a whole regiment of bold to his bighneſs's capacity, will not believe
and gallant Britant were cut to pieces for the former.
I will not ſuppoſe, that to cover a wilful
want of being ſupported by the attack
diſobedience you taxed the orders with
which you was ordered to make.
Highly culpable as from ſuch behaviour obſcurity or ambiguity, which were never
you are ſuppoſed to have been, a further theleſs clear to your conception : That
opportunity yet offered, it is ſaid, which, B would be ſuch an aggravating circum
had you embraced it with vigour, would ſtance, as would not only render the ears
in ſome degree have reſtored your credit, of mercy deaf to your ſupplications, but
and made ſome reparation for the cala ſteel the heart of humanity againſt your
mitous effects occaſioned by your former ſufferings.
unaccountable failure.
To place your condu& in every candid
When the condućt and valour of the
light it ſeems to admit of ; let us grant
confederate army, though not ſeconded C
really thought the commander in
by your endeavours, had repulſed the chief to have been miſtaken in his orders,
enemy, and routed their forces, his high and that it was inexpedient and unad.
neſs, we are told, again ſent to you by viſeable to carry them into execution; yet
another of his aids de camp, and ordered remember that they were orders ſor an
you to purſue a flying party of the enemy. attack. You did not approve of the mode
To theſe orders likewiſe you are ſup preſcribed, it was nevertheleſs your duty
poſed to have refuſed obedience. The D to purſue the ſubſtance of his dire&ions.
reaſons affirmed to have been given by
If you was under ſtrong convićtion that
you in juſtification of your refuſal, no leſs the plan of operation injoined by the orders
diſgrace your capacity, than the refuſal was injudicious and ineffectual, you had
itſelf ſeems to diſhonour your courage or certainly better have diſobeyed them by
your integrity.
altering the ſcheme, and leading your man
-

.

You are ſaid to have anſwered the aid

to action in a manner more conformable

de camp who brought you orders for the E to your own judgment. You would have
purſuit, “ that you were a ſtranger to the incurred leſs danger, and ſuſtained leſs
roads, and unacquainted with the paſſes.” diſhonour, by an attack inconfiflent with
Had this weak anſwer contained the leaſt your orders, than by an inglorious in
apology for your diſobedience, yet the aćtivity.”
Then, after giving prince Ferdinand's
fuppoſed reply of the aid de camp ſtripped
you even of the ſhadow of an excuſe. It orders of Auguſt the 2d, and ſhewing
is aſſerted, that he offered “to ſhew you F that they imply a charge of miſbehaviour
the way himſelf, and condućt you with on the commander in chief of the Britiſh
fafety.”
troops, the author proceeds thus :
Thus driven to extremity, and left
“ They who pretend to be acquainted
without the ſlighteſt pretence for diſobey with your charašter ſeem confident that
ing the orders you had received, is it to you will be able to vindicate your fame
be believed that you ſtill demurred, and from the injurious imputations which diſ
puſhed your expoſtulations to the verge of G honour it. In the mean time, your
mutiny The anſwer which public ru friends, if they deſerve that appellation,
mour has put into your mouth is incre have prepared an apology, which, without
Jible. It is juſt that you ſhould know it. contributing to your juſtification, wane
It is affirmed, that, perfifting in your diſ tonly caſts a reproach on the commander
obedience, after long heſitation, you de in chief.”
• He then ſtates what has been inſinuated
clared—“that you did not think it ad
viſeable to hazard his majeſty's troops.” H by the apologiſt, viz. that different or
Such is the ſhocking and diſmal light contradićtory orders were ſent at the ſame
in which your condućt is repreſented. time. This, he ſhews, it is impoſſible to
The colouring is truly hideous: At pre ſuppoſe; and if they had been ſent at
ſent, however, we only ſee the dark ſide of different times, the laſt ought to have
the pićture. It remains for you to exhibit been obeyed".
A little
the bright one in your own vindication.”

.* Upon this we muft remark, that contradiºlory orders might have been ſent at differint
time, by different aidi de camp, and the aids de camp themſelves, unleſ; previouſly inſtruded,
alk to tell which was firſt or which laſt.

with his Lordship.
1759.
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A little further the author proceeds be remembered likewiſe, that if this ſup
thus :

poſition ſhould prove to be a fact; if it
** who can that other nameleſs apolo ſhould appear that his highneſs was wrong
gift of yours be, who has the confidence in his judgment, his Error will not avail
and abſurdity to inſult the public with the you in your defence.
fellowing quere?—“If (Āys he) a juſt
Whether his judgment was right or
ſenſe of the dignity of that nation, which A wrong, it was not your duty to diſpute it,
L–G– S-- in ſome meaſure had
but to obey his directions : . His order was
the honour of repreſenting, has been the a voucher for your condućt: To diſobey
occaſion of his forbearing any thing, it, you knew, was a breach of diſcipline,
which, in his opinion may not be detri and a capital crime.
mental to it, is there an Engliſhman who
But how does it appear that the prince
has been raſh : What I becauſe at the
would not eſpouſe his cauſe.”
I am aſhamed to have tranſcribed this B head of the troops he fixed a mark of re
ſentence.—Is there an Engliſhman who probation on the commander of the right
can eſpouſe the cauſe of a commander wing, does this, as your apologiſt infi
who remained inactive in the day of muates, imply any imputation to the diſ.
battle, when ordered to attack P

Is there

an Engliſhman ſo ignorant of the rules of

honour of the Britiſh troops in general?
Has he not, in expreſs terms, generouſly

diſcipline, ſo unſatisfied of the neceſſity of

acknowledged, that, next to providence,

fübordination, as to be an advocate for an Che owed his ſucceſs to the bravery of the
inferior officer who ſets his opinion againſt
the commands of his ſuperior *

Is there an Engliſhman ſo weak, as to
believe that a juſt ſenſe of the dignity of
the nation could poſſibly occaſion his for
bearance? Is there an Engliſhman ſo cre

Britiſh forces 2

It is to be preſumed that his highneſs
was, and indeed he declares himſelf to

have been thoroughly perſuaded of the
miſbehaviour of that commander.

Under

this perſuaſion, it was juſt and politic to

dulous to conclude (againſt the prince's D make the cenſure publickly, as the offence
poſitive perſuaſion to the contrary) that

was public.”

his forbearance has not been detrimental *
Could it be otherwiſe than detrimental to

Belleiſle's letter to Contades, that the

ſtand fill when ordered to attack?
Admitting however that it had not been
detrimental—that it was not even likely
to be ſo—yet, was a commander of his E
rank to content himſelf with the ſatisfac

tion of doing no harm P Was he placed
at the head of ſuch gallant forces for
aegative purpoſes Was he not called

After which the author ſhews, from
allied army have more than a common
ſtake to loſe: They fight pro aris et foci:;
and every one ſhould be made ſenſible,
that all their hopes depend on their own
good condućt and intrepidity.
And he concludes thus:

“But I forget that you have not been
heard in your defence. Your country
into the field for affive ſervices
Was
waits for an explanation; and every man
he not ordered to exert them * Did he not
of candour and impartiality wiſhes that
diſobey? Is it not doing harm, to refuſe F your vindication may prove ſatisfa&tory.
In the mean time I cannot forbear ex
to execute the ſervice he was appointed
to perform 2
preſſing my concern that your unfortunate
Such advocates, my lord, betray the fituation ſhould affect an aged father and
weakneſs of the cauſe they defend. It is venerable peer, who has grown old by the
to be hoped, however, that you yourſelf fide of his ſovereign, and, by a long life
will urge more powerful juſtifications in of loyalty and good ſervices, has preſerved
defence of your diſºbedience. You cannot G the favour of his royal maſter, without
be inſenſible of the fatal conſequences of forfeiting the eſteem of his fellow
which it has been, and ſtill may be, pro citizens—A father, who deſerved a better
dućtive.”
fate than to have even a ſuſpicion of diſ
And he afterwards adds as follows:
honour light on ſo near a branch of his
* Your apologiſts neither act with family. But though we lament his feel
juſtice or diſcretion when they recriminate, ings, we admire his fortitude. Moved
and poſitively accuſe his highneſs of raſh H with the affection of a tender parent, he
neſs. Says one of them, “As the prince adheres to juſtice with a Roman rigour,
has been raſh in his behaviour, he may and nobly ſcorns to interpoſe between an
alſo have been wrong in his judgment.” offending ſon and an injured country.”
This is an indecent accuſation, followed

by a malevolent ſuppoſition.

To the Account of Eugens ARAM, lateſ,

It ſhould be remembered, that if it is

executed at York, which we have given

unjuſt to condemn you unheard, it is not

in ºur Chronologer, p. 455, we ſhall

Of the Plan of DR espen.
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Aug.

What this Eugene is remarkable for, is
add ſºme circumſtance, gathered from the having read a very extraordinary defence at
pamphlet lately publiſhed concerning him.
his trial, which he had drawn up with
his wife's very diſtinët evidence it great art, and in no inelegant ſtile. He
was gathered, that Aram and Houſe was the ſon of gardener, and by his owa
man had perpetrated the murder, and that application and induſtry acquired the
they even had deſigned to murder her, A knowledge of the learned languages, and
thinking ſhe ſuſpected them thereof. the mathematicks, and is ſaid to have left
Houſeman being taken up, after a great behind him the plan of a lexicon, and
deal of ſhuffling, made the following con ſome other pieces, that diſplayed a great
feſſion. “ That Daniel Clark was mur
acuteneſs and ingenuity.
dered by Eugene Aram, late of Knare
RESDEN, capital of the eleēorate of
ſbrough, a ſchool-maſter, and, as he be
Saxony, lies in 13° 36' of eaſt long
lieves, on Friday February 8, 1744-5 ; tude and in 51° of North Latitude, and
for that Eugene Aram and Daniel Clark ſtands on the river Elbe, which divides the
were together in Aram's houſe early that old from the new town. It is 65 miles
morning, and that he (Houſeman) left N. W. of Prague, and 85 ſouth of Berlin,
the houſe, and went up the ſtreet a little and is one of the largeſt and ſtrongeſt towns
before, and they called to him deſiring of the empire of Germany. For what has
to this city, fince it has been in
he would go a ſhort way with them, and happened
poſſeffion of his Pruſſian majeſty. (See our

B.

he accordingly went along with them to a C Vol. for
place called St. Robert's cave, near Grim
ble-bridge. where Aram and Clark ſtop

1758, p. 215, 6oo, 672, 681.

Referenses to the Plan of DarsnRN,
Nrw Town.

ed, and there he ſaw Aram ftrike him ſe
veral times over his breaſt and head, and

1 White Gate—z Palace Guard–3 The
Palace—4 Coal Market—5 Mionie Street—
ſaw him fall as if he was dead, upon 6 Coal Market—7 Mionie Street—8 Block
which he came away and left them : But Houſe—9 Bahnitz Street—io Great Guard
whether Aram uſed any weapon or not to D -11 Great Street—12 Bridge Guard—13
kill Clark he could not tell, nor does he Royal Street—14 Workhouſes—15 Large
know what he did with the body after Street—16 Black Gate—17 Workhouſe—
wards, but believes that Aram left it at the 18 The Bears—19 The Lyons—zo Baer—
2 r Barracks—21. The New Town Church

mouth of the cave; for that, ſeeing Aram
Houſe.
do this, leſt he might ſhare the ſame fate, 23 The City The
Old Town.
he made the beſt of his way from him,
1 Wilſch Gate—a Pilche Gate—3 The
and got to the bridge end; where, look E Virgin Mary–4 Riding Academy for young
ing back, he ſaw Alam coming from the Princes—5 Playhouſe—6 Auf der Platte
cave fide (which is in a private rock ad Baſtion—7 Bridge—8 The Laboratory-9
joining to the river) and could diſcern a St. Sophie-io Opera Houſe—11 The Cha
bundle in his hand, but did not know

pel–12 Courts—13 The old Market.—14

what it was ; upon this he haſted away to The New Market— 15 The Ciſtern–16
the town. without either joining Aram, Count Bruhl's Houſe—17 The Riding Aca
demy—13 The Stables—19 Poſt Office—ze
or ſeeing him again fill the next day, and F Pirna
Gate—21 Huſſenberg Baſtion—11 Ju
from that time to this, he had never any piter
Baſtion—23 Seeberg Baſtion—24 The
private diſcourſe with him. Afterwards, Arſenal—25
St Croix—26 The Powder
however, Houſeman ſaid that Clark’s bo
dy was buried in St. Robert's cave, and
that he was ſure it was then there; but

deſired it might remain till ſuch time as

Aram ſhould be taken. He added fur- G
ther, Clark's head lay to the right in the
turn of the entrance at the cave.”

Theſe

words Houſem, in repeated the day after.

Magazine-27 - Notre Dams - 28 Timber
Yards—zz Water Houſe—30 Pinna Gate

Guard—31 The Palace—32. The Caſtle.
U R readers will find the annexed
accurate and diſtinčt MAP of the

ſeat of war, in the wettern part of the

kingdom of Poland, very uſeful tº

On Houſeman's commitment to the caſtle,

them, in their reading, at this juncture.

proper ºf ns were appointed to exa

marches and

nine S. Robert's cave; where agree

They will therein be able to trace the

countermarches of the

Ruſſians and Pruſſians, and the fituations

able to his confeſſion, was the ſkeleton
of a human body, the head lying as
he before had ſaid ; upon which an
inquiſition was taken by the coroner.
Hereupon Aram, who was now found to

of the bordering countries of Branden
burgh, Sileſia, Hungary, &c. with reſpect
to the kingdom of Poland. (See p. 440.)

be an uſher at a ſchool in Norfolk, was

tº The G E N F R A L T N D ex tº the
Twe NTY-sev En Volu MEs of the

Upon many concurrent
Proofs, and a number of the ſtrongeſt cir

apprehended.

cumſtances, he was tried, found guilty,
-----1

-
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The

#y g the
the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ae
material ºueſtions therein determined, and of the political Diſputes

erozºaf 0

º

thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 355.
November 3o 1758.
HAT 60,000 men be employed for the ſea ſervice, for
the year 1759, including 14,845 marines.
2. That a ſum not exceeding 4.1. per man Per month, be
allowed for maintaining the ſaid 60, ooo men for 13 months, in
cluding the ordnance for ſea ſervice
-

A.

J.

d.

1.

-

-

-

DEcE M BER 7.

31 roooo

o

o

---

-

.1. That a number of land forces, including thoſe in Germany,
and on an expedition under major-general Hopſon, and 4oro in
valids amounting to 52,543 effective men, commiſſion and non
commiſſioned officers included, be employed for the ſervice of the
year 1759.

-

2...That for defraying the charge of the 52,543 effe&tive men
for guards and garriſons, and other his majeſty's land forces in
Great-Britain, Guernſey, and Jerſey, for the year 1759, there
be granted to his majeſty a ſum not exceeding
1256 130 15 a.
3. For the pay of the general amd ſtaff officers, and officers of the
hoſpitals for his majeſty's land forces, for the year 1759
5248+ 1, 8
4. For maintaining his majeſty's forces, and garriſons in the
plantations, and Gibraltar, and for proviſions for the garriſons in
Nova-Scotia, Newfoundland, Gibraltar, Providence, Cape-Bre
ton and Senegal, for the year 1759
742.531
5. For defiaying the charge of four regiments, and one bat5 7
-

*

-

-

-

-

talion of foot on the Iriſh eſtabliſhment, ſerving in North America
and Africa, for the year 1759

-

40879 13 9

*

209.2025 16
-

-

DEcEMBER 12.

2 .

-

1. For the charge of the office of ordnance for land ſervice, for
220789 11
2. For defraying the extraordinary expence of ſervices per
formed by the office of ordnance for land ſervice, and not provided
for by parliament, in 1758
—
313987 13
3. For the ordinary of the navy, including the half pay to ſea

9

officers for 1759

the year 1759

-

-

-

-

-

-

, , -

-

-

-

4. Towards the ſupport of Greenwich-hoſpital

-

-

3

233491

9

8

1. oooo

gº

o

793268 14

8

398697 17

- #

-

Dece MBER 18.

1. For defraying the charges of 38,000 men of the troops of
Hanover, Wolfenbuttle, Saxe Gotha, and count of Buckeburg,
together with that of general and ſtaff officers, aStually employed
againſt the common enemy, in concert with the king of Pruſſia,
from December 25, 1758, to December 24, 1759, both inclu
five, to be iſſued in advance, every two months, in iike manner as
the pay of the Heſſian forces now in the ſervice of Great-Britain, the
ſaid body of troops to be muſtered by an Engliſh commiſſary,
and the effe &ive ſtate thereof to be aſcertained by the ſignature of
the commander in chief of the ſaid forces

-

-

2. For defraying the charge of 212 o horſe, and 990c foot, to
gether with the general and ſtaff officers, the officers of the hoſ.
pital, and officers and others belonging to the train of artillery,
the troops of the landgrave of Heſſe Caſſel, in the pay of Great

Britain, for ninety days, from December 25, 1758, to March
24, 1759, both incluſive, together with the ſubſidy for the ſaid time,
Purſuant to treaty
-

-

-

-

59646

1

& 4

41o
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d.

waggons, train of artillery, and of proviſions, wood, ſtraw, &c.
and other extraordinary expences and contingences of his majeſty's
combined army, under the command of prince Ferdinand, there

be granted to his majeſty, upon accompt, as a preſent ſupply

$ooooo

o

o

--

958.343 18 11 #
Dece MBER 19.

-

Towards paying off and diſcharging the debt of the navy

I Cooooo

JANUARY 22, 1759,

o

o

1958 19

y

-

1. For defraying the charge for allowances to the ſeveral officers
and private gentlemen of the two troops of horſe guards, and re
giment of horſe reduced, and to the ſupeiannuated gentlemen
of the four troops of horſe guards for 1759
-

-

2. Upon account of the educed officers of the land forces and
marines, for 1759

34467 15 1e

3. For the paying of perſions to the widows of ſuch reduced
officers of the land forces and marines, as died upon the eſtabliſh
ment of half pay in Great Britain, and who were married to them

before December 25, 1716, for 1759

2 118

-

o

o

---

394.54 ± 5

5

JANUARY 19.
--1. For enabling his majeſty to make good his engagements with
the king of Pruſſia, purſuant to a convention between his majeſty
and the king of Pruſſia, concluded December 7, 1758
— 67oooo o o
2. For detraying the charge of what remains to he paid for 212 o
horſe, and 99 oo foot, together with the general and ſtaff offi
cers, the officers of the hoſpital, and officers and others belongin
to the train of artillery, the troops of the Landgrave of Heſſe ;
in the pay of Great-Britain for 365 days, from December 25,
f

1758, to December 24, 1759, both days incluſive, together with
the ſubſidy for the ſaid time, purſuant to treaty
1822.51
3. For defraying the charge of an additional corps of 920 horſe,
and 6072 foot, together with the general and ſtaff officers the offi
cers of the hoſpital, and officers and others belonging to the
--

± 1.1 :

train of artillery, the troops of the Landgrave of Heffe Caffel,
in the pay of Great Britain for 365 days, from January 1,
1759, to December 31 following, purſuant to treaty
4. For enabling his majeſty to make good his engagements with
the Landgrave of Heſſe Caſſel, purſuant to the ſeparate article be
longing to a treaty between them, concluded January 17, 1759,
the ſaid ſum to be paid as his moſt ſerene highneſs ſhall think moſt
convenient, in order to facilitate the means by which he may again
fix his reſidence in his own dominions, and give freſh courage to
his faithful ſubjećts, by his preſence, which is ſo much wiſhed for
5. For enabling his majeſty to diſcharge the like ſum raiſed, in
-

97582 17 re;

60000 o e

purſuance of an ačt of laſt ſeſſion, and charged upon the firſt aids
or ſupplies to be granted in this ſeſſion of parliament
6. Towards the buildings, rebuildings, and repairs of his ma

8ooooo

-

jeſty's ſhips, for 1759

*

-

*

2 ooooo

*

o

6

o

o

-

2009834 o 943
JANUARY 31.

For out-penſioners oſChelſeahoſpital for the year 1759, upon accompt 26ooo o o
February 5.

*--

To be applied towards the improving, widening and enlarging the

paſſage over and through London-bridge

-

FF BRUARY 8.

-

15too o o
—-

Towards enabling the governors and guardians of the foundling
hoſpital to receive all ſuch children, under a certain age, to be by
them limited, as ſhall be brought to the ſaid hoſpital; and alſo to
wards enabling them to maintain and educate ſuch children as are

• *w under their care, and to continue to carry in:9 execution

—
*
--

r?59.
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the good purpoſes for which they were incorporated ; and that the
ſame. be iſſued and paid for the uſe of the ſaid hoſpital without

fee or reward, or any dedućtion whatſoever, upon accompt

1 cooo

so - O

FEBRUARY 22.

For the charge of tranſport ſervice for the year 1758, including
the expence of vićtualling his majeſty's land forces, within the ſaid
year

-

-

-

-

66777

-

-

February 26.

19

7

*-*-

1. For ſupporting and maintaining the ſettlement of his ma
jeſty's colony of Nova-Scotia for the year 1759, upon account
a. For defraying the charges incurred, by ſupporting and maintaining the ſettlement of his majeſty's colony of Nova-Scotia, in
the year 1757, and not provided for by parliament
3. For defraying the charges of the civil eſtabliſhment of his
majeſty's colony of Georgia, and other incidental expences attend

99.02 - 5
.

o
*-

-

- -

11278 13

5

4057 to

o

ing the ſame, from June 24, 1758, to June 24, 1759, upon
accompt

-

-

-

-

-

-

25238 13 - 5
MARch 19.

––

1. To replace to the finking fund the like ſum paid out of the
ſame to make good the deficiency on July 5, 1758, of the additional
ſtamp duty on licences for retailing of wine, duty on coals ex
and ſurplus of the duty on licences for retailing ſpirituous
t
quors, made a fund by an ačt of 30 George II. for paying annui
ties at the bank of England, after the rate of 3!. per cent. on three
millions, and alſo the i. annuities payable at the Exchequer, and
other charges thereupon

f.

-

-

-

-

24371

6 11 +

2. To replace to the finking fund the like ſum paid out of the
ſame, to make good the deficiency on July 5, 1758, of the duties
on glaſs and
liquors, to anſwer annuities on fingie
lives payable at the exchequer, granted by an act of 19 George II.
3. To be employed in maintaining and ſupporting the Britiſh forts
and ſettlements upon the coaſts of Africa
4. To be paid to Roger Long, D. D. Lowndes's aſtronomical
and geometrical profeſſor in the univerſity of Cambridge, without
accompt, to enable him to diſcharge, in purſuance of the will of
Thomas Lowndes, Eſq; (the inventor of a method for meliorating
the brine lalt of this kingdom) a mortgage upon an eſtate deviſed
for the endowment of the ſaid profeſſorſhip, by the ſaid Thomas
Lowndes; and to reimburſe to the ſaid Roger Long, the intereſt
monies he hath paid, and that are growing due, and the expences
he hath incurred in reſpect to the ſaid mortgage, and that the ſame

ãº,

-

be paid without fee or reward

-

-

-

-

-

888 1. 11 10 ;
-

roooo - o

1280

-

o

º

o

4453.2 18 to 4
-

MARch 29.

--

1. That towards defraying the charge of pay, and cloathing for
the Militia, from December 31, 1758, to March 25, 1760, and
for repaying to his majeſty the ſum of 13321. 1 os. advanced by him
for the ſervice of the militia, purſuant to an addreſs of this houſe
of November 29 laſt, there be granted upon account
2. That towards enabling the governors and guardians of the
-

Soooo, o

o

Foundling-hoſpital, to receive all ſuch children under a certain age,
to be by them limited, as ſhall be brought to the ſaid hoſpital, be
fore January 1, 1760 5 and alſo towards enabling them to main
tain and educate ſuch children as are now under their care ; and to

continue to carry into execution the good purpoſes for which they
were incorporated ; and that the ſame be iſſued and paid for the uſe
of the ſaid hoſpital, without fee or reward, or any dedućtion what-

ſoever; there be granted the farther ſum of

-

-

-

$oooo.
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APRIL 2.

-

Aug
º.

f.

For defraying the extraordinary expences of his majeſty's land
forces and other ſervices incurred in the year 1758, and not pro
vided for by parliament
466785 so
APRIL 10.

-

5 +

-

1. For enabling the commiſſioners appointed, by virtue of an
ast made in the laſt ſeſſion of parliament, intiled, An Act for veff

ing certain Mºffages, Landi, Tenement, and Hereditaments, for the
better ſecuring his Majeſty's Docks, &c. to make compenſation to the
proprietors of ſuch lands and hereditaments at, and near Chatham,
as have been purchaſed for the purpoſes mentioned in the ſaid act,
and for damage done to the lands adjacent
2. For enabling the ſaid commiſſioners to make compenſation to
-

-

708 - 3

-

a

-

-

the proprietors of ſuch lands and hereditaments at, and near Portſ
mouth, as have been purchaſed for the purpoſes mentioned in the
faid ačt

-

-

-

-

6937 13

-

7 #

3. For enabling the ſaid commiſſioners to make compenſation to

the proprietors of ſuch lands and hereditaments at, and near Ply
mouth, as have been purchaſed for the purpoſes mentioned in the
ſaid ačt
—, ,
–
4. Towards carrying on the works for fortifying and ſecuring

25159 17 6

the harbour of Milford

roooo

-

-

-

-

*

-

o

o

428os 14
APRIL 12.

1 }

--

Upon accompt for paying and diſcharging the debts, with the
neceſſary expences attending the payment of the ſame, claimed and
{uſtained upon the land and eſtates which became forfeited to the
crown, by the attainder of John Drummond, brother to James
Drummond, intitled duke of Perth, or ſo much of the ſaid debts
as ſhall be remaining unſatisfied, according to the ſeveral decrees
in that behalf reſpectively made, by the lords of ſeſſion in Scotland,
and purſuant to an ačt of the 25th of his preſent majeſty, intitled
An Aćf for annexing certain forfeited Eſtates in Scotland to the
Crown unalienably, &c.

-

-

-

699 to 15 9 |

-

-

APRIL 3o.

-

1. Upon accompt, to be paid to the Eaſt-India company, to
wards enabling them to defray the expence of a military force in
their ſettlements, to be maintained by them in lieu of the battalion
of his majeſty's forces, commanded by col. Adlercron, withdrawn
from thence, and now returned to Ireland

-

-

2OCoo

9

e
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2. Upon accompt, to enable his majeſty to give a proper com
penſation to the reſpective provinces in North-America, for the ex
pences incurred by them, in the levying, cloathing, and pay of
the troops raiſed by the ſame, according as the active vigour and

ſtrenuous efforts of the reſpe&tive provinces ſhall be thought by his
majeſty to merit

-

-

-

-

-

MAY so.

---

1. To make good the like ſum iſſued by his majeſty to John
Mill, Eſq; to be by him paid over to the vićtuallers and innholders
of the county and town of Southampton and other vićtuallers and
innholders in the like circumſtances, in conſideration of the great

expences they were put to by the Heſſian troops having been ſo
long billeted at their Houſes, purſuant to an addreſs of this houſe

-

a see

Q - e.

2. To make good the like ſum iſſued by his majeſty to the judg- ..
es of England, Scotland, and Wales, in augmentation of their
ſallaries, purſuant to an addreſs of this houſe .
3. To make good the like ſum which has been iſſued, purſu
ant to the addreſs of this houſe, to the widow and adminiflratrix
-

of Nicholas Hardinge, Eſq.; deceaſed in repayment, and full fl.

, tisfaction for the balance or ſurplus of his account for printing
journals

.

* 1450

o

e
-
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May 15.
1. That the ſeveral annual ſums following, be granted to his
majeſty, to be applied in augmentation of the ſalaries of ſuch of
the judges, for the time being, in the ſuperior courts of juſtice, in
England, as are herein aftermentioned, that is to ſay 50ol. to each
of the puiſne judges of the court of king's bench ;-5ool. to each
of the judges: in the court of common pleas, at Weſtminſter;
1oool. to the chief baron in the court of Exchequer, at Weſtminſter;
and 5ool. to each of the other barons of the coif, in the ſaid court,
in every year

*

-

6

*

4.

6ooo

o

e
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2. The like grant for the judges in the courts of ſeſſion and ex
chequer in Scotland; that is to ſay, 3ool to the preſident of the
ſaid court of ſeſſion; 3ool. to the chief baron of the ſaid court of the

exchequer; and zool- to each of the other judges of the ſaid courts
in every year

-

-

-

-

-

3. The like grant to the juſtices of Cheſter, and of the great
ſeſſions for the counties in Wales; that is to ſay, 200l. to the chief
juſtice of Cheſter; 1.5ol. to the ſecond juſtice of Cheſter; and

150l., to each of the juſtices of the great ſeſſions for the counties
in Wales, in every year

-

-

-

-

MAY 21.

-

1. To make good the intereſt of the ſeveral principal ſums to
be paid in purſuance of an ačt of the 31ſt of his preſent majeſty,
for the purchaſe of ſeveral lands and hereditaments, for the better
ſecuring his majeſty's docks, ſhips, and ſtores at Portſmouth, Cha
tham and Plymouth, from the reſpective times the ſaid lands and

hereditaments were firſt made uſe of for the purpoſes aforeſaid, or

º

intereſt became payable, to Auguſt, 25, 1759.
2. For defraying the charges, incurred in purſuance of an ačt
of the 31ſt of his preſent majeſty, for purchäfing lands, for the
better ſecuring his majeſty's docks, ſhips, and ſtores, at Portſ
mouth, Chatham, and Plymouth
-

-

-

-

-

1716
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MAY 24.
———Upon accompt to enable his majeſty to defray any extraordinary
expences of the war, incurred, or to be incurred, for the ſervice of
1759; and to take all ſuch meaſures as may be neceſſary to diſap

point or defeat any enterprizes or deſigns of his enemies, and as
the exigency of affairs may require T–
—
—
Total of the grants made by the committee of ſupply,

roccooo

o

12761310 19

o

5 #

Theſe were all the grants made by the committee of ſupply in
the courſe of laſt ſeſſion ; and as ſoon as the two firſt reſolutions
of this committee were agreed to by the houſe, on November 30,
it was reſolved, "that the houſe would the next morning re
ſolve itſelf into a committee of the whole houſe, to conſider of

ways and means for raiſing the ſupply granted to his majeſty ;
which committee was by ſeveral adjournments continued to the
* 5th of May, and the reſolutions it came to in that time were agreed
to by the houſe on the days as follow, viz. . .
Dece MBER. 2, 1758.

1. A reſolution in the uſual form”, for raiſing a land tax of 4s.
in the pound for one year, from March 25, 1759

2837354 19 1 #

2. A reſolution in the uſual form t, for continuing the malt tax
from June 23, 1759, to June, 24, 1762
-

-

& Cº. f*** -AM --

-
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JANUARY 31, 1759.

\

-

1. That the 4!. per cent. annuities, amounting to 3,100,oool.
grahted anno 1757, be, with the conſent of the ſeveral proprietors,
added to, and made a part of the joint ſtock of 31. per cent. tranſ
ferrable annuities at the bank of England, conſolidated by the a&s
25, 28, and 29, of his preſent majeſty's reign, and the charges
and expences in reſpe&t thereof be charged upon, and paid out of
the finking fund, until redemption thereof by parliament, in the

ſame and like manner as the annuities conſolidated afyeſaid are
aid and payable; and, that ſuch perſons who ſhall not, on or
1759, fignify their diſſent, in books to be opened
at the bank for that purpoſe, ſhall be deemed and taken to aſſent

£: WApril 5,
thereto.

2. That all the monies that have ariſen ſince January 5, 1759,
or that ſhall, or may hereafter ariſe, of the produce of the ſeveral
additional ſtamp duties on pamphlets and printed papers, the ad
ditional duty on coals exported, the ſurplus of the new duty on li
cences for retailing wine; and the ſurplus of the duties on licences
for retailing ſpirituous liquors, which were made a fund for pay
ment of 31. per cent. per ann. at the bank on 3,000, cool. borrowed
by virtue of on ačt of 3o George II. towards the ſupply of the
year 1757, as alſo the annuities on fingle lives, payable at the receipt
of the exchequer in reſpećt of the ſame, ſhall be carried to, and
made a part of the fund, commonly calledthe ſinking fund.
3. That the ſeveral annuities on fingle lives granted anno 1757,
ayable at the exchequer, in reſpect to the aforeſaid 3,000,oool. be,
#. January 5, 1759, charged upon, and made payable out of
the produce of the ſaid ſinking fund.
FEBRUARY 3.

That towards raiſing the ſupply granted to his majeſty, the film
of 6,600,oool. be raiſed by transferrable annuities after the rate
of 31. per cent. per ann. and that an additional capital of fifteen

pounds be added to every one hundred pounds advanced ; which
additional capital ſhall confiſt of 1 ol, given in a lottery ticket to
each ſubſcriber, and of 51, in like transferable annuities at 31, per
cent. The blanks and prizes of the lottery to be attended with
like annuities, after the rate of 31. per cent. per ann. to commence
from the fifth day of January, 1760 - And that the ſum of
6,600,000l. together with the ſaid additional capital of 5l. per cent,
amounting to 330,000l. making in the whole 6,930, oool. do bear
an intereſt aſter the rate of 31. per cent. per ann. which intereſ,
ſhall commence from the fifth day of July, 1759. The ſaid ſeveral
annuities ſhall be transferable at the Bank of England, and charg
ed upon a fund to be eſtabliſhed in this ſeſſion of parliament for
payment thereof, and for which the finking fund ſhall be a colla
teral ſecurity, and ſhall be redeemable by parliament in the whole,
or in part, by ſums not leſs than 500,oool. at one time, ſix months
notice having been firſt given of ſuch payment or payments reſ.

pe&tively. That the lottery ſhall confiſt of tickets of the value of
ten pounds each, in a proportion not exceeding eight blanks to a

prize; the blanks to be of the value of fix pounds each.
That every ſubſcriber ſhall, on or before the 13th day of Febru
ary inſtant, make a depoſit of 15l. per cent. on ſuch ſum as he
ſhall chuſe to ſubſcribe towards

raiſing the

ſaid ſum of 6,600,000l.

with the caſhiers of the Bank of England, as a ſecurity for his

making the future payments, on or before the times herein afterli
mited, that is to ſay :
1ol. per cent, on or before the 3oth of March next.
1ol. per cent, on or before the 27th of April next.

sol. per cent. on or before the 31ſt of May next.
rol, per cent. on or before the 28th of June next.
1sl. per cent. on or before the 27th of July next.
so. per cent, on or before the 31ſt of Auguſt nexts.

-

J.

d.
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rol. per cent. on or before the 28th of September next.
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mol. per cent. on or before the 26th of October next.

hich ſeveral ſums ſo received ſhall, by the ſaid caſhiers, be paid
into the receipt of his majeſty's exchequer, to be applied, from time
to time, to ſuch ſervices as ſhall then have been voted by this houſe
in this ſeſſion of parliament, and not otherwiſe. That any ſub
ſcriber paying in the whole, or any part of his ſubſcription, pre
vious to the days appointed for the eſpe&tive payments, ſhall be
allowed a diſcount after the rate of 31. per cent. per ann. from the
days of ſuch reſpe&tive payments to the reſpective times, on which
ſuch payments are direéted to be made.
66090oo o o
MARCH 1 o.

1. That a ſubſidy of poundage of one ſhilling in the pound, be
Jaid upon all tobacco, foreign linens, ſugar and other grocery,
Eaſt India goods, foreign brandy, and ſpirits, and paper imported
into this kingdom, according to the value or rate reſpectively ſet
tled upon each commodity, by the ſeveral books of rates, or any ačt
or aćts of parliament relating thereunto, over and above the pre
ſent duties charged thereupon.
2. That an additional inland duty be charged upon all coffee to be
ſold in Great-Britain by wholeſale or retail, and upon all chocolate
to be made or ſold in Great-Britain, to be paid by the reſpective
ſellers of ſuch coffee, and by the reſpective makers or ſellers of
ſuch chocolate.

3. That the ſaid additional duty upon all coffee, be aſter the rate
of 1s per pound weight, avoirdupoiſe, and in that proportion for a
greater or leſſer quantity, over and above the preſent inland duty,
and over and above all cuſtoms and duties, payable upon the im

portation thereof.
4. That the ſaid additional duty upon all chocolate, be after the
rare of 9d. per pound weight avoirdupoiſe, and in that proportion
for a greater or leſſer quantity over and above the preſent inland duty
payable thereupon.
APRIL 3.

-

That ſuch part of the ſum of 100,000l. granted in the laſt ſeſſi
on, upon accompt, towards defraying the charge of pay and
and cloathing for the militia for 1758, and for defraying ſuch ex
pences as were ačtually incurred upon the account of the militia, in
the year 1757, as ſhall remain in the exchequer, after ſatisfaction
of the ſaid charges and expences, be iſſued and applied towards
raiſing the ſupply granted in this ſeſſion.
APRIL 12.

1. That from and after July 5, 1759, all perſons may trade in
ſell, or vend any goods or wares, in which the quantity of gold,
in any one ſeparate and diſtinčt piece of goods or wares, ſhall not

exceed two penny weights, or the quantity of filver in any one ſe
parate and diſtinét piece of goods or ware, ſhall not exceed five pen
without being liable to take out a licence for that pur
Potc.
2. That from and after the fifth of July, 1759, every perſon

º:*

who ſhall trade in, ſell or vend gold or ſilver plate, or any goo is
or wales, in which any gold or ſilver ſhall be manufactured, and the
uantity of gold in any one ſuch piece of plate or goods, or wares,

i.

be of the weight of two ounces or upwards, or the quantit

of filver, in any one ſuch piece of plate or goods, or ware, ſhall
be of the weight of thirty ounces or upwards, ſhall pay sl. for
each annual licence, inſtead of the 4os now payable.
3. That from and after the fifth of July, 1759, all pawnbro
bers trading in, vending or ſelling, gold, or ſilver plate, and all
refiners of gold and filver, ſhall be obliged to take out annual li

cences, for each of which, they ſhall pay a duty of 5l. inſtead of
the 40s. now payable.
4. That the ſums to be paid for the ſaid licences, ſhall be ap
-
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to the ſame uſes and purpoſes, as the ſums charged on
icences by an act of laſt ſeſſion were applicable.
5. That a clauſe in an ačt of the 9th and Ioth of William III.' '

s.

---

f.

6

º

-

intitled, An Aći to ſettle the Trade to Africa, for allowing, during
a limited time, a drawback of the duties upon the exportation of
copper bars imported, and with a proviſo continued by ſeveral ačts,
to June 24, 1758, and from thence to the end of the next ſeſſion,
is near expiring, and fit to be continued.
6. That ſo much of an act of the 8th of George I. for the em

couragement of the filk manufactures of this kingdom, &c. as re
lates to the encouragement of our filk manufactures, and to the taking off ſeveral duties on merchandize exported, is near expiring and .

-

fit to be continued.

7. That ſo much of an ačt of the ſecond ef his preſent majeſty,
for the better preſervation of his majeſty's woods in America, &c.
as relates to the premiums upon maſts, yards, and bowſprits, tar,

-

*

pitch, and turpentine, is near expiring and fit to be continued.

-

-

-

-

8. That an ačt of the fifth of his preſent majeſty, for endou
raging the growth of coffee in our plantations in America, is near

expiring, and fit to be continued.
9. That an act of the 19th of his preſent majeſty, forthe more
effectual ſecuring the duties on foreign made ſail-cloth imported in
to this kingdom, &c. is near expiring, and fit to be continued.
APRIL 3o.
1. That the ſum remaining in the receipt of the exchequer, dif.
poſable by parliament, of the produce of the finking ſund, for
the quarter ended April '5, 1759, be iſſued and applied towards
making good the ſupply granted in this ſeſſion
* - 180676 17 o ż
2. That the ſum now remaining in the exchequer, being the
overplus of the grants for the ſervice of 1758, be iſſued and apply
ed towards making good the ſupply granted in this ſeſſion
7330s 3 to {
-

z 53384 or 1
MAY 17.

----

1. That the duties now payable upon raw ſhort filk or capiton,
and filk nubs, or huſks of ſilk ſhall, from and after July 5, 1759,
ceaſe and determine, and be no longer paid.
2. That in lieu thereof, the ſame duties ſhall, from and after July
5, 1759, be paid upon the importation of raw ſhort filk or capiton,
and ſilk nubs, or huſks of ſilk, as are now payable upon raw long
filk imported, and be applied to the ſame uſes and purpoſes.
3. That the ſum repaid into the receipt of the exchequer, and
now remaining there, being the ſum which was granted, Decem
ber, 15, 1755 °, to enable his majeſty to make good his engage
ments with the empreſs of Ruffia, be iſſued and applied, towards
making good the ſupply granted in this ſeſſion
roooooº s 5’
4. That towards raiſing the annual ſums of money granted to
his majeſty to be applied in augmentation of the ſalaries of the
puiſne judges in the court of king's bench, the judges in the

t

-

- -

-

-

court of common pleas, the barons of the coif in the court of the

Exchequer and Weſtminſter, and of the juſtices of Cheſter, and
the great ſeſſions for the counties in Wales, an additional ſtamp
duty of fix pence be charged upon every piece of vellum or parch
ment, or ſheet or

piece of

paper, on which ſhall be

º:

or

written any aſfidavit to be made uſe of in any court of law or equity
at Weſtminſter, or in the courts of the great ſeſſions in Wales, or
county palatine of Cheſter, except affidavits taken purſuant to
ſeveral acts made in the thirtieth and thirty ſecond year of the reign

-

of king Charles II. for burying in woollen, and except ſuch affida-"

-

wits, as ſhall be taken before the officers of the cuſtoms, or any

juſtice or juſtices of the peace, or before any commiſſioners appoint
ed, or to be appointed by an act of parliament, for the aſſeſſing or
levying

-

* -

-
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I evying any aids or duties, granted, or to be granted to his majeſty,
his heirs and ſucceſſors, and which affidavits ſhall be taken by the
faid officers of the cuſtoms, juſtices or commiſſioners, by virtue of
their authority, as juſtices of the peace or commiſſioners, reſpe&tively.
5. That, towards raiſing the ſaid annual ſums, an additional ſtamp
duty of Six-pence be charged upon every piece of vellum, or parch
ment, or ſheet, or piece of paper, on which ſhall be ingroſſed or
written any copy of ſuch affidavit, as is herein before charged,
that ſhall be fied or read in any of the aforeſaid courts.
6. That an additional ſtamp duty of Six-pence be charged up

on every piece of vellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of paper,
on which ſhall be ingroſſed or written any common bail to
be filed in any court of law at Weſtminſter, or in any of the
aforeſaid courts, and any appearance that ſhall be made upon ſuch
bail.

7. That an additional ſtamp duty of Six pence be charged upon
every piece of vellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of paper, on
which ſhall be ingroſſed or written, any rule or order inade or
given in any court ºf law or equity at Weſtminſter.
8. That an additional ſtamp duty of Six pence be charged upon
every piece of Yellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of paper, on
which ſhall be ingroſſed or written any copy of ſuch rule or older.
9. That an additional ſtamp duty of Six pence be charged upon
every piece of vellum or parchment, or fleet or piece of paper, on
which ſhall be ingroſſed or witten any original writ, (except ſuch
original on which a writ of capias iſſues) ſubpoena, bill of Mid
dleſex, latitat, writ of capias, quo minus, writ of dedimus poteffa
tern to take anſweis, examine wineſſes, or appoint guardians, or any
other writ whatſoever, or any other proceſs or mandate, that ſhall
iſſue out of, or paſs the ſeals of any the courts of Weſtminſter,
courts of the great ſeſſions in Wales, courts in the counties pala
time, or any other court, whatſoever, holding plea where the debt or
damage doth amount to forty ſhillings, or above, or the thing in

demand is of that value, writs of covenant for levying fines, writs
ef entry for ſuffering common recoveries, and writs of habeas cor
pus excepted.

1o. That an additional ſtamp duty of one penny be charged upon
every piece of vellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of paper, on
which ſhall be ingroſſed or written, any depoſition taken in the
sourt of chancery, or other court of equity at Weſtminſter, (ex
cept the paper draughts of depoſitions taken by virtue of any com
miſſion before they are ingroſſed) or upon which ſhall be ingroſſed
or written any copy of any bill, anſwer, plea, demurrer, replica
tion, rejoinder, interrogatories, depoſitions, or other proceedings
whatſoever in ſuch courts of equity.
11. That an additional ſtamp duty of one penny be charged
upon every piece of vellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of pa
Per, on which ſhall be ingroſſed or written, any declaration, plea,
replication rejoinder, demuirer, or other pleading whatſoever, in
any court of law at Weſtminſter, or in any of the courts of the
principality of Wales, or in any of the courts in the counties pala
tine of Cheſter, Lancaſter, or Durham.
º
12. That an additional ſtamp duty of one penny be charged
upon every piece of vellum or parchment, or ſheet or piece of pa
per, on which ſhall be ingroſſed or written, any copy of ſuch de
tla’ations, pleas, replications, rejoinders, demurrets, or other
pleadings,
13. That the annual ſums of money, granted to his majeſty, to
be applied in augmentation of the ſalaries of the judges, in the

courts of ſeſſion and exchequer, in Scotland, be changed upon:
and made payable out of the duties and evenues, in that part of
Great. Britain, called Scotland, which, by an act made in the 10th
Auguſt, 1759.
3 G
yeaf
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year of the reign of queen Anne, were charged, or made charge
able, with the payment of the fees, ſalaries, and other charges
allowed, or to be allowed, by her majeſty, her heirs or ſucceſſors,
for keeping up the courts of ſeſſion and juſticiary, and exchequer
court in Scotland.

MAY 22.

-

That towards raiſing the ſupply granted to his majeſty, there
be iſſued and applied, out of ſuch monies as ſhall, or may ariſe,
of the ſurpluſſes, exceſſes, or overpius monies, compoſing the
finking fund, the ſum of
MAY 26.

-

2.25ocoo

and means

noooooo

Exceſs of the proviſions, befide the uncertain ſum provided by
229928
the reſolution of April 3.
Now, with eſpect to the reſolutions of the committee of ſupply
in general, we ought to diſtinguiſh between what was granted for
the current ſervice of the year 1759, and what was granted for
other purpoſes; and conſequently we muſt dedućt from the total
of the gaits, the ſums granted by the following reſolutions, viz.
-

.

—

-

-

-

Fifth reſolution of January 29
Reſolution of February 5
Reſolution of February 22
Second reſolution of February 26
Firſt, ſecond, and fourth reſolutions of March 19
Reſolution of April 2
Reſolution cf April 1 o
Reſolution of April 12
Reſolutions of May 1o and 15
Reſolutions of May 21

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

o

-

4 ;

32.3937 13

3

o

o

8ooooo

o

o

15ooo

o

o

19 7
18 5
1.8 10 +
1o 5 #
14 - ?
15 9 ;

, 26.178 16

-

Total of the ſums granted for other purpoſes

6

4

3 +

3462.41 1 11

§ {

4159

-

-

-

-

-

-

o

1 Ocouoo

667771
11278
34532
46678;
42.895
6991 o

-

-

-

o

-

12991 - 39

-

Sccond reſolution of December 12.

o

——

That there be raiſed by loans or exchequered bills, to be charg
ed on the firſt aids to be granted in the next ſeſſion, the ſum of
Total of the liquidated proviſions made by the committee of ways

Reſolution of December 19

o

This ſun is therefore to be deducted from the ſum total of the

92.98899 7 9 ºr
giants, and there will remain
This ſum we may therefore reckon to have been granted for the
ſole ſervice of 1759, in which I have included what was granted to
our colonies, tho' granted for paſt ſervices, becauſe the like ſum
will, I ſuppoſe, be neceſſary for the ſervice of the current year.
And we ought, likewiſe, to diſtinguiſh between what was granted
for our own war, and our own defence, and what was granted for
the ſuppºrt of the war in Germany, for which laſt ſervice we muſt
reckon the following grants, viz.
958.343 18 11 #
Thoſe by the reſolutions of December 18,
-

And by the firſt, ſecond, third, and fourth reſolutions, of January 29 19.9834 o 9 ºf
1968.177 19 9 , ,

Total granted for the war in Germany

---

Dedućt this ſum fºom the total of the grants, ſor the ſole ſervice of
73306 t 1
1759, and there will remain
-

8

o

-

Which ſum we much reckon to have

&c. will coſt the nation more than if they

been granted for our own war and our
own defence ; but then as we have a number of our own troops now ſerving in
Ce, many 3 and as the tranſporting them
:hºr, and recruiting them, while iuvre,

had been kept at home, ſomething eught
to be added to the total of the ſums grant
ed for ſupporting the war in Germany, and
an equal tum deducted from the total of the
ſums granted for our own waf, meaning that
by

Eff...?s of Electricity in the PALSY.
1759.
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by ſea and in America, and for our own on an ele&rick ſtool, and draw a number .
defence here at home.

I do not ſay, that our whole expence,

of large ſtrong ſparks from all parts of
the affected limb or fide.

Then I fully

for maintaining thoſe troops, ought to
be added or deduSled, becauſe if they had

charged two ſix gallon glaſs jars, each of
which had about three ſquare feet of fur
not been ſent to Germany, they would face coated; and I ſent the united ſhock
probably have been kept on foot at home; A of theſe through the aff-8ted limb or
but then our ſending them to Germany, limbs, repeating the ſtroke commoni
has very much weakened the vigour we three times each day. The firſt thing
might otherwiſe have made uſe of, in the ºbſerved, was an immediate greater ſºn:
proſecution of our own war, and now fible warmth in the lame limbs, that had
appears to have brought an expence upon received the ſtroke, than in the others;
the nation not thought of, nor provided and the next morning the patients uſually
for by laſt ſeſſion of parliament; for it B related that they had, in the night, felt a
thoſe troops had been kept at home, we pricking ſenſation in the fleſh of the pa.
ſhould have had no occaſion to have called ralytick limbs; and would ſometimes
any of the militia out to actual ſervice ; ſhew a number of ſmall red ſpots, which
and had they been ſent to America, we they ſuppoſed were occaſioned by thoſe
might by this time have been in poſſeſſion prickings. The limbs too were found
of Martínico, as well as Guadalupe. If more capable of voluntary motion, and

general Bligh, had, the laſt ſummer, had C ſeemed to receive ſtrength

A man, for

inſtance, who could not the firſt day lift

12 or 14, coo troops, inſtead of the 5 or
6ooo he had along with him at St. Cas,

the lane hand from off his knee, would

can we think that he would have retreat

the next day raiſe it four or five inches,

ed-from the French, or that the French

the third day higher, and on the fifth
could, in ſeveral weeks, have brought ſuch day was able, but with a feeble languid
a number of troops againſt him as to motion, to take off his hat. Theſe ap
oblige him to retreat in the manner he did D pearances gave great ſpirits to the pa
With ſuch a number of troops, therefore, tients, and made them hope a periest
he would probably have been enabled to cure; but I do not remember, that I ever
erform the ſervice enjoined him by his ſaw any amendment after the fifth day;
inſtrućtions; for that general and his little which the patients perceiving, and final
army were not ſurely ſent out upon their ing the ſhocks pretty ſevere, they became
travels, as many of our young gentlemen diſcouraged, went home, and in a ſhort
are, merely to ſee the country at their E time relapſed; ſo that I never knew any
own expence, and to return again per advantage from eleētricity, in palties, that
haps greater fools than when they ſet out. was permanent. And how far the appa.
rent temporary advantage, might ariſe,
[To be continued in our next.]
from the exerciſe in the patients journey,
E X T R A C T S from the Philo and coming daily to my houſe, or from
sophic AL TRAN sactions, Vol. L.

the ſprits given by the hope of ſucceſs,

F enabling them to exert more ſtrength in
Part II. Continued from p. 384.
moving their limbs, I will not pretend to
An Account of the Effº of Fle&ricity in ſay. .
paralytick Caſer. In a Letter to John
Perhaps ſome permanent advantage
Pringle, M. D. F. R. S. from Benja might have been obtained, if the ele&lrick
min Franklin, Eſq; F. R. S. (See our ſhocks had been accompanied with pro
left Vol. p. 396 )
per medicine and regimen, under the di
S 1 R,
G rection of a ſkilful phyſician. It may be,
following is what I can at pre too, that a few great ſtrokes, as given in
ſent recolle&t, relating to the effects my method, may not be ſo proper as ma
of elečiricity, in paralytick caſes, which my ſmall ones ; ſince, by the account from
Scotland, of a caſe in which zoo ſhocks
have fallen under, my obſervation.
Some years ſince, when the news from a phial were given daily, it ſeems,
papers made mention of great cures per that a perſect cure has been made. As
formed in Italy or Germany, by means H to any uncommon ſtrength ſuppoſed to be
of electricity, a number of paralyticks in the machine uſed in that caſe, I ima
were brought to me, from different parts - gime it could have no ſhare in the effect
-

Tº:

of Penſylvania, and the neighbouring
provinces, to be electrifed ; which 1 did

produced ; ſince the ſtength of the

for them at their requeſt. My method
was, to place the patient firſt in a chair,

tion to the quantity of ſurface of the

ſhock, from charged glaſs, is in propor.
glaſs cºated ; ſo that my ſhocks, frog
. 3 G a

-

thoſe
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large jars, muſt have been much phyſician at Norwich, who very judici
thoſe
greater than any that could be received ouſly (as it will appear) conſidered his diſ
from a phial held in the hand.
with great reſpect,

I am,

order as a worm-caſe, and preſcribed for

it accordingly ; but (being afraid, I pre
ſume, to give too violent medicines to the
Lordon, Your mott obedient ſervant, boy) without ſucceſs. In ſhot, he was
R. FRANKLIN. A ſo ſingularly afflicted, that his parents
Dec. 21, 1757.
told me, they could not help thinking him
An Account of the Caſe of a Boy, troubled under ſome evil influence.

S I R, ..

with convulſive Fits, cured by the diſ
charge of Worms. By the Rev. Richard
Oram, M. A. Chaplain to the Lord Bi

It was obſerved, that his diſorder va

ried, and grew worſe, at certain periods of
the moon.

In theſe miſerable circumſtances the
fºop of Ely.
oSEPH, ſon of John and Mary B poor boy continued to languiſh, till he
J Poſtle, of Ingham, in the county of was about eleven years of age (July
Norfolk, was ſubject to convulſive fits 1757) when he accidentally found a mix
from his infancy; which were common ture of white lead " and oil, which had
and tolerable, till he was about ſeven ſome time before been prepared for ſome
be purpoſe of painting, ſet by on a ſhelf,
they that
About
age. him
years
varieties
thetime.
in allthat
gan toofattack
and placed, as it was thought, out of his
C reach. There was near half a pint of
was
Sometimes he
can be conceived.
-

thrown upon the ground; ſometimes he

this mixture when he found it; and, as

was twirled round like a top by them;
at others he would ſpling upwards to a

he did not leave much, it is thought he
ſwallowed about a quarter of a pint of it.

conſiderable height, &c. and once he There was alſo ſome lamp-black in the
compoſition, which was added to give it
was placed
an iron
leaped overbefore
his
to prevent
fire,that
the bar,
purpoſely
a proper colour, for the particular uſe it
falling inte it. He was much burned ; D was intended for in painting. It was, as
-

-

but was rendered ſo habitually ſtupid by

I ſuppoſe it uſually is, linſeed oil, which

his fits, that he never expreſſed the leaſt had been mixed with the lead and lamp
ſenſe of pain after this accident. His in: black.
The draught began to operate very
almoſt
telleśt was ſo much impaired, andviolence
deſtroyed, by the frequency and
ſoon, by vomiting and purging him for
of his fits, that he ſcarce ſeemed to be near 24 hours, in the moſt violent man
conſcious of any thing. He did not ac-E ner. A large quantity of black inky
knowledge his father or mother, by any matter was diſcharged ; and an infinite
expreſſions or ſigns; nor ſeemed to di number of worms, almoſt as ſmall as
flinguiſh them from other people. If, at threads, were voided. Theſe operations
any tune, he eſcaped out of the houſe, were ſo intenſe, that his life was deſpaired
without the obſervation of the family, he of. But he has not only ſurvived them,
had not underſtanding to find and return but experienced a moſt wonderful change
to it; but would purſue the direction or F and improvement after them : For his
road he firſt took, and ſometimes loſe parents aſſured me, in November 1757,
himſelf. Once he was miſſing for a when I ſaw him, that he had daily grown
whole night, and found the next morn better, from the time of his drinking the
ing, in the middle of a fen, fluck faſt in mixture, both in body and mind. In
mud, as deep as his breaſt. He was very ſtead of a ſkeleton, as he almoſt was be
voracious, and would frequently call ſor fore, he is become fat, and rather corpu
ſomething to eat; which was the only in-Glent; and his appetite is no longer raven
dication he gave of his knowing any ous, but moderate and cemunon. His
thing. No kind of filth or naſtineſs can body too, is become ſtraight and er &t.
be conceived, which he would not eat or His underſlanding is, at leaſt, as much
drink without diſtinëlion. He appeared benefited by this peculiar remedy. It
to be as ill as he really was; for he was cannot be expected, that he ſhould al
become a moſt ſhocking ſpectacle. He ready have attained much knowledge, as
was ſo much emaciated, that he ſeemed H he ſeemed, before he was ſo wonderfully
to have no fleſh upon his bones ; and his relieved, to be almoſt deſtitute of ideas;
Łody ſo diſtorted, that he was rendered but he appeared, when I ſaw him, to have
quite a crippie. His parents conſulted a acquired nearly as much knowledge, in
four

• It is not improbable, that a conſiderable portion of whiting might be uſed inſlead of
fºre -ebite lead, which is frequently done : And this ſuppoſition is favoured by the mixture's
not prºving Jalal to the boy, aſ ſuch a quantity of white lead in all probability woult,

1759.
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four months, as children uſually do in

purged him, and brought away prodigious

four years, and to reaſon pretty well on
thoſe things which he knew. He is now
capable of being employed on many oc

numbers of ſmall worms.

In a few days

he grew well, his ſenſes returned, and

#:

is now able to give as rational anſwers as

caſions; is often ſent a mile or two on er

can be expected from a boy of his age.
rands, which he diſcharges as carefully, His appetite is good, he is very briſk, and
and then returns as ſafely, as any perſon. A has not had the leaſt return of his former
It is farther remarkable, that the boy's diſorder.
mother, her father, and fiſter, are fre
I heard of the above by ſeveral people;
quently infeſted with worms. Her fa but not being ſatisfied, got my friend to go
ther, though about 60 years of age, is ſtill to Mr. Poſtle's houſe, of whom he had
much troubled with them : The worms, the foregoing account.

which he voids, appear flat, and much

Jan. 12, 1758.

larger, than thoſe which his children have B An Account of the extraordinary Heat of
obſerved. Her ſiſter is often exceedingly
the Weather, in July 1757, and of the
diſordered by them. About three months
Effects of it. In a Letter from John
fince, they threw her into violent con
Huxham, M. D. F. R. S. to William
vulſions, and for ſome time deprived her
Watſon, M. D. F. R. S. See p. 370.
of her ſenſes.
But the mother of the
F IND by your letter, that the heat at
boy has been affected in a more extraor
London was not ſo great in the be
dinary manner than the reſt. About 20 C
years ago ſhe voided ſome worms, which ginning of July 1757, as at Plymouth,
forced their way through the pores of the by two or three degrees of Fahrenheit's
ſkin, as it is ſuppoſed ; for they were thermometer. We had again, after much
found in ſmall cluſters under her arms.

rain at the cloſe of the month, and in the

As ſhe was very young then, ſhe does beginning of Auguſt, exceſſive heat, viz.
not remember how ſhe was particularly on the 8th, 9th, and 1 oth of Auguſt;
affected; only that ſhe ſuffered violent D which mounted the mercury in that ther
ſtruggles and convulſions. She is ſtill, mometer to 85 ; nay, on the 9th, to near
about five or fix times in the year, ſeized 86. I never before remember the mer-'
with fainting fits, which uſually attack cury in that the mometer to exceed 84,
her in bed, and laſt three or four minutes;

and that is, even here, a very extraordi

but ſhe cannot certainly ſay, though there nary degree of heat.
The conſequences of this extremely
is very little reaſon to doubt, that they are
E hot ſeaſon, were haemorrhages from ſeve
occaſioned by worms.

ral parts of the body; the noſe eſpecially,
An Account of the ſame Subjeć7, in a Letter
from Mr. John Gaze, of Walket, in the

County of Norfolk, to Mr. William Ar
deron, F. R. S. Communicated by Mr.
Henry Baker, F. R. S.
OSEPH Poſtle, ſon of John Poſtle,

of Ingham, in Norfolk, until about
the age of ſeven years, was an healthy,
well-looking child; but about that age
was afflićted with ſtoppages, which often

in men and children, and the uterus in
women. Sudden and violent pains of
the head and vertigo, profuſe ſweats,
great debility and oppreſſion of the ſpi
rits, affected many. There were putrid
F fevers in great abundance; and a vaſt
quantity ºft fluxes of the belly, both bi
lious and bloody, with which the fevers
alſo were commonly attended. Theſe
fevers were always uſhered in by ſevere

threw him into convulſive fits, and at laſt
rendered him quite an idiot. He conti

pains of the head, back, and ſtomach;

fore he was diſcovered.

The utine was commonly high coloured,

vomitings of green, and ſometimes of
nued in this condition for about four G black bile, with vaſt oppreſſion of the
years, eating and drinking, all that time, precordia, continual anxiety, and want
any thing that came in his way, even his of ſleep. Theſe were ſoon ſucceeded by
own excrements, if not narrowly watch tremores tendinum, ſubſultus, delirium, or
ed. His father took the advice of ſeveral
ſtupor. The pulſe was commonly very
eminent phyſicians, both at Norwich and quick, but ſeldom tenſe or ſtrong; was
elſewhere; but all their preſcriptions ſometimes heavy and undoſe. The blood
H oftentimes florid, but looſe; ſometimes
proved of no ſervice.
About the beginning of Auguſt laſt, livid, very rarely fizy : In ſome, how
he happened to get at a painting pot, ever, at the very attack, it was pretty
wherein there was about a pound of white denſe and florid. The tongue was ge
lead, and lamp-black, mixed up with lin nerally foul, brown, and ſometimes
ſeed oil. This he eat almoſt all up, be blackiſh ; and towards the criſis often dry.
5

It vomited and

-

and
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and in ſmall quantity; frequently turbid,
and towards the end depoſited a great deal
of lateritious ſediment. A vaſt number
were ſeized with this fever, during, and

Aug.

the peritoneum, or external membrane,
afterwards appearing like another ſet of
inteſtines.

I found a fluid in the inter

times; and I will not take upon me to
ſay, how the periſtaltic motion muſt have

ſoon after, the exceſſive heats; though
but few died in proportion. Long and been performed. And afterwards I part
great heats always very much exalt the A ed the ſtomach from its external tunit, as
acrimony of the bilious humours, of I had done the inteſtines. I found no
which we had this ſummer abundant in
obſtruštion in the meſenteric glands; but
ſtances.
every evolution of the meſentery, firmly
Bieeding early was generally benefi cohered together. The liver aiſo adhered
cial; profuſe, always hurtful, eſpecially cloſely to the diaphragm, and its adjacent
near the ſtate of the fever.
parts : And in the veſicula fellis I found

the bile pretty thick, neither too green
A remariable caſe of Coheſions of all the B nor
too yellow, but a tint between both.
Intºſlines, &c. in a Man of about 34
Tears of Age, who died ſome Time left
Summer, and afterwards fell under the
Inſpeºfion of Mr. Nicholas Jenty.
HE ſubject was tall, and partly ema

I met with nothing remarkable in the

other parts of the abdomen. In opening
the thorax, I found the lungs cloſely ad

hering to the ribs laterally, and poſte
riorly and interiorly cloſe to the pericar

ciated. I found nothing externally C dium. In making an inciſion,
to open
but a wound in the left ſide, which ſeem the pericaratum, I found it ſo cloſely ad
ed to me to have been degenerated into hering to the heart, that I could not

an ulcer.

As I did not know the man

days after his deceaſe, I cannot give an

avoid wounding that organ, and with
much difficulty could part it from it. I
met with no fluid in the pericardian.

immediate account of the cauſe of his

The heart was ſmall; and in the inter

when he was alive, and had him two

death. But in opening his abdomen, I D nal fide the pores of the pericardium ap
found the epiploon adhering cloſe to the
inteſtines, in ſuch a manner that I could

peared ſo large, that one might have in
ſinuated the head of a middling pin into

not part it without tearing it. It felt
rough and dry. And as I was going to

them.

remove the inteſtines, to examine the me

They have been deſcribed by

ſome anatomiſts, who have met with caſes
ſomewhat ſimilar to this, but without ſuch

ſentery, I found them ſo coherent one univerſal adheſions; and they have been
with the other, that it was impoſſible for P ſuppoſed to have been glands. The ſame
me to divide them without laceration.
pores likewiſe appeared on the heart;
Then I inflated the inteſtinal tube, for the which, in my opinion, are nothing but
inſpection of this extraordinary phaeno the extremities of the exhaling veſſels.
menon; but, to my great ſurprize, all In removing the heart, I found the dorſal,
the external parts of the inteſtines ap and other lymphatic glands above the
peared ſmooth; very few of the circum lungs, quite large, indurated, and of a
volutions were ſeen, occaſioned by the F dark greyiſh colour. Nothing remarkable
ſtrong lateral coheſions of their fides with appeared in the lungs; only, that the
each other. The ſubſtance of the in
portion of the pleura, which inveſts the
teſtines was rough, and a great many lungs, and is generally thin, was here
pimples, as big as the head of a pin, ap thick and rough ; and through a glaſs it
peared in them, and were almoſt free from appeared as if covered with grains of
any moiſture. It is proper to obſerve, ſand, and might in ſeveral places have
that theſe pimples have been taken for G been eaſily torn from the lungs.
glands, by the late Dr. James Douglas,
The aorta was pretty large; and in
and others; whereas they are, in reality, that part of it, which runs on the tenth
nothing elſe but the orifices of the exhal dorſal vertebra, I found a cyſtis, as big as
ing veſſels obſtructed, and are not to be an olive, full of pus; and lower down,
immediately before that veſſel perforates
met with except in morbid caſes.
After having made jnciſions in that the diaphragm, I found another, ſome
part of the colon next to the reëlum, I H thing leſs, full of matter likewiſe; both
tound the peritonaum, or external mem which portions I have by me. That por
brane which inveſts the inteſtines, and the tion of the aorta, where the cyſis ap
wifera of the abdomen, to be of the thick peared, was rather thicker than the other,
neſs of a fix-pence; and I fairly drew all and offeous. In opening the cranium, I
the inteithnes from their external mem

found, in that part of the cerebrum which

branº, without ſeparating their coheſions;

its over the cerebelium, a table ſpoonful

-

-

of
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of pur, of a greeniſh colour; and exa then cut a pewter diſh, and made a pipe
mining it through a glaſs, there was an two feet long ; and at three or four titals
(for we did not let a little diſcourage us)
appearance of animalcula in it.
we made it quite tight. We bored a hole
An Account of the diffiling Water freſh, through a taſk, with a proper deſsent, in
from Sea Water, by Wood Aſhes. By which we fixed the pewter pipe, and made
Capt. William Chapman. In a Letter A. both holes in the caſk tight, and filed it
to John Fothergill, M. D.
with ſea water : The pipe ſtuck without
the caſk three inches on each fide. Hav
Whitby, 1 oth 2d mo. Feb. 1753.
HY kind acceptance of my laſt, ing now got my apparatus in readineſs,
emboldens me to inform thee how, I put ſeven quarts of ſea water, and an
on my return from a voyage to the north ounce of ſoap, into my pot, and ſet it on
part of Ruſſia, I procured a ſufficient the fire. The cover was kept from riſing
quantity of freſh water from ſea water, B by a prop of wood to the bow. We
without taking with me either inſtruments fixed on the head, and into it the long
wooden pipe above mentioned, which was
or ingredients expreſsly for the purpoſe.
Some time in September laſt, when I wide enough to leceive the end of the
had been ten days at ſea, by an accident pewter, one into its cavity. We eaſily
(off the north cape of Finland) we loſt made the joint tight.
the greateſt part of our water. We had
I need not tell thee with what anxiety
a hard gale of wind at ſouth weſt, which C I waited for ſucceſs: But I was ſoon re
continued three weeks, and drove us into
lieved ; for, as ſoon as the pot boiled, the
~3° lat. During this time I was very un water began to run; and in 28 minutes
eaſy, as knowing, if our paſſage ſhould I got a quart of freſh water. I tried it
held out long, we muſt be reduced to with an hydrometer I had on board, and
great ſtraits; for we had no rains, but found it as light as river water; but it
frequent fogs, which yielded water in had a rank oily taſte, which I imagine was
very ſmall quantities. I now blamed my D given it by the ſoap. This taſte diminiſh
ſelf for not having a ſtill along with me ed confiderably, in two or three days, but
(as I had often thought no ſhip ſhould be not ſo much as to make it quite palatable.
without one). But it was now too late ; Our ſheep and fowls drank this water very
and there was a neceſſity to contrive ſome greedily without any ill effects. We con
means for our preſervation.
ſtantly kept our ſtill at work, and got a
I was not a ſtranger to Appleby's me gallon of water every two hours; which,
thod : * I had alſo a pamphlet wrote by E if there had been a neceſſity to drink it,
Dr. Butler, intituled, An eaſy Method of would have been ſufficient for our ſhip's
procuring of freſh Water at Sea. . And I crew.
I now thought of trying to get water
imagined, that toap might ſupply the place
of capital lees, mentioned by him. ... I now more palatable ; and often peruſed the
ſet myſelf at work, to contrive a ſtill ; and pamphlet above mentioned, eſpecially the
ordered an old pitch-pot, that held about quotation from Sir R. Hawkins's voyage,
ten quarts, to be made clean : , My car F who “ with four billets diſtilled a hogſ
penter, by my direction, fitted to it a head of water wholſome and nouriſhing.”
cover of fir deal, about two inches thick,

I concluded he had delivered this account

very cloſe; ſo that it was eaſily made tight
by luting it with paſte. We had a hole
through the cover, in which was fixed a

diſcovered : For it is plain, that by four

under a veil, leſt his method ſhould be
billets, he could not mean the fuel, as

they would ſcarce warm a hogſhead of
I call the ſtill-head : It was bored with G water. When, ruminating on this, it
an augre of 1 # inch diameter, to within came into my head, that he burnt his four
three inches of the top or extremity, billets to aſhes, and with the mixture of
wooden pipe nearly perpendicular. This

where it was left ſolid.

We made a hole

thoſe aſhes with ſea water, he diſtilled a

in this, towards the upper part of its ca hogſhead of freſh water, wholſome and
vity (with a proper angle) to receive a nouriſhing. Pleaſed with this diſcovery,
long wooden pipe, which we fixed there I cut a billet ſmall, and burnt it to aſhes ;
in, to deſcend to the tub in which the H and after cleaning my pot, I put into it a
worn ſhould be placed. Here again I ſpoonful of thoſe aſhes, with the uſual
was at a loſs ; for we had no lead pipe, quantity of ſea water. The reſult an
nor any ſheet lead, on board. I thought, ſwered my expestations : The water came
if I could contive a ſtrait pipe, to go off bright and tranſparent, with an a
through a large caſk of cold water, it greeable pungent tatte, which at firſt I
wniekt anſwer the trid of a worm. We thought was occaſiumed by the aſhes, but
afterwards

7

* See our Wol. fºr 1756, p. 127.

Thoughts on F A IT H, &c.
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afterwards was convinced it received it

Aug.

low ignorance, which it depends upon
For no man can believe and not be igno
rant; but he may be ignorant and not

from the refin or turpentine in the pot, or
pipes, annexed to it. I was now relieved
from my fears, of being diſtreſſed through believe.—Whenſoever reaſon and demon
want of water ; yet thought it neceſſary ſtration appear, faith and ignorance vaniſh
to adviſe my people not to be too free in together.
the uſe of this, whilſt we had any of our A They that diſpute matters of faith in
old ſtock remaining; and told them I to nice particulars, and curious circum
would make the experiment firſt myſelf; ſtances, do as unwiſely as a geographer,
which I did, by drinking a few glaſſes that would undertake to draw a true map
every day without any ill effect whatever. of terra incognita, by mere imagination,
This water was equally light with the For, though there is ſuch a part of the
other, and lathered very well with ſoap. earth, and that net without mountains
We had expended our old ſtock of water B and vallies, and plains, and rivers; yet
before we reached England; but had re to attempt the deſcription of theſe, and
ferved a good quantity of that which we aſſign their ſituations and traćts, without
diſtilled. After my arrival at Shields, I a view of the place, is more than ridicu
invited ſeveral of my acquaintance on lous.
He that thinks to pleaſe God, by
board to taſte the water: They drank ſe
veral glaſſes, and thought it nothing in forcing his underſtanding in diſquiſitions
ferior to ſpring water. I made them a C of him, beyond the limits which he has
bowl of punch of it, which was highly been pleaſed to preſcribe, befide the loſs
commended.
I have not the convenience of a ſtill

of his labour, does but endeavour to in

trude where he is denied acceſs, and pre
here, or ſhould have repeated the expe poſterouſly attempts to ſerve God by diſ.
riment, for the convićtion of ſome of my obeying him.
friends: For, as to myſelf, I am firmly
It is a dangerous thing to be too in
perſuaded, that wood aſhes, mixed with D quiſitive, and to ſearch too narrowly into
fea water, will yield, when diſtilled, as a true religion : For 50,000 Bethſhemites
good freſh water as can be wiſhed for. were deſtroyed, for looking into the Ark
And, I think, if every ſhip bound a long of the Covenant; and ten times as many
voyage, was to take a ſmall ſtill, with have been ruined, for looking too curi
Dr. Hales's improvements, * they need ouſly into that book, in which that ſtory
never want freſh water. Wood aſhes may is recorded.

eaſily be made, whilſt there is any wood E

Almoſt all the miracles in the Jewiſh

in the ſhip; and the extraordinary ex hiſtory, fom their deliverance from their
pence of fuel will be trifling, if they firſt ſlavery, by the plagues of Egypt, to
contrive ſo that the ſtill may ſtand on the their ſecond captivity in Babylon, were
performed by the deſtrućtion, ruin, and
fire along with the ſhip's boiler.
I ſhall think myſelf ſufficiently recom calamity of mankind.—But all thoſe that
penſed, if any hints here may tend to the our Saviour wrought to confirm his doc.
relief of my brother ſailors, from the diſ F trine, quite contrary, by raiſing the dead
mal extremity of want of water; an ex to life, curing of deſperate diſeaſes, mak
tremity too little regarded by thoſe, who ing the blind ſee, caſting out of devils,
have never experienced it.
and feeding of hungry multitudes, &c.
P. S. During my paſſage from Ruſſia but never doing harm to any thing; all
we very rarely had any aurora boreali: ; ſuitable to thoſe excellent leſſons of peace,
and thoſe few we ſaw were faint, and of love, charity, and concord, to which the

ſhort continuance : At which I was much G whole purpoſe of all that he did or ſaid
ſurpriſed : For, about ten years ago, be perpetually tended.—Whoſoever, there.
ing in a high north latitude, we had very fore, does endeavour to draw rules, or
beautiful ones almoſlevery night, in the examples, for the praćtice of chriſtianity,
month of September ; which exceeded from the extraordinary proceedings of the
any I have ſeen deſcribed in the Philoſo. Jews, muſt of neceſſity make a ſtrange
phical Tranſactions, or Memoires de l'Aca confuſion and adulterate mixture of the
H chriſtian religion, by depraving and al
demie Royale.
WILLIAM CHAPMAN.

loying it with that, which is ſo dire&ly
averſe and contrary to its own nature.

Thoughts on FAITH, &c.' From Mr.

And as this unnatural mixture, of two

Butler's Poſthumous Works.

different religions, was the firſt cauſe of
diſſention among the Apoſtles themſelves,

F. is ſo

far from being above
reaſon and knowledge, that it is be

and afterwards determined and reſolved

againſt

|

1759.

By the Author of HUD I B R A S.

againſt, by them all : So there is no doc
trine of rebellion, that was ever vented

abide ; yet I am afraid my epiſtle will be
diawn to an immoderate length. Howe

among chriſtians, that was not revived,
and raiſed, from this kind of falſe and
forced conſtruction.

ver, I will endeavour to be as ſuccinct as

-

The enmities of religious people would
never riſe to ſuch a height, were it not for

is conſiſtent with perſpicuity.
A.

2. Errors of long ſtanding, which have
been publiſhed by authors of known abi
lity, are the moſt likely to deceive, be
cauſe the reader, prepoſſ ſled in favour of

their miſtake, that God is better ſerved

with their opinions than their practices;
opinions being very inconſiderable, fur
ther than they have influence upon actions.
All reformations of religion, ſeldom
extend further than the mere opinions of
men.
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with algebraic controverſy; and tho' pro
lixity in writing is whât I never cºuld

the ability of his author, (and perhaps
of his infallibility too) readily acquieſces
in what he proports as truth.

The amendment of their lives and B

3. The four theorems objected to by

converſations, are equally unregarded by me, p. 252, have been received for truths,
all churches, how much ſoever they differ or in all caſes as approximations to truth,
in doćtrine and diſcipline. And though by all within the circle of my acquain
all the reformation our Saviour preached tance; and by Mr. G. Browne's letter,
to the world, was only repentance and p. 287, I fear they have, almoſt generally,
amendment of life, without taking any been received as excellent and uſeful
notice at all of men's opinions and judg C theorems,
4. For this cauſe it ſeems neceſſary that
ments; yet all the chriſtian churches take
the contiary courſe, and believe religion the lovers cf algebra ſhoeld, one and
more concerned in one erroneous opinion, all, be cautioned againſt too eaſily per
than all the moſt inhuman and impious miting theſe theorems to rank with truth,

or even rectºing them as general approx.

aćtions in the world.

Charity is the chiefeſt of all chriflian imations ther to ; ſince but in a very few
virtues, without which, all the reſt ſignify D caſts can they be admitted to the reputa
nothing : For faith and hope can only tion of approximations.
5. The theorems having been publiſhed
bring us cn our way to the confines of
this world; but charity is not only our above half a century, muſt be therefore
convoy to heaven, but engaged to ſtay with generally known; and therefore I thought,
us there for ever.—And yet there is not and ſtill think, that their fallacy ought,
any ſort of religious people in the world, if poſſible, to be made as publick. It is for
that will not renounce and diſclaim this E this cauſe that I again beg the favour of
neceſſary cauſe of ſalvation for meer tri your Magazine, as a vehicle for an univerſal
fles of the ſlighteſt moment imaginable; conveyance ºf what I have farther to ſay.
6. The firſt thing obſervable in Mr.
nay, will not prepoſterouſly endeavour to
ſecure their eternal happineſs by deſtroy A. Z. as a writer, ſee p. 286, is the air
ing that, without which it is never to be of importance he aſſumes. He lººkſ ºf:
obtained. From hence are all their ſpiri dain on little folk, below. “On writºrs
tual quarrels derived, and ſuch punctilios F of my claſs and ſagacity.”—When I had
of opinion, tho' more nice and peeviſh read the whole, a couplet in the fable of
the frighted farmer, which I remember to
than thoſe of love and honour in ro
mances, are yet maintained with ſuch have read in your colle&tion, occurred to
animofity, as if heaven were to be pur. my memory; who, before his Flight,
chaſed no way but that, which is the moſt “Palu'd no mortal of a louſe—and—
Offces could ſlay at leaſt a thouſand.”—
certain and infallible, of all others, to loſe
it.

G

7. The reader is deſired particularly to

They that profeſs religion, and believe
it confiſts in frequenting of ſermons, do
as if they would ſay, they have a great

obſerve, that neithet Mr. A. Z. nor G.

deſire to ſerve God, but would fain be

leaſt error; but grant, that the theorems
are produćtive of the abſurdities I have

perſuaded to loſe it.

B. charge me with having made any wrong
calculation, or having committed any the

-

charged upon them, ſave that Mr. A. Z.

To the AUTHOR of the L ON DO N H ſays, if I underſtand him right; that I
M A G A Z IN E.
have not aſſigned the true cauſe, why the
rate comes out infinite; but his ſaying ſo
S I R,
is not a ſufficient proof to the contiary.
Otwithſtanding the bulk of your He has not quoted the whole of what I
readers
ſuppoſed not to be ſaid, (which ſhould have been done) to
inſtrušted by, and therefore nºt delighted which if he adverts, he will find, that I
3 H
ſay
Auguſt, 1759.

ji.

Mr. MoR toN’s DEFENCE.
Aug.
ſay and prove, that the ſuppoſition of the that, according to him, authors have
purchaſe money with its intereſt, amount given the theorems that we might in ſome
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ing to the ſame as the annuity, both being

caſes do what is never done with them.

continued for the ſame time at the ſame

A diſputant ought to have agood memory. But,
1o. Let us ſuppoſe the authors not to be |
rate, is a wrong ſuppoſition, when P is
unapprized of the true merit and extent
equal to, or leſs than, t–1.4.
2.
A of their theorems; this will help the mat
8. He tells us, that “public ſpirit is a ter not at all, becauſe, if they knew their
rare virtue in theſe degenerate days.” true, rules to have a tendency of doing more
and I will tell him what is as rare ; which harm than good, they either T ſhould
is, an author accuſed and convićted wholly have ſuppreſſed them, or caution
of errors, frankly and honeſtly acknow ed their readers againſt making any wrong
ledging them to be ſuch : Tho' this uſe of them. They ſhould have ſhewn
B in what caſes they would be uſeful, and
indeed is a kind of publick ſpirit,
he who has publickly, tho' unwittingly when not (their deficiency.Ihope Mr. A. Z.
deceived, ought to endeavour, in the moſt will ſupply.) Science in general, and alge
likely publick manner, to undeceive his bra in particular, is ſufficiently inveloped
readers. And as a farther proof, that the with darkneſs, and invironed with diffi

.

author whom Mr. A. Z. labours to excul

culties, ſo that an author ſhould never

pate is not withouterrors in print, I would augment them by any wilful neglect: Be
dire&t the reader to his ſpheric trigono C fides, it is infinitely beneath the dignity
metry, where, amidſt ſeveral errors and of ſcience to gives rules unguarded, which
omiſſions, he will find under Caſe I. of lead to wrong concluſions, and which in
oblique triangles (in which caſe two ſides fallibly muſt perplex and puzzle the learn
A C and B C and an angle A, oppo er. So it ſeems, Mr. A. Z. by endeavour
ſite to one of them, are given to find the ing to exculpate, makes his authors appear
Angle B oppoſite the other) the following more blameable :
remark: “This caſe is ambiguous whe: D Incidit in Scyllam cupiens vitare charybdis.
11. He ſays, I ought to have ſhewn,
B C is leſs than A C, ſince it cannot be
determined from the data, whether B be from the nature of the ſubječt, that equat
.
acute or obtuſe:” Whereas, on the con ing prt +p with ttru - tru + 2 fu is
re
trary, I aſſert, whenever in this caſe the
given angle is obtuſe, and the ſide oppoſite pugnant to eſtabliſhed principles : But
thereto leſs than the fide oppoſite the re this, he immediately adds, is a point
-

quired angle, then the required angle muſt E above theſe improvers of ſcience.
infallibly be obtuſe too, and ſo not ambi
guous: But, as I may, perhaps, hereafter
crave a corner of your Magazine, to ſet
thºſe affairs in their true light, I ſhall ſay
no more of them at preſent.
9. I am charged with want of candour,

for inſerting in my catalogue one who

Why ſo ſaſt

Why ſo poſitive

But,

what

do you mean by eſtabliſhed principles 2
it.
If you mean this, that 1 + ffr is the pre
ſent worth of u, computed at fimple in
tereſt, which is given as ſuch by all the
writers on the ſubjećt that I have ſeen,
it will be eaſy to ſhew, that equating as
above is contrary to eſtabliſhed principles:
For the authors who treat of the preſent
worth of annuities, computed at fimple
intereſt, ſuppoſe a ſum, u, which would

was well acquainted with “the merit and
extent of the theorem.” I have read the paſ
ſage Mr. A. Z. quotes (in part) from that
author, and cannot perceive the leaſt in
dication of ſuch knowledge. Tis true,
he ſays, they are matter of more ſpecu be due in t time, to be continued to t+T
lation than real uſe. But why? Not be-G time, (that is, till the laſt payment of the
cauſe they are big with abſurdity, not a
word of that ; But “becauſe it is not more annuity becomes due) and allow intereſt
for it during T time, and then find its
cuſtomary, but more equitable to allow preſent worth from its amount, thus;
compound intereſt.”

(and what author

could be ignorant of this 2) Here, I re —ttº- This they aſſume as the
mark, he does not ſay compound intereſt is 1 + Tr + tr
always allowed, tho’ Mr. A. Z. tells us, at H preſent value of u ; which, therefore, by
the beginning of his letter, “ All pur their own hypotheſis, muſt be equal to
chaſes are computed at compound inte
*— whereas the truth is, the former
ur.T
reſt :'' and yet, at the end, he ſays, 1 + tr
“Theſe rules will give a near approxi exceeds the latterby T-F—
mation to the truth, in all real caſes, when

#4++Tr + tr-Ha.

the time is ſhort, which was, I ſuppoſe,

the reaſon of their being firſt given.” So

t

and

Of bis R E M A R K S.
1759.
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and ſo much will the increaſe upon every s!, per ann. for five years, were purchaſ
payment be, by attempting to get the ed for zol. the theorem informs us that
worth of the annuity by the latter hy the purchaſer would make Iol. per cent.
potheſis inſtead of the former, which by his purchaſe money, which is an error
would give
of above al. per cent. If but 15l. were
I
paid for the ſaid annuity for the ſame
A
*-Tz + Tºrº II;
+
time, then we are informed the buyer
would make 4ol. per cent. If only
— for the value thereof.
10,001 (which are not rol, and a farthing)
1+tr
r

* - - - - - - - -

12. It is worth remarking, that my
two opponents are diametrically oppoſite
in ſentiment. Thus Mr. A. Z. ſays, “The

were paid for the ſame, then we are tol

that the purchaſer would make 29998ol.
per cent. If the purchaſe money were

very foundation of ſimple interºff is not re but 10,0005 (which are not rol. and an
concileable to truth.” Mr. B. ſays, “If B half farthing) then the rate would be
it swere not ſo, there could be no equality 59998ol. above twice as much as the fore
between buyer and ſeller”; Mr. A. Z. going. ...And laſtly, if only 1ol. were the
acknowledges “The utter impoſſibility of purchaſe money of the ſaid annuity, then
giving anything upon the principles of ſin the theorem informs us, that the gain
ple intereſt, that will bear the teſt of a de would begreater than figures can expreſs :
monſtration;” whereas Mr. B. infifts, Whereas a perſon almoſt ignorant of
that the theorem is ſtrićtly, certainly, and Carithmetick, would tell us, that one who
univerſally true ! As Mr. A. Z. here ſpeaks paid iol. for an annuity of 51. to be con
exa&ly my own ſentiments, what he has tinued five years, would, beſides the ad
ſaid, may ſerve as an anſwer to Mr. vantage of having al., of his purchaſe
Brown.

money yearly, make 3ol. per cent. Are

13. Mr. A. Z. has, ſomehow, an opi not ſuch theorems a credit to any book
nion, that I ſuppoſed a poſſibility of giv in which they are inſerted What noble,
ing a theorem upon the principles of ſim D ſublime, and exalted ideas, muſt the vul

ple intereſt, that would ſupport the charac
ter Mr. B. gives of the controverted one,

gar entertain of them

and how muſt

they revere their vindicators ; who can,

tho' nothing I have wrote indicates this. with Mr. Brown, call them excellent and
But then, why do you find fault To what uſeful, and ſay they are true, ſtrictly true,
I have already ſaid (10) I add, becauſe the aye, univerſally true.—May I never be con
theorems are in a manner uſeleſs; they be ſpicuous at the expence of truth !
15. Mr. A. Z. concludes with telling me
ing as replete with error, as the deception
of their being true has been general, and that “it is incumbent upon me to give a
becauſe they are a diſgrace to ſcience, and theorem founded upon ſimple intereſt,
as ſuch ought to be exploded. “But in all which will not be liable to the ſame or
real caſes, ſays A. Z. when the time is like objećtions;” that is, that I am to do
ſhort, they give a near approximation to what he has juſt ſaid is impoſſible to be
the truth.” What he means by real caſes, done. This brings to mind a ſtory of a
he has not told us; however, Mr. Ward, F certain Hibernian, who after ſome alterca

the inventor, has given, I ſuppoſe, what tion with another, ſaid ; but I hate theſe
may be a real caſe, in the following queſ diſputes-Take that drinking glaſs in your
tion. If 5431. 10s. 1d. 4 were given for hand, and throw it with all your might
75l. per ann. to be continued nine years, upon the ſtone hearth; if it does not break,
what rate would be made of the purchaſe then what you have ſaid is true, but if it
money The anſwer he gives is 6; where G does, then truth is on my ſide. How
as the true, anſwer is not quite 51. per cent. ever, tho' what Mr. A. Z. requires of me is
per ann. Here it approximates as near to impoſſible to be done, yet it needs no
truth as the countryman's watch, that great depth of algebraick knowledge to
would indicate the time, of the day within give a theorem, which, tho' not juſt, ſhall
not be produćtive of ſuch monſtrous ab.
an hour or two.
14. Let it be here noted, that I do not ſay ſurdities, ss he ſays naturally ariſes from
but that, when the time is ſhort, the pur the ſubjećt itſelf.
chaſe money may be ſo accommodated to H Laſtly, if Mr. Brown will realize to
the annuity, that the gain made thereby, me the gain, which his favourite theorem
calculated from the theerem in diſpute, informs me I ſhall make, by laying out
may anſwer pretty well. But then the ſo, ſmall a ſum as tol. I hereby
error may be as great for a ſhort as for publickly promiſe to bear the whole
any longer time. Examples follow. If of the national expence alone, to pav
3 H 2.
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two with the chancellor, on the ſubjećt of
my journey hither. . They turned, on
their part, upon explaining to me their
motives for the propoſal which has been
CHARLF's Mo RTON.
made to your
which are chiefly,
To the AUTH o R of the LONDON the ſtrong defire the king of England has
M A G A Z IN E.
A by that to attain a ſtriët alliance with you,
S I R,
and explaining his reaſons for making ſo
you have given the earl of Cla high a demand as twelve millions, becauſe
rendon's account of the ſale of of the great expence he had been put to
Dunkirk, " I think you ſhould give the ac for the maintenance of that place and the

off all the publick debts, and to make
every deſerving man as happy as money
can make him. Witneſs, July 19, 1759,

j

A:

count we have of that famous affair, from

ſupport of Portugal, which have already

the negotiations of the count d'Eſtrades, coſt him ten millions, as alſo upon ac
who was the miniſter employed by the B count of the intrinfic value of the place,
French king to tranſa&t that buſineſs; the cannon and ſtores, its harbour, the
therefore I have ſent you copies of ſome reputation of the place, and the great ad
of his letters, and extraćts from others vantages you may reap by it.
upon that ſubject. I am, &c.
I would upon this have broke off the
The firſt letter the count gives us, re negotiation, by ſhewing how widely he
lating to this ſubject, is as follows :
was miſtaken as to its real value, by the
C great difference there was between five
The Earl of Clarendon, Chancellor of Eng hundred thouſand Engliſh crowns, at
land, to Count d'Eſtrades.

S I R, Hampton-court, June 29, 1662.
“As I have frequently refle&ied upon
ſeveral particulars of the
confe
rences we have had together, and finding

º

which Cromwell had valued it at the time
with the Dutch, to

he deſigned a war

whom it behoved to be much more re

ceſſary than it could ever be to your ma
jeſty, and acquainted him, that on ac

a diſpºlition in the king, my maſter, to D count of this precedent I could not go
give all torts of proof of the deſire which beyond what was then offered, and that I
he entertains to bind ſtill more the ties of

had reaſon to doubt whether they had ſa

friendſhip betwixt him and his moſt chri
ſtian majeſty, I have ſent on this journey
M. Bellings, whom you know to be a
perſon in whom I confide, to communi

great value for your majeſty's friendſhip,

becauſe they aſked ſo extravagant a price,
and that I might conclude from thence
that they were not in earneſt about treat
cate to you my ſentiments ; te whom, I E ing. By talking thus, and putting on an
deſire you to give credence, and to be air of indifference, I threw them into a
lieve that 1 am truly, &c.”
great ſurpriſe, as they could not believe it
The ſecond is as follows:
was poſſible I ſhould receive the propoſal
in ſuch a manner, or that I had orders to

The King of England to Count d'Eſtrades.

offer ſo little, conſidering the value and
importance of the places, the cannon and
“I am informed of your being ſet out F ſtores, which they value more than the
on your journey, as ambaſſador to Hol fortifications, amounting to two millions,
land, and that this may find you at Ça which they pretend we ſhould pay for as
lais; for which reaſon, as I have a great they are to remain ; to all which the
many things to communicate to you, and chancellor added, that as the thought of
to reſolve upon an affair which the chan this treaty proceeded from him, he did
eellor has propoſed to me, I wiſh you not pretend to diſguiſe that the neceſſity
would, to oblige me, turn a little out of G of the affairs in England had brought this
your road, and take this in your way. thought into his mind, but would not
I am perſuaded the king my brother will oblige him to make a bad bargain; that
not diſapprove of it; and to facilitate he was the only perſon in this ſentiment,
your voyage, I have ordered my brother's together with the king and the duke of
yacht to be ſent for you. Meanwhile I York, and that he was ſtill to bring over
S I R,

Hampton. court, July 27, 1662.

remain, &c.

Monk, the high treaſurer, and Sandwich,

*

Signed, CHARLEs, Rex.” H whom he could not hope to gain but by
The next I ſhall give you is as follows: the greatneſs of the ſum which ſhould be
paid to the king; that having already
Count d'Eſtrades to the King.
propoſed the matter on account of the
London, Aug. 17, 1662.
neceſſity of the ſtate, they had offered an
“Since my arrival I have had one con. expedient for preſerving it and ſaving the

fºrence with the king of England, and

king the expence, which was to put that
place

* See p. 367,

1759;
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place under, the authority of parliament

chancellor particularly ſhould inform the

again, in which caſe they would be at the
expence of maintaining it, and the king

queen, by way of confidence, that I was a
trange man, and that he was the moſt de
ceived that could be, and as if in my

be ſtill as much maſter of it as before,

and if that ſhould happen, and the king
be forced to accept of that expedient, the

converſation with him I had infinuated,
that as a ſecurity for the money to be
door would be ſhut for ever to any ſuch Alent, ſome place ſhould be given as a
treaty as that now propoſed, for which

pledge, as Holland, and even France had

there was no farther time than till the

been obliged to do ſo in former days in

parliament ſhould again meet ; for if that
was once met again, nobody dared to
make the leaſt mention of ſuch a propoſal;
that he would not pretend to enhance the

another caſe, and that he ſeemed not to

underſtand my meaning, as being a de
mand he never would adviſe the king to
conſent to; all this diſguiſe to be prac

price by telling me of the offers made by B tiſed, on purpoſe that if the preſent
Spain, becauſe his maſter had rejected

treaty ſhould take place, the queen may

them all on account of the deſire he had

be ready to believe that ſhe had ſome in

of a ſtrict friendſhip with your majeſty,
whoſe alliance he thought alſo more for
his advantage. To which I replied, that

timation of it, and that they had been
obliged to it out of neceſſity. I, on m

I did not enter into thoſe conſiderations

own part, have reaſon to complain of the
chancellor, as of a man, who aims at

of , advantage or diſadvantage, but I C procuring all advantages to his maſter,
reckoned he had duly weighed them when without any regard to thoſe of your
he firſt thought of this treaty, and at the majeſty; all this confirms me, that they
ſame time how to manage them; that I are defirous of the treaty, and that the
was only to repreſent to him, that as the price is the only difficulty, and in which
king of England was under ſome neceſ they are unreaſonable.”
fities, ſo you had alſo your own ſhare,
And the next I ſhall give you is, from
which hindered your being ſo conſiderable D the ſame to the ſame, as follows:
a ſum out of pocket as they demanded ;

To the King.

and that certainly he was deceived in the

London, Aug. 21, 1662.
“All that paſſed in the three confer
that place, and of the advantages which
might accrue to your majeſty, becauſe you ences which I had with the king of Eng
j ten other places beſides, which open land and the chancellor, has been com
ed you a way into Flanders when you had E municated to the duke of York, to gene
anything to puſh in that quarter; and in ral Monk, to the high treaſurer, and to
this manner I ended this laſt of our three Sandwich, who have had two conferences
conferences, ſeeming to be diſguſted to on the ſubječt amongſt themſelves, to re
the laſt degree with their demand, and ſolve on what anſwer was to be made to
doubt not to hear from them again, and me on the offer which I had made; and
if they make any more reaſonable de the next day, which was yeſterday, the
mands, I ſhall diſpatch a courier to your F chancellor ſent Mr. Beling to tell me,
majeſty to give you an account, with a that he ſhould be glad to ſpeak to me, and
fuller detail of this negotiation. Mean I immediately went to his houſe. He
while, your majeſty may judge better than told me over again, that it was pure ne
I how much we differ as to price, and ceſſity obliged his maſter to part with
that there is no great probability of our Dunkirk, and that he was not afraid to
agreeing. I ſhall expect other orders than let me know this from the beginning, be
thoſe I had at my coming away. I G cauſe he treated with me as one who is a
Thould not omit to inform you, that the friend to the king of England, and the
chancellor told me, there were precau miniſter of a great prince his ally, of
tions to be taken in relation to the queen whom he had no diſtruſt, and that in both
mother as to this affair, and that the king thoſe charaćters he would own to me,
had told him, that it ſhould be given out there were four expedients to be taken in
that he had deſired me to paſs over into the buſineſs now propoſed. The firſt, to
England to perſuade me to endeavour to H treat with the Spaniards, who at this very
induce your majeſty to lend him a ſum of time offered any terms for that town;
money in his preſent preſſing occaſions, the ſecond, with the Dutch, that offered
and that he had ordered the chancellor to for it an immenſe ſum ; the third, was,
ſee me upon that very account, and they to put it into the hands of the parliament,
had agreed between them to conplain of who would be at all the expence, and

great opinion which he had conceived of

SIR E,

it
my ſtiffneſs as to this loan, and that the leave the king full as much maſter of as
5
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as at preſent; the fourth was, to bargain was worth more than one million, and
with your majeſty, which laſt appeared to that I could not but be ſenſible that as
him more juſt and more agreeable to his the king his maſter had for three years
maſter's intereſt, which was the reaſon he

maintained a ſtrong garriſon in the place,

had made me the firſt propoſal; but that he muſt have expended four millions
after hearing what I offered, and which more; ſo that all thoſe articles put toge
he had reported to the perſons above. A ther, and making all allowances, he
mentioned, and had met to come to ſome thought it was very apparent that the
reſolution, every body was ſurpriſed, and king his maſter ſhewed the great inclina
eaſily remembered, that when Cromwell tion he had to treat with your majeſty,
had offered it at 5oo, ooo crowns, it was that he was willing to accept of ſeven
excluſive of the artillery, ſtores, and the millions; that all he could obtain of the
new works, which were to be paid for lord high treaſurer and the others, was,
over and above, and uRon this reſolved, B to get them to conſent to this redućtion in
rather to put the place into the hands of the price; that it was my part to make
the parliament, becauſe, that when it was known your majeſty's laſt intentions ;
known that it had been diſpoſed of for that for his part, he had no more to ſay
ſo ſmall a ſum, the king could not but to me on the part of the king his maſter.
expoſe himſelf to reproach, or he, the
I made anſwer, that I was infinitely
chancellor, at leaſt be liable to a publick obliged to him for ſo candidly opening to
cenſure, that might endanger even his C me the ſtate of affairs; that your ma
life; that it was his opinion, rather to jeſty, who always had a particular value
make a preſent of it to your majeſty, and for his friendſhip, would have occaſion to

to leave the price to your own generofity;

know, that he was not miſtaken in his

but that as this was not in his power to opinion of him; that this had induced
ou to receive the propoſals made to me
do, and he was ſo deeply concerned in
condu&ing an affair of ſuch delicacy, he
Mr. Beling, believing, that as they
was obliged to conceal his opinion, and D came from him, they were fincere, and no
to ſeem to agree with that of others, ſo ways meant to break off any of the en
as not to appear as the chief promoter of gagements you had entered into with
this treaty ; that the moſt preſfing argu Spain and Holland, but to cultivate a ſtill
ment which he made uſe of to prevail more ſtrićt friendſhip with your majeſty
with them to conſent, was, the ſupply of by ſome treaty of this kind; ſuppoſing
money which the king might draw from the king of England would make no de
thence, and that thereby he might diſ. E mands but what were reaſonable and ho
charge the debts he was obliged to be nourable; and it was upon theſe grounds
bound for in maintaining this place, but that he allowed me to come over into
that my ſcanty offers had deſtroyed that England, and had given me the power
motive, and ſhewed them, that either we which I had already communicated to

i.

had no trade, no inclination to have Dun

kirk, or that we put too ſmall a value up

him, &c.”

And after adding a good deal more up

on it. And after this, he enlarged ſtill F on the ſubject, this letter concludes thus
more, to ſhew me the importance of the
place on account of its ſituation and har
bour, which had made it ſo conſiderable

in former times, and to exaggerate the
advantages which your majeſty might reap
from thence, if you had at any time any
views on that fide of Flanders.

“ The numbers of perſons to whom,
your majeſty ſees, the chancellor has been
obliged to communicate this affair, has
occaſioned rumours to be ſpread both at
court and in the city of London, on the
ſubjećt of my journey, and for this very

After G reaſon it will be neceſſa

to haſten the

this, he proceeded to the particular ex concluſion of it, if it be wiſhed to ſucceed.
pence it had been of to England before
Friday laſt the duke and dutcheſs of
and fince the reſtoration, for the pay York came to St. James's, and I took
ment of a ſtrong garriſon, and maintain that opportunity to deliver the dutcheſs
ing the fortifications which had been the preſent of which I had ſpoke, at the
made; that I ought to confider, that if firſt time of ſeeing her. She received it
ever France ſhould think of getting it by H with all the thankful and honourable ac
any other way than that now propoſed, knowledgment of obligation, as could be
what expence they would be put to, and ſhown on ſuch an occaſion. She much
if it would not exceed the two millions

admired the ſaſhion, and the duke of

I offered; that there had been more than
two millions laid out on the fortifications

York, who was preſent, agreed that no
thing would be genteeler or in a better

alone that the artillery and aunmunition

taſte.

It was carried the ſame day to

Hampton

1759. was the Firſt Adviſºr of the Sale of Dunkirk.
Hampton-Court, to be ſhewn to the king
and queen. I am, &c."
The other letters give an account of
many conferences which the count had
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cured with your majeſty by the treaty in
relation to that place, that when you
once found yourſelf maſter of it, without

any ſtipulation or particular engagement
with the king of England and his chan with England, you would think your ci
cellor, about ſettling the price and condi vility nothing but mere courteſy, which
tions of this ſale; but no one elſe ex- A would not embark you in any affairs.

cept the duke of York, and Mr. Beling,
ever appears to have been preſent at any
of theſe conferences.

I ſhall, therefore,

only add, that a letter from the French
king to the count, dated St. Germains,
Auguſt 27, 1662, concludes thus :

* I forgot to tell you to make it known

That as his own intereſt had made him

engage in the buſineſs of the match, to be
revenged for ſome bad treatment from the
Spaniards, and out of fear of being ſup

planted by the Spaniſh fačtion in England,
ſo out of a view to his own intereſt, by
B being ſupported by that of France, he
had ſacrificed the intereſt of the king
his maſter, and given up a place, which,
for the honour of England and its impor

to the dutcheſs of York, my fiſter, that I
am highly ſenſible of her good offices on
this occaſion, and ſhall be pleaſed ex
tremely to ſhew it on all opportunities.”
tance as to foreign nations, was more va
At laſt, all the conditions and terms of luable than all Ireland, &c. &c.”
the ſale having been ſettled and agreed on,
And after adding a great deal more up
between count d'Eſtrades and the chan- C on the ſubjećt, the count concludes thus:
cellor, the latter, together with the earl of
“After figning the treaty, the chan
Southampton, the duke of Albemarle, cellor told me that there was a report
and the earl of Sandwich, were appoint ſtronger than ever, both at court and
ed by the king of England on his part, among the people, that your majeſty
and the count d'Eſtrades was appointed .# forget what the king of England
by the king of France on his part, in a had done to oblige you, as ſoon as you

formal manner, to adjuſt, conclude, and D had Dunkirk in poſſeſſion, which had al
fign the treaty. Accordingly it was, by

both parties, ſigned and ſealed, October
27, 1662 ; and the letter from count
d'Eſtrades to his maſter, upon this occa
fion, is as follows:

ready excited murmurings againſt him;
and they give out that the king would
have no ſupplies from the parliament or
People, in caſe this affair ſhould occaſion
any diſturbance in the kingdom, and as

he had a greater hand in this than any
To the King.
R perſon, ſo he would have the greateſt ſhare
S 1 RE,
London, O&t. 17, 1662.
of the blame, and might happen to be the
“ At laſt, after ſeveral delays, and firſt who might he reproached by the king
etting over ſeveral difficulties, I have his maſter; that, to deliver him from this
the treaty of Dunkirk, and ſend it apprehenſion, he ſhould be infinitely ob

#.

to your majeſty by this expreſs; I ought
not to omit that the chancellor was the

liged to your majeſty if you would be
pleaſed to write to him a letter, declaring

perſon of all the others who ſuffered moſt F a civil acknowledgment of the obliging
during the conteſt which was formed by

manner of his proceeding in this affair,

all the council on this affair. The com
miſſioners laboured moſt to break it off,

and, at the ſame time, to make ſome civil
offers, in caſe this affair ſhould be follow

and it may be ſaid, that the reaſons

al

ed by any bad conſequences, which offers

ledged were ſo ſtrong, that the king of
England, and duke of York, would have

ſhould not bring you under any engage

º

ments, but might
of
been ſtaggered, had he not taken great G uſe. If your majeſty agrees to this opi
pains to keep them to their firſt reſolu nion, and thinks proper to ſend me ſuch
tions; this was apparent to all the court, a letter by the return of the courier, I
and from thence they took occaſion to foreſee that it will be of great ſervice to
blame him as the ſole author of the trea the king of England, and that the chan
ty. His enemies, and all the Spaniſh fac. cellor will be thereby ſtrengthened againſt
tion, have attacked his conduct on that the attacks of the malecontent fa&tion.
ſcore, and cry loudly
him, that as H. He told me further, this morning, that
he had very impolitickly made the match moſt of the merchants of the city of Lon
with Portugal, before he had ſecured the don, had come up to Whitehall to com
protection of France; ſo he had as im plain of this treaty, which is now made
rudently parted with Dunkirk, without publick; and among the grievances the
É. ... of that ſtričt friendſhip and complaim of, the chief is that Dunkir

º

union, which he boaſted of would be pro
7

will become the retreat of all the corſairs
or
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or privateers, as ſoon as it comes into your be with more warmth and ſincerity
majeſty's hands, and that thereby all their than I, Sir, my brother,
Your brother Louis.
trade will be ruined. That the king had
given them for anſwer, that he had made To the king of Great-Britain my brother.”
the treaty with a king, who was his rela
tion and friend, who would deem it his Copy of a Letter from the King of France,
to the Chancellor of England.
intereſt to maintain a good correſpondence A
with him and his ſubjećts, and that he
“As nothing could be more obliging
might aſſure them that nothing would than the king of Great-Britain, my bro
happen of what they apprehended, but ther's way of proceeding with me in the
-

-

that to confirm this aſſurance, and to put

affair of lunkirk, there would be ſome

a ſtop to all the rumours, he wiſhed your thing wanting in my acknowledgment of
majeſty would publiſh a new ordonnance it, if it did not extend to a perſon who
againſt privateers or corſairs, which the B ſerves him ſo worthily as you i. ; be Per
king of England would make proper uſe ſuaded that I ſhall embrace every occaſion
of to undeceive theſe people.
to convince you, that I am well acquaint
If this be what your majeſty can do, as ed with the ſhare you have had in this
I ſee no inconveniency, once you are ina eſſential mark of that friendſhip he has
fter of the place; and take occaſion from ſhown to me, and referring to the count
thence to make an oſtenſive article of it, d'Eſtrades, to aſſure you more particu
in the firſt diſpatch you honour me with, C larly of my affe&tion and eſteem. God
I ſhall thereby have an eaſy opportunity keep you under his holy protećtien.
to oblige the king of England.
Wrote at Paris, 30th of Oétober, 1662.
I am, &c.”
Signed Louis.”
The king's anſwer to this letter, among
other things, has this remarkable paſſage. Account of the Acropolis or Caffle of
A T HENS, in its preſent State. From
“ This courier will deliver you a pre
ſent for M. Beling, to whom you will D The Ruins of Athens, lately publiſhed.
HE Acropolis, or caſtle, is built
ſignify, that I ſhall be glad on all occa
upon a large rock, with preci
ſions to teſtify my affection.”
And I ſhall conclude this abſtraćt with
pices on every fide, except the-north weſt
the two following letters from his moſt end, which riſes by a ſteep aſcent to the
chriſtian majeſty, with which d'Eſtrades entrance, and is better fortified than the
concludes his account of this affair.
reſt, by high and thick walls. The
hol rock,
k. which
which iis an oval,
l, bei
Copy of a Letter from the King of France, E whole
being about
twelve hundred ordinary paces in circum
to the King of England.
ference, and ſurrounded with walls of
“Sir, my brother, all the circumſtances great antiquity, eſpecially at the foun
of your procedure in the buſineſs of Dun dations, making an area twice as long as
kirk, from beginning to end, have been broad. About two hundred paces lower,
ſo obliging to me, that they give you a towards the bottom of the hill, are diſ
right to expe&t with aſſurance, that I F tim&ly ſeen the foundations of other
ſhould preſerve a due ſenſe of it at all walls, encompaſſing the firſt almoſt, round
times, and on all occaſions. I muſt ac which are ſaid to be thoſe built by The
knowledge to you, that what moſt ſenſi ſeus, who firſt enlarged the city. One
bly affected me was, that you preferred a gate ſtandeth on the ſouth fide, and two
reliance on my word, to all the ſecurity others, conſiſting of vaſt ſtones, on the

offered to you upon my part; I may ſay

north and north-eaſt ſides, but the walls

that without hazarding any thing you G are almoſt levelled with the ground. It
have by this means, as much as by the may be eaſily demonſtrated, both by the
other eſſential particulars of this negoti monuments of antiquity yet remaining,
ation, bound more and more the ties of and from hiſtory, that Athens had ano
friendſhip, which I.entertain in my heart. ther wall, including this ſecond wall, and
Alſo that I can have no greater pleaſure, encompaſſing the whole city, ſpread far
than to give ſolid and effe&tual proofs and wide about it; to which were joined

whenever I have it in my power, and I H two other long walls, one reaching to
am perſuaded that you will be ſenſible of
this, by what the count d'Eſtrades will

liance and truſt, I ſhall at preſent add no

Pyraea, the other to Phalatea. The Ha
ga hath for its garriſon about an hundred
Turks of the country, who refide there
with their families, and are always upon
their guard, to oppoſe pirates, who often

more, but to aſſure you, that none can

land there, and do miſchief,

inform you on another affair which you
know, as to which deſerving your re

whºm
al
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all night, a party of this guard, by turns,

as is ſometimes ſeen in antient monu

go the rounds, making a great noiſe, as
well to fignify their watchfulneſs, as to
inform their enemies, if any come, they

ments, with the word in Latin, vale ;
and in Greek x AIPE, or adieu. Mount

ing a little faither thro' a narrow court, ,

are ready to receive them : Theſe ſoldiers with a covert on the fide of it for the
are called Neferides, or Iſarlides in Turk guards, is the ſecond gate, over which is
iſh, and Caſtriani in Greek.
A a ſofit of marble, with an inſcription of

Going up to the caſtle from the town
by degrees, and winding about to the en

one Flavius Marcellinus, indicating, that

trance, which is at the north-weſt end of

the rock, within the firſt gate, in the walls
are two figures in baſſo relievo, that join

own charges : Perhaps meaning only the
gates of the Acropolis; for that, as Thu
cydides obſerves, was called the city, even

hands, which ſeem to be a man and his

after the reſt was rebuilt.

he rebuilt the gates of the town at his

wife, giving each other their laſt farewell,
• ‘PA . XETITIMIO2 MAPK . . . HNOX p.A AM KAI AIIO
ATCNOG) ETQN EK.
TH II.O.A.E.I.

Til N

Paſt the ſecond gate, are ſome ancient

foundations. Thence through another
finall court the way leads to a third gate,
over which is a baſſo relievo of an eagle, ,
the enſign of the Roman ſovereignty; the
goodneſs of whoſe ſculpture ſhews it to.

IAIQN

TO

IX,

Il I A2IIA2

are thirty-three feet, eight inches, and
three parts and two thirds high, and fix
feet, eight parts and an half diameter.

The diſtance between pillar and pillar is
eight feet, ten parts, and two thirds.
Theſe pillars ſupport an entablature round

be ancient. Patfing this gate, you are A the temple, charged with hiſtorical figures
of admirable workmanſhip. The figures

within the Acropolis, where the firſt thing
to be obſerved is a little temple on the

of the pediment, which the ancients call
ed the eagle, appear, tho' from that

right hand; namely, that dedicated to
vićtory without wings, built of white

height, to be as big as life; being in alte

marble, with one end near the wall,

relievo, and well executed.

The figure in the middle has its
where, it is ſaid, Ægeus caſt himſelf
down at the fight of the black ſails his B right arm broken, which probably held
ſon Theſeus forgot to change, when he the thunder : Between his legs, without
returned vićtorious from the combat with
doubt, was placed the eagle; for the
the minotaur in Crete : Therefore ſtiled

beard and majeſty expreſſed in his coun

without wings, becauſe the fame thereof

tenance, ſufficiently ſhew it to have been
made for Jupiter : He ſtands naked, for

arrived not at Athens before Theſeus,

that brought it Otherwiſe victory was ſo he was uſually repreſented, eſpecially
always repreſented with wings. This C by the Greeks. At his right hand is ano
temple is fifteen feet long, and about ther figure, covered half way down the
eight or nine broad, of white marble, leg, coming towards Jupiter, which per
with pillars of the dorick order. The haps was a victory, leading the horſes of
entablature has a baſſo relievo on it, of

ſmall figures, well cut ; and now ſerves
for a powder magazine.”

Minerva's triumphant chariot, which
follows it: The horſes are finiſhed with

ſuch amazing art, that the vigour, ſpirit,

From the ſame Work we ſhall give a ſhort
Account of the Temple of MiNER v A.

D and fire, natural to thoſe generous ani
mals, ſeem here to receive addition, as
if inſpired by the goddeſs they draw.

“ It is built of admirable white mar

Minerva is in the chariot, rather as the

ble. The plan of it is above twice as goddeſs of learning than war, without
long as it is broad, being two hundred helmet, buckler, or a Meduſa's head on
and twenty eight feet, ten inches, and fix her breaſt, as Pauſanias deſcribes her
parts in length, and one hundred and one E image within the temple. Behind her
feet eight inches, and two thirds of a part is another figure of a woman fitting.
wide; it riſes with an aſcent every way of The next two figures, fitting in the corner,
five ſteps, which ſerve as a baſis to the por are the emperor Hadrian and his empreſs
tico, that is ſupported by fluted columns Sabiña, as appears by the many medals
of the dorick order, without any baſis. and ſtatues to be ſeen of them. On the left
Theſe pillars are forty fix in number, be hand of Jupiter are five or ſix figures, pra
ing eight to the front, and as many be bably an aſſembly of the gods, where Ju
hind, and ſeventeen on each ſide. They piter introduces Minerva, and acknow
I
ledges
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edges her his daughter. The pediment dentially it did not go off. It was high.
at the other end of the temple was adorn
ed with figures, expreſſing Minerva's
conteſt with Neptune, about who ſhould
name the city of Athens, of which re

time for the bailiff now to retire. He
went to Mr. Elcock, who was in the
neighbourhood, and told him, that he

had arreſted the priſoner, who reſcued

mains only part of a ſea horſe... The himſelf, by ſnapping a piſtol at him ; and
freeze is charged with a baſſo relievo at A deſired Mr. Elcock to get him aſſiſtance
ſeveral diſtances, divided into ſquares for the retaking the priſoner, whereupon
four feet eight inches, repreſenting the
battle ofthe Athenians with the Centaurs.”

Some Account of the Trial of John Steven
ſon, late of Bickerton, in Cheſhire,

Mr. Elcock, and the plaintiff in the aâion,
with one or two other perſons, returned with

the officer tothe priſoner's houſe, which they
found locked; and Mr. Elcock going to one
of the doors, demanded entrance, and defit

Cheeſefaāor, who was tried at Cheſter Bed the priſoner to yield to the arreſt: But
Affizes, on April 27, 1759, before Mr. the priſoner took up a gun, and diſcharg
juſtice Swinnerton, and Mr. _juſtice
White, for the Murder of Mr. Francis
Elcock, late of Nantwich, Attorney.

ed it thro’ the door againſt which Mr.
Elcock ſtood, and unfortunately killed
him. The priſoner's keeping the fire

arms loaded in his houſe, his ſnapping a
Mr. Attorney-General for Cheſhire, Coun loaded piſtol three different times at the
cil for the Crown, thus ſet forth the Faci - C bailiff, in the execution of his duty,
dº

Th; priſonerhad been formany years

a cheeſe-fačtor in this county; but
ſailing in his credit ſome years ago, has,

and his diſcharging the gun whereby the
deceaſed was killed, too fatally evince

that the priſoner did intend and deſign an

fince then, taken ſančtuary in his houſe unlawful killing.”
at Bickerton, and there kept himſelf con
Theſe facts were inconteſtably proved by
fined, to prevent the effe&ts of a civil pro the evidence of John James, the bailiff,
ceſs. The young gentleman, whoſe death D who arreſted the priſoner, John Atkin,
you are now to enquire into, was employ his aſſiſtant, and William Griffiths, who
ed as an attorney for one of the priſoner's ſaid “ he was in Mr. Stevenſon's houſe
creditors, to ſue out a writ againſt him, at Bickerton when Mr, Elcock was ſhot.
which he accordingly did, and obtained The priſoner fired the gun at the back
the ſheriff's warrant thereon, and delivered door, and brought it in afterwards, and

it to one of the officers named therein, took it into the parlour. After the gun
with directions to arreſt the priſoner. E was fired, the people without ſhouted
The officer apprehending he ſhould be
denied admittance to the priſoner, had
recourſe to a ſtratagem : He wrote a let

murder. I went to the window, and ſaw
a man in blue cloaths ſupported, or held

ter to the priſoner, fignifying, that the

up, between two men. I told Mr. Ste
venſon, that I believed there was never a

gentleman who ſent it wanted to buy

man killed, but there was one hurt, and

fome young trees from the priſoner, and they called him Mr. Elcock. He ſaid,
deſiring that the bearer of the letter might F “I don't know what buſineſs a man of his
be permitted to view the trees, or to that

urpoſe. The officer went to the priſoner's

coat had among ſuch men as thoſe.
glad of it.”

I am

º: with this letter; and knocking
at the door, a perſon came to the window,

Mr. Robert Baxter then informed the
court, that he was concerned in makin

to whom it was delivered; and as ſoon

out warrants for the ſheriff of Cheſhire,
being appointed ſo to ağt by parole, and

as the priſoner had read the letter, the
officer was admitted to him.

After ſome G that “it was uſual, when the plantiffs

diſcourſe relating to the trees, the bailiff
acquainted the priſoner, Stevenſon, with
the real errand he came upon, and then
actually arreſted him, the priſoner. Af.
ter a ſhort pauſe, and taking a turn or
two in his houſe, he ſuddenly preſented a

would have ſpecial bailiffs appointed, to
leave blanks in the warrants for their names

to be inſerted. This is never refuſed upon
the ſheriff being indemnified, and when
the attorney is known to be a fair practi

cer. The nature of the indemnity given

piſtol at the breaſt of the officer, and H to the ſheriff upon this occaſion is that
fore, if he did not immediately leave the

he ſhould not ſuffer by eſcapes or reſcues.

houſe he would blow his brains out, and

I apprehend Mr. Lowe, or Mr. Elcock,

without waiting for an anſwer, ačtually

or both of them, had a right to inſert the
names of the ſpecial bailiffs, in the blank

foapped the pitol at him, which miſſed
fire : But he could not reſt here ; he

tºpped the p flvi three thats, but provi

left in the warrant, whereon the priſoner
was arreſted. It is uſual for attornies in
the

-
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the country to ſend their dire&tions to with blanks, yet that uſage, or pračtice,
their agents in Cheſter to take out writs; cannot be conſidered to extend to over
and the agent's name is generally added to rule or ſet aſide the known law ſet down
the name of the country attorney in the by my lord Hale. Mr. Elcock exceeded
writ, fince the late ačt of parliament for the limits of the orders the bailiff had
that purpoſe; but before that, the name given him ; for he was ſtriving to break
of the attorney was enly put to the writ.” A open the door, with a crow, when the
** This is the warrant I made out on
gun was fired : And therefore I ſubmit
the writ, the firſt of March, againſt the to your lordſhip, whether Mr. Elcock
priſoner: But the names John James, did not exceed the orders, and authority
and John Jones, have been ſince inſerted. given him by James, ſuppoſing that James
The ſeal was to the warrant when I deli
had, in himſelf, any power at all (which
vered it. I don’t remember that any arreſt I humbly conceive he had not) and could
was ever ſet afide, or diſputed on account B have transferred any power or authority
of a blank warrant having been ſent out.” to Mr. Elcock. Theſe are two queſtions
Theſe two points conſtituting the nicety which appear to me to be in favour of
of the caſe, Mr. recorder of Cheſter, of the priſoner, and to deſerve confideration;
council for the priſoner, thus ſaid: “I and if the court ſhall be of the ſame opi
humbly conceive, that no warrant or pro nion, I humbly hope you will not ſuffer
ceſs from the ſheriff can be executed by a general verdićt to go againſt the priſo
any perſons but by thoſe whom the ſhe-C ner, but reſerve thoſe points for the con
riff appoints. The high ſheriff may ap fideration of the court.”
point his deputy, and the appointment of
Theſe arguments were corroborated by
the under ſheriff of this county was by the priſoner's other council, Mr. Perrin,
deed, and not a parole appointment. Un and Mr.Maddocks,to whom Mr. Attorney
der that appointment, the under ſheriff is general made this reply. “By the con
armed with a power of doing the lawful mon law, an under-ſheriff may be ap
duty and buſineſs of the ſheriff himſelf.- D pointed by parole or deed; and ſeveral
But, in the preſent caſe, Mr. Baxter, who under ſheriffs, for different purpoſes.
made out the warrant, was the perſon ačt

One ſheriff in London has two under

ing under the under ſheriff; he was not
appointed by any deed, or inſtrument in
writing, but by word of mouth only :

ſheriffs, two counters, two priſons: The
buſineſs is carried on by different perſons.
—And there is a ſheriff's office in Furni

And Mr. Baxter, under this defe&tive

val's inn, the buſineſs of which is exe

appointment, made out a warrant, and E cuted by a clerk; and thoſe perſonsareap
ſent it out, after it was ſealed, with a blank pointed by parole. Mr. Baxter has been
left therein for the names of the ſpecial appointed in the ſame manner, and it has
trailiffs to be inſerted in it.

No warrant

been uſual to make out blank warrants

whatever from the ſheriff ought to receive

for a great number of years. Preſcrip
tion for thirty years is good, unleſs the
tion, aſter it paſſes the ſeal of office; contrary appears; and here nothing does
and if any perſon, in the execution of a F appear to the contrary. Mr. Baxter did
warrant which ſhall receive any addition make out this warrant againſt the priſoner,
the leaſt addition, diminution, or altera

or diminution, or any alteration whatſo

and dire&ted it to John Evans, a bailiff,

ever, after it has paſſed the ſeal, ſhall be

and left a blank, for the attorney to inſert
two other names : Mr, Elcock did put

killed, ſuch killing cannot be murder.-

And if a perſon, not lawfully authorized, in thoſe two names, and muſt be confider
ſhall attempt to deprive a man of his li ed as a clerk, or agent to the ſheriff; and if
berty, altho' by a legal warrant, and is G ſo, John James was lawfully authorized
killed in ſuch attempt, the killing in that to arreſt the priſoner, upon that warrant,
caſe alſo is not murder. The authority and did ačtually arreſt the priſoner, who af
of judge Hale is directly in point, Hale's terwards, by violence, reſcued himſelf from
P. C. 457, where my lord Hale lays the cuſtody of the bailiff. The law up
down the law, in theſe words : * If a on a reſcous, gives authority for the pur
oſe of taking a detendant,--to break
ſheriff's bailiff comes to execute a proceſs,
but has not a legal authority, as if the Hopen doors, and juſtifies all perſons, aid
name of the bailiff, plantiff, or defen ing and aſſiſting the officer, whether they
dant be interlined, or inſerted, after the be requeſted or no.—If a bailiff takes a
fealing thereof, by the bailiff himſelf or man by the hand out of a window, it is
any other, if ſuch bailiff be killed, it is an arreſt, and he may juſtify the break
but man-ſlaughter, and not murder.”

ing open of doors, after the defendant.

Tho' warrants have ſometimes been ſent

if he ſhould attempt to eſcape; and I
3 I 2
humbly

out by the perſon acting for the ſheriff
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A Caſe in Point

humbly apprehend, the reaſon for break
ing open the door was ſtronger in this
caſe—Cies Peer Williams, the corporati

on of Bewdley relating to Venires—Tho’
upon complaint of a reſcous, a writ of

refcous may be ſued out, yet that does
not prevent

Aug.

clear from every imputation, inaſmuch as
we requeſt this indulgence under the pa
tronage of my lord Hale, and not to de
lay or protract juſtice, but that the priſo
ner may receive that benefit frem the law,
which we humbly conceive he is intitled

taking other remedies, ſuch A unto ; and for theſe reaſons only, we de

as breaking open doors. The ſheriff may

fire, that the court will give the priſoner

return a reſcous upon a meine proceſs,

an opportunity of having thoſe points ar
gued.—The court conſented. [The de

but cannot upon an execution ; he muſt
raiſe a poſſe-comitatus; but that does not
hinder him from raiſing the poſſe comita
tus for a reſcous from an arred upon a
meſne-proceſs if he thinks fit.—It was
the duty of every man to aid and aſſiſt
John
James the bailiff, to retake the pri
foner, after he had reſcued himſelf from

termination upon the pleadings hereafter
had, ſhall be communicated to our readers.)
B
-

To the A U T H O R, &c.
S I R,
N article inſerted in ſome of our

the hands of juſtice by force and violence.

news papers, “ of captain Lock
hart's having brought into the Downs, as

The authority in lord Hale, cited by the

captures, 2 o or more of the Dutch ſmall

priſoner's council, is a very old authority: craft, trading with or for our enemies the
f do not find it named in ſerjeant, Haw- C French " is, I find, received with the
kin's pleas of the crown, and therefore I greateſt pieaſure throughout the nation;
apprehend the ſerjeant doubted it.”
and, iſ true, may contribute, more than
Theſe eaſons were inforced by Mr. all that hath been tranſacted in the courts
Falconer, and Mr. Hayward the other of juſtice, to determine our wavering al
council for the crown, and the event of lies upon declaring, in a more poſitive
manner than they have hitherto done,
the ſeveral arguments were as follow.
“ Mr. Juſtice Swinner-on. This be- D what we are to truſt to at this extraordi
ing an inquiſition for blood, to delay the nary criſis. I ſay, a declaration one way
execution of juſtice may tend to overſet or other is all that is deſired ; and though
and deſtroy juſtice. However, if you I am far from believing Great Britain a
gentlemen at the bar, of counſel for the match for all the naval power in Europe,
priſoner, will give this court your honour, when united together, as ſome have too

that you verily believe the points of law

raſhly aſſerted; it is ſurely not going be

which ſeem to have ariſen upon this trial E yond the truth to affirm, that France, in
will in the end avail the priſoner, and that its preſent languiſhing condition, will re
averted from him, upon the deciſion of

ceive but little benefit from a Dutch de
claration of war in its favour; whereas

thoſe points; and that you do not aſk in

fuch an ecclairciſſement, at the preſent

dulgence for the ſake of delay, but from
reaſonable hopes that the priſoner may be

juncture, cannot but be attended with con
ſequences to our country of too intereſt
Fing a nature, and too plain not to be
gueſſed at. So much hath been ſaid,
with regard to treaties ſubſiſting between
the two nations, that it may ſeem ſuper
fluous to attempt clearing up the difficul

you think judgment of murder may be

acquitted of murder, when the facts
come to be argued, I will moſt readily
conſent to direct the jury to find a ſpecial
verdićt ; but if, on the other hand, you
think that the priſoner may not be avail

ed by the determination of the court upon ity further than it hath been already done.
thoſe points, I rely upon your honour, and Something plauſible is, I confeſs, al
hope you will not requeſt it.
Gledged on both ſides: And, after all, trea.
Mr. Townſend. With great ſubmiſſion ties in general are but too much calcu
to the court, we humbly apprehend, that lated for immediate conveniency, to be
the priſoner will receive the utmoſt advan controverted or chicaned away on a
tage upon the determination of the facts change of times and circumſtances. This
to be Rated : We have the authority of I lament, as but too cuttomary among
lord Hale on our ſide, and ſhall have time princes and ſtates, though by no means
to conſult other authorities, which may Han allowable practice, in point of mora
probably give us further aſſurances that lity and common honeſty: Without en
the priſoner's life, in the end, will be ſaved gaging, therefore, on a ſubject moſt men
by the deciſion of thoſe points. But if are already ſufficiently tired with, I ſhall
we ſhould fail, I have no doubt upon endeavour to ſet the controverſy on a new
me, but the conduct of myſelf, and of and more intelligible footing, by referring
the other council for the priſoner, will be the reader to the behaviour and conduct of

Againſ: the DUT C H.

1759.

the Dutch themſelves in a ſimilar caſe

(fimilar, I mean, as far as relates to the

point in queſtion.)
“At this time [viz. the eve of the firſt
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perhaps have not duly attended, to. I
have the above recited author for my au
tholity here likewiſe. It is, that during

the ſaid Dutch war, the French ačted, in

Dutch war] they, the Dutch, ſays the con oppoſition to the Engliſh, for and in be
...tinuator of lord Clarendon's life, gave the half of the Dutch, with whom they then
king [of England] an advantage, in A had a ſecret treaty, [Who is ſure they
point of juſtice, and which concerned all have not one now *] the very part, in
other nations, in point of traffick and all its circumſtances, the Dutch are, at
commerce : It had been begun by them in this inſtant, acting for them. The Eng
the Eaſt-Indies, where they had planted liſh then, as now, upon like grounds, made
themſelves in great and ſtrong towns, and captives of the French ſhips, and were as
had many harbours well fortified, in which much complained of by the ſubjects of
they conſtantly maintained a great num B the grand monarch : But remonſtrances
ber of good and ſtrong ſhip; ; by which of either ſide going for nothing, our an
they were abſºlute mafters of thoſe ſeas, ceſtors nobly perſevered in diſtreſſing their
and forced the neighbour kings and princes open and avowed enemies, in the very
to enter into ſuch terms of amity with boſom of their ſecret ones, which neither
them, as they thought fit to require. French nor Dutch being long able to ſup
And if they found that any advantageous port, and having then, as now, tried to
trade was driven, in any port, by any C intereſt other malitime ſtates in the quar
other nation, they preſently ſent their /hips rel, to no purpoſe, a general peace ſoon
to lie before that port, and denounced war enſued, which undoubtedly will be the
againſt the prince to whom that port be caſe now, if we are reſolute, and deter
longed : . Which being done, they pub mined in the point, as we ought to be.
liſhed a declaration “that it ſhould not be Gratitude for favours received is certain
lawful for any nation whatſºever to trade ly commendable; and the French may
in the territories of that prince with whom D think themſelves entitled, in their turn,
they were at war:” And, upon this pre to the civilities the Dutch are now ſhew
tence, they would net ſuffer an Engliſh ing them.—But, beſides that this matter,
ſhip, belonging to the Eaſt-India com in the abſtraćt, is no concern of ours;
pany, to enter into a port, to lade and take caſuiſts and divines all aſſure us, that the
in a cargo of goods, that had been pro performance of any one duty, how im
vided by their fačtors there, befºre there portant ſoever, is no longer to be re
was any mention or imagination of ſuch a E garded, when it unavoidably tends, me

* cri

war, and of which there was no other in

diately or immediately, to render

fance of hoſtility, than the very declara
tion *. And, at this time, they tranſ
Planted this new prerogative to Guiney:
And, having, as they ſaid, (for there was

minal in the fight of God, upon ſundry
I am, &c.

other accounts.

July 28, 1759.

W.

From the London Gazrt Tr.

no other evidence of it) a war with one
Whitehall, Auguſt 7.
of theſe princes, they would not ſuffer the
Lºtter from Andrew Mitchell,
Engliſh ſhips to enter into thoſe harbours Extraº of aMajºſ
y : Mirifter to the King of
Fſ, Fis
where they had always traded.” I ſhall
Pruſſia, to the Right Hon the Earl ºf Hol
only obſerve, that in every one of the cir
derneffe, dated from his Pruſſian Majºſy's
cumſtances of this caſe (which I have di
Camp at Schmotſeiffen, July 24, 1759.
re
H IS night, after nine o'clock, M.
ſtinguiſhed by Italicks) reaſon, juſtice,
and common policy, militate more ſtrong
Eichel acquainted me, by the king
ly in favour of Britiſh proceedings, at G of Pruffia's order, that a few hours ago an
preſent, than they did, for a behaviour, aid de camp was arrived from general Wr

at that time, in the Dutch, which, indeed,
the hiſtorian calls unheard of inſºlence.
Be that as it will; what is here offered,

del, who now commands the Pruſſian army

from ſo good authority, cannot but be

day morning between the two armies.

againſt the Ruſſians, with the following ac
count of an action, that happened yeſter

The Ruſſians, which were encamped in
looked on as argumentum ad hominem,
and as ſuch abſolutely concluſive, with re-H fight of the Pruſſians, near Zullichau, be

gard to ſuch as eſpouſe the Dutch intereſt,

gan to march towards Croſſen , and general

I would remind the Dutch advocates of,

wedel thought proper to attack them upon
their march, which he did with great ſucceſs,
having, it is reckoned, killed 7000 upon the
ſpot, with very little loſ. on his fide (it is
ſaid 3oo killed and 5co wounded). Lieute

which they either defignedly overlook, or

nant-general Schurlemer, at the head of the

and aggravate, beyond all decency, thoſe

hardſhips the ſubjects of the ſtates-general
complain of. One argument, however,

Pruſſian

s
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Account of the BATTLE of Thorn HAusEN.

Pruſſian cavalry, diſtinguiſhed himſelf very
much, and made great ſlaughter of the ene
my. I do not hear of the loſs of any ge
neral officer on the fide of the Pruſſians,

except major-general Woperſnow, who was
killed in the action.

Theſe are all the particulars that are yet
known of this affair.”

Aug.

muſt content ourſelves with confirming it.

Broglio's corps joined Contades the day be
fore the battle, the particulars of which will

be ſent you in a few days. Our loſs is very
ſmall, confidering the whole firſt line was
engaged. As we ſet out from this place
immediately, I beg you will ſend us an or
der tor the packet-boat with the utmoſt ex
pedition. i beg pardon for this liberty, and
am, with the utmoſt reſpect, &c.

From the London Gazette Extraordinary.
whitehall, Aug 8. This morning Mr.
E. Ltd on 1 ºn,
Roworth, one of his majeſty's meſſengers,
Aid du camp to prince Ferdinand.”
arrived at the earl of Holderneſſe's office,
From the Lon Don Gazert E.
with the following letter from major-ge
Prince Ferdinand's Head Quarters, at
neral Yorke, his majeſty's miniſter plenipo B Minden, Auguſt 4, . The French having
tentiary at the Hague.
puſhed forward a detachment, as far as
cºpy of a Letter from Major General Yorke Vechte, in order to block up the ſmall gar
tº the Earl of Holderneſſe, dated Hague, riſon we had there, prince Ferdiband deter
Auguſt 6, 1759, one o’Clock after Midnight. mined to relieve that place: This was exe
My Lord,
cuted by M. de Schlieffen, his ſerene high
* I may now wiſh your lordſhip joy, as I neſs's aid de camp, with about 4o huſiars,
do from the bottom of my heart, of the followed by zoo of Brietenbach's dragocns.
glorious vićtory obtained by prince Ferdi C After ſome meaſures were taken about pre
mand over the French, on the 1ſt inſtant.

Captain Ligonier, and M. Eſtorf, who are
diſpatched by his ſerene highneſs to his ma
jeſty, have taken the route from Utrecht to
Helvoet, without taking this in their way;
ſo that I can only ſend your lordſhip a copy
of captain Ligonier's letter by a Chevening
boat, as it may perhaps get over when the
packet-boat cannot ; and I have charged
the meſienger to make the beſt of his way.
As thoſe gentlemen have favoured us with

no detail, I am able to ſend none; but we
have received an expreſs from Cleves to-day,
with an account, That a French courier
was gone through there with the news,

&ue Morſ. de Contadºs etoit totalement battu ;

( i hat Monſ. de Contades was totally de

vificns at Vechte, the garriſon of Bremen
marched thither, under the command of ge
neral Dreves, and from thence to Oſna
bruck, where the Volontaires de Clermont
were in garriſon. M. de Schlieffen forced

one of the gates of the town, and made
himſelf maſter of it : The Volontaires loft

fone men, and two pieces of cannon.
This happened on the 28th of July, in the
morning.
On the 27th, in the evening, the here
ditary prince of Brunſwick marched with
6coo men towards Lubeke, and, in the
morning of the 28th, diſlodged the enemy,

who occupied this paſs. The 29th he
marched to Rimſel, where he was joined by

feated ;) and the diſpoſitions making by the
enemy along the Rhine are an ample con

general Dreves, from Oſnabruck. The he.
reditary prince then advanced, the 30th, to
wards Hervord, and on the 31ſt poſted him

firmation of this great event, with which it

ſelf at Kirchlinniger, which was in the road

has pleaſed the Almighty to bleſs his ma of the enemy's convoys coming from Pa
jeſty's arms.
derborn. Prince Ferdinand, with the grand
May 1 preſume, in all humility, to lay F army, made a ſhort march on the 29th on
myſelf at the king's feet, with my moſt du his right towards Hille ; general wangen
tiful congratulations upon this glorious heim remaining with a body of troops in the
news. His majeſty has not a ſubječ who camp of Thornhaufen. Some battalions of
is happier upon this occaſion, than he who grenadiers, with the light troops, were left
has the honour to be, with the greateſt on the right fide of the Weſer, to obſerve
reſpect, my lord, your lordſhip's moſt obe the army under the duke de Broglio. It was
dient humble ſervant,
ſoon obſerved, that the enemy were not in
Joser h York E. Gattentive to theſe diſpoſitions. In effett,
Copy of a Letter from Captain Ligonier, to Ma marſhal Contades came to attack us on the
1ſt of Auguſt. The battle begun at five in
jor-General Yorke.
the morning, and ended, by the retreat of
S I R,
Utrecht, Auguſt 5, 17:9.
“ Adjutant general Eſtorf, and I, being the enemy, about noon. They attacked ge
ſent, by order of prince Ferdinand, to give neral wangenheim briſkly, without making
his majeſty an account of the ſucceſs of the the leaſt impreſſion on him. Prince Ferdi
nand came up inſtantly, with the main body
allies the 1ſt of this month, we beg you
would be pieaſed to ſend an order to Hel of the army; and the heat of the aëion
voc ſluys for us to have an extraordinary was then turned upon our right. The Bri
packet boat at our arrival there. A courier, tiſh infantry who were there, as well as the
who ſet out before us, and took his route by Hanoverian guards, performed wonders.
Every regiment that was engaged, diffin
Oſnabrugg, we imagine muſt be arrived in
guiſhed itſelf highly, and not a platoon in
England, or at leaſt ſet ſail for it. Our or
the
whole army gave way one ſingle ſtep
ders were to paſs through Eaſt Frize, by
**ich confiderable detour, we are prevented

during the whole action. The Particulars
thertof
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thereof cannot yet be given. A confider
able number of priſoners have been taken,

fire of the artillery was briſk on both ſides,

among which are the comte de Lutzelbourg,

always the ſuperiority. At laſt, upon our
ſhewing ourſelves upon their rear, they im
mediately gave way, and, in filing off, came
upon the ſkirts of M. de Bock, who re
ceived them with a diſcharge of artillery,
which was well ſupported. At laſt, finding
themſelves entirely ſurrounded, they had no
ether reſource but in flight. Five pieces of
the enemy's cannon, with their baggage,

and the marquis de Monti, marechaux de
camp ; and M. Vogue, colonel ; and many
other perſons of diſtinétion. The prince dé
Camille, is among the ſlain. Twenty-five
pieces of cannon, ten pair of colours, and
feven ſtandards, have been taken. M. de
Contades paſſed the Weſer, in the night, be
tween the 1ſt and 2d, and gave orders for

burning the bridges. Prince Ferdinand en
tered the town of Minden on the 2d at

and latted for two hours, though ours had

are in our hands,--The number of the pri
ſoners taken, is not exactly known, but we
believe there are five officers among them.

noon, the garriſon having ſurrendered them
felves priſoners of war. The enemy take B Lieutenant-general Kielmanſegge deſerves
the route of Heffe They burn and pillage the higheſt commendations. M. Otte, co
all the towns and villages upon quitting lonel of old Zaſtrow's, diſtinguiſhed him
them. The ſame day an engagement hap ſelf greatly at the head of his regiment, and
pened between the hereditary prince and M. repulſed the enemy's cavalry, that fell upon
de Briſſac, of which the following is a re him, with a confiderable loſs. Our loſs is
lation.
very ſlight. Captain-Wegner, of the artil
Coveldt, Auguſt a. The body of troops lery, is wounded in the leg; to him, and to
under the command of the duc de Briſſac,

C major Storck, is owing the good ſervice we

encamped, on the 31ſt of July at night, with
their left to the village of Coveldt, their front

had from the artillery.

to the Werra, and their right towards the

The fºllowing Lift bas been received of the Riſ

Salt-Pitts: That body was judged to con
fiſt of 7 or 8oeo men. Their poſition was

led, wound.d, and miſſing, in his Majſty's ſix.
Regiments of Britiſh Infantry and artillery,
in the above-mentisned Battle ºf Thornhauſen,
12th Regiment, major-general Napier.
Killed. Lieutenants Falkingham, Probyn,
and Townſhend, four ſerjeants, one drum
mer, 77 rank and file.—Wounded. Lieu

in attackable in front, and there was no o

ther way to come at them but by ſurround
ing their left; for which purpoſe the follow
ing diſpoſitions were made. Three attacks
were formed, all of which were to depend
en the ſucceſs of that on the right. The tenant-colonel Robinſon, Capts. Murray,
troops deſtined for that attack, conſiſted of Clowdeſly, and Campbell, captain-lieutenant
a battalion of Diepenbreick, two of the Dunbar, Lieuts. Fletcher, Barlow, Lawleſs,
Brunſwick guards, zeo volunteers, and four Freeman, Campbell, and Roſe, enfigns
ſquadrons of Bock dragoons; the four E Forbes, Parkhill, and Kay, eleven ſerjeants,
battalions of Old Zaſtrow, Behr, Bock, and four drummers, 175 rank and ſile.—Miſfing.
Canitz, and one ſquadron of Charles Brei Capts. Chaibert and Ackland, eleven rank
tenbach, with all the heavy cannon, com and file.
poſed the center; the left was formed of
zoth Regiment, major-general Kingſley.
three battalions, Block, Dreves, and Zaſ
Killed. Capts. Frierſon, Stewart, and Cow
trow, and of four ſquadrons of Buſch. The ley, Lieuts. Brown and Norbury, enſign
troops of the center were deſigned to keep Crawford, one ſerjeant, 79 rank and file.—
the enemy at bay, whilſt thoſe of the right F wounded. Capts. Grey, Parr, and Tennent,
ſhould ſurround their left ; thoſe of our captain-lieutenant Parry, Lieuts. Luke Nu
left were to march to the bridge, near the gent, Thomſon, Denſhire, and Boſwell, en
Salt-Pitts, in order to prevent the enemy's âgns Erwin, Dent, and Renton, twelve ſer
retreat to Minden.
jeants, 2 12 rank and file,
The hereditary prince marched with the
23d Regiment, lieutenant-general Huſke.
right; count Kielmanſegge was in the cen Killed. Four ſerjeants, 3.1 rank and file.-ter; and M. de Dreves, and M. de Bock,

Wounded.

brought up the left. We ſet out at three
o'clock in the morning from our camp at
Quernam. The enemy, on their part, like

Fowler and Fox, captain-lieutenant Bolton,
firſt lieutenants Orpin, Reynell, Groves,

wiſe intended, to attack us:

Ferguſon, ſix ſerjeants, three drummers,

As ſoon as

count Kielmanſegge had come out of the
defile of Beck, the enemy preſented them.
ſelves before him; and a cantona 'e began

Lieutenant-colonel Pole, Capts.

Barber, and Patterſon, ſecond lieutenant

153 rank and file.—Miſſing. Ten rank and
file.

25th Regiment, lieutenant-general earl of
on both ſides. The right was to paſs the H Home. Killsd. One ſerjeant, 13 rank and
Werra, in order to turn the ent my’s left, at
the village of Kirchlinger, upon a very nar
row bridge.

This difficulty, however, was

in ſome meaſure removed by the ſpirit of
the troops, the infantry fording the river.
partly behind the horſemen, and parry in
peaſants waggons.

By the paſſage of the Werra, the poſition
of the enemy was entirely changed; the

file. —Wounded. Capt. Gore, Lieuts. A.
Campbell, Sterrop and Wilſon, enſigns Pin
tard, Edgar and Lockhart, four ſerjeants, 115
rank and file.—Miſſing. Nine rank and file.
37th Regiment, lieutenant general Stuart.
Killed.

Lieutenant and adjutant Green,

one ſerjeant, 42 rank and file.—Wounded.

Capts, Cliffe, Bayly, Blunt, Graeme, Park
7

harſt,
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hurſt, and lord viſcount Allen, Lieuts.
Smith, Barbutt, Spencer, Slorach, and Ha
milton, enfign Elliott, four ſerjeants, four

Aug.

gained, without returning to the charge.
He theretore pitched his camp within can
non ſhot of the enemy; his right wing ex
tending to the hill of Kay, where the at

drummers, 180 rank and file.—Dead of
their wounds.
Captain-lieutenant Hut

tack begun.

chinſon, Lieut. Brome.—Miſfing. Twenty

yet be aſcertained : It certainly does not

two rank and file.

exceed 1 ooo men killed and wounded. That

The loſs we have had, cannot

51ſt Regiment, colonel Brudenel, Killed. Aof the enemy, which is not exactly knowr,
Lieutenant and adjutant Widdows, 20 rank is very confiderable. We loſt general wo
and file. – Wounded. Lieutenant-colonel
perſnow. in one of the attacks, and general
Furye, Capts. Montgomery, Blair, Donnellan, Manteuffel was wounded.
and Walker, Lieuts, Gordon, Knollis, and

Green, enázi, Peake, three ſerjeants, 75
rank and file.—Miſſing. One ſerjeant, four
rank and file.

The fºllowing, by Prince Ferdinand's Order, was
delivered to the Army under bis Command.
Head-quarters, a Sudhermen, Aug. 2, 1759.

H

fºoyal Regiment of Artillery.

Killed.

Two rank and file. —Wound&.

Lieuts.

IS highneſs orders his warmeſt thanks
to be given to the whole army, for

Rogers and Harrington, one ſeljeant, nine
rank and file. — Miffing. Lieut. Carden,

their great bravery and good behaviour yeſter
day; particularly to the Britiſh infantry,

two rank and file.

and the two battalions of Hanoverian guards;

Total killed. 3 captains,

7...];

to all the cavalry of the left wing, and to
enſign, 11 ſerjeants, 1 drummer, and 269 general Wangenheim's corps, particularly the
rank and file.—Wounded 3 lieutenant co C regiment of Helſtein, the Heffan cavalry,
lonels, 23 captains 28 lieutenant, 12 en the Hanoverian regiment du Corps, and
figns, 41 ſerjeants, 11 drummers, and 919 Hammerſhinn ; the ſame to all the brigades
of heavy artillery. His highneſs declares
rank and file.— Miffing, 2 captains 2 lieu
tenants, 1 ſerjeant, 53 rank and fi e.— publickly, that, next to God, he attributes
the
glory of the day to the intrepidity, and
Dead of their wounds, 1 captain lieutenant,
I lieutenant,
extraordinary good behaviour, of theſe
Berlin, July 28. Count Dohna having troops, which he aſſures them he ſhall retain
had leave, as he defired, to quit the com D the ſtrongeſt ſenſe of, as long as he lives;
mand of the army againſt the Ruſſians, and and if ever, upon any occaſion, he ſhall be
to retire to Berlin for the recovery of his able to ſerve theſe brave troops, or any one
health; lieutenant general Wedel, was ap of them in particular, it will give him the
pointed to ſucceed him. who accordingly ar utmoſt pleaſure. His highneſs orders his
rived at the camp of Zullichau (ſee the fol particular thanks to be likewiſe given to ge
lowing map.) on the 22d inſtant, eſcorted by neral Sporken, the duke of Holſtein, and
2co dragoons of Scorlemmer's regiment, E lieutenant-generals Imhoff and Weff. His
commanded by Major Podewils. That officer highneſs is extremely obliged to the count
had, in his match, defeated one of the ene
de Buckebourg, for all his care and trouble,
my's detachments (that was then plundering in the management of the artillery, which
the village of Radwits) of which he took 69 was ſerved with great effect ; likewiſe to
priſoners, and killed upwards of 80. Ge the commanding officers of the ſeveral bri
gades of artillery, viz. Col. Brown, Lieut.
neral Wedel's firſt ſtep, on his arrival, was
to reconnoitre the poſition of the Ruſſian Col. Hufke, Major Haſſe, and the Engliſh
camp at Langemeil. On the 23d it appear F Capts. Philips, Drummond, and Foy. His
I

-

ing by the motions of the enemy, that their

highneſs thinks himſelf infinitely obliged to

intention was to quit that camp, and again
draw nearer the Oder, general Wedel, on
his fide, in order to oppoſe their paſſing

majors-general Waldegrave and Kingſley,
for their great conduét, and the good order
in which they conduéted their brigades. His
highneſs further orders it to be declared, to
lieutenant-general the marquis of Granby,
that he is perſuaded, that if he had had the

that river, marched the army in two co
lumns, one towards Kay, and the other
tewards Moze. The head of our van guard,

confiſting of cavalry, had hardly paſſed the G good fortune to have had him at the head of
the cavalry of the right wing, his preſence

defile of Kay, before they attacked the ene
my's light troops, which were repulſed with
great loſs. The enemy was afterwards con

would have greatly contributed to make the

tinually harraſſed on their march; and our

brilliant.

cavalry, commanded by general Scorlemmer,

deciſion of the day more complete, and more
In ſhort, his highneſs orders thoſe

of his ſuite, whoſe behaviour he moſt admir
fell upon them at different times, with great ed, to be particularly named, as the duke of
impetuofity and ſucceſs. Lieutenant gene H Richmond, Col. Fitzroy, Capt. Ligonier, Col.
ral Manteuffel made, alſo, an attack with
Watſon, Capt. Wilſon, aids du camp ; adju
fix battalions, and poſſeſſed himſelf of ſeve tants Eſtorff, Bulow, Derendold, the counts
ral of the enemies batteries. But as the
Taub and Mallerk, his highneſs having much
Ruſſians were advancing under cover of the reaſon to be ſati, fied with their conduct.—
batteries they had placed on the heights, His highneſs defires and orders the generals
from whence they fired very briſkly, while of his aimy, that, upon all occaſions, when
the artillery on our fide could be of no ſer orders are brought to them, by his aids du
vice, general Wedel thought proper to con camp, that they be obeyed puniually, *
We
ºnt himſelf with the advantages, he had without delay.

-
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We give the fºllowing Extracts from The Hiſtory of the Spaniſh Armada, &c. lately pub
Hiſhed, as they are Matters of much Curiºſity, and may ſerve as a Memento to the preſent Race ºf
Britons.

An Anstract of the Number of every Sort ºf the An Mrd Mr N in the Counties through the
Kingdom, taken Anno 1588 °.
Able men. Armed. Trained. Untrain-

Counties.
Suſſex

-

Surrey

-

Barkeſhire
Oxonford
Glouceſtre
Eſſex

-

Norfolk
Suffolk
Kent
Lancaſhire
Cheſhire

-

-

15co

31ao
4564
14ooo

1900

Ioco

-

50

2co

8ol zo

8c

1671 || 1000
2 too
22 39

8o

-

2850

117o'

64

265

3o

50

9t

2150 || 1 5so

630 || 630 || 20

5o

37

1.5oo |

18to

23 ||

mooo
looo
6oo

4co
4no
6oo

-

-

7766 || 3600 ||

1 500 || aloo

-

-

2 ooo ||
74oo

4ooo
24co

4oco

-

-

IOOO

loco

5oo
400
5oo
1.5oo
4oo

9|
5oo
15oo
20o
.6oo l Iool

17883 || 1 oooo

6ooo

4ooo

111513 | 8c375

44727

Hertfordſhire
Nottingham
London

-

-

4oo

-

-

loeo

-

-

-

28oo l

-

- ||

-

Total of the Engliſh ſhires

1oool

Izoo I

3ooo |
mood

130

6coſ Izo

6oo l 6o
6co || 1 oo
6ool

-

Huntington
Middleſex

374
55

2 189

Somerſet
Wiltſhire

-

82.

230 | 84
250

117o ||

62co || 3660 || 25.5o

-

35

180

6co

º

21.89
3330 |
16oo l
190o I

4o

3ool 20

$o
18866 || 7 124 || 1958 H 4166 || 1077|| 70

Ioooo

95
150

64o

896 ||

64oo

3o
a9

icoo

232d I
zoo.o

nels.

98

2 ooo

Cornwall

Cambridge

8
lo
30 |

6oo

2478

-

-

Buckingham

204

3°oo

44co
4239

-

-

horſe.

zo

2OQo

-.

-

-

5o
200
115
3o

372
90o

—
-

-

Devonſhire

Pio. Laun- "Light- I Petro
neers. I ces,

120

4ooo
4ooc
1zoo

124 o

-

-

ed.
2 o'co

1164

-

-

-

Stafford

1891

-

-

Derbyſhire

8552.

-

—

-

-

Dorſet

-

-

-

Lincoln

2 ooc i

-,

-

-

4ooo

-

-

-

7572

-

-

Northampton
Southampton

-

-12oo

5co

22

15o

26

50
5o

ac

8
8
4.

96

50

250

15 I
I4
19

Loo

2O

20
2o

40 ||
65

6o
In O.

8o

6o
60

60 l

ao
2O

35989 17133| 823 2823

563

The Asstract of the Numbers ºf every Sert ºf the Armed Men, in the Marches of wales
and the Engliſh Shires annexed.
---,
Able men. Armed. Trained. Muntrain.

‘Counties,

Pio- (Laun. Light.

ed.

Salop
Denbigh
Flintſhire
Caermarthen
Radnor

Angleſea
Worceſter

Montgomery
Pembroke

-

12 oo

-

-

1200

6co

-

15oo

3oo
704
400

-

In 120

I n 20

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

200

16o

200

100

200

3oo

400 || 3oo

2Oo

200

6oo
3oo
8oo

6oo
8oo

-

-

23

Ioo

3oo

1ool
5o

$oo

396

1 horit.

Petro
nels.

7o
30 || 1 oo
3
15 I
14
17

roo

-

-

-

neers. I ces.

6oo || 7 ool

6co
4oo

3o
Io

17

83 ||

ro

I

19 ||

30
3o

6324 || 3400 | 1900 |zio6|| 47 || 351 || rºo
-------

--

i---

--- I --!-- 1--- I---

sum total of the Welchſhires I 11423 l $7199 || 18147 ſ 37889 |9713] 270
Sum of the armed
footmen

Beſides herſemen

#: men 48117
3.
37889

{

Untrained
Pioneers
Launces

Light-horſe
Petronels

3078
678

678

719

92.13

87o

602

6
Total

}

1oro40

13331

Furniſhed 60,000

Ablemen
20,000

Horſemen

4oo

Beſides the forces upon the borders, and the forces of Yorkſhire, reſerved to anſwer the
ſervices northward; and ſundry of the Welch ſhirts, which are not certified.
Auguſt, 1759.
3 K
71,
* Arra, 2 ºf the Spaniſh invaſion,

l
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Remarkable Speech of Queen Elizabeth.

of the Companies appointed for the Service, in
the Year 1588. (See our Pol, for 1737, p.

made the following remarkable Speech to her
Parliament ; which ſhould be reflected on by
many amongſ' us, who have been too tardy in

525)

*}

HE lieutenant-general of

61

army per diem

Aug.

to take a Revenge, for the Defeat of his n.
vincible Armada, and to invade England, ly
the way of Scotland, the Great Elizarr tº:

The Ratzº fºr the Entertainment of the officers

dºing their Duty to the Publick in the prºſent

-

Halberdiers at per diem
36s.
A cº.
The marſhal of the field per diem 4os.
Queen Eliza ºrth's Speech to both Houſes ºf
Halberdiers at per diºn
1 5s.
Parliament, April 10, 1593.
The provoſt marſhal per diem
131. 4d.
The goaler per dism
I 8d.
HIS kingdom hath had many wife, no.
ble, and vićtorious princes: I will not
Eight tipſtaves at 8d. piece perdiem 5 4d.
Ten halberdiers at ditto
6 3
compare with any of them for wiſdom,
fortitude, or any other virtues; but ſaving
The captain-general of the launces 2O

T

;

the duty of a child, that is not to compare

per diem
Lieutenants
Guidon

Io

with his father in love, care, fincerity, and

I

juſtice, I will compare with any prince that ºver
3.2% had or ſhall have.--It may be thought fim
plicity in me, that all this time of my reign,
I have not fought to advance my territories
and enlarge my dominions ; for opportunity
Chath ſerved me to do it. I acknowledge my
womanhood and weakneſs in that reſped;

Trumpet

.*.

Clarke

* **

Surgeon

r

Ten halberdiers at 8d. a piece

6

Captain-general of the

*;

2d

er diem

Litutenant

but though it hath not been hard to obtain,
yet I doubted how to keep the things ſo ob.
tained : That hath only held me from ſuch
attempts. And I muſt ſay, my mind was

Io

Guidon

r

Trumpet

r

Clarke

n

Surgeon
Ten halberdiers at 8d a piece

r

never to invade my neighbours, or to uſurp

6

over any j I am contented to reign over

The colonel-general of the foot-

:

mine own, and to rule as a juſt prince.—
Yet the king of Spain doth challenge me to

o

men per diem

4

Lieutenant

no

be the quarreller, and the beginner of all

o

theſe wars, in which he doth me the greateſt

16

wrong that can be for my conſcience doth
not accuſe my thoughts, where n I have done

6
6
8
6

him the leaſt injury; but I am perſuaded in

Serjeant-major
Four corporals of the field, at
4s. each

s

Ten halberdiers, at 8d, each

The treaſurer at war per diem
Four Clarks, at 2s. each
Ten halberdiers, at 3d each

my conſcience, if he knew what I know, he
himſelf would be ſorry for the wrong that he
hath done me.—I fear not all his threatnings;

his great preparations and mighty forces do,
not flir me; for though he come againſt me

The maſter of the ordnance per diem 10
Lieutenant

6

inferiour officers of the ordnance per dicy:

}

with a greater power than ever was his in

vincible navy, I doubt not (God affiſing me,

Ten halberdiers at

upon whom I always truſt) but that ſhall
F be able to defeat and overthrow him. H

The muſter maſter per diem
,

have great advantage againſt him, forty

Four clerks, at 2s. each

The commiſſary of the vićtuals perdiem
One clerk

-

::

-

The trench maſter per diam

The mager of the carriages per diem
. . Maſter carttakres the piece per diem
Four clerks, at

his laſt invaſion, ſome upon the ſea ºft
foiſook their towns, and flew up higher in
- the country, and heft all naked and

if I knew thoſe perſons, or of any that ſha

G do ſo hereafter, i will make then know.

lo

feel what it is to ſo fearful in ſo urgent

the piece

The ſcoutmaſter per disºn
Two light-horſe at , 6d, each

:

The judge general per diem

cauſe.—The ſubfidies you gave me I

:

your preſervations did not require it, I woul
refuſe them. But let me tell you, that th

cers of the regiment

*;

-

acceſ

thankfully, if you give me yºur good-will, tº.
them ; but if the neceſſity of the time, ar,

The entertainment of the cffi

The colonel, being a
per dien
He being a knight or nobleman's
ſon. pc, &, m
Lieutenant-colonel fºr diem

expo.

to his entrance. But I ſwear unto you by G.

the piece

The quarter maſter per died,
Six furlic, s at

fanſ is juſt-I heard ſay, when he attempº

-

o

o

3.
6

8

-

r

afuthentick Advices having &cn received, in

159-ºrd '593. iia: Kºrg Philip mºdiated

H

ſum is not ſo much, but that it is needfi
for a prince to have ſo much always lying
her coffers, for your defence in time of nº
and not to be driven to get it when ºf
ſhould uſe it.—You that be lieutenants
gentlemen of command in your countries
require you to take care that the people bes.

arried, and in readings upon all occºſions, Y
th.

1759.

PREMiums to encourage MANUF Actures, &c.

that be judges and juſtices of the peace, I
command and ſtraightly charge you, that

you ſee the laws to be duly executed, and
that you make them living laws when we
have put life into them.
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lity, from filk rags alone, not leſs than two
reams of white paper, and five reams of
paper of a light brown colour, neareſt and
moſt agreeable to the colour of a pattern

which will be delivered by the regiſter of
the ſociety, to be produced on or before the

-

Parmiums of the Society fºr the Encourage-- laſt Tueſday in April, 1760, 20l. For the
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, 2d greateſt quantity, and beſt in quality, not
leſs than two reams of white, and five

continued from p. 367.

-

reams of , the light brown colour, rol.
Pasmiums to encourage and improve Manu
fačiares, Macbines,

&c.

o R making the largeſt quantity of the
crapes, commonly uſed for mourning

For the 3d ditto, not leſs than the above

quantity, 51–For diſcovering and produc
ing, on or before the 1ſt Tueſday in No.
vember next, the moſt effectual, eaſy, ex

hatbands,
ſcarves, &c. nearly equal in good- B peditious, and cheap method, whereby the
neſs to the beſt foreign crapes, not leſs than
1oo yards, to be produced on or before the
firſt Tueſday in February, 1760, 30l.-For
making a piece of drugget, of the ſame quality

various colours out of a large quantity of
filk rags may be readily diſcharged, yet the

and neareſt in price to a pattern which will

unfit for the purpoſe of making filk paper,

fibres of the filk may ſtill keep their firength
firm as before, and be no ways rendered

be delivered by the regiſter of the ſociety, to

and on condition that ſuch method may be
be produced on or before the firſt Tueſday publiſhed for the benefit of the paper ma.
in February, 1769, 2cl. The length of the C nufacturer, 1ol. , N. B. All perſons are de
1. iece to º: §: leſs than 30 yards, the
fired to ſave their filk rags.--To the perſon
readth about 21 inches. N. B. The per
whº ſhall produce the beſt block of a ſhip,
ſon who gained the firſt premium laſt year to draw 17 feet water (depth of keel inclu

will not be admitted as a claimant for this
year's premium–A premium of Iool. will

ded) and to be 650 tons burthen, with thoſe
two properties united in the greateſt degree,

be given for the firſt year, 5ol, for the ſecºnd 50l. Alſo, to the perſon who ſhall produce
the beſt block, on the ſame principles, of 1 a
year,
year fororthe
three ſucceeding
years,and
to 151
the aperſon
perſon:
who ſhall
feet draught of water, and 380 tons, 3ol.
firſt erea and exerciſe a ſaw-mill capable of
ſawing
timber into uſeful plank: and ſcant
lings.--To the perſon who ſhall invent or
produce to the ſociety, on or before the firſ!
Tueſday in April, 1760, the beſt model of a

Each block to be made by a quarter ſcale,
that is a quarter of an inch to a foot. The
bodies of the blocks of each fize to be hol
lowed and worked nearly to the ſame ſcant.
lirs or thickneſs which the timber and

planks together of ſhips of ſuch burthens

tide-mill, made by a ſcale of at leaſt one
inch to a foot, and capable of being tried

reſpectively uſually are.

by water, in which, from the proper height

larger fize not exceeding one foot, four in

The keet of the

and width of the water wheel, the num

chest The keel of the leſs not to exceed

ber,
fize,juſtand
poſition ofofitsthe
floats
or ladles,
and the
application
water
to the
ſame, of the firſt drawing, and all the inter

one foot.

mediate heights of 12 feet down to a four

each, , with a hatchway large enough to

Each block to have the knee of

the head, or cutwater, as well as the rud.
der, fix'd to it.

A deck to be fixed in

-foot head or fall, meaſuring from the bot paſs the hand through, to ſhift her load
and
a
tom of the conduit to the top of the water, F or ballaſt for trimming her;
and the moſt proper and fimple conſtruction maſt of proportionable dimenſions to be
of the gears, to move or drive the ſtones or fixed in each, for making the experiments
neceſſary to aſcertain her ſtiffneſs.

The

other work of the mill, the greateſt effºt bottoms to be painted with white paint, up
- which ſhall be produced in proportion to the to the ſailing
water line, which is to ba
quantity of water expended, 5ol.—To the marked in feet upon the ſtem and poſt. The
perſon who ſhall invent, and produce to the wales not to be raiſed, but to be expreſſed
fociety on or before the firſt Tueſday in
-

-

-

-

of the ſails are ſuch as produce the greateſt
ºffeats from the aëtion of the wind in all
"its various velocities, and the machinery of
tº the whole ſuch as to communicate, in the
manner, a proper uniform mo
...eſhaft
of the j in all the varia
tions of the wind's velocity: The model to
be made by a ſcale of one inch to a foot,
lying
-

of nº
ten

lats
*:::::
&
y

" tº

in black paint, and no decorations to be

the beſt model of a windmill, G allowed, except in paint only. The confi.

60
ſº
form, fize, and poſitions

guration of the body, and every circum
ſtance not preſcribed above, is left to the
judgment, genius, and choice of the artiſt,
The angle at which the ſtiffneſs will be tri
ed is to be to degrees of inclination from

the perpendicular, that which requires moſt
force to heel her to that angle being ac
counted the ſtiffeſt.

Each candidate muſt

produce his block to the ſociety, with : m

3ol.—For marbling the greateſt quantity of exačt draught thereof, and his reaſons in
Paper, equal in goodneº tº the beſt marbled writing why he prefers that particular
paper imported, no: leſs than one rearn, to form, on or before the laſt Tueſday in
be
on or
before
the ſecond
Tueſ
March 1760, and the trial to be on (or as
dayproduced
in February,
1769,
tol-Fºr
making
the
greateſt quantity of paper, and beſt in qua

3 Hº a

psa
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PREMiums for

near as may be to) the 1ſt of May follow
ing. A method of trial will be contrived
by the ſociety, in order to determine which
has the greateſt ſhare, or maximum, of both
qualities taken together, ſo that a deficiency
in either property, ſhall be ballanced by a
proportionable excellence in the other. If
no more than one candidate for each kind

do offer; or in caſe no more than one mo
del in each kind be thought, by the ſociety,
to anſwer their deſcription, or be worthy
of trial; then ſuch candidate or model, in
either kind, to be intitled to 15l. The can- ;
didates are to take notice, that the tonnage,

WoRk Houses,

Aug.

leg, and nine inches in the foot, and to be
knit from two threads of ſoft worſted, ſpun
on the ſhort wheel, called the Canterbury
or Leiceſter wheel, zol.—N. B. The pre

mium will be given for the greateſt number
of ſuch hoſe as come neareſt to a pattern to

be given by the ſociety, in proportion of one
dozen at leaſt, for each woman and child.
For the ad parcel, in quantity and quality,
of the like hoſe, on the ſame conditions, Iol.

—For cauſing to be knit, on the above con
ditions, the beſt and largeſt quantity of the
like worſted hoſe, of the ſame ſize, and a
bout the ſame weight, but knit from three

threads, the long wheel ſpinning, 15l. For
the 2d parcel, ditto in quantity and goodneſs,
rol. The hoſe muſt be produced to the ſo
ciety, or to ſuch perſons as they ſhall appoint
to examine the ſame j and muſt be made,
as near as can be, to ſamples of each ſort,
in February, 1760, 1ol.— zol. will be given which will be delivered by the regiſter, to
to any pariſh, within the bills of mortality, any perſon who ſhall apply by a ſubſcriber,
in whoſe workhouſe the greateſt quantity of C. N. B. Certificates will be required from the
wheat ſhall be ground into meal, with hand maſters, miſtreſſes, or ſuperintendants of
mills worked by the poor, in proportion to ſuch workhouſes as are candidates for ſpin
the number maintained therein, which meal ning or knitting, ſpecifying the number, ſex,
ſhall be conſumed in the ſaid workhouſe, or and ages of the poor maintained in their re
ſold out to other perſons: Satisfactory proof ſpective workhouſes, diſtinguiſhing ſuch of

weight of the body, ballaſt, maſt, yards,
ſtores, proviſions, &c. included, are to bring
the ſhip down to her ſailing water line.—
For the fineſt ſpun yarn, from flax of Eng
liſh growth, not leſs than fix pounds weight,
to be produced on or before the 2d Tueſday

to be made thereof on or before the 2d

them as are employed therein, and the juſt

Tueſday in February, 1760. For the
2d greateſt quantity, in like manner, 151.
For the 3d ditto, Iol.—To the maſters or

certificate or certificates, from the redor,

miſtreſſes, or thoſe who under any denomi

neſs of the ſamples delivered in, and alſo a
vicar, or curate, and from the overſeers of
the poor of the pariſh where each work
houſe is ſituated, that they have reſpe&ively

nation ſuperintend the labour cf the poor in
workhouſes, the following premiums will be examined into the ſaas certified by ſuch
given, viz. For ſpinning the beſt worſted maſter or other perſon, believe the ſame to
yarn, in any workhouſe wherein the poor be true, and that the pcor have been treated,
are not let to farm, not leſs than 500 lb. wt. E in the mean time, with humanity and com:
(fit for the uſe of weavers) which ſhall, on paſſion. No perſon will be intitled to more
or before the 3d Tueſday in February, 1760, than one of the above premiums, –To ſuch
be proved to have been ſpun therein, be pariſh or pariſhes as ſhall ſeperately or joint
tween the preſent date and that day, by iy ſet up, open, or regulate workhouſes, for
ſuch poor perſons only as ſhall have been the relief and employment of their poor,
there relieved, zol-For ſpinning not leſs upon the plan lately printed and publiſhed
than 10oolb. wr. of linnen yarn, from hemp by Mr. Bailey, and ſhall, before the 3d Wed

or flax (fit for any handicraft trade in the F neſday in February 1760, lay before the ſo:
lower branches of weaving) in any ſuch
workhouſe, and by ſuch poor perſons as
above, within the time aforeſaid, ſufficient
ſamples to be produced, zol. to the beſt de
ſerving.—For ſpinning not leſs than 200 lb.
wt. of the fineſt linnen yarn (fit for the
principal branches of weaving) for making
ſtockings, or to be uſed as ſewing thread :

ciety, in writing, an account or narrative 9

The time and conditions as above-mention

ciety to have kept the neareſt to the ſº
plan,
to have made the moſt effectual trial"
thereof, and to have ſuggeſted the beſt re

ed, zol.—For ſpinning not leſs than 500 lb.
wt. of cotton yarn, nearer to the ſort called
Surat or Turkey cotton yarn, in any work
houſe : Time and conditions as above, zol.

— For cauſing to be knit, within the time
above-mentioned, in the workhouſe of any

pariſh whoſe poor are not farmed out, by
not leſs than zo women and children, the
iargeſt quantity, in proportion to the num
ber, ſo employed, of white, low-priced,
flight worſted hoſe for women, from yarn

their proceedings, with ſuch remarks, "
their experience in the execution of th:
ſaid plan ſhall point out, as material

for the improvement thereof, or for tº:

medying any defeas therein . To the
pariſh or pariſhes which, in managºg

their workhouſe, ſhall appear to the ſº:

marks for improvements to be made "Pº"
it,
1501.as ſhall,
And toin ſuch
other pariſh
ºf P*
riſhes,
the judgment
of the
ſo
ciety, ſtand in the 2d degree of merit, ""
the like account. Iool.

be concluded
ourbenext.]
tº Our [To
correſpondents
ſhallin all
obliged. in. dat
Time:gratitude;
Their valuable
favouri
we atºlº,
with
but the
important
affair, that

occur, and cannot be poſtponed, oblig' " ºwſ:

ſpun in the ſaid workhouſe; ſuch hoſe to
weigh about 3 lb. per dozen, and each

poſs upon their patience, norwitjarding "

tosking to meaſure full 23 inches in the

have larg been fºrced to increaſe our *7,

1759.
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A rake, a

|
|

rattle,

a beau, And un

or

ºf FTSE-R. E
nods o'er muſ-ty books; Who eats and drinks, and lives by rule, And
-

a—º-&

###–E–Fe—º-H+=

-

--

d;-tº-fit f=#v=#=
weighs our words and

looks.

#EEEEEEEEEEE
hº have,

Let him be eaſy, free, and gay,
Of dancing never tir’d,
Have ſomething always ſmart to ſay,
Yet filent when requir'd.

Provided he is not ſo brave
As e'er to contradićt me.

Let him be rich, not covetous,

Ten thouſand pounds a year I like,

Nor gen’rous to exceſs,
Willing that I ſhould keep the purſe,
And Pleaſe my ſelf in dreſs.

You ſeven from the ten may ſtrike.

A little courage let

From inſults to protect me ;

But if ſo much can't be,
i’ll be content with three.

-

-

4

-

His face, no matter if 'tis plain ;
But let it not be fair:
The man is ſure my heart to gain,
who can with this compare,

And if ſome lord ſhou'd chance agree
With this above deſcription,

Tho' I'm not fond of quality,
It ſhall be no objcólion.

--

9, cafforté
-

-

Poetical Essays in AUGUST, 1759.

:46

Crowns and ſcepters, envy'd things,
-caſioned by Prince Edward's embarking, to

-

join the Fleet off Breſt.
By the Rev. R. En G L 1's n.
cCEPT, great prince, the tributary lay,
*A Which an unpračis'd muſeaſpires to pay.
Although the taſk to greater bards belong,
The pleafing theme invites th’ advent’rous
[plains,
ſong,
while dangers threaten Albion's happy
Edward the ſofter ſcenes of life diſdains;

His country calls, and courts can charm no
more ;

Eager he ſpeeds his progreſs to the ſhore,
where the proud veſſelrides, ordain'd to bear
Young Caeſar and his fortunes to the war.
Behold, he launches from th'admiring land,
Follow'dbybleſfings from the crowded ſtrand;
Echo repeating from the hills and vales,

Grant him, ye heav'nly pow'rs, Propitious
gales!

-

-

ſweep

The conſcious north, that late with furious

Pour'd wild confuſion o'er the lab’ring deep,
Huſhes each ruder breath, the waves ſubſide,
–And joyful tritons round the veſſel glide;
Obſequious breezes waft the princely train,
*Croſs the ſmooth ſurface of the ſmiling main.
When lo! Britannia quits her native ſkies,
And from yon tow’ring cliff prophetic cries;
“To Gallia'scoaſt, auſpicious youth, repair,
where guardian fleets attend thy royal care;
"By you inſpir'd, each Britiſh heart ſhall glow,
AndFrance,invain, oppoſe th'impendingblow.
The ſubjećt ſeas ſhall own thy ſov’reign ſway,
And far as waves can roll thy fame convey.
Edward's exploits ſhall rival ancient days,
And reſcu'd nations crown the hero's praiſe.”
Soſpoke the goddeſs, and to realms of iight
Along the pure expanſe wing'd her imperial
-

flight.

Plymouth, Auguſt 14, 1759.
Sung by Mr. L. O.W. E.

OME, thou roſy, dimpled boy,
Source of ev'ry heartfelt joy!

Leave the bliſsful bow'rs a while,
Paphos, and the Cyprian iſle,
.Viſit Britain's rocky ſhore;

>

Britcns too, thy pow'r adore:
Britons, hardy, bold, and free,

And the pride of eaſtern kings,
Are but childiſh empty toys,
When compar'd to iove's ſweet joys:
Love alone can pleaſure give,
---

Only while we love we live.
On Miſs Mo–th.
AFT me, ye winds, where wood.
bines grow,
Where rifing flow'rs adorn the ſpring,

Where gently murm'ting riv'lets

flow,

And ſoftly cooing flock-doves fing.
There, in the cool, the kind retreat,

Far from the ſports that glad the plain,
My Mo-th's ſcorn. I will repeat,

And to the filent grove complain.
And if by chance the maid draw

near,

Lur'd by the muſick of my ſong;
Whiſper, ye gales, that ſhe is there, ,
And I'll the tender ſtrain prolong,
In notes more moving I'll relate
The cruel ſtory of my woe,
Until the fair lament my fate,
And grieves ſhe'as us'd ſuch true loveſo,
Muzarall,

CH A R L E S and A N N A.

M Y muſe aſleep, my harp unſtrung,
For twice ten years I ne'er had ſung:
Of rhiming I had loſt the uſe,

-

Till Chan Lrs and ANNA wak'd my muſe:
"Till Charles, a true and faithful
As ever trod the Engliſh plain,
For ANNA figh'd, not figh’d in vain.
At firſt ſhe ſlighted every offer,

Which love and honour both cou’d proffer;
Cold as the frozen north, her breaſt,
Of vows and fighs withſtood the teſt;

But, at her coldneſs not diſmay’d,"
He ſtill purſu'd the flying maid,
'Till he at length had found the art
To melt the ice around her heart;

No longer able to withſtand,

-

She with her heart has giv'n her hand.
... A chaſter love, a purer flame,
Ne'er warm'd the breaſt of any dame:
Nor can the heart of man diſcover
More real paſſion than her lover.
Joys more refin'd, or more fincere,

Own thy laws, and yield to thee,
Source of ev'ry heartfelt joy,

Ne'er fill'd the breaſt of any pair:

Come, thou roſy, dimpled boy

To blow the coals, and feed the fire

Haſte to Sylvia, haſte away,

This is thine, ard Hymen's day;
Bid her thy ſoft bondage wear,

How, then, can ſuch a flame expire,

Where love and virtue both conſpire
Bath, Aug. 4, 1759.
Upon the late Endeavours againſ. Mr. Pitt,

Bid her for love's rites prepare :
Let the nymphs, with many a flow'r,

-- D U Twhat more oft in nations growſ,

Deck the ſacred nuptial bow'r,

And by their vices brought to ſervitude,

Thither lead the lovely fair,
And let Hymen too be there:

Than to love bondage more than liberty,
Bondage with eaſe, than ſtrenuous liberty;

This is thine and Hymen's day,
Haſte to Sylvia, hºſte away.
Only while we love we live,

And to deſpiſe, or envy, or ſuſped .
Whom God hath of his ſpecial favour rail'd

Love alone can pleaſure give

Pow'r and pomp, and tinſe;

ſtate, . .

Thoſe falſe pageants of the great,

corrupt,

-

-

As their deliverer; if he ought begin,
How frequent to deſert him, and at laſt

To heap ingratitude on worthieſt deeds:
Tryſull,

Samson

aconiº

Poetical Essays in A UGUST, 1759.
Tº the Manzs of Mr. HAN DEL.
By Mr. Lock M a N.
O mourn o'er thee, I call not on the nine,
Norwait for influence at Apollo's ſhrine;
Vain fiétions! O for David's ſacred ſtring !
who but a muſe divine of thee ſhould fing 2–
Fall'n thy ſlow-waſting tenement of clay,
Back to the ſtars thy ſpirit wing'd her way;
For heav’n indulgent only lent thee here,
Our pangs to ſoften, and our griefs to chear;
Our jarring paſſions ſweetly to controul,
And lift to extaſy th' aſpiring ſoul.

So thought the blue-ey'd goddeſs as ſhe flo
The work admiring, and pronounc'd it go
Then ſtrait impreſs'd with wiſdom's faci
ſtamp,
On the fair figure-charming Polly Cham
Aug. 2, 1759.

Oct.h4

wby Lo v E R S are P o ET sº
OVERS and poets are by all allow'd
To feed on thin and unſubſtantial foc

And hence, thus ſtrongly, they each breaft
Such ſtrains thou heard'ſt at thy return to

Bards oft for dinner pore o'er muſty book
And lovers ſwear they live on pleaſant looki
Perhaps 'tis owing to a food ſo light
Lovers turn wits, and are ſo prone to writ

ſkies,

when the Meſfiah bleſs'd thy raviſh'd eyes.
Cherubs, in his high praiſe,thy anthems ſung,
And heav'n with thy great hallelujahs rung.

, W., &

Strand.

C H A M P.

MProte on a beautiful young Lady's Snuff-Bo:

Her laviſh nature did at firſt adorn,
With Pallas ſºul in Cytherea's form.

HAT ſecret charm is there in me,

More than the ſciſſars, knife, or twº.
That lovers always on me ſeize
Can I procure them any eaſe ?
Or do I, hoſtage like, remain,
*Till further favours they obtain *
I almoſt think that I have gone

Cow LEY,

Ometimes, tho' rare, a woman we may
find,

A

-

Nor, without virtue, can the faireſt form.

• O wondrous ſounds, thine from yon re
gion came,
[inflame 1

P O L. L. Y

44.

Next Pallas came (for Pallas ſhould be the
T'inſpire with mental energy the fair:)
She ſaid, no beauty takes a wiſe man's fig'
Without a foul to give that beauty light i
The limner's paint in darkneſs cannot chan

Complete in perſon, and complete in mind:
Such ſaw the muſe, when, in a boxen ſhade,
By pow'rs divine, a form divine was made;
When Pallas, Venus, and the graces ſtrove
To ſtrike a pattern for creating Jove.
The graces firſt their mutual help beſtow,
Teach theſoft breaſt toheave,the neck togrow:
Then turn the taper waiſt with curious art,
And ſweet proportion to the whole impart:
So juſt each organ, and each nerve ſo neat,
Venus confeſs'd the ſymmetry complete;
Then kiſs'd the image, and her hand ſhe lent,

In a few years to twenty-one,

By whom I was as much ador'd,
As papiſts do a wooden lord--.
T. G.

Wrote extempore, in the London Magaz in tº
fºr December laſt, under the Perſes on Foul

Ladies, occaſioned by a Meeting at Stratford
upon Avon.

MISTAKEN bard, to think your pray's
Shall to the gods aſcend;
For by commending all the fair,

To colour all with nature’s beauteous teint.

For much may beauty heighten ev'ry grace,
And much the painter mend the pencil's face.

You all of them offend.

T. G.
—

T

H

E

-

Monthly Chronologer.
Sun pay. July 15.
ºp HOUSE was conſumed by

ampton frigates, to join Sir Edward Hawke's

fleet (ſee p. 393.) [His royal highneſs, on
the 2d inſt. arrived in the bay, and was re

Dorſetſhire.

Wednesday, 18.

At Canterbury was caught
a very fine ſturgeon, which
weighed upwards of a hun
dred weight, and was ſeven feet two inches
long (ſee our laſt Vol. p. 3 11, 313 )
Satur day, 28.

Sailed from Plymouth, the Hero man of
war, Capt. Edgecumbe, having prince Ed
ward on board, in company with the Ve
nus, Pallas, A&eon, Sapphire, and South

ceived with the greateſt demonſtrations of
joy by the fleet, and complimented by all
the admirals and captains, according to their
ſeniority.]
Wr pnesday, Auguſt 1.

At a numerous committee for building the
new bridge, a motion was made by Sir
Robert Ladbroke, and unanimouſly agreed
to by the committee, “That the thanks of
this committee be given to Mr. Paterſon,

for his particular aſſiſtance in obtaining the
aćt of parliament for a new bridge, and º
Z: 3

-

7
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real and attention to promote the means for
carrying the ad into execution.” (See P.

*ā.

Ferdinand of Brunſwick, at the

head of the allied army, routed M. Con
tades, though his army was greatly ſuperior;
for a full account of which battle ſee p. 438.
we have, to gratify the curioſity of our readers,

procured the annexed plan of the battle
RErr sances. A Minden.—B The We
ſer.—c The French army, the night before
the battle.—D A battery, from which they
cannonaded the right wirg of the allied,ar

Aug.

do&tors and maſters in full convocation.

And, the ſame day, the ſeal was affixed to a
letter to the king of Naples, containing the
thanks of the univerfity, for a preſent lately
received from his Neapolitan majeſty, of
two large volumes in folio, being the hiſory
of the curioſities and antiquities diſcovertd
at Portici,

Tursday, 7.

-

Whitehall.

On Saturday laſt the Hon.

attack the corps of general Wangenheim.F A riſing ground, behind which G Wan

major-general Barrington, commander in
chief of his majeſty's forces in the iſland of
Guadalupe, arrived from that place at Portſ.
mouth, on board his majeſty's ſhip the Rot
buck, and immediately diſpatched lieutenant
colonel Skeen, his aid de camp, to the Right

genheim was poſed, with a ſtrong advanced

Hon. Mr. ſecretary Pitt, with the capitula.

ard.—H Batteries, from which the al
jies flanked the French, and did great exe
cution.—i. The allied army.—K A farm

tions of the iſland of Marigalante, which
ſurrendered on the 26th of May, to his ma
jeſty's arms, upon the ſame terms which had
been granted to the iſlands cf Guadalupe
and Grand Terre. [All accounts from Gua
dalupe continue to extol the fertility and va
lue of that iſland, and ſay, that if the me
rits of that conqueſt were well examined,

my, near Hille.—E The French forming to

houſe, called Dortſtenhauſen, with ſome en
trenchments.-L. Poſition of the right wing
of the allies, when the French began the
fire from the battery D and prince Ferdi
rand drew them to the left.—M Corps of
ro,ooo men, under the hereditary prince of
Brunſwick, filing off to attack the duke de
Briſac at Coveldt, on the Werra, or Regan.—
N Corps under the duke de Briſac.—O The
moraſs.-P. The French army, after their
defeat, on the other ſide of Minden.

with Grand Terre, and the appendages now
annexed, it would be found a much ſupe
rior acquifition to Martinico 5 at leaſt, the
French are more injured in their ſugar trade
than if Martinico had only fallen. There
is likewiſe one circumſtance, which is not

generally known, that has tended to dimi

Thurs DAY, 2.

was heard before the lords of appeal, the

niſh the figure which Guadalupe would

cauſe of the San Antonio e Almas, Fran

otherwiſe have made, viz. that the inhabi

ciſco Xavier da Coſta, maſter, taken in her. tants were obliged to ſend all their produce
voyage from Nantz to Liſbon, by the Her to Martinico, before it went to Europe, no
cules privateer, of London, Patrick Camp ſhips being allowed to go from Guadalupe
bel, commander, and the Drake privateer, direétly to France i ſo that we formerly
of Briſtol, Robert Richardſon, commander. heard but little of its trade, it being inclu
The ſhip appearing inconteſtably a Portu ded in that of Martinico, whoſe importance
gueze ſhip, and the treaty of 1654, making it thus affiſted to aggrandize, at the expence
the cargoes on board ſuch ſhips free in Europe, of its own charaćter. This embargo on
they decreed the ſaid treaty with Portugal their trade, the people of Guadalupe will
a ſubſiſting treaty, reverſed the decree given now be relieved from, and hence will be
in the admiralty court, and reſtored the ſhip

come the more contented with their new

and goods, condemning the captors in coſts
in the proceſs (ſee p. 394.)
FR 1 DAY, 3.
was held the anniverſary meeting of the
governors of St. Luke's hoſpital; the col
leeion amounted to 2,41. 16s.
Rirmingham. A fire happened at Beng
worth in worceſterſhire, by which 12 houſes
were deſtroyed

maſters and government, when they txpe
rience the great advantages which they de
rive from their preſent conneaions. The

Sat U R pay, 4.
A ſturgeon, 6 feet in length, was taken

fall in great plenty. The French there de
monſtrate their peculiar happy diſpoſition

near Woolwich, and the ſame day was, by
order of the loºd mayor, made a preſent of to
his majeſty, by the water-bailiff.

for thoſe who have been reduced from a flat"
of affluence to indigence, who but lately

The Right Hon. the earl of

had their palaces to range in, and have no"

-

-

Oxford.

town of Baffe Terre is a chaos of ruins, but
the inhabitants have taken poſſeffion of their
ſhattered houſes, and are about to repair
them. In the mean time, they have built
temporary huts to defend themſelves from
the weather and rains, which now begin to

in accommodating themſelves to the times;

Weſtmorland, chancellor of this univerſity,

the world to commence a new, crawl intº

having received a letter from the king of
Pruſſia (written with his majeſty's own
hand) expreſſing his thanks for the preſent

theſe little ſheds with the ſame gaiety”

lately made him from hence, of the new vo

lume of lord Clarendon's hiſtory; the ſame

chearfulneſs as they were wont to do in

their moſt undiſturbed proſperity.]
FR 1 DAY, Io.

wº
Kenſington. Whereas his majeſty 11th

has been communicated to the vice-chan

pleaſed, by his order in council of the

cellor, acd on Saturday laſt was read to the

of July laſt, to declare and older

(r.
o

4.
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other things) that all ſuch of his faithſul
ſubjećts, who ſhould from and after that
time inſiſt th:mſelves as foldiers in his land
ſervice, ſhould not be ſent out of Great
Britain, and ſhould be in titled to their diſ

charge ºn three years, or at the end of the
war, if they ſhould chuſe it.

And whereas

doubts have ariſen, with reſpe&t to the ex
tent and meaning of his majeſty's ſaid or
der.—his majeſty doth therefore hereby de
clare, that the conditions the ein contained,
are not meant or intended to extend to ſuch
who ſhall inliſt themſelves in Great-Britain,

to ferve in regiments abroad, whether ire
12nd or elſewhere, or to ſuch who may chuſe
to inſiſt in any of his majeſty's corps, in the
uſual manner, without limitation cf time,

or place of ſervice (ſee p. 303.)
The bounties and rewards to ſeamen and

able-bodied landmen, that ſhari enter them
ſelves on board of his majeſty's ſhips, are to

be continued to be paid ºil the 29th of Sep
tember next (ſee p. 394 )
-

Tu Es A Y, 14.

A court of cummon-council was held at

Guildhall, when the lord mayor acquainted
them, that he had called that court to deli

berate on a propoſition of great conſequence
to the ſervice of their king and country, and
hoped that the reſult would be ſuch as ſhould

449
To tie Right Han, the Lord Mayor of the City of
London.

My Lord,

Whitehall, Aug. 15, 1759.

Having, in conſequence of the deſire of
the court of common-council, had the ho

nour to lay before the king, their reſolutions
of yeſterday, for offering certain bounties
and encouragements to ſuch able bodied
men as ſhall inliſt themſelves at the Guild

hall of London, to ſerve in his majeſty's
land forces, upon the terms contained in his
majeſty's orders in council i I am command
ed, by the king, to acquaint your ſordſhip,
(of which you will he pleaſed to make the

proper communication) that his majcity
thanks the city of London for this fleſh teſ

timony of their zeal and affection for his
rºyal perſon and government. —I am farther
commanded, by the king, to expreſs his
majeſty's moſt entire fatisfaction, in this

figral proof of the unſhaken reſolution of
the city of London, to ſupport a juſt and

neceſſary war, undertaken in defence of the
rights and honour of his crown, and for the

ſecurity of the colonies, the trade and navi
gation of Great-Britain.
I am, with great truth and reſpeč,
My Lord,

Your Lordſhip's moſt obedient
Humble ſervant,

do honour to the city, by proving the fin

W. PITT.

cerity of their profeſſions to his majeſty.
Whereupon the court reſolved and ordered,
among other confiderations, That voluntary

[Mr. Pitt, Mr. Legge, the lord mayor,
alderman Beckford, and William Belchier,
Eſq.; have each ſubſcribed lool, the cloth
workers company 3ool, the goldſmith's com
pany 50ol. and the apothecary's lool, to carry

ſubſcriptions ſhould be received in the cham

ber of London, to be appropriated as boun
ty-money to ſuch perſons as ſhall enter into
his majeſty's ſervice, and that the city ſub
ſcribe iocol. for that purpoſe; and a com
mittee of 12 aldermen and 24 commoners,
was appointed to attend at Guildhall, to
diſpoſe of the ſaid bounty-money to the
perſons applying for the ſame ; and that one
alderman and two commoners be a quorum
ſufficient to tranſačt buſineſs: “And as a far

ther encouragement, every perſon ſo enter
ing, ſhall be intitled to the freedom of this
city at the expiration of three years, or
ſooner, if the war ſhould end; and Sir
James Hodges, the town clerk, was ordered
by the court to wait upon the Right Hon.
Mr. Pitt with the ſaid reſolutions, and de

fire him to inform his majeſty of the ſame.
Some of the committee are to wait upon
lord Ligonier, to define him to ſend proper
officers to Guildhall, to receive ſuch perſons
as ſhall be inliſted.

At the ſaid court a mo

tion was made and agreed to, that the per

ſons who ſhall contrač, ſor building the new
bridge, may be allowed to employ journey
men for that purpoſe that are non-freemen ;
and the vacant ground at Black-friars, is or
dered to be encloſed, for the convenience of
the workmen.

theſe laudable reſolutions into execution.]
Wrd Nrs day, 15.
At a meeting of the committee for carry

ing into execution the act of parliament ſor
eretting a bridge at Black-friars, it appeared,

by the liſts, that the ſum ſubſcribed for that
purpoſe, amounted to 204, 1 ool. which is
6o, ool. more than was wanted for the ne

ceſſary occaſion (ſee p. 192.)
Thursday, 16,

. A chapter of the garter was held at Ken
fington, when his ſerene highneſs prince
Ferdinand was tiedted a knight of that moſt
noble order.

Orders were received, at the cuſtom-houſe

at Liverpool, to admit ſugars, and other
produce of the iſland of Guadalupe, to be
entered as ſugars of the Britiſh plantations;
and the Sarah, Capt. Taylor, has brought
to that market, the firſt parcel of Gua
dalupe ſugars imported into England, fince
the conqueſt of that iſland.
A houſe was conſumed by fire, in Old
Bond-ſtreet.

Friday, 17.
The Minerva brought into Plymouth, five

French barks, laden with ammunition, which
were taken off Breſt, by the Pallas.
Satu R pay. 18.

The town-clerk having, accerding to the

above order, waited upon the Right Hon.
Mr. ſecretary Pitt, that gentleman, the next
day, ſent the following letter,
Auguſt, 1759.

Whitehall. Among the papers which
were taken at Detmold, on the ºth inſtant,

by his majtſy's light troops, an original
3 i.

letter

-F-
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-

-

Aug.

-

letter is found, from the marſhal duc de
Belleifle to marſhal Contades, dated Ver
failles, July 23, 1759, in which there is the
following paſſage.
-

Sea Caſtle, near Portſmouth, by which part
of the fort was deſtroyed, and many lives
were loſt.

Thur spay, 33.

-

-

** I am ſtill afraid that Fiſcher ſets out

The Friendſhip, Thompſon, arrived from

too late: It is, however, very important,
and very eſſential, that we ſhould raiſe largé

Jamaica, with about 500 hogſheads of ſugar
on board, by ſome accident blew up at the

£ontributions. I ſee no other reſource for

Hope Point, by which ſeveral ſives were loſt.

our moſt urgent expences, and for refitting
the troops, but in the money we may draw
the enemy's country j from whence
e muſt likewiſe procure ſubſiſtence of all

happened, between so and 40 people, a

There were on board, when the misfortune

º

kinds, (independently of the money) that is

mongſt whom 18 young creolians, that wer;

coming here for education, the mate's wife
and two children.

to ſay, hay, ſtraw, oats, for the winter,
bread-corn, cattle, horſes, and even men, to

-

Mon Day, 25.

-

not be prolonged, and perhaps it may be ne

Admiral Rodney, in the Deptford of 50
guns,with two frigates, and fix bomb-ketches,
failed from Spithead, for the coaſt of France.

teffary, according to the events which may
happen, between this time and the end of

In the late liſts of the militia, Carmar:
thenſhire (George Rice, Eſq; lord-lieutenant)

September, to make a downright defart be
fore the the line of the quarters, which it
may be thought proper to keep during the

truth is, that the militia of that county was

recruit our foreign troops. The war muſt

is repreſented without a militia. But the

winter, in order that the enemy may be un

raiſed before the paſſing of the aâ for en
forcing the firſt new militia att, and hiſ

der a real impoſſibility of approaching us :
At the ſame time reſerving for ourſelves a
bare ſubſiſtence on the route, which may be

before lord chief juſtice willes

the moſt cºnvenient for us to take, in the

middle of winter, to beat up, or ſe ze upon
the enemy's quarters. That this object may
be fulfilled, I cauſe the greateſt affiduity to
be uſed, in preparing what is neceſſary for
having all your troops, without exception,
well cloathed, well armed, well equipped,
and weir refitted, in every reſpeat, before the

long been complete (ſee p. 359.)
here was lately tried, at Weſtminſter,
(by a

º

jury) a cauſe, wherein Mr. Nickleſon,
Poole, was Plaintiff, and Capt. Forteſcue of
the Prince Edward man of war, defendant

for impreſſing the men out of the Thom
and Elizabeth, from Newfoundland to

Pople, in conſequence of which the ſaid
ſhip was loſt; when a verdić was given for
the plaintiff for Ioool, and coſts of ſuit.

cnd of November, with new tents, in order

that, if it ſhall be adviſeable for the king's
political and military affairs, you may be
well able to aſſemble the whole, or part of
your army, to act offenſively, and with vi
gour from the beginning of January; and
that you may have the ſatisfaction to ſhew
your enemies, and all Europe, that the
French know how to ad, and carry on war,
in all ſeaſons, when they have ſuch a ge.

Account ºf the Succeſs of the Whale Fiſhery
this 1%ar.

W H A L E S.
1

Providence

1

Mary

Commerce
Lion

I

Sarah

r

o

Thomas

2

Young Eagle

3 Redding

o

Coronation
Cumberland

2

Adria fick

o

o

Parnaſſus

I

neral as you are, and a miniſter of the de
partment of war, that can foreſee, and con

Weymo'(26oo ſeals). Terror

cert matters with the general.

Hope (13oo dit,)

-

You muſt be ſentible, Sir, that what I ſay
to you may become not only uſe ſul and ho

ſhall ſay more in "..." letter.”
*** - .

. ..

.**

* *

Henrietta

Duke of Bedford

o

All the above ſhips belong to the port ºf
London. Five ſhips belonging to Newcaſtle,

have got nine whales; three ſhips belonging

-

. Duc d'E BE L L = 1st z.
Mon DAY, 2 o.
*,

-

r

1 Britann.(3$ooſeals)*
o Threſſer
º

nourable, but perhaps even neceſſary, with
reſped to what you know, and of which I

t
o

Seahorſe

Mediterranean

-

to Hull, have got nine whales, and one LP
verpool ſhip hath two whales, &c.
The Dundee, Chien, is arrived at Dundee
with two fiſh. The Leith ſhips caught on:
each ; North Star, of Dunbar, and Prince of
Wales, of ditto, one each ; Endeavour,
ditto, none; Rifing Sun, of Anſtruther, one,
and Hawke, of ditto, none i City of Aber
-

• The ſamaica fleet, about 60 ſail, arrived

in the Downs.
* The committee, at Guildhall, to give a
+

-

-

-

-

bounty cf five guineas to each of thoſe per

foſi, who ſhould voluntarily offer themſelves
for his maj ſty's ſervice, met, when a great
number were enliſted into the regiment of
tld buffs and each man had alſo a certificate
from the town-clerk, that upon producing a
teſtimonial of his gºod behaviour from a
eneral officer, he would be entitled to the

:tºeedom
cf thisTurs
city,pay,
without
a . .
21. fee or reward.
...

•

Eleven houſes were conſumed by fire, in
Phery: tree alley, Bunhin row? . . . .
*
WE Dr. Est a y, zz.
: 3uantity of powder blew up, in South

deen, one ; Rorrowſionneſs

hi.

none.

The fiſhery has been unſucceſſsful this ſea

ſon, and ſeveral ſhips have been loſt. Four
of the Dutch Greenland ſhips are arrived in
the Texel with nine fiſh on board, and they
have alſo been very unſucceſsful, ſeveral of
their ſhips having been loſt.

the annual pºizes given by the Hon. Ed.
ward Finch and Thomas Townſhend, mem."

bers cf the univerſity of Cambridge.
"
determined
- -

-

--

*

*

*

*
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-

determined in favour of Mr. Roberts, of
King's-college, and Mr. Marſh, of Trinity
college, ſenior batchelors; and Mr. Tew, of
King's-college, and Mr. Beadon, of St.
ohn's-college, middle batchelors (ſee p. 219.)

Assiz is. At Wincheſter two, a ſhop
keeper and an houſe-breaker, received ſen
tence of death, one of whom was reprieved,
At Saliſbury one, for ſheep-ſtealing, who
was reprieved. At Maidſtone two, one for
the highway, and a girl for burglary, who
was reſpited. At Lewes, a ſmuggler for
inurder, who was executed as uſual,

At

Kingſton one, for horſe-ſtealing, and one for
murder, who was executed. At Chemisford
two, one, for horſe-ſtealing, and the other

for returning from tranſportation; the for

ftopped the bleeding, and he was carried to
Tyburn (at which place he was ſenfible,
though very feeble, and was there aſked if he

had any thing to ſay, to which he anſwered,
no) where he was executed, and his body
carried to Knareſbrough foreſt, where
is hung in chains, in the neareſt part o
it to that town, purſuant to his ſentence,
Henry Terry was acquitted. The aſſizes for

º

Hertfordſhire, Derbyſhire, Dorſetſhire, wells,
&c. proved to be maiden ones.
A Dutch Indiaman, which is arrived in
the Texti, ſailed from the Cape the 2 'ſt of
April, and on the 12th of May met three
Ficnch men, of war cruizing to the wind.
ward of St. Helena, in lat. 16, 4o N. (the
Achilles cf 64 guns, and the Syren and

mer was reprieved. At Worceſter five, two
for horſe-ſtealing, one for ſheep ſtealing,
one for privately ſtealing, and one for the

Saphire frigates of 30 guns each.) They
chaſed three Engliſh Eaſt India ſhips home

highway, four of them are reprieved. At

them. .

Cambridge, a horſe-fleaſer, who was re
rieved.

At Bury, a horſe-flea'er, who was

eprieved. At Hereford one, for ſheep ſtealing.
At Durham one. At Norwich one, for ſteal

ward-bound, but could not come up with
As ſome boys were diverting themſelves
lately, near Eigin, in Scotland, in lookin
for birds-neſts in the ruins of an old

j

houſe, near that place, called, My Lady's

ing a Bullock, who was reprieved. At Shrewſ

High Houſe, they diſcovered a quantity of

bury, Joſeph Darby and his two ſons, for

gold coins, moſtly Scots coin, ſome of them
cointd in the reign of queen Mary during

the murder of John Walker, in the execu

tion of his office as a bailiff, at their houſe

her marriage with lord Darnley, and bear

near Hales Owen, who were executed. The
two ſons were hurg in chains near Hales

their names decyphered; thoſe in the reign
of James V. bear his effigies and his arms;
and there are ſome of different ſizes that
appear to have been coined in the reign of

Owen, and the old man's body was given
to the ſurgeons for diſſection.

The wife of

3. Darby, who was tried for being con

James Ví, one of theſe is larger than a

erned in the ſaid murder, was acquitted
fee p. 218.) At Exeter eight, ſeven of them

crown piece, and has on one fide this in
ſcription, Jacobus VI. Dei gratia Rex Scol.

or divers felonies and robberies, and an in

torum ; and the Scots arms, with a double

cendiary. At Stafford, a ſheep-flealer. At

treffure on the ſhield, reſembling a ſhip,

York three, two for burglary and felony,
and one for murder, viz, Eugene Aram,

with a ſloop, maſt, and ſails; on the cther
ſide, Florent ſcept. piis regna ; his Jova dat
numeratgue; with a croſs florée, adorned

who with Henry Terry, was tried for the

murder of Danieſ Clark, of Knareſbrough,

with crowns, and betwixt each branch of

who diſappeared on the 8th of February,

the crown a lion rampant crowned.-There
are alſo a few foreign coins ; ſome of theſe
have º Dei gratia Francorum Rex,

1744-5; having a little time before borrowed
and bought on credit a large quantity of

filver plate, a great number of watches,

with the French arms crowned, on one ſide,

rings, and other things of value for the take
of which it was ſuppoſed he was murdered,

and on the other, a croſs topped with flow
et; de luce, motto XPS REGN AT XP8

ho account ever having been got of him or

VINCT XPS IMPERAT; ſome, Henricus

them.

a ram, in his defence, expatiated greatly on
many innocent perſons ſuffering by the per
jury of accomplices and circumſtantial evi

III. D. G. Franciae et Pol. Rex i. and ſome
Spaniſh, with Fei nandus Elizabet, Dei gra
tia.-The characters on the other ſide are
ſomewhat obſcure, but thus much legible t
Sub umbra—juvabunt. P—All the let

dence, and as ſuch recommended himſelf to

ters are Roman charaders.

Richard Houſeman, who was, ac

quitted, was the evidence againſt Him.

the clemency of the judge and jury; who,
on Houſeman's evidence, with corroborating
circumſtances given by others, immediately
brought him in guilty; and ſentence of
death was paſſed upon him. On the day
fixed for his execution he cut, with a razor
which he had concealed in the cell ſome
time before, the veins of his left arm a 1.ttle above the elbow, and alſo a little above

the wriſt, but miſſed the artery, by which,

Cambetown, in Argyleſhire, June 14,

1759. This Day Robert Mitchell, in Sad
džić, aged 83, has in fiſe of children, grand
children, and gº eat grand children, zoo ; hé

walks from Saddale to Cambeltown, which
is eight miles, does buſineſs, and walks
home at night.

On Thurſday the 2d inſtant, a farmer in
Calf-hill, near Haddington in Scotland, ſold:new oats for 8s. 6d. per boll. The oats

before it was diſcovered, he had loft ſo much

were neither ſown nor plowed this year,

blood that he was rendered very weak,
Burgeons were immediately ſent for, who

but ſprung up from the ſhaking of the laſt

crop : This has likewiſe happened in ſeveral
3L a

fitlás
*
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fields near Edinburgh. That oats ſhould
remain in the ground all the winter, and
thereafter come to full growth, and turn out
a moſt plentiful crop, is ſo extraordinary,
that the like has not happened in the me
mory of man, and can be attributed to no
thing but the mildneſs cf the feaſon.

The parliament of Ireland is further pro
rogued to September 18.

Newport, Rhode-Iſland, May 1. Yeſter
day arrived here Capt. Deane, in eight days
from Halifax, with whom came paſſenger
the moſt unfortunate Richard Baron. late

commander of the ſloop Dolphin, bound
from Teneriff to New-York, who in a hard

gale of wind on his paſſage, loſt his tails and
rigging ; after which he was 115 days en
tirely deflitute of proviſions of every kind,
ſubſiſting on nothing but barricles and graſs
which grew on the veſſel: Reduced to the

greateſt extremity, they were at laſt obliged,
though with the utmoſt reluctance, to agree,
to which they all conſented, that one ſhould
die for the preſervation of the reſt; accord
ingly they caſt lots, and he whoſe unhapoy
fate it was to fall a vićtim, ſubmitted to be
ſhot, and was their ſuſtenance for ſome

time, till it pleaſed God to ſend to their re
lief Capt. Bradſhaw, bound from Plymouth
to Halifax, who took the ſurvivors on board

his ſhip, and carried them into that port.
Portſmouth, New Hampſhire, May 1 r.
Laſt Monday, about two o'clock in the
morning, we had an uncommon ſtorm of
thunder , and lightning, which produced
ſome melancholy effeas, as it has greatly
damaged the Rev. Mr. Haven's meeting
houſe ; the lightning ſtruck the ſteeple, and
rending the ſpite in pieces quite down to the

Aug.

Amſterdam, Aug. 17. Our ſhips em
ployed in the whale fiſhery this year, have
brought home 330 fiſh
His ſerine highneſs prince Ferdinand, on
the 3d inſtant fued the following order:
“In the compliment his ſerene highneſs
made the troops yeſterday (ſee p. 440.) he
forgot four regiments that

particui-My

di

ſtinguiſhed themſelves, viz. Hardenbergh s,
3d battalion of Heffian guards, prince wil
liam's, and Giliſes: It is not that his ſtrene

highneſs has reaſon to complain of any
others, but as they had particular opportu
nities of diſtinguiſhing themſelves, it is for
that reaſon his ſerene highneſ, mentions the
attertion he himſelf gives to their good
conduct.”.

Head Quarters, at Bielefeld, Aug. 7, 1759.
“His ſerene highneſs duke Ferdinand ent
orders to M. Hedeman, his 'reaſurer, to pay

the following officers of the Bitiſh artillery
the undermentioned gº stuities, as a teſtimo

ny of his great ſatisfaction at their galant
behaviour in the late ačtion of the 1ſt cf

this month : To Capt. Philips ioco crowns,
to Capt. Machean, Capt. Drummond, Capt.
Williams, and Capt. Foy, 5oo crowns each.
I hope the ſaid gentlemen will accept of this
preſent fom his highneſs, as a mark of his
particular eſteem for them.”
A Flat-Bot to Mr D Boat, as it appeared
(at Havre de Grace Road) in going from
Havre to Honfleur.—Its Length about 90

Feet—24 in Breadth—10 detp—draws
about 5 Feet Water, and is about zco
Tons. (See P. 384.)

cupola, over the bell, deſcended in the north

eaſterly and ſouth-weſterly corner poſt;
the former of which it ſhivered into ſmall

ſtrips from end to end ; and ſhartered one

of the main poſts in the end ºf the houſe;
it ſeems then to have moved horizontally up
on the ſtones of the underpinning, as it has
ſplit a confiderable piece off a ſtone at the
fouth-weſt corner of the meeting houſe,
and entered the ground at ten or fifteen feet
diſtance, making two confiderable holes :
But it is pretty evident a part of it took its

courſe northerly, as three cows and a hog
were in the morning found dead on the
north ſide of the meeting-houſe, two of

which were in a ſtable about 60 feet from.
the ſteeple. The glaſs windows in the
fteeple are all broke; two caſements next

the poſt which was ſplit to pieces were flove
quite into the houſe, &c.
We have here a freſh inſtance of that mar

wellous power with which electric fire is en
dowed: This meeting-houſe ſeems particu
larly expoſed to the effects, as it is ſituated
upon a ſmall elevation, which has on three

flies of it, not far diſtant, large quantities
of water, which is a powerful non-electric :
And as this is the ſecond or third time it
has been flruck with lightning,

MaxaiAcrº

i

MARRIAGES and BIRTHS, DEATHS.
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July 14.

H

0 N. Robert Bo, le Walfingham,
ſon of the earl of Shannon, was
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Lately. Lady of admiral Broderick. '
Thomas Morehouſe, of Chigwell,

in

married to Miſs willians, daughter of Sir

Eflex, Eſq;
homas Caines, Eſq., a confiderable plan

Charles Hanbury Williams.

ter, at St. Chriſtopher's.

-

19 Charles Cocks, Eſq; member for Rye
gate, to Miſs Eliot.
Aug. 1. Mr. Leonard Hammond, to Miſs

to our ambaſſadors, at Conſtantinople.

Cauſton.

thematician, at Baſil, in Switzerland.

2. Mr. Thomas Shrimpton, to Miſs Tur
ner.

Samuel Johnts, Eſq;

to Miſs Suſanna

Man ſh.

Mr. Archdeacon Payne, 41 years chaplain
The celebrated M. Maupertuis, the ma
On the 6th of July, in New England, aged
63, the Hon. Sir William Pepperell, Bart.
lieutenant-general of his majeſty's forces,
and colonel of the 52d regiment of foot.

10. George Brookes, jun. Eſq; of Ather
Eccl. 2:1 as T 1 ca 1 PM E Fr. E M 1 Nºrs.
From the Lon pon Gaz e TT r.

ſton, in Warwickſhire, to Miſs Hetteſworth.

13. Rev. Mr. Abdy, to Miſs Harriot
Altham.

W Hisehall,
Auguſt
4. Edward
Smal
ley, A. M.
was preferred
to the
rec
f

22. Joſeph Cope, Eſq; to Miſs Hanbury.
24. John Thomlinſon, jun. Eſq; to Miſs
Sergiſon, a 10,occl. fortune.
Aug. 1. Lady Lade, relićt cf the late Sir
John Lade, Bart. was delivered of a ſon.
3. Lady Aberdour, of a ſon.

zo. Lady Anne Dawſon, cf a ſon and
heir,

2 : Lady of Sir Peter Leiceſter, of a

tory of Aldingham, in Lancaſhire, —Walter

Cope, to the deanery of Dromore, in Ireland.
From the reſt of the Parras.
Thomas Ellis, B. D. was preſented to the
rečtory of Nutfield, in Surry.—Mr. Galiaty,
to the retory of Aſh. Burton, in Hampſhire.
- Dr. Baiguy, to the archdeaconry cf Sa
liſbury.--Mr. Davis, to the living of Stoke,

Towers, of Pall

in Wiltſhire.—Mr. Mayo, to the rectory of
Micklemarſh, in the ſame county.—Mr.
Benſon, to the vicarage of St. Andrew's,
Shepherd's-weil, in Kent.--Mr. Berkeley,
to the vicarage of Bray, in Berkſhire.—Mr.
Treadway, to the vicarage of Purlton
Morley, in Wiltſhire.—Mr. Tarrant, to the

Edmund Morris, Eſq; in the commiſſion

re&tory of the New Church, in the Strand.
—Mr. Braithwaite, to the vicarage of Shar

daughter.

26. Lady of Thomas Trollope Brown, Eſq;
of a ſon.

-

Mrs. Cam, of Wood-ſtreet, of three ſons.
Dº a TH s.

July

“Lºº. Jane

of the peace for Leiceſterſhire.

23. Dr. Kervin Wright, an eminent phy
fician, at Norwich.

24. Joſeph Lee, of Thaxted, in Eſſex, Eſq;
Aug. 4. Rev. Mr. John Lavington, an
eminent diſſenting miniſter, at Exeter.

John Robinſon, of Rumford, Eſq; late an
eminent merchant.

low, in Glouceſterſhire.—Mr. Taylor, to the
re&tory of Bridford, in Devonſhire.—Mr.
Chriſtian, to the rectory of Knapton, in

Norfolk.-Mr. White, to the vicarage of
Purley, with Shenſione, in Bucks.-Mr.
Black, to the rectory of Battleſden, in Bed
fordſhire. — Mr. Lowth, to a pºebead of

Wincheſter.—Mr. Herring, to the curacy of

Right Hon. lord Farnham, of the king

Foſonore, in Cornwall —Mr. Flint, to the

dom of Ireland, ſucceeded in title and eſtate

rectories of Weſt Bourne, in Suſſex, and
North Waitham. in Hampſhire.—Mr. Rey
nolds, to the rectory of Foneſbury, in Hert

by his eldeſt ſon, the Hon. Robert Maxwell,
now lord Farnham.

8. Thomas Pembroke, Eſq; many years
governor of the York-buildings company.
Right Hon. the earl of Caſſils.

Stephen Brunton, of Burlington, in York
ſhire, Eſq;

Peter Storer, of Highgate, Eſq;
zo. Don Diego Pereira, baron de Aguilar.
11. Mr. Jacob Fernandez Nunes, an emi
nent merchant of this city.
12. Mr. Woods, an eminent wine-mer

chant, by a fail from his horſe.
Her grace the dutcheſs of Chandois.
15 Charles Reynolds, of Lincolnſhire, Eſq;
Rev. Dr. Heylin, reëor of St. Mary le

fordſhire.

A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals to enable
Richard Green, M. A. to hold the vicarage
of North Mundham, with the vicarage of
Hunſtone, in Suſſex. — To enable Daniel

Bellamy, M A to hold the reëory of Hug
gtley, in Bucks, with the vicarage of St.
Stephen's at St. Albans —To enable Tho

mas Cowper, M.A. to hold the vicarage of
Penrith, in Cumberland, with the vicarage
of Barton, in Weſtmoreland,
Promotions Civil and Military.
From the London Gaz e TT E.

Strand, and prebendary of Weſtminſter.
Edward Murphy, of Birr, in King'scounty, in Ireland, aged 11o.
zo. Sir Joſeph Allen, late ſurveyor of the

Hitehall, Auguſt 7. The king has
been pleaſed to add four companies
to the regiment of light infantry, or royal
volunteers, commanded by colone, Craufurd a
navy. .
and to appoint the following gentlemen to
Archibald Elliot, Eſq; ſon of Sir Gilbert command the ſame, viz. St. John Jefferys,
Elliot, Bart.
Temple Weſt, Charles Egerton, William
27. Rev. Dr. Andrew Trebeck, reëtor of Forreſter, Eſqſs.
, Aug. 11. To conſtitute and
St. George's, Hanover-ſquare.
-
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Promotions, BANkrupts, &c.

nant colonel commandant of a regiment of

Aug.

B—rs—ts.

-

light dragoons, to be forthwith raiſed for his

CH, I STOPHE R Higgins,

majeſty's ſervice.

fordſhire, money-ſcrivener.
ames Clements, of Great Yarmouth, merchant.
dward Blakeway, of Shrewsbury, draper.
william James of Liverpool, merchant,

And William Gordon,

of Loynton, in staf.
-

Edward Walpole; Henry Laws Lutterell,
Eſqs. to be captains in the ſaid regiment.
Sir Williana williams, captain in the army.
, Aug. 21. To conſtitute and

John Maſºn, of Medburn, mercer and grocer. .
Thomas Thorpe, of Great Kingſel, in Buckingham.

appoint, Edward Ligonier, Eſq; to be cap

John Ellis, of Horbury, near Wakefield, dry-ſalter.
Richard Jeffery, of Römſey, in Hanpſhire, grocer.

tain in the firſt regiment of foot guards.
, Aug. 25. To conſtitute and

Thomas Hunter, of Batterſea. miller.

appoint the moſt Hon. John Manners, Eſq;
commonly called marquis of Granby, lieute
nant-general of his majeſty's Britiſh forces,
to be commander in chief of all his majeſ.
ty's forces, as well horſe as foot, now ſerv
ing in Germany in his majeſty's army, aſſem
bled-or to be aſſembled there, under his moſt
ferene highneſs prince Ferdinand of Brunſ
wick, commander in chief of the ſaid army.
—To conſtitute and appoint the following

lords and gentlemen to be general officers,

viz. James Kennedy, Lewis Dejean, Henry.

ſhire, dealer and chapman.

Leeds, merchants.

c O U R S E of E x C H A N G E,

London, Saturday, Auguſt 25, 1753.
Amſterdam 35 - Uſance.
Ditto at Sight 35 i.
Rotterdam 36 3.
Antwerp no Price. . .
Hamburgh 37 52 # Uſance;
Paris 1 Day's Date jo #.
Ditto, a Uſance 30 #.
Bourdeaux, ditto 10.
Cadiz 39 # a #.
º

Madrid 39 + a #.

Eſq; Sir Andrew Agnew, Batt, Robert Na

Leghorn 49.

pier, Eſq; Sir Richard Lyttelton, Francis
Leighton, Eſq; lord Robert Manners, John
Moſtyn, Edward Pole, and John Walde
grave, Eſqrs, to be lieutenant-generals.

Napies, no Price.

Adlercron, Philip Honeywood,Thomas Dun

-

George Trenſholm, and Thomas Hatterſey, ºf

Seymour Conway, James Abercromby, Eſqrs.
George earl of Albermarle, Henry Holmes,

John Parſons, Eſq; lord Robert Bertie, John

-

Bilboa 39 #.
-

Genoa 48.

.

Venice 50 +.

.

Liſbon 5s. 5d. }.
Porto 5s. 5d.
Dublin 8 #.

bar, Julius Caeſar, James Durand, George
waſh, and John Campbell, Eſqrs, to be
major-generals.—To conflitute and appoint,
the Right Hon. William earl of Sutherland,

B 1 Lls of Mortality, from july 17, tº
Aug. 14.
...

*

Males

.

n

:

Chriſtened 3 rºſe,

to be lieutenant-colonel commandant of a

: } 1393

Males

battalicn of highlanders, to be forthwith

-

Buried

-

1orf

Females 630

3.

raiſed for his majeſty's ſervice.—To conſti

tute and appoint, Robert Murray Keith,
Eſq; to be major commandant of a corps of
highlanders, to be forthwith formed for his
majeſty's ſervice.
Kenfington, Aug. 10. His majeſty in
council was this day pleaſed to approve of
James Hamilton Eſq; to be deputy or lieu

Died under a Years old 52

Between z and 5 –

vania,

-

-

From the reſt of the Parr Rs.
is appointed to be
colonel of a regiment of light infantry, or
royal volunteers, to be forthwith raiſed for
his majeſty's ſervice; william lord viſcount
Pulteney, to be lieutenant-colonel, and Sir
Hugh williams, Bart. to be major of the
ſaid regiment.—John Campbell, Eſq; to be co

!. Craufurd, Eſq;

lonel of a battalion of fenſible men of Ar

gyleſhire, Dougal Campbell, lieutenant
colonel and Robert Campbell, to be major to
the ſaid battalion.—Bavid Chapeau, Eſq;
lieutenant colonel of the 13th regiment of
foot, and Samuel Edhouſe, Eſq: major.—
Henry Paſton, Eſq; major of the 6th regi
ment of foot.—Generals Waldegrave and
Kingſley, are created knights of the Bath.
—Mr. Poſtlethwaite and Mr. Yeates, ap
pointed principal clerks of the treaſury.—
William Burke, Eſq; ſecretary of the ſing

of Guadalupe, and Thomas Chapman, Eſq;
colledor of the king's revenues there.

—
to
— 49
– 1 of
– 92

f: and 52

– 166

50 and 60 —
60 and 70 –
70 and 30 –
80 and go —
go and ico —

tenant-governor of the province of Penfil

3

5 and 10
io and zo
zo and 30
o and 40

84

84
63
22
4

1353
Within the walls - Buried

Without the Walls
In Mid, and Surry

-

92.

333

-, - 686.

City and Sub. Weſtminſter

28i
-

1398

-

Weekly, July 24

—

31

-

34:
332

Aug. 7

–

348

14

-

376
1393

Increaſed in the Burials this Month 15.

Wheaten Peck Loaf, Weight 17 lb. 6 Oz.

• Dr. is. 7d #.

Ther
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between Goſling and his wife. Scrimſhaw
no ſooner heard the word Buggerer but his

for Auguſt, 1759.

-

D1 v 1.N 1 T Y.

N Eſſay on divine Preſcience, and

fertile brain ſuggeſted a ſcheme to get mo

Man’s ſree Agency, delivered at a
onference, in which a celebrated Dočtor

ney, and putting his ringer to his noſe, he

I.
-

455
in making his apology, told what had paſſed

A

of Divinity was Preſident, April 2, 1741.
Pr. 6d.

Noon, Baldwin.

2, An humble Enquiry into the Nature
of the Goſpel Offer, Faith and Aſſurance.
By J. Lavington, Jun, pr. 1s, Buckland.

ſaid, ſomething may come of this On this ſlendor
foundation the conſpiracy was formed and
carried on. Being ſourid guilty they receiv.
ed ſentence to be impriſoned three years in

Newgate, and to ſtand twice in the pillory
once in Cheapſide, and once in Fleet-fireet.

Histor Y.

3. The Hiſtory of the Spaniſh Armada,
Pr. 21. 6d. Dodſley. (See p. 441.)
ot a NY.

4. The vegetable Syſtem. By J. Hill,
M. D. pr. 11. 1 1s. 6d. Baldwin.
Port r car.

5. A Tragi-Comic Dialogue, pr: 6d.
6. The Art of Preſerving, pr. 1s. Burd.
SER Mons.

7. At the Aſſizes at Maidſtone. By Mr.
Edwards, pr. 6d. Payne.
8. On Matthew x 35, 36. By Mr.
Venn, pr. 6d. Townſend.
9. On Aë Sunday, at Oxford. By Dr.
Buckler, pr. 6d. Rivington and Fletcher.
10. St. Paul's Orthodoxy, by Mr. Flem
ming, pr: 6d. Noon.
11. Before the Chancellor, at Oxford, by
"-

ºasiºsa
For EIGN AFFAIRs, 1759.
by the French upon

I N. the attempt made

Munſter, as mentioned in our laſt, they

had 9oo men killed, and 14oo wounded,
which made them reſolve to proceed with
more caution ; and having got their heavy
artillery up from Weſel, they began the fiege
of the town in a regular manner, which

they puſhed on with ſuch vigour, that by the
25th ult, the garriſon found themſelves ob
liged, to ſurrender priſoners of war; after

which, a large detachment was ſent to begin
the fiege of Lipſtadt, and a ſtrong garriſon
left in Munſter. In the mean time the
French army under marſhal Contades, ad
vanced as far as Minden, where, on the

Rivington and Fletcher,

16th ult, they poſſeſſed themſelves of a ſtrong

12. At the Viſitation at Huntingdon. By
Mr. Smith, pr. 6d. Ware.
13. A Charge to the Archdeaconry of St.
Albans. By Dr. Ibbetſon, pr 6d. Whiſton

camp, having that town on their right, a

HDr. Neve, pr. 6d.

and White.

-

M1t crl Lan rous.

14. The Military Engineer, 2, Vols, pr.
8s.

Nourſe.

15. A P. opoſal to ſupply the Navy with
Seamen, pr. 1s. Lewis.
16. A Scheme fur raiſing a Sum of Money
for the new Bridge, pr. 1s. Pottinger.
17. A Letter to a late noble Commander

pr. is. Griffiths. (See p. 404.)
18. The Condućt of a noble Lord ſcruti

nized, pr. 1s. Fuller.
19 The Life, Trial, &c. of Eugene Aram,
pr. 6d. Sympſon.
zo Ditto, pr. 1s. Briſtow. (See p. 408.)
a 1. Trial of Samuel Scrimſhaw, and John
Roſs, pr. 6d.

Cooper.

[Theſe Delinquents were convićted on
the Evidence of Peter Parry their accom

Elice, for ſtuding threatning letters to Hum
phrey Morris, of Dover-ſtreet, Eſq; with
an intent to extort money from him. They,
together with one Richardſon, who has ab

ſconded, kept an office of intelligence in
the Fleet-market, and Parry had applyed to
them to get a place.

This Parry having

had ſome acquaintance with the wife of

fleep hill on their left, a morafs in their front,
and a little rivulet in their rear.

About the

ſame time prince Ferdinand moved from his
camp at Soltzenaw, firſt towards Nyenburg,
but he ſoon after began to move towards the

French, and at laſt fixed his camp at Peter
ſhagen, in which poſition the two ar.
mies continued until the 1ſt inſtant, when
was fought the battle of which we have al
ready given the moſt authentick account."
Upon occaſion of this battle, the French

have ſound out a new diſtinétion: They al
low, their army was beat ; but they ſay, it
was not defeated.

We ſhall leave our rea

ders to find out the difference, if they can
but muſt obſerve, that the French have fince
ſuffered every bad conſequence of a defeat.
They have, indeed, left a garriſon in Mun
ſter, but more with a deſign to ſecure their
retreat, than with any view to preſerve the
place; for they have abandoned the fiege of

Lipſtart, and every other place they were in
poſſ-fion of in Weſtphalia i and they have
loſt great numbers of men, and moſt of
their baggage waggons, in their retreat to
Caſſel, as the hereditary prince of Brunſ
wick, with a large detachment from the al
lied army, was always at their heels, and
every day making an impreſſion wherever
he could catch an opportunity. At Caffel

was groom to Mr.

they ventured to make a halt for ſome time,

Morris, and being preſent at a meeting that
was held to bring this couple (who lived in
a flate of enmity) to ſome terms, he heard
the woman in her paſſion, call her huſbard
Bug erer. That very night he was to have
fuel Scrimſhaw, &c. and at the next meeting

but by the laſt accounts they had likewiſe
retired from thence towards Marpurg, and
the hereditary prince has not only made pri
ſoners of 1 soo wounded men, and the gar

one Goſling,

who

riſon of 599 men, left by the French at
Caſſel,

-EF=-
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caffel, but has hiſo defeated a body

of their

troops, under M. d'Armentiers, and ſur
rounded and taken another entire battalion.

authentick accounts we as yet have from the
London Gazette, in two articles as follow.

Hague, Aug. 21.

We have as yet no ac

As the king of Pruſſia has been obliged to

counta directly from the Pruſſian miniſtry,

withdraw moſt of his troºps out of Saxony,
the imperial a my under the prince of Deux
É. has again begun its operations, and
aving no army in the field to oppoſe it, it

touching the battle of the 11th inſtant, rear
Frankfort upon the Oder; but by private
letters from different parts, it appears that,
in the beginning of the day, the king of
Pruſſia ſucceeded in his attack upon the left
of the Ruſſian army; but that the Rufians
had rallied and formed again, rear the Jews
burying-ground, where they were again at
tacked by his Pruſſian majeſty without ſuc
ceſs, which induced the king to return to

has made itſelf maſter, not only of Halher

ſtadt and Hall, but alſo of Leipſig and Tor
gaw; ſo that it is now maſter of a great
part of Saxo~ y, and threatens even Dreſden
itſelf with a ſiege, if the fe ºr of that fine
city's being deſtroyed by the Piuffian gover
nor. general Schmettau, does not prevent it.
Nothing very remarkable has happened
between the Auſtrians and Pruſians ſince

our laſt ; but the

approach of

the Ruſſians

his camp at Wolkow, where he remains in

perſe & health: That the ſlaughter was very
great on both fides. The Ruſſians have at
tempted nothing ſince the adion ; and it is

bas' produced moſt alarming conſequences
on that ſide. Count Dºhna judging it im
p-adicable to attack the Ruffians in their
frong camp near Poſna, he was obliged, for
want of proviſions, to return towards the

ſaid, that general Hadèick, with the Auſtri
an cavalry, was returning to join marſhal

Oder, and the king of Pruſſia thinking him
a little too cautious, he diveſted him of the
command of that army, which he gave to

of the 18th inſt. by which the fituation of

general Wedel.

In the mean time the Ruſ

fian army had advanced from Poſna to Zul
Hichaw, in Sileſia, where Wedel reſolved to

attack them. This brought on the battle of
the 23d ult, " which ended with advan age to
the Ruſſians; cr; as they give out, the total
defeat of the Pruſſians. Be this as it will,
it is certain that the Pruſſians, afer a long
and vigorous attack, were ſorced to retire

with confiderable loſs; and the Ruſſians

Daun's army.

Hague, Auguſt 14. Accounts have been
received here from Berlin and Magdebourg,
the king of Pruſſia, fince the aëion of the
12th, appears by no means ſo had as had at
firſt been repreſented: The Ruſſians had not
then ventured to make any freſh attempt,
and his Pruſſian majeſty was employed in
taking all poſſible meaſures to maintain his
ground, and was getting together a freſh
ſupply of artillery, in which great part of
his loſs had conſiſted.

-

Paris, Aug. 18. The marſhal d'Eſtrett
ſets out this day, to take the command of
the king's army in Germany. The marſhal

ſoon after made themſelves maſters of Frank

de Contades has ſent a memorial to court,

for t upon the Oder.

in which he blames the duke de Broglio for

As ſoon as the news

of this engagement reached the king of

the loſs of the battle of Minden.

Pruſſia, he marched with to, occ of his beſt

on his part, has ſent a memorial to the mi

troops from his camp in Sileſia, in order to
join the remains of Wedel's army, and to
take the command of the whole upon hin

niſtry, juſtifying himſelf at the expence of

ſelf, having left the reſt of his army in their

ſtrong camp. under the command of his bro
ther prince Henry. On the other hand, as
ſoon as marſhal count Daun heard of the

king of Pruſſia's march, he detached from
his army the generals Loudohn and Haddick,
with above 20, coo men, moſtly cavalry, to
march by different routs through the north
parts of Luſatia and Sileſia to join the Ruſ
fans. General Haddick's rear guard was
ſeveral times attackcd in his march by the
Pruſſians, who made 12 or 1500 of them
priſoners, and took ſeveral of their proviſion
and ammunition waggons, but Laudohn's
corps eſcaped without notice, and both

The duke

the marſhal.

Paris, Aug. 18. On the 4th in the after
noon M. de la Clue's ſquadron ſailed out of
the road of Toulon, but was detained all
next day by a calm. The night following it
put to ſea with a favourable breeze. The
Engliſh ſquadron, which has cruized for
ſome time off Barceloaa, is returned to Gi

braltar, doubtleſs to diſpute our paſſage
through the Streights. It is ſtrong in num
ber of ſhips, but they are weakly manned.
Letters from Madrid, by the Fland.rs mail,
adviſe, that Ferdinand VI, king of Spain,
&c. died the 10th of this month, in the

46th year of his age, being born the 23d
of September, 1713. He was ſon to Phi

joined the Ruſſians, about the ſame time

lip V. (duke of Arjou, and grandſon to
Louis XIV. of France) and Louiſa, daugh

that the king of Pruſſ, joined Wedel.
Thus both armes being reinforced, and

ter to Vićtor Amadeus, late duke of Savoy.
—Ferdinand ſucceeded his ſather in the

the king ºf Pruſſi, having recalled general

throne of Spain, September 7, 1746. He

Finck, whom he had before detached with

married Donna Matia, infanta of Portugal.

90cc men to make head againſt the impe

by whom he had no children, ſo that the

11al at my in Saxony, he on the 12th of this . kingdom deſcends to the king of the Two
ºnenth attacked the Ruſſians and Auſtrians

Sicilies, his ha f brother, who was bouily

in their camp over agai ºf Frankfort upon.
the Oder, of which we ſhal, give the moſt

expected at Madrid.

* Sr. ºf re, p 440.
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Frcneh Account of the Battle of Thorn

An impartial and ſuccinét Hiſtory of
the Origin and Progreſs of the pre
ſent War
P. 459–464
Of the Chart of the River St. Laurence 464
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament,
which began November 23, 1753,

Remarkable Cure of immoderate Sweat
ing by Frićtion and Riding
485

With an Account of all the material

To the Author of a late Eſſay, in De

Queſtions therein determined, and of
the political Diſputes thereby occaſioned

PoeticAL Essays

without Doors

465-47.o.

Shrewd and juſt Remarks on Lord Chan
cellor Clarendon's Life, lately pub
liſhed

47 o-473

Obſervations on the Sea Alga, with
broad Leaves

-

4.73

-

Remarks that lead to a Knowledge of the

Cauſe of violent Earthquakes
474.
Singular Obſervations upon the poiſonous
Manchinelle Apple
47.5
The Biſhops defended, in Regard to

hauſen, on the firſt of Auguſt

ibid.

Premiums of the Society for encouraging
Arts, Manufactures, &c.
ence of a material World

486, 487
488

488–491
An Enquiry, whether a Court-Martial
may, and ought to be appointed for
trying a late General
49 I-493
Pronunciation of the Oxford

É.r.º.

defended
494.
The Month LY CHRONoLog ER ibid.
French Ships of War taken and deſtroyed

by Admiral Boſcawen
495
Crown Point and Ticonderoga taken 499
Fort Niagara taken. &c.
Soo
Great Importance of that Fort
591

undue Ordinations
476
To what the Oblivion of Authors is

Refle&teştions on the City Subſcription 504.

chiefly owing
477
Remonſtrance againſt French Words 47.8
Reply to Mr. Morton, by Mr. Brown 479

:
5-3

-

-

* Short Addreſs from Lord George Sack
ville, to the Publick
ibid.
Letters from his Lordſhip and Colonel
Fitzroy, &c.

480–482

Story of Gelaleddin of Tauris
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
Eccleſiaſtical Preferments

Promotions Civil and Military
Bankrupts
Courſe of Exchange
For EIGN AFFAIRs

1o

ibid.
509

ibid.
509, 5 to

Catalogue of Books, with Remarks ; ; ;

Prices of Stocks, Grain; Wind and
Captain Smith's Declaration
483
Weather
453
New Books ſelling by Auétien
4.82
Sir William Temple of Governments 483 Monthly Bills of Mortality
5 12.
With two fine CHARTs, one of the Sºra Airs of G.I. B R A L T A R, &c.
-

-

where the late Engagement happened : And the other of the River St. Lau KEN.cz,

both beautifully engraved by Kitch EN.
LONDON: Printed for R. Baldwin, at the Roſe in Pater-Noſter-Row :
Of whom may be had, compleat Sets from the Year 1733 to this Time, neatly Bound or
Stitch'd, or any £ngle Month to complext sets.
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For S E P T E M B E R, 1759.
amity, but only to revenge the aſſaſſina
An impartial and ſuccinº History of the tion which has been done on one of our
Origin and Progreſ of the preſent WAR. officers, bearer of a citation, as appears
Continued from p. 403.
by his writing; as alſo to hinder any eſta
ggſ'ſ O W E VER, notwith bliſhment on the lands of the dominions
ſtanding the inſufficiency of the king my maſter : Upon theſe con
Ş of their intrenchment, A fiderations we are willing to grant pro
$2 the colonel, and the men te&tion or favour to all the Engliſh that
under his command, are in the ſaid fort, upon the conditions
-

-

-

cº-co

bravely reſolved to de

hereafter mentioned.

fend themſelves to the

Article 1. We grant the Engliſh com
mander to retire with all his garriſon, and

laſt man, and by their ſhot killed a great
number of the enemy, tho' with confi

to return peaceably to his own country;

derable loſs to themſelves, as their in- B and promiſe to hinder his receiving any
trenchments were but a poor defence inſult from us French; and to reſtrain, as

againſt the ſhot of the beſiegers, who
never fired without taking aim, and ſhel
tered themſelves as much as they could
behind the adjacent trees, as no care had

2. It ſhall be permitted him to go out.
and carry with him all that belongs to

been taken to cut down and clear the

them, except the artillery, which we keep.

woods within ſhot of the trenches; nor C

3. That we will allow them the ho
nours of war, that they march out drum
beating, with a ſwivel gun, being willing

had the beſieged any ſhelter from an in
ceſſant rain, but were obliged to ſtand in
their trenches, which were at laſt half full

of water: Yet in this condition they de
fended themſelves till eight o'clock at night,
when M. Villier, ſeeing what deſperate

much as ſhall be in our power, the ſavages
that are with us.

to ſhew them that we treat them as
friends.

4. That, as ſoon as the articles are
figned by the one part, and the other,
men he had to deal with, to ſave his own D they ſtrike the Engliſh colours.
5. That to-morrow, at break of day, a
people, offered them an honourable capi
tulation, and by twelve the terms were detachment of French ſhall go to make
agreed on, which, as
are very cu
the garriſon file off, and take poſſeſſion

.

rious, and ſhew how careful the French

of the fort.

6. And as the Engliſh have few oxen
were to throw the blame of the war upon
us, and to make it he thought that we or horſes, they are free to hide their ef
were the aggreſſors, I ſhall give the reader E fe&ts, and come and ſearch for them when
they have met with their herſes; and
at full length, as follows:
that they may, for this end, have guardi
CAPITULATIon granted by M. DeVillier, ans in what number they pleaſe, upon
Captain and Commander of Infantry and condition they will give their word of
Troºps of his moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, to honour not to work upon any building in
thoſe Engliſh Troops actually in the Fort of this place, or any part this ſide of the
-

Neºeffity, which was built on the Land F mountain, during a year, to be accounted
of the King's Dominions, July 3, at eight
o'clock at night, 1754, viz.

from this day.
7. And as the Engliſh have in their

* AS our intentions have never been

power an officer, two cadets, and moſt

to trouble the peace and good harmony

of the priſoners made in the aſſaſſination
of the Sieur de Jamonville, that they pro
3 M 2.
miſe

which reigns between the two princes in
September, 1759.
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miſe to ſend them back with ſafeguard to
the fort du Gerne, ſituated on the Fine

River. And for ſurety of this article, as
well as this treaty, Mr. Jacob Vambram
and Robert Stobo, both captains, ſhall be

to get our numerous diſtina celonies to
join in the execntion of any one vigorous

meaſure; and it was certain that they,
would not all contribute towards the price

that was to be paid to the Indians for the
purchaſe, as they never had a general
nadians and French above-mentioned.
A council, or a general purſe. However, it
We oblige ourſelves on our fide to give was reſolved to attempt overcoming both
an eſcort to return in ſafety theſe two theſe difficulties, and for this purpoſe a
officers, we promiſe our French in two general meeting of the governors and
months and half at fartheſt : A duplicate chief men of moſt of our colonies was ap
being made upon one of the poſts of our pointed to be held this ſummer at Albany,
to which the Iroquois, or Six Nations,
blockade the day above.

put as hoſtages till the arrival of the Ca

-

CoN. VILLIER.” B as we call them, were invited.

From this capitulation one may likewiſe

At this meeting ſome deputies from the

ſee how far the French extend their claim;

northern Iroquois attended, but none from

for they now contend that we have no thoſe nations that then inhabited the banks
right to trade with any of the Indians, of the Ohio, nor can I find that they were
much leſs to eſtabliſh any plantations, to the ever invited, which was the more neceſ
weſt of the Alleganey and Apalachian ſary, as the dependence of the Indian na
mountains. One ja really think this C tions upon one another is very variable
nation has been aſleep, or under ſome faſ and uncertain; yet, nevertheleſs, at this
eination, ever ſince the treaty of Utrecht!
aſlembly the commiſſioners pretended to
... Whether this was looked on as an hoſ enter into a treaty with thoſe Indian chiefs
tility on either ſide is what I do not know. that attended, for the purchaſe of a vaſt
Our commiſſaries, at leaſt the chief of extent of country, reaching from the
them, Mr. Shirley, had retired from Paris weſtern ſettlements of Penfilvania, as far
the preceding Year; but the ambaſſadors D as the lake Erie, then running weſtward
continued at the reſpective courts, and by along the coaſt of that lake beyond all the
their means we continued to negociate. French forts and Indian ſettlements upon
The French would certainly have conti the river Ohio, and from thence ſouthward
nued to negociate as long as we continued as far as the northern boundaries of Vir
not to oppoſe them in the incroachments ginia and Maryland; ſo that it was com
they intended to make upon us in Arne puted to contain about ſeven millions of
rica, and not to diſturb them in fortifying E ſquare acres, and conſequently contains a
themſelves in thoſe they had already made: greater number of ſquare acres than are
But, luckily for us, our Ohio company contained in Yorkſhire, Durham, Nor
had too much intercſt with ſome of our

thumberland, Cumberland, Weſtmorland,

miniſters to permit either. The country and Lancaſhire. What was to be paid for
about Fort du Queſne was what they had this valuable purchaſe, or who was to pay
ſet their hearts upon, and was, indeed, a it, does not appear; but the Indian chiefs
moſt deſirable morſel; but it was firſt F preſent were by ways and means induced
to be purchaſed from the Indians, which to agree to the treaty. This, however,
before ſeemed to have been forgot; and like French treaties, fignified nothing; for
it was now to be recovered from the French. the nations of thoſe very chiefs refuſed to
Of the former, the Indians themſelves put confirm what they had done; and the

us in mind; for they had openly declared

Delaware and Shawaneſe Indians, who

their reſentment of the ſurvey before then inhabited the Banks of the Ohio,
mentioned, made by Mr. Gift"; and G not only refuſed to confirm this treaty,
ſome of thoſe that then inhabited this
but took occaſion from thence to join the
yery country, tho' formerly our friends, French, and to declare war againſt the
if not our ſubječis, afterwards joined the Engliſh.
Theſe nations had indeed before ſºveral
French, and were very ačtive againſt us;
and the French had now given us a feeling grounds of complaint againſt our people;
proof that it was not to be recovered from for they had been driven from their habi
them by negociation. Theſe events were Htations in New Jerſey and Penfilvania by
foreſeen; and therefore, when the orders methods which were not perhaps alto
before-mentioned were ſent to Virginia, gether juſtifiable, at leaſt ſuch as they
ſpine inore vigorous meaſures were re thought ſo, having openly complained
folved on ; and it was, reſolved to gain

that they were cheated out of their poſ.

£o nº ſort of right by purchaſe from the

ſellions by fraud and forgery. However,
in 1753 they were willing to have come

Indians; but the great difficulty was how

to

-

*
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te a treaty with us, and actually ſent a
ſolemn meſſage both to Virginia and Pen
ſilvania to ſolicit our affiſtance againſt the
French. But this treaty at Albany, which

that any of the other colonies gave them.

was concluded without ſo much as in

ſtill to entertain ſome hopes of ending all

ſelves the leaſt trouble about it.

Yet, notwithſtanding all theſe French
incroachments and hoſtilities, we ſeemed

viting them to the congreſs, though the diſputes amicably by negociation; for we
very lands they were in poſſeſſion of were A did not recall our ambaſſador, the earl of
thereby conveyed to us, confirmed them Albemarle, from Paris, nor did we order
in the belief of what the French had in
the French Ambaſſador to depart from
duſtriouſly inculcated, That they, the hence. The former was, however, re
French, only intended to erect a few called by a ſuperior power, for he died
forts in their country for the ſecurity of at Paris Dec. 22, 1754. In both theſe
trade, whereas nothing would ſatisfy the our condućt would have been prudent if
Engliſh but driving them quite out of B we had begun to prepare for war, either
the country, and planting it with their by augmenting our army, or increaſing
own people. This made it very eaſy our navy; for nations, like private men,
afterwards for the French to prevail with ought never to ſhew their teeth till the
theſe nations to declare war againſt us; are juſt ready to bite; and perhaps it
and even the other nations of the Iroquois would have been the beſt method for
ſeemed not to be ſo zealous in our intereſt rendering our negociation effectual, as the
as they uſed to be ; for they all com C French miniſters, if they had common
lained, that in our former war againſt ſenſe, could not but dread at that time
#. we perſuaded them to declare war, an open rupture with this nation: But
and yet, when we thought fit to make they ſtill truſted to their ſuperior power
peace, we took no care of them in the at land, and to the impoſſibility we were
treaty, but left them to make peace with under of forming a confederacy ſufficient
the French in the beſt manner they could; for protesting his majeſty's dominions in
a notion which they could not have con D Germany. In this hope, which they
eeived if any of our governors in America thought well founded, they began early
had been at the pains to explain the in the year 1755, or rather ſome time
matter fully to them, tho' for this purpoſe before the end of the year 1754, to pre
it were to be wiſhed that the word Allies,
pare a ſtrong ſquadron of men of war,
or Auxiliaries, had been inſerted in the
and a number of tranſports to carry
firſt article of the laſt treaty of peace at troops to America, for ſupporting the
E incroachments they had made, and pro
Aix-la-Chapelle.
At this Albany aſſembly, the commiſ bably to make larger and more confi
fióners were unanimouſly of opinion, that derable incroachments: And, as French
an union of all the Britiſh colonies was
power is never to be truſted to the ſole
become abſolutely neceſſary; and it was reſtraint of French faith, our miniſters
ſaid, that a plan for this purpoſe was ac wiſely reſolved, that this French ſquadron
cordingly drawn up, in order to be laid ſhould be accompanied, or ſoon after fol- ,
before their reſpe&tive conſtituents; but, Flowed, by one of ours. For this purpoſe,
if any ſuch plan was drawn up, we do on the 23d of January a proclamation was
not hear that it has been approved of by iſſued to encourage ſeamen to enter them
any of the colonies, and it is probable ſelves on board his majeſty's ſhips of war.
that no ſuch plan can ever be eſtabliſhed many of which were then juſt put in
but by an ačt of the Britiſh legiſlature : commiſſion. By this proclamation 3os.
So that at this ſolemn aſſembly nothing bounty money was offered to every able
was done but this famous treaty, for the G ſeaman between twenty and fifty years of
purchaſe of an Indian country from thoſe age, and zos. bounty-money to every
who had no right to it; and this, as ordinary ſeaman, who ſhould enter vo
might have been expe&ted, had a very luntarily into the ſervice; but no bounty
bad effect; for as to the plan of union money was offered for any landman who
propoſed, it had no effect at all. The fhould enter voluntarily, as if no land
French continued quiet during the reſt man could be of ſervice in any ſtation on
of this year in the poſſeſſion of all their in H board a ſhip of war; and very little time
was allowed for either to enter, for the

croachments; our colony, at Halifax in
Nova Scotia, continued to be almoſt daily
diſturbed by French Indians and rebel
French ; and tho’ ſome French Indians

very ſame night a hot preſs for ſeamen
was begun below bridge, and next day
there was a warm preſs
every where

had made an inroad into New Hampſhire,

in and about London, for Landmen, to

and murdered ſaint people, I do not find

man the guard ſhips, in the room of thoſe

~

7

º

ſeamen
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out doubt, induced many of them to
come and enter voluntarily.
Befide theſe public rewards, the people
were ſo ſenſible of the danger to which
our trade and plantations were expoſed,
between landmen and ſeamen; for no and ſo zealous for ſtrengthening the hands
landman can be preſſed, unleſs he be ſome A of our government, that many of our ſea
way under the charaćter of a vagabond; port towns gave, at their own expence,
whereas a ſeaman may be preſſed, tho' he an additional reward to every ſeaman that
has never ſo certain and viſible a ſettle
ſhould come and enter voluntarily at their
ment, or employment, and muſt ſerve, port; and yet with all this it was a lon
unleſs he be a voter at ele&tions for time before we could ſufficiently man ſuc
members of parliament, even tho’ he be a number of ſhips of war as we then
but juſt returned, and not yet landed, B thought it neceſſary to fit out; which was
from a Weſt-India or Eaſt-India voyage, very ſurpriſing, confidering that at the
and the ſquadron fitting out defigned for, end of laſt war, but in the year 1748, we
perhaps, the Baltick, or the Bay of had in the government's and the privateer

ſeamen who might be removed on board
the ſhips then put in commiſſion, and
ordered to be got ready with all expe
dition. But in this method of preſſing
cuſtom has made a very great difference

St. Lawrence.

ſervice at leaſt 6oooo ſeamen and marines,

About the ſame time a hot preſs for beſides thoſe in the merchant ſervice,
ſeamen was begun at all the out ports; which was then fully ſupplied. What
and yet great difficulty was found to man C numbers of good ſeamen muſt we in ſeven
all the ſhips we had occaſion for, becauſe years have loft by the imprudent methods,
we were to provide not only an equal and ſome of them, I muſt ſay, cruel me
ſquadron to attend the French to America, thods, taken at the end of that war, in
but alſo another ſquadron equal to any diſcharging our ſeamen; and thoſe me
the French could then fit out, to prote& thods were the more imprudent, as the
our own coaſts againſt any ſudden inſult; terms of the treaty were ſuch, that no
for every one knows that the French D man could be ſo blind as not to foreſee
never give any notice or hint of an attack that they would produce a new war in a
they deſign upon any of their neighbours, very few years, unleſs he ſuppoſed that
but, on the contrary, always pretend ſome God Almighty would, in a miraculous
reaſon for their preparations different from method, reform the manners of the court
that they have really in petto.
of Verſailles, and inſpire their future mi
This difficulty was the occaſion of a niſters with political maxims quite dif
new proclamation's bein publiſhed, the E ferent from any they had ever before
8th of next month, É. recalling all purſued.
maſters of ſhips, pilots, mariners, ſeamen,
As his majeſty, in his ſpeech at the
ſhipwrights, and other ſeafaring men, his beginning of the ſeſſion, had very wiſely
majeſty's natural-born ſubječts, from the avoided giving the leaſt hint of an ex
ſervice of all foreign princes and ſtates, pećted war, or of any neceſſity for war
and prohibiting ſuch perſons from enter like preparations, no more than 1zoco
ing into their ſervice; for increaſing the F ſeamen had been voted for the ſervice
bounty to 3 l. for able ſeamen, and 4os. of 1755, or provided for by parliament;
for ordinary ſeamen; and for granting a but, as long before the end of March a
reward of 40s. to any perſon that ſhould much greater number had been taken into
diſcover any able ſeaman, and 30s. for the ſervice, on the 25th of that month
every ordinary ſeaman, who had ſecreted his majeſty ſent a meſſage to the parlia
themſelves, ſo as that ſuch ſeamen ſhould

ment, to inform them, that the ſituation

be taken for his majeſty's ſervice, by any G of affairs made it requiſite to augment his
ſea officer employed for raiſing men. forces by ſea and land, and to take ſuch
This laſt was a new expedient, and one other meaſures as might beſt tend to pre
of the beſt that could be thought of ; for ſerve the general peace of Europe, and to
when a preſs is expe&ted many of our ſea ſecure the juſt rights and poſſeſſions of his
men retire into the country, or are concealed crown in America. This meſſage pro
in the alehouſes, ſlop ſhops, chandler's duced moſt loyal addreſſes from both
ſhops, and other ſuch places, where they H houſes, and the houſe of commons voted
are lodged until the preſs be over : But a million for the purpoſes mentioned in
this expedient raiſed in them a very rea the meſſage, which added to the alacrity
ſonable jealouſy, that, for the ſake of the of our preparations; and indeed nothing
reward, they would be diſcovered and be. was omitted that could be thought of for
trayed by thoſe very people by whom they expediting our preparations by ſea; a very
were concealed; and conſequently, with large number of capital ſhips were put in
commiſſion,

1759.
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America, and all got ſafe into Louiſburgh,

commiſfion, and as ſoon as poſſible fitted
out; and on the 27th of April admiral
Boſcawen ſailed from Plymouth with 11

ſhips of the line and a frigate.
What his orders were remain as yet a

except the Alcide of 64 guns and 480 men,
and the Lys, pierced for 64 guns, but
mounting only 22, and having eight com
panies of land forces on board. Theſe

ſecret: One thing is certain, that he was A two ſhips, having been, on the 9th of June,
ordered to ſail for the coaſts of North

America; but many ſtill think, that

ſeparated from the reſt in a feg, fell in the
next day, off Cape Race in Newfoundland,

when he ſailed his orders were not to

with the Dunkirk, Capt. Howe, now Lord

attack the Breſt ſquadron, but only to
take care that it ſhould not attack any of
our ſettlements in that part of the world;
and for this opinion they give this reaſon, B

Howe, and the Defiance, Capt. Andrews,
two 60 gun ſhips of Admiral Boſcawen's
ſquadron, when they were both taken,
after an engagement which laſted near
five hours; which ſeems to be a proof

that if we had been then reſolved to have

attacked the Breſt ſquadron, or to have that the admiral had orders to attack the
prevented its ſailing, we might have French ſquadron wherever he met with
blocked it up in that harbour, or we it; and if he had, it was lucky he did
might have attasked it preſently after its not meet with it before Macnamara ſepa
ſailing out, where we would have been rated ſrom it; for he was not joined by
much more certain of meeting with it Admiral Holbourne until the 21ſt of that
than we could be in the open ocean, or C month; ſo that both our ſquadrons might
in the foggy ſeas of North America. Be have been defeated had the French ſqua
this as it will, the admiral certainly ſailed dron kept all together, and engaged firſt
towards the north ſeas of America; and the one, and then the other . But they
on the 6th of May the French fleet ſailed again would have run ſome riſk of meet
from Breſt, without any interruption, ing with the ſame fate, had they returned
under the command of M. Macnamara, directly to Breſt, as moſt of them would
an Iriſh gentleman, who was reckoned probably have done; for on the 21ſt of
one of the beſt marine officers in the D July Sir Edw. Hawke ſailed from Portſ
French ſervice.
mouth to cruiſe in the Bay of Biſcay,
This fleet confifted of 25 ſhips of the with a ſtrong ſquadron of line of battle
line, ſome frigates, and ſome tranſport ſhips, befides frigates.
We were indeed told, by private letters
veſſels, with a great quantity of all forts
of warlike ſtores on board, and with 3 or from Admiral Boſcawen's ſquadron, that
4ooo regular troops for Canada and Cape before Captain Howe attacked the two
Breton, commanded by Baron Dieſkau, E French ſhips, he required them to pay the
a German, as ſeveral of the regiments uſual compliment to the Britiſh flag, by
were who were ſent under his command.

lowering their own, and that it was upon

But ten of the line of battle ſhips were
armed en flute, as the French call it, that
is to ſay, their lower deck guns had

their
to do ſo that he attacked and
took them : But if the admiral had orders

.#.

to require this compliment from every
French ſhip he met with upon the Ocean,
being employed as tranſports. However, F and to attack, and fink or take every ſhip
even in this condition, the ſquadron that refuſed it, it was in effect the ſame with
weuld have been by much too ſtrong for plain and direét ordersto'attack them as ene
Admiral Boſcawen's ſquadron; and, as Inies to the crown and kingdom of Great
we imagined they were all deſigned for Britain, becauſe the French never yielded
America, Admiral Holbourne was order to pay this compliment to the Britiſh flag,
ed with fix ſhips of the line and a frigate except in the reign of Queen Elizabeth,

been taken out, to make them fit for

to join the former, and on the 16th of G when Henry the 4th of France was under
May ſailed from Plymouth for that pur a neceſſity to purchaſe her aſſiſtance againſt
poſe. But it ſoon appeared, that we the league, at any rate ſhe pleaſed to put
upon it; and upon ſuch occaſions that
inforcement; for M. Macnamara, with wiſe queen always took particular care of
nine of his line of battle full-armed ſhips, the bonour as well as the intereſt of her
ſoon left the reſt to purſue their voyage, own kingdom.
and after cruiſing ſome time on the coaſts H It ſeems therefore evident that the ad
of Spain and France, returned to Breſt miral had orders, either dire&t or indirect,
harbour.
to attack the French ſquadron, and this
In the mean time, the other part of this is confirmed by what was doing about the
ſquadron, under the command of M. Bois ſame time with regard to the continent of
de la Mothe, Pulſued their voyage for America. Soon after the beginning of

might have ſaved the trouble of this re

5
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this year 1755, the aſſembly of Maſſa our colony in Nova Scotia was delivered
chuſets Bay in New England, who are
never remiſs in their duty upon the pro

from any future diſturbance, we had but

spect of a war with France, paſſed an at

wounded.

about 22 men killed, and about as many
[To be continued in our next.]

prohibiting all correſpondence with the
French at Louiſburgh; and early in the

pring they raiſed a body of troops, which A
was tranſported to Nova Scotia, to aſſiſt
Lieutenant-Governor Lawrence in driving
the French from all the incroachments

8 we have, this month, given the an
nexed accurate Chart of the River
St. Laurence, from the iſland of Anticoſti

to Lake Ontario, which the preſent at

upon Quebeck will render very uſeful
they had made upon that province. Ac tempt
to our readers, we ſhould
entertaining
and
the
May,
of
cordingly, towards the end
naturally give ſome account of that river,
governor ſent a large detachment of troops; B its navigation, and the city of Quebeck,
under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel
ſettlements in Ca
Monckton, upon this ſervice; and ſome capital of the French
frigates were diſpatched up the bay of nada: But our readers, by referring to
former magazines, will find every #.
Fundy under the command of Capt. Rous, anticipated
that we could ſay of §:
to give their aſſiſtance by ſea. The troops, matters: As for inſtance, in our volume
upon their advancing to the river Maſſa for laſt year, p. 435, they will find Pere
guaſh, found their paſſage ſtopt by a large C Charlevoix's geographical remarks on the
number of regular troops, French rebels,
and Indians, 450 of whom were poſted River St. Laurence, with a Sheet Map of
New England, Nova Scotia, &c. which
will diſplay the fituation of that river with
to all the bordering countries. In
fled in a ſtrong breaſtwork of timber, reſpect
p. zoo, of our preſent volume, they will
y way of outwork to the blockhouſe. find
a full account of Quebeck, with an
But our troops attacked the breaſtwork
plan thereof. Of the former at
Delegant
time
hour's
an
in
that
ſpirit,
ſuch
with
upon that fortreſs, they have full
the enemy were obliged to fly, and leave tempts
1746, p. 315,
them in poſſeſſion of the breaſtwork; relations in our volume for
1748, p. 69, 31, 82; 1756, P.
whereupon the garriſon in the blockhouſe 414,679; Accounts
of Canada, its climate,
deſerted it, and left the paſſage of the 138,231.
river free. From hence our little army ſoſ, &c. in 1755, p. 285; 1756, p. 278,

in a blockhouſe with cannon mounted on

their fide of that river, and the reſt were

marched and attacked the French fort

279, 430, 431.

It remains then, only,

called Beau Sejour on the 12th of June, E that we explain ſome particulars in the
Map.–The traverſe, or paſſage from
which they bombarded with ſuch fury and Cape
Torment into the ſouth channel of
effe&t, that the garriſon thought fit to ca
Orleans Iſle, is one of the moſt dangerous
pitulate on the 16th, though they had 26 parts
of the navigation of this river, of
pieces of cannon mounted, and plenty of
we have therefore given a ſepa
ammunition in the fort. The terms they which
obtained were, for the regulars to be car rate draught, as alſo of the Seven Iſland;
and the Bay. Places fit for anchorage are
ried to Louiſburg, but not to bear arms F marked
with an anchor; Rocks, thus +:
in America for 6 months, and the French

The dotted lines ſhew the track uſed in

inhabitants to be pardoned, as they had

the river by the moſt experienced navi
and the figures mark the ſoundings
Col. Monckton gave the name of Cum in tors,
fathoms, which were chiefly taken at
berland, and next day he attacked and re
duced the other French fort upon the river low water. We have given, at the edge
ſketch of the fituation of
Gaſpereau, which runs into Bay Verte, G of the map, aand
Ticonderoga; for the
Crown-Point
where he likewiſe found a large quanti
advices about the glorious redu&ion of
of proviſions and ſtores of all kinds, being which
places ſee forwards, at
the chief magazine for ſupplying the In p. 496;important
and whatever relates to them, or
dians and rebel French inhabitants with
the former unfortunate attack thereon, our
arms, ammunition, and every thing they

been forced into the ſervice.

To this fort

readers will ſee, at large, by turning to
next to have gone to reduce the new Hour volume for 1755, p. 1zo, 121, and
French fort at the mouth of the river for 1758, p. 426-428,474.

had occaſion for.

The colonel intended

$3° We ſtill remain in arrear to .
tr, whº
of our ingenious corr

St. John; but the French ſaved him the

trouble, by abandoning the place, after
demoliſhing, as far as they had time, all

the works they had lately raiſed there;

/ball ſoon be gratified.-The Song ſº
...

to Mºſt, and Dance, in war next.

and in this whole expedition, by which
2.
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament,

&c.

The Hiſory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which hegan Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ae
count of all the material Queſtions therein determined, and of the political Diſputer
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 419.
-

i

H

MUST next, in courſe, give an ac
count of the bills that were brought
in and paſſed into laws, for eſtabliſh

mittees, was that which was ordered on

the 31ſt of January, in purſuance of the
reſolutions of the committee of ways and
ing and enforcing the reſolutions of theſe means on that day agreed to by the
two committees. As to the land tax, houſe, when Mr. Nugent, Mr. James
and malt-tax bills, they are now become Grenville, Mr. Attorney-General, Mr.
bills of courſe, which are annually bronght A Sóllicitor. General, Mr. Weft, and Mr.
in and paſſed into laws, without any op Samuel Martin, were ordered to prepare
poſition, unleſs ſome new and extraordi and bring in the ſame.
The reaſon for theſe reſolutions, and
nary clauſe be propoſed to be inſerted in
either of them ; conſequently both theſe for ordering ſuch a bill to be brought in,
bills were, on the 2d of December laſt, we may gather from the firſt reſolution of
ordered to be brought in, as ſoon as the the committee of ſupply, agreed to
reſolutions of the committee of ways and B March 19. From that reſolution, we may
means were that day agreed to by the ſee that the fund for anſwering the an
houſe; both were paſſed of courſe, with nuities therein mentioned, had appeared
...the uſual clauſe of credit for borrowing to be deficient ; and as the ſinking fund
money upon them at 31. 1 os. per cent. in had been made a collateral ſecurity for
tereſt; and both received the royal aſſent, anſwering any deficiency that might ariſe
on the 14th day of the ſame month, by in that fund, therefore ſuch a reſolution
commiſfion, as did all the bills paſſed in C and bill became neceſſary, to prevent the
this ſeſſion, it not being conſiſtent with trouble of a replacing reſolution, which
his majeſty's health, to be there in perſon. would probably become otherwiſe neceſ
But if the whole money allowed, by fary in every future committee of ſupply.
the clauſes of credit in theſe bills, to be
Whether any of the proprictors op
borrowed, “(that is to ſay, 2,000,cool. poſed ſuch a conſolidation of their pre
apon the land tax ačt, and 75s,ocol., up perty, I do not know; but the bill was
on the malt. tax act) was actually bor D not brought in until the 24th of April,
rowed at the intereſt allowed, there will when it was preſented to the houſe by
be a confiderable deficiency; for a year's Mr. Samuel Martin, and read a firſt
intereſt upon theſe two ſums, will amount time. On the 26th it was read a ſecond
to 96,250l. ſo that, at the end of the time, and ordered to be committed to a
year, there will be 2,846,250l. to be paid committee of the whole houſe; and the
out of the produce of theſe two taxes, ſecond of May, when the ſaid order was
whereas their produce, at the higheſt E read, ſeveral parts of the aët of the for
computation, amounts to no more than mer ſeſſion, intitled, An Aći for gracting
2,787,855l. conſequently there will be a to his Majeſty ſºveral Rates and Duties up
deficiency of 58,395l. to which we muſt on Offices and Penſions, &c. were, upon
add the allowance of 6d. 3 per pound for motion, read ; after which it was ordered,
colle&ting the land-tax, which, upon as an inſtručtion to the committee, that
2,037,855l. amounts to 55, 1921. therefore they ſhould have power to receive a clauſe
the deficiency will in the whole annount to F for obviating any doubt that might ariſe,
1 3,5871. From hence we may ſee how whether the ſeveral lottery annuities,
prudent it is in the committee of ways and amounting to soo, oool. at 31. per cert.
means, always to provide for ſomethingmore granted by the ſaid act, be charged upon
than is granted by the committee of ſupply; the ſinking fund, and for carrying ſo
for a deficiency may appear in ſome of the much of the rates and duties in the ſaid
other funds, as well as theſe two; and if all

ači mentioned, as ſhould he fufficient for

the funds ſhould anſwer to the full of what

G the payment of the intereſt of the ſaid an
nuities, to the ſaid fund.

they are previouſly computed at, the exceſs
muſt always be reſerved for the diſpoſal
of parliament in the next enſuing ſeſſion.
The next bill brought in, in purſuance

through the bill, and made ſeveral amend

.cf the reſolutions of either of theſe com

ments, which were taken intº confid:: *-

September, 1759.

With this inſtruštion the houſe re
ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, went

3 N
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tion on the 7th, when one of them was
diſagreed to, and the reſt, with amend

Accordingly, March the 22d, Mr.
Charlton preſented the bill to the houſe,

ments to one of them, agreed to by the
houſe, and the bill, with the amend
ments, was ordered to be ingroſſed. On

when it was read a firſt time, and ordered
to be read a ſecond time, which it was

ſome to have obtained the expreſs conſent

in the Latin, Greek, Oriental, or Northern

next day, and committed to a committee
the 9th it was read a third time, paſſed, of the whole houſe. On the 27th, an in
and ſent to the lords, by whorn it was A ſtrućtion was ordered to the ſaid com
paſſed without amendment, and it receiv mittee, to make proviſion in the bill for
ed the royal aſſent at the end of the allowing to the two univerſities of Oxford
ſeſſion,
and Cambridge, upon all paper which
As it would have been very trouble ſhall be uſed in the printing of any books,
of every particular proprietor of the three languages, in the preſſes belonging to ei
millions, &c. to be conſolidated by this B ther of the ſaid univerſities, a drawback
aćt; therefore, by a general clauſe in of ſo much money as ſhall, from time to
ſerted in the bill, it was enaëted, That time, be paid for the duties granted by
ſuch proprietors who ſhould not, on or any former ačt or ačts of parliament
before the zoth of June, 1759, ſignify whatſoever, in ſuch manner as is pre
their diſſent to ſuch com"olidation, in books ſcribed by an ačt in the 1 oth of queen
to be opened at the Bank for that purpoſe, Anne, intitled, An Aći for laying ſeveral
ſhould be deemed to aſſent thereto; and C Duties upon all Soap and Paper, &c. Af
I have not heard that any one proprietor ter which the houſe leſolved itſelf into the
did ſignify any ſuch diſſect. But it was ſaid committee, went through the bill, and
not, it ſeeins, thought neceſſary to inſert made ſeveral amendments, which were
any clauſe in purſu ºnce of the inſtruction next day agreed to by the houſe, and a
above-mentiºned, relating to the lottery clauſe being then added, by the houſe, to
annuities; becauſe, I ſuppoſe, it was up the bill, it was ordered to be ingroſſed.
on mature conſideration thought, that no D On the 29th, the bill was read a third
ſuch doubt could ariſe, with reſpect to the time, paſſed, and ſent to the lords, being
annuities being charged upon the ſinking intitled, An Act for granting to his Majeſty,
fund, and that it would be improper to a Suºſity of Poundage upon cer rain Goods
order any part of the rates and duties men and Merchandizes to be imported into this
tioned in that ači, to be carried to the Kingdom, and an additional inland Duty on
ſinking fund, eſpecially as it was not then Coffee and Chocolate; and for raiſing the
known whether the produce of thoſe E Sum of 6,600,oool by way of Annuities
rates and duties would be ſufficient for an and a Lottery, to be charged on the ſaid
ſwering the annuities at 31, 1 os. per cert. Subſidy and additional Duty. And as the
by that act charged upon the ſaid produce; bill was a money-bill, it was paſſed by the
ſo that the ſinking fund, inſtead of being houſe of lords without amendment, with
only a collateral ſecurity, is now become which they acquainted the commons on
the ſole ſecurity for the payment of thoſe the 3d of April, and on the 5th it re
jottery annuities,
F ceived the royal aſſent. .
The next ſupply bill I am to take no
From the reſolution of February 3,
tice of, is that which was ordered to be

upon which this bill was founded, ſome

brought in, in purſuance of the reſolution

weak people perhaps imagined, that every

of the committee of ways and means,

funſcriber was to have an addition of 15l.

agreed to the 3d of February, and Mr.

per cent, to his capital, that is to ſay, that
every man was to have 1151. repaid him

Charlton, Mr. Chancellor of the Exche

quer, Mr. Nugent, Mr. James Grenville, G by the publick, for every 1ool. he ſhould
Mr. Attorney General, Mr. Solicitor
Martin, were then ordered to prepare and
bring in the ſame ; but, before it was
brought in, the next reſolutions of the

advance upon that ſubſcription; but this
was a miſtake; for he was to have only
1 ool. repaid him by the publick, and in
the mean time an annuity of 31. 9s. per
annum, for every 1 col. he ſhould advance

ſaid committee were, on the 1 oth of March,

upon that ſubſcription. Accordingly in

General, Mr. Weſt, and Mr. Samuel

agreed to by the houſe ; and as ſoon as H the ast there is an expreſs clauſe, That at
they were agreed to, it was ordered, that any time, upon fix months notice given
it ſhould be an inſtruštion to the gentle. in the London Gazette, and upon the
men appointed to prepare and bring in the Royal Exchange in London, and upon
ſaid bill, that they do make proviſion there Hepayment by parliament, of the ſaid ſum
in, purſuant to the reſolutions then a of 6,6co, oool, or any part thereof, by

greed to.

º

.. 4

payments not leſs than 509,000l. attuftić,
ºn”
-
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time, in ſuch manner as ſhall be directed

the next ſeſſion, made a new fund where

by any future ačt or ačts of parliament in
that behalf, and alſo upon full payment
of all arrearages of the ſaid annuities,
then, and not till then, ſo much of the

on to contračt a new debt, which gene
rally, at laſt, created a new deficiency, to
be made good out of the ſinking fund,
and to be replaced by a reſolution of the

faid annuities, as ſhall be attending on the

next ſeſſion.

By this means, the number

principal ſums ſo paid off, ſhall ceaſe and A of theſe replacing reſolutions almoſt every
be underſtood to be redeemed.

year increaſed, and by the 25th of his
By this clauſe, therefore, upon the re preſent majeſty's reign appeared to be ſo
payment of every soo, oool. an annuity, inconvenient, that an ačt was paſſed, in
to the amount of 17,250l. per annum, in that year, for conſolidating a great num
ſtead of 15, cool. is to ceaſe, and to be ber of our new debts into two joint ſtocks,
no longer payable; from whence we may to be charged upon the ſinking fund, and
fee that this laſt ſubſcription was much B for carrying the new funds appropriated
more advantageous for the publick than to the payment of the intereſt of thoſe
the ſubſcription of the preceding ſeſſion; debts into, and making them a part of the
for, by that the publick was to pay 31. finking fund; which conſolidating ſcheme
ros. per cent. per annum, for the greateſt has been fince further purſued, and may
art of the money then borrowed, and to
be ſtill further purſued, not
É. irredeemable for at leaſt 24 years " : probably
withſtanding this uſual clauſe for replacing
whereas, by this laſt ſubſcription, the pub-C out of the firſt ſupplies the monies iſſued
lick is to pay but 31. 9s. per cent. per out of the finking fund, by virtue of its
annum, and to be redeemable as ſoon as having been made a collateral ſecurity.
As debts when contraćted, muſt and
the parliament ſhall think fit, which we
may ſuppoſe would be in a very ſhort cught to be pail, there is certainly no
time, if this year ſhould end with an ho thing unjuſt in this conſolidating ſcheme;
nourable and glorious peace.
and it was become neceſſary, in order to
1n this aćt likewiſe there are the uſual D prevent the inconvenience I have men
clauſes for making the ſinking fund a col tioned : But, from the hiſtory of that
lateral ſecurity for the annuities thereby ſeſſion, we may ſee that our finking ſund,
eſtabliſhed, and for providing that what like many other ſureties, will he a great
ever monies ſhould be iſſued out of the
ſufferer by its ſurety ſhip; for there are ſo
ſinking fund, for making good that col leſs than fix reſolutions of that ſeſſion for
lateral ſecurity, ſhould be replaced from replacing to the ſinking fund the ſuns
time to time out of the firſt ſupplies to be E that had been paid out of the ſame, by
then after granted in parliament.
virtue of its collateral ſurety ſhip, amount
Theſe two clauſes have for many years ing in the whole to 162,504.1. 17s. 9d. 2;
been in every ačt of parliament by which and by other reſolutions there appears to
a new debt was to be contračted, and a have been great deficiencies at the Chriſt
new fund to be eſtabliſhed ; and the laſt

maſs then laſt, in ſome of the funds car

was perhaps neceſſary for preſerving pub tied into the ſinking fund by the con
lick credit, by making people believe that F ſolidating act of that ſeſſion *. There
the finking fund was to be conſtantly ap fore, though this conſolidating ſcheme
plied, as it was at firſt intended, towards may be both juſt and neceſſary, and
paying off our old debt, and never towards though it may be neceſſary to make the
contracting a new debt; but if this clauſe ſinking fund a coilateral ſecurity for every
had been hitherto religiouſly obſerved, "it publick debt we may hereafter be obliged
would by this time have become very in to contraćt, yet great care ſhould always
convenient; for our new funds have been G be taken to provide ſuch a fund by way
generally found to be inſufficient for pay of principal ſecurity, as will be ſufficient
ing the intereſt of the new debt charged for anſwering at leaſt the intereſt of the
upon them, ſo that it became neceſſary to new debt charged upon it, otherwiſe the
iſſue, every year, ſome money out of the

coilateral ſecurity may very properly be

ſinking fund, for making good that defi called the ſinking fund, in a ſenſe very
ciency; and this again begot a neceſſity different from that now meant by the
for a reſolution in the next ſeſſion of par. H term.
On the 22d of May, as ſoon as the re
liament, for replacing that money ſo iſſued
out of the finking fund ; And if any one ſolution of the committee of ways and
of theſe new funds produced more than means that day reported to the houſe was
was expected, ſo as to leave a ſurplus over agreed to, the reſolutions of the ſaid com
and above paying the intereſt of the new mittee of April the 3d and 3 oth, and
debt charged upon it, that ſurplus was, in the 3d of May 17th, were again read,
3 N a
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,
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mentioned; and fºr further appropriating
ihould be brought in purſuant to theſe re the Supplies granted in this Seſſion of Per
ſolutions, and the reſolution that day a liament; and, on the 1ſt of June, it was
greed to ; and that Mr. Charlton, Mr. rºad a third time, paſſed, and ſent to the
Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr. Nu lords, by whom it was paſſed without any
gent, Mr. James Grenville, Mr. Attor amendment, and next day, being the laſt
ney-General, Mr. Sollicitor-General, Mr. A of the ſeſſion, it received the royal aſſent.
after which it was ordered, that a bill

Weſt, and Mr. Samuel Martin, ſhould

Theſe were all the bills that relate ſole

prepare and bring in the ſame. Accord ly and properly to the ſupply; for the ugh.
ingly, a bill for granting to his majeſty there were other bills brought in and paſ
certain ſuins of money out of the ſinking ſed, for eſtabliſhing and enforcing the re
fund, and for applying certain monies re ſolutions of the committees of ſupply or
maining in the Exchequer, for the ſervice of ways and means, yet as they have a:
of the year 1759, was next day preſented B relation likewiſe to ſome other affairs, an
to the houſe by Mr. Charlton, when it account of them will come in moſt pro
was read a firſt time, and ordered to be perly among thoſe bills which had the
read a ſecond time; after which the bill, good fortune to be paſſed into laws, and
with the addition of a clauſe of credit, of which I am next to give the hiſtory.
paſſed through both houſes in common Of theſe the firſt, according to the chro
courſe, and received the royal aſſent at the nological order I intend to obſerve, were
end of the ſeſſion.
C thoſe relating to corn; for on Fliday the
And on the ſaid 2.2d of May, Mr. Se 24th of November, it was reſolved mem.
cretary Pitt acquainted the houſe, that he con. that the houſe would, on the Tueſday
had a meſſage from his majeſty to the following, reſolve itſelf into a committee
houſe, ſigned by his majeſty, which he of the whole houſe, to take into confide
preſented to the houſe, when it was read

1ation an act made in the then laſt ſeſſion,

by Mr. Speaker, and which the reader m 'y for continuing certain laws made in the
ſee in your Magazine for the month of D former ſeſſion relating to coin". But be.
May laſt, p. 275. As ſoon as this meſ fore the houſe reſolved itſelf into the ſaid
ſige was read, a motion was made and committee, that is to ſay, on the Monday
agreed to remine contradicente, that the following, there was preſented to the
ſame ſhould be referred to the committee houſe, and read, a petition of the mayor,
of ſupply, where it occaſioned the reſolu burgeſſes, and commonalty of the city of
tion which was agreed to the 26th of the Briſtol, under their common ſeal; al
ſame month; and upon that reſolution's E ledging, that they had obſerved, with fa
bing - greed to, a bill was créered to be tisfaction, that ſince the laws for prohibit
brought in purſuant the eunto, and the ing the making of low wines and ſpirits
fame gentlemen laſt above mentioned, from any ſort of grain, or from meal and
were ordered to prepare and bring in the flour, had been in force, the commonalty
fame. Accordingly, on the 28th, Mr. of this country appeared more ſober,
Chaiton preſented to the houſe, a bill for healthy, and induſtrious ; and repreſent
enabling his majcſty to raiſe a certain ſum Fing ſeveral ill conſequences which, the
of money for the uſes and purpoſes petitioners apprehended, would ariſe, un
therein mentioned, which was read a firſt lºſs thoſe wholſome and neceſſary prohi
time; and there being a clauſe in the bill, bitions were continued ; and therefore
enašting that the Bank might advance praying, &c. And at the ſame time there
upon the credit of the loan therein men was preſented and read, a petition to the
tioned, any ſum not exceeding a million, ſame effect, of the mayor and commonal
notwithſtanding the act of the 5th and 6th G ty of the city of New Sarum ; both which
Wiil. and Mary, by which the Bank was petitions were referred to the ſaid com
eſtabliſhed, the ſaid act was read, after
which the bill was ordered to be read a

mittee, and the houſe having next day re
ſolved itſelf into the ſame, it was therein

ſecond time. Next day it was read a ſe

reſolved.

cond time, and committed to a committee

export corn ſhould be continued to the

1ſt. That the prohibition to

of the whole houſe for next morning; 24th of December, 1759, ſubječt never
when, after reading the order of the day, H theleſs to ſuch proviſions for
the committee was impowered to receive the ſaid term of its continuance, as ſhoul
a clauſe of appropriation, which was ac thereafter be made by any act of that ſeſ
coidingly added in the committee, and ſion, or by his majeſty, by and with the . .
the bill ordered to be intitled, A Bill for advice of his privy council, during the re-.
enabling his Majeſty to raiſe the Sum of One ceſs of parliament. 2d. That the act for
Million, for the Uſes and Purpoſes therein diſcontinuing the duties upon corn and

*...*

-
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* Set Lond. Mag. fºr laſt year, p. 553.
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flour imported, or brought in as prize, was cularly of wheat and barley, was conſi
not proper to be further continued. And, derably reduced, and, as the petitioners
34. That the prohibition to make low humbly conceived, at a reaſonable medi
wines and ſpirits from any ſort of grain, um ; and repreſenting the great loſs.
themſelves
or from any meal or flour, ſhould be con which, the petitioners
tinued to the 24th of December, 1759.
and many traders and artificers dependent
Theſe reſolutions being next day re-A upon them, muſt ſuſtain, in caſe the ſaid:
ported, the two firſt reſolutions were a. bill ſhould be paſſed into a law; and
greed to, mem. con. but the private intereſt therefore praying the houſe to take the
of too many people was concerned againſt premiſes into confideration, and either to:
the 3d, for it to paſs without a contradic permit the petitioners to carry on the di
tery vote; for though every man ought, ſtiliation from wheat, malt, and othes
yet experience convinces us that few men grain, in ſuch degree, and under ſuch re

i.

are willing to ſacrifice their private intereſt B ſtrišions, as ſhould be judged neceſſary
to that of the publick. However, it was

at laſt agreed to by a majority; and a bill
was ordered to be prepared and brought
in, purſuant to theſe reſolutions, by Sir
John Philipps, Mr. Nugent, Mr. Gren

and proper, or to grant them ſuch other
relief, in reſpect of their ſeveral loſſes.
and incumbrances, as to the houſe ſhould.
ſeem meet.

This petition was ordered to lie on the

ville, Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer, table, and the committing of the ſaid bill
Mr. Rigby, and Mr. Alderman Beckford. C being put off to the 8th, an inſtrućtion
Before the bill was brought in, there was then ordered to the committee, that
was preſented to the houſe and read, and they ſhould have power to receive a clauſe
ordered to lie on the table until the bill

or clauſes to allow the tranſportation of .
certain quantities of meal, flour, bread,
and biſcuit, to the iſlands of Guernſey.
and Jerſey, for the only uſe of the inha
aldermen, and citizens of Bath, both to D bitants theie ; and another, that they
the ſame effect with that from Bliſtel; ſhould have power to receive a clauſe or
and on the 4th of December, Sir John clauſes, to prohibit the making of low
Philipps preſented the bill to the houſe, wines and ſpirits from bran.

ſhould be brought in, a petition of the
merchants and principal inhabitants of
Liverpool, and a petition of the mayor,

With theſe two inſtrućtions the houſe
when it was read a firſt time, and ordered
to be read a ſecond time. Next day it then refolved itſelf into the ſaid com
was read a ſecond time, and committed to mittee, which went through the bill, made
a committee of the whole houſe for the E ſeveral amendments, two of which were

7th ; but on the 6th, there was preſented
to the houſe and read, a petition of the
malt diſtillers of the city and ſuburbs of

in purſuance of the , ſaid two inſtructions,
and directed Sir John Philipps, their
chairman, to report them to the houſe,

London, whoſe names were thereunto

when the houſe ſhould pleaſe to receive

ſubſcribed, on behalf of themſelves, and

the ſame ; whereupon it was ordered,
the reſt of the ſaid trade, throughout that the report ſhould be received on the
Great-Britain, alledging, that it having F 11th. But on the 9th, there was pre
been deemed expedient to prohibit the ſented to the houſe and read, a petition of
diſtilling of ſpirits from any ſort of grain, ſeveral farmers and growers of corn in
to the 24th day of December then inſtant, the county of Norfolk, whoſe hands were
ſome of the petitioners had entirely ceaſed thereunto ſubſcribed, on behalf of them
the diſtilling buſineſs, whilſt others, mere ſelves and the reſt of the farmers in the
ly for the ſake of preſerving their cuſto ſaid county, ſetting forth, that the farms,
mers, (the compound dirtillers) and of G as well in the petitioners occupation, as
employing ſome of their ſervants, horſes, moſt others in the ſaid county, chiefly con
and utenſils, had ſubmitted to carry on

fifted of arable lands, from whence were

the diſtillation of ſpirits from molaſſes produced much greater quantities of corn,
and ſugars, under great diſadvantages, in than ever were, or could be conſumed in
full hope that the ſaid reſtraint would the ſaid county; and that there was the
ceaſe at the expiration of the limited time, then laſt harveſt, a great and plentiful
or at leaſt when the neceſſity (by which H crop of all ſorts of grain, growing in the
they conceived it to be occaſioned) ſhould ſaid county, the greateſt part of which,
be removed; and that it was with great by unfavourable weather that happened,
concern the petitioners obſerved that a was rendered unfit for ſale at London, or
bill was brought in for further continuing other markets, for home conſumption;
the faid prohibition, at a time when the and alledging, that there were them large

price of all manner of grain, and parti
5.

quantities of malt in London, chiefly
aiſing
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arifing from the crop of barley growing in neral, than that unlimited credit given by
1757, and that the ſale thereof was ſtag
nated, and that the petitioners were in
formed, that the houſe had ordered in a

them to every fact related by the famous
earl of Clarendon, in vindication of his
own charaćter; for a man who is in his
own nature candid and fincere, and has

bill to continue the prohibiting of the ex
portation of corn for a further time, which had but little experience of mankind, will
(ſhould it paſs into a law) the petitioners A always be ready, perhaps too ready, to be
begged leave to repreſent, would be ex lieve what another poſitively affirms to be
tremely prejudical to all, and ruin many true. I ſhall readily join with my coun
of the petitioners and other farmers of the trymen in believing, that the earl of Cla-ſaid county; and that the petitioners and rendon was an honeſter man than any of
other farmers of the ſaid county, had of his enemies and rivals for power. But to
fered their corn to ſale at divers ports and believe that a miniſter of ſtate in writing
markets in the ſaid county, but that the B an apology for his own conduct, would
merchants there reſiding refuſed to buy ſink no unlucky truths, nor tell any uſe
their ſaid corn at any price, alledging its ful fibs, ought, in my opinion, to be cal
unfitneſs for London markets, and the led credulity and ſimplicity, rather than.
great quantities of corn already theie, candour and good nature; eſpecially, if
and their not being able to export the we know, that when he wrote he deſign
ſame, or to make any malt for exportation; ed that it ſhould not be made publick,
and therefore praying the houſe to take C whilſt there was any one alive who could
the premiſes into conſideration, and not reveal what he had taken care to conceal,
to paſs any further ačt to prohibit the ex or to contradict what he had thought pro
portation of corn, or to give the peti per to aſſert.
tioners and cther growers of corn ſuch
This I thought neceſſary to premiſe,
other relief as to the houſe ſhould ſeem , becauſe I intend to make ſome temarks

upon the life of lord Clarendon lately
This petition, as it deſerved, met with D publiſhed, and theſe remarks I do not in
ſome more regard than the petition from tend to make with any defign to refle&
the diſtillers; for it was ordered to lie up upon the charaćter of that learned and
on the table, until the report ſhould be re great ſtateſman, but becauſe, from the re
ceived from the committee upon the ſaid marks I ſhall make, your readers may be
bill; and Sir John Philipps having, ac induced to conſider, more maturely per
cording to order, made the report on the haps than ſome of them ever did before;
11th, the amendments made by the com E the real intereſt of their country, and the
mittee were all agreed to, and the bill true nature of , our happy conſtitution,
having afterwards paſſed both houſes in with the alterations it has undergone, and
common courſe, it received the royal aſ whether thoſe alterations moſt probably
ſent on the 14th, notwith Randing the facts tend to the preſervation or the overthrow
ſet forth in the petition laſt above-men of our liberties, which many talk of with
tioned, becauſe of the proviſo in the bill, out knowing what they mean.
that the prohibition of exportation ſhould F As the ſale of Dunkirk was one of the
continue to the 24th of December, 1759, original and chief cauſes of all lord Cla
unleſs ſhortened by any other ačt paſſed in rendon's misfortunes, I read with the ut
that ſeſſion, or by his majeſty during the moſt attention what his lordſhip ſays upon
receſs of parliament; but as to the tem that ſubject, and I muſt ſay, I read it
porary prohibition againſt diſtilling, it was with a good deal of ſurprize, as I had be
made abſolute, without any ſuch condition fore read the account of that tranſačtion
or proviſo; and as it affected the private G given by the count d'Eſtrades, who nei
intereſt of ſo many people, it could not ther, intended, nor had any apology to
fail of occaſioning a great deal of alter make, either for himſelf or any of his
cation without doors, though this part of friends; and who certainly did not write
the bill had few, or no ſtrenuous oppoſers what he knew to be falſe, as the whole of
within.'
his account is contained chiefly in letters
to his maſter and ſovereign, Lewis the
[To be continued in our next.)
H XIVth of France, who by himſelf, or his
To the AUTH or of the L ON Do N miniſters, could diſtinguiſh truth from
M A G A Z IN E.
falſhood, and would have highly reſented
s I R,
any attempt to impoſe.
# the chancellor had been pleaſed to
HERE cannot be a more manifeſt
proof of the candour and good na give a date to any one of the ſteps men

meet.

-

ture of the people of this country in ge

tioned by him to have been made in this
affair,

Lord ClaRENDon's LIFE.
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affair, we might with more certainty have letter to his maſter, dated Auguſt the
paſſed judgment upon what he ſays. As
he has not, we muſt from d’Eſtrades con
clude, that the ſale of Dunkirk had never

17th, in which he writes thus; —“ to
all which the chancellor added, that as the

thought of this treaty proceeded from
him, he did not pretend to diſguiſe, that
privy council but the chancellor, before the neceſſity of the affairs in England had
the 17th of July, 1662, elſe why ſhould Abrought this thought into his mind, but
king Charles, in his letter of that date to would not oblige him to make a bad bar
d'Eſtrades, talk of an affair (meaning the gain ; that he was the only perſon in this
ſale of Dunkirk) which the chancellor had ſentiment, together with the king and the

been mentioned to the king by any of his

propoſed to him." P Can we ſuppoſe that

duke of York, and that he was ſtill to

the king would have ſaid ſo, if the chan bring over Monk, the high treaſurer, and
cellor had ever poſitively declared againſt Sandwich, whom he could not hope to
it I am ſo far from thinking he ever B gain, but by the greatneſs of the ſum
did, that I believe the ſale of Dunkirk which ſhould be paid to the king; that
was, by his order, mentioned to d’Eſtrades having already propoſed the matter, on ac
at Calais, by Mr. Bellings, who went count of the neceſſity of the flate, they
thither with a credential letter from the had offered an expedient for preſerving it
chancellor, dated June 29, 1662 t, in or and ſaving the king the expence, which
der to found him, whether the purchaſe was to put that place under the authority
would be agreeable to the French king, C of the parliament again, in which caſe
in caſe he, the chancellor, could bring his they would be at the expence of main
maſter, king Charles, to agree to the ſale ; taining it, and the king be ſtill as much
and that he never ſo much as propoſed or maſter of it as before, and if that ſhould
hinted the ſale to the king, until he had happen, and the king be forced to accept
d'Eſtrades's opinion by Mr. Bellings, at of that expedient, the door would be ſhut
his return from Calais. This, I ſay, is for ever to any ſuch treaty as that now
my belief; and my reaſon for it is, be-D propoſed, for which there was no farther
cauſe this credential letter is, by d'Eſtrades, time than till the parliament ſhould again
placed the firſt of thoſe letters which he meet; for if that was once met again, no
calls, Negotiation and Treaty for the Pur body dared to make the leaſt mention of
&c.
chaſe of Dunkirk, Anno 1662; and becauſe ſuch a propoſal,”
Theſe are the words of d'Eſtrades's ſaid
d'Eſtrades, in his letter of Auguſt the
21ſt, talks of propoſals made to him by letter to his maſter, and it cannot be ſup
Mr. Bellings, which could be none other E poſed that he has therein miſrepreſented
but thoſe made at Calais, by virtue of the what the chancellor ſaid to him. To free
ſaid credential letter i.
the chancellor, therefore, from this charge
If the chancellor had not been the firſt
which he brings againſt himſelf, it muſt
propoſer, and chief adviſer of this fatal be alledged, that the ſale of Dunkirk to
meaſure, was he the proper miniſter to be France had been conſidered and reſolved
employed to confer and carry on the trea on in council before d’Eſtrades was ſent
ty with d'Eſtrades One of the ſecretaries F for; that by concert among the miniſters
of ſtate, as it was a foreign affair, or the the chancellor was to declare to d'Eſtrades,
lord high treaſurer, as it was a money af. that he was the firſt, and the ſole adviſer
fair, was certainly the proper miniſter to of this ſale, and that all the reſt of the
be employed for this purpoſe. It was miniſters, were againſt it, in order to draw
quite foreign to the chancellor's depart the French king the more readily up to
ment; and what made it ſtill more in the price they expe&ted. But if this had

proper for him, was, his not being maſter G been the caſe, would not the chancellor
of the French language; for d'Eſtrades,
in his letter to the French king, dated Au

have mentioned it, either in his apology
addreſſed to the houſe of lords upon his

uſt the 21ſt, tells his moſt chriſtian ma

retiring beyond ſea, or in this hiſtory of .
jeſty, that in a conference he had with the his own life, which he afterwards wrote
chancellor upon this ſubject, which laſted on purpoſe by way of apology for his
three full hours, Mr. Bellings ſerved as condućt, and in which he gives a very
interpreter, as he had done to the former H circumſtantial account of this very affair
conferences.

relating to the ſale of Dunkirk

But the cleareſt proof of the chancel
12 r"s being the firſt and ſole adviſer of this

ſuppoſe, that he would have ſubmitted to
any ſuch concert, and thereby taken upon

meaſure, we have from his own mouth, if

himſelf alone the odium of ſuch a dan

any credit is to be given to d'Eſtrades,

gerous and unpopular meaſure ? If he had
at firſt done ſo out of complaiſance to the
king,

whoſe words I muſt tranſcribe from his
7

Can we
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king, can we ſuppoſe, that when he found
himſelf abandoned by the king, and per

Sept.

trary; and d'Eſtrades, in his letter to his
maſter, of Ośtober 27, tells him, that

ſecuted by ſome of thoſe very miniſters even when the treaty came, by virtue of
whom he had thus, at ſo great a riſk, the king's commiſſion, to be ſigned, which
ſcreened from popular reſentment, he is generally but a meer formality, “the
would not in this hiſtory have averted other commiſfioners laboured moſt to break
this concert, in order to explain how he A it off, and it may be ſaid, that the reaſons
came to be ſolely loaded with this perni alledged were ſo ſtrong, that the king of
cious ſale Eſpecially, as he wrote this England, and duke of York, would lave
hiſtory with a defign not to have it pub been ſtaggered, had not the chancellor
liſhed, at leaſt during his own life.
taken great pairs to keep them to their
rſt leſolutions i.” What could be the
I ſhall, indeed, grant, that probably he
never thought it a pernicious ſale after he reaſon of this oppoſition at that time if
had once approved of it; but he muſt B there had been any concert, as before
have long known, that it was a very un mentioned, ſurely there was no reaſon for
popular one ; for though there was, for purſuing it ſo far. There could be no
fome years, no complaint in parliament, reaſon for the oppoſition the treaty then
there was a general murmur againſt it a met with, but becauſe the other commiſ
mong the people, who gave the name of fianels really diſapproved of it, and a
Dunkirk Houſe to the new houſe he had greed at laſt to concur in ſigning it, only
built in London, from a
that C out of complaiſance to the king and his

...

it was built with the money he got by way

chancellor.

of bribe or reward from the French king,
for procuring him the purchaſe ; and if
any credit is to be given to d’Eſtrades,

There cannot, therefore, I think, bethe
leaſt doubt of the chancellor's having

been the ſole adviſºr of this treaty ; and
the moſt ridiculous argument againſt it,
of the merchants of London had come to
is that which was firſt made uſe of by the
Whitehall to complain of the ſale, as ſoon D chancellor himſelf, and is now repeated
as they heard of the treaty's being con by ſome of his zealous advocates in the

the chancellor himſelf told him, that moſt

cluded ".

preſent age. The treatment he received

They were then, indeed, a little too
Tate with their remonſtrances; but their
eing ſo, is a ſtrong reaſon for believing

after his coming into France, was evi:

that the affair was never laid before the

dence enough, ſays he, that the king [of
France] never thought himſelf beholden
to him. And this argument, I find, is

privy council, until after the negotiation E now again made uſe of through weak
was ended, and the terms of the treaty meſs or ignorance. Can any one, who is
fettled; for as ſome of them could not but in the leaſt acquainted with the hiſtory of
be in their hearts againſt the ſale, what

the court of France, advance ſuch an ar

liment Do not we know, from many
ever they might outwardly profeſs, though
they could not conſiſtently with their oath inſtances, particularly from a very late fa
diſcover what had paſſed in council, yet mous inſtance, that the gratitude due by
they might, and certainly would have F the French court will be converted into
given notice to their friends among the the height of cruelty, as ſoon as they
increhai,ts, that Dunkirk was in danger think that ſuch a change may contribute
of being ſold and delivered up to France; to the ſucceſs of any new deſign they have
and if the merchants had received ſuch

in view

notice from ſuch authority, they would

grateful and cruel treatment of the chan

Do not we know, that their un

have remonſtrated againſt the ſale ſo early, cellor upon his retiring into their country,
ſo ſtrong!!, and ſo generally, as would, in G proceeded from their deſign to prevent,
all probability, have terrificq the adviſers, poſſible, the concluſion of the triple league
and prevented the contluſion of the trea between England, Sweden, and Holland;
ty. This was what d'Etrades appears and that they quite altered their behaviour
to have apprehended, from a rumour a towards him, as ſoon as they found them:
mong the people that this ſale was the ſelves diſappointed in this deſign? I call
tubject of his journey, and for this very their firſt treatment of him ungrateful,
reaſon, ſays he, “It will be neceſſary to and I muſt call it ſo, whether he was the
haſten the concluſion of it, if it be wiſhed H ſole author of the Dunkirk treaty or no;
to ſucceed H.”

for it is certain that both d'Eſtrades and

Upon the whole, I muſt believe, that
the chancellor was the firſt propoſer, and

he was, as appears from his moſt chriſtian

his maſter, the French king, thought that

the foie aºtive author of this file, not

majcity's letter to the chancellor of Eng

withitanding what he has ſaid to the con

land , , and if they were miſtaken in ºr
opinion,
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opinion, it does not render their treatment
of him a whit leſs ungrateful, unleſs it
could be proved that they had afterwards

readers, you ſhall hear more upon the
ſubject of this hiſtory, from
Auguſt 29, 1759.
&c. &c.

diſcovered their miſtake.

This argument can therefore be of no
force in vindication of any part of the

E X T R A C T S from the Philo
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chancellor's condušt, and he himſelf would A

Part II. Continued from p. 424.
Obſervations on the Alga Marina latifolia:
The Sea Alga with broad Leaves. By

have been aſhamed to uſe it, had he confi
dered the behaviour of the court of France

towards king Charles the ſecond, either
John Andrew Peyſſonel, M. D. F. R. S.
with reſpect to the treaty they concluded
Tranſlated from the French.
with the Dutch, preſently after this ſale of
Dunkirk, or with reſpe&t to the ſhare they
caſt anchor at Verdun, the
road at the entrance of the river of
ſoon after took againſt us in our war with B
the Dutch; for our being obliged to yield Bourdeaux, I was fiſhing with a kind of
up our right to the iſland of Poleron in drag-net upon a bank of ſand which was
the Eaſt. Indies, and thereby eſtabliſh the very fine and muddy. We colle&ted a
Dutch monopoly in the ſpice trade, muſt number of ſea-plants, and among them
be aſcribed entirely to the French joining the great broad-leaved alga, which I did
the Dutch in that war againſt us, for not know . And as the root or pedicle of
which, as well as for many other left- C this plant appeared to be very particular,
handed favours, it is to be hoped we I obſerved it with attention. The foll
ſhall now make them ſuffer.
lowing is its deſcription, and the detail of
But though the chancellor appears to be my obſervations.
a little difingenuous in his account of
From a pedicle, which is ſometimes flat,
this Dunkirk affair, though his ſecretary, and ſometimes round (for they vary in
Mr. Bellings, had a preſent, and a very theſe plants, and might be about three
high compliment, from his moſt chriſtian D lines in diameter, and an inch high, of a
majeſty", and though his daughter, the blackiſh colour, and coriaceous ſubſtance,

H.

-

dutcheſs of York, had from the ſame

approaching to the nature of the bodies

guarter a very fine preſent, and a very of lithophyta,) a fingle flat leaf ariſes,
high compliment, for her good offices on about an inch, or an inch and half broad,
that occaſion t. yet I am far from think thick in its middle to about three lines,
ing, that the chancellor himſelf had any ending at the fides in a kind of edge, like
mercenary view in adviſing the ſale of E a two edged ſabre, almoſt like the com
Dunkirk to France, or that he had any mon Alga, formed of longitudinal fibres
hope, or any promiſe, of a pecuniary re interiaced with other very delicate ones,
ward from France, for the ſhare he took and the whole filled with a thick juice,
in that affair; becauſe I ſhall never join like the parenshyma of ſucculent plants,
with the populace in condemning a man ſuch as the ſedum, aloes, and the like, of
for any crime, before I have heard it a clear yellowiſh green, and tranſparent.
clearly and fully proved ; nor ſhould I F This firſt leaf is always fingle, and ſerves
have ſaid any thing upon this ſubjećt inſtead of a trunk or ſtem to the whole
merely for the ſake of criticiſing the cham plant.
cellor's condućt, but becauſe in ſome future
When it riſes to about a foot high,
letter I intend to ſhew, that Charles the ſe

more or leſs, it throws out at the ſides

cond was a better politician, and underſtood

other leaves formed of a continuation of

our conſtitution better than his chancellor; the longitudinal fibres; and theſe ſecond
‘and conſequently, that the king's giving G leaves are of the ſame thickneſs and ſub
him up as a bloodleſs ſacrifice to the po ſtance with the firſt : They are two or

pular ſpirit of reſentment that had been
raiſed againſt him, did not proceed from

any weakneſs or want of gratitude in the
king, but from a neceſſity he was brought
under by the very nature of our form of

government, which neceſſity is a misfor H
tune incident to every form of govern
ment that has any thing of popularity in

it's inſtitution, and will be ſubmitted to by
every wiſe king of a free people.
If this finds a place in your Magazine,
and appears to be agreeable to your
September, 1759.

three feet long, and the whole plant is
five or fix, or more (for one can hardly
tell the length); and is not capable of
ſupporting itſelf, but is ſuſtained by the
ſtrength of the waters, in which it floats.

The ſuomance of the plant is not ſo
ſolid as that of the common alga, which
is capablé of drying as it fades, and of
being kept : Whereas the leaves of this
great alga thrink and wither in the air,
become of a blackiſh colour, and very
friable, or indeed ſoon fall into putrifac
3 O

t See before, p. 431,

tion.
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tion. I never obſerved, that they bore protrudes a pivot, of a like ſubſtance with
any fruit: Perhaps this was not the that of the bladder. This pivot, which
ſeaſon.
is large at its origin, proceeding thus
But what we find particular in this from the trunk and thighs, forms ſome
plant is its root or foot : Firſt, this pedicle thing like the knot of the ſea tree : It de
extends in ribs, like what we call the ſcends perpendicularly to the trunk, dimi
thighs of certain trees: Theſe thighs are A niſhing as it lengthens, and as it grows
in right lines: Perhaps they run in the round; and then divides into a number
ſame dire&tion or ſituation, that is, placed of mamelle, branched and wreathed in
north and ſouth, or eaſt and weſt; but wards, ſo firmly as not to be retračted ;
this I could not obſerve. They are about of a coriaceous nature, blackiſh, forming
three or four lines high towards the pe a bunch like what we call the roſe of Je
dicle, and, ending, are loſt. They flouriſh richo. I cannot recolle&t the name of
and ſpread at the bottom, forming an el-B this plant or flower.
This bunch, or wreathed roſe, incloſes
Iiptical bladder, like an egg, flattened
above and below, and rounded at the a heap of gravel, as if petrified or har
fides, being intirely empty : It is rough dened, and ends upon a level with the
without, and very ſmooth within. This hole of the egg, exactly as high as the
egg, or oval bladder, is exactly round at laſt rank of mamelle, which wreath upon,
the ends of the great diameter, but varies embrace, and ſuſtain it, leaving always an
a little in the leſſer diameter, and forms C empty ſpace to let the ſea water paſs in,
itſelf like the body of a fiddle. The un which ſhould fill the inſide of the egg or
der part is a little flattened; and there is bladder, and even to let in little fiſhes and
a hole, which is very confiderable, in the ſhells.
center of the two diameters. This hole
I was ſurpriſed to find in one, little liv
is about an inch wide, and is quite round: ing muſcles, as they always are attached
It gives paſſage to the root, or pivot, to ſome ſolid body by their beards. Now
which I ſhall by and by mention : The D by what means could they enter into this
edges appear to turn a little inward : egg I conječtured, that they had their
And it is by this hole that the egg fills beginning there, by the ſeminal matter of
with ſea water. The whole ſubſtance of muſcles carried in by the ſea water. I
this bladder, or egg, is of a coriaceous alſo found ſome ſmall ſtar fiſh, whoſe rays
matter, firm and tranſparent, and of a might be about four or five lines long.
clear green; nor can there be any fibres,
If my flay here had been longer, I had
either longitudinal or tranſverſe, obſerved R continued my obſervations; and perhaps
upon it.

ſhould have made ſome diſcoveries.

The vault at the top, ſurmounted by
the thighs, is as it were granulated; but
at the rounding of the egg it produces a
kind of mammar, or little elevations, very
round and cylindrica, intirely full; of

belongs to the academicians of Bour
deaux to puſh theſe obſervations further,
if they think proper.
From the entrance of the
river of Bourdeaux, the

. .

In examining the under part of the
egg, we found a ſecond rank of theſe

mamellae, ſomewhat longer than the firſt,
and at equal diſtances from one another,
in a circular line ; then a third yet longer;
then a fourth, which at the extremities G
were bifurcated ; and at laſt a fifth rank,
which divided into three, and ſometimes

PEYsson EL.

4th of Auguſt, 1756.

the ſame nature and ſubſtance with the F

egg.

It

Obſervations upon a ſlight Earthquake,
though very particular, which may lead
to the Knowledge of the Cauſe of great
and violent ones, that ravage whole
Countries , and overturn Cities.
By
John Andrew Peyſſonel, M. D. F. R. S.

Tranſlated from the French.

I

WENT to make my obſervations up
into five branches: Theſe laſt, placed
on the natural hiſtory of the ſea; and
round the hole, were wreathed inwards, when I arrived at a place called the Caul
and ſeveral were joined together, and only drons of Lance Caraibe, near Lanceber
formed a ſmall body; and in wreathing
trand, a part of the iſland of Grande
themſelves thus, they cloſe and embrace H Terre Guadaloupe, in which place the
the pivot mentioned below. None of coaſt runs north-eaſt and ſouth-weſt, the
theſe namela have any apparent opening : ſea being much agitated that day flowed
Their ſubſtance is compact, of the ſame from the north-weſt. There the coaſt is

nature with the bladder or egg, that pro
duces them.

Below the trunk and thighs the plant

furniſhed with hollow rocks, and vaults
underneath, with chicks and crevices :

and the ſea, puſhed into theſe deep “.

2.
-

y
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by the force and agitation of the waves, forced up through the hole; after which
compreſſes the air, which, recovering its the water retired into the ſea, and having
ſpring, forces the water back in the form no further impelling cauſe, on account of
of the moſt magnificent fountains; which the waves, rendered every thing quiet
ceaſe, and begin again at every great again.
preſſure. This phaenomenon is common
I obſerved, that this phaenomenon hap
to many places in this iſland. The ex-Apened at no limited time,

but according
tº the approach of the waves, bein
is what I particularly obſerved.
frongly put in motion after the ſeventh.
As I walked within about forty paces ! remained near half an hour to obſerve
from the brink of the ſea, where, the
it; and nearly followed the courſe of the
waves broke, I perceived, in one place, cavern to its entrance, direéted by the diſ
much
by ſome

planation of it is eaſy ; but the following

the plants were

agitated

Poſition of the coaſt. I made my negroes
doubted the
deep, and half a foot diameter; and ſtop theſe caverns; and when the ſea was

cauſe, that was not yet apparent. I drew B go down where the water broke ; for they
near, and diſcovered a hole about ſix feet
report of the greatneſs ºf

ping to confider it, I perceived the earth
tremble under my feet. This increaſed
my attention; and I heard a dull kind of
noiſe underground, like that which pre

calm, one of them ventured in, but re

turned very quickly, or he muſt have pe

riſhed. Therefore I conclude that theſe
ſmall earthquakes round the hole, about
cedes common earthquakes; which I have C forty paces from the wave, were only
obſerved many a time. It was followed cauſed by the compreſſed air in ſome great
by a quivering of the earth; and after vault about this place, and that by its
-

this a wind iſſued out of the hole, which

agitated the plants round about.

I

force was driven up the hole that
peared : that this air in the

ap-

caverns,

watched to ſee whether the motion ex

compreſſed to a certain degree, firſt cauſed
tended to any diſtance; but was ſenſible it the dull nºiſe, by the rolling of the wa
did not reach above three or four paces D ters, which reſiſted in the cavern; then
from the hole, and that no motion was

acting more violently, cauſed the ſmall

perceived farther off.
earthquake, which ceaſed when the wind
I further obſerved, that this phaenome Paſſed out of the hole, and that the ſea
ſeventh
the
mon never happens till after
retired, and gave liberty to the air, which
wave rolls in ; for it is a common thing was contained and compreſſed.
in this country to find the ſea appear
Such are the obſervations I have made;
calm for ſome time, and then to produce E from which the learned, who are endea.
ſeven waves, which break upon the coaſt

one after another: The firſt is not very
conſiderable ;

the ſecond is ſomewhat

to find the cauſe of earthquakes,
youring
fince that dreadful one which deſtroyed
the city of Liſbon, may make ſuch con

ſtronger; and thus they go on increaſing cluſions as they ſhall think proper.
to the ſeventh, after which the ſea grows
At Guadaloupe",
Peyssonel.
calm again, and retires. This phaeno
Jan. 6, 1757.
menon of the ſeven waves is obſerved by F
navigators with great attention, eſpecially
upon the Manche
at low water, in order to be the better Singular Obſervations
nille Apple. By John Andrew Peyſ.
able to go in or come out at the very
ſonel, M.D. F. R. S. Tranſlated from
time that the ſea grows quiet. Theſe ſe
the French.
ven waves ſucceſſively fill the caverns,
which are all along the coaſt 5 and when
HE cruel effects of the tree called
the ſeventh comes to open itſelf, the air at G
manchenille are known to all the
the bottom of the caverns being greatly world : Its milk, which the ſavages make
compreſſed, atted by its elaſticity, and im uſe of to poiſon their arrows, makes the
mediately made thoſe fountains and guſh wounds inflicted with them mortal. The
ings I have mentioned; and the waters rain, which waſhes the leaves and branches,
continuing in the caverns, up to the very cauſes bliſters to riſe like boiling oil ;
lace of the hole, began to produce that even the ſhade of the tree makes thoſe
dull noiſe, cauſed the emotion or earth-H who repoſe under it to ſwell ; and its

quake, and finiſhed with the violent wind

fruit is eſteemed a deadly poiſon f.
3 O z

I

Was

-

* See our Vol. for 1757, p. 393—395, 444-446.
t In confirmation of this account, our readers ſhall have that of our homeſ? countryman
-

Lionel Wafer. “ The manshenile apple, is in ſmell and colour like a lovely pleaſant apple,
ſmall and fragrant, but of a poiſonous nature ; for if any eat of any living creature that

bay happened to feed on that fruit, they are poiſºned thereby, though perhaps not mortally.

-
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Defence of the BISHOPS.

was informed, as a very extraordinary

Sept.

ſwelling of his belly diminiſhed in pro

thing, that a breeding woman was ſo mad

portion to his evacuations upwards and

as to eat three of them, which did her

downwards, and he has continued his

very little harm; and this was looked up funètions without being any more ſenſible
on as a miracle, and a proof of the ſur of the poiſon.
rifing effe&s of the imagination and
A Dec. 2, 1756.
ongings of women with child.
But here is a fačt, which will ſcarce be

credited by many perſons, who have fre
quented theſe iſlands; which I declare to

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M. A. G. A Z IN E.

S I R,

be true.

One Vincent Banchi, of Turin, in Pied
Gentleman, who in your Magazine
(p. 351.) ſubſcribes himſelf Acade
mont, a ſtrong robuſt man, and an old
foldier, of about 45 years of age, be-B micus, attacks the biſhops in a very warm
longing to the horſe, was a ſlave with the and indecent manner for ordaining per
Turks 11 years, having been taken pri ſons who have not been educated in one
ſoner at the ſiege of Belgrade. He was of our univerſities.
As his zeal ſeems a little to have got the
overſeer of my habitation, towards the
month of July of the year 1756. He heels of his diſcretion, this humble apo
was one day walking upon the ſea fide, logy for their lordſhips behaviour is
and ſeeing a great number of apples up- C meant as a check upon him.
on the ground, was charmed with their
With regard to the ordination of broken
beautiful colours, and ſweet ſmell, re tradeſmen, we can ſay nothing to it; hav
ſembling that of the apple called d'apis : ing never known or heard of any inſtances
He took and eat of them, without know of that ſort; we are ſure they muſt ſeldom
ing what they were; he found they had a have happened, and then, doubtleſs, for
ſubacid taſte; and having eaten a couple good reaſons, though their lordſhips might
of dozen of them, he filled his pockets D not think it neceſſary to make Academicus
and came home, eating the reſt as he a judge of the propriety of them.
came. The negroes, that ſaw him eat
In every ordination a preference is moſt
this cruel fruit, told him it was mortal; juſtly due to the gentlemen of the univer
upon which he ceaſed to eat them, and

threw away the reſt.
About four in the afternoon, viz. an

hour after this repaſt, his belly ſwelled
conſiderably, and he felt as it were a con
faming fire in his bowels.

He could not

ſities; no man denies it; but as it now

frequently falls cut that the number of
candidates from thoſe places are not ſuffi
F. cient to fill the vacant curacies, are
churches to go without duty, becauſe col
legians only muſt be ordained? Surely
not. In ſuch caſes only their lordſhips

keep himſelf upright; and at night the
ſwelling of his beliy increaſed, with the have now and then admitted men of com
burning ſenſation of his bowels. His petent learning, without too ſcrupulouſly
lips were ulcerated with the milk of the enquiring which way they came by it,
fruit, and he was ſeized with cold ſweats; F when their chara&ters have been found up
to be unexceptionable.
but my principal negro made him a de on ſtrićt
coction of the leaves of a Ricinus * in If it be aſked, why the number of regular
water, and made him drink plentifully of candidates are leſs now than heretofore,
it, which brought on a vomiting, follow amongſt many others, two reaſons are ob
ed by a violent purging; both which con viouſly to be aſſigned : The firſt is, that in
tinued for four hours, during which it was time of war, the hopes of advancement,
thought he would die. At length theſe Gjoined to the ardour of youth, throw ma
ſymptoms grew leſs, and my negroes my young gentlemen into the army and
made him walk, and ſtir about by de navy, who would otherwiſe have purſued
rees, and ſoon aſter they were ſtopped. their ſtudies. Another reaſon is, that the
Rice gruel, which they gave him, put an expences of a college life are become ſo
end to all theſe diſorders, and in 24 hours exorbitantly great, that only men of large
he had no more ailments nor pain; the fortune can now afford to give their ſons

j".

ſuch

The tree grow in green ſhots; they are lºw, with a large body, ſpreading out, and fall of
leaveſ. The very ſap is poiſonour. A Frenchman of our company, lying under one ºf theſe
treet in the Sambaloes (iſlands near the iſſhmus of Darien) to refreſh himſelf, the rain
$ºater trickling down thence on his head and breaft, bliffered him all over, as if he batſ
been bºffrewed with cantharides. Hiſ life was ſaved with much difficulty, and even
‘when cured, there remained ſtars like thoſe after the ſmall-pox,”
* Avellana
Purgatrix i. in French, medicinier,

Oblivion of Authors, to what owing.
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fuch an education. The younger ſtu their labours, becauſe they were too haſty
dents are uſually luxurious and extrava to enjoy it. They have laid hold on re
gant, and their tradeſmen and college ſer cent occurrences, and eminent names,
vants being well aware of it, make the and delighted their readers with alluſions
moſt of their ſkins; and are, in almoſt and remarks, in which all were intereſted,
every inſtance, fleecing and rapacious : and to which all therefore were attentive.
Hence, their ranks have, indeed, within a A But the effe&t ceaſed with its cauſe; the
few years, become very thin, and with time quickly came when new events drove
•ut ſuch regulations as are more to be the former from memory, when the viciſſi
wiſhed than expe&ted, thinner ſtill they tudes of the world brought new hopes
muſt be : Who is to blame * If any far and fears, transferred the love and hatred
ther apology for their lordſhips ſhould be of the publick to other agents; and the
neceſſary, be it this, and every biſhop on writer whoſe works were no longer aſſiſt
the bench can vouch the truth of it, that Bºed by gratitude er reſentment, was left to
many graduates offer themſelves as can the cold regard of idle curioſity.
didates for orders from the univerſities,
He that writes upon general principles,
almoſt as well qualified (their innocence or delivers univerſal truths, may hope to
only excepted) as when they came out of be read long, becauſe his work will be
equally uj at all times and in every
their cradles.
RUSTICUS,
country; but he cannot expe&t it to be
Creceived with eagerneſs, or to ſpread with
From the I. D. L. E. R.
rapidity, becauſe defire can have no par
N the common enjoyments of life, we ticular ſtimulation ; that which is to be
cannot very liberally indulge the pre loved long, muſt be loved with reaſon ra
ſent hour, but by anticipating part of the ther than with paſſion. He that lays out
pleaſure which might have relieved the his labours upon temporary ſubjećts, eaſi
tediouſneſs of another day; and any un ly finds readers, and quickly loſes them;
common exertion of ſtrength, or perſeve D for what ſhould make the book valued
rance in labour, is ſucceeded by a long in when its ſubjećt is no more ?
Theſe obſervations will ſhew the rea
terval of languor and wearineſs. , What
ever advantage we ſnatch, beyond the cer ſon why the poem of Hudibras is almoſt
tain portion allotted us by nature, is like forgotten, however embelliſhed with ſen
money ſpent before it is due, which at the timents, and diverſified with alluſions,
time of regular payment will be miſſed however bright with wit, and however ſo
and regretted.
Elid with truth. The hypocriſy which it
Fame, like all other things which are dete&ted, and the folly which it ridiculed,
ſuppoſed to give or to increaſe happineſs, have long vaniſhed from publiek notice.
is diſpenſed with the ſame equality of di Thoſe who had felt the miſchiefs of diſ
ſtribution. He that is loudly praiſed will cord, and the tyranny of uſurpation, read
be clamorouſly cenſured : He that riſes it with rapture, for every line brought
haſtily into fame, will be in danger of back to memory ſomething known, and
finking ſuddenly into oblivion.
F gratified reſentment, by the juſt cenſure
Of many writers who filled their age of ſomething hated. But the book which
with wonder, and whoſe names we find was once quoted by princes, and which
celebrated in the books of their cotem
ſupplied converſation to all the aſſemblies
poraries, the works are now no longer to of the gay and witty, is now ſeldom men
be ſeen, or are ſeen only amidſt the lum tioned, and even by thoſe that affect to
ber of libraries which are ſeldom viſited, mention it, is ſeldom read. So vainly is
where they lie only to ſhew the deceitful-G wit laviſhed upon fugitive topics, ſo little
meſs of hope, and the uncertainty of ho can archite&ture ſecure duration when the
nour. Of the decline of reputation ma ground is falſe.
ny cauſes may be aſſigned ; it is com
of the LONDON
monly loſt, becauſe it never was deſerved, To the AUTHOR
M A GAZ IN E.
and was conferred at firſt, not by the ſuf
S I R,
frage of criticiſm, but by the fondneſs of
friendſhip, or ſervility of flattery. The H OME time ago (ſee our Vol. for
1758, p. 457.) we took the liberty to
great and popular are very freely applau
ded, but all ſoon grow weary of echoing offer a remonſtrance, in order to prevent
to each other a name which has no other the further importation of French words;
-

notice, but that many mouths are pro

but we have the mortification to find it

nouncing it at once.

has but little effect; for, in ſpite of th’

But many have loſt the final reward of ſaid remonſtrance, not only the
5

º
t
*
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Remonſtrance againſ: FREnch Worps.

Sept.

there complained of, are ſtill in uſe, but

the drama, entertainment, P. We none of

others are daily imported. We were the
had a tache in it; how ſhould any of us,

us wear queues to our wigs, or, as the ton
ſors call them, cues ; yet, if we did, we
ſhould be content to call them tail. If
capuchins and pollonoiſe were called cloaks,

if we had found it, know that the puppy

we ſhould not ſee our mantua-makers

other day affronted in the Daily Adver
tiſer, by being told that a loſt diamond

meant a ſpeck 2 Encore, encore, we will A figns disfigured by ſuch barbariſms as pol
again and again proteſt againſt this kind loneer and capacheens. We are glad how
of ſmuggling, except where it may en ever that negligee has given place to the
rich our language. Should any haber harmonious trollopée, as it is an Engliſh
daſher in theſe French wares give us en word, though of the laſt coinage. We
my, we will adopt it, becauſe we have not cannot fight againſt the chevaux de friſe,

fo good a one of our own; for wearineſ; as the ladies have them under their imme
by no means comes up to it. But ſhould B diate protection, but I ſhould be glad to
we hear any more of their fracaſ, we
ſhall, according to the modern phaſe,
Rick up a duff, and it will infallibly occa
fion a mal entendu, or miſunderſtanding,
between us, as we are determined to give
a ſevere caup, or ſtroke, to this infamous

ſee the Pompadour ſent home by the way
of 1%rmouth. The preſentation of a
clergyman to a benefice would be as well
underſtood if the patron were leſs puiſant
and more mighty. In a word, Sir, we
think it a Bizzarerie (allow us a French
pračlice, and will no longer deal in Ba C word in our turn) or ſtrange whim, to
gateller, or trifies ; and the bienſéance, or borrow words and phraſes from a people

good breeding, of our betters, ſhould dire&

we hate as we do the devil, when we have

them to avoid the uſe of thoſe uncouth

ſome of our own much more fignificant.
Signed,
words; but alas ! how are we fallen ;
even among ourſelves we find degeneracy;
By order of the mob of Great-Britain,
our brothers of the whip have drove our
P. L. C. Secretary.
old Engliſh ſtage coaches out of doors, D
and drive nothing now but machines : A R EPLY to Mr. Morton's Defence.
This, however, we may forgive them,
of the LONDON
Provided they do not allow the hiſſing To the AUTHOR
M A G A Z IN E.
ºvis-a-vis to get footing here ; we do not
retend to be connoiſſºur: ; but as we are . S I R,
informed this word has given title to a
AM not a little ſurprized to ſee Mr.
little work that does honour to our coun El Morton defend his iemarks (ſee P.
try, let it paſs ; but we abſolutely proteſt 425, 426,427.) which may be very juſt
againſt bon refoſ, as our own ſweet ſlum ly termed a defence worth his great ſaga
bers is much more poetical ; and as levee city, which amounts to juſt nothing; he
or levee, ſignifies no more than riſing, we not having any where proved (by a de
are not ſatisfied with the uſe of it. Den
monſtration founded on ſimple intereſt)
tiff figures it now in our news papers, wherein the defe&t of the theorem (in diſ
and may do well enough for a French F pute) lay, which was the firſt thing he
puffer; but we
Rutter is content ought to have done; otherwiſe (it is ma
with being called a Tooth-drawer. Beau nifeſt) his defence can amount to nothing,
garçon has likewiſe ſtolen into print ; but which, I greatly fear, is not in his power
as it is a jemmy phraſe, we hope it will to perform, notwithſtanding his greatiſa
not paſs muſter, as pretty fellºw, though gacity in finding (with that part of ſci
not a literal tranſlat on, we find is the ence) where he cannot ſupply the defect,
meaning of it; and the favourite double G but is willing to conſpute (as Rochefter
entendre is no more than double meaning; terms it) at the expence of his reputation.
and though it may be the language at His defence is ſurpriſing 1 nay, it is aflo
court, ſhould never get footing elſewhere. niſhing ! Otherwiſe the anſwers by Mr.
: Should any two draymen meet in a A. Z. and myſelf, would have been a
narrow ſtreet, and from locking wheels ſufficient reply to his ſagacious remarks.
fall to loggerheads, as there would be no In ſhort, an accuſer ought to be well
premeditated malice in this caſe, this H cloathed with demonſtrations, (founded
would be conſidered as a reneontre; but on true and unerring principles) when he
an Engliſh by ſtander would ſay, they begins publickly to accuſe an author; if

I

ſº

The poets too ſeem

ſo, he can demonſtrate wherein the defeat

leagued againſt us, and our old farce is
now called petite piece; little piece; they
inay be, but why not, in the language of

lies, and is then highly commendable;
but if on the contrary, it will certainly

zet and fought.

*

ſhew

R E PLY to Mr. MoRton.

1759.

ſhew the accuſer's ignorance in that part
of ſcience; the latter is actually Mr.
Morton's caſe. And, I think, I can tell
him what is ſtill more rare, than what he
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ſen, on the 1ſt of Auguſt, having en
groſſed all Converſation, we ſhall, in 44
dition to the Extracts we gave in our
undoubted reputation) is falſely accuſed
and condemned, in ſo publick a manner, A Iaſi, p. 404, and in juſtice to his Lord
Jhip, give the following Addreſs from that
(when, at the ſame time, the author has
Gentleman to the Publick.
undeniable demonſtration on his ſide) I

obſerves at p. 426. When an author (of

ſay, it is very ſeldom or never the accuſer
will publickly acknowledge his falſe accu

A ſhort Addreſ from Lord George
SAckville to the Publick.

“

ſation.

As to the caſe (he mentions) in ſphe

HE various reports that have been

rical trigonometry, I ſhall leave for ano-B
propagated to my diſadvantage, and
ther opportunity; only, I ſhall obſerve, the many fałſhoods which have been aſ
that he ought to have cleared up his firſt ſerted to ruin my charaćter, lay me under
accuſation, (which his defence will not) the neceſſity of remaining not entirely fi
before he had made a ſecond attempt.

I

cannot perceive, that any part of Mr.

lent, though I am debarred at preſent from
flating my caſe to the publick, as I ſhould

A. Z's. anſwer to his remarks, can (in

have done, had I not had aſſurances of

any reſpect) be admitted an anſwer, to C obtaining a court-martial for my trial,
me: And, as I obſerved before, the the

orem is ſtrićtly true, I will ſtill ſay the
ſame now (becauſe I have demonſtration
on my fide) ; For I did not any where
aſſert, the theorem would be applicable to
compound intereſt, &c.

the only legal and effectual method of
convincing the world how little founda
tion there has been for the torrent of ca

lumny and abuſe, which has been ſo ma
liciouſly thrown out againſt me.
w
I had rather, upon this occaſion, ſub

Mr. Morton has manifeſtly, made Dmit myſelf to all the inconveniencies that
appear, the impoſſibility of an author (of may ariſe from the want of ſtile, than
known abilities) pleaſing every reader. borrow aſſiſtance from the pens of others,
Some men cry down books, that are not as I can have no hopes of eſtabliſhing
writ by themſelves, or thoſe of their own my chara&er, but from the force of truth.
fa&ion; as others do out of pure ſpleen, I ſhall, therefore, as plainly, and diſtin&tbecauſe the ill-natured ſubject will not ly as poſſible, relate a few circumſtances,
ſtoop to their underſtandings. Some men E which will at leaſt ſhew that nobody
again naturally love to find fault (and could be more deſirous than I was to bring
many times when they cannot ſupply the truth to light, and ſubječt my condućt to
defect); their genius prompts them to the ſtrićteſt ſcrutiny.
fnarl and cenſure; and they take the ſame
The inſtant I found by the implyed
pleaſure and ſatisfaction in that, that cenſure given out in orders the 2d of
others do in the very beſt improvements Auguſt t, that my condućt had appeared in
of their minds. In a word, every man Fan unfavourable light to prince Ferdinand,
that writes, and everything that is written, on the day of action, I endeavoured to in
runs the riſque (at leaſt) of as many cen form myſelf what particular I had ei
ſures, as there are prejudices, humours, ther failed in or neglected my duty; I
and fancies to be met with. The fates heard in general of diſobedience of or
of good and bad books, are very often ders, but I could fix no certain period of
like thoſe of good and bºd men in this time to my ſuppoſed crime, till colonel

world, ſo uncertain and confuſed, that the G Fitzroy acquainted me with what had
true charaćters of either are often not to

paſſed between his ſerene highneſs and
him upon my ſubjest, in regard to the or
ders delivered to me by him (colonel
be commended for it, and he that does Fitzroy) that day; whenever my trial
well, without a juſt recompence, ought comes, I ſhall endeavour to clear up that
to remember, that many a good thing has point to the ſatisfaction of the publick :
been ſerved ſo before ".
H My own aſſertions may have little weight,
but the oaths of witneſſes, whoſe veracity
New Rope-walk, Portſ
Yours, &c.
be known. In writing, as well as in
manners, he that does ill inay chance to

mouth-Common, Sept.
1o, 1759.

cannot

GEORGE BROWN.

-

as this diſpute is managed, it will run out to too great a lººth for ºur
collegion, a Mr.
preſent,
andand
therefore
deſire our
correſpondents would let it rºſt fill ºne *ſ
opportunity.
Morton,
Mr. Brown,
when
* We perceive,

thly write next, after confideration, will,

fºrbaps, ſick more to the point; ill natured perſºnalities are diſgractſ" and illiberal, and
-

Abould always be avoided,

1 Sté P. 449.
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Lord George Sackville’s Addreſs.

*8o

cannot be called in queſtion, will, I truſt,
prove my innocence beyond the poſſibility

Sept:

their poſts; but previouſly to the receipt,
of that letter, I was diſmiſſed from all

my military employments: Notwithſtand
ing which diſmiſfion, I ſtill hepe, and
ately applied for his majeſty's permiſfion am informed, that I may have the advan
te return to England, that I might an tage of a legal trial.
ſwer any accuſation that ſhould be brought A In the mean time, the only indulgence
againſt me; for, as commander in chief I have to aſk is, that the publick will ſuſ.
of the Britiſh forces in Germany, no per pend its judgment till ſuch fačts can be
ſon there could order a court-martial for produced, from which alone the truth can
my trial, had there been an accuſation appear; but if plans of a battle are to be
laid; the power of ſummoning courts referred to, which can give no juſt idea of
martial and approving their ſentences, it; if diſpoſitions of the cavalry and in
was veſted in me by my commiſſion, and B fantry are ſuppoſed, which never exiſted;
of doubt.

-

Under theſe circumſtances, I immedi

no Britiſh officer or ſoldier could be tried

if orders for attacks and purſuits are

by any other authority.

quoted, which never were defivered; and
-

As ſoon as I arrived in London, on Fri

if diſobedience to thoſe imaginary orders

day evening the 7th, I inſtantly wrote the
following letter to the ſecretary of ſtate.

are aſſerted as a crime, what can an in

jured officer, under ſuch circumſtances,
have recourſe to, but claiming that juſtice,
My Lord,
C which is due to every Engliſhman, of be
* I have the honour of acquainting ing heard before he is condemned; the
our lordſhip with my arrival in England, ſooner that happens, the happier I ſhall
in purſuance of his majeſty's permiſfion, be, as I am conſcious my innocence muſt

ſent to me, at my requeſt, by your lord appear, when real fačts are truly flated
and fully proved.

ſhip.

f thought

GEORGE SACKVILLE,

myſelf much injured abroad

by an implyed cenſure upon my condućt ; D
We ſhall likewiſe ſubjoin the fºllowing Lºt

I find I am ſtill more unfortunate at home,

ters, which have been publiſhed under the

by being publickly repreſented as having
neglected my duty in the ſtrongeſt man
ner, by diſobeying the poſitive orders of
his ſerene highneſs prince Ferdinand : As
I am conſcious of neither negle&, nor
diſobedience of orders; as I am certain E

I did my duty to the utmoſt of my abi
1ities; and as I am perſuaded that the

's Letter tº
Copy of Lord G– 8
Colonel Fitzroy.
Dear Sir,
Minden, Aug. 3, 1759.
HE orders of yeſterday, you may

rince himſelf would have found, that he

É. no juſt cauſe of complaint againſt me,
had he condeſcended to have enquired in
to my conduct, before he had expreſſed his
diſapprobation of it, from the partial re

T believe, affe& º very ſenſibly.

I therefore moſt

His
ſerene highneſs has been pleaſed to judge,

that I may at laſt have a

condemn, and cenſure me, without hear

reſentation of others:

É. requeſt,

Title of a Vindication of bir Lordſhip's
Conduff; though his Lordſhip has ex
preſſed his diſpleaſure at the Publicatiºn.
of them. As we are quite impartial, bºw
ever, in this Affair, we leave our Rea
ders to judge for themſelves.

F

Publick opportunity given me of attempt:

ing me, in the moſt cruel and unprete
ing to juſtify myſelf to his majeſty, and dented manner; as he never aſked me a
to my country, by a court-martial being fingle queſtion in explanation of any
appointed; that, if I am guilty, I may thing he might diſapprove; and as he
ſuffer ſuch puniſhment as I may have de G muſt have formed his opinion upon the
ſerved; and, if innocent, that I may ſtand report of others, it was ſtill harder ºf
acquitted in the opinion of the world : would not give me an opportunity of firſt
But it is really too ſevere to have been fpeaking to him upon i. ſubjećt; but
cenſured unheard, to have been condemn you know, even in more trifling matte‘.
ed before I was tried, and to be informed

neither of my crime, nor my accuſers.
I am, my Lord, &c. &c. &c.

that hard blows are ſometimes unexpeº:
edly given.

If anyinbody
has a right.”
H ſay that I heſitated
obeying orders, it is

GeoRGE SAckvil LE”

you. . I will relate what I know of tº

I received an anſwer to this letter on

andWhen
then appeal
to you for
truthtoof
you brought
me the
orders
ad

Monday the 1 oth, in which I was aſiured,
that a court-martial, upon my application,
would be granted, as ſoon as the officers,

capable of giving twidence, could leave

vance with the Britiſh cavalry, I was ºf

..".

near the village of Halen, I
called; I mean that place w
-

ic

Saxons

r 759. Letters of Lord G– S
Saxons burnt.

I was there advanced by

M. Malhorte's order, and no further,

, and Col. Fitzroy. 481
try:-And it appears, that both lord
Granby and I underſtood we were at our
poſts, by our halting when we get to

when you came to me. Ligonier followed
almoſt inſtantly; he ſaid the whole ca the rear of our foot.
valry was to advance. I was puzzled
I hope I have ſtated impartially the part
what to do, and begged the favour of of this tranſa&ion, that comes within
you to carry me to the duke, that I A your knowledge.—If I have, I muſt beg
night aſk an explanation of his orders. you would declare it, ſo as I may make
—But, that no time might be loſt, I ſent uſe of it in your abſence; for it is im.
Smith with orders to bring on the Bri poſſible to fit filent under ſuch reproach,
tiſh cavalry, as they had a wood before when I am conſcious of having done the
they could advance, as you directed; and beſt that was in my power.—For God's
I reckoned, by the time I had ſeen his ſake let me ſee you, before you go for
ſerene highneſs, I ſhould find them form B England.
ing beyond the wood.—This proceeding
I am, dear Sir,
of mine might poſſibly be wrong; but
Your faithful humble ſervant.
I am ſure the ſervice could not ſuffer,

as no delay was occaſioned by it.—The
duke

then

Cºpy of Colonel Fitzroy's Letter to Lord
G– S

ordered me to leave ſome

-

Minden, Aug. 3, 1759.
My Lord,
fºuadrons upon the right, which I did ;
IS ſerene highneſs, upon ſome report
and to advance the reſt to ſupport the in C
made to him by the duke of Rich
fantry. This I declare I did, as faſt as
I imagined it was right in cavalry to mond, of the ſituation of the enemy, ſent
march in line.—I once halted by lord captain Ligonier and myſelf with orders
Granby, to complete my forming the for the Britiſh cavalry to advance.—His
whole. Upon his advancing the left be ſerene highneſs was, at this inſtant, ene
fore the right, I agrin ſent to him to or two brigades beyond the Engliſh in
ſtop :—He ſaid, as the prince had order D fantry, towards, the left. — Upon my:
ed us to advance, he thought we ſhould arrival on the right of the cavalry, I
move forward.—I then let him proceed found captain Ligonier with your lordſhip.
at the rate he liked, and kept my right —Notwithſtanding, I declared his ſerene
up with him as regularly as I could, till highneſs's orders to you : Upon which you
we got to the rear of the infantry and our deſired I would not be in an hurry.—I
batteries.—We both halted together, and made anſwer, that galloping had put me
afterwards received no order, till that E out of breath, which made me ſpeak very
which was brought by colonel Web and quick.-I then repeated the orders for the
the duke of Richmond, to extend one Britiſh cavalry to advance towards the
line towards the moraſs.-It was accord left, and at the ſame time, mentioning
ingly executed; and then, inſtead of the circumſtance that occaſioned the or
finding the enemy's cavalry to charge, ders, added, “That it was a glorious
as I expected, the battle was declared to opportunity for the Engliſh to diſtinguiſh
be gained, and we were told to diſmount F themſelves; and that your lordſhip, by
our men.
leading them on, weuld gain immortal
This, I proteſt, is all I know of the honour.”
matter; and I was never ſo ſurprized,
You yet expreſſed your ſurprize at the
as when I heard the prince was diſſatis order, ſaying it was impoffible the duke
fied that the cavalry did not move ſooner could mean to break the line.—My anſwer
up to the infantry.—It is not my buſineſs was, that I delivered his ſerene high

tº aſk, what the diſpoſition originally was, Gneſs's orders, word for word, as he gave
or to find fault with any thing.—All I
inſiſt upon is, that I obeyed the orders I
received, as punétually as I was able; and
if it was to do over again, I do not think

them. Upon which you aſked, which
way the cavalry was to march, and who
was to be their guide.—I undertook to

I would have executed them ten minutes

lead them towards the left, round the little
wood on their left, as they were then

ſooner than I did,

now I know the

drawn up, where they might be little ex

ground, and what was

º: but, in-H poſed to the enemy's cannonade.

the cavalry paſs before our infantry and
artillery, and charge the enemy's line.

Your lordſhip continued to think my
orders neither clear nor exactly delivered ;
and expreſſing your deſire to ſee prince
Ferdinand, ordered me to lead you to.

—I cannot think that was his meaning,
as all the orders ran to ſuſtain our infan

him ; which order I was obeying when
we met his ſerene highneſs.-During this

deed, we were above an hour too late, if
it was the duke's intention to have made

September, 1759.
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time

B O OKS ſelling by Auction.
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time I did not ſee the cavalry advance.-

Captain Smith, one of your aids de camp,
once or twice made me repeat the orders
he had before delivered to your lordſhip i

Sept.

can.-Accordingly I went, as faſt as my
horſe could go, to general Moſtyn.—He
knows the reſt.—This is all that paſt, as

near as I can recolle&t.—It was ſpoke as
we galloped, and could not be long about,

and they
I hope
will and
do exačt.—He
me the juſtice
to
ſay,
wereheclear
went
as I have been on the ground fince, and
up to you, whilſt we were going to find Ado not believe, when his lordſhip ſent me
the duke, as I imagine, being ſenſible of back, I had above ſix hundred yards to
the clearneſs of my orders, and the ne go to general Moſtyn.
ceſſity of their being immediately obeyed.
-I heard your lordſhip give him ſome BOOKS ſelling by Auðion, at the Britannia,
near the Royal Extraº,
orders.—what they were I cannot ſay
By L. Fun NIBus, Auáioneer.
but he immediately rode back towards the
B
Ratitude, a Poem, in twenty-four
cavalry.
cantos, from the original German
Upon my joining the duke, I repeated
-

G

to him the orders I had delivered to you,

of Lady Mary Hapſburgh, publiſhed at

and appealing to his ſerene highneſs, tº
know whether they were the ſame he had

Vienna in the year 1756.-MAchiavel

honoured me with, I had the ſatisfaction to

hear him declare, they were very exact.-

THE Second, or MURDER No SIN,
from the French of Monfieur le Diable,
printed at Paris for le Sieur Daemon, in

His ſerene highneſs immediately aſked, C la Rue d'Enfer, near the Louvre.—
where the cavalry was ; and upon my
making anſwer, that lord G
did not
underſtand the order, but was coming to

CRUELTY a VIRTUE, a Political Tračt,
in two volumes, fine imperial paper, by
Count Soltikoff—The Joys of Sopoli,

ſpeak to his ſerene highneſs, he expreſſed a Sermon, preached in the Royal Chapel
at Warſaw, by W. Heliſatanatius, Chap
I hope your lordſhip will think I did lain to his Excellency Count Bruhl.—
nothing but my duty, as aid de camp, in D The ART of TRIMMING, a Poſitical
mentioning to his ſerene highneſs my or Treatiſe, by the learned Van-Self, of Am
ders being ſo much queſtioned by your ſterdam.—SELF-PRESERVAtion, a So
liloquy, wrote extempore on an Aſpen
lordſhip.

his ſurprize ſtrongly,

-

-

Leaf on the Plains of Minden; found in
the pocket of an Officer who fell on the
Copy of the Declaration of Capt. Smith, Firſt of Auguſt.—The ART of Flying,
Aid de Camp to Lord G– S-. E by Monſieur Contades; with a curious
Minden, Aug. 3, 1759.
Frontiſpiece, repreſenting Diſmay with
I have to ſay with regard Eagle's wings, and Glory with a pair of
to the orders colonel Fitzroy Crutches, following the French Army.—
brought, and to their not being put in The REvertes of a super ANNUATED
GENI us, on the Banks of Lake Liman,
execution, is—I heard lord G–S
fay, on his receiving them, as they differed near Geneva, by M. Voltaire.—The
from thoſe he had juſt before received by F SPIRIT of LYING, from L'Eſprit Men
captain Ligonier, he would ſpeak to the teur of Monſieur Maubert.—Political
prince himſelf; and accordingly put his ARITHMETick, by the ſame Author; in
horſe in a gallop to go to him. I which is proved to Demonſtration that
immediately went up to colonel Fitzroy, Two is more than Five, and that Three
and made him repeat the orders to me is leſs than One. — The Knotty
I am, &c.

W.A.

twice.—I thought it ſo clear and poſitive Question Diſcuſſed, wherein is proved
for the Britiſh cavalry only to advance G that under certain circumſtances, Wrong
where he ſhould lead, that I took the li

is Right, and Right is Wrong, by a Ca

berty to ſay to his lordſhip I did think they

ſuiſt of the Sorbonne.—A New PLAN

were ſo; and offered to go and fetch them,
while he went to the prince, that no time
might be loſt. His anſwer was, he had
alſo an order from the prince, from Mr.

of the Engliſh poſſeſſions in America,
with the Limits properly ſettled, by Jeffer
Amherſt, Geographer to his #.
Majeſty.—The Theory of SEA-FIGHT

Ligonier, for the whole wing to come H ING reduced to Practice, by E. Boſ
away; and he thought it impoſſible the cawen, Mariner.—A TREATIse on the
prince could mean that. I replied, that Construction of BRIDGss, by I.
if he

would allow

me to fetch the

Britiſh, they were but a part, and if it
was wrong, they could ſoon remedy the

fault.—He ſaid, then do it as faſt as you

Will, and I. Willmot, Archite&s, near
the Black Fryars, at Louvain.—The

SPIRIt of TREATIES, a very Curious
Tračt, in which is fairly proved, that ab
ſºlute

1759.

Sir Willi AM Temple of Governments.

folute Monarchs have a right to explain
them in their own ſenſe, and that limited
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jećt to danger or change by any concuſ.
fions of earth or air.

Princes are tied down to a ſtrićt obſer

From this ſort of reaſoning, and far
vance of the letter—The Conquest ther comparing the ſtrength or weakneſs
of Hanover by the French, in the year of a people to a pyramid ſtanding on its
baſe or its point, he deduces the cauſes of
1759, a tragi-comic-farce, by a French
officer.—A Letter of Consolation. A ſecurity to a ſtate when invaded.
The brave, long, and almoſt incredible
from the Jeſuits in the Shades, to their
afflićted brethren at Liſbon, the ſecond
edition.—The FALL of Fisher, an Ex

cellent new Ballad, by
Harvey, Eſq;
—The Travels of a MARshal of
FRANee, from the Weser to the

defences, ſays he, that have been made by
thoſe governments which were rooted in
the general affection, eſteem, and intereſts
of the nation, make it ſeem probable, that
almoſt all the conqueſts we read of have

Mayne; ſhewing how he, and 12,ooo B been made way for, or in ſome meaſure
of his companions miraculouſly eſcaped facilitated, if not affifted, by the weak
from the hands of the ſavage Germans

neſs of the conquered government, grown

and Engliſh; and how, after inexpreſſible

from the diſeſteem, diſaffection, or in

difficulties, ſeveral hundreds of them got
ſafe to their own country. Interſperſed

differency of the people; or from thoſe
vicious and effeminate conſtitutions of

with ſeveral Curious Anecdotes of Rapes,

body and mind among them, which ever

Murders, and other French Gallantries; C grow up in the corrupt air of weak, or
by P. L. C. a Benedićtine Monk, of the looſe, a vicious or a fačtious ſtate : And
ſuch can never be ſtrong in the hearts of
the people, nor conſequently firm upon

Order of Saint Bartholomew.

To the AUTHOR of the LoNDON

that which is the true bottom of all go
vernments,

MAGAZINE.

He then enumerates various ſmall
S I R,

D ſtates who have ſupported themſelves a
IRW.Temple, in a number ofveryen gainſt vaſtly ſuperior powers aiming to re
tertaining hints” compares the ſtability duce and conquer them ; and gives this
of a government, founded on the affections noble, manly, and true Britiſh reaſon for
of a people to their leaders, to a pyramid; the event, Becauſe, in all theſe wars,
whoſe bottom being broad, and top nar the people were both united and ſpirited by
row, makes it firm and ſecure : Whereas the common love of their country, their
the contrary, a pyramid reverſed, is a fi- E liberty, or their religion; or by the more
gure of very uncertain ſupport and particular eſteem and love of their princes

S

duration.

and leaders.

A monarchy, ſays he, where the prince
governs by the affečtions, and according
to the opinions and intereſts of his peo

Apply theſe refle&tions of our author to
our late and our preſent times, and how
manifeſtly will they be found to correſ

all

pond with events we have ſeen Let then

le, or the bulk of them, makes of

others the ſafeſt and firmeſt government. Four enemies throw out their vain threats
And, on the contrary, a popular ſtate, of making a conqueſt of us.-We need
which is not founded in the general hu not fear, while heaven preſerves to us a
mours and intereſts of the people, but GeoRo E to rule over us, and a PITT to
only of the perſons who ſhare in the go prompt, and give vigour to his councils;
vernment, or depend upon it, is, of all while the leaders they appoint to condućt
others, the moſt uncertain, unſtable, and our forces are no longer baſhful in the

ſubjećt to the moſt frequent and eaſy G day of battle; and while the affe&tions
changes.

The leſs a monarchy takes in of the

people's opinions and intereſts, and the
more of the paſſions and intereſts of par
ticular men, the more unſtable it grows,
and the more endangered by every ſtorm
in the air and ſhake of the

and confidence of a brave and grateful
people give the helping hand to all their
noble attempts.-Be this the tribute paid
to heaven and to them, for our late ſuc

ceſſes, by every honeſt Briton.
I am, Sir, your’s, &c.
earth.-And H
D. J. Brutus.

a commonwealth, the more it takes in of

the general humour and bent of the peo
es and the more it ſpires up to a head
the authority of ſome one perſon
founded upon the love and eſteem of the

The FREnch Account of the Battle of
Thor NHAUSEN. (See p. 438.)

People, the firmer it ſtands, and the leſs ſub

guſt, 1759, between the Armies of

F.

A Relation of the Battle ºf the 1ſt of Au
3 P 2.

França
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*

France and Hanover, commanded by the
Marſhal de Contades, and Duke Ferdi

was in order of battle before day. But
he ſuſpended the attack till lieutenant

general Nicolai's diviſion, and afterwards
that of M. de Beaupreau, had got to is

nand of Brunſwick.

LL the generals of the French army

ground.

As ſoon as thoſe gentlemen

being met on the 31ſt of July, at had reached their poſts, he cauſed ſome
ſix in the evening, at the marſhal de Con-A platoons of foot to advance and cha
tades's quarters, a grand council of war the enemy's grand guards; and ...;
was held, the reſult of which was, That vour of thoſe platoons, he himſelf ad
they ſhould march to the enemy that very vanced to the ſummit of the eminence
night, and attack them at day-break. which ran along his whole front, and en
The marſhal gave the generals the order tirely hid the enemy's diſpoſitions. The
of the march, and the diſpoſition of the unconcern with which the enemy bout

attack. The army was to march in eight B this primary approach, and this whole diſ.
columns to the ground where it was to be
formed in battle-array. Broglio's reſerve,
which was to be augmented with eight
battalions of the grenadiers of France
and the royal grenadiers, was to make a
ninth column, and to keep on the right,

poſition, confirmed the ſuppoſition upon
which the marſhal had formed his plan cf
attack : One would have thought that
there were only poſts on that fide held by
a ſmall body of forces. The duke's ſur
prize can ſcarce be imagined when he per

tºng
along the left bank of
efer. The marſhal had formed

the

large body of Hanoverian foot ranged in

whole plan of the action upon a ſuppo
ſition, That, by the motions of the 29th,
and thoſe which followed, prince Ferdi
nand had carried his principal force to
his right, leaving on his left a corps not

order of battle, and extending from the
bank of the Weſer to the wood, with the

the C ceived, from the top of the eminence, a

farm houſe of Toſtenhauſen, of which
they had made an entrenched poſt, in their
line.

He, nevertheleſs, made his cannon

very numerous, which joined to the brink D advance, which began to play at five
of the Weſer, and was at a great diſtance
from the reſt of the army, the right of
which was at Hille. The duke of Brog
lio was charged with the attack of the
corps whoſe left was at the brink of the

o'clock; and finding things in a ſituation
contrary to that on which the plan of at
tack had been formed, he ſent notice

thereof to the marſhal. The enemy, at

firſt, returned the cannonade very feebly :

Weſer, and which was not numerous.

But finding that the duke did not give in
It was never doubted that the French re-E to the ſnare, their fire ſoon became ſupe
ſerve was ſuperior to it; and the order rior, and was ſuſtained by the troops till
bore, that after overwhelming and rout an anſwer ſhould be received from the
ing it, the duke de Broglio ſhould fall on marſhal. The duke cauſed the general
the left flank of the enemy, and thereby officers of his corps to make the ſame ob.
facilitate the attack and vićtory of the ſervation that he had done, and they were
marſhal's army.
of the ſame opinion. The cannon con

The duke de Broglio was in order of F tinued to play, till freſh orders ſhould be
battle, before day, within muſket ſhot of
the enemy's grand guard. His firſt line

received, which the duke de Broglio went
for himſelf, to the center, where the mar

conſiſted of nine battalions, his ſecond of

ſhal was. On leaving his wing, he put it
in ſuch order, that the enemy were curbed,
It was no longer in the marſhal's power
to change his plan : It was now eight
in battle-array to ſupport the infantry, in G o'clock, the enemy were advancing, and
caſe of need, and ſupport lieutenant threatened the centre. In fact, a large
general Nicolai, whoſe diviſion, conſiſting body of Engliſh and Hanoverian infantry,
of three brigades of foot, joined to his ſupported by cavalry, came forward and
fell upon the cavalry that formed the
left, and had no cavalry.
The left wing of the French army, un centre. The latter anticipated the ſhock;
der lieutenant-general de Guerchi, joined which was their ſole reſource. But, not
to a rivulet whoſe banks formed a kind withſtanding the briſkneſs of their charge,
of moraſs. The centre of the marſhal's they were repulſed, becauſe they had none
army conſiſted of ſixty ſquadrons of horſe, to ſupport them. The brigades of foot
which had no other foot to ſupport them, of Touraine and Rouvergne, which were
nine, and his reſerve of three. His ca
valry was poſted in two columns behind
the left of his infantry, that it might form

but thoſe which formed the line on their
right and left.

The duke de Broglio, as has been ſaid,

in the ſame line on the right, ventured tº
make an attempt to ſupport them, and
were overpowered.

From the

*:::
w

of the BATTLE of Thornhausen.
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that the enemy's foot fell upon the centre, tween 5 and 6ooo men, killed and wound
the day might have been ſuppoſed to be ed, or priſoners. They have, moreover,
loſt. The duke de Broglio, and the ge a great number of their wounded with
nerals of his corps, immediately deter them. M. de Lutzelbourg, major-gene
mined what to do. The reſerve quickly ral, is a priſoner. Meſſrs. de Beaupreau,
joined Nicolai's diviſion; and the two and de Poyanne, lieutenant generals; M.
corps came, under the duke's command, A de Monti, major general; Meſſis. the
to maſk the center, which was in confu duke de Montmorenci, de Gaſſé, de Se
fion, and form a rampart to it. This ma chelles, and de Vatan, colonels, are
noeuvre was the more daring, as it was wounded. The prince de Chimai and
made under the noſes both of the vićtori

M. de la Fayette, colonels in the grena

ous corps, and of that large body of forces
which joined to the bank of the Weſer.

diers of France, are killed.

the right, the center repaſſed the rivulet,
and went and formed in order of battle in

which was obliged to be left becauſe the
carriage was broke.

the old camp. The left followed it, as
did likewiſe the cavalry of the right;
the infantry of the right remained in the
hedges under the cannon of Minden, to

work, was prince Ferdinand's judgment
and boldneſs in ſending out a detachment
of 10,000 men, the moment he was going

The army

has loſt thirty pieces of cannon. Brog
Under favour of the good countenance of B lio's corps loſt only one piece of cannon,
The moſt ſurpriſing thing of this day's

cover thoſe motions by their fire. There C to engage a ſuperior army.
was nothing to oblige us to retire further;
and the battle would have been nothing

To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.

more but an attack for which we were to

make repriſals: But juſt as the enemy

S I R,

threatened the center, the marſhal receiv
ed advice from M. de Briſſac, who was

N your Magazine for O&tober, 1758,
. 525, a gentleman who figns higi

poſted at Coefeld with a body of troops D ſelf Salubre, was ſo generous as to lay
to ſecure the communication with Her

vorden, that the hereditary prince of
Brunſwick had attacked him at half an

hour after five in the morning, with
1 o, ooo men, and forced him to retire to

down ſome rules, &c. for decayed health.
deſigned for the recovery of Amicus's
friend; what effect it had, if the method
was purſued, the publick have not been
favoured with : Now, as a return of health

Minden. This blow rendered the prince is of infinite ſervice, and the greateſt of
maſter of the paſſes. The marſhal, E bleſſurgs to thoſe who have laboured un
therefore, took a reſolution to place his ar der any diſorder, I think, if any method
my on the other fide of the Weſer, has been tried with ſucceſs, the publick
which, accordingly, it croſſed in the even ought to be made acquainted there with,
ing, after all the baggage had filed off. for the good of others.—The following I
The infantry which had taken poſt in the communicate with the greateſt pleaſure.
hedges, being favoured by the cannon of —For more than twelve months my wife
Minden, mached through the town, in F was troubled every night with profuſe
which 300 were left to make a capitula ſweats, from the hips downwards, to ſuch
tion for the wounded. This retreat was a degree, that her limbs from being of a
by no means made in a fright : The robuſt ſize, were reduced to almoſt a ſke
troops were not at all diſheartened. The leton, from the exceſſive loſs of nouriſh
French army remained on the 2d within ment through the pores.—The moment I
half a league of Minden, into which the read the above advice, it occurred to me
enemy did not enter till the afternoon. Git might poſſibly relieve a partial as well
The army marched, on the 3d, to Ol as univerſal ſweating. From the begia
dendorff, where it halted the 4th. The ning of November I commenced her doc
neceſſity of procuring ſubſiſtances will tor, rubbed her legs every night well with
alone oblige us to make ſome marches a fleſh bruſh, gave the medicines as direct
more towards Heſſe : But we ſhall ſe

ed, and every day the weather would per

cure all the defiles and poſts for our re mit, had her on horſeback; in leſs than a
turn". On the 5th, the army was at Haſ H month her ſweats began to abate, and in
tenbeck, and is this day, the 6th, at ten weeks the complaint entirely left her;
Munden.

It was not at all harraſſed in

ſhe is now as healthy as ever, and her

its march on the 3d. Meanwhile prince

limbs have returned to their former pro
portion.—The modeſty of the gentleman
in not ſubſcribing his name, gives me oc
caſion to requeſt, if it is agreeable, a better

Ferdinand hath all the marks of vićtory

for him ; though, otherwiſe, his loſs is
confiderable.

The French have loſt be
5

acquaintance,
-

* How well they kept their word, the enſuing accounts will ſhºw.
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Pºwruns of the soci ETY

Sept:

thereof, in any of our colonies fouthward
acquaintance, by direáing a line, to be of
the Delaware river, the greateſt number

left at Sago's Coffee-Houſe, Holborn, of olive-trees, not leſs than 10oo, for the
Ilondon; or at the White Lion, Briſtol, produćtion of oil; alſo a premium of 40l.
that I may have the ſatisfaction of apply for the ſecond greateſt number, not leſs than
ing on any other occaſion.
Boo; and likewiſe a premium of 30]... for the
Oxfordſhire,
Sept. 8, 1759.

I am, &c.

Parmioms of the Society for the Encourage
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce,
continued from p. 444.

Parmiums fºr theColonies.
Advantage of the Britiſh

third greateſt number, not leſs than 600 i
The ſociety hereby propoſes to give three
other premiums of 50, #. and 3ol. on the

above conditions, ſor planting, cultivating,
and properly ſecuring, within four years
from the date hereof, in any of our ſaid
colonies ſouthward of the Delaware river
the greateſt number of olive-trees. Each

claimant will be required to produce (with
o R the greateſt quantity of cochineal,

F. cured, not leſs than 25lb. weight,
firſt produced from any plantation or plan
tations in South Carolina, within the ſpace
of three years from the date hereof, 1ool.

For the ſecond greateſt quantity,not leſs than
25lb. weight, as above, 5ol. For the greateſt

in fix months after the expiration of the
ſaid four years reſpedively) a certificate un
der the hand of the governor of the pro
vince, that a ſufficient proof had been made
efore him that the number of trees men
tioned in the ſaid certificate are under adual

improvement and cultivation.—To the per
quantity, not leſs than 25lb. weight, pro- C ſon who ſhall, on or before the ſecond

duced as above in Jamaica, 1ool. For the
second greateſt quantity, not leſs than 25lb.
weight, 5ol. The like premiums will be
given to any perſon who ſhall firſt produce,
in any of the Britiſh colonies, ſettlements,
or dominions, the abovementioned quan

tity. A certificate under the hands of two
or more juſtices of the peace refiding in the
country, or of the miniſter and church
wardens of the pariſh where ſuch cochineal
was cured, ſetting forth that the ſaid co
chineal was cured at the place mentioned

Wedneſday in December, 1760, import into
any one port in England from any of his

Majeſty's colonies in America, the greataſt
quantity of pot-aſh, the produce of the
ſaid colonies, not leſs than 50 ton, neareſt
in goodneſs to the beſt foreign pot-aſh :
The quantity landed to be aſcertained by
cerificates under the hands of the colle&or

and comptroller of the cuſtoms, and the
quality to be aſcertained in ſuch manner as

the ſociety flail direét, 1sol. N. B. The
ſame premium will be given, on the ſame

therein, and ſuch certificate backed or coun

conditions, to the perſon who ſhall, after

ter-figned by the governor or commander in

the ſecond Wedneſday in December, 1760,
and on or before the ſecond Tueſday in De
cember, 1761, import into England, from
any of his majeſty's colonies in America,

chief in council, under the ſcal of the co

lony, will be expeated by the ſociety at the
time the premium is claimed,—For planting
the greateſt quantity of logwood, in any of

the plantations, before the 25th of Decem
ber,1759, 201. Certificates of ſuch planting
muſt be delivered on or before the firſt Wed

meſday in June, 1760.-For planting, fenc

the greteſt quantity of pot-aſh, not leſs than
50 Ton.—To the perſon, in any of our
American colonies, who ſhall firſt raiſe and
cure from his own plantation, and import
into the port of London, within fix years

ing and ſecuring the greateſt number of log- F from the 25th of March, 1759, soolb.
wood trees (not leſs than 500) in any of our

weight of good raiſins, 5ol. A certificate
under the hands of two or more juſtices
December, 1760, 40l. and certificates thereof. of the peace refiding in the country,or of the
to be delivered on or before the laſt Wed miniſter and church-wardens of the pariſhes
neſday in June, 1761.-3ol. will be given where ſuch raiſins were raiſed and cured,
for the greateſt quantity of myrtle wax, ſetting forth that the ſaid raiſins were raiſed
imported from any of the Britiſh colonies and cured at the place mentioned therein,
in America, not leſs than 500 lb. weight at and ſuch certificate backed or counter
one importation, in the port of London, on ſigned by the governor or chief magiſtrate
or before the laſt Tueſday in March, 1761. of the colony, will be expected at the time
For the ſecond greateſt quantity, not leſs the premium is claimed.—It was propoſed,
than 50olb. weight, 20l. For the third in April, 1758, to give, for ſowing, raiſing,
ditto, not leſs than 50olb. weight, 1ol. A and curing the greateſt quantity of ſafflower
certificate or certificates under the hands in any of our plantations (not leſs than
of the colle&or of the euſtoms and naval
5oolb. weight) before the 25th of Decem:
officers of the port where the wax is ſhipp'd ber, 1759, 1:1. For the ſecond greateſ
will be required. If the quantities ſhould quantity rol. Certificates of ſuch ſowing:
be equal, the Quality will determine the &c. to be delivered on or before the third
premium.—Whereas the ſociety, on the 5th Wedneſday in June, 1760. Alſo two Prº"
day of April, 1758, offered a premium of miums on the ſame conditions for ſowing,

plantations, before the third Wedneſday in

501.ſor planting cultivating, and properly
fºcuring, within four years from the date

raiſing, and curing ſafflower before th:

third Wedneſday in December, 1760; and
certificates

for the Improvement of ARts, &c.

1759.

certificates thereof to be delivered on or he
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one ton thereof to be imported at London,

fore the third Wedneſday in December, 1760,

1ool.

and certificates thereof to be delivered on or

or more juſtices of the peace, refiding in

before the third Wedneſday in June, 1761.
The ſociety hereby propoſe to give two
other premiums, one of 15l. and the

wardens of the pariſh where ſuch wine was

other of icl, on the above

conditions,

grown and made at the place mentioned

for ſowing, raiſing and curing, after
the third Wedneſday in December, 1760,
and before the third Tueſday in De
cember, 1761, the greateſt quantity of ſaf

wine is equally good with that imported;

flower, and certificates thereof to be de
livered on or before the third Tueſday in

June, 1762.-For every pound weight of
cocoons produced in the province of Georgia, B.

in the year 1759, of a hard, weighty, and

A certificate under the hands of two

the country, or of the miniſter and church
made, ſetting forth, that the wine was
therein, and that the remainder of the
and ſuch certificate, backed or counter

figned by the governor or chief magiſtate of
the colony, will be expected by the ſociety
at the time the premium is claimed.
TREAT 1s e.

A gold medal will be given for the beſt

uced in the ſame year, of a weaker, lighter,
ſpotted or bruiſed quality, though only one
worm has ſpun in the ſame, 2d. For every
pound of cocoons, produced in the ſame

treatiſe on the arts of peace, containing an
hiſtorical account of the progreffive im
provements of agriculture, manufactures,
and commerce, in that part of Great Bri
tain called England, with the effects of
thoſe improvements on the morals and
manners of the peeple, and pointing out

year, wherein two worms have interwoven C

the moſt pračticable means for their future

good ſubſtance, wherein one worm only has

ſpun, 3d. For every pound of cocoons pro

themſelves, 1d. N. B. Theſe premiums advancement. All treatiſes are to be ſent
will be paid under the direétion of Mr. to the ſociety on or before the ſecond Wed
Otelenghe, ſuperintendant of the filk cul neſday in December, 1761. Each writer is
ture in Georgia, on bringing the balls or deſired to mark his treatiſe with ſome
eocoons to the public filature at Savannah, fentence or verſe, and to ſend a paper
according to notice already ſent toGeorgia.- ſealed up, containing his name and addreſs,
For every pound weight of merchantable raw and inſcribed on the outſide with the fame
fik raiſed and produced in the colonies of ſentence or verſe as the treatiſe is marked
Conneéticut, Penſylvania, and North-Caro with, which paper, in caſe his treatiſe is
Jina, in the year 1760, 2s. 6d. The ſaid intitled to the medal, will be opened, or
premiums to be paid, in Connecticut by elſe deſtroyed unopened, or delivered back
Dr. Jared Eliot, and the Rev. Mr. Clap; in if it be ſo defired, and the medal will be
Penſylvania, by Benjamin Franklin, LL.D. delivered to the author, or any perſon pro
and John Hughes, Eſq; and in North ducing a letter figned by him, and diſtin
Carolina, by George Pollock, Cullen Pol- E guiſhed by his token, impowering ſuch per
lock, and John Rutherfurd, Eſqrs. upon ſon to receive the medal.—A ſum not ex
Proof being made to their ſatisfadion by ceeding zool. is allotted annually by the ſo
every perſon claiming ſuch premiums, that ciety, to be beſtowed in ſuch proportion,
the filk by which it is claimed has been ačtu on ſuch condition, and at ſuch times as the
ally and bona fide, reeled from cocoons of ſociety ſhall judge proper, for new diſcoveries
ſuch claimants own raiſing and produce.— or improvements in huſbandry, mechanics,
Alſo a further premium of 1s, for every arts, manufactures, or other matters which
pound weight of raw fiſk imported into F ſhalí be found really to deſerve encourage
England from the ſaid colonies of Conneéti ment on account of their public utility, and
cut, Penſylvania, and North-Carolina, will for which no premium has been offered.
be paid, by the ſociety's ſecretary, to the im Theſe rewards to be determined and diſtri
porter, upon producing a certificate under buted only between the ſecond Wedneſday
the hands and ſeals of the abovementioned
in November and the laſt Wedneſday in
gentlemen in the ſaid colonies reſpectively, May. N. B. No premium will in any caſe
that proof had been made to them, that be given, unleſs the performance be deemed
ſuch filk for which the premium is claimed, by the ſociety to have ſufficient merit to de
expreſfing the quantity, was of the adual ſerve their encouragement. It is required
growth ºf one of the ſaid colonies reſpective in all caſes, where it can be done, that the
ly ; and alſo a certificate from the proper matters for which premiums are offered be
officer of the cuſtoms of the port or place delivered in without names, or any intima-.
where ſuch fiſk was imported, of its hav- '' tion to whom they belong; that each par
ing been entered in ſuch port or place from ticular thing be marked in what manner
the ſaid colonies.—To that planter in any of H each claimant thinks fit, he or ſhe ſending
our ſaid colonies who ſhall firſt produce with it a paper ſealed up, having without
(within ſeven years from the 5th day of fide a correſponding mark, and within fide

April, 1758,) from his own plantation five

the claimant’s name and

tuns of white or red wine, made of grapes,

papers ſhall be opened but ſuch as gain pre

the produce of the colonies only, and ſuch
as, in the opinion of competent judges ap
pointed by the ſociety in London, ſhall be
deemed deſerving the reward, not leſs than
7

addreſs *.

No

miums, all the reſt ſhall be returned un

opened, with the matters to which they be
long, if enquired after by their marks within
half a year; after which time, if not de
manded,

-

-

=−

-

-

*

-
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prove, that the arguments which are the main
fundation ºf the immaterial Hypathji, are weak
and deſºlve * Why will you argue againſt
yourſelf 2 You will, perhaps, by way of
ſalvo, tell me, that arguments have not the
leſs force for being weak, unleſs they be de

manded, they ſhall be publickly burnt, un

cpened, at ſome meeting of the ſociety.
whereas there are ſocieties for the en

couragement of arts, manufactures and
commerce in that part of Great Britain
called Scotland, and alſo in Ireland ; there
fore all the premiums of this ſociety are de Aſ ºf alſo : You will likewiſe tell me, that
ſigned for that part of Great Britain called the arguments in defence of matter, though
England, the dominion of Wales, and town weak, are not defºive : You will moreover
of Berwick upon Tweed, unleſs expreſly add that ſubtle, deep, and philoſophical ar
mentioned to the contrary ; and the claims
guments, are both weak and defeative : Or,
shall be determined as ſoon as poffible after laſtly, you will tell me, that arguments are
the delivery of the ſpecimens. Proper af not the weaker, for being leſs ſubtle, ſhal
fidavits, or ſuch certificates as the ſociety lower, and leſs philoſophical.

shall require, are to be produced on every art. B . You defire, that your having granted that
By order of the ſociety,
Geo. Box, ſecretary.
Note, Any information or advice, that
may forward the deſigns of this ſociety for
the public good, will be received thankfully,
and duly confidered, if communicated by
letter, directed to Mr. Box, the ſecretary, at

the arguments in favour of immaterialiſm are
more in number, more ſubtle, deeper, and rare

the ſociety's office, oppoſite Beaufort-build

C truth approaches to the certainty ºf ſelf evidrº,

philoſophical, than can be urged in defenſe ºf
matter, may not create a prejudice againſ; yºur

opinion ; for, ſay you, “ that is the caſe in ºf
plain points, in which the fºundation ºf ºffer:
lies open to common ſenſe, and the nearer any
the lºſs is to be ſaid in explication or confirmatiºn

ings, in the Strand, London.

of it.” I anſwer: The deſign of your tiſsy
To the AUTHOR of the Essay in Defence

is to defend the exiſtence of matter unper

of a Material Wºrld (ſee p. 193.)

ceived; in which work I find the following

May 9, 1759. paſſage. “Material objećts, if we ſuppoſe
HAVE read your eſſay in defence of a them to exiſt, are obječas of ſenſe ; an ob
material world in which there is a paſ jećt of ſenfe we cannot otherwiſe conceive
£age or two I ſhould be glad to ſee explained. D in thought, than as an objećt of ſenſe, i. e.
You are pleaſed, with great modeſty, to de we cannot in thought ſeparate perceptica
S I R,

I

clare, that “your reader muſt determine,
whether you have, or have not, confuted

from it :” Hence it follows, that if it be

the reaſonings of the immaterialiſts;” but

according to you, an inconceivable truth:

true that matter exiſts unperceived, it is,

How then could you call it a plain point, 5
ing ºpen to common ſenſe, and nearly approaching
ments againſt matter, are more in number, E * the certainty of ſelf evidence P

ſurely, Sir, you yourſelf have decided this

point, when you confeſs, “that the argu

more ſubtle, deeper, and more philoſophica',
than can be urged in its defence."

I am, yours, &c.

It is, I

ſay, evident from hence, either that you
have not confuted the immaterialiſts, or that
weak arguments may be an overmatch for
ſuch as are ſtronger ; which is ſo ſtrange a

O give our readers a clearer idea of the

late ſea fight, between the Engliſh flect
commanded by the brave admiral Boſcawen,
and the French fleet under M. de la Clue,

Paradox, that it will hardly be admitted :
But ſhould it be granted, that weak argu F we have obliged them with the annexed
ments have more ſtrength than thoſe that

comprehenſive Chart of the Straits of

are ſtronger, I aſk, Why you undertake to

Gibraltar, &c. &c.

-
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In careleſs indolence I liv'd ſecure,

An E L E G Y in the Manner of Tibullus,
written the Evening before quitting College.
*

OON as tomorrow's ſun begins to dawn
And ſpread hisjoy diffuſing rays around,

Whoſe gladſome radiance gilds the chequer'd

And look'd with pity on the wretchin love;
Laugh'd at his darts, derided Cupid's pow'r,
[could move.
And thought no nymph my ſtubborn healt
Till Clara came, poſſeſt of ev'ry grace,

And ev'ry virtue that adorns the mind;

[ground;

So ſweet her mien, ſo heav'nly was her face,

And dries the dew drops from the thirſty

I thought her one exceeding human kind:
But when ſhe ſpoke, then, then, my heart
was loſt,
[mov’d;
Then was my ſoul with ſweet compañen
I haſt'ned to her voice with rapture toff,
1 gaz'd, admir'd, and found at laſt I lov’d.
In tender words, I told my moving tale,
Told all the paſſion that my ſoul poſſeſ i

lawn,

Then ſhall I quit ſage wiſdom's lov’d retreat,
Where ev'ry ſcience, ev'ry Muſe reforts 5
Where liberty has fix'd her darling ſeat,
Andlookscontemptongilded ſlaves at courts.

How
oft in pleaſure
have 1 paſs'd
the neigh
day
Near
clear ſtreams,
or on the
b'ring plains,
in looking at the artleſs lambkins play,

But nought I ſaid could hapleſs me avail,

;

}
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Yet ſtill I lov’d, and ſtill purſu'd the fair,
Beg'd but for pity, beg'd but for a ſmile ;

Too ſoon the darkneſs took its rapid flight,
As envy'ng me ſuperlative delight.

She deither bade me hope, nor yet deſpair,

O Caunus, could l change this name of mine,

But ſtill remain'd indiff rent all the while.
Had I the wealth that both the Indies hold,

Out mutual hands with mutuallóve might join!
Thy father mine, but that by law alone,
My fire might thee his ſon affianc'd own.
O had the Gods to us ſo gracious been
As not to place this kindred bar between ;
Or wert thou great, and I of low degree,
I might aſpire without a crime to thee.
How bleſt foe'er, amcng the virgin train,
The fair thou may'ſt to make a mother deign ;
The ſame our parents fince the fates decree,

Or had I crowns and ſceptres to command;

At Clara’s feet, I’d lay the ſhining gold,
And put the ſceptre in her beauteous hand.
But if ſhe ſtill does all my love deſpiſe,

I'll quit the plain, and ſeek ſome ſhady
grove ;

There to the winds I’ll breathe my lateſt
fighs,
And die a Martyr to deſpair and love.
J. W.

The Passion of BY B L I S, from Ovid's
Metamorphoſis, Book ix.
ET Byblis' dire example warn the Fair,
Leſt lawleſs love their heedleſs hearts in
ſnare ;
For Byblis, by unruly paſſion caught,
Her brother lov'd, but not as fiſter ought.
At firſt, indeed, unknowing of her flame,
The frequent kiſs ſhe deem'd not worthy
blame ;
Nor thought, that when about his neck ſhe
threw

To Byblºs thou can'ſ but a brother be.
One obſtacle alone withſtands our love,
And that an obſtacle is like to prove.
Then what avails the night's fictitious ſcene *

Are dreams of weight? or aught do viſions
mean *

How bleſt the Gods, who, free and unre
ſtrain'd,
[tain'd?
Sweet intercourſe with fiſters have main

Thus Ops enjoy'd her brother Saturn's bed;
Thus Ocean, Tethys, Jove did Juno wed.
But Gods have laws their own, celeſtial
laws;
[cauſe *
What ſuch to me How ſerve my human

This guilty flame to baniſh let metry,
Or if I cannot, let me quickly die;
And when I lifeleſs on the couch am ſpread,
My brother lºſſes may afford me dead.
And yet my caſe requires conſent of two t
Say I approve, he may deteſt my view.
But AEölus's ſons, by beauty's chaſms,

Her am’rous arms, ſhe any cenſure drew t
In pleaſing error long remains the maid,
By love, in maſk of picty, betray'd.
As grows her love, maturing by degrees,
She ſtudies dreſs, her brother's eye to pleaſe;
And, if ſome brighter fair approach his fight,

Were fir’d to take their fiſters to their arms

She views each rival charm with envious

But whence all this 2 why theſe examples

ſpite.
Yet ſhe, ſelf-ign'rant fill, to her defire
Fixes no ſcope, but burns with ſecret fire.

preſs'd

breaſt.

where rove I? fly ſuch impious flames my
My brother loves, but with a cold allay;
Now lord ſhe calls him, as a far remove
He only loves me as a brother may :
From odious blood, and nearer to her love : But had be firſt to me been captive made,
And ſhe could wiſh the ſiſter's name to loſe, His flame had been with equal flame repaid,
And Caunus only that of Byblis uſe.
Shall I then aſk, who aſk'd had not deny'd
Nor yet while waking dar'd ſhe to admit
What, ſpeak confeſs? yes, love's above
such hopes as were not for a virgin fit;
my pride.
But oft in balmy ſleep her fancy brought
Or, if coy honour ought my lips to ſeal,
The ſecret letter ſhall my flame reveal.
The lovely objećt of her wakeful thought,
Whenall entranc'd,in am’rous ſoldsentwin'd,
She, thus reſolv’d, thus fix'd her wav'ring
She found her brother to her ardour kind;
mind;
So fierce the bliſs, ſo true the viſion ſeems,
"Roſe on her fide, and on her arm reclin'd.
He ſhall behold—I will, ſaid ſhe, confeſs
She conſcious bluſhes, tho' ſhe only dreams.
She 'woke, ſhe paus'd, her viſion ſhe revolv di To the dear youth, my raging love's exceſs.
Ah me where ruſh I ? O my tortur’d brain l
Then thus beſpoke a mind that's unreſolv'd:
Ah me! why gave the filent night to view What fire is this I madly entertain *
That guilty ſcene I ſhould not wiſh were true :
Then meditating what ſhe ſhould indite,
He's all o'er charms, e'enenvy muſt confeſs; She ſeats herſelf with trembling hand to writes
But, ah, thoſe charms muſt not a fiſter bleſs.
One hand the pencil held, the table, oºc,
He's worthy me, and might my love com She 'gan, ſhe doubted, wrote, condemn’d
mand,
what done;
Did not a brother's fatal name withſtand.
Andnoted, blotted, chang'd, diſlik'd, approv’d,
What tho' I dare not love indulge awake,
Rejećted and reſum’d, as caprice mov’d.
Yet, O ! the liberties in dreams I take :
In am’rous dreams no witneſſes annoy,

No phraſe can pleaſe, nor what to chuſe ſhe

And, tho' fiétitious, rapt’rous is the joy.
O Venus, and thou love compelling pow'r,
How bleſs'd I revell'd in that biiſsful hour;
How all diſſolv’d in extacy I lay !
It charms me ſtill, altho' ſo ſhort the flay !
September, 1759.

And in her viſage ſhame with daring glows.

knows,
Siſter ſubſcrib'd, ſhe ſtrikes it out again ;
At length corre&ed, thus her words remain f
To thee, dear youth, thy fond admirer ſends

Her wiſh of health; her own on thee depends;
3 QAh,
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Ah, let me not reveal the lower's name !

The careful ſervant apt occaſion caught,

, The bluſhing lover is forbid by ſhame.
Should you her ſuit enquire; ſhe'd fain pro
ceed,

And gave the writing with the ſecret fraught.
On readingpart (and he could tead no more)
A ſudden rage inflam'd the prince all o'er i
He threw the tablet from him with diſdain,
And from the bearer ſcarce his hands refrain.

Nameleſs, if poſſible, her cauſe to plead;
Nor chuſes anxious Byblis to be known
Before her hope to certainty be grown.

Indeed the anguiſh of my wounded breaſt
By theſe apparent ſymptoms might be gueſt:

Avaunt, ſaid he, thou pander vile to luſt;
Fly, while thou may"ſt, nor to thy faiety
truſt;

Faded and fall n my checks, my oft wet eyes,

For, but my vengeance might my ſhame be

;And, tho' from latent cauſe, my broken fighs;
Th’ embraces frequent, and if mark'd by you,

Thy forfeit life ſhould for the outrage pay,

The kiſſes more than from a ſiſter due.

tray,/

Quick from the danger, fied the frighted

Yet, tho’ to grief a pining vićtim doom'd,
Tho' nearly by an inward five conſum’d,

Page,

-

And told his miſtreſs all her brother's rage,

I've done my all (as know the pow'rs di

[The rºſt in our next.]

[mine :
I've ſpar'd no pains to cure this wound of

The P1 G E ox's Cho cr.

vine)

And long I ſtrove to guard my wretched
heart

Againſ the fury of love's piercing dart;
And more and harder far my conflićts were

Than you conceive a maid hath ſtrength to
bear.

Praštice their wiles his heart to gain;
Bridle the neck, and bill and coo,
And imitate what women do.

-

Subdu'd at laſt, I am compell'd to ſue,
With conſcious dead, for kindly aid from
Qu.

you?: you can ſave,

or can deſtroy :
Say which of theſe thou chuſett gentle boy?
who this requeſt prefers, no foe is ſhe
Thy neareſt friend a nearer triend would be;
And, tho' by cloſc relation to thee ty'd,
She craves to be in ſtrićter bands ally'd,

To our grave ſeniors leave the vain applauſe
To know what's criminal or not by laws.

Of right and wrong ſeverely to decide,
Wiiiie muſty ſtatutºs are their only guide.
But, free bornVenus ſuits our youthful prime,
We know no ill, unconſcious of a crime :
Thus innocent and careleſs, bold and free,
Thus uncontroul'd the life of Gods live we,

We are not by a cruti fire debarr'd,
Nor need to fame an over ſtićt regard;
No dread nor obſtacle to love is here,
So diſtant iromus is all cauſe of fear.

O ev'ry fair a pigeon rov’d,
• By ev'ry fair alike belov'd :
Where 'crhe flew, the female train

At length he found that too much joy
Muſt ſoon his vigºrous health deſtroy ;
So thought it prudent to give cver,
Aſſume the huſband, drop the lover.
. At firſt the fin-tail nymph he tries,
Who, in a moment, met his eyes.

Her heart exults with inward pride,
And fancy fix'd her for his bride.
Secure of conqueſt, ſhe negleated
The real charms the youth expeded.
No gentle manners, no conceſſion;
All muſt be left to her diſcretion :

Whilſt vanity, aud affeółation
Supply'd the place of ſenſe and ſtation.
“He could not anſwer to his conſcience
To be confin'd to pride and nonſenſe:
A miſtreſs thus, was right and civil ;
But, in a wife, they were the devil :"

s

So left the nymph to ſtrut alone,
Regardleſs of her idle moan.
The carrier, a pigeon ſleek,
With ruddy bill, and ſnowy neck,

A brother's name our ſtol'n delights may hide;
Nor can our ſecret converſe be deny'd.

Caught his deſires; but yet the dame

The brother and the tiſter may embrace,

Had but a ſort of doubtful fame.

&nd we may kiſs, tho' in a publick place,

He ſaw ſhe rambled round the county,
And gueſs'd ſhe might diſperſe her bounty,
He knew ſhe ſeldom kept the houſe,
And needs muſt make a wretched ſpouſes
Never at eaſe but on the wing !
So dropt the airy giddy thing.
The crºpper next the ſtately fair
Clain'd his affection and his care;
But to his ſorrow ſoon he found
Her principles and mind unfound.
She boaſted much her great deſcent,
“She was not for the vulgar meant :
Yet ſhe would yield to his requeſt

What want we then! your tender pity deign
A wretch that's forc'd to own her am’rous
pain ;

had notardour in extreme comptil'd,
Had been from thee eternally withheld :
Nor be thou author of my cruel doom,
Which,

The cauſe inſcrib'd upon thy fiſter's tomb.
She fill'd the page, nor at the bottom ſtaid,
But her concluſion in the margin made:

Then to her crime, the ſealing gem apply'd,
Bedew’d with tears; her tongue was parch'd
and dry'd.
One ſervant then ſhe fingled from the reſt,
Andwith abluſhandſoothing words addreſs'd:
This letter, truſty friend—and, pauſing the e,
At length ſhe added, to my brother bear :
But giving, dropp'd it, at the dire portent;
Tho' diſconcried, yet the ſcrull ſhe ſent,
*

**

Provided he would make her neſt.

Her noble limbs were quite unfit
To do the drudg’ry of a cit."
He rais'd his head, his anger grew,
Flapping his wings away be flew.
An hundred other ſorts he try’d;

Some promis'd fair, ſome half deny'd ; Eut
"

-

w
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But what rais'd moſt his indignation,
was pride deep fix’d by education.
Cloſe in a farmer's yard he ſaw

The common pigeon, deep in ſtraw:
He view'd the modeſt humble mein,
Her beaut'ous feathers neat and clean:

He ſaw her earning hard her food,
And thought ſhe'd bring a healthy brood.
His judgment fix’d her in his mind,
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Dialºgue entre Lours Quinzert PEcho. Par
un des 243 Gifficiers, Priſoniers ºf la battaile de
Tonhauſen le 1 me d'Azár.

EPOND moj, cher Echo, c'eſt Louis qui
te parle *
park.
Dis-moidans quel &tateſt reduite ma finance 2
en decadence.

Quel Démon aujourd'huime déclare la guerre?
!"Angieterre.

He lov’d and courted—the prov'd kind.
Of her poſſeſs'd, he found how wain

"Oil font donc mes flottes à la vaincre déſti

Were all the trifling gigling train.
No gadder ſhe, no affectation ;
No airs, to give his mind vexation.
Her thoughts were wholly on him bent,
Studious in all to give content.
With pleaſure on his bill ſhe hung,

blocqués.
Quel eſtle fort demes vaſtes colonies :

Then hatch'd her eggs, or fed her young.
With her he ſound the charms that give

The bliſs, that makes it bliſs to live.

nées 2

envabies.

Quel ſera leur dernier Échecº

-

Quebec.

Ou font tous nos vaiſſeaux qui couvroient
a l'encan.

l'ocean *

Qu'a-t-on fait de tant be braves mariniers
priſonnieri.

Quels font les exploits du maréchal de Con
or the Death of Mr. Robert Łeckie, Iſriter

in Sterling, who died ºn Saturday July 21,

bravades.

tades P

Mon armée ſous lui, qu'eſt-elle devenue 2
battu!

1759.

ET wealth and titles purchaſe venal
[name ;
fame,
The gen’rous muſe ſhould ſing each virtuous
with juſt contempt, unworthy greatneſs ſhun,

Qui a pu frapper ce coup 6tonnant

Nor Perſian like hail fortune's riſing ſun ;

Quel ſera le ſuccés de cette belle équipée ;
firmée.
Que deviendrai-je dans cetems critique *
pacifigue,
Où eſt donc mon conſeil, jadis fi advise

-

L

But ſeek for goodneſs in life's humbleſt ſhade,
Where honed truth the nobleſt tribute’s paid.

Know then, you pompous monuments of ſtate,
You falſhood-bearing ſycophants of fate,
The narrow bounds of Leckit's turf-clay
[gave;
grave
Contains more worth than fortune ever

-

Ferdinand.

Ne dois-je pas tenter l'éfet d'une deſcenter
frnte,

-

divité.

Que fait mon parlement, dans ºes triſtes cir
conſtances *

remºntrancer,

Whoſe virtues flouriſh in immortal youth :

Oú dois-je l'énvoyer, s'il me cherche noiſe?
# Pontoiſe.

Safe from the dart of death, and ſcythe of

Comment calmer, enfin, Tennui qui me

A heart of friendſhip, and a ſoul of truth,

poſséde

time,

cede,

-

They ſhine reſplendent in the ſtarry clime.

Tº the AUTHOR of the L ON DO N
t

E.

M A G A Z IN

S I R,

honour endeavour to vindicate a charaćter,
before he has any certain knowledge of the
fatts upon which that vindication muſt be
founded.

I have therefore, hitherto,with indignation
E have for above a month paſt, been
plagued with the noiſe of infamous heard thoſe infamous libels bellowed in the
libels in our ſtreets, and ridiculous diſputes A ſtreets, and I have avoided as much as
in every company we could go into, about poffible entering into any of thoſe ridiculous
diſputes; and I ſhall continue to hold the
the behaviour of the general in chief of the
Britiſh troops in Germany, at the battle ſame condué, until I can have a knowledge
of facts ſufficient for forming a judgment,
of Thornhauſen, on the firſt of laſt month.
The diſputes I call ridiculous, becauſe no which, if by any undue means prevented,
man can talk rationally about the affair, muſt in charity bias my judgment in favour
who has ne certain knowledge of the plan,

of innocence.

er nature of the ground whereon the battle
was fought, nor of the diſpoſition of the

This, I ſay, ſhall be my condućt with
regard to the principal diſpute; but upon
the publication of the general's ſhort addreſs,
a new queſtion has ariſen, of which every
man may judge, becauſe it does not depend
upon fatts, but upon the rules of tauity

two armies, nor of the orders that were

given and received before, during, or after
the engagement; and the libels. I call in
famous, becauſe no man of any common
humanity will condemn a man, and endea

and the nature of our conſtitution.

The

vour to expoſe him to the reſentment of the

queſtion is, Whether this general, now he

mob, before he has heen heard in his own

is diſmiſſed the ſervice, may and ought to
be tried by a court martial * I have con
ſidered
3 Q_*

defence; nor will a man of any common

A
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fidered this queſtion as ſeriouſly and ma
turely as I could, and in the light it as yet

charaćter, but by having ſuch inferior of
ficer fairly tried by an impartial court

appears to me, I think, that he not only

martial.

Now with regard to an officer's having a
may, but ought to be tried by a court mar
tial. If he be innocent, he has a right to be right to be tried by a court martial, when
fo tried, that he may have an opportunity to his chara&er has been unjuſtly aſperſed,
juſtify his charaćter, which he cannot other A every one who conſiders the ſeverity of our
wiſe do in an authentic and legal manner.

laws againſt malicious libels, and the many

If he be guity, and that guilt proceeded

ačtions that may be, and are daily brought
for ſcandalous words, muſt ſee what care

from a cowardly, treacherous, mutinous,
envious, or malicious cauſe or intention,

is taken by our laws, to preſerve the cha
raēter as well as the life and property of
every ſubjećt. They preſerve not only a

the public have a right to have him tried,
convićted. and condignly puniſhed, in order
to tertify others from being guilty of the man's general chara&ter, but his particular
like crime; becauſe it is a crime of the B chara&er as to the trade or bufineſs he pro
moſt dangerous as well as public nature :
feſſes, and by which he gains a livelihood,
for, if often repeated, it muſt at laſt put an A taylor or ſhoemaker may have a legal re
end to our very being as a free and indepen medy not only for vindicating his character,
dent nation. But this right the public can but for puniſhing the man who, either by
not obtain any other way than by a fair publiſhing a libel or by words, ſhall repre
trial before an impartial court martial ; for ſent him as a bankrupt or diſhoneſt man,
a breach or neglect of military orders can

or as an unſkilful and bungling taylor or

nºt be tried or puniſhed by any ſort of pro C ſhoemaker; and ſhall a gentleman of the
army have no legal remedy for vindicating
his chara&ter againſt one who, upon any
particular occaſion, repreſents him as a
ſequi, with reſpea to moſt public crimes ; cowardly, mutinous, diſobedient, or negli
but a noli proſegui is never entered unleſs 'gent officer 2
It is ſaid, that the reaſon for the ſeverity
defired by the perſon indiáed, nor without

ceeding at common law.
The king, 'tis true, may grant a pardon,
or his attorney general may enter a noli pro

the conſent of the proſecutor, if there be D

any ſuch beſide the king ; and a pardon is
never granted, but at the defire, and upon
the profeſſed repentance of the criminal,

ºf our laws againſt malicious libels, is to
prevent the hºoºſhed and murder that may

unleſs it be in crimes wherein many have been

be occaſioned by the publiſhing of any
ſuch libel. S relv, this reaſon holds much
ſtronger with regard to the officers of our

concerned, and public juſtice has been ſatiſ
fied by the execution of ſome of the prin
cipals and accomplices; nor is it uſual to

kingdom ; therefore if it ſhould be ſaid,
that no officer has a right to infiſt upon

army than any other rank of men in the

grant a pardon for any crime, in the per- E being tried

by a court martial, in crder to

petrating of which there appears to have windicate his chara&er, when it has been,
been great cruelty or treachery. And with upon any particular occaſion, aſperſed, I
regard both to pardons and noli proſequis it will ſay, that if he ſhould challenge, fight,
is a general rule, that non poterit rex gratiam and kill the author of that aſperfion, the
acere cum injuria et damno aliorum, which in killing ought upon his trial to be brought
many caſes prevents their effed either in in ſº defendendo for to kill in defence of
art or altogether. In ſhort, the true reaſon his character, when he has no other re
why this prerogative of granting a pardon, F medy, is really a killing in defence of his
or entering a zoli
is lodged in the
life.
For this reaſon, whilſt an officer is in
king, is becauſe of that maxim in our con
ftitution, which ſays, that nulli magis tueri aćtual ſervice, the appointment of a court
rempublicam creditum ºf quam regi, conſe martial for his trial, when upon any ſuch oc
quently this prerogative is unjuſtly exerciſed, cafion he demands it, certainly may and
as every prerogative may be, when a pardon ought to be granted ; and I believe it never
is granted, or a reli proſequi entered, in a caſe was or will be refuſed. The only queſtion
where it is very much the intereſt of the pub G then is, whether a court martial may be
lic to have the crime condignly puniſhed ; appointed for trying an officer after he has
and, by the former rule, it ought never to been diſbanded, or diſmiſſed the ſervice,
be exerciſed before trial, when the proſe for an offence alledged to have been com
cuted has no other way to vindicate his mitted whilſt he was in adual ſervice
charaćter, nor when any other perſon has This, indeed, might admit of ſome doubt,
an intereſt in having the affair regularly if the officer himſelf did not demand it;
tried, and has no other remedy provided by for it may be ſaid, that he is not then in
ſaw, which is the caſe, when an inferior
the army, and conſequently not obliged to
officer diſobeys or negle&s the orders of his ſubmit to the juriſdićtion of a court mar
ſuperior; for his ſuperior officer may ſuffer tial. But in my humble opinion, as the of

ſº

in his chara&er by ſuch diſobedience or neg

fence was committed whilſt he was in the

lea ; he may have been thereby defeated,

army, he may, even after being diſmiſſed,

or prevented from rendering a vićtory com

be tried, and condemned or acquitted, by

plcat i and he has no way of vindicating his

a court martial, and that whether he dº:
mandi

i
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mands it or no, becauſe the mutiny act
ſays, The king may grant a commiſfion for
holding general courts martial for puniſhing
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moment he preſumed to demand a trial by
a court martial.

Would this be equal * Would it not be of
the moſt dangerous conſequence to the of.ficers of our army, againſt whom their ge
then in the ſervice or no. And I am the neral happened to conceive any unreaſonable
more inclined to be of this opinion, becauſe A. pique And would it not be particularly ſo
if it had been otherwiſe, I am perſuaded, to a general of Britiſh troops, ſerving in an
that atter the general, whoſe charaćter is army compoſed moſtly of foreign mercenaries
in Britiſh pay, and commanded in chief by a
now attacked, had demanded to be tried
by a court martial, his majeſty would not foreign general of the ſame country with
have diſmiſſed him the ſervice, until after thoſe mercenaries 2 For ſuch a Britiſh ge
that triº was over, as he might in the mean neral, if true to his country, muſt neceſ
time have been ſuſpended from all military ſarily have diſputes with ſuch a commander
command,
B in chief, about the allotment of quarters
But be this my opinion as it will, no ſuch and proviſions for the Britiſh troops, about
queſtion can ariſe, until after the appoint the muſters and pay of the mercenaries, and
ment of the court martial ; and then if the about various matters of account ; eſpe
officer himſelf ſhould plead, and deny his cially as ſome foreign nations have, till
being ſubječt to the juriſdićtion of the court lately, been taught to think, that they
martial, or if any member thereof ſhould have a right to treat the people of this

the offences therein mentioned, without
any limitation, whether the offender be

doubt of the court's having a power to try
him, the queſtion is not by our conſtitution

to be determined by his majeſty in council,
but by the judges in Weſtminſter-hall, upon
a motion for a prohibition. or ſuch other
motion as ſhall be thought moſt proper.
Tnis doubt can therefore be no reaſon againſt

country in what manner they pleaſe, and

C to ſqueeze as much money from us as they
can poſſibly invent any claim for.

From hence we muſt conclude, that no
miniſter who has a true regard for our pre
ſent happy eſtabliſhment, will adviſe the
refuſing, in this general's caſe, the appoint
ment of a court martial; becauſe it may be
ſuppoſed, and will certainly be infinuated
by the diſaffected, that ſuch refuſal proceeds
from an apprehenfico, leſt his trial ſhould
bring to light the diſputes that happened

the appointment of a court martial; but
the refuſing to appoint any may, by ſome
diſcontented people, be deemed a breach of
magna charta, which ſays, Nulli negalimus, aut
differemus retium aut juſtitiam. We willneither de
my nor delay juſtice or right to any man. For this between him and the commander in chief
reaſon I muſt think, that in the preſent caſe of the army in Germany, in which he un
a court martial not only may but ought to be luckily chanced to have a ſubordinate com
appointed ; and if the queſtion, as to the mand; for that there were ſome ſuch diſ
power of that court, ſhould be determined Eputes between them, common fame loudly
in the negative, it would for ever after be reported, long before the battle of Thorn
very wrong to diſmiſs an officer accuſed of

hauſen.

However, let the iſſue of this queſtion be
any military offence, and demanding to he
tried by a court martial, until after he had what it will, as I have a firmer belief
been ſo tried; for otherwiſe the caſe of the in a divine providence than ſome of my
accuſed and accuſer would be far from being cotemporaries, I begin, from this affair, to
fuſpe&t, that the blood of Byng now cries
equal.
His majeſty may by our conſtitution, as F with ſucceſs for vengeance, if ſo, there
it yet ſtands, diſmiſs any officer, without are ſome amongſt us that have much greater
any reaſon or cauſe aſſigned, though an at reaſon to tremble, than this general who is
tempt was once made to get this altered ".
now the obječt of popular clamour; for
What then would be the condition of the
that unfortunate admiral was certainly ſa
officers in our army 2 The general in chief,
crificed to a violent popular clamour, which
even the beſt and the wiſeſt king muſt ſome
who is always a favourite, might not only
get an officer diſmiſſed the ſervice, but diſ times yield to, notwithſtanding that cla
miſſed with ſuch a ſtigma as would be a mours having been artfully raiſed, and in
laſting reproach, and a bar to his getting duſtriouſly propagated by thoſe who had
into any foreign ſervice, and that without reſolved, to make one little or ſuppoſed
leaving it in his power to wipe out that criminal a ſcape-goat for ſome amongſt
ſtigma by a fair trial. Let ſuch general but themſelves, that were much more truly
accuſe any officer under his command, of and more heinouſly criminal.
behaving cowardly, upon ſome particular
Theſe are my thoughts upon the law
occaſion : if he thought him really guilty, H queſtion now in agitation, and if you think
he would only ſuſpend, or get him ſuſpend they will be agreeable to your readers, I
ed, and then tried, condemned and ſhot by
hope you will give them a place in your
the ſentence of a court martial; but if he uſeful Magazine, as they may contribute
had accuſed him only out of pique, or found towards enabling us to determine that
that he had accuſed him raſhly, and could
queſtion of faë, which ſo many now igno
no way prove his accuſation, he would diſ rantly and ridiculouſly pretend to judge of."
Sept. 21, 1759.
I am,
miſs, or get him diſmiſſed the ſervice, the
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evident, that it was only a pºetical licence,or
convenience, to ſºrten the i, as we ſee Ju

Tº the AU't Ho R of the Lo ND ON
M A G A Z IN-E.

venal has done.

S I R,

Feſtus, and, if I remember

H E ingenious Profeſſor of Poetry at

right, ſome other old grammarians, inform
us, that fºrtuitus was properly written ard

Oxfºrd has been cenſured, for pro

expreſſed FORTVITU's, VI inſtead of UI.

nouncing, in his ſpeech at the late inſtalla
tion of the earl of ºffmore!, nd, the adverb
For rvire thus, fºrtuite, and not fºrtuºſo.
Gre would think the acknowledged claſſical

ſome meaſure, to the y, or vi, of the
Greeks, It is the ſame with the word

gratºr; where likewiſe the i, as * Ste:

rate of the ſpeaker a ſufficient authority for

W.

this pronunciation. However, from what
I am going to offer on this point, it will
appear, that he was certainly right.
Servius tells us, ad Pirg, Æn VI. 179
that i, in fortuitus, is ſometimes long, and

e are apt, in our Engliſh of fºrtuitus, to
pronounce the ſhort, which may make the
pronunciation, here defended, appear impro

tometimes fººt. Of this we find inſtances

Charch in Oxfºrd, the profeſſor's pronuncia:

in Horace and javeral,
In Hºrace, 11. 15.

tion is religiouſly obſerved ; and, I preſume,

In this caſe, they made their UI anſwer, in

obſerve, is uſed both long and ſºrt,

per to vulgar ears, as, The fºrtºitous con
courſe of atoms.

I am told, that at Chriſ

it is the ſame at Hºffmi-ſier ſchºol. I beg
leave, by means of your Magazine, to reflity

Nee frtºrum ipernere ceſpitem
leges fine bant.

this popular error, and am, fir,
Your humble ſervant;

in ºveral, Sat. xiii. 225.
Non quafi fºrtuits nec ventorum rabic, fed
Pratus cadat, &c.-

-

CAN Tan R1 G is N sis.

C

P. S. I had forgot to mention, that fr.

-

Allowing the to be com won, which is
here proved, the profeſſor's pronunciation
is ſufficienly juſtified. But it is ſtill farther

tuitu, in the above-cited verſe of Juvenal,
was probably read with a contraćtion of the
wi, fortita.
-

T

H

E

Monthly Chronologer.
Wennrs ray, Auguſt 29.

sº I G No R celefia, miniſter
-

-

2.
§§
$º

from the republick of Genoa,
had his audience of leave of

& his majeſty.
Tºur snay, 30.
The parliament was fur
ther prorogued, to the 4th
of Q&ober next (ſee p. 394.)
Su N pay, September 2.
º

The Genoeſe miniſter had his audiente of

leave of the prince of Wales and the prin
ceſs dowager.
Tuvenav, 4.
Her royal highneſ, the princeſs Elizabeth
Caroline, ſecond daughter of his late royal
highneſs Frederick prince cf Wales, died
at Kew, in the 13th year of her age ; being
born on the 30th of December 1746. Her
royal highneſs was of a genius and diſpoſi
tion equally to be admired and loved; form
ed to be the delight and honour of a court;
poſſ tied of an uncommon wit, tempered
with judgment, and reſtrained by modeſty;
for ever chearful, and the cauſe of chear

fulneſs ; excellent in ail female accompliſh
ments, and particularly eminent for her ſkill
and taſte in muſick :

But more than all di

‘ſtinguiſhed by her goodneſs.

Her reareſt

relations loſe a dear and amiable compa
rion, her royal Narent an obedient daughter,

‘and Britain a ſupreme bleſfing,

Applauſe

which follows greatneſs, often exceeds its
ſubject; but here it is leſs than truth.
Wenn Esbay, 5.
Lord Chamberlain's Office.

Orders for

the court's going into mourning, on Sunday
next the 9th inſtant, for her late royal high
neſs the princeſs Elizabeth-Caroline, ſecond
daughter to his late royal highneſs the prince
of Wales, viz. The ladies to wear black
bombazeens, muſlin or long lawn, crape
hoods, ſhamoy ſhoes and gloves, and craft
fans: Undreſs, dark Norwich crapes. The
men to wear black, without buttons at the
ſleeves and pockets, plain muſlin or long
lawn cravats and weepers, ſharney ſhoes and

gloves, crape hatbands, and black ſwords
and buckles : Undreſs, dark grey frocks.
Thurst Av, 6.

The ſpecial verdia found at the laſt
Cheſter aflizes, on the remarkable trial of

John Stephenſon, for the murder of Mr.
Francis Élcock, attorney, (of whoſe trial
we gave an account in our laſt, p. 454)
was argued at Cheſter, before the Hon.

Mr. juſtice Noel, chief juſtice of Chefler,
and Taylor white, Eſq; the other juſtice.
The court took time till the next morning

for delivering their opinion; and accºrd
ingly, onMr. Friday
morning,
o'clock,
juſtice Noel,
in a about
learnedeigh!
and

pathetick ſpeech, ſupported by adjudged
caſes, and the doćtrine of the wifeft

* See Stºpéen's Thºſaur. in P.c.

Bºº
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the law, and, alſo by arguments of reaſon
and conſcience, declared his opinicn, That
...the priſoner's crime, found by the ſpecial

men on board. Capt. Kirke, after taking

verdićt, could amount at moſt to man

ſlaughter only. Whereupon the priſoner
was burnt in the hand, and diſcharged from

the Warſpight, was ordered againſt the Te
meraire of 74 guns, and brought her of
with little damage, the officers and men all

the indićtment for murder.

on board.

Dr. Henſey, ſo long confined in Newgate,
gave bail before a judge, in order to plead

Broderick, with his diviſion, burnt the Re

his pardon the enſuing term, and was diſ
charged from his confinement (ſee our Vol.
for 1758, p. 149, 304, 648.)
FR 1 bay, 7.

-

From the London Gazi. TT E. Extraordinary.
Admiralty-Office,
Extrađ of a Letter from Admiral Boſcawen to
Mr. Clevland, Secretary of the Admiralty,
dated Namur, off Cape St. Vincent, Auguſ!
20, 1759, and hrought laſ, Night by Capt.
Buckle, ºf the ſaid Ship.
“ I acquainted you in my laſt of my re
turn to Gibraltar to refit.

firſt to cruize off Malaga, and the laſt from

Eſtepona, to Ceuta Point, to look out and
give me timely notice of the enemy's ap
proach.
On the 17th, at eight in the evening, the
Gibraltar made the fignal of their appear
ance; fourteen ſail on the Barbary ſhore,
-

I got under ſail

as faſt as poſſible, and was out of the bay
before ten, with fourteen ſail of the line,

the Shannon and AEtna, fireſhip. At day
light I ſaw the Gibraltar, and ſoon after ſe
ven ſail of large ſhips lying to ; but on our
not anſwering their fignal, they made ſail
from us. We had a freſh gale, and came
up with them faſt till about noon, when it
fell little wind.

About half an hour paſt

two, ſome of the headmoſt ſhips began to
engage; but I could not get up to the
Ocean till near four.

In about half an hour,

the Namur's mizen maſt and both top. fail

yards were ſhot away : The enemy then
made all the ſail they could. I thiſted my
flag to the Newark, and ſoon after the Cen
taur of 74 guns ſtruck.
I purſued all night, and in the morning
of the 19th, ſaw only four ſail ſtanding in
for the land (two of the beſt ſailors having
altered their courſe in the night.) We were
not above three miles from them, and not

above five leagues from the ſhore, but very
little wind.

ſhip off, ſet her on fire.

Capt. Bentiey, of

At the ſame time vice-admiral

doubtable, her officers and men having
quitted her, being bulged; and brought the
Modeſts, of 64 guns, off, very little da
maged.

l have the pleaſure to acquaint their lord.

ſhips, that moſt of his majeſty's ſhips under
my command ſailed better-than thoſe cf. the
enemy.

Incloſed I ſend you a liſt of the French
ſquadron, ſound on board the Modeſte.
Herewith you will alſo receive the num

her of the killed and wounded on board his
majeſty's ſhips, referring their lordſhips for
further particulars to Capt. Buckle,

As ſoon as the

thips were near ready, I ordered the Lyme
and Gibraltar (the only frigates ready) the

to the eaſtward of Ceuta.

them out, finding it impoſſible to bring the

About nine the Ocean ran a

mong the breakers, and the three others an
chored. I ſent the Intrepid and America to
deſtroy the Ocean. Capt. Pratten having
anchored, could not get in ; but Capt.
Kirke performed that ſervice alone. On his
firſt firing at the Ocean, ſhe ſtruck. Capt.

Liſt ºf the French Squadron, ºrder the Command
ºf M. de la Clue.
L'Ocean, 80 guns, M. de la Clue; Le
Redoubtable, 74 guns, M. de St. Agnan,

burnt.—Le Centaure, 74 guns, Sabran
Grammont, taken, Le Souverain,74 guns,

Panat; Le Guerricro 74 guns, Rochemore,
eſcaped.—Le Temeraire, 74 guns, Caſtillon
l'Aine, taken, Le Fantaſque, 64 guns, Ca
ſtillon Cadet, loſt company.—Le Modeſłe,
64 guns, Du lac Monvert, taken.—Le Lion,
64 guns, Colbert Turgis; Le Triton, 64
guns, Venel; Le Fier, 50 guns, Marquiſan;

L'Oriflamme, 50 guns, Dabon, loſt com:
pany coming through the Streights.—La
Chimere, 26 guns, Sauchet ; La Minerve,
24 guns, Le Chev. d’Opéde; "La Gracieuſe,
24 guns, Le Chev, de Fabry, loſt company
coming through the Streights.
An Affrast of the Number of Men killed and
wounded on board his Majºy's following
Ships ander my Gammand, the 17th of Auguſt,
1759,
Ships
Namur
Prince
Culloden

killed wounded
44.
13
none

none

ox

15
49.
31.
5

Intrepid
Conqueror.

6.

Io,

-

6

St. Albans,
America

6.
3

4.

Warſpight

Iti

Swiftſure
Newark

5:

2.

16

Edgar, in charge of the prize
ſhip Centaur, loſt company.
Jerſey

mena

none

Portland

6

I

Guernſey

º

*4.

cine having one leg broke, and the other
wounded, had been landed about half an

56

196.

hour; but they found the captain, M. le

Fowan p-Boscawen."

Kirke ſent his officers on board. . M. de la

Compte de Carne, and ſeveral officers and
-

7

Sarva pare
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Satur pay, 8.
From the London GAzrrt E.

Cºpy of a Letter from james De Lancey, Eſº;

Lieutenant-Gºvernor of New York, to §
Secretary Pitt.
S I R,
New York, Aug. 5, 1759.
“As I would not ſlip an opportunity of
conveying agreeable news, I take this, by a
merchant ſhip, ready to ſail for Briſtol, with
pleaſure to congratulate you on the ſucceſs
of his majeſty's arms, in defeating the
French army, coming to the relief of Nia
gara, which brought on the early ſurrender
of the fort, whereby the moſt important
paſs in all the Indian countries is brought
under his majeſty's ſubjećtion.

The army defeated was made up by
troops drawn from Venago, Beeve river, and
Preſqu'Iſle, ſo that thoſe parts muſt in a
manner lie open to brigadier-general Stan
wix, and therefore I cannot doubt of his
ſucceſs.

I received the account yeſterday after
moon by expreſs: For the particulars I re
fer to the incloſed relation ſent me by Lieut.
Coventry, aſſiſtant deputy quarter-maſter
general at Albany, which contains the ſub

ſtance of the intelligence I have received.”

Copy of Lieutenant Coventry's Letter to Lieute
want Governor De Lancey,
S I R,

Albany, Aug. 2, 1759.

“I have this moment received the agree

able news of Niagara's ſurrendering to our
army on the 25th ult, Six hundred and fe

Sept.

trenches commanded by major Beckwith.
About eight in the morning, our Indians ad
vanced to ſpeak to the French Indians,
which the enemy declined. The aëion be
gan ſoon after, with the ſcream, as uſual,
from the enemy but our troops were ſo
well diſpoſed to receive them in front, and
our Indians on their flanks, that, in leſs than

an hour's time, the whole army was ruined.
The number of the ſlain was not aſcertain

ed, as the purſuit continued for five miles.
Seventeen cfficers were made priſoners,
among whom are M. d’Aubry, chief in
command, wounded; M. de Lignery, ſe
cond in command, and wounded; alſo M.

Marin, leader of the Indians; M. de Vijie,
Repentini, Martini, Bafone, all captains;
and ſeveral others.

After this defeat, which

was in fight of the garriſon, Sir William ſent
major Harvey into the fort, with a liſt of
the officers taken, recommending it to the
commanding officer to ſurrender, before
more blood was ſhed, and while he had it

in his power to reſtrain the Indians. The
commanding officer, to be certain of ſuch a

defeat, ſent an officer of his to ſee the pri
ſoners: They were ſhewn to him; and, in
ſhort, the capitulation was finiſhed about ten
at night of the 24th, by which the garriſon
ſurrendered with the honours of war; which º
lieutenant

Moncrieff

ſaw

embarked the

morning he came away, to the number of
607 private men, excluſive of officers and
their ladies, and thoſe taken in the aëion.
We expect them here to-morrow, on their

ven priſoners are on their way from Niagara
for this place. Lieut. Moncrieff brought

way to New York.

the diſpatches, and ſets out to-morrow
morning for Ticonderoga. If Col. Amherſt
be not ſailed, let him have the incloſed.”

Lift of Ordnance and Stores at Niagara, at the

Copy of the Account of the Defeat of the French
near Niagara, and Reduáion of the Fort, in
cloſed in Lieut. Coventry's Letter.

This day Lieut. Moncrieff, aid de camp to
the late general Prideaux, arrived here from

Niagara, which he left the 26th inſtant, in
his way to general Amherſt. From the ſaid
gentleman, we have the following particu
lars, viz. That after the melancholy accident

of the zoth, [brigadier-general Prideaux
being killed by the burſting of a cohorn]
the command of the army devolving on Sir
William Johnſon, he continued to purſue
the late general's vigorous meaſures, and
erected his third battery within 100 yards
of the flag baſtion. Having intelligence
from his Indians of a large party on their
march from the Falls, to relieve the fort, Sir
William made a diſpoſition to prevent them.

The 23d, in the evening, he ordered the
light infantry, and picquets of the line, to
lie near the road on our left, leading from
the Falls to the fort. Theſe he reinforced,

in the morning of the 24th, with the grena
diers, and part of the 46th regiment, all
under the command of lieutenant-colonel

Maſſey. Lieutenant-colonel Farquhar, with
the 44th battalion, was ordered to the tail

of the trenches, to ſupport the guard of the

Niagara, July 25, 1759,
Time ºf its ſurrendering to the Engliſh, viz.
Iron ordnance, fourteen pounders z,
twelve pounders 19, eleven poundeis 1,
eight pounders 7, fix pounders 7, four poun
ders 2, two pounders 5–Travelling car
riages, fourteen pounders z, twelve poun
ders 12, eight pounders 8, fix pounders 5.
—Garriſon carriages, twelve pounders z,
eight pounders 4, fix pounders 3, four
pounders 2.-Ladles with ſlaves, fourteen
pounders 3, twelve pounders 12, eight
pounders 9, fix pounders 7, four pounders
2.--Spunges with rammer heads, twelve
pounders 16, eight pounders 9, fix pounders
ro, four pounders 4. – Wadhooks with
ſtaves to.—Grudox defieu, twelve pounders
12, eight pounders 6, fix pounders 7, four
pounders 3. – Round ſhot looſe, twelve
pounders 150, eight pounders zoo, fix
pounders a,6oo, four pounders roo.—Co
horn mortars on beds 2—Hand granades
5oo-Entrenching tools, axes large too,
handbills 3oo, hand hatchets 500, ſhovels
iron 3oo, mattocks 250, pickaxes 45c,
ſpades 50, whipſaws 12.-Corned powder
15,ooolb. — Small lead ſhot and balls
4e, ooolb -Match, Cwt. 2.
(Signed) George Wray, clerk of the ſtores.
Previſions of all kinds enough.
Whitehall,

t

1759.
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Whitehall, Sept. 8. This morning lieu
tenant-colonel Amherſ arrived here, with

lºtters from major-general Amherſt to the
Right Hon. Mr. ſecretary Pitt, dated at the
camp at Ticonderoga, the 27th of July,
giving an account of his having taken poſ
ſeſſion of the lines of that place on the 24th,
the garriſon having abandoned, and ſet fire
to the ſort. The preceding night, at ten
o'clock, ſome volunteers got into the fort,
and brought the colours away with them.
The troops extinguiſhed the fire as ſoon as
poſſible, and ſaved all they could. The let
ters add, that the Hon. Col. Townſhend,

deputy adjutant general, was killed on the
25th of July, but on what occaſion is not
mentioned.

Prince Ferdinand's Head-Quarters, at
Wetter, Auguſt 29. The army under the
command of prince Ferdinand, came to
Frackenberg, on the 22d inſtant, and halted
there that day. The hereditary prince, with
his body of troops, was then at Haina, and

was joined there by the prince of Holſtein,
and lieutenant-general Wangenheim, with
their reſpective corps. Lieutenant-colonel
Freitag having, on the 23d, attacked Zie
genhayn, the commanding officer at that
place capitulated aſter an hour's defence;
and the garriſon, conſiſting of 3 or 4co
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accounts, they were ſettling the articles of
capitulation.

-

Lieutenant-general Imhoff began to fire

from three batteries upon Munſter, on the
28th,

Lift of the French Officers wºnded and taken
Priſºners, in the Battle of Auguſt 1, 1759,
at Tonbauſen.
Staff officers. Marquis de Monti, mare

ſhal de camp; count de Bouflers, marquis
de Coudray, brigadiers of the king's ar
mics; M. de Segur, aid de camp.
Grenadiers of France. Le prince Chi
melle, colonel.

De Monjene, count de la

Fajet, de Mongene, de Barche, captains.
Count de Villiers, chevalier de Freta, de
Bouſſon, de Setting, de Cara Mentran, Bute,
La Bocaſfiere, de Cretini, de la Varenne,
Richard, Villars, de Sotomajor, de la Palom

niere, lieutenants. Comeias, aid major.
Gens d'armes. Count de Fougieres,
count de la Hage, marquis de Murinais, co
lonels. Count de la Riviere, d'Eſchoiſy, de
Mameville, de Grally, lieutenant-colonels.

Marquis de Tracy, captain-lieutenant and

hereditary prince, and the prince of Hol
ſtein, arrived at Wehra, and marched the

colonel. Marquis de Caniſy, lieutenant and
colonel. Marquis de Canneſis, chevalier de
l'Argle, count de Cuſtiniere, ſub-lieutenants
and colonels. Count d'Egreville, corret
and colonel. Marquis de Cºenol, count de
Noe, de Lamberſye, enſigns and lieutenant
colonels. Marquis de Flavacours, marquis
de Sabran, guidons and lieutenant-colonels.

next day to Schonſtedt.

Count d'Herbouville, captain-lieutenant, and

men, were made priſoners of war. On the
24th, prince Ferdinand, with the army, ar
rived at Monighauſen. The ſame day the

On the 27th at night, the hereditary prince,

brigadier d'Armee. Count de Boiſſe, ſub

with a detachment under his command,

lieutenant and brigadier cf the army. Count

marched towards this place, where Fiſcher's d'Eſciignac, brigadier of the king's army and
corps was then poſted; on the 28th, in the cornet. Count de Lannoi, captain and bri
morning, they were attacked by our troops, gadier. , Dauvent, enſign and brigadier.
and diſlodged from their poſt, with the loſs Du Moulet, enſign.
Carabiniers, Marquis de Beauvet, briga
of ſeveral men killed, and 4oo made pri
ſoners of war. His ſerene highneſs prince dier. Chevalier de Combeaut, de Mongafin,
Ferdinand has now his head quarters here, de la Planche, Olier, captains. Chevalier
and the army is encamped in the neighbour de Foix, lieutenant. D'Uile, Perdrix, d'Or
hood, the enemy continues about Marbourg. - cet, du Beautie, de Muffi, cornets.
Regiment d'Aumont. St. Tour, cheva
Hague, Auguſt 31. By accounts of the
21ſt inſtant, from Berlin, we hear that his lier de Carriere, captains. De Montfort, de
Pruſſian majeſty had made ſome alteration Bonnemorre, Lagobertie, chevalier de Page,
in his poſition, by bringing his right down to la Jauberti, de Chali, Deſcombes, de Salos, de
Furſtenwalde upon the Sprehe, over which Jane, chevalier Aulman, lieutenants.
river he had thrown three bridges. The
Regiment d'Aquitane. De Mondomin,
corps under general Laudohn, reinforced chevalier de la Roufliet, captains.
by general Haddick, was encamped at
Regiment de Vatan. Marquis de Vatan,
Muhlroſe, and the Ruſſians ſtill kept about colonel. Chevalier de Madron, captain.
Frankfort upon the Oder. Marſhal Daun De la Rocque, aid major.
was in motion, and ſeemed to be approach
Regiment de Touraine. St. Julien, de
ing towards Berlin, and was, by the laſt ac Villemontes, de Mongion, Dutrat, Delaier,
counts, between Forſt and Guben in Luſatia.

Dubrat, Maillar], chevalier Denvic, de Se

Prince Henry of Pruſſia keeps cloſe to him,
and had, it is ſaid, taken a large magazine

Gerat, lieutenants.

of the Auſtrians at Gorlitz, with the mili

tary cheſt. General Wunſch has been de
tached by his Pruſſian majeſty towards Wit
tenberg, and has ſummoned the governor of
that town to ſurrender; and, by the laſt
September, 1759.

naffe, captains.

Caſaut, Duvents, Corbier,

Regiment of Gotha. Boſerne, Purgſdorff,
lieutenants.

Gerſchen, enſign.

Regiment of Marcien. De Maſfillon,
marquis de Montiers, captains, De la Braſ
ſiere, lieutenant,

3 R.

-

Regiment
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Regigent of Rochefaucault. De Var
court, de Cardaliac, captains. De Toulon
gon, cornet.

Regiment royal Deux Ponts, De Neu
land, firſt captain.
Regiment colonel general. De Montiere,
chevalier de Perignat, captains. Chevalier
du Four, de Clapion, lieutenants.
Regiment meſtre de camp. De Burville,
major.
Vicent, lieutenant.
Lemazier,

Sept.

Berry 4.—Gens d'armes of Dauphiny z.Light horſe of Dauphiny 6.-Gens d'armes
of Orleans 3–Light horſe of Orleans ro.
—Total of the gens d'armes, and light
horſe 79.

Common Men found in the Houſes of Minden.
After proper viſitation 434.—In St. Ma
ry's hoſpital 151.-In the Engliſh hoſpital
37.-In the ſeveral barns azg.— In the vil
lage of Barckhauſen, near Minden 225.-

Marſchil, cornets.

Tranſported from Peterſhagen to Minden

Regiment Rouvergne. De Perrin, de la
Vaiſfiene, Darbois, Caufiers, de Lerubard,
du Petit Thouar, de St. Cirque, captains.
De Montagne, lieutenant. Chauban, aid

178.-Total 1533.
M. De Lancy, commiſſary of the gens

major.

-

Regiment Enghien. Lantin de Moncois,
captain. De Trouril, de Sablaunet, lieuts.
Regiment de charity. Du Mazon, capt.
Regiment roial Italien. De Senefi, capt.
Regiment de Rochau, Saxons. Von Hayne.
Regiment of Tournaiſis. De Richebourg,
de Lenel, de Pierrual, captains.

Regiment of Waldner, Swiſs.
le Maliet, major.

Francois

Regiment of Richemont. Chevalier de
Betune, captain.
Regiment of Belfunce. De Vanquet, lieut.
Regiment of La Marche. La Chaffaine,
chevalier de Perrat, lieutenants.

-

Regiment of Conde. Chevalier de Villſon,
captain.

Regiment of Bouillon. Marquis de Fou
dras, captain,

Regiment of Champagne. Cunion, lieut.
Regiment dela dauphine. De la Tour, capt.
Regiment of Planta. De Weſby, captain,
Regiment of Piemont. Cati, captain.
Regiment of Poli. Boiſcharrant, lieut.
Regiment du roy. De Lanoi, captain.
Regiment de Schomberg. Flache, cornet.
Regiment of Maſſal. De Condale, capt.
Regiment of Montier. Limon, lieut.
Artillery, Chevalier de Tacher, firſt
lieutenant. Dangers, lieutenant.
Regiment of the prince of Saxony. Vit
tinghof, captain. Hauche, lieutenant.
Regiment of Tallerand. Chevalier de
Tallerand, captain.
Bricaul, lieutenant.
De Staaga, Graville, cornets.
Regiment of Planta. Neſmy, captain.
Regiment of Salle. La Vogere, cornet.
Regiment d'Auvergne. Le Borde Albuſe,
Dupra Duamac, lieutenants.
Regiment des voluntaires du dauphine.
La Brelinniere, lieutenant.

Regiment royal Etranger. Delut, lieut.
Naſſau huſſars. Carl Sperber, cornet.
Regiment des chevaux legers de la reine.
Marquis de Barray, cornet.
Non-Commiſſioned Officers.
Gens d'armes 6.-Scotch. 4.—Engliſh 7.
--Burgundy 1.-Light horſe of Burgundy
14.—Gens d'armes 4.—Light horſe of Ac
quitaine 3.-Gens d'armes of Acquitaine 1.
—Gens d'armes of Burgundy 3-Queen's
gens d'armes 5–Queen's light horſe 3

Gens d'armes of Berry 3.-Light horſe of

d’armes.

M. de la Sale, commiſſary of war.
Sun DAY, 9.
The Genoeſe miniſter had his audience of

leave of the princeſs Amelia and the duke of
Cumberland.

Monday, no.
From the London Gazette Extraordinary.
Whitehall, September 10, 1759.

On Saturday the 8th inſtant, at two of the rºck
in the afternoon, Captain Preſcott arrived with
the following letter from Major General Afrº
herſ to Mr. Secretary Pitt, dated Crown

rº,
Auguſt 5,
S I R,

1759.

R

“I did myſelf the honour of writing to
you a very ſhort letter on the 27th of July,
as I would not retard lieutenant colonel

Amherſt from ſetting out, that he might
acquaint you of his majeſty's troops being
in poſſeſſion of the fort and lines of Ticon
deroga; and I now ſend captain Preſcott
with this, to inform you of the great event
of the reduéion of Niagara; and at the
ſame time to give you an account of my ar

rival here with a part of the army under
my immediate command.

The 27th of July, I encamped within
the lines, and began to level the trenches
and batteries, filled up the road I had made

from Lake Champlain to the Saw-mill river,
for the carrying on the fiege, encamped
four battalions of Provincials near the fort

for repairing the works, ſent 500 men to
Fort George for proviſions, &c. ordered all

the French boats to be fiſhed up, and the
brig boats I had ordered to be built for car
rying guns, to be finiſhed in all haſte, that

Ithemay
be ſuperior to the enemy's ſloops on
lake.
28th. The firewas not totally extinguiſhed.
I forwarded every thing as faſt as poſſible,
that I might get poſſeffion of Crown-Point
without loſs of time.

In the afternoon I

received an account of a moſt unlucky ac
cident, the death of brigadier-general Pri
deaux, who was walking in the trenches

on the evening of the 19th ; the gunner
careleſly fired a cohorn and ſhot him, when
the approaches were within 140 yards of
the covered way. I immediately ordered
brigadier-general Gage to ſet out for Oſwe
go, to take upon him the command of that
army,
*

29th,
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29th. Five companies of Provincials ar deſertion when I was at Fort George. I
rived this day from the provinces. Intelli
gence that the enemy's troops, which were
encamped on the eaſtern fide of the lake
were now moved to Crewn Point: I kept

thought it ſo neceſſary to make an imme
diate example, that I had him hanged di

reetly. Sent two hundred rangers through
the woods to Crown. Point,

fmall parties conſtantly looking from the

. 4th. The general at two in the morn

mountains into Crown-Point, their two

ing, aſſembly half an hour after, and the
rangers, light infantry, grenadiers, and two

floops, and a ſchooner there : they depend
on my not getting boats over, and that I
thall be obliged to build ſome of force.

30th. It rained hard laſt night, and this

brigades of regulars, were ſoon embarked,
except the Royal Highland regiment that
waited for boats, which detained me for

day, which put a great ſtop to getting the
batteaus over the carrying-place.

ſome time.

31ſt. I ordered the fort by the water
fide to be put in good order, and to be
compleated, as the enemy had not finiſhed

all the corps, ſome encamped, and ſome
lay on their arms. At night, lieutenant
Moncrieff, whom I had ſent with brigadier

it i ordered the fort of Ticonderoga to be

general Prideaux, arrived with a letter from

I however arrived at Crown

Point before the evening, landed and poſted

repaired upon the ſame plan as the enemy

Sir William Johnſon, encloſing the capitu

had built it, which will ſave great time and

expences, as it is but a ſmall part of the

lation of Niagara, both which I have the
ſatisfaction to ſend to you.

whole that is ruined : the coſt the enemy
has been at in building the fort and houſes

5th. I ordered lieutenant-colonel Eyre to

-

are very great. The glacis and covered
way quite good ; the counterſcarp of the
glacis, maſonry: the counterſcarp of the
ditch, maſonry. Two ravelins of maſonry
that cover the only front to which ap

proaches can be carried on. The fort a
fguare, with four baſtions, built with logs
on the rocks, which are covered with ſome
maſonry to level the foundation. The wood

part of it is the worſt finiſhed. One baſtion,
and a part of two courtins, demoliſhed, but
not in the front that can be eaſieſt at

tacked. The caſemates are good; the walls
of the burnt barracks are not damaged.
Eleven good ovens have helped us greatly.
As the fituation of the fort is very advan

trace out the ground for a fort, which I

will ſet about with all poſſible expedition.
This poſt ſecures entirely all his majeſty's
dominions that are behind it from the in

roads of the enemy, and the ſcalping par
ties that have infeſted the whole country.
and it will give great peace and quiet to
the king's ſubjects, who will now ſettle in
their habitations from this to New-York.
I ſhall take faſt hold of it, and not negle6,

at the ſame time, to forward every mea
ſure I can, to enable me to paſs Lake Cham

plain, and you may be aſſured, ſir, I ſhall,
to the beſt of my capacity, try to purſue
every thing for the ſucceſs and honour of
his majeſty's arms.
I am, &c.

tageous for the protećtion of his majeſty's
dominions, and the approaches may be ren
dered as difficult to the enemy, as they

Jayr. Amhr rst.”

have been to the king's troops, and that

Return of Ordnance and Stores taken at Ticon

there is no fault in it but its being ſmall,
I have thought proper to have it repaired,

deroga and Crown-Point.

which I hope will meet with your approba

Iron ordnance, 18 pounders 2, 16 ditto 1,
12 ditto 7, 9 ditto 4, 6 ditto 4, 4 ditto 2,

tion,

1ſt of Auguſt. At noon a ſcouting party
came in, and ſaid the enemy had abandoned

Crown-point; this makes no alteration in
my motions, as I am already trying all I
can to get forward; but on this I ſent
away major Graham with all expedition to
command the ſecond battalion of the Royal
Highland regiment, and to march them to
Oſwego, that in caſe, from the unfortunate
death of brigadier-general Prideaux, the re
dućtion ſhould not have taken place, briga

dier-general Gage may return to the attack,
with the utmoſt vigour and diſpatch, and

purſue the ulterior operations of the cam
paign.
2. Very rainy weather put a ſtop entirely
to getting boats over the carrying-place this
day.

3d. A party I had ſent to Crown-Point
brought in a deſerter from late Forbes's, in

a French coat, one that I had pardoned for

ſwivels 7. Iron mortars, 13 inch 2, 6 #
ditto 1.-Iron howitzer, 8 inch 1 –Iron

patteraroes mounted on ſwivels without

chambers, 8.-Round ſhot looſe, 24 poun
ders 35.18 ditto 327, 12 ditto 10.6, 9 ditto
140, 6 ditto 425, 4 ditto 463, 1 ; ditto 12.

—Grape ſhot looſe, 18 pounders 4, 9 ditto
8, 6 ditto 2, 4 ditto 5–Ladies with ſlaves,
18 pounders 2, 12 ditto 2, 6 ditto 1, 4
ditto 2.--Spunges with rammer heads, 18
pounders 9, 11 ditto 2, 6 ditto 1, 4 ditto 2.
-Rammers ſpare, 4 pounders 1.-Wad
hooks with rammers, 13 pounders 1, 12

ditto 7, 6 ditto 1, 4 ditto 1.—Shells, 11
inch 27, 1o ditto 3, 8 ditto 6, 42-5ths
ditto 1, grenadoes 6. — Muſquets 56.Corn'd powder 50 barrels.-Fire balls 30.

Carriages ſpare, 18 pounders 1.- Intrench
ing tools, felling axes 11o, pick-axes 8,
hoes 232, ſledges 2.
Thomas ORD, Major R. R. Artillery.

3R 2
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Copy of a Letter fºom Sir William jobnſon,
Bart, to Major-General Amberſ, dated Nia
gara, 15th July, 1759.
& I R,

-

“I have the honour to acquaint you by
lieutenant Moncrieff, Niagara ſurrendered
to his majeſty's arms the 25th inflant. A

Sept.

Articles of capitulation granted to the garriſºn of
Niagara, incloſed in Sir William jebrfer's
Jetter to Major-General Amberſ of the 25th
of July, 1759.
Article I. The garriſon ſhall march out
with their arms and baggage, drum beating,

and match lighted at both ends, and a ſmall
piece of cannon, to embark upon ſuch veſ

detachment of twelve hundred men, with
a number of Indians, under the command
of Meſſrs. Aubry and de Lignery, colle&ied

ſels as the commander of his Britannick

from Detroit, Venango, and Preſqu'iſle,

to New-York, by the ſhorteſt road, and in

made an attempt to reinforce the garriſon

the ſhorteſt manner.

the 24th in the morning ; but as I had in
telligence of them, I made a diſpoſition to
intercept them. The evening before, I or
dered the light infantry and picquets to

Article II. The garriſon ſhall lay down
their arms when they embark, but ſhall

take poſt on the road upon our left, leading
from Niazara falls to the fort: In the morn
ing I reinforced theſe with two companies
of grenadiers, and part of the forty-fixth
regiment. The attion began about half an
hour after nine; but they were ſo well
received by the troops in front, and the In
dians on their flank, that, in an hour's

time, the whole was compleatly ruined,
and all their officers made priſoners, among
whom are Monſieur Aubry, de Lignery,

majeſty's forces ſhall furniſh to convey them

keep their baggage.

Granted.

Granted.

Article III. The officers ſhall keep both
their arms and their baggage. Granted.

Article iv. The French ladies, with their
children, and other women, as well as the

chaplain, ſhall be ſent to Montreal, and
the commander of his Britannick majeſty's
troops ſhall furniſh them with veſſels and

ſubſiſtence neceſſary for their voyage to the
firſt French poſt, and this is to be executed
as ſoon as poſſible; thoſe women who chuſe
to follow their huſbands are at liberty to
do it. Granted, except with regard to

Marin, Repentini, &c. to the number of ſe

thoſe women who are his Britannick ma

venteen.

jeſty's ſubjećts.

I cannot aſcertain the number of

the killed, they are ſo diſperſed 2mong the
woods, but their loſs is great.
As this happened under the eyes of the
garriſon, I thought proper to ſend my laſt
ſummons to the commanding officer, for

his ſurrendering, which he liſtened to,

I

incloſe you the capitulation. Mr. Moncreiff
will inform you of the ſtate of our ammu

Article V. The fick and wounded, who
are obliged to remain in the fort, ſhall have

liberty to depart, with every thing that be.
longs to them, and ſhall be condućted in

ſafety, as ſoon as they are able to ſupport
the fatigues of a voyage, to the place
deſtined for the reſt of the garriſon; in the
mean time they are to be allowed a guard

nition and proviſions: I hope care will be
taken to forward an immediate ſupply of
both to Oſwego. As the troops that were

for their ſecurity. Granted.

defeated yeſterday were drawn from thoſe

are in the ſervice of his Moſt Chriſtian ma

poſis, which lie in general Stanwix's rout.
I am in hopes it will be of the utmoſt con
ſequence to the ſucceſs of his expedition.
The publick ſtores of the garriſon, that can

jeſty, ſhall quit the fort without being ſub
jećt to any act of repriſals whatſoever

be ſaved from the Indians, I ſhall order the

aſſiſtant quarter-maſter-general and the
clerk of the ſtores to take an account of

as ſoon as poſſible.

As all my attention at preſent is taken up

Article VI. The commanding officer, all
the other officers, and private men, who

Granted.

Article VII. An inventory ſhall be made
of all the military ſtores in the magazine,
which, with the artillery, ſhall be delivered
up, bona fide, as well as all other effects,
which are the property of his Moit Chriſtian

majeſty, and which are found in the maga.

with the Indians, that the capitulation I

zine, at the time of the capitulation. The

have agreed to may be obſerved, your excel
lency will excuſe my not being more par

veſſels and boats are included in this ar

ticular.

ticle.

Article VIII. The ſoldiers ſhall not be

Permit me to aſſure you, in the whole

plundercq, nor ſeparated from their officers.

progreſs of the ſiege, which was ſevere and
painful, the officers and men behaved with

Granted.

the utmoſt chearfulneſs and bravery.

duéled under a proper eſcort to the place
defined for their reception: The general

I

have only to regret the loſs of general Pri
deaux and colonel Johnſon. I endeavoured
to purſue the late general's vigorous mea
ſures, the good effects of which he deſerved
to enjoy.

With earneſt good wiſhes for your ſucceſs,
I have the honour to be, &c.

Article IX. The garriſon ſhall be crn
ſhall expreſly recommend to this eſcort to

hinder the ſavages from approaching and in
ſulting any perſons belonging to the gar.

riſon, and ſhall prevent their being pillaged
by them, when they quit their arms for em
barkation; and the ſame care is to be taken

on every part of the route, where ſavages
W.M. Johnson,”

may be met with, Granted,
Article
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Article X. An exačt liſt ſhall be made of
the names and firnames of the different

in North-America—lays our colonies open

troops, as well regulars as militia, and all
others who are employed in his Moſt

French and Indians—whilſt it would ſecure

Chriſtian majeſty's ſervice ; and all thoſe

who are ſo employed ſhall be treated in the
ſame manner, as the reſt of the garriſon.
Granted in the firſt article.

Article X*. All the ſavages, of whatſo
ever nation they be, who are found in the
garriſon, ſhall be protected from inſult, and
be allowed to go where they pleaſe. Grant
ed; but it will be adviſeable for them to
depart as privately as poſſible.
The articles being accepted, the general

of his Britannick majeſty's forces ſhall be put
in poſſ-fion of a gate of the fort, but this
cannot be done until to-morrow.

To

morrow at ſeven o'clock in the morning.
Signed by
Pouchot, captain in the regiment of Bearn,

them from both in our hands—and unite the
frontiers of our northern and ſouthern co

lonies together, for their mutual defence
and ſecurity, which might all be ſecured by
this one place, while they could not by ma
ny hundreds without it",
The great claim that Britain has in the
inland parts of North-America is over the
territories of the five nations, which this

place lies in the midſt of, and in a manner
entirely commands. We talk much of the
river Ohio, which is likewiſe a place of great
conſequence, it is true, but it ſeems to be

of leſs conſequence than Niagara, which
in a manner commands it. If we were poſ
ſeſſed of Niagara, the French in Canada
would be cut off from any acceſs to the ri
ver Ohio, and almoſt all their other en
croachments on us.

commanding officer.

vitar, captain in the regiment of Le Sarre.
Servier, captain in the regiment of Royal
Rouſſillon.

to the inroads and incurſions both of the

-

Oliver de la Roche Verney, captain of the
matine.

Bounnaffous, officer in the royal artillery.
Couſnoyer, lieutenant of the marine.
Soluignac, officer in the regiment of Bearn.
Le Chevalier de L'Arminac, lieutenant of
the marine.

But if we let them re

main in poſſeſſion of this place, all our co
lonies will be open to them, and we need
never expe&t to be free from encroachments,
broils, and diſſentions with them.

Unleſs

we recover Niagara, which ſo juſtly belongs
to us, we engaged in this war to no manner
of purpoſe; but muſt have frequent and
daily occaſions for many more ſuch wars,
with little proſpe&t of any, better ſucceſs

from them, than we have hitherto (in 1757)

oncaire, captain of the marine.
§..
lieutenant.
Chabert Joucain, in the regiment of Guienne.

[A little traa publiſhed in 1757, ſpeaking
of Niagara, ſays, “ It is by this place alone
that the French are, and ever will be able to
over-run and annoy our colonies in the

manner they do, ſo long as they hold Nia

gara.— But if we were poſſeſſed of this one
place, we might be free from them, and all
their encroachments, incurſions, devaſtati
ons, &c.

Niagara commands in a manner all the
interior parts of North-America, and is a
key as it were to that whole continent—

met with in this.]
Kenſington. This day the marquis d'Abreu, envoy extraordinary from the court
of Spain, had a private audience of his ma
jeſty, to notify the death of the late king of
Spain.
Tu Es Day, 1 r.

w

Thomas Hayward, Eſq; water bailiff of
this city, by order of the right hon. the
lord mayor, waited on her royal highneſs
the princeſs dowager of Wales, with a pre
ſent of a fine ſturgeon of ſeven feet in length,
wish her royal highneſs was pleaſed to ac
cººl,
Fr IDAY, 14.

others—awes and commands all thoſe people

Her late royal highneſs princeſs Elizabeth
Caroline was privately interred in the royal
vault in king Henry the Seventh's chapel at
weſtminſter, the body having been private
ly conveyed to the prince's chamber the
night before. About nine o'clock the proceſſi

—lies in the midſt of the extenfive territo

on began, paſſing thro' the Old Palace yard to

ries of the ſix nations, and commands their
beaver country entirely—ſecures their fur

the ſouth eaſt door of the Abbey, upon a floor
railed in and lined with black clotb, guarded
by a party of foot guards, in the following

opens or obſtructs a communication with
ail the natives of North-America, the fix

nations, Ohios, Shawanoes, Miamis, Twight
wies, Illinois, Pontewatimis, Nadoueſians,
Hurons, Utawas, Meſſeſagues, and many

trade, and all the other inland trade of
North-America.

It commands all the great lakes, and ſe
cures the navigation of them, that extends
12 or 1300 miles—prevents or ſecures the

junaion of the two French colonies in Ca
nada and Louiſiana-cuts off or maintains

their paſſage to the river Ohio, Miſſifipi,
lake Erie, le Detroit, Sandoſki, Miamis,

fort St. Joſeph, Illinois, Kaſkaſkis, &c.—
fºops the farther progreſs of the Engliſh or
cf the French (which ever are poſſeſſed of it)
5

order.—Knight marſhal’smen.—Servants to
her royal highneſs in livery,–Other ſtr
vants and officers of the prince of Wales

and her royal highneſs.--Two pages of ho
nour.—Agentleman Uſher.—Two equerries.
—Clerk of the houſhold to her royal high
neſs the princeſs dowager of Wales.—Secre
tary and treaſurer to her royal highneſs the
princeſs dowager of Wales.—Purſuivants
and heralds at arms. – Mafter of the lºorſe

and chamberlain to her royal highneſs the
Princeſs
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arms, bearing the coronet upon a cuſhion, be
tween two gentlemen uſhers.-The body un

der a canopy, borne by eight gentlemen
uſhers.—Garter principal king of arms with
his rod of office, between two gentlemen

Sept.

he was
convićted.—The jury, in confideration of his
great age, recommended him to mercy.—
Richard Lamb, a ſoldier, condemned be
fore at this ſeſſion, for the murder of Wil

chief mourner.—Four maids of honour to
the princeſs dowager of Wales, viz. Mrs.
Dives, Miſs Chudleigh, Mrs. Moſtyn, Mrs.

liam Kendal another ſoldier, was reſpited.
Twenty three were ſentenc'd to be tranſ
ported for ſeven years, three to be branded,
two to be whipped, and one to be impri
iſoned for two months. Fifty five priſoners

Eggerton.—Two bed chamber women, Mrs.

in the whole were tried, zz of whom were

Dechair, Mrs. Goodrich,-Yeomen of the

acquitted.

uſhers.-The counteſs of Tankerville as

guard. Within the door of the Abbey, the

Mon DAY, 17.

dean, prebends, and choir, fell into the pro

Admiral Boſcawen, waited on his majeſ
ty, and was moſt graciouſly received.
Wronzsday, 19.
Was held a very numerous meeting of the
nobility, gentry, and others, of the county
of Middleſex, and the city and liberty ef

ceſſion next before Norroy king of aims,

finging an anthem to king Henry the Se
venth’s chapel ; where the body being de
Pofited upon treſſels, part of the funeral
ſervice before the interment was read by

the dean. The coffin was then let down in
to the vault; and the dean having finiſhed

Weſtminſter, at the St. Alban's tavern, at

the burial ſervice, Garter king of arms pro

which meeting, 472.6l. were immediately
ſubſcribed; and a committee was appointed

claimed her royal highneſs's ſtile as follows:
“Thus it hath pleaſed Almighty God, to take
out of this tranſitory life, unto his divine

ſubſcribers, and for carrying the purpoſes of
the ſaid ſubſcription into effeaualexecution.*

to confider of the call to be made upon the

mercy; the late moſt illuſtrious princeſs Eli

Satur Day, 22.

zabeth Caroline, ſecond daughter of the

From the London Gazettr.

moſt high, moſt mighty, and moſt illuſtri

Torgau, Sept. 10. Onthe third inſtant, our
corps under general Wunſch, paſſed theElbe at
this place, on our march to Coſſord, and on

ous prince, Frederick, late prince of Wales."
SAT u R DAY, 15.

Admiral Boſcawen arrived at Spithead,
with his majeſty's ſhips the Namure, Cul

the fourth we reached Groffen-Hahn, where

loden, Warſpight, Inti epid, Swiftſuro,

we made 6o huſſars priſoners. That very even
ing we puſhed forwards towards Dreſden,

America, Portland, Salamander, and Ætna

and, at the diſtance of a mile from thence

fire ſhips, with the Temeraire and Modeſle,
prizes, with about 8oo French priſoners.

met with a confiderable body of huſſars,
Croats, and Hungarian infantry, that were
poſted near Drachenberg, and immediately
attacked them. The enemy was drove from
one height and one thicket to another, till
we came within fight of Dreſden. The

[“. The Modeſte is a very fine ſhip launch
ed"laſt May, carries 31 pound ſhot on her
lower deck; her quarter deck guns are braſs;
and fine braſs ſwivels on her poop, very
little hurt, The Temeraire is a fine 74 gun

cannonade, and the fire of the ſmall arms

ſhip, 42 pounds below; eight fine braſs guns

continued the whole day, without its being

abaft fier mainmaſt, and ten braſs guns on

poffible for us to diſcover if that city was

her quarter, very little hurt; one ſhot came
in at her ſtern, went thro' her mizen maſt,

ſtill in the poffeffion of our troops or not.
We were, however, of opinion that it had ca

and lodged in her main maſt. Both ſhips

pitulated; and for that reaſon, we retreated

have not received above twenty ſhot in their
hulls. (See p. 495.)

that night to Groffen Hahn, and the next
day, the ſeventh, to Coſdorf. Whilſt we
were on our way, advice was received, that
the army of the empire was again before this
place, and had ſummoned the commandant.

A houſe was conſumed by fire in Dutchy
court, near Somerſet houſe.
Ended the ſefions at the Old Bailey, when

James Innis, for robbing Ive. Whitbread,
Eſq; John Rice, for horſe, ſtealing, and
Richolas Randall, for willfully and malici

ouſly levelling a gun, leaded with gunpow
der and ſhot, and ſhooting at John Hamp
ton and William Denney; whereby one of
the eyes of Hampton was ſhot out, and
Denney wounded in the leg, received ſen
tence of death. The convić, Randal, (up
wards of 78 years of age) has many years

Three of our battalions, thereſore, and the

whole cavalry, marched with all expedition
to its relief. The night paſſed quietly; but
on the eighth, after reconnoitring the ene
my, the attack was reſolved on. The in

fantry, which had been left behind, arrived
by degrees, and filed off as they came up
by the town, into the gardens in the neigh
bourhood, where they had an hour's reſt.
The enemy cannonaded us for three hours
without any effea, ſo that we did not an
ſwer it till our heavy artillery, and ſome
battalions and ſquadrons, were poſted on

been noted for begging at the ſtaling places
for horſes, the further end of Turnham
green; who being poſſeſſed of a ſmall gar
den, and the boys, Hampton and Denney,
playing with other children in the fields near
the garden, the old man, thinking they

ternoon we entered the plain'. Our lines
were formed ; and we began the attack

were in a combination to ſteal his apples,

with ſuch ſucceſs upon the enemy's left,

raſhly 1eſolved and pepertrated the fact, of

which

both our flanks.

At one o'clock in the af
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which was poſted in the vineyards, that we
broke it entirely, after they had rallied four
times. The enemy's whole camp, with
their tents, camp equipage, and ſeven
pieces of cannon fell into our hands. The

purſuit laſted above an hour; the enemy
retreating towards Eulenbourg. The num
ber of priſoners made upon this occaſion ex
ceeds four hundred, including eleven offi
cers. Our loſs in killed, does not go beyond
twenty, among whom is major Kirchberg
of the regiment of Hoffman. All our men
both infantry and cavalry, did their duty.
We have juſt now received intelligence,
that lieutenant general Finck has been de
tached with a body of eight or ten thouſand
men to join us, in conſequence of advices
received that general Haddick was upon
his march to reinforce the prince of Deux
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fide of the Elb, with a train of fixty pieces
of cannon, and entered the town of Torgau
during the night. The next day we found
them drawn up in order of battle, over
againſt us. They began to cannonade us
very briſkly; we advanced, however, to
wards them, in order to come to an action.

Upon which they turned their whole force
on our left wing, where the regiments of

horſe of Bareith and Anſpach were poſted,
which, without waiting for the enemy, im
mediately fled; and by that means gave
the Pruffian cavalry an opportunity of
taking us in flank and rear; and we were
forced to retire into a wood, from whence
we went in the night to Eulenbourg. The
regiment of Treves was on the leſt wing,
and , formed the rear guard, until the
whole entered the wood.

This unfortunats

Ponts.

aëtion laſted from nine in the morning until

Lift of the Generals of the corps under the Com
mand of M. de St. Andre.

three in the afternoon, and our army has

General of foot. Baron de St. Andre,
Lieutenant generals. Count de Traut

manſdorff, baron de Kold, M. de Roth, M,
de Roſenfeldt.

Commiſſary of war, de Durr, captain de
Chevreux, captain de Seger. Quarter maſ
ter Sporl. Lieutenant de Bauffe. The Pre

fuffered greatly by it.
Our whole corps have loſt all their camp

equipage, tents, kettles, knapſacks, &c. and
in ſhort, all that belonged to the private
men is fallen into the hands of the enemy.
The regiment of Treves has likewiſe loſt
one cannon, that of Mayence four, and

vot.

ſeveral ammunition waggons. A particu
lar and exačt liſt of our loſs cannot yet be

Major generals, M. de Wolfſkeht, M. de
Roth, M. de Varrell, Comte de Courcy, M

given, becauſe the forced marches, which
we are ſtill continually making, increaſe the

de Augee.

loſs of our ſtragglers and marauders. I
believe the regiment of Treves has loſt
200, in killed and wounded, on the ſpot.

The original of this undermentioned liſt
was found in the village of Sippis be
hind Torgau, where the enemy were
quartered.
Lift of regiments and battalions.
Croats. One regiment of Waraſdins,
one of Angolins, one of Banaliſky Carlſtadt,
one of Szolymer. Four regiments make
-

34oo men.
Horſe.
ziens.

6oo huſſars of Szifini et Rat

One regiment Anſpach, one of Bereith,
one of Trautmanſdorff, one of Hohen
zollern, one of Palatine dragoons. Five
regiments make 26oo men.

Foot. One battalion Hohenlohe, one of
Heſſe Darmſtadt, two of Palatine guards,

one of fuſiliers of Wurtemberg, four of
Mayence, two of Bade Bade, two of Saxe
Gotha et Weimar,

Thirteen battalions of

Captain Calcum and lieutenant Brahm are
priſoners. The troops of Treves behaved
very well, and general St. Andre declared
publickly, that it was owing to the rear
guard, compoſed of them, that ſo good a
retreat was made. All the regiments, with
out exception, are unfit for ſervice, through

the loſs of their camp equipages. The
poor ſoldiers are, at preſent, obliged to
live like beaſts; for they have nothing left

but the cloaths upon their backs; without
any veſſels for water, or for dreſfing their
proviſions.

If ſome method be not found

to ſupply theſe wants as ſoon as poſſible,
and to provide them with a place of ſhelter,
till they ſhall be refitted, they will be forced
either to deſert, or to periſh with miſery.

The following is a liſt of the troops which

foot make 6ooo men, nine companies of
grenadiers 8oo, 6800, Horſe afloo. Croats
34oo. In all 12,8oo.

cording to all appearance, towards Dreſ
den, in order to rejoin the army.

Tranſlation of a letter from an ºfficer of rank in

Lift ºf the regiments which were in the affair ºf

the army of the Empire, dated from the camp
at Crimma, Sept. 10, 1759.
We marched on the 7th inſtant with a
body of 12,000 men, to Torgau, under the
command of general St. Andre : The com
mandant of the place, who was immediately
ſummoned, refuſed to ſurrender. The gar
riſon conſiſted of 5oo men. In the night
between the 7th and 8th, a corps of 8ooo
Pruſſians, conſiſting of infantry and cavalry,

the 8th ºf September, 1759.
Horſe. Trautmanſdorff, cuiraffiers. Anſ
pach, dragoons.
Bareith, cuiraſiers.
Hohenzollern, dragoons. Palatine, dra

advanced without our notice on the other

were in the action.

We ſhall march, ad

goons.

Foot. Mayence, four. Treves, two. Pala

tine, one. Saxon contingent, two. Wurtem
berg, one. Bade. Bade, two. Hohenlohe,
one. Darmſtadt, one. In all fourteen bat
talions. Two regiments of huſſars, and
zooo Croats,
Prince
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Prince Ferdinand's camp at Nied Wei

mar, Sept. 1 1. Yeſterday his majeſty's
army marched from wetter to this place;
and this morning the caſtle of Marbourg
furrendered by capitulation. The garriſon,
which confiſted of about 8oo men, was
made priſoners of war.
There were taken in the caſtle 818 non

commiſſioned officers and ſoldiers, and 39
officers. In all 857, beſides a great quantity
of proviſions and ammunition.
• Lieutenant-general Imhoff is retired from

before Munſter, and is encamped behind
the Weſer, near Tellight ; and M. d’Ar

Sept.

tance ſhall be given, as may moſt effectually
anſwer the intentions of theſe generous and
voluntary offers.

-

-

The approbation of the meaſures which

his majeſty has taken, for the ſupport of the
national intereſts of his kingdoms, is ex
tremely agreeable to the king.
I muſt beg the favour of you to take the
opportunity of acquainting the gentlemen
concerned, with his majeſty's ſenſe of this

freſh mark of their loyalty and zeal for his
perſon and government.
It is a great honour to me to have con
veyed this teſtimony of the duty and affec

mentieres is returned to Weſel, to wait for

tion of the county of Middleſex, and city

his reinforcements, which come up one aſ

and liberty of Weſtminſter, to the king;
and to have been direéted by his majeſty to

ter another.

-

The enemy's principal army was this
morning encamped above five Engliſh miles
wide of Gieſſen; and the head-quarters of
M. de Contades, as is reported, are at An
rot ; and the corps of M. Broglio in the
neighbourhood

rf Dudenhofen, between

Gieſſen and Wetzlar.

Hague, Sept. 18. The accounts received
from Berlin and Magdebourg repreſent the
king of Pruſſia as ſtill remaining in his
former poſitior, at Waldau, and the Ruffians

as ſtill poſted between Croſſen and Guben.
Prince Henry is ſaid to be at Stora in Lu
ſatia, and marſhal Daun at Proſka Theſe

armies hitherto have only obſerved each
other, but nothing of conſequence has paſſed
between them.

-

An eminent merchant in this city rode
four horſes at Royſton in Hertfordſhire, for
a wager of 1300 guineas; he was to go 42
miles in two hours, and performed it in one
hour 49 minutes. Betts to the amount of
ſeveral thouſand pounds were depending on

declare his moſt gracious acceptance of it.”

I am, with great reſpect,
Gentlemen,
Your moſt obedient,
-

And moſt humble ſervant,
Holl Es N Ew cast L1.

To Sir William Beauchamp Proëtor, Bart.
and George Cooke, Eſq; repreſentatives in
parliament for the county of Middleſex;
and to the Hon. major general Cornwallis,
and Sir John Croſſe, Bart. repreſentatives
for the city and liberty of Weſtminſter.
Above 500 men have enliſted at Guildhall
fince the publick ſubſcription has been
opened (ſee p. 449.)

[The fingular and extraordinary ſtep,
that the city of London has taken, in order
to reinforce his majeſty's armies, and to
enable a wiſe and virtuous adminiſtration,

to carry their publick ſpirited deſigns into
execution, in ſpite of all the efforts of their
open, and all the endeavours of their ſecret
enemies, muſt ſtrike the preſent age with
this match.
wonder, and appear a thing almoſt incredi
Wr pnes pay, 26.
ble in ſucceeding times. It is at once the
The following letter was received by the higheſt proof of attachment, and the
members for this county and the city of ſtrongeſt evidence of confidence. There is
Weſtminſter.
no doubt, confidering the time, the manner,
Newcaſtle-houſe, Sept. 26, 1759. and the extent of this affiſtance, that it will
Gentlemen,
prove as effectual in its conſequences, as in
-

* In obedience to the commands of the

gentlemen of the county of Middleſex and

city and liberty of Weſtminſter, who meet
on the 19th inſtant, to confider of the moſt
effeaual methods to be taken for the ſup
port of his majeſty and his government, a
gainſt the invaſion now threatened, and for

the ſecurity of this county, city, and liber
ty, I have had the honour to lay before the

king, the dutiful and loyal reſolutions which
they came to thereupon.
I have his majeſty's expreſs orders to aſ
ſure them, of the grateful ſenſe which he
has of this proper and ſeaſonable mark of
their duty and affection to his per
ſon and government, of which his majeſty
has received ſuch frequent proofs, from his
loyal county of Middleſex, and city and li
berty of wefiminſter, and particularly upon
the like occaſions. And the king will forth
with direct, that ſuch attendance and aſſiſ

its nature it is unuſual.

... When one confiders the large proportion
of the land-tax, which the city of London
and is dependencies pay, upon the multi
tude of the houſes, and the high rents at
which they are let ; when one refleets, on
the prodigious income ariſing from the ex
ciſe, on the almoſt innumerable branches ef
the extenſive conſumption of its inhabitants;

and when one contemplates, the mighty
ſums that annually flow into the royal re
venue, from the duties and cuſtoms on the
trade of this port; it gives one a high idea
cf the importance of this metropolis, and
of the conſummate prudence of the miniſ
ter, who has ſo uſed his authority, as to ac
quire the good wiſhes of his fellow citizens.
To all this, if we add the influence of
ſuch an example, we may form an adequate
notion, of the weight and conſequence ef
the ſtep lately taken. Reflections upon if
would

I759.
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would be endleſs, but there is one, ſo very
obvious, and at the ſame time of ſuch poli

tical utility, that it ought not to eſcape us.
“A government is more than abſolute, that
in all its expences, can ſafely rely for re
ſources, on the affection; cf its ſubjects ;
and an invariable and inviolable attention

to their intereſt, ought in policy, as well as
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of Scilly, and was one of the twelve that
eſcaped from that dreadful ſhipwreck.
His majeſty has offered a pardon to any
one who will make diſcovery of the perſon.
or perſons who wrote and ſent 2 threatening
letter, on Sept. 6. to Mr. John Kimber,
mayor of Newbury; and the corporation of
Newbury a reward of Icol.

gratitude, to be the perpetual obječt of that

Assizes, continued from p. 451. At War

government, which for its own ſecurity,
has once had recourſe with ſucceſs, to ſuch

wick, a horſeſtealer received ſentence of

reſources.”]
The company of ſtationers have given
roo guineas to the Guildhall ſubſcription ;
the Eaſt. India company 5ool, the vintners
rool. the ironmongers 1 ool. the ſalters
1ool. the cordwainers 10ol. the grocers

5oo guineas, and lord Livonier 10ol. (ſee
p. 449.) The groceſs company alſo gave
1ool. to the marine ſociety.

-

The ſociety for propagating the goſpel in
foreign parts, have given $ool, ſterling, to
the infant college at New York.

Chriſtopher Irwin, Eſq; hath diſcovered
the longitude: The brave lord Howe acted
in the kindeſt and moſt worthy manner to

death, but was reprieved. At Ely, one,
for ielony 5 who was reprieved. At Lan
caſter, a horſettealer.

At B::ſtol one, for

ſtealing two oxen ; who was reprieved.
Newcaſt'e, Sept. 1: This week a ſub

ſcription was opened here by the right
worſhipſul the mayor, the magiſtrates, and ,

other gentlemen ; frºm which fund they
offer two guineat to every likely fellow, fit

and willing to ſerve his majeſty in the regi
ment of the Royal Volunters recruiting
here, or in the 66th regiment, commanded
by Col. La Faufille, now quartered in this
town and neighbourhood, who hail volun

tarily enliſt in either of the aro, ſaid corps,
within fix weeks from the 29th ºf Auguſt.

errors were from ſeven to fifteen miles,

The corporation gave the ſum of 329
guineas, and the two worthy members,
and ſeveral gentlemen of the town and
neighbourhood, made very large ſubſcrip

which is much leſs than the neareſt the aët

tions.

that gentleman, as may be ſeen by the cer
tificate underneath. The longitude was ob

ſerved formally for, ſeveral times, and the

*

At Newbeggin by the ſea, near this

requires : In ſhort, it is a thing much
eaſier to practiſe than was expected. He
went from Portſmouth to Plymouth in the

drove on ſhore a fiſh twenty-one feet long,

Jaſon, from thence to Lord Howe in the

and its circumference round the ſhoulders

Colcheſter : From lord Howe, when he was
ſatisfied, he returned in the Minerva frigate
to Plymouth, where the Deptford being juſt

nine feet, the head reſembling that of a
grampus, but more depreſſed, with a fiſtula
in the middle, the ſtructure ºf the gills re

ready, he came in her to Deal : The expe
riment was tried in every one of theſe ſhips,
and it anſwered extremely well in all; ſo
that the benefits attending this experiment

markable, the foramina being three on each

may be relied upon. Prince Edward was ſo
kind as to come and ſee, and ſet in the
chair, and liked it much ; Dr. Blair, his

royal highneſs's mathematical teacher, came
with him ; and on the facility he found in
uſing the teleſcope, cried out aloud, This
will do, this will do. They came again
one evening, and he took an obſervation

for the longitude, when the error did not
exceed ſeven or eight minutes.
A Copy of Lord Howe's laſ! Certificate.
Magnanime, off of Uſhant, Aug. 11, 1759.
On a further experiment of the marine
chair contrived by Mr. Irwin, I am of opi
nion, that an obſervation of an emerfion or

immerſion of Jupiter's ſatellites may be
made in it at ſea, not ſubječt to a greater
error than three minutes of time.
How 2.

town,

on

Monday laſt, the fiſhermen

fide, in ſemicircular direction, defended by
three rows of a bony lamina. The eye ſmall
for the ſize of the fiſh, and covered with a
ſkin which concealed all the eye but the

iris, which was of a dark blue, the tongue
large and flat, the mouth not armed with
teeth, the ſkin of the whole body rough,
the fins cartilaginous, and the tail biºd,
the ſtomach of a remarkable fire, which,
when dilated, muſt contain full ten gilions,
and was fall of fine ſea-weed and ſand,

From the anus to the extremity of the taſi,

the fleſhy part of the fiſh, for two inches
deep, was exactly like beef, all the reſt of
the body reſembled the fleſh of turbut.

The corporation of Berwick have or
dered three guineas to be given to every

able-bodied landman (not inrolled in the
militia) who ſhall, within fix weeks,
inliſt before any magiſtrate ºf that
town, to ſerve in the regiment of
Royal voluntiers, commanded by colonel

There is now one John Kennedy, who
ſells tapes, gartering, and laces about Tower

John Crawford, or the regiment of foot com

hill, that is now in the hundred and ſeventh

and above all bounty money, ſo as the

year of his age, being born at Stirling, in
Scotland, in the year 1651 ; but what is re

ſame exceeds not one hundred guineas, and

markable is, that he was in the fleet when

by ſubſcription,

manded by colonel John La Fauſilie, over
what ſhall exceed that ſum is to be raiſed
-

Sir Cloudſley Shovell was caſt on the rocks
September, 1759.

3 3
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The magiſtrates of Glaſgow and Dundee,
have alſo ordered bounties to perſons who
enliſt in his majeſty's forces.
Dublin, Sept. 15. On Tueſday laſt the

grand canal leading from Dublin to

the

river Shannon had the water let into it, and

a new barge was launched, which was
built adjoining to the work near Lyons,
about 45 tons burden, in the preſence of

Account of FR EN ch Ships in India, ſent frºm
the Cape of Good Hope in April aft.
Ships
Guns
Capts.
Men
*hlluſtre .
*4
De Ruis
6oo
Fortune
54
L'Obry
6co
Centaur
54 - Surville
550
Duc d'Orleans 50
Surville jun.
400

a vaſt Concourſe of gentlemen and ladies of
diſtinaion, who expreſſed the greateſt ſº:
ti.faaion in viewing that beautiful canal,

Chameau
Hermione

with the many curious bridges, aqueduº,

Penelope

and ſluices, that are already Perfected has
on

Renomee
Conde

4o
3o
3o
26
26
13
6o

*Vengeur

64

that moſt uſeful undertaking, which
ſucceeded beyond expectation.

The parliament of Ireland is further pro
rogued to Oct. 16. (ſee p. 452 )
JExtraët of a letter from an officer of Sir Ed:vard
Hazvie's fire, dated (within ſght ºf the

Frence in Brºß-water) Auguſt 27.
* This day our whole fieet ſtcod in cloſe

Sept.

Baleine

Elephant

La Londe
Wenciſ1.
Ommeral

Morphij
Fremigon
St. Martin
Roſbo
Patiere

aco

150
150
130
130
Ico

336
5co

Grantham prize
* Achilies

64

Marineir

'Zephyr

3o

De Grafſo

500
a 50

*Syren

32.

Dubrofly

251

15 ſhips—631

4843

to the mouth of the Goulet of Breſt water,

The three laſt left Breſt Oacber 4, 1758.-

within fight of the whole French fleet, and

Its ſail were bound to Pondichelry, but are

ſaluted them with a diſcharge cf 21 funs

from each ſhip. This Feu de Joye has reºn
occaſioned by the late glorious victory ob:
tained by his highneſs prince Ferdinand of
Brunſwick.

It is impoſiible to deſcribe the

great ſpirits of the fleet on this naval re

joicing, within fight and hearing of the
enemy.”

-

on diſcovering a miſtake in the order of
thanks publiſhed by prince Ferdinand on the
2d of Auguſt (ſee p. 440, 452 ) . to the
officers of the Britiſh artillery, by which cap
tain Macbean was omitted to be mentioned,
his ſerene highneſs was pleaſed to write a
letter with his own hand to captain Mac

bean, which was delivered by his excellency

the ſhips that lay off St. Helena,

Thoſe marked *, are king's ſhips.
Ships ºf at Mau R1T rus.
Ships
Guns
Capts.
*Zodiaque
74
D'Ache
* Minutaur
*Cor de Prov.
* A &tive

74.
74

L' Guill.
Le Chaiſe

64

* Duc de Burg.
*St. Louis

*Sulpide
Moras

Argenſon
* Duc de Berry

6o
6o

D’Apres
Johannes

3o
50
6o

*Seichelle

59
50

Expedition

24.

count La Lippe Buckeburgh, grand maſter

of the artillery in the alied army, and of
which the following is a tranſlation *
S I R,

“ It is from a ſenſe of your merit, and

a regard to juſtice, that I do in this manner

67o

*Brilliant, of 64 guns, expeded at the Capt.
15 ſhips
632 guns
670 ditto

12 ditto

1 ditto expeded

64 ditto
44 ditto

declare I have reaſon to be infinitely ſatiſ
fied with your behaviour, activity, and zeal,
which in ſo conſpicuous a manner you made

29 ſhips

appear at the battle of Tonhauſ-n on the
firſt of Auguſt. The talents you poſſeſs in

Poſtſcript Extraordinary to the Boſton Evening

your profeſſion did not a little cºntribute to
render our fire ſuperior to that of the
enemy; and it is to you and your brigade
that I am indebted for having ſilenced the
fire of a battery of the enemy, which ex

tremely galled the troops, and particularly
the Britiſh infantry.

Accept then, fir, from me, the juſt tri
bute of my moſt perfeół acknowledgements,
accompanied with my fincere thanks... I
(hall be happy in every opportunity of oblig

1 ditto.

14 to guns.
Poſt, july 31, 1759.

Cºpy of a letter

}}}}}}*.

the exped
tion againſt Canada, to bis friend in Bºr,

dated Iſle-Coudre (in the river St. Lawrea)
july mo, 1759.
* I am juſt now come down from within
a little better than two miles of Quebec city,
where I have had a full proſpea of it: Oºr

army has been landed ſome days, to the

ing you, deſiring only occaſions of proving

amount of about 8ooo, in two diviſions,
viz. one on the weſtern extremity of Or
leans Iſle, the other on Point Levi (fee the

it, being with the moſt diſtinguiſhed eſteem,

foregoing Map) within cannon ſhot of the

Your devoted, and .

entirely affettic nate ſervant,
,

FER p 1 NAND, .
Duke of Brunſwick and Luncmburgh."

To Capt. Macbean, of the R. Britiſh artil,

city, on the ſouth ſhore : The day before

yeſterday 4ooo decamped from Orleans, and
ianded on the north ſhore, whereon flands
the city, and without oppoſition, as I am
in

º

1759.
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informed, though the French have two large

A great number of Proteſtants, who have

camps on the ſame ground. The ſame day
much firing was made by our frigates, ſome

been ruined during the war in Germany,
have paſſed through Hanover, going to
Denmark, his Daniſh majeſty having pro

ſhells thrown from our ketches, tho' with
little ſucceſs, ſaving two, which I ſaw fall

miſed them all the affiſtance in his power

in their camp, and put them in great con

for their ſettling in his dominions.

ſufion ; the reſt, being about ſeven, burſt

Extract of a letter from Alppo, dated july 27.

in my fight, in the air,and the pieces fell into

“By the laſt letters from Bofora of the
2 oth, we have advice, that the Engliſh

the water. The French fired ſmartly from
the city on Point-Levi, where we were

eretting a battery to play on the city, as
we know we are within the range, the

French ſhot going half a mile beyond our
battery.

Admiral Holmes and Capt. Rous

hauled into the north ſhore as near as their

keels would let them, and began firing

fleet on the Indian coaſt had taken strat,
after a ſiege of forty
days; that they had
made the moors priſoners
of war, and ſent
the nabob priſoner to Bombay.
The ſame letters add, that the French

made an unſucceſsful attempt on Bon
.
ay.

frnartly ; but I believe the whole was to

In December laſt the French were de.

little purpoſe as yet on both ſides, as the
French fired from floating bat:eries of twen

feated at Golconda, had 30 men killed, and
139 Furopeans made priſoners, ao pieces
of cannon taken, and all their baggage.”

ty guns on a quadrangular, five on each

line : Their camps lie on high ground, and
Mars 1 acrs and B in tha.

"tis my opinion our ſhips guns cannot reach

them : They are ſaid to be 14ozo ſtrong,
4 or 50oo of them regulars.
On the 27th of June we had a violent
ſtorm for about fourteen hours, which put
many tranſports adrift, diſmaſted others,
tore away their heads even down to the wa

ter, by running foul of others, loſing their
box ſprits, many anchors loſt ; five or ſix
veſſels, as ſhips, ſnows, brigs, and ſchooners
put on ſhore on Orleans, ſeveral of them
condemned, though I know none, ſave one

Nickerſon, who lives in Hickling's alley.
Much devaſtation was made among boats,
and ſome people drowned in them, that
could not reach their ſhºps ; the ſea was
mighty great ; I never ſaw ſo much diſtreſs

among ſhipping in my wºole ife, though
we met with no great dam 'ge —The night
ſucceeding the ſtorm, the French, thinking
we were diſtreſſed, ſent down the river, with

Sept. 3.

T º M A S Griffiths, of Blooms.

ury, *
Eſq;
Mio sº... *

was marriied to

John Evans, Eſq; to Miſs Turner.

**. Joſeph Treves, Eſq; to Miſs Da
Coſta.

William Middleton of Stockeld-Park, in
Yorkſhire, Eſq; to M.ſs Errington.
Samuel Weſton, Eſq; to Miſs Turner, of
Jean, in Staffordſhire.
13. Edward Bayntun, Eſq; to Miſs wer.
den, fifter to the late dutcheſs of St Albans.
Fieetwoºd Heſketh, of Roſeall. Hall, in
Larcaſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Bould.

14. Richard Frewen, Eſq; to Miſs Fortye.
16. Mr. James Lockhart, an eminent
merchant, ſo Miſs Knight.
17. Charles Ventris Field, Eſq; to Miſs
Reynolds.

Sir William Compton, Bart. to Miſs Brad.

a fair wind and rapid ebb, ſeven fire-ſhips
compleatly in flames; but they were by the
vigilance of our ſeamen, towed clear of
every ſhip in the fleet, and grounded on
the ſhore where they finiſhed : They went

nock.

to windward of the flames, and threw

livered of a ſon and heir.
1o. The counteſs of Pembroke, of a ſon

graplings, with long chains to them, into
the fire-ſhips, and thereby towed them
with ropes to the end of the chains.
Where I am now is but 18 leagues from
Quebec city ; I expect ſome puſh has been
made fince the firing began that I mentioned
above, as I was then near under ſail for

this place, ſo I hope, upon my return up
the river, to be capable of making ſome
judgment how matters may terminate—We
can hear nothing how general Amherſt goes
on, without it is to our diſadvantage, as
the French give it out; but we believe it to
be only to give their own people ſpirits,
though it is ſome allay to our vićtories.
I hope, in a month or two, to bring an ac
count of the reduction of the whole country,

and that the walls of Quebec are graced by
Britiſh colours flying thereon.
I am, ſir, your's, &c.”

-

20. Thomas Gradwell, Eſq;

to Miſs

Moore.

23 Charles Selwin, Eſq; to Miſs Milner,
Sept. 9. The counteſs of Fingall, was de
and heir.

Lady St. John, of a daughter.
12. Lady of James Beachcroft, Eſq; cf a
ſon and heir.

13. Lady Aſton, of a daughter.
14. Dutcheſs of Ancaſter, of a ſon, who
is fince dead.

On Aug. 14. The dutcheſs of Savoy, cf
a prince, who has been baptiſed by the
names Victor. Emanuel Cajetan-John Nepo
mucene-Marius, and is called duke of
Aoſte.
Draths.
Aug.
g 18.

M

R.S.
Ed.
Bearcrºft,wife
wardRearcroft,
Eſq;of and

daughter of the Hon. Walter Moleſworth.
29 Hon. Heneage Legge, one of the ba
rons of the Exchequer.

3S 7

T-,

-
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PROMOTIONS Civil and Military.

Sept.

The noted Bampfylde Moore Carew, king
of the beggars.
James Norton, of Barn Elms, Eſq;
- 30. Richard Grevis, Eſq; in the commiſ
fion of the peace for worceſterſhire.
Sept. 3. Dr. Middleton, an eminºut man

extraélion from the excellent biſhop Stit

midwife,

E v. Dr. Moſs, was preſented to the
re&ory of St. George, Hanover-ſquare.
—Thomas Durnford. M. A. to the reëtory
of Adderbury, in Kent.—Mr. Todd, to the
living of Towlſonds. Knights, in Eſſex.William Parlege, M. A. to the vicarage of

ling fleet.

On the 4th inſtant, Gideon Wells, M.D.
of Cotneſs, in Yorkſhire.
Eccles 1 as r1.cal Pr ºr ºn Mºrrºrs.

-

Thomas Nutting, Eſq; an alderman of
Cambridge, aged 73.

5. Alexander Brodie, Eſqi ſon of the late
lord Lion, aged 19
Sir John Heathcoate, Bart. ſecond ſon of
the late Sir Gilbert Heathcoate, aged 71.

Kiddington, in Lincolnſhire.—Joſeph Gueſt,

6. Joſeph St. Lawrence, Eſq; in the com
miſfion of the peace for Middleſex, &c.
Thomas Trigge, of Newnham, in Glou
teſterſhire, Eſq.
7. William Whitaker, Eſq; an eminent

M. A. to the vicarage of Stanton, in Lan

caſhire.—Mr. Curteen, to the reaory of

Bradfield St. Clare, in Suffolk.-john Day,
L.B. to the vicarage of Lancerſtone, in
Che'hire.—Mr. Alſop, to the vicarage of
Horton. Mowbray, in Wiltſhire.—Mr. Bald
win, to the rectory of Winteſham, in Suf

merchant.

The Right Hon. Edward Rich, earl of
The title is extin &t.

folk.-Mr. James, to the vicarage of Hen

1c. Mrs. Alexander, wife of alderman
Alexander.
Rev. Mr. Thomas Bradbury, an eminent
differting miniſter, aged 31.

ley, in Devonſhire.—Mr. Muſgrave, to the

Joſeph Bell, Eſq., comptroller of the fo
reign Poſt-office.
13. Lady viſcounteſs dowager Torrington,

the Temple, to hold the vicarage of
Northalſ, in Middleſex, with the raory of

Warwick and Holland.

rećtory of Knapwell, in Cambridgeſhire.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable
the Rev. Samuel Nicholls, LL.D. maſter cf.

-

St. James, Weſtminſter.--To enable Charles

White, M.A. to hold the reaory of Bradley,
in Hººpſhire, with the reacry of Tidworth,

relićt of Pattee, viſcount Torrington.

John Baker, of Penn, in Buckingham

in Wiltſhire.

ſhire, Eſq;

15. Sir Edmund Alleyn, Bart.

The title

Promotion. Civil and Military.

is extinét.

From the London Gaz r TT e.
12. His majeſty in

16. Right Hon. Charles, viſcount Dun
garwan, eldeſt ſon of the earl cf Cork and
Orrery.

K*.*.*. Sept.
-

Right Rev. Dr. James Stopford, biſhop of
Cloyne, in reland,
Edward Gret.field, of Saliſbury, Eſq;
17. John Fawcett, of Durham, Eſq;
Peter Gauſen, Eſq; an eininent merchant,
$ged 33.
19. Henry Willett, of Upper Brook
fireet, Eſq;
ao. Younge Willes, Eq; in the commiſ.
fion of the peace for Suſſex.
21. Thomas

Pearſall, of

Hawns,

in

Shropſhire, Eſq;
Lady of Sir Walter Blackett, Bart. mem
ber for Newcaſtle.
23. Nathaniel Wilkes, Eſq; an eminent
malt-diſtiller.

a 5. Henry Muſgrave, of Hampſtead, Eſq;
26. John Blachford, Eſq; alderman cf
£ripplegate ward, and, in 1750, lord mayor
p; this city.
Lately. John David Pratville, Eſq; an
eminent merchant.
Col. Richard James, of the iſland of Ja
maica, aged to 3.

William Kemp, Eſq; attorney-general of

council was this day pleaſed to appoint
Jeffery Amherſt, Eſq; to be captain general
*nº gºvernor in chief of his majeſty's co
lony of Virginia.

Whitehall, Sept. 15. The king has been

pleaſed to grant unto the moa Hon. Jºhn
Manners, Eſq; commonly called marquis of
Granby, lieutenant-general of his majeſty's
forces, the office and place of lieutenant
general of the ordnance, in the room cf the

Right Hon. George Sackville, Eſq; com
monly called lord George Sackville.
The king has been pleaſed to conſtitute
and appoint the Hon. John Waldegrave,
Eſq., "o be colonel of the ſecond, or the
queen's regiment of dragoon guards, where.

of the Right Hon. George Sackville, Eſq;
commonly called lord George Sackville, was
late colonel.

The king has been pleaſed to conflitute
and appoint the following lords and gentle
men to be major-generale : Daniel Webb,

the Hon. John Fitzwilliams, James Paterſon,
Andrew Robinſon, Kisht Hon. Charles
Manners, commonly called lord. Charles
Manners, Robert Anſtruther, William

New York.

A’Court, Charles Montagu, Right Hon.

Peter Wraxall, Eſq; ſecretary for Indian
#ffairs, at New York

George

Hannibal Canoux, of Marſeilles, in France,
aged 12 i.

On Aug.

-

11.

Mrs. Elizabeth Locker,

*::e of John Locker, Eſq; worthy of her

Forbes,

commonly

called lord

Forbes, John Stanwix, Charles Jefferyes,
William Strude, Jeffery, Amherit, David
Watſon, Joſeph Hudſon, John Barrington,
Sir James Roſs, Bart. Archibald Douglas,
Robert Armiger, John Griſin Griffin, Stud
helm
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holm Hodgſon, George Auguſtus Eliott,
Borgard Michelſen, Sir David Cunynghame,
Bart, John Grey, Thomas Brudenell.
Whitehall, Sept. 25. The king has been
pleaſed to grant unto the Right Hon. Sir
Richard Glyn, Knt., lord mayor of the city
of London, and his heirs male, the dignity
of a baronet of the kingdom of Great
Britain.

Capt. John Bentley, captain of the War
ſpight, received the honour of knighthood,
for his bravery in the late engagement under
admiral Boſcawen.—John Rowlls, Eſq; was
appointed receiver-general of the county of
Surry.—Mr. Nathaniel Biſhop, deputy
regiſter of the high court of admiralty, in
the room of George Bellas, Eſq;-Rev. Mr.
Clarke was ele&ted profeſſor ot geometry,

in Greſham-college. — Rowland Phillips,
Eſq; is appointed litutenant-colonel in the
9th legiment of foot.—Hans Muſgrave, Eſq;
lieutenant-colonel to the 66th regiment of
foot.—Richard Worge, Eſq; colonel of a
regiment of foot, to be forthwith formed, and

William Newton, Eſq; to be lieutenant,
colonel.—Robert Murray Keith, Eſq; to be

major-commandant of a corps of highlan
ders, to be forthwith raiſed.
B–r a –rs.
in Nor

folk, maltſter.
ohn Whiddeet, of Southwark, hop-factor.
-

Samuel Swinfen, of Northampton, grocer.

-

Thomas Beverley, of St. Martin in the Fields, china
man and glaſs-ſeller.

-

ames water, of Bigfall, in Yorkſhire, tanner; .
olte Bridgeman, of Princknaſh, in Glouceſterſhire,
laſs-painter.
Cramp, of Birmingham, butcher.
Thomas Dibdin, of Southampton, hoſier.
William Bald of Weſtminſter, coffee man.
Elizabeth Bond, of Moorfields, broker.
-
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FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1759.
S ſoon as prince Ferdinand, at the head
of the allied army, had made himſelf
maſter of Caſſel, as mentioned in our latt,

A

ment, on which he began again to march
towards Munſter, whereupon, M. d’Ar

mentieres was, in his turn, obliged to retreat
towards Weſel, and general Imhoff recom

menced the ſiege of Munſter, which city he
has, by our laſt accounts, made himſelf

maſter of, the French garriſon having retir
ed into the caſtle.

In the mean time, the ſcene, with regard
to the French and allied armies was quite
reverſed from what it was before the battle
of Thornhauſen. Before that battle, as the

former advanced, the latter retired, leav
ing garriſons in ſeveral places to retard the
approach of the enemy • ; but ever ſince
that battle, as the latter advanced, the for
mer have in the ſame manner retired, and
probably will not ſtop, until they have re
treated to Frankfort on the Mayne, the place
they ſet out from, - the beginning of the
campaign. After the reduction of Caſſel,
the firſt place that made any refiſtance to the
allies in their advance, was the caſtle of Zi.

Clemition, of Saint Mary Cray, dealer and
jº:
chaºruan.
-

that general began to bombard and canno

nade on the third inſtant; but marſhal Con
tades having detached from his army M.
d'Armentieres with a body of troops, and
Athat body being, upon their march, increaſed
to 14 or 15,000 men, by French troops from
the Lower Rhine, general Imhoff was ob
liged to retire from before Munſter on the
fixth, until he likewiſe received a reinforce

From the reſ of the Parras.

Cl AY B R O O K E Venners, of Hackford,
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he detached general Imhoff with a body of
troops to reduce the city of Munſter, which

egenhayn, which after about an hour's de
fence ſurrendered on the 23d ult, and the
garriſon conſiſting of between 3 and 4oo
men, were made priſoners of war. On the
27th, the hereditary prince of Brunſwick
marched privately at night from Sconſtedt
towards Wetter, where Fiſcher's corps was
then poſted, which early next morning he
ſurpriſed and defeated, making above 400
of them priſoners of war, befide the killed.
Next day the allied army encamped at Wet.
ter, where it continued till the fourth in
ſtant, when the French retreated from Mar.

purg, leaving a garriſon of 857 men in the
caſtle. The allies took poſſeſſion of the
town the next day, and began the fiege of
the caſtle, which en the 11th ſurrendered,

the garriſon being made priſoners of war;
aſter which they moved to Neidar Weimar,

where they remained encamped on the 13th,
and the French were then encamped at An.
rodt near Gieſſen, where marſhal Contades

had his head quarters, as alſo marſhal d'Etres, who arrived at the army on the 25th
ult, but the former ſtill, it ſeems, continues
in the chief command,to the great diſappoint
ment and diſcouragement of the troops.
Befide the places mentioned in our laſt,
which the Imperial Army had made them.
ſelves maſters of they likewiſe made them

ſelves maſters of Wittemberg, where there
was a ſtrong garriſon of Pruſſians who af.
ter a feeble defence, ſurrendered upon ho
nourable terms i but as they might have
held

p. 307,

5 to
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held out much longer, their commander,
Feneral de Horn, was put under an arreſt as
tuon as he arrived at Berlin.

From Wit

temberg the Imperial army marched to Dreſ
den, and on the 27th ult, ſummoned gene
ral Schnettau the commandant to ſurrender,
who anſwered, that he would hold it out to

the laſt extremity, for which purpoſe he
Heft the new town and retired into the old;
upon this, the prince of Deux Ponts gave
orders for a regular attack, but before the
batteries began to fire, the commandant de
fived to capitulate, and the city was ſurren

of war. But their further progreſs may per
haps be ſoon flopt, for
of #.
has detached general Manteuffel with 8cco
men to oppoſe them, and on the 13th in

jº.

flant he ſet out from Berlin for that pur.
poſe.

The late king of Spain, by his will, ap
pointed his eldeſt brother, the king of the
two Sicilies to ſucceed to the crown of Spain,

and until his arrival, the queen dowager to
be regent of the kingdom. Accordiugly her
majeſty immediately affumed the govern.
ment, and has commanded all officers to

dered, on the fourth inſtant, upon honourable

continue in their reſpective poſts till further

terms. In the mean time, the athve and
undaunted king of Pruſſia, had ſo far reco

orders.
The

vered from his late diſaſter, as to be able to

I D L. E. R.

the Auſtrian and Ruſſian armies at

N the time when Baſſora was confidered

bay, and to ſpare a body cf. troops, which

as the ſchool of Afia, and flouriſhed by
the reputation of its profeſſors, and the
confluence of its ſtudents, among the pu

he ſent into Saxony under general wunſch,
who ſoon retook moſt of the places which
the Imperialiſts had before taken, and at
faſt obtained the vićtory aircady mentioned";
after which he marched to Leipſig, which
ſurrendered to him on the 13th inſtant, the
Imperial garriſon being made priſoners of
war.

Ever fince the battle of Frankfort on the
y2th ult, both the Auſtrian and Rººijian ar.

mies have continued quite inačtive, as his
Pruſſian maj ſty kept his army always in
fuch a poſition, as to prevent their be ng
able to make any mate al impreſſion on the

pils that liſtened round the chair of Abu
mazar, was Gelaleeldin, a native of Tauris

in Perſia, a young man, amiable in his
manners, and beautiful in his form, of

boundleſs curioſity, inceſſant diligence, and
irreſiſtible genius, of quick apprehenſion,
and tenacious memory, accurate without
narrowneſs, and cager for novelty without
inconſtancy.
No ſooner did Gelaleddin appear at Baſ
ſora, than his virtues and abilities raiſed

territories of Brandenburg, without attack
ing him at a great diſadvantage, and his

him to diſtinction ; he paſſed from claſs to
claſs, rather admired than envied by thoſe
whom the rapidity of his progreſs left be

brother prince Henry with the army under
This command, did the ſame with reſpect to

dents as an oraculous guide, and admitted

Sileſia, which is a certain ſign that the Piuſ

as a competent auditol to the conferences

fians did not ſuffer ſo much in the battle as

their enemies gave out, or otherwiſe, that

of the ſages.
After a few years, having paſſed through

there is no good agreement between the

all the exerciſes of probation, Gelaleddin

Auſtrians and Ruſſians.

hind ; he was conſulted by his fellow flu

So that all we can

was invited to a profeſſor's ſeat, and en

ſay of theſe armies is, that when the laſt

treated to encreaſe the ſplendor of Baſſora,

accounts came from thence, the king of

Gelaleddin affected to confider the propoſal,

Pruſſia was encamped near, Luben, the Ruſ.
fians near Guben, the Auſtrians near So

with which, before he confidered it, he
purpoſed to comply, and next morning re
tired into a garden planted for the recreation
of ſtudents, and entering a ſolitary walk,
began to meditate upon his ſuture life.

raw, all in Luſatia, and prince Henry near
Sagan in Salefia.

-

After the unfortunate battle of Frankfort,
the king of Pruſſia found himſelf obliged
to recal general Klein, who was with 5 or
60oo men at Denmin in Pomerania, to

watch the motions of the Swedes; and that
general with his little army accordingly ſet
out from thence on the 13th uit. to join his
iovereign. Upon his departure, the Swedes
began to move ; and having none to oppoſe
them, they ſoon began to approach Setin,

having in their march made themſelves maſ
ters of all the little places that could make
any reſiſtance ; but they met with a little
ruffle near Paſſewalk, where a party of them

“If I am thus eminent, ſaid he, in the

regions of literature, I ſhall be yet more
conſpicuous in any other place: If I ſhould
now devote myſelf to ſtudy and retirement,
I muſt paſs my fife in ſilence, unacquainted
with the delights of wealth, the inſluence

of power, the pomp of greatneſs, and the
charms of elegance, with all that man en
vies and deſires, with all which keeps the
world in motion, by the hope of gaining,
or the fear of loſing it.

I will therefore

depart to Tauris, where the perfin mo
narch reſides in all the ſplendor of abſolute

were ſyrpriſed by a detachment from the

dominion : My reputation will fly before

garriſon of Stetin, and moſt of them killed

On the other hand the

me; my arrival will be congratulated by
my kinſmen and my fiends. I ſhall ſee

Swedes, cn the fºurth inſtant, reduced the
fortreſs of Swirnemºde, the garriſon of

the eyes of thoſe, who predicted my great
reſs ſpark ſing with exultation, and the

***, *bout 44c met, were mide priſoners

faces of thoſe that once deſpiſed ºne, dose:

nº made priſoners.

-

witt,
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with envy, or counterfeiting kindneſs by
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that he would not ſorget him; and by the

artificial ſmiles.

I will ſhew my wiſdom

chief viſier, that he did not think literature

by my diſcourſe, and my moderation by my

of any great uſe in public buſineſs. He was

filence : I will inſtruct the nodeſt with eaſy

ſometimes admitted to their tables, where
he exerted his wit, and diffuſed his know

gentleneſs, and repreſs the oſtentatious by
feaſonable ſuperciliouſneſs. My apartments
will be crowded by the inquiſitive and the
vain, by thoſe that honour, and thoſe that
rival me: My name will ſoon reach the
court : I ſhall ſtand before the throne of the

ledge ; but he obſerved, that where, by en
deavour or accident, he had remarkably ex
celled, he was ſeldom invited a ſecond time.
He now returned to Baffora, wearied and

emperor; the judges of the laws will con

diſguſted, but confident of reſuming his
former rank, and revelling again in ſatiety

feſs my wiſdom, and the nobles-will con

of praiſe. But he who had been been neg

tend to heap gifts upon me. If I ſhall find
that my merit, like that of others, excites
malignity, or feel myſelf tottering on the
feat of elevation, I may at laſt retire to
academical obſcurity, and become, in my.
loweſt ſtate, a profeſſor of Baſſora.”
Having thus ſettled his determination, he
declared to his friends his defign of viſiting
Tauris, and ſaw, with more pleaſure than
be ventured to expreſs, the regret with

leded at Tauris, was not much regarded at .
Baſfora; he was confidered as a fugitive,
who returned only becauſe he could live in

no other place; his companions found that
they had formerly over-rated his abilities,
and he lived long without notice or eſteen,
$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$$e
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which he was diſmiſſed. He could not bear to

M is cri la Nro us.

-

delay the honours to which he was deſtined,

r.

H E Comptroller, pr. 6d. Pridden.

and therefore haſted away, and in a ſhort

2.

A Letter of Conſolation to Mr. Ro

time entered the capital of Perfia.

maine, pr. 6d. Burd.
3. The Merchant's Advocate, part 2.
pr. 6d. Scott.
4. A Letter from M. Saxe te Louis le
Petit, pr. 1s. Woodfall.

He

was immediately immerſed in the crowd,

and paſſed unobſerved to his father's houſe.
He entered, and was received, though not
unkindly, yet without any exceſs of fond
neſs, or exclamations of rapture, His fa
ther had, in his abſence, ſuffered many
loſſes; and Gelaleddin was confidered as

an additional burden to a falling family.
When he recovered from his ſurprize, he
began to diſplay his acquiſitions, and prac
tiſed all the arts of narration and diſquifi
tion; but the poor have no leiſure to be
pleaſed with eloquence ; they heard his ar

-

5. A Letter to the Norfolk Militia, pr 2n.
Cooper.
6. Faëtion detected, pr 6d. Lenge.
7. A Letter to M. Belleine, pr. 2d. Ro
binſon.
- 3. A Letter to the Inhabitants of Pad

-

Jington, by John Ketch, Eſq; pr. 1s. 1d. ,
Stevens.

9. The Times

-

an Epiſtle, pr 1s. 6d.

guments without convićtion, and his plea

Pottinger.

ſantries without a ſmile. He then applied
himſelf fingly te his brothers and ſiſters;
but found them all chained down by inva

for ſome days in expectation that the learned

ro. The Book of Fun, pr. 1s. Stevens.
11. The Diſcovery, or Lady's Direétor,
pr. 6d. Seymour.
12. A ſhort Addreſs from Lord George
Sackville to the Public, pr. 6d. Owen.
(See P 479.)
13, Lord George Sackville's Vindication
of Himſelf, &c. &c. price 1 s. Stevens.
(See p. 482.)
14. Short obſervations on a ſhort Addreſs

would viſit him for conſultation, or the great

to the Public, pr. 63.

riable attention to their own fortunes, and

inſenſible of any other excellence than that
which could bring ſome remedy for indi
gence.

It was now known in the neighbourhood
that Gelaleddin was returned, and he ſate

for entertainment. But who will be pleaſed
or inſtrutted in the manſions of poverty He
then frequented places of public reſort, and
endeavoured to attract notice by the copi
ouſneſs of his talk. The ſprightly were
filenced, and went away to cenſure in ſome
other place his arrogance and his pedantry;

and the dull liſtened quietly for a while,
and then wondered why any man ſhould
take pains to obtain ſo much knowledge
which would never do him good.
He then ſolicited the viſiers for employ

ment, not doubting but his ſervice would
be eagerly accepted. He was told by one
that there was no vacancy in his office; by
another that his merit was above any pa

tronage but that of the emperor; by a third,

-

Fuller.

15. A Reply to Lord George Sackville's
Vindication,

16. The Sentiments of an Engliſhman on
Lord George Sackville, pr. 1s. Cooper,
17. His Lordſhip's Apology, price 6d.
Reeve — [Circumſtances gathered from
the letters called a Pindication, his lºrdſhip's
addreſs, and Prince Ferdinand's orders of

thanks, have furniſhed matter tor this ſham

apology.]
tg. A ſeaſonable Antidote againſt the
Poiſon of Popular Cenſure, &c.

price 6d.

Thruſh.— [This writer, under the maſk
of defending a certain gentleman's cauſe,
ſeems to be ſneering at him.

It may as

well be taken for a word in ſeaſon for B-g,
F-ke, M-d—t, as for Lord G-S-,
wherſ,
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whom he ſeems to know ſo little of, as to

ſent critical Situation of Affairs, price 4d.

call him a young nobleman, whereas his lord
ſhip is much on the wrong fide of 40. In
ſhort, 'tis idle, contradićtory, and abſurd.]
19. An Addreſs to the People of England;
at once to filence, by the Voice of Truth,
the Cries of Falſehood, Seurrility, and Du'a.
neſs, pr. 1s. Burd.
[This piece ſeems

Medley.

-

29. The Lamentations of the people of
France, pr: 6d. Rivington and Fletcher.
Port 1 cat.

30. An Ode on the glorious viaory of
tained over the French in Germany, pr. 1s.
Dodſley.

to have been fabricated by the ſame hand

31. The true Cauſe of a certain General

with the foregoing, and alſo uſes the term
young nobleman. What the writer ſays,
p. 12, is very applicable to himſelf: “The
trade of pamphleteering has never, within

Officer's condućt, pr. 1s. Stevens.
[A
ſorry ſquib, deſtitute of wit, poetry, and
modeſty.
Specimen

my recolle&tion, been carried on in a manner

“ The butt of envious, ſpiteful men.”]
32. A ſeled Collection of Epitaphs,

“ Merit and wit has always been

more extenſive than the preſent; nor do I
remember that the dealers in it were ever

pr. 1s.

more abominable cheats.”]

Stevens.

-

33. Apollo, or the Muſes Choice, pr. 1s.

so. A Vindication of Lord G. Sackville,
inſcribed to the Duke of Dorſet, price 6d.
Henderſon — [An excellent vindication
indeed His Majeſty was his godfather,
and he could not be guilty " (The writer
forgot 'twas his late majeſty.) He com
manded regiments who were too experi
enced and too brave to be reſtrained from

aćtion by his lordſhip, if Prince Ferdinand
had ſent them orders to advance 1 No,
they would have ſecured him, and put him
under arreſt'— Here's ſoldierſhip for you!
In ſhort, the whole pamphlet is all of a
piece, a confuſed jargon and jumble, and
one of thoſe produćtions that well merited
the cenſure of his lordſhip, as containing
“ diſpoſitions of cavalry and infantry which
never exiſted, &c.” (See p. 481.)

Pridden.

$4. The Muſical Companion, Pr. is. 6d.
Stevens,
SER Mons.

35. On Auguſt 1.
pr. 6d.

By Mr. Langford,

Gardner.

36. At Newbury, on Aug. 11. By Tho.
Penroſe, A. M. pr. 6d. Newbery.
37. At Guildford Affizes. By Mr. Sellon,
pr. 6d. Rivington and Fletcher.
38. On the death Mr. Lloyd. By Mr. Aſh
worth, pr.6d. Buckland.
39. Occaſioned by the viétory on Aug. 1.
By Mr. Radcliff, pr. 6d. Griffiths.
B I L L S of Mortality, from Aug. 14, to
Sept. 18.

chrinenta #... ::: 2-c69
sis

21. The Condućt of a Noble Lord ſcruti
nized. Fuller.
[This ſcrutiny may ſerve

Males
I of 8
Females loor

-

Buried

as a counterpart to the above vindication.
Died under a Years old

*Tis dull, unmeaning, rude, ſcandalous, and
ridiculous.]
22. Remarks on the above, price 1s.

Between z and 5
5 and ro
no and ae
ao and 30
go and 40
40 and 50
So and 6o

Thruſh.

23. Yet one Vindication more, price rs.
Wilkie.—[As trifling and abſurd as moſt
of the vindications that preceded it.]
24. A Letter to the Marquis of Granby,
pr. 1s. Pridden.—[This pamphlet rings
changes upon the Letter to a late noble Com
mander, of which we gave ſome account in
our laſt, p. 404. From that and ſome other
pieces he ſtates the complaint againſt Lord
G— $–, and calls upon the marquis to
accuſe or acquit him. 'Tis an odd piece,

6c at d 70

and the author's own cenſure of himſelf is

894

- 199
79
- 75
- 155
- 159
- 14t
— 135
-

114

70 and 80 80 and go –

75
41

90 and Ioo —

9.

zoö9
Within the Walla - 134
Without the Walls
494
In
Mid. and Surry - - 1903
-

Buried

very juſt, “ Theſe are but weak argu
ments, and only ſuch as are founded upon
my own conjećture.”] .
25. A Letter from a P-m—e in I—l—d
to a certain Great Man, pr 1s. Stevens.
—[From the confideration of many noble
perſons having ſuffered in their reputations,
by the imputation ef an unnatural crime,
&c. this decent pamphleteer endeavours to
conſole the great man under his misſortune.]

City and Sub. Weſtminſter
Weekly, Aug. 21
23
Sept. 4
*I
18

26. A Parallel, between the caſe of Ad.

—
–
-

438
zoög
430
338
389
463
399
acó9

miral Byng and Lord George Sackville,
pr. 1s.

Pottinger.

-

az. The Black Book, pr. 1s. Pottinger.

28. Important Confiderations on the pre

Increated

in the Burials to Sept. 1 r. 27s
Wheaten Pºck Loaf, Weight 171b, 6 Qa.

* Dr. 18, 9d #.
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Account of BoM.BAY and Surat in the East Indies.
poverty and ſelf-denial, and who are
Eaſt Indies having been
Sº of late moſt
pro

ºš

very numerous in the Eaſt Indies. Au
rengzebe, then governor of Decan, in

§ voked to attack and

vited all the faquirs, in that and the

& reduce the famous city
the nabob, or governor
thereof, priſoner to Bombay ", we
have preſented our readers with a Map

neighbouring provinces, to dine with
him on a certain day, declaring that
he deſigned to diſtribute charity among
them, and that he ardently deſired to
have the conſolation of eating a meal

of that Coaſt, and ſhall add ſome ac

of rice and herbs with ſuch holy men.

* of Surat, and to ſend
-

As he had before eſtabliſhed the cha
count of thoſe two places.
. The town of Bombay is ſituated in raēter of being a zealous mahometan,
à ſmall iſland upon the weſtern coaſt B and always pretended to take high de
of the Indian peninſula which lies be light in heavenly converſation with the
tween the two famous rivers Indus and
faquirs, great numbers of them aflem
Ganges. The iſland is not above zo bled from all parts, and all cloathed

miles in circumference, and was for

in rags, their uſual garb, under the

merly reckoned a part of the province pretence that their poverty can afford
of Decan, of which province the fa- C no better. A plain and frugal enter
mous Aurengzebe was governor, under tainment was provided for them, being
his father the Mogul emperor; and here the only ſort of which they could by
he formed that ſcheme which enabled
their inſtitution partake ; and, as ſoon
him to defeat and murder his three
as it was over, Aurengzebe made a pa
brothers, to impriſon his father, and, thetic ſpeech to them upon religion,
at laſt, in the year 1666, to ſet himſelf D which he concluded with declaring how
upon the throne of the Mogul em ſorry he was to ſee ſuch holy men ſo
#.
His ſcheme was much the
poorly cloathed, and that therefore he
ame with that formed and executed, had provided a new complete raiment,
much about the ſame ºne, by Oliver made after their own faſhion, for every
Cromwell, in this kingdom, which was one of them; for which reaſon he de
by pretending a warm zeal for his re fired that he might have the pleaſure
ligion, and ſetting himſelf at the head B to ſee them all ſtrip of their old rags,
the enthuſiaſtical Mahometans, as

and dreſs themſelves in thoſe decent

Oliver ſet himſelf at the head of the

garments which he had provided for

enthuſiaſtical Chriſtians; but that he

them. They all at firſt refuſed, pre
tending that it was inconſiſtent with
their order to appear in any thing but
ſtrata
, by which he laid the firi F rags. But Aurengzebe knew the true
foundation of his future greatneſs.
reaſon: He knew that there were vaſt
They have among the Mahometans numbers of the largeſt diamonds and
pºsiº jewels ſewed up and con
a ſort of begging monks, called faquirs, moſt
ren!el in theſe rare there {nre he in
had no more real religion than the
other, will appear from the followin

*

$16 . Inſtrument to meaſure the Growth of Plants.

Ot.

i.

fled on what he deſired, and as it was
of cannon mounted, none of the
not ſafe to deny what he ſo perempto ndian nabobs can think of being able
fily demanded, eſpecially as the faquirs to reduce it; therefore the iſland is not
‘durſt not let the vulgar know that they liable to be invaded or diſturbed by
had any riches concealed in their rags, them; and, as the iſland is ſo ſmall
they were all chliged to ſtrip, and their A. and ſo populous, it would be eaſy to
rags, as faſt as ſtript off, carried into render it difficult even for any European
his wardrobe, by which he poſſeſſed ower to reduce it; for which reaſon
himſelf of an immenſe treaſure, and at
e governor for our Eaſt India com
the ſame time confirmed the enthuſiaſts pany upon that coaſt now refides in
in their high opinion of his zeal for , this iſland, lives in great ſplendor, and
their religion.
'appears in great ſtate upon all public
But now to return to our account of B occaſions.

:- The iſland was conquered
-[To be concluded in our newſ.] by the Portugueze ſoon after they had
found a paſſage by ſea to the Eaſt Indies, An Inſtrument or Machine for meaſuring
the Growth of PLAN’rs, commonly
by the way of the Cape of Good Hope,
madeuſeof in the Plantations in America,
and was by them called Bombayne *,
from whence it is eaſy to ſee why it C brought over by Capt. J. Erwin, frºm
has ſince been by us called Bombay.
New-England.
The Portugueſe held poſſeſſion of it
until the year 1663, when they deli
vered it to king Charles the 2d, in
purſuance of the treaty of marriage be
-*

£ween him and the infanta Katherine,

and he ſometime after made a preſent
of it to our Eaſt-India company, who
have poſſeſſed it ever ſince, tho' in 1688
they were near lofing it; for the Mogul
general, by the neglect of our governor,
found means to land upon the iſland

with an army of 25ooo men, and made B
himſelf maſter of the whole iſland, ex
cept the fort, which he was not able to

reduce, and therefore, upon a treaty
with the governor, he reſigned, after
having done great damage to the vil
lages and plantations of cocoa-nut F
trees, which, except ſalt, is the only
commodity produced in the iſland.
However it ſoon recovered; and the

ſecurity which the people enjoy under
an Engliſh government, makes ſuch
numbers flock thither, that it is now

reckoned to contain 50 or 6oooo in
habitants, Engliſh, Portugueze, and .
Indians. The chief advantage of the

§§

iſland conſiſts in the goodneſs of its
harbour, which it is ſaid is capable
of containing looo veſſels; and it is

wholeſome enough for thoſe that are H

ºº::

3% ãº2:-

º
-

*-

A B is a ſquare upright piece of

born, or go when young to live there,
tho' they have no freſh water but what
they bring from the continent, or the

wood graduated; G an horizontal
piece, at whoſe ends are fixed two
ſmall pullies, CD, over which paſſes

rain water they ſave in their ciſterns. As

a fine ſilk thread, at whoſe end, E,

there is now a citadel near the town re

hangs a little weight, the other end, F.
being tied to the top of the plant, as

gularly fortified, and provided with 1zo

1759.

Chinese Preſervative from Drowning:

517

repreſented in the figure. Let the end jećted about 28 inches. Theſe were
B, of the upright piece A B, be ſecured croſſed on each fide by two others,
with

wº againſt the efforts of the

and the whole properly ſecured, leav

wind. To find the daily increaſe of ing a ſpace for their body; ſo that
the plant, obſerve at what diviſion the
weight E reſts at firſt, and then how A
many diviſions, it has deſcended the

next day, or any numbar of days after
wards; , and thus you may determine
how ſuch and ſuch weathers affect the

growth of plants, and how quick one
plant advances in reſpect of others.
Theſe machines muſt be made of a B
very hard wood, or plated on two fides
with flat iron or ſteel, to keep them from they had only to put it over their
warping, which may greatly obſtruct heads and tie the ſame ſecurely, which

the curioſity in aſcertaining a true

was done in two minutes, and we were

height.

ſatisfied they could not poſſibly fink.--

W. B. They may be ereaed almoſt c The ſhape is given above -- If the
to any height, and proper for gentle publiſhing this faët, but concealing my
name, may, in your opinion, be of uſe,
men's gardens.
to convince thoſe of our countrymen

To the Author of the ingenious Treatiſe, in who chuſe to plough with the horſes

titled, The Seaman's Preſervation".
Sir,

-

-

tails, I have no objection to it.
I am, &c.

D

ERUS ING your very ingenious
HE Monitor of the 27th is le
treatiſe, it put me in mind that the
velled againſt th’t malignant, re
Chineſe have (perhaps for many cen pining faction, who view with envy and
turies) carried your humane and bene malignity the glorious ſucceſs of our
ficial ſcheme into practice, tho' in a arms, under the direétion of our preſent
manner different, and much inferior.— great miniſter. He ſets the importance
the conqueſt of Quebec in a proper
I ſhall give you the fact exactly as it E of
light, and, after proving the wiſdom of
occurred, to prove my aſſertion.
the meaſures taken for that expedition,
. In the year 1730, I was paſſenger in concludes with the following ſpirited en
a ſhip from Batavia to China, burthen comium on the general officers employed
about 4oo tons, called the Pridade, therein. .
“O Wolfe: thy memory will ever
Franciſco Xavier, commander, freight
ſhine in the Britiſh annals"
ed by Engliſh, Chineſe, and Portu- F
gueze. Near the coaſt of China we Arripuit,traxitgue virunfax mentis boneſiae
-

º

Inet one of thoſe ſtorms called a Tut

Gloria.

-

-

-

-

-

foon, (Tau fing) or a great wind, Is the motto, which the poet furniſhes for
of thy ability, courage, and happy
which carried away all our maſts, generals
end. Oh! how glorious, how immortal

bowſprit, and rudder; and in our hold is the man, who thus parts with his life

.

we had ſix feet of water, expecting G in his country's cauſe ! Carthage may
every moment the ſhip would founder. boaſt of her Hannibal, and Rome may
—We conſequently were conſulting our decree triumphs to her Scipio, but true
preſervation: The Engliſh and Portu courage never appeared more glorious

.

than in the death of the Britiſh Wolf E.

to be thrown off; but the Chineſe

A Marlborough and an Eugene have left

gueze ſtood in their ſhirts only,

merchants came upon deck, not in a us many examples of Britiſh condućt and
cork jacket, but I will call it a bamboo H valour in time of war; but this one ačt
general Wolfe has added more luſtre to
habit, which had lain ready in their of
the Britiſh crown, and done more ſervice

cheſts againſt ſuch dangers,

and it was

thus conſtructed; four bamboos, two
before, and two behind their bodies,

to his country, than all the fieges and
battles won by thoſe brave generals. In
Wolfe was revived the courage of our

were placed horizontally, and pro

Edwards and Henries, and that

miliary
ſkill

-

*-

-

g is

-

-

•Y

Encomiums on the GENERALs at Quebec.

-

-

Oćt.

fkill and diſcipline, which enabled thoſe
puny armies, at Poićtiers, Creſy, and
Agincourt, to defeat the vaſt armies of

not advance with ſuch expedition as he
might have done.
To the firſt, it is anſwered by this

France. How will ages to come be ſur

author as follows:

“This, you ſay, is ſaid, and on this.
hear-ſay evidence you have founded the
defeated the numerous army of French, A truth of this faët. You will immediately
Canadians, and Indians before the walls perceive, from the letter of that aid de
of Quebec, and obliged the city to capi camp who brought the orders, that the
tulate, whoſe power had ſo often bid de whole which you have ſaid is interely a
highneſs,
fiance to our beſt-appointed armaments! falſehood, (p. 13.)
and how ought we in gratitude to pub upon ſome report made to bim by the duke
liſh the praiſes of him, who died in the of Richmond of the ſituation of the enemy,

prized to hear that 4500 Britons, with the
loſs of no more than 46 rank and file,

#4.

acquiſition of ſo important a conqueſt, B ſent Capt. Ligonier and myſelf with orders.
and breathed his laſt with this exhortation

and reſignation, “Purſue your vićtory,
and I ſhall die in peace.”
The alacrity with which this brave

jor the Britiſh cavalry to advance. Now
are public reports and hear-ſays to obtain.
credit that thoſe orders were to attack,

which the aid de camp himſelf declares
were to advance P or are advancing and .
ceeded to his command in the heat of attacking ſynonimous terms and ſimilar
aćtion, bids defiance to thoſe ſcandalous C ačtions in your judgment? Thus your:
reports of a diſagreement between him firſt aſſertion is a palpable falſehood, and

officer was ſeconded by thoſe who ſuc

and them in a council of war, previous

to that deciſive engagement. M.
fed the army forward to vićtory with a
bravery becoming the example of his pre

the foundation of all your arguments
pulled from under you.
But this is not the only miſrepreſenta
tion of that affair : You have either con

deceſſor in command : And when his
cealed, or was ignorant, that not one,
wounds made it neceſſary to conſult for D but two aids de camp were diſpatched at
the public good, and to refign his com the ſame time to carry the ſame orders,
mand to general Townſhend, Behold, as you ſee in the tranſcript from Fitzroy's
with what eagerneſs this honourable gen letter, one for the whole cavalry, and the
tleman (to whom the nation is greatly other for the Britiſh only to advance. As
indebted for the eſtabliſhment of the pre Fitzroy has ſaid they parted at the ſame
ſent militia) flew into the center of a&ion, time, and were ſent with the ſame orders,
where two generals had fallen, and with E how would you have reconciled this dif
In this dilemma, what would
what coolneſs and judgment he filled his ference
flation |
He dealt about him ſo dex
you have thought expedient to have done?
terouſly with the inſtruments of death, Both left the prince at the ſame time, both
that nothing but their retreat, with great were ſent with the ſame orders, and yet
loſs, within the walls of the city, could both brought contradićtory. Had not
ſave the whole army of our enemies from each of them an equal right to be cre
falling under the edge of our ſwords : F dited
Could Lord George have put
And, by a condućt worthy of the moſt both theſe orders into immediate execu
experienced general, this is he, who could tion ? Could he have executed the orders
not be decoyed to ſeek freſh laurels amongſt of Fitzroy without negletting thoſe of
woods and ſwamps, and to deſert the ad Ligonier? Unleſs you conceive that a
vantages which he had acquired by a general can advance with part of that
complete vićtory; and ſoon after obliged cavalry and yet leave none behind, could
the garriſon to give up their fortifications G he have complied with the orders of Li
alſo.”

gonier without negle&ing thoſe of Fitz
roy 2

Anſwer to the Letter to a late noble Cem.
mander of the Britiſh Forces, &c.

Fº:
this anſwer we ſhall give only
what relates to the two principal

Unleſs he could have advanced

with the whole and yet left part behind,
which ought he to have taken and which

refuſed If Fitzroy was moſt poſitive in
the certainty of being right, thoſe brought

fa&ts objećted to the condu& of that H by Ligonier ſeemed to be the moſt conform
commander on the firſt of Auguſt laſt, able to Lord George's judgment, which in

for all the reſt ſeem to be given up as
falſe, and founded only upon vulgar report.

duced him to ſay, It was impoſſible the
duke could mean to break the line. (p. 15.)

Theſe two ſa&s are, firſt, That he did

Should Lord George, as Ligonier never

not immediately obey the orders of the

retrº,Šted from what he had at firſt de.

commander in chief; and, ſecondly, That;

livered, againſt his own opinion, have

Anſwer to a Letter to a Noble CoMMANDER.
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1759.
Is poſitiveneſs a certain fign of men's manner you could have better prevented
being in the right ... I believe the con
trary is moſt frequently found true. And
as to Col. Fitzroy's offering to lead them
round the little wood, (p. 15.) what evi
dence is this of his not having been miſ
taken in his orders 2

Was Lord

George A.

obliged to follow wherever he ſhould

lead, in oppoſition to his own lights, and
in contradićtion to the orders of another

aid de camp, whom Fitzroy himſelf al
lows to be ſent with the ſame orders, and

yet brought different?

the diſadvantage which might have ariſen
from a miſtake of which orders were to

be purſued, and by what means the right
might more expeditiouſly have been car
ried into action.

*

But, as Col. Fitzroy had arrived before
Lord George to Prince Ferdinand, the
latter aſked, where the cavalry was, and
apon the colonel's making anſwer that Lord
George did not underſtand the order, but
was coming to ſpeak to bis ſerene highneſs,
be expreſſed his ſurprize ſtrongly. (p. 18.) .

To avoid as much as poſſible the injury B - Fitzroy had indeed told the prince that
which might have followed the implicit Lord George did not underſtand the or
obedience to either of theſe orders, Lord"

ders, but he had omitted to tell him the

George ſent Capt. Smith, his aid de camp,
(p. 7.) with orders to bring on the Britiſh

reaſon, becauſe they were contradičory to
thoſe carried by Ligonier: From which it."
cavalry, as they had a wood before they, is evident, that Fitzroy had miſrepreſented

could advance, as Fitzroy directed, and this

the affair.

It was not from a want of

was carried into action from what Capt. C underſtanding, but from the impoſſibility
Smith obſerved to his Lordſhip, (p. 21.) of complying with both, or diſtinguiſhing
That if he would allow him to fetch the which were the right, without receiving"
Britiſh (cavalry) they were but part, and the certainty from the prince himſelf. His
if it was wrong they could ſºon remedy the expreſſions of ſtrong ſurprize were then
fault.—He (Lord George) ſaid, then do the conſequences of Fitzroy's miſrepre
it as faff as you can. Accordingly Capt. ſentation, and not of Lord George's miſ
Smith went as faſt as his borſe could go to D condućt.”
And to the ſecond, this author anſwers
General Moſlyn.
By this manner of conduéting himſelf, as follows :
* At the time when the orders were
is it not undeniably evident that the only
expedient was fallen upon, by which brought to advance, the cavalry was on
either of the orders might have been car the right of the line, divided from the
ried into execution with the leaſt incon
other part by a wood, in the poſition
veniency to what might have been de-E (p. 7.) which had been taken in conſe
figned by either? and, as it happened, quence of orders brought by Mr. Mal
without loſs of time towards the com
horte. This Wood being impaſſable in
pletion of thoſe which were neareſt to a ſtraight line, they were therefore ob
thoſe orders that were ultimately carried liged to make a circuit, and to march in
into ačtion; for it will be ſoon ſeen that a line, (p. 3.) before they could be ad
neither of theſe were what the prince vanced into the plain, and be drawn up
commanded. All this was ſpoken whilſt F in order of battle. Some time was neceſ
Lord George and his aid de camp were ſary for their forming alſo. Theſe were
galloping together, (p. 21.) [which muſt the reaſons why Lord George once halted
have been compleated in leſs than two by Lord Granby, to compleat the forming
minutes] the ‘whole ground not being more the whole, (p. 8.) and upon the marquis's
than 600 yards, as Capt. Smith is aſſured advancing the left before the right, to ſend
from having been on the ground ſince, with a again to flop him. He ſaid, as the prince
G had ordered as to advance, he thought we
view to be aſcertained of the diſance.
Thus, Sir, you ſee not a ſyllable of /hould move forward. I then let him pro
attacking was communicated by either of cred at the rate he liked, and kept my right
theſe orders which were brought, that up with him as regularly as I could till we
the command advance was inſtantly obey got to the rear of the infantry and our bat
ed, find that Lord George galloped to the teries, where they halted. From hence it
prince to be aſcertained which of thoſe
appears, that the orders were diſpatched.
orders was to be followed, that this glo- H at leaſt 50 minutes too late; fince he ſays
rious opportunity might not be loſt by a be could not have executed them (p. 1 o.)
miſtake of either. And this he was in
ten minutes ſooner, had the ground, and
duced to alſo, becauſe, whether the whole <what was expected, been known by him.
cavalry, or part only, was to be led on,
As every one that knows anything of
no time would be loft, his lordſhip knowing the Britiſh cavalry muſt be convinced that
be could join them forming beyond the woºd their great ſuperiority confiſts in their
Jºy the time he had ſeen his ſtreme highneſs, weight, and that this weight depends in
º
(p. 3.) Pray inform the world in what
***

-

*

==
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a great meaſure on the firm order in he thought it diſadvantageous to the in
his native land, and therefore.
which they attack; and as their onſet tereſt
might inſtantly have ſucceeded their contradićtory to the duty of an Engliſh
coming up, was not this deſign of bring commander. This probably created ſome
ing them up regularly together the duty diſagreement, a diſagreement for which
of a general
And probably under ſuch probably few Engliſhmen will condemn.
circumſtances his compliance with Lord A. him.”
Some STANzas,
Granby, in not halting to form them
perfectly, in which he gave up his judg
Addreſſed to No Miniſter nor Great Man.
ment to the defire of being more ex
ITH all thy titles, all thy large eſtate,
peditious, might have brought on a de
And all the favours which a king can
ſeat, had there been any enemy to attack;
grant,
and in that caſe his precipitancy might Something is wanting ſtill to make thee great, .
have been urged as a fault, in the ſame
And ſtill that ſomething thou wilt ever want.
manner as the imagined delay is at For, is it greatneſs at a ſumptuous board
preſent.
To feaſt a county, and to hear thy name
Thus the firſt diſpoſition fairly evinces "Mid
noiſy revels riotouſly roar'd,
they were too far diſtant either to give or
When longer than the banquet laſts not fame?
receive ſupport; and the ſervice ſuch as, Or, is it greatneſs, in the pomp of pow'r,
if put in execution, might have, not im
Each morn a crowd obſequious to colle&t,
probably, thrown vićtory into the other C Pleas'd to accept th' obeiſance of an hour,
ſcale. But, notwithſtanding this, Lord
When with the levee endeth all reſpect 2
George executed the orders ſent him with He who is great ſome nobler purpoſe ſhews,
as much diligence as the nature of the
Nor feaſts nor levees his attention claim,
ground and the nature of the ſervice That which is fit and right he firſt Purſues,
would admit.”

. As to what is ſaid in the letter, of this
commander's having been zealous in pro
moting the execution of Byng, it is an
ſwered as follows:

“How treacherouſly have you ap
plauded ſuch behaviour in Lord George,
with a view to make him pronounce the

And after finds it juſtify'd by fame.
What tho' a fawning academic train

(O ſhame to learning!) on thy footfleps wait,
Tho' flattering muſes, in a courtly ſtrain,
Salute thee pillar of the Britiſh ſtate ;
Yet in fair hiſtory's impartial page,
Penn’d nor in flattering nor invettive ſtrain,
Truth will report thee to the future age
No ſtateſman, but a courtier light and vain
-

panegyrick of his own deſtrućtion, and
of your malicious purſuit, at once infi- E for, hath thy civil prudence well upheld
dious and untrue: When it cannot but

be remembered, that the part which he
took in parliament, and the only oppor
tunity he had of taking any part in that
affair, was dire&ly the reverſe of what
you repreſent.”

The flate 'gainſt foreign and domeſtic foe
was fierce rebellion by thy founcil quell'd 2
By thee averted Gallia's threaten’d blow *

where was thy forefight when the Gaul prepar'4
To ſeize the provinces of Albion's realm ?
That foul diſgrace with thee tho' ºthers ſhat'd

And, a tº the preceding diſagreement f And
Yettho'
ſeiz'donce
theymore
were whenººth-hºº
Britannia lifts her head,

between this commander and the com

mander in chief, the author anſwers as
follows :

By powerful nations ſees herſelf rever'd,
And hails her valiant ſons, by glory led,
T'affault that realm whence late aſſault ſhe

-

“This may have ſome foundation in
fear'd ;
Veracity. Let me explain to you how I Yet from their deeds no honour thou can'ſt gain,
have heard the Faëts reported. The G Tho' V,étry's laurels ſhould their brows in
Engliſh general, attached to his country's
twine:
[tain *
cauſe, as he conceived it, and knowing For when did"ft ºbes their arduous toils main
that an invaſion was apprehended from
Or, of their bold exploits, which plan was
thire F
France, thought it expedient that the
Engliſh troops ſhould not be cut off Did'ſt thou ſecure the harveſ of the land
Amid invaſion's threat and war's alarm *
from the power of returning to their
eountry's aſſiſtance. Leſs attentive to the when martial weapons fill'd the reaper's handr

fate of this iſland, the German, being a H Was it by voice exhorted him to *m'
general of the king of Pruſſia, propoſed
to march the allied army to his affiſtance,
which he intended to have carried into

aëtion by ordering the Britiſh troops to
march, without ſo much as acquainting
the Engliſh general, with his deſign. Of

this Lord George being informed, he op
poſed the marching of our troops, becauſe

Have fleets and armies by thy orders moved
To diſtant lands and oceans far remote *

And, when ſucceſs thoſe orders bath approv’d.
Do crowds thy wiſdom and thy 'pirit note :
Yet in the triumph ºboe aſſum'ſ a ſharr,
Buflling, important, full of giddy zeal;
And vainly fitt'ſ, with miniſterial air,

A fly of flate on Glory's chariot-wheel.
The
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a great meaſure on the firm order in he thought it diſadvantageous to the in
which they attack; and as their onſet tereſt of his native land, and therefore
might inſtantly have ſucceeded their contradićtory to the duty of an Engliſh
coming up, was not this deſign of bring commander. This probably created ſome
ing them up regularly together the duty diſagreement, a diſagreement for which
of a general
And probably under ſuch probably few Engliſhmen will condemn
circumſtances his compliance with Lord A. him.”
Some STANzas,
Granby, in not halting to form them
perfectly, in which he gave up his judg
Addreſſed to No Miniſter nor Great Man.
ment to the defire of being more ex
ITH all thy titles, all thy large efiats,
peditious, might have brought on a de
And all the favours which a king can
ſeat, had there been any enemy to attack;
and in that caſe his precipitancy might B Something is grant,
wanting ſtill to make the great,
have been urged as a fault, in the ſame
And ſtill that ſomething thou wilt ever want,
manner as the imagined delay is at
preſent.

For, is it greatneſs at a ſumptuous board

To feaſt a county, and to hear thy name
Thus the firſt diſpoſition fairly evinces "Mid
noiſy revels riotouſly roar'd,
they were too far diſtant either to give or
When longer than the banquet laſts not fame?
receive ſupport; and the ſervice ſuch as, Or, is it greatneſs, in the pomp of pow'r,
if put in execution, might have, not im
Each morn a crowd obſequious to colle&t,
"
probably, thrown vićtory into the other C Pleas'd to accept th' obeiſance of an hour,
ſcale. But, notwithſtanding this, Lord
When with the levee endeth all reſpect 2
George executed the orders ſent him with He who is great ſome nobler purpoſe ſhews,
as much diligence as the nature of the
Nor feaſts nor levees his attention claim,
ground and the nature of the ſervice That which is fit and right he firſt purſues,
would admit.”

And after finds it juſtify'd by fame.
What tho' a fawning academic train
commander's having been zealous in pro-D (O ſhame to learning!) on thy footflaps waits
moting the execution of Byng, it is an Tho' flattering muſes, in a courtly ſtrain,
ſwered as follows:
Salute thee pillar of the Britiſh ſtate ;

. As to what is ſaid in the letter, of this

-

“How treacherouſly have you ap
plauded ſuch behaviour in Lord George,
with a view to make him pronounce the

Yet in fair hiſtory's impartial page,

-

Penn'd nor in flattering nor invettive ſtain,
Truth will report thee to the future age .
No ſtateſman, but a courtier light and vain,

panegyrick of his own deſtrućtion, and
of your malicious purſuit, at once infi- E For, hath thy civil prudence well upheld
dious and untrue: When it cannot but
The flate 'gainſt foreign and domeſtic foe!
be remembered, that the part which he was fierce rebellion by thy souncil quell'd
By thee averted Gallia's threaten’d blow *
took in parliament, and the only oppor
tunity he had of taking any part in that Where was thy forefight when the Gaul prepai'4
To ſeize the provinces of Albion's realm ?
affair, was dire&ly the reverſe of what
That foul diſgrace with thee tho' the that?
you repreſent.”
Yet ſeiz'd they were when they wert at the helm,
*

And, as to the preceding diſagreement F
between this commander and the com

mander in chief, the author anſwers as
fellows :

And tho' once more Britannia lifts her head,

by powerful nations ſees herſelf rever'd,
And hails her valiant ſons, by glory led,

Tº ſºmit that realm whence late affault hº
“This may have ſome foundation in
fear'd ;
Veracity. Let me explain to you how I Yet from their deeds no honour then can'ſ gain,
have heard the Fa&s reported. The G Tho' viétry's laurels ſhould their brow" in:
Engliſh general, attached to his country's
twine:
[tain *
cauſe, as he conceived it, and knowing For when did'ſt thes their arduous toils main
that an invaſion was apprehended from
Or, of their bold exploits, which plan *
thire F
France, thought it expedient that the
Did'ſt
thou ſecure the harveſ of the land
Engliſh troops ſhould not be cut off
Amid invaſion's threat and war's alarm’
from the power of returning to their when
weapons fill'd the reape', hand,
eountry's affiſtance. the
Leſs
attentivebeing
to thea H Was itmartial
German,
thy voice exhorted him tº arm?
-

fate of this iſland,

general of the king of Pruſſia, propoſed
to march the allied army to his affiſtance,

Have fleets and armies by thº orders mºº
To diſtant lands and oceans far remote * ,
And, when ſucceſs thoſe orders hath apprº dº

which he intended to have carried into

aëtion by ordering the Britiſh troops to
march, without ſo much as acquainting

the Engliſh general, with his deſign. Of
this Lord George being informed, he op

do crowds thy wiſdom and thy ſpirit nºw?
Yet in the triumph ºbov aſſum'ſ a ſhºrt,

Buſtling, important, full of giddy zeºli
And vainly fitt'ſ, with miniſterial *iſ,

A fly of flate on Glory's chariot-whº"

*
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1759.

The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ac
cºunt of all the material Quaſions therein determined, and of the political Diſputes

thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continuedfrom p. 479.
ESIDE the arguments ſet forth in

ways coſt ſuch a large ſum of money

the petition of the malt diſtillers

that no man would chuſe to employ his

above mentioned ", it was in fa

money in that way, eſpecially as he muſt

diſtilling trade infifted, that
malt ſpirits, when moderately uſed were

vour of the

judge from experience, that ſome future
accidental ſcarcity of corn might proba
ſo far fiom being prejudicial to health, bly induce the legiſlature to put an end,
that in many parts of the kingdom, eſ: A or at leaſt a long, and, with reſpect to
pecially our fens and marſhes, it was ah him, a ruinous ſtop to his buſineſs. ..
From what was thus urged, they ſaid,
ſolutely neceſſary for preſerving our field

labourers from agues and other diflempers,

they did not intend to excuſe, much leſs

which proceed from the coldneſs and

to argue in favour of the exceſſive uſe of
moiſture of our climate, conſequently, if malt ſpirits: Such exceſs they allowed to
they had no malt ſpirits to drink, they be prejudicial to the morals, as well as the
would make uſe of French brandies, and B health of the people, and therefore they
as they generally inhabit near the coaſt, would be ready, not only to approve, but
the ſmugglers would take care to provide to aſſiſt in enforcing any regulations which
them with ſufficient quantities of ſuch the parliament might think proper to
ſpirits at a price very little, if any thing, make, for preventing ſuch exceſs. But
above what ma't ſpirits can be ſold at; from the abuſe no argument could be
from whence it was concluded, that if no drawn againſt the uſe, with reſpect to malt
malt ſpirits were to be made in this king C ſpirits, no more than with reſpect to any
dom, it would very much increaſe the other neceſſary or eonveniency of life.
conſumption of French brandy, which The exceſſive uſe of common beer, or of
would draw a great deal of ready money good Engliſh ale, was prejudicial both to
out of the nation, and would, at the the health and the morals of the people,
ſame time, be a conſiderable loſs to his
as well as the exceſſive uſe of malt ſpi
majeſty's revenue, as very little of the rits, and the former was the cauſe of ma

French brandy, ſo conſumed would pay D ny extravagancies, and even crimes, as
any duty. This fatal effect, it was ad

well as the latter ; yet no one ever thought
of putting an end to the trade of brew
ing, in order to prevent the exceſſive uſe
for that many of the diſtillers had then. of brewed liquors : Why then ſhould we
already given up the trade, and diſpoſed put an end to the trade of diſtilling, in
of their materials, and all of them would order to prevent the exceſſive uſe of di
probably do ſo, ſhould that bill.paſs into E ſtilled liquors
a law, as no man could foreſee when the
A ſecond argument in favour of the
prohibition would ceaſe, ſhould it be con diſtillery was thus ſtated : In all parts of
tinued at a time when all ſorts of grain Great-Britain there are ſome parcels of
were ſo plenty, that the beſt ſort of bar
land that can produce nothing to advan
ley did not ſell for above 19 or zos. per tage but a coarſe ſort of barley called
quarter, and the worſt not above 14 or big, which ſort of gain is neither fit for
1 5s. And as the very waſte of the ma- F the brewing, nor for being made into
terials by non uſage, beſide lying out of bread ; but may be made very good uſe
the money, would be a great loſs to the of in the diſtillery, and is therefore bought
proprietor. Thus, even by paſſing the up by the diſtillers at an encouraging
biºl then before the houſe, the trade of price, by which many farmers are ma
diſtilling would probably be baniſhed out bled to pay a higher rent to their land
of the kingdom, and if this branch of lords, than it would be otherwiſe poſſible
trade, by which ſo many of cur people G for them to afford. And likewiſe in all
now ſupport themſelves, were once en parts of Great Britain there are every
tirely loſt, it would hardly be poſſible to year ſome parcels of every ſort of grain
recover it; for the building and ſitting produced, which by unſeaſonable wea
up a large diſtillery, and the purchaſing ther, or by ſome other accident, are len
of all the neceſſay materials, muſt al dered unfit for our blewery, or for being
3 U
made
Oétober, 1755,

ded, would probably be produced by the
continuance of the prohibition propoſed;
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made into any ſort of bread. When this allowed, that our malt diſtillers have found
happens to a large parcel, perhaps of the out a method to extraćt poiſon from the
beſt ſort of wheat, it is a great misfor wholſomeſt food we have : What was de
tune to the poor farmer, and to many of figned by nature for the ſtaff, they have

...”.

and
all they have to ſay in favour of their
of ſpirit may be made from ſpoiled corn, Adrug is, that the moderate uſe of it can do

them

inſurmountable, were it

contrived to make the bane of life;

not for our diſtillery; but as a good ſort

the diſtiller interpoſes between the unfor
tunate farmer and impending ruin, by al
lowing him a moderate price for what he

no harm, and may ſometimes do good

The ſame may be ſaid in favour of almoſt

muſt otherwiſ, have thrown into his dung

every other ſort of poiſon : Do not we
know, that moſt of the drugs in the apo

hill. Therefore, in compaſſion to the
poor farmers, as well as for the benefit of

their compoſition, which never does any

thecary’s ſhop have ſome ſort of poiſon in

our landholders, our diſtillers ought to be B harm, but often a deal ef good, when ad
allowed to make low wines or ſpirits, at
leaſt from thoſe ſorts of grain that are fit

advice of a

for no other uſe.

were always to be adminiſtred in the

And a third argument in favour of the
diſtillery, was drawn from the neceſſity
we are under to export malt ſpirits, or

miniſtred in a proper quantity, and by the
and if gin

ãº.

ſame manner, I believe there would never
be any complaint againſt it.
Gentlemen talk of the moderate uſe of

what is called gin, in ſome of the bran-C gin; and it may be true that a ſmall
ches of our foreign commerce, particularly
in our trade to Africa; for in that trade

quantity, unleſs often repeated, can do no
harm: But it is a poiſon of ſuch a na
ture, that the more a man takes of it, the
more he deſires, and the leſs power he has

an aſſortment of a cargo, proper for the
market upon the coaſt of Africa, cannot
be made up without a large quantity of to withſtand that defire. A firſt glaſs
gin. The natives there are ſo fond of gives a longing for a ſecond, that for a
this liquor, that they will not deal with D third, and the third or fourth puts a man
you, unleſs you can not only ſell them entirely off his guard, by depriving him
ſome of it, but alſo make large preſents of of his reaſon, and exciting every vicious
it to their kings or chief rulers. This appetite incident to the human nature.
commodity, therefore, we muſt either have Of all poiſons, therefore, gin is the worſt
of our own produce, or we muſt at a great for human ſociety, becauſe it poiſons the
national expence import it from Holland, mind as well as the body, and the ſlow
and the charges of importation, together Eneſs of its operation renders it only ſo
with the duties payable upon it, ſome part much the worſe, becauſe it gives the pa
of which is not to be drawn back upon tient time to heap guilt upon his own
exportation, will render it impoſſible for head, and to do the more miſchief to his
our merchants to ſell it ſo cheap upon the fellow creatures. It is likewiſe, upon
coaſt of Africa, as it may be ſold there by many other accounts, of more dangerous
the Dutch, which will of courſe give a conſequence to mankind, than any other
great advantage to the Dutch, who are our F poiſon. Moſt other poiſons produce their
chief rivals in that trade.
effe&t ſo immediately, and ſo apparently,
To theſe arguments the anſwer was in that they are known and allowed to be
ſuhſtance as follows:
poiſons, and as ſuch are carefully avoided
It is ſurpriſing to obſerve, how the by mankind in general; but gin produces
judgments of men may be ſo much warp its fatal effe&t by ſlow degrees, and that
ed by a little ſelf intereſt, as to make them effect generally appears in the ſhape of
argue in favour of what has been by ex-G ſome other diffemper, therefore moſt
perience found to be ſo fatal to mankind, ple are ignorant of the cauſe of their di
eſpecially to the people of this country. ſtemper, and few are willing to ſuppoſe,
It is a common obſervation, that by the that it proceeds from the immoderate uſe
art of chymiſtry, a poiſon may be ex of their favourite liquor, which our malt
tra&ted from

the wholſomeſt food we

diſtillers uſed to ſell at ſo low a price, that

have : This certainly holds true with re a noxious quantity of it was within the
ſpe& to gin; for our diſtillers I muſt look purchaſe of the pooreſt creatures amongſt
on as a ſort of chymiſts, and gin we have, Hus, and our compound diſtillers took care
(rom many recent examples, good reaſon to render it agreeable to the palate, and to
to confider as a ſort of poiſon; for though dreſs it up in twenty different ſhapes, that
it does not ſo ſuddenly, it does as cer their unhappy cuſtomers might have an
tainly produce its effečt as the rankeſt opportunity to add the pleaſure of va
poiſon we know ; conſequently it muſt be riety to the pleaſure of taſte.
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For this reaſon I am of opinion, that
the art of diſtilling may properly be cal
led the art of poiſoning people agreeably
and imperceptibly. Is this an art to be
encouraged Is it an art to be ſuffered in
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gill of brandy, rum, or gin, is like what
they call a bruſh of wood: It gives a
ſudden blaze, and ſcorches while it blazes;

but the blaze ſoon flies off, and the heat
is in a moment quite extinguiſhed; where.

any wife and well regulated ſociety If as a pint of good beer or ale, is like a
it were poſſible, I think it would be right Afaggot of old billets : It gives an enliven
to confine it entirely to the apothecaries

ing warmth, without ſcorching; and the

ſhops, and the produce never to be diſpenſed heat continues for ſeveral hours to com
even by them, but by the advice of a phy municate its pleaſant influence.
fician. This, I ſay, as to all ſorts of di

It is not now, or of late years, that the

ſtilled liquors, for they are all equally per bad effects of malt ſpirits upon the health,
nicious, if immoderately and unneceſſa

the morals, the induſtry, and even the

rily uſed; and the uſe of any one of them B breed of the people, have been diſcovered:
is very apt to deviate into a habit, if peo Thoſe effects have been long felt: They
le be not very much upon their guard

have been long complained of, and the

againſt it. The only difference is, that

legiſlature has often interpoſed to prevent
them. After the trade of diſtilling be

malt ſpirits, by their cheapneſs in this
country, may be more eaſily come at, and
conſequently the uſe of them muſt be

came ſo general in this country, our laws
againſt drunkenneſs and tipling were found

more apt to become habitual among the C quite ineffectual ; therefore, ſo long ago
vulgar, eſpecially among the women, as the year 1729, was paſſed the famous
few of whom are capable of being

aët againſt compound ſpirits : . This ačt

much upon their guard againſt a bad

our diſtillers found means to evade, by di

habit, and among whom the habitual,

ſtilling, and rendering palatable, a ſort

that is to ſay, the immoderate uſe of of plain malt ſpirit, which was by the
gin, produces the moſt diſmal effects, not vulgar, in derifian, called parliament
only as to themſelves, but alſo as to their D brandy, and the exceſſive uſe of this, as it
children.

-

I ſhall grant that the exceſſive uſe of
wine, or of ſtrong beer or ale, will at laſt
produce death, or ſome diſtemper at leaſt

was ſold at a very cheap rate, ſoon be
came as general, and as pernicious, as
the exceſſive uſe of compound ſpirits had

been before ; therefore, in the year

1736,

that ends in the death of the drunkard, ſo
will the exceſſive uſe of the wholſomeſt

was paſſed the act which in a manner
prohibited the ſale of any ſort of diſtilled
food we eat; for we know, that it often Eliquors, either mixed or unmixed. This
roduces ſome diſtemper which ends in aët, if duly executed, would have been
-

-

the death of the glutton. But no quan
tity of any ſuch liquor ever of itſelf pro

found effectual, but it would have been

dergo a great deal of hard labour or fa

creaſed, ſo as to have the ſame effect with

tigue; but the ſame experience has taught
us, that no ſort of diſtilled liquor is ever

a prohibition, with reſpect to the poor at

found generally inconvenient, and would
duces immediate death, and they gene have been a great diſcouragement to our
rally overload the ſtomach before they in ſugar planters in the Weſt-Indies; and
toxicate the head : Befides, it requires the neceſſities of the government in the
ſome time, before a man can ſwallow F year 1743, concurring againſt its con
down ſuch a quantity of ſuch liquors as tinuance, it was by an ačt of that ſeſſion
deprives him of his reaſon; ſo that in the repealed. But at the ſame time an ad
uſe of ſuch liquors men have not only ditional duty was laid upon all home
time but warning to refle&, and to be made low wines and ſpirits; and the
upon their guard againſt any exceſs. To chief argument made uſe of in favour of
this I muſt add, that experience ſeems to the repeal of the former law, was, that
have taught mankind, that in cold cli-G the duty then propoſed would raiſe the
mates ſome ſort of fermented liquor is price of gin ſo high, as to put it above
neceſſary even for a man in full health, the purchaſe of the poor, or if it did not,
eſpecially for thoſe that are obliged to un that the duty might be afterwards in
leaſt, whoſe exceſs had always been the

neceſſary for a man in full health; and H only cauſe of the complaint".
every man will, I believe, upon trial, find,
In this argument there was really ſome
that a pint of good beer or ale is a better weight, if it had been afterwards duly
guard againſt the colds and damps of this attended to ; but whilſt the diſtillers were
country, and will enable him to bear more
labour or fatigue, than a gill of the beſt
diſtilled liquor he can meet with ; for a

allowed to make uſe of the beſt malt, and

the beſt wheat, their profits were ſo great,
that notwithſtanding the duty, they ſold
3 U 2

* See the Debate; upºn the bill, in Lord, ºrg. fºr 1:43 and 1744.

their
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purpoſes, the diſtillers would not allow
was the concern of our governors for the them ſuch a price for it, as would clear
publick revenue, that for fear of leſſºning the charge of threſhing it out, and carry
it, they would never agree to increaſe the ing it to the ſtillhouſe. All our diſtillers
duty. Strange concern in governors' know, that the greateſt profit is to be
To preſerve the publick revenue by a made by diſtilling from malt made of the
method that, in a courſe of years, muſt A beſt bºrley, or the beſt wheat. It is true,
leave them no people to govern, at leaſt they muſt pay an advanced price for the
no people worth governing. But the late materials ; but the increaſe of the pro
famine, and the inſurrections of the poor duce far exceeds, in proportion, the ad
for want of bread, at laſt prevailed with vance of the price. And that our diſtil-,
524

their ſpirits as cheap as ever; and ſuch

even our governors, to ſuſpend their con

lers will make uſe of thoſe materials ficm

cern for the publick revenue, and to agree which the greateſt profit accrues, is a fa&
to prohibit the diſtilling of ſpirits from B that does not ſtand in need of any proof.
any ſort of grain of which bread could Therefore, if you were to allow them to
be made. In this reſpect, the efore, even diſtil from any ſort of grain, it would be
the famine has produced one good effect; impoſſible to confine them to the uſe of
for this prohibition, together with the du coarſe barley, or damaged corn only.
This objećtion, therefore, can have no
ty, has effe&tually put it out of the power
of our diſtillers to ſell ſpirits, drawn from foundation in truth; and ſurely from the

any other material, at ſo low a price as to C nature of things it muſt appear, that it
enable the poor to run into any exceſs in cannot be, in the main, of any advantage
the uſe of them. What is the conſe to our farmers, to encourage or permit a
quence Our poor are returned to the uſe praštice that ſo evidently tends to leſſen
of good Engliſh beer or ale, and of both the number and the induſtry of the
courſe to their former induſtry, ſobriety, conſumers of every other ſort of their
and modeſty. Every man who walks the land produce. And as to the pretence,
ſtreets of London and Weſtminſter, muſt D that the prohibition now in queſtion would
have obſerved this happy change in the be a great diſadvantage to our African
manners of our people; and the petitions trade, the petition from Liverpool is, I
from ſeveral parts of the kingdom in think, a ſull anſwer; for as the people of
form us, that the ſame obſervation has

that town are ſo much concerned in the

been made in other great cities.
African trade, we cannot ſuppoſe that they
How then can any gentleman oppoſe a would have petitioned for continuing the
thought that malt
prohibition, which by experience has pro E prohibition, had
a
for the carrying
duced ſuch happy effects For my part, ſpirits were ſo neceſſary
if there be any º in the law propoſed, on of that trade, which is the only branch
I think it is that of its being temporary : of our trade in which it was ever pre
A perpetual prohibition to diſtil low tended that the export of malt ſpirits was
wines, or ſpirits, from any ſort of grain neceſſary.
of which malt or bread, though of the
All the arguments in favour of the
coarſeſt ſort, can be made, would, in my F malt diſtillery having been thus fully ad
opinion, be right. There can be no ſolid ſwered, our diſtillers met with no redreſs
-objection againſt it, but that of its tend during laſt ſeſſion, and the good effects of
ing to diminiſh one of the branches of the prohibition continue to be ſo manifeſt
our publick revenue. But how is our in every
of the kingdom, that it is to
publick revenue to be ſupported Is it be hoped it will be continued, if nºt
not by the induſtry and numbers of our made perpetual ; for whilſt our brewery

.

p.

people

Can we then be ſo wrong-G continues ſubjećt to ſo many duties and

headed as to think of ſupporting one
branch of the publick revenue at the ex
ence, if not to the annihilation, of every

exciſes, cur poor will have recourſe to the
diſtillery, if it be left in their power.

one of the reſt ?

one penny a quart, as it was in the reign
of James the firſt", I am perſuaded, to

-

If the beſt ale or beer could be had for

That ſuch a prohibition would be a
diſadvantage to our farmers, by depriving poor labourers would ever taſte a dram of
them of the only means they have to diſ. Hgin; but whilſt good beer orale continues
poſe of their coarſe barley or damaged to be ſo dear, and gin ſo cheap, the f
corn, I take to be a faét gratis dićlum; tigued labourers will always have recourſe
for both may be uſed in mäking a coarſe to that which gives them the cheapeſt, and
ſort of malt, or a coarſe ſort of bread; the moſt immediate relief, and thus they
and if the corn ſhould be ſo much da wiłł, by degrees, be drawn into the con

inaged as to be 'fit for neither of theſe

ſtant and exceſſive uſe of this bewitching
poiſon i
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poiſon; therefore, whilſt our preſent du the ſaid act, upon the exportation of any
ties and exciſes continue upon our brewery, of the ſaid commodities; and next day
I believe it will be found neceſſary, for ſeveral perſons were ordered to attend the
the preſervation of our people, to continue ſaid committee.
Accordingly, on the 5th, the houſe re
this reſtraint upon cur. diſtillery.
But as all ſorts of corn continued to
ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee; and
fall in their price, and plenty appeared to A the committee having examined ſeveral
be reſtored to the kingdom, there was, on witneſſes, came to a reſolution, which be
the 2d of February, preſented to the houſe, ing reported next day, was agreed to, and
and read, a petition of his majeſty's juſtices was as follows, viz. That the centinu
-of the peace, and of the grand juries aſ ance of the ſaid part of the ſaid act ought
ſembled at the general quarter ſeſſions of to be abridged and ſhortened, and the ex
the peace, held for the county of Norfolk, portation j. ſaid commodities to be al
next after Epiphany, 1759, on behalf of B lowed, under proper regulations, with re
themſelves and the reſt of the owners and
ſpect to the continuance of the time of ſuch
occupiers of lands, in the county, afore. exportation, and to the allowance of boun
ſaid; ſetting forth, that the quantities of ty thereupon. Upon this reſolution it was
corn produced from the arable lands, in ordered, that leave be given to bring in a
the ſaid county, being conſtantly much bill purſuant thereunto, and that Mr.
reater than the conſumption there, the Charlton, Mr. Chancellor of the Exche

#.

had been always exported to C quer, Mr. Nugent, Mr. James Grenville,

foreign markets, the only method of diſ.
poſing of the ſame; and alledging that

Mr. Weſt, Mr. Attorney-General, Mr.
Sollicitor-General, and Mr. Samuel Mar

tin, ſhould prepare and bring in the ſame.
able time then paſt, very low in the ſe To theſe gentlemen, Sir John Philipps,
veral markets within the county aforeſaid, Sir Edward Walpole, and Mr. Townſhend
and was then reduced to 3s. per buſhel of Yarmouth, were afterwards added;
for the beſt wheat, 1s. 9d. per buſhel for D and, on the 8th, Mr. Samuel Martin pre
the beſt rye, and 1s. 4d. 4 per buſhel for ſented the bill to the houſe, being then
the beſt barley; and that the then laſt intitled, a bill for abridging and ſhorten
year there was a very plentiful crop of all ing the continuance of ſo much of an act
ſerts of grain, much more than was ne of this ſeſſion, intitled, An A* to continue,
ceſſary for home conſumption ; but the &c. as relates to the prohibition of the
weather proving unfavourable in the har exportation of corn, malt, meal, flour,
veſt, great part of the barley was much E bread, biſcuit, and ſtarch; and for amend.
-damaged, and rendered unfit for any other ing an ačt made in the firſt of William
uſe than to be made into malt for expor and Mary, intitled, An Aff for the en
...tation; and that unleſs ſuch barley ſhould couraging the Exportation of Corn.
The bill was then read a firſt time, and
be ſpeedily ſo manufaëured for that pur
poſe, the ſame would be entirely ſpoiled, ordered to be read a ſecond time, which it
and muſt periſh in the hands of the was the next day, and committed to a

the price of corn had been, for a confider

growers, which would be very ſenfibly F committee of the whole houſe, into which
felt by the land owners; and therefore

the houſe reſolved itſelf on the 12th, when

praying, that leave might be given for the

the committee went through the bill, and

exportation of malt, and that the peti
tioners might have ſuch further and other
relief in the premiſes, as to the houſe

upon the report, objections being made to

ſhould ſeen meet.

made ſeveral amendments; but next day,
ſeveral clauſes in the bill, as well as to ſe
veral of theſe amendments, the bill was

-

This petition was then only ordered to G recommitted to a committee of the whole
lie upon the table, which was a bad omen houſe, into which the houſe immediately
for the petitioners ; but on the 1ſt of reſolved itſelf, and the report being then
March, that part of the laſt mentioned immediately received, and the amend
aët, paſſed in this ſeſſion, which related to ments made by this laſt committee agreed
the prohibition of the exportation of any to, the bill was thereby ſo much altered as
ſort of grain, was, upon motion, read, to receive a new title, being now called, A
and thereupon it was reſolved, that the H bill for taking off the prohibition of the
houſe would, on the 5th, reſolve itſelf into exportation of corn, &c. under which
a committee of the whole houſe, to con title it was, on the 14th, read a third time,
-ſider of that part of the ſaid ačt; and an paſſed, and ſent to the lords, by whom it
inſtrućtion was ordered to the ſaid com
was paſſed without amendment, and it re
mittee, to confider of the bounties which ceived the royal aſſent on the 23d.
-

would be payable, after the expiration of

[To be continued in our next.]
-
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French PERFIDY puniſhed.
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ray againſt us... Our ſpirits are exalted by
1, the AUTHOR of the Lo NDON

the refle&tion that we have on the throne

M A G A Z IN E.

the beſt and braveſt of ſovereigns, who,
neither as the father, nor as the captain

& I R,

of his people, will ever ſuffer an inſolent

HEN the ingenuous and impar
tial look back to the oºgin of this

religious and
war, in which we are engaged againſt the A civil bleſfings. Though his majeſty is in
French nation, they will certainly find it, on the decline of life, yet his magnanimity
our fide, very juſt and very neceſſary; or, and patriotiſm are in freſh and full vigour.
in other words, they will find it on our In all warlike jun&ures, danger only
part the combat of ſelf-preſervation againſt ſerves to inflame his fortitude, and diffi.
aggreſſion, of right againſt uſurpation, of culty to augment his wiſdom.
We are alſo inſpired with a certain ala
reaſon againſt ambition, and of inviolate
fincerity againſt inſolent perfidy. The B crity of mind, as we know by happy ex
foe to make wreck of our

perience that his majeſty has placed at

truth of the matter is, the French king had
no ſooner concluded a peace at Aix la

the helm a moſt judicious, auſpicious, and
vigilant miniſter, who keeps, in good

Chapelle, with our moſt faithful and auguſt
many forces into North America, com

earneff, a conſtant look out to the French;
diſcovers their meaſures, obſerves their

menced hoſtilities againſt the Britiſh ſub

movements, and counter ačts their machi

fovereign, than, he infidiouſly conveyed

jects, and committed inſulting and inju; C nations. This able, this foreſeeing mi
niſter, with the approbation of his royal
maſter, has prudentially ſtationed ſeveral

rious encroachments on the properties of

the Britiſh empire. Theſe hoſtile fačts are
ſo notorious, that they cannot be palliated
by the moſt artful and prevaricating jeſuit;

formidable fleets to diſconcert the ſecret

defigns, and diſcomfit the open attempts
of an invaſion.

nor can even the author of the Bruſſels
Gazette either deny them with impudence,

In theſe fleets are admi

rals, captains, marines, and ſeamen, in

D flexibly brave, who will never negleå an

or confeſs them without ſhame.

However, this treacherous and turbu
lent French king is enraged that his Bri
tannick majeſty ſhould ſend forth certain
wiſe and #º admirals and generals,
who, authorized by the laws of war, have
taken from him ſeveral of his favourite

opportunity to convince their enemies,
that, inſtead of the tranſient flaſhes of vo

latile ſpirits, they act upon the ſolid prin
ciples of duty, courage, and conſtancy of
heart. Methinks the French admiral at
Breſt is not only aware but afraid, of

and ſruitful ſettlements; have cut off his Ethe Britiſh perfections in the art of naval
communication with various important

fources of wealth, turned the current of
them into our own country, and greatly
reduced the figure which he made among
the nations of the earth. Theſe illuſtri

ous atchievements have ſtung him moſt

war: He has not yet looked Sir Edward
Hawke in the face, but with teleſcopes.
It is a ſubſtantial ſatisfaction to us,
that there is in this nation a numerous

land army, confifting of able and brave
officers, dauntleſs and compleatly diſci

feverely, and the acuteneſs of the pain F plined ſoldiers, commanded in chief by a
ſtill irritates his hot, his haughty, and wiſe, an experienced, a conſummate ge
impatient temper. “Now, he rears, by neral, who always proceeds in the opera
reaſon of the diſquietneſs of his heart,” tions of war with a cool head, a warm
and, full-blown with arrogance and re heart, and an uniform reſolution of ſoul".
fentment, he loudly threatens to make a If the French ſhould really land their
deſcent on this kingdom, with a large fleet forces in this kingdom, we have the
and a numerous army. We can readily G ſtrongeſt reaſon to hope that this whole
believe that the inſatiable Lewis longs, well-appointed army will put forth their
ardently longs, for this tempting iſland: utmoſt valour and vigour, exert every fa
It is a delicious morſel, and would of all culty, ſtretch every limb, and work every
things gratify his keen appetite, and de nerve, to repel the audacious invaders,
light his curious taſte; but we very ra and cut through them with their ſwords a
way to vićtory, glory, and triumph., W.
tionally
hope,
though
al may
retain
ways
rage of
the that,
deſire,hehemay
can ne-H
take good omens of the prodigies of
ver gain the means of enjoyment.
Let this grand troubler of the world

bravery which the Britiſh ſoldiers will per
form at home, from the wonders which *

boaſt, and bluſter, and threaten as vehe

detachment of them hath lately effešed

mently as he pleaſes, he cannot diſhearten

abroad.

us with his magnificent menaces, nor diſ

hauſen, did not the Britiſh infantry make
their formidable onſet, as men reſolved!”
vanquiſh

may us with any tellors he can ſet in ar

In the celebrated battle of Taº

* Lord Wiſcount Ligonier,

1759.
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vanquiſh or periſh * Did they not fighton, a ſtrong convićtion of the Britiſh courage
during the whole ſcene of the engage and accompliſhments in the conduct of a
ment, with an inceſſant ardour, and a ſea war. He has taken three, and burnt
matchleſs intrepidity of ſpirit In ſhort, two, of their ſeven capital ſhips, which
did not that forcible body of foot pour appeared in the aëtion, and has proclaim
along like a devouring fire, that ſweeps all ed to the world with his thunder and
oppoſition before it His ſerene highneſs A lightning, that the freeborn Britons will
Prince FERDIN AND beheld the ſur

never bow the neck to the ſervile French

priſing and ſurpaſſing exploits of the ir
reſiſtible Britiſh infantry; and for which
he made them acknowledgments not only
of Publick thanks, but of publick praiſes.
Can they have any higher reputation in

yoke. This happy event, which we
ought devoutly to acknowledge to the
great God of battle, has made the heart
of the good king glad within him ; filled
the minds of his people with joy, and the

the world, than the applauſe of one of B mouth of ſame with the applauſe of the
the greateſt generals in it But to ſay no
more of the fignal gallantry of their
aćtions; we unfeignedly rejoice in the
somplete vićtory which his ſerene high
neſs obtained over the French ; a vićtory
moſt eminently glorious to himſelf, diffu

undaunted and unwearied admiral.

ANG Lo BRIT ANNUs.

Tranſlation of Major General Yorke's Me
morial, lately preſented to the States General.
High and mighty Lords,

fively advantagious to his allies, and very C “
deeply detrimental to his enemies. Ever
ſince this fignal event, the waters of bit
terneſs have flowed at Verſailles, where the
grand monarque, his miniſters, and cour
tiers daily taſte them.
I have taken the liberty to repreſent to

I AM expreſsly commanded by the

king my maſter, to acquaint your
high mightineſſes, that his majeſty hath
received repeated advices of a contraband
trade carried on by ſome merchants re
fiding in theſe provinces, in favour of
France.

-

-

you, and my countrymen, thejuſtice of this D ...This trade confifts in cannon and war
war on our part, the fortitude of the king, like ſtores, which are brought from the
the wiſdom of his miniſtry, the blavery Baltick to Holland in Dutch veſſels: And
of his fleets, the courage of his army,
and the ineſtimable vićtory of the firſt of
Auguſt. I have mentioned all theſe pow

his majeſty hath too much confidence in
the friendſhip of the republick, to enter

erful and hopeful advantages, as ample

tineſſes will not ſuffer his enemies to be

tain the leaſt doubt that your high migh

reaſons to maintain the vivacity of your E aided by your ſubjećts, and ſtill leſs per
ſpirits, and confirm the vigour of your pa mit them to make arſenals of your towns.
triot reſentments and reſolutions againſt Such a trade is, on the one hand, wholly
an invidious invaſion. We are told by repugnant to the conneétions, which, by
ſeveral able ſtateſmen, that a national

treaty, ought to ſubfiſt between the king

º:

and your high
; and, on the
other, to every idea of neutrality, whe
joint and moſt zealous endeavours to eſta F ther formal or tacit. Your high mighti
bliſh the happineſs, and ſecure the honour neſſes are informed, not only by the pub
of this kingdom. Let us unite our heads, lick voice, and the immenſe preparations
union is a national bleſfing. Let us all

then become unanimous, and enforce our

our hearts, and our hands, to overwhelm

making on the coaſts of the ocean, but

the incurſions of French tyranny and in alſo in an authentick manner, by the
human popery. Let us emulate our il French ambaſſador refiding here, that his
luſtrious anceſtors, who were chearfully court intends to invade his majeſty's king
ready to ſacrifice even their lives and for G doms: And your high mightineſſes will
tunes to the preſervation of their country, eaſily perceive that ſuch an acknowledg
their religion, and their liberty. They ment authoriſes the king to take his mea
abhorred to have their exiſtence harraſſed
ſures, on every ſide, for his ſecurity; and
with gallic ſlavery and popiſh domination. that the demand I have this day the ho
Animated with this noble, this generous, nour to make to you, is much leſs than
and publick-ſpirited paſſion, the Britons his majeſty is emitled by treaty to reclaim
have often vanquiſhed the hoſtile efforts of H in ſuch a conjuncture.
malicious France; and often defeated
The vigilance of the Engliſh ſquadrons
“ the arts and intrigues of modern Rome, hinders warlike ſtores from being openly
with the ſpirit of antient Romans.” Very carried to the ports of France, and lays
lately, ačtuated by the ſaid manful and that crown under a neceſſity of procuring
meritorious paſſion, the renowned admiral them by the moſt ſecret methods, which
Boſcawen gave our implacable neighbours it hopes to do under the borrowed names
cf.
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world knows that that treaty was never.

of private perſons, by bringing them on
the rivers and canals of this country, and

made to ſeive France againſt Great-Bri-,

thro’ the Dutch fortreſſes, to Dunkirk and

tain.

other places.
Your high mightineſſes will eaſily per
-

-

The underſigned flatters himſelf, that

from the equity of your high mightineſſes,
and the value you ſet on the friendſhip of
king; and I doubt not but you will make A the king his maſter, you will ſoon be
him eaſy on that head, and immediate. able to make his majeſty eaſy by the wiſe

ceive how hurtful this condućt is to the

meaſures, you ſhall take to prevent any,
ly put a ſtop to it.
The attention which his majeſty hath thing from being done for the ſake of pri
lately given to the repreſentations of your vate intereſt, that may prejudice the king's
high mightineſſes, againſt the exceſſes of cauſe, and the treaties ſubſiſting between
the Engliſh privateers, by confining their his majeſty and you.
Joseph Yorke.
cruizes and their ſearches by an ačt of B
parliament, gives his majeſty a good title Hague, Sept. 28, 1759.
to the ſame regard on your part.
The trading towns of your provinces To the AUTHOR of the LoNDoN
MAGAZINE.
feel the good effe&ts of it, and that free
dom of navigation which your ſubjećts en
Audita utraque parte, judica.
joy, amidſt the troubles by which Europe
-

is diſturbed, hath augmented your com-C

§ 18,

S you deſire the diſpute ſhould be
terminated, I will very briefly re
ſeveral years paſt. Some return ought to
be made for ſuch a ſolid proof of the capitulate what has been ſaid on both
king's friendſhip and moderation; at leaſt fides (ſee p. 252, 286, 287, 478.)
1. I have aſſerted and proved, that cer
the merchants who are ſo ready to com
plain of England, ought not to be per tain theorems, firſt publiſhed by Mr. J.
mitted to give into. exceſſes which would D Ward, are productive of the greateſt er-,
have juſtified the moſt rigorous examina rors and abſurdities. The truth of this.
tion of their condućt. Accordingly his has not, and cannot be denied. Here,
majeſty hath no doubt, that your high then is no diſpute. But,
2. In excuſe it has been ſaid, that the
mightineſſes will give all poſſible attenti
on to this matter.
authors were not unacquainted with the
Permit me, high and mighty lords, to true nature and extent of their theorems.
merce much above what it hath been for

-

recall to your memories, that, during the E In anſwer to which I have ſaid, they then
courſe of the preſent, war, the king
hath ſeveral times applied, thro’ me, to
your high
and to your mi
niſters, on the liberty given to carry ſtores
thro' the ſortreſſes of the republick, for

ought to have ſhewn when they are uſe
ful, and when not ; that ſo †. reader,
might not be led into errors in calculation
(which I have known to be the caſe ſe
veral times, particularly J.W. himſelf, the

the uſe of France, to invade his domini

inventor of the theorems, has been de-,

º:

ons; and if his majeſty hath paſſed over F ceived thereby ; who tells us, that 6 fºr
in filence many of theſe inſtances of com
plaiſance to his enemy, his majeſty was

cent. would be made by a certain purchaſe,
which in reality would produce but 4

not the leſs ſenſible of them; but he, or thereabouts (ſee p. 427.) Add to this,
choſe rather to be a ſufferer himſelf, than . that this his error of 1 4 per cent. nearly, in
to encreaſe the embarraſſment

of his
the only example of the kind that he has
neighbours, or extend the flames of war. given, and for ſo ſhort a term as mine
Even the court of Vienna has, on more G years, is a ſtrong indication (if not de
than one occaſion, employed its intereſt monſtration) that he was ignorant of the
with your high mightineſſes, and lent its imperfe&tions of his own theorems.)
3. Another excuſe is, that in all real.
name to get paſſes for warlike ſtores and
proviſions for the French troops, under caſes where the time is ſhort, the theo-.
pretence of a barrier treaty, which it no rems approximate very near to truth.
longer obſerves; and after having put This is ſometimes true, and ſometimes'

France in poſſeſſion of the ports of oſtend H not : For, befide the example juſt men
and Nieuport, in manifeſt breach of that
treaty, and without any regard to the .
rights which your high mightineſſes, and
the king my maſter, have acquired in

tioned, I have ſhewn (p. 427.) the enor

may be as great for a ſmaller ſum anº.
ſhorter time, as for any larger ſum and,

that treatv, at the price of their treaſures,

longer time.
,
4. A third excuſe is, that I cannot de-,

and the blood of their ſubječts. All the

monſtrate wherein the defect lit: ;

n

-

º
lſ,

History of the WA R.
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Sir, be ſo good as to refer G. B. in his
cooler moments to articles 7, 11, p. 416,
where he may find an ample account of
what hitherto has eſcaped his notice.
5. With him I have no manner of con
troverſy, who has not offered one reaſon

529
wards ſays is defeaive, . Whether his
ery temper is the reſult of the proximity
of his dwelling to the place of a&ion of

the maritime belligerant powers, I will not
ſay 3 but, in taking leave of him, I ad
viſe him, whenever he liſts as a mathe

for invalidating what I have wrote con. A matical diſputant, to have recourſe to ar.
cerning the theorems : For the truth of
my remarks on which I appeal to an in
fallible decifion; namely, to true arith

gument and demonſtration, inſtead of
mere poſitive aſſertibns, invečtives and

For figures, Sir,

perſonal refle&ions : For the moſt illiterate
and illiberal can make uſe of the latter,

are, when rightly managed, ſo ſtubborn
and inflexibly true, that they will never
tell a falfity to oblige any.

but ſcholars only of the former, Beſides,
a teacher of youth, of all men, ſhould
endeavour to acquire that amiable diſpo

metical calculations.

6. In what G. B. has wrote, he has

fition of mind which is not eaſily pro

contradićted A. Z. (p. 427.) and he has

voked;

contradićted himſelf and commonſenſe,

is kind.

by ſaying that theorem is true, ſtrištly

I am, Sir, your obliged friend,
O&t. 4, 1759.
C. MoR to N.

true, univerſally true, which he after

but which ſuffereth long, and

An impartial and ſuccinæ History of the Origin and Progreſ; of the preſent War.
Continued from p. 464.
BOUT

the ſame time that theſe

proviſions; and as they have but little
preparations were making in New water carriage, eſpecially in their weſtern
England for attacking the French in ſettlements, they have great numbers of
Nova Scotia, preparations were made in wheel carriages, and beaſts of burden,
Virginia for attacking them upon the This made every gentleman acquainted
Ohio. A Fort was built, and a camp with our plantations conckude, that our
formed, at Wills's Creek, which fort was A troops ought to have been landed in Pen
likewiſe called Cumberland; and on the filvania, and the camp formed near Franks
14th of January, .# major-general Town, or ſomewhere upon the ſouth-weſt
Braddock, with colonel Dunbar's and co frontier of that province, and that the
lonel Hacket's regiments of foot, ſailed contračt ought to have been made with
from Cork, in Ireland, for Virginia, where ſome of the chief planters there, who
they all landed ſafe before the end of Fe could eaſily have performed their contrast,
bruary; ſo that the general might have B which none of the planters of Virginia,
entered very early upon ačtion, had the nor any concerned with them, could eaſily
contraćtors for furniſhing the army with do, as they could not find what they
proviſions and carriages duly performed wanted in Virginia or Maryland; and the
their contračt; but they failed in the per people of Penfilvania, from jealouſy, en
formance ; for when the army was ready vy, and reſentment, held their proviſions
to march, it was, upon enquiry, found, that and carriages at ſo high a rate, that the
they had neither a ſufficient ſtock of pro-C Virginia contraćtors could not afford to
vifions, nor a ſufficient number of car deal with them.
riages.
Another confideration, and a very
This failure was foreſeen and foretold, weighty one too, was, that from Franks
almoſt by every one who knew any thing Town, or thereabout, the army had not
of our plantations upon the continent of 80 miles to march to Fort du Queſne,
America; for the people of Virginia whereas it had 130 to march from Wills's

think of no produce but tobacco; they D Creek, and the road from the former place
do not produce a quantity of any ſort of at leaſt as praćticable as that from the
latter. But thoſe gentlemen did not con
fider, that contračts for furniſhing our
the country, well provided with the con troops beyond ſeas are generally very lu
veniency of water carriage, they have but crative jobs, and are therefore always
few wheel carriages, or beads of burden; given by miniſters to their greateſt fa
whereas Penfilvania is a moſt plentiful E. vourites; conſequently, if the Virginia
corn country, their chief ſtaple for expor
or thoſe concerned with them,
ad a much higher degree of miniſterial
tation conſiſting in that and other ſorts of
3 X
favour
October, 1759.
corn fully ſufficient for their own ſub

fiſtence; and as they are, by the nature of

[...".
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Errors committed in BR ADDock’s Expedition.
favour than the planters of Penfilvania, £d to the enemy, the further he was re
we are not to wonder at this confidera moved from danger.
On the 8th
he encamped with
tion's outweighing every other.
. Whateverthere was in this,the diſappoint in 10 miles of Fort du Queſne and tho’
ment certainly delayed the march of our colonel Dunbar was then near 40 miles
army for ſome weeks, and would proba behind him, yet he reſumed his march

:*.,

-

bly have defeated the expedition entirely Anext day, without ſo much as endeavour
for that ſummer, if means had not been

found to conclude very ſpeedily a new
contračt with ſome gentlemen-of Penſil:

ing to get any intelligence of the ſitua
tion or diſpoſition of the enemy, and
marching on, with the ſame careleſſneſs

But this error in the choice of

through woods and thickets, both in front

contračtors, was not the only one we
made : It was even then ſaid, by many

and upon both flanks, his little army was,

vania.

upon their long march, about noon, 'ſa
officers, that we committed as great, and, Bluted with a general fire, both upon the
as afterwards appeared, a more fatal er front, and all along the left flank, from
ror, in the choice, of a commander for an inviſible enemy, concealed in the
this expedition. Major-general Braddock woods º thickets; for the enemy had

º

allowed the whole army to en
was certainly a gentleman of undoubted
courage, and expert in all the punétilios ter the defile, before they began to fire.
of a review, having been bred up in our Upon this the van guard fell back upon
guards, which was a military education C the main body, and the ſurprize produced
too regular for his having any idea of an ſuch a pannic, that the whole fell into the
American expedition through woods, de utmoſt confuſion. The general and other
farts, and moraſſes; and he was ſo haugh officers did all they could to rally the
ty in his natural temper, that he was not troops; but with the leſs effect, as many

apt to aſk or take advice, and ſo ſevere in of the officers, and among the reſt colonel
his diſcipline, that he never had the love Halket, had fallen upon the firſt fire; for
of the ſoldiers under his command, The D the Indians all take aim, and aim chiefly
effects of this education and temper ſoon at the officers; therefore in our American

appeared in his condućt; for he deſpiſed wars the officers ſhould never have any
the country militia, becauſe they could

diſtinguiſhing, cloaths, or other badge,

not go through their exerciſe with the

that can be obſerved at muſket-ſhot di.

fame dexterity and regularity that a regi ſtance.
ment of guards had uſually done in Hyde
At laſt, the general, after having had
Park; and he treated the Indians ſo haugh E no leſs than five horſes ſhot under him,
-

tily, that moſt of them, left him; not received a muſket-ſhot through the right
would he follow their advice, or that of

arm and lungs, of which he died four

any officer under his command: Nay, he days after, having been carried off by the
even neglected the advice often repeated care of ſome of his officers. Upon
to him by his royal highneſs the duke,of his dropping, the confuſion turned,
Cumberland, Of all things, to beware ºf to a i. and very diſorderly flight,
F †: me enemy appeared, or attempted
an ambuſh or ſurpriſe.
with theſe diſadvantages he ſet out to attack them. All their artillery, am
from Fort Cumberland, on the 10th of

munition, and baggage, were left to be.

June, at the head of about 2200men, forthe afterwards picked up by the enemy, and
meadows, where colonel Waſhington was, among the reſt the general's cabinet, with
defeated as before related”. Upon his arrival all his letters and inſtructions, whičh the
there, he was informed that the French at. French court afterwards made great uſ.'

Fort du Queſne expected a reinforcement G of in their printed memorials or mani.
of 500 regular troops; therefore, that he feſtoes. But what was moſt extraordinary,
night match with the greater diſpatch, the body of country militia, ſo much dé.
he lett colonel Dunbar, with 8oo men, to
bring up the proviſions, ſtores, and heavy

ſpiſed by the general that he made them
margh always in the rear, were leſs affect

ed with the pannic, and preſerved their
order, better than , the regular troops,
14:00, together with 10 pieces of artillery, H though the enemy's fire fell as heavy upon

baggage, as faſt as the nature of the ſer
vice would permit, and with the other
and the neceſſary ammunition and provi
ſions, he marched on with ſo much expe
dition, that he took ſeldom any time to
reconnoitre the woods or thickets he was
to paſs in, his. Route, itnagining, one
would think, that the nearer he approach

them as upon any of the reſt. This was

probably owing to their being acquainted;
with the Indian manner of fighting, and
therefore, conſidering the general's care-,

left way of marching, in expectation of
falling into ſome ſuch ambuſh. What:
tyrſ

* See befºre, p. 369, 493, 459.
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'ever was the reaſon, they continued in a ſilvania, they might have been of ſome
regular body; and how really ſerved as a {ervice during that ſummer and the enſu
moſt uſeful rear guard to cover the re *ing winter; but colonel Dunbar having

treat of the regular troops, which was,

left the fick and wounded at Fort Cum

perhaps, what prevented the enemy's dar berland, under the protećtion of two
ing to ſtir from their cover, in order to companies of country militia, poſted there
'Aby way of garriſon, he ſet out, on the
Purſue our troops in their flight.
In this unhappy affair our loſs was 3.2d of Auguſt, with about 16oo men for
computed to amount to 7eo men killed Philadelphia, where the troops could be
and wounded, among whom was a num of no immediate ſervice; and from Phila
ber of officers, much greater in propor delphia they were ordered away to AJ.
tion than it uſually is in any ſort of mo ! bany, in New York, by general Shirley,
dern engagement. As to the number of on whom the chief command of the

men which the enemy had in this engage- B troops in America had devolved, by the
death of major generał Braddock.
Thus Virginia, Maryland, and Penſil

ment, or the loſs they ſuſtained, neither
- the one nor the other could be ſo much
as gueſſed at ; but the French afterwards
gave out, that their number did not, in

vania, were entirely left to take care of

themſelves, which they might have ef

the whole, amount to above 4oo men, fečtually done, if they had been united in
care taken to
moſtly Indians ; and that their loſs was their councils, and
guite inconfiderable, as it probably was, C prevent the bad effe s of the uſual diſ
becauſe they kept themſelves, behind trees, ‘putes between their governors and aſ
where they charged and diſcharged their ſemblies, by a previous act of the Britiſh
muſkets with very little danger. But our legiſlature, to have been in force only in
loſs was ſo confiderable, and the panmic time of war; but as no ſuch care had
£ontinued ſo long upon the troops, that been taken, the moſt powerful of the

§.

they never ſtopped till they met the rear three, Penfilvania, was rendered quite
diviſion ; and even then, inſtead of re-D uſeleſs, either for its own defence, or that
covering, they infected the troops of that of its neighbours, by a diſpute between
diviſion with the ſame terror, ſo that the the governor and aſſembly, or rather a
whole army retreated, without ſtopping, *liſpute between the inhabitants, and the
until they got back to Fort Cumberland, proprietors, or lords paramount; for that
though the enemy did not ſo much as at ‘province ſtill belongs to the heirs of Sir
tempt to purſue, nor ever appeared in William Pen, to whom it was originally
fight, either in the battle, or after the de E granted by the crown, and they, with the
feat; ſo that it was, perhaps, the moſt ex approbation of the crown, ſtill appoint the
traordinary vićtory that was ever obtained, governor, without whoſe aſſent no bill can
and the fartheſt flight that was ever made; be paſſed into a law. The aſſembly of
for the flight, or what we may now call a that province ſaw that, in the dangerous
retreat, did not end even at Fort Cum circumſtances to which the province was
berland.
then reduced, it was abſolutely neceſſary
* As ſo much of the ſummer was ſtill F to provide a ſtanding military force, and
remaining, they might before winter have to ere&t ſome forts, for the defence of their
-

-

to well fortified themſelves at that place,

weſtern frontier, and conſequently to raiſe

money for defraying that expence. With
this view they paſſed a bill for raiſing
50,000l. a ſum ridiculouſly ſmall, confr
cure of the wounded, that it would have dering the richneſs of the province, and
been impoſſible for the French to think of G the extent of its frontier But even this
attacking and diſlodging them; and in ſum could not be obtained; for the aſ
that fituation they would have been ſuch a ſembly having by their bill preſumed to
check upon the French, and their ſcalping tax the proprietary eſtate equally with the
Indians, as would have prevented many eſtates of the inhabitants, the governor
of thoſe ravages that were, during the fol abſolutely refuſed his aſſent to it, as he
Howing winter, committed upon the weſ was by his inſtrućtions ordered not to

and ſo fally provided themſelves with
+very thing that was neceſſary for their
defence or conveniency, or even for the

tern frontier of Virginia and Penfilvania, H conſent to ſubject the proprietors to any
eſpecially if care had been taken to open
a road from Fort Cumberland, northward,

along the eaſt fide of the Alleganey
mountains.

Had theſe

.

therefore,

continued at Fort Cumberland, or any

new tax; and the aſſembly, confifting
chiefly of members whoſe eſtates lay in
the eaſtern or interior parts of the pro
vince, as abſolutely refuſed to alter
their bill.

-

where upon the weſtern frontier of Pen
3 X 2.
r
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Expedition to Caown Point.
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One would be apt to think that, in a until the 8th of Auguſt, when general
caſe of ſuch urgent neceſſity, the gover Johnſon ſet out º from Albany
nor might have ventured to have given his for the carrying place from Hudſon's
aſſent to the bill under a proteſt, that it , river to lake George, where the troops
ſhould not prejudice the right of the pro had already arrived, under the command
upon any future occaſion ; but as of major-general Lyman. After the ge

[...
he did not venture ſo far, the bill was loſt,

A neral's arrival at that place, he prepared

and the province left defenceleſs; by

everything as faſt as he could for a march,

which it aſterwards ſeverely ſuffered, to
the deſtrućion of many
the poor in

and about the end of the month he moved

|
forward
babitants upon the weſtern frontier, and camped
to the propagating among the Indians a - covered
contempt of the Engliſh and an eſteem wooded
for the French.

about 14 miles, where he en

in a very frong ſituation, being
on each ſide by a low thick

ſwamp, by Lake George in his

JB rear, and by a breaſtwork of felled trees

But in moſt of our colonies to the

north of Penfilvania, they were a little
more alert, and more ſucceſsºul in their

cut down for the purpoſe in his front.
Here he reſolved to wait for his battoes,
which were not then arrived, and after

preparations for war. In New York they their arrival he intended to proceed to
followed the example of New England", Ticonderoga at the other end of the lake,
by paſſing an ačt to prohibit the ſending from whence he had but about 15 miles
proviſions to any French port or ſettle C to the fort at the ſouth end ef Lake Cor
ment on the continent of North America, laer, or Champlain, called Fort Frederick
or any of the iſlands; nigh or adjacent by the French, by us Crown Point i.
thereunto; and they likewiſe
an
But notwithſtanding the flrong ſituation ºf
a& for raiſing 450ool. on eſtates real and his camp, he took all poſſible care not to
perſonal, for putting their colony into a be ſurprized, for he ſent out along both
poſture of defence, and for furthering his fides, and to the further end of Lake
majeſty's defigns againſt his enemies in D George, ſome Indian ſcouts, of whom he
that part of the world, This was ſome had numbers at command, as he had al.
thing, but not near ſufficient for their de ways kept up a good correſpondence with
fence, as they lay more expoſed than any !he Indians, and was extremely well liked
of our other colonies to a French invaſion by them. By ſome of theſe he had in
from Crown Point; nor indeed would it telligence, on September the 7th, in the
have been in their power to have provided evening, that a confiderable number of the
ſufficiently for their own defence, without E •nemy had ſet out from Ticonderoga, and
the aſſiſtance of our other colonies to the
eaſt of them; but with their aſſiſtance, and

the ſouth bay, towards the ſort or fortifi

under the protećtion of the ſmall body of

ed encampment built by general Lyman

regular troops expeãed to arrive there un

at the carrying place, and fince called
Fort Edward, where 4 or soo men of the

der colonel Dunbar, offenſive meaſures,

were then on their march by the way of

which, when poſſible, are always the beſt

New Hampſhire and New York troops
F had been left as a garriſon. Upon this
military expeditions at once ſet on foot, intelligence general Johnſon ſent two ex
one againſt the French fort at Crown ; one after another, to colonel
for defence, were reſolved on, and two

lanchard, their commander, with orders
Point, and another againſt their fort at
Niagara, between the lakes of Ontario to call in all his out parties, and to
and Erie.
his whole force within the intrenchment,
Of theſe two expeditions, that againſt which, I ſuppoſe, he thought
would
Crown Point was appointed to be under Gbe able enough to defend, andthey
therefore
the command of colonel, now general he did not move with the whole
body of
Johnſon, a gentleman of Ireland, who his army, or ſend any detachment to #:
had long reſided, and acquired a good relief, or perhaps he thought that neither
eſtate upon the Mohock river, in the the whole body, nor any detachment could
weſtern parts of New York + ; and that get thither time enough for their relief.
againſt Niagara was commanded by ge
About 12 o'clock at night, thoſe he had

neral Shirley himſelf. The rendezvous of H ſent out upon the 2d expreſs returned, and

the troops far both theſe expeditions was
appointed to be at Albany, where moſt of
them arrived before the end of June; but
the artillery, battoes, proviſions, and other
neceſſary implements for the Crown
Point expedition, could not be got ready

declared, that they had heard and ſeen the
enemy within about four miles of the in
trenchments at the carrying place, from
whence he could hardly doubt of that

Poſt's having been by that time attacked,

and yet I do not find he called any coun:
cil

* See before, p. 463.

+ See the

Map, Land Mag, for 1744, p. 416.

-

Baron Dieskau defeated.
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cil of war, or reſolved upon any thing for along their front, they could ſuffer but
its relief, though both he and his army very little from ſuch a firing, which of
would have been in a very had ſituation, courſe gave them new ſpirits and con
had it been attacked and carried by the firmed the obſtinacy of their defence.
enemy. However, next morning he cal Therefore, inſtead of platoon firing at a
led a council of war, wherein it was very diſtance, the French ſhould not have fired
unadviſedly reſolved to detach looo men, Aat all, till they could lay their pieces over
with a number of Indians, to intercept, the breaſtwork, and then, as ſoon as the
or as the general in his letter expreſſes it, firſt or two firſt ranks had fired, they
...to catch the enemy in their retreat, either ſhould have endeavoured to make them
as vićtors, or as defeated in their deſign; ſelves a paſſage over or through the breaſt
and this they reſolved on, though they had work, in order to attack with their ſcrew
no knowledge of the number of the ene ed bayonets. This was the only way by
imy, a knowledge they could not acquire B which they could propoſe to make a ſuc
from any Indian ſcouis, becauſe the In ceſsful front attack; but as their chief
.dians have no words or figns for exprefing force conſiſted in Canada militia and In
any large number, which, when it exceeds ‘dians, it is probable they would not ob
their reckoning, they fignify by pointing ſerve the orders of their commander in
to the ſtars in the firmament, or to the

'chief, the baron Dieſkau, who was a good

hair of their head, and this they often officer, and conſequently could not but be
apply to
a number leſs than mooo, C ſenſible of the advantage our people had,
as well as to ſignify noooo, or any greater in firing from a breaſtwork at an enemy
number. Nevertheleſs, the reſolution was whoſe whole bodies were expoſed to their
unanimouſly agreed to by the council of fire. ‘And their non-obſervance of or
war, and accordingly, between eight and ‘ders plainly appeared ſoon after ; for up
nine o'clock in the morning, nooo men, on our artillery's beginning to fire, all the
with upwards of zoo Indians, were de Canadians and Indians ran into the
tached for this purpoſe, under the com D woods on the two flanks of our army,
mand of colonel Williams.
where they ſquatted behind buſhes, or
This detachment had not been gone kept behind trees; from whence they
two hours, when thoſe in the camp began continued to fire with very little execution,
to hear a cloſe firing, at about three or as moſt of their ſhot were intercepted by
four miles diſtance as they judged, and as the trees and thickets between them and
it approached nearer and nearer, they our people; for they never had the cou
rightly ſuppoſed that their detachment was E rage to advance to the verge of the wood
overpowered, and retreating towards the on either ſide, much leſs to come to a cloſe
camp, which was ſoon confirmed by ſome engagement with their ſwords or ſcrewed
fugitives from that detachment, and pre bayonets.
ſently after by the whole of it that had
Baron Dieſkau being thus left alone,
eſcaped, who returned in large bodies, with his regular troops, at the front at
but in great confuſion, to the camp, and, tack, he ſaw he could not propoſe to make
as uſual, magnified both the numbers and F a cloſe attack upon the center with ſuch a
the fierceneſs of the enemy, who, in a very ſmall number of men, therefore he moved
ſhort time, appeared marching in a very firſt to the left and then to the right, and
regular order up to the center of the at both he endeavoured to force a paſſage,
camp, where there was ſuch a conſterna but not being ſupported by the irregulars,
tion, that if the enemy had direétly at he was repulſed at both. Yet inflead of
tacked the breaſtwork, they might pro retreating, and marching off in order, as
bably have thrown the whole camp into G in prudence he ought to have done, he
confuſion, and obtained an eaſy vićtory; †. his platoon and buſh firing
but they halted for ſome time at about until four o'clock in the afternoon, durin
150 yards diſtance, probably to alter their which time his regular troops ;
diſpoſition, which gave our people time greatly by our artillery and muſketry, and
not only to recover from their conſterna at laſt were thrown into confuſion. As
tion, but to prepare their artillery, and foon as this was obſerved our people,
H they jumped over their breaſtwork, with
provide et
"v for their defence.
Anothel -.,..., error committed by the out orders, as it ſhould ſeem by the ac
French, was, their beginning the attack counts we have, attacked the enemy eve
by platoon firing, and at too great a di ‘ry where, and after killing or taking a
france. As our people were all behind, conſiderable number of them, entirely dif
and defended from the ſhot, by the bar perſed the reſt.

#.

º

ricade or breaſtwork they had raiſed all
Among
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Imprudence of Diesk Au and Williams.

Among the priſoners was baron Dieſ

Oół.

of Lake Champlain, could ſo eaſily, and
ſo quickly tranſport thither a large num

kau himſelf, who was found at a little di
ſtance from the field of battle dangerouſly ber of troops from Canada.
wounded, and leaning on the ſtump of a
tree for his ſupport. From him our peo
ple learned the true reaſon of this attack

.*

I therefore muſt ſuppoſe that our army
was at leaſt double the number. of the

French under baron Dieſkau, for he de

upon their camp, which, confidering every A clared that he had that morning but zoo
thing, was really a raſh and ridiculous at
tack, and ſuch a one as he would not have

undertaken had he had proper intelligence,

nor had he any ſuch deſign when he
marched from Ticonderoga. His deſign
then was only to ſurprize and cut off the

grenadiers, $oo Canadians, and 7oo In
dians of different nations under his com
mand, from whence I am apt to think,
that if colonel Williams, with the de
tachment under his command, in the

morning, had

º attacked the enemy,

intrenched camp, now called Fort Edward, B inſtead of flying rom them, and had
at the carrying place, where there was but taken care to make his attack when they
4 or 500 men. If he could have done
this, our army would have been thrown

into great difficulties; for they could nei

...] *. nor ſubſiſt where they were,

were in ſome ſpot where they could not
outflank or ſurround him, he might have
obtained a vićtory ; for a bold attack in a
well choſen ſituation, is always ſafer for

e might have found an opportunity an inferior number of troops, than a long
to attack them with great advantage, in C and, diſorderly flights, but colonel Wil
an

their retreat. But when he got withi

four or five miles of the fort, his peopl
were informed, that there were ſeveral
cannon at the fort, and none at the camp,

iams, it ſeems, marched with ſo little
caution, that he was cloſe upon the ene
my before he diſcovered them, and confe
quently could not chuſe his ground where

whereupon, being more fearful of cannon he was to wait for and attack them;
than of anything elſe, they declared a therefore his detachment was preſently
gainſt the attack of the fort, but all ſeem- D almoſt quite ſurrounded, being attacked

ed willing to attempt ſurprizing the camp;
and as he had himſelf been informed by
an Engliſh priſoner, who had left the

eamp but a very few days before, that it

was quite defenceleſs, being without any
lines, and deſtitute of cannon, he reſolved

both in front and upon both flanks, and
being thus overpowered by numbers,
they were obliged to retreat in great diſ
order, or rather to fly towards the camp,
with great loſs, and their loſs would have
been much greater, had not a detachment

to humour his people by marching to at- E of 300 men been ſent out from the camp,
tack the camp, though the army in it was
fuperior to him in number, having been
convinced by experience, that a briſk and

reſolute attack often gives ſuperiority to
the inferior number.

-

under lieutenant-colonel Cole, who not

only put a flop to the enemy's purſuit,
but covered the retreat of his friends.
Nevertheleſs, their loſs was very confider
able; for colonel Williams, major Aſh

As to the information the baron had ley, fix captains, ſeveral ſubalterns, and a
from his Engliſh priſoner, it was true in F great many private men, were killed ; and
the main : When he left the camp it was the Indians reckoned that they loſt near
in the defenceleſs condition he repre 40 men, beſides the brave old Hendrick,

ſented; for the cannon did notarrive, nor

the Mohock ſachem, or chief captain.

This was almoſt the only loſs our peo
was the breaſtwork erected, till about two
gays before the engagement; but had it ple that day ſuſtained, for in the attack up
remained in that condition, the baron's on their camp, they had very few either
people muſt have ſhewn more briſkneſs G killed or wounded, and not any of di

and reſolution than they afterwards ap ſtinčtion, but colonel Titcomb, killed,
peared to have, otherwiſe they could not and the general himſelf and major Ni
ave vanquiſhed an
much ſu chols wounded. On the other hand, the

...

erior to them in number. What was

#. exačt

number of our army under ge

enemy's loſs muſt have been very conſi
derable, as they ſo long and ſo obſtinate
ly continued their attack upon the camp:

neral Johnſon, does not appear from an
ef the accounts I have ſeen, but I muſt H Baron Dieſkau reckoned it at 1000 men,
ſuppoſe, that in the whole it conſiſted of but our men could not reckon by the dead
at leaſt 50oo men, becauſe it would have
been ridiculous to think of marching to
and reducing Fort Frederick with a iſ;
number; even with that number it was a

bodies they found above 5 or 6oo killed,
and about 30 made priſoners. Whatever

bold attempt, as the French, by the means

for they ſuffered very little by the purſuit,

their loſs was, it was almoſt wholly in the
vain attack they made upon the camps
as

-

—
-

1759.

Bravery of M*Ginnes.—Anſwer to Ruſticus.

as our general ſent out no detachment for
that purpoſe, for which he was much
blamed : Probably the ill fate of the de

lorious
orious fior an army off 4000 men, 535
pol

#. of a

tachment he ſo unadviſedly ſent out in

ſtrong łº, and º
with cannon, to repulſe an aimy of 17
or 1800 men, unprovided with any ſort

the morning, made him too cautious of

of artillery. However, ſo little had we

ſending out one in the evening; but there of late been accuſtomed to hear of victory,
was a great difference between ſending that we rejoiced exceedingly at this re
out a detachment to meet an approaching pulſe, which we called a victory, and the
enemy, and ſending out one to purſue a general was every where highly applaud

†: enemy.

Whatever was the cauſe

ed for his conduct, and highly rewarded,

of this neglect, it had next day been like
created a baronet by his ma
to be fatal to a detachment ſent from Fort for he was

jeſty, and preſented with soool. by our

Edward, confifting of 120 men of the

parliament.

New Hampſhire regiment under Capt. B

[To be continued in our next.]
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON

M“Ginnes, as a reinforcement to the ar

my at the camp, which, one would think,
they had then no manner of occaſion for.
This detachment, in their march to the

camp, fell in with a part of Dieſkau's

-

M A G A Z IN E.

S 1 R,

Yº correſpondent Ruſticus in his

troops, of between 3 and 400 men, near

bumble apology for their lordſhips

the place where Col. Williams had been

[P. 476] very notably leaves the heavieſt
part of the charge unconfuted.—“ With
regard (ſays he) to the ordination of bro

defeated the preceding day; but the cap

tain having had timely notice by his ſcouts
of the approach of an enemy, he poſted ken tradeſmen. We can ſay nothing to
his men in ſuch a fituation, and made ſuch it.”-Yet this was the very thing particu
a diſpoſition, that he not only repulſed the larized, and that the chief ſtreſs was laid
enemy's attack, but attacked them in his

on, both by Academicus, and in the let

turn, defeated, and entirely diſperſed them,

ters referred to by him. Sure Ruſticus
never read them (I would judge the moſt

with the loſs only of two men killed,

i 1 wounded, and five miſſing, but un
fortunately he loft his own life, for he
ied of the wounds he received in this

favourably) or he would never have made

an apology ſo little to the purpoſe. Let
him conſult Euſebius's letter in the očto

engagement, a few days after he arrived ber Magazine 1750, p. 452, and in Sep
with his party at the camp. . . .

tember, 1751, p. 495, and indeed every

Although the enemy had been thus re

letter there pointed out, and he will ſee
that they wholly refer to the ordination of
broken tradeſmen, and ſuch as were no
ways qualified for ſuch an office. Let it

pulſed and defeated in all their deſigns,
yet it was now judged too late in the year
to proceed to the attack of Fort Frede
rick, as in that caſe it would have been

not be ſuggeſted that for any one to ſay
ſo, is taking upon him to judge farther
place where the camp then was, in order than he ought, for they were univerſally
to ſecure their communication with Al
known to be ſuch. If there had been no
bany, which was the only place from other but ſome perſons of competent learn
whence they could expe&t any reinforce ing admitted (as he ſays) without too
ment, or any freſh ſupply of ammunition ſcrupulouſly enquiring which way they
neceſſary to build a ſtrong fort, at the

º

or proviſions; therefore, ſoon after this
engagement, the army ſet out upon its re
turn, having firſt erected a little ſtockaded
fort, at the hither end of Lake George,
in which they left a ſmall garriſon, as a
ſuture prey for the enemy, which might
eaſily have been foreſeen, as this whole
army, being .. militia, was to diſ
Perſe and return to their reſpective homes,
which they actually did, preſently after.
their return to Albany.

came by it, when their charašters have

been found upon ſtrićt enquiry to be unex
ceptionable, thoſe letters it is certain had
never-been written.—And if none but

ſuch are admitted, and they only when
there is not a ſufficient ſupply of gentle
men of the univerſities, I º ſay nobody
will find fault. But a vindication of the

admiſſion of ſuch perſons is nothing to the
purpoſe in reſpect to the admiſſion of ſuch
as Euſebius ſpeaks of. But Ruſticus urges
his “having never known or heard of

-

. Thus ended this expenfive expedition,
without having gained either glory or ad
vantage to the nation; for a little fort
which the enemy could ſo eaſily reduce,
cannot be called an advantage, and it can
not ſurely be ſaid, that it was any way

any inſtances of that ſort.” Conſcious"
however that it will not be believed that "

he knows all things, he adds, “We are:

ſure they muſt ſeldom have happened.”
I can aſſure him that the inſtances have”
-

been
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Obſervations on the COM ET of 1757.

been neither ſo rare, nor ſo little-known,

nor the procuring cauſe ſo utterly undiſco
vered in my neighbourhood as to leave me

in the leaſt pain about what light either

obſervations on the late Comet in September
and Q&tober 1757; made at the Hague,
by Mr. D. Klinkenberg: In a Letterts

he or I ſhall ſtand in. He may ſhuffle and
evade and deny if he pleaſes, but known

the Rev, James Bradley, D. D. Afro
nomer Royal, and F. R. S., and Member
of the Royal Academy of Sciences at Pa

fačts will be too hard for him, and be a

ris. Tranſlated from the Low Dutch.

proof to the many that know them, that A
his zeal has got the heels of his diſcretion.

S I R,

HOPE you will be pleaſed to excuſe
the liberty which I take, of troubling

As to his farther defence taken from the

many univerſity candidates that come “al
moſt as well qualified (their innocence
only excepted,) as when they came out of
their cradles,” if any ſuch there be, (and

you with my obſervations on the comet,

which made its appearance here, and in
other parts of Europe, in the months of
his zeal has nothere got the heels of truth) B September and Oétober laſt; and which,
God forbid that their lordſhips ſhould or according to the newspapers, was firſt ob
on the 11th of September by Mr.
dain them 5 or even if they be not much ſerved
Gartner, at Dorlkeurtz near Dreſden;
better prepared than thoſe excepted to; if
they do, they do a wrong thing ; and the
doing a wrong thing in one inſtance will
be a ſorry apology for doing it in another.

then by me, on the 16th of the ſaid

month, here at the Hague; and after
wards in different places. As I find that

I ſhall only add-I am as hearly a well- C you have obſerved the comet, I doubt
wiſher to their lordſhips as himſelf, and
have as fincere and profound a regard to
their charaćter; and deſire nothing ſo
much as to ſee them in univerſal eſteem,

and, for that very reaſon, wiſh that an end
were put to an affair which I am perſuad
ed they are very uneaſy at being to pow
erfully preſſed to, every now and then.
Yours, AcADEMicus.

E XT R A C T S from the Philo.’
sophical TRAnsactions, Vol. L.

Part II. Continued from p. 476.

not but that you have done it in the moſt
accurate manner; and my great love for

this ſcience induces me to beg, that I
may have the happineſs of knowing ſome
of your obſervations. My good friend
Mr. Struyk at Amſterdam, wrote me a
letter ſome time ago, that he intended to

aſk the ſame favour of you ; but I have
not fince heard any further from him. I
obſerved this comet from September 16 in
the morning, until O&ober 11 in the
morning ; and found its ſituations, ac
cording to my method, as follow :

Longit,
1757.

o

Latit.
9.

w

-

Sept. 16. at 4 h. ante mer. The comet in G 10 15 with to 10 North.
17–3. – —
18-34 — —
19 – 4

-

--

22 - 23 — —
23-4 — —
25-4: — —
28 – 4 - &t. 1-4: - 4-4: - -

9-44 – —
11 - 5 — —

— — — gº 14 7 — 9 38
— — — gº 18 10 -— 8 57
— — - gº 2:

1 -– 8 17

— — — Sl. 3 46 -– 6 15,
— — — Sl. 7 36 -– 5 24
— — — Sl. 14 50 -- 4 6
- - - Sl 24 22 -— 1 41
- - - IP 2 46 -– o iz
- - - Nº 9 45 -—
— — — tº 20 zo ––

1 30
2 40

— — — tº 24 46 -– 3 9
after the manner of Mr. Graham, by Mr.
Vryhthoff of this place. In the month:
opinion, differ the moſt ; becauſe when
made them, I was in ſome doubt about of February and March, by a medium
the adjuſtment of my intruments; and eight obſervations, I found, that, by the
But the two laſt obſervations will in m

ſtar Rigel, in every daily rerº.
mornin rays, I have, ſince the month A clock,
lution, the
paſſed
4 min. 2; ſeconds of time
•f February laſt to the end of May, made earlier, in the teleſcope; and in the hº
on"
the comet
g was then far advanced into the

fundry obſervations on fixed ſtars, with a
teleſcope of 16 inches, made by Mr.

end of May I found, by fix obſervati

Short; and with a pendulum clock, made

tered) on the flar Spita Virginis, that

(the clock not in the leaſt changed oral.
3

.

Not the ſame with that of 1682.

1759.

flar, in every revolution, paſſed 4 min. 51:
ſec. earlier, in the ſame teleſcope; which
interval differs pretty nearly # ſeconds of
time from one another. . Whether this

difference ariſes from any defect in the
clock, or whether it proceeds from any
fmall difference of velocity of the earth's
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but that, in caſe, by thedifferent diſtances of
the earth from the ſun, and the different diſt

ances and fituations of the moon with reſpect
to the earth, and the reſpective effects pro.
duced by theſe cauſes, any inequality
ariſes in the velocity of the diurnal motion
of the earth on its axis, you (who have

anotion round its axis, I would have been A made the moſt ſublime obſervations on the
very glad to have endeavoured to find aberration of the fixed flars, and more
than any mortal ever did before) muſt
out by farther erquiry, had not the death
of Mr. S. Koenig intervened, and I been have diſcovered, and are well acquainted

thereby hindered from continuing my ob
ſervations.

The above obſervations were

taken in the obſervatory of his illuſtrious

highneſs the minor prince of Orange and
Naſſau, &c. &c. under the direction, and

with the ſame.

As my above mentioned obſervations
on the comet, appeared too incorre& to
B undertake a calculation for the aſcertain
-ing of its path from the theory, I con
tented myſelf with effecting it by a con
ſtrućtion. By this means I found, on a
figure, whoſe globular or ſpherical dia
. was 134 Rhineland inches, as fol

with the approbation of the aforeſaid Mr.
#Coenig. After the death of that gentleman,
I petitioned her royal highneſs the princeſs
governeſs of theſe provinces, &c. that I
ows :
inight have leave to continue my aſtrono
mical obſervations; but as yet I have not C . That the comet was in its perihelion on
been able to obtain her royal highneſs's the 21ſt of O&tober, at two of the clock
permiffion : Otherwiſe I would have ob in the afternoon : The place of the peri
ſerved this laſt comet with more exačtneſs.
helion 3 degrees in Leo. The comet's
JHad I been able to purſue the above-men diſtance in the perihelion from the ſun
tioned obſervations, I would, for the great was about 34 parts, whereof 100 make
er certainty in regard to the pendulum, the mean diſtance between the ſun and the
have made uſe of a farther precaution. D earth. The inclination of the comet's
By means of a ſtove, with the help of a orbit with the ecliptic 13 degrees; and
thermometer, I would have endeavoured
the ſouthern latitude of the perihelion al
to have kept the room (in which the clock ſo 13 degrees; The aſcending or north
flood) in the winter, and at all times, in
node 32 44 degrees in Scorpio ; and the
the ſame degree of heat it had at the time comet's motion direct, or according to
I made the obſervations in the ſummer. I the order of the figns of the zodiac. On
would alſo have daily obſerved and noted E this fuppoſition, I have, for ſome of the
the moon's place, at the time of the ob. times of obſervations, eſtimated the ap
ſervations. . Tho' this is but a ſlight ob parent places of the comet, and found
ſervation of mine ; yet I make no doubt them as follows :

Long.
Latit.
Sept. 18, at 3% ante merid. In sº 181, and 9 deg. North.
19 – 4 — — —

22 – 23
23 - 4
25 – 4:
28 – 4
Oćt. 4- 4

—
—
—
–
—

—
—
—
—
—

gº 22

—— 8;

—
—
—
—
—

&l 33 -— 6#
&l 7; -- 5:
Sł 14% -— 4
Sł 24; -— 1:

9–4. — — —
11 – 5 — — —

iſ 23; -- 3:

*

tº 9% -— 2 – South.

a 19% -- 3:

The obſervations, which I have taken,

who have publiſhed mere conjećtures; and

to ground the meaſurement on, are thoſe
of the 16th and 23d of September, and
of the firſt of Q&ober. It appears very
evident, not only from this rough calcula

have ventured (very minutely and exactly
as they pretended) about the time that
this comet firſt made its appearance, to
predićt the return of the comet of the year

tion, but every other circumſtance of this
comet, that it is not the ſame with that in

of their pretenſions is very evident to all

1682.

But, by the above, the weakneſs

the year 1682 Which, on certain ac- A the world . Whereas, if this had proved
counts, is very deſirable to be known ; for
both here, and in other parts, of the Ne

to be the expected conet, they would

therlands, there have been ſome people,

praiſe, and have pretended to knowledge

Oštober, 1759.

have aſſumed to themſelves much undue
Y

even

Oćt.
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even ſuperior to the every where much ce

weſt, it ſell quite calm. At half paſt fix,
being then in the ſummer houſe at Keneg
gy, the ſeat of the Hon. J. Haris, Eſq;

lebrated Newton and Halley.
It appears alſo probable to me, that

this comet is none of thoſe already calcu near Penzance, with ſome company, we
lated, or brought upon a liſt, by Meilieurs were ſuddenly alarmed with a rum
Halley and Sturyk. It is ſomewhat re bling noiſe, as if a coach or waggon had
markable, that the line of the modes is al- A paſſed near us over an uneven pavement;
moſt at right angles with the long axis of but the noiſe was as loud in the beginning
the ellip;is; which correſponds nearly with and at the end, as in the middle; which
the cornets of the years 1589, 1683, and neither the ſound of thunder, or of car
1686: But thoſe had their perihelions
northward of the ecliptic; whereas the
perihelion of the laſt, which we have lately

riages, ever is. . The ſaſh caſement far
red : One gentleman thought his chair
moved under him; and the gardener, then

feen, was to the ſouthward of the ecliptic. B in the dwelling houſe (about an hundred
I have the honour to ſubſcribe myſelf, yards diſtant from us) felt the flone pave
with the moſt perfect eſteem for you, and ment of the room he was in move very
your

ſenſibly.

ſublime ſtudies, very reſpectſully,

In what place the ſhock began, and

y

Your very humble and obedient ſervant,
Hague, Dec.

D. KLINKENBERG.

13, 1757.

whether progreſſive or inſtantaneous in
the ſeveral places where it was felt, is un
C certain, for want of accurately determin
ing the preciſe point of time in diſtant

An Account of the EARTHQUAKE in

the Weſt Parts of Cornwall, July 15,
1757. By the Rev. William Borlaſe,

places.
The ſhock was not equally loud or vi
olent. Its extent was from the iſles cf

M. A. F. R. S. Communicated by the Scilly eaſtward as far as Liſkerd, and to
Rev. Charles Lyttelton, LL.D. Dean wards the north as far as Camelford;
of Exeter, F. R. S.
D thro' which diſtrićt I ſhall trace it, accord.
N Friday July 15, 1757, a violent ing to the beſt informations I could pro
ſhock of an earthquake was felt in Cure.

O

the weſtern parts of Cornwall; .

In the iſland of St. Mary,

The the mometer had been higher than

ſhock was violent.

Scilly, the
On the ſhores of

uſual, and the weather hot, or calm, or Cºrnwall, oppoſite to Scilly (in the pariſh
both, for eight days before, wind eaſt of Senan, near the land's end) the neife
and north-eaſt. On the 14-h in the
E was heard like that of a ſpinning-wheel
ing, the wind ſhifting to the ſouthweſt, on a chamber floor. Below ſtairs there
in orn

the weather calm and hazy, there was a
ſhower. The aſte, noon hazy and fair,

was a cry, that the houſe was ſhaking,

wind north-weſt.

againſt another in ſeveral houſes in the
ſame pariſh. In the a joining pariſh cf
St. Juſt, two young men, being then

The barometer mode

rately high, but the mercury remakably
variable. .

-

and the braſs pans and pewter rattled one

on the 15th in the morning, the wind F ſwimming, felt a ſtrong and
freſh at north-weſt, the atmoſphere hazy ;
being on the ſands, half a mile eaſt of
Penzance, at 1o A. M. near low water,
I perceived on the ſurface of the ſands a

very unuſual inequality : For whereas
there are ſeldom any unevenueſſes there,

very unuſual

agitation of the ſea. In the town of Pen- ;
zance, in one houſe the chamber bell
rung; in another, the pewter plates,

Placed tdgways on a ſhel, ſhifted, and
ſlid to one end of the ſhelf; and it was
every where perce.ved more or leſs, ac

but what are made by the ripling of the G cording as peºple's attention was engaged.
water, I found the finds, for above 1 oo
At Trevailer, the ſeat of william
yards ſquare, all full of little tuberclºs Veale, Eq; about two miles from Pen.
(each as large as a moderate mole hill) zance, the noiſe was heard, and thought
and in the middle a black ſpeck at firſt to be thunder : The windºws
on the top, as if ſomething had iſſued ſhook, and the walls of the parlour,
thence. Between theſe convexities were where Mr. Veale fat, viſibly moved. The
hollow baſons of an equal diameter. Hjarring of the windows continued near
From one of theſe hollows there itſued a

ſtrong ruſh of water, about the bigneſs of

half a minute; but the motion of the
walls not quite ſo long : And ſome me.

a man's wriſt, never obſerved there before

ſons, being at work on a contiguous new

nor ſince.

building, the upright poles of the flat

About a quarter aſter fix, P. M. the
flºy duſky, the wind bring at weſt north
-

folds ſhook ſo violentiy, that, for fear of
falling, they lay hold on the walls, which
-

-

a

to

*.
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to their ſtill greater ſurpriſe, they found
agitated in the ſame manner. And a
perſon preſent, who was at London, at
the time of the two ſhocks in the year
1751, thought this ſhock to reſemble the
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In Herland mine, commonly called the
manor, in the pariſh of Gwynier, the
noiſe was heard 55 or 60 fathoms deep, as

if a flubble * had broke, and the deads +
were ſet a running.

It was nothing like

the noiſe of thunder.
ſecond, both in degree and duration.
At Marazien, the next market town A In chaſe-water mine the ſame noiſe was
eaſt of Penzance, the houſes of ſeveral head, at leaſt 70 fathoms under the ſur
face.

perſons ſhook to that degree, that people
ran out into the ſtreet, leſt the houſes

ſhould fall upon them.

-

-

In the borough of St. Ives, on the

At Huel-iith mine, near Godolphin,
the noiſe was ſeemingly underneath. I

felt (ſays the dire&tor of the mine) the

north ſea, ſix miles north of Penzance, earth move under me with a prodigious
the ſhock was ſo violent, that a gentleman R ſwift and apparently horizontal tiemori
who had been at Liſbon during ſeveral Its continuance was but for a very few
ſhocks, ſaid, that this exceeded all he ſeconds of time, not like thunder, but ra
had ever met with, except thaton the 1ſt of ther a dull rumbling even ſound, like
November 1755, ſo fatal to that city.
deads running under ground. In the
At Tehidi, the ſeat of Francis Baſſet,
ſmith's ſhop the window leaves ſhock, and
Eſq.; the rooms ſhook, and the ground the ſlating of the houſe cracked. The

without doors was obſerved to move. C whim houſe ſhook ſo terribly, that a man
The ſhock was felt ſenſibly at Redruth, there at work ran out of it, concluding it
St. Columb, Bodmin, &c. along to Ca. to be falling. Several perſons then in the
melford, which is about 90 miles from mine, working 6o fathoms deep, thought
the iſle of Scilly. From Marazion, eaſt they found the earth about them to move,
ward, it was felt at ſeveral places in 1.ke and heard an uncommon noiſe : Some
manner, as far as Loſtwythye!; but at heard the noiſe, and felt no tenor;
Liſkerd, about ten miles eaſt of Loſt D others, working in a mine adjoining call
wythyeſ, it was but faintly perceived, and ed Huel breag, where ſo frightened, that
that by a few perſons. It was ſtill leſs they called to their companions above to .
ſenſible at Loo and Plymouth, ſcarcely be drawn up from the bottoms. Their
ſufficient to excite curioſity or fear.
moor houſe was ſhaken, and the padlock
The times of its duration were various.

of their candle cheſt was heard to ſtrike

At Keneggy we thought the noiſe could

againſt the ſtaples. To ſhew that this

not have laſted above ſix ſeconds; at E moiſe proceeded from below, and not
Trevailler, not two miles diſtant to the

weſt, it was thought to have laſted near
half a minute; in the pariſh of Gwynier
half a minute; at Ludgvan, three miles
eaſt of Penzance, the noiſe was rather

from any concuſſion in the atmoſphere
above, this very intelligent captain of the
mine I obſerves, from his own experi
ence, that thunder was never known to

aff &t the air at 60 fathoms deep, even in
a ſingle ſhaft pierced into the hardeſt

longer than half a minute, but the ſhak
ing felt in the garden, and obſerved in the F ſtone; much leſs could it continue the
houſes, ſhort and momentary. In Ger ſound thro' ſuch workings as there are in
mo great Pinwork, ſeven miles eaſt of this mine, impeded in all parts with
Penzance, it laſted only a few ſeconds; deads, great quantities of timber, various
but in the iſles of Scilly it was computed noiſes, ſuch as rattling of chains, fic
at 40 ſeconds.
tion of wheels and ropes, and daſhing of
Thus was this earthquake felt in towns, waters; all which muſt contribute to break
houſes, and grounds adjacent; but ſtill.G the vibrations of the air as they deſcend
more particularly alarming in our mines, And I intirely agree with this gentleman's
where there is leſs refuge, and conſequent concluſion, that thunder, or any other
ly a greater dread from the tremors of noiſes from above in the atmoſphere,
the earth.
- could not be heard at half the depth of
In Carnoth adit, in the pariſh of St. this mine. This therefore could be no
Juſt, the ſhock was ſenfibly felt 18 fa other than a real tremor of the earth, at
thoms deep; in the mine called Boſcadz- H tended with a moiſe, owing to a current
hill downs, more than 30 fathoms.
of air and vapour proceeding upwards
At Huel-rith mine, in the pariſh of from the earth.
Lannant, people ſaw the earth move un
I do not hear of any perſon in thoſe
der them, firſt quick, then in a ſlower parts, who was ſo fortunate as to be near
wavy tremor; and the ſtage boards of the any pool or lake, and had recollection

little winds or ſhafts zo fathoms deep were
perceived to move.

enough to attend to the motions of the
Y 2

waters i

Further R E M A R K S
O&t.
54o
waters; but it may be taken for granted, dered a little ridiculous by our purſuing
that during the tiemors of the earth the it too far, and taking too great a ſhare
fluids muſt be more affe&ted than the ſo of the burden upon our own ſhoulders,
lids : Nay, the waters will apparently be yet that it is our intereſt, and even neceſ
agitated, when there is no motion of the ſary for preſerving our own independency,
eith perceptible, as was the caſe of our to take care that no one nation upon the
-

ponds and lake-waters in moſt parts of A continent ſhall gain an abſolute ſway or
Britain, on the 1ſt of November 1755.

influence over all the reſt, no man ſurely

Whence this happens is difficult to ſay:

will doubt.

Whether the

. boſom undergoes at

Let us then confider how the

circumſtances of Europe ſtood at the time

ſuch times a kind of reſpiration, and al of this ſale of Dunkirk to France. Dur
ternately emits and withdraws a vapour ing the reigns of Henry the eighth, Ed
thro' its moſt porous parts ſufficient to ward the #. and queen Elizabeth,
agitate the waters, yet not ſufficient to B Spainwas the moſt formidable power thisna
ſhake the earth ; or whether the earth, tion had to guard againſt; but by the loſs
during the agitation of the waters, does of many of the provinces of the Nether
rock and vacillate, tho' not ſo as to be lands, by the defection of Portugal, and
ſenſible to man, is what I ſhall leave to by the imprudent uſe they had made of
their conqueſts in America, that nation
future inquiry.

Earthquakes are very rare in Cornwall.

had ceaſed to be formidable, and the

This was but of ſhort duration, and did C French, by the aſſiſtance of Cromwell, had,

no harm any where, as far as I can learn;
and it is to be hoped not the ſooner for

before the reſtoration, reduced them to

gotten for that reaſon, but rather remem

By the Pyrenean treaty, and the marriage

ſuch a low ſtate, as even to be pitted.

bered with all the impreſſions of gra
titude ſuitable to an incident ſo alarming

which aſterwards enſued, the king of
France had gained a natural right to the
and dangerous, and yet ſo inoffenſive.
crown of Spain, upon the failure of heirs
D male, then very likely to happen, and had
T, the AUTHOR of the LONDON nothing to prevent his aſſerting that right,
M A G A Z IN E.
but an article in that treaty, a poor, and
. S I R,

Hºintomythelaſt,examination
I ſaid, that I did not enter
of what the lord

often before found to be a moſt infignifi
cant barrier againſt French ambition.

It

was, therefore, then evident, that France

Clarendon writes, touching the ſale of was become the formidable power againſt
}Junkirk to the French, with any deſign E which this nation was to guard, and that,
to attack that nobleman's character, but
becauſe I intended to ſhew, that Charles
the ſecond, in his behaviour towards him.

in conſequence of this, we might very

ſoon be engaged in a war againſt France,
for preſerving a ballance of power in
afterwards, was a better politician, and Europe. We were, even at that very
underſtood our conſtitution better, than time, engaged in a very important conteſt
his chancellor; and in order to do this, with France, upon our own account :
as will hereafter appear, it was neceſſary F They had laid claim to, and demanded
firſt to ſhew, that the chancellor was the the reſtitution of the whole province of
original adviſer, and ſole active author, of Nova Scotia, or Acadia, as they call it;
that permicidus meaſure. But as the chan and though they will now hardly allow
cellor endeavours to juſtify that meaſure, that the whole peninſula is included under
as well as to prove that he was not the that name, they, at that time, inſiſted that
ſole author of it, I muſt firſt examine the not only the whole peninſula, and all the
wiſdom of it, and the neceſſity the king G iſlands in the gulph of St. Lawrence, but
was under of agreeing to it. That it alſo the whole continent, as far north as
was a pernicious meaſure will not now, the river St. Lawrence, and as far weſt as
I, believe, be conteſted, by any man who the river Kenebec, was included under the
conſiders the many threatened invaſions and name of Acadia. Was it not then evi
actual piracies we have ſince been expoſed dent, even at the time of this ſale, that it
to from that port, as often as we have had was inconſiſtent with the true intereſt, and
any war with France, but I ſhall for the H indeed with the ſafety, of this kingdom,
preſent lay late experience aſide, and con to put France in poſſeſſion of a port that
fider only what might then have been lay ſo convenient not only for interrupting
known or foie ſeen by any man of com our trade, but alſo ſor invading us, as
men ſagacity in politicks.
often as we ſhould find ourſelves obliged
. Although the preſervation of a ballance to enter into a war againſt that nation,
of power in Europe has of late been ren cither upon our own particular account,
cº
*
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or for the ſake of preſerving a ballance
of power in Europe 2
-
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chancellor calls the power or authority of
parliament ; by which he can mean no

It is true, lord Clarendon has told us,

thing elſe but the parliament's paſſing a
that our admirals declared the profit ac bill for annexing Dunkirk to the crown,
cruing to this kingdom by the keeping of , and providing a ſufficient fund for its
Dunkirk to be very inconſiderable, whe ſupport, according to an eſtimate which
ther in war or peace. That by ſea it was A muſt have been prepared by the miniſters
very little uſeful, it being no harbour, nor of the crown. If the king had given his
having a place for the king's ſhips to ride ailant to ſuch a bill, we cannot ſuppoſe
in with ſafety; and that if it were in the that the parliament would have deſired to
hand of an enemy, it could do us little have the appointment of the governor, os
prejudice, becauſe three or four ſhips of any one of the officers of the garriſon,
might block it up, and keep it from in nor did the chancellor ſuppeſe any ſºcis

feſting its neighbours, &c. But I have B thing; for notwithſtanding the place be
ſhewn, in my laſt, by inconteſtible evi ing put under what he calls the authority
dence, and even by the chancellor's own of the parliament, he ſuppoſes that the
words, that our admirals could not give king would be ſtill as much mader of it
this opinion before the ſale was propoſed as before. The parliament might indeed,
by him, and reſolved upon by the king ; from time to time, have inquired how the
and that the general and lord Sandwich, money they had granted was diſpoſed of,
who were both experienced admiral', de-C and upon ſuſpicion of any miſapplication,
clared againſt the ſale, even at the time of they might perhaps have appointed cond

figning the treaty, though, in complai

miſſaries to examine and report to them

ſance to the king and his chancellor, they the ſtate of the garriſon and fortifications;
afterwards concurred in figning it. And but in general they would have left the
indeed every one who reads this paragraph diſpoſal and application of the money tº
in lord Clarendon's life, with any atten the king, and he ought at all times to
tion, muſt obſerve, that he is ſtrangely in-D have encouraged ſuch a parliamentary in
confiſtent with himſelf; for if Dunkirk quiry, as it would have prevented any
was no harbour, how could it have for combination or mutual indulgence among
merly obſtrućted trade And if the har his miniſters, to cheat him and the nation
bour was ſo eaſily blocked up, how could out of any part of the money gianted tor
the men of war that were in it betake

themſelves to other harbours, after it was

that ſervice.

I muſt caution my readers to obſerve,

blocked up by Cromwell ? I am therefore E that what I have ſaid about putting Dua
fully convinced that none of our admirals kirk under the power or audiority of par
liament, or to demoliſh it, I have taken
ever gave ſuch an opinion, and if
had, it would only have been a proof, from d’Eſtrades's account of this affair;
that the merchants of London underſtood for though the chancellor in his account
ſea affairs better than they, and were bet mentions its being conſidered in the de
ter acquainted with the condition of the bate in council, whether they ſhould diſ
port of Dunkirk, as ſoon after that ſale F poſe of Dunkirk to the Spaniards, the
did appear, and has often ſince appeared, French, or the Dutch, and gives us his
to the great diſturbance of the trade and reaſons for preferring the French, he takes
care not to ſay a word of its having ever
quiet of this kingdom.
I may therefore, without heſitation, con been propoſed in council, to put the place
clude, that to a man of common ſaga under the authority of parliament, or to de
city in politicks, the ſale of Dunkirk to moliſh both the harbour and fortifications.
France muſt even then have appeared to G. This filence of his is remarkable, and the
be ſo abſolutely inconſiſtent with the true reaſon of it certainly was, his perceiving
intereſt of this country, that it would it to be impoſſible to give a good reaſon
have been better for us to have been at for reješting both theſe propoſals, eſpe
the expence to demoliſh both the harbour cially that of preferving it, and applying
and fortifications of Dunkirk, and then to parliament for its ſupport, and it was
to make a preſent of it to Spain, than the king's intereſt, as well as the nation's,
to ſell it at any price to France. But the H to have embraced this laſt propoſal.
That it muſt even then have appeared
king was then in ſuch difficulties, it may
be ſaid, that he could not ſpare the ex to be the national intereſt to hold that
pence, either of demoliſhing it, or of ſup place at any expence, I have already
rting it. How came he to be thrown proved; for if it was then become our
into theſe difficulties By an ill grounded intereſt to be watchful, and upon our
and ridiculous prejudice againſt what the guard againſt any increaſe of the Power

.
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of France, it was certainly our intereſt to Would not his having the command of
hold a place that made us maſters of both ſuch a body of regular troops as the gar
ſides of the Britiſh channel, and furniſh riſon muſt always have confifled of, have
ed us with an opportunity of forming an added greatly to his power Would not
army upon the frontier of France, when the diſpoſal of ſo many lucrative and ho
ever our own ſafety, or the ſafety of our nourable commiſfions and employments

allies, ſhould make it neceſſary. This, A have added greatly to his influence in par
we find, did not at that time eſcape the
penetration of the court of France; for
Lewis the 14th, in a letter to d’Eſtrades,

liament as well as at ele&tions

Thoſe

who were republicans in their hearts,
were certainly ſenfible of this; and as
there were then a great many ſuch in the

dated Auguſt the 27th, 1662, writes thus:
“However, to come more cloſely to nation, perhaps ſome in his majeſty's
the point, ſo as you may make the pro council, I do not at all wonder that no
per uſe of what I write to you as to my B violent oppoſition was made to the ſale.
ſentiments, I would have you take notice, The royaliſts had then their heads ſo
in the firſt place, that of the four ele&ions crammed with the principle of paſſive obe
which the chancellor told you the king dience, that they would not zealouſly op
his maſter might make, there is not one poſe whatever †. king reſolved on ; and
but would be more for my advantage the round-heads were glad to ſee the king
than that it [Dunkirk] ſhould remain as

give up what might have added ſo much

it is,

I could add the 5th, which was C to his power and influence : They even
lord Sandwich's propoſal, that of de rejoiced at Dunkirk's being ſold to France,
moliſhing the fortifications, and of de becauſe nothing could tend more towards
froying or filling up the harbour. For it exciting murmurs, diſcontents, and diſaf
would be more for my intereſt, that it fection, among the people of this country.
ſhould be in the hands of the Spaniards,
But, ſays the chancellor, it could not
the Dutch, or demoliſhed, than where it reaſonably be believed, but that if Dun
is now, for ſeveral reaſons needleſs to be D kirk was kept, his majeſty would be
mentioned, becauſe you may eaſily con ſhortly involved in a war with one of the
ceive what they are, &c.”
two crowns. The Spaniſh ambaſſador had
Thus the French king writes, thus the already demanded reſtitution of it in
French court judged at that time; and if point of juſtice, &c. The ſame argu
their reaſons for judging ſo were ſo eaſy ment would have been equally good for
to be conceived by a Frenchman, it is our ſelling Jamaica to the French: The
ſtrange they could not be conceived
an E Spaniards had demanded reſtitution like
Engliſh chancellor, who had been ſo long wiſe of Jamaica upon the ſame pretence,
dabbling in flate affairs. One would re. and a pretence much better founded in
ally think, that the ſtudy of the laws of juſtice. We had taken Jamaica from
England deprives a man entirely of judg them in time of peace; but the French
ment in every other kind of affair; for if took Dunkirk from them in time of open
it was of ſuch dangerous conſequence to war, and delivered it to us ſor the aſſiſt.
the French, to have Dunkirk remain in the F ance we had given them in that war.
hands of the Engliſh, to have it remain The juſtice of either demand I have no
fo was certainly of advantage to England. thing to do with ; but if there was any
If then it was the national intereſt to juſtice in their demand of Dunkirk, it
hold poſſeſſion of Dunkirk at any expence, might infer an obligation upon us to re
I may ſay in general, that it was the ſtore it to Spain, but ſurely it could inſer
king's intereſt; but I will go further : I no obligation upon us to ſell it to France;
will ſay, that it was the particular intereſt G and as to the neceſſity of the king's pre
of the king, abſtraćted from the intereſt of ſerving a neutrality towards both the
the nation. If he had agreed to an an crowns of France and Spain, in caſe of a
nexation ačt, the parliament would readily future war between them, of which there
have provided a ſufficient fund for ſup was then no appearance, it requires a much
porting and improving the harbour and ſtronger proof than the chancellor's ipſe
fortifications, and for maintaining a ſuf dixit; for, in my opinion, the neceſſ
ficient garriſon; and they would have left H was evidently of the other ſide. But if
the diſpoſal of the money, and the ap there had exiſted any ſuch neceſſity, how
!. of all the officers, entirely to could the king's being in poſſeſſion of
im, without any enquiry, if an exašt ac Dunkirk have prevented his obſerving a
count of the money had been regularly neutrality On the contrary, would it not

º

laid before them, and no juſt ſuſpicion
given of miſcondućt or miſapplication.

have made both crowns cautious of doing
4.
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any thing that might provoke him to de Popham, a member who had a conſider
able influence in the houſe of commons,
part from his neutrality ?
It will now, I believe, appear that, even propoſed to the king and the earl of
from what was known or might have been Southampton, then lord high treaſurer, that
foreſeen, in the year 1662, every man of if he was ſupported by the court party, he
common ſagacity in politicks, muſt then would undertake to procure an . for
have judged, that the ſale of Dunkirk to A ſettling on the king and his ſucceſſors
France was a moſt pernicious meaſure, two millions a year, for the ordinary ſup
both with reſpect to the intereſt of Europe port of our government in every branch
in general, and the intereſt of this nation of expence, which proječt was approved
in particular; and likewiſe with reſpešt of by both of them; but when the king
to the particular intereſt of the king ab imparted it to his chancellor, he anſwered,
ſtraćted from both the former ; yet, ne That the beſt revenue his majeſty could have,
vertheleſs, I believe that the chancellor B was the affection of his ſubjects, and if he
was a very honeſt man, as I have no evi would truſt to them, he would never want
dence to the contrary ; for who would be ſupplies in time of need; and his lordſhip
miniſters of ſtate, it error in judgment not only diſapproved of this projećt him
ſhould be deemed ſuch a criminal negli ſelf, but alſo prevailed with the earl of
gence as to deſerve capital puniſhment, in Southampton to alter his opinion, and to
civil affairs, as it has been lately deemed oppoſe it; ſo that the project was dropped,
in the military. The chancellor, I be C and the king forced to content himſelf
lieve, judged, that though the ſale of Dun with a ſettlement of 1,200,000l. a year,
kirk to the French was an unpopular mea during his own life only, for defraying
ſure, yet it was a right national meaſure; the whole of the ordinary annual expence
and I believe ſo, becauſe from this inſtance, of government, including the civil liſt,
as well as many others in his hiſtory, it ap the navy, guards, and garriſons, &c. . In
pears, that tho’ he was a good lawyer and an ſhort, all that publick expence, which be
excellent hiſtorian, he was far from being a D fore the war we are now engaged in,
politician of any great depth or penetiation. amounted to above three millions annually
Like a true lawyer, he was ſo much go in time of peace, and after this war is
verned by precedent, that he thought it in over may probably amount to four; nay,
conſiſtent with our conſtitution to deſire
which even at that time, by the moſt mo
the parliament to make and appropriate derate computation, amounted to 15 or
any particular proviſion for the ſupport of 16oo,000l. a year. Conſequently, by this
Dunkirk, becauſe he could find no ſuch E ſcanty ſettlement the king was obliged to
precedent in our hiſtory; and out of the
ſcanty revenue then ſettled upon the
crown, it is certain the king was not able
to defray that expence.

But this was no

reaſon for ſelling it to France. For this
there could be no reaſon, but the king's

run 3 or 4oo,oool. in debt yearly, or to
make a new demand annually upon his
parliament, which was the very worſt way
of enabling the king to preſerve the af
fe&tion of his ſubjećts, though it was the
beſt way of rendering the ſervice of the

being in immediate want of a large ſum F chancellor important and neceſſay; which
of ready money, which cannot be pre
tended if we believe what the chancellor

ſays, for he concludes his account of this
tranſaction with telling us, that when the
price of Dunkirk was delivered into the

leads me to an inquiry into the true nature
of our conſtitution ; but as my letter is
already too long, I ſhall defen this to ano.
ther opportunity, and am, &c. &c.
OSt. 8, 1759.

tower, as it was all together, the king de

FR of the LoNDoN
clared, “That no part of it ſhould be ap G To the Publish
M A G A Z IN E.
plied to any ordinary occaſion, but be pre
S I R,
ierved for ſome preſſing accident, as an
-

inſurreštion or the like, which was rea

-

N the hiſtory of the laſt ſeſſion of par

ſonably enough apprehended.”
liament for the month clapſed, at p.
But now, ſuppoſing that the king was 466, you have made a miſtake, by declar
in immediate want of a large ſum of ing that the people who contributed
ready money : If he was ſo, it muſt be H their money to the loan of 6,600,oo 1. (in
allowed that the chancellor, by his miſ. conſequence of the reſolution of the ho
taken politicks, was in a great meaſure nourable the houſe of commons of the
the occaſion of it, if any credit is to be third of February laſt) are not to be cre
given to the hiſtory of thoſe times. By dited at the exchequer, 1151. for every
our hiſtorians we are told, that in the par 1 ool. advanced.—The government muſt
liament, or rather convention, which re ſtand debtor for 7, 590, oool. at 31. p-r
called the king, and reſtored in a great cent, tho' only 6,600,oool. will have
meaſure cur ancient conſtitution, Mr.
been paid in, explained thus,

O&t.
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the
Auguſtus
commodore
Keppel,
Hon.
The reſolution ſays, (ſee your Maga
, nice for Auguſt laſt, p. 414) the ſum of of the ſquadron ſent upon that expeditions
6,6cc,accl. with 51. per cent, additional and ſhall add a ſhort account of thatimpor
capital amousting to 33 or making in the tant conqueſt, from a book lately publiſh
whole
693oooo ed, intitled, A Voyage to the Caaff of Afri
ca, in 1758, &c, which is in ſubſtance as
The lottery commencing in
terett from the filth of Janu
ary 1760.

follows :

66 occo

A
759 oooo

“ On December 24, 1758, in the

morning, we reached Cape Blanco, bear
ing taſt of us about five or fix leagues.
There we had to fathoms water, and a

Now as the aët of parliament cannot poſ. red coarſe ſand ; And ſteering from thence
ſibly alier theſe conditions, ſo it will to avoid falling upon Blanco banks, a S.
Puzzle your compiler to make out the ex W. courſe, we had in the diſtance of 56
cellency of this bargain for the publick. B miles, fifteen, ſeventeen, twenty, and
If private men were to borrow money in thirty fathoms; ſometimes browniſh ſand
this ſtile, they would ſoon become bank with ſhells. From hence bearing up to the
rupts. The publick are only ſecure under eaſtward of the ſouth, we found no ground
ſuch contracts, becauſe the capital cannot with 4o fathcms; twelve hours afterwards
we ſounded with 50 fathoms, no ground;
be demanded, I am, S I R,
Your humble ſervant,

and in three hours after that, threw out a

A. B. C line of one hundred and thirty fathoms,
London, O&t. 2, 1759.
and had then no ſoundings. From
N anſwer to your correſpondent, I ſhall hence we had nothing in our courſe te
obſerve, that in p. 466, I do not ſay, take us up, but cape Verde, with which
that the ſubſcribers are not to be credited
we fell in on the twenty-ſeventh in the
at the exchequer for 115l. for every 1ool. morning, bearing S. S. E. fix or ſe
by them advanced, but only that they are ven leagues. And ſoon after (1think

not to have 1151. repaid them by the
the D about ten
Atpub
lick for every 1ool. advanced.
exchequer they are to be credited for 1151.
in order to intitle them to receive an annu

ity of 3'. 9s. for every 1 col. advanced;

but when they come to be paid off, they

o’clock) we firſt obſerved with

our glaſſes the iſland, or rather the fort
and flag ſtaff on the ſummit of the hill
on the iſland of Goree, towering above
the low iſlands about cape Emanuel.
About which time the commodore ſent a

are to receive from the publick but looſ. . frigate under French colours a-head of
for every 1ool. advanced ; for if that E the ſquadron, with orders, as ſoon
as ſhe
whole fund of annuities is to ceaſe and be
came open with the iſland, to hoiſt an
redeemed, upon the payment of 6,6co, ocol. Engliſh enfign at the mizen peek, being
according to the expreſs words of the aët, the French ſignal for that day, in order to
which I have there faithfully recited, ſure deceive them; but no notice was taken
ły the proprietors of that fund cannot pre of it. We were afterwards informed, the
tend to demand, much leſs to divide among

French for ſome time flattered themſelves

themſelves 7,590, cool. in proportion to F with the hopes of our being in reality a
their reſpective ſhares, which they might fleet from France; but finding in the end,
do, if they were to be repaid isl. for that when all the ſquadrons hoiſted the
every 10ol, they had advanced,
ſame colours, they did not ſalute the fort,
I am, S I R, Yours,
which is a thing always done, they were
The CoMPILe R.
ſoon undeceived.

About two o'clock, as

P. S. This, I hope, will be a ſufficient

we paſt the iſland, we haul’d down the
anſwer to another letter upon the ſame
ſubjećt, dated Amſterdam Coffee. Houſe, Gºnch and put abroad the Engliſh en
fign. At three we anchored in the road
Oćtober 17, 1759.
of Goree, the iſland bearing S. W. & S.
I, T H of we have already given a about four miles, and in eighteen fathoms
plan of the iſland of Gore" upon water; the Saltaſh being ordered with the
the coaſt of Africa, yet as that plan was tranſports to bear down to a bay, betwixt
taken from a French author, being the point Goree and point Barnabas, in order
beſt then extant, and contained a plan of H for the more convenient and ſpeedy land
the fortifications as they were deſigned to ing of the troops on board them, if the
be, not as they really were, we have ſhips of war ſhould find occaſion to call
thought it neceſſary to give our readers a them.”
plan of the iſland, and of its ſortifications
“On the morning of the 28th, at four
as they were laſt year when conquered by o'clock, all our flat bottomed boats were

A

-

our country men, under the command of

ſent

|

-

i
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Dispositions of the C Q M M O D OR E.
ſmaller fize.

£ent on board the tranſports, for diſem:
barking the land troops; which was fi
niſhed, and all of them (to the number
of 600 men) in their reſpeštive boats, be:
fore nine in the morning; during which

545

Captain Knight, in the

Fougueux, having the ſecond ſtation on

the left, bringing up the rear, (having di

reàions at the ſame time to cover the
other bomb on his ſtarboard quarter) had
time the ſhips of war finiſhed, alſo, their pre allotted to his ſhare the mortar battery
parations.—About eight o'clock the fig-A of eight guns; ſo called, from two large
mal was made to weigh anchor, imme- mortars which are covered by that battery.

diately after which another ſignal was The moment the firſt ſhip had dropped
made for all captains, -and long before her anchor from her flern, ſhe was to hoiſt
captain Knight could return from the a Pendant at her mizen peek, to acquaint
commodore, long before the Naſſau ſhew the next ſhip that ſhe had brought ups
ed any readineſs to get under ſail, confi Thus the ſecond was to acquaint, the

derably before the prince Edward bore B third, when he brought up; and ſo of
3own to the enemy, and while, yet the the reſt: And laſtly, they were ordered
Torbay had half a cable out, the Four #9 be particularly careful not to fire a gun,
gueux's anchor was apeek, impatiently Auntil each had his ſhip a-breaſt of his ſta
tion, and moored both a-head and a-ſtem.
wiſhing for orders.” ". .
:

“It was thought moſt prudent to at With theſe dire&tions and orders, the com
tack the iſland on the weſt ſide, not

modore bade his captains farewel. And

becauſe it was the weakeſt fide, but a rea- c while they took leave of each other, Mr.
ſon more cogent to ſo formidable a ſqua Keppei's laſt order was, to get on board
'dron, was, ; being the lee fide; that ºtheir ſhips as faſt as poſſible, and lead on.
fhould, in that caſe, their cables be cut . . It was about nine o'clock, when the
away by a chain ſhot, or any other acci Prince Edward, with the Fire Drake bomb,
dent, the ſhip or ſhips without any º: bore down towards the iſland; and in
might put out to ſea, and bºating to wind ten minutes aſter began the action, by
ward renew the aâion : Whereas, ſhould D throwing a ſhell from the bomb. In a

they have anchored on the eaſt ſide, and to moment, the enemy returned the fire from
windward, by an accident of the above both forts and batteries, and with their
‘nature, the º muſt immediately have &cond ſhot, were fortunate enough to
*been drove a-ſhore; the conſequence of

carry away the Prince Edward's enfign

ſtaff, and ſet fire to an arms-cheſt cloſe by

‘which, to one ſhip only, might have
proved terrible to all the

#.

on. The

it, which blowing up, killed one of the

next reſolution was ſettling the manner E marines. Encouraged by ſo ſucceſsful an
of going down. — And by the for
of §: #.”. will
the

sº

onſet, and finding the ſhip did not return

#:

their fire,they levelled ſome of their pieces
eaſily to hit it with ſhells, in "re ..ſo well, that captain Forteſcue, Mr. Eliot
of the marines, his maſter, with two
to its ſmall breadth and
from ſo uncertain a bed as a ketch on the midſhipmen, had nigh hand all of them

ºf:

#.

water, that no places more eligible can be ſuffered with one ſhot, which went thro'

imagined, than the ſtations appointed for F the midſt of them as they flood together,
‘the bombs, by the commodore And as
it was neceſſary one of the bombs ſhould
go down firſt, the Prince Edward was or
dered to cover her from the fire of #.

impatiently looking out for their ſecond

Another ſhºt coming thro’ the aftermoſt
-

}. on the lower deck, broke

the truck

on the gun, but going out at the oppo

enemy, and to anchor a breaſt of a ſmall ſite port, happily did not hurt a limb
'lunette battery en barbet, a little below One in particular was more mercileſs ;

ºuld on the north.”””

*. . . G ſtriking upon an iron bolt of about eigh

The eldeſt captain, Mr. Sayer, in the teen inches in length, it carried it out of
Naſſau, was ordered to lead the line of , the timber, bending and rudely bruiſing it
battle on the right, anchoring abreaſt . . in its paſſage, till meeting with the un
fortunate lieutenant Weſt, it tore away
one of his hips, and carrying him to the
to bring up abreaft of a battery, a little . oppoſite fide of the ſhip, bluiſed him from

of St. Peter's battery of five guns. The
"Dunkirk followed in the order, and was

to the north of the former; which bat- H the hip to the ſhoulder, in a manner ſo
tery was as yet unfiniſhed, and not an em ſhocking, that it had been happy had it
Ano
brazure at that time opened. To him deprived him of life at once 1
followed the commodore in the Torbay, ther, on account of the heroiſm of a
taking for his part the weſt point battery

private ſailor, deſerves notice: being in

of five guns, with the weſtern corner of the fore-top, and having one of his legs
away by a ſhot, with the heart of
St. Francis's fort of four guns of a carried
3Z
a
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a lion, let himſelf down from thence hand the commodore's orders.-I am not ac
under hand by a rope, ſaying at the ſame quainted with the gentleman, but thoſe
time, He ſhould not have been ſorryfor the that are, ſay, in commands he is always
areident, if he had done his duty : But that calm and diſtinét. And without hurtin
it gave him pain tº think, he ſhould di: captain Sayer, or diminiſhing in the .#
without having killed an enemy—But I from his courage, which is unblameable,

$46

-

will not multiply.—Few, I may venture A one may venture to ſay, that in his hurry
to affirm none, in the ſquadron ſaw her he had perhaps not been ſo attentive as he
in the midſt of this ſhower of deadly ought. There are thoſe who may be ill
warmth, and in a condition ſo unequaled, natured enough to ſay, that in time of
without ſending up their moſt fervent aëtion, miſtakes are far from being well
wiſhes on the occaſion.
ſuited—but thoſe who live at home may
… The commodore, in the mean time, talk of dangers with coolneſs, having
was not an idle, nor a uſeleſs ſpe&tator. He B never ſeen any : While at the ſame time,
ſaw the Naſſau tedious getting undor ſail: it is a wonder the very braveſt of heroes,

JBut, as there could be no reaſon to ſuſpect

on ſuch occaſions, are half ſo diſtinčt as

an officer of ſuch approved courage as

they are. But however theſe things are,

captain Sayer, imagining ſome hing foul

this officer was ſtill more unfortunate :

For after his anchor was up, his ſhip was
cauſe, and expecting every moment would ſo long in wearing, that betwixt the ene
£ut all to rights, he turned his thoughts to c my’s firſt fire, and the Naſſau's taking
lother methods which might poſſibly be of their attention from the Prince Edward,
ſervice. Obſerving that the Fire Drake it was little ſhort of thirty minutes—But
“over-charged her mortars, (all her ſhells when ſhe came, the ſatisfačtion was am
failing vaſtly beyond the iſland to the ple ; and the firſt loſſes were ſufficiently
ſouth) and which they themſelves could recompenced”.
about the cable, or the like, might be the

"riot diſcern, he ſent his boat on board the
“The winds now, as the ſun grew
Furnace bomb, with this meſſage, That as D warm, began to lull; greatly hindering
they ſaw the error of the other in over both the commodore's ſhip, and the Fou

charging the mortar, they would avoid that

gueux, from getting down ſo early as
they wiſhed : Beſides which, a ſignal was
bent upon ſinking the Prince Edward and at this time put abroad for the captain
extreme And that as the enemy ſeemed

* the Fire Drake, he deſired they would, at

of the Furnace bomb; who, to come un

* the diſtanc: they then ºvere, begin their fire; der the Torbay's ſtern, run athwart the
rand endeavour as much a poſſible, to drºw E Fougueux's lee bow, greatly to our mor
t of the enemy's attention from our ſuſ tification, as it proved not a little hin
-jering friends. The orders were imme drance to us in our progreſs, when by the
-

diately obeyed; bearing cloſe under the

great way, and immediately in the ſame

lulling of the winds we could leaſt ſpare
it. Captain Knight ſtormed a little on the
occaſion, and could not help abruptly
hailing the bomb to know for what reaſon
F he ran in his way, when he muſt ſee him
getting into his flation.—But what could
be done, but to be patient ; he could not

- dire&tion I ſaw execution done ; but I

run down a friend ; and indeed our affiſt

• Fougueux's fern, and getting upon her
larboard quarter, began her fire : Some
of which, I think, fell with ſucceſs, tho’
, I cannot abſolutely aſcertain it.—There
were ſhells on which I kept my eye for a

ſhall not abſolutely a ſcribe to her that ance was but little needed when we came,
farther than the fight of a ſhip hard upon
—which others gave to the Fire Drake.
* Mean time the commodore, impatient, them, whoſe warm force they very well
ſeeing the Naſſau did not, or could not G knew (being once their own property.)
bear away to the relief of the Prince Ed and ready to pour forth all her vengeance
ward, ſent his boat to know the reaſon upon her old acquaintance, might have
- why ſhe was detained in bearing down in proved an inducement to their more ſpee
to her ſtation.—Captain Sayer obſerving dy ſurrender; for the fury of the Torbay
the boat approach him, ran to his gallery, alone ſeemed ficient to have razed the
and hailing the officer, aſked him if his or very foundations of the iſland itſelf Nor
ders were, he ſhould bear away ?—The H is it to be wondered at, confideling the
meſſenger anſwered, the commodore won advantage of her ſituation—the commo
dered he did not.-On which it is ſaid, dore having brought up with ſo much ala
how far true I know not, that captain crity and judgment, abreaſt of the angles
Sayer anſwered, he had expected a ſignal, of both the weſt point battery and St.
on further orders to that purpoſe. I be Francis ſort, that when he was moored,
lieve, that moſt of the captains underſtood * the enemy could not bring a gun from
thence
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thence to bear upon him. Five guns
only could have touched him with advan

tage from the whole iſland, i.e. two from

Guns ſknced.
547
derable; no ſhips boat had been ſent from
the fleet, not even from one ſhip to ano
ther; and hew they could ſeek to ſcreen
themſelves under a pretence of this ſort,

a

St. Peter's, and the three guns from the
ſmall lunette on the hill, as you go up ... was not only weak but ridiculous : Ne
to St. Michael's ; both which had been, vertheleſs, it ſeems the governor was then,

and ſtill were ſo well warmed by the other A prevailed upon to ſtrike his flag, which
ſhips, that being by that time deſerted,
ſhe had her battery to attack with hardly
had it in their powers, the fire from the
Torbay was ſo terrible, ſo near, and

came down in a veryſlovenly manner,as cap
tain Knight in the Fougueux was about
to drop his anchor : And happy for both
they did ſo, as the commedore was that
inſtant ordering a ſignal for the Furnace

ſo

bomb to come cloſe under him in the Tor.

any oppoſition.—Tho indeed, had they
well aimed, that none but mad

:

men could have ſtood it.—The ſhip was B bay, and to fire from his mortars grape
in one continued blaze of fire; and that

art of the iſland itſelf upon which ſhe
ay, was darkened by a cloud of ſmoak,
ſand, and earth, to a degree wonderful
I could have wiſhed the winds, for one
reaſen, tho' a ſelfiſh one, would have

ſhot of pound balls amongſt the enemy;
as alſo, the fignal for the military in the
boats to proceed to execution.

Mr. Keppel in the midſt of noiſe and
ſmoak, did not very early perceive the fi
lence of the enemy; and at laſt, onl

permitted the ſhip I was in to have got C ſuſps&ted the

had ſtruck from the ſilence :

.# the ſquadron around him ; ,

down two or three minutes ſooner—but

of the reſt

being unmoleſted with ſmoak, noiſe, and

for by the time he could ſlacken his fire,

confuſion, I was made amends on another

ſo as to kook around him, not a French

account, as it happened. Many hun man was to be ſeen but thoſe who were
dreds of negroes lined the oppoſite ſhore, running or rather flying, to the cover of the
to ſee the engagement and inſpire the diſ caſtle on the hill. Upon which he imme
putants; ſhips bearing down under top D diately ſent a lieutenant, attended by his
fails only, againſt ſtone walls; receiving ſecretary, to wait upon the governor on
the fire of the enemy with an undaunted the iſland; but before they got from the
reſolution, even to holding them unworthy boat, they were met by M. St. Jean on the
a return; and following a behaviour of beach, who aſked them, On what terms
this kind, with that fierceneſs natural to the honourable Mr. Kepple propoſed he ſhould
enraged Britiſh ſailors, was a ſcene, too ſurrender P-They were ſurprized at the
Equeſtion, and aſked him again, If hiſ flag
awful, too grand for deſcription
We are told that the French, the better was not already ſtruck P-He anſwered,
to encourage their ſlaves, and to draw in No. He meant it no other than as a ſignal
the free negroes to a more chearful aſſiſt for a parley.—He being told upon that,
ance, had painted the Engliſh in colours that the commodore would hear of no
the moſt ſhocking; inſomuch that thoſe terms but his own, anſwered, If that
very people, terrified to fall into our hands, was the caſe, he was ſufficiently prepared,
pricked up the ſoldiers with lances, re F and knew how to defend himſelf.--To
proaching them with the names of cowards which the others replied, That the commo
and poltrons, when they themſelves were dore had brought up in a ſituation that no
the firſt who fled from their quarters—ſe gun could harm him, and minded little if
veral of whom, carrying
to the
they ſhould fland out for a month: And put
governor in St. Michael's fort, that it ting off the boat, left him this ſignal ;
was impoſſible to keep the ſoldiers longer That the moment the commodore ſhould fire
againſt a fire not to be withſtood, were Gone gun over the iſland, they might begin
ſent back with this meſſage, Every man to again when they pleaſed.
In the mean time Mr. Keppel, little
His quarters on pain of death. It is added
too; that ſoon after, ſome officers bring ſuſpecting ſuch a procedure, had made a
ing the governor the like accounts, while ſignal for all lieutenants. I had myſelf
they argued with M. St. Jean on the mat (ſuppoſing the hurry and confuſion of the
ter, another account was brought him ſhips duty was over) come from the gal
that three boats had already landed, or Hlery to the deck; and was, more attentive
were landing forces on the iſland. How ly than before, viewing their batteries,
far credit could be given to a ſtory of this wondering at the ſame time how, with all
kind, is not mine to ſay—their own ſnoak the guns I could diſcern, they could keep
was the only thing could hinder ſuch an a fire ſo warm as they did, when through
operation from being ſeen; that had not ſome of the embraſures or openings of

º:

for ſome time before this been very confi

3 Z 2.

-

the

º
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-

-
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Explanation of the P L A N.
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the town, I perceived a ſmall regimental
flag fly about in great haſte, towards dif-

-

O&.

v. The court of the fort ºf St. Francis.
X. The ſhambles.

ferent quarters; a drum at that inſtant Y. The burying place.
too being heard to beat to arms—and Z. Ditto for the negroes.
obſerving at the ſame time, that as the fly
of the flag on the citadel was kept hang

&. A rain water ciſtern.

ing ºth ºil, it was rºbi, ie A

Explanation ºf the Bat***ies,

affair was not yet over, captain Knight

1. The grand battery

approved the thought; but had hardly

2.The ſalute battery lie
(ſmall)

conſulted with his maſter, if it was not

poſſible to bring his ſhip to have a fair-

3. St.

:12---

9 guns.
guns.

i.

Philip's battery

5 guns,

er
fide to the enemy, if it ſhould ſo hap- . 4.
St. Peter's battery. , 's guns.
pen, when on a ſudden the commodore
5. Citadel of St. *} 6 guns.
ſent off the lieutenants to their reſpective B
ſhips, who came in obedience to the fig.
nai; and agreeable to that left with the
enemy, he fired one gun over the iſland,
and immediately after gave them a whole
broadſide—the other ſhips firing guns,
more or leſs, according as they had them

chael, en barbet
6. North point battery
7 Mortar battery
8. Weſt point battery
9. A battery unfiniſhed
no Negroe batteries

in readineſs; for before the reſt of the C 11.

8 guns.
5 guns.

3 guns.
To guns.

Four “half moon

batteries embar- #13 guns.

bet on the hill,
ri. Two flanking batte
ºries for the

fºuadron could get their guns reprimed,
M. St. Jean finding it impoſſible to keep
his ſoldiers to their quarters, was obliged
º

{

5 guns, 1ſplit.

;

} 4 guns.

13. Three paſſage batteries 7 guns.
14. Three braſs one iron l 4 mortars, 1
nortars
damaged.
dore ſent a party of his marines on ſhore, D 15. On St. Francis fort 12 guns, 1 ſplit

to drop the regimental colours over the
walls, as a ſignal of ſurrendry–And
about noon or a little after, the commo

who took poſſeſſion of the iſland; the
governor ſurrendering himſelf and garri

Total

11o pieces.
-

-

ion priſoners at diſcretion : And marchim
up to fort St. Michael hoiſted the

#
To the AUTH o R ºf the Lo N D on

colours, ending the ceremony with three

M A G A Z IN E.

huzzas from the battlements of the cita

del, by the foot of the flag ſtaff.

E

S I R,
Tº:
following

ſimple remedy for the
ſcarlet fever, with an ulcerous fore

Explanation of the Plan of the Iſland ºf throat, generally prevents perſons from
GoReg.
-

-

A. The negroe village.
B. The company's gardens, &c.
C. The ſlavery.
D. The negroe's fountain.
E. The company's fountain.
F. The governor's fountain.
G.

†..

: catching it; and is alſo of great ſervice in
curing it. I hope, therefore, that you will
publiſh it, for the publick good ; as it may

ſave the lives of many perſons; for the dif
temper is rife in many villages in Wiltſhire

and the neighbouring counties. In doing
this, you will oblige,
J. J.

your conſtant reader,

H. The chapel.

Take a pint of water, two large ſpoon
fuls of brandy, a little ſugar, and ten or

I. The oſlicers houſes unfiniſhed,

twelve drops of the ſpirit of ſea ſalt, ſo as

K. Huts for labourers.

to make it grateful. Let this quantity be

I. The barracks for carpenters.

drank every day by a man or woman, and

M. The apartment for bombardiers.
N. Offices, ſtore-houſes, and barracks for
ſoldiers.

O. The pharmacy and engineers labora
- tory.

P. The armourer's apartment and forge.
governor's apartment and garden,

*...*
-

let children drink of it as freely as poffible,
and be uſed for their conſtant drink. If they
are ſo poor as not to be able to afford the
brandy, then leave that and the ſugar out,
They muſt alſo abſtain from all milk, left it
ſhould curdle on the ſtomach, Let them al
ſo waſh their mouths well with it ſeveral

H. times in a day, taking care to ſº it it out

C.

R. A ciſtern. R. R. A ciſtern unfiniſhed.

S. A powder magazine.
T. Shades for water caſks.
W. The landing beach, and entry into

the parade.

again. This will prevent the catching
it ; but when they have this diſorder, they
muſt take a much greater quantity of it eve
ry day, and gargle their mouths and throats
very often with it. — A little rhubarb will

alſo be needful, when the diſorder is gone

off, to purge two or three times.
CQL INET
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Co L IN E T. A New So No.
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- Sung by Mr. Low E. and, Mrs. La Mr E. . . . . . . ;

Now the hap--py

knot is ty'd,

Betſy is my

charming

bride,
--

e

all with-out controul,

Ring the bells, and fill the bowl,

Revel

#############

g

||.

~~

*-*

Co-lin-et!

Who ſo

-

-

Who ſo bleſs'd as

fair as

love - ly, Bett
---

#EEE

Who ſo bleſs'd

as

#=

4s

Now adieu to maiden arts,
Angling for unguarded hearts 5
Welcome Hymen's laſting joys,
Liſping wanton girls and boys,
Siris as fair as lovely Bet,
Boys as ſweet as coinet.

Tho' on Sundays I was ſeen
Dreſs'd like any May-day queen's
To deſerve thy Betty's love,

Them I quit without regret,
All my joy's in Colinet.
-

Tho' ripe ſheaves 3. yellow corn,

Now my plenteous barn adorn;
2Pho' I've deck'd my myrtle bow'rs

With the faireſt, ſweeteſt flow’rs,
*:::::
fairer, ſweeter yet,
re the charms of lovely Bet.

Strike up then the âniº lay,
Crown with ſports our bridal day;
May each lad a miſtreſs find,
Like my Betſy, fair and kind,
And each laſs a huſband get,
Fond and true as Colinet.

Ring the bells and fill the bowl,
-

.

..

Tho' fix ſweethearts daily ſtrove

-

*

---

Co - lin - et !

ºte

-

#FEE

Revel all without controul,

... "

-

i.

-

-

*

:
**

P O ET I C A L E S S A. Y. S.
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old Nick's Lumber-Room, or the PAwn B Roke R's Warehouſe.

swing right hands and caſt off one couple : , the ſame again : , lead to the top ant
the top and bottom - ,
then the ſame on your own fides + four hands round as bottom =, right and left at
caſt off +, lead to the bottom and caſt up one = whole figure at

top =.

Poetical Essays in O C T O B E R, 1759.
In education all the difference lies ;

An EP 1st le to Mr. Porr.

women, if taught, would be as brave

and

wiſe

occaſioned by bis Characters of Women.
By the Right Honourable Lady —.

Ashaughty man, improv’d by arts and rules:

Y cuſtom doom'd to folly, floth and eaſe,
No wonder Pope ſuch female trifiers ſees:

Behold, where female triflers moſt abound,

But, would the ſatyriſt confeſs the truth,

Nothing ſo like as male and female youth;
Nothing ſo like as man and woman old;
Their joys, their loves, their hates, if truly
told :
[growth,
Though different aas ſeem different ſex's
*Tis the ſame principle impels them both.
View daring man, warm'd by ambition's
fire,

The conquering hero, or the youthful 'ſquire;
By different ačts aſpiring flill to fame,
One murders man, the other murders game.
View a fair nymph,beſtwith ſuperior charms,
Whoſe temptingform the coldeſtboſomwarms;
No eaſtern monarch more deſpotic reigns,
Than this fair tyrant of the Cyprian plains.
Whether a crown or bauble we defire,
Whether to learning or to dreſs aſpire;
Whether with joy we wait the trumpet's call,

Or wiſh to ſhine the faireſt at a ball;
In either ſex the appetite's the ſame,
The objects differ, power is ſtill the aim.
Women muſt in a narrow orbit move;
But power alike both men and women leve;
And ſhe, whoſe radiant eyes rove unconfin'd,
Aéts by the darling paſſion of mankind.
What makes the difference then, you may
enquire,

B-tween the hero and the rural "ſquire;
Between the maid bred up with courtly care,
And her who earns by toil her daily fare
Their power is ſtinted, but not ſo their will,

Ambitious thoughts the humbleſt cottage fill;
Far as they can they puſh their little ſame :
The meant may differ, but the end's the ſamº,

Where God makes one, neglett makes
twenty fools.
-

There the male counterparts are always found,
whoſe heads (a toyſhop fill'd with gewgaw
ware)

Can every folly with each female ſhare.
A female mind like ſome rude fallow lies,

Thorns there, and thiſtles,all ſpontaneous riſe.
As well we might expect in winter ſpring,
A land untill'd a fruitful crop ſhould bring;
As well we might expect Peruvian ore

Should crown our hopes, yet dig not for the
ſtore t

Culture improves all ſoils, nor leſs we find
Is culture needful to the human mind.

Aſk the rich merchant, converſant in trade,

How nature operates in the growing blade;
Aſk the philoſopher the price of flocks,
Aſk the gay courtier how to manage flocks;
Aſk the decificns of the learned ſchools,

From Ariſtotle, down to Newton's rules,
Of the rough ſoldier, bred to boiſterous war,
Or one mere rough, an honeſt Engliſh tar;

They'll all reply, unpraais'd in ſuch laws,
Th’ effeas they know, unconſcious of the
cauſe.

The ſailor may, perhaps, have equal parts
With him bred up in ſciences or arts :
And he who at the helm or ſtern is ſeen,

Philoſopher or hero might have been.
The whole in application is compriz'd :
Reaſon's not reaſon, if not exercis'd :
Uſe, not poſſeffion, real good affords ;
No miſer's rich who darcs not touch his
hoards. .

Cân women, left to weaker women's care,
Miſled by cuſtom, folly's fruitful heir, Teld

Poetical Essays in O C T O B E R, 1759.
Thus ſafely run i But I to ſea confide,

And taught the wily and myſterious arts,
By ambuſh'd dreſs, to catch unwary hearts;
If wealthy born, taught to liſp French and

I therefore on deſtructive rocks am toſs'd,

dance,
Their morals left, Lucretius like, to chance;

Strangers to reaſon and reflection made,
Left to their paſſions and by them betray'd;
Untaught the noble end of glorious truth,
Bred to deceive, e'en from their earlieſt youth;
Unus’d to books, nor virtue taught to prize,
Whoſe mind, a ſavage waſte, all deſert lies;
Can theſe with ought but trifles fill the void,
Still idly buſy, to no end employ'd
Can theſe, from ſuch a ſchool, with virtue
glow,
[toe
Or tempting vice treat like a dangerous
Can theſe refiſt, when ſoothing pleaſure woos,

Preſerve their virtue when their fame they
loſe 2

Can theſe on other themes converſe or write,
Than what they hear all day and dream all
night 2

Not ſo the Roman female ſame was ſpread,
Not ſo was Clelia, or Lucretia, bred;

Not ſo ſuch Heroines true glory ſought; . .
Not ſo was Portia or Cornelia, taught:
Portia, the glory of the female race;

Portia, more lovely in her mind than face;
Early inform'd, by truth's unerring beam,

What to rejea, what juſtly to eſteem;
Taught by philoſophy all moral good,
How to repel in youth th' impetuous blood,
How every darling paſſion to ſubdue,

º
º

º

And fill my canvas ere the winds are try'd,
And in the ſurges, without ſuccour, loſt.
What tho' by omens manifeſt and ſure
I was forbid—indulge this love impure ;
And that the tablet falling did portend
My raſh attempt unluckily would end ?.
Was I to change that day, or change my mind?
The firſt was rather than the laſt deſign'd.
Jove plainly this by certain ſigns expreſt,
But I by fatal madneſs was poſſeſt.
I ſhould bave preſent ſpoke, my paſſion told,
Nor truſted it to writing to unfold:

He then my looks had ſeen, my flowing eyes,
And I ſaid more than letters can comprize.
My arms I might have thrown, tho' he were
coy,

About the neck of the retreating boy,

His feet embrac'd, and ſtrenuouſly there
Implor'd his love a lover's life to ſpare,
And if my ſuit I had rejećted found,
Had languid ſunk, as dying on the ground.
All methods I’d have try'd; if ſome had fail'd,
United all had o'er his heart prevail'd.
Perhaps my page ſome error might commit,
Abruptly came, nor choſe a ſeaſon fit;
Or, as he ſhould, the hour of leiſure fought,
And ſo I ſuffer ſor my ſervant's fault.
For Caunus is not of the tyger race,

Nor flint, nor ſteel, has in his boſom place;
The youth bears not an adamantine heart;
No lioneſs ſupply'd his nurſe's part.
He ſhall be conquer'd : I’ll proceed again;
No toil ſhall tire while life ſhall ſtill remaine

And fame thro’ virtue's avenues purſue;

For either, if what ačtually is done

Of Cato born, to noble Brutus join'd,
Supreme in beauty, with a Roman mind.
No more ſuch gen'rous ſentiments we trace
In the gay females of the Britiſh race;
Nor would the iondeſt father form a pray'r,

Could be recall'd, I ſhould not have begun 5

To give the mother's virtues to his heir.

Would you, who know the ſecrets of the
ſoul,
[the whole ;
The hidden ſprings which move and guide
Would you, who can inſtruct as well as pleaſe,
. Beſlow ſome moments of your darling eaſe,
...Our ſex to reſcue from this Gothic ſtate,
-Juſt Paſfions raiſe, our minds a-new create,

º
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Told that theircharms a monarch may enſlave,
And beauty, like the gods, can kill or ſave ;

In Britains

iſle then would

new Portias

bloom,
[Rome.
New Clelias vye in fame with Greece and

Or, fince I'm enter'd, no retreat in view,

I muſt perfiſt, and fight the combat throught
For were I now my wiſhes to refign,
He'd ne'er forget this bold attempt of mine;
And for mychange would think me light as air,
Or that I meant to draw him in a ſnare.

*

Or deem me not by mighty love ſubdu'd,
But by a flame libidinous and lewd.
In fine, it is impoffible for me

Myſelf, from doing what I've done, to frees
I've wrote, I've ſu'd, perverted is my will,
And tho’ no guilt. I add, am guilty ſtill.
What now remains, and to conſummate all,
Is great in win, and in offence but ſmall.”

She ſaid: Diſcordant thoughts her mind
divide;
[try d.
She wills to try, tho' vex'd that e'er ſhe
And now no mean obſerv'd, or caution us'd,
She teas'd her brother, ſtill to be refus'd.
He fled his country and her ceaſeleſs crime,
And fix’d new man ficris in a foreign clime
Then, fame reports, the ſad abandon'd fair
Reſign'd herſelf intirely to deſpair :
Her robe ſhe rent, and as her fury roſe,
Affail'd her boſom with repeated blows.
Now openly ſhe raves, and dares proclaim
The wild purſuit of her inceſtuous flame.
It's objećt gone, her hated home ſhe flies,
-

The Passion of BY B L I S.

*

Continued

from p. 490.

:
-

Byblis turn'd when her repulſe ſhe
P ALEknew,
And icy horror ſtruck her boſom through,

Yet with her mind return'd her am’rous care;
And ſcarce her tongue gave theſe her plaints
1 in air.

-

“'Tisjuſt; and well I have deſerv'd the blame,
So raſh to make diſcov'ry of my flame.
Why did I haſty, what to hide were fit,
* To writing, not to be recall'd, commit 2
I ſhould before hand made eſſay to find,
By dubious ſpeeches, how he ſtood inclin'd.

I ſhould have mark'd, left he might not purſue,
By Part of ſail, what wind it was that blew;

And to trace out the dear deſerter tries.

As Thracian dames, each third revolving year,

O Bacchus, in thy madding rites appear;
So

º
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So Byblis by Bobaffan maids was ſeen
-
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Endeavour by their counſel to controul,
And calm the raging tempeſt of her ſoul:
She, deaf to all, vouchſafes them no replies,
But ſenſeleſs plucks the herbage where ſhe fies.
Her downcaſteyes, inflent forrow drown'd,

Howling diſtraéted o'er their ſpacious green,
The frantic virgin then thro" Caria runs, *
Where dwell the Lelegae, brave Grecia's ſons:
Thro'Lycia next, o'er Cragus' beight ſhe goes,
Now Lym'ra paſſes, and where Xanthus
flows:

Oğ.

Rain copious floods upon the verdant ground;
which pitying Naiads with a ſtore ſupply,
(What could they more?)"a ſpring that's

-

Now leaves Chimaera, that affrights the vale,
With lion's aſpect; fire and dragon's tail.
The woods now left, no farther ſtrength ſhe

never dry.

From the cat bark as pitchy liquor flows,
Or the bitumen, teeming earth beſtows;
Or rigid ice at ſol's approaching ray,

found,

Fatigu'd ſhe fell, bertreſſes ſpread the ground;
Speechleſs and prone upon her panting breaft
ith quiv'ring lips the new-fall’n leaves ſhe

And zephyr gently breathing melts away;
Phaebeian Byblis, thus conſum’d by tears,
a fount becomes, which ſtill her title bears,

preſs'd.

To her the kind Lelegian nymphs reſort,

And in thoſe vallies glides beneath the ſhade;

And
in their arms the wretched fair ſupport,
- **

Which oaks have ſacred to her forrow made.
-

-

-

n

-

*

º
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Fe trav, September 28.
& EORGE Errington, and
& Paul Vaillant, Eſqrs. were
ſworn in, at Guildhall, ſhe
2 riffs of London and "Mid
dleſex.
-

-

Saturday, 29.
Sir Thomas Chitty, knight

(who had on a ſuit of mourning) and Lamb
the ſoldier, for murder, went in the firſt
cart, and in the next were Race and Innes.

Norman was a midſhipman, and born of
wealthy and creditable parents in Ireland,

Innes was a farrier by trade.Theywere both

John Cartwright, Eſq; was choſen slder
iman of Cripplegate ward, in the room of

young men, and died very penitent. Race
was 54 years ofd, born in Suſſex, and had
been a horſeſtealer and ſmuggler many years.
He was formerly an evidence againſt John
Dymar and others, for breaking open the
king's warehouſe at Pool, in Dorſetſhire,
and ſtealing a large quantity of tea, which

the late alderman Blachford,

had ſome time before been ſeized from a

-

and alderman, was eleēed, at Guildhall,

lord mayor of the city of London, for the

year enſuing.
-

'Sunday, 30.
. . A fleet of merchant ſhips arrived from
*

the Baltick.

-

" . Monday, Oétober 1.

º

About eight o'clock in the evening, the
recruits in the Savoy mutinied A guard
was ſent for to quell them, who at firſt were
ordered to fire only with powder; the re
cruits returned the compliment by throwing
brickbats, which knocked ſeveral of the

ſoldiers down: They were then ordered to
fire with ball, which wounded ſeveral of the

gang of ſmugglers, in Oetober 1747. He
was alſo evidence againſt Richard Mills the
elder, Richard Mills the younger, Benjamin
Tapner, John Cobby, John Hammond,
william Jackſon, william Carter, and Hen

ºry Sheerman, who were hanged the 19th of
January, 1749, at Chicheſter, for the bar

barous murder of William Galley, a tideſ
man, in the port of Southampton, and Da
niel Chater, a ſhoemaker, at Fordingbridge,
. Hants”. Mr. ſheriff Vaillant attended the
execution, which being ended, the body of

recruits, and put a flop to the fray. But
unhappily one’ſones, belonging to the third
regiment of foot guards, getting upon the
leads of the priſon to ſee the affair, and
looking down, was by the centinel taken
for one of the priſoners, and he immedi
ately ſhot at him, and the ball went through
his head, and killed him on the ſpot. Nine
of the men were dangerouſly wounded, and
18 more of them were put in irons.
Wednesday, 3

the ſoldier was carried to the ſurgeon's

The four maleſadors were carried in two

buſineſs : The commifioners were his graçº

carts from Newgate, and czecuted on the

the archbiſhop of Canterbury, the 1914

new moving gallows at Tyburn.

keeper, and lord Anſon,

e

Norman

theatre to be anatomized, and the others de

livered to their friends. The gallows, after
the bodies were cut down, was carried ºf
in a cart. (See p. 5oz.)
Thursday, 4.
Both houſes of parliament met purſuant
*

**

*

*

to their laſt prorogation, and, by virtue of a
commiſfion from his majeſty, both *

were further prorogued to the 13th of Nº.
vember next, then to fit for the diſpatch ºf

-

* See our Pol, fºr 1749, p. 42, 43.

-

FRIDAY,
*

º

:
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* Letter from on board the 4-billes Man of
War, off Brºſ.
“The 18th of laſt month, commodore
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ſaddle, ornamented with gold and diamonds,
with gold bit and ſtirrups. His majeſty
came out of the palace, and reviewed them
all in the court before it.]

Hervey (our ſhip belongs to his ſquadron)

FR 1 DAY, 12.

ordered all the barges, to come on board his

Extraët of a Letter from Plymouth.
“Laſt Tueſday the ſtore- veſſel came in
from her moorings at the Edyſtone, with all

fhip in the aſternoon. At night he went in
the Monmouth's barge, with ſour other
barges, I was in our's, and having rowed
till near one in the morning, we got into a
bay, cloſe to the French fleet, in order to
attack a little yatcht belonging to the French
admiral. As ſoon as commodore Hervey,
who led us, got fight of the fort under which
the veſſ:l lay, the yatcht hailed the Mon
mouth's boat, and fired ; we immediately
all fired our, ſmall arms, and pulled on
board as faſt as poſſible. The commodore
himſelf and his people were firſt on hoard,
. . and carried her through all their fire. We
boarded next, to follow their brave example,
We ſound them with ſwords and piſtols in
hand; the French running under the deck,
begging their lives. Our people cut her
cable, and our boats brought her out in the
midſt of inceſſant firing from the ſhore.
We found ourſelves in great danger, never
theleſs we towed and halloed all the way.
In the morning we were met by the reſt of
the ſhips boats. We got to our ſhips, not a

little tired, nor a little pleaſed at a conqueſt
that might have been more dearly bought ;
but nothing could have been done here ſo
mortifying to the French. All the wound

ed priſoners were ſent in a flag of truce. The
commodore, who received no hurt, a ſhot only

paſſing through his coat, has generouſly given
- up all his ſhare of the prize and head-money
to the people who went in the barges with
him; and we believe that all the captains of
his ſquadron will follow ſo worthy an ex

ample.” (See P. 395.)
Monday, 8.

Extrač of a Letter from Pºrtſmouth.
* On Fliday alternoon arrived at St.

Helens, his majeſty's ſhips St. George of
ſº

90 guns, Cambridge of 8o, Norfolk of 74,

*

Panther of 64; and under their convoy
above zoo ſail of merchant ſhips from the
Weſt. Indies.”

Tu as DAY, 9.

Arrived at Spithead, the Centaur French
man of war, one of the Toulon ſquadron,
that was lately taken by admiral Boſcawen,
and ſent into Gibraltar. (See p. 592.)
Wr DNEs DAY, 10.
Kenſington.
This day Huſſian

Bey,

lately arrived ambaſſador from Tripoly, had
his firſt audience of his majeſty, to deliver
his credentials; and had the honour of pre
ſenting his ſon to his majeſty at the ſame
time: To which he was introduced by the
Right Hon. William Pitt, Eſq., one of his
majeſty's principal ſecretaries of ſtate, and
conducted by Stephen Cottrell, Eſq; affiſ
tant maſter cf the ceremonies.

[He preſented his majeſty with fix fine
barbary horſes ; one of then had a fine

Oćtober, 1759.

the workmen on board, the lighthouſe being
intirely completed; and it appears very pro
vidential, that in the execution of this dan
gerous and difficult undertaking, no perſon
has loſt life or limb, nor has any accident

happened materially to retaid the works,
and though raiſed at private expence, no
coſt has been ſpared to render it durable and
complete.”
-

Lord Chamberlain's Office.

Orders for

the court to change the mourning on Sun
day the 21ſt inſtant, for her late highneſs
the princeſs Elizabeth-Caroline, and at the
ſame time to go into mourning for the late
king of Spain, viz. The ladies to wear
black ſilk, fringed or plain linen, white
gloves, black and white ſhoes, fans and tip
pets, white necklaces and ear-rings : Un
dreſs; white or grey luſtrings, tabbies or
damaſks.

The men to continue in black

full trimmed, fringed or plain linen, black
ſwords and buckles i Undreſs ; grey frocks.
N. B. All mourning to be left off on Mon

day the 2d inſtant, for that day, it being
his majeſty's coronation day.
From the L O N DO N

G A Z E TTE

Extra or D1 Nan Y.

Admiralty-Office.
“Captain Latham, late of his majeſty's
ſhip the Tiger, arrived at Portſmouth,
on the 9th inſtant, in the Eaſt-India compa
ny's ſhip the admiral Watſon, with letters
from vice admiral Pocock, giving the fol
lowing account of the proceedings of his
majeſty's forces by ſea and land, in the Eaſt
Indies, from the 24th of March 1758, to
19th of April 1759.
Vice admiral Pocock, being joined by
commodore Stevens in Madraſs road on the

24th of March, 1758, with the reinforce
ments from England, put the ſquadron in
the beſt condition poſſible for the ſea, and
ſailed the 17th with the Yarmouth, Eliza
beth, Tyger, Weymouth, Cumberland, New
caſtle, Saliſbury, Queenborough, and Pro
teåor ſtore ſhip, in order to get to wind
ward of St. David's to intercept the French
ſquadron, which, by his intelligence, he had
reaſon to expect.
The 19th in the morning he ſaw ſeven
ſhips in fort St. David's road getting under
ſail, and two cruiſing in the Offing, and con
cluding them to be the enemy, immediately
gave chaſe: The ſeven ſhips ſtood off ſhore
under topſails, and being joined by the two
ſhips in the Offing, formed a line of battle
a-head. The admiral judged it neceſſary to
form his line of battie alſo; and as ſoon
as his ſhips had got into the flation, being
4. A
nearly
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nearly within random ſhºt of the “ºmy,
bore down upon the Zodiaque, on
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board

which ſhip M. d'Aché wore a cornettº; bº
obſerving the Newcaſtle and weymouth did
not bear away at the ſame time he made

Oół.

after they bore away. The Bridgwater and
Triton being at anchor in St. David's road
when they arrived, were ſo ſurrounded that
their captainsfound there was no poffibility of
eſcaping, therefore run their ſhips on ſhore,

their ſignals." The enemy began to fire uP.

burnt them, and retired to the fort with all

on the Éngliſh as they were gºing, down ;
but the admiral did not make the fignal to

their men.

engage till he was within half a muſket ſhot
of the Zodiaque, which was about three o
jock. A few minutes after, perceiving the
ſhips were not all got cloſe under the enemy,
he made a fignal for a cloſer engagement,
which was immediately complied with by
the ſhips in the van. At half an hour paſt
four, obſerving the rear of the French line
had drawn up pretty cloſe to the Zodiaqut,
the admiral made the Cumberland, New.
caſtle, and Weymouth, fignals to make ºil
up, and engag: cloſe. Soon after, M. d’A-

The admiral had not any certain accounts
of the enemy's loſs; but from the reports
of the Dutch, and ſeveral French officers,
they had fix hundred men killed in the aëtion,

and many wounded. The loſs on our Part
was only 29 men killed, and 89 wounded.
The aâion was about ſeven leagues W. by N.
of Alemparve. The admiral obſerves, that
commodore Stevens, captain Latham, and
captain Somerſet, who were in the van,
[and alſo captain Kempenfelt, the commo
dores's captain] behaved as became gallant
officers; and that captain Harriſon's beha

... broke the line, and put before the wind.

viour, as well as all the other officers ard

* His ſecond aſtern, who kept on the Yar
mouth's quarter moſt part of the aëion, then

men betonging to the Yarmouth, gave him
ſenſible ſatisfaction ; and that had the cap

came up a long fide, gave his file,

and bore

tains in the rear done their duty as well, he

away. The other two ſhips in the rear came (hould have had great pleaſure in commend
up in like manner, and then bore away,
ing them; but their manner of ading in the
and a few minutes after, obſerving the ene - engagement appeared ſo faulty, that, on

my’s van to bear away alſo, the admiral
hºled down the fignal for the line, and
made the ſignal for a general chaſe. About
- fix, obſerving the enemy join two ſhips four
miles to leeward, and at the ſame time
hauling their wind to the weſtward, and

feeming to form a line a-head, and the Yar
mouth's maſts, yards, fails, and rigging, as
well as the Elizabeth's, Tyger's and Saliſbu
ry's, being ſo much damaged as to prevent

their keeping up with the ſhips that were in
, the rear during the aaion, who had received
but httle damage, and night approaching,
the admiral followed the enemy as well as he

- could, ſtanding to the S. W. in order if poſ
fible to keep to windward of them, in hopes
of being able to engage them next merning,
-

but as they ſhewed no lights, nor made any

night fignals that could be

obſerved, he did

not ſee them in the night nor the next morn

ins, and therefore concluding they had wea
thºſed him in the night, by being able to

carry more ſail, he continued his endeavours
to work up after them, until fix in the
morning on the firſt of May, when finding
he loſt ground confiderably, he came to an

- anchor about three leagues to the northward
of Sadraſs, and ſent an officer to the chief of
that ſettlement for intelligence, who inform

ed him, that the Bien Aime of 74 guns had

his return to Madraſ, he ordered a court

martial to aſſemble, and enquire into their

condué. In conſequence of which, captain
Nicholas Vincent was ſentenced to be dif.

miſſed from the command of the wey
mouth; captain George Legge, of the New
caſtle, to be caſhiered from his majeſty's
ſervice; and captain William Brereton, tº
the Cumberland, to loſe one year's rank as
a poſt captain.
Admiral Pocock having repaired the meå
material damages of his ſhips, put to fea

the roth of May, with an intent to get up
to fort St. David's, but was not able to ef.

feet it. He got fight of Pondicherry the
30th ; and the next morning the French
ſquadron, which had been there ever fince
the fifth, ſtood out of the road, and get
away notwithſtanding the admiral's utme-à

endeavours to come up with them. On the
fixth of June, upon receiving an account
that fort St. David's had ſurrendered to the

French, he judged ir prudent to return im
mediately to Madraſs to refreſh his ſquadron.

The admiral ſailed again on the 25th cf
July, in queſt of the enemy 5 and on the
a7th in the evening, got within three leagues
of Pondicherry road, where he perceived

their ſquadron at anchor, conſiſting of eight

received ſo much damage in the action, that

ſail of the line, and a frigate.

they were obliged to run her

under ſail the next merning, and flood to
on ſhore a little

to the ſouthward of Alcmparve, where the

French ſquadron was at anchor.
The French arrived at St. David's road at
nine in the morning, the day before the ad
miral fell in with them, and had not landed
any troops when they engaged. M. Lally,
rn their arrival, went to Pondicherry on
board the Compte de Provence, accompa
nied by the Diligent frigate, which were the

two ſhips that joined the French ſquadron

the ſouthward.

They

The admiral made the

got

fig

nal to chaſe, and endeavour to weather

them, as the likelieſt means to bring them
to action; which, however, he was not

able to accompliſh till the third of Auguſt,
when, taking the advantage of the fea

breeze, he got the Weather-gage, and brought
on the engagement about one o'clock,

M.

d'Aché ſet his foreſail, and bore away in
about ten minutes, his ſquadrºn following
g

his

:
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his example, and continuing a running fight,
in a very irregular line, till three o'clock.
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On the 12th of December the French army

moved from the Mount and Mamalon ; ours

The admiral then made the fignal for a ge

cannonaded them for about an hour as they

neral chace, upon which the French cut
away their boats, and made all the ſail they
could : He purſued them till it was dark,
when they eſcaped by out failing him, and
got into Pondicherry road. The admiral
anchored with his ſquadron the ſame even

croſſed Choultry plain, and killed about

ing off Carrical, a French ſettlement. (See
P. 335)
The loſs of men in this aélion, on our
part, was only 31 killed, and 116 wounded;
among the latter of whom were commodore

Stevens and captain Martin. The behavi
our of the officers and men in general, on
this occaſion, was entirely to the admiral's
ſatisfaction.

The French ſquadron continued in Pondi
cherry road until the 3d of September, when
they ſailed for the iſlands to clean and refit.

Two of their ſhips being in a very bad con

dition, and the others confiderably damaged.
By the beſt accounts of their loſs in the laſt.

attion, it amounted to 540 killed and
wounded.

After the ſurrender of fort St. David, M.

40, without any loſs on our fide, as the
French had little artillery, and ill ſerved.

They marched in three diviſions; one di
rećtly towards our people, one towards Eg
more and the other down to St. Thome:

road. Colonels Lawrence and Draper were
afraid that this laſt might get poſſifion of the
iſland bridge, and therefore retired to the

iſland; and the ſame morning part came
into the garriſon, and part took poſſeſſion of
the poſts in the Black Town. The ſame.
morning the French hoiſted their flag at Eg
more and St. Thomé. The 13th every thing
was quiet, not a gun fired on either ſide.
The 14th in the morning, the enemy march
ed their whole force to attack the Black

town. Our ſmall parties retreated into the gar
riſon, and about an hour after, a grand fally,
was made, commanded by colonel Draper.
The regiment of Lorrain was ſurprized,
and a very hot ačtion enſued. Col. Draper
made ſuch a puſh as would aſtoniſh all who
do not know him ; , and if he had been

Lally marched with a 500 men into the

briſkly followed by his two platoons of

king of Tanjour’s country, to try, either
by treaty or threats, to procure a ſum of

grenadiers, he would have brought in 11
officers, 52 men, and four guns more ; but
they did not do juſtice to their leader,

money from him; and, upon being refuſed
72 lack of rupees which he had demanded,
he plundered Nagare, a trading town on the

ſea coaſt, and then marched to the capital,
and beſieged it 5 hut, after lying before it
feveral days, and making a breach in the

wall of the city, the king of Tanjour's troops,
with the affiſtance of ſome country troops, and

European gunners ſent from Trichenopoly

who received the whole force

of

two.

platoons to himſelf. He had ſeveral baltsº
thro' his coat, but was not touched; ſo had
captain Beaver.
M. Lally's brigade of freſh men coming up
to the ſupport of the regiment of Lorrain,
colonel Draper returned into the garriſon.
On this occaſion, captains Billhook and

made ſeveral (allies, and at laſt obliged M.

Hume were killed, captain Paſcal and lieu

Lally with all his army to make a very preci

tenant Elliot wounded, three or four other

pitate retreat. leaving his heavy cannon be

officers taken, and about 150 private killed,

He arrived at Carrical about the

wounded, or taken. On the ſide of the

middle of Auguſt, and it was ſaid had loſt
abºut 3co Europeans before Tanjour. The
diſtreſſed fituation of the general and his ar
my, is maniſeſt by the annexed tranſlation of
an
letter from Pondicherry. (See

enemy, (by M. Lally's own account) M.
Rabout, and another were killed, major

hind him.

ºr.

P

46. enemy
#.

were ſo much ſtraitened for
-

-

Soubinet and five others wounded, two of

them mortally ; count D'Eſtaine, in rank a
brigadier general, and ſaid to be the beſt
officer among them taken, and 400 private
killed or wounded.

want of money, that, on the ſeventh of
Auguſt, they ſeized and carried into Pondi
cherry, a large Dutch ſhip from Batavia,
bound to Negapatam, and toºk out of her
in ſpecie to the amount of eight lack of Ru
ºs

Deſerters make their

loſs much greater. After this fally little
was done by the enemy, till the fixth of Ja
nuary. That day they opened the batteries
againſt the fort, and kept a continual firing
of ſhot and ſhells till the 26th, and diſabled

Arcot Province, and the fourth of Oétober

26 pieces of cannon and three mortars,
but had not the effečt of deſtroying the de
fences. Nevertheleſs they advanced their
trenches, and erected a battery quite up to
the Breaſt of the Glacis, confiſting of four
pieces of cannon, which they opened on
the 31ſt; but after two or three hours,
were obliged, by the ſuperior fire of the
fort, to cloſe their embraſures again. The
fame thing happened for five days ſucceſſive
ly ; after which they abandoned it entirely,
and began to fire again from their firſt

marched into Arcot without oppoſition,

grand battery 450 yards diſtant. By the

The company's ſhip the Pitt arrived at
Madraſs the 14th of September, with colo
rel Draper on board, and a detachment of
his regiment.

M. Lally went with all his troops from
Carrical the 23d cf September, and reached
Pondicherry the agth, without being in the

teaſt moleſted by the Tanjour troops in his
march.

He afterwards cantoned his troops in the

-

*
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account of deſerters, their loſs of officers
and men in their advanced battery was very
confiderable, and they had ſeveral pieces of
cannon diſabled. After they were obliged
to quit it, their fire continually decreaſed,
from 23 pieces of cannon, which they had
at one time, to only fix pieces; however,
they advanced their ſap along the ſea fide, ſo
far as to embrace entirely the N. E. angle of
the covered way, from whence their muſ.
quetry obliged the befleged to retire i In

this fituation things remained for ſeveral
days: The enemy endeavoured to open a
paſſage into the ditch by a mine ; but they
ſprung it ſo injudiciouſly (being open to the
fire of ſeveral of the cannon from the fort)
that they could make no advantage of it,
Major Caillaud having taken the command
of the body of ſeapoys, and country horſe,
with a few Europeans, colle&ed from the
garriſons of Trichenopoly and Chingleput,
commanded before by captain Preſton, was
in the mean time of great ſervice, by keep
ing at a few miles diſtance, and flopping the
roads, which obliged the enemy four ſeveral
times to march large detachments to oppoſe
them, and coſt them, on each of theſe oc
caſions, ſeveral men.

On the evening of the 16th of February,

his majeſty's ſhip the Queenborough, cam

O&.

Vice admiral Pocock, in his letter dated
the za of Match laſt, in Bombay, gives an
account, that colonel Ford, with the Ben

gal detachment, had obtained a compleat
vićtory, near Muſſulipatam, over the
marquis de Confians, whom M. Buſſy left
with the command of the troops to the
northward, and that it was expected he
would ſoon be in poſſeſſion of that place.
The admiral alſo mentions, that an expe
dition, undertaken by the gentlemen of the
ſettlement at Bombay, againſt the governing
powers of Surat, had ſucceeded, without

great loſs of men killed and wounded. (See
the map beforegoing)

Tranſlation of a Letter intercºpted geing frºm
Pondicherry to Muſſulipatam,
“You define an account of the taking of
ſort St David's. A particular detail of it
might then have been entertaining, but at
preſent it is too old, and the recital which
you muſt have heard from many different
people, would now be irkſome.
Shall I mention to you an unfortunate ex

º: to Tanjore.

Bad news is intereſt

hg, but painful to the writer. We laid fiege
to Tanjore, and made a breach, but were
obliged to retire for want of proviſions and
ammunition, leaving behind us nine pieces

manded by captain Kempenfelt, and the
cempany's ſhip Revenge, arrived with a de
tachment of colonel Draper's regiment, con
fiſling of 6oo men, under the command of
major Monſon, and immediately diſembark
ed part of them. The befiegers fired very
ſmart upon the town the firſt part of the
night; but before day light they raiſed the
fiege, and marched off : And taking their
rout by Ogmore, deſtroyed the powder-mills.

of cannon, eight of which were a 4 pound

After their departure, were found in the

the 3d of Auguſt, in which we loſt 350 men.

batteries and places adjacent, upwards of 40

Poor French, what a fituation are we in:
what prºjećts we thought ourſelves capable
of executing, and how greatly are we diſ

pieces of cannon, but very few of them ſer
viceable, no leſs than 33 of them having
been deſtreyed by our artillery. By the laſt

advices received at Madraſs of the enemy,
they were in the neighbourhood of Arcot,
to which place our troops were preparing to
follow them with all poffible expedition. By
an intercepted letter from M. Lally to Mr.
Leyrit (a tranſlation of which is annexed) it
appears he deſpairs of ſucceeding, and had
determined to put in flames the houſes of
of the Black Town, had he not been pre
vented by the timely arrival of the ſhips.
Captain Kempenfelt, in his letter to vice
admiral Pocock, ſays, the gallant defence
made by the garriſon, was owing to the in

ets. The army has ſuffered greatly from

hunger, thirſt, watching, and fatigue. We
have loſt near zoo men, as well by deſertion
as by death. This check is very detrimen
taltous, as well with regard toour reputation
as the real loſs we ſuffered, Add to this

the departure of our fleet, which ſailed yeſ.
terday to the iſlands to refit, having been
roughly handled in a ſecond engagement on

appointed in the hopes we conceived upon
taking fort St. David's. I pity our general:
He muſt be extremely embarraſſed, notwith

ſtanding his extenſive genius, without either
money or fleet; his troops very diſcontent
ed; his reputation declining; and the bad
ſeaſon approaching ; which will oblige us to
ſubfiſt at our own expence, being unable to
form any enterprize for procuring us other
funds.

What will become of us * I am not

apprehenfive for myſelf, but I am ſorry to
ſee we do not ſhine.

-

They ſay M. Buſſy is coming ; let him

make haſte ; let him bring men, and eſpe

defatigable vigilance and bravery of colonel

cially money, without which he will only

Draper and major Brereton, together with
the prudence, reſolution and generofity of
who diſpoſed of the management
of all ſtores and proviſions in ſuch a man
ner, that every thing was, from the regula
tity of it, ſpeedily ſupplied; and at the

increaſe our miſery. The country being

Mr.

*.

£ame time, all waſte prevented : He fre.
quently viſited the works every day, and

was liberal to all who ſignalized themſelves,

ruined, ſcarce affords us any proviſions.
The quantities conſumed by the fleet and
army, and the deſertion of the inhabitants,
has greatly raiſed the price of all kinds of

commodities.
1 forgot to tell you, that above twenty
officers of different corps, have gone on

board the fleet, and that if M.k.aily had given
permiſſion
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permiſſion to depart to whoever defired it,
the greateſt part of them would have em
barked, ſo greatly are thoſe gentlemen diſ
guſted with the ſervice.”

".

I have wrote to M. de Larche, that if he

perfifts in not coming here, let who will.

Tranſlation of an intercepted Letter from M.

raiſe money upon the Paleagers for me, I
will not do it; and I renounce (as I inform

Lally, to M. de Leyrit.
From the Camp before Madraſs, the 14th of
February, 1759.
“A good blow might be ſtruck here :
There is a ſhip in the road, of ao guns,

directly or indireétly, with any thing what
ever, that may have relation to your admi

*

*

laden with all the riches of Madraſs, which
it is ſaid will remain there till the 20th.

The expedition is juſt arrived, but M. Gor
lin is not a man to attack her; For ſhe has

made him run away once before. The
Briſtol, on the other hand, did but juſt
make her appearance before St. Thomas ;
and on the vague report of 13 ſhips com

ing from Porto Novo, ſhe took fright; and

º
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have loſt 50 men, from the commencement
of the fiege to this day.

after landing the proviſions with which ſhe
was laden, ſhe would not ſtay long enough,
even to take on board 12 of her own guns,
which ſhe had lent us for the fiege.
If I was the judge of the point of honour
of the company's officers, I would break
him like glaſs, as well as ſome others of

ed you a month ago I would do) meddling,
niſtration, whether civil or military.

For I

had rather go, and command the Caffres of
Madagaſcar, than remain in this, Sodom;
which it is impoffible but the fire of the
Engliſh muſt deſtroy, ſooner or later, even
though that from heaven ſhould not.
I have the honour to be, &c. &c.

Signed,
L. A. L. L. Y.”
P. S. I think it neceſſary to apprize you, ,
that, as M. de Soupire has refuſed to take
upon him the command of this army, which
I have offered to him, and which he is im
powered to accept, by having received from
the court a duplicate of my commiſſion, you
muſt of neceſſity, together with the council,
take it upon you. For my part, I under
take only to bring it back, either to Arcotte,
or Sadraſte.

Send therefore your orders, or

º

!

them.

The Fidelle, or the Harlem, or even the

come yourſelves, to command it; for I ſhall
quit it upon my arrival there.
-

aforeſaid Briſtol, with her a guns reſtored .. A Lift of the Engliſh Ships in the ºff engagement.
to her, would be ſufficient to make them

Cumberland, captain Wm. Brereton, 66

ſelves maſters of the Engliſh ſhip, if they.
could manage ſo as to get to windward of
her in the night. Maugendre and Tremil
lier are ſaid to be good men; and were
they employed only to tranſport zoo wound

guns, 520 men; Yap.mouth, vice-admiral
Pocock, 64 guns, 549 men; Elizabeth, com
modore Stevens, 64 guns, 495 men; Wey
mouth, captain Nich. Vincent, 60 guns,
4ao men; Tyger, captain Tho. Latham, 6o
ed men, that we have here, their ſervice guns, 400 men; Newcaſtle, captain George
would be of importance.
Legge, 50 guns, 350 men ; Saliſbury, cap
We remain ſtill in the ſame poſition 1 tain John Stuck Somerſet, 50 guns, 3oo
The breach made theſe 15 days; all the men ; Queenborough frigate, Protećtor
time within 15 toiſes of the wall of the, floreſhip.
place, and never holding up our heads to A Lift of the French ſhipſ in the 1ſt engagement.
-

look at it.
I reckon we ſhall, at our arrival at Pondi

###.

. D'Aché,

º: ; Le

Bien Aimé, M Bauvet Garboye (repeated
cherry, endeavour to learn ſome other trade; fignals, and wore a broad pendant at the
for this of war requires too much patience. mizen topmaſt head) 74 guns; Le Compte
, Of 15co Cipayes which attended our ar de Provence (to leeward of the French line)
my, I reckon near $oo are employed upon 74 guns; Le Vengeur, 74 guns; Le St.
the road to Pondicherry, laden with ſugar, Louis, 64 guns; Le Duc d'Orleans, 60 guns;
pepper, and other goods ; and as for the . Le Duc de Bourgogne, 60 guns; Le Conde,
Coulis, they are all employed for the ſame 50 guns; Le Moras, 50 guns; Le Sylphide,
Purpoſe, from the firſt day we came here.
36 guns; Le Diligent (to leeward of the
I am taking my meaſures from this day, French line) 24 guns.
to ſet fire to the Black-town, and to blow 4 Lift of the Engliſh Ships in the 2d engagement.
Yarmouth, vice-admiral Pocock, 66 guns,
up the powder mills.
You will never imagine, that so French 540 men ; Elizabeth, commodore Stevens,
deſerters, and roo Swiſs, are adually ſtop 64 guns, 495 men; Tyger, captain Thomas
ping the progreſs of aooo men of the king's Latham, 6o guns, 41 o men ; Weymouth,
and company's troops, which are ſtill here captain John Stuck Somerſet, 60 guns, 410
exiſting, notwithſtanding the exaggerated men ; Cumberland, captain Wm. Martin,
accounts that every one makes -here, ac 56 guns, 520 men ; Saliſbury, captain Wm.
cording to his own fancy, of the ſlaughter Brereton, 50 guns, 150 men; Newcaſtle,
that has been made of them; and you will Hon. Capt. Jamies Colvill, 50 guns, 150
he ſtill more ſurprized, if I tell you that, men ; Queenborough frigate, Protector
were it not for the two combats and four floreſhip.
battles we ſuſtained, and for the batterits
A Lift of French Ships in the 1d engagement.
Le Zodiaque, M. D'Ache, Chef d'Eſcadre,
which failed, or, to ſpeak more properly,

which were unſkilfully made, we ſhould not

74 guns, 700 men; Le Comte de
º

*::::
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M. de la Chaize, 74 guns, 650 men ; Le
St. Louis, M. Joanres, 64 guns, 5oo men ;
Le Vengeur, M. Palliere, 64 guns, 5oo
men; Le Duc D'Orleans, M. Surville Cadet,

60 guns, 450 men ; Le Duc de Bourgogne,
M. Bouvet, jun. 60 guns, 450 men; Le
Conde, M de Roſbau. So guns, 350 men;
Le Moras, M. Bec de Lievere, so guns, 350
men ; Le Diligent, to repeat fignals.
Satur pay, 13.
The admirals Hawke and Hardy arrived
in Plymouth ſound, in his majeſty's ſhips
the Ramilies and Union, with the Royal

Oćt.

marched the next day to the point; he ob
liged the enemy's irregulars to retire, and
poffeffed himſelf of that poſt : The advan
ced paries, upon this occaſion, had two or
three ſkirmiſhes with the Canadians and In
dians, with little loſs on either fide.

Col. Carleton marched with a detachment
to the weſtermoſt point of the iſle of Or
leans, from , whence our operations were
likely to begin.

George, Foudroyant, Duke, Mars, Dorſet
(hire, Eſſex, Kingſton, Montague, Notting

Tt was abſolutely neceſſary to poſſeſs theſe
two points, and fortify them ; becauſe from
either the one or the other, the enemy might
make it impoſſible for any ſhip to lie in the
baſon of Quebec, or even within two miles

ham, and Temple, from the Bay.

of it.
-

His royal highneſs prince Edward went
on ſhore in the evening, in good health,
and ſet out for Saltram, the ſeat of John
Parker, Eſq;
Tu Espay, 16.

Batteries of cannon and mortars were

ere&ted with great diſpatch on the point of
Levi, to bombard the town and magazines,
and t2 injure the works and batteries: The
enemy perceiving theſe works in ſome for

wardneſs, paſſed the river with 16oo men,

From the London Gazetts Extraordinary.

te attack and deſtroy them.

Unluckily they

cretary Pitt.

fell into confuſion, fired upon one another,"
and went back again ; by which we loſt an
opportunity of defeating this large detach
ment. The effect of this artillery has been
ſo great (tho' acroſs the river) that the Up
per Town is cºnſiderably damaged, and the

Head Quarters at Montmorenzi, in the River St.

Lower Town entirely deſtroyed.

Whitehall.
lieutenant

Laſt Sunday morning arrived

Percival,

commander of the

Rodney cutter, with the following letters
from major-general wolfe and vice-admiral
Saunders, to the right honourable Mr. ſe

Lawrence, Sept. 2, 1759.
S I R,

* I wiſh I could upon this occaſion, have
the honour of tranſmitting to you a more fa
vourable account of the progreſs of his ma.
jeſty's arms; but the obſtacles we have met
with, in the operations of the campaign, are

-

the works, for the ſecurity of our hoſpi
tals and ſtores on the iſle of Orleans, being
finiſhed on the 9th of July, at night, we
paſſed the north channel, and encamped
near the enemy's left, the river Montmo

renci between us. The next morning cap
tain Danks's company of rangers, poſted in

much greater than we had reaſon to expect,

a wood to cover ſome workmen, were at

or could foreſee; not ſo much from the
number of the enemy (though ſuperior to
us) as from the natura" ſtrength of the
country, which the marquis de Montcal
ſeems wiſely to depend upon.

ticked and defeated by a body of Indians,

-

When ſ learned that ſuccours of all kinds

and had ſo roany killed and wounded, as to
be almoſt diſabled for the reſt of the cam

paign : The enemy alſo ſuffered in this aſ
fair, and were in their turn driven off by
the neareſt troops.
The ground to the eaſtward of the falls,
ſeemed to be (as it really is) higher than that
-

had been thrown into Quebec; that five bat
talions of regular troops, compleated from
the beſt of the inhabitants of the country,
ſome of the troops of the colony, and every
Canadian that was able to hear arms, be."

ſides ſeveral nations of ſavages, had taken
the field in a very advantageous fituatiºn iſ
I could not flatter myſelf that I ſhould be
able to reduce the place. I ſought however,
an occaſion to attack their army, knowing
well, that with theſe troops I was -able to

fight, and hoping that a viaory might diſ."
perſe them.
we found them encamped along 'he ſhore
of Beaufort, from the river St. Charles to .

the fails of Montmorenci, and intrenched in

every acceffible part. The 17th cf June we
landed upon the iſle of Orleans; but re
ceiving a meſſage from the admiral, that
there was reaſon to think the enemy had ar
titlery, and a force upon the point of Levi,
I detached brigadier Monckton, with ſour
battaliors to drive them from thence. He
paſſed the river the 29th at night, and

on the enemy's fide, and to command it in

a manner which might be made uſeful to
us. “There is befides a ford below the falls,
which may be paſſed for ſome hours in the
latter part of the ebb and beginning of the
flood tide; and I had hopes, that poffibly

means might be found of paſſing the river
above, ſo as to fight the marquis de Mont
calm. upon terms of leſs diſadvantage than
directly attacking his intrenchments. In
reconnoitering the river Montmorenci, we

found it fordable at a place about three
miles up ; but the oppoſite bank was in
trenched, and ſo fleep and woody, that it
was to no purpoſe to attempt a paſſage there.
The eſcort was twice attacked by the In
dians, who were as often repulſed; but in.

theſe rencounters we had 46 (officers and
men) killed and wounded.

* The 18th of July, two men of war, two
armed ſloops, and two tranſports with ſome

troops on board, paſſed by the tºwn with
Qut
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out any loſs, and got into the upper river.
This enabled me to reconnoitre the country
above, where I found the ſame attention on

the enemy's fide, and great difficulties on
our's, arifing from the nature of the ground,
and the obſtacles

to our communication

with the fleet. But what I feared moſt,
was, that if we ſhould land between the

town and the river Cape Rouge, the body
firſt landed could not be reinforced before

they were attacked by the enemy's whole
army.

Notwithſtanding theſe difficulties,Ithought
once of attempting it at St. Michael's, about
three miles above the town : But perceiving
that the enemy were jealous of the deſign,

were preparing againſt it, and had ačually
brought artillery and a mortar (which, be
ing ſo near to Quebec, they could increaſe as
they pleaſed) to play upon the ſhipping :
And, as it muſt have been many hours be
fore we could attack them (even ſuppoſing
a favourable night for the boats to paſs by
the town unhurt) it, ſeemed ſo hazardour,

that I thought it beſt to detiſt.
However, to divide the enemy's force, and
to draw their attention as high up the river
as poffible, and to procure ſome intelligence,
I ſent a detachment under the command of

colonel Carleton, to land at the point de
Trempe, te attack whatever, he might find
there, bring off ſome priſoners, and all the
uſeful papers he could get. I had been in
formed that a number of the inhabitants of

Quebec, had retired to that Place, and that
probably we ſhould find a magazine of pro
viſions there.

The colonel was fired upon by a body of
Indians the moment he landed, but they
were ſoon diſperſed and driven into the
woods : He ſearched for magazines, but to
no purpoſe, brought off ſome priſoners, and
returned with little loſs.

After this bufineſs, I came back to Mont

morenci, where I found that brigadier
Townſhend had, by a ſuperior fire, pre
vented the French from erecting a battery
on the bank of the river, from whence they

intended to cannonade our camp. I now
reſolved to take the firſt opportunity which
preſented itſelf, of attacking the enemy,
ihough poſted to great advantage, and every
where prepared to receive us.
As the men of war cannot (for want of a
ſufficient depth of water) come near enough
-

to the enemy's intrenchments, to annoy

them in the leaſt, the admiral had prepared
two tranſports (drawing but little water)
which upon occaſions could be run aground,
to favour a deſcent. With the help of theſe
veſſels, which I underſtood could be car

ried by the tide cloſe in ſhore, I propoſed to
make myſelf maſter of a detached redoubt
near to the water's edge, and whoſe fitua
tion appeared to be out of muſquet ſhot of
the intrenchment upon the hill: If the ene
my ſupported this detached piece, it would

neceſſarily bring on an engagement, what

we moſt wiſhed ſor; and if not, I ſhould
have it in my power to examine their fitua
tion, ſo as to be able to determine where we
could beſt attack them.

Preparations were accordingly made for

an engagement. The 31ſt of July in the
forenoon, the boats of the fleet were filled

with grenadiers, and a part of brigadier
Monckton's brigade from the point of Levi:
The two brigades under the brigadiers
Townſhend and Murray were ordered to be

in readineſs to paſs the ford, when it ſhould
be thought neceſſary. To facilitate the paſ
ſage ot this corps, the admiral had placed
the Centurion in the channel, ſo that ſhe

might check the fire of the lower battery
which commanded the ford: This ſhip was
of great uſe, as her fire was very judiciouſly
direéted. A great quantity of artillery was
placed upon the eminence, ſo as to batter
and enfilade the left of their intrenchments,
From the veſſel which run aground, near
eſt in, I obſerved that the redoubt was too

much commanded to be kept without very
great loſs; and the more, as the two armed
ſhips could not be brought near enough to
cover both with their artillery and muſquetry,
which I at firſt conceived they might.

But

as the enemy ſeemed in ſome confuſion, and
we were prepared for an ačtion, I thought
it a proper time to make an attempt upon
their intrenchment.

Orders were ſent to

the brigadiers general to be ready with the
corps under their command, brigadier
Monckton to land,

and the brigadiers

Townſhend and Murray to paſs the ford.
At a proper time of the tide, the fignal
was made, but in rowing towards the ſhore,
many of the boats grounded upon a ledge
that runs cff a confiderable diſtance.

This

accident put us into ſome diſorder, loſt a
great deal of time, and obliged me to ſend
an officer to ſtop brigadier Townſhend's
march, whom 1 then obſerved to be in mo
tion. While the ſeamen were getting the
boats off, the enemy fired a number of
ſhells and ſhot, but did no confiderable da

mage. As ſoon as this diſorder could be ſet
a little to rights, and the boats were ranged
in a proper manner, ſome of the officers of
the navy went in with me, to find a better
place to land : We took one flat-bottomed
boat with us to make the experiment, and
as ſoon as we had found a fit part of the
ſhore, the troops were ordered to diſembark,
thinking it not yet too late for the attempt.
The 13 companies of grenadiers, and zoo
of the ſecond royal American battalion, got
firſt on ſhore. The grenadiers were or
dered to ſorm themſelves into four diſtinčt

bodies, and to begin the attack, ſupported
by brigadier Monckton's corps, as ſoon as

the troops had paſſed the ford, and were at
hand to affiſt.

But whether from the noiſe

and hurry at landing, or from ſome other
cauſe, the grenadiers, inſtead of forming
themſelves as they were direéted, ran ol.

impetuouſly towards the enemy's intrench
nºn:t.
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ments in the utmoſt diſorder and confuſion,
without waiting for the corps which were
to ſuſtain them, and join in the attack.
Brigadier Monckton was not landed, and

.." Townſhend was

ſtill at a confi

derable diſtance, tho' upon his march to

join us, in very great order. The grenadiers
were checked by the enemy's firſt fire, and
obliged to ſhelter themſelves in or about the
redoubt, which the French abandoned upon
their approach. In this ſituation they con
tinued for ſome time, unable to form under

fo hot a fire, and having many gallant offi
cers wounded, who (careleſs of their perſons)
had been ſolely intent upon their duty, I
ſaw the abſolute neceſſity of calling them
off, that they might form themſelves behind
brigadier Monckton's corps, which was
now landed, and drawn up on the beach,
in extreme good order.

By this new accident, and this ſecond
delay, it was near night, a ſudden ſtorm
came on, and the tide began to make i ſo
that I thought it moſt adviſeable not to per
fevere in ſo difficult an attack, leſt (in caſe
of a repulſe) the retreat of brigadier Town
ſhend's corps might be hazardous and un
certain.

Our artillery had a great effed upon the
enemy's left, where brigadiers Townſhend
and Murray were to have attacked ; and,
it is probable, that if thoſe accidents I have
ſpoken of, had not bappened, we ſhould
have penetrated there, whilſt our left and
center (more remote from our artillery)

O&t.

The enemy have been fortifying ever
ſince with care, ſo as to make a ſecond at

tempt ſtill more dangerous.
Immediately after this check, I ſent bri

gadier Murray above the town with 12 ob
men, direéting him to affiſt Rear-Admiral
Holmes in the deſtruction of the French

ſhips, (if they could be got at) in order to
open a communication with general Amherſt.

The brigadier was to ſeek every favourable
opportunity of fighting ſome of the enemy's
detachments, provided he could do it upon
tolerable terms, and to uſe all the means in

his power to provoke them to attack him.
He made two different attempts to land
upon the north ſhore, without ſucceſs; but
in a third was more fortunate.

He landed

unexpectedly at De Chambaud, and burnt
a magazine there, in which were ſome pro
viſions, ſome ammunition, and all the ſpare
ſtores, cloathing, arms, and baggage, of their
army.

Finding that their ſhips were not to be
got at, and little proſped of bringing the
enemy to a battle, he reperted his fituation
to me, and I ordered him to join the army.
The priſoners he took it formed him of
the ſurrender of the ſort of Niagara ; and
we diſcovered, by intercepted letters, that
the enemy had abandoned Carillon and
Crown Point, and were retired to the Iſle

Aux Noix; and that general Amherſt was
making preparations to paſs Lake Champ
lain, to fall upon M. de Bourlemaque’s
corps, which confiſts of three battalions of

muſt have bore all the violence of their
muſquetry.

foot, and as many Canadians as make the

The French did not attempt to interrupt
our march. Some of their ſavages came

Neither

The admiral's diſpatches and mine would
have gone eight or ten days ſooner, if I had
not been prevented from writing by a fever.
I found myſelf ſo ill, and an flill ſo weak,
that I begged the general officers to conſult
together for the public utility. They are all
of opinion, that (as more ſhips and provi
fions have now got above the town) they
ſhould try, by conveying up a corps of 4 or
5ooo men, (which is nearly the whole
ſtrength of the army, after the points of
Levi and Orleans are left in a proper ſtate

one or other of theſe advantages can any
where elſe be ſound. The enemy were in

of defence) to draw the enemy from their
preſent fituation, and bring them to an ac

down to murder ſuch wounded as could not

be brought off, and to ſcalp the dead, as
their cuſtom is.

The place where the attack was intended,
has theſe advantages over all others here

about. Our artillery could be brought into
Uſe.

The greateſ part, or even the whole

of the troops, might ačt at once. And the
retreat (in caſe of a repulſe) was ſecure, at
leaſt for a certain time of the tide.

deed poſted upon a commanding eminence.
The beach upon which the troops were
drawn up, was of deep mud, with holes,
and cut by ſeveral gullies. The hill to be
aſcended, very fleep, and not every where
pratticable. The enemy numerous in their
intrenchments, and their fire hot. If the
attack had ſucceeded, our loſs muſt cer

tainly have been great, and their's inconfi
derable, from the ſhelter which the neigh

houring woods afforded them, The river
St. Charles ſtill remained to be paſſed, be
fore the town was inveſted.

All theſe cir

cumſtances I confidered ; but the deſire to
act in conformity to the king's intentions,

induced me to make this trial, perſuaded
that a vićtorious army finds no difficulties.

whole amount to 3ooo men.

tion.

I have acquieſced in their propoſal,

and we are preparing to put it in execution.
The admiral and I have examined the

town, with a view to a general affault; but,
after conſulting with the chief engineer,
who is well acquainted with the interior
parts of it, and, after viewing it with the
utmoſt attention, we found, that though
the batteries of the lower town might be
eaſily filenced by the men of war, yet the
buſineſs of an aſſault would be little ad

wanced by that, ſince the few paſſages that
lead from the lower to the upper town, are

carefully intrenched ; and the upper batte
ries cannot be affeded by the ſhips, which
muſt receive confiderable damage from
them, and ſtom the mortars. The admiral
*-

-

--" *

-
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would readily join in this, or in any other
meaſure, for the public ſervice; but I could

not propoſe to him an undertaking of ſo
Hangerous a nature, and promifing ſo little
ſucceſs.

To the uncommon ſtrength of the coun
try, the enemy have added (for the defence
of the river) a great number of floating
batteries and boats. By the vigilance of

lieut. and quartermaſter Webb, 2 ſerjeants,

theſe and the Indians round our different

killed. Capt. Leland, lieut. Hayes, lieut.
and quartermaſter Grant, z ſerjeants, 1
drummer, 42 rank and file, wounded.
Brigadier-general Monckton's. Captain
Ochteriony, lieut. Kennedy, lieut. de Witt,
enſ. Johnſon, 17 rank and file, killed,
Capt. lieut. Brigſtock, lieut. Eſcuyer, lieut.
Grandidier, lieut. Archibold, lieut. Howarth,

poſts, it has been impoſſible to execute

any thing by ſurprize...we have had al
moſt daily ſkirmiſhes with theſe ſavage", in
which they are generally defeated, but not
without loſs on our fide.

• By the liſt of diſabled officers (many of
whom are of rank) you may perceive, Sir,
that the army is much weakened. By the
nature of the river, the moſt formidable

:
--

º

2 rank and

'Colonel Anſtruther's, 9 rank and file,

enf. Peyton, 4 ſerjeants, 89 rank and file,
wounded. I ſerjeant, 4 rank and file,
miſfing.

whole force of Canada to oppoſe. In this
wituation, there is ſuch a choice of difficul
ties, that I own myſelf at a loſs how to de

ſerjeants, 25 rank and file, wounded.

The affairs of Great Britain, I

know, require the moſt vigorous meaſures;
but then the courage of a handful of brave
men ſhould be exerted, only where there is

ſome hope of a favourable event. How
ever, you may be aſſured, fir, that the
finail part of the campaign, which remains,
ſhall be employed (as far as I am able) for
the honour of his majeſty and the intereſt
of the nation, in which 1 am ſure of being
well ſeconded by the admiral and by the
generals. Happy if our efforts here can
contribute to the ſucceſs of his majeſty's
arms in any other parts of America. I have
the honour to be, with the greateſt reſpect,

fir, your moſt obedient, and moſt humble

tervant,

Jam. Wolf E.

Return of the Killed, Wºunded, and Miffing.
Major-general Amherſt's. Surgeºn's
mate, z ſerjeants, 9 rank and file, killed.
Major Irving, capt. Loftus, lieut. Ruther

-

Brigadier-general Laurence's. 1 ſerjeant,
i rank and file, killed. Major Prevoſt, 3

Fraſer, lieut. Cameron, lieut. M'Donald,

lieut. H. M'Donald, 1 drummer, 85 rank
and file, wounded. 2 rank and file, miſfing.
Grenadiers of Louiſbourg. 1 ſerjeant, 9
rank and file, killed. Capt. Hamilton,
lieut. Collingwood, lieut. Bradſtreet, lieut.
Jones, 2 ſerjeants, 1 drummer, 62 rank and
file, wounded.

*

Capt. Bell, aid de camp to the commander
in chief, wounded.
Capt. Williamſon, capt. Green, engineers,
-

wounded.

Rangers. Capt. lieut. Armſtrong, lieut.
Meech, I ſerjeant, zo rank ant file, killed,
Capt. Danks, lieut. Stephens, 4 ſtrjeants,
24 rank and file, wounded. 1 rank and file,
miſfing.

Artillery. 4 rank and file, wounded.
Marines. 8 rank and file, killed. a
rank and file, wounded.

Killed. Wounded. Miffing.
Officers

Ii

46

9

26
7
572

ford. lieut. and adjutant Mukins, lieut.

illeſlie, enſ, worth, enſ. Barker, 4 ſerjeants,
1 drummer, 45 rank and file, wounded.
Lieutenant-general Bragg's.
ſerjeant,
13 rank and file, killed. Capt. Mitch:1ſon,

1)rummers
o
Rank and file 162

Lieutenant-general, Otway's... Captain

-

Colonel Fraſer's. 18 rank and file, killed,
Col. Fraſer, capt. M'Pherſon, capt. Simon

Serjeants

1Terjeant, I drummer, 54 rank and file,
wounded. 2 rank and file, miſfing.

o
o

a

O. :

17

Total
182
65o
Sterling-Caffle, off Point Levi, in the
Laurence, 5th September, 1759.

r

-

rivº.

S I R,

:

Capt. Ince, lieut.

“In my letter of the 6th of June, I ac.
quainted you I was then off Scatari, ſtand

Gore, lieut. Blakeney, lieut. Field, 1 ſer

ing for the river St. Laurence. On the 26th,

jeant, I drummer, 38 rank and file, wound

1 had got up, with the firſt diviſion of the
fleet and tranſports, as far as the middle of
the iſle of Orleans, where I inmediately
prepared to land the troops, which I did

Fletcher, lieut. Hamilton, 1 ſerjeant, 11
rank and file, killed.

ed.

1 ſerjeant, a rank and file, miſſing.

Major-general Kennedy's. 9 rank and
file, killed. Capt. Maitland, lieut. Clements,

13 rank and file, wounded. 1 rank and
file, miffing.
Lieutenant-general Laſcelles's. , Lieut.
-

º

45 rank and file, wounded,

file, miſfing.

part of this armament is deprived of the
power of aaing, yet, we have almoſt the

termine.
º
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rank and file, wounded. 1 rank and file,
mifing.
Colonel Webb's. Lieut. Percival, 13
rank and file, killed. Col. Burton, capt.
Edmiſton, lieut. and adjutant Hathorn,

Mathiſon, 2 ſerjeants, 14 rank and file,
killed. Capt. Smelt, lieut. Elphinſton,
jieut. Mountain, 2 ſerjeants, a drummer, 44

Qdober, 1759.

the next morning. The ſame day the ſecond
and third diviſions came up, and the troops
from them were landed likewiſe.

, I got thus far without any loſs or accident
whatever; but direétiy after landing the .

troops, a very bard gale of wind came on,
4.8

-

by
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(they being then dry on ſhore) I gave orders

by, which many anchors and ſmall boats
were loſt, and much damage received among
the tranſports by their driving on board each
other. The ſhips that loſt moſt anchors I
ſupplied from the men of war, as far as I
was able, and, in all other reſpeas, gave
them the beſt affiſtance in my power.
On the 28th at midnight, the enemy ſent
down from Quebec ſeven fireſhips; and
tho' our ſhips and tranſports were ſo nume
rous, and neceſſarily ſpread ſo great a part

which was accordingly done.
• On the 5th of Auguſt in the night, I
ſent twenty flat-bottomed boats up the ri
wer, to the Sutherland, to embark 126o of
the troops, with brigadier-general Murray,
from a poſt we had taken on the ſouth ſhore,
I ſent admiral Holmes up to the Sutherland,
to ad in concert with him, and gave him
all the affiſtance the ſhips and boats could

of the channel, we towed them all clear

afford. At the ſame time I direéed admiral

and a-ground, without receiving the leaſt
damage frem them. The next night gene
ral Monckton croſſed the river, and landed

with his brigade on the ſouth ſhore, and
took poſt at Point Levi ; and general Wolfe
took his on the weſtermoſt point of the iſle
of Orleans.

*

*

*

*

*

On the 1ſt of July I moved up between
the points of Orleans and Levi ; and, it
being reſolved to land on the north ſhore,
below the falls of Montmorenci, I placed,
on the 8th inſtant, his majeſty's ſloop the
Porcupine, and the Boſcawen armed veſſel,
in the channel, between Orleans and the

north ſhore, to cover that landing, which
took place that night.
On the 17th, I ordered capt. Rous of the
Sutherland, to proceed, with the firſt fair
wind and night-tide, above the town of

to take the men out, and ſet them on fire,

Holmes to uſe his beſt endeavours to getat,
and deſtroy the enemy's ſhips above the
town ; and to that purpoſe l ordered the
Loweſtoffe, and Hunter ſloop, with two
armed floops and two catts, with proviflons,

to paſs Quebec, and join the Sutherland;
but the wind holding weſterley, it was the
a 7th of Auguſt before they got up, which
was the fourth attempt they had made tº
gain their paſſage.
º

On the 25th at night, admiral Holmes
and general Murray, with part of the
troops, returned ; they had met with, and
deſtroyed a magazine of the enemy's cloath

ing, ſome gunpowder, and other things;
and admiral Holmes had been ten or twelve

leagues above the town, but found it im

practicable at that time to get further up.
General Wolfe having reſolved to quit

Quebec, and to take with him his majeſty's
ſhips Diana and Squirrel, with two armed
ſloops, and two catts armed and loaded
with proviſions. On the 18th at night they
all got up, except the Diana, and gave ge
neral Wolfe an opportunity of reconnoitring

the camp at Montmorenci, and go above
the town, in hopes of getting between the
enemy and their proviſions (ſuppoſed to be
in the ſhips there) and by that means force
them to an action, I ſent up, on the 29th

above the town; thoſe thips having carried

with two cattsladen with proviſions, to join
the reſt above Quebec; and having taken of
all the artillery, from the camp of Mºnt
morenci, on the 3d inſtant in the forenoon
the troops embarked from thence, and land.
ed at point Levi. The 4th at night I ſent
alſ, the flat-bottomed boats up, and this

ſome troops with them for that purpoſe.
The Diana ran aſhore upon the rocks off

point Levi, and received ſo much damage,
that I have ſent her to Boſton-with 27 ſail
of American tranſports (thoſe which re
ceived moſt damage in the gale of the 27th
of June) where they are to be diſcharged;
atd the Diana, having repaired her damage,
is to proceed tº England, taking with her
the maſt-ſhips, and what trade may be
ready to accompany her.
On the 28th at midnight, the enemy ſen
-

at night, the Seahorſe and two armed ſloops,

night a part of the troops will march up the
ſouth ſhore, above the town, to be em

barked in the ſhips, and veſſels there, and
to-morrow night the reſt will follow. Ad
miral Holmes is alſo gone up again to affiſt
in their future operations, and to try, if,

down-a raft of fire ſtages, of near roo

with the aſſiſtance of the troops, it is prac

radeaux, which ſucceeded no better than
the fire-ſhips.
On the 31ſt, general Wolfe determined
to land a number of troops above the falls
of "Montmorenci, , in order to attack the

ticable to get at the enemy's ſhips.
. As general Wolfe writes by this opporta
nity, he will give you an account of his part
of the operations, and his thoughts what
further may be done for his majt ſty's ſer

-

-

enemy's lines; to cover which, I placed

vice.

the Centurion in the channel, between the
fle, of Orleans and the falls, and ran on
fhore, at high water, two catts which I had

ſeem to be ſtrongly poſted; but let tha
as long as the ſeaſon, of the year will pet

armed for that purpoſe, againſt two ſmall

mit, in order to prevent their detaching

batterics and two redoubts,

About tix in the

troops from hence againſt general Amherſt;
and I ſhah leave cruiſers at the mouth of the

ovening they landed, but the general not
thinking it proper to perſevere in the, at.
tack, ſoon after part of them reimbarked,
and the reſt croffd the falls with general
Wolfe; upon, which, to prevent the two,

ſtation as long, as poſſible. The town of

troops were to land.

where

our

*its frºm falliog into the enemy's hands,

The encinty appear numerous, and

event be what it will, we ſhall remain hete

river to cut off any ſupplies that may be
ſent them, with firić orders to keep that
Quebeck is not habitable, being almoſt in
tirely burnt and deſtroyed.
-

Ii
tn
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1 incloſe you the preſent diſpoſition of the
ſhips under my command: Twenty of the

wiftuallers that ſailed from England with the

rations carrying on.

-

I have the honour to be, &c.

Echo, are arrived here, one unloaded at
Louiſburgh, having received damage in her
paſſage out, and another I have heard no
thing of. No ſhips of the enemy have
come this way, that I have had any intelli

As the ſurgeons tell me that there is nº
danger in my wound, I am in hopes that

gence of, fince my arrival in the river, ex

I ſhall be ſoon able to join the army before

cept one, laden with flour and brandy,

which was taken by capt, Drake of the
Lizard.

-

Before admiral Duren got into the river,

three frigates and ſeventeen ſail, with pro
viflons, flores, and a few recruits, got up,

and are thoſe we are ſo anxious, if poffible,
to deſtroy.
Yeſterday I received a letter from general
Amherſt (to whom 1 have had no opportu
mity of writing fince 1 have been in the ri

**

wer) dated, camp at Crown point, Auguſt
the 7th, wherein he only defires I would
ſend tranſports and a convoy to New York,
to carry to England fix hundred and ſeven
priſoners taken at the ſurrender of Niagara.
I ſhould have wrote to you ſooner from

hence, but while my diſpatches were pre
paring, general Wolfe was taken very ill;
he has been better finde, but is greatly out
of order.

. . I ſhall very ſoon ſend home the great
ſhips, and have the honour to be, with the
º
greateſt reſpea,
S I R, your moſt obedient,
and moſt humble Servant,

Charles Saurores.
-

º
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the particulars of that day, and of the opes

... Wspruz spaw, 17.

Frºm the London Gazette Éxtraordinary.
Whitehall. Laſt night colonel John Hale.
and captain James Douglas, late commander
of his majeſty's ſhip the Alcide, arrived
from Quebec, with the following letters to

the Right Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt. - .
&py ºf a Letter from the Hon. General Monckton
to tie. Rigbt Hon. Mr. Secretary Pitt, dated
• River St. Lawrence, Camp on Point Levi,
Sept. 15, 1759,
& I R,

“I have the pleaſure to acquaint you,

that, on the ixth inflant his majeſty's
troops gained a very fignal viétory over the

French, a little above the town of Quebec.
General Wolfe, exerting himſelf on the

right of our line, received a wound pretty
early, of which he died ſoon after, and 1

had myſelf the great misfortune of receiving
one in my right-breaſt by a ball, that went
thro’ part of my lungs (and which has been
out out under the bladebone of my ſhoulder)

juſt as the French were giving way, which
obliged me to quit the field. I have there
fore, fir, defired general Townſhend, who
now commands the troops before the
town (and of which I am in hopes he will

be ſoon in poſſeſſion) to acquaint you with

Re B. McN crºron.”

P. S. His majeſty's troops behaved with
the greateſt ſteadineſs and bravery.

the town.

-

---

Cºpy of a Letter from the Hon. Brigadier-General
Townſhend to the Right Hon. Mr. Secretary
Pitt, dated. Campºfre &ebec. Sept. 2d,
1759.
S I R,

-

- - *

* Have the honour to acquaint you with
the ſucceſs of his majeſty's arms, on the
13th inſtant, in an aétion with the French,
on the heights to the weſtward of this town.
It being determined to carry the opera
tions above the town, the poſts at Point
Levi, and l’iſle d’Orleans being ſecured,
the general marched, with the remainder of

the forces from Point Levi, the 5th and 6th,
and embarked them in tranſports, which
had paſſed the town for that purpoſe. On
the 7th, 8th, and 9th, a movement of the
ſhips was made up by admiral Holmes, in
order to amuſe the enemy now poſted along
the north ſhore; but the tranſports being
extremely crowded, and the weather very
hid, the general thought proper to cantoon
half his troops on the ſouth ſhore, where
they were refreſhed, and reimbarked upon
the 12th at one in the morning.

The light

infantry, commanded by colonel Howe, the
regiments of Bragg, Kennedy, Laſcelles,
and Anſtruther, with a detachment of High
landers, and the Americen grenadiers, the
whole being under the cemmand of briga
diers Monckton and Murray, were put into
the flat-bottomedº boats, and after ſome

movement of the ſhips, made by admiral
Holmes to draw the attention of the enemy

above, the boats fell down with the tide,
and landed on the north ſhore, within a

league of Cape Diamond, an hour before
day.break: the rapidity of the tide of ebb,
carried them a --liitle below the intended

place of attack, which obliged the light in
fantry to ſcramble up a woody precipice, in
order to ſecure the landing the troops by.
diſlodging a captain's poſt, which defended
a ſmall intrenched path the troops were to
aſcend. After a little firing, the light in
fantry gained the top of the precipice, and
diſperſed the captain's poſt; by which the
troops, with a very little loſs from a few
Canadians and Indians in the wood, got up,

and were immediately formed. The boats,
as they emptied, were ſent back for the fe
cond embarkation, which I immediately

made. Brigadier Murray; who had been
detached with Anſtruther's battalion to at

tack the four gun battery upon the left, was
recalled by the general, who now ſaw the
French
4 B. z.

O&t.
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French army croſfing the river St. Charles.
General Wolfe thereupon began to form

his line, having his right covered by the
Louiſbourg grenadiers ; on the right of theſe
again he afterwards brought Otway's ; to
the left of the genadiers were Bragg’s,
Kennedy's, Laſcelles's, Highlanders, and

Anſtruther's 5 the right of this body was
eommanded by brigadier Monckton, and
the left by brigadier Murray; his rear and
left were proteåcd by colonel. Howe's light
infantry, who was returned
from the four

It was at this moment that each corps
ſeemed in a manner to exert itſelf, with a

view to its own peculiar chara&er. The
grenadiers, Bragg’s, and Laſcelles's, preded
on with their bayonets. Brigadier Murray,
advancing with the troops under his com
mand briſkly, compleated the rout on this
6de ; when the Highlanders, ſupported by
Anſtruther's, took to their broad ſwords,
and drove part into the town, part to the
works at their bridge on the river St.
Charles.

gun battery before-mentioned, which was

The aëtion on our left and rear was not

foon abandonod to him. General Mont

ſo ſevere... The houſes into which the light
infantry were thrown, were well defended,
being ſupported by colonel Howe, who tak

calm having collééted the whole of his force
from the Beauport fide, and advancing,
ſhewed his intention to flank our left, where
1 was immediately ordered with general
Amhurſt's battalion, which I formed en po
tence. My numbers were ſoon after in
creaſed by the arrival of two battalions of

Royal Americans; and Webb's was drawn
up by the general, as a reſerve, in eight
ſubdiviſions, with large intervals. The ene
my lined the buſhes in their front with 15oo

ing poſt with two companies behind a ſmall
copſe, , and frequently ſallying upon the
flanks of the enemy during their attack,
drove them often into heaps, againſt the
front of which body I advanced platoons of
Amherſt's regiment, which totally prevented
the right wing from executing their firſt in
tention. Before this, one of the royal
American battalions had been detached to

Indians and Canadians, and I dare ſay had

preſerve our communication with our boats,

placed moſt of their beſt markſmen there,
who kept up a very galling, though
irregu
who bore it

ground which brigadier Murray's move
ment had left open, I remained with Am

lar fire upon our whole line,

and the other being ſent to occupy the

with the greateſt patience and good order,

herſt's to ſupport this diſpoſition, and to

reſerving their fire for the main body now
advancing. This fire of the enemy was,
hºwever, checked by our poſts in our front,
which prote&ed the forming our own line.
The right of the enemy was compoſed of half
of the troops of the colony, the battalions
of La Sarre, Languedoc, and the remainder

keep the enemy's right, and a body of their
ſavages, which waited ſtill more towards
our rear, oppoſite the poſts of our light in
fantry, waiting for an opportunity to fall

of the Canadians and Indians.

Their cen

upon our rear.

This, fir, was the fituation of things,
when I was told, in the aëion, that I com.
manded: I immediately repaired to the

ter was a column, and formed by the bat

center, and finding the purſuit had put part

talions of Bearne and Guienne.

of the troops in diſorder, I formed them as
ſoon as poſſible. Scarce was this effeded,

Their left

was compoſed of the remainder of the troops
of the colony, and the battalion of royal
Roufillon, This was, as near as I can

gueſs, their line of battle. They brought
up twº pieces of ſmall artillery againſt us,
and we had been able to bring up but one

gun; which being admirably well ſerved,
galled their column exceedingly. My atten
tion to the left will not permit me to be

very exaa with regard to every circumſtance
which paſſed in the center, much leſs to the
right ; but it is moſt certain, that the ene
my formed in good order, and that their at-,
tack was very briſk and animated on that
fide. Our troops reſerved their fire, till
within forty yards, which was ſo well con
tinued, that the enemy every where gave

way. It was then our general fell, at the
head of Bragg's, and the Louiſburg grena
diers advancing with their bayonets: about
the ſame time brigadier-general Monckton
received his wound at the head of Laſcelles's.

In the front of the oppoſite battalions ſell
alſo M. Montcalm; and his ſecond in com
mand is fince dead of his wounds on board

our fleet.

Part of the enemy made a ſe

cond faint attack.

Part took to ſome thi:k

copſe wood, and ſeemed to Inake, a ſtand.

when M. de Bougainville, with his corps
from Cape Rouge, of zooo Man, appeared
in our rear. I advanced two pieces of ar
tillery and two battalions towards him ;
upon which he retired. You will not, i
flatter myſelf, blame me for not quitting
ſnch advantageous ground, and riſking the
fate of ſo decifive a day, by ſeeking a freſh
enemy, poſted perhaps in the very kind of
ground he could with for, viz. woods and

ſwamps. We took a great number of
French officers upon the field of battle, and
one piece of cannon. Their loſs is com
puted to be about 15co men, which fell
chiefly upon their regulars. I have been
employed, from the day of ačtion to that of
capitulation, in redoubting cur camp be
yond inſult, in making a road up the pre
cipice for our cannon, in getting up the ar
tillery, preparing the batteries, and cutting
off their communication with their country.
The 17th, at noon, before we had any bat
tery erected, or could have any for two or

three days, a flag of truce came out with
propoſals of capitulation, which I ſent
back again to the town, allowing them four
hours to capitulate, or no faither treaty.
-

4.

-
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The Admiral had, at this time, brought up
his large ſhips, as intending to attack the
tewn. The French officer returned at night
with terms of capitulation, which, with the
admiral, were confidered, agreed to, and
figned at eight in the morning, the 18th
inſtant. The terms we granted will, I
flatter myſelf, be approved of by his ma
jeſty, confidering the enemy aſſembling in
our rear, and, what is far more formidable,
the very wet and cold ſeaſon, which threa
tened our troops with fickneſs, and the fleet
with ſome accident ; it had made our road

fo bad, we could not bring up a gun for
ſome time; add to this, the advantage of

.

entering the town, with the walls in a de

fenſible flate, and the being able to put a
garriſon there ſtrong enough to prevent all
Murprize. Theſe, I hope, will be deemed
ſufficient conflderations for granting them
the terms I have the honour to tranſmit to

º

º
º

!

you. The inhabitants of the country come
into us faſt, bringing in their arms, and
taking the oaths of fidelity, until a general
peace determines their fituation.
. I have the honour to incloſe herewitk, a
liſt of the killed and wounded; a liſt of the
Priſoners as perfett as I have yet been able
to get it 3 and a liſt of the artillery and ſtores
in the town, as well as of thoſe fallen into

our hands at Beauport in conſequence of
the vićtory. By deſerters we learn, that
the enemy are reaſſembling what troops
they can, behind the Cape Rouge; that M.
de Levy is come down from the Montreal
fide to command, them; ſome ſay he has
brought two battalions with him ; if ſo,

this blow has already aſfiſted general Am
herſt. ‘By other deſerters we learn, that
M. de Bougainville, with 8oo Men, and
proviſions, was on his march to fling him
ſelf into the town the 18th, the very morn
ing it capitulated, on which day we had not
compleated the inveſtiture of the place, as
they had broke their bridge of boats, and
had detachments in very ſtrong works on
the other ſide the river St. Charles.

I ſhould not do juſtice to the admirals,
and the naval ſervice, if I neglected this oc
cafion of acknowledging how much we are
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. The capitulation demanded as under, has
been granted by his excellency general
Townſhend, brigadier of his Britannick.

majeſty's forces in America, in the manner,
and on the conditions hereafter expreſſed.
Articles of Capitulation demanded by M. de Ran
ſay, Commander for his Mºſt Chriſtias Ma
jeſty in the Higher and Lower ‘īown ºf sºue
bec, Knight of the Military Order of St.
Louis, from his Excellercy the Gener
manding his Britannick Majeſty's forces.
Article I. M. de Ramſay demands the
honours of war for his garriſon, and that
it ſhall be condućted back to the army in
ſafety by the ſhorteſt road, with their arms,
baggage, fix pieces of braſs cannon, two
-

mortars or howitzers, and twelve rounds,-

The garriſon of the town, compoſed of land fºrces,
marines, and ſailors, ſhall march out with their
arms and baggage drums beating, lighted matches,
toirb, two pieces of cannon, and rºveſve rºunds,
and ſhall be embarked as conveniently as pºle,
in order to be landed at the firſt port in France.
. Article II. That the, inhabitants ſhall-be

maintained in the poſſefion of their houſes,
goods, effects, and privileges. – Granted,
provided they lay down their arms.
Article III. That the ſaid inhabitants ſhall

not be moleſted on account of their having
born arms for the defence of the town, as

they were forced to it, and as it is cuſtomary
for the inhabitents of the colonies of both
crown; to ſerve as militia.-Granted.

Article IV. That the effects belonging to
the abſent officers or inhabitants, ſhall not
be touched.—Granted.

Article V. That the ſaid inhabitants ſhall

not be removed, nor obliged to quit their
houſes, until their condition ſhall be ſettled
by a definitive treaty between their Moſt
Chriſtian and Britannick majeſties.—Granted.
- ArticleVI That the exerciſe of the catholick

and Roman religion ſhall be preſerved, and
that ſafe-guards ſhall be granted to the houſes
of the clergy, and to the monaſteres, par
ticularly to the biſhop of Quebec, who, ani
mated with zeal for religion, and charity for
the people of his dioceſe, deſires to refide
conſtanthy in it, to exerciſe freely and with

indebted for our ſucceſs to the conſtant aſ

that decency which his charaćter and the ſa

fiſtance and ſupport received from them,
and the perfett harmony and correſpondence
which has prevailed throughout all our ope

cred myſteries of the catholick, apoſtolick,
and Roman religion require, his epiſcopal
authority in the town of Quebec, wherever

rations, in the uncommon difficulties which

he ſhall think it proper, until the poffeffion

the nature of this country, in particular,
preſents to military operations of a great
extent, and which no army can itſelf ſolely
supply; the immenſe labour in artillery,
fores, and proviſions; the long watchings
and attendance in boats; the drawing up

of Canada ſha'l have

our artillery by the ſeamen, even in the heat

of a&ion; it is my duty, ſhort as my com
mand has been, to acknowledge, for that
time, how great a ſhare the navy has had

in this ſucceſsful campaign.
-

-

-

I have the honour to be, &c.,
Gao, Town shrnp.

been decided by a

treaty between their Moſt Chriſtian and Bri

tannick Majeſties.—The free exerciſe of the
Roman Religion. Safe guards granted to alſ
religious perſons, as well as to the biſhop, whe

ſhall be at liberty to come and exerciſe fety and
with decency the functions of his office wherever
think proper, until the poſſion of Ca
mada ſhall bave been decided brººve n their Bri
tanrick and Moff Chriſtian majºſłies,
- Article VII. That the artillery and war
like flores ſhall be delivered up bonafid,
and an inventory taken thereof.-Granted

*A.

-
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Article VIII. That the fick, wounded,

commiſſaries, chaplains, phyſicians, ſurgeons,
apothecaries, and other perſons employed in
the hoſpitals, ſhall be treated agreeable to
the cartel ſettled between their Moſt Chriſtian

O&,

Captain, - Gardiner, wounded. Lieute.
nants,“Seymour, killed.—Peach,Gwynete,
Ewer, -Henning, wound
ed. Enfigns, Dunlop,
Faunce, wound
ed. 1 rank and file, killed. I ſerjeant, a

and Britannick Majeſties on the 6th of
February, 1759-Granted.
Article IX That, before delivering up
the gate, and the entrance of the town, to
the Engliſh forces, their general will be
pleaſed to ſend ſome ſoldiers to be placed as
ſafe-guards at the churches, convents, and

drummers, 26 rank and file wounded.

chief habitations.-Granted.

ty wounded. -8 rank and file, killed. 4

-

Article X. That the commander of the

city of Quebec ſhall be permitted to ſend
advice to the marquis de Vaudreuil, go
vernor-general, of the redućtion of the
town; as alſo that this general ſhall be al
lowed to write to the French miniſtry, to
inform thern thereof.-Granted.

Colonel Daniel Webb's, 3 rank and file
wounded.

Colonel Robert Anſtruther's. Captains,
Nuttall,

Bird, wounded.

ſerjeants, 80 rank and file, wounded.
Brigadier general Robert Monckton's.
Captain, Samuel Holland, wounded, Lieu
tenants, James Calder, James Jeffery, Alex
ander Shaw, wounded. Enăgns, Charles
Cameron, William Snow Steel, wounded,
5 rank and file, killed. a ſerjeants, 1 drum
mer, 8o rank and file, wounded.

Article XI. That the preſent capitulation
ſhall be executed according to its form and
tenbur, without being liable to non-execu
tion under pretence of repriſals, or the non

Lieute

nants, –Kemptie, --Grant, wounded.
Enfigns,
Tottenham, killed.—Dain

I rank

and file miſſing,
Colonel Charles Lawrence's.
file wounded.

execution of any preceding capitulation.
-Granted.

The preſent treaty has been made and
ſettled between us, and duplicates figned

2 rank and

Col. Simon Fraſer's. Captains,—Roſs,
killed, John M'Donnell, Simon Fraſer,
wounded. Lieutenant Rory M-Neil, Alex
ander-M*Donnell, killed, Ronald M'Don

at the camp before Quebec, the 18th of

nell, Archibald Campbell, Alexander camp

Septembar, 1759.

bell, John Douglaſs, Alexander Fraſer, ſen.
wounded. Enfigns, James M Kenfie, Alex.
arder Gregorſon, Malcomb Frazer, ſenior,
wounded, 1 ſerjeant, 14 rank and file, killed,
7 ſerjeants, 131 rank and file, wounded, a
rank and file miffing.

CHARLEs Sau N'Dr Rs,
Gron Gr Townshrin D,
Dr. Ramsay.

Return of the Hilled, wounded and miſſing at the

; : Battle ºf Quebec, Sept. 13, 1759.

Louiſbourg Grenadiers.

General and ſtaff officers, major general
James , Wolſe, killed, Brigadier gene
ral Monckton, wounded.

Colonel Carle

wounded.

ton, quarter maſter general, wounded.
Captain Spital, major of brigade, wound
ed., Captain Smyth, aid de camp, wound
ed. Major Barre adjutant general, wound

Total killed. I general, r captain, 6
lieutenants, senfign, 3 ſerjeants, 45 rank

Major general Jeffery Amherſt's. Lieu
tenants, John Maxwell, ſen. John Maxwell,
jun. William Skeen, Robert Roſs, wound
ed., a rank and file killed. 5 ſerjeants, 52.
rank and file wounded.

-

Captain, -

Coſmon, wounded. Lieutenants, -Jones,
killed, - Pinhorne, - Nevin, wound
ed. 3 rank and file, killed, 47 rank and file,

*

Lieutenant General Philip Bragg’s, Cºp
tains, Ralph Corry, Aclomb Milbank, Tho
man Spann, wounded. Lieutenants, Wil
liam Cooper, killed. William Evans,—
Buxton, wounded. Enfisn, William Henry
Fairfax, wounded. 1. Serjeant, 3 rank and
file, killed, 4 ſerjeants, 1 drummer, 39
rank and file, wounded.

. . Lieutenant general Charles Otway's, Cap
tains, John Maunſell, Luke Gardiner,
wounded. Lieutenants, William Maſon,
killed. Charles Gore, Richard Allen, Ga

briel Maturin, James Cockburn, wounded.
6 rank and file killed. A ſerjtant, 28.1ank
and file, wounded.

Major general James Kennedy's. Enſign,
-Jones, wounded, 3 rank and ſile itill

*8. a ſerjeants, 18 rank and file wounded.
Lieutenant general, Peregrint-Laſcelles's,

and file. Wounded. I brigadier-general,
4 ſtaff officers, 12 captains, 26 lieutenants,
1o Enſigns, a 5 ſerjeants, 4 drummers, 506
rank and file. Miſſing: 3 rank and file.
Royal train of artillery. Lieut. Benzell,
engineer, wounded. 1 gunner, killed. 1
bombardier, 1 gunner, 5 matroſſes, wounded,
Grorok Townshinn, Brigadier,
An Account of the Guns, Mortars, Aensnition,

and drins, &c., found in the ſity of Quebec
upon its ſurrender to his Majgſy's troops the
18th of September, 1759, vizt.
Braſs ordnance, fix pounders 1, four ditta
3, two ditto 2.-Iron ordnance, thirty-fix
pounders ro, twenty-four ditto. 45, Eigh
teen ditto 18, twelve ditto 13, eight ditto

43, ſix ditto 66, ſour ditto 30, three ditto
7, two ditto 3–Braſs mortars, thirteen
inches. 1.-Ditto howitzers eight inches 3
Iron mortars, thirteen inches 9, ten ditto 1,
eight ditto 3, ſeven ditto a.-Braſs petards s
-Shells, thirteen inches 770, Ten ditto 150,

eight ditto 90, fix ditto. 9o, with a confide
rable quantity of powder, ball, ſmall ".
-*.

-
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cloſe you a copy of the articles of capitula
tion. " The army took poſſeſſion of the gates

W. Saltonſtall, commiſſary artillery.

on the land fide the ſame evening, and ſent
ſafe guards into the town to preſerve order,

ºn Account given on the 18th of September,

*::::

1759, of the
and Stores found be
tween the River St. Charles and Beauport.
" Redoubt on the head of the bridge three
[. Royal battery four ditto, La Rouſette
attery three ditto, St. Charles battery three
ditto, balls and grape no number taken.-

Le Prêtre battery, two guns, ſome tools and

.

The French Line,

north ſhore, about a mile and a half above
the town. General Montcalm, with his

-

, Right, La Colonie 350. La Sarre 34o one
as pounder iron, Languedoc 3-o,-Column,
Bearne zoo, La Guienne aoo-left, Royal
Ruſſillon 230, one 12 pounder intended to
be here, but not placed, La Colonie 3oo.”
Militia in the buſhes, and along the face of

the bank 15oo.
Principal Officers.
Marquis de Montcalm dead, brigadier Se
nezerques dead, M. Beau Chatel major de
re.

. Mosſieur Bougainville's Command.

º:

5 companies of grenadiers, 15o Cana
dian volunteers, a 30 cavalry, militia 870,
the whole being 15oo.

Lift of French Qftcºrs. Priſºniers
M. de Jourdenau, chev. de St. Louis, cap
tain of De Bearne regiment, M. De Ma
tiſſar, captain of de Languedoc regiment,
M. de Vours, captain of La Sarre's regi

t

and captain Palliſer, with a body of ſea
men, landed in the lower town, and did
the ſame. The next day our army marched
in, and near a thouſand French officers, ſol
diers, and ſeamen, were embarked on board
ſome Engliſh catts, who ſhall ſoon proceed

for France, agreeable to the capitulation, ,

-

:
:

and to prevent any thing being deſtroyed;

four cannon, Bomb battery, one mortar and
two ſhells, Parens battery three guns, La
Chaiſe battery three guns, balls, and grape,
Floating batteries twelve guns, and balls,
Beauport battery four guns and grape-Thirty-ſeven guns one mortar.
George Townſhend, brigadier,
-

.
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and intrenching tools, &c, the number of
which cannot at preſent be aſcertained.

ment, M. de Tozon, lieutenant of Guienne

regiment, M. de Caſtes, lieutenant of Lan
guedoc regiment, M. Lambany, lieutenant
of La Sarre's regiment, priſoners 144, 204
Marines.

*.

M. de la Combiere, chev. de St. Louis,
captain, M. Montaville, lieutenant, M. de

Carville, Cadet, M. Darling chev. de St,
Louis, captain of Guienne regiment, M.
Chambeau, captain of Guienne regiment,
M. Dartigue, captain of Guienne regiment,
M.. de Grave, captain of Guienne regi
ment, M. St. Blainbair, captain of Roufil
lon regiment; one hundred and eighty
pine foldiers,
N. B. The above are all on board ſhips.

. The battery of four pieces of cannon, 18
pounders, was deſtroyed the morning of our
landing.
- Two pieces of cannon were taken on the
field.

cºpy of a Letter from Pice-Admiral Saunders a
# - Right Honourable Mr. Secretary Pitt,
Sept. 10, 1759.
S I R,
“I have the greateſt pleaſure in acquaint
ing you, that the town and citadel of Quebec
ſurrendºred, on the 18th inſtant, and I in

-

. I had the honour to write to you the 5th
inſt. by the Rodney cutter: The troops,
mentioned in that letter, embarked on board
the ſhips, and veſſels above the town, in the
night of the 6th inſt. and at four in the

morning of the 13th began to land on the
whole army, leſt their camps at Beauport,
and marched to meet him.

A little before

ten both armies were formed, and the ene
my began the attack. Our troops received

their fire, and reſerved their own, advancing
till they were ſo near as to run in upon
them, and puſh them with their bayonets;
by which, in a very little time, the French
gave way, and fled to the town in the utmoſt
diſorder, and with great loſs; for our troops
purſued them quite to the walls, and killed
many of them upon the glacis, and in the

ditch; and if the town had been further off,
the whole French army muſt have been de.
ſtroyed. About 250 French priſoners were
taken that day, among whom are ten cap
tains, and fix ſubaltern officers, all of whom

will go in the great ſhips to England.

-

I am ſorry to acquaint you, that general
Wolfe was killed in the aëtion; and general
Monckton ſhot through the body; but he
is now ſuppoſed to be out of danger, Genev
ral Montcalm, and the three next French
officers in command, were killed; but I

muſt refer you to general Townſhend (who,
writes by this opportunity) for the particu
lars of this aétion, the ſtate of the garriſon.

and the meaſures he is taking for keeping.
poſſeſſion of it. I am now beginning to
ſend on ſhore the ſtores they will want, and,
proviſions for five thouſand men; of which

I can furniſh them with a ſufficient quan
tity,
The night of their landing, admiral.
Holmes, with the ſhips and troops, was
about three leagues above the intended.
landing place : General Wolfe, with about,
half his troops, ſet off in boats, and dropped.
down with the tide, and were by that means,
leſs liable to be diſcovered by the French,

centinels poſted along the coaſt. The ſhips
followed them about three quarters of an
hour afterwards, and got to the landing
place juſt in the time that had been con
certed, to cover their landing ; and confi
dering the darkneſs of the night, and the
rapidity of the current, this was a very cri
tical operation, and very properly and ſuc
ceſsfully
-

-
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ceſsfully conduéted. When general Wolfe,
and the troops with him, had landed, the
difficulty of gaining the top of the hill is
fearce credible It was very ſteep in its
aſcent, and high, and had no path where
two could go a-breaſt; but they were obli
ged to pºll themſelves up by the ſtumps and
boughs of trees, that covered the declivity.

Oćt.

To the higheſt military merit undoubtedly
belongs the higheſt applauſe. But ſetting
aſide the froth of panegyrick
Who
formed the aoth regiment of foot; exem

plary in the field of Minden, only by prac
tifing what was familiar to them 2–Who,

at Rechfort, offer'd to make a good land
ing 2 . Not aſking how many were the
French, but, Where are they 3–Who, ſe

immediately after our vićtory over their

troops, I ſent up all the boats in the fleet

cond then in command, was ſecond to none

with artillery and ammunition; and on the

in thoſe laborious dangers which reduced
Louiſbourg 2–Who wrote, like Caeſar, from

17th went up with the men of war, in a
diſpoſition to attack the lower town, as
ſoon as general Townſhend ſhould be ready
to attack the upper; but in the evening
they ſent cut to the camp, and offered terms
of capitulation.
I have the farther pleaſure of acquainting
you, that, during this tedious campaign,
there has continued a perfeół good under
ſtanding between the army and navy. I
have received great aſſiſtance from admirals
Durell and Holmes, and from all the cap
tains; indeed every body has exerted them

before Quebeck 2–Who, like Epaminondas,
died in vićtory 2—who never gave his coun
try cauſe of complaint, except by his death?
-who bequeathed Canada, as a triumphant
legacy 2–Proclaim—"Twas WOLFE.

4bridgment of the Placart publiſhed by bis Ex
cellency General James Wolfe, Commander is
Chief of the Troops of his Britannick Ma
jºy, or bir Arrival in the River St. Law
rence, 1759.

“The king, juſtly exaſperated againſt the

felves in the execution of their duty ; even

French, has ſet on foot a confiderable arma

the tranſports have willingly aſfifled me
with boats and people on the landing the
troops, and many other ſervices. I have

ment by land and ſea, to bring down the
haughtineſs of that crown. His aim is to
deſtroy the moſt confiderable ſettlements of
the French in North America. It is not

the honour to be, &c,

againſt the induſtrious peaſants, their wives

CHARLESSAUNDERS.

and children, nor againſt the miniſters of

[See a plan of Quebeck, and an account
of that city, at P. zoo, alſo an accurate map
of the river St. Laurence, &c. at p. 464.]
[The late brave general Wolfe was about
35 years of age, an ornament to the army,
the parent of a ſoldier, and quite the hu
mant and humble man, which fitly qualified
him for the great poſt in which he died,
doing immortal ſervice and honour to his
king and country, and immortalifing his
name.

religion, that he defigns making war. He
laments the misfortunes to which this quar
rel expoſes, them, and promiſes them his
prote&ion, offers to maintain them in their
poſſeſſions, and permits them to follow the
worſhip of their religion; provided that
they do not take any part in the difference
between the two crowns, direétly or indi
rečtly. The Canadians cannot be ignorant
of their fituation: The Engliſh are maſters
of the river, and blocking up the paſſage to
all ſuccours from Europe. They have befides

He was born at York, his mother

being fifter to Mr. Thompſon, late member
for that city. He commenced his military life
in the year 1740, and was going with his
father in the ſame year in the expedition
againſt Carthagena, under general Went
worth, but being taken ill, was ſent aſhore

a powerful army on the continent, under

the command of general Amherſt. The re
folution the Canadians ought to take, is by
no means doubtful: The utmoſt exertion of

at Plymouth.

their valour will be entirely uſeleſs, and

The following anecdote is related con
cerning the death of the brave general

will only ſerve to deprive them of the ad
vantages that they might enjoy by their
neutrality. The cruelties of the French
againſt the ſubjećts of Great-Britain in A

Wolfe.

That he firſt received a ſhot a little

above his wriſt, and immediately took out
his handkerchief, wrapped it about his arm,
and continued the action.

merica, would excuſe the moſt ſevere re

He then received.

anether ſhot in his belly; after which he
alſo continued the fight i but receiving ano
ther ſhot near the breaſt, he fell backwards ;
and having enquired ſome time after,
if the French were repulſed, and being aſ

the horrors of war :

ſured they were ; declared, that he then died
ſatisfied.

on the Death of General Wolf E at
Qu e s r. cx.

The virtuous Theban *, and the mighty"
Swed: +,
[bled;

For freedom fought. and conquer'd as they
*

-

-

In life as virtuous, and in death as great.
• E

It is left to their own

ſelves to determine their fate by their con
duet. If their preſumption, and a wron
placed, as well as fruitleſs courage, ſhou
make them take the moſt dangerous part,
they will only have their own ſelves to
blame, when they ſhall groan under the
weight of that miſery to which they will

expoſe themſelves. . General wolfe flatters
himſelf, that the whole world will do him

England ſhali claim her wolfE, and mourn
his fate,

priſals; but Engliſhmen are too generous to
follow ſo barbarous examples. They offer
to the Canadians the ſweets of peace amidſt

º

juſtice, if the inhabitants of Canada force
him, by their refuſal, to have recourſe to
violent

-

*
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violent methods.” He concludes with laying
before them, the ſtrength and power of
England, which generouſly ſtretches out her
hand to them : “A hand ready to aſſiſt
them on all occaſions, and even at a time

º

when France, by its weakneſs, is incapable
of affiding them, and abandons them in the

* *

moſt critical moment.”
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His majeſty was pleaſed to order a
gratuity of 50ol, to Sir James Douglas, cap
tain of the Alcide man of war; as alſo to
colonel Hale, who brought the account of
the taking of Quebec.
Thu Rs pay, 13.

Sir Edward Hawke, with his fleet, ſailed
again for the bay.

On the receipt of the foregoing news, the
guns at the Park and Tower were fired,
in the evening were great illuminations,
bonfires, &c. in the city and ſuburbs, and
the rejoicings ſocn after were general in all

aſſembled, waited on his majeſty, and being

parts of the united kingdoms and Ireland.

introduced by the Right Hon. Mr. ſecretary

Amongſt other teſtimonies of joy and loy
alty, the following tribute of fix windows,
during the illumination, was much taken

Pitt, made their compliments in the follow
ing addieſ, which was ſpoken by Sir Wil

notice of.

-

SATur Day, 20.

Kenſington. This day the Right Hon.
the lord mayor, aldermen, and commons of
the city of London, in common council

liam Moreton, Knt., the recorder.

-

To the KING's Moſt Excellent Majeſty.

The bumble addreſ, of the Lord-Mayor, Alder
Praiſe

men, and Commons ºf the City of London, in

Common Council affimbled.
May it pleaſe your Majeſty,

The only Giver of Vittory,

To accept the moſt humble but warmeſt
congratulations of your Majeſty's dutiful

For

and loyal ſubječls, the lord. mayor, alder
The Renewed Luſtre

the

Of

men, and commons of the city of London,
in common council aſſembled, upon the
rapid and uninterrupted ſeries of vićtories
and ſucceſſes, which, under the divine bleſſ
ing, have attended your majeſty's army by

Britiſh Name,

ſea and land, within the compaſs of this

In
In

diſlinguiſhed and ever-memorable year.

E U R O PE,

The reduétion of Fort du Queſne on the
A S I

By the Defeat of
Contades

A,

By the Relief of

and
Madraſs.
De la Clue.

In
A M E R T CA,

In

By the Redućtion of
Cape Breton,
Guadalupe,
Fort du Queſne,

A FR I C A,

By the Conqueſt of

Niagara,

Ticonderago, .

Senegal.

Crown. Point.

And

by General J A M E S W O L FE,
Who

Daunt'eſs, but Deliberate,
Under Numerous Difficulties,

September 2, 1759,
Engaged to employ his Little Army
For the Honour and Intereſt

Of his Country;
And

Ohio; of the iſland of Goree in Africa;
and of Guadaloupe, with its dependencies
in the Weſt-Indies; the repulſe and defeat
of the whole French army by a handful of
infantry in the plains of Minden ; – the
taking of Niagara, Ticonderoga, and Crown
Point ; – the naval vićtory off Cape Lagos.;
– the advantages gained over tie French
nation in the Eaſt-Indies; — and, above all,
the conqueſt of Quebec, (the capital of the
French empire in North America) in a
manner ſo glorious to your no jeſty's arms,
againſt eve y advantage of ſituation and ſu
perior numbers, are ſuch events, as will for
ever render your majeſty's auſpicious reign
the favourite aera in the hiſtory of Great
Britain,

But whilſt we reflea with ſurpriſe and
gratitude upon this laſt and moſt important
conqueſt, permit us, glacious ſovereign, to
expreſs our gº eat legard for the immenſe
(though almoſt only) loſs which has atten
ded it is the death of that gallant general,

whoſe abilities formed, whoſe courage at
tempted, and whoſe condućt happily effected
the gloruous enterp.iſe in which he ſelf, leav
inz to future Times an heroic example of
military ſkill, diſcipline and for titude.
Meaſures of ſu.h oational concern, ſo in

In a few Days after,
Gloriouſly fu'filled his Promiſe
By the Conqueſt of
Q U E B E C,

variably purſued, and acquiſitions of ſo mush
conſequence to the power and trade of
Great Britain, are the nobleſ proofs of your
majeſty's paternal affection, and regard for

At the Exuence ºf his L. 1 f E.

the true intereſt of your kingdoms, and re

F 1 Av 1 S co R O N A T_0 P. U.S.
O&ober,

1759.

-

flečt hor our upon thoſe, whom your ma
4 C
jeſty

jeſty has been pleaſed to admit into your

O&.
kingdom, is now computed to be 23,509,

council, or to intruſt with the conduct of

officers included.

your fleets and armies.

The following extraordinary advertiſe
ment appeared in the Public Advertiſer.—
“To be ſold, a fine grey mare, full 15
hands, gone after the hounds many times,
rifing fix years and no more, moves.as well
as moſt creatures upon earth, as good arcad
mare as any in ten counties and ten to that,
trots at a cor founded pace, is from the coun
try, and her owner will ſell her for nine
guineas; if ſome folks had her ſhe would
fetch near three times the money. I hate
no acquaintance, and money I want; ar.
a ſervice in a ſhop to carry parcels, or to be
in a gentleman's ſervice. My father gave
me the mare to get rid of me, and to try
..my fortune in London, and am juſt come
from Shropſhire, and I can be recommended,
as I ſuppoſe no body takes ſervants with
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Theſe will ever command the lives and

fortunes of a free and grateful people, in
defence of your majeſty's ſacred perſon, and
royal family, againſt the attempts of all
your enemies. And we humbly truſt, that
almighty god will bleſs your majeſty's ſalu
tary intentions with a continuance of ſucceſs,
and thereby, in time, lead us to a ſafe and
honourable peace.

• Signed by order of court.
JAMES HoDGES.
To whilh addreſs his majeſty was pleaſed
to return this moſt gracious anſwer.
“I receive, with particular ſatisfaction,
this moſt dutiful and loyal addreſs, as an
additional mark of your affection to my

perſon, and of your ſ nal zeal for the ho
nour of my government, in this juſt and ne
ceſſary war.

Our ſucceſſes are, under the

bleſfing of god, the natural and happy fruit
of union amongſt my people, and of ability
and valour in my fleets and armies. I have
an entire confidence in this truly national

ſpirit; and the city of London may depend
on my tender care for the rights, trade, co
ºlonies and navigation of my faithful ſub
jcós.”
They were all received very graciouſly,
and had the honour to kiſs his majeſty's
hand.

Tur spay, 23.
By proclamation, Thurſday the 20th of
November is appointed for a general thankſ

giving, for the late ſucceſs of his majeſty's
arms.

FR 1 pay, 26.
Ended the ſeſſiºns at the Old-Bailey,

when John Ayliffe, Eſq; for forgery; James
and William Piddington, for horſe ſtealing,
received ſentence of death. 22 were ſen

tenced to be tranſported for ſeven years,
2 to be branded, and 4 to be whipped.
Sa Tu R DAY, 27.

Two houſes were conſumed by fire near

-

-

out, and can have a voucher for my mare.

Enquire for me at the Talbot inn, near the
new church in the Strand.”

Four perſons belonging to two ſhips at
Briſtol, having broke quarantine, and made
their eſcape, whilſt the ſaid ſhips were un
der quarantine in the port of Briſtol; his
majeſty has been p'eaſed to order, with
the advice of his privy-council, that rooſ.
be paid for diſcovering and apprehending ti
ther of them.

Dublin, Oét, 6. On Tueſday a large ſea
monfler, 30 feet long, and better than 17
feet in circumference, weighing upwards
of 20 hundred weight, was taken by a fiſher
man, off the pier of Dunlary.

Caſhell, Sept. 11. Yeſterday a dreadful
fire broke out here from a ſmith's forge,
which entirely conſumed ten houſes; and
were it not for timely affiſtance, the greateſ:
part of the town would have been reduced
to aſhes, as there is no water near us.

St. Chriſtopher's, Aug. 15. His majeſty's
ſhip Creſcent, Thomas Collingwood, Eſq;
commander, brought into the road of Baffe
terre on Sunday laſt, the Berkley, a French

bodied landmen is continued to Nov. 9.
The company of fiſhmongers have given

man of war of ao guns, lately commanded
by Jean Galline.
The Creſcent attacked the Amethyde, a
French frigate of 31 guns, as well as the
above-mentioned of zo; but the former
being to windward of him, he could not
bring her to a cloſe engagement, and the
Creſcent's ſtanding and running rigging, and
ſome of her maſts, being much damaged,
captain Collingwood was obliged to repair
them, during which time the Amethyſie
made off; and as he found it fruitleſs to foº
low her longer, he ſtood for the Berkley
again, and after a ſhort engagement, took

sool. and the dean and chapter of St. Paul's

her.

Jool to the Guildhall ſubſcription. The
number of men that have been inliſted

Philadelphia, Aug. 16. By a letter from
Niagara, of the 21ſt ult. we learn, that by
the aſſiduity and influence of Sir William
Johnſon, there were upwards of 1 ſco In
dians convened there, who, by their good
behaviour, have juſtiy gained the eſteem of
the whole army j that Sir William bei

Exeter. Exchange, in the ſtrand.
Monday, 19.

At the ſeſſions of admiralty at the Old
Bailey, William Laurence, Samuel Dring
and Hendrick Muller, were capitally con

-vićted, for robbing a Dutch ſhip, on the
high ſeas. (Some account of the trials at this
ſeſſions, in our next.)

Fifty convićtº were ſhipp'd for tranſpor
tation to America, at the end of this month.
The encouragement to ſeamen and able

there with, now amounts to 859, and the
committee yeſterday enlarged the time,

which will expire on the 16th inſtant, to the
16th of November. (See p. 534.)

The number of French priſoners in this

---

-

-

inform
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MARRIAGES and BIRTHS, DEATHS.

informed the enemy had buried a quantity
of goods on an iſland, abºut zo miles from
the fort, ſent a number of Indians to ſearch
for them, who found to the value of 8oool.
and were in hopes of finding more: And
that a. French veſſel, entirely laden with
beaver, had foundercd on the lake, when

her crew, confiſting of 41 men, were all loſt.
The French have 90 privateers belonging
to Martinico i and the Weſt India trade has
fuffered more fince the taking of Guadalupe,
than it has done during the whole war :
They have taken zoo fall of veſſels, which
amount to upwards of 60s,cool.
-

. The Noſtra Signora, from Bahia, is arrived

57.1
rino, ſecretary of the good government.—
Lewis Valenti of Trevi, aſſiſtant of the holy
office.—Francis-Maria of Roffi, vicegerent.
-Joſeph-Maria Caſtellia, a Milanois, cam
mander of the order of the holy ghoſt.—
Friar Joſeph Auguſtin Orſi, a Fiorentin, of
the order of St. Dominic, maſter of the

ſacred palace.—Francis Buſfi, a Roman, dean
of the rota –Gaetan Fantuci Ferrareſe,
born at Ravenna, auditor of the rota.-An
drew Corfini, a Roman, vicar of St. John de
Latran.—Frier Laurence Gang ſelli of Ur
bino, a conventual minor, conſulter of the
holy office.
-

at Liſbon in 1C4 days. She is an advice

MAn R1A crºs and B1 aths.

boat, and has brought an account of the

arrival of the Taviſtock, Jenkins; Prince
Henry, Beſt ; Oſterly, Vincent; and the
Hawke, Drake, all from China, at the Bra
zils, after having had an engagement with
two French frigates off the iſland of St.
Helena. [A convoy is appointed to bring
them home,
-

Accidents by Sea. The Betty late Coward,
from Africa, broke to pieces off the Iſle of

Sept, 13

IGHT Hon. the Earl of Nor.

thampton, was married to
lady Anne Somerſet, fifter of the duke of
Beaufort.

28. John Batchelor, Eſq; to Miſs Elwin.
30. Mr. Baron Mounterey, of the Ex
chequer, in Ireland, to the counteſs dowa
ger of Mount-Alexander.

Q&tober 3: James Lee, of Highgate, Eſq;
to Miſs Bond.

Man, and no ſouls periſhed —The Francis

and Suſanna, Poppleton, for Jamaica, af
ter beating off four French privateer ſloops,
was blown up in an engagement with a
fifth, and 20 ſouls periſhed. In the late
ſtormy weather much damage was done at

--

to

Thomas Morgan, of Shrewſbury, Eſq;
5.Miſs
Hare.
6. Sir William Stanhope, Knt. of the

Bath, to Miſs Delaval.

*

7. John Martin, of Kidderminſter, Eſq;
to Miſs Knot. .

-

ſea and on our coaſts.

The Elizabeth, Markham, in her paſſage
to Jamaica, engaged a French privateer,
called the French Revenge, of 16 fix poun

William John Andrews, Eſq; to Miſs
Roberts,

8. Edward Younge, Eſq; to Mrs. Tho.
mas, of Saliſbury.

ders, 20 ſwivels and 180 men, for four

hours, and bravely beat her off; tho' ſhe
had only eight four pounders in the ſteerage
and forecaſtle, with two ſmall ſtern chaſe

guns, and was mann'd with but 14 men and
boys.--The Friendſhip brig, off Pool, Beſt,
was taken on the 2d. inſt. by the Vermu

dion, privateer of Marſeilles,

who took all

the hands out but the mate and a boy, and

put eight Frenchmen on board. The mate
and boy undauntedly maſtered the French
men, and brought the veſſel ſafe into Pool
on the 18th.

This brave fellow's name is

Richard Wood.

Miſs Shaw, daughter of Dr. Shaw.

16. Governor Drake, to Miſs Baker, of
Farringdon, Berks.

-

17. Sir John Read, to Miſs Barker.
19. David Middleton, Eſq; to Miſs Fair
fax.

-

Joſhua Marriott, of Mancheſter, Efa; to
Miſs Lilly.

*

zo. Granadoe Pigotte, Eſq; to Miſs Symes.
John Eyles, Eſq; to Miſs Alexander.
21. James Towers, of Towers-place in

-

The following are the 12 new cardinals,
Lewis Gualteri of Orvietto,

9. Alderman Scott, to Miſs Styart.
15. Dr. Warten of Sackville-ſtreet, to

nuncio in

Lancaſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Blackwell.

Vincent Biſcoe, Eſq; to lady Mary Sey
mour, fifter of the duke of Somerſet.

France.—Philip Acciaiuoli, born at Rome,
nuncio in Portugal.–Girolame Spinola,
nuncio in Spain.—Ignatius Criveſ!', a Mila
nois, nuncio at Vienna. – Lewis Merlini

cf Forli, preſident of Urbino.—John Con
ſtantius Caraccio i of Santo Buono, a Nea

politan, auditor of the chamber.—Nicolas

Sept. 23. The Dauphineſs of France was
delivered of a princeſs.
Oé. 7. Lady of Sir Samuel Fludyer, Knt.
and alderman, of a ſon.
8. Counteſs of Egremont, cf a ſon.

24, Hon. Mrs. Grenville of a daughter.

Perelli, a Neapolitan, treaſurer. — Mark

Antony Ebra Odiſcaichi, a Milanois maſter
of the chamber.—Santo Veroneſe, a Vene

tian, biſhop of Padua.-Piet. Girolame
Guglielmi of Jeſſy, ſecretary of the regu

lar biſhops.-joſeph Alexander Furietti of
Bergamos, ſecretary of the council.—Nicolas
Antonelli of Sinagazlia, ſecretary of the

propaganda.-Peter Paul Coru of

Came

Dr. At his.

Sept. 21.

He counteſs dowager of Tra
quair, aged 88.

28. The Rev. Dr. Iſaac Maddox, biſhop
of Worceſter.

O& 1. John Baker, Eſq.; late a dire&or
of the Royal. Exchange aſſurance.
2. Henry Pierce, of Btdale, in York
ſhare, Eſq;

4C

*
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James Knight, ºf Germain-ſtreet, Eſq;
3. Rubin Adolphus, Eſq; at Bath.

4. Edward Burnaby, Eſq; late one of the

Oćt.

ter the right reverend father in God doaor
James Johnſon, lord biſhop of Gloucaſter,
to be by them eleēed biſhop of the ſaid ſee

chief cerks in the treaſury,

of Worceſter.

6. Edmund Clarke of Chiſwick, Eſq;
7. Mr. Joſeph Ames, F R. S and F.A. S.
and ſecratary to the latter, author of the
hiſtory of printing, &c, an ingenious, ho

—— to grant unto Joſeph
Atwell, doćtor of divinity, the place and
dignity of conon or prebendary in the colle

ncit man.

Sir Thomas Wilſon. Bart, ſucceeded by
his eldeſt ton, now Sir Edward Wilſon, Bart.

giate church of St. Peter Weſtminſter, void

by the death of doëor John Heylyn, late
Picbendary thereof.

8. Samuel Kent, Eſq; member for Ipſ
wich, aged 76.
9. Edmund Sawyer, Eſq; a maſter in

From the ruff ºf the Parars.
Rev. Poulter Forreſter, D. D. was pre
ſented, to the reëory of Stoke Gol
dington, Bucks.-Mr. Fletcher, to the vi

chantery, aged $o.

carage of Belton on the Moor, in Yorkſhire.

10. Mºjor general Elliot, at the Engliſh
head quarters in Germary

11. John Carter, of Weſton-Cotterell, in
Cambridgeſhire, Eſq;
13 Sir Henry Bount,

Bart.

15. Juſtice Jarvis of Spital fields.
19. His grace Harry, duke of Bolton,&c.
ſucceeded in honours and eſtate, by his el

deſt ſon ; Charles, marquifs of Wincheſter,
now duke of Bolton.

zo. Peregrine Furye, Eſq; of the pay
office, Whitehall ; ſecretary to Chelſea-hoſ
pital, and agent to many regiments

21. Jºhn Darker ſen. of Clerkenwell, Eſq;
12. Ellis Brand, Eſq; rear admiral of his
majeſty's fleet.
jeremiah Burroughs, Eſq; many years
colle&tor of the cuſtoms at Briſtol.

25. Edward Davenhill, of Highgate, Eſq;
26 Thomas Spencer, Eſq, an eminent

—Mr. Harwood, to the reëtory of Burſtock,
in Devonſhire. — Mr. Douglaſs to a pre
bend of Durham.—Richard Lewis, M. A. to

the rectory of Harpford, &c. in Devonſhire.
—Mr. Jeremiah Brewerton, M. A. to the
vicarage of Monk-Tarrant, in Wiltſhire —
Mr. Burridge, to the reëtory of High-Hal
den, in Kent.—Mr. Powel, to the living of
Shudy Camps, in Cambridgeſhire. — Mr.
Crew, to the reëory of Eythorpe in Leiceſ
terſhire.—Sir Samuel Bickley, Bart. to the
vicarage of Bapchild, in Kent.-Mr. Wat
ſon, to the reëtory of Eggidan, in Suſſex.william Thompſon, M.A. to the reëory of
Much Alderton, in Yorkſhire.—Mr. Cap
per, to the reëtory of Monk-Soham, in
Suffolk.-Mr. Gunning, to the living ºf
Triplow, in Cambridgeſhire.
Promotions. Civil and Military.

Ruffia merchant

From the London Gazz Trz.

27. Mr. Thomas Chefſon, an eminent fil
verſmith and a common-council man or the
ward of Farringdon without.

Mr. Jacob Robinſon. bookſeller, in Lud
gate ſtreet.
Lately. Jonathan Ewer, of Hatton-Gar
-

den, Eſq;

-

-

Dr. Conyers, phyſician to the Britiſh ar
my in Germany.
Judge Wilſon, and Mr. Doeg, merchant,
at Antigua.

George Haldane, Eſq; governor of Ja
maica,
The marchioneſs of Lothian.

Hon. John Hope, third ſon of the earl of
Hopetoun.

-

Mary Smith aged 102, in Pancraſs Work
houſe.
Eccles 1 as T 1 c at PR R F = R M × NTs.
From the London GAzzTT e.

• HE king has been pleaſed to
promote Robert Johnſon,
dean of Tuam, to the biſhoprick of Cloyne,
vacant by the death of Dr. James Stopford.

Whitehall,
Sept. 19.

T

, Oét. 2.- The king has been

pleaſed to order a Conge d’ Elie to paſs the
great ſeal, empowering the dean and chap

V

HITE HALL, Oa. 2. The king has
been pleaſed to grant unto James
Colebrooke, of Gatton, in the county of
Surry, Eſq; and his heirs male, and in De
fault of ſuch iſſue to his brother George
Colebrooke, of Southgate in the county of
Middleſex, Eſq; and his heirs male, the
dignity of a baronet of the kingdom cf
Great-B. itain.

From the reſt ºf the Parras.
Thomas Stanhope, Eſq; commander of
his majeſty's ſhip the Swiftſhure, and James
Douglaſs, Eſq; late captain of the Alcide,
were knighted.—Sir Richard Lloyd appoint
ed a Baron of the exchequer, in the room
of Baron Legge deceaſed.—Alderman Cok
ayne eleēed prefident of St. Barthole me wº
hoſpital in the room of alderman Bisch
ford deceaſed.-Peter Davall, and Samuel

Bonner, Eſqrs, appointed maſters in chan
cery, in the room of Mr. Sawyer deceaſed,

and Mr. Waple who have refigned.— Mr.
Nicol, ſecretary of Chelſea hoſpital. — Mr.
Marſh, one of the three clerks in the war

office.— Dr. Reeve was choſen prefident,
dočtors Thomas Lawrence, William Pit

to elect a biſhop of that ſee, the ſame heing
vacant by the death of Dr. Iſaac Maddocks,
late outlop thereof; and a letter naming

cairn, John Monro, William Cadogan, cen
ſos; Dr. Thomas Wilbraham, treaſurer;
Dr Thomas Lawrence, regiſter, of the royal
college of phyſicans.

and recommending to the ſaid dean and chap

The

ter of the cathedral church of Worce ſter to

º
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The king has been pleaſed to appointma
FOREIGN AFFAIRS, 1759.
jor general Hodgſon colonel of the fifth re
giment of foot, late lord George Bentinck's
French and Allied armies upon
—The Hon. major general Barrington, co
lonel of the 8th (or king's) regiment of foot
late lieutenant general Wolfe's —The Hon.

brigadier-general Monckton, colonel of the
17th regiment of foot, late brigadier-gene
ral Forbes's.-The Hon. brigadier general

George Townſhend, colonel of the 28th re
giment, late lieutenant-general Bragg's -

the Han. major general John Griffin Grif
fin, colonel of the 50th regiment of foot,
in the room of major general Hopſon, pre
ferred -The Hon. brigadier general James

Murray, to be colonel of a battalien of the
69th (or Royal American) regiment, in the
room of brigadier general Monckton, re

moved.—The Right Hon. lord Frederick
Cavendiſh, to be colonel of the 64th regi
ment of foot, in the room of brigadier
Townſhend, removed.— George Gray, Eſq;
‘to be colonel of the 67th regiment of foot,
in the room of the late major general

wolfe. — John Gore, Eſq; to be firſt
major and colonel in the 3d regiment of
foot guards, in the room of major general
Griffin—James Adolphus Dickenſon Ough
ton, to be colonel of the 55th regiment of
foot, late Prideaux's. – Capt. Vaughan, to

be major to the black dragoons.—Freche
ville Ramſden, Eſq; to be major to the firſt
troop of horſe grenadier guards.
B-zn-Ts.

S AMUEL Parkes, of Worceſter, mercer.
Thomas Day, of Briſtol, merchant.
David Richards, of Chancery Lane, peruke-maker.
Charles Wace, of Norwich, grocer.

Robert Maſon, of Northallerton, linen-draper.
ohn Ayliffe, of Blandford, dealer and shapmanº,
Willian coombe, of chewſtoke, Somerſetſhire,
grazier.

brewer.
Rºger Pinckney, of Great wild-ſtreet,
apothecary,

Tº:
the Lahn,

in the circle of the Upper
Rhine, have continued pretty much in the
ſame poſition ever fince our laſt, the French
in their camp near Gieſen, upon the ſouth
fide of that river, and prince Ferdinand
continued in his camp at Neidar, Weimar
until the 19th ult, when he marched and
incamped at Corſdorff, which motion was
perhaps occaſioned by an affair which hap
pened on the 17th ult, an account of which
we had from his head quarters, dated thezoth.

Laſt Monday our hunters had intelligence that
the enemy were going to ſeize upon Wetz
lar. They repaired thither in haſte, and did

aaually prevent the French, having paſſed
the Lahne on the bridge, whilſt ſome ſqua
drons of huſſars forded the river.

The

enemy were puſhed back at firſt, and loſt

ſome men; but having been confiderably
reinforced, major Frideriſchs retreated to
Wetzlar, and repaſſed the Lahne, under a
very ſmart fire of cannon and ſmall arms.
Mr. Luckner did the ſame. The enemy
fired ſome hundreds of cannon ſhot, with
out killing or wounding any body; but fe
veral houſes have been damaged at Wetzlar
by their cannon. After this the French burnt
the bridge which the magiſtrates of Wetz
lar had built below the city, in hopes that
they would not define a paſſage over the city
bridge.
Mr. Luckner has made an excurſion to

Schwalbach, and has brought from thence
zo dragoons, and three officers, whom he
made priſoners.
As the two armies are ſo near one another,

many little ſkirmiſkes have happened, be:
ſide what is here mentioned, in which the

ºtholomew Gray, of Mark-lane,
ohn Redhead, of St. Paul's Covent-garden, mercer.
#: Ballard, of st. Martin in the fields, butcher.

allies have generally had the advantage ;
and their light troops have often penetrated

Samuel Tough, of Leadenhall ſtreet, whipmaker.
william Newton, of Mancheſter, chapman.
ºdward Fox, of Holywell Flintſhire, haberdaſher.
serry oſgood, of Hénley upon Thames, malfier.

almoſt to the very walls of Frankſort, with

which city the French have, for ſome time,
had no communication but by ſtrong eſcorts.

Harvey Gibbs, of Bath, woollen draper.

But neither of theſe two armies have found

Thomas Smith, of Covent-garden, mercer.
Samuel Buttler, of Snow-hill, ſadlers, ironmonger.

an opportunity to attack the other with ad
vantage ; and the French ſeem to be prepar
ing for retiring to winter quarters in Frank
fort, and behind the Mayn; for they are
removing their magazines from every place
ſouth of the liver, and are undermining the
ramparts of Gieſen, in order to blow them

willian Brown, of Kettering, wool-merchant

c ou R s =

of

E X C H A N G E,

London, Saturday, Auguſt a 5, 1759.
Amſterdam 36 I
Ditto at Sight 35 to,
Rotterdam 36 2.
Antwerp no Price,
Hamburgh 36 io,

up, when they leave the place, being reſolved
to make a military deſart of the country be
tween the Mayne and the Lahn, with de

Paris 1 Day's Date 104

fign to deprive the allied army of ſubſiſtence,

Ditto, a Uſance 19 #.
Bourdeaux, ditto 29 i.

in caſe it ſhould attempt to rollow them, or
to diſturb them in their winter quarters.
As to the city of Munſter, the account of

Cadiz 39.

general Imhoffs having made himſelf maſter

Madrid 39.
Bilboa 38 i.
Leghorn 48 #.

of it was premature ; fot it has not as yet

Genoa 47 #.

Venice 50 4.

Liſbon 5s. 5d.
Porto 5s. 54: i.

Dublin 9 s #.

a #.

been befieged, but only blockaded ; and
even the blockade he was again obliged to
leave, as M. d'Armentieres had received a
new reinforcement, and was again advancing
to the relief of the place ; but she latter con
tented
-

I
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tented himſelf with throwing a large con
voy of proviñons and ammuniticn into the
city, and then retired, whereupon the former
returned to the blockade, having received a

Our loſs does not exceed $oo men killed
and wounded, notwithſtanding the Briſk
cannonade of the enemy, becauſe their can
non were pointed too high 5 whereas our

reinforcement from the allied army, and

his army was poſted round the city when

fire muſt have had twenty times greater
effe&t, if we may judge by the number of

the laſt accounts came from thence.

Auſtrians killed and wounded, with whom

Berlin, Sept. 25. Letters from general
Finck's camp at Corbitz near Meiſſen, dated
the 22d. infant, inform us of the following
intereſting particulars:
“ After general Wunſch had retaken
Leip6ck, and joined us with his corps, we
marched from Eulenbourg ſtraight towards

the field of battle is covered, the loſs of
the enemy muſt be increaſed by the great
number of deſerters, who, during theſe two
days, are come over in crowds.

-

-

Dreſden.

Gereral Kleefeld, who with a

body of troops detached from the army of
the empire was encamped near Dobelen,
retired on our approach. When we arrived
at Noffen, we learnt that general Haddick
encamped with all his forces near Roth
Schimberg; but as ſoon as he ſaw us ad
vance, he abandoned that advantageous

We cannot ſpeak too highly of the glory
of the few Battalions who obtained this vic

ºt is ſufficient to ſay, that they have done
every thing that could be expected from the
bravery of the Pruffian infantry, animated
by the example of their worthy generals.
Hoyerſwerda, Sept. 27. Prince Henry's
head quarters. His royal highneſs left the
camp of Hermſdorff near Gorlitz cm the

23, at ſeven in, the evening, and after an

poſt, and we briſkly cannonaded his rear;

almoſt incredible march from thence by

after which we went and

Rothenburg, came to this place, (which is at
the full diſtance of eleven German miles) on

encamped at

Teutſchen Lohra, and laſtly at Corbitz.
€eneral Haddick, who, during this interval
of time, had cauſed himſelf to be joined by
the whole army of the empire, beſides ſeve
ral Auſtrian regiments, came here yeſterday
and attacked us.

The cannonade, which

was very hot, began at nine in the morn
ing, and laſted till dark in the evening; but
notwithſtanding the goodneſs of general
Haddick's diſpoſitions, and the great
ſuperiority cf the enemy's numbers, we
forced them to yield us the field of battle,
and to retire towards Dreſden. Our loſs
is but ſmall on this occaſion : that of the

enemy, on the contrary, is very confidera
ble : but the infantry, in this attion, again

performed prodigies of valour.”
To which we ſhall add what follows from

an authentick relation of this battle, pub
liſhed in our Gazette.

The 22d of September, at day-break, fe
veral of the enemy's ſquadrons and batta
Iions appeared on the heights of Stroiſchen.
A thick fog prevented our diſtinguiſhing

the 25th, about five o'clock in the after

noon, and had the good fortune to ſurpriſe
the whole corps of general Vehla, encamped
behind this town. The attack was very
briſk, and laſted about three quarters of an
hour, when the Auſtrians gave way, and

fled into the woods in the neighbourhood;
but our huſſars purſuing, and partly fur
rounding them, killed near 6oo on the field
and in the woods, made near 1500 priſoners,
among whom is general Vehla himſelf, and
upwards of twenty officers (according to the

liſt delivered to his royal highneſs) and took
three pieces of cannon. This corps, it is
ſaid, conſiſted of 4000 men, chiefly Croats
and Hungarian infantry, with ſome huſſars,
who are entirely diſperſed ; and about 300
of the priſoners are deſperately wounded.
On our fide there was only fix ſquadrons of
Gelſdorff's huſſars, and one hundred dra

goons, ačtually engaged; and our loſs does
not amount to one hundred in killed and

wounded. The army halted here yeſterday

their number and motions ; but about ſe
and this day, but will march to-morrow
ven o'clock we diſtinétly diſcovered that it', morning.

was only the rear guard of M. Haddick's
corps, and that the whole were retiring to
wards Meltitz and Seeligſtadt,

The army of the empire remained that
day under arms near Neuſtadt, where they
were ranged in ſeveral lines, whilſt the Pan
dours and our light troops kept firing at one
another all the aſternoon.

But the 23d they alſo retired towards
Seeligſtadt, and we purſued their rear guard
for ſeveral hours.

we have taken 461 priſoners, amongſt
whom are 4 officers, chiefly of the regi
rents of cuiraſiers, Serbelloni, Benedićt
Dawn, Schmertzing and Bretlach. The ene

His royal highneſs compleated his junélion
with the generals Finck and Wunſch Sept.
29. and marſhal Daun having begun his
march as ſoon as he heard of Prince Henry's,

he arrived the ſame day at Dreſden with his
army ſo that a bloody battle is every day
expećted near the gates of that city, as the
the two armies are but half a league aſun
der.

The king of Pruſſia having, by his good
conduct, diſappointed the Ruffians in their
deſign upon Glogaw, they repaſſed the Oder
at Neuſalze,with ſome loſs, about the begin
ning of this month; and:when the laſt ac
counts came from thence, they were en

my s infantry having ſaved themſelves as

camped near Frauftadt; general Laudohn,

ſoon as the confuſion began, we have been

able to take no other trophics than cne piece

with the Auſtrians under his command, at
Schlichtingſheim, and the king of Pruſſia at

of cannon.

Koben, all on or near to the Qdºr.

-

-
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4.

D1 v INITY,

..

New Office of Baptiſm, pr. 1s. Hen

1.

derſon."

-

2. St. Chryſoſtom of the Prieſthood.

Tranſlated by Mr. Bunce. Rivington.
3. An Eſſay on Fundamentals. By H.
Moore, pr. 18. Davey and Law.
4. A Paraphraſtical Expoſition of 1 Cor.
15. By Dr. Greenwood, pr. 1s. Dod.

5. The Univerſal Prayer Book, No, I.
pr. 6d.

Burd.

Physick, CHEM 1st RY, CookERY.

6. Obſervations cn the Air and Epide
mic Diſeaſes.

From the Latin of Dr.

Huxham, pr. 4s. 6d, Hinton.
7. A Diſſertation on the Scrofula, or
King's Evil. By W. Scott, D. D. Cooper.
3. Inſtitutes of Experimental Chemiſtry.
2 vols. pr. 12s. Nourſe.

9. A Complete Syſtem of Cookery. By
La W’s

10. The Univerſal Pariſh Officer, pr. 3s.
Coote,
Voya Gr.

11. A Voyage to the Coaſt of Africa, in
1758. By the Rev. Mr. Lindſay. (See p.
544.) Price 5s. Patterſon.
Port R Y and ENTE a TAINMENT,
12. An Ode, occaſioned by the Succeſs of

Admiral Boſcawen, pr. 6d. Baldwin.
13. An Ode to the Marchioneſs of
Granby, pr. 1s. Newberry.

14. Female Baniſhment, 2 vols. Pr. 5s.
Lownds.
Misc El LANEous.

º

º

The ſentence is that

are conſtructed, almoſt verbatim, letters
from Voltaire, Broglio and Contades, to

Lord G. S.——On

rare pamphleteers,

how ready ye are at your trade

reſcriblers

poor, who write to eat, how many of you
have dined, at the expence of a late com
mander ||
23. An Epiſtle to a noble Lord. By a
Countryman, pr. 6d. [The countryman
is very angry with Lord G. for having
publiſhed his ſhort addreſs; for having
quitted the army 5 and for having imply'd
a cenſure upon Prince Ferdinand. But above

all, for being affronted with the pam
phleteers who voluntarily eſpouſed his cauſe.
Tho' on the whole it is ſomewhat abſurd,
it is not one of the worſt of the numerous

publications on this ſubječt.]
24. A Second Letter to a late noble Com

- William Verral, pr: 4s. Rivington.
º

his ſhort addreſs, &c.

of Byng, with the repreſentation annexed ;
and upon the plan of Voltaire, and Rich
lieu's latters to that unfortunate admiral,

-

mander of the Britiſh Forces in Germany,
pr. 1s. Griffiths. [Wrote with all the
ſpirit, and in the ſame ſtile with the firſt :
and we muſt only hint, with Sir Roger de
Coverley, that Much may be ſaid on both ſides.]
2 5. Reaſons why David Garrick, Eſq;
ſhould not appear on the Stage, pr. 1s.
[The main reaſon is, that “When Mr.
Garrick appears upon the ſtage” the writer
is “ſo blinded by prejudice or admiration,
that he can ſee no body elſe, be can hear
no body elſe, and can bear no body elſe.”

Mr. Garrick is adviſed to quit the ſtage,
becauſe he eclipſes all who appear with
him on it.

What a clever fellow this rea

15. The Bee, a new Periodical Paper,

ſoner is how very clºgantly he ſteals a pa

No. I, II, III. and IV. 3d. each. Publiſhed

negyrick upon Mr. Garrick, let his readers
judge, if he has any l——But after ſome
ſcraps of latin, an old tale of a blackamoor
boy, from the Duke of Buckingham's con
ference, ſo well known, it was a little diſin
genuous to rob the Bee of ſome of that
Honey, he ſo good naturedly and ſo gen
teely beſtows upon the publick, without
acknowledging the theft, His pamphlet is
eked out to the price of one ſhilling by
a piracy upon that ingenious periodical
pamphlet, Sic 'vos non vabis milliſcates apes, J
26. Secret Reaſons why the intended in
vaſion of England was proj-32d, but not
accompliſhed, &c. pr; 18. Simpſon. [This
reaſons now are very public, viz. the de

every Saturday. Wilkie.
16. The Buſy Body, a new Paper. To
be publiſhed Weekly, No. I. II, and III.
pr. 2d. each Number.
17. An Anſwer to a Letter to a noble

Commander, pr. 1s. Owen. (See p. 518.)
18. The Truth, the whole Truth, &c.
Pr. is. Hall.
19. A Letter from an Officer in the Ot
toman Army, &c. pr. 1s. Williams.
zo. A Letter to David Garrick, Eſq; on
opening the Theatre, pr. 1s. Pottinger.
21. A Reply to an Anſwer to a Letter to
a late noble Commander of the Britiſh Forces

in Germany, pr. 6d. Thruſh.--—[Whoever
thinks this piece written by the letter
writer, will be egregiouſly miſtaken : The
letter ſold, and a vindication ſuddenly
vamped up, was likely to ſell too. How
ever, there are ſome ſmart turns in it, and

ſome facts that cannot, at preſent, be diſ
puted J
22. The Proceedings of a Court Martial
appointed to enquire into the Condué of a
<ertain Great Man.

Price is.

Hall,—

feat of Contages and that of De la Clus,

which have rendered it impraślicable, . The
ſecret hiſtory of the cabinet of Fiance may
be, or may not be true, for ought we know
to the contrary. The following (according
to this piece) is the preſent ſituation of it.
“Richlieu and Bernis, hate Contades and

Montcalm.——The former is ſupported by
Belleiſle; and the latter by the King.—
Pompadour hates d'Etrees, but the good

The letter to a late noble commander, the

friends of France adore him. —Belle iſl:

ietters of F-y, &c, furniſh the charge,

hates Lally, Pompadour loves him.—
-

Belieſt
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Belleifle is working the downfall of Conflans

by endeavouring to ſupplant him with Bom
part.—But Conflans is a courtier, and as
fuch, the friend of Richlieu, who almoſt
moves heaven and earth in his favour
De la Clue is a friend of Belleiſle's, who

attempts, inſomuch that Mr. Peyton was
obliged to repeat his blows, and ſtab him
through and through his body.—A ſtraggling
grenadier, who had happily eſcaped the

iſlaughter of his companions, ſtumbled upon

the Britiſh Service at Quebec, price Is.

Capt. Ochterlong, and readily offered him
his ſervices. The captain, with the ſpirit
and bravery of a true Briton, replied,
* Friend, I thank you !—but with reſpea
to me, the muſquet, or ſcalping knife, will
be only a more ſpeedy deliverance from pain.

whitridge. [This ſeems to be what its ti

—I have but a few minutes to live.—Go

tle declares it to be. We ſhall take an extračt
or two from it, as they do honour to our

make haſte—and tender your ſervice, where
there is a poffibility, it may be uſeful.”— At the ſame time he pointed to Mr.
Peyton, who was then endeavouring to
crawl away on the ſand. The grenadier

covers his diſgrace.——Richlieu and Bernis
hate him.
Pompadour is indifferent;

and the King is of no import.”]
27. Genuine Letters from a Volunteer in

commanders, and the nation in general.]

“ July 4th, A flag of truce to the com
mandant, from general Wolfe, publiſhed his
defign of attacking the town on the part of
his Britannic Majeſty; at the ſame time fig

nifying, that it was his Majeſty's expreſs

took Mr. Peyton on his back, and conveyed
him to the boat, but not without each re
ceiving a wound.—Mr. Peyton in his back,

command to have the war condućted with

and his reſcuer another near his ſhoulder."

out practifing the inhuman method of ſcalp
ing, and that it was expeaed the French

What nobler pićture can be conceived of the
brave Wolfe, than the following lines exhi
bit 1–" But alas ! our brave general : He
likewiſe fell —crowned with conqueſt, he
ſmiled in death :—His principal care was,
that he ſhould not be ſeen to fall:—Support
me, ſaid he, to ſuch as were near him, let
not my brave ſoldiers ſee me drop:—the

troops under his command do copy the ex
ample, as they ſhall anſwer the contrary.

M. le Marquis devaudreuil returned a polite
anſwer to the admiral, aſſuring him, when
the Britiſh fleet and army had done gaſco

nading in the French territories, he would
return him the two gentlemen belonging to
admiral Durell, took priſoners in the river;
intimating his ſurpriſe, that with ſo few
forces he would attempt the conqueſt of ſo
extenſive and populous a country as Ca
nada,” “ Notwithflanding the check we
received in the action (of the 31ſt of July)
it muſt be admitted our people behaved
with great vivacity. I cannot omit being

day is ours:—Oh! keep it—and he died.]
28. An Accurate and Authentic Journal of
the Siege of Quebec, price is. Robinſon.
[More methodical than the foregoing; but

perhaps it was digeſted by ſºmebody more ac
quainted with book-making. However, every

thing relative to our late darling conqueſt
will, no doubt, meet with purchaſers.]

29. Confiderations on the Importance of

Ochterlong and lieutenant Peyton (both of
generalMonckton's regiment)were wounded,

Canada, and the Bay and River of St. Lau
rence, pr. 6d. Owen. [Tho' there is no
thing in this piece but what is well known;
yet it is a neat little ſummary of all that has

and fell before the breaft-work near the

been ſaid on the heads of the fiſheries, &c.

falls—The former, mortally, being ſhot
through the body; the latter was wounded
only in his knee.—Two ſavages puſhed
down upon them with the utmoſt precipita
tion, armed with nothing but their diaboli
cal knives —The firſt ſeized on Capt. Och
terlong, when Mr. Peyton, who lay recli
ning on his fuſee, diſcharged it, and the

we hope, with the writer, that our rights
in America will be ſettled upon ſo ſolid a
foundation, as not to be again diſputed;

particular with regard to a fingular inſtance
of perſonal bravery and real courage. Capt.

and that even ſome of our North

Ajak

conqueſts may be confirmed to us on a ge
neral peace; which cannot fail of producing
the ſalutary effects he has pointed out...]

favage dropt immediately on the body of his
intended prey.—The other ſavage advanced

ºf W. have received The End of Time, the
Piece from Anglo-Britannus, the Criticiſe

with much eagerneſs to Mr. Peyton, who had
no more time than to diſengage his bayonet,
and conceal its diſpoſition.—With one arm
he warded off the purpoſed blow, and with
the other ſtung him to the heart : Neverthe
leſs, the ſavage, though fallen, renewed his

rom Stalbridgienfis, and Mr. George
Gauld's Letter and curious Drawing, which
will all be inſerted in eur next ; with may
other curious Pieces, from our Correſpºndents,
omitted this Montb fºr want of Room.

[The Bill of Mortality in our next.]

LL sorts of AL MAN A C K S, for the Year 1760, will be publiſhed together, st
N.B. In Gold
Stationer's-Hall, on Tueſday the aoth Day of November, 1759
ſmith's Almanack, there are inſerted a new a
Chronology of remarkable Events
to the preſent Time –The proper Days and ours for transfering Stocks, and receiving
Dividends, when due: as alſo a Liſt of the Holidays obſerved at the Publick Offices.

p.

Hose Noblemen, Gentlemen, &c. that honoured The LONDON EVENING-PO-T
by their kind Reception, before the late prohibition, are requeſted to take Notice,
That the ſaid Paper may now be had, as formerly, of the Clerks of the General Poſt-office;
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Charaćter with ſome Particulars of Ge

neral James Wolfe
579
Speech of an Indian, in Canada
58o
Aućtion of Sir G. England's Effects 581
Report about Don Philip, of Naples ibid.
Efficacy of the Bark, in the Cure of
the ulcerous ſore Throat

582

Extračts from the Account of the Expe
dition to Guadalupe
583
To a Miniſter and great Man

584

The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parlia
mºnt, which began November 23, 1758,
with an Account of all the material

Queſtions therein determined, and of
the political Diſputes thereby occaſi
585-590
Account of the Time from whence our
Anceſtors began their Year
59t
oned without Doors

Criticiſm on Fortuito

592

1759.
Good Ships built there, &c

694

Its Buildings, the Method of living there,
and other curious Particulars
miniſtration

606

Belleiſle's Letters to Contades 607, 608
Spirited Dedication, of General Town

ſhend, to the Norfolk Diſcipline

various Places
Poetic AL Ess AYs

61 1, 612

623–6.15
Anſwer to ſome Objećtions, &c.
615
Lord Shannon's Monument

616

Caſe of St. Dunſtan's Pariſh and Romaine,
in relation to his Leóture

ibid.
ibid

Bill of Mortality for O&tober

The Monthly Chronologer
Inſtallation of Prince Ferdinand

An impartial and ſuccinét Hiſtory of the
Origin and Progreſs of the preſent War
by an impartial Hand
593-599
General Shirley's Expedition
594.

Dreadful Fire in Cornhill

Flexor Tendon torn out, cured

599

from Convulſions

6co

609

Propoſals to improve Infirmaries
61 o
Cruel Behaviour of the French, in their
Retreat after the Battle of Minden, in

Aučtion of Louis le Petit's Effe&s ibid.

Extraordinary Caſe of the terrible Effects

6o

Juſt Enonium on Mr. Pitt, and his Ad

617
ibid.

62s
621, 612

Addreſſes to his Majeſty
Caſe of John Ayliffe, Eſq
623, 624
Marriages and Births ; Deaths
627
Eccleſiaſtical Preferments

ibid.

Promotions Civil and Military

628

Obſervations upon a Caſe before inſerted
relating to a Diſcharge of Worms ibid.

Bankrupts
Courſe of Exchange

ibid.

For E 1G N AFFAIR's

629, 630

Excellent Remedy for Worms 601, 602
Strange Hail-Storm in Virginia
.693
Full Account of the City of Surat ibid.

Prices of Stocks,
Weather
_*

ibid.

Catalogue of Books, with Remarks 631

With a fine PLAN of the River St. Law P.E.Nc E and the

Grain;

operations of

Wind and
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our FLEET

and ARMY before QUE BE C, and an elegant Po RTRAIT of the brave and
much lamented General W O L FE, beautifully engraved on Copper :
L ON DO N : Printed for R. Baldwin, at the Roºſe in Pater. Noſter-Row

of whom may be had, compleat Sets from the Year 1733 to this Time, neatly Bound or
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Lo N Do N MAG Az IN E.
For NO V E M B E R, I759.
Character, with ſome Particulars, of the late Major-General JAMES WOLFE;
with his Head curiouſly engraved.
During the whole war he went cm,
by nature formed for mi
§:
without interruption, forming the military
litary greatneſs; his Me charaćter; was preſent at every engage
****
G 5% mory was retentive, his ment, and never paſſed undiſtinguiſhed.
judgment deep, and his Even after the peace, whilſt others lolled
Tº comprehenſion amazing on pleaſure's downy lap, he was culti
ly quick and clear: His A vating the arts of war. He introduced
>3&º:
conſtitutional courage was not only uni (without one a& of inhumanity) ſuch re
form, and daring, Perhaps to an extreme,
gularity and exactneſs of diſcipline into
but he poſſeſſed that higher ſpecies of it, his corps, that, as long as the ſix Britiſh
(if I may be allowed the expreſſion) battalions on the plains of Minden are re
that ſtrength, ſteadineſs, and activity of corded in the annals of Europe, ſo ſong
mind, which no difficulties could obſtrućt, will Kingſley's ſtand amongſt the foremoſt
nor dangers deter. With an unuſual B in the glory of that day.
Of that regiment he continued lieute
livelineſs, almoſt to impetuoſity of temper,
he was not ſubject to paſſion: With the nant-colonel, till the great miniſter who
greateſt independence of ſpirit, free from rouzed the ſleeping genius of his country
pride. Generous, almoſt to profuſion:
called him forth into higher ſpheres of
He contenned every little art for the ac
a&ion. He was early in the moſt ſecret
quifition of wealth, whilſt he ſearched conſultations for the attack of Rochfort;
after objects for his charity and bene C and what he would have done there, and
ficence: The deſerving ſoldier never what he afterwards did do at Louiſbourg,
went unrewarded, and even the needy are freſh in every one's memory.
inferior officer frequently taſted of his
He was ſcarce returned from thence,
bounty. , Conſtant and diſtinguiſhing in when he was appointed to command the
his attachments: Manly and unreſerved, important expedition againſt Quebec.
yet gentle, kind, and conciliating in his There his abilities ſhone out in their
wnanners. He enjoyed a large ſhare of D brighteſt luſtre : In ſpite of many unfore
the friendſhip, and almoſt the univerſal ſeen difficulties, from the nature of the
£ood-will of mankind; and, to crown
ſituation, from great ſuperiority of num
all, fincerity and candour, a true ſenſe
bers, the ſtrength of the place itſelf, and

lº

FNERAL Wolfe ſeemed

-

:

--

of honour, juſtice, and public liberty

his own bad ſtate of health, he perſevered,

ſeemed the inherent principles of his

with unwearied diligence, praśliſing every
flratagem of war to effect his purpoſe :
E At laſt, ſingly and alone in opinion, he
He betook himſelf, when very young,
formed, and executed, that great, that
to the profeſſion of arms; and, with ſuch dangerous, yet neceſſary plan, which
talents, joined to the moſt unwearied aſ
drew out the French to their defeat, and
fiduity, no wonder he was ſoon ſingled
will for ever denominate him. The Con
out as a moſt riſing military genius. Even
gueror of Canada. But there—tears will
ſo early as the battle of Li-feldt, when
there, when within the graſp of
flow
ſcarce twenty years of age, he exerted F vistory, he firſt received a ball thro' his
himſelf in ſo matterly a manner, at a very writt, which immediately wrapping up,
critical juncture, that it drew the higheſt
he went on, with the ſame alacrity, ani
encomiums from the great officer then at
mating his troops by precept and ex
the head of our army.
anºpie; But, in a few minutes after, a
nature, and the uniform rules of his
condućt.

NJane-1--

- - --

-

_

-

ſecond

58o

Of General Wolfe.—Speech of an INDIAN.

ſecond ball, thro' his body, obliged him

Nov.

to be carried off to a ſmall diſtance in the

the petty chiefs of the inland regions flood
upon a rock, ſurrounded by his clan, and

rear, where, rouzed from fainting in the

from behind the ſhelter of the buſhes con

templated the art and regularity of Eu
eagerly aſked, “Who run ?” and being ropean war. It was Evening; the tents
told, the French, and that they were de were pitched. He obſerved the ſecurity
feated, he ſaid, “ Then I thank God; I A with which the troops reſted in the night,
die contented;” and almoſt inſtantly ex and the order with which the march was
renewed in the morning. He continued
pired.
On Saturday, Nov. 17, at ſeven o'clock to purſue them with his eye till they could
in the morning, his majeſty's ſhip Royal be ſeen no longer, and then ſtood for ſome
William (in which this hero's corpſe was time filent and penſive.

laſt agonies by the ſound of They run, he

brought from Quebec to Portſmouth) fired

Then turning to his followers, “My

two ſignal guns for the removal of his B children, (ſaid he) I have often heard
remains. At eight o'clock the body was that there was a time when curanceſtors
lowered out of the ſhip into a twelve oar'd were abſolute lords of the woods, the
barge, towed by two twelve-oard barges, meadows, and the lakes, wherever the
and attended by 12 twelve-oard barges to eye can reach or the foot can paſs.
the bottom of the point, in a train of
A new race of men entered our country
loomy ſilent pomp, ſuitable to the me from the great ocean: They incloſed
occaſion, grief ſhutting up the C themſelves ºn habitations of ſtone, which
lips of the 14 barges crews. Minute guns our anceſtors could neither enter by vio
were fired from the ſhips at Spithead, lence, nor deſtroy by fire : They iſſued
from the time of the body's leaving the from thoſe faſtneſſes, ſometimes covered
ſhip to its being landed at the point at like the armadillo with ſhells, from which
Portſmouth, which was one hour. The the lance rebounded on the ſtriker, and
regiment of invalids was ordered under ſometimes carried by mighty beaſts, which
arms before eight, and being joined by a D had never been ſeen in our vales or foreſts,

H.,

company of the train in the garriſon at

of ſuch ſtrength and ſwiftneſs that flight

Portſmouth, marched from the Parade

and oppoſition were vain alike. Thoſe
there, to the bottom of the point, to re invaders , ranged over the continent,
ceive the remains. At nine the body was ſlaughtering in their rage thoſe that re
landed, and put into a travelling hearſe, fifted, and thoſe that ſubmitted in their
attended by a mourning coach, (both ſent milth. Of thoſe that remained, ſome
ſom London,) and proceeded thro’ the E were buried in caverns, and condemned
garriſon. The colours on the fort were to dig metals for their maſters; ſome
fruck half flag ſtaff; the bells were muf were employed in tilling the ground, of
fled and rung in ſolemn conceit with the

which foreign tyrants devour the produce;

march; minute guns were fired on the

and when the ſword and the mines have

platform from the entrance of the corpſe
to the end of the proceſſion; the company

deſtroyed the natives, they ſupply their
place by human beings of another colour,

of the train led the van with their arms

F brought from ſome diſtant country to pe

reverſed; the corpſe followed; and the riſh here under toil and torture.
Some there are, who boaſt their huma
invalid regiment followed the hearſe, their
arms reverſed. They condućted the body nity, that content themſelves to ſeize our
to the Landport gates, where the train chaſes and fiſheries, who drive us from
opened to the right and left, and the every tračt of ground where fertility and
hearſe proceeded thro’ them on their way pleaſantneſs invite them to ſettle, and
to London. Altho' there were many G make no war upon us except when we
thouſands of people aſſembled on this oc intrude upon our own lands.
caſion, not the leaſt diſturbance happened;
Others pretend to have purchaſed a
nothing to be heard but murmuring broken right of refidence and tyranny; but ſurely
accents in praiſe of the dead hero.
On
the inſolence of ſuch bargains is more
the zoth, at night, his body was depoſited offenſive than the avowed and open do
in the burying-place belonging to his fa minion of foree.

mily, at Greenwich.
569, 576.)

(See pages 568, H. But the time perhaps is now approach
-

ing when the pride of uſurpation ſhall be
cruſhed, and the cruelties of invaſion ſhall

From the I D L E R.

be revenged. The ſons of rapacity have
S the Engliſh army was paſſing to
wards Quebec, along a ſoft ſavanna,
between a mountain and a lake, one of

now drawn their ſwords upon each other,
and referred their claims to the decificn

of war: Let us look unconcernedly ":

1759.

Aućtion —Report about the Prince of Naples.

the, ſlaughter, and remember that the

death of every European delivers the

581

long ſtanding.—Several pieces of Braſs

Cannon, Military Stores, &c. taken, by

country from a tyrant and a robber; for

execution, in Weſtphalia, Guadaloupe,

what is the claim of either nation but the

Senegal, and Canada.
Several pieces
in manuſcript, intitled Propoſals of Peace.
Wrote in French by Monſieur de Belleiſle.

claim of the vulture to the leveret, and

the tyger to the faun ?

Let them then

continue to diſpute their title to regions A–Court Lamentations, a work which
which they cannot people, to purchaſe by
danger and blood the empty dignity of
dominion over mountains which they will

has had a prodigious run at Paris.-An

Ode to Vittory, by Mr. W. P. ſecretary

to Sir George.—Britannia Triumphant,
a new ſong, ſet to muſic by G. Townſhend.
—A curious piece in baſſo relievo, re
mean time, to learn their diſcipline, and preſenting a Political Engliſh Blackſmith
to forge their weapons; and when they B ſtriking off the ſetters which bound the
ſhall be weakened with mutual ſlaughter, hands of Europe.
let us ruſh down upon them, force their
For further particulars enquire at the
remains to take ſhelter in their ſhips, and Crown near St. James's, at the Britannia
near the Secretary’s Office, of Weſt
reign once more in our native country.”

never climb, and rivers which they will
never paſs. Let us endeavour, in the

Country Will at Hayes in Kent, or of
P. L. C. Auðtioneer.
N the firſt day of January, 1760, will (ſee p. 592.)
be ſold by aučtion, ſeveral effe&ts, C
and curioſities of different kinds, the pro
following is an abſtraćt of the
perty of the Right Hon. Sir George
report made to his Catholic majeſty
ENGLAND, Knight of the Garter, his by the phyſicians appointed to examine
collection being ſo extremely large, that the prince royal, his eldeſt ſon, in conſe
he is obliged to make room for others, quence of which his royal highneſ, has
hourly expe&ted from abroad.
been declared incapable of ſucceeding to the
The good ſhip Vićtory, now at anchor D throne of Spain. Faithfully tranſlated
in the Hope, laden with Laurel, freſh and from the original publiſhed at Naples,
blooming, from the mountains of Quebec. Sept. 27, and republiſhed in the Amſter
—An Olive-Tree, from the Gardens of dam Gazette, Oét. 23, 1759.
*Verſailles.
A Roſe, from Kenſington
1. Tho' his royal highne's Don Philip
Gardens, pleaſing to the fight, grateful to is thirteen years old, he is low of ſtature,
the taſte, and has this pecular quality, and yet the king, his father, and the

Th;

that it immediately removes the dreadful E queen, his mother, are both of a very
apprehenſions occaſioned by rumours of
invaſions, &c.

N. B. It bloomed on the

18th of laſt September.

A Triumphal

proper height.—2. His royal highneſs
has ſome contraćtion in his joints, tho' he
can readily move and make uſe of them

Arch, erected at Paris for the Duke d'Ai

on all occaſions —3. His royal highneſs
guillon's public entry, at his return from is apt to ſtoop and to hold down his head,
the Conqueſt of England.—A curious as people of weak eyes often do.—4. The
Metzotinto Print, repreſenting the Genius F prince moſt evidently ſquints, and his eyes
of England binding Tyranny in Chains, frequently water and are gummy, parti
from a capital painting of Don Ferdinando cularly his left eye; tho' we cannot ſay
Antigallicanſ.—A capital picture, repre that he is blind, but are rather certain of
ſenting the Glory of France vaniſhing in the contrary, as his royal highneſs can
a Cloud of Smoke, the Arms of England without doubt diſtinguiſh objects both as
in perſpective, and underneath the Lillies to their colour and ſituation.—5. In his
of France withered and decayed. By an G natural functions, and the moſt common
eminent Engliſh hand.—A ditto, repre ſenſations, he is ſometimes indifferent to
ſenting George of England on the higheſt things that are convenient for him, and
ſpoke of Fortune's wheel, and Lewis of at other times is too warm and impetuous.
France lying proſtrate on the ground, ſup In general, his paſſions are not reſtrained
6. The Prince has an ob
poſed to have been hurled from it. By the by reaſon.
ſame.
Religion, Property, and Free ſtinate averfion to ſome kinds of common
dom, ſecured; an hieroglyphic print, food, ſuch as fruit, ſweetmeats, &c.
Purchaſed at a vaſt expence by Sir George. H 7. All ſort of noiſe or ſound diſturb and
Not to be found in any other collection in diſconcert him; and it has the ſame ef
Europe.—Sundry materials of a curious fe8 whether it be ſoft and harmonious,
invention for invading.
Part of the
or harſh and diſagreeable.—8. The im
Plate late belonging to Lewis le Petiti preſſions that he receives from pain or
conſigned to Sir George, in part of a debt pleaſure are neither ſtrong nor laſting,

*
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he is utterly unacquainted with all the
punèilios of politeneſs and good breed

Now:

caſt off the offenſive matter on the third

or fourth day, and been healed by the

9. As to facts and places, he

ſixth or ſeventh.-But where no rational

ſometimes remembers them and ſometimes

method has been uſed, and I have been

Ing.

not ; but he ſeems not to have the leaſt ſent for on the ſeventh day after the
idea of the myſteries of our holy religion. . ſeizure, theſe ulcers have had an
—io. He delights in childiſh amuſements, A appearance, both from their foulneſs an
and thoſe which are moſt boiſterous pleaſe number: Yet this invaluable medicine
him beſt. He is continually changing has ſoon altered their colour, and in a
them, and ſhifting from one thing to few days completed the cure.—To ſome
another.
I have been obliged to apply bliffering
Signed by Don Francis Beniore, chief plaiſters to the neck; and I always finiſh
hyſician to the king and kingdom; by giving ſome gentle purges.
on Emanuel della Roſa, phyſician B (See p. 548.)
I am, Sir,
to the queen; and the phyſicians
Your obliged humble Servant,

...;

-

Ceſar Cirique, Don Thomas Pintº,

John Cooke,

Don Francis Sarrao, and Don Domi
nique San Severino.

Extraſts from An Account of the Expe
dition to the Weſt-Indies, againſ Mar
cient for ſetting afide an heir apparent in
timico, Guadalupe, &c. . By Richard
a Catholic country, and an abſolute mo- C GARD NER, Eſq; Captain of Marines
narchy, where the notions of hereditary
on board his majeſty's ſhip Rippon, as
right are, that it is divine and indefeaſible,
that expediton.
how abundantly more juſtifiable are we
H E author obſerves, that “ the
of this free Proteſtant kingdom, and how
Engliſh ſquadron eafily entered the
much better ſupported is our Revolution!]
bay of St. Pierre at Guadalupe, an ac
Efficag ºf the B A R K in ULC E Rous D count of a weſterly wind which ſprung
So RE-TIt ROATs.
up when the ſquadron came to the height
of the bay, and blew right into it till the
To Mr. T. B. of Oxfordſhire.
evening; a circumſtance not common in
SIR,
Głocºffer, O&. 14, 1759.
that latitude.
laſt ſpring and ſummer have
The enemy were ſo ſtruck at ſeeing the
been remarkable for ſore-throats of wind thus remarkably favour the Engliſh,
the ulcerated kind, as well here as in E and again aſterwards at the attack of
other parts of this kingdom.—Its progreſs Guadalupe, when the men of war ap
with many people has been amazing!- proached ſo much nearer the citadel and
Some of my patients have been Łd ſhore than could poſſibly have been ex
with ſhiverings, &c. the common ſymp pećted to happen, that in all places they
toms of its approach, about four o'clock declared, It was a judgment from heaven,
in an aſternooon; and by the ſame hour and that the Engliſh were ſent to puniſh
the next morning the tonſils have appeared F them for their ſing.”
“ March 12, Commodore Moore re
violently inflamed and ulcerated ; a de
je&ion of ſpirits, weakneſs and faintneſs, ceived undoubted intelligence of the ar
with great heat, renders the poor ſuf rival of Monſ. Bompart, Lieut. Gen.
ferer incapable of quitting the bed.— and Chef d'Eſcadre, (formerly governor
Whole families have been in the ſame
of Martinique) with a ſquadron of mºn
condition.—Here the Bark has proved of war, conſiſting of eight ſail of the

[If ſuch reaſons have been deemed ſufi

Tº:

-

itſelf, if not the only, at leaſt the beſt G line and three frigates, from Old France,
remedy.—I have been called to people
in all the ſtages of this dangerous diſ
temper, and will ſpeak candidly of its

having a battalion of Swiſs and other
troops on board, intended for the
relief of Martinico, in caſe he found
ſucceſs.
it inveſted by the Engliſh; and that he
If ſent for at the attack, I give the was lying at anchor between Pidgeon
Bark from the firſt appearance of the Iſland and Fort Negro, in the great bay
ulcers. - I gargle the throat with it, and H of Port Royal, ready to come out.
cleanſe the ulcers often with a ſmall bit

of ſoft ſpunge, dipped in a ſtrong timéture
of the Bark, and ſecured at the end of a

As it was very pra&icable for Monfieur
Bompart to throw in ſuccours to Grand
Terre, if he attempted it, and at the ſame

F.

time Mr. Moore be incapable of putting

* ulcers. By this treatment they have

to ſea to oppoſe him in the fituation the
Engliſh ſquadren then lay, a reſolutiºn
Wai

obſerving to acidulate the whole,
ut moſt that which is deſigned to cleanſe
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was taken to call in the cruizing ſhips,

officer, whoſe unmanly example was im
mediately followed by the platoon he com

and to ſail immediately to Prince Rupert's
Bay in Dominica, where he could be

manded, all, or moſt of them, planting
early acquainted with any motions made their bayonets in different parts of his
by the enemy, and be ready to follow if body. Of about thirteen wounds which
occaſion required, as he would then be he received, eight were judged to be
to windward of Guadalupe, and at the A mortal. Being afterwards at table with

diſtance only of nine leagues.”

the Mareſchal Count de Saxe, of whoſe

“The privateers of the enemy took ad
vantage of this movement, and all the
time (above eleven weeks, from Friday

politeneſs as an enemy many honourable
inſtances were given, in the courſe of the
late war, he was ſtrongly follicited by the

March 16, to Sunday June 3,) the French

Mareſchal to tell him “who the officer

and Engliſh ſquadrons were watching each was that had uſed him, ſo very unlike a
other in the two bays, they went out B. ſoldier, threatening to diſgrace him at the
roving along the coaſts, and took above head of the regiment;” but Deſbriſay,
eighty or ninety fail of our merchantmen, tho' well acquainted with his name, the
which they carried in prizes to Marti commiſſion he bore, and the corps he
ſerved in, moſt generouſly declined it;
mique.
Theſe frequent capturesoccaſioned heavy contenting himſelf with letting his excel
complaints from the Britiſh iſlands; for lency know, that he was no ſtranger to his

they ſaid it was equally as pračticable for C perſon,

and begging his excuſe from be

ing obliged to point him out.

the Engliſh ſquadron to have anchored
in Port Royal, as in Prince Rupert's Bay,

As he was at all times alert, ſo was he

very indefatigable; had a thorough know
the French men of war could not have ledge of his profeſſion, and was maſter of
got out, nor the privateer prizes have got great application in it. He was quick,
in ; of courſe the latter muſt have fallen and had a happy preſence of mind, which
into the hands of our cruizers, and have D foreſaw a difficulty and the method to
been retaken, no harbour being then open conquer it at one and the ſame inſtant;

by which two ends had been anſwered,

to them, but St. Pierre's or Granada,

cool in action, and brave without often

either of which was at any time to be
blockaded by a ſingle frigate.
Had the Engliſh made their appearance
off Port Royal Bay, Monſ. Bompart

tation; preſuming never upon a ſuperi
ority of parts, but always diffident of
himſelf; thought and read much, and
was ever forming ſome new deſign to
moleſt and annoy the enemy. The ſer
vice of the public was the ſpring that

muſt have been reduced to the alternative,

either of fighting a ſuperior force, or of
retiring behind the citadel into the ca
reenage to avoid it, leaving to Mr. Moore

room to come to an anchor with his
ſquadron between Fort Negro and Pid

E

wound him up, and put his whole frame
in motion.

He had the true fire of a

ſoldier in him, and with it was as com

plete a gentleman as any in the ſervice,
dying ſincerely regretted by every officer
geon-Iſland, where he lay before.
To this it was replied, that the heavy F of his acquaintance.”
“Upon ſigning the capitulation, the in
ſhips, ſuch as the St. George and Cam
bridge, might be drove to leeward in at habitants returned to their plantations and
tempting to get into the bay, or that the houſes ; they began alſo to repair the
enemy, by conſtantly having the advan ruins at Baſſe-Terre, where ſoon after
tage of the trade wind, and current, ſhops were opened, and the produce of
might at any time ſend down fire-ſhips the country ſold as uſual, unmoleſted by
G the troops in camp or garriſon, where
upon the men of war in the night.”
Of Lieut. Col. Deſbriſay, who was General Barrington cauſed the ſtrićteſt
killed by the blowing up of a powder diſcipline to be obſerved, and behaved
magazine, placed in a ſtone ſentry box, with ſo much affability, and was ſo eaſy
in the citadel of Baſſe-Terre, Captain of acceſs to all the natives, that it would
Gardner gives the following account :— be difficult to ſay whether he ſeemed to be
moſt reſpected by the army or the iſland.”
(See p. 3 16.)
** Lieut. ol. Deſbriſay was captain of H. The author concludes his account of
foot at the battle of Laffeldt, or Wal, near the expedition (which he wrote by way
Maeſtricht, in 1747, where being wound of journal, on his paſſage home) with
ed, and lying upon the ground amongſt theſe words: “ Thus ended an expedi
the ſlain, he was run thro' by a French tion of great importance to the public,
and

* The like charađer might have been given, with great juſtice, to a brothar of his,
a captain in Oglethorpe's regiment, who died in Georgia, in 1742.
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To a MIN 1st ER and a GREAT MAN.

and in which the Engliſh arms acquired

Nov.

“How they came to quit the citadel?"

reputation even from the enemy. The

anſwered, with ſome warmth, Eht ram

intrepidity of the officers who command
ed, and the reſolution of the men who
obeyed, were very uncommon and re
markable, and ſuch only as a true ſenſe

ment, Monſieur P Tout autre que le Diable

eit quitté la Citadelle; c'étoit le feu d'enfºr
méme.

“What, Sir! No body but the

D---1"would have ſtaid there; for it was

of honour, and a true zeal for their ſo-Athe fire of H–ll itſelf." (See p.315–314.)
Some STANzas—To a Miniſter and a

vereign and their country, could inſpire :
Expoſed to dangers they had never known,
to diſorders they had never felt, to a cli

mate more fatal than the enemy, and to

a method of fighting they had never ſeen:
Harraſſed with perpetual alarms, and fa

Great Man. (See p. 520.)
and back envy

W* LE venom'd ſatire

join
[thy fame,
To vent their ſpleen "gainſt thee, and blaſt
Allow one vot'ry of the tuneful nine

tigued with conſtant duty, they ſtill ad- B Still to addreſs thy long much-bear'd name.
vanced, alert in all hours of caution, in
Avincible in all hours of attack. Fre

...) they ſuffered from concealed fires
out of the woods, from lurking parties
of armed negroes that could not be diſco
wered", and where the officer who com

Warm'd by a love of freedom's ſacred cauſe,

Thou waſt diſtinguiſh'd in thy earlisſ yºuth,
The champion of fair liberty acd laws.
A fºe to bigots, and a friend to truth.

Tºy life's unalter'd tenor has been ſpent
To perſea or defend the glorious pian ;
O'er Britain to diffuſe wealth, peace, content,

manded was in the ſituation of Virgil's C And freedom, nobleſt gift of heav'n to man.
Rutulian captain

If, by thoſe cºuncil, which thou long hiſt ſtar'a,

Sevit atrox Volſcens, mec teli conſpicit Britannia's pow'r or commerce had been loſt,
uſquam
Say, would her fleets, vićtorious sw, have dar'd
To inſult Lewis on the Gallic coaſt
Auáorem, nec quo ſe ardens immittere
poſit.
Æn. 9.
Or, from the riſing to the ſetting ſun,
The Britiſh lion's corºring vºice been heard;
On ſuch occaſions they preſerved their
ranks inflexibly, or ruſhed with bayonets DIn Africk's ſultry climes ſuch deeds becr done,
And England's arms o'er all the world rever'd?
fixed among the trees and buſhes, till
they had ſcoured them thoroughly. For Lºng, long ere now, diſpirited and poor,
tune at laſt declared in their fºr, and
Beneath the genius of inſulting Gaul,
conqueſt became the recompence of vir Bitannia muſt have bended, and no more,
Rich and triumpbant, ſeen her rivals fall.
tue; when, under the direčtions of an
aćtive and enterprizing commander in B it, great by commerce, and by freedom greer,
chief, whoſe orders were executed with E Tºu ſaw the queen of iſles unrivall'd ſtand,
ſaw the plan of ages new complete,
the ſame alacrity they were given, the You
And view’d with heart-felt joy the bappy land!
Britiſh troops ſucceeded in reducing to "Midſt all the various changes of the ſtate
his majeſty's obedience, an iſland, perhaps,
Tau ſtill one feady virtuous courſe preſerv'd,
of as great conſequence to the crown of Nor ſunk by clamour, nor by praiſe elate:
England, as any other in ſubjećtion to it
Your king with love and duteous zealy’s ſerv'é,
in South America; of infinite prejudice When late we ſaw a mighty genius form
-

to the trade and commerce of the French, F Deſigns to gain Britannia's arms renown,
our natural and inveterate foe; and of as To humble France, her boaſted pow'r diſarm,
And add new luſte to the Britiſh crown;
much ſecurity to our own colonies and

plantations near it.
Nor were the officers and ſeamen of the
royal ſquadron at all inferior in their ſe
veral departments to the gentlemen of the

True to thy prince, and to thy country true,
Sullen, didſt thou refuſe thy aid to lend,
Or with an eye of jealous envy view
Succeſs, on ſchemes not plann'd by thee, attend?

army; and while we admire the diſtin. G.T...ſºſſº
pºſion, ne'er Poſieſt thy mind,
Public, not private good, its gen’rous aim ;
guiſhed rapidity of Crumpe, the gallant Yet
hence malignant ſatire ſtrives to find,
impetuofity of Deſbriſay and Melville,
we are called upon, with equal juſtice, to
applaud the ſpirited perſeverance of the
intrepid Shuldham (of the Panther), and
the youthful ardour of the brave old Leſlie

Ev’n in thy ſocial virtues, cauſe of blame.

But can detradition, with her ſland’rous torgne,
Dare to advance, that on thy country's ſpoil
Thou haſt grºwn rich P The lye would be toe
ſtrong:

(of the Briſtol), not to omit the memo- H Thy wealth is not increas'd by all thy toil.
rable and irieſiſtible fire of the St. George, Happy the patriot who, with heart at eaſe,
Capt. Gayton, and Cambridge, Capt.
Knows all his actions ain’d at what was teſt;
Barton, of which a Frenchman, ſpeaking By virtuous deeds alone wºuld wiſh to eleaſe,
And
leaves to heav'n and furtune all the red
in reply to a queſtion I had aſked him,
The

* A body of armed negroes concealing themſelves one day in the canes, and firing cut ºf
them, the Engliſh ſet fire to the ſeveral corners of the field, and burnt them and the cares
tº ther.-Madame Ducharmcº armed her recºrs. and led them to the attark in as-a-

1759.
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ae

count of all the material Queſtions therein determined, and of the political Diſputes
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 525.
ROM the hiſtory of this bill we
may perceive, that it was paſſed in
a hurry, which was indeed, neceſ.
ſary, becauſe of the relief chiefly intend
ed by it; for though damaged corn may

bounty, than carry it to any of our
weſtern ports, becauſe to Holland the na
vigation is much ſhorter and leſs dan

be made into malt, or even into a coarſe

we to permit an exportation, when our

gerous, and conſequently the freight and
inſurance muſt be much cheaper. Ought

ſort of bread, yet it muſt be preſently A labouring people, in any one county in
converted to one of theſe uſes, for it will England, are ſtarving Ought we to en
not keep, not even in the beſt ſort of gra courage exportation by a bounty, when
mary; and this hurry was probably the our labouring people, in any one county
cauſe of the bill's being ſo much altered in England, are paying more for bread
from what was at firſt intended ; for from than the uſual price of their labour will
the reſolution, purſuant to which it was enable them to afford Ought we not, for
brought in *, we may ſee that ſome new B the encouragement of our manufactures,
regulations were intended, both with re and the increaſe of our people, to endea
ſpect to the time of exportation, and with vour to leſſen the uſual price of labour
reſpect to the allowance of the bounty; in every county of England And can
and in both theſe reſpe&ts ſome new regu we take any more effectual method for
lations ſeem to be abſolutely neceſſary. doing this, than by keeping the price of
It has been often obſerved, that generally bread as low and as equal throughout
ſpeaking, corn of every ſort bears a better C England, as it is poſſible for us to do

price in the weſtern counties of this king
dom, than in the eaſtern, probably be
cauſe the lands in the former are generally
moſt fit for paſture, and thoſe in the latter
moſt fit for arable.

And this was evi

For this reaſon, if a general ſtanding
law is to be made for fixing the price a
bove which no bounty is to be allowed
upon exportation, or a higher price, above
which no exportation is to be allowed, it

dently the caſe when this bill was ordered ought to be enacted, that thoſe prices
to be brought in, if the fačts ſet forth in D ſhall always be determined by the medi
the Norfolk petition were true. In that um price at which corn ſhall have been
petition we are told, that in the markets ſold for three market days, at the chief
of Norfolk, the beſt wheat then ſold at weekly markets in two or three of our

3s. per buſhel, and the beſt barley at 1s.

midland weſtern counties, where all ſorts

4d. 4 per buſhelt; yet from the printed
prices of grain we may ſee, that about

of corn have, for ſome years, borne the
higheſt price. This would compel the
E corn merchants, in our eaſtern counties,

the ſame time the beſt wheat ſold in the

London market at 31f. per quarter, which
is near 4s. per buſhel, and the beſt barley
at 15s. per quarter, which is near 2s. per
buſhel ; and what is very remarkable, the
beſt wheat ſold at the ſame time, in the
markets of Wiltſhire and Glouceſterſhire,

to ſend their corn, to our weſtern ports,
rather than to Holland, notwithſtanding
the tranſportation's being more expenſive
than the exportation; and this they
would do, in order to prevent the price of

corn riſing to ſuch a height in thoſe mid
from 5 to 65. per buſhel, and the beſt bar F land counties, as to put a ſtop to the pay
ley from af. 4d. to 3ſ. 1d. }.
ment of the bounty, or perhaps to the ſi
This ſhews, that the London market

is not the proper market for fixing the

berty of exporting. This regulation
might be eaſily carried into execution, by

enjoining the magiſtrates of ſuch market
to be exported, or at which the bounty towns, in each of theſe midland weſtern
upon exportation ought to be made pay counties, to ſend weekly a certificate of
able.
t London corn will generally be G the prices the laſt marº day, to our
much cheaper than it is in our weſtern board of trade, or ſome other publick
markets; becauſe all our eaſtern counties office, to be publiſhed in the London Ga
may ſo eaſily bring their corn by ſea to zette; and by impowering the king to
London; whereas they will rather carry put a ſtop to the payment of the bounty,
their corn to Holland, even without a or the liberty of exporting, by proclama
4 E
tisa,
November, 1759.
t Set before, p. ditto.
* See before, p. 525.

price at which corn ought to be allowed
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tion, when corn began, and was like to

was no extraordinary ſcarcity any where

continue, to ſell above the prices pre

abroad, and when the beſt wheat ſold here
at 32s. per quarter, our merchants did,

ſcribed by the aë.
Thus it muſt appear, that even the port
of London would not be the proper port
to be choſen, for determining the price at

by means of the bounty, export large
quantities of that ſort of wheat, ſurely

there is no neceſſity for allowing them any

which an exportation is to be allowed, or A bounty, when the beſt wheat may be pur
at which a bounty upon exportation is to
be made payable; but it is ſtill more im:

proper to allow this price to be determined

chaſed here at 24s. per quarter, becauſe
they may then, without any bounty, ſell
it abroad at the ſame price they did be
fore, (I ſhall ſay, for example, at 30s. per

iy the colle&ors of the cuſtoms at every
port in the kingdom, not excepting even quarter) and have at leaſt double the pro
the ports of thoſe eaſtern counties where fit. The ſame way of reaſoning will
all forts of grain uſually ſell at the loweſt B hold equally ſtrong, if not ſtronger, with
prices current in this kingdom. W: find regard to every other ſort of grain upon
that about the time when this bill was

which a bounty is allowed upon expor

ordered to be brought in, the beſt wheat
fold, at the ports in the county of Nor
folk, at 2s. per buſhel, and yet, at the

tation ; and from hence theſe two rules
may be deduced. 1ſt, That when corn

ſells very dear in any part of this king

ſame time, the beſt ſort of wheat ſold, in dom, that is to ſay, dearer than it uſually
ſome parts of Wiltſhire, at 6s. per buſhel; C ſells in any other corn country, for the
therefore, it may be ſuppoſed that, a time ſake of our poor and our manufačtures,
may happen, when the beſt ſort of wheat we ought not to give any bounty upon
ſhaſ ſell, in ſome of our midland weſtern exportation, or rather we ought not to
counties, at 12s. per buſhel, and all other admit of any exportation. And, 2dly,
forts of grain proportionably dear, and That when corn ſells cheaper in any part
yet, at the ſame time, the beſt fort of of this kingdom, than it uſually ſells in

wheat ſhall ſell in Norfolk at 4s. per D any other corn country, for the ſake of
buſhel, and all other ſorts of grain pro ſaving our publick revenue, and for pre
rtionably cheap ; in ſuch a caſe, would
it not be ridiculous to permit an expor
tation from any port in the kingdom *
Would it not be much more ridiculous to

encourage an exportation, by a bounty,

from the ports in Norfolk

venting our foreign rivals in manufacture
from having corn much cheaper from this
than they can have it from any other
country, we ought not to allow any boun
ty upon exportation, eſpecially to the

And yet this E ports of the Netherlands, or the north of

would be the caſe by the law, as it ſtands

France; becauſe in this laſt caſe our mer

at preſent.
From hence it is evident, that a new

law was neceſſary for fixing the price at

chants will, for their own profit, and
without any bounty, export as much as
they can purchaſe at that low price, and

which an exportation ought to be per

this exportation will continue until the

mitted, and another lower price at which price here riſes to a level with the price in
a bounty ought to be allowed; and from F the other corn countries of Europe or of
what was ſaid upon the reſolutions of the Africa.
committee in the preceeding feſſion, for
Every one of theſe regulations was ſuch
taking into confideration the then high as highly deſerved the confideration ef
price of grain, &c", every one muſt ſee, parliament; but the relief intended by
that ſome new regulations were neceſſary the bill them before them, required ſuch
for leſſening the price at which a bounty quick diſpatch, that there was not ſuffi
upon exportation ought, to be allowed, G cient time for duly confidering any of
and likewiſe, in all probability, for leſ theſe regulations; though it was thought
ſening the quantum of the bounty to be by many, that as they had not ſufficient
allowed, eſpecially upon exportation to time for confidering theſe regulations,
any part of the Netherlands, or any of they might have contented themſelves with
the northern ports of France, becauſe the ſhortening the prohibition, only as to the
navigation from our eaſtern ports is exportation, without ſhortening it ſo far

cheaper, and leſs dangerous, than to our H as related to the payment of any bounty
own weſtern ports. . That the price at
which a bounty upon exportation is to be
allowed, ought to be lowered, may from

experience, I believe, be demonſtrated;
for if, from our cuſtom-houſe books, it

ſhould appear, that at a time when there

upon exportation; or if a bounty ap
peared to be neceſſary for encouraging the
exportation of malt, made of damaged
corn, they might have ſhortened the pro
hibition ſo far as related to the payment
of the bounty upon the exportation of
mait

* See Lond, Ma:, for 1758, #.

64,
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malt only. This would have been ſhew from being a certain fign of our being hi
ing a deſerved and neceſſary compaſſion to a flouriſhing condition, that it may be a
farmers, who had large quantities of da ſign of the dire&t contrary; and this it
maged corn upon their hands; but to ex will be, if, for the preſent intereſt of our
tend the payment of the bounty, without landholders, we ſhould encourage the ex
any alteration, to corn, malt, meal, flour, portation of our corn, to the prejudice of
bread, biſcuit, and ſtarch, when the beſt A our trade and manufactures.
Immediately after the abovementioned
wheat was ſelling, in ſome parts of this
kingdom, at 43s. per quarter, and all other reſolution for taking into confideration the
ſorts of grain proportionably dear, what aćt for continuing the laws relating to
ever it might be to the landholders and corn was agreed to *nem con. an order was
farmers of ſome particular counties, it was made, likewiſe nem. con. that leave be
eertainly no compaſſion to the poor, to the given to bring in a bill, to continue, for a
trade, or to the manufactures of the king- B time to be limited, an act made in the them
dom in general, eſpecially if it be true, laſt ſeſſion of parliament, intitled, An A&E
as ſome people think, that no bounty up to permit the Importation of ſalted Beef,
on exportation ought to be allowed, when &c. t and Mr. Thomas Coventry, Mr.
the beſt wheat ſells in any part of the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Mr.
kingdom above 32s. per quarter, and all Nugent, were ordered to prepare and bring
in the ſame, to whom Mr. Rigby was ad
other ſorts of grain in proportion.

It may, perhaps, by ſome people, be C ded the next day. Accordingly the bill
imagined, that a vaſt exportation of corn
is a certain national advantage, becauſe it
brings a great deal of money into the
kingdom, and conſequently that the more
it increaſes, the more flouriſhing our con

was preſented to the houſe, on the 27th

of November, by Mr. Thomas Coventry,
when it was read a firſt time, and ordered
to be read a ſecond time; and as it was

neceſſary to paſs the bill as ſoon as poſfi
ble, it was the next day read a ſecond
our exportation of corn may be increaſed D time, and committed to a committee of
by a very fatal change in our circum the whole houſe, with an inſtrućtion, to
ſtances; it may at firſt, and for ſome time, receive a clauſe, or clauſes, to provide that
be increaſed, by a decay in our trade and the ſaid ačt be conſtrued to extend to all
manufactures : The more theſe decay, kinds of ſalted pork, and hog meat, im
the more our agriculture will, for ſome ported, or to be imported, into Great
years, increaſe; becauſe our landholders Britain, from Ireland; which inſtruction
and farmers will have the more ſervants, E was occaſioned by our cuſtom-houſe offix
and at the cheaper wages, as many of our cers having refuſed to admit hams from
poor, who formerly ſubfifled by trade and Ireland to an entry. And upon the 4th
manufa&ture, muſt then, for a ſcanty ſub
of December, when the order of the day
fiſtence, betake themſelves to agriculture; for the houſe to reſolve itſelf into a com
but many of them will, by degrees, go mittee on the ſaid bill was read, another
abroad, or ſtarve for want at home, and
inſtruction was ordered to the committee,
dition muſt be.

But I muſt obſerve, that

the fewer conſumers of corn we have at F to receive a clauſe, or clauſes, for amend

home, the more we may certainly export
abroad; the conſequence of which will
be, that all the money we receive for our
corn exported, and a great deal more,
muſt be ſent abroad again, for the neceſ

ing the ſaid ačt, with reſpect to the pro
viſion for ſaving to the revenue the duty
laid upon ſalt; and a third to receive a

ſaries and luxuries we muſt have from fo

which inſtructions having been complied

clauſe, or clauſes, for the better execution

of the proviſions of the ſaid ačt; all

reign countries, ſo that in a few years we G with in the committee, the bill afterwards
1 have no gold or filver left amongſt paſſed both houſes in common courſe, and
us, and then our agriculture, as well as received the royal aſſent on the 14th ; by
every other branch of trade muſt decay. which the time for this importation was
It were therefore to be wiſhed, that we prolonged to the 24th of December, 1759.
The moſt material alteration made in
had in this kingdom, as they have in
Holland, ſuch a number of cities and the former ačt by this new law, is by that
towns, and thoſe cities and towns ſo po- H clauſe which was received and added in
pulous, that all the corn our country the committee, in purſuance of the afore
could, by the moſt extenſive and beſt im ſaid ſecond inſtruction, the words of which
proved agriculture, produce, could not clauſe are very remarkable, being as fol
fuffice to anſwer our home conſumption of low : “Inſtead of the duty of 1s. 3d.
that neceſſary commodity. So far then is charged by the former ačt on every hund
the increate of our exportation of corn red weight of ſalted beef or pork that
4 E. z.

ſhould
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ſhould be imported from Ireland, which
is found not adequate to the duty payable
for ſuch quantity of ſalt as is requifite to
be uſed in curing and ſalting thereof;
and to prevent, as well the expence to the

of March, the ſecond ſe&tion of an att

the ſaid duties, it is enacted, That from

firſt time, and after the ſaid ſecond ſe&tion

made in the 29th of his preſent majeſty's
reign, intitled, An Aá for the Encourage
ment of Seamen, and the more ſpeedy and
effedual manning his Majeſty's Navy, was
revenue, as the detriment and loſs which upon motion read; whereupon it was or
would accrue to the owner and importer, A dered, that leave be given to bring in a
from opening the caſks in which the ſalt bill to explain and amend the ſaid ačt;
ed beef and pork is generally packed up, and that Mr. Clevland and Mr. Amyand,
with the pickle or brine proper for pre do prepare and bring in the ſame.
On the 27th, “Mr. Clevland preſented
ſerving the ſame, in order to aſcertain the
net weight of the beef and pork liable to the bill to the houſe, when it was read a
and after the 24th of December, 1758, B was again read, it was ordered to be read
and during the continuance of this act, a ſecond time, which it accordingly was,
there ſhall be paid, upon importation, a the next day, and cemmitted to a com
duty of 3s. 4d. for every barrel or caſk of mittee of the whole houſe. And on the
ſalted beef or pork, containing 32 gallons; 2d of April it was ordered, that the pro
and 1s. 3d. for every hundred weight of per officer or officers ſhould forthwith lay
ſalted beef, called dried beef, or dried before the houſe a copy of the commiſfion
meats tongues, or dried hog meat; and ſo C iſſued to the commanders of private ſhips

in proportion for any greater or leſſer

of war, in obedience to the ſaid ačt; and

alſo copies of the bail and ſecurity bonds
This clauſe I have taken particular no uſually taken from the owner of owners
tice of, becauſe, upon the former ačt it of ſuch ſhips, on granting ſuch commif
was computed, that by cur duty upon ſalt fions; together with copies of all ſuch
alone, beſide the many other duties we are inſtructions, regulations, and orders, as,
ſubjećted to, a load of 131. per cent. was D by authority of the admiralty, and by the
brought upon our navigation, above what judge of the court of admiralty, are de
the navigation of moſt other countries is livered to the commanders of ſuch private
liable to *; but by this clauſe we find, ſhips of war, for their government, in
that the duty upon the ſalt neceſſary for making war againſt the enemy, according
curing an hundred weight of beef or to the true intent and meaning of the
pork, amounts to more than 1s. 3d.com ſaid ačt.
fequently we muſt reckon that the load E. All theſe papers having been accord
brought upon our navigation by our ſalt ingly laid before the houſe on the 4th,
duty alone, amounts to more than 131. the houſe, on the 6th, reſolved itſelf into
per cent. therefore no one can be ſurprized the ſaid committee, and went through the
to find, that our trade to Hamburgh, and bill with ſeveral amendments, which being
ſome cther foreign ports, is carried on then reported, it was ordered that the re
port ſhould be taken into confideration on
by foreign ſhips, as far as our
act will allow; for by this load the freight F the 24th, and that the bill, with the a
of all ſhips vićtualled in England, muſt mendments, ſhould be printed, which it
be rendered higher than the freight which was accordingly, and on that day it was
a ſhip vićtualled in other ports will chear recommitted to a committee of the whole
fully accept of.
houſe, for the Monday following, when
As a great number of accounts, relat there was preſented to the houſe, and read,
ing to ſeamen and ſea affairs, had been, a petition of the underſigned perſons be
on the 27th of November, 1758, ordered G longing to his majeſty's iſlands of Guern
to be laid before the houſe, it of courſe ſey and Jerſey, for, and on behalf of
occaſioned the bringing in of ſome bills, many of his majeſty's ſubjećts of thoſe
the moſt remarkable of which was, that iſlands, owners of, and intereſted in
occaſioned by the many complaints that privateers fitted out from the ſame; al
that thoſe iſlands lie in the midſt
had been made by ſome of the neutral
powers of Europe, eſpecially the Dutch, of the Britiſh channel, and within fight
of their ſhips having been plundered, and of the French coaſt, and that thoſe iſlan
the crews ill uſed, by ſome of our priva- H ders had then, and in former French wars,
teers; and as ſome of theſe complaints imbarked their fortunes in fitting out
appeared to be well grounded, it was re ſmall privateers, which ran in cloſe to the
ſolved to provide as effectually againſt ſuch French ſhores, and, by making their veſ
practices, as it was in the power of our ſels reſemble French fiſhing boats, and
legiſlature to do; therefore, on the 15th not to appear like privateers, or like ſhips
uantity.”

..
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of force, or giving any alarm to the coaſt,
they had taken many prizes from the
French, to their own private advantage,
to the annoyance of the French coaſting
trade, and to the great benefit of this na
tion, not only in the value of the prizes
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was paſſed without amendment, and re
ceived the royal aſſent at the end of the
ſeſſion.

This aét was intitled, An ad to explain
and amend the ſaid ačt of the 29th of his

majeſty's reign; and for the better pre
ſo taken, and in diſtreſſing the enemy, but A vention of piracies and robberies by the
alſo far more conſiderably in gaining ma crews of private ſhips of war. And the
terial intelligence of the enemy's deſigns chief new regulations eſtabliſhed by this
on ſeveral important occaſions; and that act are, Firſt, That after June 1, 1759,
theſe ſervices cannot be, performed by no privateer commiſſion ſhall be granted,
large veſſels, which dare not approach ſo unleſs the ſhip, if in Europe, ſhall be of
near to the coaſt, and the very appearance the burthen of 1 oo tons, and carry ten
of which alone would be a #.cient no- B carriage guns, being three pounders, and
tice and alarm to the French, who would 40 men at the leaſt; or unleſ; the lords of
inſtantly, by fignals, communicate ſuch the admiralty, or perſons authoriſed by
alarm all along their coaſts; and that the them, ſhall think fit to grant the ſame, to
petitioners were informed, that a bill was any ſhip of inferior force or burthen, the
then depending in the houſe, to prohibit owner or owners thereof giving ſuch bail
privateers of ſmall burthen and force, or ſecurity as therein after mentioned.
which the petitioners humbly conceived, C 2d. That the lords of the admiralty may
if extended to privateers belonging to at any time revoke, by an order in writ
thoſe iſlands, would ruin the perſons who ing under their hands, any commiſſion
had inveſted their fortunes in finall pri iſſued forth; but this revocation to be ſub-.
vateers, and would not only deprive this jećt to an appeal to his majeſty in coun
kingdom of the before-mentioned advan cil, whoſe determination ſhall be final.
tages, but would alſo produce many and
3d. That previous to the granting any
great diſadvantages to Great-Britain, by D commiſfion, the perſons who propoſe to
the numbers of like ſmall privateers, be bound and give ſecurity, ſhall ſeverally
which, in ſuch caſe, the enemy would then make oath, that at the time of their being
ſpread over the channel, to the great an ſworn, they are reſpe&tively worth more
noyance of the navigation and commerce money than the ſum for which they are
of this kingdom, and which they had, of then to be bound, over and above all their
late, been pretty generally prevented from juſt debts; and the perſons granting the
ſending out ; and therefore praying, that E commiſfion are direéted to make diligent
ſuch privateers as did or ſhould, really and enquiry into the ſufficiency of ſuch bail.
truly, and without any deceit, belong to 4th. That perſons applying for ſuch com
the inhabitants of the iſlands of Guern

miſfions ſhall make application in writing,

ſey or Jerſey, might be wholly excepted and therein ſet forth a particular and exact
out of the ſaid bill, or that the petitioners deſcription of the ſhip or veſſel, ſpecify
might be heard by their counſel againſt ing the burthen, and the number and
ſuch bill, and might have ſuch other re F nature of the guns on board, to what
lief as to the houſe ſhould ſeem meet.

place belonging, and the name or names

of the principal owner or owners, and
the number of men (all which particulars
bill was recommitted; and the ſame day ſhall be inſerted in the commiſfion) and
the houſe reſolved itſelf into the ſaid com
every commander ſhall produce ſuch
mittee, as it did alſo on the 4th, 6th, and commiſſion to , the cuſtom-houſe officer,
8th of May, on which laſt day Mr. G who ſhall examine ſuch ſhip or veſſel, and
Bacon reported, that the committee had if the ſame be according to the deſcription
confidered the ſaid petition, had gone in the commiſfion, or of a greater bur
through the bill, and had made ſeveral then or force, he ſhall give a certificate
amendments; which report being taken thereof gratis, to be deemed a neceſſary
This petition was referred to the confi

deration of the committee, to whom the

into confideration on the 11th, the amend
ments, with amendments to ſeveral of

clearance, without which the commander

15th it was read a third time, and a clauſe

art thereof, after the ſame ſhall have

being added by way of Ryder, the bill

een taken as prize, and ſhall, in purſuance

is not to depart. 5th. If after June 1,
them, were agreed to by the houſe, and H 1759, any privateer commander ſhall agree
ſeveral amendments being made by the for the ranſom of any neutral or other ſhip
houſe to the bill, it was, with the amend or veſſel, (except thoſe of his majeſty's
ments, ordered to be ingroſſed. On the
declared enemies) or the cargo, or any

was paſſed and ſent to the lords, where it of ſuch agreement, ačtually
–––
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fuch prize, he ſhall be deemed guilty of dentally or profeſſedly, in any late author,
piracy. But as to contraband goods, he an hiſtorical dedućtion of paſſages in our
may take them on board his own ſhip; old hiſtorians, tending to illuſtrate the
with the conſent of the commander of the
ſubječt, may not be unacceptable to many
neutral ſhip, and then ſet her at liberty; of your readers, ſince the knowledge of
and no perſon to purloin or embezzle ſuch it is very neceſſary to clear up ſeveral Paſ
contraband goods before condemnation. A ſages in Engliſh hiſtory.
From Bede's time quite down to the
6th. No judge, regiſter or deputy regiſter,
marſhal, or deputy marſhal, belonging to Norman conqueſt, the conflant way of
any court of admiralty or vice admiralty, computation ſeems to be from Chriſtmas
nor any perſon practiſing as advocate, day. For Bede (Hiſt. W. 23.) plainly
proctor, or otherwiſe, in any ſuch court, makes January to be in the beginning of
ſhall be concerned in any privateer. the year. He places the death of Beret
7th. No regiſter, or deputy regiſter, nor B wald, archbiſhop of Canterbury, to the
any marſhal or deputy marſhal, belong ides of January, A. D. 731, and further
ing to any ſuch court, ſhall ačt or be informs us, under the ſame year, that
concerned as advocate or pro&tor, in any Tatwin was conſecrated in his room, on
matter depending in any ſuch court to the moth day of June following, a mani
which he then belongs. 8th. All com feſt proof, that January was at that time
miſſions granted to ſilips or veſſels of leſs one of the firſt months, as June comes
burthen or force than before deſcribed, de-C after it in the ſame year. The Saxon
clared void; except ſuch ſhips or veſſels of chronicle begins the year from the nati
an inferior burthen or force, whoſe commiſ: vity of our Lord. See A. D. 763, 817,
ſons ſhall be confirmed by the Admiralty. 963, 1066, &c. quite down to the end.
9th. Owners of ſhips or veſſels, not being
After the conqueſt, Gervaſe, a monk of
under 50 or above too tons, whoſe com Canterbury, in the preface to his chro
miſſions are declared void, to have their loſs nicle, (Gerv. Doroborn, int. X. Script.
made good by the publick. 10th. A court D Col. 1336, &c.) takes notice of many
of oyer and terminer and goal delivery, for

different ways of computation in his

the trial of offences committed within the

time, that is, at the end of the XIIth, or

juriſdićtion of the admiralty, ſhall be
held twice a year, in March and O&tober,
in the Old-Bailey, London, or in ſuch
other place within England as the admi

beginning of the XIIIth century. He
ſays, that ſome computed from the an
nunciation, ſome from the nativity, ſome
from the circumciſion, and others from

ralty ſhall appoint. 11th. The judge of E the paſſion of our Lord. The ſolar year,
any court of admiralty, after an appeal continues he, according to the cuſtom of
interpoſed as well as before, ſhall, at the

requeſt of the captor or claimant, make
an order to have ſuch capture appraiſed,
(when the parties do not agree upon the
value) and an inventory taken, and then

the Romans, and of the church of God,

begins from the calends of January, but
he rather chuſes to fix the commencement

of it to Chriſtmas-day, “ becauſe (ibid.
1418, 5o.) we compute the age of men

take ſecurity for the full value, and there- F from the day of their birth.”.
upon cauſe ſuch capture to be delivered
to the party giving ſuch ſecurity. But if

objection made to the taking ſecurity, the
judge ſhall, at the requeſt of either of
the parties, order ſuch goods and effe&ts
to be entered, landed, and ſold by public

This ſhews there was no ſtanding fixed
rule of computation in Gervaſe's time,
and the following obſervation confirms it,
not only in his age, but alſo for ſeveral
centuries after him. Matt. Paris (edit.
Watts, p. 5.) Matt. Weſtm. (p. 255.)

auštion, and the monies ariſing therefrom, G Ralph de Diceto (int. X. Script. Col.
to be depoſited in the Bank, or in ſome pub

48o.) and Polydor Virgil (p. 15c.) place

lick ſecurities. And if ſecurity be given
by the claimants, the judge ſhall give

the coronation of William the Conqueror

fuch capture a paſs.

12th. This a& to

continue in force during the preſent war

upon Chriſtmas-day, A. D. io97, that is,
theſe authors begin their new year with
that day, at leaſt in this inſtance; whereas,
on the contrary, T. Walfingham (Ypo

with France, and no longer,
[To be continued in our next.]
H digma Neuſtriae, p. 436.) . Howeden
(p. 258.) and Bronton (int. X. Script.
Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON Col. 961.) all refer it to Chriſtmas-day,
M A G A Z IN E.
A. D. Io96, which proves, that they do
S I R,
not in this place begin the year till after
S I have not met with an account of that day. Matt. Weſtm. (p. 268, ad
the time, from whence our anceſtors
*

ann. 1209.) takes notice of this difference
ºn their year, treated of, either acci

in

1759.

from whence our Ancestors began their Year.
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in authors, for he obſerves, that “be
cauſe king John's ſon was born in the

Edward IV. for the continuator of the

Chriſtmas holidays, which authors gene

at all exačt in his commencement of the

rally put, as it were, between the old and

year, which he ſometimes begins from

the new year, in confinio anni preteriti &
futuri, ſome place his birth to the year

annunciation.

hiſtory of Croyland Abbey does not ſeem
the circumciſion, and at others from the
He mentions the death of

1209, others to the foregoing one.” But A Richard duke of York, as happenin in
it is no wonder, that different authors Chriſtmas week, at the very end of the
ſhould diſagree in this point, when T. year 1460, (ejuſdem anni jam ad termi
Walfingham, one of the moſt accurate num vergente curriculo, p. 530, i. 52,
of our Monkiſh hiſtorians, does not al edit. Oxon, 1684.) which ſhews he there
ways count from the ſame day. In this in ends the year with the month of Decem
ſtance he does not begin the year ſooner ber, and yet two pages after (p. 532, l, 27.)
than the circumcifien, we ſhall ſee be. B he places the following month of March
low that he ſometimes dates it from the to the ſame year, a proof he does not be
nativity.
gin it, in this laſt-mentioned inſtance, till
According to this laſt mentioned au the annunciation, and this inaccuracy
thor, who lived in the XVth century, ſeems to indicate the beginning of the

Edward III. was made king on the zoth cuſtom, for he uſes both computations in
day of January (Hiſt. Ang. p. 126.) differently in many places; he begins the
and proclaimed his peace to the people, C year 1467 with the month of January,
that is, as I apprehend it, publiſhed a ge (p. 54.1.) and does not end 1469 till after
neral, pardon on Sunday February the firſt,

the ſame month (p. 544.)

Now the particular obſervation of

Thomas Chandler, who was chancellor

the firſt of February being on a Sunday,

of Oxon from 1458 to 1462, (Wood Hiſt.

fixes it to what we ſhould have called be

& Ant. Oxon. II. 410.) in his ſhort ac

1327.

fore the late alteration of the ſtyle

count of William of Wickham, printed
1326-7, and not 1327 8; conſequently D by Wharton, (Angl. Sacra. 2. 355.)
it is a demonſtration, that he counted begins his year with the annunciation.
About 15 or 16 years after, this cuſtom
January and February in the beginning
of the year. Any perſon, that will be at ſeems to have been fully ſettled; for ano
the trouble to compute the dominical ther continuator of the hiſtory of Croy
letter, will find it to be D in that year, land Abbey, who wrote about that time,
Yvhich letter is fixed in the calendar to the conſtantly computes from the annuncia
firſt of February, and conſequently proves Etion, and (in p. 552.) under the year 1469,
gives the reaſon of the difference of the
it to have then fallen on a Sunday.
The ſame author (ibid. p. 382.) in computation between the two churches of
forms us, that Henry IV. kept his Chriſt Rome and England, and mentions this
mas in 1413, at Eltham, that he died the laſt as the only one then uſed here.
Indesd biſhop Godwin in his annals,
20th of March following, and that his
ſon was crowned on Paſfion Sunday, the wrote 150 years after the time now ſpoken
5th of April in the ſame year, which F of, dates his year from the 1ſt of Janu
agrees only with the year 1413, when ary, (Anni hujus, 1511, primo Die, ipſis
Eaſter-day ačtually fell on April the 23d. videlicet calendis Januarii) but it is to be
Here our author dates the beginning of remembered, he wrote them for the uſe of
the year from Chriſtmas, though, as was foreigners, who were not uſed to any other
abovementioned, when he ſpeaks of Wil way of computation.
At the reformation both the civil and
liam the Conqueror's coronation, he does
not begin it till the feaſt of the circum G ecclefiaſtical authority interpoſed, to fix
cificn. Shall we ſay, that in his Ypo the commencement of the year to the feaſt
digma Neuſtriae, he writes as a Norman, of the annunciation, by adding the fol
and that they computed the year only lowing rubrick to the calendar, immedi
fiom the circumciſion, whereas in his hi ately after the table of moveable feaſts for
ſtory of England he writes as an Engliſh 40 years, viz. “Note, That the ſupputa
man, who in his time generally reckoned tion of the year of our Lord, in the church
H of England, beginneth the 25th day cf.
from the nativity
Hitherto nothing of our late cuſtom of March, the ſame day ſuppoſed to be the
computing from the annunciation has ap 1ſt day upon which the world was created,
peared in any of our old hiſtorians, ex and the day when Chriſt was conceived in
cept the bare mention of it in Gervaſe. the womb of the Virgin Mary,” which
There is good reaſon to think it began ſtood thus down to the Savoy conference,
about the beginning of the reign of king ſoon after the reſtoration, when wº

º

though
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“ sea lenſtäſäIrint allvia ridivininfl

thought proper to retain the order, and
drop the reaſon given for it, and in this

textá.”

-

As if it were writ alvaria.
The ſame may be ſaid of cii for cii,

diape it was continued down, to the late
parliamentary correstion of the calendar, hilic for bilic, &c.
which brings it back to the firſt of Janu
ary, and is indeed the only legal ſettlement, A So that the verſe quoted from Juvenal
of it for civil affairs that I have met with,

may, and I thinkought to be read thus,

for the rubrick above-mentioned ſettles

Non quaft fortuita, &c.

As a confirmation of this conjećture,
only the ſupputation of the church . of
England, and ſays nothing of the civil the following quotations may be ſufficient.
overnment, which ſeems to have never

Somnia pituite qui purgatiſma mittant.
PERs.
reign, till after the reſtoration, not even in B
line it is very plain that the firſt
common deeds. During the uſurpation (i)Inisthis
long in pituite. And therefore the
of Oliver Cromwell, the years of our following
line in Horace muſt be ſcanned

uſed any other date than that of the king's

-

lord ſeem to have been introduced, be

thus,

cauſe they did not chuſe to date by the
ears of the kings reigns, and continued

#.

Präecipilä ſalniis niñlcim filtuitä mil

leftā ºft.
That
the firſt (i) is long, appears alſo
interpoſition of any legal authority... I
have ſeen ſome deeds before that time C from this of Catullus,
Mücü, qué et milălpitilitälnäft.
with the date of the year inſerted, not in
the body of the deed, but in the middle
Here iii is made iii, by the figure Die
convenience aſterwards without the

of the initial letter, after this manner,

reſis; as you find in Tibullus, diſſºliºſ:
for diſſolviſe; and in Ovid, evolºiſe for

G33. This Indenture

evolviſe.

Our neighbours the Scots, from time
immemorial, have invariably obſerved the

I am, SIR,
Your moſt humble ſervant,

Oćt. 17, 1759.

STALBRIGIENSIS.

25th day of March as the 1ſt day of the
year, till November 27, 1599, when the

To be ſold by Auðion, ſome Time next

following entry was made in the books of
the privy council. On Monday proclamation
made be the king's warrand, ordaining the

Month, at the King's-Arms, in la Place
de Viétoire, Part of the Effects of Louis
le Petit, late a Bankrupt ; for the Brnº

firſt of january, in tyme coming, to be the

fit of his Creditors.

beginning of the new year, which they
have as conſtantly followed ever ſince.

Aućtioneer.

Oćtober 18,

I am, &c.

1759.
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By P. L. C.

NE hundred thouſand ſoldiers, now

in Germany, in excellent condition;
N.

having plenty of every thing but cloaths,
To the AUTHOR of the LONDON
M A G A Z IN E.

vićtuals, money, and ſpirits.-The gene
ral who commands them; having every

requifite that forms the ſoldier, except mi
litary ſkill, bravery, and condućt.-14
N p. 294 of your Magazine for Sep F men of war, prime ſailors; now locked
tember laſt, I find a letter ſigned Can

S I R,
-

I

up in Breſt harbour. Enquire for the

tabrigienſis, wherein he attempts to prove;

key of Edward Hawke, upon the pre

that (i) in the penultima of fortuito and miſes, who attends to ſhew the ſame-fortuitous is common. . That it is indeed 325 flat-bottomed boats, of a new con
long, appears ſufficiently frcm the Alcaic, ſtruction; have never been at ſea. Ex
which he quotes from Horace. And with cellent for forming a temporary bridge at
this opinion coincides that cf P. Labbe, G Black-Friars.-The good ſhip Diſgrace,
the learned jeſuit of Bourges, in his Indices laden with rue, from Canada; now lying
Eruditae Pronunciationis, as publiſhed by

in the river Seine.—ooo, ooo, ooo ounces

Leeds, where he places the words fortuito
and fºrtuitus amongſt thoſe that produce
the penultima. He ſays, “fortuito &
fortuitus apud Dočios ſalten variant pe

of gold duſt, from Africa. - 10oo hogs
heads of ſugar, from Guadaloupe, now
lying at the Cuſtom houſe key in London.
—A large quantity of alimentary powder.
H–A very accurate map of all the ports in

multimam, qua vulgo carripi ſolet.”

But that the (i) is ever ſhort, is not ſo
clear from the hexameter he quotes from
Juvenal. For there is a figure in gram
mar, called Synaereſis, whereby two letters
or ſyllables are contračted into one: As
in this verſe of Virgil, G. iv. 34.

Great-Britain, with the ſoundings of the
different rivers and harbours.

A very cu

rious work, which is ſaid to have coſt Mr.

Petit roo, ooo livres. – The lillies of
France, of a beautiful purple; dyed º:
t

—m-

r

-
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the original white, by P. Ferdinando, the —All his honour, now lying in the bank
-

*

dyer of Minden. — A miniſtry without
heads; a capital picture, hanging in the
council-chamber at Verſailles. By the

of Amſterdam; forfeited for want of re

famous Pittiani.-A large colleštion of

Breſt, Antihes, Havre, Marſeilles, Roch

demption.—Several lots of timber, cor
dage, &c. now ſtanding in his wharfs, at

laurels from Quebec, a little withered. fort, and Toulon.—For further parti
—The reverſion of ſome towns in Flan. A culars enquire of G. R. or W. P. near
ders, held, by leaſe, under lady Mary the Cockpit, Whitehall, London, aſſignees
Hapſburgh. — Right Weſtphalia worm to the ſaid bankrupt's eſtate.
wood, freſh from the plains of Minden.

An impartial and ſucciné. History of the Origin and Progreſs of the preſent War.
Continued from p. 535.
OW as to the other expedition
againſt the French fort at Niagara,
the preparations for it were as ſlow and as
deficient as for the other.

But before I

in New York, but the way to it is the
more convenient, as the far greateſt part
of it admits of water carriage, by what
they call battoes, which is a light flat

begin the account of this expedition, I bottomed boat, wideſt in the middle, and
muſt give ſome account of the fort we at each end ſharp pointed, of about 1.5oo
had at Oſwego, upon the ſouth eaſt cor B weight burden, and is managed by two
ner of the lake Ontario, as it was the on
men, called battoemen, with paddles and
Iy way by which we could proceed to the ſetting poles, as the rivers are in many
execution of our deſign againſt Niagara. places too narrow to admit of oars. From
Although we had been ſo many years in Albany the travellers ſet out firſt by land,
poſſeſſion of this place", and although for the village of Scheneétady, which is a
it lay ſo much expoſed to the French, up land carriage of 16 miles, in a good wag
on any rupture between the two nations f, C gon road. From thence to the little ń.
yet we had never taken care to render the in the Mohock river, at 6.5 miles diſtance,
fort we had there tolerably defenſible, nor the paſſage is by water carriage up that
had we ever been at the pains to build ſo river, conſequently againſt the ...
much as one veſſel, fit for navigating the which in many places is a little rapid, and
lake. This neglect was never effectually in ſome ſo ſhallow, that the men are,
taken notice of, till after the beginning of when the river is low, obliged to turn
the year 1755, when, at a meeting which D out, and draw their battoes over the rifts,
general Braddock had, in April, with the with hard labour. At the little falls there
governors and chief gentlemen of ſeveral is a portage, or land carriage, for about a
of our colonies, at Alexandria in Virginia, mile, where the ground being marſhy, will
it was reſolved to ſtrengthen both the fort admit of no wheel carriage, and therefore
and garriſon at Oſwego, and to build ſome a colony of Germans, ſettled there, keep
large veſſels at that place. Accordingly ſledges, on which they draw the loaded
a number of ſhip-carpenters and work E battoes to the next place of embarkation
men were ſent thither in May and June ; upon the ſame river. From thence they
and with the firſt of them captain Brad proceed, by water, up that river for 6o
ſtreet arrived with two companies of 100 miles, to the carrying place near the head
men each, as a reinforcement to the 1 oo

of it, where there is another portage,

men that were before in garriſon there, which is longer or ſhorter, according to the
under captain King, to which number the drineſs or wetneſs of the ſeaſon, being
had, from 25, been increaſed, F uſually, in the ſummer months, ſix or
ince our conteſts with France began to eight miles over. Here the battoes are
row ſerious; but this reinforcement was conveyed in the ſame manner as at the
#. from being ſufficient for a place of little falls, and at the further end of this
ſuch importance, and at ſuch a time, and, portage, they launch into a narrow river,
where there was ſo much neceſſary work called Wood Creek, which runs into the

#.

to be done, which was the caſe with re

Oneyada lake.

Down this river they

ſpect to moſt of our other preparations; G proceed with a gentle ſtream to the lake,
for, at the beginning of this war, we diſtant about 40 miles ; but though the
thought of nothing ſo much as oeconomy, current be in their favour, the paſſage is
troubleſome, as the river is ſhallow, and
and this has made the war laſt ſo long.
This fort at Oſwego is reckoned near its banks covered by thick woods of large
3ao miles almoſt due weſt from Albany, trees, which by falling into it often ob
November, 1759.
* See Lond. Mag. for 17 :"... p. 17.
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ſtrućt the paſſage of the battoes, until they could perſuade both the French and us to
are removed, or their branches lopped off,
by the battoemen. The Oneyada lake
ſtretches from eaſt to weſt, about 30
miles, and in calm weather is paſſed with
great pleaſure as well as facility. Fron

agree to ſuch a local truce, and conſe
quently the general was obliged to pro
ceed without being joined by any great
number of Indians.

On the 17th or 18th

of Auguſt, he arrived at Oſwego; but the

the weſtern end iſſues the river Onondaga, Alaſt of the troops and artillery did not ar
which, after a courſe of between 20 and rive until the laſt day of that month; and
30 miles, unites with the Cayuga, or Se

even then there was no ſufficient ſtore of

neca river, and their united ſtream runs

proviſions for enabling them to proceed

into Ontario lake, at the place where Qſ.
wego fort is ſituated. From Qneyada lake,

againſt Niagara, though by this time ſome
tolerable good veſſels had been built and
therefore, the battoes have the current in got ready for that purpoſe.
their favour, and it is pretty rapid, but B In the mean time the general made
this renders the paſſage the more difficult every thing ready for embarking, as ſoon
and hazardous, as the river through the as a ſupply of proviſions ºš arrive,
whole of its courſe abounds with rifts and being reſolved to take but 600 men with
rocks; and about 12 miles on this ſide of , him for the attack of Niagara, and to leave
Oſwego, there is a fall of 11 feet perpen the reſt of his army, about 14oo, for the
dicular. Here, therefore, there is another defence of Oſwego, in caſe the French
portage, which does not exceed 40 yards, C ſhould, in his abſence, attempt the at

when the battoes launch for the laſt time,
and proceed with an eaſy courſe to Oſ
wego.

From the deſcription of this amphi
bious ſort of paſſage, the reader will ſee
neceſſary it was for the troops de

tacking of that place, which there was
ſome reaſon to apprehend, as they had
then a conſiderable force, and more ex
pećted, at fort Frontignac, from whence
they had an eaſy paſſage, by the lake On

}.

tario, to Oſwego. At laſt, on the 26th
igned for this expedition, to have ſet out D of September, a ſmall ſupply of provi

fions arrived, juſt ſufficient for him to take
along with him, and to leave 12 days
Jerſey regiment, did not ſet out from ſhort ſubſiſtence for thoſe he left behind.
thence till after the beginning of July ; But by this time the rainy boiſterous ſea
and juſt as general Shirley's and general ſon had begun, and the few Indians he
regiments were prepaiung to had along with him, had declared, that
ol ow, the melancholy account of gene. Ethere was no
to croſs Ontariq
ral Braddock's diſaſter arrived at Albany, lake to Niagara in battoes at that ſeaſon,
which ſo damped the ſpirits of the people, or any time before the next enſuing fum
and ſpread ſuch a terror, that ſome of the mer, on which account moſt of them
early in the ſpring from Albany; but the
very firſt of them, colonel Schuyler's New

†.

º

troops deſerted, and moſt of the battoe

had left him, and were returned home.

men ram home, or diſperſed themſelves

In this perplexed ſituation he called a

into the country, nor was it poſſible to council of war for, next day, before whom
prevail with many of them to return, F he laid a full account of their circum
which made it impoſſible to carry all the ſtances, and all the advices he had re
neceſſary ſtores along with the troops. ceived, all which being duly confidered,
Notwithſtanding this diſappointment, #. it was their unanimous opinion, that it
neral Shirley, then commander in chief of was impracticable to attempt the reducing
all his majeſty's forces in North America, of Niagara fort before the next ſummer,
ſet out from Albany before the end of whereupon the deſign was, for that time,

july, with as many of the troops and Gentirely laid aſide.
ñores as he could procure a conveyance
for, hoping to be joined in his route by
reat numbers of the Indians of the Six

Nations, for which purpoſe he ſent as he
aſſed to many of their caſtles to invite

Upon this it was reſolved to employ the
troops, while they remained there, in
building barracks, and in erecting, or at
leaſt beginning to erest two new forts,

one on the eaſt fide of the river Onondaga,
at 450 yards diſtance from the old fort,
him, that they declared againſt any hoſt:- Hand commanding the ſame, as well as the
them; but they were ſo far from joining

Jities on that ſide of the country, inſiſting

ground round about, aid the entrance of

that oſwego was a place of traffick and

the harbour, which was to be called On

eace, and that therefore neither the Eng
tilitics near that place : Nay, they ſeemed

tarb fort; and another at 450 yards weſt
of the old fort, to be called Oſwego new
fort; but I do not find that it was ſo much

to have taken it into their heads, that they

as propoſed to provide any

#. nur French ought to commit any hoſ.
-

-

4.
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nication between theſe three forts; and
therefore I muſt think, that it would have

tion, and ſpeedy deciſion of the war; and
every one ſeened to be-confident, that the
been better to have demoliſhed the old
latter would be the certain conſequence of
fert, without building any new one to the the former, conſidering the ſuperiority of
weſt of it; and to have made Ontario fort our naval force, and of our plantations
large enough for containing conveniently upon the continent of North America;
a garriſon of 2 or 3ooo men, the ſmalleſt A but we had a difficulty to ſtruggle with,
number we could have thought of, for which will always be deſpiſed by the po
defending a place of ſuch conſequence, pulace, and at the ſame time chiefly re
which lay at ſuch a diſtance from any of garded by our miniſters of ſtate. “ . . . .
The difficulty I mean, may be eaſily
our other ſettlements, and againſt which
eſſed at: . It was, How to defend our
the enemy, by means of the river St. Lau
ing's dominions up in the continent of
rence, and the lake Ontario, might ſo
eaſily bring an army, provided with ar- B Europe Theſe we could not but foreſee
tillery and everything proper for a fiege. would be invaded by France: Theſe we
But we had not got out of that oeconomy were both in honour and juſtice obliged to
whim with which we began the war; for defend to the utmoſt of our power; and
on the 24th of Oétober, general Shirley, this we could not do without a very pow
with the greateſ part of the troops under erful confederacy upon the continent of
his command, departed from Oſwego on Europe, which, as circumſtances them
their return to Albany, leaving colonel C ſtood, we could not eaſily obtain at any
Mercer, with a garriſon of only about rate, much leſs at ſuch a rate as might be
7oo men at Oſwego, though they had re in the power of this nation to contribute
peated advice of there being then at leaſt towards its ſupport, without neglecting
rooo men at the French fort of Frontig the proſecution of the war at ſea, and in
nac, upon the ſame lake; and what was America. . Notwithſtanding the apparent
ſtill worſe, the new forts were not near

difficulty of obtaining ſuch a confederacy,

eompleted, but left to be finiſhed by the D and at ſuch an expence as this nation
hard labour of colonel Mercer and his might be able to ſupport, yet it was re
little garriſon, with this melancholy con ſolved to attempt it, and for this purpoſe
fideration, that, if befieged by the enemy: his majeſty ſet out for Hanover, on the
in the winter, it was not poſſible for his 18th of April, 1755, having, on the 25th
friends to come to his relief.
preceding, put an end to the ſeſſion of
Thus ended the unfortunate campaign parliament, with a moſt gracious ſpeech
of 1755, on our fide at leaſt; but the E from the throne, wherein be declared, that
French, with the affiſtance of their Indian he never could entertain a thought of pur
allies, continued their murders, ſcalping, chaſing the name of peace, at the expence
captivating, and laying waſte the weſtern of ſuffering encroachments upon, or of
frontiers of Virginia and Penfilvania, yielding up, what juſtly belonged to
during the whole winter, as they had done Great-Britain, either by ancient poſſeſ.
during the ſummer, ever fince general fion, or ſolemn treaties; but that, if, rea:
Braddock's defeat. Of theſe ravages we F ſonable and honourable terms of accom
had many diſmal accounts publiſhed in be
modation
could be agreed upon, he would
ſatisfied.
v
',
eur news papers, but as a detail of them

would be tedious, I ſhall paſs over the me
In purſuance of this reſolution, a treaty
lancholy tale, as for the moſt part it con was, on the 18th of June, concluded with
tains nothing but ſhocking barbarities on the landgrave of Heſſe. Caſtl, by which
one fide, without any oppoſition on the his ſerene highneſs engaged to hold in
ether; and, therefore, I ſhall now return G readineſs, during four years, for his ma
to an account of what was done at home.
jeſty's ſervice, a body of 8ooo or 12 oso
I have before given an account of ſome men, to be employed, if required, upon
of the warlike preparations made here, at the continent, or in Britain or Ireland,
home, ſoon after the beginning of the but not on board the fleet, or beyond the
year 1755 *, which, as I have before ob ſeas; and on the other hand, his majeſty
ſerved, were made with the utmoſt occo engaged to pay, remount, and recruit theſe
nomy, ſo far as related either to our own H troops, whilſt in his ſervice, and beſides
defence, or to offenſive meaſures in Anne to pay the landgrave, during the term of
rica, eſpecially the latter, though the par four years, an annual ſubſidy of 150,000
liament granted every thing that was aſked, crowns bancq, valued at 4s. 9d. }
and the people every where appeared to be each, together with a large ſum for levy
willing to contribute whatever was in money, to be paid at the exchange of the
their power, towards a vigorous proſecu ratifications; which ſubfidy was to be at

i.
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TREAty with Heſſe-Caſſel and Ruſſia.

the rate of 3co, ooo, crowns yearly, from
the time of requiring the troops to the
time of their entering into Britiſh pay,
and in caſe they ſhould be again diſmiſſed,
the ſaid ſubſidy of 300,000 crowns was

Nov.

French ſhips they met with at ſea; and on
the 13th of Auguſt, commodore Frankland
ſailed from Spithead for the Weſt-Indies
with four men of war furniſhed with the

like orders, as well as for protesting our

trade and ſugar iſlands from any inſult
A that might be offered by the French.
ing the reſidue of the term.
A war being thus in ſome meaſure be
This was, the only treaty concluded
during his majeſty's reſidence at Hanover, gun, it occaſioned perhaps his majeſty's
which was the more ſurpriſing, as our ſub return to his Britiſh doininions, ſooner
fidy treaty with Saxony had then expired, than uſual ; for he arrived at Kenſington
and that with Bavaria was near expiring; the 15th of September, and on the 30th
and as the ſecuring of theſe two princes of the ſame month was concluded a new
in our intereſt, was at leaſt as
to B treaty of alliance between him and the
wards forming a ſufficient confederacy empreſs of Ruſſia. By this treaty, her
upon the continent for the defence of Ha Ruſſian majeſty engaged to hold in readi
nover, as that of ſecuring the landgrave of neſs in Livonia, upon the Frontiers of Li
Heſſe Caſſel. Therefore I muſt tuppoſe thuania, a body of troops confifting of
that both of them refuſed to enter into a 4oooo infantry and 1.5ooo cavalry ; and
new treaty with us upon any terms, which alſo &n the coaſts of the ſaid province 42
was a moſt glaring inſtance of ingratitude, C or 50 galleys with the neceſſary crews, in
as they had both received a ſubſidy from , a condition to act on the firſt order; but
us for ſo many years in time of peace, neither theſe troops nor gallies to be put
when they neither were, nor could be of in aétivity, unleſs his Britannick majeſty,
or his allies, ſhould be ſomewhere attack
any ſervice to us.
Notwithſtanding this bad ſucceſs in ed; in which caſe the Ruſſian general
forming a ſufficient confederacy upon the ſhould narch as ſoon as poſſible after re
continent, our miniſters, in compliance D quiſition, to make a dive fion with 30, ooo
with the univerſal cry of the people, con infantry and 15, coo cavalry ; and ſhould
"tinued, it ſeems, reſolved upon hoſtilities, embark on board the gallies, the other
if no reaſonable terms of peace could be 1oooo infantry, to make a deſcent accerd
obtained by negociation, which the French ing to the exigence of the caſe. On the
miniſters, on their ſide, continued to re other ſide, his Britannick majeſty engaged
fuſe, encouraged, perhaps, by the bad ſuc to pay to her Ruſſian Majeſty an annual
to revive, and to continue at that rate dur

º

-

ceſs they ſaw we met with in forming ſuch E ſubſidy of 100,000l. ſterling, from the
a confederacy, and imagining that, how day of the exchange of the ratifications,
ever much we might bluſter, our mini to the day that theſe troops ſhould upon
fters would not, without ſuch a confede
racy, venture to come to an open rupture;

for even Frenchmen could not ſurely be
ſo vain as to ſuppoſe, that they could con

requiſition leave the Ruſſian dominions,
and from that day an annual ſubſidy of
500,000l. ſterling, until the troops ſhould

return into the Ruſſian dominions, and
tend with this mation in a maritime war, F for three months after their return. His

if our naval power and ſtrength in Ame
rica ſhould be properly exerted, and no
way diverted by any continental connec

Britannic majeſty further engaged, that
in caſe her Ruſſian majeſty ſhould be diſ

tion.

ſelf, he would furniſh immediately the
ſuccour ſtipulated in the treaty of 1742,
and that in caſe a war ſhould break out,

In the mean time, that is to ſay on the
* 5th of July, an expreſs arrived from ad

turbed in this diverſion, or attacked her

niral Boſcawen, with an account of the G he would ſend into the Baltick, a ſqua
taking the two French men of war before
mentioned. This was certainly contrary to
the expe&tation of the court of France; for
if they had expe&ted any ſuch attack, they
would not have ordered Mr. M'Namara

dron of his ſhips of force ſuitable to the
circumſtances. And both parties agreed
that this convention ſhould ſubſiſt for four

years from the exchange of the ratifica
tions.

This was the chief ſubſtance of the
to return to Breſt with the chief part of
their ſquadron; and perhaps it was con- H treaty; but in the ſeventh article, theſe
trary to the expectatiºn of ſome, if not words were unluckily inſerted, viz. con
all of our own miniſters. But as matters
fidering alſo the proximity of the coun
had been carried ſo far, it was now paſt tries wherein the diverfion in queſtion will
time to draw back ; and therefore all our probably be made, and the facility her troops
men of war and frigates were ſoon after will probably have of ſubfifting innedi
furniſhed with orders for making repriſals, ately in an enemy's country; the takes up

*y taking and bringing into port all the

ºn
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on herſelf alone, during ſuch a diverſion,

more unlucky as they were quite unne
the ſubfiftence and treatment of the ſaid
ceſſary, unleſs we had ſomething more in
troops by ſea and land. And in the 11th our view than merely the defence of Ha
article it was ſtipulated, that all the plun nover ; for it is not impoſſible but that
der the Ruſſian troops ſhould take from ſome people might then have had ſecretly
the enemy ſhould belong to them.
in their mind, a deſign to have revived
Theſe words and this ſtipulation could A the abortive projećt of 1741 *, which it
not but be looked on as a threatening the was ridiculous to think of, unleſs we
king of Pruſſia, , and conſequently pro could have got all or moſt of the pow
voking him to join in a confederacy with ers of Europe, except France and Pruſſia,
France againſt us ; whereas we ought by to have joined in it, and this could not ſo
all means to have endeavoured to have
much as have been hoped for, unleſs both
courted him, and to have procured a tho the courts of Vienna and London could
rough reconciliation between him and the B be prevailed with to ſacrifice all their pot
court of Vienna, in order to have brought ſeſſions in Italy and the Mediterranean to
both, together with the whole German em the completion of ſuch a project.
Whether the king of Pruſſia was afraid
pire, into a confederacy with Ruſſia and
us, which might perhaps have been brought of this, or more probably from a truly
about, by making it a condition in the patriotal deſign, to preſerve the tranquilit
confederacy to diſpoſe properly of what ty of his native country, as ſoon as he get
ever might he conquered from France; C a copy of this our treaty with Ruſſia, he,
for without ſuch a cendition we could not
by his miniſters, declared at all the courts
expect the concurrence of all theſe powers, of Europe, that he would oppoſe with his
and without ſuch a concurrence we could
utmoſt force the entrance of any foreign
not expe&t that the houſe of Auſtria would troops into the empire, under any pre
join in a confederacy with us, whilſt it tence whatſoever. By this bold decla
remained liable to the danger of being at ration, if it was fincere, he certainly
tacked in the Netherlands by the French; D diſobliged the court of Verſailles, there
in Italy by the Spaniards and Sardinians, fore it was now a proper time to endea
and in Germany by the Pruſſians, Saxons, vour to detach him entirely from his alli
and Bavarians, which the laſt two had ance with France, and to procure a tho
perhaps in their eye, when they refuſed rough reconciliation between him and the
houſe of Auſtria, in order to bring about
renewing their ſubſidy treaties with us.
This danger, which was ſo apparent, ſuch a confederacy as I have before-menti
was probably the reaſon why the houſe of E oned : At leaſt it was ſuch a declaration,
Auſtria would not join in the alliance be
tween Ruſſia and us, as our united force

if we could have truſted to it, as rendered

could not have defended that houſe againſt
this danger.

it quite unneceſſary for us to enter into a
new treaty with him or any one elſe But
it ſeems we could not find any encourage

This, I believe, was the true reaſon

ment to hope for being able to form any

why the court of Vienna refuſed to accede

ſuch confederacy,and we thought we could

to that treaty, or to to engage to protect f not truſt to this declaration alone, eſpeci;
Hanover againſt any invaſion from France;
for I cannot believe, that it was becauſe
we refuſed to accede to the defenſive alli

ance between that court and Ruſſia, in
which there was an article, that if the

ally as the French had already marched
large bodies of troops towards the frontiers
of the empire, and had obtained leave
from the elector of Cologn to form large
magazines within his territories, for which

king of Pruſſia ſhould attack either of the our miniſter at his court was, in Auguſt,
allies, neither of then ſhould make peace G ordered to withdraw from thence without
with him, unleſs he agreed to reſtore Si taking leave. And beſides, as ſoon as
lefia. If the court of Vienna demanded this declaration of the king of Pruſſia
any ſuch reciprocal acceſſion, the demand was notified to the court of Verſailles,
was ſo reaſonable that I cannot think it
they ſent an ambaſſador extraordinary,
poſſible we coul refuſe it; therefore I, the duke de Nivernois to Berlin, with a
muſt think that the danger I have men deſign no doubt to perſuade him to re
tioned was the true cauſe of that court's

trađt his declaration, and to enter into

refuſing to accede to our treaty with Ruſ.
fia; and the king of Pruſſia knew too
well the diſadvantage of joining in a con
federacy with France, to allow himſelf to
be provoked to it by theſe threatning ex
Preſſions in that treaty, which were the

ſome new engagement or alliance with
them.

This ambaſſador was received at

Berlin, and treated by the king of Pruſſia
and his whole court, not only with great
reſpe&t, but with an outward ſhew of

great kindneſs, as if his majeſty intended

5

* See annal of Earope for 1742, p. 81, and 93,

to
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to agree to everything he had to propoſe;

Nov.

Mr. la Corne", after premoniſhing him

and this increaſed our ſuſpicion, that his
majeſty's declaration was not alone to be
truſted to, but that it was neceſſary to
bring him under ſome more ſolemn en

to retire, and if upon his reſiſting and
killing ſome of our people, we had open
ly and without ceremony declared war
againſt France, and attacked them in Cape
gagements; for as the French had by this Breton and every other part of America,
time a numerous army near the Lower- A every neutral nation in Europe would
Rhine, and magazines provided for their have looked upon the French as the aggreſ
march the whole way to Hanover, if the ſors, becauſe Nova Scotia belonged to us
king of
inſtead of oppoſing them, not only by antient poſſeſſion, but by ſo
had given them a paſſage thro' his domi lemn treaty, and none but Frenchmen
nions, that ele&torate might have been would have ſuppoſed, that every part of
fwallowed up, before the Ruſſian auxilia the Iſthmus of Nova-Scotia, particularly
ries could have been brought thither, or B Chigne&to bay, was not within the anti
any army formed for protećting it.
ent boundaries of that province,'eſpecially
For this reaſon a negotiation was ſet a as the French people ſettled upon it had
foot by us at Berlin, for bringing the king acknowledged themſelves ſubjećts of,
of Pruſſia into a new treaty with this nation, and had ſworn allegiance to the crown of
and thereby obliging him to do what he Great-Britain, without any contradićtion
had before declared he would do but as from the court of France; therefore the
this treaty was not concluded until after the C French building a fort upon that bay, and
end of the year 1755, I ſhall proceed in defending that fort by force of arms,
my account of what was done at home would have been by all Europe, except
and in France, during that year and the themſelves, deemed ſuch an aggreſſion as
beginning of the next, ſo far as relates intitled us to declare war againſt them."
Our declaring war, or commencing
to the war now begun, tho’ not yet on ei
ther fide declared. During the whole re hoſtilities upon this head, could not there
maining part of the year 1755, our men D fore have furniſhed the French with any
of war and frigates continued to make re ſhadow of a pretence for repreſenting us
priſals, not only in the ſeas of America, as the aggreſſors; but with reſpect to the
but alſo in the ſeas of Europe; and the Ohio, the country upon that river belong
French were ſo far from returning the ho ed, it is true, to us by ancient poſſeſſion,
flility, that having, on the 13th of Auguſt, but that poſſeſſion had never been expreſs
taken one of our men of war, the Bland ly and by name confirmed to us by treaty,
ford, with governor Lyttelton on board E conſequently our commencing hoſtilities
going to his government of Carolina, they on account of any diſputes with France
ſet the governor at liberty, as ſoon as the about the country upon that river, could
court had an account of the ſhip's being not ſo eaſily be determined by neutral
brought into Nantes on the 5th of Sep powers in our favour; and our condu&
tember, and ſoon after they ſet both the with regard to thoſe diſputes gave the
ſhip and crew at liberty, tho' at the ſame French a plauſible pretence for calling us
time we were taking every ſhip of theirs F the aggreſſors. But as the country upon
we could meet with at ſea, and not only the ſouthern ſhore of the lake Erie, and
detaining the ſhip and cargo, but alſo de all down the Ohio beyond the mouth of
taining and impriſoning the crew. This the Monongahela,
belonged
extraordinary pacific condućt did not pro to our allies the Iroquois or ſix nations,
ceed from any real love of peace, but the two forts juſt built by the French in
from a conſciouſneſs of their being no that country, one on the ſouthern ſhºe of
match for us at ſea; and therefore they G that lake and another on Beef river, were
were making uſe of all their art, and all expreſsly contrary both to the 15th article
their eloquence, to perſuade the Spani of the treaty of Utrecht, and to the late
ards, the Dutch, &c. to join with them convention for appointing commiſſaries ;
in a war againſt us; for which purpoſe and their ſeizing and plundering ſome of
they every where repreſented us, not our Indian traders in that country, and
only as the aggreſſors in the war, but as pretending to exclude us from tradmg in
pirates and enemies to mankind ; and it H any part of it, was equally contrary to
muſt be confeſſed, that our condućt in the ſaid 15th article ; therefore we ſhould
commencing the war had given them ſome have peremptorily demanded an immediate

.

º

foundation.

demolition of thoſe two forts, and ſatis.

If in the year 1750 we had furniſhed
major Lawrence, not only with a ſufficient

our Indian traders : Upon refuſal, or any

fačtion for the damage and inju

done to .

force, but with proper orders, to attack unreaſonable delay, we ſhould have ſent
-

º

Flexor Tendon, torn out, cured.
1759.
a military force to demoliſh their forts ; ſhips to carry naval and warlike flores
and if they had attempted to defend ſuch a from France and America, and even regu.
manifeſt breach of treaties by force of lar troops to the latter, I do not ſee what
arms, we then ſhould have put an end to right we could have pretended for inter
negotiation and declared war; becauſe cepting them, nor do I think that our ſuc
our demand was ſo plainly founded upon ceſs in that part of the world could have
treaty, that no impartial man could have Abeen ſo great as it has been of late.
[To be continued in onr next.]

blamed us, or ſuppoſed that we were the
aggreſſors, eſpecially as we had been call
ed upon by our friends the Indians ſettled
upon the Ohio, to defend them againſt the
French encroachments upon their territo
ries”.

EXTRA C T S from the Philoso
PHICAL TRAN's Actions, Vol. L.

Part II. Continued from p. 540.

But inſtead of this, we continued

negotiating, until every manifeſt right we B An Account of the Caſe of the firſt joint
of the Thumb torn off, with the Flex
had vaniſhed in the eyes, or became
or Tendon, in its whole Extent, torn
doubtful in the minds of moſt foreigners,
out. By Mr. Robert Home, Surgeon
and at laſt, by attacking Mr. Jamonville
at Kingſton upon Hull.
and his party, without any premonition to
retire +, we brought upon ourſelves the
Anuary 2, 1758, William Taylor,
blame of the firſt bloodſhed at land as
well as at ſea.

ſeventeen years of age, an apprentice
C to a white-ſmith in this place, in endea.

This gave the French a great advan

vouring to make his eſcape from one who

tage over us in the eyes of all the weak

was going to correčt him, opened the
and ſhort-fighted people in Europe, and door of a cellar, and threw himſelf into
our exerciſing ſuch an extraordinary ſort it j, but in his hurry ſo entangled his
of repriſals increaſed that advantage, ſo right thumb with the latch, that the whole
that the vulgar in moſt countries began to weight of his body was ſuſpended by it,
think, that we were really what the French D until it gave way, and was torn off at the
repreſented us to be ; but luckily for us, firſt articulation; the flexor tendon being at
all the neutral courts of Europe judged the ſame time pulled outin its whole length,
otherwiſe. They knew the many provo having broke when it became muſcular.
cations we had met with: They knew the I was immediately ſent for, found little
neceſſity our miniſters were under to obtain or no haemorrhage, and the bone of the ſe
redreſs by negotiation if poffible; and cond phalanx ſafe, and covered with its
they knew the reaſon why we began by E cartilage, but protruding conſiderably, oc
making repriſals rather than by declaring cañoned by part of the ſkin belonging to
war, which was to prevent the French it being irregularly torn off with §:
from having a pretence to call for the aſ joint.
I was doubtful, whether or not I ſhould
fiſtance of their allies; and very probably
our meaſures were in this reſpect direéted be obliged at laſt, to make a circular inci
by the advice of ſome of thoſe allies, who fion, and ſaw the bone even with the ſkin;
perhaps would have joined with France F but thought it proper to give him a chance
againit us, if we had not followed their for the uſe of the whole phalanx.
advice. Whether or no we were right in
He complained only, for the firſt dav, of
doing ſo, I ſhall not pretend to determine, a pretty ſharp pain in the courſe of the
becauſe it depends upon the intelligence tendon; to which compreſſes, wrung out
-

our miniſters had from their friends at

of warm brandy, were applied : But his

the ſeveral neutral courts of Europe; but arm was never ſwelled ; there was no
it is certain, that by beginning much G ecchymoſis ; nor had he ſo much fever, as
ſooner, and by beginning with a declara to require bleeding even once. The cure
tion of war, and following that declara Proceeded happily, no ſymptoms arifin
tion with the moſt immediate and moſt vi from the extracted tendon. At the .#
gorous proſecution, we might more eaſily dreſſing, the bone was covered; and no
and more ſpeedily have put an end to the other application but dry lint was neceſſa
war, at leaſt in America. Whereas by ry during the whole time. No exfo
beginning with what we called repriſals, Hliation happened . Yet it was twelve
we gave the French notice to prepare weeks before it was cntirely cicatriſed, ow
for their defence in America, a country ing to the loſs of ſkin : And he ſeems to
where the defenſive has many peculiar enjoy the uſe of the ſtump as completely,
advantages in their favour; and if the
as if that tendon was not loſt.
An
had been ſo wiſe as to employ neutra
º

7

-

-

* See

beforep. 460,

461.

+ Ste before, p. 403,
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strange Effects of COneralNV
U L S I ONS, Nov.
health reſtored. Fourteen months

An Account of ſºme extraordinary Effe?:
arºſing from Convulfion: ; being Part of a
Letter to John Huxham, M. D. and
F. R. S. from William Watſon, M. D.
F. R. S.

-

N the month of January, 1757, I was
concerned for a young gentlewoman,
who, if the number, continuance, and
frequency of their returns be conſidered,

paſſed, whilſt this patient continued ab
ſolutely ſpeechleſs; when, after having
violently heated herſelf by ‘four hours
dancing, on a ſudden her power of ſpeech
returned, and it has continued perfectly
A free ever ſince.
What is ſtill further remarkable in this
-

caſe is, that during the whole time of this

patient's continuing ſpeechleſs, her life
was rendered yet more uncomfortable by
her having, from the injury to her brain
muſcular ſpaſms were general ; at other by the ſpaſms, forgot how to write, ſo
times ſingle muſcles only, or a number of B as to expreſs her meaning that way : But
them, ſubſervient to ſome particular pur upon the recovery of her ſpeech, this fa
poſe in the animal ceconomy, were effekt culty likewiſe returned, which ſhe has re
ed: And ſuch was the peculiarity of this tained ever ſince. During the ſeverity of
caſe, that after, and in proportion as any this diſeaſe, which continued ſeveral weeks,
fingle muſcle, or any determined number almoſt every day of which, from the
of inuſcles, had been in a flate of ſpaſm, number and violence of the convulfions,
a paralytick inability ſucceeded to thoſe C I feared would be the patient's laſt, no
muſcles, which, very much diſordered and thing was left unattempted, which I
impaired, and ſeveral times, even for no imagined could tend to prevent the re
finall continuance, prevented the patient turn of the ſpaſms, or leſſen their effects.
from performing ſeveral of her neceſſary My endeavours ſo far happily ſucceeded,
fuffered the moſt violent and ſevere con
vulſions I ever knew. At ſome times the

functions.

When the muſcles, for in

that her fits did not return ; but the cbn

6tance, ſubſervient to deglutition, had been ſequences of them continued, more par
convulſed, for many hours after the fits D ticularly her inability to ſpeak. After
had left her ſhe has not been able to
ſome months, however, when ſhe was re
fwallow a fingle drop of liquid : So that cruited in her ſtrength, I was defirous of try
when attempts have been made to cauſe ing the effečts of electricity more particular
her to drink, unleſs the liquor was im ly applied about her throat. This was ac
mediately thrown back, there was immi cordingly attempted; but ſuch was the ſtate
ment danger of her being ſtrangled. When of her nerves, and their ſenſibility to its
her eyes have been affected ſeveral times, a E effe&s, that ele&rizing brought back the
compleat gutta ſerena, and total blindneſs fits, which again affe&ted her fight : So
has enſued; the patient being able to bear that I was compelled to defitt, left, in
the ſtrong day-light with open eyes, with endeavouring to reſtore her ſpeech, I
out being ſenſible of its influence, or in might not only fail in this attempt, but
the leaſt contračting her widely dilated might bring on, poſſibly, a permanent
pupils. After one of theſe fits the blind blindneſs. I determined therefore to truſt
neſs continued full five days; and I began F the whole to time, which has happily re
to be in fear for the return of her fight.
moved all her complaints.
You Sir, who are ſo excellently well
verſed in the animal oeconomy, are not Our Readers muſt well remember the re
to be informed, that vocification is per
markable Caſe of the Cure of Convaſi
formed in the aſpera arteria, but that
ons by an extraordinary3.3. of
the articulation of ſounds into ſyllables
Worms, p. 420, and the following Obſer
and words is modulated principally by G ‘vations thereon are very important and
the tongue, and muſcles about the larynx.
aſ ful.
In the caſe before you, very early in the
Some
Obſervationſ on the Hiſtory of the
difeaſe, the ſpaſms ſeized the muſcles about
Norfolk Boy, By J. Wail, M. D. In
the larynx : The conſequence of which
a Letter to the Rev. Charles Lyttelton,
was, that after they were over, the pati
LL.D Dean of Exeter.
ent was unable to utter a word. This fa
S I R,
cultyhowever ſhe,once again, recovered; but H
H E hiſtory of the Norfolk boy,
it continued a very ſhort time, as the fits
returned, which again left her deprived
which, you inform me, has been
of the power of ſpeech. After having communicated to the Royal Society, ſeems
loſt her voice a ſecond time, her power of . to deſerve a place in the memoirs of that
ſpeech did not return, even after ſhe was iſluſtrious body, as well on account of
freed from her convulſions, and her ge
4.

its utility, as its fingularity.
The

–
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Excellent Remedy for Worms.
1759.
The ſymptoms in this caſe moſt evi times. Of the former kind are the leaves
dently aroſe from worms in the inteſtines; and juice of heleboraſter, the bark of the
which often occaſion unaccountable com
Indian cabbage tree, coloquintida, refin
plaints, and frequently elude the moſt of jalap, glaſs of antimony, and the like,
powerful medicines, as they did in the the effects of which are commonly violent
inſtance before us, till at laſt they were and dangerous, and ſometimes fatal. Of
diſlodged by the enormous quantity of A the latter claſs are crude mercury, and
oil-paint, which the poor boy devoured; the milder preparations of that mineral,
and the cauſe being thus removed, all the aloes and other bitters, tin filings, neu
tffe&ts ceaſed.
tral ſalts, and vitriolic acids. Every one
At firſt fight it appears wonderful, converſant in pračtice too well knows
that this immenſe quantity of white lead how often theſe medicines are adminiſtred
did not prove fatal; and that it was not ineffectually. When I had there:ore at
ſo, could be owing to nothing but the B tentively confidered the hiſtory of the
oil, by which it was inveloped, and its Norfolk boy, I determined to try the effi
conta&t and immediate ačtion on the coats
cacy of oil in ſuch caſes, as it ſeemed ca
of the inteſtines thereby prevented. But pable of producing great effects, and yet
the oil did not only obviate the dangerous could not be attended with any hazard or
effects of this mixture, but appears, to me danger.
at leaſt, to have been the chief cauſe of
The firſt perſon to whom it was given,
the ſucceſs, with which it was happily C with this view, was — —, a patient of
attended. I ſpeak this with ſome reſtric our infirmary, who was judged to have
tion, becauſe the lead, as its ſtypticity worms, but had taken ſeveral approved
was thus covered, might, by its weight, medicines for a conſiderable time without
aſſiſt in removing the verminous filth, eſ ſucceſs. In a conſultation with the other
as the bowels were made ſlippery phyſicians, the following form was pre
ſcribed.
y the oil.
Oil has long been obſerved to be nox D B. Ol. Oliv. li. ſ. Sp. vol. aromat, 3ij
ious to inſečts of all kinds, ſo that not
M. cap. Cochl. iii, mane et H. S.
only thoſe which ſurvive after being cut
The
volatile ſpirit was added here to make
into ſeveral pieces, but thoſe, alſo, which
live long with very little air, and thoſe, the oil ſaponaceous, and by that means more
which revive by warmth after ſubmerfion eaſily miſcible with the juices in the ſto
in water, die irrecoverably, if they are mach and primae via. This medicine
immerged in, or covered with oil. Rhe-E anſwered our expe&tations, and in a few
di and Malpighi have made many expe days brought away ſeveral worms.
Lacy, a poor boy of the pa
riments to this purpoſe; and account for
the event very rationally, from the oil riſh of Feckenham in this county, aged
ſtopping up all the air veſſels, which in thirteen years, was, as I was informed,
the'e animalcula are very numerous, and about three or four years ago ſeized with
diſtributed almoſt over their whole bodies.
convulſion fits, which gradually deprived
On this account oil has been recom. F him of his ſenſes, and reduced him to a
mended as a vermifuge both by Andry ſtate of idiocy. He had taken ſeveral an
and Hoffman, tho’ I believe it has been thelminticks and purgatives, particularly
ſeldom uſed in praćtice in that intention; the Pulv. Cormachin. but never had voided
or at leaſt has not been given in quanti any worms, tho' all the ſymptoms ſeemed
ties ſufficient to anſwer it. Indeed Hoff plainly to ſhew, that they were the cauſe
man himſelf ſeems not to lay Inuch ſtreſs of his diſorder. As he gfeedily ſwallow

[...

º

-

on it as an anthelmintic, recommending Ged any thing... which was, offered him,
without diſtinčtion, I at firſt ordered him
a mixture of inſeed oil 3vii ſinci. facr.

it only as ſerving to line the infide of the
inteſtines, and to relax ſpaſms in them ;
and therefore as a proper preparative to be

given before any acrid purgatives are ven

3j; of which he took four large ſpoon
fuls night and morning. He perſiſted in

tured on.

the uſe of this one whole week without at
.

all nauſeating it, towards the latter end

The medicines commonly preſcribed,

and moſtly depended on, are either of a H of which time he vºided on; round wºrm
virulent and draſtick nature, or ſuch as

of a great length. He now began to ſhew

. . are ſuppoſed to be able to deſtroy thoſe

much averſion to the medicine; on which

. . animals by ſome mechanical qualities, e.g.
to cut, tear, or otherwiſe affett their ten
der hodies, and yet not have force enough
...to lacerate or injure the ſtomach or intºſ

account the Tin fur. ſacr. was omitted,

November, 1759.

and he was ordered to take the oil alone

in the ſame quantitics. This he continti

ed to do a fortnight longer, during which
4 G
-

-

time
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Oil a good v ERM I FUGE.

time he voided 60 more worms, and in a

neceſſary at proper intervals, to give thu

great meaſure recovered the uſe of his rea
ſon •. This account I had from the ape
thecary, who, by my directions, ſupplied

barb, mercurial or aloetic medicines.

I cannot cloſe this paper without ob

ſerving, that, from the hiſ
of the
Norfolk boy, we may learn, in fimilar
him with the medicines.
soon after this, I ordered the ſame me: caſes, where the head is not idiopathic, ne
dicine to be given to Elizabeth Abell, Aver to deſpair abſolutely of a cure, not
a poor girl in the ſame neighbourhood, withſtanding the diſeaſe has been of very

reduced by epileptick fits to ſuch a ſtate of long ſtanding. For in this boy, tho' the
idiocy, as to eat her own excrements. It oppreſfion in the brain and nerves had
cauſed her to void ſeveral worms, but ſhe continued many years, and had been ſo
did not recover her ſenſes.
violent, as to deprive him not only of his
Since this time I have given the oil to

intelle&tual faculties, but almoſt all his

ſeveral perſons with good ſucceſs, and B ſenſations; yet were not the organs mech
therefore I cannot but recommend a fur impaired thereby, but he recovered all his
ther trial of it; fince it is a remedy, which ſenſes again, as ſoon as the irritation and
may be uſed
with ſafety
in very
almoſt
any ſpaſms in the inteſtines, which firſt cauſed
quantity;
a chara&er,
which
few of

all theſe terrible ſymptoms, were removed.

the anthelmintick medicines deſerve.

It is probable that ſome oils are mºre
deſtrućtive to worms than others.

The ſame thing, in a leſs degree, was ob
ſervable in the Feckenham boy, menti

Andry Coned before ; and we have had two re

(Traité de la generation des vermi Cap. 3.)

markable inſtances of the ſame kind at

prefers nut oil, and tells us, that a human
worm voided alive, being put into that oil
died inſtantly; whereas another worm,

the Worceſter infirmary; where a boy
and his fiſter, of the name of Moyſes,
received a perfect cure, and recovered the
voided at the ſame time, lived ſeveral entire uſe of their ſenſes, after having
hours in oil of ſweet almonds, tho' in a been rendered idiots (tho not in ſo high a
languiſhing ſtate. This difference he-af-D degree as the Norfolk boy) for more than
terwards (cap. 9.) endeavours to account two years, by epileptic fits proceeding
for, by ſuppoſing, that the oil of almonds from worms.
J. WALL
is more porous, and conſequently leſs able Worceſter, Dec. 7, 1748.
to preclude the entrange of air into the
the worms. And indeed there is ſome
P. S. As the following hiſtory has ſome
reaſon to conclude, that oils which dry

analogy with the ſubjećt we are now upon,

in the open air, ſuch as nut and linſeed E. I beg leave to ſubjoin it by way of poſt
oils, are of a cloſer texture, leſs mixed
with water, and conſequently more anthel
mintic, than thoſe oils, which freeze by
cold, and will not dry in the open air; f
ſuch as thoſe from olives or almonds. An

ſcript.

young girl of the name of Lowbridge,
at Ledbury,in Herefordſhire, nine years old,

had been long troubled with a gnawing
pain at the ſtomach, which growing gra

dry tells us, that at Milan, the mothers dually more violent, I was at laſt called
have a cuſtom to give their children, once F to her. About a quarter of an hour be
or twice a week, toaſts dipt in nut oil,
with a little wine, to kill the worms: And
I know a lady in the country, who gives

fore I reached the houſe, ſhe was ſeized

the poor children in her neighbourhood

animals ſuppoſed, to be upwards of a
thouſand, together with a vaſt quantity of
clear viſcid phlegm. In ſhape they exaëtly

the ſame oil with great ſucceſs.
I would recommend this remedy to be

with a violent vomiting, whereby ſhe

brought up an amazing number of living

uſed in as large doſes as the ſtomach G reſembled millepedes, except that ſome of

ſon, that the ſtomach being then moſt
empty, it more readily embraces and ſtifles

them, being examined by a magnifyin
glaſs, appeared to have a ſmall #.
which aroſe from the middle of the belly,
and might probably have ſerved to fix
them to their nidus. They were of diffe
rent fizes, from that of the largeſt mille
pede, to ſome that were ſcarce perceptible;

the worms. During this courſe it will be

ſo

will well bear : To which purpoſe it may

be adviſeable to join it either with aroma
ticks, bitters or eſſential oils, ſuch as the

caſe may require. Andry orders the oil
to be taken fatting, aſſigning this for a rea

* I have ſince been informed, that the bºy's parents being extremely pºor, the medici

r

•were left off as ſoon as h; began to recover; and that, upon their diſºft for ſome time, he

waſ again attacked with the ſame fit as before.

-

t all oil, dry more readily after they have been boiled; by which the ſuperfluous agº.
cus farts are carried ºff. Drying oil are alſo made by the addition ºf ſuch ſubſtance, at
ºbſorb humidities.

1759.
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fo that they appeared to have been generated
at different times, and grown in the ſtomach.
As the child was ſuddenly ſeized with this
effort to vomit, ſhe diſcharged her ſtomach
on the floor of the parlour where ſhe was
fitting. The millepedes, they told me,
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Concluſion of the Account of BoM.BAY and

Surat, in the Eaſt. Indies. (See p. 516.)

Wº: regard to the city of Surat,
it is ſituated on the continen's

about 160 miles to the north of Bombay,
were at firſt very lively, and crept briſkly A and about 25 miles up the river Tappee,
different ways ; but they did not live 9. Tapti, on the right hand fide going up.
I could not be impoſed on as to the verity

The river has nothing remarkable, but this
city, on the tº. which is, perhaps
one of the greateſt inſtances in the know

of the fact.

world, of the power of trade to bring, in

long in the open air. They were lying
in the ſlime when I came to her, ſo that
After this evacuation, the

child's ſtomach grew Perfectly eaſy, and
Continued ſo.

ſo little a time, wealth, arts, and popula

B tion, to any ſpot where it can be brought
to ſettle.

An Account of an extraordinary Storm of
Hail, in Virginia. By Francis Fauquier,
Eſq; lieutenant Governor of Virginia,
and F. R. S. Communicated by William
Fauquier, Eſq; F. R. S. to the Rev. Tho.

It is not later than the middle of the

laſt century, that this place was the repair

of a few merchants, who, under the ſhel
ter of an old inſignificant caſtle, formed a
town, which, in a few years, became one
Birch, D. D. secretary to the Royalsociety. C of the moſt conſiderable in the world, not
S 1 R,
only for trade but ſize; being at leat as
a letter I received from my brother, large, and to the full as populous, as Lon
the lieutenant governor of Virginia, don, within the walls, and contains a
he gives an account of a very remarkable number of very good houſes, according
ſtorm of hail ; which, if you think it to the Indian archite&ure. A wall was,
worth communicating to the ſociety, is ſoon after its taking the form of a town,
very much at their ſervice.
D built round it, to defend it from the in
It happened on Sunday the 9th of July, ſults of the Marattas or Ghenims, who
about four o'clock in the afternoon, and had twice pillaged it. The caſtle, which
was preceded by ſome thunder and is by the river fide, and which you paſs
appears a
lightning. It was a ſmall cloud, that in your way up to the

I.

º,

did not ſeem to threaten much before

ſtrange huddle of building, fortified with

its breaking, and did not extend a cannon, mounted here and there without
full mile in breadth. It paſſed over the E order and meaning, and without an at
middle of the town of Williamſburgh, tempt at any thing like military archi
and the ſkirts of the town had but little

te&ture.

of it. Its courſe was from N. by W. to
S. by E., The hail-ſtones, or rather
pieces of ice, were moſt of them of an
oblong ſquare form; many of them an

In this city, before the Eaſt India com
pany became inveſted with the poſſeſſion
of Bombay, was the prefidency of their

-

-

affairs on that coaſt. For which purpoſe
inch and half long, and about three fourths F they had a fačtory eſtabliſhed there, with
of an inch wide and deep ; and from one ſeveral great privileges allowed them by
ſide of moſt of them there proceeded ſharp the Mogul government, and even after
ſpikes, protuberant at leaſt half an inch.

the ſeat of the preſidency was transferred

He ſays he cooled his wine, and froze

to Bombay, they continued a factory
here, which yet not being ſpacious enough

cream with ſome of them, the next day;
and they were not totally diſſolved when to contain their effects, they hired another
he went to bed on Monday night. This G nearer the water ſide, which was called
ſtorm broke every pane of glaſs on the the new fačtory.
north ſide of his houſe, and deſtroyed all
In the mean time this city flouriſhed,
his garden things entirely.
and
grew the center, and indeed the only
He mentions likewiſe the heats to have
ſtaple of India, it being much more fre
-

been rather more than uſual in that coun

quented for the ſake of the vent goods of

try this ſummer ; and, particularly, on the all ſorts met with there, from whence they
of Auguſt, his thermometer (which H were diſtributed particularly to the inland
u ng
on the outſide of his houſe on provinces, than for either the natural pro
the north aſpe&t) was at 97, by Fahren dućtions or manufactures of the country,
heit's graduation, and ſome other days as though they alſo made a confiderable part

f

high
as 994 or 95
95.
gn as

Jermyn-ſtreet,
Oét. 18, 1758.

IYour
am S
I R,obedient
moſt
humble ſervant,

W. Fauquier.

of its commerce.

In ſhort, there was

hardly an article of merchandize that can
be named, but what was to be found at
4 Gºz

-

all
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all times here, almoſt as readily as ib
London itſelf.

The company carried on

annually a large inveſtment of piece
goods, eſpecially of the coarſe ones, for
the Guinea market; but the Engliſh in
tereſt and influence ſeem of late years to

of

Nov.

taken of their conſtrućtion, and their ex
pence not ſpared.
The wood is a ſort called Teak, to the
full as durable as oak, and has, befides

this property, that it is not ſo apt, in an
engagement, to fly in ſplinters, which

have greatly declined, amidſt the confu-A uſually do more miſchief to the men than
ſion and embroils of the country, a cir
cumſ: ºnce every where fital to trade, and
to that ſecurity and credit which are the
life of it.

Whilſt the Mogul government was in
vigour, there was ſuch a ſhew of

i.

as induced the merchants of all re igions B
and denominations to take ſhelter under

the balls themſelves. They have alſo a
peculiar way of preſerving their ſhips bot
toms, by occaſionally rubbing into them
an oil they callyood oil, which the planks
imbibe, and ſerves greatly to nouriſh and
keep them from decay.

They do not either launch their ſhips as

we do from ſlips, but by digging canals
it. The Gentoos eſpecially reſorted to from the water to where the ſtocks, or
it, and took up their abode there, not only what they call cradles, are, from which
on the account of trade, but for their pre they are, as it were, dropped into the
ferring a Mooriſh form of government to ſtream that is brought up to then.
the living under Gentoos, who had none
The maſting generally uſed in the
at all.
C country ſhips are pohoon-maſts, chiefly
from
the Malabar coaſt; but for the cor
The year 1732, (on occaſion of ſome
diſputes among the chiefs) was the epoch dage, what is worth anything, muſt come
of the declenſion of the Surat trade, and from Europe : Their coyr-ropes, made of
the beginning of all the diſorders, broils, the fibres of cocoa-nut huſks, being for
and confuſion that followed, in which the either running or ſtanding rigging, more
Engliſh were not exempt from their ſhare harſh and untractable than what is produ
of ſuffering.
D ced from hemp. I have, however, ſeen
The governor of Surat keeps his ſeat of very ſerviceable and large coyr-cables,
adminiſtration at what is called the Dur
which, in oppoſition to the European ones,
bar, where he is generally preſent himſelf, laſt much the longeſt in ſalt-water, freſh
and gives his orders. It is here that all being apt to rot them.
aćtions, criminal and civil, are brought
Their anchors are moſtly European,
before him, and ſummarily diſpatched in our iron being much better, and better
the eaſtern marner.
E worked. As to ſails, they are very well
At Surat they excel in the art of ſhip ſupplied by the country manufacture of
building. If their models were as fine as cotton into a ſail cloth called Dungaree,
thoſe of the Engliſh, of whom eſpecially which, though not ſo ſtrong or laſting as
they prefer the imitation, there would be canvas, Holland's duck, or vitry, is,
no cxaggeration in averring, that they whilſt in uſe, more pliant, and leſs apt to
build incomparably the beſt ſhips in the ſplit than they are. And for pitch, they
world for duration, and that of any fize, F have the gum of a tree, which is called
even to a thouſand tons and upwards. Damar, that is not at all inferior to the
But their naval, like their other archi

other.

te&ure, has always ſomething clumſy, un

Their navigators are very indifferent

finiſhed, and unartiſt-like in it, other

artiſts; formerly they uſed to get Eu

wife the reign of their ſhips is much longer
than that of the European-built ones : It

ropeans to command their ſhips, but lately
they make a ſhift to do without them, hav

is not uncommon for one of them to laſt Ging trained up to it ſome of the natives,
a century, and that too not ſo much ow
ing to the commonly ſummer ſeas in thoſe
parts, as to the ſolidity of their work

manſhip, and the nature of the wood they
employ.

-

As to the firſt, their bottoms and ſides

who may juſt ſerve in thoſe parts, where
they ſeldom put to ſea but in the fair ſea
ſon, and where, conſequently, they rarely
meet with ſtorms to try their ſkill.
In Surat, there are ſome very good
houſes in their ſtyle of building, which is

are compoſed of planks let into one ano-H partly gentoo, and partly moreſk. Thoſe
ther, in the nature of what is called rab
bit work; ſo that the ſeams are impene
trable; and the knees, or crooked timbers,

of the greateſt note are ſo contrived, that
the gateway is defenſible againſt any find

are generally of the natural growth into
that form, without being forced or warped

cumſtance of not a ſmall import, in a city,
where often the withſtanding the firſt

by fire, eſpecially where particular care is

brunt of any perſons ſent by the govern

den'irruption of a few armed men, a cir

ment,

.

the City of S U R A T.
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ment to oppreſs, or deſtroy the owner, is ſhades the ſtreet, does not exclude a free
attended with future ſecurity, by the alarm ventilation, which is rather attracted by ,
raiſing a party to relieve, or oppoſe his it. The ſhops, however, though in this
proceedings. The private apartments lye great trading city, where every thing al
backwards, for the greater ſecurity of the moſt that can be aſked for is to be found,
women, of whom the Moors, eſpecially, have a very mean appearance, the dealers
are remarkably jealous. They are very keeping their goods chiefly in warehouſes,
fond of having one room, at leaſt, in par- A and ſelling by ſamples.
ticular, where a fountain is kept playing
As to the living in Surat, there is not
in the midſt of it, by the noiſe of which in the world a better place, whilſt the
they are lulled to ſleep, and refreſhed by communication with the country is open.
tº the coolneſs it diffuſes through the apart For to ſay nothing of the abundance of
ment, but which is attended with a damp, every article, which an unbounded im
of which I would not adviſe an European portation throws into the market there,
to make the experiment. Beſides too the B the natural productions of the ſoil are
common convenience of eaſtern ſophas, excellent in their kind, and thereby atone
which are ſo commodious for their man

for their perhaps being leſs cheap, as to

ner of fitting croſs-legged, they all the quantity, than at ſome other places of
like European looking glaſſes, which are India, as at Bengal eſpecially, where the
what they chiefly hang their rooms with. Sattle and poultry are bought at a very
Another ornament too they have, which low rate, and yet turn out dear by the
has not an ill effe&t upon the eye, and C time they are properly fed for the table.
that is, the beams of the chamber cieling Here then all manner of eatables are at a
curiouſly inlaid with ivory and mother-of reaſonable price, ready for immediate uſe,
pearl, like the hand-ſcrutores that come and as good as can any where be found.
from thence, in flouriſhes and ſcroll-work,

The wheat of Surat is famous all over

agreeable to the Moreſk taſte. They have
generally a kind of ſaloon, which they

India, for its fingular whiteneſs, ſubſtance,
and taſte; and nothing can exceed their

call a diwan, entirely open on one fide to D ſallads and roots. There are alſo many
º
**

the garden, where they have fountains
playing, which, joined to the variegated
flower beds in front of it, of which they
are very curious, add to the pleaſantneſs
and airineſs of the proſpect. In ſummer

kinds of wildfowland game to be had at
an eaſy rate.
As to wines and ſpirituous liquors, the
Europeans depend chiefly on importation

too, when the heats are the intenſeſt, tho’

the country, which, however, produces

for them, few reliſhing the diſtillery of

never ſo intolerable as in many other E various ſtrong ſpirits, to which they give
aces, nor unwholſome that I could ever

earn, they have country receſſes a little
way out of town, where they reſide, or
go in parties to enjoy themſelves in their
gardens and freſcades, by the fide of the
waters with which

they are furniſhed.

names that would ſeem odd; ſuch as ſpi
rit of mutton, ſpirit of deer, ſpirit of
goat, but for the reaſon they annex to it,
which is their throwing into the ſtill, ac
cording to the liquor they propoſe, a joint
of mutton, a haunch of veniſon, or a quar

jºi

The Engliſh
ad eſpecially a F ter of a goat, which give reſpectively
very pleaſant garden, kept for the uſe and their names to the diſtillation. This they
recreation of the gentlemen of the fačto imagine, how juſtly I do not pretend to
, though lately indeed the incurſions of know, ſuperadds to the liquor a certain
the Marattas, to the very gates of the mellowneſs, and ſoftneſs, that corrects the
city, and the conſtant alarms of the coun fierceneſs of the ſpirit.
Surat is the only ſea port of very con
try round, have made thoſe rural receſſes
too unſafe to confiſt with a ſatisfactory G fiderable note, and unpoſſeſſed by the Eu
ropeans, in the whole immenſe dominions
enjoyment of them.
- The ſtreets of Surat are irregularly of the mogul : It is eaſily imaginable,
laid out, but have one property which that the inland trade, eſpecially to Delly
renders them agreeable to the walkers in and Agra, the capital refidences of that
the heat of the day; and that is, a com court, which are about a month's journey
petent width of them being heft at bottom, from Surat, muſt employ a number of
the ſtories of the houſes are carried up ſo H caravans, or caffilahs, for the diſtribution
projećting over one another, that the up of the imports. . But unfortunately the
permoſt apartments on each ſide of the roads (never perfeótly ſafe, on account of
fºreet are ſo cloſe to one another, that one the independent Rajahs) are lately grown
may with eaſe converſe from them ; a much leſs ſo, from the troubles and con
way of building, that, whilſt it over vulſions of the whole country.
To
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dignity and honour. This is he, who,
Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON under the favour of that god whom he
M A GAZINE.
devoutly worſhips, and the approbation
S I R,
of that ſovereign, whom he dutifully loves,
N all the hiſtories which I have peru concerted the plan, and direéted the exe
fed, I could not diſcover that any age or cution, of thoſe wiſe and valiant meaſures,
nation has ever produced a counſellor more A which have produced a ſeries of happy
wife and faithful to a king, or a patriot events and celebrated ſucceſſes. Theſe
more affectionate and public-ſpirited to a ſucceſſes have not only maintained the
country, than the eminent miniſter now ſafety but augmented the proſperity of
at the helm: Not a ſtateſman has ever
this realm. They have added various
ſerved a prince, or a people “ with an valuable jewels to the crown, ſeveral fignal
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abler head, a purer heart, and cleaner

honours to the flag, and many enriching

hands.”

Undeviating and unwearied he B advantages to the commerce, of the Britiſh
conſtantly purſues the paths where clear nation. Upon theſe juſt and due confi
wiſdom, ſteady integrity, and genuine pa derations, the true Britans look on this
triotiſm lead the way. It is not in the conſummate ſtateſman, as an illuſtrious
power of the richeſt and brighteſt tempta benefactor to the whole community of the
tions to attraćt him from the duties of a

land. They regard him with gratitude,

think of him with affection, ſpeak of him
miſtration. He will not, as Atalanta of C with applauſe, and always remember him
old, loſe the important race, in which he with veneration : Nay, I am confident,
is engaged, by ſtopping to admire and the more any fincere lover of his country
gathew up any golden appler. No : He conſults his reaſon, the ſtronger will his
has no deſire to abound in wealth, to paſſion be to acknowledge the ſuperior be
ſhine in grandeur, and regale in luxury. nefits which have ariſen and ſtill ariſe, to
His fortune, as a very temperate antient the public, from Mr. Pitt's extenſive
prudent, a virtuous, and a vigilant admi

owned for himſelf, has raiſed him above D genius, his moral virtues, and political
wanting the neceſſaries of life, and his abilities. Thus I think, and as I think
philoſophy above wiſhing for the ſuper deſcribe, fully aſſured that it is but juſt
fluities of it. In publick and in private to praiſe thoſe perfections in a miniſter
he recommends virtuous manners and up which will be for ever praiſe-worthy.
right Principles, and what is moſt lauda
As I have been ſpeaking of Mr. Pitt's
ble, he confirms his ſalutary doćtrine by perfections, I cannot omit this opportuni
his ſignal example. Indeed this entirely Ety of commending the plan of vigorouſly
generous-hearted miniſter has no ambiti puſhing the war on the ſea, our natural
on, but to promote the true honour of his element. This is a moſt judicious and
royal maſter; no avarice, but to encreaſe auſpicious ſcheme, and will prove the
the real wealth of the nation; no pleaſure, moſt effe&tual meaſure to reduce to rea
but the labour to do public good: Nor ſon the enormous diſturber of mankind.
will he think himſelf happy, until he has Not only the reëtitude of this plan has
eſtabliſhed the happineſs of his king and F appeared, but the pre-eminence of it has
country upon a ſolid and laſting founda glared, in ſeveral late naval expeditions.
tion.
Did not thoſe prudent and brave expedi
This is the great miniſter, of whom an tions deeply depreſs the eſſential intereſts
ingenious and reverend author foretold, of the French, and highly advance our
“ that when he appeared, he would beſt own P Did they not carry thunder apd
be ſeen by his own luſtre, and that he lightning, conſternation and conqueſt into
would not only have honeſt intentions G divers of the enemy's important ſettle
of mind, but wiſdom to plan and cou ments? Didºthey not in a ſhort courſe
rage to execute.” Theſe predićtions may of time, make his majeſty's cauſe and his
now be rightly underſtood, ſince they are name triumphant in difiant and different
truly fulfilled in the Right Hon. William regions Have not thoſe naval expediti
Pitt Eſq; one of his majeſty's prin ons made the all-graſping Lewis ſenſible,
cipal ſecretaries of ſtate. This is he, who that the rights of the Britiſh empire are
greatly ſhines in his adminiſtration, and H not to be treacherouſly uſurped, nor its
greatly outſhines his predeceſſors in vir ſtrength inſolently provoked, without juſt
tue, and judgment, forefight, fortitude and ſevere avengement? Have they not
and public-ſpirit. This is he, who aſſi manifeſted to him, that ſucceſs and c
duouſly and attentively ſtudies to preſerve tory are not inſeparably annexed to his
the conſtitution of this kingdom in purity crown, his ambition, his power, Policy
and vigour, and the government of it in or perfidy ? Have they not convinced

.
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reaſonably preſage that it will finally have
the greateſt efficacy to humble their grani
monarque, to confound his policy, overſet
his power, and make him feel that his
arrogance is folly, his ambition vanity,
avouched by truth, and applauded by and his perfidiºuſneſs vexation of ſpirit.
A.Yet, tho' we often can juſtly glory in
juſtice.
But to proceed; in my laſt eſſay (ſee repelling the efforts of his power, we
p., 526.)
with high eſteem and never can repreſs the emotions of his
juſt praiſe of the ſeaſonable and fignal malevolence. He will always remain, in
vićtory, which the undaunted admiral the natural diſpoſition of his mind, our
Boſcawen, with the gallant officers and malignant, rancorous, and envious enemy.
that neither his coaſts are inacceſſible, nor

his forts impregnable, nor his fortitude
invincible All the ſaid particulars, tho’
expreſſed in a queſtionary way, are cer
tain, well-known, conſpicuous fatts,

r:

animated ſeamen under his’ command,

But we muſt not ſuffer the inborn animo

ebtained over the boaſted Toulon ſqua B ſity of his heart to raiſe any uneaſy appre
dron of capital French men of war. I henfichs in our heads. We ought to be
ſhall here only add, that this recent and glad our condition is not below his envy,
renowned atchievement ſtill makes the
and ſtill more glad that it is above his
whole kingdom rejoice: Where is a true malice.
ANGlo-BRIT ANNUs.

Briton who can think of it without a

tranſport of delight in his heart, or ſpeak
of it without a triumph of joy upon his C Account of the Duke de Belleiſle's Letters
to Marſhal de Contades, found among
tongue? In ſhort, there is not a true
the Papers of Monſ. de Contades, af.
Briton, but who hears, ſees, feels, and un
ter the Battle of Minden. Tranſlated
derſtands, that the wiſdom in concerting
from the Originals.
the plan of a maritime war, and the cou
HESE letters, ſaid to be tranſlated
rage in executing it, have been, and ſtill
are, moſt eminently beneficial to the in
from the originals, were written be
tereſt, the happineſs, and the glory of D tween the 8th of July and the 10th of
GREAT BRITAIN, and have rendered December, 1758, incluſive, among which
her, more than ever ſhe was, awful to her is the letter printed by authority in the
enemies, amiable to her allies, and admi
London Gazette (ſee before p. 449.)
rable to the world.

wherein mention is made, “That before

Still farther; the judicious and vigo the end of September, M. Contades was
rous proſecution of a ſea-war has greatly to make a downright deſert before the line
diſconcerted the pompous plans of the E of their quarters.”
French councils, and grievouſly diſappoin
This was not the only letter among
ted their magnificent hopes. It has them, wherein direétions were given for
alarmed, overawed, and forced them to making a downright deſert of the coun
detain at home many thouſands of their tries, É. it appears by a letter dated in
forces to guard their own coaſts, and has September following, (1758) as follows:
ſtrongly reſtrained them from ſending forth “You muſt, at any rate, conſume all
ſuch very numerous ſuccours, as they F ſort of ſubſiſtence on the higher Lippe,
boaſtfully threaten'd, to counteraćt and in the neighbourhood of Paderborn, and
annoy our magnanimous and glorious in the country which lies betwixt the
ailies. It has hitherto deterred the haughty, Lippe, Paderborn, and Warſbourg; this
the hereditary foe of this nation from mak will be ſo much ſubſiſtence taken from
ing any ačtual attempt to diſturb our in the enemy fom this day to the end of
teriour peace, and deſtroy our domeſtick Oćtober. That you muſt deſtroy every
welfare. Thus, if I may avail myſelf of G thing which you cannot conſume, ſo as
a common alluſion, it is clearly evident to make a deſert of all Weſtphalia, from
that the maritime war has been a fatal
Lipſtadt and Munſter, as far as the Rhine,
rub in the way of the French miniſters, on one hand, and on the other, from the
and has often diſtorted their aim, thrown higher Lippe and Paderborn as far as
them off the bias, and made them fail, Caſſel; that the enemy may find it quite
fall ſhort, or lie wide of the intended impracticable to dire& their march to the
mark. Indeed the plan of a naval war, H Rhine, or to the lower Roer; and this
formed, as at preſent, with clear wiſdom, with regard to your army, and with re
and executed with firm bravery, is at once gard to the army under Monſ. de Soubiſe,
the glory and the defence of this king that they may not have it in their power
dom, the terror of the French, the ruin of to take poſſeſſion of Caffel, and much leſs
their navigation, and the deſtruštion of to march to Marpourg, or to the quarters
their commerce. Hence we may very which he will have along the Lohn, or
tº
*

Nov.
Account of Belle isle’s LETTERS.
6c8
to thoſe which you will occupy, from the all that is in the country of La Marck
*
lower part of the left ſide of the Roer, and Waldeck.”
Theſe few extracts (we think) may
and on the right ſide of the Rhine as far
ſerve to ſhew the intent and meaning of
as Duſſeldorp, and at Cologne.”
In another, dated Oétober 5, is the fol M. de Belleiſle was totally to deſtroy the
lowing paſſage : “What makes it the country, notwithſtanding all the pains
more neceſſary to reduce all hºſphalia to A taken by M. Maubert, author of the
a deſert, is, that we have certain advice, Bruſſels Gazette, to explain away' the
that the king of Pruſſia has formed a pro meaning of the letter printed in the Lon
jett, which has been approved of by the don Gazette. Maubert ſays, “ That to
king of England, for carrying on the war make a deſert of a country could mean
during a great part of the winter, believ no more, than to leave in it no tenable poſt,
ing that this will be the ſureſt means of nor any ſubſiſtence which might draw

diſtreſſing us; and people are now ačually B them thither.”
This is the way they intended to have

employed at Hamburgh, and in all the
great towns, in making great coats, light
boots, gloves, caps, and calots for their
troops. But if, after all theſe precautions,
they ſhall be obliged to carry their forage
from the lower Weſer by land, in order

dealt with their enemies.—The method

they intended to follow with their friends
may be ſeen by the following letters, dat
ed Verſailles, D :. 7, and 1 o, 1758.
“You did mighty well, to talk in the

to attack our quarters on the lower part C moſt abſolute tone, with regard to the ne
of the Roer and on the Rhine, they will

ceſſaries they muſt furniſh our troops; it
is neceſſary to ſpeak in that tone to Ger
mans; and you will find your account in
uſing the ſame to the regencies of the
elečtor of Cologne, and ſtill more to that
of the palatine.”

never be able to ſucceed in it, becauſe of

the impraślicability of the roads at that
feaſon of the year, and of the length of
the way: They will therefore have no
reſource left but the lower Rhine, and

even there they muſt go upon the canals D

“It is no ſmall matter that M. Gayot

and territories of Holland. . . I make no

is ſatisfied with the ſecond converſation he

doubt of your being able to raiſe ſuffi
cient obſtacles againſt any ſuch attempt,
and that you will take all the neceſſary

has had with M. Grete. This proves
the poſſibility of having ſubſiſtence, and
that there is certainly forage in the coun
try. I ſee, but too plainly, that the Pala
time court is not very well diſpoſed; but

precautions for that purpoſe.”

And in a third there is the following:
“You know the neceſſity of conſuming, E let things be as they will, the king's army
or deſtroying, as far as poſſible, all the muſt live; and after uſing all becoming
fubſiſtence, eſpecially the forage, betwixt ceremony, as we have the power in our
the Weſer and the Rhine on the one hand;

hands, we muſt make uſe efit, and draw

and on the other, betwixt the Lippe, the
biſhopric of Paderborn, the Dymel, the

from the country of Bergue what ſhall be
neceſſary for the ſubſiſtence of the garriſon
of Duſſeldorp, and of the light troops,

Fulda, and the Nerra; and ſo to make a

deſert of Weſtphalia and Heſſe.”

A paragraph in another letter is wor
ded ki ſtronger, as follows: “ The
upper part of §. Lippe, and the country
of Paderborn, are the moſt fertile, and

F and reſerve what may be brought thither
from Alſace and the Biſhopricks for a caſe
of neceſſity; or if we ſhall be obliged to
draw together a body of troops, more or
leſs confiderable, which may very poſſibly
happen before fix weeks or two months are

the moſt plentiful; they muſt, therefore,
aſt.”
be eat up to the very roots : And as
Monſ. de Soubiſe, for the reaſons above. G. In this colle&tion of letters the famous
mentioned, neither muſt, nor ought, to one publiſhed in the London Gazette, and
follow the enemy into the country of dated July 23, 1759, is here dated July
Hanover, he will probably only keep 23, 1758; which will appear to be the
with him what troops are neceſſary for proper date, to any one who confiders the
circumſtances of the two armies at that
the ſecurity of Caſſel.”
And in another part of the ſame letter time, and compares it with the other jet
-

he ſays, “I ſee prince Ferdinand is at H ters in this collečtion.
Munſter: I am told, that he has ordered

O illuſtrate our accounts of the late

the magazines at Oſnabruck to be brought

glorious expedition againſt, and
conqueſt of QUEBeck, we have given our
readers the following fine PLAN of the
River St. Lawrence, and of the operations
of our forces by ſea and land, referring
them to the ſolegoing pages, 558-569.

there.

It will be very vexatious if he

ſhould be able to maintain ſo great a
quarter ſo near you.

This is one reaſon

more for depriving him of all other means,

by waſting the country, eſpecially what
*es betwixt the Lippe and the Röer, and

E.
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General Townshend's DEDICATION.

Extraß from Brigadier General Town
ſhend's excellent and ſpirited Dedication,
(tothe Earl of Shafteſbury, &c.) of the Plan
of Diſcipline compoſed for the Militia
of the County of Norfolk, by Lieut.

609

therefore, the objećtions on this ſide, a
worthy gentleman of Norfolk, tho’ no
regular bred ſoldier, nor the offspring of
the parade, has endeavoured to prove how

eaſily an healthy, robuſt countryman, or a .

reſolute mechanic, may be taught the uſe
A of arms; and how very attainable that
-4
OUR lordſhip, and the other degree of military knowledge is, which
illuſtrious perſonages to whom will enable a country gentieman to con
this little volume is addreſſed, will, I mand a platoon; conſequently, that un
flatter myſelf, find no impropriety in its der proper encouragement, it is very
claiming your confideration, and aſpiring poſſible for this kingdom (the conſtant
to your patronage. The work (ſuch as rival of the moſt powerful nation in the
it is) ſprings from the zeal of ſome friends B world, and engaged often for its own
to a national militia, in the county of ſake to defend the liberties of others) to
Norfolk, who, confiding in the irreſiſtible eſtabliſh ſo numerous and permanent a
principle of the meaſure, and the gene force as may enable it at all times to ačt
ral ſentiments of that independent coun with ſuperiority abroad, without endan
1y, have been greatly inſtrumental in geling its own ſafety or liberties at home.
carrying it into execution, in ſpite of —How aſtoniſhing is it then, my
every obſtacle which the pride and envy C lords, that there ſhould be men, whoſe
of particular men could ſuggeſt, or the rank and knowledge ſhould put them a
violence and artifice of their agents could bove ſuch prejudices, who maintain, that
Practice againſt it. As nothing could in a nation circumſtanced like this, a
more effectually promote the ſucceſs of militia is dangerous, ſometimes that it is
this meaſure in general than a communi impracticable. Even of your lordſhips
cation between the ſeveral counties, order, ſome who once raiſed a body of
whereby each will ſee what has been done D men, not totally unlike a militia, are now
in the other, and judge what is worth become ſo very military, as to affect to
adopting, my worthy friend, the author deſpiſe it 3 imagining, perhaps, that the
of this little work, has charged me with ſafety of Britain would again, under ſuch
the manner of introducing it to your dreadful circumſtances, be better truſted
lordſhips, knowing that I have the ho to troops of their dependents, raiſed on a
nour of being acquainted with many of ſudden, than to that general effort, which
you; and I embrace, with pleaſure, the E it is but reaſonable to expe&t from the
opportunity which it affords me, of thus whole nation, when armed in its defence:
publickly acknowledging my juſt and A reſource which has been ever found to
grateful veneration, as an Engliſhman, anſwer, even in nations far inferior to
for the truly noble and patriot part which the] Britiſh in natural courage. But, my
your lordſhips have ačted on this occa lords, if thoſe who remember the diſ
iſion; recalling ſo fully to our minds, the grace and diſtraction of the year 1745,
antient ſpirit, independence, and ſplen- F have not yet learned to wiſh for ſome
dour of our Britiſh nobility.
farther ſecurity at home, at a time when
However ſhamefully backward a part we muſt ſend forth the greateſt part of
of this kingdom ſtill appears, in reſolving our armies, for the prote&tion of our co
whether it will owe its preſervation to it lonies, or the ſupport of our allies; I
ſelf, or delegate a circumſtance of ſo will not flatter myſelf that I ſhall be able
much happineſs and honour to fortuitous to prevail with then ; nor can I expest
and inadequate reſources; yet, my lords, G better ſucceſs from addreſfing thoſe who
the progreſs which the militia has made have drawn no inſtructions of this kind
in theſe counties, where your lordſhips from the events of the year 1756; little
perſonal dignity and family-influence inferior to the terror and diſgrace, tho’
attended it, no longer leaves the moſt pre ariſing from a different cauſe. For then
judiced caviller an opportunity of deny: our whole force being detained at home,
ing its pračticability as to the civil part of through real or imagined danger, our
the bill; the common people having ſeen enemies had nearly over ran all our colo
their error, in the views of their laſt year's nies; Minorca fell; Great Britain im
inſtrućtors, and the meetings for the bal ported a foreign army for her protećtion,
lot being now attended with volunteers and her flag and charašter ſunk into the
inſtead of rioters. Our military ſceptics loweſt contempt. What was the juſtifi
now direct their whole artillery againſt cation made uſe of in thoſe days Was
the military part of the ači : To cbviate, it not our defenceleſs ſtate at home 2 Let
4 H
,
ille
November, 1759,
Col. Windham. .
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[The ſhort hiſtory of the Origin &c. of

me aſk, has care been taken to provide
for that defe&t, ſhould the events of war

the military exerciſe, from the forgoing

(which no man can command) bring

work in our next.]

back that ſcene Or is our preſent ſecu
rity, in the midſt of our ſucceſs, owing to

Proposals for the Improvement of IR
FiRMARies in the Country.
known in thoſe days I have mentioned) AT, the AUTHOR of the LONDON:

anything but the vigorous meaſures (un:

reſulting from the fingular intrepidity of
an eminent individual 2

A G A ZINE.

It will be

proper, my lords, to aſſure you, that I

S I R,

have ſeen this ſhort and eaſy exerciſe
taught and executed with the greateſt

à

S matters of public utility are moſt
conveniently propoſed to publick

confideration through the channel of
perfectly maſter of it in two or three B your Magazine, give me leave, to make
fucceſs. I have myſelf made a gentleman

uſe of it for the conveyance of ſuch
thoughts as occur to me on a ſubject
of no little importance to the moſt
leſs time. Were I to enter into any valuable members of ſociety, both rich
deſcription of it, I ſhould anticipate the and poor. Our public charities are
following ſheets; but it is incumbent up. (and not altogether without reaſon) be
on me to declare, that I have a very ſmall C come the glory and boaſt of our country,
ſhare in the compoſition, the chief part and of the preſent age : Amongſt theſe,
of it being the reſult of a very ačtive the ample and comfortable proviſion made
mind and military turn in my worthy for the induſtrious poor, when labouring
friend; which ſhews how deep a man under ſickneſs, or other maladies, by the
of parts may penetrate any into ſcience, public infirmaries, are not the leaſt exten
without having firſt gone thro' the regular five or uſeful. It is unqueſtionably de

mornings, ſo as to perform it with grace

and ſpirit. Our militia-men learn it in
feven or eight days; ſome of them in

degrees, ſo often eſteemed by pedants the D monſtrable that no private or ſingle per
eſſential parts of a man's education. My ſon can do ſo much good, and give ſuch
friend is much leſs indebted to me than

to our adjutant Mr. Mowat, who being
eſteemed a very good one in the army, is

effectual relief to the indigent by the ap
plication of the ſame ſum in any other
way, as by a contribution to theſe truly

an authority which I beg leave to avail
myſelf of, with ſcrupulous men of his

chriſtian eſtabliſhments, wherein it is

aſſiſtance which the militia has received

fully and beneficially extended, charity

from the harmony and good will with
which the mihtary gentleman have co

and humanity will ſurely require us at
leaſt to attempt every manifeſt and praśi

ſcarce poſſible to be deceived in the ob
rofeſſion, in favour of the work. It is Ejećts, as they are all to paſs the exami
impoſſible for me to conclude this dedi nation of phyſicians and furgeons. But if
cation to your lordſhips (the firſt indeed theſe infirmaries appear to be any ways
I ever wrote) without acknowledging that cramp'd, and capable of being more uſe

operated with it in ſeveral counties. IF cable improvement of them.
wiſh their example had been more gene

Several foundations of this kind have

rally imitated.—However, my lords, un been by way of county, inſtead of public
der all the diſcouragements which this hoſpitals; and tho' ſubſcriptions are glad
national act has met with, thro’ ſlights,

delays, and evaſions, on the parts of thoſe,
whoſe duty it was to execute this law,

ly received from perſons out of the coun
ty, yet few of thoſe can be expected,
where the admiſſion of patients is confined

with that zeal which becomes every good G to the natives or inhabitants of that par
and faithful magiſtrate; it muſt never ticular county.
aheleſs derive too much ſtrength from

your lordſhips countenance and authori

There would be little objestion to this
ſcheme, could we ſuppoſe a county to

to fail at laſt : On the contrary, as we

be exačtly circular, and the infirmary

alone, having from the good
#. itofwalks
its frame ſurvived much unnatu

built in the centre of it; but even ther,
were there any other charitable foundation

neſs

ral treatment, to the joy of every good H or eſtabliſhment of the ſame nature at a
Engliſhman, and not a little, I believe, to leſs diſtance from the extremities of that
the aſtoniſhment of ſome of its good nurſes county, it were ſurely to be wiſh’d (eſ
and guardians, we may now venture to pecially in fevers, and caſes of great emer
flatter ourſelves it will live to full matu gency) that the patient could procure ad
rity, and become a moſt uſeful part of the mittance there. But ſuppoſing, what is
conſtitution, &c,”
no uncomunou caſe, that the county is of
-

-
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tiality, but every ſubſcriber has his turn
to recommend in a regular courſe, accord
is fituated near one of the extremities : ing to the rules of the infirmary, and
For inſtance, was a county-infirmary to value of the ſubſcription, there can be no
If it be ſaid
be ere&ted at Buckingham, and no patient juſt cauſe of complaint.
could be admitted from Brackley, juſt in that interfering with other counties may
the neighbourhood, becauſe it is, in Nor-A be an injury to them, and prevent the
thamptonſhire, tho’ they might from like kind of charitable foundation amongſt
Eaton or Colnbrooke, about 30 miles them; I apprehend juſt the contrary, viz.
diſtant: Again, was a county-infirmary that it may give them a benefit which
for Oxfordſhire, or Berkſhire, to be placed they could not otherwiſe have : For it is
at Oxford or at Reading, and no admiſ evident that infirmation can no where be
fion, for patients from Botley, the next eſtabliſhed, but in places where there are
adjoining pariſh to Oxford, becauſe ’twas B refident phyſicians and ſurgeons to pert
in Berkſhire; or no admiſſion for patients : form their charitable and neceſſary offices
from Caverſham, the next adjoining pa to the ſick : And that is not in every
riſh to Reading, becauſe it was in Oxford county-town; for there are no phyſicians
ſhire; whilſt all the county about Ban now reſident in Buckingham, Bedford,
bury in Oxfordſhire, and about Farring Okeham, and ſome other county towns :
don in Berkſhire, at a very great diſtance Then how few patients are ſent from very
an irregular oblong form, and the county
town where the infirmary is to be built,

from the county towns, might enjoy the C diſtant places, tho' in the ſame, county,
free benefit of the infirmary (tho’ not to the regiſters of every hoſpital will teſtify.
As I have nothing in view but the Pub
be enjoy'd but at a very great expence,)
would not the cruelty and, abſurdity of lic benefit, if there can be any reaſona
this be evident * 2°t this is more or leſ; the ble objećtions to ſuch a propoſal, I ſhall
caſe n all infirmaries confined to a particº be much obliged to any of your ingeni
ous correſpondents who will be pleaſed
lar county.
I would now aſk if there be not an D to communicate them: If not, then it is
obvious remedy, by drawing a circle, e to be hoped this may become matter of
ther real upon a map, or if you pleaſe confideration to many worthy and chari
imaginary, whereof the fituation of the table perſons, who are concerned in affairs

infirmary ſhall be the center; or, in other

of this nature.

words, admitting all patients within ſuch
a diſtance; would not the revenues be

greatly increaſed by the number of ſub- E

Tranſlation of a Letter from a Gentleman
at Hanover to his Friend at London,
dated Oct. 12.

ſcribers upon ſuch a rational foundation ?
And if a fondneſs or preference to a par
F ever the French troops, in con
tempt of the laws of war, gave the
ticular county ſhould, without any reaſon,
be found to prevail, there may ſtill, how lye to their nation's boaſt of ſurpaſſing all
ſoever, be admiſſion for every inhabitant Europe in humanity, it was on occaſion
of that county. The managers of the of the retreat, or flight, which they were
Shrewſbury hoſpital have very prudently F forced to make after the memorable battle
made theirs a public, and not a county in of Minden or Tonhauſen. The greateſt
firmary, to the great benefit of the chari part of the principalities of Calenberg,
ty, and increaſe of their revenue. I men Gottengen and Grubenhagen, will bear for
tion increaſe of revenue, upon a ſuppoſiti many years the melancholy marks of the
an that it is always for the benefit of ſuch violences committed by the French troops;
charities to have as large a number of which ſhew too plainly what the king's
-ſubſcribers as may be. If it ſhould be G other German dominions would have
urged that every ſubſcriber having a right ſuffered, had not providence employed
to recommend one or more patients an the unparalleled valour and mighty arm
nually, according to the value of his ſub of the worthy prince Ferdinand of Brunſ
ſcription, and the rules of the hoſpital, it wic, and the troops under his command,
might fill the houſe too full; I anſwer, to hinder the execution of inſt učtions
an enlargement of ſubſcriptions might given by a miniſter, reſpectable for his
enable the governors to enlarge their H rank and for his years; but highly to be
buildings. But if not, then they are the blamed for his ſentiments of inhumanity;
proper judges what their fund will enable proofs of which have fallen into the hands
them to do, and how many patients can of thoſe, whoſe country, according to
be admitted at any one time. Theſe
rnay, at their pleaſure, limit the number

him, was to be made a defart.—But let
us come to the faët, or rather to the facts,

af Patients, and Provided thers be ao par

the recital of which makes my hail ſtand
4 Hz

ań.
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Exceſſes of the FREnch in their late RETREAT.

an end; I ſhould be inclined to queſtion
the truth of them, if I had not made the
ſtriëteſt inquiry into it. To conſtrain the

Nov.

inhabitants on their route to furniſh all

tin&ion were not ſpared. At Haffenbeck $
a lady of quality received many blows
with a ſtick after ſhe had opened herſelf
all her buroes, which they pillaged, as

the proviſions they had in their houſes,

well as her whole houſe; and ſhe would

without leaving any for the ſubſiſtence of certainly have been left dead on the ſpot,
themſelves and their cattle, would have A with all her family, had not an officer in
been, in ſome meaſure, excuſable in an terpoſed. The magiſtrates of ſome towns
army, which, after loſing a battle and a being unable to procure the enormous
great part of its baggage, was retiring quantity of proviſions and forage which
precipitately, having at its heels the brave was demanded, were bound with ropes,
hereditary prince . Brunſwic, the guar and carried to the market-place, and there
dian angel of the poor people whoſe lives thrown on ſtraw and beat ſo unmercifully
and effects were heavily threaten’d. To B that ſome of them will be lame as lon
buin what was not uſed, and to ſearch, as they live. The firſt magiſtrate .#
for that end, the vaults, grainaries and Gottingen (in which an advocate, a bur
fields, is but little in compariſon of the gher, and a woman with child, were
cruelty of thoſe runaways, in forcing the killed out of mere wantonneſs, in the pub
inhabitants, without regard to age, by lic ſtreet, without having given any
beating them with ſticks, by blows with offence) ſuffered the groſſett abuſe, even
° ſwords, bayonets and muſkets, and even C in the apartments where their magiſtrates
by ſuch tortures * as are employed only hold their aſſemblies. What they made
to condemned malefactors put to the colonel Landſberg and major general
queſtion, to declare whether they had any Hugo ſuffer, would put even the moſt
money, and where it was hid. To pil brutal troops to the bluſh. Both are vete
lage and take away all they could carry; rans, who have liv'd many years retired
to deſtroy the reſt, to ſet fire to towns f in the country, with a penſion from the
as well as villages 1, and to drive away, D king. But this did not hinder the firſt
wound, and even kill, thoſe who came to from being treated in a moſt ſhocking
extinguiſh the flames; to raviſh women manner; to perſonal inſults they added
and maids, who were unfortunate enough the barbarity of robbing him of all his
to be in their way, and to drive away, money, furniture, linen and cloaths; in
with blows of ſwords or muſkets, fathers, ſomuch, that had it not been for a pea
mothers, huſbands, or relations, who ran ſant's old coat, which he had the good
to ſave them by their tears and intreaties, E luck to procure, he would have been for
from the brutality of a fugitive enemy ſome days without enough to cover his
without diſcipline. Theſe Sir, are ex nakedneſs. Major general Hugo met

ploits of which I could give you a melan

with no better treatment at Wickerſhau

choy detail, mentioning the places and ſen, the place of his retirement, where,
perſons who have been thus treated ; But notwithſtanding the pitiable condition he
the length of my letter would fatigue you, was in, by a painful illneſs, they took e
and the ſubject would be too much for F very thing from him, not excepting the
your humanity. We muſt do the juſtice to ſhirt on his back, and the bed on which
ſome officers in whoſe preſence the like he lay. They even carried their bruta
violences were attempted, to acknowledge lity ſo ſar as to want to cut off one of his
that they were at great pains to curb the fingers that had a ring on it: Which
licentiouſneſs of the men under their they would ačtually have 'one, had he
command ; but thoſe gentlemen were very not had the good fortune, by the extra

few in number : Many others diſcovered Gordinary efforts he made, to get the finger
great indifference at the fight of theſe
abominable ſcenes, or ſhewed by their

looks and behaviour that they did not
diſapprove them.

Don't imagine, Sir,

that this mal-tieatment was confined to

the common people; no, perſons of diſ

from them which they wanted to cut off.
Could you imagine, Sir, that, with all
this, the troops who had rendered them
ſelves odious by ſo many ačts of cruelty,
ſhould carry their gallantry ſo far as to
employ the protection of the fair ſex.
What

+ Fimbeck, Nordheirº,
* This was done at Ejerode in Grohmde Bailiwick.
Saltzderhelden, &c.
f For example, at Lafferte in the Bailiwick of Grobnºr, at

Laethorſ? in the Bailiwick of Ehrichſbourg, and many other villager.

§ At f*ir

place the fugitives carried their rage to the greateſ height, ſaying, “Prince Fºrdinand

"cho had jaft beat and belaboured them, and had taken their Haggage, nea, lite florer,
*.*,

****, and artillery, forced them to crºſ; the field ºf Hoffenbºck, lºoking as jj; as
**, and a bare a tºgart.
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"What happened at Hachmuler, in the aćtion of which they feared the iſſue. The
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#. will prove and ex

Bailiwic

ready money extorted by the runaways,
and the value of the other things which
hunters having come up with a body of they carried off and deſtroyed, amount to
French troops near that village, and being immenſe ſums.-But I will not enlarge
on the point of charging them, the latter A on this head; and ſhall end this faithful
carried off from the village a reinforce narrative, ſupported by inconteſtible proofs,
ment of women and maids, whom they without adding any of thoſe reflections
placed in the firſt rank; whether it was which your good ſenſe and Probity will
to excite the humanity and complaiſance eaſily ſuggeſt.”
of the hunters, or to give a turn to the

plain what I mean. A body of the king's

Poetical Essays in N O V E M BER, 1759.
ODE for his Majeſty's Birth Day, 1759, by

An O DE to Miſs L-. On the Death ºf

William Whitehead, Eſq; Poet Laureat.

General Wolfe.

STrophr.

RITONS, the work of war is done 1

EGIN the ſong.—Ye ſubjea choirs,
The bard whom liberty inſpires

Wakes into willing voice th' accordantlays.Say, ſhall we trace the heroes flame
From the firſt foſt’ring gale of fame,

Which bade th' expanding boſom pant for
praiſe 2
Or hail the ſtar whoſe orient beam
Shed influence on his natal hour:

What time the nymphs of Leyna's ſtream,
Emerging from their wat'ry bow'r,
Sung their ſoft carols thro’ each offer ſhade,
And for the pregnant fair invok'd Lucina's
aid 2

Conqueſt is yours, the battle's won,
Loud triumphs rend the air :
Yet, tho' with martial pride elate,
Each heart bewails Wolfe's hapleſs fate,
Nor taſtes its joy fincere.
-

Too well they knew his dauntleſs mind;
They knew it open, unconfin'd,
Awake to glory's call:
The ſoldier heard his bold command;
They ſaw him lead their foremoſt band;
They ſaw their leader fall,
One common grief their hearts poſſeſt
You, gentle maid, above the reſt,
His fate untimely mourn i

ANT1st Rophr.

No. Haſte to Scheld's admiring wave,
Diſtinguiſh'd amidſt thouſands brave,
Where the young warrior, fluſh’d his eager
ſword ;

While Albion's troops with rapture view'd
The ranks confus'd, the Gaul ſubdu'd,
prophetick hail'd their future
And

...”

ord.

Waiting the chief's maturer nod
On his plum'd helmet vićt'ry ſate,
While ſuppliant nations round him bow’d,
And Auſtria trembled for her fate,

Till, at his bidding, ſlaughter ſwell'd the
[wept in vain,
Mayne,
And half her blooming ſons, proud Gallia

Who vow'd, if heav'n ſhould ſpare his youth,
With love, with conſtancy, and truth,
To crown his wiſh'd return,

Yet weep no more, but nobly claim
A proud alliance with his fame,
And all his glory ſhare :

His country's cauſe requir'd his aid :
For vićtory to heav n he pray'd,
And heaven hath heard his pray’r.
His wound was honeſt, on his breaſt
Lay me in peace, and let me reſt,
th' expiring hero cry'd :
The pitying fates his death delay,
Till heavan for him declares the day
He heard, rejoic'd, and dy'd.

EP on r.

Hor Acr; Book i. Ode 22.
But what are wreaths in battle won,
And what the tribute of amaze,

Which man too oft, miſtaking, pays
To the vain idol ſhrine of falſe renown
The nobleſt wreaths the monarch wears
Are thoſe his virtuous rule demands,

U ſtain’d by widows or by orphans tears,
And woven by his ſubjećts hands.
Comets may riſe, and wonder mark their

Innocence is every where ſafe.
Integer vitae, ſteeriſt; purus, &c.
1.

yOULD you but keep, for your defence,
lintegrity and innocence,
You'd little need, dear friend, to know,

The uſe of poiſon'd darts or bow.
2

Whether o'er burning ſards you go,

way

Above the bonds of nature's ſober lawi;
But tis th’ all chearing lamp of day,

the permanent, th' unerring cauſe,

By whom th' enliven'd world its courſe
ſorder reigns.

maintains.

By whom all nature ſmiles,
2.

and beauteous

Or mountains tºpºd with trackleſs ſnow ;
Or where the fam'd Hvdaſpes ſtrays,

And all its fabled wealth diſplays.
3.

As heedleſs, in the ſabine grove,

One day 1 tun'd my lyre to love,

t
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Drear
*
ſwiftly
ſpreads
from
poſe
tº
a welf ſaw me unarmed ſtray,
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-

And harmleſs ſhun'd his eaſy prey.

pole,

And fear prevail'd o'er ev'ry living ſoul.
The brutes, unconſcious of a future ſtate,
with wonder, and a dread ºf

4.

A native ſuch, ſo huge a beaſt,
Nºer did th' Apulian woods infeft:
None e'er did parch'd Numidia feed
so fierce among her tawny breed.

wº
ate ;

But chiefly man, the fav'rite of the ſkies,

Was ſeiz'd with ghaſtly horror and ſurprize.

5°

T. ºntº day was come, and now in

place me where endleſs winter reign's
And genial gales ne'er bleſs the plains i

ight

Beneath thoſe cold inclement ſkits,

The bleſſed Jeſus from the realms of light :

where fickly vapours ever riſe.

Myriads of angels knelt before his throne,
And thro' th' expanſe his radiant glory ſhone,
The quick and dead were ſummon'd to attend,
And all, with trembling ſteps his court aſcend;
No murm'ring voice the filent horror broke,
While the great judge thefinal ſentence ſpoke,
Ye wicked go—for you a hell's prepar'd
Ye righteous come—a heaven is your rewardſ

Place me beneath the burning zone,
where nothing human e'er was known;
Still Lalage's enchanting tongue,
Her looks and ſmiles, ſhall be my ſong.
- we
*

Anacaxon 6de xxx. imitated,
A: (aſſurai riv"Epwta, &c.
HE muſes, ſrolickſome, one day

A newſcene open'd, and, as quick as thought,

Caught Cupid as he chanc'd to flray;
With Jaſmin twigs, the little ſlave
They bound, and to Belinda gave.

aid,

Unhurt, to happy regions were convey'd.
Not ſo the curs'd j for they, in deep deſpair,

Ill news does ever ſwiftly run,
And this to Venus ſoon was known,'
Who from her ſtore a ranſom drew,

Were left behind, the fruits of fin to ſhare.

Now rumbling earthquakes rock'd the Pon

With which, as lightning, ſwift ſhe flew 3
And thus beſpoke the lovely maid;
* Is it to you my ſon's betray'd;
Ah pity, fair one, my diſtreſs,
My gift accept, my child releaſe.”
She loos'd his hands, and bid him go ;

He hugg'd his chains, and anſwer'd no,
J# this be my captivity,
A captive ſtill I chuſe to be :
*Tis freedom to be ſlave to thee,
G. S.

The End of TIME, a Viſion.
And the Angel which I ſaw ſtand upon the Sea
and upon the Earth, Afted up bit. Hand to
Heaven, and ſwore by bim that liveth for

ever and ever, that there ſhould be time no
longer.

Up from th' affrighted earth the bleſs'd were
, caught 5
And, ſwift as rays of light, by heaven's kind

Rev. Part of Chap. x.

Whº the great blaze of day withdrew
his light,

And wrapt creation in the veil of night;
Faſt in the down of placid ſleep I lay,
And dreamt the wonders of the laſt great day.
I ſaw, deſcending from etherial height,
A mighty angel urge his rapid ſlight 5

d’rous frame,
To ruin all her num'rous ſtrućtures came:

Hills roll'd o'er hills ; earth from her center
ur'd

A flood of fire, which every thing devour'd;
Coeleſtial lightning, with dread fury hurl’d,
Off from its orbit ſtruck the crackling world;
The ruin’d globe, to every power a prey,
Like a red comet, blazing roll'd away;
Loud thunder follow'd, every ſyſtem quak'd,
I heard the wild uproar, and, frighted, wak'd.
Thus, while we ſleep, the ſoul her pow'r
diſplays,
And in her dreams awak'ning ſcenes ſurveys;
Awake or fleeping, ſtill eternal love
Bids thee, O man! the preſent time improve:
Soon out of reach the fleeting moments haſte,
And this, for ought thou know'ſt, may be thy
laſt,

Th’immediate now isthine; when that is o'er,
*Tis paſt, 'tis gone, and will return no more.
Sleighford in Stafford
J. INGEL prw.

ſhire, Oé. 1759.
To the AUTHOR of the L O N DO N
M A G A Z IN E.

Cloath'd with a cloud that all around him

ſpread,
The purple rainbow crown'd his ſacred head;
His h. the glory of the ſun ſurpaſs'd, `
His burniſh’d feet celeſtial lightning flaſh'd;
On earth and ſea, in high majeſtick ſtate,
He ſtood, and held th' eternal book of fate :
Then rais'd his hand aloft in air, and ſwore,

By heaven's great king, that time ſhould be
no more,

-

All nature ficken'd as the angel ſpoke,
And her myſterious chain aſunder broke;
The ſun grew dark, the moon to blood was
turn'd,

The ſtars went cut, and all creation mourn'd,

S I R,

-

I

AM forry to find that ſome gentlemen
are not ſatisfied with the anſwer I gave
in your laſt, relating to the laſt ſubſcription,
and ſurpriſed to find gentlemen arguing
againſt the expreſs words of an act of par
liament.

Their miſtake, I believe, was oc

cafioned bythe word capital, mentioned in the
reſolution of the houſe of commons, which

they ſuppoſed to mean a redemption or re
payment capital ; whereas it means only
an annuity capital ; a capital, according
to

which the ſubſcribers

were

to

be

intitled tº the annuity thertin mentioned,
not

i

*

1759. Farther Reply to O B J E CT I O N S.
not according to which they were to be in
titled to repayment; for the reſolution does
not ſay that the capital ſhall be redeemable
by parliament, but only that the annuities
fhall be redeemable by parliament, without
declaring what or how much was to be paid
for redeeming them. This was reſerved for the
future confideration of parliament, and in the
committee upon the bill, it was determined,
that the publick ſhould pay no more for re
deeming this fund of annuities, than it had
aétually received for eſtabliſhing it.
Thus the redemption capital comes to be
different from the annuity capital, the for
mer being only 6,600,0col, whereas the lat
ter at preſent amounts to 6,930, occl. and
when all the blanks and prizes of the lottery
are converted into ſtock, it will amount to

7,590,cool. for which the proprietorswill have
credit upon the books of thebank,everyman ac
cording to the ſhare he has in this capital,
and before that time no payment will or can
well be made by the publick; but when a
partial payment comes to be made by the
ublick, every proprietor, for every rool.
i. receives in money, muſt have 1151. of
his annuity capital annihilated, and ſo in

proportion for a larger or ſmaller ſum of
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being sonvinced, for that is ſeldom poſſible
but for its being decreed that they did ſo

therefore the applying of that epithet to any
man's judgment, in any ſuch affair, is far
from ſuppoſing him a weak man, much leſs
an ideot, in any other reſped. And as to

one gentleman's ſeeming to be poſitive, that
the houſe of commons and the ſubſcribers
are of his opinion; I ſhall only ſay, that as
to the ſubſcribers, I can eaſily believe that

many of them are of an opinion which ſo
much flatters their intereſt i but as to the

houſe of commons, I ſhall defire no more ºf
him, but that he will allow me to hold my
opinion, until that honourable houſe de.
clares itſelf in favour of his.

But as there was no ſum mentioned in the

reſolution of the houſe of commons, to be
Paid for the redemption of theſe annuities,
and as no diſtinétion had ever been before
made between the annuity capital and the
redemption capital, it left room for the ſub

ſcribers to ſuppoſe that, when the publick
came to redeem theſe annuities, the additional
capital of 5i. percent and the rol, percent for
the lottery tickets, would be paid to them, as
well as the principal money they had advanced;

and conſequently, that thoſe who might then
be the proprietors of this annuity fund,

money received from the publick by way of
redemption; and a correſponding part of
his annuity, that is to ſay, 31. 9s. will ceaſe

would, upon redemption, receive in

and be underſtood to be redeemed.

among them.

Suppoſe I ſhould for 20col, ſell an annu
ity of 691. per ann. payable out of my eſtate
until redemption; and that the purchaſer
ſhould, for the conveniency of ſale, divide
this annuity into 23 ſhares, or equal parts, of
31. per ann. each, and ſell each ſhare for
Iool. thereby increaſing the annuity capital
to 2300'. could this oblige me, when I came
to redeem, to pay to each purchaſer from
him 1001, or to all of them together more

This they had from former precedents rea
ſon to ſuppoſe, particularly from what was
Gene in the zoth and 21ſt of his preſent ma
jeſty's reign, and therefore many of them ſtill
think, that they have, in equity, a right to
claim the Payment of that ſum upon the re

than the 2000]. I received P

mine. It is a queſtion which no man, nor

Juſt ſo, in the preſent caſe, our govern
wnent has, for 6,6co, oool, ſold an annuity of
217,7col. per, ann. Payable out of the pub
lick revenue until redemption; and when
the blanks and prizes of the lottery are all
converted into flock, the proprietors, as well

any court in the kingdom, but the high

money

7,599, occl. to be proportionably dividca

demption of their annuities.

Now as to what the ſubſcribers, or the pure

chaſers from them, may in equity have a
right to claim, I ſhall not pretend to deter

court of Parliament, has a right to deter
mine. If that auguſt affembly ſhould think
that they have in equity any ſuch right, it
will certainly, at a proper time, be provided

for by a new att, or a clauſe in ſome new

as the bank, certainly will, for the conveni

at ºf Parliament. Therefore all I ſhah ſay

ency of ſale, and to avoid fraćlions, endea
vour, as ſoon and as much as they can, to

is as I have ſtated it, which without going

divide this annuity into 75,900 ſhares or
equal parts of 31, per ann. each, thereby

conſtituting an annuity capital of 7,590, cooi.
and ſuppoſe that the firſt purchaſers, viz.

the ſubſcribers, or the purchaſers from them,
ſhould fell theſe ſhares, as I hope they may
ſoon do, at rool. each, could this oblige the

is, that, as the law ſtands at preſent, the caſe

to any broker, or clerk of the bank, every
man may be convinced of, by reading the twº
redemption clanſes in the aâ of parliament.
Read the aët of parliament, ſhall, there.
fore, hereafter, be the only anſwer given by,
Nov. 5.
1759.

S I R, Yours,
The Comr11.rs.

ublick, when it comes to redeem, to pay

{. each purchaſer tool. or to all of them to

A

Magnificent monument, ereaed by

gether more than the 6,620,000l. it received.
As to the epithet, weak, which I happened
to make uſe of, no gentleman needs take it
amiſs; for the lawyers know, and daily

§leſex, to the memory of that

feel the advantage of it, that moſt men,
even the wiſeſt, judge weakly as to any mat.
ter in which their own intereſt is deeply

in a taſte equally great and pleafing. As

"concerned i and often pay ſevertly, not for

the Right Hon. the counteſs of Mid
great man

her father, has been lately ſet up in the
church of Walton upon Thames.
The deſign of this monument is new, and

heroes of old were buried upon the ſcene of
aćtiº

*
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Iſtription on Lord Shannon's Monument.

aëtion, the ſtatue of lord Shannon is ſup
poſed erected in the field; and ſurrounded
with the emblems of war.

In the back

Grace, Counteſs of Middleſex,
(Juſtly ſenfible of the inexpreſfible loſs
Of her reſpećtable parents)

marble uſual on theſe Soccaſions, there is

In obedience to the will of her mother,
Grace, daughter and co-heireſs

raiſed here a tent; and on a diſtant tree are
hung the trophies of honour. The hero
ftands ſurrounded with the weapons of deſ

Of John Senhouſe.of Netherhall,
In the county of Cumberland, Eſq;
Whoſe aſhes, together with thoſe of her be

ground, inſtead of that unmeaning load of

trućtion, whoſe full force he had ſo often

loved Lord,

employed in the defence of his country; and
theſe are expreſſed, according to their na-.
ture and diſtance, in perſpeaive, and with a

Are here depoſited.

mixture of the alto and baſſo relievo which

we have not ſeen before; but the effect of
which is perfeółly charming : Below is
placed his lady, a figure of conſummate ele
gance; and in an attitude the moſt graceful
"that can be conceived.

The charaćter of

the hero is dignity, and that of the lady
ſweetneſs; a compoſition in which each
part ſets off the other. This firudure ſhews
the arts of ſculpture and defign are at a
confiderable height among us: One does not
know whether to admire in it, the genius
of the ſtatuary, or the execution. The name
isRoubellac: The following is the inſcription.
To the memory

Of Richard Boyle, Lord Viſcount Shannon;
Volunteer, when a youth,
At the glorious battle of the Boyne;
By his perſonal bravery
Diſtinguiſh'd at the battle of Landen :
In the firſt year of Queen Ann,
Colonel of Prince George of Denmark's re
giment of Marines.
Being appointed to command on ſhore,
The memorable attack at Vigo in 1702,
Rendered conſpicuous,
By repulfing a ſuperior body of the enemy's

Short State of the Caſe between the Pariſh of St.
Dunſtan's, and the Rev. Mr. Romaine.

R. White, in 1625, left 18l. per ann.
for a private leóture to be read from
the firſt Thurſday or Sunday in Micha
elmas term to the end of Trinity term,

at any hour on thoſe days moſt convenient
to the pariſhioners; and he named twenty
four truſtees, who were to eleēt the leaurer;
Mr.

and the truſt to be kept up for ever.

Romaine was appointed, and continued to
preach the whole year; till the frequent in
ſults from his audience deterred the pariſhi
oners from attempting to get to their own
ſeats. The truſtees thereupon appointed the
le&ture to be read at three o'clock on Thurſ

days, being the uſual hour ; but put it off
till ſeven on Sundays, that the pariſh might
not be debarred going with their wives and
families to do their duty.

B 1 L L S of Mortality, from Sept. 18, to
Čt. 23.
726

Males

-

Chriſtened 3 Females

732

Buried

3

1453

987 R 1955

Males

-

Females 38%

95

Died under 2 Years old 797
Between z and 5 – 24:
5 and 19 — 35

troops,

And forcing their out-works at the head of
the grenadiers.
By emulation excited to be a ſoldier;
By enterprize innobled as an officer;

io and ao –

75

so and 30 —
jo and 40 –

140

141

40 and 5o — 154

By experience matured into a commander;
His Birth adding luſtre to his pretenſions;
His pretenficns authorized by his Merit:
Promoted ſwiftly, not undeſervedly,
To the command of various corps
Of foot, horſe, and horſe. guards,
And to the ſucceſſive ranks of general officer.

During a long and continual peace
He could only attain,
-

By royal regard and juſt favour,
All thathewasambitiousto atchieve byſervice:
And baving diſcharged a variety of com
mands as a ſoldier,
His duty as a Britiſh ſenator,

-

Buried

50 and 6o —
60 and 79 –
. 7o and $o –

131
92
7s

$o and 93 –

52

90 and 100 —
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1956
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Without the Walls
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384

City and Sub. Weſtminſter
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414

a
9
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39

16
23

–
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381
383

Weekly, Sept. 25

And as one of the Lords Juſtices of Ireland,

Oćt,

With equal zeal for the honour of the crown,
And the welfare of his country,
• Died, univerſally belov'd and eſteem’d,

:

Captain and commander in chief

Of his Majeſty's horſe and grenadier guards,
Generaliſhino of his Majeſty'sforces inIreland,
and Field-Marſhal of all his Majeſty's forces,

zoth December, 1740. Etat, 65.
This monument

Was creded by his only daughter

1956
Decreaſed in the Burialstbelaſt 5 weeks. 11;
Wheaten Peck Loaf, Weight 17:b. 6 oz.
3
9d #.
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ºf Y a letter from an officer who

§º
º

º

was preſent at the taking of
Surat, dated at Surat, 15th
March, 1759, we are favoured
withthefollowing particulars;
“Laſt month an expedi
tion was concerted at Bom

-

bay againſt Surat. In this expedition 8co
Europeans and 3000 ſeapoys were employ
ed.

With this armament we arrived ſafe on

the coaſt, but the large ſhips were of no
uſe, the Bombay grab, of ao guns, and four
bomb-ketches, being the only ſhips that had
water enough to go into the river; and it

was with the utmoſt difficulty that theſe
got up to the town. The place was firſt
attempted by the land forces, but they were
twice repulſed with conſiderable loſs, which,
with the deſertion among the troops, greatly

reduced them. As the laſt game we had to
play, it was determined to break the chain,
and attack the place with our ſhipping.
Accordingly, upon the 1ſt of March, the
Bombay grab, and the Succeſs ketch, of 12
ſix pounders and an eight-inch mortar, com
manded by captains John Cleugh and James
Lindſay, run againſt the chain together, and
broke it. The town was defended by four
batteries and 5ooo men, who made a gal
lant defence. The diſpute laſted four hours,
in which time we fired 500 ſhot and 42
ſhells, the diſtance from the batteries being
only 40 yards. Next day the caſtle ſur
rendered.—Our ſhips loſt a fourth part of
their compliment in killed and wounded,
among which was not any officer of note.”

When the above letter came away, they
were very buily employed in taking an in
ventory of the Surat fleet. A gratuity of
zoo, ooo tupees was to be divided among the
captors. (See p. 556.)

the publick inveſtiture, and, for that pur
poſe, a large tent was prepaied on a hill, in
full view of the French camp, and another
leſſer tent at a little diſtance from the great
one, for his highneſs to receive the firſt part
of the inveſtiture: To this tent the prince
came, about twelve o'clock, eſcorted by a
large detachment of the horſe-guards blue,
who were afterwards drawn up on either
fide upon the ſlope of the hill before the
tent, others doing duty on foot. His ſerene

highneſs was received by the plenipoten
tiaries in the leſſer tent, where the habit and

enfigns had been previouſly laid on a table,
and he was immediately inveſted with the
ſurcoat and ſword. A proceſſion was then
made to the great tent, in the following
order :
Gentlemen and

officers of

his ſerene

highneſs.
Garter's ſecretary carrying the book ef
ſtatutes.

The marquis of Granby's ſecretary carry
ing the hood.
Colonel Ligonier, aid de camp to his ſe
rene highneſs, carrying the cap and feather.
Colonel Fitzroy, aid de camp to his ſe
rene highneſs, carrying the collar.
Cheſter herald, in his coat of arms and

collar, carrying the king's commiſſion.
Gaſter king of arms, in his proper man
tle, carrying the mantle of the older on a
crimſon velvet cuſhion.

The marquis of Granby, as firſt plenipo
tentiary.

His ſerene highneſs the prince, ſupported
by the lieutenant-generals Waldegrave and
Moſtyn.

In this manner they proceeded to the great
tent, where two chairs of ſtate were placed,
one for the ſovereign, having an eſcutchcon
of his royal arms and titles over his chair.

From the Lon Don Gazz r re.

Upon entering the tent, every perſon made

Camp at Corſdorf. Oa. 17. The King
of Great-Britain having conſtituted the
Right Hon. the marquis of Granby, and
Stephen Martin Leake, Eſq; garter principal
king of arms, plenipotentiaries for inveſting
his ſerene highneſs prince Ferdinand of

three reverences to the ſovereign's ſtate, and
the habit and enſigns were ſeverally laid, by

Brunſwick, with the moſt noble order of

the garter, Mr. Leake arrived at the camp,
with the habit and enſigns, on Monday the
1 5th. The next day the plenipotentiaries
had their firſt audience of his ſerene high
neſs, at the head quarters, and preſented
their credentials and the book of ſtatutes;
and his ſerene highneſs having agreed to ac
cept the eleētion, with the uſual reſervations,
the plenipotentiaries immediately inveſted
him with the garter, ribband, and george,
atter pronouncing the uſual admonitions

in Latin. The next day was appointed for
November, 1759.

-

the perſons who bore them, upon a table
before the ſovereign's ſtall. The prince ſat
down in his chair, the two plenipotentiatics
in chairs, on each fide of him; the muſick
playing. After a little pauſe, the marquis
of Granby ſlanding up, made a ſhort ſpeech
in French,

which was anſwered by the

prince. Garter then preſented the king's
commiſſion, which was read by the prince's
ſecretary.

The plenipotentiaries then in

veſted his highneſs with the habit and en
ſigns, viz. 1ſt the mantie, then the hood,
then the collar, Garter pronouncing the
uſual admonitions. They then placed the
cap and feather on the prince's head, and
ſeated him in his ſtall, the muſick playing.
Laſily, Garter proclaimed the ſovereign's
4 I
ſtile
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ſtile in French, and then the prince's; the
drums beating and trumpets ſounding.
This being done, a proceſſion was made
back to the leſſer tent, in the ſame manner

as before, his ſerene highneſs having the
train of his mantle borne by a page. His
highneſs continued in this tent about an
hour, till the great tent was prepared for
dinner, which was given by the marquis of

Granby, his ſerene highneſs ſetting at table
in the habit of the order, having his cap
held behind his chair, the plenipotentiaries
on his right hand, and the hereditary prince
of Brunſwick on his left.

The ſecond courſe

being ſerved up, his ſerene highneſs ſtood
up, put on his cap, and then taking it off,
drank, 1ſt. The ſovereign's health; 2d.
The reſt of the royal family; 3d. The
knights companions of the order: In return
whereof, the marquis of Granby drank, 1ſt.
The health of the prince; 2d. The reſt of
his family ; 3d. The king of Pruſſia.
The next day his ſerene highneſs gave an
entertainment, in three tents near the head

Nov.

Abraham Young, Thomas Hartwell, Tho
mas Lillywhite, and James Pollard, belong
ing to the Fox privateer, of Shereham, were
indićted for pyracy, and robbing Albertus
Ruards, maſter of, and on board the ſhip
Young Figlaar, about three leagues from
Little Hampton, in the county of Suffex,

bound from Bourdeaux to Coningſburgh, of
ten hogſheads of wine; when the grand jury
returned the bill againſt the ſaid Martin Goff
and Abraham Young not a true bill; and
the other fix were, on their tryals, acquitted.

The tryals cf John Pollen, John Rawling,
Thomas Clark, and William Newſham, for
ſtealing one hundred weight of filk out cf a
neutral ſhip, were put off, on account of the
illneſs of a principal evidence, and will come

on at the next ſefion of admiralty, which
will be held in March next.

Peter Styles, for robbing Jeremiah Barce.
lon, on board the Lovely Betſey, of a note

of hand for ten guineas, &c. was diſcharged,
his indiétment being returned ignoramus.
Tuzsday, Oét. 30.
-

quarters, at which were preſent (as at the
former) all the principal officers of the ar
my. The whole being condućted with as
much order and ſplendor, as the circum

From the Lon Don Gaz s Tre.

Extrač of a Letter from Capt. Porter, Cºrrar

der of his Majeſty's Ship the Hercules of 74
guns, tº Mr. Clevland, dated in Pyºcará

ſtances of a camp would admit; and to the

Sound, 0.5. 26, 1759.

entire ſatisſačtion of his ſerene highneſs.
At the ſeſſions of oyer and terminer hol
den for the high court of admiralty, at juſ
tice-hall in the Old-Baily, (ſee our laſt, p.
570.) William Lawrence, commander of the
Pluto privateer, Samuel Dring, Henric Mul

“On the ioth inſt. at eight in the morn

her, and William Goff, volunteers in the ſaid

privateer, were tried for piratically and fe
loniouſly robbing Chriſtopher Van Aſten,
maſter of a Dutch veſſel called the Eenigheidt,
bound from Oſtend to London, on the 3d
of April laſt, about three leagues from the
North Foreland, in the county of Kent, of
ſix guineas, the property of the ſaid Mr.
Van Aſten; twenty deal boxes, value 4os.
three bales of cambricks, value 7ool, two

ing, being in the latitude of about 46 deg.
40 min, ſleering S. E. with the wind at S.
W. we ſaw a ſail to windward, which we
chaſed, and ſoon after diſcovered her top

gallant ſtudding ſails ſet, and that ſhe came
down lafking upon us: About noon the
chace hoiſted a blue flag at her main-to
gallant maſt head, which we anſwered b

hoiſting an Engliſh enfign at the mizen-top
maſt-head (a fignal which is ſometimes made
between two French ſhips of war u
meeting after parting company) ſhe neared
us very faſt, and we plainly diſcovered her
to be a large ſhip of war. At two in the af
ternoon, a Dutch galliot paſſing near us,

boxes of beads, value 4os. two bales of bed

we hoiſted a French jack, and fired a ſhot

ticken, value Iool. being the property of
perſons unknown; when William Lawrence,
Samuel Dring, and Henric Muller, were
capitally convićted, and William Goff ac
quitted.
At their firſt ſeeing the veſſel
they fired a ſhot to bring her too, and then
going on board with their faces diſguiſed
with ſoot, &t. demanded two guineas of the

at her; upon which the chace hoiſted a
French jack at her enfign ſtaff, and fired a

maſter for ſhot-money, as 'tis called, in fir

ing to bring her to ; who having paid it,
they demanded four more, which he borrow

ed of a Spaniſh paſſenger, and alſo gave
them ; they then confined him and his
crew in the cabbin, and fell to rummaging
the ſhip of the goods mentioned in the in
diament. The fact appeared very plain,
on the evidence of the maſter, his mate, and

other perſons on board, and the jury, in a
very few minutes, gave their verdićt, and
ſentence of death was accordingly paſſed on

them. Martin Goff, Henry Tickner, John
Salmon, alias Sammons, Joſeph Fiſher,

gun to leeward. At half paſt five, being a
bout one mile to windward of us, and abaft,

our beam, coming down as before ſeemingly
with an intention of coming to action, as
her guns were run out below, ſhe hauled
her jack down, and hoiſted her enfign and
pendant : We ſhortened ſail, hauled down
the French jack, hoiſted our colours, hauled
our ports up (which were until this time
down) and run our weather guns out; upon
which ſhe immediately hauled her wind, and
ſet her main-fail and ſtay-ſails; we then
diſcovered her to be a 74 gun ſhip, having
14 ports below, made ſail and ſtretched a
head of her, and tacked, paffing her to lee
ward. At fix tacked again, and ſtood after
her; found ſhe kept away large; we bore
after her, keeping her a little upon the lee
bow, to prevent her choice of the engaging
diſtance, About three quarters after nine,
I
being
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cnough to engage, ſhe put her helm hard
a-ſtarboard, and gave us her larboard broad
ſide, and then kept on as before, and gave
as her ſtarboard broadſide.

His majeſty came in good health, from

Kenfington palace, to St. James's, tor the
winter.

We then im

mediately ſtarboarded our helm, and ran
right down upon her, whilſt ſhe was load
ing her guns, and getting cloſe to her, por
ted our helm, and began to engage as the
guns bare upon her.
At half paſt ten we were ſo unlucky as
to have our maintopmaſt ſhot away, which
ſhe took the advantage of, and made all the
ſail ſhe could from us; we did the ſame af
ter her, and continued to chaſe until-eight
the next morning, when we ſaw the north
end of Oleron, about five leagues diſtance.
The chaſe was about four or five miles from

us; finding it impoſfible to come up with
her in ſo ſhort a run, and engaging ourſelves
with a lee-ſhore, with our fore-yard ſhot

thro' in two places, our, fore-top-ſail-yard
ſo badly wounded, that when we came af
terwards to reef the ſail it broke, and have

ing all our fails and rigging very much ſhat
tered (at which the enemy only aimed) we
Jeft off chaſe and wore ſhip, having one
man killed and two wounded, including

myſelf, being wounded in my head by a

rape-ſhot, and have loſt the uſe of my right
#.
The officers and men behaved with the
greateſt ſpirits and alertneſs, without the
Teaft confuſion.”

' [The Floriſſant, a French man of war, of
74 guns, from Martinico, is arrived at Cadiz,
in 53 days. This is the ſhip that captain
Tyrrel, of the Buckingham, had an engage
ment with, in theWeſt-Indies,ſome time ago;
and the ſaid French ſhip, it is thought, had
the engagement with the Hercules.] (See
our laſt vol. p. 685.)
At a court of huſtings at Guildhall, the re
corder affirmed the judgment paſſed againſt
Allan Evans, Eſq; who ſome years ago had
been choſe ſheriff of this city and county of
Middleſex, and refuſed to take the ſaid of
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Thursday, 8.

being pretty near up with her, tho' not near

FR 1 pay, 9.

Dr. Henſey pleaded his majeſty's pardon,
at the bar of the court of king's bench.
His royal highneſs the duke of Cumber

land, came from Windſor-Lodge, to St.
James's, for the winter.
The Right Hon. Sir Thomas Chitty, Knt.

lord-mayer of this city, attended by the late
lord mayor, Sir Richard Glyn, aldermen,
ſheriffs, and other officers of this city,
went in proceſſion from Guildhall to the
Three Cranes, and from thence to Weſt.

minſter in the city barge, attended by ſe
veral of the companies of this city in their
reſpeaive barges, and was ſworn into his
high office, before the barons of the exche
quer; and at his return landed at Black-fri
ars, and went in proceſſion from thence to
Guildhall, where a very grand entertain
ment was provided, at which a great num
ber of nobility, foreign miniſters, high of.-

ficers, of ſtate, judges and other perſons of
diſtinétion were preſent.
Sir Edward Hawke, Sir Charles Hardy,
and admiral Geary, with no ſail of men of
war, came to an anchor in Torbay, being

driven off their ſtation by ſtreſs of weather.
[On the 13th Sir Edward ſail'd, but was
obliged to put back ; on the 14th he ſet
ſail again. The Breſt fleet came out on the
13th, of which SirEdward had immediate in
telligence and ſhaped his courſe after them.

Mean time orders have been iſſued for guard

ing all ſuch parts of the coaſt of this king
dom as are moſt likely for the French to at
tempt to make a deſcent on ; for which
purpoſe troops were every where put in mo
tion, and three or four regiments of horſe
marched to the coaſts of Kent and Suſſex.

All the ſhips of war in harbour, even thoſe
juſt arriv'd from America, were ordered out,
and every precaution taken to render abor.

fice on account of being a diſſenter.
Tur spaw, Nov. 6.
Two barns, a ſtable, &c. with a confide

tive the defigns of our deſperate, deſpairing,

rable quantity of wheat, beans and hay,
were conſumed by fire, at Piddington, in

Being the anniverſary of his majeſty's

Oxfordſhire.
Lord chamberlain's-office.

Orders for

the court to go out of mourning for the late
king of Spain on Sunday next the 11th
inſtant, and the preſent mourning for her
rate highneſs the princeſs Elizabeth Caroline,
to be continued till Sunday the 18th inſtant,
and to be changed on that day, viz.
The ladies to wear black ſilk or velvet,

coloured ribbons, fans, and tippets.--The
rnen to continue in black full trimmed, co

and perfidious enemies.]
SATURDAY, ro,

birth-day, when his majeſty entered into his
77th year, it was obſerved at court, and all
over the united kingdoms and Ireland, with
more than ordinary demonſtrations of joy
and loyalty. The ball at St. James's was

opened by his royal highneſs the prince of
Wales and princeſs Auguſta; his majeſty
withdrew at cleven o'clock, and the ball en

ded before twelve. The court appeared ex
ceedingly brilliant, eſpecially the ladies.
Their royal highneſſes the prince and
princeſs of Wales had a grand court at Lei

toured ſwords and buckles.—And on Sun
day the 2d of December, to go quite out of
mourning.—N. B. All mourning to be left
off on Saturday next inſtant, for that day,

ceſter-houſe at noon.

being his majeſty's birth day.

change, which conſumed that and the New

About five o'clock in the morning, a dread
ful fire broke out at Hamlin's coffee houſe,
in Sweeting's-alley, near the Royal. Ex
4I s

york
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hold her, ſuch an one as he remembered to
have ſeen, when he was a very young gen
tleman, on board his majeſty's ſhip Centu

york coffee houſe adjoining to it; alſo Mr.
Vaughan's, a fan-maker; Mr. Withy's a
printſeller; Mr. Fleatham's, a woollen dra
per; Mr. Hunt's a linen-draper; Mr. Legg's
a woollen draper; Mr. Bakewell's a print
ſeller, all in the front of Cornhill. The
virginia coffee-houſe; Mr. Worlidge's, an
attorney ; Mr. Matthias's, ſecretary of the
Scotch equivalent company; meſſrs. Wal

ſon. Every body being at a loſs what to do,
but make fignals of diſtreſs, his propoſal was
accepted and carried into execution in good
time, while the Terrible ſurpriſingly rid by
getting foul of a twenty-gun ſhip's cable,

ton's and Voyce's, wholeſale linen-drapers ;

after the violence of the tide was abated.

Mr. Park's a barber; and Mr. Sedgwick's a

This anchor was made by ſecuring one of
the ſhip's cannon to two ſmall anchors, the
others being all broke, as appeared when

broker, all in Freeman's court. Mr. Bake
well's houſe in Cornhill is ſtanding, but all

the other 13 are in ruins. Two little ſhops
at the corner of the paſſage to the New-york
coffee-houſe were alſo burnt, one belonging
to Mr. Mazarine, a ſhoe-maker, and the o
ther to Mr. Fiſh, a watch-maker. Several

tion, under the command of commodore An

the cables were hove in.

Whether there

bad been any neglečt in the making of thoſe
anchors, is an enquiry that will doubtleſs be
made by ſome who have the good of the fer
vice at heart.

ether houſes were very much damaged, a

The Royal William and the Captain were

mong which are the Red-Lion and Sun ale

both drove aſhore at the time the Terrible

houſe, and Mr. Box's houſe, a muſic ſhop,
in Sweeting’s-alley; Mr. Watmore's a bar

was in ſo much danger; but being ſtrong
ſhips, received little damage. The Terrible

ber, in Spread-Eagle-court, and the Swan
and Rummer in Finch-lane. It is thought the

is ordered round to Chatham to be laid up.]

fire began in a room belonging to a man

St. James's. The following addreſs of the

who played muſic upon glaſſes, and lodged
at Hamlin's coffee houſe, and it is reported
that he periſhed in the flames. The next

chancellor, maſters and ſcholars of the uni

day, at three o'clock in the afternoon, the
fire broke out again at the Red Lion and

McNDAY, 12.

verfity of Cambridge was this day preſent
ed to his majeſty, by his grace the duke of
Newcaſtle, chancellor of the univerfity, &c.
His majeſty was pleaſed to confer the ho

Sun alehouſe in Sweeting's-alley; it was
ſoon got under ; but the houſe is ſo much
damaged, that it is believed it muſt be en

nour of knighthood upon James Burrough,

tirely pulled down. By the fall of the houſes
in Cornhill, Mr. Hurford, clerk to meſſrs.

The bumble Addreſs of the Chancellor, Mºffat

Martin and company, bankers, in Lombard
{treet, was killed; and it is believed that ſe

veral perſons were buried under the ruins.
Su N DAY, I t.

Arrived at Spithead, from North Ame
rica, the Princeſs Amelia admiral Durell;
Dublin, admiral Holmes; the Royal wil
liam, Terrible, Captain, Prince Frederick,
Centurion, Seahorſe, Baltimore, Pelican and

Veſuvius, and the following tranſports,
Anne and Elizabeth, Robinſon; Elizabeth
and Anne, Gowland; the Wallington Siſſen,
Unity, Boag i Jane, Garnett; Hero, M'Min;
Barnard, Wetheral

Two Brothers Stock

ton; and John and Jane, Richardſon; Hope
well, Weſtall; the George, Pigg, and Ra
chel, Jefferſon. On the next day the Nep
tune alſo arrived at St. Hellen's from North

Eſq; vice-chancellor.
To the king's moſt excellent majeſty.
-

and Scholars of the Univerſity of Cambridge.
Mºff gracious Sovereign,
At a time when your majeſty's ſubjeas
are haſtening fom all parts, to teſtify in
your royal preſence their unfeigned joy on
the repeated ſucceſſes, with which the divine
providence has bleſſed your majeſty's arms;
it would be unpardonable in us, the chan
cellor, maſters and ſcholars of your loyal
univerfity of Cambridge, who have been
diſtinguiſhed by ſo many marks of your ma

jeſty's peculiar favour, not to appear among
the firſt in preſenting our congratulations on
ſo happy an occaſion.
The many and fignal proofs which your
majeſty has given of your corſtant attertica
to the ſafety, honour, and inteteſts of theſe

kingdoms, muſt for ever endear your majºſ
ty's name to all your Britiſh ſubječts.

America. This ſhip they were in great pain

Your majeſty's vigorous and effeaual ſup

for, as ſhe parted from the fleet in a hard

port of the proteſtant religicn, ſo eſſential to
its preſervation againſt the moſt powerful
combination of its enemies, will remain a
laſting monument of your diflinguiſhed

gale of wind in the river St. Lawrence, ſo
that they could not give any account of her

in the gulph of St. Lawrence.
The fleet has brought home near 3oo
French priſoners, who are to be ſent to Por
cheſter caſtle this day.

The Terrible of 74 guns, had been loſt
in the river St. Lawrence, on the 1cth of
laſt month, but for an expedient of one of
her warrant officers, who, when ſhe drove

from all her anchors, by the incredible rapi
dity of the ebb at the iſland of Coudre, pro

poſed the making of an anchor ſufficient to

zeal and ſteadineſs in its defence,

The rapid and vićtorious progreſs of your

majeſty's arms in America, and the reduc
tion of Quebec, under all the diſadvantages
of numbers, and difficulties of fituation,
muſt have made your enemies ſenfible how
dangerous it will ever be, by repeated en
croachments, to awaken the reſentment of a

brave and injured people... Our joy for an
event of ſuch importance to theſe kingdons
would
-

" .

|
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would have been complete, had it not been
allayed by a loſs which can never be ſuffici
ently lamented.

fiz I

you together, in a fituation of affairs, ſo

glorious and advantageous to his crown and
kingdoms.

. Permit us alſo to congratulate your ma

His majeſty ſees, and devoutly adores, the

jeſty on the ſucceſſes of that memorable day,

hand of providence, in the many fignal ſuc

when the bravery of your troops on the

ceſſes, both by ſea and land, with which his
arms have been bleſſed, in the courſe of the
laſt ſummer; and, at the ſame time, his
majeſty refle&s, with much ſatisfaction, on

plains of Minden, was animated by the juſt
neſs of their cauſe, and inſpired by the love
of liberty : A day as glorious to their illuſ
trious commander, as fatal to the vain hopes
of the enemy, who forgetting the common
ties of humanity, meant to inſure their ſuc

the confidence, which you placed in him,
by making ſuch ample proviſions, and in

truſting him with ſuch extenſive powers,

ceſs by unexampled ravage and deſolation,
and, as the inſtruments of arbitrary power,
aimed at conqueſt only to enſlave.
The threatened invaſion of theſe king
dema carries with it the appearance of a laſt
effort of an haughty and ambitious power.

the preſervation of the navigation and com
merce of his majeſty's people, had made

But we truſt that the united affections and

majeſty to acquaint you, that the happy pre

zeal of your majeſty's ſubjećts, and the vi
gilance and well known integrity of your

greſs of our ſucceſſes, from the taking of
Goree, bn the coaſt Africa, to the conqueſt

naval commanders, will, under the divine

of ſo many important places in America,

protećtion, render any ſuch attempts here
impračticable, to thoſe who have fled from
us in every other quarter of the world.
We beg leave to aſſure your majeſty, that
it ſhall be our conſtant endeavour to inſtilinto

the minds of the rifing generation, with the
care of whom we may be intruſted, a due
ſenſe of thoſe ineſtimable benefits, which we

owe to your majeſty's paternal goodneſs.
May the king of king's long continue to
guard your majeſty's ſacred perſon and your
royal family. May he inſpire your majeſty's

poſterity with the ſame firm attachment to
the true religion, the ſame real affection for
your ſubjećts, and the ſame ſteady attention
to preſerve the liberties of Europe, and the
conſtitution of theſe kingdoms, which have
been diſtinguiſhing marks of your majeſty's
glorious reign, and thc great ſource of hap
pineſs to your people.
Given under our common ſeal, this eighth
day of November, 1759.
Tuesday, 13.
The lottery began drawing at Guildhall,
when No. 6, 186 being the firſt drawn ticket,
is entitled to 50ol. (See forwards.)
Wr DN = spay, 14.
Weſtminſter. This day, the lords being
met, a meſſage was ſent to the honoura
ble houſe of commons by Sir Henry Bellen

den, gentleman uſher of the black rod, de
firing their attendance in the houſe of peers;
the commons being come thither according
ly, the following ſpeech of the lords com
miſfioners, appointed by his majeſty for
holding this parliament, was delivered by
the lord keeper to both houſes.
My Lords and Gentlemen,
“In purſuance of the authority given to
us, by his majeſty's commiſſion, under the
great ſeal, amongſt other things, to declare
the cauſe of his holding this parliament, his
majeſty has been graciouſly pleaſed to direct
as to aſſure you, that he eſteems himſelf

particularly happy, in being able to call

for carrying on a war, which the defence

of our valuable rights and poſſeſſions, and
both juſt and neceſſary.
We have it alſo in command from his

with the defeat of the French army in Cana

da, and the reduétion of their capital city of
Quebec, effected with ſo much honour to the

courage and condućt of his majeſty's officers
both at ſea and land, and with ſo great luſtre
to his intrepid forces; together with the im
portant ſucceſs obtained by his majeſty's fleet

off Cape Lagos; and the effectual blocking
up, for ſo many months, the principal part
of the navy of France, in their own ports;
are events, which muſt have filled the hearts

of all his majeſty's faithful ſubjects, as well
as his own, with the fincereſt joy; and, his
majeſty truſts, will convince you, that there
has been no want of vigilance, or vigour, on
his part, in exerting thoſe means, which you,

with ſo much prudence, and publick ſpirited
zeal, put into his majeſty's hands.
That our advantages have extended far

ther; and the divine bleſfing has favoured
us in the Eaſt-Indies, where the dangerous
deſigns of his majeſty's enemies have miſ
carried ; and that valuable branch of our

trade has received great benefit and pro
te&tion.

That the memorable vićtory gained over
the French, near Minden, has long made a

deep impreſſion on the minds of his majeſty's
people.

And that, if the crifis in which that

battle was fought, the ſuperior numbers of
the enemy, and the great and able condu&
of his majeſty's general, prince Ferdinand of
Brunſwick, are confidered; that ačaion muſt
be the ſubject of laſting admiration and
thankfulneſs. That, if any thing could fill
the breaſis of his majeſty's good ſubjects
with ſtill farther degrees of exultation, it
is the diſtinguiſhed and unbroken valour of
his majeſty's troops ; owned and applauded
by thoſe whom they overcame. The glory
they have gained is not merely their own ;
but, in a national view, is one of the moſt

important circumſtances of our ſucceſs, as it
muſt be a ſtriking admonition to our ene

mics, with whom they have to contend.
Tº
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That his majeſty's good brother and ally
the king of Pruſſia, attacked and ſurrounded

by ſo many confiderable powers, has, by his
magnanimity and abilities, and the bravery
of his troops, been able, in a ſurprizing
manner, to prevent the miſchiefs concerted
with ſuch united force againſt him.
His majeſty has farther commanded us to
obſerve to you, that as his majeſty entered
into this war, not from views of ambition,

ſo he does not wiſh to continue it, from mo
tives of reſentment.

The deſire of his ma

jeſty's heart is, to ſee a ſtop put to the effuſi

Nov.
The houſe of peers waited on his majeſty.

with their addreſs. Whelein they affured
his majeſty of their"utmoſt readineſs to con
cur in the effectual ſupport of ſuch further
meaſures, as his majeſty, in his great wif

3om, ſhould judge neceſſary or expedient.
for carrying on the war with vigour in all
parts, and for diſappointing and repelling
any deſperate attempts which might be made
upon theſe kingdoms. His majeſty returned
the following moſt gracious anſwer:
My Lords,
* I thank you for this very dutiful and

on of chriſtian blood. Whenever ſuch terms

affeetionate addreſs. The ſatisfaction you

of peace can be eſtabliſhed, as ſhall be juſt
and honourable for his majeſty, and his
allies; and, by procuring ſuch advantages,
as, from the ſucceſſes of his majeſty's arms,
may, in reaſon and equity be expeaed, ſhall
bring along with them full ſecurity for the
future; his majeſty will rejoice to ſee the
repoſe of Europe reſtored, on ſuch ſolid and
durable foundations; and his faithful ſub
jetts, to whoſe liberal ſupport and unſhaken
firmneſs his majeſty owes, ſo much, happy
in the enjoyment of the bleſfings of peace
and tranquillity. But in order to this great
and defirable end, his maieſty is confident
you will agree with him, that it is neceſſary
to make ample proviſion for carrying on
the war, in all parts, with the utmoſt vi

ſo unanimonſly expreſs in the ſucceſſes with

gour.

Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commons,
We are commanded by his majeſty to

affure you, that the great ſupplies, which
were given the laſt ſeſſions, have been faith
fully employed for the purpoſes for which
they were granted; but the uncommon ex
tent of this war, and the various ſervices

neceſſary to be provided for, in order to ſe
cure ſucceſs to his majeſty's meaſures, have
unavoidably occaſioned extraordinary ex

which it has pleaſed god to bleſs my arms
by ſea and land, and the aſſurances you
give me of your further ſupport, are ex
tremely agreeable to me; and cannot fail

to produce the beſt effeas in the preſent
conjunéture.”
The honourable the houſe of commons

(by their addreſs) at the ſame time they ad
mire that true greatneſs of mind which diſ
poſes his majeſty's heart, in the midſt of
proſperities, to wiſh a ſtop put to the effu
tion of chriſtian blood, and tranquility re
ſtored,—entirely rely on his majeſty's known
wiſdom and firmneſs, that that defirable ob
jećt, whenever it ſhall be attained, will be
on ſuch terms as ſhall he juſt and honoura
ble for his majeſty and his allies; and in or
der to effect that great end, aſſure his ma
jeſty, that they will chearfully grant him
ſuch ſupplies as ſhall be found neceſſary to
ſuſtain and preſs with effect all our exten
five operations againſt the enemy. To

which addreſs, his majeſty return’d a very
gracious anſwer.
Thursday, 15.
Both houſes of convocation met at Weſt

pences; an account of which will be laid
before you.

minſter-Abbey, and further adjourned to the
19th of December.
SATur Day, 17.

His majeſty has alſo ordered the proper
eſtimates for the ſervice of the enſuing year

The following Addreſs of the City ºf Glouceſter
was preſented to his Majeſty, and mºſt grari

to be prepared and laid before you ; and his

majeſty defires you to grant him ſuch ſup

ouſly received.

May it pleaſe your Majeſty.

**

plies, as ſhall be neceſſary to ſuſtain and

** Amidſt the loud acclamations of uni

preſs, with effect, all our extenſive operations
againſt the enemy; and, at the ſame time,
by the bleſſing of god, to repel and fruſtrate
their daring defigns againſt his majeſty's
kingdoms.
My Lords and Gentlemen,
“His majeſty has, in the laſt place, been
graciouſly pleaſed to command us to repeat
to you, the aſſurances of the high ſatisfaction
his majeſty takes in that union, and good
harmony, which is ſo conſpicuous amongſt
his faithful ſubječas ; happy in ſeeing it

verſal joy, be pleaſed to accept, moſt graci
ous ſovereign, of the humbleſt and fineereſt
congratulations of your majeſty's dutiful and
loyal ſubjećts, the mayor, aldermen, ſheriffs,

continued and confirmed ; and to obſerve to

you, that experience has ſhewn how much
we all owe to it; and that nothing elſe can

effectually ſecure the true happineſs of his
people.”

His royal highneſs, the prince of Wales,

took his ſeat in the houſe cf peers.
*
º

and common-council, of the ancient city of

Glouceſter, in council aſſembled, upon the
new and repeated ſucceſſes of your majeſty's
arms in every quarter cf the world.

It is our peculiar happineſs to live in a
period that will be ever diſtinguiſhed in the
Britiſh annals, by the glory of your majeſty's
conqueſts, the wiſdom and unanimity of
your councils, and by the loyalty and affec
tion of all your majeſty's ſubjeas. Under
your auſpices the Britiſh arms receive freſh
Juſtrel Nor will any of thoſe vićtories, re
nowned in hiſtory, obtained by curanceſtors
over the ſame avowed and ever aſpiring ene
my, reflect greater honour to the Britiſh nº.
thin

*
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walls of Quebec, with the conſequent ac
quiñtion of the metropolis of our enemies,

was granted him. After the execution, his
body was carried off in a hearſe by the un
dertakers, to be interred in the country.
(See p. 570.) Mr. Sheriff Vaillant attended

in that part of the world, and a whole ſe

the execution, and has declared, that, if his

ries of other important ſucceſſes, and favou
rable events with which it has pleaſed god
to bleſs your majeſty's arms by ſea and land,
in ſo ſmall a compaſs of time.
In the review of many of theſe great at
chievements, we behold with joyful ſurprize
every obſtacle of art, of nature, of fituation,

health permits, he will attend every one that
ſhall happen during the continuance of his

than the redućtion of Guadaloupe, the bat
tle of Minden, and the defeat under the

of climates, and of ſuperior numbers, over

come by the intrepidity of your majeſty's
troops and naval forces, and the abilities
and perſeverance of thoſe who commanded

them : Nor doth the vićtories and acquifiti
ons of your majeſty's fleets and armies re
dound more to the honour, than to the real
intereſt and benefit of our country, the wel
fare and protection of our trade, the exten
tion of the Proteſtant religion, and the deli
verance of ſo many of your majeſty's ſub
jećts from the incroachments of their ene
mies, and all the horror of ſavage cruelty.
Other monarchs often unſheath the ſword

from the views of ambition, or for their
own glory: But it is yours to protećt your
ſubjećts, their rights and privileges : 'Tis
hence, that amidſt the calamities of war,
deſtructive to other nations, ſo many, real

bleſfings are derived to us, and whičk call
forth our higheſt gratitude to that divine
providence, which has hitherto protećted
your majeſty's perſon, and preſerved your
life to the happineſs and glory of theſe nati
ons; and may the ſame good providence
crown your majeſty's unparalleled ſucceſs

office.

[The Right Hon. Henry Fox, about two
years ago, became entitled to an eſtate in
Wiltſhire, on the deceaſe of Mrs. Hor

ner, to whom Mr. John Ayliffe had been
formerly ſteward, but had been ſome time
diſcharged from her ſervice. Mrs. Horner,
however, out of regard for the wife and fa
mily of Mr. Ayliffe, defired Mr. Fox, that
he would make Mr. Ayliffe ſome beneficial
leaſe of the value of about 30l. a year.
There was no obligation upon Mr. Fox to
do this; but being willing to comply with
that lady's requeſt, and having purchaſed an
eſtate called Ruſsey Park, in the pariſh of
Biſhopſtone in Wilts, he made an offer to
Ayliffe, of making him a leaſe of that park,
and the grounds belonging to that eſtate,
being 12o acres, for the term of 99 years,
for his own life, his wife's life, and his ſon's
life, at the rent of 35l. a year. Mr. Ayliffe
was extremely rejoiced at this propoſal, as
there was a very good houſe, and a confi
derable eſtate about it, of double the value

of the rent reſerved, and he gladly accepted
the offer. In conſequence of which a draught
of a leaſe was prepared and carried by an
unknown perſon, to one Mr. Jones, a ſtati
oner in the Temple, with inſtructions to
make two parts of it, but not to add the
common concluſion at the end of it, which

with an honourable and laſting peace: For
while we rejoice as Britons, we weep like

is, [In witneſ, whereof the parties above named

men for the devaſtations of war: We
mourn a great man fallen ere his noon of

ſeals.] And the reaſon given why that was
to be omitted, was, becauſe "the parties

life; who had ſo early run the race of glory;

might want to add ſome other covenant.

bave bereunto interchangeably ſet their band, and

who, like the great Guſtavus, died at the
head of his troops, and vićtory lay bleeding
by his fide. But whilſt, with the univerſal

Accordingly Mr. Jones's clerk, Henry Tho
mas, did engroſs two parts of this draught,
all in his own hand writing, to the words
voice, we lament his loſs, we have freſh cauſe * In witneſs whereof,” exačtly agreeable to
for exultation in the ſteadineſs and intrepi the draught brought by this unknown perſon,
dity of your majeſty's troops and ſurviving. who, when they were prepared, fetched
generals, that ſuffered not the fall of ſo be them away. Theſe deeds ſo engroſſed were
loved a leader to reſtrain their native ardour, ſhortly after executed at Mr. Fox's houſe,
nor the laurels to be ſnatch'd from their, one by Mr. Fox, and delivered to Mr. Ay
vićtorious hands. Such examples, under liffe; the other by Mr. Ayliffe, who was
your majeſty's gracious influence, your then Mr. Fox's ſteward, and left in the
known experience in war, and readineſs to hands of Mr. Fox. And as the words (In
diſtinguiſh and reward military virtues, can witneſs whereof, &c.) were left out by
not fail to animate your faithful Blitons,
Henry Thomas, ſo the counterpart, which
and give a ſucceſſion of heroes to poſterity.” was left in Mr. Fox's hands was filled up
Mon DAY, 19.
by the hand-writing of Mr. Ayliffe.
John Ayliffe, Eſq; was carried in a cart
Theſe leaſes being engroſſed, it is eaſy to
from Newgate, and about 20 minutes after imagine in what manner they were executed

x 1, executed at Tyburn. He was about 36

by a gentleman who had a confidence in his

years of age, born near Blandford, in Dor
ſetſhire, of a very good family. He has left
a widow, and one ſon, about 11 years old.
He behaved at the gallows with great com
poſure and decency, and defired, juſt before
he was turned off, to be indulged with a
£ew minutes for his private devotions, which

fleward; a ſteward, who had ſo confidera
ble a bounty, immediately moving from his
maſter, and who could not be ſuſpe&ed at
that inſtant of putting a trick upon him,
and we may ſuppoſe therefore, that Mr.
Fox, on his ſteward's bringing the leaſes to
b3
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be executed, executed them in his houſe,
without cver reading one word of them i
yet however fraudulently Mr. Ayliffe had
the opportunity of acting, Mr. Fox had care
enough to have the counterpart left in his.
own cuſtody.
After this, Mr. Ayliffe fell into very de
clining circumſtances; he wanted to borrow
rhomey, and applied to William Clewer,
Eſq.; to advance him what he wanted, of
whom he frequently borrowed money be
fore, and Mr. Clewer was to have, as a ſe
cutity, for the money that he had advanced
and was to advance, ſome eſtates that are

*

unneceſſary te mention, of the priſoner's, in
Dorſetſhire, and likewiſe a mortgage of this
very eſtate, that had been ſo leaſed to him
by Mr. Fox,
The deed which was ſo executed by Mr.
Fox in December, bore date the 27th of
November 1758, the rent 351 per year,
and was witneſſed by John Fannen and
James Hobſon. Upon borrowing this mo
mey of Mr. Clewer, a ſecurity was to be
made to him of ſeveral eſtates, and amongſt
the reſt, this eſtate of Ruſsley park. Ac
cordingly, upon the 13th of April, 1759, in
confideration of the ſum of 17ool. Mr. Ay
liffe made a mortgage to William Clewer,
Eſq; of this Ruſsley eſtate; reciting in the
mortgage-deed a leaſe that had been made
between the Right Hon. Henry Fox and
himſelf, as dated the 22d of November 1758,
of that eſtate at 5l. a year rent; and Mr.
Clewer having advanced to Mr. Ayliffe ſe
veral ſums of money, to the amount of
17ool, this mortgage-deed was executed to
him by Mr. Ayliffe, by which this Ruſsley
eſtate is affigned to him, and at the ſame
time a title deed, to verify the recital of the
leaſe of Ruſsley, in this mortgage, was de
livered to Mr. Clewer by Mr. Ayliffe, which
was a forged leaſe, being a leaſe bearing date
the 22d of November, 1758, between Mr.
Fox and Mr. Ayliffe, at 5l. a year, ſubſcri
bed H. Fox, and endorſed with the name of

the very two witneſſes to the deeds that
were really executed at Mr. Fox's houſe,
bearing date the 27th of November 1758.
and at 35l. a year rent. This was delivered

forced to depend on their promiſe, That it
ſhould be kept a ſecret; a ſecret, indeed, he
knew too well it ought to be for his own
ſafety. This leaſe was every word of Ay
liffe's own hand writing; the date the 21d,
not the 17th, the rent 51. a year, and not
351. The name H. Fox was forged, and
the names of Fannen and Hobſon, the two
witneſſes to the real deed, were alſo forged.
This leaſe being ſo delivered over, and
Ayliffe ſtill continuing in very diſtreſſed cir
cumſtances,

Mr. Clewer had a mind to

know (and ſent Mr. Green to Mr. Fox for
that purpoſe) whether Mr. Fox would take
up the mortgage that had been made to him
of Ruſsley.

When Mr. Green came to Mr.

Fox with that propoſal, the latter ſaid, He
had no mind to buy it in : And the rent be

ing mentioned by Mr. Green, in the conver
ſation, to be 51. per year, Mr. Fox ſaid im
mediately, “’No, Sir, you are miſtaken;
it is 35l.”—Mr. Green then produced the
leaſe, and Mr. Fox not having the leaſt idea
of that deed's being forged from one end to
the other, ſaid, it muſt be a miſtake; but
began to ſuſpeat that a fraud had been put
upon him at the time of the execution, and
that the deed he had in his cuſtody might be
at that rent too, he therefore went up flairs
to examine it; and when he came down
again, ſaid to Mr. Green, it is 35l. a year.
Mr. Green was a good deal ſurprized upon
hearing it; ſaid, He was afraid Ayliffe was
a bad man; and immediately went from
Mr. Fox; poſſibly he went direétly to Mr.
Ayliffe, to inform him of it; but, however,
Mr. Ayliffe was certainly informed of it
very ſoon. And upon diſcovering that it
had reached the ears of Mr. Fox, from whom
he wanted ſo much to coneeal it, and that

for very good reaſons, as he had been ſo
bountiful a friend to him, he writes a letter
to Mr. Clewer, and incloſes in it a letter
which he deſires Mr. Clewer would write to

Mr. Fox, to diſavow it; and to deny that
there was any mortgage ačtually made.
This clearly ſhews, that Ayliffe was ſenfible
that the leaſe delivered to Mr. Clewer, and

ſhewn to Mr. Fox, would not bear the light ]
WEDN Espa Y, 21.

to authenticate the deed recited in that con

The honourable houſe of commons re

veyance of the leafe-hold premiſes that were
made to Mr. Clewer as a ſecurity for his

folved that an addreſs be preſented to his
majeſty, that his majeſty would pleaſe to

noney.

order a monument to be erected to the me

At the time of this tranſa&tion, which

was in the Paper-buildings, in the King's.
hench-Walks, at the Chambers of one Mr.

Priddle, Mr. Ayliffe defired there might be
an oath of ſecrecy taken by the perſons pre
ſent, not to diſcloſe that he had mortgaged
this Ruſsley eſtate; an oath of ſecrecy they
were ſurprized at, and refuſed to take. The
reaſon he gave for it, was, That he would
not, for all the world, have it come to Mr.

Fox's knowledge, that he had mortgaged

mory of major general James Wolfe, in
Weſtminſter-Abbey. They alſo reſolved that
the thanks of the houſe be given to the ge
nerals and admirals, employed in the glo
rious and ſucceſsful expedition againſt Que
bec, and that the ſpeaker do communi
cate the ſame, to the ſaid admirals and ge
nerals.

-

A proclamation is iſſued for a general

thankſgiving in Scotland, upon the ſame day

ſure he will be very angry with me, if he

as in England. (See p. 570.)
The prohibition of exporting gunpowder,
ſaltpetre, or any ſort of arms or ammunitian

ever hears of it.”

is continued for fix months longer.

this Ruſsley eſtate ; “ For, ſays he, "I am
When he could not

bring them to take an oath, then he was

The

-
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The bounties and rewards to ſeamen and
able-bodied landmen voluntarily entering on
board his majeſty's navy, are ordered to be
cºntinued till the 31ſt of Deeember next.
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a native of North-Britain, and had ſerved as

help, brdered his ſervant to come down alſo;
who thinking it too dangerous, at firſt re
fuſed it; but the maſter perfitting in his
command, the young fellow at length com
plied: Juſt as he had reached the bottom,
the earth fell in upon them, and ſmothered
Wright; the young fellow was only covered
up to his arms; aſſiſtance being at hand, it
was propoſed to fix a rope to him, and wind

lieutenant in the Scotch-Dutch brigade, dur
ing the laſt war, with honour and reputati
on. In the beginning of this war he was

ted, telling them he ſtuck ſo faſt, that an
attempt of that kind would pull him limb

(See p. 576.)
Captain Ochterlony, whoſe generous and
gallant behaviour in his laſmaments,we have
given an account of, in our laſt, p 5-6, was

admitted to the ſame rank in the ſervice of

Great-Britain, and in the American regi

ment.

him up by the windlaſs; but this he rejec
from limb, and begged them to endeavour
to give him relief by digging the earth away

He diſtinguiſhed himſelf by his

with, ſpades; when, at that inſtant, another

gallantry and his military endowments at

fall of earth happened, which put an end

*he fiege of Louiſbourg, and on other occa
ſions, ſo as to attra6 the notice and eſteem
of his general, who conferr'd on him the
command of a company; and he fell in the
Prime of life, joſtly regretted, as one of the

to his life.

moſt accompliſhed and amiable young gen
tlemen in the ſervice.

A very beautiful and uncommon animal,
Jately arrived from the Eaſt-Indies, preſen
ted by Jaffitr Aly Kawn, Nabob of Bengal,
so general Clive, who ſent it to the Right
Hon. William Pitt, Eſq; and of which that
£entleman had the honour to obtain his ma

jeſty's acceptance, is lodg'd in the Tower.
It is called, in the indoſtan language a Shah
Goeſt, and is even in that country eſteemed

an extraordinary rarity, there having been
never known more than five in thoſe parts,
all which were procured for the ſaid Nabob
from the confines of Tartary. It is now in
the Tower, attended by a domeſtick of the

nabob's, who was charged with the cate of

The ſame day, at Longford, near this
city, a boy, and girl, about ſix years old
each, playing in a ſand-hole, the earth fell
in and ſmothered them both.

Three houſes were lately conſumed by
ôre at Fern hill, near Market-drayton, in
Shropſhire,
Liverpool, Oétober 26.

On Monday laſt

as Mr. James Wrigley maſter of the Golden
Lion inn in this town, was going into the
cellar, he met with an odd accident; a large
Norway rat being curious to taſte an oyſter
that opened as uſual at tide time, having
put in his fore foot to catch the fiſh, the oy
ſter immediately cloſed, and held the rst
faſt. Wr. Wrigley brought them up into
the kitchen, where ſeveral hundred perſons
went to ſee them whilſt they were alive,
By a fire at Grinden, 30 ſtacks of corn
and hay were deſtroy'd, damage 3oool.
Dublin, Nov. 1. On Monday the 29th

it to England.
in this month, as uſual, the ſtormy wea

‘tilt. the two houſes of parliament received

ther has done great damage to the ſhipping
at ſea, and on all the northern coaſts of

lord lieutenant :
** B E D F O R D.

JEurope, many veſſels have been wrecked,
and numbers of ſeamen unfortunately pe

“Mr. ſecretary Pitt having. by his ma
jeſty's expreſs command, acquainted me, hy

riſhed.

his letter, which I received on Friday the

Addreſſ.s have been preſented to his majeſ
rty, this month, from the following places, &c.
all breathing the ſame ſpi it cf loyalty, gra
titude and joy with thoſe we have inſered:

19th inſtant, that it appears, by repeated
moſt authentick intelligences, that France,
far from defiſting from her planof invaſion on

Briſtol, Lincoln, Lancaſter, Coventry, Edin

Toulon ſquadron, is rather more and more
confirmed therein ; and even inſtigated by
deſpair itſelf, to a tempt, at all hazards, the

burgh, Richmond in Yorkſhire, Barbadoes,
Mew Sarum, Taunton, Exeter, Liverpool,

Dublin, trinity college Dublin, Plymouth,
Newcaſte upon Tire, Burgh of Irvine,
Shire of Ayr, Burgh of Ayr, Synod of Merſe
and Tivictdale, York, King's Lynn, Cheſter,
Kingſton upon Hull, the lords and commons
of Ireland, Oxford univerſity, Cambridge
town, Boſton, Berwick upon Tweed, Glaſ

£ow, ſynod of Lothian and Tweedale, Great
Yarmouth, and Nottingham.

the following meſſage from his grace the -

account of the diſaſter that happened to her

only reſource ſhe ſuems to think left her, for

breaking,by ſuch a diverſion given us at home,
the meaſures of England abroad, in proſecu.
tion of a war, which hitherto, by the bleſfing
of gcd on his majeſty's arms, opens, in all
parts of the world, ſo unfavourable a prof
ped to the views of France. And Mr. ſe
cretary Pitt having added, on this ſubjećt,
that there is a ſtrong probability, in caſe the

body of troops, confiſting cf 18000 men,
a brickmaker at Hinckley, with his ſer- . under the command of the duke d'Aiguihon,
aſſembled at Vannes, where more than ſuffi
want, having been employed to fink a weil
there, had proceeded to the depth of about
cient tranſports for that number are attually
{-ven yards, at which time Wright him
prepared, and ready to receive them on
board, ſhould, as the ſeaſon of the year is
*ſelf only being in, (with a rope fixed to him
in the uſual manner) and wanting more growing leſs favourable for cruiſing, be able
4. K
te
November, 1759.
Coventry, Oétober 29.

One Wright,

-
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to elude his majeſty's ſquadrons, Ireland
will not fail to be one of their objects.
*

I think it incumbent on me, in a matter

of ſuch high importance to the welfare of
Ireland, to lay this intelligence before you.
His majeſty will not make any doubt, but
that the zeal of his faithful proteſtant ſub

Nov.

payment, credit was ſoon reſtored, and al
things quieted.
The Worceſter, captain Teddiman; Prince
George, captain Collins ; Bombay. Caſtle,
captain Doveton, and the True-Briton, cap
"tain Crichton, are arrived at Kinſale, from
the Eaſt-Indies, laſt from St. H.lena.
-

jeds in this kingdom will have been already

Galway, O&t. 19. We have the greateſt

ſufficiently quickened by the repeated ac
counts, which have been received, of the
dangerous deſigns of the enemy, and of their
aćtual preparations in conſequence, made at
a vaſt expence, in order to invade the ſeve
ral parts of his majeſty's dominions. And
‘I have his majeſty's command, to uſe my

take of fiſh, particularly of heak and turbet,
that has been known in the memory of the
oldeſt man living in this town. It is thought,
on a very moderate computation, that the
number of the former taken laſt week,
would freight a veſſel of 60 tons, and were

utmoſt endeavours to animate and excite

ſold at 7d. per dozen the largeſt fiſh, while
turbet, ſuch as hath been often bought at a

crown a-piece, were ſold in our market laſt
his loyal people of Ireland to exert their
well known zeal and ſpirit in ſupport of his
Saturday, from 8d. to 1s. per fiſh, and mal
majeſty's government, and in defence of all ler ones in proportion.
that is dear to them, by a timely prepara
Thurot, with his ſmall ſquadron, having
tion to refiſt and fruſtrate any attempts of ſlip'd away from Dunkirk, cauſed great
the enemy to diſturb the quiet, and ſhake . alarm on the coaſts of Scotland and Ireland,
the ſecurity of this kingdom.

I do, therefore, in the ſtrongeſt manner,
commend it to you, to manifeſt, upon this
occaſion, that zeal for the preſent happy

wbºlſt it was uncertain which way he had
bent his courſe, and ſeveral ſmall ſquadrons

this parliament, and this nation, have been

were ſent in purſuit of him. At length we
heard that on the 26th of O&tober, he ar.
rived at Gottenburgh in Sweden, where
he is narrowly watched by cur cruizers.
Captain Grayſłock's ſhip, one of the Lon

fo often diſtinguiſhed.”

don traders, lying along-fide of a Dutch

eſtabliſhment, and that affection for his ma

jeſty's perſon and government, by which
B.

The day after this meſſage was ſent to the
parliament of Ireland, the honourable houſe

man of war in the harbour of Rotterdam,
ſome words happened between his crew and

of commons unanimouſly reſolved “ That

the man of war, whilſt captain Grayflock

an humble addreſs be preſented to his grace

was on ſhore; and the captain of the man

the lord lieutenant, to return his grace the

of war having ſent his boat on board cap

thanks of this houſe, for the carc and cor

tain Grayſtock, took away one of his men ;

cern he has ſhewn for the ſafety of this na
tion, in ha ºng been pleaſed to communi
cate to us intº ligence of ſo great importance;
and to defire his grace to make the uſe of ſuch

immedia ely went on board the Dutch man
of war, and demanded the return of his
man, and ſatisfaction for the inſult ; but in

means as ſhall appear to him to be moſt tſ
fe&ual, for the ſecurity and the defence of

this kingdom; and to aqure his grace, that
this houſe will make good whatever expence
ſhall be neceſſarily incurred thereby.”

To which meſſage his grace was pleaſed

which captain Gray ſtock being informed of

ſtead of doing it, he ſtruck captain Gray
ſtock, and ſaid that was the treatment e
very Engliſhman deſerved from a Dutch

man. Upon which captain Grayſłock went
to the Hague, and preſented a memorial to
Mr. York, which was by him laid before the

to return the following anſwer i
* I thank the houſe of commons for this

ſtates; and they ordered the Dutch captain

great mark of the confidence which they
have placed in me, with ſo much unanimity.
They may be aſſured that I ſhall do every
thing in my power for the defence and ſecu
rity of this kingdom, at this critical junc
ture; and that the meaſures to be taken
ſhall be condućted with all poſſible geco
wnomy."

captain Grayflock every ſubmiſſion he re
quired, except kneeling.

Several of the bankers at Dublin, about

ber. (See p. 503.)
Mr. Milbank as ambaſſador, and Mr.
Pöpham as conſul, with two men of war,
are ſailed from Gibraltar te Tetuan, to

this time, ſlop'd payment, owing to an in
confiderate flurry and run upon them, from

an apprehenſion that ſome of the French
troops would be landed on their coaſts:
But an aſſociation being entered into and
figned by his grace the duke of Bedford, the
-lords ſpiritual and temporal, the ſpeaker of

the houſe of commons, the members thereof,
the lord-mayor, alder men, merchants, and

principal traders of Dublin, to ſupport pub

"lick credit, and take all bankers notes in

immediately to return the man, and make

The laſt Dutch Greenland ſhip from
Greenland, with one fiſh, was loſt the 18th
inſtant near Gorcum, on the coaſt of Hol

land, but the crew were ſaved. Their fiſhery,
laſt ſeaſon, in Greenland, amcunted to

425

fiſh, which produced 14,335 barrels of blub.

bring over the Engliſh captives, lately re
deemed there.

New-York, Oét. 1. A letter from Albany,
dated Sept. 26th ſays, “General Gage goes
en very briſkly in rebuilding and enlarging
Fort Ontario at Oſwego, and in ſtrengthen
ing the lines, which extend from the river

quite to the lake; the whole of which whea
compleated,

º|
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compleated, will be capable of making as
Dr Arhs.

•

good a defence as any place in North Ame
vica.

We had two armed veſſels on the

lake Ontario; and another, to carry twenty
guns, is building. The ao pieces of can
non, taken off the New York battery, are
fent to Oſwego.”

39. Sir Gerard Napier, of North Critchill,
in Dorſetſhire, Bart.

-

--

Philip Pinckney, Eſq; 50 years' clerk of
the ſecurities, in the ſtamp-cſfice.

Nov. 1. Sir Henry O'Neal, Bart, aged 88.

aoo houſes were burnt.

Tickets drawn prizes of rool. and up
wards, in the preſent Lottery, to Nov. 24,

incluſive.

- for Oxford, of an apopiscrick

-

fit,

There has been a moſt dreadful fire at St.

Pierre in the iſland of Martinico, whereby

.

Oét. 29. Tº Homas Rowrey, Eſq; member

No. 58,363, 20,0001. – No.

2. Sir Charles Hanbury williams, Knt.
of the Bath, &c, and member for Leo
minſter.

7. Mr. William Hocker, deputy keeper

a 3,805, toool.—No. 10,728, 200cl.—No.

6,188, 14.614, 17,737, 33,787, 51,519,

of the records in the Tower, aged

53,242, 55.c55, 64,342, 10ool. each—No.
5,194, 6, 186 the firſt drawn ticket, 18,446,

genºleman of great integrity and learning.

**,457, 24,550, 41,639, 43,054, 44,773,

of the apoplexy.

**, 138, 14,558, 14,857, 17, 186, 18,914,

29,851, 22,595, 23.433, 23.673, 23,806,

A

-

Mrs. Elizabeth Cooper, of Chelſea, a lady

57,953, 64,679, 5ccl. each. — No. 3,071,

6,241; 7,939, 9,225, 9,256, 9,831, 16.938,

69.

Dr. Hody, an eminent phyſician, of a fit
cf

diſtinguiſhed good ſenſe and politeneſs.
Lady of Sir Sidney Meadows, knight

marſhal.

24,215, 25, 1oz., 26.267, 29,8oo, 30,386,
39,492, 30,857, 32,525, 31,816, 34,738,

11. Patrick Garden, Eſq; a bencher of
Grays-Inn.

34,983. 36.764, 36,766, 36,994, 37,484,
38 337, 39,831, 41,040, 41,351, 43,333,

wickſhire, in 1746.

45,643, 45,877, 47,078, 43,416, 48.9, o,

51,629, 51,425, 53, 198, 53.543, 54,184,
55,717, 56,o?5, 58,553, 59, c 53, 60,766,

61,662, 62,237, 62,599, and 63. 159, 10ol.
each.

‘. . General Amherſt returned

to Crown

Point, from his expedition to Iſle Au Noix,
on Lake Champlain (where M. Bourlemaqui
was poſted, with upwards of 30co French
regulars and irregulars, and roo pieces of
cannon) on Očt. 21, not being able to paſs
the lake, on account of tempeſts and ſtorms:
But the French had two veſſels run aſhore,
a third taken, and the fourth they were
expecting to have a good account of, as our
veſſels were not returned. [of this expe
dition we ſhall give a full account in our
next.]

John Hunt, Eſq; high ſheriff for War
12. Brown Langriſh, M. D. F. R. S. au
thor cf ſeveral phyſical traas.

rºxander

Preſcot, of Thoby, in Eſſex,

ſq;

Joſeph Conway, of Broad Henbury, in
Devonſhire, Eſq;
Mrs. Gore, wife of the commiſſary
-

general of the muſters, at Bath.

Lady of the late baron Legge, ſeven
weeks after her huſband.

13 Right Hon. Henry Singleton, maſter
of the rolls, in Ireland.

14, John winde, of Twickenham, Eſq;
Chriſtopher Metcalfe, Eſq; a Portugal
merchant.

-

Samuel Shephard, of Bliſworth, in Nor- .

than ptonſhire, Eſq;
19. Sir Berkeley Lucy, Bart.

-

zo. Mr. Styles, ſen. late an eminent ſta
*

MA R R1a Gr8 and B1 = rhs.

R. Taylor, phyſician in ordi
nary to his majeſty, was mar
ried to Miſs Mainwaring, a 16,oool fortune.
11. Dr. Charleton, of Bath, to Miſs
Wright, niece of the Lord Keeper.
12. John Cooper, of Camberwell, in
Nov. 9.

Wiltſhire, Eſq; to Miſs Bayntun.
15. Dr. Fordyce, to Miſs Lawford.
Robert Johnſon, Eſq; to Miſs O'Hara.
Rev. Mr. Ring, to Miſ, Goldham.

23. Dr. Dallowe, of Epſom, to Miſs
Hartopp.

James Dawkins, Eſq; to Lady Juliet
Collyer, daughter of the earl of Portmore.
The famous Hannah Snell, to a carpenter
of Newbury, Berks.
Nov. 8. Counteſs of Aſhburnham, was
delivered of a daughter.
19. Lady Mary Greatheed, of a ſon.
23. Lady Hyde, of a ſon.
A labourer's wife, at Fahlun, in Sweden,

aged 44, of four children,

tioner, in Kºng ſtreet, Cheapfide.
Richard Janeway, Eſq;

an eminent

mechant.

21. Mr. Moſes Lamego, an eminent Jew
merchant, worth roo, oool.

On Sept. 24. Baron Wolfe, the Britiſh
reſident at Peterſburgh.
Lately. At Paris, lady dowager Aſton,
ſiſter to the earl of Shrewſbury.
Ecclza 1 as rical Pa * r * * Mr N rs.
From the London Gazrt T. E.

Hitehall, Nov. 27. Daniel Letablere,
D. D. was appointed dean of Tuam,
in Ireland.

From the reſt ºf the Parrr's.
Rev. John Hocking, M. A. was pre
ſented to the reëory of Lidford, in
Devonſhire.—Mr. Ruſſel, to the rectory of

Muſbury, in Leiceſterſhire.—Mr. Eldal, to
the vicarage of Anſlee, in Warwickſhire.—
Mr. Giſborne, to the rectory of Staveley, in
4 K 2.
Derbyſhire.
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Nov.

Promotions, Bankrupts, &c.

Derbyſhire.—Dr. Stone, to the archdea
conry of Kells, in Ireland, worth 12 ool.
per annum.—Mr. Whitaker, to the vicarage
of Mendham, in Suffolk.-Mr. Saam, to

the rectory of Little Saxham, in Suffolk Mr. Kerrich, to the vicarage of Tibenham,
in Norfolk.-Mr. Pritchett, to the rectory
of Richard's. Caſtle,

in

Herefordſhire.—

John North, M. A. to the redory of Haw
ridge, in Bucks,—Samuel Freke, B, D, to
the reëtory of Admondbury, in Yorkſhire.
—Mr. Carter, to the livings of Coleſhall
and Horſtead, in Norfolk –George Bally,
M. A. to the reëtory of Monxton, in Hamp
ſhire.—Thomas Dean, B. A. to the vicarage

of Priors. Haddon, in Wiltſhire —George,
Darby, LL.B. to the vicarage of whitwell,
in Wiltſhire.—Mr. Balford. appointed a .
preacher at whitehall.—Dr. Car, chaplain to
the houſe of commons, in Ireland.

A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals, to enable
the Rev. Pulter Foreſter, D. D to hold the

reetory of Coſgrave, in Northamptonſhire,
with the re &lery of Gotthurſt, Bucks.To enable Richard Lewis, M. A. to hold

the reëtory of Buckerell, with the vicarage
of Arpford, in Devonſhire. — To enable
Will am Speke, P. D. to held the teóory of
Dowliſwake, with the vicarage of Curry, in

C H. Williams, deceaſed.—Sir James Daſh
wood, Bart, eleēted high ſteward of Oxford,
in the room of the late Mr. Rowney.Nathariel Cole, Eſq; one of the court of
affidants, and Mr. John Partridge, clerk, of
the flationers company. —John Luke Nicol,
Eſq; appointed pay-maſter to the forces in
Nova Scotia.—Anthony Sawyer, Eſq; ca
ſhier to the pay-office at Whitehall.–Mr.
James Fitter, agent to the 36th and 56th
regiments of foot; all in the room of Mr.
Furye, deceaſed — George Onſlow, Eſq;
appointed captain in the 1ſt regiment of
ſoot guards, with the rank of lieutenant
Solonel—Hon. George Weſt, to be captain
lieutenant, with the ſame rank.
-

Alterations in the Liſt of Parliament.
Over. Dr. Simpſon, in the room of
Hugh Valens Jones, Eſq; preferred,
Northampton. Frederick Moſtague, Eſq;
in the room of his father, deceaſed.

Oxford.

Sir Thomas Stapleton, Bart,

in the ioem of Thomas Rowney, Eſq., de
ceaſed.
B—kn—rs.

Naſiº

EL Huddard, of Saint Martin le Grand,

iſtiller.

Richard Cobb Collett, of the pariſh of St. Andrew;
Holborn, ſcrivener.

Somerſe ſhire.

Thenias Dawſon, of St. Clement Danes, in Middle
fex, merchant.

Promotions Civil and Military.

Thomas Marſh 1ſt and John Winterbottofu, both ef

From the Lon Don Gaz ET Tr.

Nottingham, hoffers and partners.
Jº; Pincott, of Durſley, in Glouceſterſhire;-inn
-

-

JRitchall,

Nov. 13. The king has
been pleaſed to grant unto Sir Sa
muel Fludyer, Knt. alderman of the city of

W

plorer.

Theophilus Bent, of Warrington, corn fiftor.

Edward Bitchelor, of Tellisford, in somerſetſhire,
dealer in ſheep.
Marcus Levi, jun. of London, merchant.
John Baldrey, of Norwich, innholder.
Michael §. Briſtol, linnen-draper.
James Aldridge, of weſtborne, in suffex, dealerari
chapman
-

London, and his heirs male, and in default

of ſuch iſſue, to Thomas Fludyer, of the
ſaid city of London, Eſq; brother to the
faid Sir Samuel Fludyer, ard his heirs male,
the dignity of a baronet of the kingdom of
Great Britain.

william Kenrick, of Eaſt Greenwich, in kept,
merchant.

George Strong, of St. John. Southwark, cooper.
ISPſon, of London, merchant, ſcopartr

St. James's, Nov. 27. His mºjeſty was
pleaſed to appoint William Henry Lyttelton,

Sazi us!

Eſq; to by governor of Jamaica, in the
room of George Haldane, Eſq.; deceaſed.—
Thomas Pownall, Eſq; to be governor of
South Carolina, in the room of Mr. Lyttel
ton.-Francis Bernard, Eſq; to be governor
of the province of Maſſachuſet's Bay, in the
room of Mr. Pownali. – Thomas Boone,
Eſq; to be governor of New Jerſey, in the

William Tichbourne and James Doughty, of the

room of Mr. Bernard.—William Bull, Ff};
to be lieutenant-governor of South Carolina.
Whitehall, Nov. 27.

Thomas, earl of

Kinnoul, was appointed ambaſſador extra
ordinary and plenipotentiary to the king of

with, thomas Jepſon, of the iſland of Jamaica,
merchant).

-

-

Poultry, woollen drapers.
william Taylor, of Stā nºng-Lane, merchant,
Thomas Latib, of Mugwell-Street, carpenter.
William Robins, of Mudbury, in Devonſhire, mercer
and linnen-draper.
-

Thomas Fielden, of Hundersfield, in Lancaſhire,
clothier.

William Spence, of Ripon, in Yorkſhire, common
brewer.

Elizabeth Hyndes, of St. Martin in the Fields.
victualler. ,

Thomas Ridgate, of Goſport, merchant, copartner
with Charles Child, of the ſame place.

Joſeph Coxhead, of Leverton, in Berkſhire, vićtualier.
Robert Kay, of Mancheſter, chapman.

Portugal.–Francis earl Brocke, created earl

c o U R S E of E x c H. A. N. G. E.

of Warwick. --Right Hon. Richard Righy,

lon bor, Saturday, Auguſt a 5, 1759.

Eſqi appointed keeper or maſter of the
rolis, in Ireland, in the room of Henry
Singleton, Eſq;

deceaſed.

From the reſt of the Park Rs.
Baron Lloyd was called to the degree of
a ſerjeant at law.—Admiral Holmes was
knighted. —Viſcount Bateman, appointed

ſteward of Leominſter, in the room of Sir

Amſterdam 36 1
Ditto at Sight 35 10.
Rotterdam 36 2.
Antwerp no Price,
Hamburgh 56 10.
Paris a Day's Date jo.
Ditto, a Uſance 19 #.
Bourdeaux, ditto 29 #.
Cadiz 39.
-

-

*

Madrid

F O R E I G N A F F A 1 R S, 1759.
Madrid 49,
Bilboa 38 #.
Leghorn 48 %.
Genos 47 4:
Venice so #: . . .

-

-

*

-

-

Liſbon 5s. 5d., { a }.
Porto 5s. 5d. §.

ºr

Dublin 9 a #.

- **************************
FOREIGN AFF A 1 RS, 1759.
HE French and allied armies upon the
Lahn, ſtill remain in the ſame ſitua
tion, the former at Gieſen and the latter at

Corſdorff. The marſhal duke of Broglio is
returned from Paris, and has taken upon
him the command of the French army,
whereupon marſhals Contades and d'Etrees
have retired, and ſeveral other general cffi
cers muſt do the ſame, as their commiſſions

are anterior to Broglio's. On the 14th a
detachment of 30o French, attacked a ſmall
party of the allies poſted upon the bridge of
Oberlimb, conſiſting of only 20 hunters and
40 grenadiers of general Wangenheim's
corps, under the command of lieutenant de
Thun.

The hunters who made the out

guard, upon the approach of the nemy re
tired to the grenadiers, and with both M. de
Thun attacked the enemy ſo briſkly, that
he obliged them to retire, with the loſs of
ſeven killed and ſeveral wounded; ſor which
brave a&ion prince Ferdinand made him an
handſome preſent. And on the 23d. ult.
colonel Luckner attacked a ſtrong poſt
which the French had at Niedel by echen, to

cover their convoy, of forage, and en
tirely defeated them, killicg a lieutenant
colonel, major, two captains, and between
40 and so inferior officers and private men,
and taking an officer and 71 men priſoners,
together with 99 horſet, and 112 waggons
loaded with forage.

ments have lately been ſent, from the French
to reinforce the army of M. d'Armentieres

at Dorſten in Weſtphalia, and from the allies
to reinforce that under general Imhoff em

ployed in the blockade of Munſter; and as
the former durſt not venture to attack the

latter, the blockade, after the arrival of
ſome heavy artillery from England and from
Lipſtadt, was turned into a for mal fiege,
which began the 16th and was carried on
ſo briſkly, that the city was ſurrendered on

'

From Saxony we hear that the Auſtrian

general Haddick has been arreſted and im
priſoned, being accuſed of having had it in
his power to have prevented the junétion of
prince Henry of Pruſha with the generals
Finck and Wunſch ". The prince after that
junéion took up his firſt camp at Strehla,
which was naturally ſtrong, but being in

danger there of having his communication
with Torgau cut off by the Auſtrians, he
removed from thence on the

the Auſtrans had puſhed a ſtrong party
thro' the woods behind our right, and got
poſſeſſion of Vogeſang, ſome other villages,
and the ſmall town of Domnutſ.h, by which
means our camp was entii ery ſurrounded,
having the Elbe on the left, and the Auſtrian
poſts on the other three ſides at Belgeren,
Schuldau, Rochwitz, and Dºmmitſch, at
which latt place Duc d'Aremberg command
ed a body of about 16ooo men.

His royal

highneſs thereupon ordered general Finck's
corps, which was in the rear of our camp,
to march towards Vogleſang, from whence
the Auſtrians were drove, after a ſmart
cannonade of ſeveral hours, and ſome fir

ing of ſmall arms; and general Finck was
left in that poſt. On the 26th his royal
highneſ, (who found it impračticable to
diflodge the enemy from Domínitſch, with
out great loſs of men) detached, in the even
ing, general Wunſch, with ſix battalions and
ſome cavalry, acroſs the Elbe to Witten

berg, where he was to be joined by general
Rebentiſh's cops, which had retired to that
place from Duben upon the approach of the
Auſtrians.

-

On the 27th and 18th nothing material
paſſed, only ſome Pruſſian generals were

From both theſe armies ſeveral detach

the 21ſt inſt.
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to a ſtrong camp near that city, by which
and the river Elb: his left flank was covered,
as his right was by a wood, and along great
art of his front, there was an impaſſible
molaſs. Here he remained until the 4th
inſt. when we had the following account as
publiſhed in our Gazette of the zotn.
On the 14th paſt general Rebentiſh was
detached by Prince Henry, to Duben, a ſmall
town upon the Mulda, as well in order to
cbſerve the motions of the enemy ſtom Eu
lenberg to Leipſick, as to watch the rear
of our camp, in caſe the enemy ſhould at
tempt to get bzhind, and cut cff our cont
municatiºn with Wittenberg, Intelligence
was lectived in the afternoon of the 25th, that

16th inft.

ſent to reconnoitre, and to make an appea
rance, as if his royal highneſs intended an
attack on the enemy's right, in order to
draw M. Daun's principal attention to that
quarter.

Early in the morning on the 29th Duc
d'Aremberg decamped from Dommitſch, in
order to occupy the heights near Pretſch,
but upon perceiving the van of general
Wunſch's corps, which was marching that
way, immediately formed in order of bat

tle. General Wunſch (whoſe whole force,
joined to general Rebentiſh's, did not ex
ceed 53co men) potted himſelf with ſome
dragoons and huſſars, on two riſing grounds,
and waited till the at rival of his infantry
with the artillery. He then began to can
nonade the Auſtrian corps, which, during
all this time never attacked or attempted to
diſlodge him. The enemy was thrown into
conſufion, and has ſuffered greatly by the
cannonade, which laſted almoſt the whole

day, and his royal highneſs has taken
11oo priſoners, *rn ºngº whom are lieuta-,
nant

... * See Hºfre, p. 574,
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been reinforced, the former ſeem, by the laſt

nant general Gemmingen, who commanded
the rear guard, and 10 officers of leſſer note.
The Auſtrians have likewiſe loſt in the ac
tion ſome cannon, a great part of their tents,
and a very large quantity of baggage.
His royal highneſs had joined general
Finck's corps at Vogieſang about eight o'clock the ſame morning, in conſequence of
a plan that had been concerted for the at
tack upon Duc d'Aremberg's detachment,
which was to have been made by general
Finck's corps in front, whilſt another body
was to endeavour to intrecept their retreat, .
if they attempted it through the woods;
but the Auſtrians had decamped from
Dommitſch, and inſtead of purſuing their
firſt deſign cf occupying Pretſch, had, upon,
meeting general Wunſch's corps, reſolved to
march to Duben, and there to paſs the Mulda.
General Finck marched on the 3oth to
Duben, where more priſoners were taken;

accounts, to be returning to their uſual win

ter quarters in Stralſund and the iſle of
Rugen.

The Dutch have lately ſhewn a remarka
ble piece of partiality towards the French,
who had brought a great number of can
non, cannon ball, and other warlike ſtores
from the Baltick and landed them at Arn

ſterdam, intending to carry them by the
canals of Holland and Flanders.

ders. A new method by which our enemies

may be ſurniſhed with all ſorts of naval and
warlike ſtores, without its being poſſible
for us to intercept them.
The French court have lately flopt pay
ment of the following public debts, viz 1.
The three kinds of rents created on the poſts.
2. Thoſe conſtituted upon the cheſt of re
demptions. 3. The coupons of bills on the
ſame cheſt. 4. Thoſe of the two royal
lotteries. 5. The reimburſement of bills

mount to 150c: The loſs on our fide is ve
Gen. Finck could follow

the enemy no farther, on account of a ſtrong
reinforcement which was ſent them.
This morning at two o'clock, marſhal

-

Daun decamped in the moſt private manner,
direéting his march towards Strehla. As
ſoon as it was perceived, lieutenant general

drawn to bearer on the ſame cheft.

Ziethen was detached after him ; and it
is hoped he will make ſome priſoners. Many
deſerters came in this afternoon.

General

We have received accounts, that general

Hulſen marched on the 26th or 27th paſt
from Sopienthall, with 18 battalions and 30
ſquadrons, towards Saxony; was at Moſka

on the 31ſt; and yeſterday at Spremberg,
with his van guard at Hoyerſwerda.
The army of the empire, confiſting of
12,coo men, is encamped at Muhlberg.
Our late advices about the combined army
of Ruffians and Auſtrians are very uncer

tain, ſome ſay that on the 25th Glt. it quit
ted the camp at Hernſtad, and retired to
wards Bojanow in Poland; whereupon the
king of Pruſſia left part of his army upen
the oder under general It'enplitz, and mar
ched with the left to join his brother prince
Henry at Torgau, where he arrived the 6th
inſt, whereas other advices ſay that the

combined army, after marching a little way
into Poland had returned, and was matching
towards Breſlaw.

The Swediſh army in Pomerania, began
to retire as ſoon as they heard of general
Manteuffel's advancing toward, them, with
a ſmall body of Pruſſian troops; * ſo that no
thing has happened but a few inconfidera

ble ſkirmiſhes; and as the latter has ſince

6. The

bills of the the two royal jotteries. 7. The
rents created on the two ſols per pound of
the tenth penny. 8. The reimburſement
of the capitals of rents. 9. The payment

Wunſch has marched from Duben, and taken

poſſeſſion of Eulenburg, which the Auſtrian
detachment abandoned laſt night j and ge
neral Wafferſleben, has this day occupied
Belgern, to which place (or perhaps to
Strehla) it is ſuppoſed the army will march
to-morrow ; but his royal highneſs has ſent
for the heavy artillery from Magdeburg.

This our

miniſter oppoſed as being contrary to their
neutrality, and a paſſage was for ſome time
refuſed ; but upon a memorial from the
French miniſter, the ſtates general have
granted them a paſs-port; and notwithſtand
ing the flrongeſt remonſtrances made by our
miniſter, they have been carried through
Holland, by inland water carriage to Fian

ſo that the whole number is ſaid now to a

ry inconfiderable.

*

of bills diſchargeable in nine years, known
under the name of annuities.

Io. Theſe of

the new ačtions on the benefit of the farms.

11. All the bills drawn by the colonies up
on the government, amounting to 1333cool.
ſterling. And 12. All the capitals borrowed
for the marine by annuities at Marſeilles.
And as a further ſupply for the preſent pub
lic expence, his moſt chriſtian majeſty, the
whole royal family, and many of the nobi
lity, have ſent their plate to be melted down
and coined into ſpecie. They have hike
wiſe, by chance, juſt got a large ſupply, for
about the end of laſt month died at Paris,
M. Caſtanier, the oldeſt direétor of their

India company, poſſeſſed of upwards of
1,791oool. ſtelling in ſpecie, beſides above
an hundred lordſhips in land; and the French
government, it may be ſuppoſed will borrow
the ſpecie, whether his nephew and heir will
or no.

On the 17th ult. Don Carlos, formerly ,
king of the Two Sicilies, now king of Spain,
landed at Barcelona, with his queen and

royal family, except Don Ferdinand his 3d
ſon, whom he declared king of the Two
Sicilies, before he left Naples.
ºxºisºtºººººººº.
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among their diſſolute companions. Lovel,

2 a. The Signs of the Times, &c. By Mr.
Bulkley, pr. 6d. Noon.
3. By Dr. Gill, pr. 6d. Keith.
4. Occaſioned by the Death of Mr. Brad
bury, pr.6d, Buckland,
5. By the late Mr. Harvey, pr. 6d. Ri
vington and Fletcher.

a young Weſt-Indian of great fortune, is
informed, by his friend Mr. Freeman, that
he is cheated by his ſervants, and, on re

Poz Tical.

behaviour. He contrives to be introduced
into his own houſe, and there fees the

-

-

6. Daphnis and Meralcas: A Paſtoral,
facred to the Memory of General Wolfe, pn.
1s. Dodſley. [There is much of the na
tural and poetical in this paſtoral, and tho’
the ſtričtneſs of cliticiſm might find fault
with ſome things in it; yet few detached
poems, warbled in this our day, have ap

peared to us to have more Merit.]

ceiving an anonymous letter, which is found
to be written by an honeſt ſervant of Free

man's, determines to diſguiſe himſelf like a
country-boy, and be an eye-witneſs of their
roguery, drunkenneſs, and extravagance of
his ſervants, eſpecially of one in whom he
moſt confided ; and at the ſame time is

agreeably ſurprized with the honeſty of anc
ther of his ſervants whom he held in no
eſteem. The vifiters whom Lovel finds

Wolfe, pr: 1s. Thruſh.-[We know too

with his ſervants, being domeſticks to per
ſors of quality, all take the titles of their
maſters, &c. and affect the mannels of high

much of the unhappineſs of many youths,

life.

who are curſed with a ſinging in the bead,
which they miſtake for a poetical genius,
to wonder at ſuch a monody's being writ
ten : But we are greatly amazed, that a

Low Life above Stairs : A Farce, pr.
1s.—[A ſcandalous, obſcene produćtion,
without wit or humour: And we hope, for
the honour of human nature, that no

Bookſellercould be found who would printit.]

wretches exiſt from whom ſuch charaćters

8. Triumph in Death, &c. exemplified in
the Death of General Wolfe, pr 6d. Thruſh.
-[We believe written by the ſame moſt

could be drawn.]
13. A Poem on the Birth-Day of the ,

tuneful bard as the above. The writer is as
extraordinary a divine as he is a Poet too.
Who would have imagined that the Al
mighty ever adored any of his creatures 2 e.g.

Cabe.

7. A Monody, on the Death of General

Diſtinguiſh'd 'mongſt th' illuſtrious ſons of
Fame,
[ſoard;
To deathleſs praiſe the god-like heró
. . Ne'erſhall my muſe ceaſe to extol his name,
Whom God in heav'n, whom men on
earth ador d.

We hope, for his own ſake, and the ſake of
Mr. Thruſh, however, that his Muſe will be
ſomewhat more modeſt, and, as the ſeaſon
for ſuch productions is approaching, employ
herſelf rather in the ſervice of the bellmen of

this metropolis. J
, 9. The Decent of Caeſar on Britain.

A

Postical Eſſay, pr. 6d. Davey and Law.—
[ In blank verſe, not very harmonious, how
ever, though pretty well laided with epi

#

-

Prince of Wales. By T. Morey, pr. 1s.
-

14. The Double Diſappointment.

A

Farce, pr. 1s. Noble.
15. The Young Pſalm Singer's complete
Guide, pr 3s. Crowder.
Misc E L La Nzous.
16. Further Animadverſions on the Con

duet of a late Noble Commander, &c.
pr. 1s. Griffiths.—[This is a Reply to the
Anſwer to a Letter to a late Noble Commander.

By the Author of the Two Letters (ſee p.
58.) It is, indeed, a very maſteriy re
ply, and tho' we will not take upon
us to decide, as to the merits of the argu
ment, we muſt believe the letter writer to
be a better reaſoner, and a better man, than
his antagoniſt, whom he has declined to imi
tate, in his ſcurrilous and abuſive declama

thets from Milton, &c. It might as well,

tions.]
17. The Soliloquy of M. Belleiſle, &c.
pr. 1s. Seymour.- [by a recapitulation of

with ſome alteration, have been made a proſe

the events of the war, unfortunate to France,

effay..]

by here and there an alluſion to the lamen
tation of David over Saul and Jonathan ;
by a plentiful ſprinkling of the exclamatory

to. The P. uſiad:

An her ic Poem.

Written by Major Gordon, pr. 1s. 6d. Rurd.
- [After the King of Puffia has expreſſed
his ſatisfaction at this poem, and, as a mark

Helas ! and by here and there a ſatirical

Beſide, it may be dangerous, for

fling at ſome cf the late miniſters, is this
piece, with the additional aid of a large
letter, ek'd out to the price of a round
ſh lling. However, we will give a little ex

ought we knºw, to anger a military Poet.]

trad from it, as it contains an anecdote

of his benevolence, ordered the Author
2 oo crowns, we muſt not venture to criti

ciſe it.

11. High Life below Stairs.

A Farce of

not commonly known, and which we hope

two A&s, pr. 1s. Newbery.—[The Defign
of this little piece, is to ridicule the foily

may be credited. “ The earl of cheſter

a".d extravagance which young gentlemen

ner, when he ordered the largeſt joints of
beef, veal, and pork, with garden-ſtuff and
peas to be got ready : Theſe, ſaid his lord

frequently give into, of keeping a great
number of ſervants merely for pomp and
Parade i and to expoſe and abaſh thoſe ſer.

field invited the d– of

N– to a dim

ſhip, are all your dinner, I can affo.d no

vants who abuſe the confidence and truſt

better, and adure you theſe diſhes are mure

repoſed in them by their maſter, and either
pocket his money, or ſquander his prºperty

wholeſome than any other."]

8
I sa
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, 13. Obſervations on the Duty of an At
torney and Sollicitor. Addreſſed more tſ.

pecially to young Praaiſers of the Law,
pr. 3d. or 'as. per doz. Ward.—[It would
be much fer the publick good and the inte
reſt of individuals, if every young attorney
ere to make this excellent little manual,

is vade mecum, and were inſpir'd by the ſºn
timents it conveys. The practice of the law
would then, indeed, be truly honourable,

and would be free from thoſe very many
and too well grounded cenſures, which the

behaviour of the generality of attornies has
given occaſion for.]
19. A Dialogue between General Wolfe
and the Marquis of Montcalm in the Ely
ſian Fields, pr. 6d. Rivington and Fletcher,

—[We look'd upon this little piece, at firſt,
by way of dialogue
etween the two departed chiefs, of the po
liticks and miſtakes on both fides, and an
encomium on the glorious meaſures that
ave gain'd us our preſent ſuperiority over
the French ; but, at length, behold! the wri
ter aims at wit, and makes Wolfe, like
Falſtaff, exclaim againſt honour and glo
ry, which put a period to his life, and to ſay
that he “ſhould prefer the company of a

: a well meant detail,

pretty girl and ſome bottles of French wine,
to all ſuch ſtuff.” In this opinion Mont
calm joins with him, and the whole con

cludes with ſome ſmart ſarcaſms on the
principal ºfficers, who have fooliſhly loſt their
lives in their country's cauſe.]
ze. A Narrative of certain particular
Fads, which have been miſrepreſented re
lative to the Condućt of Mr. Bromfield, &c.
§ 1s. Dodſley.—[Mr. Bromfield was called,
by Mr. Aylett, ſurgeon and apothecary of
windſor, and at the defire of Mr. Howard,
furgeon of Econ, to attend Mr. Benwell of
Eton, who had forced the lower extremity
of the tibia thro' the ligament of the Joint.
They jointly agreed that nothing but ampu.
-

tation of the limb could be attempted. Mr.

Howard, who was Mr. Benwell's family
ſurgeon, defined Mr. Bromfield would per
form the operation, if Mr. Benwell con
fented. It appeared to Mr. Bromfield that
Mr. Benwell was Mr. Howard's patient,
and Mr. Benwell ſoon after ſignified, by a
ſervant, his deſire that Mr. Bromfield ſhould

do it. Mr. Aylett, thought himſelf injured
by this preference given to Mr. Bromfield,
and, to compromiſe matters, they all three

which made the publication of the faās con
tained in this narrative neceſſary, ifi win
dication of his injured charader. in our
opinion Mr. Bromfield has clear'd himſelf,
like a gentleman and a man of honour, and
we cannot imagine what anſwer Mr. Ayleti
will return 5 ſor he muſt be well aware na
argument, like matter of faº is J
21. Of the Ends of Sotiety. By Fetti
place Bellers, Eſq.; pr. 6d. Richardſon.—
This ſubjećt Mr. Bellers has digeſted inté

eads or branches.

His reaſoning ſeems

clear and his method ingenious.]
zz. A Plain and eaſy Treatiſe of Vulgar
Arithmetick. By R. Shepherd, 1zmo. Pr. as:
6d. Rivington and Fletcher.
23. The Traveller's Director, pr. 6s,
Stevens.

14. An Anſwer to the Letter to Dr.
Weſſel, pr, 6d.

Scott.

... 25. An Account of the Expedition to the

Weſt Indies, &c. by Capt. Gardner, pr. 1s.
Stuart. (See p. 582.)
26. The True Mentor, pr. 4s. 6d. Coote.
—[A tranſlation from the French, and a
bounds with many uſeful obſervations and
direétions.]
-

ENT ºr TA1x ment.

27. The Hiſtory of ſome of the Patients,

in the Magdalen-Houſe, as ſuppoſed to be
related by themſelves, pr. 6s. Rivington
and Dodſley.—[The defign of theſe volumes
appears to be ſo kind and ſo compafficnate,
and the work ſo well executed,that we wiſh,
with the author, that thoſe who ſeldom read

any thing of greater importance than novels,
“may thereby be warned againſt givingway to

the emotions of vanity; indulging the firſt ſtep
of indiſcretion; or ſuffering their good prin
ciples to be eraſed by the diffolute or careleſs

practices of others.” Perhaps we may give
fome further account of theſe volumes here

after.]
23. The Adventures of a Rake. By R.
Lewis, 2 vol. pr.6s. Withy.—[Mr. Lewis,
who peregrinated, in the character of an
orator, and drank, whor'd and gam’d, on

purpoſe to have the pleaſure of writing his
adventures, as he tells us, ſubmits his work,

to the cascaritant attributes, goºd nature and
good ſenſe. We muſt, in return, acquaint
him, that it requires the greateſt abundance
of the ſomer to ſupport the reading it, and
that, by the latter, it muſt be abſolute!

condemned, for obſcenity,nonenſe and fouy.

performed different parts in the operation.

29. Agenor and Iſmena, or the War or

Mary alº-reations happened between them
afterwards, on Mr. Aylett's thinking an in
jurious ſlight put upon him. They were,
at length, made friends to all appearance,
and ſeemingly to Mr. Aylett's ſatisfaction,

the Tender Paſfixins. From the French,
a vol. pr. 6s. Cooke —[This work is of
the fame texture, with the generality of
French novels, very refnantick and wild,
and yet abounds with lively remarks, and
pertinent refleaions.]
Wº acknºwledge, with gratitude, the receipt ºf
a Letter, dated Cornhill, Oct. 24th wºrk fººd

by the intervention of ſeveral of their ac
quaintance, and ſome very humane con
ceſſions of Mr. Bromfield, which ſeem'd the
meer effects of his friendſhip and tenderneſs.

-

have due attention paid to it. The Letter fºrs

However, it appears, after this, that Mr.
Aylett, very diſingenuouſly, made many at

Suſannicus, and many otier curious Pieces, is ºf

tacks upon Mr. Bromfield's reputation,

[t tº Bill of Mortality alſo, in our nºrt-l
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Some Extracts from the Letter to Two Great Men.
r
ºf Treaty of peace, or a upon between nation and nation, better
33: congreſs for that pur obſerved : For, how ſeldom do we ſee a
| poſe, being now gene treaty religiouſly adhered to, by the par
rally expected, it has of ties whoſe intereſt it is to break it, and
couiſe already ſet ſeveral who think they are in ſuch circumſtances
of our garreteer ſtateſmen as to be able to break it with impunity?

to work upon the ſub-A -If ſuch infidelity be too common
among princes in general, experience,
long experience teaches us, that the na

jećt: Theſe we ſhall leave to the fate
they may, probably meet with ; but a
piece has been juſt publiſhed, that ſeems,
or at leaſt is ſaid to be the produćtion of
an author of quality and fortune, which

tion, with whom we are ſoon to treat,

excels us, at leaſt, in this part of Policy :
For no cords are ſtrong enough to bind
them.

conſequently meets with ſome attention,
and therefore we ſhall give our readers B , Gallic Faith is become proverbial, and
-

ſome extraćts from it.

-

It is untitled, A Letter addreſſed to Two

the neighbours of France can reproach
her with innumerable inſtances of a moſt

profligate diſregard to the moſt ſolemi,
obſerving the difficulties our miniſters , treaties. And the reaſon ſeems to be
muſt be under, to find ſuch plenipoten obvious, without ſuppoſing that nation
tiaries as may be likely to condućt t
more perfidious than others. The power,
Great Men; and the author ſets out with

negociation with dignity, dexterity, and C the populouſneſs, the extent, the ſtrength
*

integrity. “If ſuch perſons, he ſays,
cannot be found amongſt us, (which I

of the French monarchy, free them ſºm
thoſe apprehenſions which bind the weaker

hope may not be the caſe,) there is a very ſide to be faithful to its engagements;
deſirable alternative ſtill in your power: ". and, depending upon the inability of their

Fix the ſcene of negociation, where, in neighbours, conſidered fingly, to procure
themſelves juſtice, this, too frequently, º:
ºuld wiſh to ſee it fixed; name no other D tempted them to the moſt ſhameful an
plenipotentiaries to conduct the peace but barefaced inſtances of national breach of
Heed, for the honour of our country, I
thoſe miniſters who direéted the war:

'And a treaty of London, in ſuch hands,
will make ample amends for our wretched

management at Utrecht. . . . . . . .

faith.
.. .. .
It well becomes us, therefore, at this
junéture, when the diſtreſſes of Fränze
will oblige them to conſent to terms of
peace, unfavourable to the intereſt, and

But lºt peace be never ſo well made ;
let miniſters plan treaties with the grºcé E diſgraceful to the glºry of their monarch,
£agacity, and plenipotentiaries, négociate to take every method in our power to fe
the articles with the utmoſt ſkill and dex cure the obſervance of thoſe conceſſions
-terity, yet we know, from hiſtory and they may make i and to inſiſt upon their
obſervation, that they never can be per

petual, and, moſt commonly, are not laſt

giving us ſuch proofs of their ſincerity,
before any negotiation be entered

.

g., Princes, too frequently, ſeem to as may give us ſome aſſurance that they
own no other rule of a&ion, than preſent F mean to be more faithful to their future

convenience ; and the law of nations is
feldom appealed to, but to ſanétify in

tngagements.

juſtice, and ſave appearances. Nor are

recemmend it to you to demand, what

e poſitive compačis ſolemnly agreed
* December, 1759.

conceſſions it will be neceſſary to inſiſt

-

-

What proof of their ſincerity I would
4 L 2.

upon,

Exta Acts from the

636

Dec.

* us this immediate

If they refuſe

upon, I ſha} beg leave to mention
after having firſt ſatisfied you, by a
detail of ſome particulars, that ſuch de
mands as I would propoſe cannot be
looked upon as the intolence of a con
querer, but as the wiſe forefight of a

juſtice, previous to the peace, aſk them
how they can expect that we ſhould have
any reliance on their fincerity to fulfil the
new engagements they may enter into,

when they afford us ſo ſtrong, ſo glarin

ple, whom deal-bought experience A an inſtance of infidelity, in an article o
ath taught the proper way of doing ſuch conſequence, made ſo many years
itſelf juſtice.
It may not, therefore, be unneceſſary to

place before your eyes ſome of the moſt

ago Can you have any dealings with a
power, who, if he refuſes this, at the
very time he is treating, affords you ſuch

remarkable inſtances, of French perfidy,

manifeſt proof, that his word is not to

which have given riſe to all the troubles

be relied upon, and that you cannot trutt

of Europe for above theſe 100 years.” B to the execution of any promiſe ever ſo
Theſe inſtances of French perfidy he ſolemnly made
recapitulates in a brief and very diflin&
Pelhaps France may think it a diſgrace
manner, but as they are ſo well known to them, to comply with any thing pre
we need not repeat them. Having among vious to the beginning of a negotiation.
the reſt mentioned thoſe relating to Dun Tell them, that ačing honourably, and
kirk, he proceeds thus as to what our doing what juſtice requires, can never be
miniſters ought to inſiſt on in the future C diſgraceful. Bu', if it be a diſgrace, tell
treaty relating to Dunkirk :
them, with the ſpirit of honeſ men, that
“Firſt, then, my Lord and Sir, before we owe it them; for the greater diſgrace
you enter upon any new treaty, or liſten to they put, not long ago, upon us, by re
any plauſible propoſals whatever, infift that quiring us to ſend two peers of this realm
juſtice be done this nation with regard to to remain in France as beffages, till we
former treaties. Shew France the ſtrong, ſurrendered Louiſburg; an indignity,
the ſolemn engagement ſhe entered into D which I cannot call to mind without pain,
at Utrecht to demoliſh Dunkirk; put her and which, I always thought, was ſub
**
in mind of the amazing perfidy with mitted to without neceſſity.
It is now our turn to vindiate the ho
which ſhe, from time to time, eluded the
performance of that engagement; and de nour of our nation; and, as Dunkirk was
mand immediate juſtice on that article, as put into our poſſeſſion before the treat
a preliminary proof of her fincerity in the of Utrecht, as a pledge of the French fin.
enſuing negociation.
E cerity, and to continue in our poſſeſſion
Be not deceived any longer in this till the demolition ſhould be completed
-

-

...

agreed

*matter. The French will, no doubt, aſ

let ſome ſuch

fure you, that the demolition of Dunkirk
£hall be an article in the new treaty. But
let them know, you are not to be ſº im
poſed upon. They will, to be ſure, when
this becomes a new article, reckon it a
new conceſſion on their fide, and expećt
fomething in return for it—perhaps Guar

upon, with this difference rnly, that in

daloupe, or ſome ſuch trifle, as they will
call it. But tell them, with the firmneſs

be now

ſtead of five monthſ after the peare, the
time fixed for the demolition at Utrecht,

let no peace be ſigned, at preſent, till this
right, acquired to us by former treati

and of which we have been ſo perfidiouſly
robbed,
be actually carried into full exe.
cution.
-

However, if any inſuperable difficulties
of wiſe conquerors, that the demolition Thould attend our doing ourſelves juſtice,
of Dunkirk is what you are intitled to by on this head, before the peace; if, for in
freaties made long ago, and violated; and Gitance, which .. may be the caſe,
that it ſhall not be ſo much as mentioned it ſhould be found, that it cannot be com.
in the enſuing negociation, but complied plied with, unleſs we conſent to a rºſa
with before that negociation ſhall com tion ºf arms, during the time of negotia
mence.

-

-

tion; rather than give France that ºppor:

Or, admitting that no conceſſion ſhall

tunity of recovering from its diſtreſſes, and

be required by France in the new treaty,
is conſideration of a new article to de
ymoliſh Dunkirk, place to them, in the

of being proteaed from the ſuperiority of

ſtrongeſt light, the unanſwerable reaſons
we have againſt putting any confidence in

qur arms, before we have, finally, obli
them to accept of our own terms of pes
(which was one cauſe of the ruin of our

negºtiation at Utrecht), I would wa

them, that ſweh an article would be

inſiſting upon the demºiáiºn of Dunkirk,

better executed, than that in the treaty of

before the treaty, and think it ſufficient
to demand Hºffages from them, as a ſe

Utrecht has been.

.

..

.

..

.

-

-

cuity
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curity that it ſhall be faithfully com already ours. The French know they
plied with, within a limited time after cannot get them back during the war,
the treaty ſhall be concluded. The and they do not expe& that we ſhall give
Parifians had two Engliſh Milords to ſtare

them up at the peace.

But, tho' care ſhould be taken to keep
at, upon the laſt peace; and I do not ſee
why the curioſity of our Londoners ſhould all thoſe places juſt mentioned, ſomething
not be gratified in the ſame way, and two A more muſt be done, or our American co
Burr & Pairs of France be ſent as hoſtages lonies will tell you you have done nothing.
to England, till Dunkirk ceaſe to be a In a word, you muſt keep Canada, other
wiſe you lay the foundation of another

t.”

Them, with regard to North America,

war.

The neceffity of this may be placed in
he goes on thus:
* Now it is with the greateſt pleaſure ſo ſtriking a view, as to filence the French
I would obſerve, that, with regard to B plenipotentiaries, and to convince all
North America, we have nothing to aſk, Furope of the juſtice of our demand.
at the peace, which we have not already

Aſk the French, what ſecurity they

made ourſelves maſters of, during the
war. We have been bleſſed by heaven

can give you, if we reflore Canada to

with a ſucceſs, in that part of the world,

ries, that they will not again begin to
extend them at our expence
If the

them, however reſtrained in its bounda

farcely to be paralleled in hiſtory. The
raſhneſs of Braddock, the inexperience of C treaty of Utrecht could not keep them
Shirley, the inativity of Loudoun, and from encroachments, what reaſon can wº
the ill ſucceſs of Abercrombie, ſeem onl

to have been ſo many neceſſary means o

have to ſuppoſe the future treaty will be
better obſerved
If the French are left
at Montreal, and the Three Rivers, can
we be certain they will not again croſs
the Champlain Lake, and attack Crown

producing that unanimity in our colonies,
that ſpirit in our troops, and that ſteady
perſeverance in our miniſters, as hath not
only recovered from the enemy all his D Point? f the river St. Lawrence be ſtill
wfurpations, but Louiſburg is an Engliſh theirs, what is to inſure us againſt an
harbour; Quebec, the capital of Canada, expedition to Niagara 2 Can we flatter
is already in our poſſeſſion, and the reſt ourſelves, that, a people, who in full
of that country will fall of courſe.

It is

peace ere&ted thoſe two fortreſſes, in di.

a proſpea ſtill more agreeable, that, by rett violation of their faith plighted at
deltroying the naval force of France, our Utrecht, will be reflrained, by any future
North-American conqueſts cannot be re-E treaty, from attempting alſo in full peace
taken; and the principle I would now

lay down, and which I would recommend
it to you to adopt, is, not to give up any
ºf them. And I ſhall now endeavour to

to recover them? After having ſeen the
ing on a regular plan of
uſurpation in North America for theſe

French

rove to you, that ſuch a demand may be

forty years paſt, ſhall we be ſo weak as
to believe that they will now lay it aſide?

º: upon, without giving the enemy No, depend upon it, if the French think
any pretence for accuſing us of inſolence F it worth their while to aſk back that part
towards them; and cannot be onitted

of North America which was their own,

without giving the nation juſt reaſon to they mean to take a proper opportuni
complain, that we have conſented to a of elbowing all our colonies jº, º
preacherouſ and delºftºve peace.

It cannot, ſurely, ever enter the imagi
nation of a Britiſh adminiſtration, to make

peace without, at leaſt, keepin

in our G

fleſſion all thoſe places, where the
had ſettled themſelves, in violation
of former treaties, and from which we

#.

have, fortunately, driven them. Upon
this plan, then, we ſhall, at the peace,
be left in poſſeſſion not only of the penin
ſula of Acadia, but of all Nova Scotia, H

of reſuming the ſame ambitious views of
enlargement, which the moſt ſacred ties
of former treaties could not reſtrain.

[To be concluded in our Appendix,]
From the London Gazarrº Extraordinary,
Admiralty-Office, November 30.
Early this morning, Capt. Campbell, cont
mander of his majeſty's ſhip the R
George, arrived here, with a letter from

Fundy, and the river St. John.-The im:
ortant conqueſts of Crown, Point and

Sir Edward Hawke, to Mr. Clevland,
of which the following is a cºpy.
Royal George off Penri Point,
& I R,
Nov. 24, 1759.

the Qhip, will remain ours.--They are

N my letter of the 17th, by expreſs,
I deſired you would acquaint their

according to its old limits, the bay of

;
will not be relinquiſhed; and
or du Quaſhe, and the country near

lordſhips

*

Sir Edward Hawke
Dec.
638
midable
ſtruck,
and
a
little
after,
the
iordſhips with my having received intelli
gence of eighteen ſail of the line and three Theſee and Superbe were ſunk.
About five the Heros ſtruck, and came
#igates of the Rreſt ſquadron, being diſ
covered about 24 leagues to the N. W. to An anchor, but it blowing hard, no
of Belleiſle, ſteering to the eaſtward; all boat could be ſent on board her. Night
she priſoners however agree, that on the was now come, and being on a part of
day we chaſed them, their ſquadron con- A the coaſt, among iſlands and ſhoals, of
fifted, according to the accompanying which we were totally ignorant, without
fift, of four ſhips of So, fix of 74, three a pilot, as was the greateſt part of the
of 70, eight of 64, one frigate of 36, ſquadron, and blowing hard on a lee
one of 34, and one of 16 guns, with a ſhore, I made the ſignal to anchor, and
£mall veſſel to look out. They ſailed came too in 15 fathom water, the iſland
from Breſt the 14th inſtant, the ſame day of Dumet bearing E. by N. between two
I ſailed from Torbay. Concluding that B and three miles, the Cardinals W. half S.
their firſt rendezvous would be Quiberon, and the ſteeple of Crozie S. E. as we
the inſtant I received the intelligence, I found next morning.
dire&ed my courſe thither with a preſt
In the night we heard many guns of
fail. At firſt the wind blowing hard, at diſtreſs É. but it blowing hard, want
S. by E. and S. drove us conſiderably to of knowledge of the coaſt, and whether
the weſtward. But on the 18th and 19th, they were fired by a friend or an enemy,
though variable, it proved more favour- C prevented all means of relief.
able. In the mean time, having been
By day-break of the 21ſt we diſcovered
joined by the Maidſtone and Coventry one of our ſhips diſmaſted aſhore on the
frigates, I direSted their commanders to Four, the French Heros alſo, and the

keep a-head of the ſquadron, one on the

Soleil Royal, which under cover of the

4tatboard and the other on the larboard

night had anchored among us, cut and

bow. At half paſt eight o'clock in the run aſhore to the weſtward of Crozie.
morning of the zoth, Belleiſle by our D on the latter's moving, I made the Eſſex's
weckoning, bearing E. by N. ; N. the fignal to ſlip and purſue her; but ſhe un
'Maidſtone made the ſignal for ſeeing a fortunately got upon the Four, and both
fleet. I immediately ſpread abroad the ſhe and the Reſolution are irrecoverably
fignal for a line a-breaft, in order to draw loſt, notwithſtanding we ſent them all the
all the ſhips of the ſquadron up with me. aſſiſtance that the weather would permit.
I had before ſent the Magnanime a head, About 84 of the Reſolution's company,
to make the land. At 4 paſt nine ſhe E in ſpite of the ſtrongeſt remonſtrances of
made the ſignal for an enemy. Obſerving their captain, made rafts, and, with ſe
on my diſcovering them, that they made veral French priſoners belonging to the
off, I threw out the ſignal for the ſeven Formidable, put off, and I am afraid
ſhips' neareſt them to chaſe, and draw drove out to ſea ". All the Eſſex's are
into a lime of battle a-head of me, and ſaved (with as many of the ſtores as poſ
endeavour to flop them till the reſt of the fible) except one lieutenant and a boat's
fºuadron ſhould come up, who were alſo F crew, who were drove on the French
to form as they chaſed, that no time ſhore, and have not ſince been heard of ;
might be loſt in the purſuit. . That morn The remains of both ſhips are ſet on
ing they were in chace of the Rocheſter, fire. We found the Dorſetſhire, Revenge,
Chatham, Portland, Falkland, Minerva, and Defiance, in the night of the 23th
Wengeance and Venus, all which joined put out to ſea; as I hope the Swiftſure

me about 11 o'clock; and, in the evening,

did, for ſhe is ſtill miſſing: The Dorſet:

the Sapphire from Quiberon bay. Ali G ſhire and Defiance returned next day, and
the day we had very freſh gales at N.W., the latter ſaw the Revenge without. Th
and W. N. W. with heavy ſqualls. M. what loſs we have ſuſtained has been
Conflans kept going off under ſuch ſail owing to the weather, not the enemy i
as all his ſquadron could carry, and at feven or eight of whoſe line of battle
the ſame time keep together, while we ſhips got to ſea, I believe, the night of
crowded after him with every ſail our ; the ačtion.
-

£hips could bear. At half paſt two, H. As ſoon as it was broad day-light in
P. M. the fire beginning a head, I made
the ſignal for engaging. We were then
to the ſouthward of Belleiſle, and the
French admiral head-moſt, ſoon after led
round the Cardinals, while his rear was
in ačtion.

About four o'clock the For

the morning of the 21ſt, I diſcovered

ſeven or eight of the enemy's line of
battle ſhips at anchor, between Poirt
Renris and the river Willaine; on which

I made the ſignal to weigh, in order to
work up and attack them; but it

*:

--
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that could poſſibly be done, has been

ſo hard from the N.W. that-inſtead of

daring to caſt the ſquadron looſe, I was done. As to the loſs we have ſuſtained,
obliged to ſtrike top-gallant maſts. Moſt. let it be placed to the account of the ne
•f thoſe ſhips appeared to be a-ground at ceſhly I was under of running all riſks to:
low water; but on the flood, by ſlighted break this ſtrong force: of the 'enemy sº
ing them, and the advantage of the wind Had we had but two hours more day
under the land, all, except two, got that Alight, the whole had been totally de
night into the river Villaine.
*ſtroyed, or taken, for we were almoſt up
The weather being moderate on the with their van when night ovel took us. - '
azd, I ſent the Portland, Chatham and
Yeſterday came in here the Pallas,”
Vengeance, to deſtroy the Soleil Royal Fortune ſloop, and the Proſerpine fireſhip.
and Heros. The French, on the ap On the 16th I had diſpatched the Fortune?
proach of our ſhips, ſet the firſt on fire, to Quiberon, with directions - to Capt."

and ſoon after the latter met the ſame ſate B.Duff, to keep ſtrićtly on his guard. In
from our people. In the mean time I got his way thither ſhe ſelſ in with the Hebé,
under way, and worked up within Penria a French frigate of 40 guns, under jury
Point, as well for the ſake of its being a

maſts, and fought her ſeveral hours. Du
ring the engagement, Lieut. Stuart, -2d

ſafer road, as to deſtroy, if poſſible, the
two ſhips of the enemy which ſtill lay

of the Ramilies, whom I had appointed"

without the Villaine; but before the ſhips

to command her, was unfortunately kil

I ſent a-head for that purpoſe could get C led; the ſurvivi $g officers, on conſulting.
near them, being quite light, and with together, refolved to leave ber, as ſhe
e tide of flood, they got in.

• *

All the 23d we were employed in re
connoitring the entrance of that river,

which is very narrow, and only 12 foot
water on the bar, at low water. We diſ

proved too ſtrong for them. I have de
tached Capt. Young to Quiberon Bay'
with five ſhips, and am making up a
flying ſquadron to ſcour the coaſt on the
Iſle of Aix, and, if practicable, to at

cºvered at leaſt ſever, if not sight, line D tempt
any of the enemy's ſhips that may
be there.
of battle ſhips about half a mile within,

--

*]uite light, and two large frigates moored
acroſs to defend the mouth of the river;
only the frigates' appeared to have guns

* I am, S I R, &c.

..
-

*

ED. Hawkf.
-

-

+.

in. By evening I had 12 long-boats, Lift of Ships with Sir Edward Hawke,
Nov. 20, 1759.
fitted as fire ſhips, ready to attempt burn
ing them, under cover of the Saphire and E ships Guns. Men. : ".
Sir Edw. Hawke
Coventry; but the weather being bad,
and the wind contrary, obliged me to de R!. George 102 * Capt. Campbell
-

-

fer it, till at leaſt the latter ſhould be fa

Union
90

vourable; if they can, by any means, be
deſtroyed, it ſhall be done.
In attacking a flying enemy, it was im

$º: in the ſpace

*ayed with the greateſt intrepidity, and

#. the ſtrongeſt proofs of a
Pirit.

Namure

90 789 : Capt. Buckle

Waſpight
Hercules

Swiftſure

would thoſe, have acquitted themſelves, Dorſetſhire
whoſe bad going ſhips, or the diſtance Burford
they were at in the morning, prevented Chicheſter
Temple
from getting up. Our loſs by the enem
Revenge
is not confiderable; for in the ſhips whic
are now with me, I find only one lieute. H Eſſex
nant and 39 ſeamen and mariners killed, Kingſton
and about aoz wounded. When I conſi
Intrepid
der the ſeaſon of the year, the hard gales Montague
on the day of ačtion, a flying enemy, Dunkirk
the ſhortneſs of the day, and the coaſt Defiance

we are on, I can boldly affirm, that all

74.

•()James.Young,
Commodore,Eſli
," .

74 Goo Sir John Bentley :
74 630 Capt. Forteſcue. "
74 7oo Hon. Ct. Keppelſ

Torbay
Magnanime 74 7oo
Reſolution 74 6oo

true Britiſh G Hero

In the ſame manner, I am ſatisfied,

Evans

90 750 Capt. Graves

of a ſhort winter's F Mars

ay, that all our ſhips ſhould be able to
get into ačtion, or all thoſe of the enemy
brought to it. The commanders and
companies of ſuch as did come up with
the rear of the French, on the 2 oth, be

... ſ. Sir Charles Hardy
77°
(à.
ºr.
1

Duke

Rt. Hon. Ld. Howd
Capt. Speke

74 6oo H. Ct. Edgcumber

70 320 Sir Tho. Stanhops
7o 520 Capt. Denis
7o 520 Capt. Gambier ,
70.520 Capt. Willet . . .

zo $20 Ct. Waſh. Shirley
64'48o: Capt. Storr

64 48o Capt. Obrien
6o 4oo Capt. Shirley. A

6o 420 Capt. Mapleſden'
6o 41c Capt. Rowley
6o 422 Capt. Digby

.

60 410 Capt. Baird.
The

64o

The Sky-LARK.-Song in The Fair:

The following frigates joined Sir Edward

Dec.

Faulkland

50 350 Ct. Fr.Sam.Drake

Chatham

50 35o Capt.John Lockart

Minerva
Venus

32 22d Capt. Hood

Tell her, in livelier plumes array'd,
The bird from Indian groves may ſhine;
But aſk the lovely partial maid,
What are his notes compard to thine?
Then bid her treatyon witleſs beau,
And all his flaunting race with ſtorm ;

36 24 o Capt. Harriſon

And lend an ear to Damon's woe,

Hawke, between Uſhant and Belleiſle.

Rocheſter
Portland

so 35o Capt. Duff
so 35e Capt. Arbuthnot

Who fings her praiſe, and fings forlorn.

Vengeance as zoo Capt. Nightingale
Coventry
Maidſtone
Saphire

& S ON G. &ng at Covent-Garden.
, Theatre, in the Entertainment ºf the

28 200 Capt. Burſlem
28 aco Capt. Diggs
32 azo Capt. Strachan.

FAIR, by Mr. Beard, in the Cha
rafter of a Recruiting Serjeant.
Lift ºf the French ſquadron which came out B. Written
by Paul Whitehead, Efti.
of Breff, Nov. 14, 1759.
Ships.

I. ſtory we're told

Guns. Men.

Le Soleil Royal go

*{ M.Admiral
Conflams,

Le Tonnant

O'er France ſpread their royal domain;
But no annals can ſhow

M. Beaufre
80 nooo

mont, W. Ad.
Le Formidable $o

L'Orient

$o

“{
“{

s

How our monarchs of old

Their pride laid ſo low,
[reign,
As when brave George the ſecond did

M. de St. An

dré du Verger, C

Of Roman and Greek

Rear Adm.

Let Fame no more ſpeak

M. Gubriant,

-

How their arms the old world did ſubdue 1
Thro' the nations around

Chef d'Eſ.
cadre

-

Let our trumpets now ſound
L'Intrepide
Le Glorieux
Ibe Theſee
L’Heros

Le Robuſte

Le Magnifique
Le Juſte
Le Superbe
Le Dauphin
Le

on

74
74
74
74
74

815
ºr 5
$15
815
$15

How Britons have conquer"d the nºw.
D. : Eaſt, weſt, north, and ſouth,
Our cannons' loud mouth

Shall
the right of our monarch maintain
On America's ſtrand

74 815

Amherſ limit the land,

7o 8oo

Pºſtawn give law on the main.

7o $oo

Each port and each town •

7o $oe

64, 750

E.

Cape-Breton,
Paint,, Miagar
Guadaloupe,Crown
Senegal,
Niagar,

Le Northumberi. 64 7so
Le Sphinx
64 750
1.e. Solitaire
Le Brillant
L'Eeillé
Le Lavare
L'Inflexible
L'Hebe
LaVeſtale

64
64
64
64
64.

L'Aigrette
Le Calypſo

36

759
750
75e
75e

Qºrbeck's mighty fall
Shall prove we've no equal in war,
Though Conſtant did boaſt
He’d conquer our coaſt,

* our thunder ſoon made Monfieur mute;

40
34.

16

ILe Prince Noir, a ſmall veſſeſ to look out.

The above ſhips were all in company
when the action began, except the Hebé G

frigate.
[We have illuſtrated the brave admiral's
account with a fine CHART, bere annexed,
of the reaft of France, from l'Orient to
St. Gilles.]
The Sky.LArk, A S O N G,

*

By William Shenstone, Eſq;
O, tuneful bird, that glad'ſt the ſkies,
ToDaphne's window ſpeed thy way;
And there on quivering pinions riſe,
And there thy vocal art diſplay.
And if ſhe deign thy notes to hear,
And if ſhe praiſe thy matin ſong,

Tell her the ſounds that ſooth her ear,
To Damon's native plains belong.

We ſtill make our own,

Brave Hawke wing'd his way,
Then pounc'd on his prey,
And gave him an Engliſh *.
At Minden, you know,
How we conquer'd the foe,
While homeward their army now ſteers,

Though, they cry'd, Britiſh bands
Are too hard for our hands,

Bºgar we can beat them in heels.
While our heroes from home

.

For laurels now roam,

Should the flat-bottom boatabat appear,
Our militia ſhall ſhºw
No wooden-ſhoe ſoe

Can with freemen in battle compare.
Our fortunes and lives,
Our children and wives,
To defend is the time now or never?
Then let each voluntier

To the drum head repair—

King George and Old

[evº.
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.
The

Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ae

count of all the material Queſlions therein determined, and of the political Diffutt,

thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 590.
-

I

HESE are the chief of the new

regulations introduced by this

againſt which no reaſonable objećtion can
be made.

-

new ačt ; and from the words

But even, as to privateers of ſuperior,

printed in Italicks, the reader may ſee,
what a great alteration was made in the
bill, in conſequence of the above recited

force, the fourth regulation will be an
excellent check upon their behaviour, and

as well as thoſe of inferior burthen or

petition from Guernſey and Jerſey; for A may be very much improved; and being
by the bill, as firſt brought in, no com
miſſion was to be granted to any ſhip or
veſſel, of a burthen or force inferior to
that deſcribed in the bill, becauſe moſt of

ſo improved it ought to be extended to
ublick as well as private ſhips of war, as
it tends very much to the honour of the
nation, that every one of our ſea officers

the complaints that had appeared to be ſhould behave in a humane and generous
juſtly made, were founded upon the ill manner, even to our enemies, and much
behaviour of ſome of our ſmall privateers, B. more to our friends, whom he meets with
to whom our admiralty were, by the ſaid at ſea. For this purpoſe, all commiſſions
aćt of the 29th of his preſent majeſty, to commanders ought to be regiſtered in
obliged to grant commiſſions, as well as a regiſter to be kept at London, and to be
to thoſe of ſuperior burthen and force. inſpected by every one that pleaſes, for a
This ſhews how zealous our governors ſmall fee; and this regiſter ought to be
were to prevent any innocent neutral kept, not in an alphabetical order, ac
ſhip's being hurt or ill uſed by our priva C cording to the name of the ſhip or the
teers, and conſequently cannot leave the commander, becauſe of both theſe a for
leaſt room for complaint againſt the na reigner, who has been ill uſed at ſea, will
tion, whatever may hereafter happen.

certainly be kept in ignorance, or perhaps

But from the aforeſaid petition it appear miſinformed; therefore the regiſter ought
ed, that ſuch a general and abſolute pro to be kept in a chronological order, ac
hibition againſt granting commiſſions to cording to the year in which the com
ſmall privateers, as was at firſt intended, D miſſion was granted, and in a numerical
would be an inexpreſſible prejudice to the order, according to the number and na
nation, and a vaſt advantage to the enemy;

ture of the guns carried by the ſhip, from

therefore, upon the bill's being recom the higheſt number carried by any man of
mitted, it was thought neceſſary to give war, to the loweſt number carried by any
our admiralty a diſcretionary power to privateer.
By ſuch a regiſter, a foreigner who has
grant or refuſe a commiſſion to any ſuch
privateer; and at the ſame time a power, E been ill uſed at ſea, might very probably
but ſubjećt to appeal, to revoke any pri diſcover the ſhip by which he has been ſo
vateer commiſſion whatever.

Therefore

uſed; and as a further check upon the

it may be expected, that our admiralty
will grant no commiſſion to any ſmall

behaviour of our ſea officers, 'every com
mander ought to be provided with a num

privateer, but when undoubted ſecurity is

ber of printed copies of his commiſſion,

offered, and a man of good charaćter ap and obliged to deliver, or cauſe to be de
pointed by the owners to be the com F livered, one of them, ſigned and ſealed b
mander; but to have extended this diſ

himſelf, and witneſſed by two of his

.

cretionary power to ſuperior as well as cers or crew, to the commander of every
inferior privateers, would have put it too ſhip he ſets at liberty at ſea, either after
much into the power of underlings in viſiting or ranſoming.
Theſe things I have mentioned, becauſe
office to have extorted perquiſites from
thoſe who might apply . commiſſions; from this ačt I am fully convinced of its
for which º as to all privateers of G being ſincerely, deſigned to prevent, as
or above the burthen and force deſcribed
much as poſſible, any innocent neutral
in the ačt, our admiralty continues as ſhip's being ill uſed at ſea, by any of our
much obliged as ever, to grant commiſ ſhips of war; and I ſhall obſerve that all
fions upon demand, if ſecurity be offered, the new regulations eſtabliſhed by this
4 M
.
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aćt, are enforced by proper puniſhments;
except the third, in %; neither the per

jury of the perſons who propoſe to be

Dec.
in fitting out a ſnall privateer under 5°.

tons, he ought to be indemnified, if, for
the publick benefit, his commiſſion be
taken from him without any fault of his a
Nay, I will ſay, he has a better right than

bound, nor the negligence of the officer
who is to enquire into their ſufficiency,
ſeems to be properly guarded againſt.
a rich man who fits out a privateer of
And I muſt further obſerve, that the A fourſcore tons, becauſe compaſſion as
great alteration which this bill met with well as juſtice pleads in his favour.
after it was firſt brought in, and which Therefore, if there were no privateers un
was occaſioned by the petition above der 50 tons, there could be no occaſion
mentioned, is a freſh inſtance of the ad

for any ſuch exception, and if there were

vantage reaped by the people of this hap any ſuch, there ought to have been no
py iſland, from having their repreſenta ſuch exception. #. this is far from
tives in our legiſlative aſſembly. By them B being, the only caſe in which a partial
they are, or ought to be, apprized of the
is by our laws ſhewn to the rich.
contents of every new bill brought into This, it is true, is a misfortune incident
parliament: . By them they may have a to our form of government; but for this
zopy of it, if it can be ſuppoſed ever ſo very reaſon it ought to be the more cau
remotely to affe&t their intereſt; and if tiouſly guarded againſt by the members of
thev thereby may be expoſed to any unne our legiſlature; for the rich ought to con
ceſſary hardſhip, they may petition, and, C fider, that all their riches proceed from
if poſſible, will certainly meet with relief. the labour and induſtry of the poor;
Every little port town upon our ſouthern and that there is no country in the world
coaſt was certainly intereſted againſt this where the poor do, on this account, de
bill, as it was at firſt framed, almoſt as ſerve a greater regard.
much as Guernſey and Jerſey; but they
The next bills I am to take notice of,
did not petition, becauſe, I ſuppoſe, they are thoſe relating to the militia, of
were informed that there would be no oc-D which there were two brought in and
caſion; for though theſe iſlands petition pafled into laws, during the laſt ſeſſion.
ed only for their own particular relief, Preparatory to theſe, it was, on the 28th
yet we find that cate was taken to make of November, reſolved, to preſent an
the elief general, ſo that a ſmall priva humble addreſs to his majeſty, that he
teer may now, with the conſent of the would be graciouſly pleaſed to give di
admiralty, be fitted out from any port in re&tions to the proper officers, to lay be
the kingdom ; and as the utmoſt care will E fore the houſe, an account of all ſums of
certainly be taken, that ſufficient ſecurity money, that had been iſſued by, and of

#.

hall be given, and that men of good

all the demands that had been made on,

chara&ter ſhall be employed as comman
ders, it is not probable that we ſhall hear
any more of ſuch complaints, againſt the
behaviour of our privateers, or at leaſt

any receiver-general of the land-tax, on

or before the 23d of that month, by vir
tue of any warrants from the treaſury, or
by any draughts of any of his majeſty's
that ſuch complaints will be well founded. F lieutenants, or deputy-lieutenants, in pur
But I can ſee no good reaſon why ſhips ſuance of an act of the 31ſt of his ma
or veſſels under 50 tons, whoſe commiſ jeſty's reign; and the next day it was
fions were made void, ſhould have been reſolved, to preſent an humble addreſs to
excepted out of the ninth regulation : his majeſty, that he would be graciouſly
The owner of a privateer of 40 tons, pleaſed to give direétions for the iſſuing,
whoſe commiſfion, for the publick benefit, till further proviſion could be made in
{hall be made void, has certainly as good G parliament for that purpoſe, ſuch money

a right to indemnification from the pub

as ſhould be found neceſſary for the pay

lick, as the owner of a privateer of four
foore tons. It may, indeed, be ſaid, that
De minimit non curat Lex : The law pays
o regard to trifles. But, in money af.

and cloathing of the militia, for the year
1759, ºccording to the rates mentioned
in an ačt paſſed in the then laſt ſeſſion of

i. what to a rich man may appear as a

parliament; and that the houſe would

make good the ſame to his majeſty. On the
trifle, may, to a poor man, be his all; H 23d of January, the above-mentioned ac
and the loſs of one half, or perhaps but a count was, by ſome of the commiſfioners
third of his all, cannot to him appear to of taxes, preſented to the houſe, and cr
be but a tº fle, nor ought it to be treated dered to lie on the table, for the peruſal
as ſuch, in a legiſlative capacity, by the of the members; and on the 15th of Fe
*cheſt unan in the kingdom. Conſe
bruary, a committee was appointed to
**:ntly, when a poor man embarks his all, prepare an eſtimate of what might be the
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The firſt of theſe two bills, was in.
charge of the militia, upon the plan of
the act paſſed in the 30th year of his ma. titled, An 47 for applying the Money
jeſty's reign, and the act paſſed in the \hen grantest in this Saffin of Parliament, to
laſt ſeſſion; and to make report thereof ward diſcharging the Pay and Cloathing
to the houſe. On the 19th, Mr. John of the Militia, from the 3 iſ of December,
Pitt reported, that the committee had 1758, to the 25th of March, 1768 ; in
prepared an eſtimate accordingly, which A which ºt there was nothing very re
was then ordered to lie upon the table markable, and conſequently nothing ne
for the peruſal of the members; and on ceſſary to be herein particularly men
the 2 oth of March it was leſolved, to

tioned.

preſent an humble addreſs to his majeſty,
for an account of all ſums of money that
had been iſſued by his majeſty's orders,
purſuant to the above-mentioned addreſs ; B
which account was preſented 'b the houſe
on the 26th, and ordered to lie upon the
table for the peruſal of the members ;
and the ſaid eſtinate and account, toge

two acts, the preamble, or firſt clauſe, ſet
forth, That certain counties, ridings, and
places, in England, had made ſome pro
greſs in eſtabliſhing the militia, according

And as to the ſecond of theſe

ther with the ſaid account preſented on

little progreſs had been made therein;

to the regulations and direétions of the

aćts of the 30th, and 31ſt of Geo. II.
but had not yet completed the ſame :
And that in certain other counties, &c.

the 23d of January, having been referred his majeſty's lieutenants, and the deputy
to the committee of ſupply, they occa-C lieutenants, and all others within ſuch
fioned the 1ſt reſolution of that com
counties, &c., are therefore firićtly re
mittee, which was agreed to on the 29th quired, ſpeedily and diligently to put the
of March "; and which was the more

ſaid acts, and this act, in execution.

unanimouſly agreed to, as his majeſty had,

By another clauſe it is enacted, That
each perſon liable to ſerve in the militia,
having more than one place of refidence,

on the 28.h, by Mr. Chancellor of the

Exchequer, recommended to the houſe,

to make ſuch proviſion for deſraying the D ſhall
charges of the militia, for 1759, as the
houſe ſhould think neceſſary.

ſerve where he ſhall have been firſt
choſen by lot.
-

By the next following clauſe, mayors,

On the 10th of April this reſolution
was, upon motion, again read, and there
upon it was ordered, that leave ſhould
be given to bring in a bill purſuant to the

bailiffs, conſtables, and other chief ma

paſſed through both houſes in common

law or equity, for his own uſe and be

courſe, and both received the royal aſſent
at the end of the ſeſſion ; and to give

nefit, of a freehold, copyhold, or cutto
mary eſtate for life, or for ſome greater
eſtate, or of an eſtate for ſome long term
of years, determinable on one or more
lives, or of an eſtate for a certain term,
H originally granted for zo years, or more,

giſtrates and officers, and in their default
or abſence, any neighbouring juſtice, but
no others, may, and they are required to
ſame; and that Mr. John Pitt, Mr. E quarter and billet the ſerjeants and drum
Chancellor of the Exchequer, and Mr. mers in inns, livery-ſtables, alehouſes,
Townſhend, of Yarmouth, ſhould pre vićtualling-houſes, and all houſes of per
pare and bring in the ſame ; and, as ſoon ſons ſelling brandy, ſtrong waters, cyder,
as this was agreed to, it was upon motion or metheglin by retail; who are to pro
ordered, that leave be given to bring in a vide for ſuch ſerjeants and drummers (at
bill, for inforcing the execution of the ſuch times for which no proviſion has
laws relating to the militia, and for re F been made by law for that purpoſe +)
moving certain difficulties, and prevent convenient lodging only.
And by the clauſe that next follows,
ing inconveniencies, attending, or which
may attend, the ſame ; and that the two The eſtates requiſite for the qualification
gentlemen firſt above mentioned ſhould of the deputy-lieutenants, and officers of
the militia, in the Iſle of Ely, in Cam
prepare and bring in the ſam e.
On the 12th, both theſe bills were pre bridgeſhire, ſhall be as follows : A deputy .
ſented to the houſe by Mr. John Pitt, both G lieutenant ſhall be ſeized or poſſeſſed, in

them, as well as the former laws for the

fame purpoſe, the greater weight, it was,
on the 3 oth of May, reſolved, to addreſs
his majeſty, to give dire&tions to his lieu
tenants of the ſeveral counties, ridings,
and places in England, to uſe their utmoſt

and renewable, over and above all rents

and charges payable thereout, in manors,

diligence and attention to carry into exe

meſſuages, lands, tenements, or heredita

cution the ſeveral acts of parliament,
made for the better ordering the militia
forces of England.

ments, in England, Wales, or Berwick,

of the yearly value of zool. A captain
ſhall be, in like manner, ſeized or poſ
4M =

* See befºre, p. 411.
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ſt tied of a like eſtate, of the yearly value
of tool. or be heir apparent of a perſon who
ſhall be ſeized or poſſeſſed of a like eſtate, of
the yearly value of 10ol. and a lieutenant or

rooted out from among qur landholders,
and the moſt effectual way of doing ſo,
would be, for our court to ſhew a parti
cular reſpect to thoſe noblemen and land
enſign, of an eſtate of sol. a year, or heirap: ed gentlemen who prided themſelves in
parent to one of icol. a year. One half of all their knowledge of military diſcipline,
which eſtates, reſpectively, ſhall be within A and in having all the young and able
the ſaid ifie. And all unqualified per bodied men within their eſtates well diſ
ſons ačting, to be ſubject to the ſame pe ciplined, and properly armed; and the malties as in other counties.
next moſt effectual way for obtaintng this
Theſe are the principal clauſes in this ſalutary end, would be, for the people,
new ačt; and it is the third that has al at all elections, to ſhew a preferer ce to
ready paſſed for eſtabliſhing this publick ſuch candidates for their favour; but this
ſpirited ſcheme of a national militia. B cannot be expe&ted, whilſt there is any
Tanta wºolis erat; and yet at laſt, I fear, room left for bribery and corruption;

we ſhall find our labour in vain; for if it

and yet this muſt be effe&ted, or the loſs

be ſo difficult to eſtabliſh ſuch a ſcheme

of publick liberty will be the neceſſary

now, in time of war, and when we are

under continual apprehenſion of being in

conſequence. Among the Romans we
find, that, whilſt they preſerved their li

vaded, how can we expect to have it eſta

berties, their candidates at ele&tions diſ

bliſhed, or if eſtabliſhed, continued, and C played the triumphant laurels they had
duly executed, in time of peace. In a won, or the honourable wounds they had
few years of peace, the militia ſervice received, in fighting the battles of their
will, I fear, be negle&ted, and at laſt en country ; but when they began to ſhew
tirely forgot; unleſs ſome other meaſures their infamous purſes, inſtead of their
ſhould be taken, than have as yet been

honourable wounds, fa&ion, ſedition, and

thought of, to root-out that ſelfiſh, indo civil wars enſued, and flavery ſoon be
lent ſpirit, which now too generally pre- D came the conſequence; for a man who has
vails, and eſtabliſh in its room a publick been accuſtomed to vote for a bribe at
military ſpirit, and a generous diſintereſt elections, againſt the intereſt of his coun
ed regard for the honour and intereſt of try, may eaſily, if he has courage, be
our country, for which purpoſe we muſt tempted, by a bribe, to fight againſt the
have many great examples, as well as liberties of his country. Ceſar knew this,
therefore he firſt bribed the Romans to
ſome new regulations.
For this end, it would be of fingular E vote, and then he bribed them to fight for the
ſervice, if our nobility and landed gen eſtabliſhment of his ſole and abſolute power.
It is thus evident, that a well eſtabliſh
tlemen would reſolve to ſhew a particular
regard to thoſe farmers and tradeſmen,
ed militia is neceſſary, not only for de
within their reſpective eſtates, who duly fending us againſt foreign invaſions, but
attended the militia ſervice, and ſhewed alſo for defending our liberties againſt
themſelves to be brave and expert ſol any domeſtick invaſion; therefore it is to

diers; and would, in the granting of F be hoped, that thoſe gentlemen who have
leaſes, prefer ſuch men to others, even to
thoſe who offered a trifle of more rent ;

but whilſt the landlord thinks of nothing
but racking his rents, and will prefer a

ſo honourably begun, will never defift,
until they have made it faſhionable for
every gentleman and man of ſubſtance in

the kingdom, to beſtow ſome part of his
man who offers zos. of more rent, to the
time, while he is young, in learning the
bravett man, and the moſt antient poſ neceſſary duties and exerciſes of a ſoldier;
feſſor, within his eſtate, can we wonder at G in which I am far from including all the
finding farmers and tenants as ſelfiſh, as preſent punctilios in the exerciſe of the
mercenary, and as regardleſs of every firelock; for, conſidering the ſuperior
thing that relates to the honour or intereſt ſtrength, agility, and ſteady reſolution of
of their country, as their landlords ap our men in general, even our regular
pear to be Whilſt this ſelfiſh ſpirit con troops ought to bring every action in
tinues among our landholders, we cannot which they happen to be engaged, as ſoon
expect that, in time of peace, the militia H as poſſible, to a decificn by the ſword, or
ſervice will long continue to be in any the ſcrewed bayonet. It appears to be
repute, and conſequently will never be by this ſort of condu& that the king of
attended by any but the very loweſt ſort Pruſſia has made himſelf ſuperior to his
of people, which would ſoon make all more numerous enemies, in every place
men of ſubſtance and charaćter grow tired where they were not protećted by inac
of the expence.
ceſſible encampments, or numerous bat
-

This ſelfiſh ſpirit muſt therefore be

teries;

t

t
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teries; and in this way of fighting, the
exerciſe of the firelock itſelf has very

drawn up and ſigned by the ſeller, which,

little to do; for they neither recharge,

Then he appears before the proper court,
judge, or judges, in whoſe preſence this.

nor give the enemy time to do ſo. This,
ſurely, is a more natural, and a more
manly way of fighting, than to fland

for that reaſon, is called the concord.

writing is read to, and acknowledged by

him to be his a& and deed, in teſtimony
popping at one another for an hour or A whereof, it is likewiſe ſigned by the judge
two together, which women might do, if or judges. But as, in antient times, not
they had reſolution to ſtand it, and could plaintiff could by agreement with the de
without any concern ſee their companions fendant, put an end to any ſuit he had
killed or wounded. Beſides, to truſt en once commenced, without the king's li
tirely to firing, is in a great meaſure to cence, for which he paid a fine to his ma
truſt the fate of the battle to the caſt of az jetty, a cuſtom which, I ſuppoſe, was in
die ; for it is a chance how many of the B tended to render men cautious of com
ſhot take place, and this chance is in mencing any litigious ſuit; and as in the
creaſed by the great care now taken, that caſe of paſſing a fine this cuſtom is ſtill
a battalion, or platoon, ſhall fire all at continued, though in every other caſe the
onee, and make as it were but one report; law has been altered, therefore the buyer,
becauſe it prevents the ſoldiers either from who is in this caſe the plaintiff, muſt ap
taking aim, or levelling their pieces ac ply to the alienation office for a licence to
C put
cording
p an end to the ſuit he has commenced,
&
g to the nature of the ground
which they and the enemy ſtand on.
by agreement with the defendant. At

With reſpect to the annual bill, called
the mutiny bill, and the now annual bill

this office the amount of the fine he is to

pay for the licence is ſettled, according to
the annual value of the eſtate; and being
while on ſhore, as no extraordinary clauſe ſo ſettled, he pays it to the receiver of
was offered to either, they both paſſed of ſuch fines for the king or for his grantee,
courſe, and conſequently require no par-D being called the prae-fine, becauſe it muſt
ticular notice; but the next bill will re be ſettled and paid, before the licence is
quire ſome explanation, as the cauſe of it granted, and before the record, called le
is founded upon what our lawyers call le vying a fine, can be ingroſſed, or paſs ,
vying a fine. To explain this matter through the ſeveral other offices, and is
fully, would require a volume by itſelf; therefore likewiſe called the king's filver.
for it is one of the moſt myſterious, and And even after the fine has paſſed through .
conſequently moſt ridiculous parts of our E the neceſſary offices, and is fairly ingroſſed,
law; but I believe I may, in a few words, and a copy of it delivered to the buyer of
give your readers, who have not been the eſtate, it muſt be proclaimed in open

for the regulation of our marine forces,

bred to the law, ſome notion of it, and

:*

court, once in that term or the next ſuc

conſequently of what is meant by a poſt ceeding, and once in each of the three
fine, without confounding them with law next following terms ; and alſo at all the
terms. The levying of a fine is a ſort of affizes held in the county where the eſtate
judicial ſale or grant of an eſtate in lands, F lies, within one year after the fine's being
tenements, or hereditaments, made by the ingroſſed.
authority of a proper court of record,
Theſe proclamations were not originally
and the king's licence. For this purpoſe and at common law neceſſary; for the
an indenture is drawn up and executed by conveyance was deemed complete, as ſoun
the ſeller and buyer, whereby the former as the fine was ingroſſed and delivered to
covenants with the latter, to paſs a fine to the purchaſer, who from that time was
him, of the eſtates therein deſcribed, by G ſuppoſed to be the ſole proprietor of the
the day the ein expreſſed. This covenant eſtate, by the judgment of the court; and
the ſeller is ſuppoſed to refuſe to comply therefore every man who was not by law
with, therefore the buyer brings a writ of ſuppoſed to be in poſſeſſion, was deprived
covenant againſt him, wherein the buyer of any right he had to that eſtate, unleſs
thus becomes plaintiff, and the ſeller de he made a legal entry or claim within a
fendant. Then they are ſuppoſed to agree year and day; but this occaſioned many
to put an end to this ſuit, by the ſeller's H frauds, and people were often deprived of
acknowledging that the buyer has the ſole their right, before they knew that any ſuch
right to theſe eſtates, releaſing all right fine had been levyed, therefore theſe pro
he or his heirs can claim thereunto, and clamations have ſince been introduced by
engaging to warrant to the buyer and his flatute, and the time for making a legal
heirs the quiet poſſeſſion of the ſame. entry or claim, has been prolonged to five

Of this agicement there is a writing

years. However, the levying of the fine
-

As
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is ſtill ſo far deemed complete, as ſoon as
the licence for agreeing is granted, that
there then becomes due to the king ano
ther fine, called, for that reaſon, the poſt
fine, the amount of which is regulated
by the prae-fine, the former being always

came to the poſſeſſion within their ſhe
riffalty, or voluntarily paid them the poſt
fine, for they could not diſtrain whilſt the
lands were in the poſſeſſion of the donee;
and propoſing a method for raiſing theſe
poſt-fines by a proper officer, to be ap
as much, and half as much, as the latter: A pointed, which would be more effectual,
That is to ſay, if the prae-fine be 6s. 8d. and without any charge to the crown, or
ſuppoſing the eſtate to be of the yearly prejudice to any of his majeſty's ſubjects;
value but of 5 marks (for below that va therefore praying, that leave might be
lue there is no plac-fine to be paid) the given to bring in a bill, for the more eaſy
poſt-fine will be ros. and both will he colle&ting, accounting for, and paying of
proportionably increaſed, according to the poſt fines, to his majeſty, his heirs and
yearly value put upon the eſtate. Thus B ſucceſſors, or the grantees thereof, under
if the eſtate were large, and a full value the crown; or that the petitioners might
put upon it, the conveying it by fine have ſuch other relief in the premiſes, as
would be very

º;

but the officers

to the houſe ſhould ſeem meet.

of the ſeveral offices through which the
When the firſt of theſe petitions was
fine muſt paſs, know too well their own offered to be preſented, and before it was
intereſt, to put an high value upon any read, Mr. Chancellor of the Exchequer
eſtate, becauſe their fees are the ſame, let C (by his majeſty's command) acquainted
the eſtate be of what value it will ; and the houſe, that his majeſty having been
if eſtates were valued at the full yearly informed of the contents of the ſaid pe
value, and the prac-fine and poſt-fine in tition, gave his conſent, as far as his in
creaſed accordingly, there would be but tereſt was concerned, that the houſe might
few fines levyed, for people would always do therein, as they ſhould think fit. Then
chuſe ſome other method of conveying. both the petitions being read, they were
Therefore theſe officers always put as low D referred to a committee of the whole
a value upon the eſtate as potſible, though houſe, for next morning, and ſome per
they ought to have it ſworn to by ſome ſons ordered to attend.
perſon who knows it; and this makes the
Accordingly next day the houſe re
ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, and
levying of fines ſo frequent.
Theſe poſt-fines were formerly levyed came to the two following reſolutions,
by the ſheriff of each reſpe&tive county which were, on the zoth, agreed to by the
where the eſtate lies, either from the pur-E houſe, viz. 1ſt. That the method then
chaſer, who voluntaily pays it, or by diſ uſed, of colle&ting poſt fines, was at
treſs from the eſtate itſelf; and as an ac tended with unneceſſary trouble and ex
count of all of them muſt be regularly pence, and often with great loſs to the fe
tranſmitted to the Exchequer, the ſheriff veral ſheriffs, whoſe duty it then was to
of each reſpective county is there charged colle&t them. And, 2d. That a more
with all the poſt fines that became due ſpeedy payment of poſt fines would be a
during the time of his ſheriffalty, and muſt F great relief to the ſeveral ſheriffs, and
pay them before he can there paſs his ac would not be any inconvenience or loſs
counts, whether he has levyed, or could to the revenue ariſing therefrom, or to the
levy them or no. . This was always a grantees thereof. Whereupon it was or
reat trouble, and often a conſiderable dered, that leave ſhould be given to bring
#. to our high ſheriffs, and there in a bill, purſuant to the ſaid reſolutions,
fore, on the 18th of December, 1758, and that Mr. Charlton, Sir Richard
there were preſented to the houſe and read, G Lloyd, and Mr. Butler, ſhould prepare,
two petitions from the ſeveral ſheriffs and bring in the ſame.
whoſe names were thereunto ſubſcribed,
[To be continued in our Appendix.]
on behalf of themſelves, and the reſt of

the ſheriffs, and of the grantees of poſt
fines under the crown, in England, repre
ſenting the difficulties they were under in

A ſhort Hiſtory of the Origin and Progreſ;
of that Part of the Art Military which ir

termed Exercise; ſhe wing the Utility ºf

it, and the Principles on which it is fourf
raiſing and colle&ing the poſt-fines within H ed.
Extraded from the Introduction ts

their reſpe&tive counties, and the hard
ſhips they were thereby expoſed to ; par
ticularly when the eſtate conveyed by fine
was only a right of reverſion, in which
caſe it was impoſſible for them to levy the
Poſt-fine, unleſs the purchaſer by fine

The Plan of Diſcipline for the Militia
of Norfolk. (See p. 609.)
T is univerſally allowed, that the
Greeks and the Romans carried the

art of war to a greater degree of perfec
-

tion,

-

!
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tion, than any other people in their days; exerciſes; where all the moſt eminent ci
and indeed the beſt judges ſeem to be tizens, whoſe age or infirmities did not
agreed, that they have ſcarcely been e diſable them from ſervice, took a pleaſure
qualled by any of the moderns. By what and pride in publickly endeavouring to
appears from the authors who have treat excel in theſe military accompliſhments.
ed of their diſcipline, we cannot find that Beſides theſe exerciſes, they were inured
they had what we call a manual exerciſe. A to hardſhips and ſevere labour, by a con
The Grecian order of the phalanx, whoſe tinual pračtice of fortifying their camps,
whole ſtrength confifted in being cloſely making roads, and carrying on, at the
united and in perfett order, required that fieges they undertook, ſuch immenſe works
they ſhould be ſtrićtly exact in their march as appear to us almoſt incredible. By
ing and evolutions; and theſe points were theſe methods they formed excellent ſci
what they chiefly attended to, and prac diers, who were robuſt, hardy, and perfect
tiſed in their exerciſe; as may be ſeen in Bly well ſkilled in the uſe of their weapons;
AEliam, (chap. liv.) who has alſo given but they do not ſeem to have had that
ws their words of command; from which uniformity and harmony in it which the
it appears, that the clofing, opening, and moderns have eſtabliſhed. Indeed the
doubling their ranks and files, together lance, the pike, the ſword, and ſhield,
with the different facings and wheehings, and the other weapons that were uſed be
and the various methods of changing their fore the invention of gunpowder, do not
front by counter-marches, conſtituted al C require that preciſion and uniformity in
mott the whole of it *.
the uſe of them, which fire arms do, nei
The exerciſe of the Roman ſoldiers, ther, indeed, do they admit of it; for,
collećtively, ſeems to have chiefly conſiſted with theſe weapons, every thing muſt
in practiſing the evolutions of the legion chiefly depend on the valour, ſtrength,
(Vegetius, lib. i. chap. xlvii. ibid. lib, i. dexterity, and ſkill of the individuals;
chap. ix. ibid. Jib. iii. chap. iv.) and in and every man muſt exert himſelf in pro
marching zo, ooo, or ſometimes 24, ooo D portion to his natural and acquired a
geometrical paces, in five hours, for that bilities, which are very unequal in diffe
was their military pace f : This they per rent men : Whereas fire arms have re
formed, loaded with their armour, weapons, duced mankind more to a level ; and, in
and other military implements, which, all faët, in the antient hiſtories we read con
together, made up a very heavy burthen ; tinually of the brave ačtions and ſeats of
and at the ſame time kept their ranks. arms of particular heroes, excelling in va
They exerciſed themſelves ſeparately, in E lour and ſtrength ; On the contrary, in
running, jumping, and ſwimming over the modern hiſtories, private valour ſel
rivers completely armed ; and, above all, dom, but by great chance, is remarked or
endeavoured to acquire the greateſt ſkill recorded; though we find frequent rela
and dexterity in the throwing of the pi tions of whole bodies of men, which have
lum or javelin, and in the uſe of the ſignalized themſelves, and are there praiſ
ſword and ſhield (Vegetius, lib. i. chap. ed for their firmneſs and diſcipline.
ix. ibid. lib. iii. chap. iv. ibid. lib. i. F After the downfal of the Roman em
chap. xviii.). For theſe purpoſes they had pire, we muſt not expećt to find, amongſt
maſters, called Campi Dočtores; whoſe the barbarous nations that deſtroyed it,
buſineſs it was to teach the youth and the any great traces of military ſkill (Puyſegur
new raiſed ſoldiers; and the Campus art de la guerre, premiere partie, chap. ii.
Martius, at Rome, was ſet apart for ſuch art. i.) In general it appears, that they
fought
* Marechal Saxe, in his Reveries, chap. i. art. vi. bar ſºme very ingenious conje'lures
and obſervations on the manner of the marching of the antientſ; whom he ſuppoſeſ to have
marched in exact time and cadence, to the ſºund of their muſical inſtruments : And gives
good reaſons for the excellency of that method; which is (he ſays) practiſed at preſent by
the Pruſſians. He was no ſcholar; which has led him into a groſs miffake about the mean
ing of the word Ta&ticks; but he might have ſupported his opinion, with regard to their
marching in cadence, by many paſſages of the antients; particularly the following one ºf
Thucydides, in the account of the battle between the Lacedemonians and Argives, book v.

“ After this the ſght began, the Argives and their allies moving on with violence and fury;
but the Lacedemonians deliberately, and to the ſound of ſeveral pipers, who were ap
pointed by law; not on account of any religiouſ ceremony, but that the ſoldiers, marching
together, might make their attack uniformly, and not break their ranks " Whoever has a
mind to form a more perfeół idea of the diſcipline of the antients, may conſult Guiſchard,
Memoire, Militaires, printed in Holland, in 2 volt. 4to, 1758.
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ſought without much method or order; ragement to men dedicated to arms; but
though they certainly were not unac inade the pračtice of their weapons, and
quainted with the neceſſity of keeping in all ſorts of martial exerciſes, their whole
a body, and acting together ; and conſe ſtudy, and the only buſineſs of their lives;
they muſt have ºbſerved ſome fort and what they eſteemed of all others the
of diſtinétions of ranks and files (Pere greated pleature and entertainment, were
Daniel Hiſtoire de la nil. Françoiſe, vol. i. A thoſe imitations of battles, the tilts and
p. 275 ); but they had not reduced their tournaments, though often attended with
motions and evolutions to any regular or fatal acciden's and bloodſhed (Hiſt. de la
uniforn method (ibid. p. 273.) Every mil. Franc. vol. i. p. 275.) However,

sº

-

individual exerciſed himſelf in the uſe of

for the reaſons I have before-mentioned,

ſuch weapcºs as he was appointed to fight there could be little or no uniformity oh
withal; and we find that almoſt every ſerved in their troops, but every man was
People had their favourite one, in which B left to perform, according to his reſpective
they particularly excelled. That of the abilities (Montluc Memoires, l. i. p. S.
Franks, or antient French, was the Engl. tranſl. Brantome eloge de morſ, le
hatchet ; which they uſed as a miſſile wea Mar. de Strozzi & du D d'Albe edit. de
Pou, throwing it in the ſame manner as la Haye, 1740. tom. 4. diſc. 4. & tom. to.
the North American Indians do theirs,

diſc. 89.)

The invention of gunpowder totally
which they call tomahawks (Procopius de
bello Goth. Hib. ii. chap, xxv.) The C changed the manner of fighting, and con
Gaſcons and Genoeſe were excellent croſs
ſequently the military diſcipline of all
bow men (Hiſt, de la mil. Franc. vol. i. Europe. The Spaniards were the firſt
p. 109, ibid. p. 309 ) . The Swiſs owed who armed pait of their foot with muſ
the fignal vićtories which they gained kets and hat quebuzes, and mixed them
over, the Auſtrians and Burgundians, and with the pikes : In this they were ſoon
he great reputation they were in as ſol imitated by moſt other nations; though
diers, to their ſtrength and ſkill in the uſe D the Engliſh had not intirely laid aſide their
of the pike, halberd, and epadon, or two favourite weapon the long-bow, and ge
handed ſword (Guil. du Bellay diſc. mil. merally taken to the yie of fire arms,
chap. iv.) And the vićtories of Creſſy, during the reign of queen Elizabeth
Poićtiers, and Agincourt, will occaſion (Certain diſcourſes, written by Sir John
the valour and ſkill of the Engliſh arches Smith, Kt. concerning the forms and
to be tranſmitted down with glory to the effects of divers forts of weapons, &c.

lateſt poſterity. Among the mobility and E printed at London, 1590.)
gºtry there was ſcarce any one that could

iéad 5 they locked on letters as a dipa

The firſt muſkets were very heavy, and
could not be fired without a reſt *; they
had

* The eld Engliſh writers call thoſe large muſk-ts calivers; the barquebuze was a

Bºhler piece, that could be fired without a reſ. The matchlock was fired by a match, fixed
ey a kind of tongs in the ſerpentine or cock, which, by pulling the trigger, was brought
down with great quickneſs, upon the priming in the pam ; over which there was a ſliding
cover, which waſ drawn back by hand, juſt at the time of firing. There was a great
deal of nicely and care required to fit the match properly to the cock, ſo as to come down
4xa:/ly true on the priming, to blow the aſhes from the coal, and to guard the pan from the
ſpark; that fell frºm it; a great ſeal of time was alſo loſt in taking it out of the cock, and
returning tº between the flagers of the left hand, every time that the piece was fired; and
‘wet weather often rendered the watches uſeleſ. However, moſt writers allow (and ſºme
elt officers that we have known, who remembered matchlocks being ſtill in uſe, have con
firmed it) that they were very ſure, and left aft to miſs fire, than the firelock which ſeems
farcely credible ; though one incy ſuppoſe, that the firelockſ at firſt were not ſo well made
c; they are now. The firelock is ſo called, from producing fire of itſelf, by the afion of
the fitut and feel. The moſ; antient invention of this ſort, is the awbeel-lºck, which ºve
find intentioned in Luigi Collado's treatiſt of artillery, printed at Venice, 1586, as then
invented in Germany. This ſºrt of lock waſ uſed till within theſe hundred years, eſpecial
for piñºs and carbines. It was compoſed of a ſolid ſteel wheel, with an axis, to which
‘reas ſoftened a chain, which, by being wound round it, drew up a very frong ſpring ; or
ſing the trigger, the ſpring, ačfing, whirled ſhe wheel about with great velocity; and
on of the edge of it (which was a little notched) againſ the flone, produced the
; : *ç cock awar inade ſo, as to bring the fone upon the edge of the ‘wheel, part of wºrs

...;

“4 ºn tº 44; and ouched the pruning : Itºy uſed any common hard febbie for that far
-

-

P216?

--
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had matchlocks, and barrels of a wide

der, to which were hung ſeveral little

bore, that carried a large ball and charge
of powder, and did execution at a great

caſes of wood covered with leather, each
containing a charge of powder; the balls
they carried looſe in a pouch; and they
ad alid a priming horn hanging by their
ſide #. Matchlocks were, about the be

diſtance. The muſketeers on a march,

carried only their reſts and ammunition,
and had boys to bear their muſkets after

them, for which they were allowed great A ginning of this century, univerſally diſ
additional pay (Hi ... de la mil. Franc. uſed in Europe, and the troops were arm
tom. i. p. 33s,336.). They were very ed with firelocks (Hiſt, de la mil. Franc.
ſlow in loading, not only by reaſon of the vol. ii. p. 425, 21, 22, 23.) to which,
unwieldineſs of the pieces, and becauſe much about the ſame time, the bayonet
they carried the powder and balls ſeparate, being added, pikes alſo were laid aſide
but from the time it took to prepare and
adjuſt the match; ſo that their fire was
not near ſo briſk as ours is now (A brief
diſcourſe concerning the force and effe&t

bf all manual weapons of fire, by Humph.
Barwick, ſoldier, capt. et encor plus
ouitre, printed at London, in quarto,
without date, a, black letter, p. 4.)

(Vide Puyſegur. Folard. M. Saxe nou
veau projet d'un ordre François en tačtiq.
ou la phalange coupée et doublée Botée

etudes milit. dial. a la fin du tom. 2.)
Which latter change, whether it was for
the better or not, is a point that ſtill ad

imits of diſpute amongſt the beſt military
writers; who are divided in their opinions

Afterwards a lighter kind of matchlock C of
about
it, though moſt of them diſapprove
it.
huſket came into uſe, * and they carried

their ammunition in bandeliers, which
were broad belts that came over the ſhoul

[To be concluded in our Appendix.]

poſe, which ſerved as well as a ſlot. Theſe locks were inconvenient, took time to wind ºp
(or ſpan as they termed it :) And ſometimes would not go off; an inſtance of which mià,
be ſeen in Ludlow's account of his defence of Wardour. Caſtle, wife Ludlºw's Memoirs,
ALand. edit. fol. 1751, p. 35. When the firelock, ſuch aſ we now uſe, was invented, we

cannot aſcertain. It is called, by writers of about the middle of the laſt century, a ſna
phane, orſº. which being the Dutch ‘word for a firelock, ſeems to indicate, that it
is a Dutch invention, and that we took it from them : But Ward, in his animadverſions of
war, printed in 1639, p. 302, after deſcribing the exerciſe of the firclock-piñol, and car.

£ine (by which he means the wheel lock) ſays, that as moſt of our pieces go with Engliſh
locks, which differ from firelocks, he ſhall add the method of handling them; and then gives
the exerciſe of the ſhaphane carbine; by which it appears, that there was little or no diffe
rence between that and the pieces now in uſe. The mºre modern writers call it a fifte,
from the French word fuſil; whence the name of Juzileers is ſtill continued to ſeveral of
our regiments, which were the firſt that were armed with them, on the diſiſe of match
docks. We thought this little digreſſion would not be diſagreeable to our readerſ, as it ex

plains ſame paſſages in our writers, that perhaps may not be generally ſo well underſtood
at preſent.

! #hey uſed the muſket and reſ' in England, ſo late at the beginning of the civil war: ;
as may be ſeen in lieutenant-colonel Bariffe's young artillery-man ; a book compoſed for the
inſtrućlion of the militia of the city of London, and addreſſed to ſerjeant major general
Philip Skippon, and the reſt of the afficers of the trained bands, printed at London, 1643.
There are ſome curious things in it, particularly a letter of lºrd viſcount Wimbalion's, in

1637, to the artillery company, to recommend the practiſing of a new exerciſe, of the
muſket and half pike together; which we do not remember to have ſeen mentioned in any
ether book; and which has a great reſemblance to the manner of arming the ſºldierſ,

which Marechal Saxe recommends, chap. ii. of his Reveries.

-

t We muff here obſerve, that the ſºldiers, in action, put the bullets in their mouths, in
order to have them more ready to drop into the piece, after they had charged with powder
out of the horn, or bandelier; and we frequently find it ſlipulated in the capitulations, when
a garriſºn is to be allowed all the honourſ of war, that they are to march out with matches

lighted, ball in the mouth, &c. that is tº ſay, in a compleat warlike poſſure, ready to defend

#. and not like vanquiſhed men :

And this expreſſion has been continued as a com

mon form in capitulations, till within a few years, ºf yet totally diſuſed; though of no
meaning according to the preſent forms ºf ºſsipline.
December, 1759.
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An impartial and ſuccinæ History of the Origin and Prºgreſ ºf the preſent war.
Continued from p. 599.
-

B.theconſulting,
however, our friends at
ſeveral neutral courts of Europe,

war were ordered to be built, not only at
‘his majeſty's docks, but alſo at ſeveral
private dock-yards; but all this was done
at the expence of the publick; for as we

and following their advice, we have gain
ed this advantage, that no one power in
Europe has hitherto declared againſt us, bad not declared war, we could not grant
though France has never ceaſed being ſe commiſſions to privateers, nor intercept
that were carrying pro
dulous in her ſolicitations, and in repre any neutral
ſenting us as the aggreſſors in the war, Aviſions, or war ike flores, to France, or to
which ſhe artfully ſtill does, by dropping their ſettlements in America, conſequent
entirely the affair of Nova Scotia, and ly, though his majeſty's ſhips of war took
alledging, that the only cauſe of the great numbers, yet we could not take ſo
war proceeds from ſome trifling
many, either of the French trading, or
between the two nations upon the Ohio, their proviſion ſhips, as we might other
which might have been, and may ſtill be wiſe have done; and, luckily for us, the

.

º:

eaſily accommodated, if we could have B French were ſo unwiſe as ſtilſ to continue
had patience, or would now give ear to to keep their American ports ſhut up
..any treaty. Theſe miſrepreſentations we againſt all neutral ſhips, and to exaët their
diſregarded, and continued our repriſals ºuty of $o ſour fºr ton upon all foreign
with great ſucceſs : Many French trading ſhips trading to the ports of France.
Theſe two regulations were, it is true,
ſhips were almoſt daily brought into our
ports, and ſome of their men of war, and of great advantage to their trade and na
, alſo ſeveral ſhips loaded with proviſions C vigation in time of peace; but the conti
and warlike flores, for their ſettlements in nuance of them after we began hoſtilities,
America, were taken. But with regard to
theſe captures, I muſt think, that in one
reſpect we a&led a little
; for

ſerved only to diſtreſs their trade and their

‘e damaged, or diminiſhed in their value,

own trading ſhips, taken all their ſeamen

colonies, to increaſe the number of prizes
taken by our ſhips of war, and to deprive
many of theſe trading ſhips were loaded them of great numbers of their ſeamen;
with fiſh, and other periſhable commodi and, therefore, if there had been any wif:
ties : Now I can ſee no reaſon why all D dom in the French councils, they would
ſuch commodities, and all ſuch as might have laid a general embargo upon all their

º

by keeping on board the ſhips, might not into the pay of their government, and
have been ſold by publick auction, as ſoon opened all their ports, both in Europe and
as poſſible after being brought in, and the America, for the free admiffion of aii

#.". lodged in the Bank, for the pub

neutral trading ſhips, as ſoon as they heard
ick uſe, in caſe a declaration of war E of our having iſſued orders for repriſals.

But Providence ſeemed, in this inflance,
ſhould enſue, or if that was prevented by
a treaty of peace, to be diſpoſed of as to diveſt them of common prudence:
ſhould be agreed on in that treaty ; but, They continued theſe reſtraints upon their
inflead of this, all the cargoes were reli

giouſly kept on board, as if the º

trade by foreign ſhips, and te endeavour
to carry it on by their own, the natural

of the cargoes was to be deemed unjulf, conſequence of which was, that our ports
though the taking of ſhip and cargo was F ſoon became crowded with French prizes,

not ; and thus they were kept till great

and our priſons with French ſeamen. Such

part of them were quite loſt, eſpecially were the circumſtances of the two nations,
the fiſh, many parcels of which ſtunk ſo, when, on the 13th of November, 1755,
that, to prevent infection, they were our parliament met, and the king opened
thrown into the ſea; an event which the ſeſſion with a moſt gracious ſpeech
. have been foreſeen, and even ex from the throne, in which he acquainted
pe&t ed,

as the French ambaſſador, the G them, that the king of

Spain earneſt!

duke de Mirepoix, had ſet out, the 22d of wiſhed the preſervation of the º:
July, on his return to Paris, without rak tranquillity, and had given affurances to
ing leave; and as every nail brought us continue in the ſame pacifick ſentiments.
Jan account of the French preparations And farther, that to diſappoint ſuch de
or war.’

- - - - -

-

In this, indeed, we were no way be.

figns, as, from various appearances and
preparations, there was reaſon to think,

hind hand with them: A good many H had been formed againſt his kingdoms
and dominions; the had concluded a treat

-new regiments were raiſed, great additions
made to the old, and many new ſhips of

with the empreſs of Ruſſia, and another
with

|
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with the landgrave of Heſſe-Caſſel, which
fhould be laid before them.
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ing of any advantage to us at ſea or in
America, that it might at laſt diſable us

from defending ourſelves in either of theſe
parts of the world. But upon putting

In anſwer to this ſpeech, both houſes
voted moſt loyal addreſſes, but not with
out a warm oppoſition in each, to ſome

the queſtion, the inſerting of theſe words
was agreed to by a great majority, and

º inſerted in the addreſs; for it hav

ing
been propoſed in the houſe of lords, A accordingly they ſtand part of the addreſs
to inſert in their addreſs the words fol

of that houſe upon that occaſion
In the houſe of commons, ſome words
to the ſame effect were propoſed to be in

lowing, viz. “That they looked upon
themſelves as obliged, by the ſtrongeſt ties
of duty, gratitude, and honour, to ſtand
by and ſupport his majeſty, in all ſuch
wiſe and neceſſary meaſures and engage

ſerted in their addreſs, which was warmly

oppoſed by William Pitt, Eſq; then pay.
maſter of his majeſty's forces, the Right
ments, as his majeſty might have taken, B Hon. Henry Legge, Eſq; then chancelior
in vindication of the rights of his crown, and under treaſurer of his majeſty's Ex
chequer, and one of the commiſfioners of

or to defeat any attempts which might be
made by France, in reſentment for ſuch
meaſures; and to aſſiſt his majeſty in diſ

the Treaſury; and alſo by ſeveral other
gentlemen in high poſts under our go

appointing or repelling all ſuch enter:

vernment, as well as by many others; but

upon, putting the queſtion, it was, by a
his kingdoms, but alſo againſt any other C conſiderable majority, agreed to inſert the
of his dominions, although not belonging to words obječted to ; and, in a ſhort time
priſes as might be formed, not only againſt

after, Mr. Pitt, Mr. Legge, and moſt if
not all of the gentlemen who had appeared
in the oppoſition, were diſmiſſed from the
employments they held under the govern
ment; for it now ſeems to be an eſtabliſh

the crown of Great-Britain, in caſe they
ſhould be attacked on account of the part

which his majeſty had taken for main
taining the eſſential intereſts of his ...;
3oms.” The inſerting of theſe words
in their addreſs was oppoſed by the earl D ed maxim, that no man ſhall hold any
Temple, and ſeveral other lords, becauſe poſt under our government, who untor.
tunately happens to have a political con

by the firſt part of them they engaged to
approve of the treaties with Ruſſia and
Heſſe Caffel, neither of which they had
ever ſeen, nor could it be ſuppoſed that
either of them could be of any advantage

ſcience different from that of the prime
miniſter for the time being.
The houſe of commons then proceeded

to provide for the ſervice of the enſuing
to this nation; and by the ſecond part of E year, and for the deficiencies of the pro
theſe words it ſeemed to be reſolved, to

viſions for the former.

engage this nation in a continental con
neétion for the defence of Hanover, which
it was impoſſible for us to ſupport,
and which would be ſo far from be

lated to the war, the following ſums were
granted by the houſe of commons, and
agreed to by the lords, viz.

As to what re

1.

For maintaining 50,000 ſeamen and marines

-

For the ordinary of the navy

*

Towards buildings and repairs of the navy
Towards paying the navy debt

-

-

-

-

-

-

s.

d.

2,600, ooo

o

o

2 19, oz 1
2 oo, ooo
3oo, ooo

3
o
o

o
or
o

3

o'

-

-

Total for the navy

3,319,021

-

For maintaining 34,263 men for guards and garriſons
For the forces in the plantations, &c.
For the office of ordnance for land ſervice

-

-

For extraordinary expence of ditto, not provided for
For the charge of ten new regiments of foot
To New England, &c. for their ſervices
To Sir William Johnſon
For cleven troops of light dragoons

—
-

-

-

-

-

-

-

*
-

-

-

-

For extra expences of land forces, not provided for
For a regiment of foot, to be raiſed in North America
For fix regiments of foot from Ireland, to ſerve in North America
**

-

--

and the Eaſt. Indies

*

-

930,603 6 9
298,534 17 Io;
152,435 5
146,721 15

6.
2.

91,919 lo
1 15, ooo o

o
o

5,000 o
49,618 11
75,835 7
81,178 16

o
3
3
o

79,915

o

6

---

Total for land forces

*

*

2,026,772 15 94
--

4N +

Subſidy

*
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Dec,
i.

Subſidy to Ruſſia

-

-

Ditto to Heſſe-Caſſel
Ditto to Bavaria

-

For Heſſian troops and ſubſidy
For Hanoverian troops

"

To the king ºf Pruſſia

d.

100,000 O
54,140 12

-

-

-

s.

ro,ooo

cº

6

o

o

163,357 9 9

-

-

$21,447

=

6

zo, ooo

o

o

---

Total for our

continental conne&tion

468,545 4 3
-

Vote of credit

Total relating to the war

-

-

In ſhort, the ſupplies granted by this
ſeſſion, announted in the whole to

-

I, ooo, ooo

o

o

6,814,739

3 6#

Indies likewiſe, had it been neceſſary, but
it had been rendered unneceſſary, becauſe

7,229,1171. 43. 6d. }, and for raiſing

there was then a ſtanding law, which had

them, beſide the malt-tax and the land
tax, of 4s. in the pound, the whole pro
duce of the ſinking fund, from the 5th of

been paſſed in the preceding ſeſſion, for
puniſhing mutiny and deſertion in the
Eaſt-Indies, or iſland of St. Helena.

January, 1756, until it ſhould amount to A The aforeſaid clauſe, I ſay, had been
1,555,955., 11s. 11d. 4, was ordered to added to the mutiny-bill, before his ma
be applied there unto, together with 4 mil ſº. meſſage was ſent to parliament;
ut ſoon after their receiving that meſſage,
lion, to be raiſed by loans, or Exchequer
b.lls, at 31. per cent. intereſt, 1,500,oool.
to be raiſed by the ſale of redeemable an

three other bills were ordered to be brought
in, and in that ſeſſion paſſed into laºs,

nuities, at 31, 12s. per cent. and 500,oool. one for regulating the marine forces while
to be raiſed by a lottery, at 31, per cent. B on ſhore, another for the better ſu pply of
mariners on board ſhips of war ºf...
all which ſums, with 83,4121. 2s. 5d. },
then remaining in the Exchequer, a chant ſhips, and a third for applying
1,440,000l. from the finking fund to the
mounted to 7,427,261). 5s. 7d.
Thas it appears, that the parliament ſervice of the year 1755.
-

granted really more than was aſked for

-

Thus, in the ſeſſion 1754, 5, the

par

the current ſervice of the enſuing year, liament had teſtified their zeal for a vi
which, in former ages, would be deemed C gorous proſecution of the war, if an ac
a ſort of miracle; but this was not all

tual war ſhould become nece

they did towards promoting a vigorous

that zeal was no way abated in the next
ſeſſion, 1755-6, which I am now ſpeaking
of : The above-mentioned clauſe was con.
tinued in the mutiny-bill, and the ſaid

roſecution of the war, and towards pro
viding for the defence of every part of
the Britiſh dominions. I have already
mentioned his majeſty's meſſage to par

, and

marine and mariners ačts were continued

liament, on the 25th of March, 1755, D for another year. Befide theſe, they paſſed
and the parliament's granting a million
upon that occaſion *; but as ſome new
laws as well as money were neceſſary, and
as the parliament had, from Mr. Waſh
lington’s affair +, foreſeen, that it would
be neceſſary to ſend troops to America, as
well as to raiſe troops there, in that ſeſſion,

an act ſor the ſpeedy and effectual recruit

ing of his majeſty's land forces and ma
rines; by which they enaëted, that the
commiſſioners therein appointed might

raiſe and levy, within their reſpeaive ju
riſdićtions, ſuch able bodied men as did

E not follow any lawful calling or employ

and before this meſſage from his majeſty,
they had added a clauſe to the mutiny

ment, or had not ſome other lawful and

bill, by which it was enacted, that officers
and ſoldiers raiſed in America, by autho
rity of the reſpective governors .#.
vernments there, being muſtered and in

wherever and whenever they pleaſed, a

ſufficient ſupport;

and might order,

general ſearch to be made for ſuch perſons,
in order to their being brought before
them to be examined; nay, that the pa

pay, whenever they ſhould join, or ači in Friſh or town officers might, without any
conjunction, with his majeſty's Britiſh
forces, ſhould be liable to the ſame rules

ſuch order, ſearch for and ſecure ſuch
perſons, in order to convey them before

and articles of war, and the ſame penal

the ſaid commiſſioners to be examined.—

ties and puniſhments, as the Britiſh forces
were ſubject to; and this clauſe would

That if any three commiſſioners ſhould

certainly have been extended to the Eaſt.

to be within the above deſcription, and not .
within

* See before,

find any perſon ſo brought before them,
+ Sea before.
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aćt of ſettlement be done without the au

mentioned in the ačt; and if the recruit

thority of parliament, therefore in this
ing officer attending, ſhould judge him ſeſſion an act was paſſed, for enabling his
to be a man fit for his majeſty's ſervice, majeſty to grant commiſſions to a certain
they ſhould cauſe him to be delivered to number of foreign proteſtants who have
fuch officer, who might ſecure him in ſerved abroad as officers, or engineers, to
any public priſon, or in any houſe or A act and rank as officers, or engineers, in
place to be provided by the juſtices of America only, under certain reſtrićtions
peace for that purpoſe; and every ſuch and qualifications, viz. that they ſhould
man was, from that time, to be deemed a
liſted ſoldier, and not to be taken out of

his majeſty's ſervice, by any proceſs,

in ſome of our colonies in America qualify
themſelves as direéted by the ačt 1 Geo. F.
chap. 13. and that they ſhould at the ſame

other than for ſome criminal matter.

time produce certificates as direéted by
And that this at ſhould continue in force B the ačt 13 Geo. 2. chap. 7; of their having
until the end of the then next ſeſſion of

parliament.
Nothing could more clearly manifeſt
the zeal of the parliament for a vigorous

within ſix months received the ſacrament
in ſome proteſtant or reformed church in
Great Britain, or ſome of our colonies in
America.

roſecution of the war, and alſo the

As the French king had at this time
confidence they repoſed in the juſtice and ſeveral regiments of Britiſh ſubjećts in his
moderation of our miniſters, than their C ſervice, and as ſuch regiments had al
agreeing to this ačt, which in the hands ways behaved remarkably well upon every
of a wicked and enterpriſing adminiſtra occaſion, therefore in this ſeſſion there
tion might have been made ſuch an uſe was an ačt paſſed, for preventing his
of, as would have been inconſiſtent with majeſty's ſubjects from ſerving as officers
that ſecurity which is provided by our under the French king; and for the better
reventing the enliſting his majeſty's ſub
happy conſtitution for the liberty of the
ſubjećt; and the next ačt I am to men. D jećts to ſerve as ſoldiers without his ma
tion will ſhew, how careful his majeſty is jeſty's licence ; and for obliging ſuch of
not to do any thing that may look like an his majeſty's ſubjećts as ſhould, in time
incroachment upon our conſtitution; but coming, accept of commiſſions, in the
I muſt firſt obſerve, that for many Scotiſh brigade in the Dutch ſervice, to
years paſt, numbers of poor families take the oaths of allegiance and abjura
have been annually tranſporting them tion. By this ačt a breach of the laſt of
ſelves from Germany and Swiſſerland to E theſe three heads was made liable to a
our plantations in America. Theſe poor penalty of 5ool, and a breach of either
people have generally had waſte lands of the firſt two heads was made felony,
aſſigned them upon the frontiers of thoſe without benefit of clergy.

plantations; and as no care had been

And as it had been reſolved, the be

taken to intermix them with Engliſh fa
milies, which certainly ought to have

ginning of the preceding ſummer, to
build veſſels of force at Oſwego", there

been done, they have correſponded and F fore in this ſeſſion an act was paſſed, for
converſed only with one another, ſo that extending the act of the 22d of his preſent
very few of them, not even of thoſe who majeſty's reign, relating to the govern
have been born there, have learned to ment of his majeſty's ſhips, veſſels, and
ſpeak or underſtand the Engliſh language. forces by ſea, to ſuch officers, ſeamen,
However, as they are all zealous pro and others, as ſhould ſerve on board his
teſtants, it was judged, that in a war majeſty's ſhips or veſſels employed upon
with France, a regiment of good and G the lakes, great waters, or rivers, in
faithful ſoldiers, to conſiſt of four batta

North

lions of 1 ooo men each, might be raiſed
among them, and the other Britiſh ſubjećts
in that country, but for this purpoſe it
was neceſſary to appoint ſome officers,
eſpecially ſubalterns, who underſtood

ſome new regulations appeared to be
neceſſary for recruiting and governing our
troops in America, an ačt was likewiſe
paſſed in this ſeſſion, but not without
oppoſition, for the better recruiting his

America.

And, moreover, as

military diſcipline, and could ſpeak the H majeſty's forces on the continent of Ame
German language; and as a ſufficient
number

of ſuch could not be found

among our own officers, it was neceſſary
to bring over, and to grant commiſſions

rica; and for the better regulation of the
army, and preventing of deſertion there.
In this a& the chief new clauſe or regu
lation was, that which impowered a re

to ſeveral German and Swiſs officers and

cruiting officer not only to inliſt an in

engineers; but as this could not by the

dented ſervant, but to detain him, not

withſtanding
-—

* See befºre, p. 593.
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PARTY againſt Contin ENTAL Connections,

Deç,

withſtanding his being reclaimed, and
the inliſting money offered to be repaid
by his maſter, upon paying to the maſter

bers, we ought not to engage ourſelves,
or to put ourſelves to any expence, in a
vain attempt to defend it, but to leave
reclaiming within fix months, ſuch a ſum the French at liberty to poſſeſs themſelves
as two juſtices of peace within the precin& of the whole eleētorate if they thought
or colony, ſhould adjudge to be a rea fit; becauſe by our ſuperiority at ſea,
fonable recompence, in proportion to the A and the difficulties to which the French
original purchaſe money, and the re. would be thereby expoſed, in their com
maining time ſuch ſervant had to ſerve.
merce, and in ſending troops, proviſions,
All theſe a&s had been brought in, or warlike flores, to America, we had
and all but the laſt had paſſed both houſes much more than an equal chance for
before the 17th of May 1756, when war carrying on the war with ſuch ſucceſs, as
was in form declared againſt France ; muſt at laſt compel them not only to re

e

and the very next day a motion was made B ſtore Hanover without any equivalent,
by lord Pulteney, and ſeconded by George
Grenville, eſq; for leave to bring in a
bill, for the encouragement of ſeamen,

and the more ſpeedy and effe&ual man
ning of his majeſty's fleet; which motion
was agreed to men, can. and his lordſhip

but alſo to make good all the damage
they had occaſioned, either to the prince
or the people of that ele&orate.
By this party, which I ſhall call the
Britiſh party, it was frankly acknowledg

ed, that if it were humanly ſpeaking in
having already prepared the bill, he im- C our power, we were by the ſtrongeſt ties
mediately preſented it to the houſe, when

of duty, gratitude and honour, obliged
to defend Hanover, when attacked upon
read a ſecond time the next day. In our account, but no ſuch tye could oblige
ſhort, the bill met with ſuch diſpatch, either a private man or a nation to un
that it paſſed through both houſes, and dertake what, without a miracle, appeared
received the royal aſſent on the 27th ; to be impoſſible to be performed. If the
and I mention its having been moved for D houſe of Auſtria and all the princes of
and preſented by lord Pulteney, becauſe his the empire ſhould hearily and unani
lordſhip had no conne&tion with our then mouſly concur in protećting a member of
miniſters, but was rather, an oppoſer of their own body againſt any unjuſt attack
ſome of their meaſures, which ſhews how from France, we might, and we ought in

it was read a firſt time, and ordered to be

zealous all parties were for a vigorous

that caſe to aſſiſt them with ſuch a ſum of

proſecution of the war. As to the bill money Annually, as we could ſpare ; be
itſelf, it was in a great meaſure a tran. E cauſe in all human probability
ſcript of the aët of the 13th Geo. 2. would be able, with the help of a lit e
chap. 4. for giving the whole of all prizes money from us, not only to repel the at
taken from the enemy to the captors ; for tack, but to make France ſmart ſeverely
impowering and requiring the admiralty for the diſturbance it had given them.
the houſe of Auſtria, nor
to grant commiſſions to privateers; and But if
for giving a bounty of 51. for every man any prince of the empire, would engage

.

º

:

on board an enemy's ſhip of force, that F in the defence of the el&ºt of

over without an extravagant ſubfidy from
living and on board at the beginning of this nation, it would be impoſſible for us
the engagement.
to ſupport the expence, even though we
Beſide all theſe new laws relating to the ſhould by ſuch means procure an unani
war, there was another attempted, which mous concurrence; becauſe they would
had not the good luck to ſucceed; but take every method for prolonging the
before I give an account of it, I muſt G war, in order to continue their enjoying
obſerve, that early this ſeſſion there ap the ſubſidy; and by this means we might
peared a party in both houſes, as well as probably at laſt be reduced to ſuch cir
ſhould be taken or deſtroyed, who was

without doors, who declared openly

cumſtances as to be unable to continue

againſt our involving ourſelves in any
continental conne&tion, but confining our
ſelves entirely to the proſecution of the

thoſe ſubſidies, or even to defend our
ſelves either at ſea or in America; for
to ſuch circumſtances we ſhould be re

war by ſea and in America; nay, ſome H duced, if the money read
of them very plainly declared, that if the

to be lent

upon our new funds ſhould all come to

French ſhould attack Hanover, and the

be exhauſted, as our free public revenue

Germanic body ſhould not unanimouſly

was not fully ſufficient for proſecutin
cven our own war at ſea and in America,

concur in the defence of its own territo

rics, and one of its own principal mem

[To be continued in our Appendix.] .
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that part of his Telemachus a literal
Tº the AUTHOR ºf the LONDON
M A GAZ IN E.

S I R,

deſcription of the iſland of St. Helena.
The only two landing places are at
Rupert's and James's vallies; in the
former of which, towards the ſea, ſtands

I”

my way home from the Eaſt-Indies,
ſtrong fort, well mounted with heavy
I paſs'd three moſt agreeable weeks (laſt A acannon,
but the valley is not inhabited
Auguſt) upon the iſland of St. Helena: on account of the ſcarcity of water.
If you think the following ſhort deſcrip James fort, (the reſidence of the gover
tion of it worth your notice, it is entirely nor) ſtands in the entrance of the valley
at your ſervice.
of that name, which it defends by a very
I am, Your, &c.
London,
fine line of 32 pounders, and is flanked
SUsANNICUs.
Nov. 22, 1759.
by a high inacceſſible battery upon the
B rocks, called Munden's ; cloſe
T. Helena was taken from the Dutch

by Sir Richard Manden in the reign

under

which, all ſhips muſt paſs, that come to
an anchor in the road.

On each fide this

of, and given by, king Charles the ſe
cond to the Eaſt India company, to whom

valley, is a row of very handſome ſaſhed
houſes, which form a regular, pretty
it has remained ever fince : It is fituated ſtreet; and at the end you come to a
in 16°: oo' ſouth latitude and 5°: 34' weſt pleaſant walk of wear a quarter of a mile
longitude from London, in the midſt of C in length, between a viſta of trees, ever
the vaſt ſouthern ocean, and is the moſt green and blooming; on the left of which
diſtant iſland from the continent of any is an incloſed ſquare of convenient build
in the known world: The extreme length ings for the ſoldiery. This agreeable
of St. Helena is not more than nine
walk terminates in an incloſure belonging
miles, and as its figure is nearly circular, to the company, called the Maldivia
I ſuppoſe the utmoſt of its circumference gardens, in which are great numbers of

can't be more than 26 or 27 miles. It is D plantane trees and yams.
matter of ſurprize to many, that ſo ſmall
a ſpot ſhould not be more frequently
miſſed by ſhips bound to it; two only
having done ſo in the memory of man,
tho' all the homeward-bound Eaſt India.

On the right ſide the entrance of the
valiey is a high, ſteep promontory, known
by the name of Ladder-hill; the altitude
of which can't be much leſs than eight
hundred feet : However, a winding road
has been lately contrived to aſcend it,

men touch here in their way to Europe :
But the wonder will a good deal ceaſe, E which, though not without difficulty, is
when they know the caution navigators yet ſafe, and commonly rode up on horſe
uſually take in approaching it, which is, back by the inhabitants of both ſexes,
to fall into its parallel of latitude, about having a wall on the fide next the pre
50 or 60-leagues to the eaſtward; in the cipice.
On the left of the valley, a handſome
night they lie by, for fear of running
paſt, and when day appears, ſteer due road, in which two carriages may Paſs
Fabreaft, forms the other inlet to the inte
weſt, till they make the land.
This happy iſland lies in a moſt tem rior parts of the iſland. This paſſage
perate and agreeable climate, having the (which has been made with great la
S.E. trade wind blowing the whole year hour and difficulty) goes with an eaſy
round. It is never expoſed to the parch aſcent, tranſverſely, to the level above;
ing droughts and rainy torrents of India, where, in a very ſhort ſpace, the coup
but is frequently refreſhed by light flying d’oeil is pleaſingly ſtriking, and the prof

ſhowers, which produce a quick vegeta G pećt infinitely grand and agreeable;--

.

tion, and a continual verdure.
The environs of the iſland, from the

º
º

ſea, afford a dreary, and moſt uncom beautiful lawns, with flocks of cattle
fortable proſpect, High rugged rocks, feeding in different places, interſperſed
whoſe aſpiring tops hide themſelves in here and there with country cottages and
the clouds, and hanging over in ſome little agreeable retreats. Theſe ſweetly
places, ſeem to threaten ruin to the ap-H rural habitations are ſituated, ſome in the
proachers, form the outworks to this bottoms of deep vallies, others on the
celeſtial ſpot. Such we are told was fide of the ſlopes which form them, and
formerly Calypſo's iſle, equally inacceſ others again on the level ground; near
fible with this; and if we did not know each of them is generally a large inclo
monſ. Fenelon had never viſited the ſou
ſure, which is laid out into gardens, &c.
thern hemiſphere, I ſhould be apt to think and adorned with all the beautiful fim

from a ſteril, brown, barren rock, you
view the moſt lively verdure in nature

plicity

*
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Sh. H E L E N A, a delightful Spot:

fled.

plicity of pure nature. The view is

does not exceed between three and four

terminated one way by a proſpe&t of the
diſtant ſea; on another, by high ſtupen
dous rocks, whoſe uncouth appearance is

hundred men. Theſe would certainly
prove greatly deficient for its defence in
caſe of an attack, was it not for the ex

apt to inſpire the beholder with an idea of cellent method taken to remedy that in
Pelion upon Offa.
The Long-wood, convenience: This is, the training to

..";

more than 1500 acres of A arms every man upon the iſland, without
o
ground, forms
another point of view ; exception, and appointing them to alarm
and the proſpe&t is rendered ſtill more poſts, which they occupy with the greateſ:
pleaſing by a ſmall meandring ſtream, alertneſs whenever the cuſtomary fignals
that, falling from the heights into are made for that purpoſe."
the valley, makes a delightful, natural . On the ſummit ºf one of the heights,
caſcade.

is built a convenient kok-out houſe,

(Arno's vale, which I ſaw ſome few B which has two cannon near it. At their
years ago in Italy, appears to me not firſt deſcrying a ſhip, the two guns are
half ſo ſtriking or grand a proſpect, as fired, and this is called a fingle alarm; if
what I have ; mentioned.)
two ſail are ſeen, they fire three guns;
The preſent worthy governor, Mr. which is a double alarm. Immediately
Hutchinſon, has a ſmall villa, building,
not far from hence, which, tho' it might

the drums beat to arms, and every body
takes poſſeſſion of the different poſts af.
have been finiſhed in five or fix months C figned them; they fire a gun more for
with eaſe, has, to his great honour, been
five years in hand, and is yet not a third
compleated; with ſo uncommon, an in

tegrity does this gentleman ſerve his em
ployers, that the public good is the firſt
conſideration with him ; he thought the

each ſhip they ſee, till it amounts to five,

which is the ſignal for a fleet : Every one
remains under arms, till the governor is
acquainted by the ſhip's boat who ſhe is,
and then the drums beating again; diſmiſs
the people to their ſeveral avocations.

fortifications of the place of much more D . All ſhips in approaching the iſland,
conſequence than his private convenience.
The excellent temperature of the cli

bring too to windward, and ſend their
barge aſhore to the caſtle with a mate, to

mate, and the richneſs of the ſoil, make

report their nation and buſineſs, and ob

the procuring moſt European fruits and
vegetables very eaſy ; but the cultivation
of flowers is found more difficult, they

choring there, and the ſame form is ob
ſerved as well in peace as war; without

tain the governor's permiſfion for an

ſeldom or never thriving here ſo well, as in E this, all the batteries would fire upon
their native ſoil. I muſt, however, except them in their approach, and it would be
that queen of flowers, the roſe, which grows very difficult for a number of men of
here in ſuch abundance, as is ſurprizing, war to force a paſſage againſt their incli
and forms in many places the moſt fra nation.--James fort is ſituated in the
grant and beautiful hedges in the univerſe. leeward-moſt part of the iſland, ſo that
The great quantity of fine paſturage ſhips in coming in, are obliged to keep
diffuſed over the face of the whole iſland, F cloſe under the land, by which means
makes beef and mutton extremely plenty; their decks are entirely expoſed to the
another reaſon for which is, the quickneſs batteries above. Another diſadvantage
of their growth, the oxen being generally is, what is common in coming near all
killed at two years and a half, or three high lands, viz. that of eddy winds,
years old, which are nearly equal in ſize calms, and violent guſts, which lay them
and goodneſs to Engliſh ones of five almoſt on their broadſides—ſo that the
years. This is a very advantageous ar- G natural ſtrength of St. Helena is near
ticle to the planters, who get confiderable ſufficient alone to elude any hoſtile at
ſums by breeding cattle, which they diſ tempt. I obſerved before, that James
poſe of to the ſhips that touch here for and Rupert's vallies are the only landing
refreſhment.

places upon the iſland: To windward,

About ſix miles from James's valley is the ſteep, perpendicular rocks, make it
a natural curioſity, well worth the notice impračticable : There is, however, a ſmall
of the curious; this is a rock ſuſpended H place called Sandy-bay, where boats in
in the air upon two others, which, on calm weather and very ſmooth water,
being ſtruck with a ſtone, produces ſo might poſſibly land; but this is defended
ſonorous a noiſe, as to be heard near by a battery of cannon below, and by
three miles off.
the heights over head; from which a
The number of ſoldiers upon the iſland body of men, who are called the flying
are ſmall, confifling but of four com party, would, with muſketry, and rolling
down
lanies, which, together with the train,

*
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down large pieces of rocks, infallibly
deſtroy any who had the tenelity to make

The trees do not grow very tall, ſeldom.

the attempt.

very large in the trunk.” (See Aſſley's

above 29 or 22 feet high; but they are

. Before I conclude my account of this

new colle&tion of voyages, 2d edition,

agreeable iſland, I can't help taking no

vol. 2. p. 1 oz. from the fieur Brue's

tice of

voyage to the iſles of Biffagoes.)
Now I ſhould be glad to know, whether

the uncommon manners of the

inhabitants,

which ſeem to

reſemble A

what the poets deſcribe thoſe of the golden

any of our people, who have lately been

age to be, as the iſland likewiſe does in

upon the coaſt of Africa, ever enquired

its happy climate, perpetual ſpring, and

into, or made any experiments for proving
the truth of this fact. If they have, they
will probably ſend me an anſwer by means

fertile ſoil. Theſe happy people are to
the laſt degree kind and affectionate
towards one another, and extremely hoſ

of your magazine; and therefore I muſt

pitable and courteous to ſtrangers. De-R deſire the favour of your inſerting this in
traction and envy are vices they have no your next, by which you’ll oblige,
idea of ; and ſo little. do they know of

S I R-

-

the litigious diſputes and chicanery of

one of your many conſtant readers,

the law, that there is not a ſingle perſon
Dec. 14, 1759. ,
T. w.
of that profeſſion upon the iſland. Diſ
To
the
AUTHOR
of
the
LoND
on
putes of meum and ruun, are commonly
MAGAZINE.
determined by the governor, whom they all C
S I R,
look upon (with great propriety) as their
common father. They are in general
following propoſitions relating
polite, without grimace; honeſt, with
to the nature of fire, and the foſ
out the affectation of it, and fincere in lowing laws of its motion, are taken from
their profeſſions of fiendſhip. I can Dr. Hillary's book upon that ſubject,
only add to this, that they ſeem to be lately publiſhed, and are ſo curious, that
-

Tº

wery happy; becauſe they think, them-P a copy of them will, I believe pleaſe many
felves ſo, and are perfectly ſenſible how va
luable the bleſfings are, they enjoy ;whilſt, among the world in general, how

many of providence's choiceſt gifts fall to

of your readers. They are as follow :

. Prop; I. Fire is a being which exiſts
in all places, or in every part of ſpace in
the whole univerſe.

the ground, through the ingratitude or
Prop. II. Pure fire is a real body, and
ſtupidity of the poſſeſſors. On my ma conſiſts of the moſt fimple, ſolid, hard,
king obſervations, at different times, to E ſmooth, and ſmalleſt elementary particles
'ſeveral of the inhabitants, of the happi of all matter yet known.
neſs they enjoyed, they all unanimouſly : Prop. III. Pure fire is one and the
agreed, that (under heaven) their preſent fame being in all places. Or there is but
worthy governor is the original ſource one ſpecies of fire exiſling in nature.
thereoſ. .

Prop. IV. Pure elementary fire pene

-trates, pervades, rarifies and expands all
A diffuſe having been lately revived, F other bodies in the univerſe, both ſolid
whether copper, lead, or wood, be the and fluid, which fall under the obſerva

beft ſheatling forſhips, it made me peruſe
again what I remembered to have read,

tion of our ſenſes. And this power is pe

of a ſort of tree growing in great plenty

that we yet know.

culiar to fire only, and to no other body

upon the coaft of Africa, of which the

Prop. V. Pure fire is a body without
gravity; and has no more tendency to any
He banks of the Rio Grande G one part of ſpace, than it has to any

following is the deſtription :
--

T

are covered with large trees,
which induces the Portugueſe to come
..here to build their veſſels. Among theſe
there is a tree called Miſlei, whereof

they make planks, which, beſide their
, being eaſy to work, are free from worms,

, other.

Prop. VI. Pure fire exiſts in a ſtate of
equilibrium and reſt, in every part of ſpace,
till that ſtate is changed by the motion of
other bodies, or by the dire&ing power
of the ſun And thoſe ceaſing to ačt on

it, it reflores itſelf, by its repulſive power,
pernicious to ſhips, but in different patts H to the ſtate of equilibrium and reſt again.

not only on this coaſt, where they are ſo

of Europe, Afia and America, whither
they have been cautied. The unctious

by the motion and attrition of all other

ſap which this wood abounds with, and

bodies.

is extremely bitter, is what, in all ap-.
... ptarance: ſecures it from thoſe worms..
‘’’ December, 1759.

Law I. Fire is attraćted and colle&ied

Law II. The elementary particles of
fire are in a sonſtant ſtate of repulſion to
4Q

-

tach
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FIRE and L I G H T, two diffinil Beinos.

each other: And the nearer they are

Dec.
mometer to riſe as high as 80 degrees;
yet the refle&ted light from the moon,

brought to contači, the greater is their
which was ſo refulgent in the focus of
repulſive force from each other.
Law III. Fire is put in motion in pa that glaſs ſpeculum, did not in the leaſt
rallel right-lines by light emitted from aćt on that pre-exiſting fire, ſo as to put
the ſun, and cauſed to move with force, its particles in motion, nor produce the
and produce heat and more light.
A leaſt increaſe of fire or heat. Hence it is

Theſe propoſitions and laws the doćtor

evident, that as this great light, neither

proves by many curious experiments, as aćts as fire, nor produces the ſame effects
well as arguments; and he concludes, which fire does, it conſequently is not
that fire and light are two different and fire.”
diſtinct beings, which he likewiſe proves
by experiments as well as arguments. Some conſiderations on the cauſe of the ſtar
One of the former ſort of proofs he gives B city ºf the Silver Coin, with a pro
us as follows :

poſal for remedy thereof.

A*}.

“ Firſt, It is evident, and univerſally
150 years ago, in the 43d
of queen Elizabeth, the mint ſettled
acknowledged, that the moon is a body
the
ſtandard
fineneſs
of the filver coin of
which has no light, but what it receives
England to be 11 ounces a penny weights,
from the ſun.
Then let us place a concave ſpeculum, or 222 penny-weights, fine filver, and
as that of Pillet's (with which the experi- C - 8 penny-weights of alloy, in every
ment has been made) oppoſite to the moon pound weight troy of 12 ounces; the
when ſhe is at the full, in a ſerene cold

ſtandard value whereof was thus fixed:

night, and the light which the moon re
ceives from the fun will be refle&ted from

The pound weight of ſtandard filver was

it upon the ſpeculum, and from thence

to be cut into 62 pieces, nominally called
ſhillings, which in currency were to paſs

into its focus, where a moſt reſplendent

for 12 d. each.

and refulgent light will be ſeen, almoſt D . Thus the coinage price, or value of our
equal to that received and refle&ted by the ſilver coin per ounce, as iſſued new from
fame ſpeculum from the ſun, only a lit
tle paler: Then place a thermometer,
which is eaſily moved, by the leaſt degree
of heat or fire, as that of Drebbellius, in
that refulgent focus, and we ſhall find that

the mint, is 5 s. 2d. per ounce; and this
is the mint price of our filver coin, which

undoubtedly was conformable to the go
verning market price, or value of ſilver,

at the time that ſettlement was made by

the air in the thermometer will not be in the E the mint.

leaſt expanded or moved; and ſhews that
there is no more fire in that focus, than
there was before the reſplendent light was

So long as the market price of flandard

filver does not exceed the coinage price",
nor the proportion of our ſilver to our

colle&led there, or was then in the cir

ld coin f, exceed the proportion ſub
ifting among our neighbouring nations,
tity of light was in that focus at the ſame ſo long there can be no profitable tempta
time. This experiment demonſtrates that F tion to melting, exporting, or bartering
cumambient air, though ſo great a quan

a great quantity of very bright refulgent the filver coin, to the loſs of the nation.
light may be colle&ted, and can exiſt alone
But if the market price of ſtandard
in a given ſpace, without any addition of filver exceeds the coinage price about
heat, or any increaſe of the quantity of 4 or 6, or 8 or 9 per cent. ſuch profit
fire. It alſo ſhews, that this light, which will be ſufficient temptation to melting,
comes from the ſun, is, when thus refle&ted exporting, or bartering the filver coin,
from the moon, ſo changed in its |. G till all the heavy filver money be drained
of a&ting on fire, that it has totally loſt its away, to the loſs of the nation. Or if
power of putting the pre-exiſting fire in mo the coinage price of our gold coin ex
tion in parallel right-lines, and producing ceeds the market price, whereby the pro
heat. The ſame experiment being made, portion of filver to gold, ſufficiently ex
though with a much leſs ſpeculum, within ceeds the proportion ſubſiſting among our
the torrid zone; where ſo great a quan neighbour nations; in this caſe alſo, the

tity of fire exiſted in the common air, H heavy filver money may be drained away,
where the experiment was made, that it

to the loſs of the nation.

cauſed the mercury in Fahrenheit's ther

The

* That is, while the market price does not exceed 5 s. 2 d. per ounce.
t The effabliſhed proportion of our mint is rather better than 1 5 lb. ſilver coin to 1 lb.
gold coin.

t the market price of ſtandardAlver, fºr many year, paſſ, hat
ºf 5 s. 2 d. per ounce,

exceeded the nint frit

1759. On the SCARCITY of the Silver Coin:
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The diſproportion of filver to gold,

coin would operate; next, by examining

may ariſe from two cauſes, from the over
value of the gold coin, or the under
value of the
coin; and where the

how the raiſing the value of the fiver
coin (by encreaſe of tale in future
coinage), will operate. The firſt will

nominal values of the coins are inva

operate ineffectually, the latter will ope

riably fixed, this diſproportion will ſome

rate effectually.

times ariſe from one or other of thoſe

cauſes. When the proportion of filver
to gold among our neighbour nations, is

The farther lowering of guineas to
*o s. 6d. or zos. each in currency, will
operate thus : It will reduce the coinage

as 14 to 1, and the ſettlement of our

price of gold to 3 l. 16 s. o d. 4, or

ń.

mint is as 15 to 1, then it may be ſaid,
there is in our mint a diſproportion of
ſilver coin to gold coin; in which caſe,
we need not wonder at foreigners carry

ing away our heavy filver coin, when
they can get one fiſteenth part, or about

63 per cent, profit thereby, which is ſo
much loſs to the nation.

About 40 years ago, the diſproportion
of filver to gold coin in our mint, was
thought to be owing to the firſt mention'd
cauſe, the overvalue of our gold coin."
Guineas were then

iſſued from the

mint at a nominal value of 21 s. 6d.

-

3 :,14s: 2 d. per ounce; and then, pro
bably, the ſame conſequence may attend
the gold coin, that has attended the ſilver
coin. The gold coin may likewiſe be
drained away, and for the ſame reaſon
that the filver is gone, becauſe the coinage
price or value will be too much below the
market price or value. f The lowering

of guineas to 20 s. 6d. or zos. each,
will alſo reduce the mint proportion of
filver to gold coin, to be as 14 lb. 8 oz.
1o dwts. +, or 14 lb. 4 oz. 5 dwts. filver
to 1 lb. weight gold coin; but then the
profit on barter of gold coin for filver

portion of filver to gold coin to be as

coin, will not be taken away, but will
remain nearly the ſame that it now does,
as figures will demonſtrate. That profit
on barter, ariſing from the market price,

# 5 lb. 5 oz. 3 dwts. # ſilver to 1 lb. weight

or value of filver, exceeding the coinage

of gold coin : Therefore guineas were

price or nominal value of the ſilver coin
new out of the mint; t therefore, the

each in currency, which made the coinage

price of our gold coin come out at
31, 19 s. 8d. 3 per ounce, and the pro

lowered to 21 s. nominal value, which

reduced the coinage price of gold to " further lowering of guineas will operate
31. 17 s. 10 d. 4 per ounce, And like ineffectually.
This will ſtill more clearly appear, by
wiſe reduced the proportion of ſilver to
gold coin, when new from our mint, to examining next, how the raiſing the va.
be as 1.5 lb. ooz. 17 dwts, # filver, to lue of filver coin by increaſe of tale in
future coinage, will operate.
1 lb. weight of gold.
If the mint were to coin the pound
At this preſent time, in 1759, the diſ-,

proportion of filver to gold coin, it is
apprehended, does not ariſe from an over

weight of filver into 66 ſhillings inſtead

value in the gold coin, but from an under

the mint proportion of filver coin to gold

value in the filver coin when iſſued new
from the mint; the reaſon whereof will

coin, even lower than the redućtion of

more plainly appear, firſt, by examining,
how the farther lowering of our gold

of 62, it will operate thus: It will reduce
guineas to zos. will do; for it will re
duce the proportion to be as 14 lb. 1 oz.
18 dwts. filver to 1 lb. weight of gold

coin; and at the ſame time will effea,
4Oz

what

* That it, the coinage price, or nominal value of the gold coin, exceeded the market
price or value; the altering therefore the coinage price, or nominal value of the gold coin,
was the right means to redlify that difference.
-

-

+ If the market price of fiandard gold run at 3 l. 18 t. £er ounce, and the mint wºre
to iſſue the gold coin at 31, 14 f. 2 d. per ounce, the mint price would be 5 per cent, below
• the market.

-

t The altering the value of gold coin, will rešify a difference between the market value
and coinage value of gold, but not of ſilver. A difference of that kind in the ſilver, can

only be redified by an alteration in the ſilver cºin itſelf.
| The ſilver coin left paſſing current, is only light money, 68 ſhillings whereof will not
weigh a pound weight; hereby the proportion of this light ſilver coin to gold coin, it reduced

to about 13 lb. 8 oz. to 1 lb. weight of gold coin. Thus the wearing of the inoney has
waken away the profitable temptation to barter, melt or export this light ſilver coin, and
makes it remain with ur. This firengthens the argument for increaſe of tale in future

- coinage. The wear of the money haſ effºrd the vºy thing propoſed, to make more ſhilling,
gº to a pound weight ºf filver, yet ſtill this light ſilver £aſes among us in curreng, at is

666 cauſe of the Diſprºportion of Gold and Silver Coin.
what the further lowering of guineas will

not
do, formelting
it will take
away the the
profit
on
bartering,
or exporting
filver

Dec.

If icol. debt be paid to a foreigner in
our
new ſilver coin, and he, by melting
or exporting the coin, can and does make

coin, as figures will demonſtrate ; there- A 106 l. or io9 l. of that nominal hundred
fore the raiſing the value of ſilver coin by pounds, he is in fait paid 106 l or so? 1.
increaſe of tie in future coinage, will for his tool. debt, which is 6 or 9 per
operate effectually.
cent, gain to him, and loſs to the nation

Hence then it appears alſo, that the
-

who pays it. Yet ſuch ºff the caſe be,

preſent
diſproportion
filverfrom
to gold
coin
in our mint,
does notºfariſe
an over-

where
the market price of filver ſo greatly
exceeds the coinage prict.
value in the gold coin, but from an un: B Theſe ſeveral inſtances of loſs to the
dervalue in the filver coin, when iſſued nation on the ſilver coin, plead moſt
new from the mint.
ſtrongly the expediency of making an
* The coinage price of filver, as before
new filver money fºom the mint being
iſſued at 62 s, to the pound weight in

obſerved, is 5 s. 2 d. per ounce, the
currency.

alteration in the filver coinage, to prevent
ration, has been already hinted, to raiſe
the value of the ſilver coin by increaſe of
c tale in future coinage.
that great national loſs to us. This alte

If the market price of ſtandard filver
be
5 s. 4d.
4 perfilver
ounce,
thenwill
the ſell
pound
weight
of new
money
by

. To ſay that no time can poſſibly hap
Peu, wherein it will be prudent to make
any alteration in our lawful (that is filver)

weight for 64 s. 6d. which is 2 s. 6d.

coin, which ought to be kept invariably

more than the currency value, and is

on the preſent, foot; it may thence be

about 4 per cent. profit, which the ſeller

inferred, that however high the market

gains, and the nation loſes in its coin. " D price of flandard filver may riſe, and for
If the market price be 5 s. 6d. per whatever term of time it may ſo continue
ounce, then the pound weight will ſell above the coinage price, yet fill no ake
for 66 s, which is 4 s. more than the ration ought to be made ; rather let for
currency value, and is about 6 rº per

reigners carry, away all the heavy filver

...

coin out of the kingdom, whatever be

cent. loſs to the nation.

if the market price be ss. 8d. per ... the gain to them and loſs to the nation,
ounce, then the pound weight will ſell E. than venture to make any aleration in the
for 6's s, which is 6 s. more than the coinage to Prevent it. The natural con
currency value, and is about 93 per cent. ſequence of adhering to ſuch a maxim,
loſs to the nation.
,
muſt be the draining away all our heavy

if people can thus make a profit of filver coin, which ſeems, indeed, to be
ºº Yº fully verified; it nor can this
doſs of our filver coin be repaired, while
this four or five times in the year, they F the market price of ſilver ſo far exceeds
will make four or five times that profit the coinage price.—No one will carry a
per annum. No impoſſible thing. Such pound weight of filver worth, 6.8 s. of
profit is too great a temptation to melting, *.*. but 66 s. in the market, to be coined
exporting or bartering the filver cºin. at the minº, and receive back but a no
We cannot wonder then at the ſcarcity of minal 62 s. for it: Therefore the nation,
4 per cent. or 6 ºz, or 9 5 per cent. by

once turning their money, and can repeat

our filver coin, when we have made it

that it cannot be prudent to make any al

fuch
profitable article to foreigners to G terätion in our filver coin, muſt certainly
carry aaway
be a miſtaken notion.
The

* The ſilver money by wearing, will yearly decreaſe from its original ºveight (<when
“new cut ºf the mint) and as that weight decreaſes, the profit on melting or exporting that

lighter money, muſt decreaſ: in a like proportion, till at laſt the money may become ſo light,
as to take away all prºfit. Nay, it may become ſº light, that the curretty value ſhall
greatly exceed the intrinſic value by weight, and then the light mºney ſays in the kingdom.
–This is the caſe of the ſilver coin paſſing current, it is two light to Jelly weight and
ive any profit, therefore it ſays with us.
+ There is nothing now left current but light ſilver money, ſo light, as to have loft above
no per cent. of its original weight. This light money, if ſºld by weight, will eat ſºil fºr

ſº much as it paſs fºr in currency, therefore it is not carried away. The temptation tº
meſting or exporting this light ſilver mºney, is removed by the wearing of the money, which
has reduced the weight of it Jº far, that 63 ſhillings of that light filver will nºt weigh ºr
pound.—Now if the new ſilver to be coinet in future, ºvere made of ſuch light weight,

aſ tº remºte the temptation to melt or export, moſt certainly that would ſtay with a liğ.
*;
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The cauſe of draining away our heavy or value, (by increaſe of tale in coinage)
filver coin, has been the iſſuing it from in conformity to the governing ...}
the mint, at a nominal value, greatly price, on the average of the laſt 19 or zo
. the value of filver coin hy
below the intrinſic value by weight, and years...
The raiſing
while the cauſe ſubſiſs, the effe& will
follow, and unleſs the cauſe be removed, increaſe of tale in future coinage, will .
the effect will not ceaſe. Hence, then, it A anſwer all the Fº wanted, of .
ſeems poſſible, a time may happen, and, the proportion o ſilver to gold coin,
indeed, it ſeems now to have happened. ſettling the nominal value of the filver
wherein it may be prudent to make an coin in nearer conformity with its intrinſic
-

alteration in our filver coinage.
If it ſhould be ſaid, that the

-

-º

making

value by weight, and thereby taking away
the profitable temptation to melting, or

ſuch an alteration in the ſilver coinage, exporting the filver coin.
may have ſome prejudicial influence on B Therefore, it is apprehended, ſuch an
the courſes of exchange with foreign alteration will be found to prove the moſt
countries, it may be anſwered, that, it ºfficacious remedy for the good of the nar
-

-

ſeems repugnant to reaſon that it ſhould.
suppoſing the nominal value of the coin
be made, not to exceed, but only to be
equal to the intrinſic value by weight à
for if a pound weight of ſilver be coine
into 66 pieces, (nominally called ſhillings)

tion, which is the ſole aim and fincere

wiſh of the author.
(See P. 147.)

-

-

-

MERCAt QR,

Account of the ExPED1troN on LAkš
CHAMPLAIN. (See p. 627.) ''

and theſe 66 ſhillings by their intrinſic

value, are worth 66 ſhillings in an fo
reign market, then certainly they will paſs

-

-

From the Los Don Gazette, , ,
Hitehall, Nov. 27... On Saturday
laſt arrived a mail from New

for 66 ſhillings in the exchange.with York, which brought a letter from major
that foreign country : Therefore, if the general Amheiſt to the Right Hon. Mr.
nominal value of the ſilver coin be not D $: Pitt, dated camp at Crown
jmade to exceed, the intrinſic value by Point, Ödober 21, giving an account,
weight in foreign markets, it ſeems re that the general had learnt, on the 16th
pugnant to reaſon, that the making, it of 'A.f. that the enemy, after having

*qual, ſhould have any prejudicial in:
fluence on the courſe of exchange with

abandoned Ticonderoga, and Crown
Point, had retired to Iſle au Noix, at the

foreign countries. *

other end of Lake Champlain, and five
leagues on this fide St. John's : That M.
Bourlemaque was encamped at Iſle au
Noix, with three battalions of regulars,
five Pickets of five other regular batta

iºd the preſent high make
price of ſtandard ſiſver may come lower
again, it may be anſwered, that ſo it has
been thought for ſeveral years paſt; yet
ſtill the market price has kept ºp ſolqng,
till all our heavy filver coin is drained

lions, with Canadians and La Marine,

making 3500 men, and that he had 1co

away; and from circumſtances of things, cannon; that the enemy had four veſſels,
the market price ſeems likely ſtill to keep F viz. La Vigilante, a ſchooner of 10 guns,
ºup; but ſuppoſing the preſent high market 6 and 4 pounders; a ſloop called Maſque
rice of ſtandard ſilver ſhould decline a
there ſeems ſcarce any reaſon to

per, ounce, or 66.s. the pound weight,

Longuy, of a braſs 12 pounders, and 6
iron 6 pounders; La Brochette, of 8
guns, 6 and 4 pounders; and L'Eſtur
geon, of 8 guns, 6 and 4 pounders, be

and no reaſon to imagine it will ſettle ſo

ſides ſwivels mounted in all; that M. de

#.

expe&t it will ſettle lower than 5 s. 6d.
low as the preſent coinage price of 5s. 2d.,
per ounce, or 62 s. the pound weight.

le Bras, a captain of a man of war, com
manded them, with M. Rigal, and other
" Therefore, as the market price, or value ſea officers, and that part of the Pickets
of ſtandard ſilver, ſeems ſo unlikely tº of Languedoc, Bearn, and La Sarre, were
decreaſe to the coinage price or value, it -on board. On this intelligence, the ge
ſeems only conſonant to reaſon, that the neral ſent for captain Loring, who was
mint ſhould raiſe the future coinage price building a brigantine at Ticonderoga, who
came

* The ſilver money left current in fayments, is only the light filver money, reduced by
the wearing to ſuch lightneſ, that the intrinſic value by weight is not ſo much as the nå.

animal value in currency. 7et, notwithſtanding we have no better ſilver ſpecie left thân

Jüch light ſilver, we do nºt fee any ill effects or influence that it has on the courſe of ex
changes ; by parity of reaſºn then, if new ſilver he coined, and the nominal and intrinſic

walke made equal tº ta; ather, it can have no prºjudicial influence on the courſe ºf
exchangeſ,
-

-

-
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Dec.
The Enemy's Vessels ſunk, &c.
came the next day, and having acquainted The 13th it blew a ſtorm, and quite con
him with the force of the enemy, the trary wind; continued ſo all day. On
captain thought the brigantine would not the 14th the general had letters from cap
be of ſufficient ſtrength, and concluded tain Loring, and captain Abercrombie
on building a radeau, to uſe its guns on (one of his aids de camp whom he had
the lake, as well as to tranſport them over Put on board) that, on the 12th at day
the ſame. That, on the 1ſt of September, A break, when they judged they were 45
the general having learnt that the enemy miles down the lake, they ſaw the ſchoo
ilad launched a new veſſel pierced for 16 ner, gave chace, and unfortunately ran
uns, he ſent for captain Loring, that a the brigantine and floop a-ground, but
econd veſſel might be built, if it could be got both off again, and then #. the ene
done without retarding the other, as it ap my's ſloops, which they had paſſed in the
peared the enemy was trying all they night, between them and the army, and
could to have a ſuperior force by water ; B chaced to bring them to ağtion; dreve
the captain came on the 3d, and they them into a bay on the weſtern ſhore, and
voncluded on building a ſloop for 16 anchored ſo as to prevent their getting
guns : That the utmoſt diligence was away. The next day they ſent into the
uſed in building all the above veſſels: bay in ſearch of them, and found they
That on the 29th of September, the ra had ſunk two of them in five fathom wz
deau, 84 feet in length, and zo in breadth, ter, and ran the third a-ground, and that
to carry fix 24 pounders, was launched : C the crews were eſcaped; that captain Lo
That on the 10th of October the brigan ring had ordered captain Grant with the
tine arrived at Crown-Point; ſhe has fix ſloop, to try to ſave the veſſel, with the
6 pounders, twelve 4 pounders, and zo flores,guns,and rigging; and that he would
(wivels, 7o ſeamen, and 6o marines de go to his ſtation, and hoped to get be
tached from the troops; That on the 11th tween the ſchooner and Iſle au Noix.
the ſloop alſo arrived; ſhe has four 6 The men, who brought the letter, ſaid
pounders, twelve 4 pounders, and 22 ſwi-D captain Loring was about 30 miles off,
vels, 60 ſeamen, and 50 marines, and is and that it was impoſſible for a boat to
commanded by lieutenant Grant, of Mont get back while the wind continued. The
gomery's . That in the courſe of that 15th it blew a ſtorm all night; and the
very day, the general, with the troops un continuance of it that day made the lake
der his command, embarked in batteaux; impaſſable for boats, the waves
the ſloop and brigantine got out about four like the ſea in a gale of wind. The 16t
-

...;

o'clock, failed with a fair wind, and the E it froze in the night; and in the morning
troops followed in four columns, with a
light hoiſted in the night on board the ra
deau. The 12th, at day-break, the ge
neral heard ſome guns; major Gladwin,
of Gage's, ſent him word he ſaw the veſ
, ſels engaged, but ſoon after found his mi

no change of weather : The general re
mained in the ſame place, where the bat
teaus were very luckily covered from the
wind. The 17th the ſame contrary wind
continued : In the afternoon, two whale

boats, which the general had diſpatched

ſtake : and major Reid, returning with F to captain Loring on the 13th, came back;
ſome batteaux of the royal highland regi
ment, reported, the ſloops had fired on
him; he had loſt the columns in the

the crew ſaid they had been trying, fince
that day, all they could to get down, but
could not, and were forced to return.

night, followed the light of the brigan The 18th the wind came to the ſouthward:
time for the radeau, and at day-break The general proceeded immediately down
ºfound himſelf amongſt the enemy's floops the lake, as far as the place where the
at les Iſles au quatre Vent: They fired G French ſloops were; one was ſo far re
aired, that ſhe ſailed that day with the
ſeveral guns, and it is ſuppoſed ſtruck one
batteau, as they took one with lieutenant
rigantine and ſloops. The general de
M*Koy, one ſerjeant, one corporal, and tached zoo men in whale-boats, to affiſt
18 men: Soon after the general ſaw the captain Loringin looking for the ſchooner.
enemy's ſloops make all the ſail they The 19th, the wind being northerly and
could : Towards night bad weather came contrary, and an appearance of winter
on, and the general ordered the troops in-H being ſet in, the general determined not
to a bay on the weſtern ſhore, to be co to loſe time on the lake, by ſtriving to get
vered 3. the wind, which begun to to the Iſle au Noix, where he ſhould ar
blow hard, ſent the men on ſhore to boil

rive too late in the ſeaſon to force the ene

the pots, and relieve themſelves by walk
ing about; ordered the rangers on an

my from their fixed poſt, but to return to
Crown-Point, to complete the works there

iſland, and Gage's adyanced on the ſhore,

as much as Poſſible, before the troops go
inho

*
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General Amherst returns to Crown-Pornt.

into their winter-quarters. The general

on without them; and that the zeal and

returned with the troops to the ſame bay aćtivity of their colonels is of the greateſt,
he came from, and, on the zoth, purſued. aſſiſtance in forwarding the works.
General Amherſt further mentions, that
his route, and got within 12 miles of
Crown-Point; ſent the light infantry and on the 14th of Auguſt he ſent major,
grenadiers, in whale boats, on to that Chriſti to ſerve as deputy quarter-maſter

place, and left the rangers, with the ra: A general with brigadier-general Gage, and,
deau and boats with guns, which could wrote to the brigadier, repeating what he
not come on ſo faſt. On the 21ſt the ge had before ordered, and recommerding,
neral arrived at Crown-Point. The ge the taking poſt at La Galette, as of the
neral obſerves, that building veſſels had utmoſt conſequence, whereby we ſhould be
been a tedious buſineſs : That they have entire maſters of Lake Ontario, and his
mow, though late, the entire dominion of majeſty's ſubjećts on the Mohawk river
Lake Champlain, and he imagines that B would be thereby as effectually freed from
captain Loring will be able to weigh up all inroads, and ſcalping parties of the
the two ſloops which are ſunk, and that enemy, as the whole country from Crown
he has dire&ted him to do as he judges Point to New-York is, by the redućtion
beſt. General Amherſt ſays, that the re of Ticonderoga, and of that important

pairs at Ticonderoga are finiſhed; that poſt. That on the 19th of September.
the ground, on which he is building a

the general, to his great concern, received

fort at Crown-Point, is the beſt ſituation C a letter from brigadier-general Gage.
he has ſeen in America; that it is no dated the 11th, that he had been obliged
where commanded, and has all the advan to give over the thoughts of taking poſt

at La Galette, from the many #.
and impoſſibilities he found there would
defence of Crown-Point, and to make the be in erecting a poſt there before winter,
fortreſs as formidable as he can, he has to which the general, on the 22d of Sep
ordered, with the advice of the engineer, Dtember, wrote an anſwer in the following
three forts to be ere&ted, which he has terms, viz. “That it is now, indeed, too
named the Grenadier Fort, Light Infantry late in the ſeaſon, or will be, before this
Fort, and Gage's Light
Fort, can reach you, to make any alterations,
ordering thoſe corps to build each their and I muſt give over the thoughts of that
own as faſt as poſſible; and though the very advantageous poſt La Galette.”
fortreſs and dependant forts will not be ſo
of the LoNDoN
completely finiſhed as he intended they E To the AUTHOR
MAGAZINE.
thould be, yet he thinks he may aſſure,
S I R,
that they will be ſo reſpectable, that the
enemy can do nothing againſt them,
your magazine (p. 246) a method
£hould they attempt it: That he ſhall con
was propoſed, whereby a ſhip might
tinue the works at Crown-Point ſo long be prevented finking, aſter having re.
as he poſſibly can, and ſhall then try to ceived ſuch damage as otherwiſe muſt
tages of the Lake, and ſtrength of ground,

that can be defired; that for the better

iº

I.

diſpoſe of his majeſty's troops in ſuch F carry her to the bottom. The propoſal I
quarters, that they may effectually protećt think ingenious, and capable of being
the country from any inroads of the ene improved into actual ſervice; but appre
my, not negle&ting to have a due regard
to the care and preſervation of the health

hend there may be more difficulty in

placing the lower deck and making ſliding

of the men: That a road had been cut

hatchways in the bulkheads (as the gen: ,
from the village, to join one he had di tleman calls them) than he at preſent may
rečted to be made from Ticonderoga, for G be aware of.
In the year 1721, I commanded a veſſel
driving cattle, &c. and that another road
*

had alſo been cut 77 miles to No. 4, to
open a communication from the Maſſa

for Sir Richard Steel, called the Fiſh-pool,

burthen upwards of 130 tons, built for
the purpoſe of carrying live fiſh. This
veſſel was ſo conſtructed, that I went in
been carrying on, have been frequently in her without ballaſt (ſave the water where
terrupted by the wet weather, there hav H in we kept our fiſh) ſeveral voyages
ing been, by all accounts, more rain this from London to Norway, Ireland, &c.
£ummer, than any people remember in the As I ſuperintended her conſtrućtion, I
country. General Amherſt adds, that the was fully acquainted with the manner of
Frovincials begin to grow fick, and loſe it. About ſix feet from the kelſon was
ſome men; that they are excellent ax placed a deck, which extended from ſtem
chuſets and New Hampſhire governments

to Crown-Point: That the works he has

men ; that the works could not be carried

to ſtern, by which alone ſhe ſwam, draw
wº

, ing
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Description of the SH AH GOEST.-,

Dec.

ing about 12 feet water : The hold or

is the calamity at ſea, where there is no

well under this deck, when ſhe floated,
contained about 1 cotums of water, and

poſſibility of eſcaping, yet that horror is
heightened by the apprehenſion of inſtant

was her ballaſt, which, by experience, I
ſound in every reſpe& more ſafe than the
common ballaſt; for that is liable to, and

moved, many ſhips and lives might be

annihilation; could this fear but be re

ſaved to the good of the publick, as well
I am, &c.
frequently does, ſhift, but the water A as many individuals.
balfaſt cannot, nor can a veſſel ballaſted
with it overſet by any ſtorm of wind;
and was ſuch a veſſel to drive on rocks,

and her bottom be entirely ſtaved to pieces,

A Deſtription of the SHAH GOEST.
creature is about 18 inches high,
of the cat kind, but the legs and

Th;

ſhe would ſtill remain ſecure, becoming, feet ſtronger in proportion than the bedy,
by ſuch diſaſter, a flat-bottomed veſſel, being very large, and broad, with ſtrong
of ſmall draught of water floating by B talons; the head ſomewhat refernbles a

the deck, which before bore her up.
About two feet below this deck, on
either fide the ſtem, was fixed an iron

hare, with long fine ears extremely black,
from whence iſſue hairs, like thoſe of a

horſe.

He has a very lively eye. Shah.

rate of a foot ſquare, and on either fide Goeſt, in the Indian language, fignifies
e ſtern poſt was alſo fixed another grate fine ears : The body is the colour of the
of 18 inches ſquare, whereby the water

deer, but the belly and breaft are white.

had a free paſſage through her as ſhe C They feed it with raw mutton. It ſeems
aſſed through the water; and notwith to be a beaſt of prey; yet very docile, and
nding ſhe always contained too tons of ſo tame, any one may touch it. The
water, yet we had free communication keeper is an Indian, and ſervant to the
from the upper deck in the hold, by means Nabob of Bengal: When he ſpeaks to
of a hatchway, 10 feet long, opening it in the Indian janguage, it will do any
into ſuch hold, which hatchway was thing he bids it. A cock coming into
kept open in bad weather, and thereby D the room where it was, he ſeized it im
at all times we could put in or take out mediately, and killed it. The Nabob
fiſh, without receiving in any other part has one to go a hunting with him (tho'
of the veſſel the leaſt inconvenience, from they are extremely ſcarce in that country)
ſuch water in her hold; from whence I
contlude, and am well aſſured, that were

which ſhews it is capable of being taught
any thing : In ſhort, it is a very beauti
ful beaſt. (See our laſt, p. 615.)

the powder rooms on board of his ma
jeſty's ſhips built with a well-deck, co-E
vering the powder-room only with bulk We gave, in our Magazine, fºr May,
(p. 254.) an Extraºt from a very ſes
heads caulked and properly ſecured, ſo
ſible and ingenious Book, intitled, An In
as to prevent the water having communi
quiry into the Cauſes of the Peſtilence
cation with any other part of the ſhip,
and the diſeaſes in Fleets and Armº
and a hatchway, (as in the aforemen
Upon a more mature Review of this be
tioned veſſel) for conveniently paſſing in
and out with ſtores, the ſhip's crew might F nevolent Diſtourſe, ſeemingly flowing fres
ſo much goodneſs of Heart, and Humanity
at all times, in caſe of fire, with great
in the Author, we cannot help thinking
eaſe, infallibly prevent her blowing up,
that a fuller Account of the Wºrk will be
by having a cock, of large bore, fixed
agreeable to our Readers, and tend to the
through the ſhip's bows by the ſtem into
general Benfit and Relief of Mankind;
the powder-room, with a handle to be
Eſpecially as our own Opinion of the
come at, at all times, by the turning of
which the powder-room might be imme- G Work, has been confirmed by that of one ºf
the moſt able and moſt eminent Phyſicians
diately filled with water without incom
of his Country. He frankly and gene
moding any other part of the ſhip, or
fouſly owns, that this important Inquiry
materially altering her trim. Such a ſe
ef
has been negle&ed, and warmly
curity would at all times give ſpirits to
the Performance, as a Piece that triº
the crew, and inſtead of deſerting the

º,

fhip for fear of an exploſion, they would
to the laſt uſe their endeavours to ſto the H

reatly contribute to the Happineſ ºf the
aman Species.

fire; which, if effe&led, the water ſo let

in, might with great eaſe be pumped The Great Queſtion in Phyſick confidered;
or, an Inquiry concerning the Cauſe of
out, and the ſhip return to her former
the Peſtilence, and the Mortality in Fleets
trim. There are few people but have
and Armies. In THREE PARTS.

the moſt dreadful apprehenſions of fire,
even on ſhore ; how much more horrible

PART
-

- --

Eftabliſhed Theories in Physick examined.
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Egypt, a country where rain rarely falls;
PART 1. The ſtabliſhed Theories in and the ſpace that is not within the limits
Phyſick examined.
ANK IND have beheld, with
aſtoniſhment, the effe&ts of thoſe

of the ordinary inundation, or that can
not be ſupplied with water, by the art and

induſtry of the people, is ſandy deſart.

rmortal diſtempers, the peſtilence or putrid Now, ſhould the waters, by getting upon
fever, the dyſentery and black ſcurvy, A theſe deſarts, remain for ſome time amongſt
which, in every age, have greatly afflićted the ſand, and be exhaled ſlowly, what
the world."
poiſon can ariſe from theſe liquid pearls,
Theſe evils are imputed to many acci that deck the bladed graſs (in the beauti
dental cauſes, and a variety of notions ful expreſfion of Shakeſpear) to ſpoil the
prevail concerning their origin : Yet, al air We do not find that even the vaſt
though men are apt to yield implicit re lakes of North America, of Aſia and
verence to opinions which have been long B Europe, impart any thing noxious from
eſtabliſhed, or generally received, many their chryſtal exhalations.
For every man, who has ſeen a lake of
gentlemen of the medical profeſſion, and
others who have refle&ted upon this ſub freſh water, with a ſandy bed, muſt be
jećt, were never fully ſatisfied with theſe charmed with the purity of the fluid.
notions: Therefore, an inquiry concern
In Lochlomond, in the highlands of
ing this important ſubjećt ſeemed to be Scotland, and in all ſuch lakes, where the
wanting : For while it's primary cauſe is C water ſlides gently off, or when it re
unknown, or remains involved in uncer
mains undiſturbed in their ſandy beds, it
tainty, no human remedy can be propoſed, increaſes, in purity; becauſe water being
capable of checking their progreſs, or re ſpecifically lighter than earth, ſwims up
moving, with certainty, the violence of permoſt : And this muſt ever be the con
the diſtreſs.
dition of thoſe lakes, if any exiſt, in the
In the firſt place, it ſeems neceſſary to ſandy deſarts of Egypt.
examine the eſtabliſhed theories in phyſick, D Dr. Mead, who ſays, in his book on the
concerning the cauſe of this mortality.
peſtilence, that he never ſaw a plague to
Proſper Alpinus, a phyſician of Ve writes contrary to the teſtimony of Al
nice, who travelled into Africa, towards pinus t, an eye-witneſs of the progreſs
the cloſe of the fixteenth century, in queſt of this fever in Egypt: For that author
of medical knowledge, takes notice", upon the authority of Le Brun's voyages,
that the people of Egypt acknowledge the c. 38. imagines, that a dirty canal in the

plague is a native of their country, and E city of Grand Cairo, mixed with the mud
breaks out in thoſe years when the river
riſes to an uncommon height. And au
thors in every age are agreed, that this
fever rages more frequently upon the
banks . the Nile, than in any other
country.

-

The ſame author further obſerves, that,

the motion which prevails in Egypt, con
cerning the origin of the fickneſs on thoſe
occaſions, is, that the water of theſe ex

of the Nile, produces this fever that has
ſo often alarmed mankind, and afflićted

Egypt annually through all ages of the
world S. But this aſſertion is ſurely a
miſtake; becauſe all the dirty places, and
ſtagnant waters, in the autumn ||, when
F the fever begins to rage, and in the win
ter, when it riſes to its greateſt malignity,
have been long overflowed, or ſwept away,
by the wholeſome ſtreams of the river".

The cauſes then, to which the riſe and
traordinary inundations, riſing above the
ordinary limits, does not get back quickly, frequency of the plague, on the banks of
but forms into lakes, which ſpoil the air, the Nile, have been hitherto imputed,
G ſeem to have no foundation ; therefore
and create the peſtilence.
Any man, however, who will duly re ſomething leſs liable to exception muſt be
fle&t upon this notion, which obtains in ſought after.
Famine in eaſtern countries has been,
Egypt, and has been adopted by other na
in every age, as regularly attended by the
tions, will ſoon perceive its weakneſs.
Water is the moſt valuable treaſure in peſtilence, as the real ſubſtance in the
4 P
light
December, 1759.
2.
* De Med. Egypt, lib. 1. c. 15. Appendix, No. 1. | Ibid. No. 3.+ Preface,**p.The
1 Lib. 1. ch. 14.
§ See Appendix, No. 2.
Nile, according to Herodotus, Diodorus, Alpinus, and other writers, begins to overflow it:

banks, commonly, about the 17th of june, and the receſ, commences about the end of Sep
tember, and is compleated after November. Alpinus being an European author, and ad
dreſſing his work to Europeans, who divide the year into four ſeaſons, ſhring, ſummer,
autumn, and winter, when he mentions the autumn in his firſt book, and 14th chapter,
mºſt mean the months of Auguſt, September, and October.

!
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Dec.
rupted matter produced in the cities of

Causes ºf the P E S T I L E N C E,

light is by its ſhadow; and to the effe&ts
.# the corruption of the dead carcaſſes of London or Paris; for, at a moderate com
locuſts upon the air, this fickneſs has been putation, the quantity in either of theſe
imputed". Famines in the eaſt proceed cities cannot be leſs than ſeven or eight
from the effect of long drought; whereas hundred millions of pounds weight every
the ſcarcity of corn in the Britiſh iſles has year; and a great proportion of this pu
heen always occaſioned by cold, and the A trifačtion is of the animal kind. This
effect of too much rain. The food of immenſe quantity of matter is firſt con
the locuſts is graſs, and other vegetables. ſumed in the bodies of men, and of live
In theſe ſeaſons, when long drought cattle, by a heat equal to that of ninety
aſſlićts the land, the graſs is the crop that fix degrees in the thermometer. It is fur
is firſt conſumed, the gardens and corn ther corrupted by the heat of the dunghill,
fields are the laſt.
and at laſt is ſpread forth upon thoſe ſands
In northern climates, during a winter-B that lie in the neighbourhood of theſe
ſtorm, the feathered kind, not meeting cities. And though this be the fituation
of London and Paris, covered over with

with food in their uſual ſtations, flock to

gether, and make a vaſt ſhew, flying to

the exhalations extracted from theſe pu

wards the ſea-ſhore, and thoſe lands that

trifaštions, the peſtilence has not attacked
theſe cities more frequently than others of

lie ſtill uncovered with the ſnow.

The

ſmaller extent.

locuſts muſt feel the ſame impulſe, direét

ing them to theſe ſpots of garden and C

It is believed that there have been, in
corn-fields that are yet green, in order to ancient times, cities larger than London
procure that ſubſiſtence they find cannot or Paris; ſuch as Rome, in the zenith of
be obtained from the graſſy lands. The her glory; Nankin and Pekin, in modern
unhappy people of theſe countries, ſeeing times; with ſeveral others : So that a
ſwarms of foragers near their habitations, greater quantity of corrupted matter, than
in unuſual numbers, conſuming the rem that of London or Paris, muſt have over
nant of their all, conceive, no doubt, a D ſpread theſe mighty capitals, tainting the
vaſt abhorrence for the inſe&t itſelf, and a

air with its putrid exhalations; and, by

terrible idea of their numbers.

all accounts, the peſtilence has done no
greater hurt in thoſe places, than at Lon
don or Paris, in proportion to the number

The juice of the locuſt, after it dies,
muſt be in a few minutes dried up by the
ſcorching heat of the ſum ; and when this

of their inhabitants.

is their certain ſtate, their carcaſſes can
Thus, in hot climates, as well as in
not occaſion a worſe ſmell, nor do more E cold, we ſee it the ſame : We find, that
harm in the air, than thoſe fiſhes do that the immenſe quantities of animal and ve

are dried in the ſun, in vaſt quantities,
along the borders of the ocean, with or
without ſalt.

getable putrefactions produced in and
around theſe vaſt capitals, ſo far as their
hiſtories go, have not produced worſe

Many people have ſeen, in Britain,
Holland, and at Hamburg, dunghills

cities.

effects in the air than the filth of ſmaller

made up of the offal of whales, which F Theſe powerful faās oblige us to re
occaſion a terrible putrifaštion; they ſeem jećt the only opinion that is given, and
to be more abominable, than if a hun which has univerſally prevailed, con
dred dead horſes were thrown together, cerning the riſe of the plague in time of
and conſumed above ground in their ſap : famine; therefore its cauſe ſhould be
Yet we never found, that the family of a found in another object.
farmer, the people of a pariſh, or a coun
The accounts concerning the peſtilence
ty, have been killed in any country by the G agree, that the working people are firſt
neareſt approach to ſuch cadaverous dung conſumed f. In other diſtempers, ſuch
hills. But allowing, for the ſake of ar as the ſmall-pox, meaſles, and chincoughs,
ument, that theſe locuſis, who have

the rich, and their children in the cities,

arkened the air in their flight, were vaſt are no more exempted from infection, than
ly more numerous than they really are, or the poor and their children; and, by the
can be ſuppoſed to be, no man can main reigning evil among the hormed cattle,
tain, that the greateſt heap of theſe little H the fat and the lean, the young and the
inſects do amount to a quantity of putri old, are equally afflićted.
faction, equal to that huge maſs of cor
The

* Dr. Mead on the fºſſilence, p. 32, ſee Appendix, No. 4.
that filj, Ž are of the ſame opinion.

And all other writers ent

f See the journal of the Plague at Marſeiºs,

tº the year 17:9, in Aſpendix, No. 5, and aſſented to in general by Dr. Mead, p. 33 sad
24, in Aſpendix, No. 6.
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The poor people, in general, dwell on
the firſt floor, or in low tenements; there
fore, as all men know that bad effluvia,
expoſed to the air inſtantly aſcends, thoſe
who dwell higher from the ground, ſhould
be ſeized with infection as quickly as the

Europe 8oo years, the latter from time
immemorial; and the reigning diffemper

ing people are firſt cut down upon thoſe
occaſions ſhould alſo appear.
When the peſtilence is thought to come
to Europe from the banks of the Nile, one

ing in violence, and extending its ravages,
for five or fix months; from that peñod

amongſt the horned cattle ſeems to be of

the ſame nature: But the peſtilence ſoon
loſes its influence, for the mortality begins
39 or 40 days after the ſuppoſed impor
poorer ſort: And a reaſon why the work-Atation of the evil. It goes on increaſ.

third, a half, or three fourths of every
city, have been mowed down; yet this

it begins to abate, and in a few months

diſappears, and is ſuppoſed to reign an
nually,only in Conſtantinople, and upon
the Nile : And why theſe things come to

ſhould alſo appear.
ſpark of infe&tion imported to Europe, is B paſs,
When we take a view of armies, no
ſurely not as one to a million of that ma
gazine of plagues in ſtore in theſe coun

thing of conſequence is handed down from

The

the antients, concerning their miſeries;

cloaths, and other effects, of thoſe unfor

and nobody in modern times, till lately,

tries for their

own inhabitants.

dered of the ſubjećt $.
tunate people, who have died in Egypt of hasAconfi
Roman legionary ſoldier often car
the plague, are bought up, and uſed with
d 22 days proviſion of corn upon his
out ſcruple, by thoſe who are left alive". Crie
during his march, which, Caeſar
And as the peſtilence is a diſeaſe that a back,
his commentaries, occaſioned a
in
ſays,
perſon may take oftner than once in his deſertion among his ſoldiers enliſted from
lifetime, like other fevers, it becomes, no the highlands of Gaul, unaccuſtomed to
"doubt, a matter of ſurpriſe, that theſe ſuch labour: For, when this corn was ad
countries, in former ages, ſhould have
to the other baggage of a legionary
been ſo populous and flouriſhing; and D ded
and his arms, the load he bore could not
s
t,
un
groan
Egypt
when
preſen
at
that,
leſs than 120 pounds weight. Machi
der the yoke of Turkiſh oppreſſion, it be
gives a particular account of the ar
avel
ſhould ſtill be found to contain 4, ooo, ooo mour of thoſe ſoldiers, with which the
of inhabitants +.
Romans ſubdued the world ||. A head
Proſper Alpinus remarks, that 5oo, ooo piece, a mcrion that covered the neck and
people died of this fever at Grand Cairo, ſhoulders, a brigantine that hung down
in the ſpace of ſix or ſeven months of the
covered from his neck to his knees,
- year 1580 t, which happened to be a little E and
greaves and gauntlets covered his arms
time before he travelled into Egypt. Now, and legs, all of iron ; a ſword, four and
if the infection of the plague was as ea one-half feet long, hung upon his left,
fily got, as the people of Europe imagine, and a dagger ſtuck upon his right fide, a
the cloaths and other effe&ts of theſe
pile in his right hand, and upon his left
5oo,ooo, being bought up, and uſed by arm hung a ſhield fix feet long, and three
their neighbours, the calamity ſhould have F feet wide, ſurrounded with a ring of iron,
again broke out, and by over-ſpreading and in the center, a ring of the ſame me
the country, three times this number of "tal was placed, on which it lay when the
people, at leaſt, ſhould have inſtantly died; ſoldier came to his reſt, and iron covered
and the goods of thoſe 1,500, ooo, ſo ſoon the face of this maſſy ſhield. Now, not
as they were diſpoſed of, ſhould have kil withſtanding this burden of the legionaries
led 4,500,000, if ſo many inhabitants re in the Roman armies, the rigour of their
not G diſcipline, their quick marches, and other
mained; ſo that this gentleman could
t when
have found any body alive in Egyp

he viſited that fine country. But as there
is no foundation in hiſtory, to make us
believe that ſuch devaſtation ever hap

labours, which are well known, the Ro

mans rarely periſhed by diſeaſe “”. The
whole

...} of a

modern ſoldier ſeldom

amounts to fifty pounds weight: And
pened in Egypt, from infection, the peo notwithſtanding this great difference, al
ple of Europe ſeem to be in a very un though we ſee the porters, and other la
fortunate error in their motions of the
H bourers, in town and country, daily un
plague. Other epidemics, ſuch as ſmall dergoing the ſevereſt toils, without any
pox, meaſles, &c. when they have got a apparent injury, hiſtorians and others, ge
footing in a country, do not abandon it : nerally impute to fatigue, thoſe diſeaſes
nued in
For the firſt of theſe evils has conti

4 P 2.

that

§ Dr.
t Alp. lib. 1. ch. 15.
| Ch. 2. upon the art of war.

+ Maillet.
* Alp. lib. 1. ch, 15.
ſee appendix, No. 7. e
Pringle's pref to hiss Obſerv.
t, in articl 3,
ſe

** See Marſ. Saxº' firpri on this accoun

ºf his reverieſ, affrºdix, No. 8.
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The Plague does not ariſe from Noxious Effluvia.

that kill ſoldiers upon their march, or in
time of a fiege, and ſeamen during a
ſtorm; yet it would ſeem that fatigue
does not occaſion their diſtreſs.

Dec.
all kinds of food and other neceſſaries,
abounded ; yet of 55,000 Germans who
entered the camp in May 1717, 22, ooo
only were able to bear arms upon the

From the evidence of Caeſar's commen eighteenth of Auguſt; the other 33,000
taries, and the experience of that able were dead or ficki. Andas the ſame ca
commander, we learn, that the air of A taſtrophe has happened to other armies in
Gaul was good"; but in later times, the ſituations equally favourable, it would
air and water of this fine region are re ſeem, that altho'damp ground is exceed
preſented as poiſonous tº The ſoldiers ingly unfavourable to health, yet in moi.
of modern armies have the ſame, or as

ſture the primary cauſe of this diſtreſs is

natural food, as the Romans, and are as

not to be found.

well lodged and clothed; yet we hear
There is nothing more obnoxious in a
loud complaints from the moderns where B camp than in town; therefore the bad
ever they go, and all their diſtreſs imput effluvia of prince Eugene's camp, contain

ed to imaginary hardſhips; but the Ro ing 55,000 men, ſhould not have done
mans expoſed to the influence of every
climate, and who by their labours ſubdued

more harm in the air, nor amongſt the

ſoldiers, than the effluvia of an equal

the world, ſeem ſeldom to have complain number of people dwelling in a city; for
ed of any ſuch oppreſſions and wants.
a city is a perpetual incampment: And
This further proof, how groundleſs theſe C four times this number dwelt at Vienna,
clamours of our warriors, concerning

three times this number at Prague, five

proviſions, watching, in the night, and

times this number at Amſterdam, 10 times
this number at Paris, and 14 times this
number were dwelling at London in the
year 1717, and no ſuch calamity did ariſe
from the air of theſe cities; therefore, it

winter's hardſhips really are, may alſo be
noticed. The ſhepherds do feed through
the whole year upon the carcaſſes of cat
tle, that die of every diſtemper incident
to their ſpecies, and even prefer this food D would alſo ſeem, that the original cauſe
to the bloodleſs fleſh killed for the uſe of of this, and ſuch misfortunes befalling
their maſters. Theſe men, in the midſt armies, does not ariſe from bad effluvia.
of ſummer's rain, and winter's ſnow, fol

low without interruption, and through the

night, their ordinary occupation, and climb
the mountains tops in queſt of their flocks,

When we extend our view to the ſea,
and to many ſituations at land, particul
larly in northern latitudes, where men
feed upon ſalt proviſions, a fever rages

in defiance of the ſtorm: Yet they go Eſlower in its fury, which ſweeps off amºr
ing numbers of the youth and ſtrength of

forth, and return in health, and die at a
good old age.
Whatever nature the ground is of, on
which an army happens to be encamped,
the ſame fatal diſaſters attend them ; and

every nation, during peace aud war. This
diffemper goes by the name of the black

ſcurvy 5 and to prevent ſuch miſery from
taking place, many experiments have been

they are quickly cut down by putrid ſevers tried in vain
and dyſenteries; for altho' it is obſerved F : Upon thoſe ſad occaſions much evil has
that damp ground is the word for an en been imputed to falted food; yet ſalt is
campment, as it brings on the diſtreſs an antidote againſt the powers of corrup
quickly, and it has been frequently found tion ; for it does not hold, that altho’
that part of an army, which lay dry, has greens and fruit prove excellent cordials in
eſcaped, when another part of the ſame throwing off the ſcorbutick diſorder, that
army that lay wet, have been deſtroyed by ſalt proviſions occaſioned the diſeaſe: And
diſeaſe; (as Dr. Pringle, that able phyſi, G upon a compariſon of fačts, to be made
cian in the pia&ice of his profeſſion in hereafter, ſalt proviſions in place of being
his obſervations, upon many occaſions, pernicious, will appear to have beneficial
juſtly remarks,) yet the beſt ground that effects upon our ſpecies. Bad air at ſea
ever was marked out for an encampment, too is an object worthy of great attention,
proves alſo an inglorious grave to the when a ſhip is ſickly; but if the air of
brave ſoldiers altho’ natives of the coun
a king's ſhip, or of a priſon, where few
try, for prince Eugene's camp at Belgrade, H fick perſons are to be found, could kill
banks
Danube,
the
ſituated on
of the
ſtrong men, the Spaniards in the Mami
flood on a gentle eminence, the air was la Galeon taken by Mr. Anſon, ſhould
pure, the water was good, and plenty of have periſhed in a few hours; yet alſ men
know

* Appendix, No. 9.

the deſtruction of armies.

t Ste Dr. Pringle's Obſerv. and other accounts concerning
f Saxe's Rev. art. 3, appendix, No. 8.

§ See

the
“” Jr" ºffº ºut author, relating to the ſtrºy at ſea and land, in the ºpenix.
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Working People die firſt of the Plague.
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know whatinfestionsare caught from ſhips, Livonia, during the clear froſty ſeaſon;

;
hoſpitals, where a crowd of ſick
o breathe.

may, that the fineſt countries in every
quarter of the world harbours poiſon for

Mr. Anſon took this ſhip, upon the human race; but as we cannot be
June 29, 1743, off the Baſhee iſlands in lieve that the air of the ſea of almoſt
the Eaſt-Indies. Four hundred people every river and country, is poiſonous,
were put down into the hold of the Centu. A nor that the worſt of theſe ſituations at
rion, upon an allowance only, for each man, land, where the like calamities have hap
during 24 hours, of an Engliſh pint of pened to natives as well as ſtrangers, is
water to the ſalt food.

The weather was

prodigiouſly hot, and the ſtink of the hold

ſo bad as that of the hold of the Centu
rion, it would ſeem that the cauſe of the

dreadful beyond imagination; yet all theſe

diſtreſs does not exiſt in the air, or de
pend on change of climate.
of 38 days : And of 84 who were wound: B | Thoſe who remain unconſumed on
ed and kept above, three only died ; and thoſe occaſions, conſiſt moſtly of the
theſe the firſt night they came on board officers and boys; for we find the Spa
the Centurion *.
niards in ſad diſtreſs when they came on
Experiments in natural philoſophy have board the Centurion from the Manila
been made by Boerhaave, and many other Galleon, as they obſerved that soo ſtout
philoſophers, which ſhew that animals f men had been forced to give up their rich
men came out alive, after a confinement

cannot breathe in a confined fituation, C veſſel to a handful of ſtriplings $. And
where perſpiration is ſtopt, and a proper
ſupply of .. air cannot get in; and an
experiment much grander than any of
theſe, though of a horrible nature, was
made upon the Engliſh at Calcutta by the

the Extraordinary Gazette of the 18th of
Auguſt 1758, takes notice, that the re
mains of the crews, of five ſhips of the
line, and fix frigates, found at Louiſbourg,
conſiſted only of 1249 men in health,
late Nabob of Bengal, when ſeven-eights and of theſe 135 were officers: And, by
of their number died by one night's con-D all accounts, this in general is the caſe.
finement in the black hole. It is ſcarce This circumſtance agrees exačtly with
poſſible then, that men could breathe in a what happens by the plague in the cities,
worſe fituation than that of the hold of the working people, or poorer ſort, die
the Centurion, with the hatchways open; firſt. It, agrees alſo with what happens
yet in this fituation, in the midſt of horrid in armies, the officers generally eſcape,
putrifačtion, human life was ſuſtained. when the common men are cut down by
And when this was the caſe, better aired Ediſeaſe upon every occaſion ||.
places, where a crowd of fick do not
Whale ſhips, going out to the Green
breathe, cannot deſtroy men, when land ſeas, are provided with no better
confined in towns, on ſhipboard, or in food than king's ſhips; and, in general,
riſons.

the crews of the latter are conſumed by

When the New-England militia landed the fever and ſcurvy, more quickly in
in Cape-Breton, and came before Louiſ cold than in hot climates. And the crews
bourg in the year 1745, the ground was F of merchant ſhips, even ſuch as are em
wet, and the men were ſeized with a ployed in carrying over Germans to Ame
flux, but it did not prove mortal to any rica, do not often taſte of fickneſs during

body. The place ſurrendered on the

their voyage.

From the ſea we may caſt our eyes back
17th of June, and in Auguſt one half of
the garriſon fell bad of the putrid fever, upon the land; and there moſt cities in
flux and ſcurvy, by which they quickly veſted by armies, for a confiderable ſpace
iſhed 1. And becauſe this and ſuch G of time, have been deſolated by a peſti
diſaſters have happened in that region lential fever **. And the cauſe of theſe
ſince the year 1745, the air of Louiſbourg misfortunes has been ſuppoſed to ariſe
is thought to be poiſonous. But when we fºom places crowded with people and
look back to former periods, as well as cattle ; as at Athens, during the ſe
what happens every year, and deſcribed cond year of the Peloponefian war. This
in hiſtory, voyages and travels, we muſt city took in a compaſs of ſeventeen Engliſh
believe, that the air of the Britiſh cham-H miles, ++ and moſt of the effects of the
nel, the fineſt ſituation in Ruſſia and Athenians were tranſported before the
invaſion

* Anſ. Woy, ch. 8, ſee appendix, No. 10.
f Doug. Sum. Wol. I. p. 351, 352.

+ On dogs in glaſ, ovent.
§ Anſon, ch. 8.
| Dr. Prinzie's

Oºſ.,
p. 11, ſee appendix, No. 12 and 13, and all other accounts agree in the ſame
articular.g.
** Dr. Pringle's Olſ. p. 288, ſee appendix, No. 14.
t iſ Thugſides.
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invaſion, to Euboea, an iſland in their
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toms are leſs virulent, and ſomewhat dif

ferent, with a blackiſhneſs and large
diſcoloured ſpots diſperſed over the ſkin,
incloſed within the walls along with their ſwelled legs, putrid gums, and an ex
owners, the city would not have been traordinary laffitude over the whole body,
more crowded than London is at this day; a dejećtion of ſpirits, &c. followed by
and London, or any other city, during any A death in three, #. nine, or more weeks,
period whatever, was never ſo much or a recovery the ſame at ſea and land.
crowded as the hold of the Centurion in
Such a variety of circumſtances which
the months of June and July, 1743. When ſtood in oppoſition to one another, and the
Julius Caeſar beſieged Marſeilles, a dread diverſity that appeared betwixt fa&s and
ful plague broke out in that city, which a chaos of opinions, which have in time
the Romans and Gauls imputed to muſty paſt overſpread the world, and bewildered
corn”, yet the ſoil and air of the place are B mankind, in their inquiries concerning
dry; ſo that the grain could not be much the origin of this diſtreſs, led us at firſt
the worſe for keeping at Marſeilles than to call in queſtion the eſtabliſhed theories
at Dantzick and other places where grain in phyſic, becauſe from the fačts already
is hoarded up for many years; and theſe produced, there ſeemed no foundation
corns kill no body, ſo far as we know, for a belief, that the primary cauſe of
and all Europe have experienced. Upon the mortality has yet been diſcovered; for
other occaſions, great calamities are ima C all that ſeems certain is, in antient times
gined to have ariſen from putrid cabbages as well as at this day in the Turkiſh em
and plants in marſhes f; yet the vegetable pire, it has received the common name

neighbourhood. But allowing that all

the effects of the Athenians were a&tually

putrifačtion extracted from the cattle

of peſtilence or plague, and in later ages

killed at Edinburgh, is cooped up in is known by the appellations of True
noxious dunghills, for a longtime together, Plague, Camp Fever, Dyſentery, Black
and great quantities of this filth make Scurvy, &c. and by which every nation
part of the North-Loch ; yet it has not D through all ages have been thinned in
depopulated the adjacent houſes; for the their turn.
people in its neighbourhood meet as ſel
dom violent deaths by fevers, as others PART II. The Cauſe of the Plague,
and the Mortality in Fleets and Armies,
do who dwell on the Caſtle-hill ; And
pointed out.
even theſe vegetable putrifactions are not

º

to the cadaverous ſmell of the offal

S' NCE therefore the mortality is uni

whales, or the dirt of London or E
verſal, and its primary cauſe does
Paris.
.
not exiſt in air, in climate, or in diet,
Laſtly, We have not ſeen any reaſon as we are forced to believe, where ſhall

o

given, how it came to paſs that Europe,
in antient times, ſhould have abounded

we ſearch for it? One object in nature
only remains untouched, and which is

with our ſpecies, and that North America
ſhould have, in time paſt, remained al
moſt a deſart. Great complaints, indeed,

univerſal, that is, the HUMAN FRAME.
Let us then conſider the real ſtate of

are made of wood-lands and marſhes,

and if the cauſe of its diſtreſs exiſts in its

this fair fabric of divine archite&ture;
vitals, the hiſtory of mankind ought to

upon many occaſions, in America ; yet
this mortality falls out in the clear froſty
feaſon, and in Europe, while in its bar
barous and ſavage ſtate, woods and

favour ; And this evidence ſhould be

marſhes abounded, as they do now in

brute creation, whoſe frame and manner

give ample and univerſal teſtimony in its

confirmed by what happens amongſt the

theſe ſpacious regions of the weſtern G of life reſembles the human.
world. It ſeems alſo neceſſary to notice,
and whoever reads over the deſcriptions
of theſe ſcenes of diſtreſs will obſerve,

The natural pulſation of the heart is
generally found to be ſeventy-fix ſtrokes
in a minute ; it is conſequently a violence

that whatever name they go by in Africa, done to the conſtitution, ſhould it give
Europe, and the other parts of the world, eighty for ſome confiderable time. And
the grand and general ſymptoms where if the natural pulſation was eighty, it
freſh food is the diet, are univerſally the H would become an unnatural circumſtance,
ſame : Such as headachs, ſickneſs, vo ſhould it give ninety or upwards : And
miting of bile, putrid ſtools, pains in the when the heart gives theſe, or a greater
bowels, deliriouſneſs, dejection of ſpirits, number of ſtrokes, during any violent
boils and puſtules on the ſkin, attended motion of the body, the lungs play with
with death in ſix, eight, or ten days; a proportionable force, in ſupport of this
and where ſalt food is the dist, the ſymp. motion. The natural pulſation being fe
w

~ent
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venty-ſix in a minute, the perſon whoſe they were not of a flexible nature, ſo as
heart keeps time neareſt to nature, beats
neareſt to this ſtandard during his life;
for the blood veſſels being of a flexible
ſubſtance, the power of the motion of
the heart and lungs determines their
wideneſs *.

to ſtretch, and become wider in conſe
quence of, and to favour exerciſe and

labour, in proportion to the degree of the
circulation required, men could not
breathe, with their natural quantity of

A blood, when they attempted ačtion, and

Let us then take a view of our ſpecies, 'neither exerciſe nor labour, in that caſe,
in order to know how far they ačt with could go on in the world.
If the blood-veſſels of a man who
propriety in regard to the juſt formation
of their frame. In this view, it ſeems lives long in a ſtate of entire indolence,
neceſſary to divide mankind into three hºld twenty-four pounds, this quantity is
claſſes, of Indolent, Aétive and La all the nouriſhment his conſtitution re
borious.
B quires for its ſupport; becauſe nature has
In the firſt claſs, we may take in the
ormed her works with infinite exactneſs;
ladies of fortune, in general, over the therefore a leſs quantity than this would
world, eſpecially thoſe of China; the occaſion a faintneſs, and diminiſh the

ladies confined to their ſeraglios through
Afia, in the religious houſes in the Popiſh
countries of Europe, and indolent gen
tlemen.

The ſecond claſs are gentlemen who
take exerciſe for their amuſement, the

maſters of thoſe employed in a variety of
labour, ſtriplings, and the idle inhabitants
of thoſe countries, where little induſtry
prevails, ſuch as in the highlands of

ſtrength, and might bring on a decay of
the , conſtitution, as a greater quantity
could not be of uſe : Therefore, if a
C ſpace is opened for the reception of more

blood than twenty-four pounds, it muſt
be unnatural.

When one of the firſt claſs walks

quickly, the heart and lungs work with

a force above the natural; when he at
tempts to run, or to perform any hard
Scotland, Orkney, &c.
D labour, this motion is ſtill increaſed, un
The third claſs are the poorer ſort, who til a ſpace is procured for the natural
earn their bread with the ſweat of their quantity of blood to circulate with eaſe.
brows; of them the bulk of all nations, Therefore, as the power of the motion of
conſequently of cities, armies, and the the heart, at ſeventy-ſix ſtrokes in the
crews of king's ſhips, is made up.
minute, ſupported by the natural play of
When a perſon of the firſt claſs attempts the lungs, widened theſe veſſels, É. the

moderate exerciſe, his firſt effort is im- E reception of the neceſſary quantity of
poſſible to be accompliſhed; becauſe his

nouriſhment, in the conſtitution of the

motion forces from the extremities of his

indolent, a motion ſuperior to it muſt
body the maſs of blood into his heart and have enlarged their meaſure, perhaps
Iungs with more celerity and in greater from twenty-four to twenty fix in the
quantities than the natural, and their ſecond, and to , twenty-eight or thirty
efforts are incapable to puſh it pounds in the third claſs, or to a ſize
rom them and give relief; therefore he F exceeding the natural meaſure in the
is cut ſhort in his attempt, as his reſpira aćtive, and greatly above it in the labo
tion is ſtopt ; for upon thoſe occaſions he rious : And the heart, the lungs, and
ants, he ſtruggles inceſſantly, until his the tubes themſelves, while their meaſure
É.
returns again to its natural motion, is enlarged, muſt be waxing ſtrong and
and then only he can breathe without rigid, like the hands of the tradeſman,
pain. This diſtreſs in the animal oeco and the feet of the carrier, in proportion
nomy is occaſioned by the natural ſtrait. G to the degree of exerciſe and hard labour
neſs of the larger blood-veſſels, which they ſupport.
admits his natural quantity of blood to
The function of the kidneys is to ſepa

#.

circulate from the heart in its uſual man

rate the urine from the blood, the richer

ner, but cannot admit ſo great a part of ſubſtance, ſpecifically lighter than urine,
it to circulate, as the performance of flees off in perſpiration; the ſalt, the
theſe motions puſh inceſſantly into the watry, and the groſſer parts, are drained
heart and lungs. The fituation of hu- H off chiefly to the bladder. Theſe are
man affairs has made it neceſſary for ex the channels' through which the conſtitu
erciſe and labour to be carried on in the
tion is relieved of inačtive matter; for
world : Our creator therefore has ſuffered
the chyle or food, which aſcends from
a violation to be wrought in the human the fides of the guts by the lačteal veſſels,
conſtitution, by an enlargement of the cannot make its way back again, by rea
meaſure of the blood-veſſels ; for, if fon of its being ſhut in by the valves of
theſe

* The ſkin of any animal wideas in proportion to the degree of force with which it is

Aretched, and the bloodwºſeli and the in are ºf the ſame flexible texture,
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theſe veſſels; neither can it get off, when
it makes its way to the heart, by the
other veſſels conne&ted with the animal

of both claſſes, by which a quantity of
fat inaćtive matter is introduced into their

ceconomy; becauſe nature has formed

vitals, and that they require an increaſe of
perſpiration, above the natural, in pro

theſe, to perform other funétions peculiar

portion to their condition to take it of the

to themſelves, the ſame in the gentleman

conſtitution, as it has no other channel by
as in the labourer, and the ſame in the A which it can paſs, and that the proper
lady as in the handmaid ".

Each claſs then, requires their degree
of relief.

-

The firſt claſs, as they poſſeſs at all
times their natural quantity of blood on
ly, are relieved from the finer juices which

means for procuring this evacuation, is
for the ſecond claſs to enjoy their uſual

exerciſe, and the third claſs to perform
daily their wonted labours.
When the ſuperfluous matter found in

the frame of the aëtive and laborious part
become unuſeful to the conſtitution, by B of mankind, remains thirty days amongſt
the natural perſpiration.
the blood, by their uſual perſpiration be

ing ſtopt, it muſt becºme worſe than
when it dwells fifteen days only ; and when
quantity of matter, by a degree of per it remains ſixty days, it muſt become ſtill
more terrible, than when it remains thirty
iration above the natural ; and,
The third claſs
ſtill a greater days, and ſo on, in proportion to the
quantity of ſuper uous matter, are re-C length of its abode. If ſh, it muſt ačt
with greater violence, than when kept in
lieved in conſequence of their toils.
For that degree of relief, which nature pickle by the uſe of ſalted food : When
affords the indolent, altho' it is ſufficient for freſh it muſt appear yellow, when ſalted,
them, yet it is not ſufficient for the active; black, and impart theſe cºlours to the diſ.
The ſecond, in conſequence of their

exercife, are freed from their ſuperfluous

º

-

neither is the relief of the a&tive, ſufficient
for the labourers of the third claſs; be

eaſed; becauſe freſh ina&tive matter or bile

theſe motions relieve both claſſes, in their

miſeries; and when it remains obſtructed

is yellow, and ſalted ináčtive matter is
cauſe, ſo ſoon as exerciſe and labour D black tº.
ceaſes, the blood-veſſels are neceſſarily
If the primary cauſe of the peſtilence
kept full, conſequently the conſtitutions or plague, according to the meaning of
demand, that the ſuperfluous matter that extenſive appellation, with the anti
which cannot get down thro' the kidneys ents, or true plague, camp fever, dyſen
and paſs off in urine, nor circulate uſe tery, black ſcurvy, &c., atcording to the
fully in their conſtitution, ſhould all of it general ſtile of the modeins; is the rich
timeouſly perſpire.
E ſuperfluous food, expoſed to the influence
The exačt proportions in the human * of animal heat, in the vi s of the active
frame are violated by the quick circulation and laborious. Mankind in general, when
which exerciſe and labour occaſions, and it paſſes off, muſt be found free from theſe
turn, of the ſuperfluous matter introduced a certain ſpace of time amongſt the blood,
into their vitals by an increaſe of perſpi the laborious of the third claſs ſhould firſt
ration, conformable to their condition, F fall a prey to its influence; and ſoon af
ter them the aStive of the ſecond claſs
during all ſeaſons.
Every man may feel in himſelf, and ſhould alſo periſh, and we ſhould find
obſerve in others, that this is the ſtate of

their diſtreſs denoted by theſe various epi

each claſs.

The firſt claſs cannot take

thets in the hiſtories of all nations; infec

exerciſe upon their firſt efforts, becauſe their
reſpiration is flopt; as it is impoſfible for

cauſe, ſhould alſo in the tourſe of this

tion from the fick, acting as a ſecondary

them, from the natural ſtraitneſs of their G narration, ſhew its baneful effects, upon
larger blood-veſſels, to circulate the na
tural quantity of blood: Neither can the
ſecond perform the uſual operations of the

a near approach to theſe terrible ſcenes of
mortality.
[To be concluded in our Appendix.]

third claſs; for the ſame diſtreſs in the

animal oeconomy, which prevented the

firſt from
exiſts
alſothe
in H
them,
andenjoying
makes itexerciſe,
impoſſible,
upon
firſt efforts, to undergo hard labour; there

fore they muſt allo find, that an unnatural
change, in conſequence of exerciſe and
labour, has been wrought in an enlarge

Tº the AUTHOR of the LONDON
MAGAZINE.

*

I R,

S9. weeks ago,

as I was ſtrolling
about the publick buildings of this
city, an amuſement I very often gratify

myſelf in, I could not but take particular

ment of the meaſure of the blood-veſſels

* By gall, ſaliva, the brain, and the mºnſtrual diſcharge in wn.

notice

+ Moff peºple

have experienced the ºffed, of inactive food, in the difflution of their teeth, it muff have
*"greaterpower over all the other ſuffiances of the human body, as they are ſºfter than
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REMARKs on the Center of London-Bridge
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notice of a center ere&ted for the building here, fig. 2.) which I humbly think
the new arch at London-Bridge. I was might have ſerved all the purpoſes re
croſſing the river, a little below bridge, quired. And although the bridge is 48 #
and at that diſtance it ſeemed as if it had feet broad, yet with the advantage of the
been entirely ſolid; the vacant ſpaces old pier to ſupport the middle part of
were ſo ſmall, in proportion to that oc-" the center from, I have only made uſe of
cupied by the beams of wood, that it A 7ooo feet of wood; ſo that the difference
really had that effect at a diſtance. I or betwixt this one, and that one employed
dered the waterman to go cloſe up to it, for the conſtruction of the bridge, is about
and, after ſome examination, found that lo, ooo feet. The carpenter employed
my firſt idea did not ſubfide, ſuch a quan for the conſtruction of this curious center,
tity of wood had been crammed into it. had two ſhillings a foot, including work
I returned next day, and, as nearly as manſhip, with the wood returned when
offible, took the dimenſions of it, think- B the center ſhould be taken away; ſo that
ing that it might be a fact worthy the con the publick paid in this article of about
fideration of the curious.

In the an

17ool. only, 1 oool. more than if the

nexed deſign, fig. 1, you have a pretty
exact likeneſs of it, and you will find, in
meaſuring it by the ſcale, that it contains

center had been conſtructed according to
the annexed deſign, in fig. 2.
I am, your, &c.
Aug. 15, 1759.
E. M.

about 17ooo feet of wood.

About 60 or

1oo years ago, ſuch a thing might have C
paſſed unnoticed, and have been thought Reaſons wby WILLIAM I. is now called
William The ConqueroR.
the reſult of inattention; but you know
HE ingenious and learned author of
that of late years great improvements
A Treatiſe on the Law of Deſcent in
have been made in the joining timber, ſo
that, with half the quantity they uſed be Fee Simple, lately publiſhed, has given us
fore, a ſtronger piece of work is com the true reaſon why William the firſt has,

monly now made to ſupport any given D ſince his death, been called William the
Conqueror, though he never, in his life

weight; and that only rendered ſo, by
the proper diſpoſition of the beams which

time, pretended to aſſume that title. This

compoſe it: Witneſs Walton and Kew

author, in explaining his 5th rule or ca

Bridges, and many other pieces of work
performed in our time, but which have

non of inheritance, obſerves as follows :

“The firſt purchaſor, perquiſitor, is he

been taken away as ſoon as the work was who firſt acquired the eſtate to his family,
finiſhed under which they ſtood. The E whether the ſame was transferred to him

by ſale, or by gift, or by any other me
thod, except only that of deſcent. The
low water mark, to a ſemicircle. The in Feudiſts frequently ſtile him Conquiſitor,
genious Mr. King, among many other or Conquaſior; which, by the way, was
- ſurpriſing inventions of this kind, only the appellation aſſumed by William the
made uſe of 6502 feet of wood to make a Norman, to ſignify that he was the firſt of
center, fit and ſtrong enough for that F his ſamily who acquired the crown of Eng
great arch to be turned on. This new land, and from whom, therefore, all fu
arch at London Bridge is only 7o feet ture claims by deſcent muſt be derived;
wide, and by being a ſegment of a circle, though now, from our diſuſe of the feodat
riſes only 23 feet. There are 6 feet of ſenſe of the word, together with the re
the ſterlings within the end of the arch, fle&tion on his forcible method of acqui
ſo that they had ſpace enough for the end ſition, we are apt to annex the idea of vic
great arch of Weſtminſter-Bridge is 76
feet wide, and ſprings, from 2 feet above

of the center to reſt on, and the old pier G tory to this name of Conquaſior, or Con
ſtill remaining in the middle of this new
arch, to ſupport that part of it which has
the greateſt tendency to fall. Theſe ad
vantages, which they had not at Weſt
minſter, ſhould have been ſufficient rea
ſon to have employed leſs wood; but on

queror.”

As this remark is curious, and has not,
ſo far as we know, occurred to any of our
hiſtorians, we thought it would not be
aniſs to communicate it to ſuch of our

readers, as have not yet had an opportu

the contrary, although the arch is 4 + feet H nity to peruſe this learned treatiſe.
narrower, and 12 feet lower, they have

employed near 10,500 more feet of wood.
It is true, the bridge is 48% feet broad, and
therefore 44 feet more in that reſpect than
Weſtminſter-Bridge. For that reaſon I
have made out a deſign (alſo annexed
December, 1759.

In ºur loft, p. 599, col. 2, l 2, fºr from, r to:

tº; Many ingeniou, Piece, in Proſe and Verſe,
are deferred to our Appendix, or to the Montb

of January, which we bººt will not diſablige
our kind Corrift.ndents,
4 Q-
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674. O L D ENGLAND’s G LORY Revived. Dec.
by

SET

R.

L.

-d

ſound forth her he - roes through e-ve -ry land;

Proclaim the great

#####º

5.

Let Europe begin with thiswonderful truth,

Let Africa join in the ſame glorious fiery,

For Europe has ſeen, and beheld the brave
youth ;

And talk of her Senegal, Gambia, and Goree;
Fame, blow up thy trumpet, at Britain's
{land.
command,

How firm and intrepid our infantry ſtood,
And dy’d Minden's plains with their ene

And ſound foºth her heroes through every

mies blood.
Both Eaſt and

wełiade, can partly de
[dare

Let's now toaſt the brave, who occaſions
[employ,
this joy,

i

clare,
What England can do, and what Britons can

Who their lives and eſtates for their country

Ev’n France, to her ſorrow, in this muſt agree,
We conquer by land, and we Hawk them
by ſea.

Of the toils they endure, or the dangers they

Who never once think, till the battle is won,
Turn.

7.

-

4-

-

-

The river St. Lawrence rolls down to the
[gain i
main,
And tells to the ocean what conqueſts we
That nothing the ardour of Britons can check,

To prove the great truths only points to
Quebeck.

But now, for a moment, muſt ſorrow
prevail,

Our jºy muſt be filent, to hear the ſad tale;
The loſs of the gallant, brave Wolfe to
deplore,

Who dy'd for his country; what cou’d he do
more ?
3.

-
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8.

His honours ſtill live, let us be of good
cheer,

Then let us proceed, with one heart and
onc ſoul,
| growl i
*Till the mongrels of fa&tion forget for to
*Till malice and eavy, which fiews from their
-

His name to Britarnia will ever be dear;
Fame blow up thy trumpet, at Britain's
command,
ſland.
And ſound forth her heroes through every

tongue,

Be chang'd into melody, triumph, and ſong.
I. I.

Now fill up your

âr, and drink to the

'Tis this is the way for Old England to
bleſs,

man,
[plan;
Whoſe wiſdom could trace out ſo noble a

With a ſeries of glory, renown, and ſucceſs;

Here's his health, in a bumper, but firſt it

I daily pray heaven they ever increaſe,

is fit,
Pitt.
To know who's the man, it is honeſt Will.

*Till George ſecures all by a laſting good
peace.

A N E W CO U N T R Y

D A N C E.

r-º-* 3.

{{=

jº
Caſt off two couple +, caſt up again -, croſs over two couple =, lead to the top and
gaſt off =, foot contrary corners, then to your partner — lead out tides = M. B. Beat
•

2

='

three times at the middle and end of each ſtrain.

Poetical Essays in D E C E M B E R, 1759.
ºte Pnarros and the one
A

Hossz Chair.

F A B L E.

And you, and all your clumſy kind,
For loweſt purpoſes defign'd:
Fit only, with a one-ey'd mare,

written at Oxford, by a Gentleman of that
univerſity.

To drag, for benefit of air,
The country parſon's pregnant wife,
Thou friend of dull donºſtic life
Or, with his maid and aunt, to ſchool,

A TThere
* Blagrave's, once upon a time,
ſtood a Phar

Ton ſublime :

Unſullied, by the duſty road,

It's wheels with recent crimſon glow'd :
It's ſides diſplay’d a dazzling hue,
It's harneſs tight, its lining new :
Moſcheme-enamour'd youth, I ween,

To carry Dicky, on a ſtool :
Or, haply to ſome chriſtening gay,
A brace of godmothers convey. —Or, when bleſt Saturday prepares
For London tradeſmen reſt from cares,

'Tis thine to make them happy one day,
Companion of their genia: Sunday !

Survey'd the gaily deck'd Machine;
But fondly long'd to ſeize the reins,

And whirl o'er + Campºfield's tempting plains.
Meantime, it chanc'd that, hard at hand,

A ONE Hossz Chair had took it's ſtand;
When thus our vehicle begun
To ſneer the luckleſs Chaiſe and One.
“How could my maſter place me here

'Tis thine, thro' turnpikes newly made, ".

When timely ſhow'rs the duſt have laid,
To bear ſome alderman ſerene

To fragrant Hampſtead's ſylvan ſcene.
Nor higher ſcarce thy merit riſes

Among the poliſh’d ſons of Iffs:

Within thy vulgar Atmoſphere 2

Hir'd for a ſolitary crown,

From claſſic ground pray ſhift thy ſtation,
Thou ſcorn of Oxford education!

Canfl thou to ſchemes invite the Gown 2
Go, tempt ſome prig, pretending taſte,
With hat new cock'd, and newly lac'd,
4 Q_2
O'er

Your homely make, believe me, man,

1s quite upon the Gothic plan ;
-

* Well knºwn at Oxfºrd fºr fitting ºut carriages,

" + In the rºad to Blankin,

-
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O'er mutton-chops, and ſcanty wine,
At humble Dorchºffer to dine !

Sifamae generoſa fitis, fi bellica virtus,

Meantime remember, lifeleſs drone'
I carry Bucks and Bloods alone.

Difficiles Laurus, ipſoque in flore juventae.

And oh! whene'er the weather's friendly,
what inn at Hºllingfºrd or Henley,
But ſtill my vaſt importance feels,
and gladly greets my entering wheels.
And think, obedient to the throng,

How yen gay ſtreet we ſmoke along :
While ail with envious wonder view

The corner turn'd ſo quick and true.”
To check an upſtart's empty pride,
Thus ſage the Onz Horsr Chair reply'd.
“Pray, when the conſequence is weigh'd,
what's all your ſpirit and parade
From mirth to grief what ſad tranſitions,

To broken bones—and impºſitions t

º

Ingenium felix, intemerata fides,

Heu ! lethinimium praecipitata dies; .
Si quid habent pulchrum baec, vel fi quid
amabile, jure
Eflo tua haec, Wolr1, laus, propriumque
decus.

Necmoriere omnis—quin uſque coronavige
bit,

Unanimis Britonum quam tibi neétit amor.
Regia quin pietas marmor tibi nobile penet,
Quod tua perpetuis praedicet aaa notis.
Confluet huc ſtudio viſendi Martia pubes,

Sentiet et flammâ corda calere pari; , .
Dumque legit mediis cecidiffe heros tri
umphis,
Dicet, fic detur vincere, fic moriar.

Or if no hones are broke, what's worſe,

Your ſºbemes make work forcłaftand Nourſe.—
On u, praw ſpare your keen reproaches,
From On, Horſe Chairs men riſe to Coaches;
If calm diſcretion's ſtedfaſt hand,
With cautious ſkill the reins command.

From me fair Healtb's freſh fountain ſprings;
O'er me ſoft Snugneſ, ſpreads her wings:
And Innocence refle&is her ray
To gild my calm ſequeſter'd way:
E’en kings might quit their ſtate to ſhare
Contentment and a One Borſe chair.——

what though, o'er yonder echoing ſtreet

Your rapid wheels reſound to ſweet;
Shall Ifts' ſons, thus vainly prize
“A Rattir of a larger fixe P”
Black Ave, who during the diſpute,
Stood in a corner, ſnug and mute,
Surpriz'd, no doubt, in lofty verſe,
To hear his carriages converſe,
With ſolemn face, a'er Oxford ale,
To me diſclos'd this wondrous tale :

I ſtrait diſpatch'd it to the muſe,
who bruſh'd it up for * jackſºn's news,
And, what has oſt been penn'd in proſe,
Added this moral at the cloſe.

E P I L O G U. S.

[Syrus hºwitar.]
Uanta intus turba'eſt quantomolimine
-

-

ſudat

Accinaus cultro & forcipe quiſque coquus'
Monſtrum informe maris Teſtudo in Prandia
fertur,

Que varia & fimplex omnia ſola ſepit.
Pullina eſca placet, vitulina, ſuilla, bovina?
Praeſto eſt. Haec quadrupes fingula pºfriº
habet.

rus,

/

De gente AEthiopum conducitur Archimasi
ſecet & coquat & concoquat arte nová
Qui doeë contundat aromata, miſceat ºptè
Thus, apium, thyma, ſal, cinnama, cepe,
piper.

§

-

Quijećur & pulmonem in fruſtra minutula
ſcindat,

Curetºue ut penitus fint ſaturata mero.
Multo utventriculus pulchre flaveſcat abovo,
Ut tremulus circum viſcera verret adeps.
His rite inſtručis conchae fint fercula, nam tu,

Teſtudo, & patinis ſufficis atque cibo.
Quam cuperem in laudes utriuſque excurrere
conchael

–Sed vereor Cakpaſh dicere vel Calºpee.

Things may be uſeful if obſcure;
The pace that's ſlow is often ſure :
When empty pageantries we prize,

Vos etiam ad coenam mecum appellate juva

We raiſe but duſt to blind our eyes.
The Gold E N M E AN can beſt beſtow

Vellem & reliquias participare dapum.
At ſunt convivae tam multi tamgue gulofi,

Safety, for unſubſtantial Show.
The fºllowing is the Prologue and Epilogue tº
the Adelphi of Terence, which was lately

afted by the young Gentlemen of Weſtminſter

ret,

-

Reſtabit, metuo, nil nifi concha mihi.

An occaſional Paolo cur, written and ſpe
by Mr Havard, at the Head ºf a
Boys cleathed by the Mar 1 NE Society,

::::::
af

the Theatre Royal in Drury-isne, the ste ºf

College.
P R O L O G U. S.

UM patres populumque dolor communis

Inſtitution.

haberet,

Feret & AEmilium maxima Roma ſuum,
Funehics inter ludos, his dicitur ipſis
Scenis extinétum condedoráfſe du cem.

Ecquis adet-ſcenam noćte hāc qui ſpeaet
eandem,

December, when the Tragedy of Zara tes,
aged for the Uſe ºf that Humane and Lawdekº

-

RITONS" this night ye dignify your
name;
The ſons of virtue are the heirs to fame.
And what coeleſtial virtue can out-vie

Thy merits, all relieving Charity
O charity how pure thy off rings riſe,

Nee luaum nobis ſentiat effe paren
Ut cunque arrifit pulchris vićtoria caeptis,
Qua ſol extremas viſit uterque plagas,

The charitable foul, on ſeraph's wings,

Succeſſis etiam medio de fonte Britannis

Mounts to that God-head whence his virtue

Surgit amali aliquid, legitimuſque dolor.

The ſweeteſt incenſe that aſcends the ſkies.

ſprings;
The

º
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The pious effort heav'n is pleas'd to raiſe,
And the preſerver ſhares the Maker's praiſe.
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Nor can ſhe ſtand another everthrow,
For Gror Gr, by Hawke, has ſtruck the

If ſuch the merit, when to low diſtreſs

final blow.

The bounteous hand is open'd to redreſs;
If but to wipe the tear from ſorrow's eye
Be ſuch a grateful office to the Sky :
How ſtrong muſt be our feelings of delight,
When int’reſt and humanity unite,

AndBritain’sglory crownsthepoint offight.

P R O L O GUE to Oroonoko alter’d.

HIS night your tributary tears we claim
For ſcenes that Southern drew; a fav'rite

T

}

name.

He tauch'd your father's hearts with gen'rous

Ye ſons of freedom, view this little band:

woe,

And taught your mothers' youthful eyes to

They owe their ſafety to your foſt'ring
hand.

flow ;

For this he claims hereditary praiſe,

Snatch'd from the paths of vice and branded

From wits and beauties of our modern days;

ſhame,

You point the road to honeſty and fame.
This ſmall plantation which your hand firſt

Yet, ſlave to cuſtom in a laughing age,
With ribbald mirth he ſtain'd the ſacred page;

While virtue's ſhrine he rear'd, taught vice

laid,

May riſe in time your ornament and ſhade.
Our ſons perhaps ſhall ſee, with glad ſur

to mock,
And join'd, in ſport, the buſkin and the ſock:

O! haſte to part them!—burſt the opprobri

prize,

ous band .

In ſome of theſe new Drakes, new Raleighs

Thus art and nature, with one voice demand:

riſe.

O! haſletopart them! bluſhing virtue cries;–

Nobly proceed–Exert your chymic ſtrife,

Thus urg'd, our Bard this night to part them

Extrading ſpirit from the dregs of life;

tries -

Our ſafety, our humanity combine,
And ev'ry virtue glows in the defign.

To mix with Southern's tho' his verſe aſpire,
He bows with rev'rence to the hoary fire:

O! may this glorious ardor ſtill improve,

With honeſt zeal, a father's ſhame he veils;

This blend of charity and patriot lovel
Th' increaſing numbers which your boun

Pleas'd to ſucceed, not bluſhing tho' he fails:
Fearleſs, yet humble; for 'tis all his aim,

ties ſave,

Shall in your cauſe the boldeſt dangers
brave,
And ride triumphant o'er the ſubjećt wave.
France ſhall look pale to ſee their glorious

That hence you go no worſe than here you
canne :

Let then his purpoſe conſecrate his deed,
And from your virtue your applauſe proceed.

toil,
R

And tremble at the Gleanings of our iſle :
No more contend in rivalſhip again,

E

B

U.

S.

Am both man and woman too,
I go to ſchool as good boys do.

But yield us the full empire of the main.
—

T

H

E

Monthly Chronolºger
Extrast of a Letter from Bombay, dated April 7,
-

ri ERE have three very ex

traordinary accidents hap
pened here. On the 13th
* of December there

was

| almoſt a total eclipſe of
º, the ſun, which laſted from
ten in the morning till near one o'clock. A
comet has been ſeen theſe zo days, and re

feas of it, being then returning from a vil
lage near Bombay town, and in the open
road: Seeing an extraordinary light in the
air, I turned my head that way to ſee what
it was, when it immediately caught my

eyes, in a manner, that I was not ſenfible
whether I had loſt them or not, and was
obliged to put my hands up to ſcreen them.
Every houſe was illuminated by it, as if
there were a number of flambeaux lighted.”

mains ſtill viſible about four o'clock in the

A very large meteor in the air

B R IT IS H F I SH E R Y, for 1760.

was ſeen on the fourth of this month at

His royal highneſs the prince of Wales, go
vernor. Francis Vernon, Eſq; prefident.
William Northey, Eſq; vice-prefident.

morning.

about ſeven o'clock at night, which ap
peared in the ſame ſhape, but much larger
than the comet, and had the ſame direction.

It laſted about ten ſeconds, and was of ſo
great a brightneſs, that it was not poſſible
for a perſon to look ſtedfaſtly at it.

As for

myſelf, I narrowly eſcaped feeling the ef

C O U N C I L.

Solomon Aſhley, Abraham Atkins, Eſqrt.
Sir Walter Blacket, Bart. William Beck

ford, George Bowes, Thomas Bladen, Eſqre.
Sir John Hinde Cotton, Bart. Velters Corn
wall,
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wall, Eſq; Sir James Creed, Knt. Tho
mas Colet, John Edwards, Eſqrs. Right
Hon lord viſcount Folkſtone, Edward God

i.

Eſq; Hon. lieutenant general Handa
ſyd, William Hart, William Janſſen, John
Jeffer, John Joliffe, Eſqrs, Hon. lieutenant
general Onſlºw, Right Hon the earl of
Shafteſbury, Peter Simond, William Sloane,
william Sotheby, John Joliffe Tuffaell,

|.

Tucker, Hon. George Townſhend,

on. John Vaughan, John Unde wºod,
William Watſon, Eſqrs, Sir Bouchitr Wrey,
Bart.

On Nov. 15, a barn, ſtable &c. with a
great quantity of wheat, &c. were conſum
ed by fire, at King's Norton, in Shropſhire,
The following letter to the ſecretary of

the admiralty, we are favoured with by
the Amſterdam Gazettc.
“ S I R,

In anſwer to your’s of the 4th inſtant,

concerning a memorial of Meſſrs. Hopp,
Boreel, and Meerman, complaining that I
cauſed ſome Dutch merchantmen

to

be

ſearched near Cape Palos, who were under
convoy of the Prince William man of war,
Capt. Betting; and farther alledging, that
notwithſtanding the repreſentations of this
captain, I detained ſome of them ; I muſt
obſerve, that having certain advice, that
the Dutch and Swedes

carried cannon,

powder, and other warlike ſtores to the
enemy, I gave particular orders to the
captains of all the ſhips under my com
mand, carefully to examine all the veſſels
of thoſe nations bound to the ports of
France. On the day mentioned in the me
morial, and near Cape Palos, I made the
fignal for the Warſpite, Swiftſure, America
and Jerſey, to intercept ſome veſſels then in
fight; and which, on their approach, were
found to be ſome of the Dutch ſhips under
convoy of the Prince William, and bound

to different ports of the Mediterranean, parti
cularly two to Marſeilles and two to Toulon,
They were as ſtićtly ſearched as could be
done, at ſea, in the ſpace of an hour; but

as no pretext was found for detaining them,
they were ſuffered to proceed on their voy
age; and the captains aſſured me that every
thing paſſed with great civility and gcod
order. I never received any complaint on
this ſubjećt from Capt. Betting, nor indeed
had he an opportunity to make me any, as
he continued his courſe to the Mediterra

mean, and I ſteered for Gibraltar, from

whence I came ſoon after to England. As
it is well known that the Dutch merchan's

affiſt the king's enemies with warlike flores,
I think I did no more than my duty in
ſearching the veſſels bound to thoſe ports.
I wou'd have anſwered your letter
ſcorer, but I was willing to inform myſelf,
firſt, from the captains who are now, in
England, whether any thing had happened
on occaſion of this ſearch, which they had

onnitted to inention in their report to me.
f

-

E, Boscaw ºn.”

De*~ *

On the 22d of November, to bay of
building, &c. were conſumed by fire, at
Northampton.
FR in a Y, Nov. 24.

St. James's. The humble addreſs of the
chancellor, maſters, and ſcholars of the uni

verfity of Oxford, was preſented to his ma.
jeſty by the Rev. doćtor Brown, vice-chan
cellor, and provoſt of queen's college; which
his majeſty received very graciouſly. And
they all had the honour of kiffing his ma
jeſty's hand.
To the King's moſt Excellent Majeſty.
Moſt gracious Sovereign,
“We the chancellor, maſters and ſcholars

of your majeſty's moſt loyal and faithful uni
verſity of Oxford, beg leave, amidſt the ge
neral acclamations of a joyful and united
people, to approach your ſacred perſon with
hearts full of duty and affection, moſt hum
bly to congratulate your majeſty on the many

glorious and happy events of this memora
ble year.

The uninterrupted and unparalleled ſeries
of ſucceſſes, which have attended your ma
jeſty's plans of operation, during the courſe
of a war ſo uncommonly complicated and
extenfive, will ever ſtand diſtinguiſhed with
a peculiar luſtre in the annals of Great-Bri
tain : Succeſſes, equally remarkable for
their number, variety and importance: E
very quarter of the globe having afforded
ſcenes for your majeſty's ſignal triumphs
both by ſea and land, and been a witneſs of
the repeated diſappointments and defeat of
your reſtleſs and ambitious enemies.
Among the numerous and happy effeas
of your majeſty's prudent and vigorous mea
ſures; whether concerted for the ſupport of
the proteſtant religion and the liberties of
Europe ; or more immediately direéted to
wards the preſervation and advancement of
the commerical intereſt of your Britiſh do

minions; the truly difficult and glorious
conqueſt of Quebec (attempted in vain more
than once by your royal predeceſſors) doth,
on many accounts, demand more particu
larly our warmeſt congratulations. So wa

Juable and important an acquiſition ſeems
to have been reſerved by providence to com
pfeat and crown all the preceding glories of
your majeſty's moſt auſpicious reign.
In this and many other arduous and ſuc
ceſsful enterprizes, we cannot but ſee, and,
after your majeſty's great and pious exam
ple, devoutly adore the hand of divine provi
dence, which hath on all occaſions, fo viſibly
ſupported the juſtice of your cauſe and the
progreſs of your arms.
And we doubt not, but that, under the

prote&ion of the ſame good providence, the
utmoſt efforts of an enraged and deſpondinz
enemy will be baffled and fruſtrated through
..your majeſty's known wiſdom and experi
ence, through the abilities and a divity of
your miniſters, the courage and condućt of
your commanders, the intrepidity of your
forces, and that perfett harmony and urion.
which

1759.
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which happily ſubfiſts amongſt all your ſub
Jietts.
May your enemies themſelves perceive at

dined at the crown and anchor tavern in the
ſtrand :

w

length, and acknowledge the interpoſition of
heaven, ſo conſpicuous in your majeſty's fa
vour; and, by entertaining more ſerious
ſentiments of equity and moderation, give
your majeſty an opportunity of accompliſh
ing the define of your heart, by diſpenſing to
contending nations the greateſt and moſt
comprehenſive of all temporal bleſfings, a
general and laſting peace
May your majeſty long live to enjoy ſuch

glorious fruits of your unwearied labours
for the public good! And may there never
be wanting in your royal houſe a ſucceſſion
of illuſtrious princes, inheriting your ma
jeſty's crown and virtues, and reigning, like
your majeſty, in the hearts of all their ſub
jects
Given at our houſe of convocation, this

twentieth day of November, in the year
of our lord 1759.
Thursday, Nov. 29.
Being the day appointed for a general
thankſgiving for the ſignal ſucceſſes of his
majeſty's arms, it was obſerved with be
coming ſolemnity. His majeſty, the prince
of Wales, the princeſs dowager, the duke,
princeſs Amelia, prince Edward and princeſs
Auguſta, attended by the heralds at arms,
went to the chapel royal, and heard divine
ſervice; the ſermon preached by the Rev.
Dr. Lowth, prebendary of Durham, from
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the year enſuing; after which the ſociety
-

Members of the former council continued.
Earl of Macclesfield, prefident.
Thomas Birch, D. D. ſec. Muſ. Brit. Cur.

James Bradley, D, D, Aſtr. Reg. James
Burrow, Eſq; Lord Charles Cavendiſh, Muſ.
Brit. Cur. Mr. Samuel Clarke, Peter Davall,
Eſq; James Earl of Morton, William so.
theby, Eſq; Muſ, Brit. Cur. James weſt,

Eſqi, Treaſurer, Muſ, Brit, cur. Hugº
Lord Willoughby of Parham.
Members elected into the council.

, Peter Collinſon, Acad. Reg. Berol.
Suec. Soc. William Fauquier, Eſq; william
M. D.

Heberden,

Samuel Mead,

Eſq;

Jeremiah Milles, P. D. Charles Morton.
M. D. Robert Neſbitt, M. D. Mr. John

Smeaton. Mr. Joſeph Warner, Taylor
White, Eſq;

. Dr. Charles Morton was choſen ſecretary
in the room of Peter Davall, Eſq; Thean.
nual gºld prize medal was adjudged by the
council to Mr. John Smeaton, F. R. s.
(who has lately compleated the building of
the Edyſtone light-houſe) on accouat cf his
curious and uſeful improvements in the

conſtruction of wind and water-mills, com
municated by him to the ſaid ſociety, (See
P. 432.)

About ſeven o'clock in the evening, a fire
broke out at a ſtable in Duke-ſtreet, Lin

coln’s-inn-fields, which ſoon communicated

theſe words, ‘ I form the light, and create

to the Romiſh chapel, and burnt it down;

darkneſs : Imake peace, and create evil : I
the Lord do all theſe things.’ Iſaiah xlv. 7.
The knights companions of the orders of
the garter, bath and thiſtle, appeared in the

and from thence to the houſe of his excel.

collars of their ſeveral orders : At noon the

guns at the Park and Tower were fired, and
in the evening many houſes were illuminated.

The lord biſhop of Worceſter preached be
fore the right honourable the houſe of peers,

lency Count Viri, the Sardinian ambaſſador,
who being in an ill ſtate of health, was im.
mediately carried to Newcaſtle houſe, whi
ther the valuable part of his furniture was
alſo removed, owing to the care and affif.tance of his grace's ſervants.

at the abbey church, Weſtminſter, and took

Sir Edward Hawke's letter appeared in
the Gazette (ſee p. 639.) containing an
account of his heartily drubbing the French

his text from Daniel ii. 20. “Bleſſed be the

fleet.

name of God for ever and ever; for wiſdom
and might are his.” Mr. Dayrell preached
before the right honourable the ſpeaker and
upwards of two hundred members of the
honourable houſe of commons, from Pſalm
xcv. 1, 2. ‘ O come, let us ſing unto the
Lon D : let us make a joyful noiſe to the rock
of our ſalvation.

Let us come before his

reſence with thankſgiving, and make a

joyful noiſe unto him with pſalms.” The
lord mayor, accompanied by many alder
men, and the two ſheriffs, went

to St.

Paul's, where the Rev. Mr. Townley, maſter
of the grammar ſchool in Chriſt's hoſpital,
preached on the following words, “ They
ſhall proſper that love thee,” Pſalm cºxii. 6.
The cathedral was greatly crowded, as were
the pariſh churches in general.
Fr I DAY, 3o.
Being St. Andrew's day, the following
noblemen and gentlemen were eleēed to
be of the council of the royal ſociety for

[Lieut. Aningham, who brought the
*ews of Sir Edward Hawke's having de
feated the French ſquadron, is made a poſt
captain. The Formidable French man of
war, taken by the admiral, carrying 8o

braſs guns of 43, 36 and 24 pounders, is
15 feet longer in the keel than any of the
ſhips in his majeſty's navy, and alſo every
other way in proportion to the ſame.]
Satur day, Dec. 1.

Two houſes were conſumed by fire, in
brick lane, ſpital fields.
Mon DAY,

Came on, in the court of king's bench,
the trial of Belinda Henderſon, otherwiſe

Leros, otherwiſe Smith, otherwiſe Stuart,
for having defrauded the crown of 404).
under pretence of being the widow of lieu
- tenant-colonel Williams, who was killed

in Flanders in 1747; when the court and
ſpecial jury, being fully ſatisfied with the

evidence on the behalf of the crown, ſound
the
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the defendant guilty of the infamous offen

ces for which ſhe was indićted, without the
jury's going out of court.
Tuesday, 4.
Whitehall.

Tranſlation of the Declaration, which bis Serene
Highneſ, Duke Lewis of Brunſwick bas deli
wered to the Miniſters of the belligerant Pow
ers, reſiding at the Hague, in the Name of his
Majeſty, and of the King of Pruſſia.
“ Their Britannick and Pruſſian majeſties,
moved with compaffion at the miſchiefs
which the war, that has been kindled for

ſome years, has already occaſioned, and muſt
neceſſarily ſtill produce; ſhould think them
ſelves wanting to the duties of humanity,

and particularly to their tender concern for
the preſervation and well-being of their re
ſpeaive kingdoms and ſubječts, if they neg
lečted the proper means to put a ſtop to the

progreſs of ſo ſevere a calamity, and to con
tribute to the re-eſtabliſhment of publick
tranquillity. In this view, and in order to
manifeſt the purity of their intentions, in

this reſpect, their ſaid majeſties have deter
mined to make the following declaration, viz.
That they are ready to ſend plenipoten
tiaries to the place which ſhall be thought
moſt proper, in order there to treat, con
jointly, of a ſolid and general peace, with
thoſe whom the belligerant parties ſhall think
fit to authoriſe, on their part, for the at
taining ſo ſalutary an end.
Wednesday, 5.
A motion was made and agreed to, in com
mon-council, by Mr. Paterſon,That the thanks
of that court be given to the Right Hon. Sir
-

Richard Glyn, Knt. and Bart. late lord mayor

of this city, for having moſt ably, as well as
splendidly, ſupported the dignity of that high
and important office, to which he was called
by the unanimous ſuffrages of his fellow

Dec.

by his royal, highneſs the prince of Wales
and princeſs Auguſta; his majeſty came in
to the ball-room before nine o'clock, and
withdrew at eleven, and the ball ended at

one o'clock. Her royal highneſs the princets
of Wales appeared in mourning for her
daughter princeſs Elizabeth.
-

FR 1 day, 7.

The ſefions ended at the Old Bailey, when
Thomas Hartſhorn and William Budd, for

horſe-ſtealing; and James Brown for a rob
bery in St. James's park, received ſenterce
of death. Sixteen were caſt for tranſporta
tion, three branded in the hand, and three
acquitted.

The preſecutor of James Brown is a gen
tleman's ſervant, who going through the
park, the Bird-cage walk, on an errand of
his maſter's, was accoſted by an accomplice
of Brown's, genteely dreſſed, who claſping
him round the middle, forcibly took him

afide, and offering him ſeveral indecencies,
was ſurprized by Brown (planted for that
purpoſe) who after uſing the alarming names
of Sodomites, &c. threatened that, unleſs he
would part with his money, he would have
him hanged; and after compelling him to
give them 58, demanded his buckles, and on
his refuſal to give them, they took him to
the guard, in order to charge him with the
above deteſtable crime, but were prevented
by a ſervant of lord Harcourt's, whoſe bu

fineſs accidentally leading him that way,
had the curioſity as well as humanity to
watch; and having obſerved the whole af

fair, became the happy means of preſerving
the young man's chara&er, and the bringing
to juſtice ſuch an offender.—The accomplice
was acquitted, the robbery not being fully
proved upon him.
Came on to be tried at Guildhall before

putation abroad, as well as to our ſafety

the right hon, lord Mansfield, by a jury of
non-freemen, a cauſe of great expe&tation
and conſequence, wherein the mayor, com
monalty and citizens of this city were plain
tiffs, and William Beſt, a ſaleſman in New
gate-market, defendant ; for certain ratts
or tolls payable for vićtuals and proviflors
brought into that market; when a verdićt
was given for the plaintiffs, by which they
have eſtabliſhed their claim or right to thoſe

and trarquillity at heme.

rates or tolls.

citizens, in a time of imminent danger and
For his exemplary zeal to pro
mote the ſervice of his country, by a pru

difficulty.

dent exertion of his influence towards ce

menting the union, and improving the con
fidence, which have ſo remarkably, of late,

ſubſiſted between the king and people, and
fo greatly contributed to our ſucceſs and re
And, laſtly,

for his generous patronage and aſſiſtance to
the loyal endeavours of the citizens of Lon
don, to ſtrengthen the hands of government

againſt the meditated efforts of a reſperate,
though vanquiſhed, enemy; a meaſure,
ſanétified by the approbation and acceptance
of our moſt auguſt ſovereign; and by the
laſting honour which he has been graciouſly
pleaſed to confer upon this city, in the per
ſon and poſterity of their then chief ma
giſtrate.

At the ſame time came on

to be tried another cauſe againſt Samuel
Weaver, a ſaleſman or dealer in butter, fer
the toll of butter brought into that market;
when a verdićt was alſo given for the ſame

plaintiffs, by which they alſo eſtabliſhed
their right to that duty.
WE on Es pay, 12.
Five houſes, with barns, &c. were con

ſumed by fire, at Wilton, in the Pariſh of
Great-Bedwin, in Wilts.

Thus spay, 6.
Her royal highneſs the princeſs dowager
ci wales's birth day was kept at St.
lanes's, and there was a ball, in the great

Saru RDAY, 15.
Mr. Daſhayes, deputy and agent of the
iſlands of Guadaloupe and Dependencies,
had the honour of being preſented to his
majeſty by the earl of Orford, one of the

bail-ouin, at night. The ball was opened

Ferds
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ſaid iſlands had the ſame honour.
Tur so Ay, 18.

Was executed at Nottingham, where he
received ſentence of death at the affize hºld

for that town, on the 10th of Auguſt laſt, the
execution of which was reſpited from time
to time, William Andrew Horn, of Butter
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Thursday, 20.

lords of the bedchamber, Mr. Goy of the

A commiſſion, figned by his majeſty, was
ſent to the houſe of peers, authorifing the
prince of wales, the duke of Cumberland,
the archbiſhop of Canterbury, and others
of his majeſty's privy council, to aſſent in
his majeſty's name to the following bills, viz.
The bill to continue and amend an act for

ley-hall, in Derbyſhire, Eſq; aged 74, for

the free importation of Iriſh ſalted beef,

the murder of a child only three days old,
35 years ago. His brother, who was the
only perſon privy to this long concealed
murder, was at laſt induced to diſcover it,

pork, and butter. The bill to prohibit for

Partly from an uneaſineſs of mind he was

under on that account, and partly from the
cruel treatment he received from Mr. Horne,

WKDN as day, 19.
Plymouth. Arrived the adventure tranſ

a limited time the diſtilling of ſpirits or low
wines from all grain. The bill to puniſh
mutiny and deſertion, and for better payment
of the army. And to one naturalization bill.
The Right Hon. the houſe of peers ad
journed to Tueſday the 15th of January.
And the honourable houſe of commons to

Port, captain Jacob Walker, from Croiſſel,
where ſhe had been ordered by Sir Edward

Monday the 14th of January.
Came on before the lords of appeals for
prizes, at the Cock Pit, Whitehall; the trial

Hawke to take up the guns of the Soleil

of the pretended Dutch ſhip, called the Snip,

[.

taken
the Lyon privateer, captain Creil,
and the people from the ſhore keeping a which ſhip and goods had been ſometime
conſtant firing, they only took up two. fince condemned as French property by the
They drove for two days, by little and little, judge of the admiralty court at Doāor's
in all about two miles, and at laſt were in Commons; upon which trial it plainly ap
the utmoſt danger. They were obliged to pearing to their lordſhips that the real bills
cut their cables, and make the beſt of their of lading, &c. were artfully concealed in a
way for this port. The Aétive frigate, who caſk or bag of coffee, and that the counter
was in company with them, loſt her mizºn feit papers were encouraged by the Dutch
amaſ?.
governor of St Euſtatia, who was deeply
An officer belonging to his majeſty's ſhip concerned in the lading ; their lordſhips,
Royal George came in the above tranſport, were unanimouſly pleaſed to confirm the
whom adamira! Hawke had ſent on ſhore at judge's ſenterce, by pronouncing the ſhip
Croiſſel, with a flag of truce, to demand ad and cargo (which is worth upwards of
mittance up Vilaine, in order to deſtroy the 8oool.) to be French property.

Royal; but the weather being tempeſtuous,

nine ſail of French men of war that took
ſhelter there, or elſe he would bombard the

town; but the admiral's demands were re
fuſed : However, he was as good as his
word, and threw about 1oo bombs into it.

SAT u R p a Y, a z.

Ended the drawing of the lottery, when
No. 35372, as laſt drawn ticket, was intitled
to 10ool.

-

Sun Day, 23.
About four o'clock in the forenoon, a

Croiſſel is a large town in Britanny, cne
league and a half from Guerande, between

dreadſul fire broke out at Mr. Whittle's, a

the mouths of Vilaine and the Loire, on the

cabinet-maker in King-ſtreet, Covent-Gar

. . ſea-coaſt, where it has a large and very ſafe

den, which conſumed near twenty houſes.

barbour. The officer reports, that it is a
well-built town. Two of the French ſhips
in the river Vilaine are over-ſet, and lay up
on their broad fides. (See the foregoing

—It is ſaid it began in his workſhop, by
heating an oven for bending their wood for
for different purpoſes in the cabinet way.—
It conſumed Mr. Whittle's, where it began,
Mr. Forteſcue's, linendraper, and Mr.
Bellis's, pold worker, in the front in King
ſtreet, and greatly damaged many others in

map.)

St. James's. Prince Sanſeverino envoy
extraordinary from the king of the Two
Sicilies, had a private audience of his ma
j-ſty to deliver his letters of credence.
Captain William Laurence, was carried
in a cart from Newgate, through White

the ſame ſtreet.

The other houſes burnt

down were in Roſe ſtreet, and ſeveral courts
between that and Long-acre. There was

a great ſcarcity of water for above an hour

chapel and the New-Road, to Execution

after the fire broke out ; and it is ſaid there

Dock, where he was hanged according to

was not a watchman upºn any of the ſtands,
even to give the people in moſt danger any
notice. Several perſons were burnt or bu

his ſentence; he appeared to be a man of a
moroſe temper, tho' he behaved very de

vout, calm, and compoſed. In his laſt mo
ments he gave a caution to all ſeafaring men
to take care they be not guilty of his crime.
(See p. 618.)
The convocation met in the Jeruſalem
chamber, and were further prorogued till
the 13th of February next. (See p. 621 )
December, 1759,

ried under the ruins, at this dreadful fire,

and many terrible accidents happened to the
firemen, &c.

Tursday, 25.
Admiral Saunders arrived from Quebec,
and the next day waited on his majeſty and
was moſt graciouſly received,
4 R.
Hig
-
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His majeſty has ſettled 150ol. per ann.
upon Sir Edward Hawke, for his own life

Dec.

be advertiſed in the London Gazette, and

weekly papers.
Addreſſes have been preſented this month
The ſkinners company have ſubſcribed ‘(ſee p. 625.) from Tewkeſbury, Berwick
zoo guineas to the Guildhall ſcheme for county, Whitehaven, commiſfion of the

and that of his ſon.

recruiting the forces.

church of Scotland, Aberdeen univerfity,

Lord George Sackville having again made
application to be tried by a court-martial
for his ſuppoſed miſcondućt on the firſt of
Auguſt laſt, a doubt has been raiſed whether he

Aberdeen city, Bedford, Northampton, Ierſey
iſland, Ipſwich, Carliſle, Oxford city, Win

is amenable before ſuch a court, as he does

not at preſent hold any military employ
ment whatever. This point is referred to
the judges, who are to give their opinion

county, preſbytery of Aberdeen, Appleby,
Cumberland county, Chicheſter, Bridport,
Lanerk, grand jury of Dublin, Beverley,
Ducham city, Kirkby, in Kendal, Derby, and

thercon next term.

Thetford, in Norfolk.

During the preſent war, there have been
taken or deſtroyc d, 27 French ſhips of the
line, and 31 frigates; and two ſhips of the

The freedom of Dublin, in a gold box, is
agreed to be ſent to Mr. Pitt.
The freedom of Edinburgb is preſented to

line and four frigates loſt; making in the

admiral Boſcawen,

whole 58 taken or deſtroyed, and fix loſt.

Bath, Dec. 17. On the 7th inſtant a man
and four lads being in a coal pit at Kilmerſ
don, near Coleford, a vapour took fire; which
the man perceiving, called for help from
above, upon which a bucket was let down,
but before he was half up, being affetted by

We have loſt ſeven men of war, and five
frigates.

We ſhould not do juſtice to the generoſity
and humanity of the Engliſh nation, if we
forgot to obſerve that the ſubſcription for
the relief, and reward of the ſo.diers, who

triumph'd at Minden and Quebeck, meets
with great encouragement: And that an
other for cloathing and ccmforting the French

priſoners, during the preſent rigorous ſea
ſon, has already the ſančtion of many great
and illuſtrious names; whilſt they, unhappy,
brave fellows are totally neglectid and
abandoned by their own country.

cheſter, Warwick,
Clifton Dartmouth
Hardneſs, Poole, Leiceſter, Weſtmoreland

the vapour, he fell out of it, and died di

restly : The bucket was then let down a
gain, when two of the lads got into it, and
were drawn up alive, but ſo much hurt that
their lives are diſpaired of. The other two,
when the vapour was extinguiſhed, were
found arm in arm.

It is remarkable, that

no leſs than 17 perſons have loſt their lives
there in this manner, within theſe few years.

Cowards are cruel; but the brave

Love mercy, and delight to ſave.

Extrač of a private Letter frºm York, Dec. 22.

* A few days ſince as Hugh Bethell, Eſq;
Several lieutenants of counties having in

putſ ance cf the power veſted in them by an
ad 31 Geo. 11, ſuſpended all proceedings in
the execution of the militia acts, until the

next year; and others until March and April,
1760 , and the ſpeedy carrying into execu
tion the ſº veral proviſions for the better or
dºing the mili i , being moſt effºrtially ne

ceſſity, at this juncture, to the peace and ſe
curity of this kingdon; by the ad lately
paded, it is enaëled, that where a fut
ficient number of qual, fied p-rºoms, wiłſing
to accept commiſſions, have not been found

of Riſe, was hunting the flag between Scar.
borough and Burlington, the creature be
ing very hard preſſed, took down a cliff cf

an immenſe height; and ten couple and a
half of the leading hºunds followed ; by
which accident they were every one killed
upon the ſpot, and the flag had three of his

legs broke.

One of the whippers-in, a

young lad, being juſt at their heels, and ſee

ing his danger threw himſelf from his horſe;
and the horſe upon coming near the preci.
pice ſuddenly flopt, by which means they
were both preſerved " .

w; hºn any county, &c. the lieutenant ſhall
funny ºn a meeting within one month after
paying his act, of all Fei fors qualified and

Private letters from Dublin give the fol.
lowing account of ſome late diffurbances in

wiłurg to ſerve as cºi-ºrs, to deliver in their

order, probably to prepare them for the
French invaſion, had been poiſoned by their

names , , and ſha i proceed in the further

that city. That the minds of the people, in

execution of the inws ciating to the militia,
as if there had been no ſuſpenfien thereof;
and meetings for the ſaid purpoſes ſhall be

cm::firies with the notion of an union be

{, itmoned monthly, till a ſufficient number

were to be ſubječt to the fame taxes, &c.
Upºn this, a mob of many thouſands broke
into the houſe of lords, inſulted them, would

ſhatī oſer themſelves, or until the expiration
of the militia laws.

The like method ſh:1

ing intended between England and Ireland,
that they were to have no more parliaments,

be annu-ily obſerved for carrying the ſaid

have burnt the journals if they could have

*ēts into execution, as is direéted by aa 31
tenants and deputy lieutenants ſhall be an

found them, and ſeated an old woman on
the throne. Not content with this, they
obliged all the members of both houſes that
they met in the fleets, to take an oath that

rºw bei; on the 2d Tueſday in January;
*d ºx days notice of all ſuch mectings ſhali

they wºuld never roºfnt to ſuch an uniºr, a gree
any vºte “ontrary to the true interſ ºf Prº-d

Geo. li. to be obſerved in the year 1758;
except, that the firſt general meeting of hºu.

MARRIAGES and BIRTHS, DEATHS.

1759.

Many coaches of obnoxious perſons were
cwt or broke, their horſes killed, &c. One

gentleman, in particular, narrowly eſcaped
being hanged, a gallows being treeted for
that purpoſe. The horſe and foot were
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561 17, 57677,606 13, 618oz. 6 1968, 6,977.
64597,65163,65726,10ol. each. (See p.627.)
Mar R1 Acks and B in Ths.
Dec.

*R*. Mr. Clive,

cf Atherley, in
Shropſhire, was married to Miſs

drawn out on this occaſion, but could not
Clive

diſperſe them till night; and the day after,
addreſſes to the lord lieutenant were agreed

to, and a committee of enquiry appointed.
Mr. Baldwin, ſurgeon's mate of his ma
jeſty's ſhip the Shrewſbury, which ſail'd to
join Sir Edward Hawke, but heard of his
ſucceſs at ſea, obſerves in a letter dated Dec.

25, that on the 28th of Nov. they fell in
with admiral Ceary, off Uſhant, and that
from the 2d of Dec. to the 15th they had a
moſt violent ſtorm, which did great da
mage to the Shrewſbury, in particular, which

Chriſtopher Griffith, Eſq;
Quintin.

to Miſs St.

Charles Mears, Eſq; to Mir, Dore.
4. Thomas Yex, Eſq; to Miſs Tedd.

John Tyrell, of Hatfield Peverel, in Eſſex,
Eſq; to Miſs Maſter.
6, Capt. White, to Miſs Offarrel, heireſs
of the late general Offaire].
8. John Aſhley, Eſq; to lady Duckenfield
Daniel, of Tabley, in Cheſhire.
Capt. Lawrence, to Miſs Aiſlabie.

1 1. Sir William Muſgrave, Lart. to the

is arrived at Plymouth to refit, and in ge

counteſs dowager of Carliſle.

neral to moſt of the ſhips of the fleet.

Hon. and Rev. Mr. St. John, to Miſs

º

Extrač of a Letter from Tralee in Ireland,

Chaſe.

dated Dec. 5.
“On Sunday night laſt a Norway ſhip
bound for Galway, laden moſtly with boards,
was wrecked at a place called Bally longare:
within a ſmall mile of Ballyhige; ſhe had
eight men on board at coming off from Nør
way, and her paſſage was ſo unfortunately
tedious, having loſt her compaſs in a vio

15. Dr. Forreſler, to Miſs Moore, nicce
to the earl of Drogheda.
Richard Pryce, Eſq; to Miſs Byrne.
19. Iſaac Whittington, Eſq; member for

-

Agºnondeſham, to Miſs Haywood.
Nov. zo. Counteſs of Balcarras was de
livered of a ſon.

a 1. Counteſs of Leven, of a ſon.

Dec. 9.

lent ſtorm, that for want of ſubſiſtence, five

of the cight were eaten by the captain and
mate ; the eighth we may ſuppoſe died in the
paſſage.

1z. Lady Caroline Adair, of a daughter.
13. Lady of Michael Biddulph, Eſq; of

The five ſkeletons were nailed to

The captain, notwithſtanding

the maſt.

a ſon.

daughter.

14 Counteſs of Egmont, of a daughter.
Lady Clifford, of a ſon.

to ſee him, and to find five of their fingers

as a flore. The mate is ſtill living. There
has been a great quantity of boards ſaved,
but the veſſel is quite wrecked.”
Tickets drawn prizes of 1¢ol. and up
wards, in the late lottery, from Nov. 25 to
Dec. 22, the laſt day, incluſive. No. 15757,
2 o'cool. No. 16179, 62.651, 5ocol. No.
4899, 3oool. No. 16559, acool. No.
2833, 2884, 19853, 16647, 2d 377, 21.505,
256'4, 26575, 33768, 35732, 35635, 4oc6,

46449, 47.66,48c37. 584.19 63 '79, 63862,
zoool. each. No. 7685, $450, 9959, 11oz.3,
*2431, 17082, 17366, zoiá4, 16207, 36724,
44334.47347, 49 to 3,49532, 57.118, 57319,

576-7, 62.295, 62996, 64.43 m, scol, each.
No. 1172, 1502, 2,90, 1774 ;735, 4-76,
5950, 5162, 5550, 64.45, 7174,8463, ca 16,
*1677, 13237, 1387c, 1417.3, 14891, 16374,
*7467, 17684, 17694, 1809, 18812, 19933,
19236, 19866, a 1684, 21861, z2 wo4, 21 84,
23553, 23757, 24090, 24967, a 5995,
* 5931, 172c2, a3147, 28982, 29.683, 3, 19",

3 1874, 33791, 33789, 33: 14, 33832, 339°4,
33911, 33924, 34ooo, 34.156, 343-3, 34874,

35663, 35163, 36949, 37734, 38919, 39'58,
41oz.6, 4, 581, 41238, 44 tº 4, 44933, 45°34'
47 137, 47453,475.15, 48463,48595. 4913°,
49421, 50.112, 50717, 5°907, 52999, 52497,

$2503, 51940, 52.669, 53404, 54761, 55399,
*-

of a

Lady of Samuel St. Hill, Eſq;

the great care that was taken of him, died

in about ten hours after he was brought on
ſhore. It was a very melancholy proſpect

Lady of Mr. Harvey, member

for Eſſex, of a ſon.

Dr Arhs,

Nov. 23.

A J OR Hewitt, of an illneſs
contračted at Guadaloupe.
Mr. Walfingham Beazley, an

M
Dec. 2.

eminent Brewer.

5. Nathaniel Cole, Eſq; an eminent at
torney, many years cierk to the ſtationers
company, &c.

Richard Manley, Eſq; in the commiſfion
of the peace for Weſtminſter.
E James Froſt, jun. of Great Jamts-ſtreet,
ºn
-

Lieut. Col. Tame, of the red regiment

of trained bands.

Lethelier Took, Eſq; an eminent Turkey
merchant.

Geo. Harriſon, Eſqi member for Hertford.
8. Brigadier-general lngoldſby, after a
lingering illneſs, a brave ard honeſt officer,
not employed ſince the battle of Fontenoy.
Rev. Mr. Willian Guyſe, a diſienting
miniſter.

stephen Unwin, of Kenfirgron, Eſq;
Mr. Vigo, ſen. merchant, in the Old
Jewry.
io. Charles Leithicullier, Eſq;
12. William Williams, of Crºw's-hole,
near Briſtol, Eſq;
-

4. R 2

Rev.
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DEATHS.—Bill of Mortality.

Rev. Dr. Arrowſmith, re&or
Olave, Hart-ſtreet.

of St.

-

[The Eccleſiaſtical Preferments. & with the
Bill of Mortality, in car Appendix.]

13. Mr. Dottin, an eminent Barbadoes
B1 L L = of Mortality from O&. 23. to

mtrehant.

Nov. 10.

Edward Green, Eſq; an eminent barriſter
at law.

} º: }
Males

Chriſt.

. Samuel John, Eſq; clerk of Bridewell and
Bethlem hoſpitals.

-

Buried

}

Males
Femal.

gro

1.co.8

; : 1529

14. James Vere, Eſq; member for the
ſhire of Lanerk.

Died under a Years old 528
Between 2 and 5 – 219
5 and 10 - 65
Io and ao - 50
zo and 30 - 14o
30 and 40 - 129
40 and 50 – 113
5o and 69 — 1.co.

Mr. Cromwell, of Hampſtead, a deſccn
dant of the Protector.

Jeremiah Burroughs, of Wymondham,
in Norfolk, Eſq;

Sir John Paterſon, of Eccles, in North
Britain, Bart.

15. Lady dowager Laneſborough.
The counteſs of Stair.

62 and 70 -

15. Thomas Holden, of Erdington, near

7o and 80 – 64
8o and 90 – 29
90 and 100 - 6

Birmingham, Eſq;

James Tod, Eſq; late aneminent merchart.
Mr. John Deviſme, an eminent Hamburgh
merchant.

S6

1529

Robert Parry, of Iſleworth, Eſq;
William Brotherton, Eſqi high ſheriff of
Berkſhire.

#

16. Ferdinando John Paris, Eſq; an emi
ment conveyancer.

Within the Walls 1 I
Without the Walls 4o;
In Mid. and Surry 768

City and Sub. Weſt. 244

Henry Fairfax, of Toulflon, near Tad
catter, Eſq;

1529

18. Mr. Iſaac Romilly, F. R. S.

19. Mrs. Vaitlant, mother of the preſent

Weekly, O&. 30 – 404
Nov. 6 — 367

ſhtrift.

a 1. Mr. Benjamin Gaſcoyne, a common

13 – 379

council-man for Vintry ward.

zo - 379

On Nov. 29. The Rev. Mr. Philip Brooke,
A. M. formerly chief librarian of the uni
verſity of Cambridge. A gentleman of great

learning, but of ſo much modeſty, thºt he

1529

would never venture to prepare any thing

Decreaſed in the Burials this Month 13.
Wheaten Peck Loaf, weight 171b. 6 oz.

for the preſs; and of a conſcience ſo ſtriët
and ſcrupulous, that, upon the acceſſion of
the preſent royal family, he gave up his

++++++++++++4+$$$44,44-ºº-º-º-º:

place, rather than take

1s. 8d £

the oaths.

Lately. Right Hon. Gerald de Courcy,
24 h baron of Kinſale, in Ireland.

The

title is extinct.

For EIGN AFFAIRs, 1759.
ROM Bruckenau

we

had an ac

Mrs. Eliz. Owen, of Langharne, in Car
marthenſhire, aged 1-6.
Eve Schelletin, of Sorau, in Sileſia,
aged to6.
Mr. william Lewis, Bookſeller, of Ruſſel
ſtreet, Covent-garden.
• Charles Mayne, Eſq; of Charles-town,

count that the corps of Wurtembers
troops, compoſed of 10, ooo men, and com
manded by their ſovereign in perſon, march
ed through that town cm the zoth ult, in
their way to Fulda; but they were ſoon
diſturbed in their quarters, of which we
have the following relation from prices
Ferdinand's head quarters at Kroſdorff,

South-Carolina.

Dec. 5.

At Northampton, Nov. 20. Mrs. Web
fier, well known to the poor and indigent,
by that charitable aſſiſtance which ſhe was

On the 18th ult. early in the morning, the
hereditary prince of Brunſwick, and prince
Charles of Bevern, fet out from Marburgh
with the following regiments, viz. De Boſch,
Hanoverian dragoons, prince William and
prince Frederick of Heſſe's cavalry, two
battalions of the regiment of guards, and
two of Imhoff's, of Brunſwick, the regi

ever ready to affold them.—Her perſonal
qualifications were juſtly, admired ; and,
joined with the graces of her mind, would
have done honour to the higheſt ſtation :-

Her excellent ſenſe, true politeneſs, and in
nate generoſity, were all heightened by that
moſt amiable virtue humility; which ſhone
conſpicuous in every part of her conduct i

but more particularly ſo in her acts of pie’y
and charity.
4.

ment of grenadiers, Heffians, and that of
Blunſbach, too hunters of Trimbach's

corps, one ſquadron of white, and one of
black huffars. This corps, having left their
baggage behind, marched the ſame day to
Kiſdorff

!

F O R E I G N A F F A 1 R S, 1759.
Kiſdorff and Heimerſhauſen; and the fol
lowing, being the 29th, to Angelſbach,
their vanguard having in their way gal
lantly repulſed a body of the enemy, con
fiſting of the volunteers of Naſſau. The
two battalions of the regiment of guards,
and thoſe of the regiment of Imhoff, and
Boch's regiment of dragoons, lay that
night at Angelſbach. Prince Charles of
Bevern, with the other regiments, at Lau
terbach.

ly all the huſſars, and Bock's regiment of

The huſiars and the volunteers of

Trimbach were poſted further on at Sander
ſhauſen and the hereditary prince paſſed
the whole night at the advanced poſt of the
huſſars. At one o'clock in the morning of
the 10th, the whole corps was again put in
motion, and marched directly towards
Fulda. As the enemy did not in the leaſt
expe&t this viſit, no troops were met on
the road.
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The hereditary Frince ordered immediate

At a little diſtance from Fulda,

the he editary prince having ordered the
whole corps to be drawn together behind
the neareſt height, and the huſſars to
march forward, his ſerene highneſs went to
reconnoitre, in perſon, almoſt up to the
gates of the town.

As the country about Fulda forms a plain
of tolerably even ground, the right of
which is watered by a river of the ſame
name, the fields on this fide being divided
by a long hollow way, on one fide of
which, the Wirtemberg troops had ranged
themſelves in ſmall bodies, on ſeparate ſpots
of ground, our huſſars and yellow dragoons,
drew up in front of thoſe troops ſo irregu
larly poſted.
in the mean time the reſt of his ſerene

highneſs's corps, both horſe and foot, went
round the hill, and proceeded in their march,
without interruption, to the other fide of
the hollow way, in ſuch a manner that
they were ſoon able to take poſt upon the
flank of the regiments of Wurtenberg, who
by degrees retreated into the town. Our
cannon fired upon them during the whole
time they were filing off.
The enemy's infantry having made ſome
ſhew cf forming themſelves in the ſquare of
the town, we played our howitzeis upon
-

dragoons, to advance upon the ſaid four
battalions; and in the mean time his ſerene
highneſs, with the reſt of the troops, filed
off along the heights to the right, till he
found himſelf able to gain the enemy's flank.
It was then that we broke in upon them ;
and though they fired in the beſt manner they could, there were but fix killed, and 14
wounded, on our fide, Count Platen, cap
tain, was killed in the firſt onſet by a muſ.
ket-ball.

A confiderable number of the e

nemy were cut to pieces; and the reſt, hav
ing thrown down their arms, were made
priſoners of war, together with all their offi
cers. We took from them two pieces of can
non, two pair of colours, and their baggage,
The next day, the firſt of December, 9°3
priſoners were ſent to Hirſchfield, under an
cfcort commanded by major Marſhal. The
reſt of thoſe four battalions were either killed

or very much wounded. Our huffars have
been in purſuit of thoſe of the enemy, who
went off before the aaion; and have taken
the greateſt part of their baggage, carriages,
waggons, &c.

The duke of Wu-temberg, was in perſon
with his corps, which he had juſt then drawn
up for a feu de joye; ſo that theſe regiments
were in their beſt cloathing. The duke had
invited all the ladies in the town of Fulda

to his table; and to a ball, which he inten
ded to have given that very day. But, upon
the unexpe&ted news of the hereditary prince
of Brunſwick's being at the gates of the
town with his huſſars, the duke thought pro
per to get cff. That part of his cavalry

which was not taken, was obliged to decamp
in haſle with the reſt of his infantry; and to
file cff in our preſence, on the other fide of
the Fulda. One of theſe regiments of cavalry,
the grenadiers, and the regiment of Wer
nich, were commanded in a very diſorderly
manner; and this has enabled us to cut
them ſo eaſily to pieces, and with ſo little
loſs on our fide.

On the 1ſt inſtart, the hereditary prince
remained quiet at Fulda, the whole day.

them, to drive them from thence.

His ſerene highneſs has fince advanced as

The whole corps of the enemy having then
paſſed through the town, our huſſars and
yellow dragoons, led on by the hereditary
prince of Brunſwick, with the Heſſian ge
madiers, and Bock's regiment of dragoons,

far as Rupertenrode, a place ſituated upon
the right flank of the enemy's army. This
poſition, added to the difficulty of ſubfifting
their troops any longer in a country entirely
exhauſted, has probably determined the
duke de Broglio at laſt to abandon his camp
at Gieſſen, which he did this morning in
falling back towards Butzbach, on the di

paſſed it likewiſe in the purſuit : Whilſt
prince Charles of Bevern went round the
outfide of it, and paſſed the river over the
bridge.
The enemy in their retreat ſhut all the

gates of the town after them ; but they were
fºrced open by our cannon. Our troops
found on the other fide of the town, the

rečt road to Frankfºrt. His ſet cne higneſs
prince Ferdinand of Brunſwick, detached
two corps in purſuit of him. A garriſon of
near zoco men is left in G'eſſen; the com
mander whereof has been ſummoned to ſur

enemy's three battalions of grenadiers and
the regiment of wernich, formed again in

rer der ; , but we are not informed if any

order of battle, as if with an intcrition of de

fending themſelves ; but the reſt of the

The cavalry have been cantoned theſe
nine days; and his ſerene hizneſs has like

troops of Wurtemberg had drawn towards

wiſe ordered Part of the infantry to chter

the left, and retired as faſt as pºiſible.

anſwer has been returned to the ſummons.

unto
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into their quarters of cantonment this very

1759.

from the allied army, to think of holding

He afterwards ſent to reconnoitre the poſt
of the hil, and the report having confirmed
the conſtant ſecurity of the enemy at that
place, he put in motion, about three in the

ofleſfien of it, the ht, editary prince with

afternoon, the reſerve under the baron de

day 5 the reſt are to follow to-morrow.

But Fulda being at too great a diſtance

É. detachment ſoon returned

to the army,
and ſome of the Wurtemberg light troops

again took poſſeſſion of the place on the

Sincere, which was encamped in the neigh
bourhood cf Dippoldeſwalda, towards Rein
hards Grimma.

General Sincere divided his

ave taken poſſeſſion of the French camp at
Kiein-Linnes, and are prepaing to b-ſiege

corps into four columns, which filed eff
through the neighbouring woods. He met
with no obſtacles in his march, and the

Gieſſen, which 'tis thought the French, who

troops were ranged in order of battie with

have now their head quarters at Friedberg,

out any accident or hindrance, The enemy
at length ſaw us approaching them, and

th inſtant

In the mean time the aliies

will attempt to relieve.

On the 7th ult, the king of Pruſſia ſet out
from Spremberg in Luſatia, and on the 12th
arrived at Torgau, and was followed by
19,432 men from his army in Sileſia, with
Jºh he joined his brother prince Henry at
Meiſſen, who had before under his command

44,346 men, ſo that the whole army then
amounted to 63,778 eſſe&ive men; from
whence his majeſty preſently detached gene
ral Finck with a body of 19 battalions and
§ ſquadrons to take poſſeſſion of the defiles
of Maxen and Ottendorff, which obliged
count Daun to retreat to Plautn, where

upon his majeſty advanced to Wilſdruff,
imagining that he had entirely cut off the
retreat of the Auſtrians to Bohemia, at leaſt
on that fide of the Elbe; but old Daun was
on this occaſion a little too cunning for his
majeſty, as appears from the following re
1ation publiſhed by authority at Vienna,
November 24. “ The king of Pruſſia had
joined his brother prince Henry the 13th,
and the ſame day cauſed Meiſſen to be oc

cupied by general Wedel. That corps after
wards advanced, and the king's army fol
lowed it as far as Keſſelſdorff, not without

Thaving his light troops often engaged with
the Hungarians. Count Daun fixed his head
quarters the 17th at Plauen ; and that ſame
day accounts were ſent from the king's army
to Berlin and Magdebourg, that his majeſty
had found means to cut off marſhal Daun's

communication with Bohemia, by making
general Finck's corps occupy the poſt of Dip
podeſwalda and the defiles of Maxen and
Ottendorf, by which all that remained of
Daun's army muſt paſs to return into Bohe
mia.

They wrote that the marſhal would

be forced to come to an action, and that he
had no reſource but in vićtory.
According to the inſtructions and expreſs
order of the king, general Finck turned the
Imperial and royal army by its left flank,
and believing he had cut off the communica
tion with Bohemia, poſted himſelf at Max
en, placing on the hill to the right of the
village three battalions, with a battery of
ten pieces of cannon. The reſt of the Pruſ
fian corps put themſelves in order of battle
behind the village, fronting the corps com
manded by general Brentano. The field
marſhal, who pretty well knew what ground
the enemy would make choice of, made his

diſpcfitions for attacking them on the acth.

made a very briſk fire fºom their artillery,
which had lit le effe &, on account of the
elevation. The Auſtrian artillery played
with more ſucceſs, and efficaciouſly pro
teded our grenadiers, who were marchirg
with a moſt ſurprizing intrepidity againſt
the enemy's left, and the battery of ten
pieces, cf which they made themſelves
maſters.
The Pruſſians then made a half wheel

about by their left, and advanced againſt the
Auſtrian grenadiers who were climbing up
the hill. The fire cf the muſketry was great
on both fides, till the Pruſſians being diſ
mayed, retired in great diſorder. The ardour
of the Auſtrian grenadiers, made the mar
ſhal apprehend that the enemy's cavalry
would attack them unexpededly ard there

fore he cauſed the ſecond line of infantry of
the reſerve to advance, in order to ſupport

them in caſe of need. But there appeared
no Pruſſian cavalry. The Auſtrian grena
diers, who in the purſuit had paſſed the vil
lage of Maxen, put themſelves in order to
attack the enemy upon the heights behird
the village, and upon which they had rallied
to make a ſtand; but the intrepidity of the
grenadiers not permitting it, they quitted
the heights of Maxen, with the hopes of be
ing better able to defend themſelves upon
thoſe of Schmorſdorff, which they accord

ingly occupied. The field-marſhal ſent thi
ther the regiment of young Modena dra
goons, which was ſupported by the grena
diers. Thoſe dragoons charged ſword in
hand, and diſlodged the enemy, who by fi

vour of the night made their laſt retreat to
wards Falkenhayn. The night which fa
voured general Finck, obliged the marſhal
to ſtop his troops ſhort,on the field cf battle,
and to wait under arms for day-break.
Already he had gained a vićtory, of which
3o pieces of cannon, four pair of colours
taken from Finck's regiment by the regi
ment of young Modena, and another flag
and ſtandard, were the trophies.
At break of day on the 21ſt, the field

marſhal, on the field of battle, made the diſ
poſitions for a new attack. During the
night he had made thoſe which were neceſ
ſary to cut cff the enemy's retreat; and had
done it ſo completely, that general Finck
found himſelf entirely encloſed. Driven to
the valley of Muglitz, which he could not
deſcend

º

–
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deſcend but by a ſteep precipice; blocked
up on his right by general de Brentano,
who formed a wall of bayonets; preſſed on

his left by general de Sincere, &c. and ex
poſed to the fire of his own artillery, there

remained only the paſſage of Gieſhubel and
Dohna, occupied by a detachment of the
German army, which the marſhal had placed
there the 14th, Certain of being cruſhed
before he could reach that paſſage, the
Pruſſian general waited not for the attack
for which the Auſtrian grenadiers were
ready ; but ſent a trumpet to the marſhal
to demand a capitulation.
Count Daun granted it in one fingle article.
The lieutenant-general Finck, eight other

-

1759.
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berg, diſtant about half a mile from Dippolſ
waida, was, upon the certain news of what
had happened to Finck, recalled, and the
day after ſent to occupy the important poſt
of Freyberg, where he has continued ever
fince ; and has now with him a corps con
ſiſting of nine battalions and upwards of
30 ſquadrons, and the proper diſpoſition is
made for reinforcing him in caſe he ſhould
be attacked. In the mean time, the infantry
under Hulſen's command are cantoned, and

form a Cordon from Freyberg, which almoſt
joins with the right of this army near Herº
zogwalda, ſo that the whole chain of can

tonment ſtretches from Freyberg to the
Elbe.

Pruſſian generals, and the colonel Wolſerſ

The loſs in general Finck's affair does not

dorff, who that day performed the ſervice of

turn out to be ſo confiderable as was at firſt

major-general, were received priſoners of
war, with 19 battalions and 35 ſquadrons,
which compoſed that corps of the army i

apprehended; a great number of infantry,
as well as cavalry, having, during the con

64 pieces of cannon, 50 flags, and 25 ſtan
dards, fell into the hands of the conquero's.
This was an army ſtronger by 30oo men
than the Saxon army which capitulated the
13th of October 1756, after having held out
ſix weeks againſt all the forces of the king
of Pruſſia.
The field marſhal ſent over the Elbe the

fuſion, made their eſcape ; and many of
them are a&tually returned to this army, or

to general Hulſen's corps.

A ſmall body of

huſſars ſwam the river, and, it is imagined,
may be got into Sileſia. Upon the whole, if

reports from Dreſden may be credited, the
Auſtrians have not matched above 50co
priſoners into Bohemia. General Finck had
left two battalions at Freyberg to guard the

fame day all thoſe priſoners, whom two re
giments of cavalry are eſcorting to Bohemia.

boulangerie ; which are happily ſaved.

The artillery taken will be immediately con
dućted to Prague.
The marſhal's firſt care, after this mar
vellous day, has becr to detach a corps of
20, ooo men towards Freyberz.

we have an account of another affair which

We may eaſily comprehend how greatly
the marſhal is ſatisfied with the z: al and

condućt of the generals who have acted un
der hisºprders. The operation has beca one
maſter ſtrokes, which cannot be
made with ſucceſs but by a chief who has

of th

the eſteem of the general officers, and the
confidence of the troops. The Pruſſians
render juſtice to the Auſtrian grenadiers, who
began the action of the 20th with a tiroke of
the greateſt audacity.

In the midſt of a fire

from carnon and muſketry,they paſſed over an
over fiown field, which was frozen ſo that

they could hardly keep their legs;

and

without ſtopping to take breath, climbed up

And from the ſame place, December 6,

has likewiſe been greatly magnified by the
Auſtrians, but the Pruſſian account ſeems moſt

likely to be true, and is as follows. “General
Diercke, who had been detached by his ma

jeſty to the right bank of the Elbe, occupied
a ſtrong poſt oppoſite to Meſſen, with ſe
ven battalions of infantry and 1cco hoiſe.
This poſt was ſo advantageous, that he
thought his retreat to Meiſſen abſolutely ſe
cure, eſpecially as he had been aſſured by
the pontooners that they could lay a bridge
over the Eibe in a few hours, (for they had
been obliged, during the hard froſt, to with
draw the bridge of boats they had over that
river, and the wooden bridge at Meiſſen had
been broke down by the Auſtrians) but

when they attempted to lay a bridge of
pontoons, it was found impradicable, be
cauſe of the quantity of ice floating in the

the hili which the enemy thought inacceſſi
ble. There they charged immediately, and
made themſelves maſters of the poſt, and cf

river.

the ten pieces of cannon which defended it.

his infantry, on the 3d inſtant, which took
up a great deal cf time, whilſt he himſelf
with three battalions, formed the rear guard;
and during the night of the 3d and 4th, all
his cavalry, with tour battalions of infantry,
were tranſported to Meiſſen. But towards
the morning of the 4th, he was attacked,

- The young Modena regiºnent ſignalized itſelf

by feats of the like intrepidity.
The princes of Sºxony, Albert, and Cle
ment, at the head of the grenadiers, followed

and puſhed the enemy from peſt to poſt,
from hill to hill, to the va'e cf Dohna,
v.here they laid down their arms.”
r

General Dºercke was therefore re

duced to the neceſſity of making uſe of the
boats to carry over his cavalry and part of

and after a very brave defence, the three

º
But this affair is far from being ſo con
ſiderable, according to the account from the

battalions that formed the rear guard, being
overpowered with numbers, were either

“ General Hulſen, who

killed or made priſoners, except ſome part
of the three battalions which found means

upon the firſt report of general Finck's be
ing attacked, had be-in detached to Kingen

to get over the Elbe. Gencial Diercke is
wounded, and a Priſoner.”
I

, king of Pruſſia's head quarters, November
28, as follows.

t

*
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It ſeems new to be certain that the Ruſſians

lated by Mr. Bromfield. By George Aylett,

have retired to their winter quarters upon

Surgeon at Windſor, pr. 6d.

the Viſtula ; for general Lcudahon, with
bas left them, and is arrived at Blitz in

[We remember Mr. Pope ſomewhere inti
mates, that in reading the contraverfial
writings of the papiſts and proteſtants, he

Upper Sileſia.

was alternately led to be of the opinion of

Rººbºº

each of the oppoſite writers by their ſpe
cious method of argumentation. If this
may be the caſe in a religious diſpute, in a

the Auſtrian troops under his command,

Tb,

Mo N T H L Y c A T A Lo Gus
for December, 1759.
Div 1 NIT Y.

H E Devout Chriſtian's

Y.

complete

His To R Y.

2. A complete Hiſtory of England, price
Pottinger.
Physick, Bor any.

-

3. Allen's Synºpſis Medicinæ, Vol. III.
pr. 4s. Davis.
4. An Eſſay on Schirrous Tumours and
Cancers. By Richard Guy, price is. 6d.
Owen.

5. Sure and Eaſy Method to prevent the
Communication of the Venereal Diſeaſe,

pr 1s. 6d. Stevens.
6. The vegetable Syſtem. By J. Hill,
M. D.

controverſy where fatts are appealed to, are

confidently, yet differently afferted, by two

Guide, No. I pr. 6d. Seymour.
1s. 6d.

Dodſley.-

Baldwin.
M1s cr Llaxy ous.

oppoſite parties of equal credit and honour,
well may the mind be at a loſs and a

puzzle. We really imagined nothing could
be advanced againſt the allegations of Mr.
Bromfield, ſo forcibly ſupported by Mr.
Benwell ; but we find ourſelves miſłaken;
Mr. Aylett, who writes like a gentieman,
has given us, here, reaſon not to be over
haſty in our determinations.

We muſt at

length leave the decifion to the publick,
of who is the injured party ; for as they
are both men of reputation, and they have
repreſented fačts almoſt diametrically oppo
fite and contradićtory to each other, we

will not pretend to ſay which is in the right.
The court of aſſiſtants of the Surgeons com
pany, to whom this pamphlet is addreſſed,

7. The Life of General James wolfe, the

will be beſt able to decide in this matter.

Conqueror of Canada, &c. attempted ac

See p. 631, 1
12. Bellicus; or a Treatiſe on the Art
of War, pr. 3s. Cooke.
13. The Partiſan; or the Art of making
War in Detachment, pr. 3s. 6d. Griffiths.

cording to the Rules of El Querce, pr. 1s.

Rearſley.—ſ the good deſign of this piece,
not its eloquence, muſt, we think, reprieve
it from too harſh a cenſure. There is no
circumſtance mentioned of the hero, but
what is well known, and the whole may

º

14, Sacra Concerto : An Introduction to

Muſick, pr. 3s. Davey and Law.

be ſtiled a preachment rather than an ora

EN1 r * r a 1N m En r, Pos rr cal.

tion. The author, who writes himſelf A.M.

15. Themiſłocłes, a Satire on Modern
Marriage, pr. 6d. Morley. — [A Piece of

is not very correó in his phraſe, and tho’
he may underſtand the rules of eloquence,
does not ſeem to be the moſt able hand, at the

exerciſe of them j
8. The Conduct of a late noble Corn

mander, candidly confidered, pr. 1s. Baldwin.
—[The principal deſign of this pamphlet,
which really merits reading, is to anſwer
and expoſe the fallacy of the Letters to a late
rable Commander. (See p. 518.) It is wrote
with ſpirit and impartiality.
9. The Number of Alehouſes ſhewn to
be pernicious to the Publick. By the V. of
S. in Kent, pr. 6d. Baldwin. —[A very
Thoneſt and neceſſary diſplay of an evil that
fooner or later muſt produce the worſt con
ſequences to the nation, and already is
known to be a principal ſource of the idle
meſs, poverty and profaneneſs of the lower
ranks of peop'e.]
ro. A Plan for eſtabliſhing the General

Peace of Europe upon honourable Terms to
Great Britain

three Leaves introduced by a Title, Preface,

&c. of five. It ſeems this is a juvenie
Poet, and therefore he merits eur Compaſ

fion, eſpecially as his Muſe appears to be as
young as himſelf; hardly pinioned yet.]
16. Oroonoko ; a Tragedy, altered from
Southern, pr. 1s. 6d. Bathurſt.— Here
the comic ſcenes, which did no honour to

Southern, are all left out, and the play is
made a regular tragedy of five ads. As it
appears at preſent, it will, pe:haps, baniſh
the original, and with great propriety, from

the flage, for the future. An account of
the alterations, and the reaſons for them,

are prefixed to the play. (See the new
prologue, p. 677.)
17. Oronooko; alſo altered from the
original Play, to which the Editor has added
near 6co-Lines in Place of the comic Scenes,

pr. 1s. Corbet.

[The Remainder of the Books in ear Appendix.]

By Mr. Brecknock, pr. 1s.

Baldwin.--ſ Mr Brecknock's plan diſcovers
a commendable zeal for the honour of his

eountry; but it is ſomewhat wild, and we
are apt to imagire it will not be followed,
nor the ſyſtem of Europe be altered quite
to his mind, at a general peace J
11. A genuine State of a Caſe in Surgery.
Being a full Retutation of certain Faas re

jansary will be
publiſhed, An Arran Dix to the
Lonnon Macae INE for 1759. With a
beautiful FA on risr 11c1, a general Tirts,
BOUT the Middle of

curiouſly

engraved,

comple at

IND Exts,

and every other Requific to complist the
Volume.
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The Hiſtory of the laſt Seſſion of Parliament, &c.

*

Hiſtory of the Seſſion of Parliament, which began Nov. 23, 1758, with an Ae
count of all the material Queſtions therein determined, and of the political Dºfutes
thereby occaſioned without Doors. Continued from p. 646.

The

ANUARY, 29th,
1759, there was pre

lunatick; alledging, that if the ſaid bill,
as then framed, ſhould paſs into a law, it

ſented to the houſe

would deprive the ſaid lunatick, and his

and read, a petition
of ſeveral other ſhe

ſucceſſors, of an antient fee belonging to
his ſaid office, which he and his prede

riffs, whoſe names

ceſſors had received, on ſearches made in

were thereunto ſub. A the ſaid office for poſt-fines, by the under
ſcribed, to the ſame

ſheriffs of the ſeveral counties, and might

be otherwiſe prejudicial to the ſaid office;
two former, which . and therefore praying, that ſuch provi
was ordered to lie upon the table, until fion might be made in the bill, for ſaving
the ſaid bill ſhould be brought in ; and on the eſtate and intereſt of the ſaid lunatick
the 26th of February, Sir Richard Lloyd in the ſaid office, as the houſe ſhould
preſented the bill to the houſe, being in-B think proper.
titled, A Bill for the more regular and eaſy
This petition was referred to the com
&ollecting, accounting for, and paying of, mittee upon the bill, and then it was re
Poſt-Fines, which ſhall be due to the Crown, ſolved, that the foreign appoſer", or other
or to the Grantees thereof under the Crown, proper officer or officers of the Exchequer,
and for the Eaſe of Sheriffs in reſpect to the ſhould lay before the houſe, a liſt of the
ſame; when it was read a firſt time, and names of all and every lord or lords of
ordered to be read a ſecond time. March C liberties, proprietors or grantees under the
purpoſe with the

5th, it was read a ſecond time, and com

. . crown, of poſt-fines on wris of covenant,

mitted to a committee of the whole houſe

ſued out for the paſſing of fines in the
court of Common-Pleas, together with a
liſt of the ſeveral hundreds, liberties, and

for the zoth of March; but on the 14th,
there was preſented to the houſe and read,
a petition of William Daw, the younger,

diſtrićts, for which they and every of them

and Maximilian Daw, committees of the

ſo claim. And it was ordered, that the
perſon and eſtate of William Daw, the D ſaid officer or officers ſhould lay before the
clier, clerk of the king's ſilver office, a houſe, an account of all and every ſum.
4 S
and
Appendix, 1759.

* This officer examines the ſeriff, account of fºſ' fines, dº ſºveral other fºrts of a.c.
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and ſums of money, allowed by him, or
them, to ſuch reſpective lords of hundreds,
liberties, and diſtrićts, proprietors, or
grantees under the crown, for their ſeveral

App.

out any amendment, and on the 2d of
June it received the royal aſſent.
In the preamble of this ačt, ſeveral of
the difficulties to which ſheriffs were ex

poſed in the collešting of theſe poſt fines
chaelmas, 1758, diſtinguiſhing each year, are recited, therefore it is enaëted, That
together with an account of the ſees A from and after the firſt day of Trinity
claimed and taken by the ſaid foreign ap: term, 1759, the officer whoſe duty it is
poſer, and other officers, and each of to ſet and indorſe the prae-fine, ſhall alſo
them, in obtaining the reſpective quie at the ſame time ſet the uſual poſt-fine,
and indorſe the ſame on the back of the
tus's "for ſuch poſt fines.
In purſuance of this reſolution and or writ, together with his name or mark of
der, ſeveral liſts and accounts were pre
office; the ſaid poſt-fine to be forthwith
ſented to the houſe; and on the 2 oth, B paid to the receiver of prae-fines at the
there was preſented to the houſe and read, alienation office, who is to indorſe upon
a petition of Joſeph Stonynought, re the back of every writ, a certain mark of
giſter and keeper of the records of fines, office, together with his name, and the
in the chirographer's office; recommend ſum received as the poſt-fine due thereon,
ing his office as the proper place where which ſhall diſcharge the eſtate compriſed
poſt-fines ought to be made payable, and in the writ, and the cognizees + therein.
praying accordingly; which petition was C. And until this be done, no fine is to be
referred to the committee upon the bill; deemed valid and effectual.
And becauſe no prae-fine has ever been
and the houſe having the ſame day re
ſolved itſelf into the ſaid committee, went payable for eſtates of under five marks a
through the bili with ſeveral amendments, year, but as a poſt fine of 6s. 8d. has al
and ordered the report to be received on ways been Payable, even for ſuch ſmall
the 23d ; but this order being put off un eſtates, when conveyed by fine, therefore,
til the 26th, there was on that day pre- D by another clauſe it is enacted, That the
ſented to the houſe and read, a petition of officer at the alienation office, whoſe duty
Nathaniel Rowe, Eſq; clerk of the war it is to ſet and indorſe the prae-fine, ſhaft

poſt-fines for ſeven years, ending at Mi

rants, inrollments, and eſtreats, in the

ſet on every writ of covenant brought to

court of Common-Pleas; recommending that office, on which no pac fine ſhali be
his office as the proper place for the afore payable, a poſt-fine of 6s. 8d. and ſhall
ſaid purpoſe; and repreſenting, that if the indorſe ſuch poſt fine thereon, together
oft-fines were made payable before bring- E with his name and mark of office; the
ing to his office the roll on which the fine ſaid poſt fine to be paid to the receiver of
is ingroſſed, it might deprive him of great that office, before the wait be paſſed there;
part of the profits of his ſaid office; and and on payment thereof, the receiver ſhali
therefore praying that ſuch poſt-fines indorſe on, and maik the writ, as before
might be appointed to be paid at his office, dire&ted.
or that otherwiſe ſuch proviſion might
There are likewiſe proper clauſes for
be made in the bill, for ſaving his eſtate in F obliging the receiver at the alienation
his ſaid office, as the houſe ſhould think office to give 50ool. ſecurity; for enforc.
proper.

This petition was ordered to lie on the
table, until the ſaid report ſhould be taken
into confideration, which it preſently was ;

ring his attendance at proper hours; for
2bliging him to account and pay the poſt

fines to the ſeveral perſons having a right
thereunto; and for making it felony,

and after ſeveral of the amendments made

without benefit of clergy, to counterfeit
by the committee had been agreed to, a G his mark or hand; but no clauſe relating
inotion was made for recommitting the
to any of the above-mentioned petitions
bill, but the queſtion being carried in the that were preſented to the houſe by the
megative, the other amendments, with an officers concerned in the paſſing or levying
amendment to one of them, were agreed of fines. Theſe petitions, however, ſhew.
to, and ſeveral clauſes were added by the . how difficult it is to introduce a refor.
houſe to the bill, after which it was or

mation into any branch of the practice of

dered to be ingrofled ; and, on the 29th, H the law; for in every branch there are a
it was read a third time, paſſed, and ſent number of officers cencerned, all of whom
to the lords, by whom it was paſſed with have obtained their reſpective offices by a
very

* Quietus is the Exchequer word fºr the ſeriff, diſcharge or releaſe,
har been examined and paſſed.

after his arrcant

t. Cognizes tº the law term fºr the buyerer
£rººtee ºf the effate, in whº favour #, fine is levied, and conſequently is the plaintiff
* the writ of cºvenant,
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lution of the expiring laws committee, it

them at a very high price; and as almoſt was not, it ſeems, thought neceſſary to be

.# uſeful parts of it

every ſuch reformation muſt lefſen, per

continued, as the

haps annihilate the profits of ſome of *:::
offices, it muſt be attended with a hardſhip

had been provided for by the ačt of the
19th of his preſent majeſty's reign, for

upon ſome of the officers concerned ; for

the more effečtual ſecuring the duties now

when a gentleman has paſſed the whole of A payable on foreign made ſail cloth, &c.
his youth, in obtaining and executing an which was recommended by the next fol
office in the law, or has laid out the whole, lowing reſolution of the ſaid committee,
or the greateſt part of his fortune, in the

and was agreed to by the houſe.
In conſequence of the reſolutions thus

purchaſe of it, and has thereby got a com
fortable ſubſiſtence for life, according to

agreed to, the following bills were brought

the then law or cuſtom, it is certainly a

in and paſſed into laws, viz. An Aff for re

great hardſhip to leſſen, much more to B gulating the Laffage and Ballaflage of the
annihilate, the profits of that office, even River Thames, &c. An AAE for continuing
for the publick good, without giving him the Law, relating to the Puniſhment of
Perſons going armed or diſguiſed, &c. An
Aët for continuing ſeveral Laws near ex
has the honour of a ſeat in our legiſlature, piring, . An Ad concerning the Admeaſure
to attempt a reformation in any branch ment of Coals, &c. And An Act for the
of the practice of the law, becauſe, if he C Relief of Debtors,
reſpect to the Im
ſucceeds, he may probably bring a hard priſonment of their Perſºns, &c. None of
ſhip upon ſome of the officers concerned, which, but the laſt, require any particular
perhaps ſome of his own acquaintance, notice. As to the laſt, it was made al
and is not ſure of being able to provide moſt quite a new act ; for there were al
for them a ſuitable recompence; and even terations, amendments, or additions, in
when no ſuch hardſhip is with any real every part of it, a recapitulation of which,
foundation to be apprehended, yet from D would appear tedious to thoſe that are no
the imaginary fears of ſome, he is ſure to way concerned, and as to thoſe that are,
meet with oppoſition, which was the caſe of whom, I am ſorry to ſay, there are al
with reſpect to the reformation intended ways too many amongſt us, they muſt
have recourſe to the aët itſelf; in which,
by this law.
a ſuitable recompence. This is a great

*

diſcouragement for any gentleman who

;

-

December the zoth, a committee was

appointed, to enquire what laws were ex

the two chief amendments, or rather ad
ditions, are, 1ſt. That where more cre

pired, or near expiring, and to report their Editors than one ſhall charge any priſoner
opinion to the houſe, which of them were in execution, and ſhall deſire to have him
fit to be revived or continued; and the detained in priſon, they ſhall only reſ
ſaid committee having on the 5th of pe&tively pay him each ſuch weekly ſum,
March been revived, Mr. Alderman not exceeding 1s. 6d. a week, as the court,
Dickinſon the next day reported the ten at the time of his being remanded, ſhall
reſolutions they had come to, the four laſt direét. And, 2d. That if any priſoner
of which were then agreed to, and a bill F deſcribed by the aët ſhall remain in priſon
or bills ordered to be prepared and brought three months after being committed, any
in, purſuant thereunto, by the ſaid alder creditor may compel him to give into
man, Mr. Bacon, Mr. Robert Jones, Mr.

court, upon oath, an account of his real

º

and
eſtate, to be diſpoſed of for
the benefit of his creditors, conſenting to
ordered, for adding clauſes to one or other his being diſcharged.
of theſe bills; and the ſix firſt having G. This ačt, ſo far as it extends, is certain
been referred to the committee of ways ly a juſt and humane law, eſpecially if the
ebtor be ſuch a one as has become in
and means, five of them were, upon re
port from that committee on the 12th of ſolvent by misſortunes or diſappointments;
April, agreed to by the houſe, and a bill but why it ſhould be confined to thoſe pri
or bills ordered to be prepared and brought ſoners only, who are not charged in execu
in by the ſaid alderman, Mr. Olmius, Mr. tion with any debt exceeding 1 ool. is
Bacon, and Mr. Charlton, with inſtruc what, I believe, no man can give a tolle
tions ordered, either before or after the H rable reaſon for. Surely, a man who
bill was brought in. But as to the act of through misfortunes or diſappointments
the 9th of his preſent majeſty's reign, for falls, from affluent circumſtances and ex
the further encouraging and regulating the tenſive credir, into the utmoſt miſery, and
manufacture of Britiſh fail cloth, &c. want, is more to be pitied than a man
which was recommended by the 5th relo who never knew ſuch circumſtances, nor

Harbord, and Mr. Thomas Coventry, to

whom ſeveral inſtrućtions were afterwards

-

ever
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bankruptcy, now if you'll deliver, thoſe
goods to me, I will give you a releaſe, and
I will contrive to get you freed from all
your other creditors by a ſtatute of bank
in priſon if, among his other misfortunes, ruptcy. To this the other honeſtly an
be has met with that now terrible one of ſwers, 'tis true, Sir, I am not now able to

ever had credit enough to contraćt a debt
of above 10ol, yet by this law the latter is
to be diſcharged, or maintained in priſon by
his creditor; whereas the former muſt flarve

owing above 10ol. to a revengeful relent: A pay any thing like zos. in the pound, but
leſs, and mercileſs creditor. For this cruel ſince it is ſo, my creditors ſhall all fare a
and amazing difference no reaſon can be like, I will call a meeting of them, and
aſſigned but a partiality to the rich, ſo ob they ſhall divide what I have proportiona
ſervable in many parts of our law, and bly among them. To which the rich op
which I ſhall never miſs taking notice of as preſſor replies, if you are fuch a fool, Sir,
often as it falls in my way. A man who I will take care, you ſhall meet them no
has been in affluent circumſtances and ex-B where but in jail: Then goes directly,
tenſive credit, and has become inſolvent, arreſts the honeſt merchant, judgment and
has probably ſeveral rich men among his execution muſt ſoon follow, and in jail he
creditors: They muſt by law be indulged muſt remain all the days of his life, with
with a privilege to rack the utmoſt of their out ſo much as a groat a day for his ſub
endleſs revenge upon the unhappy object, fiſtence in priſon, or any thing but charity
let his caſe be never ſo much to be pitied, and the jail allowance. He cannot ob

let the injury they have ſuffered be in their C'tain his diſcharge by a ſtatute of bank
circumſtances never ſo little ſenſible, at

ruptcy; becauſe he cannot have the con

leaſt to any ſenſe but that of their avarice.

ſent of four fifths of his creditors in num

ber and value : He cannot be diſcharged
or obtain any ſubſiſtence by an ačt of in
credit from any one perſon for above , ool. ſolvency, becauſe a ſtatute of bankruptcy
has very ſeldom any rich man among his was taken out againſt him, perhaps at the
creditors, therefore if he becomes inſolvent D inſtigation of this rich oppreſſor, in order

But a man who has always been in ſuch

low circumſtances as never to have had

none of his creditors are by law indulged

to bar him of this relief: And he cannot

the privilege of revenging themſelves by
detaining him in jail, unleſs they maintain
him whilſt they hold him there, and this
let their revenge be never ſo juſt, let the
injury they have ſuffered be never ſo rui

be diſcharged or obtain any ſubſiſtence by
the act now under confideration, becauſe

he is charged in execution with a debt of
more than 1 ool. to one perſon.
A multitude of ſuch caſes may be ſup
nous.
E poſed : Some ſuch do ačtually happen al
Suppoſe an honeſt tradeſman or ſhop moſt every day, as muſt be known to every
keeper has been prevailed on, by the fair man who has been much converſant in the
ſpeeches and falſe tho' plauſible pretences low or middling ſtate of mankind. But
of a ſharper, to let him have goods upon it may be ſaid, that a man who runs in
credit to the value of 80 or 90ſ. which the debt only for the ſupport of his idleneſs
ſharper ſells for half price, and ſpends the or extravagance deſerves to be puniſhed,
money in the utmoſt extravagance, ſhall F and impriſonment is the puniſhment which
ſuch a tradeſman be obliged to diſcharge the law juſtly inflićts upon ſuch criminals.
ſuch a ſharper from priſon, becauſe by that That ſuch debtors ought to be puniſhed
very fraud he has been reduced to ſuch low I ſhall readily admit; but that perpetual
circumſtances as not to be able to afford impriſonment without any ſubſiſtence but
him a groat a day for his maintenance in the jail allowance, is a juſt or political
jail? Suppoſe again that a merchant in puniſhment, even for the moſt heinous of
affluent circumſtances and good credit, has G ſuch criminals, I cannot allow; nor does
fuch a run of loſſes, by ſhipwreck and the the world think ſo, as we may judge from
bankruptcy of his inſurers, as to render the many charities given to ſuch priſoners,
him unable to pay all his juſt debts; and and which this very law deems to be ſuch
ſuppoſe that a rich man, his creditor, to by recommending the care of them to the
whom perhaps he owes near as much as commiſſioners for charitable uſes; for it
he does to all the reſt, ſhould come to him can be no charity to free or deliver a cºi

with this ſpeech; my good friend, I can H minal from a puniſhment which the law
fee that by your late loſſes you muſt be ſo
reduced as not to be able to pay all you
owe ; but I know that you have a large

has juſtly inflićted upon him for his crime.

Quantity of goods in your warehouſes,

§.

ſufficient to pay what you owe to me, and

With me,therefore, the world muſt thinks

that perpetual impriſonment, without any
but the jail allowance, is a
puniſhment too ſevere even for the moſt

have not as yet committed any act of criminal debtor. It is in effect a capital
puniſhment :

-g||
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puniſhment: It is worſe: It is inflićting right to puniſh in their turn. The legi
a tormenting and lingering death; for con flative power of the ſociety may therefore
ſidering the treatment ſuch an unfortunate leave it in the power of every man to for
wretch muſt meet with from jailers and
ive, ſo far as the public ſafety or intereſt
their underlings, it would be impoſſible is not concerned; but it is both impolitic
for him to live long if he had no other and unjuſt in the legiſlative power of any
relief; and if his ſtrength of body and A ſociety to leave it, in any caſe, in the power
patience of mind ſhould prolong his life of the perſon injured to inflićt too ſevere
more than uſual, it would only be a pro a puniſhment, and to protećt, and even to
longing of torment. The laudable lenity affiſt him, in inflicting ſuch a ſort of pu
of our laws admits of no torture in any miſhment.
other caſe whatever. A robber, a mur
Laſtly it may be ſaid, that as there are
derer ſhall be put to death, in a way which certainly many bankrupts or inſolvents
does not give him a moment's pain; but B who deſerve to be puniſhed, and as no
an inſolvent debtor ſhall be expoſed to the legal method can be found for making a
torments of hunger and cold, and the in diſtinétion between thoſe that ought to
ſults of jailers ſervants, till he happily ex be puniſhed and thoſe that ought to be
pires under the torture. This is the pu pitied, the law is obliged to leave this
niſhment the law inflićts; for if he meets diſtinétion to be made by the creditors
with any relief from charity or friendſhip, themſelves. If this were true, that no fuch
it is what is not provided for him by law; Clegal method could be found, it might be
and is this a puniſhment duly proportion an excuſe for leaving this diſtinčtion to be
ed even to inſolvency by extravagance, a made by all the creditors jointly, or the
crime which men are never led into but by majority of them, but it can be no excuſe
their youth, their vanity, or their luxuri for leaving it in the power of all the cre
ous appetites, which is rather a degree of ditors jointly, or the majority of them, to
madneſs than a malicious crime, and con
inflićt too ſevere a puniſhment; much leſs
-

ſequently is rather to be pitied than pu- D can it be an excuſe for leaving it in the
'niſhed.

It being thus evident, that impriſon
ment without any ſubſiſtence but the jail
allowance, is a puniſhment too ſevere for

any ſort of inſolvency not amounting to
the fraudulent, which may, or at leaſt ought

power of any one creditor to inflićt ſuch
a puniſhment, or any puniſhment, con
trary to the opinion and the deſire of all

the reſt; for in making this diſtinétion the
quantity of a man's debt can have no man
ner of concern : It ought to be founded

to be puniſhed by indictment and the E entirely upon the general charaćter of the
pillory: This, I ſay, being the caſe as to

debtor, and upon the cauſes of his misfor

all inſolvents who owe above 1 ool. to one

tunes, of which a creditor to whom he owes

perſon, it may be ſaid in excuſe for the

but I ol. may be as good, perhaps a better
judge than the creditor to whom he owes

law, that it does not inflićt that ſort of

puniſhment, but only gives a power to the 1oo or 1 oool. and the former has certain
creditor to inflićt that ſort of puniſhment ly the beſt chance for being impartial;
if he thinks proper; and the creditor is Fº erefore it is ridiculous to oblige a bank
the beſt judge what ſort of puniſhment is rupt to have the conſent of four fifths of
adequate to the injury he has ſuffered. his creditors in value as well as number,
But is not this directly contrary to one of before he can obtain his diſcharge, and
the chief ends for which mankind have
that without leaving it in the power of
formed themſelves into ſocieties. One of the court to enquire into, or judge of the
theſe chief ends is, that it may not be reaſons why a rich creditor refuſes his con
left in any man's power to inflićt what- G ſent.
But if the making of this diſtinčtion is
ever puniſhment he thinks proper upon
the injury he has received; but that the by law to be left to the creditors in
proportioning of the puniſhment to the caſes where the debtor owes above 1 oo J.
crime, may in all caſes be determined by to any one man, why is it taken frotn
the legiſlative or the juriſdićtive power of them in all caſes where the debtor is not
the ſociety. If it were otherwiſe: If it charged in execution with any debt above
ſhould be left in every man's power to in-H that ſum ? In all ſuch caſes the making
flićt whatever puniſhment he pleaſed upon of this diſtinčtion is not only taken from
every injury he receives, the ſociety could the creditors, but the law itſelf makes no
not long ſubſiſt; for the puniſhment would ſuch diſtinčtion. Let an inſolvent debtor
be generally too fevere, which would be an have been never ſo extravagant: Let him
injury to the perſon puniſhed, and conſe even have contračted ſome of his debts in
quently would give him or his friends a a fraudulent manner, in order to ſuppºrt

#
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his extravagance, yet upon his petitioning, points out to us the proper and the juſteſt
and giving a true account of his eſtate, or method for making this diſtinčion; and
declaring upon oath that he has no eſtate, nothing could have prevented our having
his creditors muſt diſcharge him, or allow long ſince had recourſe to it, but a partia
him a groat a day; and if the trade or lity towards the rich, and be too preva
etty-fogging lawyers,
buſineſs he was bred to be ſuch as may be lent influence
exerciſed in jail, or within the rules of a A and of thoſe who are in the cruel Profits
priſon, his continuing in jail is really an of our priſons.
Impriſonment by way of puniſhment is
advantage to him, becauſe he may earn as
much by his labour as if he were at large, of all other ſorts of puniſhment the moſt
and he has the addition of a groat a day ridiculous; becauſe to a poor man who
from his creditors. On the other hand, has nothing but the jail allowance for his
let a man's inſolvency have been owing to ſupport, it is too ſevere a puniſhment for
the moſt extraordinary, the moſt unavoid B any of thoſe crimes for which it alone is
able misfortunes:

f."

Let his chara&ter be ſo

that no creditor who did not owe

im a grudge upon ſome other account,
would give him any trouble, but truſt to
his paying them if ever a change of for
tune ſhould enable him to do ſo, yet let

uſually inflićted; and to a man who has
ſufficient for ſupporting him in jail, eſpe

º:

cially if he Nº. for
what is called the liberty of the rules, an

if his impriſonment does not interrupt his
carrying on his trade or buſineſs, it ſcarcely

ſuch a man have the additional misfortune C deſerves the name of a puniſhment: At
of having amongſt his creditors a rich man moſt it can be ſaid to be little more than

who under valued the ſmall expence of a
groat a day, and who owed him a grudge,
perhaps for having refuſed at his defire to
be guilty of ſome diſhoneſt or diſhonoura
ble a&ion. I ſay let this be the caſe of

a moderate fine, which, inſtead of being

º

i.

to the public
is applyed to
the enriching of the jail-keeper. There:
fore a truly unfortunate inſolvent or bank:
rupt, either ought never to be impriſoned,

the moſt honeſt and moſt unfortunate D or he ought by law to be diſmiſſed from
debtor, he muſt remain in jail during life,
if his rich and revengeful creditor happens
to ſurvive him, which in ſuch circumſtan
may 5 yet this would be

ces he

º

priſon as ſoon as poſſible; and for the idle,
the extravagant, and the fraudulent, mean
ing thoſe who are found to be ſuch by the
verdićt of twelve honeſt and diſintereſted

his unhappy, his undeſerved condition, neighbours, ſome other ſorts of puniſhment
even by the otherwiſe compaſſionate law ought to be inflicted.
now under confideration; and if he had E If men knew that, in caſe of bankruptcy
been bred to no trade or buſineſs which or inſolvency, their chara&ter, and the
could be exerciſed in jail, or within the cauſes of their misfortune weuld be in
rules of a priſon, he would be utterly miſe quired into by a jury of honeſt and diſinte
rable, for he could not provide himſelf, reſted neighbours, and their verdićt di
much leſs his family, in the coarſeſt ſort rected, or at leaſt very much influenced by
of food and raiment upon a groat a day. an upright, impartial, and penetrating
Is there any reaſon for the legiſlature's F judge, it would make all men more cau
allowing, or rather enacting that this ſhall tious of launching into any unneceſſary
be the wretched condition of any unfortu expence, and it would oblige all confide
nate but innocent ſubječt Surely, it can rable dealers to keep exaët and regular
not in a trading country be thought, that books of account, that in caſe of any ſuch
no inſolvent can be innocent. I have ſaid, misfortune, the true cauſes of it might
enacting ; for it has been enašted, ever phinly appear. This would be a more

fince impriſonment for debt was ingrafted Geffečual bar to that luxury and extrava
upon the body of our antient laws. Is it
confiſtent with common ſenſe for any ſo
ciety, to multiply by law the objećts of
charity within the boundaries of it's go

nce that now ſo generally prevails, and
eſcends ſo low, than any other regulation
or ſumptuary law that can be contrived;
and I am certain it would not hurt private
vernment In this there could neither be credit with honeſt and fair traders, what
ſenſe nor reaſon, even ſuppoſing it impoſſi ever it might do with uſurers, extortioners,
ble to diſtinguiſh between the unfortunate H and the miniſters of luxury and extrava
and the extravagant or fraudulent inſol gance, who are always too ready to give
vent. But that excellent method originally credit, and always cruel in their proſecu
eſtabliſhed by our law, of trying the truth tion for nonpayment.

of every fact by the verdićt of a jury of
honeſt and difintereſted neighbours, daily

[To be continued in our Mag for January.]
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PON this occaſion, it was ſaid, we rowing ſuch large ſums of money, we
ought to conſider, that let a man's had exhauſted all the money of thoſe, who
credit be ever ſo good, let the ſecu chuſe to truſt to the ſecurity of our funds
-

-

rity he has to give, be ever ſo undoubted,
et before he can borrow, he muſt find

rather than any other, that is to ſay, all
the money which they had ſaved during

ople that have money to lend; and, in a

ſuch a long tract of peace, and had not

general ſenſe, no man can be ſaid to have A lent or laid out upon any other ſecurity ;
money to lend, who has already lent it for we may remember how difficult it was
out, either upon publick or private ſecu for the ſubſcribers to our then laſt money
rity, becauſe he cannot convert the Pub ſubſcription, to find money to make good
lick ſecurity he has purchaſed into money,

their payments; which was one of the

or recover payment on the money he has

chief cauſes that obliged us to reſtore, by

lent upon a private ſecurity, unleſs he can the peace, the accidental but valuable con
find one who has money to purchaſe his B queſt we had made during the war; and if

ſtock or publick ſecurity, or unleſs the we again engage in ſuch an expenſive con
borrower or debtor upon a private ſecurity tinental war, the ſame cauſe will proba
has money of his own, or can find a Per bly produce the ſame effect. Whereas,
ſon who has an equal ſum to lend, or lay if we confine ourſelves to our own war at
out upon the purchaſe of what he inclines ſea and in America, though we muſt bor
to ſell, or perhaps muſt ſell, in order to row a little yearly, yet it is to be hoped,
raiſe the money demanded. In a general C that we ſhali never, in one year, be oblig
fenſe, therefore, the whole ſum of money ed to borrow more than is yearly ſaved by
in Europe, that is ready to be lent, is not thoſe who chuſe to lend their money upon
near ſo large at preſent as is commonly our publick funds rather than upon any
imagined, becauſe the laſt peace has con other ſecurity, and conſequently may con
tinued but a very few years. . As in every tinue the war until by our ſuperiority at
country there is a number of people who ſea we have compelled the French to ſub
ſave money yearly, and cannot find an D mit to reaſonable terms of peace, without
epportunity to lend it, or to lay it out up ſo much as deſiring any reſtitution of
on a purchaſe, therefore in time of peace what we may have conquered during the
the general ſum of

* ready to be lent

war.

will yearly increaſe. This makes it ſo

Theſe, and ſuch as theſe, were the ar.

eaſy at the beginning of a war, for any
nation that has good credit to find money

guments made uſe of by the party which

it has borrowed all that was ſaved in time

poſed to be inſerted in the addreſs at the
beginning of the ſeſſion, as I have before
mentioned; and they, with no better effect,
continued to oppoſe every meaſure that

I have called the Britiſh party They ap
to borrow; but if the war continues until E peared in oppoſition to ſome words pro

of peace, that is to ſay, all that was
ſaved and not lent or laid out upon any

mortgage, ſecurity, or purchaſe, in time
of peace, it can then borrow

;

no

larger ſum than that which is yearly ſaved
thoſe who chuſe to truſt to its ſecurity
rather than to any other. And if it ſhould
endeavour to increaſe the number of ſuch

people, by offering a large premium or
very high intereſt, ſuch a ſtep might bring
its credit into queſtion, in which caſe it
would find no ſubſcribers to any new fund,

tended to involve this nation in a conti

mental war, for the defence of any domi
F nions not belonging to Great Britain, un
leſs it could with confidence be aſſerted,
that there was good reaſon to expect our
being able to form ſuch a confederacy
among the powers of Europe, as, in alf
human probability, would be ſufficient
for that purpoſe, without requiring any

and few would incline to purchaſe any of G greater aſſiſtance from this nation, either
the old.

in money or troops, than we could eaſily
and confiflently with a vigorous proſecu
tion of our own war, ſpare to give. At
the ſame time they declared
for
exerting the utmoſt of our national
yearly, as we did before the end of the ſtrength in the proſecution of the war by
iaſt war ; and tho' the peace preceeding H ſea and in America; and in order to increaſe
that war had continued with very little in that ſtrength, they, on December 8, 1755,
terruption for near 30 years, yet before moved, in the houſe of commons, for its
the end of the war we found, that by bor being reſolved, that the houſe would, on
4. T
th:
Appendix, 1759.
This they ſaid, ought to be well con
ſidered before we engage in any continen
tal' war, becauſe it may bring us under a
neceffity to borrow five or fix millions

-

-
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the 18th, reſolve itſelf into a committee of

greſs, or a ſufficient ſquadron to intercept

the whole houſe, to confider of the laws

their return.

in being, which relate to the militia of this
kingdom ; which motion was agreed to

For this reaſon his majeſty ſent orders
to Col. Yorke, his miniſter at the Hague,
to demand the 6coo men which the Dutch

mem. con. but the order was put off until
the 21ſt of January following, when the

are by their alliance to furniſh, whenever

houſe reſolved mem. con. that the laws in A this nation ſhall be in danger of being in

being, for regulating the militia, are inef

vaded. Accordingly, Mr. Yorke, on
the 13th of February, preſented a memo

fe&tual, and ordered likewiſe mem. con.

that a bill ſhould be prepared and brought rial to the ſtates general for this purpoſe;
in, For the better ordering of the militia but their high mightineſſes were ſo far
forces, in the ſeveral counties of England. from complying with this demand, that
March 12, the bill was accordingly they made uſe of all the methods which
reſented to the houſe, by the Hon. Charles B they may, when they pleaſe, be turniſhed

#.

with, by the conſtitution of their repub
lick, for delaying to give any anſwer.
The memorial was by the ſtates general
tranſmitted to the ſtates of the ſeveral pro
vinces,and by them to theprincipal cities in

Eſq; who, to his honour,

was one of its chief promoters; and after
receiving many amendments in that houſe,
it was, on the tenth of May, paſſed and
fent to the lords; but as ſeveral objections

were made to it by ſome of the lords, and each; conſequently the ſtates general pre
as it appeared to them that ſome amend C tended, they could give no anſwer to Mr.
ments would be neceſſary, which they Yorke till they had an anſwer from each
thought they could not in that ſeſſion ſpare of the ſeveral provinces, and the flates of
time to conſider, ſo maturely as the impor each province pretended, they could give
tance of the ſubject required, a negative no anſwer to the ſtates general till they
was put upon the motion for paſſing the had an an anſwer from each of the prin
bill by 59 to a 3.
cipal cities in their province. Thus they
As to the ſcheme of this bill, it was, D delayed giving any anſwer to his Britan
upon the whole, pretty much the ſame nic majeſty, in an affair which required an
with what has been ſince paſſed into a immediate anſwer; but they made no de
law, therefore I ſhall at preſent ſuſpend lay in communicating Mr. Yorke's me
giving any account of it, and proceed to morial to M. D'Affry, the French miniſ
give an account of what made the bill a ter at the Hague ; for that miniſter, by
reat ſavourite among the people, and orders from his court, preſented by way
#. that ſome ſuch bill was abſolutely E of anſwer a counter memorial, on the 14th
neceſſary. As the French always will, of March, in which his moſt chriſtian ma
lipon any rupture with this nation, ſo jeſty, as uſual, charged us with being the
they began early in this winter to threaten aggreſſors, and threatened, that if they
us with an invaſion; for which purpoſe furniſhed the ſuccour demanded, he would
they gave orders for building flat-bot confider it as their taking part in the quar
tomed boats, and for the match of a great
and conſequently as an ačt of hoſti

#.

many regiments towards their coaſts upon Flity.
or near to the Britiſh channel. But as the
This counter memorial was of courſe
people of this kingdom were never more tranſmitted to the ſtates of the ſeveral

unanimous for the ſupport of our govern
ment, nor ever more irritated againſt the
French, than they were from the very be
ginning of this war, no one could ſuppoſe

provinces, and by them to the principal

towns; and at latt, on the 22d of April,
the anſwer or reſolution of the ſtates of
of Holland and Weſt-Fritſ

º:

that the French had formed a defign to

G land was preſented to the ſtates general,
make a conqueſt of this kingdom ; how and by them approved of; and, towards
eyer, as our coaſt-towns are all open, and the end of May or beginning of June, a

inhabitants were neither provided with copy thereof was delivered by them to Mr.
arms, nor acquaintcd with any ſort of mi Yorke, as their anſwer to his memorial,
litary diſcipline, it was apprehended not as alſo a copy of the anſwer they had giv
only that the French might form, but en to M. D’Affly's counter memorial.
that they might accidentally find an op H This anſwer would probably have contain
portunity to execute a deſign of ſending ed a flat denial of their being obliged to
over a body of 3 or 4ooo men, in order comply with this demand, or to fulfil any
to plunder ſome of our towns, and ravage of the engagements they were under by
ſome part of our coaſt, and to put to ſea their treaties of defenſive alliance with this
again, before we could ſend a ſufficient

nation; but, from the dilatory method they
took to give an anſwer, his majeſty pre

number of our troops to oppoſe their pro
*

*

*
-

-

-

ſently

—-m--
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ſently ſaw their deſign, and therefore, long

under a neceſſity of demanding, in their

before this anſwer was drawn up by the
ſtates of Holland, he ordered Mr. Yorke

turn, ſuccours from Great-Britain.

to declare to her royal highneſs the prin
ceſs regent, that he had received orders
not to inſiſt upon this demand. This

reaſon any Dutchman could give for
their refuſing the ſuccours we demanded:
It was, indeed, a good reaſon for our not

This laſt reaſon was the only good

freed them from the inconveniency of A aſking them; and, with reſpect to our own
defence, it will always be a good reaſon
for our not aſking ſuccours from any po

giving his majeſty a flat denial, and there
fore their anſwer conſiſted only in repre
ſenting the difficulties they were under,
and in thanking his majeſty for freeing
them, by this declaration, from the em

barraſſment into which his demand and
the French counter-memorial would have
thrown them.

tentate on earth. While we preſerve our
ſuperiority at ſea, we really enjoy ſome

thing like a divine attribute: We can give
aſſiſtance to whomſoever we pleaſe, and

B can ſtand in need of none from any po
tentate under the ſun.

If this had been

have contained a flat denial, is evident ;

duly attended to, we ſhould not have been
involved in any,farleſs in the manydefenſive

for, in their anſwer to M. D’Affry, they
expreſsly ſay, that as they had not taken

In confideration of a beneficial treaty of

any paſt in the troubles or differences con

commerce, we may engage to guarantee the

, But that their anſwer would otherwiſe

engagements we are now encumbered with.

cerning the territories in America, nor in C rights, or defend the poſſeſſions of the
their conſequences, nor had intermeddled potentate, who can and does grant us ſuch
in them dire&tly or indirectly ; ſo they had an advantage; but we ought never to aſk
no intention to intermeddle in them, or in

or ſtipulate any ſuch engagement from

the conſequences that might thereafter reſult
from them. Thus far even the ſtates ge

them, becauſe it will always be looked
on by them as an equivalent, or at leaſt of
neral went ; but in a memorial, or what greater value than it can ever be to us;
they called a previous reſolution, deliver D for, if we had occaſion for aſſiſtance, there
ed by the towns of Amſterdam, Dort, is not a potentate in Europe who, by
Haerlem, Gouda, Rotterdam, and Enck granting us aſſiſtance, might not probably
huyſen, to the ſtates of Holland, proba be reduced to the ſame dilemma, in which
bly before they had heard of Mr. Yorke's the Dutch found themſelves at the begin
declaration to the princeſs regent, theſe ning of this war : That is to ſay, that
burgomaſters went much farther. They their granting us the ſtipulated ſuccours
declared flatly, That the republick was E would immediately lay them under a ne
not obliged by any treaty to take part in ceſſity of demanding from us greater ſuc
differences, or a war kindled by other cours than they could afford to give us.
Now, as it is thus inconſiſtent with our
powers, out of Europe; and ſince the firſt
cauſe of the hoſtilities, which were then real intereſt, even to accept of affiſtance
transferred to Europe, did not concern from any power upon the continent, when
the Republick, ſo they could not be we are in danger of being invaded ; as
obliged to intermeddle in its effects.--That Four cities and towns upon the coaſt are
if the treaties were to be applied to the all open, and have nothing for the de
preſent caſe, the queſtion would be, who fence or protećtion of themſelves, or the
ought to be adjudged the aggreſſor in Eu country in their neighbourhood, but the
rope 2 And the uncontrovertable anſwer courage, arms, and military diſcipline of
muſt be, that England was the aggreſſor the inhabitants; and as it would be in
in Europe, by her ſeizing a confiderable conſiſtent with our liberties to keep up
number of French ſhips *.-That the re G ſuch a numerous ſtanding army, as would
publick's guarantee of the proteſtant ſuc be neceſſary for guarding every part of
ceſſion could not then be alledged, as Great our extenſive coaſt, againſt being ravaged
Britain's being threatened with an invaſi by a ſmall number of invading enemies;
on by his moſt Chriſtian majeſty, was on it is one of the ſtrongeſt arguments that
ly to revenge, and obtain reparation for can be urged, not only for our having a
the injury The pretended to have ſuffered certain number of well diſciplined mili
by the capture of his ſhips of war, and H tia, but for our having at all times every
of the trading ſhips of his ſubjećts.—And man in the kingdom able to bear arms, at
that the ſuccours demanded could be
leaſt every man of any property, provided
of no advantage to his Britannick majeſty, with proper arms and acceutrements, and
becauſe from the French king's declaration acquainted with that ſort of military diſci
it appeared, that their granting theſe pline which is neceſſary in an engagement;
ſuccours would immediately lay them which ſort of diſcipline may certainly be
4 T 2.
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WAR, at length, declared

much ſooner acquired, than that which is
now pra&iſed by our regular troops at a
review, and in which our preſent military
officers place their only confidence, tho’
even they muſt acknowledge, that when
the affair comes to be decided by the

App.

chief miniſters, a demand was made, as I

*

have mentioned, of the 6ooo men which

the Dutch were, by treaty, obliged to ſend
us; but as it was ſoon perceived, that this
demand would not be complied with, it
was preſently countermanded, and, on the

ſword, or the ſcrewed bayonet, theſe A 23d of March, his majeſty ſent a meſſage,
punétilios are all laid afide ; and to this
a militia will bring every affair in which
they happen to be engaged, if they are
well condućted, and if both the officers
and men have a ſufficient ſtock of cou

in writing, to parliament, by which he ac
quainted them, that he had received re

peated advices, from different places and
perſons, that a defign had been formed by

the French court, to make an invaſion up

rage and reſolution, which, thank God! on Great-Britain or Ireland; and the
the people of the Britiſh dominions natu B great preparations of land forces, ſhips,
rally have.
artillery, and warlike ſtores, then noto-"
This, upon the news of the prepara riouſly making in the ports of France op
tions making by France to invade this poſite to the Britiſh coaſts, together with
kingdom, gave riſe to two very different the language held by the French miniſters
opinions amongſt us. One party, which in ſome foreign courts, left little room to
I have already called the Britiſh party, al doubt the reality of ſuch a defign.—Th-t

lowed, that the militia, as it then flood C his majeſty had augmented his #. both."
modelled by law, could not be made of
any ſervice; but then they inſiſted, that
if his majeſty would grant commiſſions
to the nobiemen and gentlemen of each
reſpe&ive county, to raiſe and form regi
ments of volunteers, and to arm and diſ.

by ſea and land, and taken proper mea

ſures and precautions for putting his king
doms in a poſture of defence.—That in
order further to ſtrengthen himſelf, he had
made a requiſition of a body of Heſſian
troops, purſuant to the late treaty, to be

cipline them as faſt as poſſible, with an D forthwith brought over hither; and for
aſſurance that they ſhould not be ſent that purpoſe had ordered tranſports.abroad, nor called out to ſervice, unleſs
And that he doubted not of being ena
an enemy landed in ſome part of the bled and ſupported by his parliament, in
iſland, moſt of the young men in the taking all ſuch meaſures as might be con
kingdom would liſt themſelves in ſuch re ducive to an end ſo eſſential to the honour
giments, by which we might ſoon form as of his crown, the preſervation of the pro-"
many regiments as we could have occa- E teſtant religion, and the laws and liberties
fion for, and thoſe regiments might, in a of theſe kingdoms.
few weeks, be taught ſo much of the uſe
Upon this meſſage both houſes voted
ful military diſcipline, as would make moſt loyal addreſſes, in which, among"
them a match, in a cloſe engagement, for other things, they thanked his majeſty for
any equal number of foreign regular the requiſition he had made of the Heſſian"
troops, eſpecially as ſuch foreign troops troops; and theſe addreſſes were agreed'
could not bring any confiderable number F to without any oppoſition in either houſe; "
of cavalry along with them; from whence for though the Britiſh party did not ap
they concluded, that, for our defence a prove of truſting our defence to foreign
gainſt any poſſible invaſion, there was no mercenaries, yet, as no method had been
neceſſity for our bringing over a body of taken to arm and diſcipline the people, no
regular troops, either from Holland, or not even in ſuch of our maritime counties
as, by their fituation, lay moſt
to
any other country in Europe.
-

º

º

By the other party again, this was G the danger, they were apprehenfive that
treated as a meer ſpeculative notion, which,
upon trial, would be found praćtically im
poſſible. Therefore they infifted, that we
could truſt to nothing for our defence but

by this very negle& the French might be
encouraged to make a ſudden invaſion,"
with a ſmall number of troops, upon ſome
part of our coaſt, and if any ſuch thing
ſhould happen, they foreſaw that their

that of having a ſufficient number of re
gular troops in the iſland, either of our enemies would endeavour to throw the
own, or of foreigners; and conſequently, H whole hlame upon them, if they had op-"
as we had not a ſufficient number of our
poſed and prevented the introdućtion of
own, it was abſolutely neceſſary to bring any foreign troops.
cver ſome foreign regular troops. Of
This probably was the chief cauſe of
this party moſt of our military †. de theſe addreſſes being ſo unanimouſly agreed
clared themſelves,and as they were reckoned to, and by this unanimity our miniſters
the beſt judges of what belonged to their were encouraged to proceed further the,
anne
**n trade, by thoſe who were then our

i;

º
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fame ſort of meaſures; for, upon the 29th 18th of June when they again, at his
of the ſame month, Mr. Fox, then ſecre defire, adjourned themſelves to the 15th of
rary of ſtate, moved, That an humble ad July, ſoon after which the parliament was
dreſs ſhould be preſented to his majeſty, prorogued.
to beſeech his majeſty, that for the more [To be continued in our Mag, for January.]
effectual defence of this iſland, and for
Inquiry into the Cauſe of the Petti
the better ſecurity of the religion and li A
berties of his ſubjećts, againſt the threat
nce, and the Diſeaſes, in Fleets and
ned attack by a foreign enemy, he would
Armies, continued from p. 672.
be graciouſly pleaſed to order twelve bat
PART.
III. Hiſtorical evidence for the
talions of his eleētoral troops, together
Cauſe of the Plague, and the Mortality in
with the uſual detachment of artillery, to

**

be forthwith brought into this kingdom.

Fleets and Armies.

-

This was puſhing the uſe of thoſe B.
ET us take a view of mankind, and
of their hiſtory.
two ſacred words, religion and liberty, as
We ſee the tradeſmen in the cities, the
far as theycould well go; and,accordingly,
the motion would have been ſtrenuouſly labourers in the country, and the miners.
oppoſed by the Britiſh party, but it was a even in the heart of the damp earth, when
point of too delicate a nature to be warmly enjoying perſpiration, the fruit of their
oppoſed in a dire&t manner, thereſore they toils, in general free from the effects of
choſe to ſhew their diſlike of it in another C deadly fevers. The ačtive gentlemen en
manner; for as they had been appriſed joying their exerciſe, the ladies, and inac
that ſuch a motion was intended, they tive gentlemen, who eat and drink abun
moved for the orders of the day, and in dantly on all occaſions, have alſo their
fifted upon the queſtion's being put ſuitable relief. Four hundred ſtout Spa
upon that motion. If the queſtion had niards were confined, as has been obſerved,
been carried in the affirmative, it would

in the horrid hold of the Centurion man

probably have prevented the other motion, D of war, in the hot climate of the Eaſt-,
for that day at leaſt, and perhaps for the Indies, during 900 hours : They came
whole ſeſſion; for if they had found that out alive; their perſpiration had been ex
the majority was of their fide, they would ceſſive i for they went in ſtout men, and
always have prevented any queſtion upon came aſhore in China reduced to mere
it, either by a motion for the orders of ſhadows : And of eighty-four wounded
the day, or a motion to adjourn; but the in the battle, and kept above, three only

queſtion was carried in the negative by E died; and theſe the firſt night they got
a confiderable majority, conſequently the
other motion was agreed to ; and then it
was reſolved to communicate their reſolu

on board the Centurion. An unuſual eſ

cape for ſo many wounded by balls "t
We ſee too our ſoldiers, in their own

tion to the lords, and deſire their concur

country, when not incamped, eſpecially.
rence, which their lordſhips agreed to; the old regiments left at liberty to walk
and this joint addreſs of the two houſes about, and take exerciſe, or following their
was preſented to his majeſty on the 1ſt of F original occupations, for ſome part of
April, when his majeſty moſt graciouſly their time, by the indulgence of their ſu
anſwered, that he would accordingly give periors, alſo keep their health; which is an
immediate orders. And, in purſuance of proof that the calls of nature may be eaſily
theſe two addreſſes, theſe two bodies of ſupplied.
foreign troops landed the next month in
The crews of the Greenland ſhips ga.
England, to their own great joy, I believe, out and return, in general, free from diſ
but not much to the joy of the people of G treſs, even in the coldeſt climates: For
this kingdom, notwithſtanding their appre the fatigue they endure, when they go in
henfiens of being invaded by France.
queſt of whales, and in their encounters.
Having thus given an account of all with the ice, along with other labours,
the proceedings of this ſeſſion of parlia procure for them that degree of perſpira
ment, that any way related to the war, I tion their conſtitutions require. This, in
have only to add, that, on the 27th of general, is the caſe with the crews of o
May, his majeſty, in a ſhort ſpeech from Hither merchant ſhips; they return from the
the throne, acquainted them of the inva moſt tedious voyages in health, when they
fion of Minorca, by the French, and of are kept in their uſual ſituation; and the
his having, in conſequence thereof, de fick and diſeaſed in the hoſpitals, by the
clared war in form againſt that nation; help of temporary evacuations, even in
after which, at his majeſty's deſire, the the midſt of total inaëtion, are cured of

two houſes adjourned taemſelves to the

their maladies.
From

• Anſ. Vºyage, c. 8.

==T-
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H 1st or 1 c A L E v. 1 De N'c E,

From viewing man in his happy ſtate,
we ſhall begin with the ſea, in na rating
theſe dreadful events, by which the world
has been depopulated. And as each of
theſe fa&ts gives nearly a view of what has
always happened, it does not ſeem neceſ.

App.

ſeas. He ſet ſail the 18th of September
1740, from St. Helens; upon the zoth of
November the cry of fickneſs prevailed in
the ſquadron $: This was the ninth week
of their confinement. And when we look

back upon this period of the two firſt

ſary to be long in the detail of human woe. A voyages, made in the ſeas of Europe, in the
James I. in December 1614, intended
to wage war upon the houſe of Auſtria,
in favour of his ſon in law the elector pa
ſatine; and, to ſatisfy the enthuſiaſm of
the Engliſh nation, an army of 12, ooo
foot and 2 po horſe were put on board at

winter ſeaſon, Mansfeldt's men, who had

probably freſh food, as they were not pre
ared for a tedious paſſage, were moſtly
dead, and Buckingham's men, who muſt

have had ſalt food, as they were prepared
for their voyage, were all ſick. The little

Dover, under the command of Count B that men do in king's ſhips, during their
Calais, as was intended, by reaſon of an

paſſage to the ſouth, makes them ſweat
ſomewhat, the evil day is thereby put off

alteration in the meaſures of France. This

for a time; but in the north it can have

army therefore remained confined on board
the ſquadron in the channel, for eight or

winter ſeaſon.

ten weeks; two-thirds of them were con

firſt blockades therefore fell, ſooner than

Mansfeldt : They did not get landed at

ſmall effect that way, eſpecially in the
The crews of the two

ſumed by the fever, and the other part C Mr.Anſon's people, a ſacrifice to the power
melted away in Zealand *.
- In the year following, upon the 7th of
O&tober, the duke of Buckingham im
barked with an army of 15,721 men at
Rlymouth, in order to carry war into Spain.
He landed at Cadiz, and, finding the place

of the interior inactive putrefaction.
The Centurion made St. Catharine's

December 20th ; ſrom her eighty men
were put aſhore fick, with a proportionable
number of the other ſhips companies. At
this port the ſick increaſed aboard the
D
too ſtrong, he imbarked again, with an Centurion to ninety-ſix}, which was near
intention to hover twenty days for the one fifth of the crew; the number of dead
Spaniſh plate fleet; but his attempt was amounting to twenty-eight. Having re
fruſtrated by the effects of diſeaſe : He cruited the health of the men by the or
returned to port the beginning of Decem dinary methods, they ſet fail ſouthwards
ber, with ſcarce ſo many men in health as on the 18th of January 1741; and after
could ſerve to bring home his ſhips.t.
touching to St. Julian, they again ſet ſail,
The ſituation of men confined in theſe E and made Strait Lamair in the month cf

veſſels is well known to be a flate of great March. By that time the latent evil had
indolence; ſo that the degree of perſpira-' full time to gather, eſpecially as the cli
tion above the natural, which the conſti mate was cold; ſo that the fatigue in
tutions of men formed for exerciſe and
paſſing the Cape, put their blood in vio
labour daily require, is not procured for lent motion, which brought out the diſ
treſs. In April forty-three died aboard the
them during their blockade.
In ſpring, 1693, Sir Francis Wheeler F Centurion**; and by the beginning of Sep
was ſent from England, with a conſidera temberthree-fourths of the crew of the ſqua
ble force, in order to ačt offenſively

againſt

the French ſettlements in America.

He

arrived at Boſton June 12th ; by that time

dron had periſhed ft. This was the 12th
operations; moſt of theſe

month

..".

meted away the next long cruize; the re

his people were very fickly: He intended mainder, as has been noticed, were a few of
to perform ſome notable exploit againſt the officers and the beardleſs boys tº ; for
the enemy, but found his ſcheme impoſſi- G the fleut men, who were deſcribed in the
ble to be accompliſhed; for his ſquadron third claſs, were conſumed;S. Such was
was forced home by fickneſs. He arrived the fate of this ſquadron : Yet upon a
in England O&tober the 13th, with ſcarce compariſon of their miſeries with that of
ſo many people alive as were ſufficient to others of the third claſs brought into this
work his ſhips f.
ſituation, the progreſs of the devaſtation
In the next place, we ſhall follow the will appear one of the ſloweſt inſtances in

tract of Mr. Anſon's voyage to the ſouth-H hiſtory, as ſhall ſoon be noticed.
The

* Ruffworth, Colled. Alpindix No. 11.
Sum vol. 1. p. 555, ſee Appendix, Nº. 16.
!. Anſºn,
p. 76.
§§
Ibia. 218
*" ibit, p. 159.

+ Ibid. Appendix, Nº. 15.
1 Dang.
§ Anſ. p. 48. ſee Appendix, N°. 12.
ft Ibid. P. 218.
11 lbid. 494.
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The Britiſh forces that went upon the
Carthagena expedition, as is well known,

ing tobacco pipe caſes out of wood, at

confined in the ſame manner, ſuffered the

ry dextrous. By all accounts from France,

which art theſe unhappy men ſeemed ve

ſame fate. The North-American regi the remains of this grand armament, in
ment, conſiſting of 3,600 men, ſcarce any January 1758, did not conſiſt of one tenth
of them ſurvived. And of 5oo men from of the number that ſailed from the mon
New-England, fifty only returned home *, A ther country in the ſpring.
few of theſe were killed by the Spaniards. . Sir Francis Wheeler's people infected
In the next place, we ſhall take a view the inhabitants of Boſton with their diſ.
of our rival nation, during ſuch ſituati eaſe; duke d'Anville's people the fimple
Indians of Nova Scotia: Mr. Douglas
ons, in a temperate climate.
A ſquadron was fitted out, in the year ſays one third of their little nation was,
1746, by the French, with a view to retake conſumed; and by the accounts from,
Louiſburg, and annoy the Britiſh colo B France, many of the inhabitants of Breſt, .
nies. It ſailed from Rochelle the 22d of likewiſe received the contagion from the
June, under the command of duke Louiſburg ſquadron S.
d'Anville; the whole force amounted to
Such is the figure theſe powerful nati.
1o,ooo men. . He arrived at Chebućto ons make upon the watery element: For
-

-

September 10th, and by the 13th of No

the annals of Britain and France ſhow,

vember, about one half of them, with the

how uniform theſe calamities fall on their

duke himſelf, were cut off by the fick C people, eſpecially during the firſt years of.
meſs: So that this ſquadron, which ſeem war, where men, from a ſtate of labour
ed ſo powerful in the eye of their own have been ſuddenly thrown into a ſitua
nation, and ſo terrible an objećt to the co tion of extreme indolence in king's ſhips,
lonies, returned, with its wretched wreck, and in proportion to the length of the.
without being able to perform any ſer voyages, the number of labourers coufined
vice to their country't. The 13th of No aboard, and to the degree of coldneſs in
vember made the 19th week of the ope D the climate.
-

rations of d'Anville's ſquadron, and two
months of this time were ſpent in recruit

ing their health at land. The Centurion's
crew, conſiſting of 506, by the 16th week
of their cruize had only ninety fix ſick,
the dead amounting to twenty-eight t.
Mr. Anſon had the benefit of a warm cli

From the ſea we ſhall view the deva
ſtations at land.

Plutarch, in his liſe of Pericles, ob

ſerves, that a formidable army of Pelo.
ponneſians, and their allies, invaded
Attica, and ravaged the country; that
E Pericles, the chief magiſtrate of Athens,

mate, which favoured perſpiration; d'An

determining to reſtrain the Athenians

ville, in the temperate climate of Nova

from oppoſing theſe invaders in the open

field, had called all the inhabitants of
Scotia, did not enjoy this advantage.
In the firſt of the ſeaſon 1757, a power Attica within the city; that theſe people,
ful fleet was fitted out by the ſame nation, brought from their labours in the country,
in order to protećt the important fortreſs indulging themſelves in a lazy, and wholly
of Louiſburg; 13,ooo men remained a Finaćtive life, during the invaſion, were
bout the ſquadron in the harbour, five ſeized with the peſtilence, which cut off
months. In all they were out about eight the youth and ſtrength of the ſtate. The
months. A Gentleman, who was taken enemies of this magiſtrate, ſays this au
from on board a merchant ſhip, and kept thor, accuſed him for ſuffering his coun
priſoner with them all this time, informs trymen to remain in ſo indolent a ſituation.
us, that the whole occupation, with which
Thucydides the hiſtorian, an eye-wit.
this multitude were amuſed, ſo far as he neſs of the miſery, and who had himſelf
the
could obſerve, was in ſinoaking, and ſhap

- * Doug. Sum. ‘v. 1. p. 554. + Ibid. v. 1 p. 332. Appendix Nº. 18. 1 Anſ p. 76.
$ Animal and vegetable ſubfance, ſhut up in the blood veſſels, and beat upon for many
days, by the force ºf animal heat, when it breakſ forth from its confinement. Heat, ſeems
to be a degree of corruption, vaſtly exceeding any thing to be found in open air : And,
however far the primary cauſe may aſ in the deſiručion of mankind, infection acting
as a ſecondary cauſe, appears to have great influence upon the healthy, in promoting the
devaſtation, on a near approach to ſich dreasſul ſtenes of diffreſ; ; but al.ho" thoſe ſick
of the violent fever infº the healthy, on a near approach the diſeaſe ſtems to lºſt ſºon its
malignity, for thoſe infº&ied do not communicate the mala.; to others. This was diffinéily
ſeen at London, in May 17 so. from what happened at the Old Baily; thºſe only who

catched the cont.gion immediately from the priſon were confirmed.
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the fever, remarks, that the plague ſeized frighted from their labours, in conſe
upon the Athenians, not many days af. quence of the war of king James IV. and
ter the ſecond irruption, into Attica, of the fatal battle of Flouden "*. Milan
Archidamus king of Sparta, the ſecond blockaded by admiral Bonnival (Guic
3. of the Peloponneſian war; that this ciard). The Engliſh garriſon of Havre
ad been the longeſt flay of the enemy in de Grace, cooped up and beſieged by
tre country of Athens; and during the A Montmorency in the days of Elizabeth
firſt invaſion of theſe Dolians, and their (Hume). Haddington in Scotland by
allies, they had kept fix Engliſh miles the Scots and the allies in the days of
from the city, and the people were em Edward IV. H. Amiens beſieged by
ployed within the walls, in making for Hen. IV. ft. Rochelle by Louis XIII. Hi,
themſelves houſes, and alſo upon ſeveral Edinburgh, where the people were again
expeditions, abroad. But during the ſe frighted from their labours, upon the ap
cond invaſion, and through the ſummer, B proach of the vićtorious army of Mon
when the
broke out and raged in thoſe $5. Stettin befieged fix months by
the city, the Athenians had no other la the troops of Brandenburgh, in 1677 ***.
bour, than burning and burying the dead, Thorn, upon the Viſtula, blockaded five

º:

as theſe authors obſerve.

months by the Swedes, in the year 1703;

loſt almoſt the whole Saxon garriſon; and
thoſe citizens, who ſubſtituted watching
tion, handed down from ancient times, C on the cold walls, in place of their la
which was in every body's mouth upon bour, and a guard room for warm beds,
this melancholy occaſion. It conveys a ſuffered the ſame fate +++. The new Eng
lively pićture of Greece and her ſuffer land militia in garriſon at Louiſbourgh
in the year 1745, were confined to the
ings, during a ſtate of war, and the ſure
effects produced from a blockade, as ex place, and they had no diſcipline nor la
bour tit. They got poſſeſſion ofthe for
perienced by theſe nations.
Two heavy judgments will at once befal, D treſs in June, and were cut off in Au
A Doric war without, a plague within guſt, and the following months. The
your ‘wall.
garriſon of Oſwego, upon the lake On
Thoſe who take a view of the map of tario, in winter 1756, confined within
amcient Greece will obſerve, that the na
the place, from a terror of the indians
tural ſtrength of Peloponneſus, warring and by the ſeverity of the ſroft Hill. The
upon Attica, muſt have bore down, in town of Schweidnitz, in Silefia, inveſted
every age, this naturally feeble power; E about three months, in the end of 1757,
for, when a ſtrong ſtate in Greece made and beginning of 1758, by the arms of
war with one leſs powerful, the weaker Pruſſia §§§.
Several of theſe garriſons, ſuch as
party retreated, the country was ravaged,
Thorn, Stettin, and Oſwego, had ſalt
and the capital town inveſted *.
food, and were killed like the ſeamen by
This ſtate of inaćtion, anxiety, repin
the ſlow fever, called the black ſcurvy,
ing, and diſtraćtion, which prevailed a.
mongſt the Athenians, along with watch F the other cities were deſolated, as they had
ing upon the walls, ſeems to be a true
freſh proviſions, by the quick ſever or peſ
tilence. And all of them that were be
pićture of the fituation of cities, encom
Thucydides ſums up his moving de
ſcription of this ſad ſcene, with a predic

paſſed, or diſturbed, by the enemy

fieged bowed their heads, and ſubmitted

Therefore the ſame diſtreſs ſhould betal

implicitly to the ſevere law of the invader.

them when reduced to this fituation;
and, among this number, the following
inſtances occur.

From theſe inſtances of the terrible ef

fe&s of the interruption of exerciſe and
G labour, attended with want of uſual per

Rome, during the invaſion of the
AEqui and Volſ + Carthage beſieged b
Africanus, were reduced to sooo of
ſexes. Marſeilles beſieged by Caeſar I.
Jeruſalem by Veſpaſian ||. Rome be
ſieged by Alarie S. Aquileia by Attila,

calling forth the deadly fever, as experi
enced at ſea and land in every age, we
ſhall take a view of thoſe regions, where
the peſtilence has ever reigned with a
dreadful ſway, thinning the land of its

The people of Edinburgh diſturbed and

people and ſtriking into mankind innº

i.

-

ſpiration to the aëtive and laborious, in

merable

Tºc. v. 1. b. 2, ſee appendix No 19.

+. Livy A. U. 299, 291.
f Cºf com.
| Joſephus.
$ Univ His. Wol. 16. p. 504.
** Maitland.
++ Hºr.
!! Davila.
| Linſ.
§§ Maitland.
*** Lºrd.
*** Iºr Lind, ſle offendix No 30.
j Ji. Drug. ſum, v. r. 351, 35*.
| We
have this frºx, a genticºan ºf the place.
§§§ London Gazette, April, 19, 1758,
---

º

º
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All men know, from their own notions
merable alarms". Theſe are the king
doms of Egypt and Ethiopia.
of the plague, how terrible the objećt ap

#759.

The river Nile overflows theſe ex

ears to them; and, upon conſulting their
earts, they will feel them tremble at the
very ſound of this awful word.

tenſive and populous realms, forcing be
fore it the inhabitants of the country,
confining them within the cities, far from

We have ſeen what has been produced
their uſual exerciſe, and toilſome employ-A during theſe ſituations already mentioned,
ments; for by the flood, one half, or where the plague never was alledged to
three fourths of theſe nations are annually have been imported, during the inunda
reduced to the ſame ſituation with idle tion of the Nile, upon the ocean, in
warriors, encompaſſed by the ſea, and na king's ſhips, and in towns encompaſſed
tions in cities incircled by the enemy, by the enemy; that the fickneſs begins to
theſe kingdoms exhibiting to the eye the cut off the lower claſs of people, who are
appearance of a royal ſquadron, with a B driven from their labours, (in temperate
fhoal of attendants, hovering upon the
ocean, from the middle of June till after
November; and in order to obtain a ſatiſ
faćtory account of what happens during
the blockade, we have recourſe to Proſper
Alpinus already mentioned, a witneſs of
theſe ſcenes of diſtreſs. He remarks t, C
that a peſtilential fever raged at Alexan

climates) towards the end of the firſt, or
the beginning of the ſecond month of this
their ſituation; and that the fickneſs
ſpreads and encreaſes in violence for five

or fix months, and then begins to abate,
as by that time its objećts are moſtly con
ſumed; therefore with theſe uniform fasts

in our eye, we ſhall take a view of what
happened lately in Sicily,
A letter in the London Gazette, dated Pa
tion; that the ſickneſs grows to a vaſt lermo, June 21, 1743||, and ſeveral otherlet
height when the Nile riſes uncommonly ters publiſhed at that time in other gazettes,
high, that is to ſay, the fever increaſes in take notice, that the maſter of a veſſel,
its violence, and ſpreads devaſtation in D who had brought to the port of Meſfina, a
proportion to the length of the confine loading of wool from Miſfilongi, had, in
ment; that in theſe years, when the cities his way thither, called in at Patroſa, a
are uncommonly long inveſted, the Egyp town in which the ſickneſs at that time
tians allow that this fever is the plague raged. The maſter of the veſſel bought
produced in their country; that the ſtran ſome tobacco and cotton fluffs at this city,
#. or country people are in general af with an intention to have ſmuggled them
ićted when the citizens eſcape; and that E a-ſhore when he came to Meſfina. One of
in the year 1580, 500,000 people
the ſailors died during the Maſſage, the
maſter alſo ſoon after died; and the re
by it in the city of Grand Cairo alone.
In following this ſubjećt, we mu
mainder of the crew, being conſcious they

dria, where he was, during the ſecond,
third, and fourth months of the inunda

-

Fº
i.

had called in at a fickly city, and that the
clean paſs from Miſſilongi had been pre

point out the effe&t of alarms upon Euro
pean cities, becauſe of the dread of the
plague, and ſhall omit mentioning any
more than three caſes.

ſented to the magiſtrates of health, were

F apprehenſive of the danger they imagined

It has been noticed, (from Proſper Al they were in, as well as that of the people
pinus) that the Egyptians make no ſcru among whom they were, acquainted theſe
ple of purchaſing the clothes and other ef magiſtrates of their fears, that they had
fe&ts of thoſe who die of the fever; and called in at Patroſa, and of the death of
his teſtimony is confirmed by all accounts the maſter and ſailor. Upon which the
from the Turkiſh empire. By the bold alarm was given, that the plague was
neſs of the Egyptians in approaching the G brought to the place; that the Meſfinians
ſick, and perhaps too early their goods, had dealings with the crew, and commu
it is probable that many lives are annually nication with the veſſel. The ſhip with
the
loſt by infection. This nation then may her cargo was inflantly
be too bold, as the fickneſs ſwells to ſuch things that had been ſmuggled a-ſhore,
an height in their cities : But upon the and the men who remained were ſtript,
other hand, we are afraid that the want and ſent to the Lazaretto S. This veſſel ar

".

'of courage in the people of Europe, their H rived in the month of March, and before

*

timidity, and unneceſſary apprehenſions
of the plague, has plunged them into that
abyſs of diſtreſs, from which they fled.
Appendix, 1759.

the alarm was given ſome days muſt have
elapſed. Any man in Europe, who lays
his hand to his heart, will feel the terror;
4 U

* Both antient and modern authors are full in thiſ particular.

*

:
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have had no manner of communication

ſtrates, attentive to the ſuppoſed danger,
obliged the captains of every ſuſpešted

with the people who dealt with the crew,

veſſel to perform quarantine, in the uſual

and bought their goods, nor with thoſe

Inanner.

that, had he been at Meſfina, he would

Captain Chataud arrived, upon the 25th
of May, at the iſlands of Chateaudif, ºff
fuppoſed to lurk chiefly in the goods that A Marſeilles, from Sidon, Tripoli, Syria,

who dwelt by the port, nor with the port
itſelf: And as the imaginary evil was

were ſmuggled a-ſhore, and ſcattered every
where, the whole place muſt have felt the
alarm, and during a month or fix weeks,
continued in a ſtate of dreary ſuſpence ;

and Cyprus; he preſented a clean paſs to
the intendants, importing, that he came
off on the 31ſt of January, which was al
lowed to have been ſome time before the

and thoſe who were near the veſſel, or

diſeaſe made its appearance in thoſe Parts:
At the ſame time the captain informed
before ſhe was burnt, muſt have remained B them, that fix of his men in the paſſage
totally ina&tive, as no body would venture home, or at Leghorn, where he had touch
to employ them. The anxious Sicilians ed, periſhed by fevers. Upon the 27th
therefore attended only to the object of one more of his crew died; the corpſe
their fears, upon which they had fixed being carried to the infirmary, and there
their minds, hearkening to the motion of examined, a report was made, that his
the winds, the waves, and the rumours of diſeaſe was not the peſtilence : However,
the city, to know whether or not the fe C the cautious magiſtrates ordered the cargo
wer was broke out : And, during the to the infirmary of Marſeilles, there to re
dread of the alarm, it is ſcarce to be ima main forty days.

had correſponded with the people aboard

gined that any body at Meſfina would ven

Captains Gabriel, and Ailland arriving

ture to come out of their houſes into the

from the Levant, with foul bills, their

ſtreets, or breathe with freedom the air, goods alſo were ſent thither. On the 12th
which they were taught by their anceſtors of June an officer placed in Chataud's
to believe was a poiſon. What may diſ D ſhip died : But, notwithſtanding this
cover alſo the greatneſs of the fright is, accident, Chataud's paſſengers, who had
the count of Naples, in a letter publiſhed been confined in the infirmaries, were per
in the London Gazette, dated April 27, fumed on the 14th for the laſt time, and
confider the burning of the veſſel and her diſmiſſed. On the 23d one of his cabin
cargo, as a matter of great conſequence, and boys and a ſervant, both employed in air
had approved of the meaſure taken by the ing his goods, fell fick; and another por
magiſtrates of health. This dreadful objećt Eter, performing this office to the goods
therefore lay quiet in the troubled breaſts belonging to captain Gabriel, was alſo
of the unfortunate Meſfinians until the
ſeized with the diſtemper; and upon the
month or fix weeks were expired, at which 24th a ſervant, employed about the goods
time the poor, driven from their labours, of captain Ailland, was alſo ſeized in the
and rendered totally ina&ive began to ſame manner. Theſe four dying, on the
fall in great numbers. Accordingly, the 24th and 26th, their bodies were exami
firſt notice we ſee taken of the affair is in

F med, and a favourable report given of the

a letter, dated Naples June 4, publiſhed

cauſe of their death : Yet the intendants,

in the London Gazette, which remarks,

from a laudable, though fatal precaution,

, that the magiſtrates of health at Naples

ordered them to be buried in lime, the

had cut off all communication with Meſfi

three ſhips to be carried to the diſtant
na, becauſe an epidemical fever raged iſland of Jarre, the yard where the goods
there, which for ſome time before had lay to be incloſed, and the remaining ſet
killed fifty people a day *. The next let G vants to be confined. On the 7th of July
ters from Palermo, of June 21, obſerve, it

two more of Chataud's men felt the dit

was the plague ; that it began to kill on
May 15t, and was making its uſual ha
vock in that city.
From this late misfortune we may caſt
our eyes back to a former period, in order
to view the fate of a more populous city

order: Their ſurgeon found tumours in
their groins, but did not give their diſ
treſs the name of plague. Soon after this
the ſurgeon himſelf, with part of his fa
mily, died. On the 8th, another ſervant

than Meſfina.

examined, and a ſwelling being found by
his ſurgeon in the upper part of his thigh,
he pronounced, immediately, the difiemper
to be the plague. He conſulted with the
intendants; they called others to adviſe
with ; the reſult was, they concurred in

In the month of March 1710, the pe

ſtilence raged amongſt the Turks 1: The
people of Marſeilles conſequently were
uneaſy, as they carry on an extenſive com merce in the Levant; and their magi

of Chataud's ſeized with the fever was

-

the

i

--"

-
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the ſurgeon's opinion, that all the three theſe periſh But reaſoning and doubt
patients had this ſever. On the 9th theſe ended with this day, and their hopes were
diſappointed for ever: For the calamity
was acknowledged by its judges to be this
moved to the iſland of Jarre. In this dreadful evil; and contagion ſoon after
manner the alarm was given at Marſeilles ſeconding the primary cauſe in its uſual
in the year 1710. The diſmal apprehen-A manner, and extending its influence, a
fions of the raging peſtilence in the Tur multitude, conſiſting of every rank and
kiſh empire; ſo many concurring accidents age in the city, were mowed down.
From this cataſtrophe, we ſhall look back
falling out aboard Chataud's veſſel, and
at the infirmaries; the anxiety diſcovered to a former period, in order to obſerve
upon thoſe occaſions by the magiſtrates; the conſequence of an alarm, raiſed upon
and the report made, that the three laſt a more ſlight foundation than the arrival
mentioned patients died of the plague,im B of Chataud's veſſel at Marſeilles; and by
preſſed the Marſeillians with dreadful which the fate of a nobler city was de
aſtoniſhment. The frightful idea of an termined.
The people of Fngland, in the year
imported peſtilence preſented itſelf in its
ghaſtly form; and the moſt terrible con 1664 and 1665, were alarmed with the
iſequences were expe&ted immediately to progreſs of the peſtilence, which, a little
enſue. Strićt ſearch was made in the city, before, and at that time, raged in Hol
in order to catch the lurking evil, and to C land. In London ſeveral alarms had been
root it out, but in this the people were given, by people dying of violent fewers,
greatly diſappointed: Three perſons only and ſeveral of thoſe in St. Giles's pariſh
of the city were ſaid to have this fever from got the name of plague: For ſo ſoon as
the beginning of the alarm to the 26th of that part of the town was ſuſpe&ted, the
July, and even two of theſe caſes were people ſhunned all communication with
diſputed. This diſappointment gave an it, and even with its neighbourhood". In
opportunity for the thinking part of the D one week of the beginning of May, the
town to recover from their fright upon deaths increaſed conſiderably, which ſtruck
the 21ſt, and even to upbraid thoſe who a general panic into the anxious multi
had ſounded the alarm: But the gather tude, whoſe hearts had long trembled at

patients die, they are buried in lime, and
the goods of Chataud were inſtantly re

-

ing ſtorm broke out at the uſual time up

their imaginary dangert. The week

on its proper objećts. The whole city in following, the number decreaſing, the
“the utmoſt terror, and every one ſuſpici dread abated; but the week after, four
ous of his neighbour's condition, there E teen dying ſuddenly, the panic again ſeized
remained no leiſure for occupying the the people with redoubled violence. Ac
poor, for confuſion filled the whole city, cordingly, the burials ſoon increaſed to
the certain conſequence of ſo great an a forty-three; and in June they amounted
larm ; and as Chataud's paſſengers had to 470 in a week by the fever; for graſs
liberty from the 14th of June, this circum grew upon the ſtreets, as buſineſs, from
flance muſt have added greatly to their the beginning of the conſternation, had
apprehenſions: Therefore that dawn of F been totally relinquiſhed. Burying the
hope, enjoyed from the 21ſt, was over dead became the only occupation of the
caſt upon the 26th; for in the ſtreet of living. The mortality increaſed, in Sep
Laſſelle, a part of the old town, inhabited tember, to 1765 in a week, and the whole
only by the poor, fifteen perſons fickened, city became one ſcene of death, ſickneſs
and a greater number of the ſame claſs and lamentation.
-

were alſo ſoon after ſeized with the ſame

The diſeaſe went on as uſual in theſe

diſtreſs. The trembling Marſeilliams up-G cities, in proportion to the length of the
on this occaſion, ſtill eager to lay hold on horror, till it had conſumed its objećts ;
every plauſible confideration, reaſoned with but with more imaginary miſèry, than
themſelves, that as the plague ſpread it when men are deprived ſuddenly and for
ſelf only by infe&tion, why did the poor a confiderable time, of their labours up
only die why did not the rich as well on other occaſions, and their diſtreſs de
as the poor ſuffer And why did the diſ noted by a leſs dreadful name than that of
temper operate ſo ſlowly The diſtreſs H plague, as every fact already ſtated, and
increaſed, and great numbers in ever
to be immediately given, ſerves to prove :
ſtreet, before the 17th of Auguſt, j, Yet the ſickneſs is leſs fatal, in proporti
all of them poor people; the unhappy on to the numbers of people in towns,
Marſeillians, therefore, ſtill unwilling to who conſiſts of all the three claſſes, and
part with their only hope, inquired, how, who have their warm heds to ſoak in at
if it was the plague, ſhould none but pleaſure, than to armies, garriſons and the

4U2
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crews of royal ſquadrons, during firſt

theVerona and Don, in preparinga fleet for

voyages, when brought into this ſituation,
for the ſame length of time, as they con
fiſt chiefly of the third claſs, without any

the uſe of the Ruſſian army. 2700 boors,
5 or 6oo ſailors, and 2 or 3ooo ſoldiers
compoſed this body. In the cold month
of February the ſcurvy made its appear
ance; the lazy Boors compelled to work

mixture of the firſt, and are harraſſed with

watching, which we ſhall afterwards take

occaſion to ſhew, by acompariſon of theſe A ſuffered little, the ſailors who atted the
frenes.

part of their direétors ſuffered more, but

From the common effečt of blockades, the ſoldiers their haughty lords, employed
and ſudden alarms, in European cities, in watching this flock, in order to pre
interrupting exerciſe and labour, and call vent deſertion, were ſtill more miſèrably
ing forth the peſtilence, we ſhall conſider afflićted $.
At Aſtracan fituated on the Volga, the
the conſequence of cold in the north; and
as we beheld the months of Auguſt, Sep-B ſailors who work thro' the whole year,
tember, O&tober and November, to the are not conſumed in the froſty ſeaſons,
end of the inundation, fatal by fickneſs but the boors, maturally indolent, deprived
upon the banks of the Nile, for a more of their ordinary occupations, by the ri
powerful reaſon, the months of December, gour of the ſeaſon, and left at their liber
January, February and March, to the end ty are greatly diſtreſſed; yet their miſery
of the froſt, is the deadly ſeaſon in the cold comes ſhort of that of the garriſon of

regions of the north, when, by its influ-C 6000 men ſtationed in the city. Theſe
ence, labour is not only interrupted, but per
fpiration rendered difficult to be obtained.
the moſt extraordinary froſt recorded in hiſ
tory, wasthat which commenced with the
end of the year 905, and laſted 120 days,
even in the ſouthern provinces of Europe,

ſoldiers raiſed from the humble order of

boors, to the rank of idle gentlemen of the
army, require from 6oo to tood recruits,
annually to fill up the places made va:

cant by the ſickneſs, during the winter and
ſpring ||.

with great violence, and threw the empire D At Riga the capital of Livonia, the
into the ſame fituation with the country boors, more induſtrious than their bre
people of Egypt, during an extraordinary thren of Ruſſia, ſuffering no internuption
inundation"; conſequently the plague was of labour, enjoying their health, the fruit
acknowledged by all men, to have raged at of their toils thro’ the whole year; but
that time in the known parts of Europet. the idle ſoldiers of the army, deſtined to
The hard and long froſt of the year fall every where the firſt untimely ſacrifi
1709, had the ſame effect on Dantzic, at Eces to diſeaſes, ſuffer greatly during the
the foot of the Viſtula, and Hamburgh on froſt: Yet their diſtreſs is far ſhoºt of
the Elbe, with ſeveral other trading cities, that of the proper garriſon, conſiſti
9f
as the more extenſive froſt of 905 on i 7ooo men, who are confined to watch in
Europe, conſequently the porters, and a the city”.
From the frozen continent of Europe,
multitude of other labourers, uſually em
ployed in trade and thipping, were redu we paſs to North-America, where the
ced to the ſituation of the more ſouthern F annual froſis far exceed in ſeverity what
parts of Europe, in that remaikable year. is felt in Europe in ordinary ſeaſons, or
Therefore, the Europeans again like the even perhaps in the remarkable year 995
Egyptians, acknowledged that the plague itſelf occaſioning, during the winter, a
raged at that time in theſe cities f : When more early and ſtill more extenſive deva
we go to the more inland parts of the ſtation; the hiſtory of Europe, in every
-

continert of Europe, where ſalt proviſi- age, gives evidence, that it was ever fºr:
ons during the winter are chiefly uſed, G tile in people, while the northern half of
we find the annual froſt like the ordinary
inundation of the Nile, occaſioning an
nually, a conſiderable mortality in the
ſame latitudes; and the diſtreſs like that

of the ſailors, denoted the ſcurvy, and
with all the ſymptoms as at ſea.
In the year 1738 and 1739, 30,0co
people were engaged upon the banks of

the weſtern world, ſeems in ages paſt to
have remained almoſt a deſart, leſs than

1eo,ooo natives, according to Dr. Dou
glaſs ++, is the amount of the inhabitants

of the known parts of that vaſt and fer
tile continent. And altho' the French

nation have been bent on eſtabliſhing

powerful colonies in Canada equal to the
Britiſh,

* Univ. Hiſt, wol. 17. p. 37.
+ In thoſe days the cultivation ºf the grºxnd, war
almoſt the only manufaāure attended to in Europe, therefore ſº prodigious and ſo tedious a

Jºff, muft have entirely put a flop to labour.
Cººk's letter in Apfendix Nº. 24.
| Ibid.
N°. 25.

I See the Gazettes.
** Ilid.

§ See Dr.
t + See Aſpendix
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not now three ſound men left; 25 of our

great, their attempt has proved ruinous

beſt men died, and all the reſt were ſo ill,

and almoſt vain, for 150 years are expi
red , and the mother country drained

that we never thought they could recover
again I.

during that time, and 12,000 men only

The next accounts of the winter's mi

was the number of the Canadians able to

ſery in Canada, is publiſhed by l'Eſcarbot,
bear arms; according to the ſame author, A anno. 1604, Briefly, ſays the French,
in the year 1747", and this account of the the unknown ſickneſs like to that deſcri
true ſtate of Canada, is fully confirmed hed by James Cartier, affailed us ; as to

by general Townſhend's late letter, with

remedies there were none to be found. In

the ſurrendering of Quebec. Such is the

the mean while the poor creatures did
languiſh, pining away by little and little.
It was moſt pitiful to behold, every one,

deſolate ſtate of North-America, and we
have no reaſon to doubt, but that God

planted theſe fertile and pleaſant regions, B very few excepted, in this great miſºry,
wretches dying as it were full of life,
without any poſſibility of being ſuccoured,
cords of the dead, but the winter's cala 36 died, and 36 or 4o more ſtrucken with
mity by which the weſtern world is depo. it, recovered themſelves by the help of
ulated, and its ſpecific remedy is well the ſpring, ſo ſoon as that comfortable
£.
to them.
ſeaſon appeared. They add further, that
When the French ſettled upon the river C the ſickly ſeaſon is the froſty months of
St. Laurence, they were aſtoniſhed at the December, January, February and March,

as early as the other parts of his world.
The Savage nations indeed keep no re

fight and feeling of their miſeries, dur
ing the froſty ſeaſon tº upon which they
conſulted the Savages for relief, who told
them, that their cure was frequently

wherein men die moſt commonly every
one in his turn $.
To the north of the river St. Laurence,
the froſt proving ſtill more ſevere, the diſ.
treſs increaſes in proportion to its vigour;

ſweatings, that content, mirth and a chear
ful humour preſerved the Americans; for D for all or moſt of the working part of
the diſeaſes generally killed the idle, the
diſcontented and repining. If American
records be the only evidence wanting in

mankind, who have wintered in theſe

high latitudes have periſhed of the ſcurvy;
(as their proviſions were ſalted) before the

proof, of the cauſe of the deſolate ſtate of approach of the ſpring. Such as captain
that vaſt continent; the journals of the Monk's people in 1619, and captain
Europeans fully compenſate the deficiency. James's in 1631, at Carleton iſland, and
In the month of December, ſays James E a ſet of ſailors left for an experiment at
Cartier, a French gentleman, who carried Spitſbergen in 1633, and another in the
over acolony in the year 1535, in order to year 1634 ||.
Yet the Hudſon's Bay company of Eng
ſettle upon the river St. Laurence, we un
derſtood that the peſtilence was come up land, fince they recruited from the idle
on the people of Stadagana, and in ſuch inhabitants of Orkney", and ſuch others,
ſort that before we knew of it above 50 do not bury one out of their four forts,
of them had died, whereupon we charged F containing 100 men, in ſeven years; for
them neither to come near our forts, nor long experience taught theſe gentlemen,
about our ſhips: Yet, notwithſtanding that ſuch men only as they now employ
this precaution, the ſaid unknown ſickneſs in the frozen latitudes, could ſurvive the
began to ſpread itſelf among us, after the wintert+.
ſtrangeſt ſort that ever was heard of or
But a ſtate of labour and indolence by
ſeen. It prevailed, ſays he, ſo about the turns, ſeems to be the habit of the Savage
middle of February, that of 110 people G nations of North America, for the neceſ
-

there were not 1o whole men, ſo that the

fity they lye under in procuring food,

one could not help the other, a moſt hor compels them to undergo the ſevereſt
rible and pitiful caſe. He further adds, toils, and the extreme rigour of the froſt,
this malady being unknown to us, the deprives them of an opportunity of ſtir
body of one of our men was opened, to ring abroad in the winter, which they
ſee if by any means poſſible, the occaſion muſt ſuffer for, like other men during
of it might be diſcovered, and the remain-H ſuch fituation.
der of us ſaved; but in ſuch a manner
The Britiſh colonies lying upon the
did the calamity encreaſe, that there was ſkirts of the ocean, are populous and
flouriſhing;
* See vol. 1. p. 96.
t See the French account of their diffraft in the winter,
Appendix Nº. 26, 27 and 28. and the Engliſh account of it in Appendix Nº. 29.
1 See Appendix N°. 26.
§ Ibid. 27.
| Ibid. 29
** A circum

fiance will known, for the women do all the hard work in orºg.

ft Ibid,

->
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Other Instances in Point

flouriſhing; they enjoy the benefit of an
extenſive commerce, which has rendered

r

App.

faſt farewel, in peaceful times, as well as
in war, aſſured, from paſt events, they

labour neceſſary and valuable, during e
very ſeaſon.
Leſs happily fituated than the Britiſh,
are the French colonies in Canada, they

never ſhall return ; the remnant, if not
revented, carry infestion to land; and
requently it happened, as it did at Boſ

miles diſtance from the ſea, and their

approach very near theſe ſcenes of terrible
diſtreſs. Let us, in the next place, confider
the fituation of armies. Their time, during
war, when employed in foreign countries,

ton, Nova Scotia, Breſt, and other places,
He farther to the north, at ſeveral hundred A many people die by contagion, when they
communication with the world is frozen

up, during ſeven months of the year".
From the dull regions of the north, we
paſs to the chearful climate of the ſouth, in which is well known, is moſtly divided
order to viewaſingular ſcheme and its effects. betwixt watchings and intire indolence on
The fimple Indians of Hiſpaniola made B one hand, and a ſtate of violent ačtion on
their grand effort, with an army of 100,000 the other.

men, in order to rid their country of . The two firſt fituations ſtop that great
Columbus and his Caſtilians, but were

degree of perſpiration, which is neceſſ

unfortunately repulſed t- This trial of

for the lower claſs of mankind daily to

European proweſs convinced the Americans, that any further attempt with arms

enjoy, and gives time to the latent evil to
gather and corrupt. The laſt occaſions a

would prove vain and ineffectual : They C quick circulation of the blood, which ex
therefore had recourſe to a ſtratagem, tends the veſſels beyond their natural
which afforded a proſpect of better ſucceſs; wideneſs, and never ſuffers a ſoldier's con
for having long obſerved, that one Spa dition to mend during war; which is not
niard deſtroyed more proviſions than ten the caſe with the ſailors, for during the
of their people, they concluded, that it courſe of a few years war, their condi
was impoſſible for ſuch men to ſubfiſt in tion mends, and they enjoy health in an
the iſland, were they deprived of the be- Dindolent fituation, but with the ſoldiers
nefit of their labours; the Hiſpaniolans it is not ſo, for one two or three days vio
therefore abandoned the low country, and lent labour immediately ſucceeding so,
retired to the mountains, hoping by zo or 30 days idleneſs, or a ſtate of watch
this method to ſtarve their voracious fº, ing, calls forth quickly that flame which
but the event proved lamentable on the conſumes the brave, during the courſe of
part of the poor Indians; the fever ſei every campaign. We ºf. only

zed upon them in their retreat; one third E a few remarkable events. The ſinguine
of this multitude were conſumed,and ſcar Athenians bent on the conqueſt of Sicily,
city of proviſions obliged the remnant to
return to their labours, and ſubmit again
to the yoke of Columbus.
From this ſample of the dire effe&ts of
European uſurpation in America, we may

ſent forth a fine army, under the com
mand of Niceas, in order to accompliſh

their ſcheme; but the vigorous efforts of
the Syracuſans and their allies, retarded
their motions, and rendered Niceas inac

turn back to obſerve what paſſes during F tive, upon which the plague ſeized his
the ſummer amongſt the nations border
ing upon the Baltic.
Several gentlemen, who have been in
theſe countries, inform us, and which is

wełł known, that the royal ſquadrons of
Ruſſia, Sweden, and Denmark, when they

army, and rendered the ſcheneof the Athe
nians, for the conqueſt of Sicily abortive t.
The Carthaginians, bent upon the
ſame conqueſt, ſent forth a vaſt army, un
der the condućt of Imilcon; and this
army, having tore down many ſepulchres,

returned to port in the third or fourth G in order to form a wall round Agrigen
month of their cruize, as the Ruſſian ſqua
dron did from Memel, and the Swediſh

and Daniſh from the coaſt of Norway, in
the year 1757, and the Ruſſian ſquadron,
during the preſent year, were ſickly, and
and often have buried one half or three
fourths of their numbers. Theſe idle

tum, were overtaken by the plague, and
moſt miſerably reduced $.
The Carthaginians, obſerving no cauſe
that had brought on this diſtreſs, were of
opinion, that the miſery which befel them,
was a puniſhment ſent from heaven for
H having violated the monuments of the

warriors, moſtly peaſants, forced from
their labours in the country, when parting

dead. Soon after this diſaſter, an army,

with their ſorrowful friends, take their

under

ſtill more numerous, of the ſame nation,

... We trenkle for the fate ºf thoſe sooo brave men, the conquerors of Canada, lºft in gar
riſon at Quebec; cooped up by the rigour of the froſſ, in the midſt of ſavages, and in as
enemy's town. The diſtreſ of the garriſon of Oſwego in the winter of 1756, as well as all the
**e inſtancos, alar, is too evident a prºofof the miſeries they'll ſuffer. + See App. Nº. 17.

1759.

Illuſtrating this Hypothesis.

under this commander, again invaded that
fine iſland; and having nearly made them
ſelves maſters of it, meditated the fiege of
Syracuſe, which they kept blocked up by
ſea and land, but they alſo met the plague,

º:

.
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They encompaſſed Eugene in their turn”
for ten or twelve weeks. Theſe 55oco
men in watching, during that time, upon
theſe extenſive lines, were reduced to

a zooo able to bear arms, by the 18th of
Auguſt, that day Eugene fought the
thage, and their Sicilian projećts. There A Turkstf.
The 18th of Auguſt, ſeems to have
was no enemy in the field to keep them
in motion, and inveſting a town could been the middle of the third month of
nct give labour to ſuch mighty ſhoals of this blockade, from the time the works
which fruſtrated the vaſt efforts of Car

had been finiſhed, at which about two

Barbarians".

Caeſar's fine army, in like manner pe. thirds of them were conſumed, when e
riſhed, when he became maſter of Italy; very advantage of air, of climate, and of
for he was obliged to remain ina&tive at B food was enjoyed. We ſhall compare it with
Brunduſium, for want of ſhipping to carry the ſame period of other ſuch fituations,
them in purſuit of Pompey f. , And his where the ačtive and laborious have been
enemy Labienus, mentioning this diſaſter, deprived of their exerciſe and labour, ſo
in his ſpeech before the battle of Pharſa as to obſerve what effečt climate and fi
Jia, obſerves, that many of the conque tuation have upon the progreſs of the
rors of Gaul were conſumed by the plague diſtreſs.
in Apulia.
C Not many days, ſays Thucydides, had
The cruſading army of Louis IX. of Archidamus, with two-thirds of the for
France endured a blockade in their I ces of Sparta and her allies, ravaged
camp at Carthage in Africa in the year Attica, confining the Athenian nation
1270, formed by the moors; and that within their walls, when the plague broke
prince, with moſt of his men, were alſo out in the city, which conſumed the youth
cut down, without being able to go fur and flrength of the flate; ſo that by this

ther in his pious purpoſe of conquering D period the diſtreſs at Athens, as deſcribed
the Holy Land.
Henry V. of England aſſembled an ar
sny of 50,000 men in the year 1415, in
view of ſubduing a finer country. He
made an unexpe&ted delay of twenty or
thirty days, in the midſt of his embarka
tion, on account of a conſpiracy againſt E
his life, in favour of the houſe of York.

He ſet ſail Auguſt 19th, and upon the 25th
of O&tober, they were reduced to 10 or
x 1, ooo men, that famous day on which

this little army gained the battle of Azin
court : The ſeaſon was wet; they had a

by that author, had been far advanced 11.
When we take a view of the Britiſh

channel, in winter 1625, an army con
ſiſting of 12,200 of the forces of James,
under the command of Mansfeldt, had,

at this period of their confinement on
board their veſſels, paid, long before it
was due, the debt they owed to nature $$.
And in the ſame year, upon the ocean,
before this period, an army of 15,721
men of the forces of Charles, under the
command of Buckingham, in the like
fituation, were all fick, and forced to

ſiege, and ſome marches to make they Fabandon their deſign on the Spaniſh plate
died chiefly of the dyſentery $. The Swe fleet ||.
diſh army of Guſtavus the great, and the
To the ſouth, where great heat was en
imperial army commanded by Waleſtein, dured, we find the forces commanded by
during their reciprocal blockade at Nu Mr. Anſon, had at this time only begun
memberg in the year 1632, were cut down to taſte the cup of diſtreſs ***.
at firſt by the petechial fever, as the wea
To the cold Baltic the royal ſquadrons
ther was warm and dry, in the end it be. G of Ruſſia, Sweden and Denmark, are
came a dyſentery ||.
thinned by diſeaſe, and making with ſpeed,
In the year 1717, as has been noticed, by this period of their cruize, their way
prince Eugene with a fine army came be into port. To England, in the year 166
fore Belgrade. He threw up extenſive we find the vaſt capital of that kingdom,
lines to confine the Turkiſh garriſon with at this period of their horrible pannic,
in the place; he was obliged alſo to uſe loſing only 2010 of her people in a week;
the ſame precaution, to defend an emi-H (the numbers of the dead as vet ſeems
nence on which he incamped, in ordér not to have exceeded 15aoo.) The bill of
to fruſtrate the efforts of the grand Tur mortality amounting this year,in the whole,
kiſh army that came to relieve the city. to 97336, the fever itſelf to 68596ttt.
-

"

* Diodoruſ.

+ Cºſ. Com, ſee App. No. 9.

To

1 Voltaire.
§ Rafin.
** Sre the life of prince
I See Hart's lift of Guſtavus Adel;huſ, vol. 3. p. 251.
++ Saxe's Rev. art. 3. in Affen, No. 8.
tf Tłu .
Fugene wrote by an officer.
$$ Ruſh. Colleef. for that year.
i; Ista,
“* Arſºn, p. 43.

Recapitulation of
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To the right of the Danube we behold
From theſe compariſons it appears, that
Meſfina, a populous city, in the year 1743, the devaſtation, in Eugene's army, the
-

alarmed, and driven into the ſame ſituati

middle of the third month of their block

on in the beginning of April, from the

ade, has been equalled by ſome, never ex
ceeded by the diſtreſs of any people in the
ſame degree of heat. Their watchings

dread alſo of an imaginary evil, burying
3ooo of her people, and 3000 more were
fick in the hoſpitals by the 8th of June". A had been uninterrupted upon their exten
And to Marſeilles in the year 1720, a five lines; for on one hand they had a
city containing 100,000 people, the burials numerous garriſon to confine within Bel
do not ſeem to have exceeded 6 or 8ooo; grade, and, on the other hand, they had
a diſtreſs, in proportion to number, in to watch the formidable motions of the
theſe three cities, far ſhort of the real mi
Turkiſh army which hovered over
ſery of the imperial and royal army of their camp, with an intention to relieve
B the city : So that their time, as it would
Eugenet.

5.

When we extend our view towards the

ſeem, having been wholly taken up in

weſt, about this time one half of the co

watchings, and intire indolence, they

lony militia, in garriſon at Louiſbourg, in could not enjoy that neceſſary and regular
1745, as t many of the duke d'Anville's relief, by an increaſe of perſpiration
forces in 1746 $, and an equal number above the natural, required by the conſti
of the garriſon of Oſwego, a fortreſs fi tutions of men formed for labour: By
tuated upon the woody banks of Ontario, C which means their diſtreſs was rendered
in 1756 ||, were rendered uſeleſs, or con ſudden and remarkable.
The hiſtory of the Romans remark
ſumed by diſeaſe.
When we turn back from theſe diſtant few ſuch cataſtrophes as theſe befalling
their
armies: For the moving of the le.
ſeas, theſe ſavage and uncultivated re
gions, to Europe, the Auſtrian garriſon of gionaries, who were the beſt men, and
Schweidnitz, a town ſeated in the moſt moſt uſed to labour of any in the Roman
and beſt cultivated country in D ſervice, with their load of armour, gave
ermany, was reduced to half its num them conſtant and regular fatigue, and
bers, a few days after this period of the its conſequences a ſweat every time they
blockade, formed, during the end of the mounted guard.
year 1757, and the beginning of 1758, by
In like manner, the armies of Pruſſia,
-

-

§.

the arms of Frederick the Great **.

during the matchleſs campaign of 1757,

Turning from the temperate climates

were not heard to groan under a load of
of Europe and America, to take a view E diſtreſs, when the banks of the Rhine,
of the eaſtern confines of Africa, we find

the Weſer, and the Elbe, Swediſh Poine

the Egyptians, in their ſultry region, at
this period of the annual inundation,
roaning under the effe&ts of the deadly
#. which as yet has not received that
doleful epithet, a true plague tt. More

rania, and the kingdom of Pruſſia, re
ſounded with the complaints of their in
aćtive adverſaries $$. And in the year
1758, to the unfortunate battle at Frank

fort, which has thrown his Sileſian army
terrible by far the annual ſituation of our F into a fatal ſituation, we heard of no fick
ſpecies planted on the frozen banks of the neſs in his camp, while the noble repre
river St. Laurence, and to the north of ſentative of the illuſtrious Marlborough,
that river, in whoſe gloomy regions, during foon aſter his blockade at ſea, fell a prey
the winter, they enjoy not the ſun-ſhine to the powers of interior putrefattion;
of Egypt favourable to perſpiration. . For and the brave Engliſh upon the heaths
by this period of the froſt, #2 of the of Weſtphalia in ...i. encampments
number of the labourers caſt idle, have G at home, and their expeditions abroad.
met their death, or by pining in a bed of continue to meet their fate leader's fate,
ſickneſs, owing their painful interval of as they did of old in the fertile fields of
life to the effects of ſalt checking the in France, and in whatever foreign land they
bore
fluence of the peſtilence #1.
1 Doug. Sum. ‘w. 1, p. 351, 354
+ Ibid. Nº. 5.
* Appendix, Nº. 22.
| We have this from a gentleman of the place.
** Land.
$ Appendix, No. 18.
++ Alpinus, lib. 1. ch. 15. ſays, the opinion in Egypt *f;
Gaz. April 29, 1758.

that thr evil of 15$o had been imported in Oäcker, which ſhews, that the Egyptians think
ii. See appendix, Nº
Little of the diſtreſ, till towards the end of the inundation.
§§ See the Gazettes concerning Apraxin's army, the French
* 6, 27, 28, and 29.
zzº-

Germany, the Sweder, &c. Apraxin took the field with 80,000 effeiffive mer.

he fought a battle with the Pruſſian general, which coff him the lives of a few thºuſand
***, and his retreat to Ruſſia was made ſurprizingly early in the ſeaſon, and ‘we are*:
-

**

the foregoing.
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bore the arms of their country". Nay low places in the river. Mr. Stibbs and
wherever men could breathe, and ſweat

his people got back to their ſhip, after an /

out the evil, there they are not only well,
but healed of their maladies. Eighty-one
men of eighty four recovered of wounds
in the midſt of great heat, and all the

abſence of two months and twenty-three
days. He gives this account of the con
dition of his crew ;

That although, at his ſetting out, ſome

other Spaniards came out alive from the A of them were feeble, yet they were all
horrid hold of the centurion.

Let us, in the next place, confider the
fituation of the capital of the Ottoman

fat, ſtrong and well, at their return,
none died, he only had been ſick ; but

on the contrary, thoſe left behind, who

empire.

had the whole veſſel to breathe in, he

Conſtantinople exhibits annually a fin
gular ſcene of afflićtion f. This great

found in great diſtreſs with the fickneſs.
There cannot be any fact more diſtinčt

metropolis is ſupported, not like other ci-B in all its parts, than this one. We have
ties by the induſtry of the inhabitants. It

a two fold view of the blockade, in the

is the reſidence of the Ottoman court, the

miſery of the crew, before and at their
ſetting out, and of thoſe who were found
in the ſhip at the return of the expedition;
alſo nature's remedy for the calamity, in

great families of that vaſt empire, the of
ficers of ſtate, their dependants and ex
pećtants; into it is poured the wealth of
all the provinces, in order to ſupply the
2

*º
-

*

.
-*

º

the condition of the men at their return

luxury of the great. Theſe proud Muſ. C from their labours. And in the caſe of
ſulmen have a great paſſion for ſhew, and a Mr. Stibbs, there is a proof how impoffi
taſte for a numerous retinue of ſervants
ble it is for a delinquent againſt the laws
and ſlaves, which is well known ; the ex 3f his conſtitution to eſcape. He kept the
treme poverty of the working people fa journal, which neceſſarily confined him to
vours this taſte; and the ordinary cheap his ſtation ; Mr. Drummond, who kept
neſs of proviſions, gives them the means the accounts, by his office was not con
of keeping up their domeſticks. There- D fined to the canoe, and he was the only
fore this vaſt metropolis is in reality a other perſon who could be exempted from
luxurious and idle encampment, with hard labour.
neither arms, diſcipline nor labour; con
It is ordinary for people coming from
ſequently a continual recruit from the ſea, to call for greens, when they arrive at
lower claſs is required, to fill up the places any ſettlement; to this medicine, proba
annually made vacant by the fever.
bly, and the effects of ſalt, checking the
-In the next place, we may confider one E progreſs of the ſuperfluous matter hoarded
fingular fačt, which affords a two fold up amongſt their blood, the advantage
view of the diſtreſs and its remedy, with theſe men enjoyed may be aſcribed, who
the advantage that ſalt proviſions have were feeble when they ſet out, and reco
over freſh in the recovery.
wered by the effects of violent perſpiration,
The royal African company of Eng the fruit of their toils.
Mr. Anſon's ſailors, in the midſt of
land in the year 1723, fitted out the Diſ

patch, Bartholomew Stibbs maſter, with F their fatigue in paſſing Cape Horn, were
inſtructions for him, to proceed up the
river Gambia, in order to make diſcove

cut down by the latent evil; but they had
no greens, and were alſo enduring the

ries for their advantage t. When Mr.

ſixth month of their confinement in a cold

Stibbs arrived in that river, many of his

climate.
When we turn from the Gambia to ſuch

numerous crew were dropping off by the
fever. Mr. Stibbs ſet out with fifty-two

ſituations at land where the diet is freſh

men, in five heavy canoes, from thirty- G proviſions, all the armies are in a flame.
three to forty-two feet in length. His
office was to keep the journal, Mr.

The fever and dyſentery, neither is to be
taken off by greens, not ſweated off du

Drummond the accounts.

ring violent labour ; for the breaking

Mr. Hull

up

went a-ſhore on every occaſion, as a mi

of the winter quarters, and of idle en

ner; and the remainder of the crew were

campments marks, upon every occaſion,

left to take care of the ſhip. The labours the whole track of the march with human
of thoſe who went upon the expedition H woe j, the young and the ſtrong Men fall,
were exceſſive, in working up againſt the not like the dropping of ripe fruit from
ftream, and carrying the canoes over ſhal their ſtalks in the autumn, but they fall,
4 X
like
Appendix, 1759.
that be loft during the campaign near 42,000 men by the ſickneſs. "The Engliſh regiment,

of blue guards have loftone third of the number, and the battalions abºve quefift by the ſever
and dyſentery.
t Saumery's Memoirs, p. 165, 89,999 commonly die in the year, and
xze, ooo is thought a great mortality,
oore's Travel, ſee Appendix 23.
-
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FAMIN Es, why another

App.

blown from the trees of the foreſt, by the
fury of a ſtorm, never more to adorn the

their rents: Therefore, when all that mo
ney, the bulk of every nation have, in
years of plenty, to lay out with their deal

world ".

efs, is exhauſted on the mere neceſſaries

like the ſreſh bough, with the green leaf,
-

Laſtly, we ſhall confider the effett of of life alone, and the better ſort them
famine, which has called forth the peſti ſelves are reduced to poverty, the mer
lence, ſtill more fatal to the human race, Achants in ſuch year, not finding cuſtomers
than the annual inundations of the Nile, buying as uſual, immediately ſtop pur
ſudden alarms in Chriſtian cities, or per chaſing goods of the tradeſmen, which
haps the froſts in the north, and the mi direétly deprives them ef-the means of
ſeries of war.
Eaſtern famines, as have been obſerved,

roſecuting their ordinary labours.

The ſufferings of the people in Scotland
are occaſioned by long drought, whereas were ſevere during the late ſcarcity, but
the ſcarcity of corn in the Britiſh iſles, B their diſtreſs bore only a faint reſemblance
has proceeded always from the effe&t of of the miſeries of eaſtern nations in barren
cold and too much rain.
We ſhall then draw into our view the

years; for they groan under the weight of

deſpotick ſway, which rarely bends to
bad conſequence which followed the crop of the cry of the needy. Britain was en
1756 in Scotland, as from it may be learn joying the bleſfings of liberty, under a
ed, in ſome degree, the fitnation of coun government attentive-to-ſupply the wants
C of her people. Our manujačturers were
tries afflićted by great drought.
The working people in Scotland earn. ſupported, not only by interier, but alſo
about four ſhillings ſterling in the week; by foreign conſumption, which ignorant
their principal food is oat-meal, fixteen nations have not. Scotland was covered
pounds of it ſerves a man and his family with verdure, the effe&ts of a wet ſeaſon,
ſeven days, which he buys in a year of the countries in the Eaſt are burnt up by
plenty, at a penny a pound weight, and the drought ; therefore, when their gar
the remainder of his wages being thirty--D dens produce no fruit, and their fields
two pence, he lays out upon other parts neither graſs to mow, nor corn to be cut
of food and conveniencies leſs neceſſary; down, when the tradeſmen, unſupported
he alſo pays with it his houſe rent. The by foreign conſumption, are diſmified from
price of meal, during the year 1757, was, their labours, as no money remains with
over Scotland, about two pence a pound; the bulk of the people to purchaſe the
therefore his ſixteen pounds of meal coſt works of their hands, theſe nations are,

him thirty two pence, ſo that fixteen pence E in ſuch years. by the dire effects of fa
only remained in his hands at the end of
the week, which laid him under a neceſſity
of purchafing fewer of the other convenien

mine, thrown ſuddenly into a ſtate of
totalina&ion, the laborious in town and
country no longer enjoying that ſeaſona
ble relief, by a great degree of perſpira--

cies of life. This circumſtance occaſioned a

ſmall conſumption of the manufactures of tion above the natural, which their confli
the country thro' that year, and every man tutions demand, and conſtant labours pro
concerned in the interior trade of Scot- F cure; they, with all other nations that
land felt the ſevere effects of the bad crop

ever were driven into this fituation, as it

of 1756. Had the ſcarcity been greater, ſo is the ſame into which we beheld theſe
as to have occaſioned the price of meal to" multitudes fall, have been hitherto de
advance to three-pence a pound, or had’ ſtroyed, and muſt neceſſarily, in times to
other proviſions, ſuch as animal food, come, periſh by peſtilence.
Among theſe dreadful events, the fol
milk, butter, cheeſe, and vegetables, kept
pace with grain, as muſt be the caſe when Glowing inſtances from the Univerſal Hi
drought brings famine into the land, his ſtory occur.
four ſhillings would have been exhauſted
In the year-before Chriſt 424, an ex
on food alone, and as no money remained traordinary drought in Italy occaſioned a
in his hands, he conid not have purchaſed famine at Rome, which brought forth the
other goods, the produce of his country, peſtilence in that city.
neither could he have diſcharged his houſe" The ſame calamity occaſioning a fa

rent. As the fields in the eaſt are burnt H mine 125 years before Chriſt, in Nemidia
up every droughty year, theſe nations at

Cyrene, and other parts of Africa; theſe
once muſt be reduced to extreme poverty,’ kingdoms were depopulated by the plague.
in which the landed intereſt is deeply in The Africans imputed the famine to the
volved; for the farmers, graziers, and live locuſts, and the fickneſs to their un
gardeners, receiving no produce from the timely death.

ground, they are not in a capacity to pay
º

Twenty.

Cause of the P E S T H L E N C E.

1759.

Twenty-five years before Chriſt, famine
afflićted Judea, and its attendant the fe
wer, depopulated that kingdom.
The ſame, mortality ſeized Rome and

Italy 22 years before Chriſt from the ſame
cauſe, and as it would ſeem there were no

713

ln the year 406, a ſamine came upon
Paleſtine, the locuts ſwarmed and darkºn

“d the air in their flight, conſequently to
them, the origin of that ſickneſs was in

Puted, which depopulated the country.
n the year 1925, again drought ocea

locuſts to be ſeen devouring the corn, the Aſoned a famine in the Roman empire and
ſervile Romans imputed the calamity to
the wrath of the Gods, diſpleaſed becauſe
uſtus their maſter reſigned his con

f.

Illiini.p.

-

the plague its attendant deſolated the land.
In the year 1965, famine overran

Egypt to ſuch a degree, that cats and
dogs ſold at an extraordinary price, and

In the year of our lord ſeven, Judea the bodies of the dead became food for
was again afflićled with famine, and de the living, conſequently the plague raged
populated by the plague.
B ſo highly, that moſt of the Egyptians were
amine and war overſpreading the Ro cut off by it. The London Gazette of
man provinces in the year 252, their at April 18, May 23, and July 15, 1758,
tendant, the fickneſs, thinned Rome and gave an account of the miſeries the Turks
her Empire 5, this evil was ſuppoſed to were ſuffering from famine, and ſoon af
have travelled to Italy from the banks of ter, advice came of the progreſs of the
the Nile.
plagué in thoſe parts.

In the year 262 drought again ſeized C

Yet while Africa has been annually

the Empire, and an univerſal peſtilence afflićted by the plague, and North Ame.
thinned all the provinces.
rica rendered by it a deſart, when Europe
All the eaſtern provinces, during the year and all the kingdoms of Aſia, have been
313, and the two following years, were thinned in every age, China alone has
affilićted with drought, which occaſioned remained ever, populous and flouriſhing.
a grievous famine attended with an uni The hiſtory of that empire remarks few
verſal peſtilence.
D inſtances of grievous famines, and as few
In the year 333, Syria, Cilicia, Thrace, of general ſickneſs thinning the provinces,
and other provinces of the Roman em may it declares that the Chineſe are ſtran
pire, were viſited with ſuch a famine as .gers to the peſtilence *. The firſt maxim
raiſed the buſhel of wheat to 4oo pieces of government in China, tends to pro
of ſilver, conſequently theſe provinces mote a ſpirit for agriculture, which pro
were depopulated in an extraordinary cures proviſions in abundance; they ne
Ever have been diſturbed by long and cruel
manner by the plague.
In the year 364 the temple of Apollo at wars, and every ſpecies of induſtry is en
Rome, and that of Daphne at Antioch, couraged. Labour therefore in this coun
were conſumed by fire, the ſea broke in try ſtands ſecured upon the moſt extenſive
and overwhelmed cities, a great drought plan of commerce and induſtry.
occaſioned a famine, and its attendant the
The interior trade alone of the empire is
peſtilence, ſwept away, in the language thought to exceed in value, and extent
of the hiſtorian, myriads of men.
Fall the commerce in Europe, and this
In the year 384, drought brought on a ſeems to have been the happy ſituation of
grievous famine in Sicily, and a terrible China, thro' all ages of the world t.

plague attended it.
* Mod. Univ. Hiſ vol. 3. p. 475.

4 X 2

From

+. Hºhoever is deſirouſ of more faā, cow

cerning the havock of the fever, ſhould look over or recolled paſſages in hiſtory, where ex
º

erciſe and labour bave been for ſome time interrupted. The earthquake of 558, and of
245 at Conſtantinople, occaſioned the utmoſt confuſion, and threw the people into the(i.
Atuation with the inhabitantſ of Liſbon, ſºon after the late earthquake, upon which the

fever broke out and depºpulated the city, and got the name of plague, at the ſickneſs of
Liſbon received that of epidemic, and, travelling on in this trač, an univerſal ſcene of
death will occur. Hiſtory takes notice, that one half of the human race were cut off by
the pºſſilence in the courſe of five years, in the middle of the 14th century, and every fad
that has been flated concerning armies and fleet, where the progreſſ of
it diffinăly

ſºft

ſeen, ſerves to prove that theſame extent ºf miſtry may again inflić, the world in the courſ?

Affive, ſix, or eight monthſ. Wentilators in priſºnſ, hoſpitals, and ſhips are firely exceed.
ing uſeful, and the invention has done honour to its author, as they may prevent any ſuch
eaſamity from infeftion, as thoſe that broke out of the goal in the dayſ of Henry VIII. Eli

aabeth, and at the Old-Bailey in May 1750 ; and may alſº do waſ ſervice to thoſe .
confined in ſhips, hoſpital, and priſºns; but it would ſeem unneceſſary to add, that ventila
tors are are incapable of remºving the firſt cauſe ºf the ſickneſ, or cºuld have prevented
its taking place in any of theſe ſituation; here ſtated.
.
.
-

• 714 Lesson to be gathered from the Management of Brutes. App:
From theſe ſcenes of human woe, we
deſcend to the brute creation, in order to

during the invaſion of their ſtate by the
Equi and Volſci, for upon that occaſion

view their ſtate, and compare it with that
of the higher rank of beings.

thouſand's of horſes reduced to the ſame
ſituation with the men, were conſumed

by the fever in Rome t. And Guſtavus
the great, during the blockade of Nuren
aſtion and ina&ion: His heat is the ſame Aburg, formed by Waleſtein, had not imita
and the ſtrućture of his animal oeconomy ted the example of Eumenes,for 14, ooo of

The dog enjoys animal and vegetable

food with his maſter; he ſhares alſo in his

too is nearly the ſame; for as the dog does
not perſpire thro’ the ſkin, it goes all out

thoſe noble animals, the pride and ſtrength
of his army, fell alſo in the Swediſh camp

by his mouth. We ought then to findin

along with their maſters S. Theſe horſes,
that are wrought ſeverely at times, are
generally put to graſs during their inac

the hiſtory of the kennel, the ſum total
of theſe human calamities, to learn the

means by which they are prevented from Btive ſeaſon, which holds them in the ſtate

*aking place.
A pack of dogs, when they run in
corn countries, are taken off from their

of continual purgation.
From theſe quadrupeds that are under
the management of men, we paſs to o
ther animals, left wholly to the freedom

labours in the month of April. The fe
veriſh months are June and July. The of their inſtinë; and we find the hand
careful huntſman obſerves to give his dogs which deprives the bears and the fowls of
half meat only, and that cold; he bleeds C their labours, that reſt and fleep through
them in June, he bathes them frequently, the winter, alſo deprives them of their or
(a method that great advantage has been dinary food.

reapt from on ſhip-board ",) and he gives

It would be happy for the country-peo

them all the fatigue hecan deviſe. Theſe

ple of Egypt, for the northern nation,

are the uſual methods obſerved in the ken

and all other reduced to their annual fitua.

nel; and the ſure conſequences of a total tion, during the inundation, and the ſeve
negle&t in the huntiman, in caſe the dogs Drity of the froſt, if they would imitate the
have run hard during the ſeaſon, and are ſportive dog, left to his freedom; becauſe
confined, proves the ruin of the pack by nature does not allow that men ſhould be
the fever : + But the dogs that run thro' deprived of food, as is the caſe with the
the whole year, need no part of this care, ſleepers; for like the dog, they have their
neither do thoſe who are left in the houſes ordinary food; but ignorant of their im
of the farmers and others, to the freedom

pending fate, they rejećt the example of

of their inſtinét, for they run through the E that quadruped, (who like them is formed
night and in the mornings of their own for labours,) and unhappily fold their
accord.
hands, ſhut their eyes, and go to reſt,
From the faithful dog, we may notice like thoſe animals that ſleep for a ſeaſon.
ſome fačts which concern the horſe, ano
By theſe proofs it appears, that the ac
tive and laborious part of mankind, have
ther companioff of mankind.
Plutarch, in his life of Eumenes, ob no more a right to indulge in the indo
ſerves that this hero, blockaded in the F lent ſituation of the firſt claſs, than theſe
little caſtle of Nora, in Cappadocia, by the have to enjoy the exerciſe of the ſecond,

troops of Antigonus, was in danger of
loſing his horſes for want of exerciſe. The
'greateſt room in the place meaſured only
twenty-one feet in length, therefore he or
dered them to be tied up by the head,

or endure the labours of the third claſs.

The diſtreſs of the aëtive and laborious,
has, and muſt ever prove ſure and its con
fequences fatal, the enjoyment of exer
ciſe, and far more the performance of la

with ſtrong ropes, to the roof of the apart. G bour to the indolent, is impoſſible; becauſe
ment, until their forefeet juſt touched the

as has been obſerved in Part II. the na

ground. The grooms laſhed them at ſta

tural ſtraitneſs of their larger blood-veſſels

ted times, until they were all in a foam.

will not ſuffer their natural quantity of
blood to circulate, during ſuch attempts.

By theſe means, we may believe, Euments
than the general of the Greeks,

To render man's exiſtence leſs pre
carious, or ſomething more than the life

would it ſeem were the Roman leaders,

of the fleeting inſett of a day, it would

reſerved his horſes from the fever. Leſs

#.

ſeem

*See Capt. Latham's letter, ºf the Tigerman ºf war, dated Madagaſcar, Sept. 9, 1754,
publiſhed in the Gentleman's magazine for April 1755. He made his men batbe every day in the
Jºa nine only were ſick in hisÉ. whereaſ a ſhip of war, ºftgual numbers, that ſailed is
cºmpany with him, had two hundred/ick, they not obſerving Capt. Latham's methºd.
+, 45 tº cry cºuntry getticºan knºwſ theſe particular, it ſeem ºnnectſary to give a detail

* /adi.

Livy 44. Urb, 299, agi. , $ Herit's life ºf Gºſlava vol. 2. p. 273.
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of the winds, or a high ſea did not ſuffer

ſeem that while the indolent are enjoying
their relief by the natural perſpiration, in

them to fland above, they could have their

their uſual ſtations, the ačtive ſhould take

dance and muſic in the hold.

that degree of perſpiration above the na
tural, which their ordinary exerciſe pro

ries in phyſic, concerning the primary

In Part I. we ſtated the eſtabliſhed theo

cures; and the laborious ſhould procure cauſe of theſe univerſal calamities; and
that great degree of perſpiration they re. A finding, upon a compariſon of various
quire, by continuing their daily toils, evidence, that it did not exiſt in the air,
wherever their ſtation may be fixed. If in climate or in diet, as has been hitherto
the chriſtian nations would hope to eſ imagined, we ſought for it therefore in
cape the plague, ſuppoſed hitherto to have the human frame itſelf, the only remain
come from the Turkiſh empire, they ought ing objećt in nature, in which it could
to have no greater dread, nor uſe no o exiſt. In Part II. we divide mankind in

ther precaution againſt Egyptian fevers, B to three claſſes, viz. indolent, ačtive, and
than from thoſe of European growth; that laborious, which gave an opportunity of

º

the timid ought to keep ten or twenty conſidering the effect of the motion of the
yards from the preſence of any evil; or heart and lungs in widening the larger
if they chuſe to fly further off, their la blood-veſſels, during ina&tion, exerciſe,
bours ſhould accompany them. As every and labour. A ſpace above the natural
nation would wiſh to preſerve the brave meaſure was diſcovered to exiſt in the
from the ordinary miſeries which have C blood-veſſels, of the ačtive and laborious,
deſolated fleets, and thinned the ranks of which as ſoon as exerciſe and labour
armies, baffling the ſchemes of the great, feized, muſt neceſſarily be held full of
and rendering war itſelf, beyond de ina&tive matter; this important and dan
ſcription, deſtrućtive; it would ſeem, that gerous circumſtance, exiſting in the vitals
an article ſhould be added to the preſent of the human frame, ſeemed to demand
articles of war, by which the ſea and the daily a degree of perſpiration above the
land captains may be made anſwerable D natural, to rid the conſtitution of it, and
for the lives of their men; for they may that conformable to the condition of each
enjoy full perſpiration by the performance claſs. In Part III. we were led to con
of a dance, when on ſhipboard and by o ſult hiſtorical evidence, in order to be in
ther manly exerciſes when at land, (and formed how this cauſe ſhould operate,
it is in their power to keep at a little diſ and from the uniformity of theſe vaſt and
tance from ſcenes of great diſtreſs.) The dreadful events that have befallen the hu

princes of the eaſt, in time of famine, and E man race, in every quarter of the globe,
thoſe of the north, during the ſeverity of
the winter, ought to provide for their peo
ple ſome kind of labour, regularly to be
performed. The nations bordering upon
the Nile, during the overflow of that ri
º

º;

º

ver, in imitation of their ancient fires,

as often as exerciſe and labour have been

for ſome confiderable time interrupted, we
are led to conclude, that the original cauſe

of the peſtilence or plague, according to
that extenfive appellation with the anci
ents, is the ſuperfluous matter obſtrućted :

ſhould rear monuments of human gran F So that the various names this diſeaſe has
deur, for the world to gaze on, to con received in latter ages, of true plague, camp
ſider and admire. Happy had it been forthe fever, dyſentery, black ſcurvy, &c. ſeem to
Egyptians in Grand Cairo, who died dur belong to the ſame miſery, and may be
ing the inundation of 1589, had they been prevented from taking place in the world, if
digging the grand canal projected of old". men yield obedience to the calls of nature.
The merchants trading in ſlaves along the
A regard to truth, and the dićtates of
African coaſts ſeem to have a cheap re-G our heart, not the love of vićtory, the
medy in their power, by which ſhoals of preſervation of men, and not the name of
negroes may be preſerved, who muſt o a diſcoverer, led us into this diſquiſition,
therwiſe be deſtroyed in times to come, . and were our favourite objects.
as they have been hitherto, before they
[We have had no intentien thro' this
arrive in the ſugar iſlands. The Africans
have been remarkably fond of muſic and eſſay to confider the effect of climate upon
people, nor the difference betwixt the
dancing through all ages, they, no doubt, H tender
air of town and country, no more than with
might be eaſily brought to enjoy this the diſtreſs of particular perſons, nor what
cheap amuſement on the deck, and in food is beſt; neither has it any connedion
ſmall numbers in turns, and its effe&ts, a
ſweat, at ſtated times, when the weather

with other epidemics and their origin, ſuch
as ſmall pox, meaſles, chincough, & :, more

proved favourable; and when the violence

than with the reigning evil among the hor
-

* A.html ie.,ſoin the Mºiterranean with the Red ſta.

ned
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ned cattle. The fads ſtated ſerve to prove,

lors in the king's ſervice keep their health,

that the hot climate of the Weſt-Indies is

and ſoldiers in time of peace, when, they

more favourable for the lower claſs of man

have little work to do; and ploughmen
-commence ſhepherds in their old age, Theſe
than the temperate climates of Europe and changes are not found to prove fatal, tho' an
North-America; and during this fituation, ill flate of health is generally the attendant.
kind, when reduced to a ſtate of inačtion,

the effeas of ſalt food is manifeſtly, favour
able: För when the diet is freſh, men die
in a few days illneſs, but when it is falted,
the diſeaſe takes often ſeveral weeks to kill,
and gives men a chance of recovering by the
help of greens, &c. Yet although theſe fads
ſerve to prove this much, we would not be
underſtood to ſay, that the climate of Jamai

the Critical Review, for July laſt, and
the Monthly, for September. The firſt

ca is equally favourable to the people of
Britain
of their own
or B

forth,
unworthy
of thatpenned
gen
tleman,which
who ſeem
is ſuppoſed
to have

that ſalt food is as natural a nouriſhment as

the article. But the author of the medical

...

*::::::::

The above piece (the author ob
ſerves, ) has fallen under the notice of

theſe papers treats it with civility, altho’
many obječtions are made, and trifles ſet
-

freſh; the numerous accidents that have be-

part of the Monthly Review, has loſt his

fallen Europeans ſettled in Affa, Africa, and

temper with it intirely. Never did Monk
from his cell, write with more bitterneſs
againſt a Proteſtant, nor Cardinal in his

the ſugar iſlands, and the ſhattered conſtitu.
tions the few who ſurvive bring home, ſhews,
that men are like trees, they thrive beſt in
It would likewiſe ſeem C
that the blood-veſſels, of both the adive and
laborious contrač, and may be reductd to
their native land.

their natural ſize in the courſe of years.
Every gentleman º remember this cir
cumſtance, by what he has felt at different

times, from his difficulty or eaſe in breath.
ing, when performing his exerciſes. Sºid ſai

palace, expreſs greater contempt for the
produćtion of a reformer, than the gentle
man has done for this treatife; and with
out venturing to give a fair extraćt of a

fingle line of it, or ſaying one word to the
oint; he throws out a load of ſcurrilous

fº.

altogether unworthy of any

body.]

ANswer to Question I. p. 416, in our Magazine for 1754.
James Hemingway.

By the Propoſer,

ET, r = radius = 12, v = verſed fine = 3 chains and s = fine of half the
arch A E B in Gumter's chains.

Then will fº = 2r — v × v, per 35 El. 3.
1.

And

27–vX v1*.x
ºrº, X 24, area ABEA, proximé
inf =-37°
– 37000 x 7T.
—º-º-º-º-º:=
-->
3

5r- zv × 3

3,26309.327 acres. Conſequently 1631). Ios. 11d. is the anſwer.
S I R,

I.laidyour
Magazine for May laſt, p. 252, I read of a rock which hath, till now,
under low water; and Mr. C. Morton is the firſt (ſkilful Pilot) that hath ſplit
upon it ; but to prevent ſuch terrible accidents for the future, pleaſe to let him know,
fºru — tru + 2 fu
That if
= amount =ptr + p i the ſame rate of intereſt is allowed
2.

to the purchaſer, and the vender.
t – 1 × r, + 2 . , tu
Hence p = —---->
T-

And after the

purchaſe, the rate of intereſt al

tr + 1

tu — p

lowed to both parties, may be, from the equation above, found =

- .

ap Tº Tº “T.

D E M O N S T R AT LO N.

Firſt tu — p x 2 =

1 + 1 x tru,
- ,
t + 1 x fa,
d 2p + 1, - twº
and
44 X t = –
tr + 1
by
tr + 1

ing reſtitution for p, in the canon for r. Conſequently

tu -p

mak

-

3.

*Tº “T-75".
E. D.

Thus Mr. C. Morton's material error is corre&ted, by SI R,

Your humble ſervant, and conſtant reader,

- Norwich, June 7, 1759.
* * ,

JAMES HEMING waves

Teacher of the mathematicks, and land ſurvever.
* ** * *

Solution
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solution to a Question in the London Magazine, 1759, p. 373, by the Propoſer,
Mr. J. Browne, of Skinner's ſtreet, Spittie fields.
UT AB = x. CD = z. BC = n = 80, and

EB = m = 3. then, per trigonometry as fine,
1° 26' m. : : 88° 34' : x = nearly 120 feet for
the breadth of the river, and prºfimilar triangles, as
a m :: x + n : z = 5 feet, the height of the ob

º
...,É.
£º.

G’ It was alſo anſwered, pretty nearly
above, ºf
9. as *
by Mr. William
of
A.
-

... . .

- .

-

:

-

. .

-

. B

C

Answer to the first Qgestion, ºf Philomathes, p. 21 tº B, Mr. Richari,
alton, of Woodplumpton.

-

*

-

-

I.Athetheannexed
figure, A B . the parallel of latitude,
place the firſt ſhip ſailed from, B the place the ſecond

-

A

RC

ſailed from, and C the port they arrived at : Conſequently CD :
will be the difference of latitude, - too - y, Put BC = a +

then, per queſtion, as , , ; ; ; a .# =AC;

(and, by Eu.47. 1.)

Y AD, and viº=sp, was “
v/*-xy'-

,

-

-

4.
-

-

.

-

• **

D B

… ".

-

-

*.

*** *, *

-

-

v/# —yy'+ yaa-gy)= 156 - AB; From whence a = 105,44. = BC,
the diſtance ſailed by the ſecond ſhip, whoſe courſe is N. 18° 30' W. and AC =
x 58,16, the diſtance ſailed by the firſt ſhip, whoſe courſe N. Soº 47%. E. . . . . .”

This Queftion was anſwered alſo by Mr. john Chapman, of St. Mary Cray, Kent;
Mr. D. Gravier; Mr. Tarner Boſton, of Biggleſwade, Bedfordſhire; Mafter E. Ratchorne;
Hindenienſis ; Mr. G. Browne,
Mr. Walton alſº anſwered Phila:

º:

mather's ſecond-Queſtion, p. 31.
Mr. Peter Pegus, of the

ich had been befºre anſwered, p. 2533,4 did alſº
Academy, in Denmark Street, Soho; Hindo

Rev. Mr. Green's

*

nienſ j and Mr. W. Miles, of Briſtol.

.

Quéstion in the London Magazine for April, p. 210, Answered by the
Propoſer, Mr. George Brown, Writing.Maſter and itacher of the Mathematics, on
Portſmouth-Common.

-

N-the-triangle-A B C, let BB be + to Ac: ' ,
Put AC = x, BD = y, AD – D C = x :

then will AD =#, and Dc =*H*, and,
per 47 Ew. 1.

EC’- —
4.W. * + x*– 2 xx + 2*
,
4.
2.

and

2.

*

FRY=*******, *, *, A.
2. .

-

queſtion, 4 y” + x* + 2* =

"

-

-

tº, or y. + 2* = {x

-

I). ... - C

-

Tº Tº

-

**:3*,

: ... y =

I 2.

-- *
-

conſequently

- -

-

-

º:T-Tº:=Z - . .
. . . . . . . -- " .
= the difference of the areas of the triangles ADB

v/*H*

--

-

--

*-

and CDB, per queſtion, muſt be a maximum, or x*** – 3 z+ put into fixions,
º
a *.x: - 1zz; 3 = 0; ... z = TH.
v3' Now ſuppoſing z = 6, then will z = J^3,

-

-

6 – 96

y = vT, Bc = +*, and AB =#4%, witnce Act AB+ch =
-

-

* *-*

-

>

a 2.5554, and area = viſ; 3 º' . v. : 305)*: 2097,712 chains, theº.
required area of the triangular field. Q. E. D.
-

4 New
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A New Question, by the ſame.

ID

|

V

UPPOSE the curve V E A be a cubical parabola, whoſe
length is roo; and let the curve VDA be a common pa
rabola, V the vertex of both. Required to find VB and BA,
when the curve VDA is a maximum?

A

B

Question by Mr. Turner Boſton, in the London Magazine fºr April, p. 212,
ANswered by the ſame.
INCE the area of the circle CABDE is - to

1oo acres, the radius CE is found = 17.841.223
chains equala, Ee = Cm = x, then Ce = a – X,

B

Fºr 47 Eu. 1. Cºn* = ºrº- + n Chº, i. e.

and,

a — al” = 2 x* and x* + 2 ax = a *; '.' * =

a + V2 - 1 = 7.3906665 chains : When the
area of the ſpace C is E 46.879876 ſquare chains
= 4A. 2 R. 30.oz8or 6 P. the
ſon's
ſhare of land; area of one of the four equal circles
= 171.577.46 ſquare chains = 17A, or. 25, 15936P.
each legitimate ſon's ſhare of land; area of the ſpace
F is = 66.70757.25 ſquare chains = 6 A. 2 R.
27.32116 P. each daughter's ſhare of land.
: 2. E. D.

F

|

iº.

D

This Queſtion was alſo anſwered by Hindonienſ.
solution to G. P.M.'s. Question, p. aro. By Mr. W. Miles, of Briſtol.
RAW AB = 420 feet, the di-

IF

C

flance from the ſummer-houſe to

-

-

in bºnd on the pºint A and B.G.

D

raiſe the perpendiculars AG and B C ;
make AG = 25 feet, the height of the
ſummer-houſe, and BC = 42 feet, the

height of the obeliſk; then take a 11

# feet from A to H, and on the point
H, erect the perpendicular HE, which

make

- AG; then from G,

and pa- A.

1H

-

B

-

rallel to AB, draw GD = AB, meeting BC in D; then draw the right line GC,

and extend HE to F, then we have GD, GE, and DC, given to find EF; and by
fimilar triangles, we have G D : D C ; ; G E : E F.
EF = DC x GE 3 therefore, E F =

DC X GE
GD

-

- 8

Conſequently G D x

195763 feet, which, added

6

-

to HE, gives 33

.

352.8oo
-

#. feet, the height the water muſt riſe from the fountain, to be

in a right line with the top of the ſummer-houſe and obeliſk.
Solution to the ſame Question of G. P. M. p. 210. By Mr. Turner Boſton, ºf
Biggleſwade.
IVEN AC = 25 = a, AB = 21.1.3.559

Gº

# 5 = 1.3.3.

TDE::c

*

-

-

*

*

= d. Let x = height the water muſt riſe E B f.
then b : x – a . ; c : d – a '.' * = 33.5548 |.
-

*.
Sokwed alſº,

by Mr. John Chapman, of St. Mary A.
Cray, Kent, and Mr. J. Browne, of Skinner &
frett, Spittlefields.

B

-

D.

-

º
-

--

PRO B L E Mſ.

l
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-

By the ſame.

-

-

EQUIRED, a general theorem, to find the number of ſpots on all the bottom
cards, when the pack is laid out in ſeveral heaps, viz. Lay down as many cards
in a heap, the bottom card included in the number, as will make the number of

ſpecks on the bottom card equal to any number (fixed on) at pleaſure, not exceeding 53 *
ANswer to Mr. Giles's Question, p. 211. By Hindonienſis.
L*.
CD be the height of the tower above the horizontal plane of the firſt ſtation A, due north of the C
-

ſ

-

A.
f

tower; let E be the ſecond ſtation due eaſt of the tower;
and AB = DF its perpendicular diſtance below the hori"B
zontal plane of the firſt ſtation. Now, from AD = 29, D
and the angle CAD = 49 : 30', I find CA (= CE per”
queſt.) = zo.o.6, and CD = 1.574; alſo, in the triangle … i
CFE right-angled at F, by having CE, and the angle Fºº.............Ysy F.
CEF = 8° 30', I find EF = 19.84, and FC = 2,965, from which laſt taking
-

CD, there will remain D F = AB = 1.391. Then in the right-angled triangle

BFE, we have given B F and FE, by which BE is found = 28.17. Laſtly, in the
triangle ABE, right-angled at B, are given AB and BE, by which AE is found
= 28.20 chains = the diſtance between the two ſtations.

This was alſo anſwered by Mr. J. Browne, of Skinner's ſtreet, and Moffer
E. Rawſtorne.
A New Question by Mafter E. Rawſtorne, at Great Houghton School, Yorkſhire.
Ship ſails the neareſt courſe to the equator, from a port in latitude 10° north, at
the rate of 4 miles an hour, and, at the ſame time, another ſails from a port un
der the equinoëtial, to the northern port, at the rate of 5 miles an hour; now the dif
ference of longitude of the two ports is 5°. I deſire to know the latitude come to,
and diſtance ſailed, by each ſhip, when they are at the neareſt diſtance to each other,

according to great circle ſailing
A Question. By John Lewin, Schoolmaſter, at Syſton.
TI AST ſpring, as Sol appear'd with friendly ray,
I took my chain, a meadow to ſurvey :
Each field I paſs'd, the crops luxuriant were,

%

-The vernal ſweets did ſcent the ambient air :

Each gladſome ſcene, with raviſh'd eyes, I ſaw,
As ſportive lambs did from their folds withdraw:
I next, with rapture, view'd the meadow round,

. A.

º:

Which baſe,
I an oblique, plain
found *;o'er,
Whoſe
B,trianglemeaſur’d

...'

A.

JD

B

By Gunter's chain, did make juſt twice a ſcore;
The perpendic. P was in proportion,
To that of th” baſe, exačt as four to one.

Then back I jogg'd, and left the verdant ground,
And told its acres, which with eaſe are found :

Likewiſe, from hence, each fide be pleas'd to tell,
Alſo the line that's mark'd with letter L;
And where that line upon the baſe muſt fall,
To equally divide the ſame * withal P
Question I. By Mr. Robert Langley.
RTISTS, view th' equations * I propoſe,
Then the maiden name pleaſe to diſcloſe,
Of a beautiful and worthy fair,
At Wellingborough, in Northamptonſhire.
_z-z

-

* viz. 'wy + u + ‘w + y = 37, ‘wº + y” — u” = 286,

2-x-1

*:: *, + +" –

2 - x - 2

+2

= 304, 2* + x4 - $x = 6658, u = 2 y - Her chriſtian name is Eliza
APPendix, 1759,
4 Y
b

L E. T. T E R to
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beth, and her firname conſiſts of five letters, having their places in the alphabet, ex
preſſed by the values of u, w, x, y, and z, in the preceeding equations"; by means
whereof it may be diſcovered, without having the root of any adfe&ted equation, to ex
tract higher than a quadratic.

Qgestion II.

By the ſame.

Gº. the two principal diameters of an ellipſis = 61, and 47,5 reſpe&ively ,
'Tis required, to determine the greateſt parallelogram that can poſſibly be de
feribed in a ſegment thereof, whoſe area = 135,8802, and baſe parallel to the ellipſis's
tranſverſe diameter 2

Wellingborough, Nov. Io, 1759.

-

tº Mafter Iſaacſon, of Lavenham School, Suffolk, and Mafter Gier, ºf Mr. Browne's
School, Portſmouth. Common, favoured us with solutions of two Queſtions which had

been already ſºlved. Thus having, at laſ, cleared accompts with our ingenious mathe
matical correſpondents, to this time; wethank them for their repeated favours, and ſhall,
as often as we can, oblige them for the future.
“It may be colle&ed, from more than one
hint dropt in the courſe of this letter, that
I am no friend to continental meaſures in ge
neral ; eſpecially ſuch continental meaſures
as engaged us during the three laſt wars, as
principals; when we ſeemed eager to ruin
ourſelves in ſupport of that Auſtrian family,
whom we new find, with unparalleled ingra

Seme Extraš, from the Letter to Two great
Men, continued from p 637.
H E letter writer, ſtill on the ſubječt
of North-America, goes on thus:
“ The truth of the matter is, they were

tired of Canada. The inclemency of the
climate, the difficult acceſs to it, and a

trade ſcarcely defraying the expence of the
colony, would long ago have induced them
to abandon it, if the plan of extending its
boundaries, at the expence cf. the Engliſh,
and of opening its communication with

titude, and incredible folly, in cloſe alliance

with France.—But the continental reaſures
now adopted by England were necaſary, both
with regard to eur honour and our intereſt,
Hanover has been attacked by France, on a
quarrel entirely Engliſh; and though care

Louiſiana and with the Ocean, had not made

them perſevere.—Canada itſelf is not worth B was taken, by the aa of ſettlement, that
their aſking ; and if they do defire to have

England ſhould not be involved in wars on

it reflored to them, it can only be with a vitw

account of Hanover; yet gratitude, honour
the reputation of our country, every motive

to repeat the ſame injuries and infidelities, to
puniſh which we engaged in the preſent
war.

of generofity bound us, not to allow the in

Unleſs, therefore, we be reſolved,

with our eyes open, to expoſe ourſelves to a

rocent eleētorate to be ruined for England's
American quarrel with France. In regard

repetition of former encroachments; unleſs

to our intereſt, no Engliſh miniſter, how

we would chuſe to be obliged to keep great C ever inflexible in his attachment to his na
bodies of troops, in America, in full peace,

tive country, could have deviſed the means

at an immenſe expence ; we can never con

ſent to leave the French any footing in

of making the beſt uſe of our American
conqueſts; if the French could have treated

Canada.

If we do not exclude them, ak

with Hanover in their hands. It was with a

ſolutely and entirely, from that country, we

view to prevent this, to oppoſe the French
in their projećts in Germany, the ſucceſs of

ſhall ſoon find we have done nothing. Let
the treaty be drawn ever ſo accurately ; let

which would have been ſo detrimental to

the boundaries between Canada and our co

England, that we bonefly and wiftly have
formed and have maintained the army retu
commanded by prince Ferdinand, and hav

lonies be deſcribed ever ſo preciſely, and
regulated ever ſo much in our favour;
what has happened already ought to teach
us what we may exped again. The future
treaty will be obſerved no better than the
former have been

ing entered into alliance with the king of
Pruſſia.

Uſurpation and thcroach

ment will gradually revive ; and thus ſhall
we have thrown away all our ſucceſſes: So

E

But though this was a meaſure of pru
dence, it was ſcarcely poſſible for the wiſeſ?
ſtateſmen to foreſet all thoſe great conſe
quences which it hath already produced.

many millions will have been expended to The tſforts which the French have made in
no purpoſe ; and the blood of ſo many Germany, and the refiſtance they have there
thouſands of our brave countrymen ſpilt, met with by the care of the Britiſh admi
only to emind us, that though we knew niſtration, have contributed more than pºr
how to conquer, we knew not how to im haps we could expect, to our ſucceſs in A
prove, perhap', the only opportunity we merica, and other parts of the world. Fulk
ſhall ever have, of putting it out of the F of the project of conquering Hanover,
Power of France to violate its faith.”
France ſaw herſelf obliged to engage in ex
And, laſtly, he touches upon the affairs orbitant expences ; armies were to be paid,
of Germany, as follows:
and maintained in Weſtphalia and on the

-

-

T W O G R E A T M. E. N.
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Rhine; vaſt ſums were to be advanced to
the court of Vienna, always as indigent as it
is haughty; the ravenous Ruſſians, and the
degenerate Swedes, would not move, unleſs
allured by ſubſidies; and the mouth of every
hungry German prince was to be ſtopt with
the louis d'ors of France,

Involved in ex

iſle.—I need not ſay any thing of the glory
acquired bythat army, which, notwithſtand
ing its great inferiority, hath driven the
French twice from the Weſer to the Rhine.

I ſhall only obſerve, that the next campaign

Aſ"

ences thus enormous, our enemies have

É.

another campaign ſhould precede the
peace) will, in all probability, loſe us none,
of the advantages we have gained, on that

prevented from ſtrengthening them
ſelves at ſea, where England had moſt rea Jide; if our army, ſtill headed by prince
Ferdinand, who has already gained ſo many
fon to dread their becoming ſtrong.
The infinite advantages which this nation laurels, be rendered more formidable, as i
fath reaped from the German war, are in hope it will, by ſending to it ſºme thouſands
more of our national troops ; who now
deed now ſo well underſtood, that we have

feen the greateſt enemies of this meaſure ac- B fince the conqueſt of Canada and the defeat
of the long threatned invaſion, have no
knowledge their miſtake.
They now confeſs that if we had not re
fiſted France, in her projećts of German
conqueſts, her beſt troops had not been de
4troyed; her own coaſts would have been
better protećted; ſhe would have been able
to pay more attention to her American con

other ſcene of attion left, but to contribute
to another vićtory in Germany.

And with regard to the king cf Pruſſia.
after giving us hopes that he will ſtill be
able to hold out, he obſerves thus :

“But if contrary to our hopes, our

cerns; England might have been threatened C wiſhes, our endeavours, this ſhould fail i if
parting with thoſe numerous armies which
have conquered at ſuch a diſtance of Time.

his Pruſſian majeſty, like a lion caught in
the toils (after a refiſtance already made,
which will hand him down to poſierity as

In a word, that univerſal bankruptcy, which
hath crowned the diſtreſſes of France, and

the greateſt of men) ſheuld at laſt be unable
to defend himſelf; let him not deſpair while

fo ſeriouſly with invaſions, as to be afraid of

gives England greater reaſon of exultation,
than any event of the war, might have been
prevented. It is entirely owing to the Ger
man part of the war, that France appears
thus low in the political ſcale of ſtrength
and riches ; that ſhe is found to be a fink
ing monarchy, nay a monarchy already
, funk, And perhaps it might be an en
quiry worthy of another Monteſquieu, to

he is in alliance with Britain : For I would

inculcate a doćtrine, which I think will not
be unpopular amongſt my countrymen, and

which therefore I hope, will not be oppoſed
by our miniſters, That whatever conquºft, we
bave made, and whatever conguſ's we may ſhil
make upon the French, except Nºrtb-America.

which muſt be kept all our own ; ſhºuld ke
looked upon as given back to France for a meſ, in
affign, the cauſe of the rift and fall of the E portant conſideration, if it can be the means ºf
French monarchy; and to point out thoſe extricating the king ºf Pruſſia ſºom any unfor:filent principles of decay, which have, in ſeen diſirajri.”

º

º

our times, made ſo rapid a progreſs, that

And he concludes the whole with obſerv.

France in 1712, after upwards of twenty
years almoſt conſtant war, maintained
againſt all Europe, was ſtill more reſpeča
ble, and leſs exhauſted than it now appears

ing, and lamenting the danger, to which
whereupon he has this melancholy reflection :

to be, when the fingle arm of Great-Britain

F back our conſtitution to its firſt principles,

is lifted up againſt her, and the war has laſt

we ſhall find, that we have triumphed, only

. . ed no more than three or four years.

:

our happy conſtitution now lies expoſed,
“That unleſs ſomething can be done to bring
to make ourſelves as wretched as our ene

If this then be the ſtate of the war in Ger

my; that our conqueſts are but a poor com

many i if England be bound to take a part
in it, by every motive of honour and inte
reſt; and if the infinite advantages it hath
already produced, be ſtated fairly—the infe

penſation for the loſs of our liberties; in a

rence I would draw, and which I believe

word, that like Wolfe falling in the arms of
vićtory, we are moſt gloriouſly-undone 1"
With which reflection, that it may remain
impreſſed upon the minds of our readers.

the whole nation will alſo draw, is, that we

we ſhall conclude theſe extrađe,

ſhould continue to exert thoſe endeavours

which hitherto have been ſo effe&ual, in de

º; the defigns

of France, to get paſſiſ

A ſºrt Hiſtory ef the origin ºrd Prz, Aſ ºf the
Military Exerciſe, &c. continued from p. 649.

H E N the uſe of fire-arms began to
be generally eſtabliſhed, the neceſ
no views of ambition : His country has been H fity of a great regularity and uniformity, in
* attacked only becauſe it belonged tº the king the manner, of uſing theſe arms, became
of Great-Britain; and nothing more is 1e apparent: It was ſoon diſcovered, that thoſe
troops which could make the briſkeſt fire,
quired of us, but to be true to ourſelves, by and
ſuſtain it longeſt, had a great ſuperiority
negeding no ſtep that may prevent Hanover
from falling again into the hands of France, over others leſs expert : And likewiſe, that
after having been ſomiraculoufly reſcued from the efficacy and power of fire did not con
and ſcattering ſhots, made
the contributions of the als.ious Richlieu, fift in4 random
withc
Y 2
ſion of Hanover.

His majeſty, as eleēor of Hanover, has

-

-
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without order; but in the fire of a body of
men at once, and that properly timed and
direéted. It was therefore neceſſary to ex
erciſe the troops in loading quick, and firing
together, by the word of command; but as
the aukwardneſs, careleſſneſs, and raſhneſs,
of young ſoldiers, (if left to themſelves)
muſt occaſion frequent accidents; and cauſe
the loſs of many of their own party, by the
unſkilful manner of uſing fire-arms, eſpe
cially in the hurry of an engagement; it
became a matter of indiſpenfible neceffity to
tesch ſoldiers an uniform method of per
forming each ačaion that was to be done
with the muſket; that they might all do it
in the moſt expeditious and ſafe manner.
In order to effect this, it was neceſſary to

of the

App.

by the military writers of his time, the re
viver of the diſcipline of the ancients i and
whoſe continual wars with the Spaniards
had enabled him to improve upon, and fur
paſs his maſters. He was, indeed, for ma
ny years, in almoſt unrivalled poſſefion of
the reputation of being the greateſt com
mander in Europe; but was, at laſt, in ſome
degree, eclipſed by the great Guſtavus Adol
phus, whoſe exploits were more brilliant,
and ſucceſſes more rapid, than thoſe of
Maurice; who always was a cautious and
prudent, rather than a bold and enterprizing
general. Guſtavus was undoubtedly a very
great maſter of all the branches of military
knowledge, eſpecially of taëticks; in which
he ſtruck out many things entirely rew, at
leaſt to the moderns (Folard Traité de Is
colonne.) An ingenious French author
(Nouveau projét d'un ordre François en

analyſe and reduce the compound motion of
each attion into the ſeveral fimple motions
that it was compoſed of: This made each
aëion eafier to be learned and remembered; taétiq. p. 12 5.) has drawn a parallel between
and by teaching the ſoldiers to perform the him and Epaminondas . It is, indeed, re
ſimple motions in the ſame manner, and in C markable, that each of them invented new
the ſame time, making a pauſe between methods of drawing up their armies, found
each, it rendered them exaët in the per ed on the ſame principles in attacks: That
formance of the whole ačtion. This is the
they each of them appeared at the head of
origin of what is called the manual exerciſe; a people till then obſcure, and of no great
which, when it was once invented, (bcfides eſtimation in military affairs; which, under
the real utility of it) made troops to ſhew to their conduct, attained, almoſt at once, to
ſuch advantage, and their motions appear the higheſt degree of reputation: That they
ſo regular and beautiful, that it ſoon was each fought two remarkable battles, againſt
copied by cther nations, and came into ge. warlike nations and veteran troops, in which
neral uſe. The Spaniards were moſt pro they were viaorious: And that each pe
bably the inventors of it, as they were the riſhed in the laſt. Indeed the Thebans, af.
firſt who made uſe of muſkets, and their ter the death of Epaminondas, ſoon ſunk
infantry was at that time the beſt in Europe. into their primitive obſcurity; but the
Even the French, who are ſo ready, upon Swedes, after the loſs of Guſtavus, main
the ſlighteſt grounds, to put in their claim tained their reputation for valour and diſci
for the honour of all uſeful inventions and
pline for many years, under Kniphauſen,
improvements, acquieſce in this (Brantom. Torſtenſon, Banier, duke Bernard of Wei
elog. du D. d’Albe & du M. Strozzi ); mar, and other generals which plainly
and own, that they learned the uſe of the ſhews, that, during the ſhort time Guſtavus
muſket from the Spaniards (Hiſt, mil. Fran. lived, he had formed many excellent officers;
vol. 1 p. 277.); and that they never had and that, had he not been ſo unfortunately
any regular diſcipline, or exerciſe, till they killed at Lutzen, he probably would have
took it from the Dutch; whoſe army in F eſtabliſhed a * diſcipline much ſuperior to
Flanders was as that time the great ſchool, any that had been ſince the time of the
where all who had a defire to attain military Greeks and Romans. After his death, the
knowledge, went to learn it under prince Dutch exerciſe and diſcipline again became
Maurice of Naſſau, who is frequently ſtiled, the t pattern for all Europe to follow, and
continued

* Th; Swedes appear to Bave been the fift that frađiſed firing by two or three rash at a tir; ;
at Hudibras bas it :
When over one another's beads,

They charge, three ranks at once, like Swedes.
As may be ſeen in Sir Robert Monro's Memoirs, and Bariff's Yºung Artillery-Man, &c. The
firing by platoons, is generally ſaid to be a Dutch invention, though the life of Gºſłavus Adºlf Hi,

dately publiſhed, gives it to that monarch. We have looked into Sir Robert Monro's boºk; and ſº-e
others that treat expreſsly of military affairs, and of the Swediſh diſcipline in particular; and career
find the leaſt reaſon for acquieſcing in that opinion, but rather the contrary; and we career tºp
thinking, that the author confounds Guſtavus's method, of pºſting plateens
areasſ: Bis
cavalry, with the platoon firing by battalion, which are things totally different from one another.
t Lewis the XIVth, in 1662, employed Moºf. Martínet, to regulate and diſcipline his infºetry.

7muſketeers

after the Dutch manner. He was firſt lieutenant-colºnel, and afterwards colonel ºf the regrºent #:
**, or the king's ºwn regiment; which was then the pattern. He was killed at the fºg ºf Deef

*ºrg, in 1672. His name is becºme, among our military gentlemen, a term ºf ſncer and reprºach, tes
ºften applied to ſuch officers at ſhame the rºſt ºf their corps, by being more affduºus and exaº is ris
fººtance ºf their day, than ſits with the levity ºf the yourg, ºr the indºlence ºf the iº exts."
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continued ſo till within theſe few years;
that the amazing vićteries and ſucceſſes of
the Pruſſians have excited the attention and

g

admiration of all nations; and put them
upon endeavouring to learn and imitate that
wonderful military eſtabliſhment and diſci
pline which has enabled Frederick the IId.
the prodigy of our age, to perform ſuch
amazing exploits, as have already, what
ever may be his future deſtiny, given him a
title to the higheſt rank among the moſt
ſublime military geniuſes, and greateſt ge
nerals that the world has produced.
The alteration and improvement of the
Pruſſian diſcipline was originally the work B
of the preſent king's father, Frederick-wil
1iam I, king of Pruſſia; whoſe character
and ačtions, delineated by a maſterly and
impartial hand, would compoſe a work
equally curious and entertaining. We
fhould there behold a prince, who might
properly be called military mad, without
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men was extravagant, beyond belief; and,

to recruit his great uſeleſs regiment of
giants, he ſpared no expence, although co
vetous to exceſs, in his own diſpoſition;
nor in order to inveigle, or even kidnap a
tall man, did his officers ſtick at fraud,
perfidy, or the groſſeſt violations of the
laws of ſociety and of nations; which he
always connived at, and oftentimes avowed.

His whole country was one great garriſon;

every man who was handſome, and had a
fine perſon, was compelled to ſerve ; even
children were enliſted from their birth, and
their parents were accountable for them to
the regiment to which they were allotted:
In ſhort, every thing was made ſubſervient
to the military extravagance of the monarch,
without the leafl regard to juſtice or hu
manity. But as his troops were to him
merely what dolls are to children, or orna
mental china to the ladies, not for uſe, but
amuſement or parade ; and his whole plea
any real military genius; ſcrupulouſly at C ſure and employment was the adjuſting of
tached and bigotted to the minuteſt forma their dreſs and accoutrements, which he
lities, and we may ſay fopperies, of the re would do with his own hands, and the ex
gimental detail and parade ; but never ſhew erciſing and reviewing them; he never
ing any figns of his being maſter of the choſe to expoſe them to the dangers or fa
great operations cf war, or the ſublime tigues of war, perhaps, indeed, in ſome
parts of military ſcience : In ſhort, much meaſure, for fear they ſhould all deſert.
fitter to be a drill ſerjeant, or adjutant, than All this, added to the particularity, and
“a king, or a general. Who, though truly even finicalneſs of their dreſs and appear
religious, and in moſt inſtances a man of ance ", cauſed them, in his life-time, to be
rigid virtue and ſtrićt morality; yet, from looked upon as meer puppets, fit only for
his immoderate fondneſs for troops, joined ſhow, but could be of no uſe or ſervice in
to the auſterity and violence of his temper, real ačtion ; and they, and their diſcipline,
aćted like a mere tyrant, and governed his
were in general the ſubjećt of ridicule amongſt
family, and ſubjećts with the ſtern harſhneſs
and barbarity of a Muley Iſhmael. Indeed,

the military men of other nations. But
when Frederick the IId ſucceeded to the

the ſorce and prevalency of an European

crown of Pruſſia, his penetrating genius
quickly diſtinguiſhed and retrenched all that

education, and manners, had ſo far an in

fluence upon him, as to prevent his being as was trifling and uſeleſs, from what was of
bloody : But he exerted the natural rough real utility ; and ſenſible of the advantages
meſs, and unfeelingneſs of his diſpoſition, in which that ſtričtneſs of diſcipline and exact
breaking his troops to an obedience, and ſe obedience, to which his troops were broken
verity of diſcipline, unheard of before in and habituated, gave him, he did not fear
Europe; which transformed men into mere F attacking, with his then raw and unexpe
machines, moved and ačtuated ſolely by the rienced forces, the rough old warriors of the
will and command of their officers; and houſe of Auſtria; and ſoon convinced them,
which a man, of a milder and more humane at the battles of Molwitz, Freydberg, and
turn, could not have attempted to have on many other occaſions, that what is ab
eſtabliſhed: A ſlave in Turkey being in a ſurd and contemptible, in the hands of a
ſtate of much leſs conſtraint, and ſervile little genus, becomes great and formidable,
ſubordination, than that of his ſeldiers, or in thoſe of a prince of ſublime underſtand
even of his officers. His paſſion for tall ing, and ſuperior talents. And as the au
thor

* Frederick-William, beffdº bit paſſer fºr tall men, had a very great fºrdreſs for broad faces; in
order, therefºre, that tis ſºldiers might appear to the utmº advantage, in thºſe two points, and not
without a view to a concmy, £e cauſed their coats to be made ſo very ſhort, that they barely reached
half way down their thighs; and franty in the body and ſleever, that they could ſcarce put them on:
Their breeches reached ſarcely down to their knees; and their bats were ſo ſmall, as bardy to cover
their beads, ſo that they were forced to bave a contrivance to pin them ºff". of their falling off

|

when they were exerciſing.

Their hair was ail gueſſed back, and powdered, with only one or two

ſmall curls ºn each ſide ºf the face; to this was added fºuare-toºd ſhoes, with bigh bec's a long
ſwºrd, with a broad blade, worn very bizb upºn the hip ; and white garters, which, as well as the
weiffecat and breecheſ (that were generally white alſo) were continual y chalked to keep tier clean ;

fºr the kaft ſpeck of dirt on any of them was puniſhed with the utmº ſºverity. Ibº appeared the
more extraordinary, as at that time the prevailing faſhion of dreſs was every wbºre totaly different s

*** **g added to a ſort of uprightniſ, and fiftieſ, in their air and motions, tial was fºuliar to
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thor of the Memoirs of the houſe of Bran
denbourg, (who is generally ſuppoſed to be
the king himſelf) obſerves, that, though the
eager deſire of the elector Frederick the
Ijid. for the title of king, and the extraor
dinary pains which he took to get it con
ferred upon him by the emperor, were in
him only the effect of his violent ſondneſs
ior flate and pre-eminence; and proceeded
merely from a puerile and ridiculous vanity:
Yet, that the acquiſition of the royalty has
been, in proceſs of time, of the greateſt ad
vantage to the houſe of Brandenbourg, by
exciting and enabling it to throw off the
dependence and ſubjećtion, in which it was
to the houſe of Auſtria.

So we may add,

that the extravagant paſſion of Frederick
William for troops, and for all kinds of mi
litary diſcipline and parade 3 and the exceſs
he carried it to, though it deſervedly expoſed
him to contempt and ridicule, did, in a great
meaſure, lay the foundation for the glorious
więtories and immortal fame ef his ſon.

[To be concluded in ºur Mag. for January.]

App.

execution at half paſt four the next morn
ing. The plan was, that the company's
grab and bomb-ketches ſhould warp up the
river in the night, and anchor in a line of
battle oppoſite the Scydees Bundar, one of
the ſtrongeſt fortified places they had got &
This they did, and a general attack begun
from the veſſels and battery at the appointed
time.

My intentions in this were, to drive

the enemy from their batteries, and to faci
litate the landing of the infantry at the
Bundar, whom I had embarked on board

of boats for their tranſportation. We made
a continual fire until half paſt eight, when a
fignal was made for the boats to put off,
and to go under the cover of the veſſels.
This proved very ſucceſsful, for the men
were landad with the loſs of one man only;
getting poſſ.ffion of the Scydees Bundar,
and putting the men to flight, with the loſs
of Capt. Robert Ingliſh mortally wounded,
and Lieut. Pepperel wounded in the ſhoulder,
our loſs of men not very confiderable.
Having gained this point, and getting poſ
feſfion of the outer town, with its fortifica

Appit 1 ons to DEczmara.

tions, the next thing to be done was to

Extraff of a Letter from Capt. Richard Mait
land, of the Royal Regiment ºf Artillery,

attack the inner town and caſtle.
I ordered the thirteen and two ten-inch

dated Bombay, May 8, 1759.
st (NINCE my laſt, nothing particular has
happened to the detachment, until
February, when I was ordered by the go

mortars to be planted on the Scydees Bundar,
and to begin firing into the caſtle and town
as ſoon as poſſible; diſtance from the caſtle
about 7oo yards, inner town 50o.
About fix in the evening the mortars be
gan to play, very briſkly, and continued to
do ſo until half paſt two the next morning.

S

vernor and council to take the command of

an expedition againſt the city and caſtle of
Surat, my command confifling of 850 artil
lery and infantry, with 1500 ſeapoys.
I embawked my troops on board the comr

piny's armed veſſels, and in eight days
landed them all ſafe at a place called Den
tlowry, diſtant from Surat about nine
miles, where we encamped for the refreſh
ment of the troops three or four days. In
our firſt day's march from the above en
campment, Capt. John Northall dicò of an

apoplećaic fit, and was ſucceeded in the
company by Capt. Joſeph Winter. The firſt
attack that I made was againſt the French
garden, where the enemies (Scydees) had
iodged a number of men; them I drove out,
after a very ſmart firing on both fides for
about four hours; our number loſt conſiſt
ing of about so men killed, and as many
wounded. After we had got poſſeſſion of
the French garden, I thought it neceſſary
to order the engineer to pitch upon a proper

place to ere&t a battery, which he did, and
completed it in two days.
On this battery were mounted two 24

This continual firing of our mortars put the
caſtle and town into ſuch a conſternation,

that they never returned one gun. The
enemy finding it impoffible to ſupport them
ſelves, ſent to acquaint me they would open
the gates for my troops to march into the
town ; which I did, with drums beating
and colours flying. After I was in the
town, the governor ſent to acquaint me
that he would give me up the caſtle, on
proviſo, that I would allow him and his
people to march out of the caſtle with their
effeas, which I agreed to, taking poſſeſſion
without any further moleſłation.
Royal artillery, Killed a. Wounded 4.
In the company's infantry. Captains
killed 2, Subaltern 1, Killed in all 1.5o.
WQunded about 60.

Our expedition commenced the 9th of
February, and we arrived at Bombay the
15th of April.—(See p. 556,617, and our
Map of Surat, &c., p. 520.)
Letters from Gibraltar adviſe, that Mr.

pounders, and a 13, inch mortar, which E

Milbank, who was lately ſent to Morocco

ordered to fire againſt the wall, &c. as briſk
as poſſible: This I continued to do for three
days.
Having thought of a more expe
dient method of getting into the outer town

with two men of war, to treat about the
ranſom of the crew of the Litchfield man of

than by the breach of the wall, I called a

ceed in his commiſfion: For befides the ſum

council of war, compoſed of military and
marine; formed a plan of a general attack,

of money required, which is very large, the
emperor demands a certain number of can:

which I laid before them, and they as

non, with powder and ball anſwerable, and

readily agreed to, and this to be Put into

cordagt.

war, and a tranſport that was wrecked laſt
year on the barbary coaſt, is not able to ſuc
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cordage, tackle, &c, ſufficient to equip four
thips of war. (See p. 626.)
The bounties to ſeamen and landmen that

-Mr. Woodcock, to the reëory of St. Mi
chael, Woodſtreet, and St. Mary Staining
Mr. Hodgkin, to the reëtory of St. Martin.

ſhall voluntarily enter themſelves on board

Colcheſter. — Mr. Welch, to the reaory of
Rumbald in Eſſex.-William Harper, M. A.

his majeſty's ſhips, and the rewards for diſ
covering ſuch ſeamen as conceal themſelves,
are prolonged to the 11th of February next.
(See p. 628.)
Addreſſes have been preſented to his ma
jefly, from the aldermen, capital burgeſſes,
and commonalty of the borough of Malm
abury in Wiltſhire, and the dean and clergy
of Guernſey. (See p. 682.)
-

The Eaſt India ſhips that put into the
Brazils, (ſee p. 571.) are arrived ſafely at

Sork, except the Taviflock, which ſprung a
leak, and was obliged to put back again.

In Paris 19,148 children were baptized,
4341 couple married, 19,202 died during this
year; and 5083 foundlings were taken into
their foundling hoſpital in the ſame time.
Amſterdam, Dec. 31. The number of
perſons who have died in this city in 1759,
amounts to 7771, and the chriftnings to

4317. One thouſand two hundred and fifty
two perſons died at the Hague in Holland,
which were ten more than in the year be
fore,
ſ

Man a 1A GE and B1RTH,

Dec. 27.

of Shrewſ

A MU R L. Benyon,

º

bury, Eſq; was married to Miſs
Yate.

to the vicarage of Stanwell in Middleſex,-.

Pr. Terrick to a prebend of Durham.Mr. Taylor, to the vicarage of Farley in
Cheſhire.—Mr. Hill, to the reółory of Wat
ford, in Hertfordſhire.—Mr. Dives, to the
vicarage of Moulſton in Staffordſhire. —

Mr. Carlton, to the rettory of Staple-grove
in Hertfordſhire.—Dr. Boulton created a
doëor of divinity, by the univerſity of Oxford.
A diſpenſation paſſed the ſeals to enable
Samuel Kirkſhau, M. A. to hold the vica.
rage of Leeds, with the reëtory of Ripley
in Yorkſhire.—To enable Mr. Hirſt to hold

the reëory of Bogworthy, with the reaory
of Little. Shelford in Cambridgeſhire.—T6
enable Mr. Jenkins, to hold the vicarage of
Pacſhton in Lincolnſhire, with the re&ory
of Loughton in Staffordſhire.—To enable

Mr. Filmer, to hold the reëtory of Crundall,
with the reëory of Hinxhill in Kent.--To
enable Mr. Bedford to hold the rectories of
Fillery and Lamoran in Cornwall.--To en
able Mr. Edwards to hold the reëories of
Abor and Llallychud in Carnarvonſhire.—To
enable Thomas Baker, M. A. to hold the

rectories of Staverton and Ringmore in De
vonſhire.--To enable william Oliver, B. D.
to hold the rectories of Ludcombe and Sid.

-

29, Lady Cathcart, was delivered of a

marſh, in Shropſhire.—To enable Henry
Herbert, B. D. to hold the rectory of Kidge.

fon,

in Worceſterſhire, with the vicarage of
Atherley-down in Staffordſhire.

Dr Aths.

Dec. 25.

HOMAS Stowe, Eſq; cuſto
mer inward, of Newcaſtle

upon Tine.
James. Butler, of Little Benton, in Nor
thumberland, Eſq;

-

27. Mr. David Lacy, of Limerick in Ire
land, aged 1 12.

Hon. William Carmichael, of Skirling in
North-Britain, advocate, aged 38.
23. Dr. Daniel Cox, an eminent phyſician,
Eccl. Rs 1 as T 1c Al Parr an Mr. NTs.
From the London Gazette.

Hitehall, Dec. 22.

Dr, Warburton

Promotions, Civil and Military.
From the London Gazetts.

HITE HALL, Dec. 8. The King has
been pleaſed to appoint Thomas
Wroughton, Eſq; to be conſul general for
the ſeveral parts of the Ruſſian empire.
Admiralty-office, Dec. 8.

The king has

beon pleaſed to appoint the Right Hon.
Edward Boſcawen, Éſq; admiral of the blue
to be general of the marine forces, And,
Alſo to appoint Charles Saunders, Eſq;
vice admiral of the blue, to be lieutenant
general of the ſaid forces.

was appointed biſhop of Glouceſter,
in the room of Dr. Jobnſon, deceaſed,

... St. Jºmes's, Dec. 15. This day the Right

From the reſt of the Parras,

his majeſty's moſt honourable privy council,
and took his place at the board accordingly.

Rev. Mr. William Ellis, was preſented to
the vicarage of Thrilton-Abbey, in Lin
colnſhire.—George Townſhend, G. A. to the

Hon. Robert Nugent, Eſq; was ſworn of

Whitehall, Pec. 22. James orwald, Eſq;
was ºppointed a lord of the treaſury.—Rol.

vicarage of Halivell, in Cumberland.—Mr.

bert Nugent, Eſq; with the earl of Sand

Gilly, to the rectory of Hawkdon, in Suf

rer, &c. of Ireland,

wich, and Wellbore Ellis, Eſq; vice treaſu

folk.-Mr. Murdin, to the vicarage of Ix

ning, in Suffolk—Mr. Jacobs, to the vica

From the rºſt of the Parras.
John Ward, Eſq; appointed bluemantle

rage of Giſborough, in Northamptonſhire.
—Mr. Imber, to the reëtory of North

Purſuivant at arms.-Henry Vanfittart, Eſqi

Chowtry, in Eſſex.-Mr. John Tooker, to

governor of Bengal, in the room of generai

the rectory of Chaldwoodley, in Devon

Clive, who reſigned.—Lieut. Gen. Önſlow,

ſhire.—Mr. Pitcard, to the vicarage of Yaxr

governor of Plymouth, George carey, Eſq;

*

ley, in Huntingdonſhire. — Mr. Smythies,

to the vicarage of St. Peter's, in Colcheſter.

to be Col. of the 64th regiment of foot...
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light drageors. — Brigadier Gen. James
Murray, to be governor of Quebec —George
Williamſon, Eſq; to be Col. Thomas Flight,

Remainder of the Catalogue ºf Books,

and Thomas Ord, Eſqrs. to be lieutenant

Miscrlian rous.
Treatiſe on the Law of Defcents in

colonels, and John Godwin, Eſq; major to
a new battalion.—Chriſtopher Teeſdale, Eſq;
to be major of the third regiment of foot.
—John Johnſtone, Eſq; to be major to the

jor 1759.
I.

Fee Simple.

By William Black

ſtone, Eſq; pr. 1s. 6d. Rivington.

(See

p. 673.)

6 ºf regiment of foot.-Lewis Thomas, Eſq;

, -2. The Great Charter, &c.

to be major of the ninth regiment of foot.
—Richard Preſcot, Eſq; to be major to the
5cth regiment of foot.—Thomas Troughear,
Eſq; to be major to the 73d regiment of
foot —John Hale, Eſq; to be lieutenant
colonel commandant of a regiment of light
dragoons.—Capt. John Blaquire, to be ma
jor to the 68th regiment of foot —Nathaniel

introdućtory Diſcourſe. By the ſame Hand,

Bateman, Eſq; to be lieutenant colonel in

the firſt treop of horſe guards. – Hon.

James weſt, eleēed high ſteward of St. Al
bans, in the room of the late duke of Marl.

borough.

pr. 15s.

with an

Worrall.

3. Full Anſwers to the Queries in De
fence of the Malt Diſtillery, pr. 1s. Scott.
4. An Eſſay on the preſent State of
Theatres, pr. 3s. Pottinger.
5. Mr. Grove's Letter upon the glºrious
Succeſs at Quebeck, pr. 1s. Burd.
6. A Letter addreſſed to two great Men
on the Proſpect of a Peace, &c. price is.
Millar. (See p. 635.)
7. A Letter from an Officer on Board
the Royal George, pr. 6d. Burd.

8. Dr. Johnſon's Apology
Alterations in the Lift ºf Parliament,

Clergy, pr. 1s.

AMPSHIRE. Right Hon. Henry Bil
ſon Legge, in the room of the duke of
Bolton.

Haſlemere. Captain Molyneux, —-

for the

H. Payne.

9. A Reply to the ſecond Letter to a
late noble. Commander, pr: 6d. Woodfall.
no. A Defence of Mr. Garrick, pr. 1s.
Stevens.

11. The Nature, Properties and Laws of

of his brother, deceaſed.
Hertford. Lord Fordwich,

Motion of Fire diſcovered, &c.

ef George Harriſon, Eſq.; deceaſed,
Ipſwich. George Montgomery, Eſq;
of
Samuel Kent, Eſq.; deceaſed.
Leominſter. Chaſe Price, Eſq;
of Sir Charles Hanbury Williams, deceaſed.
Montgomery. Edward Clive, Eſq;
of William Bodvill, Eſq; deceaſed.
Oakhampton. Admiral Rodney,
of Thomas Potter, Eſq.; deceaſed.
Orford. Col. Fitzroy,
of Right

Hon. Henry Bilſon Legge.

By W.

Hillary, M. D. pr. 2s. Davis and Reymers.
(See p. 657.)
12. The State of the printed Hebrew
-

Text of the Old Teſtament, Diſſertation II.

By Mr. Kennicott, pr. 5s. Rivington.

13. Every Farmer his own Farrier. By
W. Ellis, pr 2s. 6d. Davis and Reymers.

14. A Plan for arranging and balancing
the Accounts of Landed Eſtates.
By
Corbyn Morris, Eſq; pr. 5s. Millar.
Epiſtle to a ºis Lord, pr. 6d.

º:

Williams.
B-ka-rs.

16. The World Diſplay'd, Vol. I. to be
continued monthly, pr. 1s. 6d. Newberry.

o HN Peirſon, of York, Mercer.

17. A Military Diàionary, No. 1. préd.

George Fitzgerald, of Lenden, merchant,
Samuel Weaver, of Newgate-ſtreet, cheeſemonger.
Francis Hooker, of St. Giles in the Fields, dealer and
Chapman.

John,' titley, of Warrington, ſail cloth maker.
ohn Brown, of Chiſlehurſt, vićtualler.
#:
walker, of Mancheſter, dealer and

Cooke,

18. The Retroſpe&t, pr. 1s. Cabe.
19. Hiſtorical and Political Mercury, pr.
1s. 6d.

Townſend.

chap

2 o. Farther Obſervations' on the Found

David Richard Milne, of Little Bell Alley, mer

ling Hoſpital, pr. 6d. Owen.
21. Diſcipline of the Norfolk Militia,

man.

chant.
site
heeſeſačtor.

º Fººt, of Tillſtone

Fernhall, in Cheſhire,

-

-john Moody, of Thorne Key, in Yorkſhire, ſhip car
...

pr.6s. Shuckburgh. (See p. 609, 647.)

-

Thomas Berresford, ſenior, of Gorton, Lancaſhire,
carrier.
James stuart, of whitby, linen-draper and mercer.
Charles Walford, of Ipſwich, grocer.
Joſeph Bezeley, of Limehouſe, ſugar baker.

22. Much Ado about Nothing,

pr. 1s.

Hall,

a 3. A Letter from John Bland, pr. 6d.
Reeve.

24. A Letter from John Pately, pr. 6d.

penter.

wº. wiſeham, of the Poultry, linen-draper.
Thomas Carter, of Yarm, butter fattor.
ohn Dºnne, of Canterbury, linen draper.

Taylor.

25. Col. Fitzroy's Letter confidered, price
6d. Cooper,

homas Conſtable, of Briſtol, merchant.

William Saunders, of Meard's court, taylor.
james wilſon, and Robinſon Day; of St. Clement

16. Thoughts on the pernicious conſe
quences of borrowing Money, &c. Pr. is.

Danes, mans mercers drapers and copartners.
Samuel Woodford, of Briſtol, mºrcer.

Humphry Matthews, of Exeter, ſinen draper,
Jº Taylor, jun. of Ollerton, in Nottinghamſhire,
mn

er.

Fºſſieu, of Briſtol, merchant,

Payne.

27, the Mirrour, pr. as, Owen.
a8. The Laws of Bills cf Excharge, &c.

pr, 6s, Owen,
=9-

-

C A PTU R E S on both Sides.

1759.

29. The Chemical works of Gaſpar
Neumann, M. D. Caſion.
3 o. The
Jºaº

Servant's

Directo

T. &S,
pr:
5

ry,
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67. The Merchant's Direčtory, pr. 1s. 6d.
Hope.
68. Complete Memorandum. Book, pr.
1s. 6d.

Fuller.

69. Scott's New Daily Journal, pr. 1s.

31. The Duke de Belleiſle's Letters, &c.
Pr. is. 6d. Payne. (See p. 607.)
, 32. The Sollicitor's Guide and Tradeſ.

6d.

man's Inſtrućtor, concerning Bankrupts,

List of SHIPS taken from tie French,
rartinued from p. 4oo.

Scott.

-

pr. 1s. 6d. Worral.
. 31. Refle&tions upon Good and Ill Luck,
pr. 1s. 6d. Henderſon.
ENT ºr tain MENT, Portical.
34. The Adventures of Ulyſſes, 2 vols.
pr. 5s. Noble.
35. A new Atalantis for 1760, pr. 1s. 6d.

Hope, from Bourdeaux, for Gottenburg.
Bellona privateer, from St. Maloes, of 18

36. Love Feaſts, pr. 3s. Fleming.
37. The Auétion, z Vols. price 6s.

A ſhip, from Martinico, for Marſeilles.
La Nymphe privateer, of Granville, of 10
fix-pounders, and 160 men.

Lownds.

-

Large brigantine.
Wentſhaw, from Bourdrawz, for Sock

fix pounders, 1* ſwivels, and 120 men,
A ſhip loaded with corn.

38. The Feaſt of Laughter, price is.
Seymour.

La Vengeur privateer, of 12 fix-pounders,

39. Poems on Devotional Subjećts, 2
Vols. pr.6s. Buckland.

A privateer ſnow, of Dunkirk, of 8 guns,
and 54 men.

and 90 men.

-

-

40. Phil and Harriet, a true Tale, pr.
6d. Morley.
41. The Life and Opinions of Triſtram
Shanby, 2 Vols. pr. 5s. Dodſley.
SER Monts.

41. On the Thankſgiving Day, before the
Commons. By Dr. Dayrell, pr. 6d. Walter,
43. By Richard Price, pr. 6d. Millar.
44. By J. Williams, pr. 6d. Griffiths.
45. By Mr. Maſon, pr.6d. Buckland.
46. By Mr. Obourne, pr. 6d. Owen.
47. By Mr. Harris, pr. 6d. E. Owen.
48. By Mr. Gilbert, pr. 6d. Buckland.
49. By Mr. Kippis, pr. 6d. Henderſon.
50. By Mr. winter, pr. 6d. Buckland.
5 r. By Mr. Ball, pr. 6d. ditto.
52. By Mr. Clarke, pr. 6d. Whiſton and
White.

A brig, from Martinico.
A coaſier, from Marſeilles.

King Solomon, Vitaud, from Dunkirk.
A ſloop, loaded with brandy and wire, frcr"
Nantz.

An Eaſt-India ſhip, with bale goods and
coffee.

Maria Agnes, from St. Domingo.
Fidelle, from Bourdeaux, with proviſions
for Canada.

-

A Dutch ſhip. 7co tons, loaded with flour
and ſtores, from Bourdeaux, for Canada.

A French letter of marque, burthen 3oo
tons, from Bourdeaux, for North-America.

A Daniſh galliot, from Marſeilles, for Havre.
A ſloop lºaded with proviſions.
St. John Baptiſt, for Marſeilles,

with corn. "

Hannah and Dorothy, from Frederickſhalſ,

-

53. By Mr. Hogg, pr. 6d. Buckland.
54. On Nov. 5. By Mr. Green, pr. 6d.
Scott.

55. Two Volumes of Diſcourſes. By
S. Bourn, pr. 10s. 6d. Griffiths.
56. Diſcourſes on Happineſs. By Mr.
Newman, z Vol. pr. 1 os. Noon.
ANNUAL PUB 1.1 cat 1 on s.

57. Baldwin's Daily Journal. pr. 1s. 6d.

for Bourdeaux.

---

St. Peter, from Norway, for St. Maloes.
Prince Edward, from Bayonne, for Stock
holm.

w

-

-

Dukſuk, from Nantz, for Oſtend.
Euſtatia, from Bourdeaux, for Gottenburg.
Anna Matia, from Bourdeaux, for Stock
holm. --

-

Pacifique, with coffee, &c. from the Eaſt
Indies, for Port L'Orient,

Baldwin.

58. The Gentleman's New Memorandum
Book, pr. 1s. 6d. Dodſley.
59. The Ladies ditto, pr. 1s. Dodſley,
62. The Court and City Regiſter, pr.
2s. 9d. Hitch.
61. The London Pocket-Book, pr. 1s. 6d.

Groymord privateer, of St. Maloes, of 12
guns, and 55 men.

| To be continued
List of SH 1 P S taken by the French, con
tinued from p. 4oo.

Pºsse

Edward privateer of Guernſey.

Griffiths.

62. The Daily Memorandum-Book, pr.
1s. Pridden.
63. The Gentleman and Lady's Palla

Prince William, Hyndman,
Jeffe, Cunningham,

dium, pr. 1s.

—, Duglaſs,

Scott.

64. Sheepey's Daily Journal, pr. 1s. 6d.

From

Glaſ

gow, for the

Leeward if
lands.
from Dublin for

Stevens.

Lawſon, Chamberlain,
Virginia.

65. The Ladies Complete Pocket-Book,
pr. 1s, Newbery.
66 The Court and City Kalender, pr. 2s.

William and Anne, Teverdale, from ditto.
A large Briſtol ſhip.

Baldwin.

4 Z
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Friendſhip, Tobin, from London, for Gi

App.

Halifax, Mitchel, from North-Carolina, for
London.

braltar.

-

-

Ditto, Pike, from London, for Exeter.
Ch arming Rachel, Scott, & From Virginia
, Marſhal,
for Liverpool.
, Smyth, from Philadelphia, for

St. Patrick, Sarsfield, from Cork, for Ja
maica. " ' "
Pleaſant, Ogle, from London, for Guiney.
-

-

[To be continued.]
Stocks.

Dublin.

Henry, Bond, from Liverpool, for Barbadoes.
Philip and James, Cole, from Barbadots,
for Virginia.
Alice, Briggs, from Jamaica, for London.
Lady Livingſton, Houſton, from Campvere,

Dec. 30, Sunday. Weather, rain. Wind

S. E.-31. Bank flock 114–3 per cent.
Bank annuities reduced 83 #–3
Cent
Bank annuities, 1759,'85. "Lottery tickets
4]. 14s. Weather, rain. Wind S.
-

for Scotland.

Irene, Jacobſon, from New-York, for Lon
don.

7he Sºr wºrway Contrar; or, free and
candid Diſquiſitions, relating to a certain

, Vavaſor, from New-York, for Bar
badoes.

ºrd Struggle there, the other Day, kerºrs
High Church and Low.

—, Malcomb, from Boſton, for Ma

Go not forth baſiy to ſtrive, left thea krºv

deira.

not what to do in

Kirk privateer, of Guernſey.
Dorcht ſter,

, from St. Kitt's, for

London.

Sally, Riſby,

John and Alice, Murray,

end thereºf, when tiy

-

Coaſters.

Succeſs, Daniel,
Owner's Endeavour,

Fantyn, Gordon, from Jamaica, for Briſtol.
Samuel, Turner, from St. Kitt's, for London.
Lion, Sainthill, from Gibraltar, for England.
Queſtor, Potter,
From Africa, for
Cavendiſh, Hamilton,

America.

George, Boſſam, from Guernſey, for South

-

-

USE,-help me on, an eaſy gallop,
To ſay, what has been done at Salºº,
When, t'other day, each nongrel wb-g,
And canting cur, look'd mortal big 5

When a poor Church of England matron

ampton.

liis,

#.

neighbºur bath put tbee to ſhame. Prov. xxv, 8.
He that walketb uprightly, walkerb Jarry :
But be that ferverteth his ways, ſhall be knºwn,
Prov. x. 9. "
His ſink ſhall come up, and bis iſ ſavewr
Ahall come up.–ſoel ii. 2c.
Though Band join in band, the wicked ſhall not
be unpuniſhed.—Prov, xi. 3 1.

Sommerville, from Maryland, for

London.

Providence, Emmet, a coaſter,

Zenobia, Philips, from South - Carolina,
for Antigua.
Shallow, from Honduras, for Briſtol.

Content, Wood, from Calobre, for London.
Eagle, from Dartmouth, to Figuera.
Providence, Parſons, from Barbadoes, for
London.

Crown Prince, Muſlar, from Dublin, for
Hamburg.

Could pleaſe no Prºſº-t-r--n patron 5–
And, when their louſy lºw-church couſins
Wou'd have demoliſh'd her, by dozens.

And firſt,-(if I may gallop on)
I' th' room of her, that's dead and gone,
Some other matron, (we’ll ſuppoſe,)
Wou'd ſoon have properly been choſe.
Wherefore, in foul, clandeſline faſhion,
Which put good people in a paſſion,
'Tis ſaid, ſome ſchiſmaticks demure,

of tendº cºnſciº, (to be ſureſ)
Wou'd fain have foiſted, in good truth 1

Swallow, Teed, from Gibraltar and Cadiz,

On Shrewſ'ry's beſpital, forſooth,

for Falmouth.
Fortune, Mackie, from Liſbon, for Leith.
A ſloep, of 50 tons, with wheat.
Laurel privateer, of London, Lee.
Friendſhip, Elwell, from Cadiz, for New
England.

One of their own malignart ſea ;

-

-

-

-

-

Pemberton, Kirkpatrick, from Liverpool,
for Africa.

Providence, Tedball, of Briſtol.
Ellis, Gilſ.ne, of Cork.

Friendſhip, Bogg, of Briſtol, ſor the Weſt
Indies.

""

Enough th' infirm'ry to infect.
But ſteady L-st—R, then b'ing downs

was, at that junaure, in the town,

"

And all the good, he can, will do
Above, and in the country too;
On Apright dealing purely bent,
Both in, and out of parliament;
Not proud, or ſtern, or oſtentatious,
But prudent, ſolid, and ſagacious.

So, having ſmelt the matter out,
And finding what they were about,

-

Betty and Martha, Simondſon, from Cork,
for Jamaica.

He told the peſtilent t—5–tb—mp—rs,

Swift, Brown, from St. Lucar, for London.

He could not much commend their zeal, in

Tomlinſon, Farrell, from Antigua, for Lon

Such ugly underhand foul dealin
But well might blame thee—worſe than fools,
For diſregarding ſtated rules And, having made this full detection,
* Infifted on a fair clºſion.
Each ſordid knave, and ſtupid dunce
Scts out a canvaſſing at once,

don,

-

Boſton, Cartwright, from North Carolina,
for London.

-

Ulyſſes, from New-York, for Briſtol.

Patriot. Hawkins, from Briſtol, for Virginia.
Dollabella, Dorr, from North-Carolina, for

And retrograde encroaching r—mp-ri,

-

London,

1759.
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and out of holes and corners c

-

Vile, rav'nous welves, array'd like ſhºp,
The children of this world (in ſhort,)
And crafy ſouls of ev'ry ſort,
Hurry to be, with all their might,

Beforehand with the ſºns of ſight.
Thus ſtinking wh—gs and ſour diff—nt—rs
Aſſºciate ſtraight at all adventures ;
And modern ſaints, too near a.kin,
So void of ſhame, tho' not of fin,
with Mammonites both great and ſmall,
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At leoff, not any ſuch ºr might
At all invalidate her right : —
dnd, that their arguments, in ſhort,
Were plainly of the /huffling ſort.”
Added ſagacious Ma. H-11,
Who to the poor gives many a ſpill,
* I find, that you'd my father wave
To be no better than a ſlave;
and, by your wonderful award,

The treaſurer would fain diſcard.”

(Occaſional conformiſts, all)
In loving ſort ſoon flock together,

This infrence, ev'ry body muſt
Acknowledge was extremely juſt :
And yet,-upon my honeſt word

Like birds (I fancy) of a father.

Their way of Reas'ning ſeems abſurd.

, All of the leaven Oliverian,

The gºod S-R. R-wl-N p, (worry man 1) .

Like, wond’rous well, the prºſyterian :
And ev'ry wb—g, that has a vote,
Reſolves her int’reſt to promote,
And make her ſoon the nurſing mother;
But, (burning ſhame) t” affiti the other

Will belp his country, all he can,
But not in ſlaviſh manner ſerve

Seems quite determin'd to decline,
The widºw, tho' of a divine !
And, ev'ry way, by far more fitting,

Than her, the r—mp was for admitting,
The female of the tribe fanatical,
Turbulent, ſaucy, and ſchiſmatical,

)

Thoſe, that from truth or juſtice ſwerve,

By ſundry gentlemen that ſpoke,
The quibbling, queer, diffenting folk,
And wbºſt-rs, were a while conſounded,
Who,-not with baſhfulneſs abounded.

To other balderdaſh pretences,
As if not in their ſober ſenſes,
The ſºphiffers had then recourſe,
Such is of impudence the force : .

Sure of the place began to boaſt,

But the falſe brethren were confuted,

Tho' reck'ning thus without her hoſt.
She grandly takes upon her ſtate ;
Threatens ſome folks ſubordinate,
whom after food, ſhe thinks too eager,
With diet ſlender, as ſºup meagre;
And is determin'd to bring down,
(She puts on then a grievous frown,)
Some ſtrutting bellies, grown as big
As thoſe of any kept up pig;Partial reſpect, for ſome diſcloſes,
And others to diſplace propoſes.

And ſcurvy nincompoops non-ſuited.
Having themſelves ſo well acquitted;
The boneſ party was permitted
To give their votes 5–which ſoon out num

And thus, before they're Batch'd, (Od's dic
kins !)
She reckons, (as we ſay,) her chickens.
The Church's genuine children chuſe,
With ſtaunch unſtainable true bluet,
Tº aſſert th' aforeſaid widow's cauſe,
And injur'd articles and laws :

To which, the like regard too paid is
By lovely, pure, well nurtur'd ladies.

At laſt, th'appointed time approaches;
The town gets pretty full of coaches:
To Salop, ere the day arrives,
Each diſtant benefactor drives;–
Brave, zealous voters, many a one:

ber'd,

'.

Thoſe of the Wights with craft encumber'd.
The tory ladies were all ſhining,
And fitting, in a room adjoining;

where they'd have had their vºtes colleaed;
But their petition was rejećted :
For ſome ſour counſellor, or other,
Pretended in a mighty pother,
That they in publick muſt appear,
“Are they, with all their airs and graces,
Aſham'd forſootb 1 to ſhºw their faces P
The Sparklers, quick at repartee,
Sent word in anſwer,-" No not we ;But we're afraid, ('tis true i' faith !)
Left of ſºme fºlk; the pois'neus breath
Should, if we come amongſ, em, 'taint us,
Howe'er, we'll venture, if they want us.”
They then, (their compliments thus paid,)
In public their appearance made,Railli'd the brethrenfalſe, and noted

And, lo l th’ ele'?ian now comes on.

Their arbitrary deeds,-then voted.

A great majority protećted
The widow, whom the r-mp rejećted ;
And her, in ſpite cf putrid foes,
The matron, at th' infirm'ry, choſe.
And thus perchance, a ſtop was put,
To ſome more ſcurvy ſchemes on foot,

Endeav'ring to diſqualify,
Thro' Sophiſłry, and many a 1–,
(Juſt like ſome c-rt—rs pl.c'd, or p-nſ—n'd,)
The widow, I before have mertion'd.

“As for th’ infirmary", they ſaid,
And ſeem'd quite certain on this head,That “all,—(O ! the decificn clever !)
In any office whatſoever,

ðught amongſ ſervants to be number'd,
And not with families encumber'd".
"Twas anſwer'd, to the ſtrange objećtion,* The widow now had no connection,

-

And ſaid, with an immodeſt ſneer,-

Some crafty lawyers ſtrain their lungs,

And proſtitute their venal tongues,

-

Indeed the adverſaries ſaw,

**

-

That they had better to withdraw,

The ºwb-gs, and their aſſºciates four
Found, how inferior was their pow'r;
And ſo, the brethren, in deſpair
And with regret, let drop th’ affair;
Since, without doubt, they needs muſt know,
How 'twas extremely like to go,
4 Z 2
In
-

*

*

.*
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In proper manner to conclude,
And in a way, (I hope) not rude;—
The low church tribe, and rumpiſh rout,

...App.

B I l l s of Mortality from Nov. 20. to
Jan. 1.
Males 932 1753
Chriſt.
-

-

Unable quite to ſtand it out,

Having with ſuch a dºwnfall met,
As ſure they quickly can't forget,
Got up at length, (a lack-a-day !)
And, when they meanly ſlunk away,
Behind 'em left, (I'm apt to think,)
A moſt abominable flink

-

-

Buried

#. ::::
#. :::: : 2267
Males 14 co

Died under 2 Years old 885
Between 2
5
Io
zo

However,-let it not alarm

and 5 – 336
and 10 - 122.
and 10 – 114
and 30 - 242

Good peºple :-whom it may not harm.

3o and 40 – 276

But, if it ſhould,—I underſtand,

40 and 50 – 273

They've ſtore of remedies at hand.
For, if the foreſaid horrid ſmell,
(And, what may happen none can tell,)
Shou'd an infe:iion chance to raiſe,
:
(Like many a nuiſance, now-a days.)

15o and 60 — 196
63 and 7o — 188

70 and So — 153
8o and 90 – 69
90 and Ico - . 13

The conſequence they need not fear,

Since ſev'ral dºors, that are there,
And have acquired much renown,
Can purge and purify the town.
The gentlemen and ladies too,
A deal of good no doubt may do,
In town and country both, who live
And largely to th’infirm'ry give.
The ladies deal in many a charm,
The poor prevent from ſuff ring harm,
And can diſperſe, (we may preſume,)
Th" aforeſaid, foul, infernal fune. "
-The gentlemen of tenets pure
Will help the malady to cure,
The noxious vapour keep from ſpreading,

2867

-

Within the walls 269
Without the walls 757
In Mid, and Surry 1269
City and Sub. Weſt. 572

#

º

2867

Weekly,

Nov. 27 – 505

Dec. 4 – 493
1 : — 516
18 — 424

--

-

42.8

25
-

And train up youth right paths to tread in.
Their curbing thus the r-mp and whg–

Jan. I — 5or

May dolts deter from looking big,

2867

And, maugre peſtilential ſeams,
Diſcourage,quite their dirty ſchemes.
But, if a ſpurious ſet of men .
Should want to play their tricks again.
And perſons of great worth provoke,_
May all ſuch faithful honeſt folk,

Wheaten Peck Loaf, weight

'171b. 6 Oz.

1s. 8d 4.

--

º

As would the common wead ſecure,

Or have compaſſion on the pºor,
Or true religion really love,
Or of good principles approve,
Or with integrity abound,—
Conſpiring variets ſtill confºund !
"And
combining bret...rer,
Who gather oft ſuch droves togeth’i-in,
Foul matters ſecretly negotiate,
And for ſuch ſºrry ends aſſociate;—
Ye ſtrange ungovernable creatures,
Of ugly correſpondent features

4 General BILL ºf all the Clºriffenings and
*†ail in London, from Dec. 12, 1758,
to Dec. 11, 1759.
Chriſtened
Buried
-

Males

71.94

Females . .693.9

99.79

Females

9685
196c4

141-53

*::::::::

Increaſed in the Burials this Year 2028.
Died under 2 Years of Age
Between a and 5
5 and 1 o
1o and

As all gaod chriftians, (I ſuppoſe.)

6994

2 c63
So;
694

no

zo and 3e
3o and 42

Shou'd pray fºr their invet’rate foes,
Therefore,—I’ll bid you now farewelſ
And pray,' that you may mend—a deal.
Then thinkinot, Sirs' to knit your brows,
Who cauſes ſo corrupt eſpouſe ;
But, as you've been ſo gently laſh'd,

4o and

157s
1616
1688
1413

so

5o and 6o

-

6o
70
3o
go

.

Grieve for your faults, and be abath'd : , ,

The things here wrote are well deſign'd,

-

.

By one, to mercy much inclin'd j—
And, (if they're rightly underſtood,)
Sincerely, for the coantry's good.
On which account you muſt excuſe,
The free yet candid
Jan. 9, 1759.
4.
Philo Muss.

Males

-

.

-

and 7 o
and so
and go
and 1 oo

1165

-

968

-

435
,

&c.

a Gº

I

193

r

1960.4

I N D E X

IN DFX to the PARLIAMENTARY History, to the Essays,

* Politieks, Domeſtick and Foreign OccuRRENces, &c. 1759.
---

* .

A.

-

A

-

Antient writers, benefit from the loſs of 349

BERCROMBIE, gen, arrives from
North America

16 o

Abſtraćt of armed men in the king
dom in 1 <83, 441. In Wales, &c. ibid.

Abyſſinia, hiſtory of Raffelas, prince of 253–
25 1, 314-331

Accidents 49, 162, 163, 275, 393, 447, 450,
Accidents by ſea
Achilles, takes the St. Florentine

233
Antigallican privateer, caſe of, &c.
Appeals, about Dutch prizes 216, a 17, 275,
393, 681. About Spaniſh prizes 393, 394.

443
163

About Portugueſe prizes

Apricots in February

275
192.

Artthuſa taken

Ariſtides, his noble behaviour

6:5

Aram, Eugene, account of, 408,451. Exe

57.1
2 18

Army of the empire, defeated at Torgau 5oz.

451

cuted

Acropolis, or cattle of Athens, account of
204

161, 218, 3.c5, 307, 308,

ment of, beſtow premiums 276. Premiums

Aćtors, their inſolence and luxury

Acts paſſed

593

Art military, hiſtory of 646–649, 721–724
Arts and ſciences, ſociety for the encourage

4.32

631

Aas, account of, viz. Debtors 308. Plate
aćt 309. Seamen's ibid. Cambrick att
632
35o. New militia att
Addiſon, Mr. his laſt words and truly, Chriſ
tian behaviour at his death 131. Encomium
r

º

on his writings

offered by 399–311, 364–367, 443, 444,
486–488

163, 219, 451, 505
Athenians, cauſes of the alteration of their
manners, and the ruin of their republic
138, 139. Reflections of a Spartan, on

Affizes

ibid.

-

Addreſs to Britons, on public credit and the
38 1, 382.
invaſion . . . .
Addreſſes 49, 5o, 297, 337, 338, 353, 354,
394,569, 610, 622, 62.5, 978, 682, 725
161, 570, 618
Admiralty, ſeſſions of

manners, a perſect copy of thoſe of dege
nerate Athens, ibid. Inſtructions gathered

* --

-

Advertiſement, extraordinary one

57o

Affey, M. de, his declaration to the ſtates-ge
-279

neral

Agarick, experiments with

.."

181
35

Age, great, inſtances of 52, 1oz, io9, 163,
164, 22.1, 338, 451, 595, 598.572, 684
Air, different temperature of, in July 1757,
37 o
at Plymouth and Edyſtone
Albany, meeting of the American governors,
460, 461
&c. at
463
Alcide and Lys taken
Alehouſes, bill to regulate the licenſing ot,
236
rejećted
473
Alga Marina latifolia, obſervations on
Aliments, animal and vegetable, nature of

19x

from its fall

Athens, account of the Acropolis, or caſtle of
: 4:2. And of the temple of Minerva 433
95.
Atterbury, bp. his letter to his ſon
Aućtion, of the effects of Sir George Eng
land 531. Of the effects of Lewis le Petit,

African company, proceedings, in Parliament
relating to it

a bankrupt

Aurengzebe, pleaſant ſtratagem of
Authors, oblivion of, to what owing

Allied army, gains ſeveral advantages in Heſſe
Miſcarries at Bergen, ibid. Retreats

222.

278, 343. Beats the French, and drives
them before them 438, 573. Gains ſeveral
629

advantages

338
Aloe, large one flowering
Alterations in the liſt of parliament. See New
Members, in the index of names.

B.

-

A NK, governors and direétors of 217.

13–16, 69–73, 131–136, 188-191,
-

-

"

-

238–241, 291-193

Amherſt, major-general, his anſwer to the
ſpeaker, 232. Takes Ticonderoga and
Crown. Point 498–499. His expedition on
Lake Champlain 627. Full account of that
expedition

661–663

219

Notice from

626
Bankers, at Dublin, run upon
Barbadoes, extraordinary phaenomenon at

Bark, its

efficacy,

23 o
in the delirium of a fever

383. And in the ulcerous fore throat 582
Barnard, Sir John, his thoughts on the ſcarcity
of the ſilver coin

147
452.
118

Baron, capt. his dire diſtreſs

Barrington, capt, his bravery
Barrington, gen, his account of the conqueſt
of Guadalupe, 315–32c. Arrives at Portſ
mouth 448. See Guadalupe.
Barry, Dr. of the nature of animal and ve
getable aliments

America, account of the Britiſh plantations in

592
515
477

Ayliffe John, eſq; condemned for forgery
57o. Executed, with a full account of him
623-625
and his crime

-

17 1, 243-246

Our own

their fondneſs for diverſions ibid.

17 1, 243-246

Baſſe. terre, capital of Guadalupe, deſcribed
144. Taken by the Engliſh-146. See Gua
dalupe.
163
Bath, threatening letters ſent at

-

Beardmore, Mr. tried

Io;

46+
Beau-ſejour, fort, &c. taken
Bedford, duke of, his meſſage to the Jriſh par
liament 625.

Addreſſed thereon

626

Anceſtors, ours, curious account of the time

Belleiſle, marſhal, his famous letter to Con
, tades 450. Account of his letters to the

from whence they began their year 590-592
Antićnt and modern education compared 21

Bergen, battle of

Amſterdam, births and burials at

51, 725

ſame general

60
212, 2: .
Ps

iN DE x to the Essays, &c.
Berwick, ſubſcription at, for recruiting his
majeſty's forces
505
Births, extraordinary ones
, , 164, 627
Births, deaths and marriages, bill to regiſter,
remarks on

177

Biſhops cenſured 351. Defended 476. Fur
ther accuſed 535. See Holy Orders
Black-friars, proceedings of the committee for
building a bridge there
392, 447, 449
Boarding ſchools, thoughts on common º:

1759

cartwright John, Eſq; choſen alderman of
Cripplegate ward
Cary, earl of Monmouth, memoirs of

Caſe in point, againſt the Dutch

55*

59

435, 437

Caſes, of the efficacy of the bark, in the de
lirium of a fever 383. Paralytick, effects

of eleēricity in 419. Extraordinary one, of
convulfion fits, cured by a diſcharge of
worms 42c, 680. Of coheſions of all the
inteſtines 422. Of immoderate ſweating

cured by riding and frićtion 435. Of the

...

Bohemia, Pruſſians burn the magazines in
Bombay, deſcribed 515. Uncommon appear
ances at 677. See Eaft-Indies.
Bompart, M. ſails 11 o'. Liſt of his fleet
*.

276
482

Books ſelling by auêion

Boſcawen, admiral, ſails 118, brave attempt
of 395. Defeats the French fleet 49;. Re

flexor tendon, torn quite out, yet cured
593
Cattle, thankſgiving about
55
Centre of London-bridge arth, remarks on
673
Champlain, Lake, gen, Amherſ.'s expeditiori
of, account of
661–663
º

-

Charles II. a better politician than Clarendon

turns to England with two of his prizes

473, 543

-

so. His letter to the ſecretary of the ad
miralty, on ſome complaints of the Dutch
678. Freedom of Edinburgh preſented to

Charlevoix, P. his deſcription of Quebec zºo
China, account of the excellent tragedy of the

him.

Chineſe preſervative from drowning
517
Chitty, Sir Thomas, choſen Lord-mayor 551.

632

Braddock, gen, reaſons of the miſcarriage of
his expedition, and of his amazing defeat
536, 53 i

Braganza family, account of their being raiſed
to the throne of Portugal
98, 99
Bravery of Engliſh privateers
57.1
Brazils, Engliſh Eaſt. India men there ibid.
Arrive

72

Breft fleet fails 619. Precautions thereon ibid.
See Hawke.

-

Britiſh fiſhery, courts and affairs of 106. Of.
ficers of, for 1760
67
Britiſh Muſeum, ſtatutes and rules of

2?

Britiſh party, or party againſt continental
connections
654
Britiſh plantations, account of, 13–16, 69–
73, 132-136, 188–191, 238–241, 291,
-293.

Orphan of

264—17e

6,9

Sworn in

Chronology, ancient, difficulties in, ſolved 15
City marſhal's place ſold

16
151

City wits and criticks ſatirized

Claims of the Dutch examined and thorough
ly refuted 172–176, 241–243. How they
may deceive us 174. A ſpecious argument
of theirs refuted 175. Preſent flate of the
queſtion between them and Great-Britain
187, 183
Clarendon, earl of, his account of the ſale of
Dunkirk 367-370. Proved to be the firſt
adviſer thereof 418–432. Excellent re
marks on his life 470 - 473, 540 –
543.

Clavering, brigadier, his great ſervices 37–
3.13.
Clergy, n) encouragers of literature
25a
Clergyman, excellent direélions to a yourg
-

prº M. de,

defeats the allies at Bergen
222

Brunſwick, hereditary prince of, his bravery
222. Defeats the French at Coeveldt 459.

Harraſſes them in their retreat 455. Sur
priſes the duke of wirtemberg

684, 685

Buckingham and Floriſſant, engagement be
tween
5
Bud, propagation cf trees, &c. from, account

one

ibid.

-

Clue, M. de Ia, ſails 456. Defeated by ad
miral Boſcawen

495

Coal-pit, ſad accident in

68:

Coeveldt, battle of
439
Coheſions of all the inteſtines, remarkable caſe

243

of
412
Colle&ions and benefactions 219, 173, 274,

Burials, monthly account of 53, 11+, 168,
176, 280, 344, 4oo, 452, 512, 616, 684,
730. General bill of
73c.

Comet, the expeãed one, appears 275, -88
Comet of 1757, Klinkenberg’s obſervations

of

-

Butler's poſthumous works, extračt from 424
A LF, large one
ro
California, voyage to 284. Dreadful fick
neſs in, and extraordinary remedy
285

443, 4+9, Soł.

thereon
536
Commiſſions, order from the war. office about
the ſale of

1.65

-

-

35o

Committees of ſupply, and ways and mens,
proceedings of
465–468
Common-Council, courts of 49, 105, 394,

Cambridge, commencement 391. Addreſs 6:o
Canada. See Quebec.

Compariſon between ancient and modern edu.

Cambrick ačt, account of

Candide ou l'ºptimiſme, a famous French book,
juſt cenſure of

264

449
cation

al

Condućt of a noble lord in Germany 403–

Canterbury, letter from the archbiſhop of, to
the biſhops

3o S

Captures on both ſides, lºſt of 43, 4co,717,728
Cardinals, twenty two new ones
57 I

4oß

Conqueror, why william I, ſo called
Conſiderations on an invaſion

67;
*

547
Con

#759.

IND EX to the Essays, &c.

Confiderations on the cauſe of the ſcarcity of
filver coin
653–661

£onſpirators in Portugal, account of s5, 64.
And their execution 86. Their aſſaſſination
of the king of Portugal 87–89. Cenſures
on their barbarous execution
i40
Contades, M. See Ferdinand. Belleſle.
Convocation prorogued
622, 631
Convulfions, extraordinary effects from '600

Diſeaſes at Guayaquil
4.
Diſeaſes in fleets and armies, enquiry into the

cauſe of 254–256,664–672,.699–716
Diſtilling ſea-water fieſh, by wood aſhes, ac
count of

423

Dog of prey, account of a ſurpriſing one i42

Dohna, count, enters Poland 397. His de
claration 398. His ſecond declaration ibid.
Quits the command of the Pruſſian army
44o

Convulſive fits, cured by a diſcharge of worms
6co
574.

Double flowers, produćtion and degradation

Corn, proceedings in the houſe about, with
remarks 468–470. Excellent reflections
on the exportation of
586
Cornhill, dreadful fire in
62o
Corniſh, rear-admiral, ſails
218

Doyley, col. his condućt and bravery
71.
Dreſden, city of deſcribed 408. Surrendered
to the army of the empire
51o

420. Obſervations thereon
Corbitz, ačtion at

Cornwall, account of an earthquake in, July
538–540

1757

Corſica, affairs of

167

Couſe of Exchange 53, 109, 165, 222, 278,
, 347, 397, 452, 509, 573, 623
Court-martial, enquiry whether one may,
and ought to be held, for trying a late ge
neral officer

91–493

Sourt-martial on the captain of the Dolphin
217

2

Drowning, methods to prevent. See Float
ing. To ſave a whole ſhip's crew from
247. Chineſe preſervative from 517. Ship
conſtructed, to prevent it
663
Dº Hamcl's huſbandry, extratts from 207
acQ

Du Queſne, Fort, abandoned by the French
42. Sketch thereof 56. Forces left there
by gen. Forbes
163
-

Dublin, canal at, opened 506. Diſturbances
68:
Dunkirk, Clarendon's account of the ſale of
at

-

31

367–370. D'Eſtrades's account of that

Creſcent man of war, her capture
570
Criticiſm on John vii. 35. 90. Proved not

tranſačtion 428-432. The whole affair
impartially diſcuſſed 471. Farther remarki
thereon, proving the ſale to be an impo
litic meaſure, and lord Clarendon a bad

Creditors, confiderations for

to be a new one

:

of

147

£roiſſel, town of, bombarded by Sir Edward
681

Hawke

politician

540-543

Crown-Point, abandoned and taken poſſeſſion

Putch, a ſtrong and applauded argument of

of, by gen. Amherſt 499. An account of

their’s and their advocates examined and

º

Crumpe, brigadier, his bravery

º

Sumberland, D. of, goes to New market 219.
Comes to St. James's for the winter 619

the former 'expedition to

53%
318, 319.

Culprit, that word derived

36

£unnerſdorf, bittle of, 510, Set Pruſſia,
Aing of.

--

218.

A NAE taken

D Daun, marſhal, opens the campaign azā.

futed
172-176, 241-243
Dutch, augment their marine 55. Alarmed
about their captures 111. Their proceed
ings intolerable 1 15. Ships, condemned 160.
Preſent ſtate of the queſtion between them
and Great-Britain 187. Appeals about their
ſhips determined 416, 217, 275. Speech of
their deputies 273. Proofs how the French

trade is covered and carried on by them

297-3oo. Caſe in point againſt them 437.

Shew a remarkable partiality for the Fº

His motions 398. See Pruſſia, king of.

De l'Eſprit, a famous French book, remarks
on

Pebtors and impriſonment, excellent reflec
tions on

3o

Debtors, proceedings on the bill for their re
lief, with excellent reflections thence arifing
691-694

Declaration of his majeſty and the king of
Pruſſia, at the Hague
Defence of a material world

63o

193-196

Delancey, governor, his ſpeech
7
Denmark, an aſylum for ruined Proteſtants,
from Germany
Denny, Sir Thomas, his purchaſes

507
2.19

Peſbriſay, lieut. col. blown up 3.16. His cha.
raēter

583

D'Eſtrades's account of the ſale of Dunkirk
428-432

Devil Bird deſcribed 144. Method of taking
thern

3o

92.

ibid.

-

E.

dreadful one, in Jamaica
EARTHQUAKE,
in 1692. 135. In Cornwall 163. At Boſ
ton 22or In Sumatra 371. Slight one at
Guadalupe 474. Account of that in Corn
wall in 1757
538–546
Earthquakes, obſervations that may lead to a

knowledge of their cauſes
Eaſt. India direétors choſen

$23-535

21:

Eaſt-Iodies, ſea-fights in 217,335, 336. Liſt
of French ſhips in 506. Full accounts of
553-558
Eclipſes, in 1760, calculated
a 57
the late ſucceſſes in

Edmondſon, Mary, executed

tºo
-

Education, ancient and modern, compariſon
between

*r

Edward, prince, arrives at Saliſbury 393. Re
views the Militia ibid. Goes on board the

fleet off Breſt 447. Returns to England

Pieſkau, baron, full account of his defeat at

Lake George

474.

555

- Edwards, capt. his gallantry

30t

Edy

-

IND EX to the Essays, &c.
*Ayſtone light-houſe finiſhed

553

1759.

Floods and inundations

391

Flections, new act to regulate
69
Electricity, Mr. Franklin's, account of the
effects of, in paralytic caſes
419
Elizabeth, queen, curious particulars of 6c—

Floriſſant and Buckingham, fight between 6.
Condition of the former, after the engage
ment ro7. She engages the Hercules and

6;. Q Mary, of Scots, her letter to 78. Her
ſpirited ſpeech to her Parliament, in 1591,

Flowers, produćtion and degradation of dosble
ones 26. Origin and production of proli
ferous one's zos. How to ſow choice ºnes

441

Elizabeth. Caroline, princeſs, dies 494. Her
funeral so 1. Mourning for her 553, 619
Eloquence of the pulpit exemplified
3 ºr
Embden-company, proceedings in favour of
>

Enquiry into the preſent flate of polite learn
ing, extračt from

zoz—io;

Eraſmus, ie:ters of, diſplaying ſome old Eng
liſh cuſtoms

375

Eſſay in defence of a material world 193—
196. Remarks on that effay
488
Eſſex, earl of, his expedition in France

6o

Eſtimate of the debts of the navy 574, 375
Euſtatia, tragical affair at
163
Executions
162, 173, 338, 552
Exerciſe, military, hiſtory of the origin and
progreſs of
646–649, 721–725

Expeditions from 1739 to 1759. Liſt of i 12

178
F.

A 1 TH, Butler's thoughts on
424
Faſt day obſerved
105
Fencing epitomized
77
Ferdinand, prince, opens the campaign 167.
Miſcarries at Bergen 212, 223. Gains ſt
veral advantages 398. Routs the grand
French army, at Thornhauſen 438. Liſt
of the killed, wounded and miſſing in that
affair 439. His thanks, &c. to the army
440, 451. Elected a knight of the garter
449. Drives the French before him 497–
$og. Thanks capt. Macbean 5c6. In
ſtalled a knight of the garter

617

Fever, efficacy of the Bark in the delirium of
one
383
Fevers, wine uſeful in ſome ſorts of
205
Finch and Townſhend, hon. meſſrs. their

prize ſubjects 219. Their prizes adjudged
4.5o

Finck, gen, ſurrounded and made priſoner,
1 with his whole army, at Maxen 686, 687
Fire, nature, and laws of motion of 657.
1 Proved to be diſtinét from light
658
Fire-locks, introduction of .
649

Fires, 49, 50, 105, 106, 160, 161, 16*,
161,218, 219, 275, 176, 338, 359, 394,
448, 449, 456, 5oz., 503, 5o.4, 570, 571,

B 618, 6.16, 620, 625, 673, 679, 630, 681
'iſhermen’s bill, remarks on
125, 126
itz—y, col. letters between him, lord G
S—, &c,
480–48%.
lat-bottom'd boats, ridiculed 304. Draught
C; of one

452.

Câax ſeed, ſucceſsfully raiſed in Ireland

gets clear

618

377

Forbes, gen, his account of the abandoring
of Fort du Quene 42. Death of that gal
lant officer

277

Fortuito, the profeſſor of poetry at Oxford's
pronunciation thereof defended 493. Some
remarks on that defence

59 =

Foundling-hoſpitals, excellent remarks on 178.
Danger from to the conſtitution
179
Fox and hounds, odd adventure of

1c3
1.c5
55

France, cartel ſettled with
Franckfort, ſeized by the French
French king, ſtops payment

|

633
French privateers, &c. taken 126, 155, 218,
*74, 336, 337, 338, 393
French navy, &c. Liſt of
339
French ſhips in India

scó

French invaſion of Jamaica abortive

190

French, defeated in the Eaſt-Indies a 17. Gain

an advantage at Bergen 2:3. Enter Hetfia
343. Take Minden, &c. 397. Totally ee
feated 438–440. Their retreat 455,497.
Their account of the battle 483. Defeated

at Niagara 496.

Driven from Ticºndercga."

497. Their fleet routed
637–63 c.,
French, their encroachments in America zaš.

Favoured by the pacific diſpoſition of our
miniſtry

219

-

French cruelty, in their retreat from Minden
6:1

French fleet defeated in the Mediterranean

495. See Boſcawen
French officer's journal, at Martinico 35c
554

French perfidy how puniſhed.

$16
French priſoner, cruel murder of one ºf 3.
Execution of the murderers

ibid.

French trade, proofs how it is covered and
carried on by the Dutch
297-360
French words, remonſtrance againſt
478
Friendſhip, from Jamaica, blown up
+53
Frontenac, Fort, account of

-5

Fruit in California, cures a dreadful diſorder
in ſeamen
2.85
Fulda, the wirtemburgers ſurprized at 635

ºw ALWAY, inſtance of public ſpirit at £o.
Great trade of fiſh at
6:5
Garden, the beſt diſpoſition of one
5:5
Gardner, captain, extra6 from his accourt cf
the expedition to the Weſt-Indies 581–584
Gelaleddin, of Tauris, ſtory of
51 or 51
General bill of chriſtenings and burials fºr

187

1759

217, 450, 552, 553

Gener.

732

Catsor tendan, in its whole extent, torn out,
perfectly cured
599

rules for preſerving health
--Geneva, clergy of, clear'd from a charge of
Socinianiſm
73–7:
Genoeſe miniſter, has audience of leave 4*.
Georgia, exceſſive heat in, in July, 1758
•t

^

Germany, brief account of the empire of

Czetts arrive

Caeets and armies, enquiry concerning the
diſeaſes in a 54–256, 664–672, 699–716
- ºg and moving on water, methods of
39, 153, 147

-

-

t

Co. (-
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Gilchriſ?, capt, dangerouſly wºunded

218
15 r

Ginger, DeSotah, her complaint
Girl, deaf and dumb, reſtored to ſpeech 187
The Glorious year 1753

3

Glouceſter, addreſs irom
6:4
Glyn, Sir Richard, thanks of the common

Sir Charles Hardy ibid.

Gives the French

a few de jºye ºcé. Arrives from the bay
558. Sails again '6). Returns to Torbay
• 6 9. Sails in queit of the Breſt fleet ibid,

His letter with an account of his importa t

63o
45 r

victory over the French fleet 637—642.

Gold and ſilver coin, cauſes of the diſpropor

Hawley, lieutenant-general, his odd wººl

council voted to him

Gold coins diſcovered

-

tion of

-

Gooſeberries in January
Goree, taken 49.

-

-

106

Deſcribed so.

Penſion ſettled on him

68 - -

66 o

Commo.

dore Kepple's account of the ſiege : 5. M.

195—193.

Health, proper rules for preſerving 16–21.
General rules of

2 :

Adanſon's accºunt of, that iſl.nd, &c. 14 i.

Heaccount
t ºf theofweather, July, 1757, extraodinary,

Mr. Lindſey's account of the ſiege and fur

Helena, St. deſ:ription of that iſland 655–657

54 –543

render thereºf

Governments, Temple's obſervations on 48;

Grain, pricts of 2, 58, 114, 170, 226, 231,
346, acz, 458, 514, 573, 634
Grande. Terre, ſee Guadalupe.
Grants and parliamentary proviſions, for car
rying on the war, in 1755, 650-654,
695-699
Grants for 17 9
4c.9-4 13

-

Graſſes, obſervations on 1:4, 155, 131–84.
Artificial ones may be increaſed
296

Grayſłock, capt. receives ſatisfaction from the
captain of a Dutch man of war

626

Great Biling church damaged by lightning
2 19

Great man, letter to one

3 11–3 15

Grecian republicks, cauſes of their juſt e 137
Greeks and Romans, their military

“...
47
223

Greiffenberg, asion of
Growth of plants, inſtrument to meaſure 516
Guadalupe, deſcription and natural hiſtory of
that iſland 141–145. Beſſe-Terre capital
of the iſland taken 146. L.it cf forces at
162. Fort Louis in, taken 273. The

iſland totally conquered 3 c-, - 4. Arti
cles of capitulation with the governor and
inhabitants 319, 32 1.
Liſt ºf officers
kill'd wounded and dead on that expedition
338. Real importance of that iſland and
its dependencies 448. Sugar from thence,
admitted 449. Capt. Gardner's account of
the expedition to, extracts from 531-534.
Deputies from, preſented to the king tºo

Guayaquil, wintry torments at

3

Guildhall ſubſcription, riſe and prºgreſs of
449, 450, so . Proper remarks thereon

5c+. Further ſubſcriptions to the ſcheme
So 5, 57 o, 681

Gunpowder, exporting, prohibited 219, 624
Guſtavus Adolpus, manner of his death 14 o
Guys, Ambroſe, affair of with the Jeſuits 199
th

H."

corpus

bi,

proceedings on 1:8,
1 19

il ſtorm, account of an extraordinary onc,
in Virginia
603

a

Halſey, capt. executed for murder
16.1
Hanway, Mr. on the want of ſeamen, &c.
9c–32.

-

*

1759.

Hawke, Sir Eºward, ſails 1-4. tº joined by

4t r

Heºſ y Dr. diſcharged 495.

Plead, his

Par

don 619.

Herculantum, lite diſcoverics, and earthquale
af, account of

-

372, 37 3

Hervey commodore, bravery of 395. A very
gºilant action of

Heſſe, motions of the ſeveral armies in

5:3
222,
343

-

Hill, Robert, of Buckingham, account of him
§ 1. His ſurpriſing progreſs in literature
3+.

Hill, Dr. of double flowers 26. Of prolie.
rous flowers 205. Of the uſefulness of tha
knowledge of plants
295

Hillary, Dr. his accºunt of a ſurprizing phe
nomenon at Barbadoes 2 30, 3 i. His propo
ſitions relating to the nature of fire and laws
of its motion
657
-

Hints, uſeful ones, on our preſent ſituation 3
Hiſpaniola, Wilmot's expedition to
190
Hiſtorical evidence for the cauſe of the plaue
699-7 , 6.
Hiſtory of the ſeſſion of parliament, which be.
gan December 1, 1757, &c. 9–13, 65–69.
12 1–1 18, 177–82, 23.3—238,289,293.
H ſtory of the tiſſion which began Nov. 23,
1753. 353–3.5 -, 4c0-419, 465–47 c,
51 – 15, $85–95,641–646,639–691.
Objection to a paſſ,ge in the Hiſtory, wi H.
543, 5:4, 6 5.

antwers

Hiſtory of the origin and progreſs of the pre
ſent war 117–239, icc-3c.4, 355–56c.

432, 439–464. 529–535, 503–599, 65c.
—6:4, 605–699.
Hiſtory of the art military

646–649, 7: 1
----

Hiſtory of Rºſſelas prince of Ab; fºnia

assº

26.1, 3 + 4--5 11.

Holland, preſent ſtate of the queſtion between,
and Great B itain
187, 183
Holme", admiral, ſails to;. Arrives with
admiral Durell, from Quebeck
6.25
H 1, orders, on the proſtitution of 351. Ar
ſwe, thereto 476.

Reply

53 :

Honeſt grief of a tory, extra6 frcm

1 : :

Hood, capt. his bravery

15 tº

Hopſon, major-general, dies
273
Horne, William Andrew, Eſq; executed for
mu, der

6w r

Hudibas, why that poem is almoſt forgotten

Havre de Grace, deſcription of 334–386.
Bombarded

Appendix, 1759.

-

393

Hunſdon, lord, his extraordinary letter to ré
Bughiey
tº 5 A
Hunter,

=-
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Hunter, Thomas Orby, Eſq; ſets out for Ger
many

49

Huſbandry, old and new compared 107–209.
Refle&ions and obſervations thereon

zog

I

AMAICA, addreſs from 41. Troops ar
J* ſettlement
rive at 5o. Hiſtory of the conqueſt and
of 69–73, 132–136, 188–19,

-

King, removes to Kenſington 219. His an
ſwer to the Dutch deputies 173. Comes to
St. James's for the winter 619. His birth
day celebrated 619. His meſſages 273,
275, 196. His declaration at the Hague
689. His anſwer to addreſſes agº, 337,
355, 621.

King-ſtreet, covent-garden, dreadful fire in

133-141, 291, 292.

631

fdler, extracts from 19, 151, 349, 477, *:::

Kitty Fiſher, accident to her, with remarks

58 o

Je'uits, diſgraced in France 16;... And in

Knights of the Garter, chapter of

153
449
337

Portugal 167. Affair of them and Ambroſe
Guys and his heirs 199. Their villainy in

Knights, new ones

that affair diſcovered zoo.

AKE Champlain. See Champlain.
Lally, general, miſcarries in the Eaſt
Indies 335, 336,387. His intercepted let
ter and full account of his miſcarriages
553–558. See Eaft. Indies and Pecºrks,
Langriſh, Dr. of mortifications
33
Language, difference of the ſpoken and writ

Immenſe riches

acquired by one of pretended ſančtity 343
Imlac, the poet, his adventures 26o, 261,
314-317

Immaterialiſts, their arguments anſweied 194.
Difficulties in their hypotheſis

195

Imperial decree againſt the reſolutions of the
evangelical body

163

Indian, ſpeech of one, near Quebec
58o
Indians juſtly diſpleaſed with the Engliſh 460
Infirmaries in the country, propoſals to im
prove

6 Io

Inquiry whether a court martial may, or
ought to be held on a late general officer
49 I-493

Inquiry into the cauſe of the peſtilence and the
diſeaſes in fleets and armies

664-672,

699,-7 16
Inſtallaſtions at Oxford

379

264

ten one

Law and Lawyers, extraćt from refle&ions on
6

Law queſtion, anſwers to the famous one i.
the London Magazine 1758, 36–38, 8;

,

-86, 94, 149, 185, 253

Lawrence, captain, executed

68t

657
Leeward Iſlands, hiſtory of
15–16
Letter, from Mary queen of Scots, to queen
Laws of motion of fire

Elizabeth 78.

Of Mr. Hanway, about the

394.

want of ſeamen 90–91. From biſhop
Atterbury to his ſon 95. From M. Rouſſeau
to M. D'Alembert 73, 119. Of advice,
from a biſhop to a young clergyman 25c,
251. From the archbiſhop of Canterbory
to the biſhops 305. From the dutcheſs of
M—11—gh, in the ſhades, to a certain great
man 312–315. From Eraſmus to Dr.
Francis 375. To a late noble commander
of the Britiſh forces in Germany 4c1–428.
Anſwer to that Letter 518–52c. From a

John vii. 35. viii. 22. Criticiſm on 90.

gentleman at Hanover, with an account of

Inſtrument to meaſure the growth of plants
516
Intereſt theorem, a common one, diſputed
and defended 251, 237, 425-418, 478,
18

Inteſtines, coheſions of, account of
412
Invaſion, bugbear of, expoſed 304. Confide
rations on it 346, 352. Preparations in
France for it 382. In England againſt it
That criticiſm proved not to be a new one
147

Johnſon, Sir William, defeats the French and
takes Niagara Soe. Account of his former
vićtory over Dieſkau

532-534

Journal of a French officer, during our deſcent
at Martinico
360-364
Ireland, embargo in, taken off 217. Patli
ament of, prorogued 22c, 452, 506. Con
verts from popery in
276
Iriſh butter, to make palatable
5o
Iriſh ſalt beef, &c. proceedings on the bill to

the ſhock ng behaviour of the French in
their retreat from Thornhauſen

611

Letter to two great men, on the profrea of a
peace, extraas from
655–637, 7-o
Letters of lord G– S-, colonel Fitzroy, &c.
481,481

Light and fire, proved to be diſtina beings 658
Liſts, of ſhips taken on both fides 43, 4cc, 527,
518. Of ſheriffs of counties to 5. Of officers
killed, wounded, &c. at Guadalupe 338. Of
the French navy, 339. Of ſhips cf war taken
and deſtroyed on both fides 348, 349. Of

permit the importation of 9....Caſe in point

Sir Edward Hawke's and ki."&aans,

ic. Proceedings on the bill to continue
that permiſſion
587

fleets, at the time of the engagement 639.

Iver, John, his adventures

31

K
death

1 17

Kepple, commodore, takes Goreé 55. Returns
home with his fleet 16o,

Full account of

his expedition 544–548. See Goreč.
Kimber, Mr. John, mayor of Newbury,
threatning letters ſent to
505
4.

See Guadalupe, Thornbaaſen, Quebeck.
Litchfield loſt, on the coaſt of Africa 105,
Her crew ranſomed

y EITH, field marſhal, true account of his

|

Liverpcol, chriſtnings and burials at

394, 7:4
so

Locke, of the difference between ideots and
madmen

9s

London, city of, addreſſes from, on the prince
of Wales's majority 337, 338. Publick
ſpirit and Iryatv of 440. Refleetions thereen

504. Addreſſes the king on the taking of
Quebeck,

l

IND EX to the Essays, &c
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673

Money, the two methods of raiſing it for the
publick ſervice, explained
3oo, 3ot
Monitor, extra6ts from
27, 96.394, 517
Monmouth, Cary, earl of, extraas from

Longitude diſcovered by a marine chair 505
Lottery, begins drawing 611. Tickets drawn
Prizes in, liſt of 627, 683. Ends drawing

Montagu's refle&tions on the riſe and fall of
the ancient Republicks, extracts from 136

Quebeck, &c., 569. His majeſty's anſwer
570. See Common-council, Guildball.
London-bridge new arch, remarks on the
center of

his memoirs

59

631

-139, 191-193

Luxury, promotion of, the ſureſ way to in
ſlave a brave and free people
191

Montcalm, M. de, killed
56
Monte-rey, an excellent harbour in California

ACBEAN, captain, letter of thanks to,

Moore, commodore, his bravery and conduct
at Guadalupe 315–124. His letter from

deſcribed

from prince Ferdinand

506

Mackenzie, Dr. his rules of health
Madder, tythe of, aſcertained

16—at
66

Madraſs, beſieged 555. The fiege raiſed 556.

286

thence .323. Reaſon of the complaints
againſt hºm

583
Morgan, Sir Henry, his exploits and death

See Pococke.

133, 134

Magliabechi of Florence, account of
Malecontent, one chaſtiſed

8:

96

Malt diſtillery, arguments for and againſt the
prohibition of it

Man, fiſhery at the iſle of

521-524.

276

Manchenille apple, a curious remark upon
75, 476

Marbourgh, caſtle of, ſurrenders 475 504
Margaret's, St. Weſtminſter, account of the
painting at

Marigalante, iſland of, ſurrenders
Marine ſociety, benefaaions to

63

399, 44%
106

M-rl-b-gh, d---ſs of, in the ſhades, letter
from to a great man
312-315

Marſeilles, declining ſtate of

I 1-

Mortifications, letter to a young ſurgeon con
cerning
33
Morton, Mr. Charles, his criticiſm on Ward
Anſwers
151.
to him 287. His reply
425—428. Rejoinder thereto 473. Re
capitulation of the whole diſpute
523

ATIONAL Debt, obje&ion to the flate

Martinico, account of the deſcent at 145.
Memorial of the lieutenants of to the go
vernor 341. Journal of a French officer there
360-364. Number of privateers out of,
and damage done by them
57.1

Navy, eſtimate of the debt of

Mary, queen of Scots, her extraordinary letter

Negro Inſurreàion in Jamaica

to queen Elizabeth 78. Quarrel between
Of her laſt will 80

her and her ſon 79.

#

Moſchitos, tortures from

Mourning for the princeſs of Orange 49, an
Munſter, French attempt on, defeated 399,
455. Taken by general Imhoff 509,619
Murders
51, 160, 161,218, 273
Murphy, Mr. account of his excellent tragedy,
the Orphan of China
264-279

of it, 184. The objection anſwered
185, 164

National debt, its flate, on Jan. 5, 1759, 324
National affembly of Frenchmen, idea of 34 .
374, 375
135

Newcaſtle, ſubſcription for inliſting ſoldiers
at 505. Strange fiſh drove on ſhore near

Material world, eſſay in defence of 193–196.

ibid.

Arguments of the Immaterialiſts anſwered
194, & ſe?. Letter to the author
488

Newcaſtle, duke of, his prize-medal adjudged

Mathematical queſtions and ſolutions 111,

162. His letter to the members of Middle
ſex and Weſtminſter
504

149, 152, 2 to, a 1 1, 251-254, 257, 373,
716–7 a.o

New Hampſhire, ſtorm in
451.
New York, ſpeech of the lieutenanant-gove

Maxen, ačtion of

686

Mecklemburgh, dutchy of, in the hands of
the Pruſſians

123

Medicine, an excellent one for maids and in
fants

254

nor of

7

Niagara, French army defeated near, and the
fort taken 496. Liſt of ordnance and ſtores
taken there ibid. Articles of capitulation
5oo. Importance of this valuable acquifi

Meiſſen, ačtion of
687
Merionethſhire, deſcription of
a 32
Meſſages to parliament
273, 175, 196
Middleſex ſubſcription for recruiting the forces

the earth
57.1
Norfolk militia, dedication of the plan of diſ
cipline for
609

Letter of the duke of Newcaſtle

North weſt paſſage, proved impradicable 333

5oz.
thereon

504

tion 5o 1.

Treaſures found there hidden in

Nothing and all

11

Military art, hiſtory of 646–649, 721–725
Militia, meeting 218. Ordered out 338. State
of 350, 450. That of Norfolk, &c. on
duty 393. Proceedings on the new ads to
regulate 642. Remarks thereon
644
Milk, good for ſome valetudenarians
171

Obſervations on graſſes

Mind, its maladies, how contračted

Ochterlony, captain, and lieutenant Peyton,

33o

Minden, taken by the French 397. Accounts
of the battle near 438–440. French ac.
count

481

Minerva, temple of, at Athens, deſcribed 433
Monckton, general, dangerouſly wounded 563

Nova-Scotia, proclamation in 50. Perfidious
condućt of the French in
O

Oats,

303

forward and uncommon crop of
-

º:

their intrepidity 576.

Account of the
625
French
incroachments and inſults on
Ohio,
that river 357-360. Sre Braddock,
former

A 2.

Ot.

Im
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oil, an excellent remedy for worms

*:::
Q2.

Ontario Lake, account of

25

Orange, princeſs of, her death 4-, 55. States
general's letter to the king there on 56.
Mourning for

z 18, 174,275

adminiſtration 294. His letter to the lord
mayor, on the tubſcription at Guildhall
449.

Further encomium on him and his

adminiſtration 636. Freedom of Dublin pre
ſented to him
Plain reaſons for Mr. Pitt's removal

631
I 18

Origin and progreſs of the preſent war, im
partial and ſuccina hiſtory of 227–130,
3co–joi, 355-358, 403, 459-464,

Plantations, Britiſh, account of 13–16,
69–73, 112–136, 188—191, 238–141,

º,

Plants, uſefulneſs of the knowledge of 295.
Inſtrument to meaſure the growth of $15
Players, their proteffi n baſe and ſervile 119.
Rem rks on them moi—zo 5. Their in

529–535, 593-599, 650-624,

orphan of China, account of that tragedy 2.54
—2

o

Oſtrich, ſurprizing ſtrength of that bird 141
Otwego, account of that tort, and the paſſage
ir, m thence to Albany
Ox, large one

595

29 –193

ſolence and luxury

: că.

Plymouth and Edwſtºne light houſe, different
temperature of the air at, in July 1747.

5o

*Tº

Oxford, inſt.lation at 1-0. King of Pruſſia
writes to that ºn vetfi y 448. Their ad
dºes to his majeſty
6/8

Pococke, admiral, defeats the Frerch in the

P.

ATNTED window in St. Margaret's
63

church, account of

Pooyrus, antient, account of
13
Parađe between Magº ahechi and Hill 3c--83
Pa a ytic caſes, Mr. Franklin's account of the
tfiects of e'etricity in
!"a is, births and burials at
P. ke, & vernor, his tate

4-9
51, " . .
1 -, -25

Pai nament, p. eches of the lords commiſſio
nets to 19, soº, 353. Pro ºut d 594,
* 94. 551.
Meets 6 1.
Parhan, cºt,
inſtory of the

riſiºn of, which began

Iecember 1, 1757, &c. 9-13, 6 –99,
1 : 1–1 - 8,

17 — 87.

~ ; ; – 1 , 8, 2S)

-: 9 p. H ſtory ºf the ſ, ſſ n of, which
began Nov. 2 . , 758, 3.5", -35s, 3 cº–

439, 463-47s, 531–52 s, 85-sºo, 641
—5.36, tº 9 – 694.
Perſians n's, motion for a hill to ſhot ten their

term and duration rejected a 56.
verſ,a, k, the eon

Picper
237, G :
2-8

Fa'a-º-re, 2^ion of

Pate ſon, Mr, thick'd by the bridge commii
tºe

4 48

Peace, methods by which it may be preſcribed

Eaſt Indies 2 -, + 3 s, 536.

Full accounts

of his proceedings, and thoſe of our forces,
by ſº a and land there
555–553

Ponetanº, motions of the armics in 54, io
Pyndichery, account of
Poºr, hints in relation to them

26+
94

Port-Rºyal, in Jamaica, dreadful earthquake
and fire at

135, #39

Porter, captain his fall nºry
6.13
Portugal, cenſ, irators in, appreherded 55.
Account of them 64. Executed 36. Ac
count of the afletſ natiºn of the king of $7.

Revolutiºns in, account of 98. Jesuits cºr
cern’d in the late cºntpiracy

I to

Poſt-fiees, proceedings on the bill for the
mere ety levy ng
645, 646, 639-291
Potatoe, very large one

1 c3

Premiums offered by the ſociety for encourag
ing arts, m ... ula aures, &c. 3c2–3 ,
364-367, 443, 4:4, 4x6–358
Preſent war, hiſtory of the crgin and pro
greſs ct a 17--> 33, 3.co–3 o 1, 3, 5–3 =3,
493, 45%-464, 5-9, 535, 595-593, 659
j4, 693-639
Prºdeaux, gen, killed
45°, +33
Privateers, proceedings on the bill to regulate,
with apt remarks
538–596, tº , t 4:
Prohierous flow:rs, origin and piccus ice of

29

2 C. S.

Peace, letter to two great men, on the prº
pe & of
635–537, - 20

Prop fit ors of the nature of fire
€ 7
Proſt tutes, reflections on the number of ºxo

Pen-murde, fort, taken

Pruſſia, king of, new treaty with

-

2

Pºr ſylvania, peace bet ‘een ſhºt province and
the I dºn; ::c.

D. prºtes in

53 1

Peſt 'ence, and the diſtaſes in fleets and armes,
inquiry corcºrning the cauſe of 254–- s 6.

A ruler abſti.ét of thit judicious perform
an “e
66: -6-2, 699– 16
Priº Guavas tºken and burnt, in .697, 238
Phºn mercn at P ºrbadoes 25°. On the
fame d.y with the earthquake at Liſbºn
2 * i

Phi;, ſº hical tranſadions, curious extras
fºotn 37c-373, 533, 4 19-4, 5, 473–
4, 6, 5 ºf— 4, 523–no;
Phyſick, eſtabliſhed theories in, ex mined
66 -–6 -o

P-2'ss, revard fºr ºpe, ndi, g
162
!"it', '', h h a W ºn piºn reaſons for his
fºntext: 113, Inc. t. Tº ºn 1...., 2...d his

letter to M. Vereſt ibid.

m piſters at

1.

His

His le:ters to his

reign courts 23:...

Receives

a check at vunnerſdoff 356. Joirs his bro
ther prince Henry and meets with ſº me
686, 637

loties

Pruſſia, prince Henry of, his great actors
142, 343. De'exts general Vehia and jºirs
F.nck and Wunſch 574 Gains a grent
advantage over the Auſtrians
6:9, 533
Pruſſians, their progreſs in Pctrer:nia s.
Open the campaign 167. Burn lic maes
z nes in Bºhem a 2-8. Drive the airly cf
the empire before them 176. Ra's targe
contrisu'.ors, and retreat into Sax-ry :::.
ſpoo e ºre Rºſiers :::: *re deſts::

a zºº-hº tº

tººst pºt ºf the army

cf the c.º. i - - - - Sºu

sº

Pic",

º{

——

I N DE X to the Ess A y s, &c.
Pryce, Mr. Richard, his experiments with
agarick

3

'Pulpit, eloquence of, exemplify’d 311. In
Dr. Atterbury

ibid.

-

tles

57 o

Quebeck, deſcription of, by Pere Charlevoix,
•

200–202.

Progreſs of our forces belore it

So?. Accounts of their proceedings from

admiral Saunders and general Wolte 558
–565.

223. Fleet, in the Baltick 343, Defeat
the Pruſſians at Zullichau 437, 440. And
at Cunnerſdorff
456

*.

394. Broken, and
proclamation for apprehending the par

UARANTINE

1759.

Ruſſian, light troops, account of 27. Maga
zºnes, deſtroyed 223. Aſſemble their army

An account of the defeat of the

French and the ſurrender of the city 563
—568. Articles of capitulation 565. Liſt
or arms, ammunition, &c, there. and of

ACKVILLE, lord George, his ſhort ad

dreſs to the publick 479.

Applies a ſe

cond time for a court-martial

632

S—lle, lord G–e, letter on his condué 404
–408. Anſwer to the letter s 13–5 so.
. His letters and thoſe of colonel F-y, &c.
481, 482.

Enquiry whether a court-mar

tial may, and ought to be held for trying
him

49-493

Sailor, remarkable bravery of one

545, 546
5-4
kill'd, wounded, and m ſing at the battle. St. David's fort taken
655–557
566, 567. Rejoicings for this conqueſt St. Helena, iſ ind of deſcribed
569. Encomium on major-general Wolfe, St. Lawrence, violent ſtorm in the river of
and the reſt of the generals employ'd in its
so.7. See Quebeck.
redućtion 518. Speech of an Indian, on Salt, an uſeful corrector of animal diet 244
the ſight of the armies before it
58o Salt duty, the load it lays on our navigation
S3

ADISH, uncommonly large one
5o
Raſſelas, prince of Abyſſinia, hiſtory of
a 58–16?, 324–33
Rates for the entertainment of officers, &c. to

oppoſe the ſpaniſh invaſion in 1 & 88
442
Rats, method to deſtroy 1zo. One killed by
an oyſter

-

625

Receipts, for a medicine for infants and maids
254. For the cure of a ſcarlet fever and
ulcerous fore throat 548. To cure an ul.
cerous ſcre throat
582
Reflection communicates ideas

93

Salt, fate of Mr. Morris's ſcheme to mº

234, 2-, 5

Saunders, admira!, ſails to 5. Sails up the
river St. Law:erce 392. His account of
his proceedings before Quebec 561-563.
His ſecond letter with an account of the
ſurrender of that place 567. Returns to

Fng and and waits on the king

631

55:

Savoy, recruits at, mutiny

Saxe-Weymar, affair of the tutelage of 5;
Saxony, invaded by the army of the empire

Regiſter of births, deaths and marriages, re
marks ºn the bill for

177
Reg ſtring bill, refle&ions on
123, 124
Remarks cn lord Clarendon’s life 470–473,
54 o–513

Republicks, ancient, refle&ions on the riſe
and fall of

Revel, fire at

13.6—" 3

.#

Revolutions in Portugal
Rhine, courſe of that river

98

st

in North America, with reflections the con

45

Scarcity of the filver coin, confiderations
about
658–661
Sea, ſhock ng diſtreſs at
68;
Sea alga, remarks on that plant

473
I ,5

Sea chaplains, hint in relation to

- 18, 5-o

Sea monſters

Sea water, water diſtilled freſh from, by wood
aſhes

4 :3

35?

Seamen, great diſadvantage of being always

Rid ng wager, remarkable ore 338. Ano.

dittreſſed for want of 96–92. Bºunties to
1 of, a 19, 275, 194, 449, 570, 6: ; , ; 25.

ther

5 of
-

-

Rio Grande, account of a wood on that river,
that reſiſts the worm

6.7

Rodrey, admiral, ſails 101.
Bombards
Havre de Grace and returns 393. Sails
again

-

459

Romaine, Mr. ſhort flate of the caſe between
him and St. Dunſtan's pariſh
6 6
Roman coins diſcovered

163

Romiſh chapel burnt
Roots, of propagating trees by

1: 1,

22.

Seſſions at the Old-bailey 40, 162,219, 335,
395, 5c+, 579, 6'9
seſſions of admiralty
161 ;7 o, 6 8
Shah Goeſt, from the Eaſt-Indies 615. D-ſcription of that uncºmmon animal
66t
Sh: nºon, lor", account of his mºnument,
with the inſ: ºn
6 6

6; 9

Sheridan, Mr. Lt ſºuken and written language

2.49

Rouſſeau, M. of Geneva, againſt theatrical en

tertainments :9. His defence of the clergy
of Geneva againſt a charge of socinian in
73–75. He proves the profeſſion cf a
player baſe and vºte

Account of the act for regiſtring them,
which miſcarried

I 39

Romeo and Juliet, the madneſs after that play
animidverſ cd on

Succeſs of the aë for encouraging 1 16, 1 -.

1 :9

Royal Society, council of, choſen
6 -o
Rules for the pref::vatiºn of health, general
and , articular
I 3-2. I

Sheriffs, liſt of 1 or, 1ſo.

Łordon 175.

Fine 238.

:6;
Nominated for

Choſen b d.

Sworn in

<**

Ships cf war, taken and deſtroyed on both
ſides, lºſt ºf

**'.

19

Ships taken on both ſides, liſt of 2:, 429,
- -, * : 3
Shins, m-:h d ºn nº event them from founder

ing :46,

G', 3.cns and anºwer: it ".
Me " .

"

1759.

1 N DEx to tie Essays, &c.

Method to prevent the crews from drown
ing 147. Account of one with water bal
laſt

663

-

106,452, 615, 63;
Shirley, general, his exped tin, in 1755 594

Shipwrecks

Shrewſbury, man of war, meets with a vo
lent ſtorm.
683
Sickneſs, dreadful, cured by an extraordinary

remedy, in Cali'ornia

283–186

Silver coin, Sir John Barnard's thoughts on
its ſcarcity 147.

Confiderations on the

cauſe of the ſcarcity of 653–661.

660, tér
356

Snow, great fall of
Society for the encouragement of arts, manu
factures and commerce, premiums offered
by 399–31 1, 364-367, 443, 444,

*:::

Socinianiſm, clergy of Geneva defended againſt
a charge of

73–75

Soldiers, encouragement for them to inliſt
39.3, 4:49

Spain, king of, danger uſ, ill 10. Bad ei
feds that might arise from his death ibid.
He dies 456. His will ; 10. And Don
Carlos ſucceeds ibid. Report of the perſ ns
appointed to examine his heir apparent
581. The new king, arrives in Spain 630
Speeches of the lords commiſſioners, to both
houſes of parliament 291, 308, 353, 6: 1
Spence. Mr. his paral el between Maghabechi
and Hill
80–83
Squirrels, a vaſt number killed
22 o
Stag, and ten couple of hounds, ſtrangely
killed

682.

Stage, remarks upor it
zoz-zo;
State cf the national debt Jan. 5, 17 to 324
States-general, their inſtruºions to their de
pu ies 124.
Mr Yoke's memorial to
them, relating to the inland carriage of can

non, &c, through Hollard, for the French
*

º

Statio, ers company, officers of choſen

statutes and rules of the Britiſh muſeum

:
13

Steche, Sir Richard, curious conſtructed veſſel
664

Stev-ns, commodore, his gallantry
356
Steventon, John, h strial for the murder of
Mr. Elcºck 412–4,6. The ſpecial verdićt
404

Stilingfiter, Mr. his obſervations on graſſes,
154, 181-184
Stockholm, phaenomenon at

beneficial ones

propoſed 120
Temple's obſervations on governments

A X E S,

48

Temple of Minerva, at Athens, deſcribed
Terrible man of war, how ſaved

:::
6io

Thankſgiving day, proclamation for 576,624.

4

determined thereon

T

Propo

ſai to remedy it

of his

Sumatra, account of an earthquake at, in
1756
37 r
Supplies for 1759, how to be raiſed
:as
Surat taken 507, 556,617, 724. Account of
that city, its riſe, government, manners,
cuſtoms, &c. &c. &c.
603–695
Sweating, immoderate, cured by riding and
frićtion
435
Swedes, driven before the Pruffians 54, 11c.
Make head again 5 mo. And again retreat,
according to cuſtom 630. See Pruſſians.

22o

Stocks, prices of, 1, 58, 114, 170, 226, 183.
346, &c., 458, 514, 578, 654

Kept with great decorum
679
Theatrical entertainments, arguments againſ.
19, 129.

Remarks on

zo 1–2 c5

Thornhauſen, or Minden, account of the
battle of 438-440. French account there.

of 483. Liſt of French officers taken pri
ſoners and wounded

497

Thoughts on faith, &c.
424.
Thruſhes fledg'd in January
.
106
Thurot and his ſquadron at Gottenburgh 626
T conderoga, taken poſſeffion of 497, 498
Time, from whence our anceflors began their
year, account of

590–594

Torgau, battle of
5oz., 351
Tory, honeſt grief of, extraćt from
131
Townſhend, col, killed
497
Townſhend, gen, his account of the battie
of, and of the taking of Quebeck 563-565.
His dedication to the plan of diſcipline for
the Norfolk militia
6c8
Trading and landed intereſt, caſe of io, 11–13
Tranſports, from Newgate, ſail
* 19, 57 o
Treaty with Pruſſia io9, 111.
Heſſe

And with
roë

Trecs, methods of propagating them by the
bud, and from the root
248, 149
Trials, remarkable ones 336, 434, 450, 6$o
Tripoly, ambaſſador from, has his firſt au
dience, and makes preſents to his majeſty
553

Tu'ip, right management of that flower 37s
Turnip, extraordinary heavy one

166

Two great men, extračts from a letter to
635-637, 7zo
Tyrrell, capt. his bravery
5
-

St. nes, two large ones, in the redum of a

et up in an Ans, diet proper for 245
V7. AtVegetables,
not proper for Valetudina

106, 197

rians 172. Salt, a proper corrector of

Another

Venus, her tranſit over the ſun, in 1761, cal

narg

them

Stºrms, zzo. See Shipwrecks.
Surxeon, large ºne, taken 447.
a 4S. Another

5on

Subſcrpion, ſate of that at the end of the late
w ir

3 or

Subſ riptions fºr the releſ of our brave ſoldiers,
ard cf the French ci.ſoners

63:

Suicide, when allowab e, with hints thereon
ºn 4 I

Su"y’s idea cf a national aſſembly of French
ma. In

34

culated

344
149

Vermin and inſe&s at Guayaquil
+
Veſtal, her ſmart engagement with the Bel
lona

151

Vienna, births and burials at 51. Worder
ful automaton at

ibed.

Virginia, account of an extraordinary hail
ſtorm in
69;
Ulcerous fore throat, remedy for
58+

IN DE X to the Poet RY.
W.

*.

1759.

william I, why called the Cºnqueror

A L E S, prince of, comes of age 336.
.337, 338
Wales, princeſs dowager of, her birth-day ce
Addieſſes thereon

lebrated

death

346, 422, 458, 5'4, 578, 634.

-

Her neice executed for the murder

161.
220

Walker, John, a bailiff, moſt inhumanly mur
dered 218. The murderers executed 451
Walking wager, of nooo miles, won
105
Walls, machine to remove

395

Walpole, Mr, ſhrewd remark upon an anec
dote of his

190

Wind at Deal 2, 58, 174, 17o, 226, 283,

6So

Walker, Mrs, barbarouſly murdered

67

Wilmot, commodore, his bad behaviour an

Wine, uſeful in ſome ſorts of fevers

zo 5
3

Wintry torments at Guayaquil

Wirtenberg, D. of, ſurprized and his troops
685

ſcattered at Fulda,

Wolfe, major-gen, his letter centaining an ac
ccunt of his proceedings before Quebec
558–561. He is ſlain 564. Account of

286

him 568. His heroick behaviour at his

War, the purſuit of it, with vigour, adviſed

death ibid, 576, Encomium on h m 568.

33

His placart ibid.

His charašter with ſome

particulars of his life 579. Hs body brought

War, impartial and ſuccinét hiſtory of the
origin and progreſs of the preſent 227–130,
3co-3o4, 355-358, 403, 459-464, 519
-535, 593-599, 650–654, 695-699
Water, diſtilled freſh from ſea-water, by

Wood, on the Rio Grande, that refifts the

423
49

worm
657
Wood-aſhes, water diſtilled freſh from ſea.

wood aſhes
Waterman robbed

Ways and means for 1759

413-419

Weather at London 2, 58, 114, 17c, 116,
333, 346, 401, 458, 514, 573, 634
Weather, heat of, in July 1747, account of
411. See Georgia.

Wedel, gen. defeated

44o

home and interred at Green-ich 530. The
Houſe of commons addreſs for a monument

water, thereby, curious account of

4-3

Worceſter college, new endowment to

275

Worms, caſe of a boy cured of convulſive fits

by the diſcharge of 420. Obſervations on
that caſe, Proving oil to be an excellent ver
mutuge

a89

6co–6oz
X.

Weights and meaſures, reſolutions of the
committee of

624

for him

455

OCOHUILTZLES, a fruit in California,
excellent in the ſcurvy
aş5

Weſt. Indies, hiſtory of our colonies in 13–
16, 69-73, 132-136, 188–191, 138

E AR, account of the time from whence

241, 29 I-293
573

our anceſtors began theirs
590-592.
Yorke, Mr. his ſpirited memorial to the

Weſel taken by the French

Wetzlar, ſkirmiſh at

Whale-fiſhery, ſucceſs of
450, 62.6
Wharton, duke of, anecdote concerning 286
Will, remarkable one of gen, Hawley

Dutch
Z

”; Zullichav. battle of

456.

I9

-

I N DE X to the

PoE TRY, 1759.

676

Advice, a father's to his ſon, 150 years old
214.

Anacreon, ode iii imitated 391.

Ode xxx
614

Irnitated

Apollo's decree

27,o
B.

A G.G NIG E Wells, on the waters at
216. A ſong ſet to mufick
331

Ballads, two paſtoral ones, written in America
334, 390. One in the Scottiſh taſte 589.

B-y, Dr. to a young lady on Valentine's
day

1 - -

Beldames, a ſatire, extra6 from
153
Belinda, to her, on her crowning the author
with laurel

--

C.

A.

BS ENCE, to a friend on
271
Adelphi of Terence, prologue and epi
logue to, in Latin

5*7

437, 440,

lot

Bird of paſſige
387
Birth-day ode
6.13
Brºcks, Monſieur, a ſºn lit too. Imitated ibid
Byblis, paſſion of, from Qvid
489, 551

AE LIA's gallantry, inſcriptica on 27s
Caraćacus, elegy prefixed to
Carilong, on the defeat at

333
lo

Charaders of women, epiſtle occaſioned by
Pope's
55o
445
Choice, the Pigeon's
499
Colinet, a new ſong, ſet to muſick
549
College, elegy wrote, the evening before quit
Charles and Anna

ting it

4.

Congreve, Mr. his verſes on Miſs Temple 339.
Corinna and Doli Common
Corºnna vindicated

97

*58
Country dances
45, 213,559, 675.
Cymbeline, prologue to 157. Epilogue ibid.
D.

45, a 13, 5o, 675
Daphne, on ſeeing her in an undreſs
215. To her, on Valentine's day
334
Deatneſs, morning ſoliloquy on
104.
A N C ES

Decree of Apollo

Dstraćtcr, on one

27o
1 <3

Dialogº

1753.
I-N DE X to the Po ET Ry;
Miniſter
and
great
man,
ſtanzas
see
to
584,
Dialºgue entre Loai quinze & Perbo
491
Stanzai.
Doll Common
E
97
Minuets
1c1, 13s.
D WAR D, prince. on his embarking to
join the fleet, off Breſt, by Mr. Engliſh
446
Eleºtion entertainment, humours of

>

:
ICA,

Muſe debauched by ſuperſtitious Fancy

45

159

Elegy, prefixed to Caractacus 353. Written
the evening before quittins college

O.

OP.

to fincerity 213.

To a thruſh

488

End of time, a viſion

614

Epigram

Mo—th, Miſs, cn her
Morning ſoliloquy on deafneſs

191. On the king's birth-day 613.
On general Wolfe's death 613. See

212, 391

Anacreon, Horace.

Epigrams of jºban, ſecund, imitated
391
Epilogue to Cymbeline 157. To the Orphan
of China 259. To the Adelphi of Tc. cnce,

Old England's glory, a ſong ſet to muſick 674
One horſe chair and phaeton
£75.

676

Oroonoko, prologue to the alter'd tragedy of

Lat.

677.

Epiſtle, to Mr. Pope, occaſioned by his cha
raēters of women

55o

Epiºiea morai and philoſophical, extracts

Orphan of China, extrasts from 264–169.
Prologue and epilogue to
*64, 269

45

tron

P.

Epitaphs

48, 193
F.

Fº B L E

of the phaeton and cne horſe
tº 5
Fair, ſong in that entertainment
6;d
chair

Falſe miſtreſs, to one

27,o

Farewell to the world
Father's advice to his ſon

-

48
214

Friend, to one on abſence

271

Friendſhip of two young ladies, cn it

272

A R A DISE loſt, on a young lady's
weeping, at the author's reading it 48
The paradox
271
Parody, of Hamlet's ſoliloquy
389.
Pafficu of Byblis
489, 551.
33+
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